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Only Drcne Shampoo with Hair Conditioning action
gives you this wonderful combination of beauty
benefits! 'Extra lustre ... up to 33 % more sheen
than with any kind of soap or soap shampoo!
Because all soaps leave a film on hair which dulls
lustre, robs your hair of glamour! Drene leaves
no dulling film, brings out all the lovely gleam.
S Such manageable hair . . . easy to comb into
smooth, shining neatness, right after shampooing
. . . due to the fact that the new improved Drene
has a wonderful hair conditioning action. ' Complete removal of unsightly dandruff, the very first
lime you use this wonderful improved shampoo.
So insist on Drene with Hair Conditioning action,
or ask your beauty shop to use it!
\
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knowvf^

Here's Lovely Norma Richter
. . . one of New York's top-flight
fashion models, Cover Girl
and "Drene Girl"! On this page she
shows you three stunning
hair-dos, keyed to the kind of
simple clothes smart girls will
wear this fall and winter!
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Drene with Hair Condition
hair so lustrous, yet so easy to
leaves
shampoo
manage!
For hatless occasions, on windy winter days, tie a small silk scarf around youi
head. Sweep hair up and arrange ends in
big puffs, right over forehead. Slip ends
of scarf through puffs. But make sure
your hair has the lustrous smoothness
which only Drene with Hair Cond
tioning action can reveal!

bamboo

WITH

HAIR CONDITIONING

Multi-colored plastic combs add a p«
touch to the classic simplicity of this sm<
page-boy and complement the colors of
gay sleeveless jacket. Norma says no sh
except Drene with Hair Condi tionin
poo
tion leaves her hair so shining, yet so sm>

ACTION

GIRL: Think I'd rather go to some wonderful old
dance and be popular and glamorous when I can sit
here being just plain old me with my slacks on?
Goodness!
CUPID:

Plain? You're not so plain, Pattycake.

GIRL: Wait'll I smile, Little One. I'm Sad Sack.
CUPID: No gleam?

GIRL.: No gleam, Little One. No sparkle. I brush
my teeth. And brush 'em. But it's no glow. No gleam.
C U P I D: And 'pink' on your tooth brush, I'll bet!
GIRL,: We-ell . . . only lately . . . I—

CUPID: Stop stuttering, Sis. That 'pink' on your toothbrush isa warning! It means see your dentist-and fast!
GIRL: Dent- But I haven't got a toothache. ICUPID: Quiet, Powderpuff ! Dentists aren't just for
toothaches. Visit yours tomorrow. He may find your gums are
being robbed of exercise by soft foods. And he
may suggest, "the helpful stimulation of Ipana and massage!'

GIRL: Sure. Sure, sure, sure. But what's that got
to do with my smile?

CUPID: This, my mentally under-privileged friend:
Ipana not only cleans teeth. With massage, Ipana
helps your gums. Massaging a little extra on when you
brush your teeth will help them to healthier firmness.
And healthier gums mean sounder, brighter teeth.
A smile that'll have you cutting more rugs and fewer
paper dolls. Get started tomorrow, Baby!
Product of Bristol-Myers
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this space
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The greatest
star of the
screen I

Sometimes we get to thinking about
titles like "Our Vines Have Tender
Grapes'*. Why
★ do★ authors
★ ★ choose 'em?

Take a recent M-G-M picture— "The
Clock", for example. That was about a
soldier on a 48-hour pass. So the title
was quite logical.
★ ★
★ ★
Now try to figure out
"Our Vines Have Tenand what
does der
thatGrapes"
tell you?
Well,

Paul

Delight
Elizabeth Wilson,
Western Representative
Helen Fosher,
Assistant Editor

when you've helped a wonderful thing
to grow, you've got to watch over it.
★ ★
★ ★
That's why it's a great title— and a great
picture! It reaches straight down to
your heart — without pretense or sham.
★
★
★ ★
And it's brought touchingly to life by the finest
performers it has ever
been our pleasure to
watch: delightful, wistful little Margaret
O'Brien; granite-faced,
golden-hearted Edward
G. Robinson, hardboiled
MARGARET
O'BRIEN
and hilarious little
"Butch" Jenkins. What
wonderful contrast of character.
★ ★
★ ★
Like a promising young vine herself,
Margaret O 'Brien grew beautifully past
"Meet Me In St. Louis" and "Music
For Millions". Now, in "Our Vines Have
Tender
she
matches Grapes"
her brilliant
talent with the rough,
earthy greatness of
Edward G. Robinson.
★ ★ ★ ★
Yes, a truly fine wine
has come from these
grapes: a taste of ro"BUTCH"
mance with James
JENKINS
Craig and Frances Gilford—flavor from Morris Carnovsky and
Agnes Moorehead — and a bit of tang
from "Butch" Jenkins — the belligerent
brat you loved in "National Velvet".
★ ★ .★ ★
A great vintage, with screen play by
Dalton Trumbo, direction by Roy
Rowland, production by Robert Sisk.
★
★
★ ★
motion
This
t his fine
tine motion
-j .
picturehadits World '\s<ss
Premiere at Radio
i--*x> '
City Music Hall.
★
★
★ ★
We urge you to see
it as soon as you can.
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Publisher

Evans,
Editor
,_A_,
Frank J. Carroll,
l^i
Art Director
Anthony Ferrara,
Assistant Art Director

Jack Albin, Staff Photographer

plenty
seenitthe
picture,if you've
and love
as
much as we do.
★ ★ '★ ★
G. V. Martin, author
of the best-selling
novel, took his title
from "The Song of Solomon": "Take us
the foxes, the little foxes, that spoil the
vines;
for our
tenderitgrapes"
We guess
the vines
authorhavemeant
to say: .
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Never greater! She wins your

The screen's tough guy in an
absorbing new role !

EDWARD

laughter and tears!

G. ROBINSON

• MARGARET

OarMnes

Have

with

JAMES
AGNES

I

CRAIG

MOOREHEAD

-

The hard-boiled hilarious brat,
"Butch" himself!

FRANCES
• MORRIS

GIFFORD
CARNOVSKY

JENKINS
H''
"BUTC
Screen Play by JACKIE
Dalton Trumbo
• Based
on the Book,
"For Our Vines Have
Tender Grapes," by George Victor Martin • Directed by ROY ROWLAND
Produced by ROBERT SISK • A METRO- GOIDWYNMAYFR .. PICTURE
SCRBENLAND

O'BRIEN

THERE are those who would have you
believe that all is not well between
the Henry Fondas. Too bad the rumor
hit the papers the very day Hank unexoverpectedly
Hollywood
the years'
at alltwo
far, from
So returned
seas duty.
parties, no two people appear to be
more devoted. Hank and Frances hold
hands and behave like newlyweds.

TT'S ONLY a rumor — we hope! From a
reliable source comes word that Columbia Studios is thinking of casting
Glenn Ford (of all people!) in the star
role of "The Life Of Al Jolson." One of
the best young actors on the screen
today, Glenn, aside from being a Welshman, is no Gene Kelly in the dancingsinging department. With every studio
trying to beg, borrow or buy the Ford
talents, his own home lot is extremely
anxious to keep him busy. Dollars to
doughnuts he never plays the part.
T\ [STING UISHING himself at Tarawa
and other strategic points, Cesar
Romero is back in Hollywood and out
of the service. The first day he walked
on the 20th Century lot, he was greeted

Tampax
known,

with great enthusiasm. "We've got a
terrific part for you in 'Three Little
Girls In Blue,' " shouted an important
producer. "You play the role of a —
Spaniard!" Happy as he is to get back,
Cesar groaned inwardly. "This is where
I came in," he sighed. However, they've
promised to give him the be-eg buildup,
long since
titled to it.overdue. No one is more en-

is so well
now

NO BELTS
NO PINS
NO PADS
NO ODOR

THROUGH the length and breadth of
I the United States — in city, town and
remote village — millions of women are
buying Tampax regularly at their local
stores. So you can confidently discuss
Tampax with anyone to whom you would
mention any monthly sanitary protection.
The Tampax method has definitely
arrived! The reasons are obvious. First,
Tampax discards all outside pads and
their needed supports of belts and pins.

Happy honeymooners: Mr. and
Mrs. Dick Powell (June Allyson). Below, back on the MGM
lot making "They Were Expendable," Robert Montgomery is
greeted by Margaret O'Brien.

Then there can be no bulges — no chafing
■— no odor. Changing is quick and disposal iseasy . . . Tampax gives a feeling
of comfort and freedom that probably
always surprises the new user.
Perfected by a doctor to be worn internally, Tampax is made of long-fiber
cotton firmly stitched and compressed in
applicators for efficient insertion. You do
not feel the Tampax when it is in place . . .
Sold at drug stores and notion counters in
3 absorbency -sizes (Regular, Super,Junior).
A whole month's supply will fit into your
purse. Tampax Incorporated, Palmer,
Massachusetts.

O
O

,
,
absorbencies

f REGULAR
< super
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Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association
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Gladys Cooper -Anita Louise- Robert Sully
Directed by WILLIAM DIETERLE
A Paramount Picture

SCREENLAND

Based on the Novel of Suspense
And Mystery by Chris Massie

Picture yourself in a

Flattering

new

hair-do
It's so quick and easy with the
new VOGUE braids, rolls and nets

Selected Sty
mum

hub

STATE FAIR — 20th Century-Fox
It's a gala celebration, this new version of Phil Stong's
novel which first made its cinematic debut in 1933 with
the late Will Rogers as star. It was a good picture
then, and it's even better as a Technicolor musical.
Oscar Hammerstein II have colRichard Rodgers'and
laborated on the neatest set of hit tunes to come out of
Hollywood in many moons — "It's A Grand Night For
Singing," "That's For Me," "It Might As Well Be
Spring," among others — with Jeanne Crain (surprisingly competent), Dana Andrews, Dick Haymes and
Vivian Blaine to give them voice. Charles Winninger
and Fay Bainter give grand blue ribbon performances.
LOVE LETTERS — Paramount
psyHighly colored emotions lay a heavy hand on thismood,
chological drama, but if you are in a sentimental
of an
Jennifer Jones'
you'll enjoy
of
happy part
only theportrayal
who remembers
victimfollowing
amnesia
her most eventful past. Her sunshiny and Pollyanna
with the character's repuis in decided contrast
exterior tation,
since somewhere in her history there seems to
have been— a murder ! Joseph Cotten's role, too, as the
man who lives to regret the love letters he wrote to her
as a favor to a buddy, is heavily coated with emotion.
Ann Richards and Gladys Cooper are excellent support.

THE CRISS-CROSS— A flattering frame for your
from every angle. Soft. High-style. Fashionbeauty,Front
wise.
and sides are upswept over tiny Vogue
rolls for contour firmness. The picturesque crisscross low on the neck is turned under a la page boy
over a Vogue hair roll, then held neatly and surely
with a Vogue mesh net. Vogue hair rolls and nets
come in "natural" hair shades.

LADY ON A TRAIN — Universal
Deanna Durbin takes a deep plunge into a fine mixture
in this Leslie Charteris murof comedy and melodrama successfully
despite the mass
der mystery and emerges
of conflicting clues which are strewn in her path. As
a slightly zany socialite, she takes you on a merry chase,
combining the serious with the farcical, from the very
first murder she witnesses from a train window. So
you can't blame Deanna for being confused as to
"whodunit." You'll be surprised too when the criminal
is finally named in the cast including such actors as
Ralph Bellamy, Edward Everett Horton, Dan Duryea,
David Bruce, Patricia Morison and George Coulouris.
DUFFY'S TAVERN— Paramount
Ed Gardner massacre the king's
funnyroleto ofseeArchie
just as
It's
English
in the
as it is to hear him on the

radio. He does it with such aplomb and self-assurance.
And, brother, does he give you an earful ! But if that
isn't enough of a treat, there's a -grand array of skits
given by Bing Crosby (and sons!), Betty Hutton,
Paulette Goddard, Alan Ladd, Dorothy Lamour, Eddie
Bracken, Brian Donlevy, Sonny Tufts, Veronica Lake,
Diana Lynn, Walter Abel, Johnny Coy and many more,
who walk in and out of the scenes. Marjorie Reynolds and Barry Sullivan contribute a nice romance.
THE STRANGE AFFAIR OF UNCLE HARRY — Universal
The film version of the Broadway stage play gathers
momentum slowly and quietly, building up suspense and
interest to a fine tricky ending. Though you may feel
a little hoodwinked, nevertheless it offers you some
very good characterizations on the part of the cast —
George Sanders as the textile designer, Geraldine Fitzgerald, his sister whose possessive love nearly wrecks
his marriage to the New York fashion designer, Ella
Raines, the only girl he ever wanted to marry, and
Moyna Magill, the victim of his murder plot that went
awry. Yes, considering the quality of the film and the
fine talents of the cast, you'll enjoy being fooled.

CURLS 'M BRAID— Such a gracious "fair lady"
coiffure. Curls to catch the masculine fancy .
braid to lend artistic smoothness. You'll find this
new Vogue hair-do simple to duplicate with a
Vogue pin-on braid to match (or contrast with)
your own hair. See youmearest Vogue counter for all
kinds of other smart new Vogue hair-do suggestions.
Vogue Hair Rolls
Sc.-o 59
Vogue Braids
39f<to79fi
Vogue Nets
100
In Hair-Matching Colors . . . Wanted Sizes and Shapes
On sale at 5-and- 1 Op stores end department stores

The Glemby Co., Inc. • 111 Eighth Are. • New York City
8
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WAR1VERS 'daringly bring to the screen
the daring novel by James
M. Cain!
w'™
DIRECTED BY
PRODUCED BY
EVE ARDEN • ANN BLYTH • BRUCE BENNETT • MICHAEL CURTIZ • JERRY WALD
Screen Play by Ranald MacDougall • Based on the Novel by James M. Cain • Music by Max Steiner
SCREENLAND

HOLLYWOOD

INSPIRED]

Your

Guide

to Current

THE LOST WEEKEND— Paramount
Here is a motion picture not to be missed
rs with good strong stomby adult moviegoe
achs. It is the most honest translation of a
controversial book ever filmed. Billy Wilder
and Charles Brackett have screened Charles
Jackson's novel about an alcoholic in all its
uncompromising realism. Except for a surprisingly weak ending, it's probably the most
It's not a pleasant
ever filmed.
daring pictureexperienc
e to suffer through the
or charming
tortures of Don Birnam, as magnificently
d by Ray Milland. No, it's not
portraye
pretty; but it comes very close to being
great. Direction, writing, camera technique
—all superb; and Milland makes of the
one more" a
man who cannot resist "justWyman
as the
very moving figure. Jane
woman who sticks by him, and Howard
da Silva as the bartender are very fine.

Films

BLITHE SPIRIT — United Artists Release
Noel Coward's diverting comedy of a giddy
wife who returns as an equally gay spook
to haunt her husband, happily married to
another woman, becomes a movie entertain-d
ment item guaranteed to amuse sophisticate
audiences. The self-conscious Coward charm
and wit is spread rather thin in this selfversion of the playwright's stage
produced
hit; but deft acting by a fine cast and, in
particular, the rousing performance of
Margaret Rutherford as the eccentric medium who conjures up the first wife's ghost
provide sufficient excitement to hold your
attention. Rex Harrison as the badgered
husband delivers dialogue with the necessary
suave assurance ; and Kay Hammond as the
first, Constance Cummings as second wife
maintain the feminine charm admirably. But
Miss Rutherford is the real star of this show.

-<: \ smm. J.itf

Fetching HOUND'S TOOTH CHECK makes
Vest 'n Slacks so charming you'll
suit of
this the
center of attention. SLACKS are
be
deftly tailored to fit the hipline with deep
pleats in front for ease and darts to smooth
the back. Vest is trimly molded to slenderize the waistline. Hip slimming. Dashing in
style. Two handy pockets. A darling for fall
days in rayon reinforced wool (65% wool)
and a choice of black-and-white, brownand-white or green-and-white checks. Sizes
10 to 18. Slacks, $5.95. Vest, $3.95 (plus
mailing costs. )
BOW BLOUSE — bow tie and high neck line
— long, full sleeves. . . . Rayon cloth in
White, $3.98; Maize, Green or Light Blue,
$4.98 (plus mailing costs.)

nodn
p^c0XTnaMoney
MONEY
SEND NO
arrival.
1 Odays'
examination
refundedYes!
if not
delighted.
Send toprivilege.
Hollywood for
guaranteed satisfaction.
J ANNE OF HOLLYWOOD
Dept. 79-CV, 5071 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood, California
Please send "Hound's Tooth Limited"
□ Slacks ClVest □ Black-and-white □ Brownand-white □ Green-and-white
Sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18.
Send Bow Blouses — ■
□ White □ Maize
□ Green □ Light Blue
Sizes 32, 34, 36, 38.
Name _.
Address
City
10

State,

OVER 21— Columbia
ab21 doesn't
over close
thate anyone
The theory
to being
comes very
sorb knowledg
proved in this film based on Ruth Gordon's
stage play. But much to our relief — and hilarity— Alexander Knox, a capable newspaper editor, with the expert aid' of Irene
Dunne, his authoress wife, manages to graduate along with the younger boys who
skimmed gaily through OCS. Charles Coburn adds a great deal to the comedy of the
situation, and so does the housing situation.
Dialogue and expert direction, as well as the
undeniable talents of the co-stars, make
this an evening of Al entertainment.

—MGM
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO IN HOLLYWOOD
Abbott and Costello, as barbers who become
actors' agents in filmland, have plenty of
opportunity to work out some new zany
comedy routines. It's a toss-up which is
funniest : the "insomnia-num-num" sequence,
Lou as a "dummy" in a fight scene, Bud's
wise-guy, double-talk description of his best
friend, or the wild ride on a roller coaster
set. Frances Rafferty and Robert Stanton,
as budding starlets, provide romance and
music, while Jackie Jenkins, Preston Foster
and Lucille Ball as movie stars add authenticity tothe background, fabulous Hollywood 1
S C R EE NI AND

RADIO STARS ON PARADE — RKO
h Or
Ralph Edwards' "Trut
The filming of sets
a fast pace in this picConsequences"
ture using the talents of other radio stars,
Frances Langford, Skinnay Ennis and his
band, Don Wilson, Tony Romano, Town
Criers, Cappy Barra Boys, and Rufe Davis.
You'll see them all interspersed between the
wild escape of comedians Wally Brown and
Alan Carney, who play actors' agents, from
r
gangsters Sheldon Leonard, Max Wagne
in
is
ord
Langf
es
Franc
.
Peters
Ralph
and
fine voice singing "That Old Black Magic,
"Can't Get Out Of This Mood," and Robert
Clarke is very appealing in a romantic role.

AND THEN THERE WERE NONE
—20th Century-Fox
Agatha Christie's murder mystery based on
the nursery rhyme, "Ten Little Indians,
makes fascinating film fare. It's new and
different to say the least, and you won't get
tired of it even after the sixth or seventh
murder. The setting is a bleak windswept
isle. The "Little Indians" are the guests at
a house party hosted by a psychopathic
Fitzgerald) who is familiar
judgethe(Barry
crimes each has committed. Louis
with
Hayward and June Duprez play the love
interest in a big name cast including Judith
Anderson, Walter Huston and Roland Young.

No belts to bind or pads to chafe— with
Meds modern internal protection!
"Next time", ask for Meds to assure the
extra comfort of Meds' shorter length
and the extra protection of Meds'
"SAFETY -WELL" !
Meds are made of real COTTON — soft
and super-absorbent for extra comfort.
Meds alone have the "SAFETY-WELL" —
designed for your extra protection.
Meds' easy-to-use APPLICATORS are
dainty, efficient, and disposable.

FOR

10 IN APPLICATORS

Pass Along Your Ideas!
Now is the time for all good fans to
the aid of the movies' postcome warto
plan. Voice your opinion about the
type of pictures which should be made
now, along with those random thoughts
about your favorite stars. If they
sound good to you, motion picture producers might like them too. So write
and send them to Fans'
down
them
Forum. Monthly awards for the best
letters published : $10.00, $5.00, and five
$1.00 prizes. Closing date is the 25th
of the month.
Please Screenland,
address your37letters
Forum,
West to
57thFans'
St.,
New York 19, N. Y.
FIRST

Because of these dainty, carefully designed
applicators, Meds insorbers are easy-to-use!
JJ

PRIZE

WINNER

$10.00
Anent criticism of the movies — which
continues to be the favorite indoor sport
of Knockers, Unlimited — a prominent Hollywood columnist recently remarked that
"Movies are not art." That, I would say,
depends entirely upon one's definition of the
word. I know certain people who rhapsodize over modernistic paintings and call
it art.
If motion pictures have not yet reached
the peak of artistic achievement, the fault
lies largely with the public. Pictures, like
any other commodity, are designed and produced to meet the demands of the consumer.
If the consumer isn't discriminating enough
to insist upon the highest quality, if he is
satisfied with less than the best you certainly
can't blame producers for selling it to him.
However, to say that there is no art in
motion pictures is to admit ignorance of the
term. Hollywood has produced films that
were artistic triumphs — but box-office flops.
And make no mistake about it, Hollywood
still bends a reverent knee to the box-office
deity.
There are producers and directors in HolScreenland

lywood with sufficient daring, imagination
and initiative to adventure from the wellworn paths of triteness and mediocrity to
try new fields, but their efforts, for the most
part, have met with tepid response from
average movie audiences. Until the public
is educated to an appreciation of the truly
artistic in film production, movies, with few
exceptions, will continue to fall short of
that standard. And the responsibility lies
squarely in the lap of Mr. and Mrs. John
Q. Public.
WILLIE MAE JACKSON,' Nashville, Tenn.

SECOND

PRIZE

WINNER

Thank you, Dorothy Jane King and Dane
$5.00 and helpful letters,
Clark, for your frank
and, for publishing
Screenl
you,
thank
and
their letters.
I have read them and re-read them, and
they make me think how little we know how
far-reaching a word of ours, spoken or
written, may be; how it may encourage a
bewildered or discouraged fellow human
being to keep on trying or to make a greater
effort to achieve a happy, worthwhile life.
Such is also one of the important functions of the Fans' Forum, for almost every
letter printed therein is written to or about
a particular person, and no one can ever tell,
except that person, how that letter may have
given him or her a new outlook, a different
attitude, a greater courage. Or, sad to contemplate, that letter may have been the last
blow that toppled the structure.
As Mrs. Eleanor Furness said in the August issue of Fans' Forum. "There oughta be
squawkers." If we can't give
a law against
encouragement or inspiration in our letters,
let us practice the golden virtue of silence.
ETTA A. MASON, York, Neb.
FIVE

PRIZE

WINNERS

$1.00 Each
We have just read that Jimmy Stewart
isn't returning to Hollywood 1 Does he real-

^7/?e
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The screen's glorious new love-match!

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE with
THOMAS

GOMEZ

• GALE SONDERGAARD

TI1RHAN
'
^ H-"*-

• RAY COLLINS • ERNEST TRUEX • GEORGE

BTY

DOLENZ • JEROME

COWAN

Golitzen
Directed by ARTHUR LUBIN • Produced by WALTER WANGER ■ Associate Producer: Alexander
Lavery
Emmet
Adaptation:
•
Pascal
Ernest
Screenplay:
•
Hellman
S.
George
by
Feather"
From the Novel "Peacock's
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ARE

BACK!

rful
wondetoday
that'sstores
and the
are back,
hands
Lovely for
. Yes,
all women
news
have more Frostilla for sale than they've had
for months. Right at this moment, fragrant,
effective Frostilla Hand Lotion is helping
where to gain or rerough, raspy hands every
gain romantic softness and smoothness.

TAKE A BOTTLE HOME. See for yourself how
Fragrant Frostilla helps make hands softer
and lovelier even at the first application. See
how it helps legs to beauty, too — guarding
the sun's fiery rays, smoothing
their
it for skin
a finerfrom
tnakeup.

TRY FROSTILLA — Make your own hands lovely
again. With Frostilla more available because
of the partial release of its scarce ingredients
from war service, you can now see for yourg$i self why Frostilla has been America's premier hand lotion for 74
years. 35c, 50c, $1.00 sizes in Drug
and Dept. stores in
U.S.A. and Canada
' Guaranteed
by *'■
Travel or Desk size
■ O 'Vv»-i^vGood
*n irHousekeeping
ol'ccTiw o» .,
in better 10c stores.
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ne Darya.
The lucky girl who's dating fans' favorite Van Johnson is lovely Jacqueli
face beautiful but— a little blank. Now, she
ize what he is doing to us, his fans who worhis
ship him ? We have all been waiting for
puts everything in her expression. Did her
suffering help give her that appearance? If
isn't
seems
but itthis
us, With
returntotous.
hopes
ourcoming
newshe all
so — I'll never complain again when Mr.
back
crash to the ground.
Trouble parks his big feet at my door.
MRS. BEN C. DICKINSON, JR.,
fight.
a
But, we won't let it go by without
Cordele, Ga.
will
we
We'll complain and, believe me,
fight for all we're worth ! We want Jimmy !
ELSIE KRUEGER, EVA KRUEGER,
I've just come home after seeing "That's
West Haven, Conn.
The Spirit," and my thoughts are all centered on one person, Johnny Coy. This verLately, Hollywood has been sending many
satile young actor is certainly heading for
stardom. He has everything that is required
of its new, young stars to New York oninperthe
sonal appearance tours. This is more
for a brilliant career; good looks, good
way of suggestion than a complaint, although
singing-voice, and A-l dancing talent.
it might easily be both. Why does a studio
Here's hoping to see more of him very soon.
send an actor across the country on one of
I'm rooting for you, Johnny Coy!
these tours armed with a routine that is
BETTY CHECK, Perth Amboy, Pa.
pure corn? Aren't these tours meant to
star's popularity? It's true that
enhanceof athese
HONORABLE MENTION
actors cannot sing or dance
many
routine. We don't expect
Bob Hope
do athings
or
I say a motion picture ought to be started
of a Bob Walker or a Roddy
these
Crosby. Don't you think
of Bing
MacDowall in a film, yet the studios expect
life time
on
Hollywood stopped waiting
about
it's the
these actors to do a hodge-podge of all
for a notable to die in order to do his biothree. They have to apologize continually
graphy? Crosby has in my estimation,
for their inadequacies while continuing to
place among the immortals. He
his
achieved
display them. Why not send entertainers
Crosby manner, captured
certain
that
in
has,
who have proved themselves in these fields
young and old, and will
both
of
hearts
the
and let the dramatic actors stay in Hollygreat actors as well
the
among
wood? And if they have to send them to
rank high
be forgotten. So I say
to
never
singers
as
the
with
material
their
choose
not
us, why
same care they take in choosing their films ?
now,
should
Hollywo
it. while there's
who docanit do
one odperson
only
GERALDINE SHAY, New York, N. Y.
York, N. Y.
New
ROBERT LAWRENCE,
Tonight at our post theater I saw a
superb actress once again on the screen
An open letter to Keenan Wynn : I have
where she belongs. That actress is Sylvia
been following your life for some time. ISidney. "Blood On The Sun" was an exfirst noticed you as a friend of Van Johnson's. But now that you are on your own,
cellent picture, thanks to the splendid performing of Miss Sidney and James Cagney.
rating high in the comedy roles, no one is
It was a delight to see Miss Sidney in a
happier than 1/ It is a hobby of mine to
different type of role. Only last week I
and I have been shouting
prophesy new stars for
months. Now it is
"Keenan Wynn"
caught a revival of "The Trail Of The
Lonesome Pine", and there on the screen
true. Your part in "See Here, Private Harwas the old Sylvia Sidney, a poor country
grove" was a beginning but your first
girl suffering away. But not the new Sylvia
picture was "Marriage Is A Private
notable
Sidney. She's great ! Here's hoping Miss
Affair." When people left the show I could
Sidney continues in these "new type" roles.
the switchman on
say, "The
hear them
CPL. WILLIAM R. GRIERSON,
is he? I began
l. Who
board was wonderfu
Camp Chaffee, Ark.
to smile as I knew it was the beginning.
Then came "Without Love." People were
Shades of beautiful Jean Harlow! Miss
saying, "Keenan Wynn was so good I
Turner is so exquisite in.. her .new roles until
"Between Two WoI cried."
laughedmen" until
and "The
Clock" brought the same
she takes your breath. J once thought her
SCREENLAND

notices. I am feeling quite good now as I
can say, "I told you so."
THELMA SMITH, Montgomery, Ala.

Roddy McDowall deserves praise not only
for being a wonderful actor but also for
how to speak disteaching young America
tinctly. At a time when grade school pupils
think it smart to jabber inaudibly, they cannot help admiring Roddy's superb acting.
The young man portrays youth so enjoyably
that no boy gets the idea that he is stuffy.
Thus clear enunciation is associated with
wholesome enjoyment of life. Thanks,
Roddy, for being a good example and a
superb actor.
T/5 GRACE PAUL, Washington, D. C.
"Captain Eddie" is certainly a natural.
It has everything — drama, suspense, humor,
audience appeal and a really swell cast
including Fred MacMurray, Lynn Bari, and
Charles Bickford. Never was MacMurray
more virile and interesting nor Lynn Bari
more beauteous and sympathetic. As for
Bickford, Nolan and Gleason, who could
ask for a more incomparable trio?
Eddie Rickenbacker is said to be completely satisfied with this dramatization of
his remarkably illustrious and adventurous
career and, indeed, it is easily understandable because the motion picture "Captain
Eddie" is really grand entertainment.
FRANK KENNEDY, TEC. 5,
Camp Roberts, Cal.
I've seen many a good star's talent wasted
in class B movies and it makes me furious.
Hollywood seems to be always crying for
some dramatic actress and when they have
one right under their noses they stick her in
musicals and comedies. I'm speaking of a
certain Ann Sheridan.
the "oomph" title is two
I know her
Yes, against
strikes
as far as drama goes,
but after seeing her splendid performance
in "Kings Row" I think the title of "topnotch actress" would be a better name for
her.
AUDREY RUTH GROGIN,
Fort Worth, Texas

Your

mirror
what's

YOUR BEAUTY is dazzling, says your
mirror. But it can't go on to tell you
why you're a dateless dazzler.
It can't warn you to put your trust in
Mum— and keep your charm from fading
away with your bath freshness.
Why let loneliness happen to you? Remember, your bath washes away past perspiration, but Mum guards against risk of
future underarm odor.
Mum smooths on in 30
seconds. Keeps you safe from
offending odor all day or eve-

Robert Hutton's date is Cleatus Caldwell,
former wife of comedian Ken Murray.

Product of Bristal-Myerj
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can't

tell

you

wrong!
ning. Now the men you meet agree with
your mirror. For you're just as sweet as
youMum
look. won't irritate your skin or harm
fine fabrics— has the Seal of Approval of
the American Institute of Laundering.
Smooth, creamy Mum won't dry out in
jar. And Let
youMum
can help
use itkeep
evenyouafter
dressed.
niceyou're
to be
near. Ask for it today.
For Sanitary Napkins — Mum is
gentle, safe, dependable . . . ideal
for this use, too.

Mum
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF
PERSPIRATION
IS

ing cheers these
yES, hands are ewav me sweethearts,
ho
com
to wel thers, and friends. And
day's ds,
bro
husban
when they are trim and pretty looking, they
g
give an extra something to that rousin
d
han
te
t
whi
t
sof
s
tha
welcome note. It'
g
with freshly tinted finger tips, flutterin
k.
tric
the
s
doe
ch
y,
whi
ull
cef
gra
Of course, you've been working hard and
undoubtedly have given your hands rather
it.
severe treatment. But they musn't show not
ne
If they do, they'll mark you as someo
routine
quite on the alert. Because today, oped
to
in hand and nail care has been devel
so
in
and
do,
to
easy
is
it
where
the point
short
a time.
.

Hand preparations have been scientifically
compounded which keep hands in beautiful
up brews
condition. You don't have to mixmake,
such
and concoctions, taking hours to
your grandmothers did. You don't have
as
to nip and dig at your cuticle because there
are lubricants on the market which do the
job in a jiffy. And hands which are made
work, become retense and stiff throughises.
Ten minutes a
laxed with simple exerc
keep ugly
ure
a once-a-week manic
day andaway.
hands

You are probably aware of many of the
hand do's but all of us unless reminded or
checked up on once in a while have a
tendency to slip a bit. For this reason, we
asked Evelyn Keyes, soon to be seen in
"Renegades," to review for us some of the
important pointers in the routine for hand
care And graciously she consented.
The first step is hand cleanliness. Never
be afraid to scrub your hands vigorously.
They can take it. Use a scrub brush so that
not a crevice is missed and work especially
on the knuckles and finger tips. A little
a good lanolin
pumice rubbing followed bypear
like magic.
cream makes callouses disap
ugh hand lubriThe second step is thoro
cation Before massaging the hands with
a special
cream or lotion, give the knuckles you
how
minute treatment. Evelyn shows
then
and
le
knuck
each
Cover
to do this.
with a firm rotary movement work in the
preparation. This extra softness tends to
make wrinkles look less conspicuous.
While your hands are moist from the
hand lubricant, exercise them for five minutes. If you can't spare five minutes, even

two or three will help, providing, of course
if
that you are consistent about it. That is.
exercise is to do the job, it must be done
daily Not in a haphazard fashion. Evelyn,
who is a pianist, suggests a piano exercise
as one of the simplest and easiest ways to
keep hands pliable and flexible. If you
haven't a piano, don't let that stop you. First,
place your hands in the same position as
though you were going to play. Then stretch
by playing imaginary octaves.
your fingers
Follow this by lifting up one finger at a
time, and then two fingers at a time, stretchin
ing and pulling. Do this exercise always
perfect rhythm. As your rhythm becomes
, you can increase the speed of the
perfecte.
exercis
Doing right by your hands also means
doing right by your nails. And nowadays
nails are more conspicuous than they ever
have been because they're being tinted in
fresh, vibrant colors. But in order to have
the colors sparkle and add to nail loveliness,
the nails must be in perfect condition.
fresh makeup, all semBefore blanceapplying
of the old must be removed. The nail
must be free of thick or raggy cuticle. And
{Please turn to page 105)

ncafe with
oil.

ds, dab on generous
portion of hand cream or lotion,
and don't forget knuckles. Above,
for limber, flexible hands, do ^0 keep cufiV/o
and haVe .
~
piano exercises on your dress- ^'ongSi dor), °
cut- Instead luU ■ fy Wn*re if
ing fable five minutes every
day. In photographs especially
taken for SCREENLAND, Evelyn
Keyes, Columbia Pictures' star
of the forthcoming "Renegades," shows you how it's done.

illustrates beauty
for hand

By Josephine
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Itching Scalp with UglyFlakes and Scales is a

Warning

You

Should

Heed

Many an otherwise intelligent man or woman fails to look upon flakes, scales and
itching as a warning that infectious dandruff
may be present.
Before they know it, they may be in the
grip of a condition that can, and does, play
hob with your scalp . . . impairing your
natural good looks.
Listerine Antiseptic — Quick!
At the first sign of such symptoms start
with Listerine Antiseptic and fingertip massage ... the easy, delightful home treatment
that has helped so many.

Make it a part of your regular shampoo
and, if you do not see rapid improvement,
follow the treatment twice a day. Remember,
in clinical tests the twice-a-day Listerine
treatment brought improvement or complete relief to 76% of dandruff sufferers in
thirty days.
Kills "Bottle Bacillus"

Listerine Antiseptic gives scalp and hair
a cool, antiseptic bath which kills millions
of germs, including the stubborn "bottle
bacillus."
This tough, hard-to-kill customer is
looked upon by many a noted dermatologist
as a causative agent of infectious dandruff.

Flakes Disappear
You'll be delighted to see how rapidly
those embarrassing flakes and
scales begin
to disappear. Note how much better your
hair looks and how much better your scalp
feels.
You will actually look forward to the
Listerine Antiseptic treatment. It's so cool
. . . so refreshing. And literally thousands
say it's so, effective!
Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

(Pityrosporum ovale), the "Bottle Bacillus," regarded by many
leading authorities as a causative agent of infectious dandruff.
Listerine

Antiseptic

The

Tested

Infectious
SCREENLAND

Treatment

for

Dandruff
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"I'm Always Chasing Rainbows"
"Dark Town Strutters Ball"
"The Sidewalks of New York"
"Give Me The Moonlight.
Give Me The Girl" ///
"Carolina In The Morning'
"The Vamp"
y

IS

"S.
Directed

Z. SAKALL
• Reginald Gardiner
George Jessel
by Irving Cummings*«t,
Marian Spitzer
Original Screen Pfay by John Larkin and
Dances Staged by Seymour Felix
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Here are highlights in
the MacMurray life and
career. Above and below, with Mrs. MacMurray and family. Left below, Fred plays the violin
at age of four, in Beaver
Dam, Wis. Circles, left,
show Fred with June
Haver in "Where Do We
Go From Here?" and
with Lynn Bari in "Captain Eddie," his latest
20th Century-Fox films.

of bedanger
you'res in
me Hollywood'
en Man
if
Forgott
SEEMS tocoming
something isn't done about it— quick.
Oh, I know you're a high-priced actor
whose services are in demand — that you're
doing all right, to coin a phrase. But I
don't think you've had the recognition you
rate — especially since your grand job in
"Captain Eddie."
That sort of woke me up about the
MacMurray situation. Frankly, I don't get
the letters about you that roll" in about
Frankie-Boy, or Bingo, or the Van. But
people must like you because tbey flock
to see the pictures you're in — whether an
epic such as "Captain Eddie" or a whatis-it like "Murder, He Says." It must be
MacMurray who draws 'em in, and this
has been going on for quite some time
now. No Academy Awards or even nominations. Not many interviews because you
don't have much to . say. You just keep
plugging along in a quiet way but you are
gradually making a place for yourself nobody else could fill. With the exception
of Gary Cooper you're the most "American" actor in Hollywood — even more than
Gary now, I think, because you're more
typical
the but
times.
don't towant
embarrassof you
I doI want
start toa
round of applause for a fellow who's a
credit
to his profession
and —American
don't duck
—
an
inspiration
to ambitious
boys.
Of course the neighbors may not like it
when those violins and saxophones start
wailing but the boys can always come back 19
with, "Well, Fred MacMurray started
this way, didn't he?"

in

BUSY

Hollyein troup
le his
Maso
THE wood,
Bobnic
HopeTemp
and
were gathered to say goodbye to
each other. He was going to join them
in New York and from there they'd
all go overseas. Photographers were taking pictures, publicity men were asking
questions, and I— the only writer to
have the luck to track down Bob Hope
for quite some time — was getting an
interview. With typical Hope modesty,
he had let the fanfare and talking about
himself go until a few minutes before
train time. Everything else came first.

AT

Latesi, and possibly last, of
•II the wonderful Bob Hope
entertainment tours for our
soldiers was climaxed at
Albert Hall, London, July
4, 1945— liistoric occasion
for this prince of clowns.
Our pictures show sections
of that audience of 10,000.

AS

Bob is not a guy to blow his own
trumpet.
For several months he'd been as elusive as a gay bachelor. Now you saw
him, now you didn't. He was in and
out of Hollywood like a nervous G"osy
Rose Lee. It was impossible to tacch
him at home. Paramount and he were
available at each
the studio.
As he
for wasn't
NBC,
other, so
suspending
it was public knowledge that Bob had
only broadcast his Tuesday night show
from NBC studios three times since the
war began. All the others we're broad-

HOPE

BOB
cast from the various Service camps.
However, with a pull here and a tug
there, I finally got to talk to him.
Screenland wanted to know what he'd
been doing the year and eight months
he'd been off the screen. What he hasn't
been doing would be easier to report.

snapped him, as unconcerned by the
cameras as the trouper he always is.
All the other members of his show
would get their faces set and pose just
so, but Bob never stopped talking, wisecracking,' laughing, and chewing gum.
It's quite an accomplishment. . Darkly
tanned, in a horsy sports jacket, he was
a darned good-looking hunk of man.
Yes, it's Bob Hope I'm talking about,
not Clark Gable. There's something in
Bob's face that you catch between
grimaces. It's kind of a deep, gay
(Please turn to page 83)

Around our city these days they don't
say "busy as a bee" any more. They
say, "Busy as Bob Hope."
Of course, getting Bob to talk about
what he's been doing was something
else again. He wouldn't settle down.
He sat there while the photographers

. Bob Hope's troupe, as always, Included clever Jerry
Colon na, with Bob at left.
Other members of the
popular
troupe
Jack
Pepper
andIncluded
pretty
Patti Thomas, a favorite
with the boys. Bob pretends to have microphone
trouble in photo at right.
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for
be seein Olivi DeHa
the first time in two years. Around
Hollywood, when the reason for this
was discussed, the subject would be dismissed briefly with: "Oh, she got difficult
and hard to handle, so she's on the
skids." The ugly rumor grew like a
snowball and became accepted as fact.
Few bothered to get to the truth of the
matter. The truth is a strangely honest
story, one that hasn't been told before
and which goes back to its beginning
to Olivia's memorable performance as
."
nie
The Wind
Withreturned
"Gone she
Mela
After in
Melanie
to her
home studio with gladness in her heart.
For the first time since she had come
to Hollywood, she was proud of a job
well done. Like a little child who has
been sent visiting and behaved herself
quite nicely, Olivia came back to her

home lot expecting a word of praise.
Perhaps the word of praise would
come indirectly, by way of a really
how
show
she'dthey
Oh, that
good part.
grateful
she was
had 'em
believed
in her in the first place. She'd work
hard on every good role, do justice to it.
Olivia was twenty-two, and the future
was golden in the sun.
She was so happy that she had at
last
to prove
just done
fill insomething
with ingenue
roles.sheNoneedn't
more
pretty girl parts, no more "Mrs. Errol
Flynn"
didn'tthat
wantnow,
to be
starred, pictures.
but she She
did feel
at
long last, she would have a chance at
really solid characterizations.
Instead of being "Mrs. Errol Flynn"
again, she was given a role in "Elizabeth And Essex," a Bette Davis-Errol
Flynn picture. It was a part any other
actress could have done equally well.
Olivia went to her agent. "Anyone

can do this part," she said, "anyone
who can walk! Why do they ask me?"
Like a child who has been rebuffed,
instead of rewarded, for doing her recitation well, Olivia was hurt and puzzled. She explained how she felt to
her agent.
"You'll have to do the picture," he
advised, "because if you don't, everyone will say: 'Look what happens when
she goes off the lot. She gets hard to
handle, big-headed and difficult.' You
don't want them to think that, do you?"
Olivia didn't because it wasn't true.
So she did "Elizabeth And Essex." Immediately after this, Olivia was sent off
the lot to do "Raffles." This was another picture she didn't want to do,
but the same arguments as to why she
should colored her better judgment.
Then "Gone With The Wind" was
released. All over the country people
were talking of the Academy Award

performance Olivia gave as Melanie. If
Olivia had been starred in pictures of
comparable quality, the whole nation
would have flocked to the box office.
Now, surely, with the release of "Gone
With The Wind," she would have a
chance to really act.
What happened? Well, she was cast
iff "Saturday's Children." She refused
to do it. "I begged the studio to let
me off," said Olivia. "I said I had
been apprehensive about the other pictures. I told them I couldn't play
those parts. I wasn't suited to them.
If you feel you can't do an effective,
good piece of work, you aren't earning
your salary. I asked for a chance at
Oliviaroles."
was suspended without salary
better
for six months.
And the rumor began. All over Hollywood you heard: Olivia DeHavilland is
difficult. Does she think she's a baby

Bernhardt? You see, Hollywood has a
way of forgetting. No one brought out
the fact that Olivia had made two pictures since "Gone With The Wind."
The gossip was that as soon as she
made "Gone With The Wind," she had
turned temperamental. And that rumor
has persisted.
After six month of suspension, she
was offered another picture. She refused it, on the same grounds. After
that, she did other films. One day she
saw read
the script
"Strawberry
Blonde."
She
it and of
liked
the secondary
role.
It wasn't the title one, but she wanted
to play in the picture. Jimmy Cagney
was to be the star. Since the role was
never offered to her, she asked for it.
Her agent said: "I'm very sorry,
but the studio says you don't know
how to play a small town girl."
"That's very strange," said Olivia. "I
(Please turn to page 70)
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the book of modern cinema history.
,Singly, each man was pretty good. But
together, to use an overdone Hollywood

DID YOU ever hear the one about
the two Irishmen?
This is the way Hollywoodtown is speaking of two prize-winning
buddies these days, two friends who
seem to be the Pat-and-Mike combination easy on everyone's tongue a few
years ago. Only it isn't Pat and Mike.
It's Birig and Leo.
Bing Crosby and Leo McCarey. The
pair are indelibly written down now in

expression, "they are terrific."
Crosby didn't do so badly as a crooner.
He was crooning away making a mountain of small change when he met up
with a guy who thought Bing would
make a wonderful dramatic actor. And
McCarey was making a living, too,
directing pictures before he bumped
into the Crosby lad and got ideas in his
noodle, ideas that are now proving socko
and walloppo to the cinema world.
For the boys meant nothing to one
another until the day Leo walked across
the street from RKO Studios with a few
lines of idea in his hands and knocked
on

Crosby's

door

inside Paramount

Couple of Crosbies: Bing and Everett, one
of his three brothers, suitably serious as they
pose together
set portrays
of Bing's
latest
picture
in which onhe the
again
a priest.
Studios. The few lines were the germ
that grew into "Going My Way," the
grand motion picture that snagged an
Academy Award for each of the boys.
Now, they are the warmest of friends
(Please turn to page 91)
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to about three or four years ago,
I used to tell fibs about myself —
particularly about my age — most
of the time. Having become a leading
lady at the age of thirteen in England, I
thought it undignified to be so young. I
always added several years to my age.
In fact, I started my career with a fib. At
the age of 12 I insisted upon being an
actress. My father, sure of my inability
to get a job, said that was all right with
him, if I got work without using his
name. So I invented a fake name for
myself and said that I had to get a job
because I had to support my two children, who were in danger of starving
to death. It made a very dramatic story.

UP

The real thing, not a publicity still (above). Ida really
likes to putter around her hillside home, and like
most
stars the
whotechnique
"just loveto to
Lupino
mastered
an paint"
extent that
mosthasof only
the
Caint lands on her instead of on the furniture. Latest

■•Since

yo» »e

««d

The director must have been very
much amused. I was as tall then as I
am now — five feet 4: but T certainly, at
twelve, didn't look like anyone's mother.
At least, I hope not! But I had put on
a good show for free, so he let me do
extra work.
When I came to the United States, I
was fifteen and in my first interview I
said, "It is true I am young, but I have
crowded more experiences into my seventeen years than most people enjoy in
a lifetime." And indeed, on the screen, I
had. I played a streetwalker in an English picture at the age of thirteen.
Today I no longer tell fibs about my
age. I'm twenty-seven. Born Feb. 4, 1918.
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ABOUT

MYSELF

There are certain secrets about my inner feelings which I never discuss. But
I'm perfectly willing to tell the truth
about the things I do, the people I see,
my faults, my health and my feuds.
There are certain lies about myself which
I resent very much, and some I laugh
at. Since you've asked for the truth
about me, this seems like a good chance
for clearing up some of those misunderstandings.
One story which I laughed about is
the published tale that whenever I give
an interview, I always insist on having
one empty chair in the room. And whenever an interviewer asks me something,
according to the story, I turn to that

empty chair and engage in an imaginary
conversation with my dead father.
"Don't you think so, Stanley?" I am
supposed to ask him, before I turn back
to my interviewer.
The truth is that if my father were
around to see me behaving in such an
asinine fashion, he would give me a swift
kick in the pants! Stanley was never
one to tolerate such ridiculous behavior.
I think the story about my imaginary
conversations started when an English
Merchant Marine came on the set of
one of my pictures. He had known my
father and he asked, "How's your

ing the War. But I don't really feci
he's dead." And I don't. I don't feel
that we ever lose anyone, so long as his
influence remains.
My father believed in spiritualism. I
have an open mind on the subject. Al(Please turn to page 72)

L said, "Father's dead. He died durfather?"

Ida has always wanted to pos* for one of those
pictures captioned, "Curled up with a good
book," and here's the result, above. Top, she has
a novel way of rehearsing for her frequent radio
appearances. Locks herself in a room and emotes
in front of a mirror; next, makes a recording of
the script and listens to the playback record,
then she's ready for the radio station rehearsal.
Exclusive home photos by
LotiffTvorth, Warner Bros.
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You

know

George,

that

likeable fellow and fine
actor. Now meet Denny,
his best and favorite

THERE were, until a few weeks ago,
two (only) pets in the George Murphy household. One was Nick, a
gentleman cat of some 12 active summers with the noisiest motor outside of
a sub-used-car lot, and the other was
Scooter, a brindle French poodle who
was named in honor of his puppy habit
of negotiating corners on his rear ruffles.
And then, one morning, the New Cat
arrived.
She was strictly casual of

origin, her life had been one to blanch
(Don Marquis'
l proved
Mehitabeas
cheek of feline)
the
fluff -moraled
by her
single good eye, and her condition was
suspicious. But, before George and Mrs.
Murphy were aware of the presence of
this dubious guest, Denny (the 5Y2year-old scion of the Clan of Murphy)
had seen to the New Cat's installation
in an ornamental garden urn. And there
Mrs. Cat produced four squalling kit-

fan

tens, to Denny's intense satisfaction.
"I don't know about keeping them,"
George said. "Er — after all, we have
quite a few pets. Perhaps we could find
the kittens."
homes for said
good
"Personally,"
Denny, "I'd like to
to the
he pointed
and
one,"
that
keep
kitten of his choice. Then,
having been
very much responsible for this front
yard addition to Murphy statistics, he
took up the entire problem of progeny

with his father. Assuming a man-to-man
tone, he asked his Dad, "In case Scooter
should lay a few eggs, what would the
puppies be — boy dogs or girl dogs?"
George said he'd look it up.
Until the arrival of the New Cat, there
was a carefully observed S.O.P. (Standard Operating Procedure) among the
furry friends, a fact idly noticed by
Denny. "It used to be that Scooter knew
just how far he could go without getting
chased
by Nick,"
said Denny.
"Now,
both Scooter
and Nick
know how
far
they can go before they get chased by
the New Cat."
George recently returned from a Canadian bond tour, undertaken B.C. (Before Cats) . He toured southern British
Columbia and Alberta, starting at Vancouver and ending at Lethbridge, helping
to sell bonds and entertaining at Army
hospitals. One of his appearances (at
Calgary) was adventurous. He was chatting calmly with the Royal Army Captain in charge of arrangements, when he
noticed a minor cloud in the northwest.
"Think
he
asked.we'll be able to start on time?"

"Perhaps a minute or two late, but
we'll make up the time," the Captain
said. "We're ready to call the affair to
order."
And by that time the cloud was not in
the northwest, but in all local millinery.
Although it normally remains light in
that latitude until nearly 10 p.m. it became black, on the instant, at 8:30, and

The Murphy boys in their new home in Beverly
Hills. George and Denny have big plans for a
new workshop and playroom, to be added postwar. Meanwhile they are doing all right making
model planes, playing backgammon, raising
pets. AM exclusive pictures of the versatile actor
and his son photographed by MGM Studios.
a gale assumed velocities of 85 miles an
hour. George asked three men to get
Mrs. Murphy from a nearby automobile
and convoy her to a safe spot beneath
the grandstand while he directed the
crowd in singing. Staring out at the
thousands of people, George had endured
a moment of panic at the thought of a
stampede, but his steady Canadian audience held their places and latched on
to the music, "Pack Up Your Troubles,"
and "Tipperary," and "Roll Out The
Barrel," and "Lili Marlene."
The pictures taken of the Big Blow
show two men holding the mike and two
men holding Murphy, in order to keep
body and voice together.
Normally reticent about his bond or
hospital tour experiences, George decided
that it would be necessary for him to go
into a recital for the benefit of the
junior partner.
Master Denny, supposed to be in the
midst of a course in social dancing, had
decided that tactics Terpsichorean were
not for him and had announced his intention ofdevoting his attention entirely
to baseball thereafter. That, in the face
of the big party of the season — a charity

affair as well, planned to
Children's Hospital.
After having described
hurricane, George said
"What's this I hear about

benefit a local
his horizontal
to his son,
your quitting

Denny class?"
substantiated the rumor.
dancing
"You have to do what you think best,"
George said to his son in comradely fashion, "but have you stopped to think that
if everyone quit, there wouldn't be any
proceeds for the Children's Hospital?
You'll have to make up your own mind,
but you realize, I'm sure, that if you
go ahead and do your part a few more
tickets will be sold — I'll buy a few, and
so will your mother, and her friends will
be interested. And your partner's parents will go. Better think it over."
"I've already thought it over," announced Denny stoutly. "No dancing.
That
sissy stuff."
The is following
morning George was
awakened by what he mentally diagnosed
as a fairly businesslike earthquake. The
west wall of his bedroom was vibrating.
Then, it became clear that the activity
was not sustained, but behaved more in
the manner of a barricade assaulted by
a battering ram applied with rhythmic
regularity.
George pried his eyes open, struggled
into bathrobe and slippers and approached the huge bay window with caution. Denny was in the back yard, tossing a soft ball, batting it against the
(Please turn to page 70)

along with a few laughs in the right
places. Keep your sense of humor about
yourself and you'll keep the right perspective on your new partnership. The
guy who said the first year is the hardest
may have been technically correct, but
frankly I've- never had so much fun in
The Alexis Smith-Craig Stevens cooperative clicked immediately. Alexis
liked ballet, so Craig learned to sit
through
my life."innumerable performances, and
finally to applaud spontaneously. Under
Coach Stevens' tutelage Alexis learned
to tout the right hockey and basketball
A CCORDING

to one-year-wife Alexis
the
Blue")BySmith,
]\ ("Rhapsody
gals who Instruggle
frantically
through their first year of marriage have
just been surveying their new existence
through the wrong end of the telescope.
"Bring it into focus," Alexis suggests.
"Remember that while marriage is actually aserious affair, it can roll merrily

teams. After that, it was easy. They've
constantly laughed down trouble whenever that appalling head reared itself,
and
they've
chuckled over their mutual
stay.
mistakes. Now the laughter's here to
It's not that they go out looking for
guffaws. It just seems that laughs tag
after them as dutifully as though they'd
both looked a good gag in the face and
It started right after their Del Monte
snapped "Heel!"
honeymoon when Craig's parents readied
the bridal apartment and pleaded with
(Please turn to page 79)

Mickell

Alexis with her real-life love, Craig Stevens, above, is busy
on the screen these days in such Warner hits as "Rhapsody
In Blue," with Robert Alda, and "San Antonio," with Errol
Flynn. Top, Craig visits Alexis and Errol on the set.

THE

FIRST
THE

"Marriage

YEAR

'$

FUNN1E

is a serious affair," admits Alexis Smith, "but

it can roll merrily along if you keep a sense
of humor."

Here's

how

she and

Craig Stevens solved those firstyear "problems"
32

Novak

Love scenes with Errol Flynn aren't exactly a
hardship, says Alexis, above, but it's more fun
when you share 'em with your husband, below.
The young Stevens couple are madly in
love but they also like to laugh together.

Alexisbe could
pictures
and years,
she'd
still
on the quit
screen
for thetoday
next two
she has so many as yet unreleased films ahead.
Currently she is appearing in "The Two
Mrs. Carrolls" with Bogart and Stanwyck.

\bur hands come to life,
as graceful and delicate as an exquisite flower . . .
when fingertips are done with glorious,
glamorous Dura-Gloss. Dura-Gloss, the polish of
perfection, is smooth to apply,
dries with speed, stays on for days.
At all cosmetic counters. lOtf plus tax.
Something New
Dura-Gloss Nail Polish Dryerdries polish faster. Try it.
10(f plus tax.
16 Exciting Shades
Dura-Gloss is the only nail polish that contains Chrystallyne
Copr. 1946, Lorr Laboratories, founded by E. T. Reynolds
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ought
An instructor at the Hollywood Y.M.C.A. told visiting Johnny Sands,a "You
bit part in
to be in pictures." Johnny tackled a Little Theater and landed
"Doughgirk" A Selxnick scout saw him. arranged a screen test. Result: Sands
has a contract with the producer who has groomed such stars as Vivien Leigh,
Joan Fontaine, Ingrid Bergman, Jennifer Jones, Gregory Peck, Joseph Cotten.

Star
That's

weds

cameraman!

real news in Hollywood. Here is Merle Ober-

on's own account
marriage to Lucien

of her
Ballard

By Liza
le Oberon married
WHENen Merard
Luci
Ball
by double proxy
in Juarez, Mexico, the screen colony was all abuzz with excitement. Here
was Merle on Stage 12 out on -the
Universal lot acting away in "As It
Was Before," based on Pirandello's famous play. ("With both monkeys and
children in this picture," says Merle with
a laugh, "I can act my head off and no
one will notice me.") And a few feet
away from her was the most attractive
Lucien Ballard, cameraman on the picture. But it said in the papers in black
and white that they were married that
day in Juarez, Mexico. It was something
new under the Hollywood sun. Lots of
people had lots to say.

Cole Porter said, ecstatically, "It's
the chic-est thing I ever heard!" A

radio commentator said, sarcastically,
"What some stars will do for publicity."
Merle Oberon said, unhappily, "I am
sorry my marriage had to come this
way, but as soon as Lucien and I finish
our picture we will have a regular wedding. Ithought that the proxy would
come through quietly in a letter, and
no one would know about it except us."
Because of my shattered nerves I
found myself right in the middle of
Merle's proxy. There I was in her dressing room chewing away at my nails
like a number one gibbering idiot. Under
normal conditions I would have been
on the set watching the cleft in Charles
Korvin's chin, naturally. Merle is probably the most soft-hearted, sympathetic
person in Hollywood. She just can't bear
to see anyone unhappy. Talk about your
selfish, conceited, self-centered movie
stars — sure, go right ahead and talk
about them — but don't include Merle in
the bunch. When she has children, and
she and Lucien are planning a family,
I hate to think how she will spoil them.
Well, anyway, Merle said she didn't mind
scenery chewing, she did a bit of that
herself occasionally, but nail chewing was
While Charles Korvin, below, is fondly
saluting
Oberon,is photographing
Merle's new husband, Miss
Lucien Ballard,
the
scene! That's Bridegroom Ballard with
Merle at right, below. Another scene from
the new Oberon picture, "As It Was Before," shows Merle witli Jess Barker.
Right, the star in her forthcoming film
for Universal, "A Night In Paradise."

very
I'd onbetter
come
to her bad,
beachand
house
Sunday
and down
gaze
at the „ sea and un-shatter my nerves.
And just about then the studio gatemen
shushed himself across the stage to
Merle's dressing room and whispered
to her that she was married. I've never
seen a married person so surprised.
"I can't be," exclaimed Merle. "I'm
supposed
to letter.
have a letter. I haven't
received any
(Please turn to page 97)

Mia 'Yellow Girl,' like Maureen
O'Hara? Or a 'Green Girl,' like
Joan Fontaine? Or a, 'WoodBrown Girl,' like Barbara Hale?" These
are questions you girls will, I prophesy,
soon be asking* yourselves.
For you are going to wear colors as
you have never worn them before. You
are going to be rainbows, dancing, irridescent butterflies. Polychromes. Prisms.
Flames and flowers. Women, who have
always been afraid of color, shy of it,
will in the post-war world be color-bold,
will go colpr-mad, will tint and dye and

drape and flaunt themselves in all the
colors of the spectrum. And should.
Once essential war materials are released for civilian use, more Technicolor
cameras will be made and then practically
every motion picture will be made in
Technicolor. Since you have followed
the fashions worn by the stars in black
and white films, with the more general
use of color in pictures you will, I daresay, answer the call to the colors, too;
and when you do it will be, for my
money, a more pictorial world to live
in. And much more exciting. For color
is exciting. On a woman. To a man.

A —young
friend
of mine
— I'llman
call who
her
Tess
was mad
about
a young
did not seem to see her as a dreamboat, if at all. Now, it so happened
that on every one of the seven or eight
dates Tess had had with him, she had
worn black. Unrelieved black. One
night, she pinned a red rose to her bodice, stuck a red ribbon in her hair and
wore little red shoes. Tess got her man
that night.
She ever
told really
me later,
believe
he had
seen "Imedon't
be-

\\

Are you a "Yellow Girl" like Maureen O'Hara? Then follow famed Edward Stevenson's advice and dress accordingly, as he tells you in accompanying exclusive
interview. RKO's noted designer did the clothes for Maureen's "The Spanish Main"
and "Kitten On The Keys." Left, he outlines his idea for Miss O'Hara. Above,
two new creations: left, uneven-length dinner dress of rust red crepe, natural shoulder line, semi-dolman short sleeves; right, cape costume consisting of black suspender skirt, yellow blouse, and yellow and black diagonally striped wool cape.

Are you a "Green Girl" like Joan Fontaine? Stevenson shows
Joan, left, one of his sketches for her. Below, two lovely exclusive
Stevensons designed with Fontaine in mind: left, black wool suit,
natural shoulder with dolman sleeve, extreme front dip to peplum
of jacket; right, Persian plum crepe evening dress with side
draped bodice top, side drape skirt featuring new uneven length.

fore." "Don't be silly," I said. "Of course
he hadn't."
Women should always wear a hunk of
color with a black dress. A red bag.
A red flower. A red sash. A HUNK!
For men like color. They react to it,
emotionally. Color in clothes is the
drama in clothes. The lift. The exclamaticn point. Because color rouges the
personalities of women, brings out the
"wolfess" in them, the warmth, it is
exciting to men.
Dressing the stars, I have seen what
color can do to italicize beauty, accent
personality and complement temperament.
When Maureen O'Hara first came to
Hollywood, and for some time thereafter,
she wore clothes that just happened on
her. Good materials, well-cut, they were
mostly blue, brown or black things, without daring in color. Because of Maureen's authentic beauty, she would look
beautiful in an out-sized gunny-sack;
but when, for "The Fallen Sparrow," I
used, for the first time, color in her
clothes, the plus toiler loveliness was
literally breath-taking. Shortly after
that picture was finished, Maureen married Will Price. A purely adventitious
circumstance, no doubt. Just the same,
it happened!
Color in clothes seems to give women
added enthusiasm — not only for clothes,
but for their work. For social life. For
life, period.
And why not? When your dressmaker
feels kind of dreary, he puts on the
brightest bow tie he can find in his collection and presto, feels as perky as the
bow!
Color gave Maureen enthusiasm for
clothes. Definitely. During her brown,
black and blue period. Costume sketches
to be okayed and fittings to be borne
were a chore to her. Color made them
fun. Where she had been cautious about
what she wore and reluctant to experiment, color gave her daring, A sense of
excitement began to enliven heretofore
dull hours in the fitting room. She got a
kick oUt.of poking around in the studio's
wardrobe department, trying on period
things (she is the ideal costume girl)
and modern things and discovering, to
her delight, that she could wear cuts
and colors she had never dreamt were
for her. Finally, this girl who is a brain
as well as a beauty, and had seldom

s

read anything less literary than a Book
of the Month, began to read the fashion
magazines and to discuss them with me.
What color did for Maureen was to
give her, an adventurous approach to
clothes. For example, she had never
worn chartreuse yellow because it was,
she felt, too obvious with her red hair.
But when,
"Kitten coat
On The
Keys," I
made
her afor
sleeveless
of chartreuse

yellow — and she saw it on the screen —
she had to admit the color is for her.
A chartreuse hat, with red hair is, of
course, wonderful. She had never worn
anything but solid colors. Vari-colors
would, she thought, make her too spectacular. But when, also for "Kitten On
The Keys," I made her a coat of three
colors, gray-blue, lemon-yellow and fuchsia, she was so happy in it, she bought

it immediately for her personal wardrobe.
Many women will accept the newest
fashions in clothes but will resist new
hair styles. Maureen, now completely
emancipated from formula in dressing,
even gives trial tests to new hair-dos.
For a recent picture opening, she worked
out, with her hairdresser, a 'hair hat'
that was newer than new. Actually, it
was her own hair, worn in the new bun
atop the head but tipped forward to
give it the rolled beret look. As a
member of the preview audience, I can
tell you it had all the femmes craning
their necks, popping their eyes and making like "Oh!" and "Ah!" with their
mouths.
Maureen is a Yellow Girl. That is,

her type of beauty — natural red hair and
skin, with a curious translucence, as of
a light shining underneath — has a special
affinity for, is intensified by the yellows,
crocus, chartreuse, primrose and so on.
Not that the yellows are the only colors
she wears. Or should wear. One of the
best outfits we did for "Kitten On The
Keys" was a steel-gray turtle neck
sweater, with long sleeves, a dark gray
skirt. But over this, she wore the sleeveless coat of chartreuse. Also, Maureen's
coloring can be intensified by the seemingly daring choice of red. Orange-red
is wonderful on her. And the pale shades
of scarlet. And she wears them all, wears

her beauty will take the breath out of
any man with eyes in his head and will
make you girls wish you had left "the
boys" at home.
Blondes have to be more careful than
any of the other types, because they
wash out easily. Too strong color, too
bright color on a blonde, extinguishes
her. For blondes, then, pastels are safer
{Please turn to -page 94)

every color of the spectrum, in "The
Spanish Main" — in every scene of which

Still another RKO star for whom Edw
Stevenson designs appropriate sc
clothes is Joan Davis, pictured a
with the gifted and popular "Ed,

'Wood-Brown
Barbara Hale?
Edward
Steven-J
stunning
deson of RKO Studios fori
the to
Barbara
type.
you
emulate,Hale
if you'raj

neck
sweaterjersey
andturtleskirt]
Rrst, green
topped
with
casual]
sleeveless coat in gray)
woolen angora striping
of
navy blue
woolgreen;
coat next,
with sleeves
of
Far left,
Barbara;
yellowman cut.
wool
in semi-dolcostumed by Stevenson.
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in

CLARK,

Demand!

Warner Studio had an unexpected sensation
on iff hends when Dene dark caught the public's fancy. Since the fan* pick their own stars,
the studio is "building" Dene into a soio
attraction, with "Pride of the Marines," in
which he sheres acting honors with John Garfield and Eleanor Parker, as his next picture.
Kodttcbrome by Bert Six

Hollywood's

so-called

come the call to location
from

the comforts

pampered

in the wide

of luxurious

pets
open

studio

actually
spaces
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serious,
very een
being eight
was only
Lynn
DIANA
us as
as serio
can
be looking life squarely in the
eyes. "You know," she said, "I'm not
a child any longer. The time has come
to take stock of myself."
And a very pleasant stock-taking it
would be, anyone would think looking
at her. Slender and tall in her trim
little tailor-made suit, she wore a
cluster of field daisies to accentuate
her new (to her) upswept hair-do which
for all that it was so grown-up and
sophisticated only accentuated the more
than springtime quality about her.
But it wasn't that sort of stock-taking
she meant. Even though her eyes are
so clear a blue they look as if they
might be playing truant irom a field of
wild asters, her hair so subtly blonde
that any beauty parlor would give its
entire permanent wave equipment to
produce that natural tint artificially,

Diana takes them in her stride. There
was a mirror on the wall facing her, but
not once did she give it one of those
casual glances so many girls not nearly
so pretty would have managed. For
Diana is as utterly unimpressed with
her appearance as only a girl can be
who has never had to worry about it.
She doesn't take other things so lightly, though.
You realized that as
she went on, her young voice so thoughtful, her eyes thoughtful too.
"I want to start my music again,"
she said. "I've had to neglect it lately
and that worries me. Those tales of me
practicing six hours a day must have
been dreamed up by somebody with an
especially active imagination. How
could I possibly do it and keep up with
my studio schedule?
"That's one of the first things I want

Strip tease — two versions. Gail Russell, typifying Miss 1945, helps Diana Lynn, impersonating amaiden
of thefurther
milder contrast
20's, shedbetween
a petticoat. Left, below,

to do. Even though I've decided I
don't want music as a career, except for
occasional radio or stage appearances, I
would be miserable if I neglected it. I
don't want to sound precocious, but
when you've studied something since you
were four it does become a part of

the two young stars of Paramount's "Our
Hearts Were Growing Up." Bottom of page,
Diana with Billy DeWolfe in "Duffy's Tavern."

the piano is the most comPlaying
you. plete
relaxation I know. Even practicing
(Please turn to 'page 62)

Visitors to the McDowall home include many servicemen. Above, Roddy
and sister Virginia entertain Lt. James Mason and Cpi. John Ranks.
On facing page, Mrs. McDowall shares a closeup with her family.

ng particularly heartwarming about
THERE'S somethi
visiting Roddy McDowall and his mother and sister.
Stepping into their house is like coming face to face with
a warm breeze that rests you inside and yet exhilarates you.
That is the charm of being at home with the McDowalls.
Many servicemen have shared this feeling. To them, it has
been a house of wonderful memories, of comfort, of joy. They
have crossed its threshold and felt "Welcome" in its every
room. Now, the McDowall clan has moved and the boys have
a new place to call "home." tell you only about the pool he
If you talk to Roddy, he'll
has in his new place. But there is more to this story than the
acquisition of a mere dish of water.
"We decided to move only because our family doctor
thought Roddy was growing so fast he needed a home where
he could exercise," Roddy's fabulous mother, Win, told me
proafter a dinner at the house one night. "He said nothing
vided so much exercise as a pool. I looked squarely at him
and said, 'Oh, a pool, is it? Well, that's just dandy, but I'm
no millionaire.' Then, too, I didn't feel like making any such
a serious move as buying a house without my husband, Tom,
being here. He's been in the British Merchant Marine and we
hadn't seen him for over a year. Finally, however, I put my
house up for sale and began the tedious job of house hunting.
We didn't have much time to look since we had to go to Utah
on location for 'Thunderhead.' When we came back, a real
estate agent showed us a house with a pool, a playroom, and a
badminton court. It was ideal, but I wasn't able to decide
until I talked to my banker. I told the agent I'd let her know
by eleven the next morning. However, at ten the following day
she called and said the house had been sold. We were all very,
very disappointed.
"I was now determined to buy a house — and with a pool.
I didn't want the pool only for Roddy, but also for the many
servicemen who come to our house. That would give them a
way to relax. Again our house hunting was stopped when we
connection with the premiere of 'Wilhad to leave on a tourtoin stay
nine days. But we were gone
son.' We intended
nine weeks.
"When I returned, a friend of mine said, T thought you

divide household duVirginiaRoddy
Roddyties.and
Left above,
holds poster he
ve "Immake-belie
his
of
drew for one
perial Eagle Productions." Other exclusive
pictures show kids' milk bar, library, and —
"Oh, how I hate to get up in the morning!"
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to a gathering

of the McDowall clan. It's a
lucky visitor who is invited
to enjoy
Roddy

and

the

hospitality

his happy

By Jack

of

McDowall

family

Holland

were going to sell your house.' I casually reminded him that
it was customary to have some place to move into. 'I'm not
small enough to sleep in a soap box,' I told him. Well, the
next day, he introduced us to another agent who showed us a
house in Cheviot Hills, a district near the studio. It was a
lovely, low, English gabled home. Roddy and Vee went
through it, but the minute he saw the pool, he, joined by Virginia, said, 'Mother, can we have this house?' Two days later,
we sold our old home. And two weeks from the day I first saw
the new house, we moved in."
The house is not too imposing from the outside. But the
real charm it possesses is obvious once you step inside. The
living room is long and gracious, with paneled walls. The color
motif is rose beige and soft blue. Heavy tapestried draperies
of rose beige hover around the windows. There is the den with
its big fireplace and its mirrored bar — which is used, incidentally, for the dispensing of cokes and milk shakes. It is at the
end of the entrance hall. Walking down the main hall, you
come next to the exquisite dining room. Not a banquet size,
but roomy and beautifully decorated. The kitchen is huge
enough for ten people. Also on the lower floor is another room

painted the color of the sun, which Vee has turned into an
office — and where she has set up a filing system for important
papers. Win, however, still can't get used to filing things away
properly. She prefers a chandelier or a kitchen sink for her
documents.
Upstairs are the three bedrooms and three baths. Virginia's
is the largest, and is feminine to the nth degree. Queen Anne
furniture carries out the daintiness of the room. Win's, as is
to be expected from her unselfish self, is the smallest of all.
Roddy's abode is very masculine, done in dark brown and surrounded by specially built-in book cases that go from the
ceiling to the floor.
Roddy looked more like a business executive than a movie
star as he sat at his desk which is across from the super-swank
bed that is approached by a step.
"At the other house," Roddy said to me as we chatted
away, "mother was forever buying book cases for me, since I
bought so many books. But here, with all this space, I have
made the startling discovery that I have more book cases than
I have books. I told mother about this in a rather horrified
manner. She gave out with a slight (Please turn to page 66)
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Bing Crosby, above, surrounded by feminine charm
personified by Jean Heather, Helen Walker, and Gail
Russell in a sequence for Paramount's "Duffy's Tavern."
In "Dangerous Partners," MGM's adventure mystery,
Signe Hasso and James Craig, below, have title roles,
as international adventuress and unscrupulous lawyer.
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Interesting talent combinations:
far left, Faye Marlowe and
Richard Conte in "The Spider";
left, Maureen O'Hara with Dick
Haymes and Harry James in
"Kitten On The Keys"— both
20th
Century-Fox
films.
It's
Maureen's
first musical
movie.
/

Is Dennis O'Keefe "Getting
Gertie's Garter"? It would
seem so from expression on
beautiful face of Marie
"Body" MacDonald, Dennis'
co-star in this new Edward
Small comedy soon to be
released by United Artists.

RKO has a winner in Bill
Williams, next seen opposite
Susan Hayward in the dramatic "Deadline
At Dawn."
It's Susan's
first picture
since
the birth of her twin sons.
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hear when it's born next spring.
Universal, which has learned not to be
surprised at anything where Deanna is
concerned, took the stork news very
calmly. For some time now Deanna has
been talking about wanting a baby. So it
was only a matter of time, as far as her
listeners were concerned. The proud
father-to-be, producer Felix Jackson,
wants his young wife to retire immediately. She may do one more picture before she stays home and starts sewing on
those tiny garments.

UNDER normal conditions Gregory
Feck just loves the birds, the bees
and our four-footed friends. Recently,

The Gregory Peclts, chatting with Michael ChekhoU
character actor, enjoy an evening at Hollywood Bowlj
on location in "The Yearling," he began
suffering from hay fever. According to
his doctor, the allergy came from some
fur-bearing animal. Being as how Greg
was working with 32 of them, he had
quite a problem on his hands. Every day
the prop man temporarily eliminated one
In
"cast."
member
offending
right on
went
Gregthe
poorfrom
the meantime,
wheezing and sneezing. Finally, they
-discovered his cowhide jacket was the
cause. Talk about suffering for your art.

It's a date for June Haver and David Rose — again!
seen here enjoying entertainment at Palladium.

It's nice to see Sylvia Sidney around Hollywood
these days, here with ex-husband Luther Adler.

Diana Lynn, sweet as her Dutch cap, with Pat
Nearney. Below, Jane Withers hears a good joke.

Be

known each other since
THEY'VE
childhood. Growing up, there was
never a cross word between them. So
Ella Raines and Kenneth Trout eventually married. They couldn't have been
happier for the next three years. Then
came the war. Kenneth was now a
Major. Ella, a Hollywood star. Their
letters flew back and forth . Now the war
is over, for a while it looked as if their
marriage might be over too. However,
Ella has said it was nothing but a spat and
so far they are still living under the same
roof and certainly there are no announced
plans of separation or divorce. Make it
up, kids'.

Lovely

to

Love

You1 11 never worry about staying
sweet and dainty if you use
Fresh
the

cream

deodorant

that

stops

perspiration worries completely*
It's gentle, stays creamy and
smooth.
Doesn't dry out. ••
usable right to the bottom of
the jar*
50/.. .25/.. .10/
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when she was free lancing. Not one offer
did she receive. When Warner Bros,
learned of Joan's little escapade, they
kindly but firmly instructed her to confine
her acting to her own home lot!
dates steadilv and happily with that man

THAT good luck charm given to
Harry James by Betty Grable, the
blonde beautv has had enscribed: "Love
ON

to Little Boy' Blow."

JANET BLAIR loves her role in "Tars
and Spars." But Janet doesn't love
the regulation blues and whites she has to
wear in every scene. Finally, the script
writer had an inspiration. To make
Janet happy, he. wrote in a sequence
where she wears a night gown. According
to Uncle Sam's orders, there is no regulation night gown. So sharpen up those
whistles, boys.
trying
20th Century way they're ne
OUTawfully
behard to make everyo
lieve that Jeanne Crain is all but collecting a trousseau in anticipation of Lon
McAllister's release from the Army. It's
maybe, although we don't
good publici
two charming kids need pubthese ty,
think
licity, what with Jeanne scoring so terrifically in"State Fair" that her studio
boss has given the lovely 18-year-cld a
brand new contract in four figures. Of
course Jeanne and Lon are good friends
but that's all. In the meantime, Jeanne
56

who looks like Enrol Flynn, but ain't.
Name, Paul Brooks.

10REN TINDALL is over 21 (from
X the picture by the same name). He
walks around in a daze on the Columbia
lot where he is under contract. The
reason being one Diana Lynn, who sort of
walks around in a daze herself, over at
Paramount. Recently, these two cute
youngsters were hunting an apartment.
It might have been for a friend, or an old
maiden aunt who is coming to pay a
visit. Then again it might be a honeymoon apartment for Diana and Loren —
that is, ?/they are contemplating a honeymoon! They won't tell. But they sure
blush unconvincingly when they deny it.

JOAN LORRING (the magnificent
Cockney in "The Corn Is Green") is
bound to go places. The studio had no
picture for her. Joan didn't want to
One of Hclly wood's little
n idle.
remai
was casting a new play. Joan
theaters
used a phony name, tried out for the lead
and got it! After the opening night performance, every talent scout in town was
trying to sign her. Ironically enough,
Joan appeared in a little theater play

to become a
is about
E he
PAYN
JOHN
. And
really takes the role
father
seriously . Every morning when he leaves
for the studio, he stops at the corner drug
store and changes a dollar into nickels.
When they need him for a scene in "Ens
Voyage,"
the
is outsideknow
John alway
find him. they
where to chanted
sound stage in the pay telephone booth.
He calls his wife, Gloria DeHaven, at
least a dozen times a day. By the time
their baby arrives, John may be broke —
but the telephone company will be
"richer" for the experience.

Stole
" Bette
Life,
Davis
forn
of a"Aparty
N gave
PLETIO
COM
ONcast
the
and crew. Because she played
twin sisters in the picture, Bette presented director Kurt Bernhardt with twin
Airedales. She named them after the
characters she portrayed.
career, Sylvia
peakoneofofher
THE was
AT Sidney
the brightest and
most tempestuous movie stars. Well, times
have changed. Sylvia is back in Hollywood. She's just purchased a new home,
intending to remain here. Last and far
ped a sense
more important, she's develo
of humor that would have served her well

in the old days. At the Hollywood Bowl
ballet recently, an attendant asked Sylvia
if she'd like to have a guard escort her
through the huge crowds of waiting fans.
"For the half dozen who will recognize
me, it won't be necessary!" cracked Miss
S. She was grinning when she said it.
FRANCIS LEDERER has always been
a fine actor. At times a bit too realistic. Hurd Hatfield discovered this when
he had a fight scene to do with Francis in
"The Diary of a Chambermaid." By the
time they had shot it several different
times, from several different angles, poor
Hurd felt like he had tangled with a steam
roller. Co-producers Paulette Goddard

and Burgess Meredith (they also are the
co-stars) say the fight scene is one of the
most realistic in the picture. Hurd Hattoo! field
t savs he "feels" that wav about it
IT TOOK director Frank Borzage to
find Bill Carter's potential screen qualities. Injured in action, the former Columbia actor returned to Hollywood. No
one seemed interested in giving him a job.

Then-Borzage tested him for "Concerto,"
Republic's two million dollar Technicolor
epic. Bill was so good Frank Borzage
signed him for the picture, also to a long
term personal contract. Six feet three
inches of masculine sex appeal, Bill once
won swimming honors in the Olympics.
Typical of Hollywood, now that he has
been discovered MGM would like to
borrow Bill to swim opposite Esther
Williams.
(Please turn to page 101)
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in his role of Don Birnam.
tortured
^

hero

of

Para-

mount's powerful drama1
adapted from Charles R.
I

Jackson's

sensational

'book.
of

Milland's best performance by far — one
the finest ever given

by a motion

Paramount deserves unbounded praise for its courage in
converting "The Lost Weekend" to the screen. Charles
Braclcett and Billy Wilder have fashioned an understanding
fcript and Wilder has directed with fine compassion and
consummate technique this story of a man whose weakness
fqf the bottle threatens to destroy him, body and soul.
Milland in the leading role, with Jane Wyman and Howard
da Silva in chief support, sustains the drama with surprising
force. This is a "Must-see" for all of you adult moviegoers.

picture

actor

Le uses
She's delightfully poised— with glinty-chestnut hair, alabaster-smooth skin

HER RING
8 steps of diamonds flank
the handsome center diamond.
The band is platinum.
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Braswell of Athens, Georgia.

The first day Mary Anne was in London she met her officer fiance-to-be
... at a luncheon club near the Embassy !

over her face and throat and pats rapidly
to soften and release dirt and make-up.
Then tissues it all off.

She's another engaged girl with that
"soft-smooth" Pond's look!

She rinses with more Pond's Cold
Cream, plying her white covered fingertips round her face in quick little circles.

"I surely do depend on Pond's Cold
Cream," she says, "it has the nicest way
of making your face feel especially soft
and clean. I wouldn't be without my
Pond's for anything."
Twice every day Mary Anne uses Pond's
Cold Cream — like this:
She smooths the silky-soft cream well

Tissues off. This is "extra-care," she says,
for extra cleansing, extra softening.
Why don't you use Pond's Cold Cream her
way? Every morning, every evening and for
in-between time clean-ups ! It's no accident so
many more women use Pond's than any other
face cream at any price. Get a big luxury jar
that lets you dip in with both hands !
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for your cosmetic bag of tricks

For refreshing complexion
pick-me-up, Facial Cleansing Pads by Nut.rine.

Try

this

3-WAY

famous

MEDICINAL

TREATMENT
Many of Hollywood's most beautiful stars use
this overnight 3- Way Medicinal Treatment.
You, too, can make your hair look lovelier,
more glamorous, with an overnight application.
Glover's will accentuate the natural color-tones
of your hair with clear, sparkling highlightsfreshened radiance— the soft, subtle beauty of
hair well-groomed. Today— try all three of
these famous Glover's preparations— Glover's
original Mange Medicine— GLO-VER Beauty
Shampoo— Glover's Imperial Hair Dress. Use
separately, or in one complete treatment. Ask
for the regular sizes at any Drug Store or Drug
Counter— or mail the Coupon!

with massage for DANDRUFF, ANNOYING
k SCALP and EXCESSIVE FALLING HAIR
FREE TRIAL!
Send Coupon for all three
products in hermeticallysealed bottles,
with complete instructions
for
Glover's
3-Way
Treatment,
and useful FREE booklet,
"The Scientific Care of
Scalp and Hair."

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!
GLOVER'S. 101 W. 31st St., Dept. 801 1, New York I, N.Y.
Send Free Trial Application package in plain wrapper
by return mail, containing Glover's Mange Medicine,
GLO-VER
Shampoo
and Glover's
Imperial
Hair
Dress, Beauty
in threebooklet.
hermetically-sealed
bottles,
with
informative
FREE
I enclose 10c
to cover
cost of packaging and postage.
Name
Address
City
.Zone State
SO

old
ETHa ING
opedsomet
SOMwith
it makes
for hing
develand
new usenew
cosmetic news always exciting. Imagination coupled with good common sense
and appreciation for scientific facts is forever creating something practically breathtaking to be added to our list of beautifiers
and good grooming gadgets.
For work and for play, for home and for
office, there are those Nutrine Ise-Kool
minute cleansing facial pads. Made of fine
felt in wafer shape, they are saturated with
a refreshing lotion that removes makeup,
grime and perspiration, preparing the skin
for new makeup. The pads, according to
the manufacturer, are non-drying and contain no pore-clogging ingredients. Packed in
jars in two sizes, the larger container comes
with a plastic compact for holding the pads
— a smart idea for one's handbag.
A neat and pretty gift for a friend or oneself are the gold and silver plated metal
powder cases introduced by the Wadsworth
Watch Case Co. Keyed to present day ensembles, avariety of designs are offered.
A modern square case has a diagonal striped
motif combining gold and silver. To complement the Victorian trend is a compact
with a Victorian wallpaper design — stripes
of black enamel alternating with gold entwined with huge cabbage roses, and another
period piece is a round case engraved with
engagingly gay little angels and flowers. In
the collection too is a Jungle case with animals marching through a tropical fantasy.
A magic color taken from the priceless
bridal gown of a Chinese princess is reproduced in Chinese Red for nails and lips,
presented by Chen Yu. It's a clear, bright
Screen land

.For sparkling finger tip and lip
makeup, Chinese Red by Chen Yu.
red, a real Chinese red, a harmony tone for
fall and winter wardrobe colors. The exquisite packages are designed with an exact
reproduction of one of the precious Chinese
robes from the "Forbidden City" collection
at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York. Chinese red comes in the Dual Package, including Lacquer and Lacquerol base
coat, or in the Smart Set Package with
Lacquer, Lacquerol and matching Lipstick.
Another beautifier for the hair is LaFrance bluing flakes manufactured by General Foods Corp. It provides a rinse which
gives highlights and sheen to gray and white
hair, and acts as a toning down and softening agent to over-bleached blonde locks.
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Too bad she doesn't care about—
□ Her competition
□ Boogie- Woo gie
□ The Three D's
Men never make passes at untidy lasses
ignore the three D's.
— droons who
(Daintiness, deodorants, dress shields.)
Warm wool frocks will tattle on such
charmlessness. So, take care! Busy perspiration glands are always with us . . .
working time-and-a-half on problem days,
moreover! Let Kotex help you outsmart
them. You see, now there's a deodorant
in Kotex. It's locked inside each Kotex
and can't shake out— because it is
processed right into each pad, not
merely dusted on. Try Kotex with
deodorant for daintiness — next time!

Which would you use?

loveth a —
Scoop neckline
Turf/eneclc
Crossed surplice
Be it a blouse, dress, coat— the voice of
It's
in the
heard
the turtle
And if !yours
ck. neckline
turtlene
Look—isthe
The
swoonderful:
face, it's
or oval
is a long
you. Appraise a
s flatter
neckline
high
style for the "plus" it gives you. Likewise, when shopping for sanitary napkins, consider the plus protection you
get with Kotex— thanks to that patented
safety center. By keeping moisture from
the sides of the pad, the special safety
center of Kotex offers extra security.
A "bonus" that helps build confidence
when it means so much to you.

A long face
□
□
□

□ The guest towels
□ The Turkish towels
□ The end of your slip

s house?
a friend'
up at drippin
ing those
Freshen
g little
Let's pray
paws
will reach for the guest towels— not
the family's! Even if they look unapproachably lovely, use them. Spare yourself needless puzzlement, too, over which
sanitary protection to choose on difficourse!t For
of differen
days. Kotex,
of
kind it's
has the
Kotexcultthat
softness that doesn't just "feel" soft at
ed-in-comfort
You're cushion
first touch. and
hours, because Kotex is
for hours
made to stay soft while wearing. And no
bunching or roping to plague you !

be picture-perfect—
With a shiny nose
Without benefit of bangles
In winter pastels
Si, si to all 3. Copy this chick for whom
the camera clicks, spurning heavy
makeup (a slight shine helps model the
"posey"
all bangles,
face).
slacks. Simple
Skip sweaters,
clothes. Forsake
winter pastels photograph best. You can
be af your best even on trying days —
with the self-assurance Kotex gives.
The flat tapered ends of Kotex free you
from worrisome "outline" fears, for
pressed ends of Kotex don't
the flat
— don't cause revealing outlines.
show
You're the picture of poise, with Kotex!

Can you
□
□
□

A DEODORANT
in every
Kofex napkin at
no extra cost

More
*T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. other

women

sanitary

choose

napkins
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Growing

Up

Gracefully

Continued from page 44
doesn't seem like a restriction to me.
"Then I would like to belong to some
little theater group and study drama.
To my mind it's the best experience any
young actress or actor can get these
days. And I'd like to read more, see
more plays, hear more music. At eighteen you feel as if you're just entering
unconquered territory, there are so many
things you're determined to do before
you"Asdie.a child you were under the influence of so many people, all trying
to shape you in their different ways.
Then suddenly you're on your own
and people are at last treating you like
an individual. It's a wonderful feeling,
so wonderful that you have to watch
yourself. For it would be so easy to
go completely whimsical and let things
come as they may.
"But if you have any sense at all,
you don't. You meet so many wonderful people, people so wise and charming
and mature that you say to yourself,
'Look, you're only eighteen and not dry
behind the ears • yet. You have an
awful lot to learn.' You realize then
that people don't get that way just by
letting their lives take care of themselves. That's why I • want to make
plans for myself, especially about the
basic things.
"If I should fall in love I wouldn't
wait. I don't believe in engagements.
And I wouldn't make any secret of it,
either; I'd want to shout it to the
world. But I hope I don't really fall in
love until I'm older and have more
sense. Early marriages, especially _ in
Hollywood, seem to have a strike against
them
from
the beginning. Besides,

eighteen, nineteen, twenty, even twentyone are the years to have fun in, to
grow in. Responsibilities come soon
enough, without taking them on when
you're scarcely out of school.
"Every once in a while I get romantic
and picture myself in a long white dress
and a veil, but I always pull those
dreams up short and remember that marriage lasts longer than a bride's bouquet.
"Boys and girls who marry too young
must miss so much. They tie themselves
down before they've had a chance to
mature emotionally, at an age when
life should still be an experiment to
them. And I think girls should go
around with more than one boy before
they settle down. For it's fun thinking
you're in love. I've thought I was two
or three times since I was sixteen, but
I always woke up. They tell me when
I'm
happens
it really
not
so sure
about you
that, see
but sparks.
I do think
when it's
a way
have not
you and
real
just of
an knowing
infatuation.
"Outside of hoping that love won't
come to me until I'm ready for it, I
haven't any reservations about it. I've
never set up any mental barriers for
myself or dreamed about the one ideal.
It wouldn't matter to me what color
a man's hair was or his eyes, if he were
in the picture business or not.
"Some of the boys I know now are,
some aren't, and it doesn't make any
difference in their attitude toward me.
The ones who are don't
particularly interested in
and the ones who're not
impressed with the fact
actress.
"It was the same when I

seem to be
talking shop
aren't at all
that I'm an
visited Army

It's infectious! We mean those laughs displayed on the faces of
Anita Colby and Clark Gable during a dance at Slapsy Maxie s.
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Two hearts, one glorious future.
Since the world began, no two
have been so perfectly attuned
as you. And for the engagement
proclaims it to the
ring that
world
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EXTRA

FACET*

FANTASY
$100.00

Forty extra facets, blazing around the "equator" of each
Multi-Facet Diamond. In all the history of diamond cutting, no other achievement has produced such beauty,
such brilliance, such intensity of color.
Multi-Facet Diamonds look larger than they are. And
the exclusive Multi-Facet feature helps prevent chipping.
Your jeweler has many exquisite designs in MultiFacet Diamond Rings . . . including one perfectly attuned to your taste.

MELODY
$225.00

CORINNE
$500.00

Wedding Bands
to Match
Other Styles -$75 to $7500
All prices include Federal Tax
Rings Enlarged to Show Detail

DIAMOND

SOLITAIRES

DIAMOND CUTTERS
DIAMOND CRAFT OF AMERICA • 551 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 1 7, N.Y. • FOUR GENERATIONS OF
*Pat. and Reg. in U. S. & Foreign Countries
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hospitals. Those men didn't ask me
any of the things about Hollywood I
didn't
they would.
had thought
d in They
pin-up girls
at all intereste
seem
or screen stars and we talked as any
boy or girl would talk who had just
met at a party. Some of them said
they liked me because I reminded them
of their girl back home.
"I played for them and that made
it seem more like a party than ever.
And everywhere I went they asked me
to take off my hat and to wear my
which makes me realize it's
down,
hair girls
we
ourselves and not the men we
think we are pleasing, who really like
sleek,
hats. sophisticated hair-dos and giddy
"Of course I wore my hair the way
they asked me to. I would have stood
on my head if they'd wanted me to,
because there isn't enough any one of
us can do for those men who have
done so much for us. But otherwise I
don't believe in girls consciously trying
a danger inthey'll
for there's
men own
to please
lose
their
personality
the
process.
"And speaking of that, I think it's
stupid to adopt a certain technique or
line with men and that girls who try
to adapt themselves to every new boy
It's
a mistake.
they meet
much
more are
fun making
just being
yourself and
acting the way you want to, and what's
more important you have the satisfaction of knowing the boy likes you for
yourself. I've known girls who have
some man's
changed
influence completely
only to loseunder
him because
she
had become so different from the girl
he had fallen in love with.
"By that I don't mean you have to be
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so individual that you can't fall in with
other people's plans, for if there's one
thing I have a horror of being it's a
poor sport who has to have her own
way in everything. But there isn't any
percentage in being too docile or making a doormat of yourself. People might
feel comfortable with you if you do, but
they certainly won't have much respect
for you.
"That brings in pride, too. And I'm
glad that I have a normal amount of
it. I don't believe in calling up boys
or going out of your way to make plans
so that you can be with them. But on
the other hand if I feel that a misunderstanding has come between me and
someone I like because of something
I've said or done, I wouldn't hesitate
about calling him up and apologizing,
because that kind of false pride is almost worse than having no pride at all.
"A few years ago I was so fiercely
independent that I'd break my own
heart before I'd give in to anyone. Now
that I'm older I see how silly it was
and realize what a lot of good times
I missed by being that way.
"But that's only one of the ways I've
changed, only one of the things that
makes growing up such an adventure
that I can't help feeling if growing up
is such fun at eighteen, it must be even
more wonderful at forty when you really
are adult enough to appreciate it."
Editor's note: We can't guarantee that
by the time you read this Diana will
not have changed her mind. The reason
would be Loren Tindall, handsome young
actor. Seems that Loren has put all
thoughts of Bob Walker and other swains
out of Diana's mind. So don't be too
surprised if she becomes Mrs. Tindall.

Wedding party: The Dick Powells
hairAllyson
June and
with
pose above
her's wardNeefus,
dresser, Ethel
robe attendant, Myrtle Gallagher,
and at left, with Mrs. Bess Van Dyke,
her close friend and housekeeper.
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you ... to try her skin-beauty recipe . . .
wonderful Woodbury Complete Beauty Cream !
Here's one cream that gives complete care . . .
as it cleanses, smooths, softens your skin ! A
spellbinder as a powder base; a magician as
a night cream. And only Woodbury has
"Stericin", purifying the cream in the jar,
helping protect against blemish-causing germs.
Star in your own love drama ! Today . . . get
Woodbury ... 10^ to $1.25, plus tax.
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regardless
self-conscious shyness! At last—
of your age — you can be proud of your body.
! Achieve poise and self-conGain glamour
fidence ! Become lovely . . . desirable and
sought-after, this easy way.
"I WAS SO UNDEVELOPED.. .LONESOME
UNTIL I TOOK THE B0N0M0 COURSE IN
BUST CULTURE!"
See what the Bonomo Home
Course on Bust Culture did
for Lynn Lamhert. Notice her
pictures! Mr. Bonomo has
unmasked tor you the secrets
of how to have a gorgeous
body contour — secrets used
by many famous stars and
models. This course tells
you
you need to
before
know everything
about developing
a Here
are ac.
curved, w ell - develope d tual photos of
bosom. The course Is pro- Lyn2.L.amb?n
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for
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World Authority on Beauty Gives
You Safe, Easy Instructions !
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coverfulgirls
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beauti- !
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remember
You take this course at home,
in the privacy of your own
JOE BONOMO
boudoir. It's safe, it's easy
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go it
by costs
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what this wonderful course can do for you.
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House

'Humph' and said, 'That's the idea—
maybe now I won't have to buy any
t
more book cases.' "
When Roddy is not in his room, he s
out in his pool or on his badminton
court. By the pool is a playroom, with
dressing rooms attached.
Since Roddy has had his pool, he
mushas really sprouted some imposing
cles. He swims from morning to night.
In fact, he goes in the first thing in
the morning and almost always dunks
late at night— no matter how cold it
might be. He constantly tries to get
afraid
pool, but she's
the the
go in all
Win tothrow
water out if she
she'd
went in.
For a while, the new house of
McDowall seemed placid and calm, a
far cry from the usual madness that
goes on in the home. But now, things
are picking up, and the hoots and hollers rise from the section to bring something new to exclusive Cheviot Hills.
Moving day was quite a deal. Completely, utterly mad.
"We moved as much as we could in
took
our car," Roddy explained. "It even
us several days to pack — and
longer to find the things once we moved
in. Mother still hasn't found all her
clothes. I'll never forget the actual moving day. Mother's brother was ill in
Washington, D. C, and she had put
in a call for him. She was saying,
better?'
'Yes, brother, are you feeling
one minute and the next she was calling out to a mover, 'No, that ^doesn't
go there — it goes over here.' Such
don't bother us,
wacky conversations
though. You should see us whenever
we get one of the all too infrequent
long distance calls from my father. We
used to have two phones. Now we're

lucky to have one. Vee, mother, and
I crowd around the one phone and
try to ahear
deal!each other's conversation.
That's
"I love the house, yes, but there's
one thing wrong with it. I can't fall
stairs of ours."
these
down
think Roddy is positively
youcircular
Before
nuts, there* should perhaps be an explanation. At the other house, the staircase was straight. Roddy used to love
to fool people by falling down the stairs.
He had practiced doing this until he
had it down to a T.
One night, a serviceman was at the
house. Roddy went upstairs to get
something for Win. Suddenly, there was
Roddy had fallen downa loud crash.
stairs! The serviceman jumped up and
ran to Roddy, who was lying at the
foot of the stairs. Win, who was talkwent on talking.
ing to FarleytheGranger,
"Mom!"
soldier called out (all
, "Roddy's
the boys call her 'Mom)
hurt." To which Win said, "Don't be
silly," and went on chatting. Roddy
got up then and dashed up the stairs
for something he had forgotten. And
sure enough, in a few minutes, there
was the same crash and Roddy was
again lying at the foot of the stairs.
The boy called again, still considerably
confused by Win's calmness. It was
some time before he realized that it
was all a well-rehearsed gag.
As for Win, she does some amazing
the night
things herself. I'll never forget
I was there for dinner. She had been

Sudtearing about all day as usual.
denly, in the middle of dinner, she got
up from the table and lay down on the
floor. She didn't say a word or even
look as though she expected anyone to
be surprised. About five minutes later,

on in the John Loder houseLittle Denise Hedwig Loder is the center of attracti
hold. Lovely Mama Lamarr's current picture is Her Highness and the Bellboy.
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SKIN

ABUSED
DON'T

BE

EXTERNAL

AFRAID

AND

SKIN TROUBLES.

STOP

WORRYING

FOLLOW

THESE

NOW

EASY

By Beitif

ABOUT

DIRECTIONS

Mem^iUiA,

that you
HAVE YOU ever stopped to realize that the leading screen stars
admire, as well as the beautiful models who have lovely, soft white
skin, were all born just like you with a lovely smooth skin?
Almost everyone can have a natural, healthy, normal complexion which is
and
in itself beauty. All you must do is follow a few simple rules. Models
because
you,
should
So
.
screen stars must give their skin special attention
everyone rooks at your face. Your social success may depend upon your being
in love
good looking, because a lovely skin may be a short cut to success
to give
yourself
to
it
owe
and business. Your pleasure is worth it ; and you
your complexion a chance to be healthy and beautiful.
the
MEDICAL SCIENCE gives us
truth about a lovely skin.
There are small specks of dust in the
air all the time. When these little
specks which are in the air get into
an open pore in your skin they can
in time cause the pore to become
larger and more susceptible to dust
and infection. These open pores begin to form blackheads which become infected and bring you the
misery of pimples, irritations or
blemishes. When you neglect your
skin by not giving it the necessary
care it requires, you leave yourself
wide open for external skin miseries.
When you know that your skin is
smooth, white and fine, you have
more confidence and it helps improve
your personality, and it helps improve your entire well being. A
flawless skin is priceless, yet it costs
you only a few pennies daily to keep
it normal, natural, healthy and lovely.
Many women never realize or even
suspect that the difference between a
glamorous complexion and an ordinary one, may be caused by having
blackheads and pimples.

The proper attention with the double
Viderm treatment may mean the difference between enjoying the confidence afine skin gives you or the
embarrassment of an ugly abused
skin. The double Viderm treatment
is a formula prescribed by a doctor,
and costs you only a few cents daily.
This treatment consists of two jars.
One jar contains Viderm Skin Cleanwhich peneser, ajelly-lik
an antiseptic upon
trates and actse asformula
this special
you use
AfterCleanse
your pores.
r, apply the
Skin
Viderm
Viderm Fortified Medicated Skin
Cream. You rub this in, leaving an
almost invisible protective covering
for the surface of your skin.
This double treatment has worked
wonders for so many cases of abused
skin, it must help you, too, or your
money will be refunded. Use it for
ten days. You have everything to
lose. It
nothing
gain andanteed
treatment.toEnjoy
it. is a guar-

Use your double Viderm treatment
every day until your skin is as smooth
and clear as you may want it. Then, use it only once a week to remove stale
make-up and dust specks that infect your pores and to aid in healing external
irritations. When you prevent blackheads, you prevent externally caused skin
miseries and pimples. While your two jars and the doctor's directions are on
the way to you, be sure to give your face enough attention and wash it as
often as is necessary. Wash with warm water and then cleanse with water as
cold as you can stand, in order to freshen, stimulate and help close your pores.
After you receive everything, read your directions carefully, and then go right
to it with these two fine formulas.
Just- mail your name and address to Betty Memphis, care of The New York
Skin Laboratory, 206 Division Street, Dept. 39-K, New York City 2, New York.
By return mail you will receive both of the Viderm formulas, with full directions for using Viderm Skin Cleanser and Viderm Fortified Medicated Skin
Cream. The doctor's directions and both jars are packed in a sealed carton,
safety sealed. On delivery pay two dollars, plus postage. If you wish, you
can save the postage fee by mailing your two dollars with your letter. If you
Both
are in any way dissatisfied, your money will be cheerfully refunded.
for
reliable
are
and
proven,
and
tested
of the formulas you use have been fully
have
you
After
you They must help you or your treatments cost nothing.
abused
received your Viderm, if you have any questions to ask concerning
in.
them
send
skin just
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THESE
FLOWERS

THE

DARK

Day or Night . . .
Gay New Glamor for
Your Hair or Costume
More lovely than any
brooch or hair orna(s^vv,
amazingly
t$ ment,
lifelike these
flowers
are a
J— marvelous bargain. By
day ousthey
excite
envicomment.
By night
i~ they glow with a soft,
'cr der
magicsmart
light.women
No won==are
"§w^; passing
up
cheap-looking pins for these gorgeous flowers.
y3
Actual
Size
Nothing
exquisite
coat. By
it makes

has yet been created so enticing as this
simulated Gardenia for your hair, dress or
day it makes heads turn your way. At night
folks exclaim in admiration as it glows in
the dark. Not $5,not even $2, but only $1.
Mail on-approval coupon today.

«TEA

ROSE

JSlkiCLUSTER

Vi Actual Size Fashioil Rotates a delicate clusfor
"cuddly
ter of three
loreda pink
almost
yellowRoses
and" a Tea
A rose,
moods.soft-co
certain
full blown. Bewitching by day, glowing softly at
night with strange new allure. Examine on approval
. . . and if not utterly delighted, pay nothing. Check
Tea Roses on coupon and mail order today.

J^ORCHID

\\

ORDER

TODAY

Thislikegorgeous,
Orchid glowslifein
the dark ... is a sen'X; sation wherever you
^y go.
So much
exactof
color,
look,likefeel
\ costliest orchids, it
. ^ actually seems real.
[\W Helps beautify your
' every costume. And
the price . . . unbelievably low . . . only $1
when you send coupon.

SINGLE TEA ROSE
WITH YOUR ORDER
This delicately alluring Tea
Rose that glows in the dark, will bo
GIVEN,OUT COSTalongas your
with each order,
WITHfor promptness with any order. Soreward
act now!
SEND NO MONEY
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAYI
CHARMS
& CAIN,
407
S. Dearborn
St., Dept.
Chicago62-PP
5, 111.
Indicate
below
how
many
ofshown,
each oryouanywantassortment.
to order. BeNOTE:
You
may
select
any
flower
sure
to mark Quantity of each.
□ Glowing Tea Rose Clusters.
□ Glowing Orchids.
□ Glowing Gardenias.
37 atat one
time $5.00
$2. 50
21 atGlowing
one timeFlower $1.00
SI. 70
one time
iThere
isinnothetax Dark
on Glowing
Flowers)
FREE
with anyaction.
order
Glow
Single
Tea
Rose,
for
prompt
Upon
delivery
I
will
pay
postman
the
proper
amount
plus
a few cents postage and C. O. D. charges.
Name ■ .
Address
City
State . . . (Postage Prepaid if Cash or Money Zone
Order Is Enclosed)
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up When
a roll, Win
and said
said, she
"I was
tired."a place
wanted
big enough for servicemen to play, she
wasn't kidding. She considers them as
much as she does her own family. Her
home has been a haven for many a
lonely kid. To some it was their last
memory of home before they left for
battle. The McDowalls have opened
their doors to these boys, given them
happiness.
"Every week-end we have boys here,"
Roddy said to me. "Mother and I meet
them at the Hollywood Canteen on
Saturday nights and invite them for
the week-end or for Sunday. A lot of
fellows come to us because a buddy of
theirs told them about us. It's nothing
at all unusual for mother to have sixteen boys for Sunday breakfast dinner.
Some even spend all of their furloughs
with us. All of the boys, however, ask
to be allowed to peel the potatoes or set
the table or do the dishes — and we let
them. It's a sharing proposition — and
they love it. When they leave, Mother
keeps in touch with them. She writes
as many as twenty-two letters a week
to various boys who have been at our
I have seen letters these boys have
written to Win — or to Mom as they call
house."
her.
One boy wrote from the Pacific to
Roddy, "I have never met anyone I like
as well as I do your Mom, Roddy. I feel
so much at home around her — and that
means a lot to guys like me." Another
boy wrote, "You look exactly like a fellow's mother should look, Mom."
Roddy has changed a lot in the last
year. Through his association with the
many servicemen he has met, he has
grown up. He is taller, and is fast becoming the gentleman of the house in
deeds as well as words. He's much different from the little boy who created
a sensation in the memorable "How
Green Was My Valley."
"Roddy is more protective now," Win
told me that evening I spent with them.
"He sees to it that I get enough rest,
he won't let me work hard any more,
and he's just as concerned about his sis:
ter. Yet, he's still the same boy at heart.
I never have to ask him to do a thing
twice. He obeys at once. Even one
time when I had given him a severe
scolding and later found I'd punished
him for something that wasn't his fault,
he said, 'Don't apologize, mother. You
were right to treat me as you did. I
should have done differently.' I don't
say he's perfect at all times, but I'm
Manyof people
him." have been surprised at
proud
the willingness with which Roddy and
Vee obey their mother. I've never heard
them argue
withfiveheryears.
once,I guess
and I've
known
them for
the
secret is the respect the family has for
one another.
Even though Roddy has grown up,
he has luckily avoided the usual awkward age that comes to child stars suddenly meeting adolescence. He has
passed that period without even the embarrassment ofa cracking voice. He is
now a full-fledged teen-aged juvenile
who is finding various kinds of parts
opening up for him. He still hopes to
S C R E E N I, AND

do a remake of "Treasure Island," incidentally.
His whole life is wrapped up in the
business that is his life. That is reflected in his intense interest in his top
hobby — his own studio he has dreamed
up on paper.
"My film company is called Imperial
Eagle," Roddy told me. "At times it
seems almost real to me. You see, I've
drawn a complete sketch of the entire
studio
lots to the
stars'I
dressingfrom
roomsparking
and swimming
pools.
cast the pictures, choose the directors,
and I even have theaters throughout
the country where I open my pictures.
Every big star works for Imperial Eagle,
besides some of the big stars I've
dreamed a up
on this
my hobby,
own. Ieven
think
I've
learned
lot by
though
it is just make-believe. Casting has
taught me personality and story values.
And since I draw my own poster art,
I've learned about exploitation.
"I've been interested in art for some
time. I've done pencil sketches and oil
paintings. I've never had any lessons,
but I love to dabble in art.'l .(His work
is very good, too, I might add.)
Roddy is going to take singing lessons
soon so, as he says, "I can play in a
Betty Grable musical." He's also going
to take up tap dancing. All of this will
broaden his already broad field and may
serve to give him a chance to show his
comic talents. Those who saw his Woolley
in is
"Molly
anda Me"
realize
that imitation
the studio
missing
bet by
not
lettingural forte.
him turn comedian. It's his natRoddy's other new interest is boxing.
His father has always wanted him to
learn to box, so he can take care of himself at any time. In fact, much of
Roddy's life these days is guided by the
letters he receives from Tom McDowall.
Tom may be away, but his influence is
felt in every corner of the house.
Roddy would much rather have a pair
of boxing gloves than the finest wardrobe obtainable. He doesn't care much
about clothes. He's neat and tidy, but
he has no desire to be a juvenile Beau
Brummel. He prefers an open-neck sport
shirt to a suit and tie any day. His
typical
instincts,in however,
stop
himboyish
from helping
the house don't
and
working with Virginia, who is quite the
glamor girl these days, on such household details as setting the table, occasionally cooking his own breakfast, and
cleaning house. His special homey talent, though, is reserved for convincing
the lady who comes in to cook for them
at times that she should come on a night
when she prefers to stay at home. Talk
about honeyed words! He has the secret
of how to keep a cook happy.
The house of McDowall is a happy
house. It's a place where laughter rings
out from every room, where simplicity
is the keynote. It's no Hollywood estate.
It's no mansion. It is instead a home
where there are joy, respect, and a genuine love of life. Where that happiness
is given to others in need of it. Its only
empty space is the chair that is waiting
for the return of Tom McDowall from
the sea. When he comes home, the house
of McDowall -will have attained its
final completeness.
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So you see, it ISN'T "just a matter of calories. It s
the KIND of calories that makes the big difference!
Calories, Yes-But Which KIND?
Some foods are high in /^-producing calories.
Others are high in energy-producing calories. Science
has discovered that if you eat the first kind of foods,
MORE FAT.
your body produces LESS ENERGY andbody
produces
But if you eat the second kind, your
MORE ENERGY and LESS FAT!
This simple scientific secret explains why most ordiTo
nary "dieting" fails ... and why "The New G.Way
Cooley
Eat
in and Get Slim" (as explained by Donald
his new book) produces such amazing results.
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It's Easy— Once You Know THIS Fact!
"Oh, of course," you may reply, "it's just a matter
of calories." But IS it? Suppose you had to choose
half a sirbetween a large glass of orange juice and
loin steak? You would probably reach for the orange
juice. Actually, the steak would give you 15 times as
Yet the total numcalories. the
ENERGY
manyber ofprecious
calories in
each is roughly
same! ;
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bulges of fat "smooth out" and disappear as if
by magic, at the rate of a pound a day. To enjoy thes
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definitely hurt your health and appearance.)
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don't work— and they are usually terribly expensive.)
How then? By simply knowing certain newlydiscovered scientific secrets of food-selection!
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SCALP

ODOR

house, retrieving it, and repeating the
process.
"Look, Durocher," asked Murphy, Sr.,
a reasonable man, "is it necessary to
start spring practice at dawn?"
"Come on out and pitch me a few,"
suggested his son. "Besides, I want to
talk
to you."
Well,
he was awake anyhow, so
George dressed, and lagged into the
blinding light of 7 a.m.
"I've decided to go back to dancing
school and do that waltz with the little

Thomas girl," announced Denny. "But
me. because it's sort of a bond tour for
only
" 'S great idea. Now see if you can
kill this fast curve right over the corner

No matter how fragrant your perfume,
it can't mask disagreeable SCALP ODOR!
That's what he could've told you as you
danced last night— the hat you wore today
would probably reveal your secret, too.
But why wait for an unfortunate situation to prove to you that just as fhe body
perspires, so does (he scalp. And hair, particularly oily hair, collects disagreeable
odors. The result is SCALP ODOR— an unpleasant offense.
Make sure your hair doesn't offend.
Shampoo it regularly with Packer's Pine
Tar Shampoo . . . the gentle, pure, medicinal pine shampoo that leaves your hair
thoroughly cleansed . . . naturally fragrant.
The delicate pine scent does its workthen disappears.
Get Packer's today
— at any drug, department or teiiTcent store.
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of the plate."
Intense as is Master D. Murphy's current approval of baseball, he allows at
least three minor pursuits a modicum of
attention now and then, to wit: aviation,
literature, and feminine charm.
His notice of things aerial has resulted
in two very interesting activities. One
afternoon when he was at home, George
noticed his young son climbing the largest tree in the back yard. Again and
again he shinnied up to the first branch,
then hoisted himself up to an altitude
comfortable without oxygen. But each
time something went wrong; he had to
climb down again, retrieve some object
from the ground and repeat the ascent.
It became
too much
for George's
osity. He eased
into the
back yardcurito
be briefed on the operation. Denny explained: he had seen pictures of jeeps
being landed from cargo planes and it
had occured to hira that a parachute
delivery system for such equipment
might be feasible. He had acquired, by
a means not disclosed, several of his
father's initialed pocket handkerchiefs, a
ball of twine, and his own legitimate
junior jeep. He was trying to affix a handkerchief parachute to the jeep and test
his landing technique, but every time he
reached a satisfactory tree level, he
dropped the jeep.
Several days later, when he was entertaining neighborhood children in the back
yard, Air Corpsman M. decided that it
might be far simpler for him to perfect
tactics by dropping an animate object,
namely himself. He secured a sheet from
the linen closet, fastened the four corners
strategically about his person and leaped
off the top of the garage. His mother,
her face somewhat pale, arrived in time
to terminate' training at the spontaneous
Fort Benning.
Incidentally, as soon as Denny started
to school, he issued an ultimatum on the
subject: Clothing. He was to wear no
more elegant white shirts — regulation was
plain, on the raunchy side. No more
corduroy trousers, especially no more
short pants; blue dungarees AND blue
dungarees, ending at the waistline where
they were to be secured by a belt.
Since Denny's structure has been patterned after the architectural specifications for a knitting needle, a belt around
his waistline acts like a wedding ring
SCREENLANI)

around a pencil, which is to say, with
grave fluctuations. Four flat minutes
after he is dressed, his shirttail is batting
the breeze, and his shoes are wading in
descended fabric.
George,
ance of the
"Say, how
fringe and

noting the dejected appearlegs of his son's trousers, said,
about letting me trim off that
asking your mother to run a

new hem around the cuffs?"
"No, thanks," said Denny, urbanely
strolling away with his heels protected
by tattered strips of denin, "these are
very comfortable as they are."
Denny's interest in literature has been
carefully fostered by George, who is one
of the most genuinely, and humbly,
erudite men in town. In the evening,
sister Missy (now 2) and Denny convene
on their father's lap, Nick the cat trying
to climb into one pocket and Scooter
into the other, and George reads aloud.
They have finished several of the Alice
& Jerry Books, and are currently working
toys.
on
an exciting parable titled "Runaway
MissySeveral
is themonths
very beat
of devotion
Denny's
heart.
ago, his
to his kid sister gave the household a
nasty turn. The nurse put Missy to
sleep, checking the little lady occasionally
while she went about other duties. At the
proper time for awakening and afternoon
food, the nurse went into the nursery,
smiling, and leaned over the crib. The
smile froze into a grimace of fear as she
ran to report to Mrs. Murphy.
As the two women rushed to the telephone to call the police, they heard
Missy's high sweet shout of sheer delight
coming from Denny's room. A frantically
opened door revealed brother and sister
sitting on the floor, rolling a ball back
and forth between them. "Well, she was
awake when I went in to look at her,"
explained Denny, "and I never get to
have her all to myself, so I picked her up
here."
her inconsulted,
broughtwhen
andGeorge,
ruled that
Denny was not to be punished for this
sisternapping, but, man to man, he explained to Denny the nervousness of
womenfolk about infants. "Just let them
know when you're going to take Missy
out on a date," he instructed.
Once in a while Denny has startled his
family even more by his dates. He came
strolling in one afternoon, proudly carryApparently some niming a duck head. had
rodish-neighbor
bagged the game,
dressed it, and left several heads in the
alley, because this particular specimen
was very dead in its own right, but was
sheltering other, somewhat repulsive
forms of animal life.
"Ugh — take that out of here!" squealed
Mrs. Murphy. "Where on earth did you
"Caught it," said Denny, looking crestfallen at the lack of parental appreciation for his prowess.
that?" the rest of it?" demanded his
"Where's
get
father.
"That's
mitted the
Denny. part that got away," adSeveral weeks later George took his
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When smokers changed to Philip Morris,
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son over to Lakeside Golf Course to
shoot 18 holes with a trio of friends.
Between wheeling his own clubs (there
are no caddies) , playing his game, and
keeping an eye on his agile son, George
was a busy man. Looking up from a
long, successful putt, he noticed that
Junior was not immediately visible. "Hi,
Denny! Where are you?"
"Here," said a voice from a distant
bush.
"Well, come on over here so you won't
get hit by a stray ball. What are you
doing in the shrubbery anyhow?"
"Catching another duck," yelled Denny.
"Oh father.
not again!" begged the discomfitted
"Yeah — but this time I got the whole
duck!" He did, too, although it was just
as dead as his previous trophy.
"What do you want of an old dead
duck?" asked George, eager to fathom
this juvenile enthusiasm.
The ardent little-boy eyes looked up
at their hero. "Well, Dad, you've got a
stuffed pheasant that you shot in Oregon,
so I'd like to have a stuffed bird, toolike you."
Denny's subsequent contacts with
local fauna have not been quite so sentimental, but fraught with interest, nevertheless. While the Murphy family were
in Palm Springs this year, George happened to glance out of the window in
time to see Denny and his boy friend
heaving self-sized rocks at some object
in the road. Then Denny grabbed a garden hoe, obviously snatched from the
gardener's stock on the spur of the
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moment, and began to slash the earth.
George has long since come to the
conclusion that it is wise to investigate
any untoward Denny activity, so he
hastened outside, calling, "What goes
on?
"Snake," shouted Denny over his
shoulder.
George reached the scene on the double,
but reinforcements were unnecessary.
Denny and his buddy had first pinned
the snake down with a few adroitly
placed rocks, then Denny had chopped
up the enemy at leisure.
One afternoon several days later,
Denny's boy friend began to utter prolonged wails of anguish which brought
out Murphy, Sr., armed with a cudgel

PFtOrgCTfOM
on the theory that Eden had slipped
another serpent. He found Denny, arms
akimbo, facing his howling playmate and
wearing an expression of extensive
criticism.

In answer to the question about what
"Well,
happened,
had
I told
him thatDennis
Indiansexplained
were ,going
to
I
Then
come down here and scalp him.
told him about all the wild beasts back
in the hills and how they come down at
girls — " He
and George.
to eat
"That
will little
do," boys
ordered
night
comforted the youngster who had fallen
victim to Junior Murphy's 24-carat imagination, assured him that the local
Indians were interested only in advantageous oil leases, and that nothing larger
than a mink- wearing tourist had been
seen in the neighborhood for years. Then
he marched Mr. Denny (Fiction) Murphv"What
home. was the big idea of telling
that kid such things?" he demanded.
"Well, he started it."
"Yeah— I'll bet. How did he start it?"
Denny's small nose wrinkled with
scorn. "He told me that there was a
herd of buffalo back in the canyon and
that they were going to come down here
and trample me to death with their
sharp hooves. He said it had happened

Bill Lundigan of the Marines and Rena Morgan,
daughter of the late Helen Morgan, say "I do."
SCREENLAND

of times."
lots"Well,
then, why didn't you cry?"
"Gosh, Dad, nobody could get me to
believe stuff like that— not after the
stories you've read to me." confided a
young man who thinks very highly of
that able parent, Mr. George Murphy.
71

The Truth About

Myself

Continued from page 29
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though I have never seen my father
since his death, an aunt of mine said he
did visit her and he told her that a
friend of hers who was worrying about
her son, reported missing in action, had
no need to worry. He was captured, and
in a German prison camp. Later on, this
woman received an official report to this
effect. My aunt's was a strange experience, and I don't see how you can wholly
discount an experience like that. So on
the set, when the writer and the merchant marine began to discuss psychic
experiences, I told them of this one,
which my aunt had had.
The story of my habitual conversations with an empty chair was the product of someone's imagination. I doubt
that the person who first started that
story was trying to be funny, but I
laughed. However, the story was in bad
taste and I want to deny it because it
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just isn't true.
Which brings up another false story
about me — that I am constantly having
nervous breakdowns. I was once quoted
as saying that I have nervous breakdowns as regularly as other people have
colds. Actually, I have never had one.
According to publicity stories, I enjoy
more ill health than the entire population of the United States and all of
Europe put together. Every other minute I am supposed to be collapsing with
something or other. Actually, I am not
a fragile orchid. I am as strong as a
steam shovel. But every minor illness of
mine is built into a big production. When
I had a wisdom tooth pulled, it sounded
as if I had lower plate wobble. I know
this is partly my fault. If I have a cold
I call up my friends and say, "I'm ill,
dear," as dramatically as though I were
dying.
It's also true that I had three accidents within three weeks — I broke my
finger, my foot, and cracked my skull.
No wonder people thought I was a breakaway character. Such accidents could
happen at intervals to anyone, but it was
just my luck that all of them had to
happen to me within three weeks. I had
to do a difficult fall in a picture and
cracked my skull. One night getting out
of my car, I fell into a hole the gardener
had dug, twisted my ankle and cracked
my fingers.
Monty Wooley called me up and said,
"I can't go away on a vacation and live
in peace. If I go, I shall worry about
you all the time. You're always breaking something." I hope he's wrong, hope
I've already had my full quota with
that cycle of three.
Another tale about myself that I don't
roles home"
my story,
I "carry
is that
fancy me.
g toallthat
with
Accordin
when
I play a madwoman on the screen, I go
home and act goony. That is not true.
I do not "carry my roles home" with me.
I do not "live" them away from the
studio. I hope I am an actress, not a
self-hypnotized dame. To live your roles
off the screen would be a quite unnecessary waste of valuable energy and certainly boring to anyone unfortunate
SCEEENLAND

enough to come in contact with you
during the time you were on a picture.
When I come home from the studio,
I forget all about parts and scripts. I
study my script on the set when possible— that's how much I hate to rehearse and study and play my roles at
home. I should be very much embarrassed ifsomeone visiting me caught me
rehearsing my lines. I am not an exhibitionist. When I have a radio script
to study, I lock myself in the bathroom
to learn my lines, because I would feel
a fool if a friend walked into my home
and caught me acting all over the place.
I do not like to act off the screen. I
hate Indications — The Game, as it is
called;
and ifI it
someone's
house when
am is aplayed
guest, at
I sneak
out.
After acting all day at the studio, I will
not play The Game. It is tough enough
to act in front of the camera; it isn't
my idea of recreation.
My ideas of recreation have nothing
to do with exhibitionism. My favorite
sports are fishing and bicycle riding. I
hate strenuous sports like a hearty game
of tennis. I am as hard as a rock and
when people ask me how I keep so thin,
I say, "Lack of exercise." And that, I
think, is the truth. Girls who dance and
swim strenuously, must never stop. For
if they do, they accumulate fat. They
must forever keep on with their strenuous careers in athletics. Not for me,
thank you!
As a matter of fact, I like ballroom
dancing
at my ishome
or atofa friend's
where there
plenty
room. home,
When
there are only three or four other couples
on a floor, I enjoy dancing. I like the
rhumba. I can jitterbug like a fiend. I
think it the greatest form of dancing ever
invented. But on a crowded dance floor,
I think any attempt to dance is ridiculous— I swear it's a form of masochism!
I simply can't enjoy having someone accidentally shove my hat off or poke his
elbow into my eye. I get miserable. My
feet ache.
I hate night clubs. After an hour and
a half in one of them I have to get out.
I can't stand confusion or too much
smoke. I get tense. Nervous. I like goor having them
houses
to people's
come ing to
mine, but
visiting a night club
calls for you to put on an act. It is too
exhausting.
Another thing I hate is wearing high
heels. In fact, I hate wearing shoes. If
I must wear them, I like a shoe with a
slight heel. When I have shoes on, I am
always tempted to slip them under the
nearest table. That is, I used to be so
tempted. Until I had a very embarrassing experience. I went to a dinner
party at a night club. As soon as I was
settled, off came my shoes. I put them
neatly beside my chair, under the table.
Then I was asked to dance. I began
frantically feeling around for my shoes,
but couldn't find one of them, so I said
I wasn't feeling well and had a terrible
headache. Then I quietly asked the
waiter if he found my shoe to give me
the high sign or shove it under the table.

He finally located it. That taught me
not to kick off ray shoes indiscriminately.
Now I just slip my feet out of them
but keep my toes in the heels.
I used to be a very tense, nervous
person. Since my divorce fromofmyus husare
band, Louis Hayward, both
considerably calmer. It is true that
things were never quiet from the day
Louis and I married. We were like two
on.
pieces of mortar steel coming head get
Now that we are divorced, we
along wonderfully and are truly great
friends. Love is a combination of emotion and friendship. The friendship and
great understanding which we had, we
have retained. Ours was never a bitter
p. I
marriage; it is not a bitter break-ubreak
believe that no marriage should
up in bitterness. To become bitter is a
very dreary and uncivilized way for two
people to act.
I shall not plunge into another marriage. Igot my divorce in Los Angeles,
which means I shall have to wait until
a year before I can marry again. I have
no marriage plans.
I feel as if I were starting a new life
now in this house in Beverly Hills, which
was once owned by Chester Morris and
which I now own. Formerly I lived in
Brentwood but my home there was tiny,
shut away from the rest of the world.
It is roomier here, and I feel much more
relaxed.
I am starting to live on a new schedule. For a long time I was troubled
with insomnia. I need a lot of sleep
but don't usually get it. I used to average five to six hours a night, when I was

Ann Miller and Lt. A. C. Lyles have a gay
get-together at a Hollywood nightspot.

lucky. I would sit up most of the night
and' not fall asleep till three in the
morning. Then I would sleep fitfully.
Because I'd sleep so badly at night, I
often kept right on sleeping till eleven
in the morning, unless I had a studio
call.
Now I have decided to go to bed early
each night, and to get up at nine every
morning, regardless of how many hours
sleep I have had. I have breakfast in
in
the garden (I've never liked breakfast
bed) , then I dictate the story on which
with Charlie Beehan. It's
am working
Ia novel
based on a saga of stage life, running through several generations, about

a stage family such as the Lupinos in
England actually were.
By the time I am thirty, I hope to
devote myself to writing and producing.
I believe that life begins at 30, and at
that age I want really to enjoy life.
Of course, I like acting very much,
but many times I've been on the verge,
I haven't the
of running
ment to be out.
too submissive,
buttemperaon the
other hand, I hate to fight.
I am essentially a peaceful person. I
hate to fight to get things — and yet I
to fight.
I haveback
know tothatbe sometimes
do
and I'd
able to lean
like
I
yet
whatever people want me to do —
know that it would be disastrous. So
I have to keep fighting!
been into gossip, I haveany
Accordiningmore
other
feuds than
volved
had
have
I
Actually,
actress.
d
Hollywoo
only one real feud.
There are three kinds of Hollywood
feuds— the real kind, the publicity type
which is used to promote a picture, and
the kind which isn't a feud at all but is
just a slight misunderstanding which is
blown up out of all proportion.
I once had a real feud with Humphrey
on "High
Bogart, when
Sierra."
I havewea were
way working
of kidding with a
straight face; so has Bogey. Neither of
us recognized the trait in the other. Each
of us thought the other was being nasty,
and we were both offended. For a long
time we would pass each other with our
noses up in the air. For two years we
didn't speak. Then one day I was
working on a picture with Paul Henreid
and we went over to the set where Bogey
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Endorsed by
John Robert Powers

Everyone was expecting fireworks, and
everyone was fooled. We got along like
two turtle doves. I respect Olivia as a
party."and as an actress und thoroughly
person
enjoyed working with her. When the picture was almost over, just for fun, we
put on a big act and faked a feud that
didn't exist. After the picture had been
completed, unfortunately we did have a
slight misunderstanding, but that was

about
in fine $1.79
rayons
t at better stores

quickly
straightened out and we're good
friends now.
Once it was rumored that Bette Davis
and I had a terrific feud. I was making
"They Drive By Night." My role was
identical with the part Bette Davis
played in "Border Town," and Bette was
supposed to be in a tearing rage because
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I was playing her "type of role." Of
course, she wasn't. I have been playing such roles since I was thirteen in
England, so why should Bette resent it?
Answer — she didn't. I can't say that
Bette Davis and I are good friends —
we're just acquaintances. I sincerely wish
I knew her better. I'm sure I wouldn't
feud with her. I hate to feud. And I
can't imagine she'd feud with me.
Being belligerent is not one of my
faults, although I have many. Among
my bad faults is the fact that I forget
appointments. It is unforgivable of me. I
remember lines in a script, the things

#04
WOMEN

that

was working to wish his director, Curtis
Bernhardt, good luck on his new picture. Bogey had to look right at me and
I at him. We both began to laugh —
and that broke the ice. Now we are very
good friends.
According to the rumors, I had a terrific feud with Olivia DeHavilland.
When we were assigned to play together
in "Devotion," the word went around,
"Ida and Olivia will never get along.
Their feud will make the Bette DavisMiriam Hopkins feud look like a tea

you

gas

to

get

people
say, not
people's
faces andI write
their
names, but
appointments.
them down in books; and forget where
1 put the book.
The fact that I have no telephone in
my home right now is compelling me to
remember appointments. Every time I
want to make or change an appointment,
I have to make a trip to the Beverly

Hills Hotel to telephone. Since I have
to go to all that trouble to make an
appointment, I find I am beginning to
remember them. Under ordinary circumstances, Ihave to be reminded a dozen
times. I have even forgotten on several
occasions to go to a dinner at which I
was supposed to be the guest of honor.
I sometimes forget to deliver gifts I
have bought. Before the war you could
generally count on the delivery services.
Now I often buy a gift for Christmas,
wrap it up carefully, and decide that I
am going to deliver it in person. Christrolls by, and Comes
New Year's,
and it of
is
nevermas delivered.
the middle
July, and I may suddenly remember that
one of my friends has a birthday. The
Christmas gift I had intended for someone else — by this time I've forgotten
whom — may suddenly become a birthday present.
I am also very tardy about fittings.
Sometimes I will order and pay for a
dress, but though I am supposed to go
for
fitting The
a week
later,
for
two a years.
fitter
mayI won't
call upgo and
remind me and I say of course I'll come
but I don't. A year ago I ordered two
divine prints; two years ago one lovely
print. I haven't, had one of those three
prints fitted yet, but they can be
whipped into terrific dresses for next
summer,
if I get around to having them
fitted!
Of course, I've paid for those dresses
in advance. I send my bills to my business manager, but he isn't firm enough
with me. He is a weak-minded man and
lets me go haywire. I am not actually
extravagant. I do not go in for fur coats
and expensive jewelry. My pet extravagance is gadgets for the house — a stein,
a candlestick or a picture — something
which I have not considered too carefully
and which doesn't really give me the
pleasure it should.
One of my worst faults is that I am
mentally untidy. I am always getting
sidetracked. I make up my mind to post
an important letter — on the way downstairs Isee a picture which isn't hung
just right and start hanging it differently. Then on my way to mail the letter, I pass a store and see something in
the window that I like and stop to buy
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"Teamwork wins wars," says General Dwight D. Eisenhower (above) in the fine film produced
by the Joint Anglo-American Film Planning Committee. "... teamwork among nations,
services and men all the wav down the line from the G.I. and the Tommy — to us brass hats."
^GREENLAND

it. Result— I never do mail the letter.
When I start out to buy something, I
am distracted by seeing something else in
another department of the store. I buy
the new distraction— by that time the
counter where they sell what I originally
wanted to buy may be so crowded, I decide not to get it after all. If I had only
stuck to my original purpose and bought
it earlier, when the section wasn't
crowded!

I also have a few eccentricities. I always sleep with a light on in my dressing" room. I hate pitch blackness. As a
kid I always felt suffocated in the dark,
and this is a sort of hangover from
childhood.
I have a phobia about emptying ash
trays every three minutes.
I love to putter around the house, rearranging furniture, putting up drapes.
As a matter of fact, I've just been painting all the garden furniture a bright
yellow. See that yellow on my hands,
my slacks and in my hair? I started
painting the garden furniture with the
firm idea of saving money. But by the
time I've ruined a pair of slacks and
paid the price of a shampoo to get the
don't
hair,be I saving
of myreally
paint out
yellow
I shall
know whether
or not. So maybe I'm paintany money
ing the garden furniture for fun.
Among the chores at home which I
hate, washing dishes comes first.
I cook very badly — or rather very inconsistently. Sometimes I am a brilliant
cook, and there is almost a touch of
genius in my cooking. I concoct a wonderful dish, but couldn't repeat the next
Comnight for any amount of money.
bined with those occasional flashes of
genius in cooking, come the ordinary
periods when I am a moron about it. I
cannot follow recipes. Fortunately, I
have a couple to cook and take care of
the house.
I usually read in bed, when I retire
for the night. An exciting story will keep
me awake. So I read something a little
dry which puts me to sleep eventually.
I can't read comics in bed. They would
never put me to sleep. I like them too
well — especially The Little King and
Flash Gordon.
I am not particularly clothes conscious, though I have discovered that if
I buy four good outfits that are fairly
expensive, I'm better off than if I buy
a dozen "bargains." The bargains always
tear at the seams and bag in the oddest
places.
In the last few months I have been
concentrating on pretty dinner gowns,
particularly since Edith Gwynn of the
"Hollywood Reporter" started calling me
The Shape. I was so flattered! Milo
Anderson had whipped up two dinner
gowns for me. Edith said those gowns
brought out my best points.
Now when I go to a dinner party at
which Edith Gwynn is present, she looks
me over. If she approves of what I am
wearing, she says, "Yes, you'll do. Remember, you must wear nothing demure
or quiet."
All my .life I've liked inconspicuous
clothes. But being called "The Shape"
has gone to my head. From now on, I'll
probably be about as demure and inconspicuous as a 4-alarm fire.
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Continued from page 25
was brought up in a town of 700 people." She pointed out that it didn't
really matter who played the part of
Aimee — it was just a small role. "Just
give me a chance," she pleaded. Melanie
begged for a secondary role in a Jimmy

HITTING can be
c painful— even dangerous—leaves nails looking
rough and ugly ! Try Cutex Oily
Cuticle Remover — see how
smooth and neat it keeps cuticle !
Quickly it softens and loosens
dead cuticle, so you can wipe it
off. Wonderful, too, for cleaning
under nail tips and removing
stains. Only 10<£, or
35^ for the large size
(plus 20% Federal
Tax). Get Cutex Oily
Cuticle Remover
today.

OILY CUTICLE REMOVER

SONG WRITERS ATTENTION
The amazing- demand for phonograph records,
accelerated by more than 300,000 Song-Hit
creating Juke-Boxes, warrants your immediate
investigation. We are offering song-poem writers
the rare opportunity of having qualified composers furnish music for any approved poems
received this month on percentage basis. Recola
Recording Co., Box »87-S, Hollywood 28, Calif.

CagneyDeHavilland.
picture. This Olivia
was theplayed
"difficult"
Miss
the
role, and she was good in it.
Then illness in the form of an appendicitis operation broke into her schedule. After she recovered, she was loaned
out to Paramount for "Hold Back the
Dawn." She was very ill during that
picture, but she knew she had to play
in it if it killed her, because the part
of the school teacher was a good one,
and Olivia had learned that good roles
were few and far between.
The picture finished, she vacationed at
Cape Cod for four weeks. The studio
didn't have anything for her to do, and
this was a blessing, for she wasn't well.
At Cape Cod, she stayed by herself in
her hotel room. She was deathly tired,
and she didn't see anyone. She had
made a total of five pictures and had
gone through a major operation, all in
twelve months. She discovered she was
very ill. Her heart was willing, but her
body hadn't been able to take it. Her
hands trembled, as if with palsy, when
she got up in the morning. Her lips
trembled when she spoke, and she had
deep circles under her eyes.
The studio asked her to do another
picture right away. Her doctor said she
must have a longer rest — the four weeks
hadn't been enough. Olivia asked for
four weeks layoff, and got four weeks
suspension instead. Around Hollywood
again the rumor swept: "DeHavilland's
suspended again. Such temperament!"
Meanwhile, Olivia was having a nervous
breakdown. She was offered "George
Washington Slept Here," with Jack
Benny. She turned it down. She was
suspended again.
Finally she got a good role in "Prin-

cess O'Rourke." Norman Krasna had
written the script and was to direct
the picture. He insisted she play the
title role. She played in "Devotion,"
had one day's shooting in "Thank Your
Lucky Stars" and enjoyed it.
Then again DeHavilland was on suspension. It got to be almost a joke
around Hollywood. When WASN'T she
on suspension? quipped the gagsters.
She was then supposed to do a picture for David O. Selznick, who sold
her to RKO for "Government Girl."
She had now finished her seven year
contract, and — according to interpretation of the law up to this time — now
had to work out her suspension time.
She made another picture after the contract was completed to make up for the
suspension. Then, for refusal to do
another role, she was suspended again.
She realized this could go on and on.
One day her agent, Bert Allenberg,
called her: "Olivia," he said, "do you
have any guts? Under state law, your
contract is over. Think about it and

the easiest decision I ever
let"It
me was
know."
had to make," says Olivia. I told him:
"We'll see it through." And we did. The
point is that it's easier to take a stand
you believe in than not to take a stand.
You feel that life makes sense if you
can do your best work. If you aren't
given a chance to, it's a terrible frustration. You'd rather get out of the business. She secured the services of Martin Gang, a brilliant lawyer. "He is
a very decent man," says Olivia, frankly.
"He was interested in the case from
the point-of-view of principle. He felt
if he won our case it would set something right that was very wrong. You
see, in your contract you promise to
do your job to the best of your ability.
If
haveI good
roles, youI can't
do you
this.don't
Before
did Melanie,
tried
hard,
but the roles I had didn't, give
me a chance
to give everything I wanted
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way. What thousands have done, you, too, may
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Margaret Rutherford (center) will have you applauding in this scene with
■Rex Harrison and Constance Cummings from Noe! Coward's "Blithe Spirit."
S.CEEEHLAND

to give. After Melanie. T knew what
was wrong. I could do a good job if
I had a good part.
"In England, the courts are always
rather shocked at the astringency of
terms to the players in Hollywood contracts. They are so obviously in favor
of the studios. You are guaranteed only
40 out of 52 weeks. Three months of
the year they can lay you off without
salary. But they give you this layoff at
their own convenience. You can be ill,
overworked, tired out, but if you take
time out for these reasons, you are suslayoff then. pended.
TheYou can't
reason just
for take
this isyour
because
when an actor is suspended instead of
laid-off, that suspension time is added on
to the end of the contract. That's
what I fought in court. Actually, my
case resolved to a point of law: California law says no contract can go over
seven years; the studios interpreted this
as seven years of service. This meant
a studio could suspend a player for any
reason whatsoever, keep that player off
salary, but the time would be tacked
on the end of the contract."
Olivia's was the test case. Robert
Cummings had taken the first step by
suing his studio on the grounds that you
couldn't indefinitely suspend an actor
and prevent him from earning a living.
Olivia proved that no studio could make
you work longer than seven years. If
they wanted to suspend a player without salary, that player was penalized
enough by losing a considerable sum of
money for the sake of a principle. But
at the contract's end — in seven years —
she was free to sign elsewhere. Olivia
was off the screen for eighteen months
as the result of her suit against her
studio but at its conclusion, Hollywood
realized that a monumental step forward had been the impressive result.
It was a decision that affected every
single studio and star.
When the case was won in Superior
Court, the studio appealed to the Supreme Court. On February 3, 1945,
word came to Olivia that the Supreme
Court had refused to review the case.
This was because the case had been
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Housework can make your hands look like anything
but a poet's dream. Rough, red, older-looking than you
are. So be sure to use Pacquins Hand Cream twice
daily to help give your hands a "young-skin" look.
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The charming bit of ectoplasm known as the
"Blithe Spirit" is played by Kay Hammond.
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won twice; it w«is very clear. 7 fere
was no discussion and no conflict in
the decision. February 3, 1945, was
symbolic to every single actor and actress in Hollywood.
During all this time, Olivia wasn't
just sitting morbidly around Hollywood
with a great sense of her own importance. The other studios were afraid
and left her strictly alone. One big
studio wanted her, but a four hour
YOU
TOO
discussion at that studio resulted in
Olivia NOT doing a picture. They
MAY
BE
A
didn't want to risk being sued. "I lived
CINDERELLA!
the life of a Pariah for a long time,"
Let HOLLYWOOD discover you, }ype you, says Olivia.
groom you, ond cast you in the role you have
But she didn't wait around to hear
so ardently desired — one of self-assurance, all the bickering. She went to the
poise, fascinating allure! Thrill to the full rev- Aleutians and then to
the Fiji Islands.
elation of your hidden beauty — brought out
She was in the Aleutians when word
by the behind-the-scenes secrets of HOLLYWOOD'S experts.
the FILMARTE
Home Course
work Let
its wonderful
magicBEAUTY
within came through she had won her case.
21 short days, and lead you past the social She was very excited, although she knew
barrier of self-consciousness due to excess
weight. Let the FILMARTE way enhance your the studio would appeal and therefore
natural loveliness thru safe and sane weight re- one decision didn't mean it was settled
duction, proper skin care, expert hair styling, forever. She went off to Fiji. There she
■and the correct use of. glamorous make-up. got pneumonia and had to return home.
Let your mirror reflect the real you— the slimmer, exotic, more adorable YOU; the result of
She was still in bed one day when
a wondrous transformation your eyes will find the phone rang. She was very
weak,
difficult to believe could have been possible!
Yes, you, too, may be a but she got up to answer it. She was
CINDERELLA! You owe
yourself the opportunity told, "You won the case." Olivia hung
to enter the nation-wide
on to herself, hard. She said, "Just a
quest for NEW BEAUTY—
moment — I have to sit down." Again,
being conducted by the
FILMARTE BEAUTY Home
over the phone, came the words, "You
Course. You may, as a winwon, Olivia, it's all over." She was
ner of this unique quest very
still for a moment. What it stood
for NEW BEAUTY, receive
a glorious trip to exciting, for was so important to her. She couldn't
glamorous HOLLYWOOD
op talk about it. She didn't tell anyone
—with ALL expenses paid!
You will meet famous stars for ten hours. Now that it was over,
of stage, screen and radio. she knew how much it had meant to her.
so desire, you will
mother of two boyt. Ifbe you
"I learned something that day," grins
given a screen-test —
Olivia. "Good news is just as great a
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"Not that life is a cinch when you
visit those camps, for many people
don't like Hollywood. If you win their
good opinion, you feel you have something of value. I used to go out before
them and pray they would like me.
And nothing has ever meant so much
to me as their applause. And nothing
can ever matter too much to me again,
at least nothing petty or small — not
after seeing what gallantry really is."
SCREENLAND
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The First Year's The Funniest
Continued from page 32
the decorator to speed up production on
the new upholstery, and Craig flexed Ins
arm muscles before hoisting his bride
over the doorsill.
"Close your eyes," Craig said, "and
I'll carry you right into the living room.
Then you can open them and drink in
s of your new home."
the beautie
Ever the dutiful wife, Alexis jammed
her orbs shut only to open them to a
d's cuproom that put Mother Hubbar
board to shame for sheer bareness. Contrary to tradition the bride did not weep.
middle
in the
She' and
r. of the
laughte
howledsat with
and Craig
floor
Two weeks and fifteen phone calls to
the decorator later, the place began
taking on personality, and Alexis and
Craig added a grace note via a parttime maid. Now other people get help
who sport two heads, or demand to eat
en famille, or wear Ma's fur jacket. But
the Stevens' Hazel brought historical
novels to read, tuned in on symphonies,
spoke the king's English like she'd
and
written the glossary herself. The maid
was a necessary addition and may remain so indefinitely. Alexis' wifely
qualifications, as far as the kitchen is
concerned, leave much to be desired.
"I tell her 'go make like a wife,' "
Craig says, "and she just sits and looks
at me."
"Don't split hairs," Alexis retorts.
"I can brew a cup of passable coffee
now, whip up magnificent wadffles, toss
a mean salad, and my bacon is more
crisp than burned!" She beams on her
husband, who basks happily. "Craig,"
she says, "can do anything. He's sensational!"
Craig nods, "Of course."
"For instance, the piano," Alexis goes
on. "I took lessons for years and
thumped diligently on my family's ninefoot grand (the piano won't fit into our
to knock out
. apartment, and we'duphave
the stairs), and
a wall to get it
all I can play now is a little corny
stuff. But Craig— he just sits down cold,
without even one lesson under his belt,
and makes like Frankie Carle."
"Just listen to this," says Craig, and
puts a new platter on the phonographradio that flings its bulk across half the
living room. The romantijc strains of
"Cocktails for Two" pour out of the
speaker. It's melow. Then W-H-A-M!
Spike Jones begins jamming it, with no
musical holds barred. It's really very
funny, in a noisy sort of way. Craig
and Alexis break up completely.
"When I was doing 'Since You Went
Away,' " Craig says, "Jennifer Jones
kept hounding me to play 'Cocktails
for Two' on the set piano. She just
couldn't get enough of it. I met her
at a party last week and she led me
right over to the piano to play it again
for her. Then Alexis found this recording and we're going to send it over to
Jennifer. She'll get a big kick out of
it— until she plays it! ... . Tell about
the eggs, honey."
"We craved a midnight snack the
other night," recites Alexis, the dutiful
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wife, "and I decided to make deviled
egg sandwiches. We only had two eggs
in the house, and I couldn't remember
the right procedure for hard-boiling
them. I know it sounds silly — but I
just couldn't figure whether the eggs
went into cold water and heated with
it, or whether I should dump them into
boiling water and turn the gas off. So
that's what I did. They turned out
just lovely — if you wanted them for
breakfast. Just a mess of soft-boiled
business. But I chopped some onion
into them and added mustard and mayonnaise and pickle, and we ate them
that way. I like to think they were
— well, unusual."
i ; just
"Nothing," Craig says, "could have
been done to those eggs that you didn't

Then there was the tie episode. It
was Christmas and Alexis just had to
be domestic and buy her husband the
traditional Christmas cravat. She finally
found one — a blue and white checked
job, and something inside told her it
do." what Craig would adore. She
was just
had it wrapped glamorously and toted
it home. Then she sneaked a look at
Craig's tie-rack to check on her tietaste, and right in front of her hung
the identical four-in-hand, just where
Craig had put it the night before.
Alexis didn't tell him about that joker
until some time in March.
Then came the session with the Silex.
Craig's a coffee fiend, and likes to brew
his own. But Alexis and Fanno (pal
Frances Rafferty) , non-caffeinists, decided to make a potful one night to
surprise Craig. They concocted the potion in the master's own glass pot.
Then they trooped into the living room
and executed a few -pirouettes and entrechats to "The Swan Lake" while the
stuff brewed. There was a sudden rumble, the sound of Craig's hurried footsteps, and a muffled shriek! Alexis tore
into the kitchen.
"It looked like Vesuvius in action,"
she says. "Coffee was erupting over the
whole kitchen. Craig turned off the
gas and just looked at me philosophically. How did / know you're supposed to
turn the fire off under the glass thing?
We had a pitcher of milk instead."
"By every law of nature," Craig mutters, "that glass pot should have blown
upThe
in our
faces!" walls shake slightly.
apartment
"Don't get excited," Alexis says, "that's
just Fanno. She lives a couple of blocks
away and we can hear her door slam
like that every time she leaves the
house. Hi-octane Fanno!"
"Ffffffffffffanno!" says Craig, making
it sound like the auto races.

Women who
want a good bra
make it a habit to ask for
Bias-Cup Precision fashioned
in 4 cup depths . . one for every
figure type. At better stores
Send for Beauty Hint Booklet

Made fcv jHSfy Brassieres
Dept. F-12, 358 Fifth Ave., New York 1
*Shope-relaining features protected by U S Pal No 2267S9S
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"She's got pure Vitamin B-l coursing
through her veins, instead of plain old
blood," says Alexis. "She married
Johnny Horton, our best man, and Craig
promised to keep an eye on her while
Johnny's overseas."
"I'm getting psychopathic," Craig
says. "Fanno calls up and says she
wants to see a movie. I relay the
message to Alexis. Then I have to referee while the two of them fight about
what picture and what time and what
they'll wear. I'm always the middleman.
It's a twenty-four hour yatta-ta yatta-ta.
SCREENLAND
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You'll be so nice to come home
to ... in these smart lounging
pajamas with the new flared
tunic length coat and sash
(about $12.00 per set). See the
Brunch-Jama and a host of other
gay Polka Dot Fashions in
dreamy shades of soft rayon
crepe, slick tailored by Schildu.
At leading stores everywhere.
Write for name of your nearest store.
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quality
mountings.
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$3.95.setsdiamonds.
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shanks, grade,
$5.75. $4.75.
6 sets,
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Better
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No.$2.95.
13,
Earrings,
$6.75.
10k pair.
gold
stems, $6.75
pair.ForSamepierced
qualityears,in smaller
Clusters, sets
$11.75
Clusters10kforgold
unpiero^d
ears, $6.75
pair.Cluster,
Men's shirt
oreach
tie
studs,
stem—
solitaire,
$3.50.
$5.75
stud.
Diamond
rings,giving
$8.75;size
plusof 20%
Tax. Delhi
Give Replica
2nd choice.
WriteMen's
plainly,
ring,
SEND NO MONEY.
Pay aspostman.
Money
if unsuitable
if
same required
day
received.
U. S.back
Order or
Cashreturned
with order
if from outside
ofMoney
the States.
NATIONAL GEM COMPANY
P. O. Box 466, Dept. M.T.A.X.,
Chicago 90. Illinois
You Can Be Free From Unsightly
PIMPLES
Skin Blemishes or Acne
IN LESS THAN 10 DAYS!
Amazing new formula taken from
doctor's prescription. No greasy
creams, smelly salves, harsh lotions
or tiresome treatments. Write for
FREE BOOKLET that tells how you
can quickly, easily enjoy new skin
health and beauty. Send no money!
Just mail name and address to:
Dept. SS-1 Wilmot Laboratories, Inc.,
234 State St., Detroit 26, Mich.

A lesser man would collapse under the
strtiui. "
Then there's the beagle-eyed routine.
Alexis always looks. At everything.
Walking, driving, or sitting in a show
_
Alexis rubbernecks like crazy.
"Are you looking, honey?" Craig
asks.
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USE

"Yup, I'm looking."
She was looking too hard the other
night when they went to a movie and
climbed the stairs to the balcony. Alexis
was gluing her eyes to the screen when
she fell flat on her face down the loge
steps and Craig groped for her in the

"What happened?" he hissed.
"I was looking, and I missed the
step," she said, and they both sat down
on the last step and shrieked with
laughter. The audience rose as one man
and "ssshhhed" them.
When it isn't ballet or movies it s
ice hockey. The Stevenses scream their
team to victory every Friday night, and
they haul out the black crepe when
something comes up to make thematcanthe
cel their standing date. And even
Ice Palace laughs dog them.
"It started with a kreep," Alexis says.
"He came in late with a bottle of beer
in one hand, a bottle of bourbon in the
other, and a dixie cup in his teeth.
Of course he parked right next to me.
He didn't make any trouble to begin
with, just sat there drinking quietly.
Then the stuff hit him hard and he
'Kill 'em! Kill 'em!" at
shrieking
beganwrong
team. I gave him a couple
the
of meaning looks until he finally turned
to me and said, Thass all right, lady,
there's one at every hockey game!"
I've got a couple of complaints to
register," Craig interrupts.
Alexis looks noncommittal.
"She sleeps the clock around if I
don't drag her out of bed. And she
leaves things iq, the car. Everything I
owned was stolen from my car when
I first came out here, and I keep reminding her of it, but it doesn't do any
good. Usually it's her coat — fur or
otherwise. Sometimes it's new purchases.
Someday somebody's going to walk off
with everything, including the car radio,
and I'm going to have a good, long
gloat. And she's extravagant," he goes
on. "Not violently so. I can always
reason her out of it. But she hasn't
any sales resistance at all. Dad Smith
and I can usually bring her around,
but it takes an hour's good rhetoric."
"But we do live on a budget," Alexis
insists. "And if we have any money
left over we go to auctions. We're furnishing our theoretical house that way.
We haven't bought the house, or built
it, or picked out a lot, but in the meantime we're filling up this apartment
and Mother's home. The silver tea set
(our wedding present from the Warner
Brothers) and the silver candelabra
from my agent are there. And the piano.
And a lot of lovely antiques that Craig
and I picked up.
"Which brings me to the lamp. I
spotted it one afternoon, fell in love
with it, and priced it. Then I got cold
feet. It was going up for auction the
next day. I told Craig about it that
night and he said if I really wanted it

Stoning in the Wafasr Bros. Future
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LIQUID-CREAM FOUNDATION
NOT A CAKE . . . NOT A CREAM
DOES NOT CAUSE DRY SKIN

FOR the flawless-looking complexion of the stars
. . . one drop of Overglo . . . and presto! Quickly;
evenly applied with your fingertips, this new
liquid-cream foundation of the Westmores camouflages large pores and little lines. Adds youthful
under powder and rouge. Keeps makeness
smooth
up fresh all day. Never gives a masked appearance.
Non-drying, definitely! Its emollient lanolin and oil
base helps defy dust and weather, too. One bottle
lasts for months. Seven flattering shades. $1.50 plus tax
NEW

OVERGLO

ROWtJCTS

SENSATIONAL
MAKE-UP

Jffi::-'...: i
Perc Westmore, Directorof Make-up at W arner
Bros. Studios in Hollywood, using Overglo to
make up Joan Leslie.

FACE POWDER . . • ONE SHADE FOR EVERY COMPLEXION
A make-up discovery! Overglo Face Powder . . . completely
different ... one practically colorless shade perfect for every
foundation-tinted complexion. Permits your foundation
tinted skin to glow through with natural youthful beauty.
A face powder specially created for use with Overglo or any
tinted cake, cream or liquid foundation. $1 filus tax. 81
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to pick it up. The price made me stop

SEALCOTE
POLISH PROTECTION

and think, so I said I thought I'd wait.
But it got the best of me. I went to
the auction anyway, and bid on the
darned thing. Some man kept bidding
against me — and the price skyrocketed.
But I finally plunged, put the lamp
under my arm and brought it home,
very pleased with myself. Then Craig
showed up. 'Honey,' he said, ' I wanted
to surprise you with that lamp — but
some fool woman outbid me and got
it. She paid three times what it's
And the
stories
" go on and on. Like
though.'
worth,
Dad Smith introducing Craig as "my
Father's Day gift." And when you ask
Alexis about the first date with her
spouse and she begins hauling down her
stocking.

Makes
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"Don't let it throw 'you," Craig warns,
"she's not doing a strip-tease. She's just
a bird-brain who can't remember dates
and has to refer to her anklet. It has
the date engraved on it." (Craig, in
cidentally, has that information at his
fingertips: January 19, 1941!)
Then there was the baby rumor —
which was strictly just that. Craig
was stopped by the apartment manager (Fred MacMurrary's the owner.)
"About the baby . . . ." she began.
"It isn't true!" yelped Craig.
Her face fell. "Oh," she said. "We
don't allow children, you know, and I
was so counting on getting your apart

VICTORY
BONDS

and

STAMPS

ment
"Whoback!"
said the first year's the hardest?"
Alexis and Craig chortle. "We say it's
hilarious — and the laughs are on us!"

A "Model" Figure
Worried about your beauty and
figure problems? Let the Powers
Home Course teach you the personalized beauty secrets that have
given figure-perfection and lovelijbJ ness to thousands of "average"
I ' . girls ... made them "Powers
, , women!
Girls", the world's envied

Real "POWERS GIRL"
training— right at home
"Before my Powers Course", says
Mona Desmond of Cal., "I was fat,
most of it on my hips". Now Mona
has
lost (left),
20 lbs.,is hasa"Powers
figure
a model in N.Girl"
Y.
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John Robert Powers Home Course
247 Park Ave.,Suite L445, New York 1 7, N.Y.
Dear
Yes, ofI'myourreally
Please Mr.
sendPowers:
me details
Homeinterested.
Course.

Occupation-

MINI
POOl
DRY SHAMPOO POWDER^j

BARGAIN

Clip the Coupon NOW
Write John Robert Powers today
for free confidential questionnaire,
illustrated booklet "The Powers
Way",
and details of Powers
training.

-State.

30 Shampoos with mitten applicator 1(
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Motion Picture composer and arranger. Recordings made by NBC singer.
Send your poem on any subject today
for consideration and our liberal offer.
HOLLYWOOD
MELODIES
P. O. Box 21683
Hollywood 28, Calif.

daily control,
"lessons"
for 7
weeks,Easy,
in figure
make-up
and grooming. The cost? Amazingly little!

Street
City
& Zone-

• SAFE — Minipoo is safe in nil ■
weather. Ideal far sick room.

HOW TO WRITE & PROFIT
Many a former clerk, soldier, housewife, mechanic, teacher
is now writing for profit. Why not you I You can learn and
start making money right in your home.. .under the unique,
practical methods of Palmer training . . . for writing fiction,
newspaper features, magazine articles, radio scripts. To find
out
if youit have
writing
send for analysis
our "Talent
Return
for our
frank,ability,
confidential
and Finder*'
advice.
No cost or obligation. It may start you on an ideal career.
PALMER INSTITUTE OF AUTHORSHIP
6362 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif. Dent. TAU 1 15

Powers Girl" Creator Offers
YOU, too, new charm, loveliness

Name

THIS NEW DRY WAY
TAKES ONLY 10 MINUTES
• QUICK — Ho soap, no rinsing,
no drying wiih Minipoo.
EFFICIENT — cleanses the hair
of dirt; grime, oil and odor,
• BEAUTIFY IN G — enhances
wave, leaves hair sofi, lovely.

Backstage in her dressing room, Jean ette MacDonald puts on final touches
for her concert at the Hollywood Bowl.
SCREENLAND

LIMITED QUANTITY
even these
Yes days
...
there are bargains in
hard-to-get Jewelry! Distinctive,
new,
handsome
— renowned
for
accurate
time-keeping.
Modernistic
in style — finer quality. Built by
Swiss craftsmen, noted for their
outstanding
excellence
materials
and workmanship.
Smartin adjustable
band sets off attractive chrome case
to
excellent
thrilled
with advantage.
this beautifulYou'll
sturdybe
Precision GUARANTEED Swiss One
Jewel Pin Lever movement. Easy to
read dial. Beautiful gift box.
Send Mo Money— Wear at Our Risk
Men's or Ladies' Watch only 9.95 each
Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Simply send name,
address and which watch wanted. Pay postman C. O. D. 9.05
plus ed,few
centstoday.
postageImmediate
and 10% delivery.
Federal Tax. Supply is limitso order
International Diamond Co.. 2251 Calumet Ave., Dept. W-79, Chicago 16, III.

Busy as Bob

Hope

Continued from page 21

integrity; it becomes him exceedingly.
His next picture for Paramount is
"Monsieur Beaucaire." But getting Bob
to talk seriously about it was hopeless.

"Everyone was afraid to touch the role,"
since
done After
"It hasn't
grinned.
he
. But
nothing.
I fear been
Valentino
all, I've worked with Crosby, and other
animal acts. Besides, I'm playing it
different, with a sheet."
This broke up the cast, and encourwith: "Do you
Hope to iscome
think aged
Crosby
the out
John Bunny of his
day?" No one laughed, or even snickered. He repeated his question all afternoon. I learned later that Bob goes
around testing out gags on people and
noting their reaction every waking hour.
Perhaps they'll throw the Bunny gag
out. When 1 left, at six o'clock that
evening, no one had laughed yet.
The hall was a full-fledged mad house.
Nothing mild about it. People wandered
in and out constantly. Bob was having
an unplanned, purely spontaneous open
house. Completely urbane and undisturbed, he was trying on the coat of
his overseas uniform. "I don't like it,"
he complained. "When I wear it, peoletters. I'm
handing
ple are always
sending
to Alcatraz
for amepair of striped

OOH!

CRISIS!

DOMESTIC

Sue was furious at Tom for the way
"It's foolish
her out.happiness
tor straightened
to risk
your marriage
by
he'd been treating her. But she was
being careless about feminine hyreally to blame! She should have
known better, for she was no stranger
giene—even once!" he said. Then he
advised her to use Lysol disinfectant
to feminine hygiene. It was just that
. . . . . v . . ., ,^ „. , t.,„.?^v ;.for douching— always.
she had become neglectful! Her doc-

trousers
— justto tosettle
be different."
He tried
down to a nice
quiet interview, but he still couldn't be
serious. "Sure, I was a year and eight
months off the screen," he told me. "It
was a matter of salary. The way Paramount had it figured out, I didn't get
to see the money, My point was this:
I just wanted to look at it as it passed
by on the way to Morgenthau. So I
pouted and they pouted, but we made
up. I must say that Paramount is the
nicest studio I've ever been mad at.
Nice people. They must be — they kept
Crosby for nine years!"
This patter
of Bob's You
is fast,
laughterstudded
and effortless.
wonder
how
he keeps it up. He never seems to be
tired. He always has time to be on the
go, to get things done. He writes articles, and his book, "I Never Left
Home," is a best seller. He explains his
working day with a grin: "I work twelve
hours a day and sleep six. I'm always
trying to figure out where the other
sixI hours
found go."
out not only where the other
six go but where he's been this past
couple of years. You have to see names
and dates to believe it. You're always
hearing about some star or other going
out on a bond tour or the Purple Heart
Circuit. You know Hollywood is doing
a great job. But perhaps you don't
know that Hollywood's hat is off to the
guy who is doing the greatest job of
all. As a matter of fact, Bob was presented the Poor Richard gold medal of
achievement award, just because of this!
Only one other entertainer has ever received it: Will Rogers; although such
notables as General H. H. Arnold,
Alfred P. Sloan, Jr., and Donald Nelson
have been awarded it in years past.
The Poor Richard Club said this, at

AH

I DOMESTIC

BLISS!

Heavenly is the word for Sue and
Tom's home life now! Wise Sue immediately took her doctor's advice.
Always, she uses Lysol for douching . . .
knows for herself how thoroughly this
Check these facts with your Doctor
Proper feminine hygiene
care is important to the
happiness and charm of
every woman. So, douche
thoroughly with correct
Lysol solution . . . always! Powerful cleanser —
Lysol's great spreading
power means it reaches
Copyright, 1945, by Lehn & i ink Products Corp.
For Feminine

SCREENLANB
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proved germ-killer cleanses, yet how
gently! Lysol is far more dependable
than salt, soda, or other homemade
solutions. "What's more," says Sue,
"it's easy to use— economical, too!"

deeply
folds and
crevices into
to search
out
germs.
Proved
germ-killer
— uniform strength,
made
under tory
continued
control . .labora. far
more dependable than
homemade solutions.
Non-caustic — Lysol
douching solution
is non-to
irritating,
not harmful
vaginal tissues. Follow

use

easy directions. Cleanly
odor — disappears after
use; deodorizes.
women
use Lysol More
for
feminine hygiene than
any FREE
otherfeminine
method.hygiene
(For
booklet, write
Lehn & Fink, 683
York 22,Ave.,
N.Y.)New
Fifth

always!
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"We
the present
Bob Hope,
you, lphia:
Award intoPhilade
this ation
make
devoted and unin recognition of your
selfish service to the morale of our
fighting men, which exemplifies not only
the best tradition of your profession but
the inner spirit of the people of a nation
at war." Such distinguished tribute does
not come unearned.
Let's take a look-see at the facts. In
present overseas
the
two first
monthplace,
tour Bob's
is the sixth time he
has traveled to foreign soil in the interests of the war. He has been in
Iceland, the South
Pacific, England,
Africa, Italy, and was in Bizerte right
after it was taken. Even before America
went to war, he was doing British War
Relief and Greek War Relief work. In
addition to war work, there's never an
occasion — like the Los Angeles' Annual
Policeman's
Benefit,
the Academy
Award presentations, various achievement awards — that Hope isn't called on
to m.c. He m.c.'d the kickoff of the
Seventh War Loan drive. Besides this,
last year Bob played over 80 benefit
golf matches. He not only gives away
his time; he gives away his money. He
turned over his entire royalties from

OR■veW ^;o; porous

as.

<
r//.
.BEAUTY
M.CUlA
AIDS

Cost only lO^ (Plus Tax) at most
5 & lO's and drugstores coast-to-coast.

HOSPITALIZATION

his book, "I Never Left Home," to the
National War Fund. One check alone
was for $200,000. (By the way, we wish
to call your attention right here and now
to the National War Fund Drive for the
month of October. Do your part in this
worthy cause.) Off the screen for so
long put a dent in his bank account,
for Bob doesn't get paid for anything
All m.c.'ing
broadcasts.
but his radio for
free. When he goes
jobs are done
overseas, the Army furnishes transportation, but Bob pays his own expenses
and hotel bills. Star personalities, get
no salaries; only the troupe gets paid.
It's costing Bob money, time, and heart,
but there isn't a person in the world
who believes more earnestly in what he
is doing.
He'd have to believe in it to stand
his schedule. These dates speak for
themselves. Last year he returned from
his two months in the South Pacific
on September 2. He barely had time

SECURITY
SAVES YOU UP TO
$325 On HOSPITAL
and SURGICAL FEES
When sickness strikes ... be
prepared!
gamble ones.
with
the lives ofDon't
your precious
coverbestandpossible
Have agethe
for
you
your
family.
Hospitalization
is
inexpensive,
butinsurance
theof benefits
save
you
hundreds
dollars.
Hospital and surgical care is
provided
with onthisyour
policysavings.
without drawing
Don't cash your war bonds . . .
get this
and protection ... security
get the FREE
facts,
how
to protect
of your
family. every member
No Medical Examination
Best Possible Coverage
This plan permits you to select
your own indoctor
and hospital
anywhere
the
States.so
It costsActso today
littleUnited
but
does
much.
.
. difference
. hospital
care
is
often
the
between life and death. Plan
is available
women
to 70 foryearsmenof and
age
and
all upchildren.
FREE BOOKLET UPON REQUEST
Interstate
Ass'n.,
Dept.
5111,Mutual
Dover,Benefit
Delaware.
Please send me FREE full details concerning your
Hospitalization Policy.
Name
Address
Zone
State .
City. . . .
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Virginia Hunter visits her fiance, Hurd Hatfield, on "Diary Of A Chambermaid" set.
SCREENLAND

WASH
HAIR
SkadejJjujkter Safety I
New Home Shampoo Helps Keep
Blonde Hair From Darkening
Made specially for blondes, this new shampoo
darkening-brightlight hair from
helps keephair.
Called Blondex, its rich cleansens faded
ing lather instantly removes the dingy film
that makes hair dark, old-looking. Takes only
1 1 minutes at home. Gives hair lustrousathigh10c,
lights. Safe for children. Get Blondex
stores.
t
departmen
and
drug

REDUCE

NATURALLY

RETAIN FULL
VIGOR AND HEALTH
WHILE THE POUNDS OF

FAT
DISAPPEAR
LY
UG
The VIBRED way Is a
scientifically
proved SAFE
method of removing
ugly
fat without
the
loss
of
vitality or health 1 By the
VIBRED method you lose
weight naturally. You use
NO harmful drugs. You
eat everything you like
. . . but NOT in fat-producing quantities. You
SKIP NO MEALS.
VIBRED tablets help
VIBRED
Vitamin
mineral tablets
help and
you
to maintain your vimaintain your FULL vigor
by supplementing thetalityreducing
diet
and vitality while reducwith needed
or additional vitamins
and
ing. It's as simple as that I minerals.
VIBRED
GUARANTEE!
tablets minscontain:
Vita-D
A, Bl. B2,
The VIBRED method gets
and Ctialandminerals:
the essenIron.
results quickly, surely and
safely. YOU MUST SEE
Calcium, Phosphorus:
BEAUTI- 1
SLENDERIZING,
RESULTS THE FIRST WEEK or you get
FYING
YOUR MONEY BACK. VIBRED Tablets are sold
with a Money-Back Guarantee^ Get started NOW
on this easy SAFE plan for reducing.
MAIL THIS COUPON or WRITE Today
VIBRED Inc. P. 0. Box 68, Rugby Sta., Brooklyn 3,
your VIBRED
send me
Kindlyincludes
"s-ll. which
Y ofDept.
Nmethod
day supa fifteen
reducing
Capsules and Mineral Tab.ets.
ply of Vibred Vitamin
[] Enclosed find $2. Send postpaid.
[] Send C.O.D. I will pay postman $2 plus postage.
If not entirely satisfied my money will be refunded.
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ADDRESS

STATE
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NO CANADIAN ORDERS *FOR ADULTS ONLY
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Jeanne Grain and Paul Brooks have that look
in their eyes. See "Here's Hollywood" page 56!
to say hello to his wife and two children before he left again for Canada on
September 14th to open the Canadian
war bond drive. He was home again
on the fifth of October, but on the
fifteenth of November he left for the
East on a tour of service camps. Each
time he goes on a tour, the cast of his
radio show goes along. When Tuesday
night comes, they put on the show at
some camp. But it isn't just on Tuesday nights that Bob is playing benefits.
After his trip in November, he was
back in Hollywood on the third of
December. He spent Christmas at
home. He left again January 11th to
receive the Poor Richard Award in
Pennsylvania. On the way home, he
played the hospital circuit. Each time
he does his show, he does several other
shows, too, at hospitals and camps. He
arrived back home February 1st, very
tired. But by February 22 nd, he was
off to Phoenix, Arizona, for a week to
play a benefit golf tournament. He was
really tired now, and he was supposed
to rest for a month.
He took his whole family to Palm
Springs for thirty days, but his "rest"
was broken up by coming into Hollywood and going to a service camp somewhere in Southern California every week
to do his show. May 10th he left again
for the East. He had to m.c. the
kickoff of the Seventh War Loan drive
at the Ulick Stadium, Washington,
D. C. It was his regular Tuesday
night broadcast, but the Government
thinks so well of his bond raising ability
that the Treasury Department couldn't
think of any greater way to call attention to the drive than the Bob Hope
show. May 15th he gave a show for
the United States Treasury Employees.
The 21st of May he did the "Smokes
for Soldiers" show in the Buffalo
Stadium, New York. The 22nd of May
he did his own regular broadcast at the
Naval Training Center at Sampson,
New York. On his way home, he m.c.'d
a Bond rally at the Notre Dame
Stadium, in South Bend, Indiana. His
regular show was at the United States

says Mrs. Randolph Scott
—lovely wife of tlie
dashing

CONSTANCE
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screen

star.

BUHN:

Stimulating is just the word, Mrs. Scott, for
there's never been a lipstick color like my new
Gay-Red. Your lips look far lovelier... and you
feel brighter, gayer— full of life and sparkle.
MRS.

SCOTT:
No wonder Gay-Red is the "hit-color" of Hollywood. Itgives me a lift. Just putting Gay-Red

on my lips puts me in a "party mood".
CONSTANCE I,UFT HUM:

CONSTANCE LUFT HUHN
Head of the House of Tangee
and one
of America's
foremost authorities
on beauty
and make-up.

And that explains why Gay-Red is sweeping the
country. All over America, beautiful lips are
going gay with Gay-Red... Other smart Tangee
shades are Red-Red, Theatrical Red, MediumRed and Natural — all with Tangee's exclusive
Satin-Finish.
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Naval Dame
Reserveon Midshipman's
School at
Notre
the 29th of May.
"When aren't you on tour?" I asked.
His answer: "I didn't make any pictures last year, so I had more time

Do

you suffer

from

nervous
tension
On "CERTAIN DAYS" of the month?

Helps Build Up Resistance
Against Such Distress!
Do functional periodic disturbances
as a witch,"
feel "nervous
you tojittery,
cause
so
restless,
highstrung, perhaps
tired, "dragged out" — at such times?
Then don't delay! Try this great medicine— Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound to relieve such symptoms.
It's one of the best known and most
effective medicines for this purpose.
Pinkham's Compound helps nature!
Taken regularly — it helps build up
resistance against such distress. A very
sensible thing to do! Positively no
harmful opiates or habit forming
drugs in Pinkham's Compound. Also a
grand stomachic tonic! Buy today! All
drug stores.

VEGETABLE

COMPOUND

PICK OF THE PIN-UPS
MH^^r_jL Your favorite stars in latest portrait or
PjB^^^HBb pin-up poses. Make your collection the
■W/jBlr*'- 3s envy of your friends.
BEAUTIFUL HI-GLOSS PHOTOS
FREE: with each order, list of photos and
how to ioin FAN FOTO CLUB.
★ Send 10c for photo of your favorite star
or $1 for 12 different photos. State sec-

DRAWforMONEY
Be An Artist!
Trained Artists are Capable oi
Earning $30, $50, $75 a Week!
Learn to draw at home in Your Spare
Time for a Fascinating Hobby and
Profitable Post-War Career! Study
Art — the pleasant and interesting
Art. DeW S A. way. Commercial
in ONE
signing, Cartooning allprevious
art
No
complete course.
hundreds
experience necessary—
Practical
our
profited by
have
step-by-step methods since ltlM.
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than most people."
That's Bob Hope for you. He doesn't
say he has a regular job of a weekly
radio show, with all its attendant rehearsals, gag writing and conferences.
He neglects to tell you that he has
raised over 200 million dollars worth of
war bonds during this war. He neglects
to say that he loves his family and
misses them very much when he is
away. He doesn't mention anything
about the fact that he was offered
fabulous sums to go on two different
personal appearance tours, and turned
them down. He didn't have time, he
said. He doesn't tell you he raises
money for the Y.M.C.A., that he is
a Scout Master. He laughs about the time
he was forced down in Australia and had
to throw everything overboard. He
doesn't let you in on the fact that he
plays at least one benefit golf match
every week of his life. Nor does he
mention that he has done so many
hundreds of hospital shows that he
doesn't keep track of them anymore.
He just says: "I had more time than
most people."
es. That's
themselv
speak
Facts
to check with
the for
trouble
I took
why
of people, including Bob's
number
a
, just
to find out where he
secretary
has been and what he has been doing
this past couple of years. He came
home once more June 1th. He spent

a pre-father's day with his two children. They packed a lunch, went to the
beach, and Bob pitched balls to get
them plaster cupie dolls, just like any
other father. June 16th he was on his
way to New York and overseas, exact
destination unknown. Of course, it
would have been too easy just to go
to New York from Hollywood. Bob
let his troupe do that. Personally, he
stopped off at Salt Lake City to meet
Bing Crosby and play a benefit golf
match to raise money for the Bushness
Hospital.
He'll be back to see you in "Monsieur
Beaucaire." Although you haven't been
seeing him recently at your favorite
theater, this doesn't mean he's been
having a lush vacation. In case he
wants to know what happens to that
extra six hours in his day, maybe this
condensed record will tip him off. He
is often so tired that he will fall asleep
while you are talking to him. But
America hasn't found him asleep yet
when it comes to doing his share. His
share? It's a bit bigger than most.
Bob was telling me a story and getting quite a chortle out of it. Seems his
little son, Tony, had seen him go away
so much but had never seen Bob come
home. So when Tony saw the plane
coming into the airfield, with Bob coming home, little Tony waved an enthusiastic greeting: "Goodbye, Daddy!" he
cried to his returning father. "Goodbye!
Bob laughed when he told me.
Goodbye!"
But I couldn't laugh with him. For
some strange reason, I had a lump in
my throat.
SCREENLAND
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Bacall Talks About

Boyer

Continued from page 23

such as addressing a bunch of miners,
or knocking' out a couple of thugs, you
can come on the set and spend the
day if you like. But when The Great
Lover is making love, he suddenly becomes very shy. He doesn't like the
electricians, grips and hairdressers watching him, much less a mob of visitors.
"I just don't like to be stared at when
I make love," he admits quite honestly.
As a Hollywood night club entertainer
expresses it, "Give me Lauren Bacall and
No Visitors at all."
The heavy in our little drama of
"Who Closed the Set?" I'm afraid is
the pride and joy of the New York
"theatah" — Mr. Herman Shumlin. Mr.
Shumlin, like most stage directors, has
more temperament than the actors. And
he doesn't like people watching him direct. Directing is strictly business with
Mr. Shumlin. An audience's place is in
the theater, via the box office, and not
on the set, via the publicity office. And
you'll find a lot of professional people
who agree with him.
In her first two pictures, "To Have
and Have Not" and "The Big Sleep,"
Lauren had Hollywood directors who
didn't mind visitors mulling around call"Yoo-hoo"
didn't
Theykidding,
the actors.
laughing,
eveningmind the toactors
and playing gags. "Bogie and I used
to kid the lines," Lauren told me, "but
when I tried it one day Mr. Shumlin
quickly said, 'There will be no makingfun of lines, please.' "
Lauren said okay. But when he requested her to remove her famous gold
whistle bracelet Bogie gave her, and
her wedding ring, an unusual band of
gold mesh links, for closeups in the
picture she refused. "Lou Bromfield was
so nervous at our wedding he handed
Bogie the ring all linked together,"
Lauren told me with a laugh. "Bogie
had an awful time getting it on my
finger. 'It's all right,' I whispered to
him when he had it halfway on. 'No,
I'm going to do this thing right,' he
whispered back. 'It goes on all the
way.' Well, after the struggle he had
getting it on, I certainly have no intention of taking it off." So the score now
stands: Shumlin 50; Bacall 50.
It was hard enough for Lauren to have
a "great" director whose methods were
new and strange to her on her third
picture. But she also found herself with
a new leading man, none other than
The Great Lover. For weeks before the
picture started Lauren wandered around
the studio • making inquiries as to what
kind of a guy Charles Boyer was. The
studio folk sort of summed him up by
saying, "He's reserved, somewhat stiff,
and
polite about
to lovely
ladies."
The
more very
she heard
Boyer
the more
she felt she'd miss Bogie.
Mr. Shumlin introduced them on the
set, and made it very formal. But somehow or other things aren't very formal
for long in the vicinity of Bogie's bride
"•Why, he has a swell sense of humor,"
Lauren reported happily. "I'd been
working with him a couple of days when
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Confidentially
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offstage he doesn't take
I discovered that
himself seriously at all. He kids himself
mercilessly. Just like Bogie."
Lauren calls him "Charlie." And when
Bogie visits the set (he walks right
through the "No Visitors" sign as if it
were so much tissue paper) he calls him
"the Casbah Creep." Boyer roars with
laughter. Never, the grips and technicians tell you, has Boyer relaxed so
much on a set before. "Boyer always
works very hard, and takes his work
very seriously. Between scenes he would
always go to his dressing room, close the
door and rest until he was needed for
the next scene. But Bacall kidded him
out of his tiredness. 'Charlie,' she called
to him one day as he was making a
dive for his dressing room, 'come play
gin rummy with me.' Ever since then
they've been playing gin rummy or
chess, spouting French at each other, and
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having
One
Lauren
doesn't
at the

lunch together at Lakeside when he's in
town, but today he was down at Newport on his boat. And Mrs. Bogie, between sips at an ice cream «oda and
nibbles at a chicken wing, was trying to
figure out how she could get two weeks
off to go on a sailing trip with him.
"By the time I finish this picture he'll
"It
have to start one," she . groaned.
could go on like this for years. I think
I'd better stop working." Over Warner
Brothers dead body, I thought. She
rattled on and on about how much she
loved that man, and I must say it
took a fine bit of coercing on my part
— well, I just threatened her with a
handy fire ax — to get her back to
"Confidential Agent," and confidentially
what did she think of Boyer?
"I've been doing my first drunk scene
in a picture all morning," she said with
a shudder. "Drunk scenes are not easy
to do. Besides I had to consume gallons
of lukewarm tea. (Tea stands in for
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of a time."
a heck
I had lunch with
recently
day
at the Lakeside Golf Club. She
like to eat in the Green Room
studio. She and Bogie always
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Michael Dunne, the man who caused commotion in fans' hearts in "Junior Miss," will next
be seen in 20th Century-Fox's "Doll Face."
SCREENLAND
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Scotch in the cinema.) If I look slightly
nauseous in the scene, I'm not pretending. There's nothing as revolting as
warm tea. Charlie and I are in a roadhouse, and I am potted to the gills. I
start giving him what Bogie calls my
'from-down-under look.' Charlie wants
to get away from me and talk to the
miners, but I think he is trying to throw
me over for another girl, and I get repulsively sarcastic. If I could only get
away with Bogie for two weeks! I didn't
want to do this picture. I don't want
to do anything that keeps me away
Bogie."the fire ax again, and Lauren
from
I waved
laughed and said she was so _ sorry
always to be talking about Bogie but
she couldn't help it. I told her that
people on the set had reported to me
that she and Boyer spent a lot of time
between scenes gabbing and laughing together— which is certainly something new
for Boyer.
"He had reason to laugh," she said,
"the morning I came on the set and in
my best high school French said, 'Bon
jour, Charles. Comment allez-vous?' I
saw the muscles in his face twitch politely, so I just burst out laughing and
said, 'All right, my French smells.' The
next day he brought a French dictionary
and a text book to the set, and has
been teaching me French ever since.
He says I have a very good ear. Victor
Francen, who is also from France, is
in the picture, and he has joined our
study group. Well, I guess few American girls ever had two such excellent
French teachers.
"I have to order all Bogie's dinners
over the phone on the set, and one
day Charlie overheard me discussing
cooking problems with our butler, Fred.
He said he would give me some recipes which always win the way to a
man's heart. And sure enough, when
I had rounded up a pencil and paper,
he dictated several recipes, which I have
since tried on Bogie, and which he
pronounced superb. One is a recipe for
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DuBarry
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The firstSuccess
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she lost 30 pounds.
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course again and again. Today she weighs
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"I look and feel as a young woman of 28
should. I can wear smart, stylish, youthful dresses in size 14 instead of matronly
44. 1 have the pep and vitality to keep up
with and enjoy my two children. And I
know that following the DuBarry way, I
need never be overweight again."
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Ann Richards does- a stint for a CBS broadcast with a studio audience consisting of her
two friends; Joan Crawford and Phil Terry.
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steak, cooked In a certain manner, with
mushrooms, not on the steak, but served
on the side. He told me about all kinds
of wonderful French dishes. When things
get normal again and people can travel
Bogie and I plan to spend a leisurely
summer in France — and I shall certainly
consult Charlie about our itinerary.
"Ai d don't ever let anyone tell you
that Charlie hasn't a grand sense of
humor. One day I had just hung up
the ph-ne after a long talk with Bogie.
'I have been talking to the most wonderful man in the world,' I said with
a sigh. Charlie pretended to look mystified and said, 'Really, now who could
it be?' Occasionally, we kid Mr. Shumlin
together. One day, after a rehearsal, we
linked arms and walked away together.
Mr. Shumlin, who is used to the formality of the stage, looked after us in
horror. Then we turned around and
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list ("Imof a wealthy English industria
agine me playing a character named
Rose") in one scene has to say to Boyer,
"Was your wife at all like me?" And
Boyer, playing Denard, the confidential
agent, answers, "No. She was a much
nicer person." Rose smiles. "That's
honest anyway," she says. "I'm no good,
of course, but I have my_ points, if
a man could stand the strain." Boyer
couldn't resist an ad lib. Giving The
Look the well-known Boyer glance he
drawled, "Yes, you certainly do have
_ •
your points."
ion,"
conversat
serious
really
first
"Our
Lauren continued after taking time out
to sign an autograph for a kid— she
Bogart" —
"Lauren
signsthe
alwaysabout
up of children.
bringingBacall
"was
Charlie has a fourteen-months-old baby
boy named Charles Michael. He calls
him Michael, and he's just like any
other proud father — he took out his
folder and showed me a dozen of the
baby's latest photographs. I told him,
'Some day I'm going to have at least
three children.' Then he said, very serlife
child's any
years of
early strict,
anda never
be 'Thefairly
should iously,
spoiling.' That was the way he was
brought up, he told me. He thinks the
English method of bringing up a child
very fine, plus the opportunity of an
American education. I said, T want my
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children to travel.' He said, 'Michael
will travel.' We were so pleased that we
had the same ideas about bringing up

The Sunday before my luncheon with
children."
it had been announced by a radio
Lauren
commentator that Baby and Bogie were
expecting a visit from the stork. Lauren
it isn't true — yet.
says
"I almost died laughing when I got
night," she added. "Bogie
home I that
had been down on the boat all
and
day, and had heard the program down
there. I was hardly out of the car before Fred, our wonderful butler who has
a voice like Ronnie Colman's, opened
the door with a great flourish. With
a rapturous expression on his face he
greeted me with, T hear, my lady,; we
are blessed eventing. I do hope it's a
Scree
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Continued from page 27

and their friendship continues outside of
the camera-mounted d< ly-tfacked stages
where they work togt her. Maybe we
ought to say, where they play together,
because there is always an air of frivolity
about any picture they make. In the
spirit of fun. they pull gags on one
another and keep cast and crew gaghappy with their constant stream of
bantering puns, at which both men are
expert.
During the filming of their first picture, it was the habit of McCarey every
day to take a few seconds off to sign a
bunch of papers that came in the morned contracts, leting mail. They compris
ters, checks and the like. His secretary
would drop the papers on his lap, hand
him a fountain pen, and wait while the
director rapidly signed his name automatically to each paper without examining the contents.
One Friday afternoon, Bing drove Leo
to a weatherbeaten shack near the beach.
They had just come from the hot studio
and Bing was driving his friend out to
"see a piece of property."
"How do you like it?" Bing asked. '
"How do I like what?" was the retort.
"Your house," Bing explained as he
nodded his head towards the place,
morning!"
it this
"you
Andbought
without
a word
Bing pulled a
paper out of his wallet and shoved it in
front of McCarey 's face. The signature,
"Leo McCarey," was on it as big as life
and in the director's own writing.
Bing had innocently and neatly hidden the deed to the property among the
papers which McCarey had thoughtlessly
signed without reading, and McCarey
had bought himself a rattletrap of a
house.
Not to be outdone in the realms of
tricks, Leo waited several days. Finally,
knowing that the wary Crosby genius
was no longer on guard in anticipation of
a return blow, Leo got back at the star.
One morning, the director made his pal
repeat a rehearsal scene about twenty
times. Each time he found some little
flaw in his acting, making another rehearsal necessary.
It was a hot day, and Crosby was
continually mopping his brow. As a
matter of fact, it was unusually hot for
the stage where they were working. Maybe the cooling system was out of kilter,
Bing thought.
After each performance, the actor
would go to his dressing-room to rest.
But, meanwhile, the other actors and
even the crew seemed cool enough. Bing
finally went up to McCarey.

the cause of it, McCarey would have
him in front of the cameras again.
The good-natured fun that went on
around the cameras somehow found its

letter to Bing intact, adding a message
of her own: "Let's have more of them

My Way.
in "Going
the screen
on the
way was
e something
that '
undefinabl
It
made the picture a hit. The comedy
brought thousands of letters to the
studio coffers. Never in the whole history of Paramount did the mail room
see such an avalanche of fan mail.
Soldiers and sailors wrote in to say
how much they enjoyed the story. One
soldier wrote his note from a foxhole.
Addressed to his mother, it told about
returning from a dangerous patrol mission and then sitting in a glade enjoying
the picture, which was the best he had
ever seen. His mother forwarded the

Letters from priests, ministers and
like that!"
rabbis flooded McCarey 's office — the first
time people of religion had manifested
such an interest in a motion picture.
"Good morale booster for the boys,
entertaining
"My childtoo."
joined the church choir
picture,"
wonderful
yourmother,
seeing
after one
wrote
happy
who explained
she could barely get her son to go to
Sunday school.
One day, Leo called Bing up by telephone. "Are you ready?" the director
"Ready for what?" was the answer
queried.
back.
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"No kidding," he panted, "I must be
coming down with a fever or something."
"That's no fever," Leo informed him,
"look under your dressing-table."
There, neatly hidden by a new curtain,
was an automobile heater, and it was
going full blast. Each time Bing would
repair to his portable dressing-room, he
would be silently doused with the heat.
Then, before he had time to think about
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"Ready to go to work again, you lazy,
pipe-smoking ham actor."
office in
McCarey's
reached
Bing minutes.
thirty
"I've been thinking about these letters," McCarey opened, as he waved
towards the group of big cartons that
contained all the mail.
"Funny, so have I," Bing replied.
"Well, what are we waiting for?" Leo
asked. "The whole world wants Father
O'Malley back on the screen in another
adventure."
"Fine. I'd like to bring him back too."
And so, the idea for a follow-up for
"Going My Way" was born. It was entitled "The Bells Of St. Mary's."
When Hollywood learned that the
McCarey-Crosby team was at it again,
there was a rush of agents to the studio.

m

0s

>

$0

"Everyone wanted to get in the
Jimmy Durante would put it.
Every fun-loving electrician,
ter, grip, clerk, painter and actor
McCarey with "I'd like to work

act," as

carpendeluged
on your

And when the "Bells" began to ring,
the studio had to hire extra police. The
picture."
place was swamped with would-be
visitors who wanted to watch proceedings on the movie set and swamped with
autograph-seekers outside the studio
gates. The signature-savers wanted
McCarey and Crosby to put their John
Hancocks on the same page. The public
what in the film
hep to what's
always Somehow,
is
world.
the public always
seems to know what's good and what

WANTED
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I
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"
I Mother, Home, Love, Sacred, Patriotic, Comic
lor any subject. Don't Delay — Send us your
1 Original Poem at once — for immediate consideration and FREE Rhyming Dictionary.
1
RICHARD BROTHERS
28 WOODS BUILDING — CHICAGO 1, ILL.
You

There is a serious side to these two
isn't.
men. Maybe it's not on display, but it
is there all the same. Religion is important to them both. They attend
church regularly, heed holy observances,
respect the holidays of other religions
and contribute to many unpublicized
charities.
Bing is just as interested in church
choirs as he was in the picture "Going
My Way," when he instructed and inspired a group of delinquent urchins to
form a singing group in the church. And
some
of McCarey's
favorite playing

and his growing hair
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According to a recent poll by some U.^ S.
Navy men, Joan Leslie is tops in popularity.
Sore en land
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BONDS!

sdngs on the piano are religious hymns.
Leo is a musie-lover. Crosby is forever needling him about his piano playing. McCarey takes this bantering goodnaturedly. He gets baek at Bing by
calling
"Sinatra"
the between
set.
Musichimis one
of the on
bonds
the
pair. McCarey always has a piano on the
set during filming of a picture. Between
scenes, he plays popular melodies. He
--ays it helps him to think. Both men
will hover around the piano improvising
last and slow numbers. But the minute
the cameras are ready, they will be all
business.
McCarey will take his megaphone
behind the cameras and Bing will put
himself into the hands of his makeup
man for a quick dusting over.
After the scene is filmed. Bing will
usually take his pipe out of his mouth
and innocently ask, "Say, Leo, how about
for us?"
that song
playing
That song,
one of the constant Crosby
jibes at his director, is "Why Do You
Always Sit On Your Patio?" McCarey,
once a struggling song-writer, wrote it
and received the large sum of $2.50
for it.
Crosby memorized the ditty. Hollywood will not be surprised to hear Bing
mouth it on the screen one of these
days.
But these celebrities, regular guys,
have their own troubles, just as we have.
"Half the Army and Navy were over to
the house last night to visit Mary,"
McCarey complained to his pal the other
day. His daughter is a very beautiful

Bestfohm Brassieres
79? to $1.50
Bestform Foundations

BESTFORM

girl.
"What's so bad about that?" asked
Crosby. "My four sons had a mob at
our house last night and they'll have
another mob there tonight."
"We athaven't
a red
No more
meat
home for
me point
for aleft.
month.
We

treatptm'

fed the boys frankfurters," the director
explained.
"Well. I know what you're up against,
Leo. That mob at my house never
leaves me any dessert at dinner," sympathized Bing.
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Bob Hutton and Joan Leslie busy at work
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Hitch

Your

Wardrobe

to

a Rainbow
Continued from page 40
-or the beiges, with warmth in them,
are good. Or white. Which is safe, and
ilkiminating, for every type.
But Joan Fontaine, with her cool blonde
beauty, is a Green Girl, should wear the
darker, richer greens, the deep rich garnet shades, too, the purple-blues, the
vigorous vibrant shades that match her
temperament — for Joan, the eager type,
the huntress, always seeking, hasn't a
personality. Not now, she hasn't.
blondeanymore.
Not
When Joan first came to Hollywood,

Highest
honors for
^Inherent
Quality go to
hy
brassieresForm
Maiden

first made pictures and didn't seem to
be getting anywhere she, like Maureen,
was chary of color in her clothes. A blueand-white, black-and-white girl, she was
positively allergic to anything but the
blue-and- white, black-and-white formula.
Not until I dressed her for her Academy
performance in "SuspiAward-winning
cion"— and went, as she fearfully put it,
"color-crazy" — did she come into the
deeper, richer colors that belong to her.
It took some selling, believe me! But once
Joan is sold on an idea, she is all the

a
|j
.*

as unsurpassed
in styling,
fabrics and
workmans
If
can't monthly.
find your Send
style* for
at first,
Dealers
getyon
supplies
Style try
andagain!
Conservation
Folders: MaidenForm Brassiere.£g^ Inc., Nsjy. York 16.

way sold.
"You know, Eddie," she said, "color
in my clothes seemed to help me color
each mood in the picture — sort of accented the moods."
Color, I genuinely believe, accented
Joan's personality, too. Gave it the one
thing it needed — emphasis.
for color combinaNow, suggestions
tions come from Joan herself. Now she
knows that, for her, the blues are too
Black
obvious, and she won't wear them.
she still wears, but always with color.
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Audrey Long, described by Edward Stevenson as the "lime-green" girl, is stunning in
a black lace over pastel evening gown.
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-beauty

Martha Holliday, the "fuschia-pink" girl
as Stevenson describes her, looks well in
black suit, featuring scalloped hemline.
As, for example, the one black dress she
wore in "Suspicion," which was trimmed
with a sort of golden embroidery, the
color of her hair, to enliven it.
Now, Joan not only believes in color
but goes so far as to say that women
should wear different colors to "match"
different occasions in their lives and
should, furthermore, study the color reactions of their husbands or beaus and
plan their wardrobes accordingly.
As with Maureen, color in clothes
added to Joan's enthusiasm for them.
She is never late (a rare virtue in a
movie star) for a fitting appointment.
And so unbounded is her enthusiasm that
she often has to be restrained from
dashing, with pins and needles falling,
from the fitting room to the director's
office, to exhibit the effect of the costume.
Martha Holliday who plays opposite
Phil Terry in RKO's "George White's
Scandals," is a Fuchsia-Pink girl. A
young sophisticate type, with style assurance, she must wear the dramatic silhouette, and dramatic colors, toned by
a youthful cut. No pastels for Martha,
the deep, strong pinks, like the fuchsia,
do the most for her— the dark reds and
greens, too, and black or black and
white, dramatized.
Audrey Long, blonde, blue-eyed, the
ultra-feminine, fragile type, at it's most
effective in lace and net dinner dresses,
dressmaker suits and very chi-chi hats,
is the Lime-Green girl. No strong colors
for Audrey. The pastels, soft chartreuse,
lime green, blue-gray — and black only if
it is, so to speak, "tenderized."
In one of the scenes in RKO's "The
Most Dangerous Game" in which Audrey
plays opposite John Loder, she wears
a dinner gown which, if your docile
dressmaker may say so, he considers perfect for her type. It has a peplum top

CREAM.
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95
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of black shadow lace (soft black, you
— the "tenderizing"
overA nude
see)
touch.
slightcrepe
standing
extension of
lace nips out the slender shoulders. A
black velvet collar fastened by an antique brooch lends a piquant touch of
austerity to fragility. The skirt is black
mousselaine over flesh mousselaine — and
Audrey is any man's romance in the
moonlight.
Barbara Hale, breezy, typical outdoor
x\merican girl, with curly brown hair
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and laughing brown eyes, is the "WoodBrown" girl. Smart tailored clothes are
for her. Sharp definition of line, even
in evening things. Very active, her
clothes must move with her. Walking
well, with definite gestures, she must
have a little swing to her skirts, ease
in her coats and blouses and the strong
colors — wood-browns, rust, henna, orange
— in everything she wears. Strong checks
are also excellent on Barbara.
As in our photograph — in which Barbara wears a suit, with a three-quarter
length, tunic coat done in brown and
turquoise-blue check. The coat is collarless. The four long pockets are a cross
plaid. An alert girl, she must have alert
clothes. A vital girl, she must wear the
vital colors, and does.
The pure brunettes — Ruth Hussey, as
the perfect example — are by all odds the
safest to dress. You almost cant go
wrong with them. Black, even unrelieved
black, can be wonderful on them, for
the white skin of the pure brunette
against black gives the contrast which
is color — color that doesn't wash out.
Usually dark-eyed (Ruth Hussey is)
the pure brunette can also wear the
grays, the sandy beiges as well as the
oranges, yellows and scarlets. Basically,
Ruth is a "Red Girl." Red matching as
it does her strong emotionalism, her
dominant personality, is for her.
One day last summer, Laraine Day
came into the RKO commissary. It was
the noon hour, and very hot. And
Laraine, in a low, bare-back white pique
dress illuminating her golden-copper tan,
was effective enough to focus all eyes —
effective enough, in fact, to make Orson
Welles stop in the middle of one of his
most sonorous sentences — and stare.
Laraine, a medium brunette, with a
little white in her medium dark hair,
is a "White Girl." White is a lovely
background for Laraine. White in her
hair is a lovely, illuminating touch — it
lightens her, brightens her, electrifies her.
Color plays a very important part in
the personality of the medium brunette.
Too violent colors extinguish them. A
dangerous color, which really pulls them
down, is gray. They can carry the
medium blues and if, like Laraine, their
personalities are definite, the deeper
greens. But white is the lovely background for the medium brunette — does
the most for them — gives them an incandescent light.
Color (though I, as a designer, say it
as shouldn't) is more important than
fabric or design. For, let's face it, while
an ersatz material or an ineffectual design doesn't help a dress, if the color is
good, the dress — and the girl who is
wearing it— get by. So tie your wardrobes to a rainbow, girls, and keep step
with the Atomic Age!
Screen
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Merle's

Studio

Romance

IT'S THE SPARKLIN©

PERSONALITY

OF

Continued from page 36
"The A. P. phoned and said you were
married," said the gateman with finality.
And then it happened, so help me it
believed it
happened. I wouldn't have,
either it the publicity department had
told me. Director Dieterle called Merle
on the set and she and Korvin proceeded
to play the marriage scene in the picture. Rice, confetti, the works — while
Bridegroom Ballard peered, not leered,
through the camera.

to Merle's
I drove
On Sunday
beach
house, and
along down
with my nerves
and pencil. And' when
paperI jotted.
I tooktalked,
Merle
"I first met Lucien on a test stage,"
said Merle. "I was prepared not to like
him. He was doubly prepared not to
like me. When I went over to 20th
Lodger' DiCentury-Fox to make 'The Lucien
Balrector Brahm told me that
lard would be the cameraman on the
picture. Joe Walker had just done me
in a previous picture, and I wanted Joe
to photograph me on 'The Lodger.' T
don't know this Mr. Ballard,' I said.
'But I like the way Joe Walker works.
I'd like to have someone I know.' 'Now,
honey.'
Mr. is
Brahm
coaxingly,
'this
Lucien said
Ballard
a fine
cameraman,
one of the best in the business. And
besides, honey, he's awfully good looking,
he's a regular Adonis.'
"That was supposed to be an inducement, Isuppose. 'Good looking,' I said
in what I hoped was a haughty manner.
T am very glad for Mr. Ballard. But
please remember, it's my mug we're
photographing, not his. And besides,
I want to be the prettiest one on the
set.
In the meantime Lucien was working
up a good hate, too. Merle, really just
trying to be helpful — she had decided
to make the best of what she considered
a bad bargain — sent a message to Lucien
Ballard by one of the assistants.
"I merely said, "Tell Mr. Ballard,

Meet Leslee Gray 20th Century-Fox's new
"smoked amber" blonde who's going places.
2
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please, that I did not wear makeup in
my last picture, and perhaps it might
be better if I didn't wear any in this.'
I said it most politely. But when that
awful person relayed it to Lucien he
said, That Miss Oberon said to tell

Says
Paula

Stone
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you she absolutely won't wear any
makeup.' Well, you can imagine how
charmed Lucien was with that message."
A cameraman, in case you don't know
your Hollywood, is just about the
most important person on a picture. You
can get players and directors by the dozen
in
Hollywood,
get by
a good
camerman
everybutdayyouin can't
the week
any

GENUINE

DIAMONDS
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220% TAX
rnrr i«kt. solid gold
rlftt
WEDDING RING
. jiu of lasting memory, genuine diamond In 14Kt.
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Wear rings 1 week on money-back guarantee.
arrival
We pay taxes and mailing charges. Order today.
LOMO NOVELTY COMPANY
Dept VS-4, 11 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

means. The Hollywood cameraman is
the best paid person on the set usually.
And his word is law. Stars don't tell him
what they won't do. Maybe a few of
them take a little lip from the stellar
department occasionally — but Mr. Ballard is not one of the few. Though he

GOOD
SONGS
"Only Chance of Success as Song Writer"
For beautiful, original melodies send yourSONG
POEMS for Free examination and full details
to noted copies
composer
million
and whose
records."HIT" song sold over
PROFESSIONAL SONG SERVICE
Box 2309-B
Hollywood, California

claims to be a Cherokee, there's a lot
of Irish there, too. He's as independent
as hell. "So she doesn't want to wear
any makeup on her face," he said, his
temper
canI tell
Oberon flaring.
from me"Well,
that you
for all
careMiss
she

COLORand color
YOUR
HAIR
Shampoo
your hair
at the samel M0TDHEERN
time with SHAMPO-KOLOR. Quickly, eas-|
lly, yourself, at home. Any shade, close to I
scalp. No dyed look. Will not rub off. Permits perm. wave.
No experience needed. Caution: Use only as directed on label,
Free Book. ValUgnyProd. lno.,Dpt. 10-R 254W.3ISt,N.Y.

her face."
hat on
canSo wear
Merle a went
to the test stage curious
and resentful about this Adonis who was
going to photograph her. And Lucien
went curious and resentful about this
star who was going to tell him about
photography. And immediately they
liked each other.
"We clicked from the start," says
Merle. "I decided that Lucien was
rather attractive, but he certainly was
not an Adonis, heaven forbid. He was
awfully nice. I think I had more fun
on that picture than any I have ever
made. But I didn't feel anything but
friendship for Lucien until sometime

Merle snatched several weeks off during the long production of "A Song to
later." " and accepted Bing Crosby's
Remember
invitation to rest and relax on his ranch
in Nevada. Lucien was there, and a
lot of Bing's friends, including the
Smith's and the Eacrets. It was a new
kind of life for Merle. At first Lucien
and Bing were worried that Merle, who
had always been protected and pampered, wouldn't care for Nature at its
most rugged. But underneath that feminine softness of Merle's there's a huge
hunk of good old British stamina.
"Bing took us on two deer hunts up
in the mountains," says Merle, shivering
when she thinks about it. "We'd get up
at four o'clock, in the dark, and I've
been so cold in all my life. I don't
never
know why but everyone, including
Lucien, seemed to assume that I was
a sissy. But they stopped teasing me
after I outrode them one day on a
four-hour cattle ride."
On one of those cattle rides Merle
feels she lost a whole batch of fans.
Bing was riding in advance of the others
and was stopped by a car with an
Oklahoma license full of sight-seers from
that State. They recognized Bing's
voice, and almost died laughing over
his beard, which indeed was almost as
luxuriant as Monty Woolley's. "If you
think I look funny," said Bing, "get
a load of this glamor-puss riding up the
uss, of course, was Merle
road." Glamor-p
»
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in a pair of bluejeans that had come
into too frequent contact with the good
earth, her hair streaming, and her face
thenstreaked • with dirt. They shook about
heads sadly and said something
wasn't it wonderful what a camera could
do to glamorize movie stars. Lucien got
a big kick out of that.
It was on a hunting trip that Lucien
proposed to Merle. He shot off a gun
near her ear. and Merle almost jumped
out of her skin.
"Lucien Ballard." she screamed, "If
you ever do that again I won't marry
you." (Merle claims that she said it
kiddingly. But I wouldn't be too sure
about that. It was probably a come-on.
But don't tell her I said so.)
"Well, when are you going to marry
me?" said Lucien quite matter-of-factly.
And she had him hooked.

's
During one of Sir Alexander Korda
winrare trips to the United States last plans
ter. Merle and he discussed her
for a divorce. Merle intended leaving
for Reno right away, but before she
could get away Korda became ill in
Hollywood. Merle, as I have said before,
is the most sympathetic person in the
world. She called everything off and
helped nurse Korda back to health. By
that time production had started on
"A Night in Paradise" and Merle
e was
couldn't get away. When the pictur
finished she had a few weeks off before
she and Lucien were to start work
on "As It Was Before" so theyht took
she
off for Mexico, where she thoug
wouldn't be recognized, to get her divorce, and get married. The divorce was
held up because of the delay in getting
papers from Korda now back in England.
But at last the papers arrived and everything was properly signed. Then she was
told by her lawyer that her marriage,
to be legal, would have to take place in
the state of Chihuahua (Juarez is a city
in Chihuahua) after her divorce was
final.
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In the meantime, Merle was getting
frantic wires from Producer Walter
Wanger to return to the studio at once.
Turhan Bey, who co-starred with her
in "A Night in Paradise," had been
drafted and was leaving for the Army
immediately,. And there were important
re-takes on the picture!
"I can't stay any longer in Chihuahua," Merle told her lawyer. "I have
to report to Universal right away. What
do?" explained to her that she
lawyer
amTheI to
could be married by proxy in Mexico.
Alexandre Munoz was appointed to represent her as the bride, and J. T.
Portillo was to represent Lucien as the
bridegroom. In case you're hazy about
Mexican proxy marriages, (everyone else
is) Attorney Bruno Newman, consulting
attorney for the Mexican consulate in
Los Angeles, has this to say about them.
"Both the man and woman who wish
to be married must assign power of
attorney to their proxies," says Newman.
"When these are declared in order, the
proxies are wed by the civil registrar,
under Mexican law. Though I do not
recall any cases to the point, I assume
that such marriages are accepted as legal
in all nations, including the United
States, which participate, either by specific agreement or custom, in recognizing

jB Bathe in pleasure — with Tre-Jur
■ Bubble Foam. A tubful of its light,
luxurious bubbles sends your spirits
■ shimmering! Tre-Jur Bubble Foam is
g pure, fine . . . triple-scented with
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f I Carnation, Blue Pine
r!
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The instant you apply
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Scholl's
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cornsZino-pads
or sore
toes, tormenting shoe
friction stops; painful
pressure is lifted. Separate Medicationsiaclaaed
for quickly removing
corns. Get a box today.
Cost but a trifle. AtDrug,
Shoe, Toiletry Counters.

international
practice."
Merle thought
she would be notified
by a letter from her lawyer when the
proxy marriage had been performed. She
certainly hadn't expected to learn of it
from
a studio
gateman.
hadn't
expected
it would
create And
suchshea furore.
"I thought .verything was going to
be kept secret," said Merle. "And when
the picture was finished Lucien and I
would have a regular American wedding,
and announce our marriage to our friends
then. But you live and learn. I should
have known that you can't even sneeze
about it."
without
Merle people
certainlyknowing
said a mouthful.
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NOW that the war is over, 17-year-old
she'd
(whois insisted
Temple
going to get
was 19)
until she
wait Shirley
married. It will happen if and when
her boy friend gets his furlough. Local
merchants are having a field day, helping Shirley whip her trousseau into
shape.
Y\T HILE CLARK GABLE, Cesar Ro* ' mero, Diana Lewis and the Walter
Langs stood speechless, Brian Donlevy
brought a 27-pound halibut to gaff
aboard a chartered boat. Because Brian
insisted he had never fished on the ocean
before, Clark took pity on him and arranged the outing.
Beginner's
luck,
Brian declared.
Clark,
whose catch
weighed only 13 pounds, wasn't so sure.
Amongst all the fishermen, Brian's catch
was pronounced the record of the day.
Clark still believes he fell for a "fish"
story.
T^VER since Irene Dunne made that
-L-^ sensational speech on juvenile delinquency, MGM has been trying to find
a suitable vehicle to co-star Irene with
Frank Sinatra. Frankie, too, is concerned with the delinquency problem. Together with Irene, the studio feels this
team would be a terrific and influential
combination. Throw in a song or two
and the bobby-soxers would give their
one hundred percent support. Looks like
they've
we
sit! really got something from where
I T TOOK Alan (tough guy) Ladd quite
a long time to get tough with his
studio bosses. But the break finally
came. Alan is now suspended by the
studio. That green stuff seems to be
the bone of contention. Alan feels he
is underpaid. His studio believes he has
received other compensations that more
than make up for the figure on- his
weekly pay check. And so (at this
writing) they are at deadlock.
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STATUETTE
FROM ANY SIZE NEGATIVE
We create a beautiful Photo Statuette of wood. 8 in. tall mounted
on a natural wood stand base.
An everlasting remembrance of your loved ones before you at all
times, in life-like de luxe statuette. Your favorite negative enlarged
and returned. ORDER NOW.
only
ONE PERSON ON STATUETTE
$1.95
$41 SS
25c extra for more than one person on Statuette .... $2.20
§1.00 extra from any picture if no negative
$2.95
T
Enclose your favorite negative and $1.95 cash or money order.
(No C.O.D.). Negative and statuette returned prepaid.
DC
LUXE
SPECIALTY
CO.
Dept. N61
356 So. Broadway, Los Angeles (13), Calif.
A NEW FACE — A NEW FUTURE
How Plastic Surgery easily, quickly rechapes an ugly nose, takes years off the
prematurely
aged isfacetoldand and
corrects
other
facial
blemishes
illustrated
•with 88 before-and-after
pictures
in
cinating book, YOUR NEW FACE fasIS YOUR FORTUNE, written by
famous Plastic Surgeon. Yours,
postpaid, in plain wrapper — only
FRANKLIN HOUSE, 629 Drexel Bide,, Phila.. Ft Dept 1-H
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MOVIE STAR PHOTOS
Reaitheir
photographs
your favorite
stars
in
latestofFinest
poses
at the prints,
lowest
price mosteverreal.very
offered.
quality
so sparkling; and lifelike they look al16 regular high gloss photos only $1
postpaid. Order as many as you like.
Complete
mailed
FREE with catalog"
each order
for $2withor order.
more:
"Art Of Wooing, Winning And Wedding."
Big
interesting
100
page
book
for those romantically inclined.
Also Thrilling
FINE ARTSPin-up
FILM Photos
CO. (SU)16for$l
P.O. Box 2084
San Antonio 6, Tex.

T' ETTERS
continue
to pour
asking
Warner Bros,
when
Ann in
Sheridan
will return to the screen. It's been over
a year now
since
"Doughgirls"
wasNew
released. Annie
continues
to live in
York. She vows she won't return to
Hollywood until Warners takes more
care and consideration in selecting a
proper story for her to do. Personal
to our favorite Oomph girl of all the
Hollywood Oomph girls: "Your fans miss
you. We miss you. Please come back
soon."
DRACTICALLY everything has happened to Errol Flynn. Never let it
be said he has been caught unawares
or lacking the last answer. Recently at
a Hollywood party a silly woman came
up to Errol and giggled: "Oh, Mr.
Flynn! I know I shouldn't tell you this,
but I saw a picture of you in the 'alltogether.' " Errol fastened her with a
beady eye. "And tell me," he quipped,
"all together — how did I look?"
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lbs. in 2 weeks and feel wonderful."
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No Reducing Drugs!
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in losing
weight easily. Many report losing 20 pounds
a month and more. They are following the
•
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Uasy Reducing Plan of Dr. Edward Parrish.
well-known physician and editor. Dr. Par• No Strict Diet Menus!
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PlanNOmakes
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Here
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Dr.
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Plan
exactly as given over the air to millions: For
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Dr. friends
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So

They

Were

Married

GIRL
e

A rare, captivating
perfume that bespeaks
romance. Its delicate
fragrance is so completely
feminine, so appealing,
it will tempt his heart.

It was a radiant Betty Hutton who
became the bride of Ted Briskin,
28-year-old Chicago businessman.
They plan to maintain homes in both
Hollywood and Chicago. The eightcarat blue white diamond engageent ring which Betty wears here
as given to her just two hours
before these photos were taken.

AT BEAUTY COUNTERS
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snapshotfather,
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pictures,
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clothing Mall Money Order or War Stamp«, or Day
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< Dept. S.U.)
MAX CHINKES, Photographer
1097 Broadway New York 19, N. X.
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playt by playing . . . veall tunes from real
notes . . . this amazing noteacher
way. what
Easy instrument
as A-B-C,
no matter
you
select.
Costs
only 7c
a day!
Send coupon today for Free
booklet and Print and Picyour-it
selfturehow Sample.
clear See
and for
simple
all is to learn right at home.
U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
1 191 1 Brunswick Bldg. New York 10, N.Y.
. S. School of Music, 11911 Bruns' ickBldg., N.Y. lO, N.Y.
Print and Picture
Booklet
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(Name andInstrument).
to play
would me!ike Free
Sample.
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Instrument?
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"TT'S a boy!" everyone from one end
A of Hollywood to the other could
hear Anthony Quinn shouting. This is
their fourth child, their first son. Tony
and his beautiful wife, the former Katherine DeMille, now have just about everything they've ever wanted. Last minute
changes in age requirements stayed
Tony's induction into the Army.
TN THE 555th Bomb Group, Captain
A Robert Preston did a terrific job. But
now he has received his honorable discharge and he's returning to Paramount.
The minute his wife, Catherine Craig,
heard the news, she signified her intention of remaining home from the studio

husband's
to herwar
herself
devoting
and
wives,
working
. Other
interests
please note!
ly decided
MARIA MONTEZ ghasto final
have a baby.
that she is goin
Maybe we should say, Maria has finally
decided to admit that she is. Maria will retire, temporarily, of course. All of which
throws another favored property into
Yvonne DeCarlo's pretty lap. And speaking of that lady, she just blew mama and
herself to a Beverly Hills home. Where
"Salome" danced, it paid off well.
SCREENLAXn

anything
than her
IV /[ORE
-LV1
wanted
baby. else,
BornLynn
withBan
an
to inenlarged heart, it did not live
dulge in the comfort and care Lynn was
prepared to lavish. The first week she
was up and around, Lynn went to a
baby shower given for a friend who was
expecting. Not once did she show what
inside. Hollyshe was feeling so deeply ously
for the
wood admires her tremend
fate.
sad
her
accepted
she
wonderful way

E was a lovely August bride! Of
JUN
course we mean June Allyson, wdio
now legally signs herself Mrs. Dick
Powell. Both busy on pictures, they decided against a fancy wedding. So the
simple ceremony took place at the home
of musician Johnny Green. (Mrs. Green
was the former Bunny Waters). Her
boss, L. B. Mayer, gave June away.
Everything ran smoothly until the presiding judge blew a line. A question
supposed to be directed at June, he asked
of Dick! Just for a moment there was
an awkward silence. The correction was
made and the ceremony continued. They
honeymooned on Dick's yacht. Later on
they' hope really to celebrate— in Pans!

NIGHT at the Hollywood Canteen
\T-J
» will live forever in the hearts ol
several thousand servicemen. On short
notice every available star put in an
appearance. With tears streaming down
their cheeks, stars, soldiers, sailors and
sang *'God Bless America."
marines
Then
followed the greatest impromptu
show in history. It went on all night.
was Bob Alda's act
—Topping
usually everything
performed with Dick (fright
wig) Erdman. It's a crazy stunt, showing what happens on a screen test. Dick
gets slapped, beaten with a huge powder
puff dipped in flour, kicked and dunked
in water. At the end Bob smacks a pie
in his face. For this great occasion, Bette
Davis offered to stooge for Bob. And

• WHY

LOSE

|\/I OST amazing and exciting young
-L*-*- actor is John ("Corn is Green")
Dall. He wanted to test for the role
of Larry in "The Razor's Edge " So he
went out to 20th Century, walked right
through the gate and finally found director George Cukor's office. On the desk
was a script of the picture John hoped
to do. While he waited for Cukor he
learned his entire part! Everything was
all set for the test when John received
an offer to return to the stage and tour
in "The Hasty Heart." This he took
fast. Warner Bros., his own studio, will
make this play into a picture next year.
John wants to be in that, too! Not in
years has a new actor made such an
impression on Hollywood. (Isn't that
true, Lana?)
f\N THEIR

NO

LAXATIVES!

LBS.

A MONTH!

bo ipouA. dsvjv

Just follow simple scientific directions of Dr.
Phillips Reducing Plan. Six to eight weeks
from now, look in mirror and see the amazing
difference.

CidsA.:
with,
Cfivsj
With
ourL,order
you are given a full 30 days
supply of KELPIDINE for use as part of your
breakfast each day. NOTE: There is Medical
Authority that KELPIDINE (fucus) has been
used as an anti-fat and as an aid to reducing.
7b

AhJCJbdaL

vgeJt:

You can try Dr. Phillips Reducing Plan without it costing you a cent. Just order with
coupon and if you are not satisfied, or if it is
not helpful in your case,
return it to us and your
A Leading Physician and Health Officer says:
money will be refunded
"This method of reducing includes sufficient quantity of
in full. Nothing could be
the various essential foods necessary for the maintenance
fairer. Act now!
of health ... it should result in weight reduction . . ."
A Well Known Radio Nutritionist says:
"KELPIDINE is a reducing aid".
from a the 20 dress to a she
"I lost "IIS".went
Mrs. N. C. Perth Amboy. N. J.
"I lost 18 Mrs.
pounds;K. feel
-1 better".
Y., young
Bronx,andN.workY.
"Send the $2.00 size, I lost 15 pounds
American Healthaids Co.,B-17
already". Mrs. M. D.. Boonton, N. J.
lbs. in a few weeks". Mrs. J. P., Jacksonviltc ,15Florida.
871 Broad St., Newark 2, N.J
City
am proud
I haveWash.
lost
10 lbs. in A weeks"."I Mrs.
! Enclosed find $1.00 for one months' supply of KELPIDINE and ■
W. B., toFortsayLewis,
I Dr. PJiiMips Reducing Plan, to be sent to . mo_ postage prepaid. ■
| Name
My money will be refunded if I am not satisfied.
KELPIDINE
Money-Back

|
□ SUPPLY.
I ENCLOSE $2.00 SEND THE PLAN AND THREE MONTHS fI
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Build
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Like

most

dreamed
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12th wedding anniversary,

" the
been
moreZachary
startledScotts
to readcouldn't
about have
their
separation plans. Zack called up the
editor of the offending publication and
demanded to know why they couldn't
at least have had the decency to check
with him first. "We didn't have your
phone number," was the lame excuse.
"Then how come your salesman calls me
three times a week and asks me to buy
advertising space?" Zack wanted to
know. The next day the editor ran an
apology.

8 to 10

Stint down,

"PEACE
last!have
Even had
hardboiled
lords at
(who
a field landday)
are softened by the great news. Gig
Young learned this when he received
his honorable discharge from the Navy.

wasn't
square
foot moved
of living
be
had. a The
landlord
intospace
a roomto
over his garage, so Gig and his lovely
wife, Sheila, could start life anew in
happy surroundings. Other landlords
please note!

FAT?

NO EXERCISE!

Bob didn't pull his punches. If it wasn't
for the sacredness of the occasion, Weston East might suspect Bob Alda of
enjoying sweet revenge. When he ground
pie into Bette's
cherry
that hair
face,
and meringue
ears, he looked so happy!
We -wondered if he might be thinking
of that part he lost opposite Bette in
"A Stolen Life."

After two years as a pharmacist's mate
doing transport duty. Gig ended up in
the hospital. Securing his release he
headed for Hollywood, where he is still
under contract to Warner Bros. Gig
went to see his old landlord. There

BE
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for

beauty's
sake

ISE-KOOL

Freshen up with an
ISE-KOOL cleansing facial the
modern minute-way
. ■ during
the day
. . before bed time.
Instantly removes dirt, grime,
stale make-up. Contains no
pore-clogging creams.

Economy Size — 75 pads
complete with
plastic
.
0*Plus
compact — 6
$1.00.
tax.
Sold at all leading drug, department stores
and beauty salons

L MIDDLEBROOKE LANCASTER.INC, B'KLYN 6, N. Y._
10 Lovely Pencils "GIVEN AWAY"

at 25 cents a box.
Juitsell 4 boxes famous Rosebud Salve
you Prepaid 10 lovely full
remit the $1.00, and we will mail
eraser, red VtoMw
with
pencils
color
length high-grade yellow
mUrf
Nameimpr
Your Sen*
w^th FoiL
lead,Gold
1 softgloss
No.
black
coal
tip
No Monjy.
high
in
pencil
oi each
Order 4 salve today. Use One oent Post Card. Will man
order.
pencils and 4 salve NOW if you send $1.00, with
ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, Box 21, W00DSB0R0 MARYIMID.
ef ormed
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Thousands of
Remarkable CasesBack**njured
A Man. helpless, unable
to walk, because of a
spinal Injury, was,
through support of the
Philo Burt Appliance,
riding horseback and
playing tennis, within
a year. A Lady, 72
years
who disorder,
suffered
a severeold,spinal
found relief. A Child,
paralyzed from a spinal
deformity was able to
play about the house,
in
time.
The three
Philo weeks'
Burt Appliin over sixty-eight
successfully
been
ance
has
thousand cases in the past used
43 years.
30VALUE
DAYS' INTRIAL
PROVE CASE
ITS
YOURTO OWN
The Appliance is light, cool, flexibleferentand fromeasily
— howplaster
difthe oldadjusted
torturing
cast, leather and celluloid jackets
or steel braces ! Every sufferer with
a weakened, injured, diseased or
deformed spine owes it
to himself to Investigate.
.Physicians recommendit,
and we work with your
Doctor. Reduced price
with
in reach of all
afflicted.
Send for descriptive book
Describe your case so
we caninitegive
you definformation.
PHILO BURT CO.
144- 23 Temple
Odd Fellows
Jamestown, New York
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Pierce" have it that Jack Carson
Advance reports on Joan Crawford's "Mildred
a
is up to his old tricks of scene stealing as a brash promoter who is a.lso
bold suitor for the Crawford's cinematic affections in an offhand sort of way.

WAS born Richard Stevens. On
the Warner lot where he was under
him Steve Richcontract, they named
ards. Miserable in bit roles, he quit.
Then they signed him at 20th Century.
Richard Stevens, who was Steve Richards, became Mark Stevens. Faith was
renewed. One role in "Within These
Walls" did it. Along with every available actor, he was tested opposite Joan
Brides Are Beautiful."
ne for
Fontaiselect
narrowed down to Mark
ion "All
The
and Larry Parks. Twenty-seven feminine
studio employees were invited into the
projection room, where the two tests
were run off. Twenty-four out of the
27 votes were in favor of Mark Stevens.
He almost lost the role when 20th
Century-Fox refused to loan him for one
picture each year. Finally, they agreed
on a two-picture deal. Richard Stevens
and Steven Richards belonged in the
unhappy past. And Mark Stevens is one
of the happiest actors on Hollywood
scene today.

HE

REMEMBER RUTH FORD as one
of the wives in "Woodrow Wilson"?
Well, she may be Spencer Tracy's leading lady in that play he's about to do
in New York. They're paying all her
expenses, so Ruthie is packing those
amazing sequin stockings and hying herself to the big city. She'll read for the
part there and even if she doesn't get
it, Ruth says she loves riding on trains.
Spence is very optimistic over his play
and having Ruth in it. Something tells
us she will be.
SCREENLAND

Joan Crawford and Ann Blyth enact mother
and daughter roles in "Mildred Pierce."

Unique Softol Fountain Shaper filled
with magical Softol Lubricant
instantly softens, shapes and
removes cuticles . . . without cutting.
No other cuticle implements needed.

Joan Crawford shares a scene with Zachary
Scott,Warner
in "Mildred
her be
firstreleased.
picture
for
BrothersPierce,"
soon to
Hand

Waving

Continued from page 16
the way
condition
back. A
deal, and

to keep the cuticle in perfect
is to keep it soft and pushed
good lubricant helps a great
they have them now with applicators tofacilitate matters. And remember, too, that when you dry your
hands, always gently push back the
cuticle with the towel.
And now a final note on the application of polish. Have your hand steady
and on a firm base. A towel in your lap
isn't particularly good because the surface isn't sufficiently hard. The edge of
your dressing table serves as an ideal
base. Don't mess it up, though, or stain
a towel. The thing to do is to make a
pad of four or five layers of tissue.
Smooth this down so it is perfectly flat
and it makes an excellent hand rest and
table protector. A hint for polish application: apply it with straight, smooth, even
strokes. Begin at the base and in one
motion bring the brush out to the edge
and up.
Be fair to your polish. Plan not to
type, garden or do housework for about
an hour after applying the nail enamel.
When you allow it to dry thoroughly,
you'll be more than repaid because the
polish will last longer.
Make your hand and nail care a regular routine, and once you do, you'll be
surprised how easy and simple it is to
have hands which are noticed for their
well-groomed and pretty look.
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LOVELY LOIS COLLIER, Universal Star, shows how important
it is to use flattering Maybelline eye make-up in bright daylight
as well as in the softer lights of evening. Keep your eyes as lovely
at all times, and in any light, with wonderfully beautifying
Maybelline Mascara, Eye Shadow, and Eyebrow Pencil. For the
finest in eye make-up — insist on Maybelline!
Maybelline Mascara
Maybelline Eye Shadow
Maybelline smoothto subtly accent the
makes lashes look natmarking Eyebrow Pencil
color and highlights of
with fine point that
urally darker, longer
and more luxuriant.
your eyes. Blue, Brown,
graceCake or Cream Form in forms expressiTe,
fully tapered brows.
Blue-gray,
and
Gray. Green, Violet
Black or Brown.
Black, Brown or Blue.
At All Cosmetic Counters

FAVORITE

WITH

MAKE-UP

1,

MAYBE*-

Send coupon for genero
trial sizes of these match'
ing nail and lip colors
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CHEN

NAIL I.ACQVER

AND

LIPSTICK

A New True Ited That Any Complexion
Type (YOU) Can Wear With Every Costume Color

The first pure red ever created in both nail lacquer and lipstick. Being
a pure red— a true red, any complexion type— any hair type (you) can
wear it with any costume color and be excitingly, beautifully right.
Chen Yu "Chinese Red" is the newest Chen Yu fashion color. Get it
now at your favorite store or beauty salon. Or send coupon below
for trial sizes of "Chinese Red" long lasting nail lacquer and lipstick.
Brown Coral

CHEN YU INC., 200 E. Illinois Street, Dept. HS-11, Chicago (11), Illinois
□ CHINESE RED
□ SEA SHELL
□ PINK SAPPHIRE
□ WISTARIA
□ FLOWERING PLUM
Many Weeks of
New Beauty for You
in These Generous
Trial Sizes

□ Send me two sample size flacons (shades checked here)
of Chen Yu Nail Lacquer and a bottle of Lacquerol base.
I enclose twenty-five cents to cover cost of packing,
mailing and Government Tax.
□ MANDARIN RED

□ BLACK CHERRY

□ CANTON RED
□ BURMA RED

□ BLACK SAPPHIRE

□ ORIENTAL SAPPHIRE

□ dragon's BLOOD
□ TEMPLE FIRE
□ FROZEN FIRE
□ BROWN CORAL

□ For an additional twenty-five cents,
I will receive two trial size Chen Yu
Lipsticks to match the Lacquer shades
I have checked.

iVame_
Street_

- State —
City
(This Offer Good in U.S.A. Only)

JAN 2 1
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Once again, his beloved face pressed close against the
smoothness of your cheek, he whispers, "I didn't forget,
dearest dear!" For you're the girl with the unforgettable
petal-smooth, flower-fresh Solitair complexion.
Solitair films your face with a «tf/*w/-looking
make-up that's never mask-like, subtly hides tiny blemishes, obligingly lasts for hours. And its pure quality,
its rich lanolin is kind to your sensitive skin.
Try the creamy-magic of Solitair!
New De Luxe Compact in Plastic with complimentary
cosmetic sponge, $1 Also in 60c and 25c compacts.
Try the New Solitair Fashion-Point Lipstick, $1, in Metal Case

FREE — When

You

Join

"America's

Biggest

Bargain

Book

Club"

AQJfERTISEMI
00 * or

WHICH

WAS

SHE?

To the world she was a charming, charitable woman
. . . But to 8 men — her father, husbands, sons, lovers
— she was a shameless and passionate she-devil!

. . . ALSO
FREE
YOUR CHOICE OF
ANY ONE OF THESE GREAT MASTERPIECES

SHORT STORIES OF
DeMAUPASSANT
Complete unexpurgated
— frankest stories of their
kind ever written! Over 50
tales of love, hate, intrigue,
passion, jealousy — tales
that have often been imitated, but have never been
equalled in the whole history of stories that tell of
men and women as they
really are!

TALES FROM
THE DECAMERON
By Boccaccio
Roistering tales of sinning "saints" and saintly
sinners! Each story is told
with all the daring skill that
marks Boccaccio as one of
the most robust and gleeful
tale-tellers in all literature!

MAIL NOW— SEND NO MONEY
Mail This Coupon to
BOOK LEAGUE OF AMERICA,
Dept. HSG 12, Garden City, N. Y.
me — FREEchecked
— The below.
Strange
Woman :
and Please
the worldsendmasterpiece
(Checkone)
□Maupassant DTales from The Decameron
□Janereturn
Eyre both books if I care
Within 5 days I may
to, without cost or obligation. Otherwise I will keep
them as a gift and continue to receive forthcoming
monthly
double-selections
a yearBOOKS.
— at only $1.39,
plus few cents
postage, for for
BOTH
Mr. 1
Mrs.
Miss) \
(Please print plainly)
Address
Zone No.
City
(if any) . . .State
If under 21,
Occupation
age please .
□ HANDSOME DE LUXE BINDING: Check box
if you wish your masterpieces (one each month) in
simulated leather, silver stamped, for only SCc extra
monthly. We will then send you, in this same binding,
your FREE copy of the classic you choose.
(Slightly higher in Canada, Address 105 Bond St.
Toronto 2)

JANE EYRE
By Charlotte Bronte
The story of passionate
love, haunted by the screaming secret locked up in the
tower room of a lonely
country house. The novel
that shocked sedate London, and quickly became
the most banned novel of
its time.

You

Get

OULD you like a FREE copy of
"The Strange Woman"? This is
the 700-page,
$2.75 best-selling
which
is so sensational
that almost novel
ONE
MILLION copies have been published!
And — WITH this national best-seller
— you will ALSO receive FREE your
own choice of any one of the three famous classics described on
this page. That is the amazing Double-Gift Offer now being
made to new members of "America's Biggest Bargain Book
Bewitching, Yes — But Dangerous To
Know Too Weil
The Strange Woman is the plain-spoken story of Jenny
Hager — who even at the age of four was so fascinating that she
intrigued
gay-Lothario Lt. Carruthers into
Club"! withtheher dashing,
eloping
motherl
Yes, from the time she was a baby, Jenny "had something"
that not one woman in a thousand possesses. Call it "charm,"
call
appeal" —forJenny
Hagerends,
had regardless
it, and she ofknew
how itto"irresistible
use it mercilessly
her own
the
consequences to othersl
"Every Woman Is a Wanton"
Jenny went to 70-year-old Isaiah Poster as a child-bride. And to
Ephraim, Isaiah's son, she showed her true nature, shameless and
pitiless! For why would she taunt Eph to kill his father — then jeer
at
himifor a coward when he accidentally caused the old man's
death?
Was it she who made Ephraim confide to his friend John that he
"saw a wanton in every pretty woman that he met, and usually
found it too"? And what made Jenny whisper to pious Elder Pittridge: "You're really good, aren't you? I like making you do things
you think are wicked. It torments you so!"
A DOUBLE-GIFT to You!
Not in years of reading will you meet so utterly alluring a woman
as Jenny Hager. She scorned scruples. She side-stepped conventions.
Jennyabout
was her
"onenowof inthose
about."
And Woman
you can
read
yourwomen
FREE you
copyread
of The
Strange
— which "America's Biggest Bargain Book Club" invites you to
accept, as a new member.
And WITH it you will also receive, free, your choice of any one
of the three world-famous masterpieces offered here. So take advantage of this 2-book gift offer NOW. See why the Book League
offers you the best buy in books that has ever been given to
America's readers!
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ACCEPT, NOW, this great offer! TWO FREE
Gift- Volumes . . . The Strange Woman, yours
FREE ... and in addition, ONE FREE BOOK
from three great World Masterpieces. BOTH
FREE — as a new member of "America's Biggest
Bargain Book Club"!
You Get Modern BEST-SELLERS
— AND ALSO Masterpieces of Literature
Each month ONE Book League selection is a
modern best-seller by a famous author like John
Steinbeck, Somerset Maugham, John Hersey, Ilka
Chase, Ernest Hemingway, Ben Ames Williams.
The OTHER book is a masterpiece of immortal
literature, uniformly bound to build a handsome
lifetime matched library. The great authors in this
series include Shakespeare, Poe, Oscar Wilde,
Balzac, etc.
ScREENLAND

Books

FREE!

The best of the new AND the best of the old!
The TWO books sent you each month are valued
at
to $4 infor the
edition. But you
can $3.50
get BOTH
onlypublisher's
$1,391
5-DAY TRIAL — NO OBLIGATION
Send the coupon without money. Read The
Strange Woman, AND read the classic you have
chosen — for five days. If these two books do not
convince you that this IS "America's Biggest Bargain Book Club," simply return them; pay nothing.
But if these volumes DO demonstrate that subscribing to the Book League is the wisest move a
reader can make today, then keep them as a gift;
your subscription Mai!
will begin
double-selection.
couponwithfornext
yourmonth's
TWO
FREE BOOKS Now! BOOK LEAGUE OF
AMERICA, Dept. HSG 12, Garden City, N. Y.
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Isn't it the truth that one movie gives
you one kind of feeling, and another
another?
* *. ■ *, *.
We're recommending a dancing-onclouds, falling-in-love feeling —
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★ nda★ and★ the★ Thief"
And the feeling you get from those experts in make-love-while-you-dance,
Fred Astaire and Lucille Bremer.
★ ★
★ ★
You met Fred before,
but never more dashing or debonair.
★ ★; ★ ★
You met lovely Lucille
in "St. Louis", clanging
along in that wellAnd you'll see plenty
car.
trolley
known
more of her from now on.
★ ★
★ ★
dictionary says
the
No matter what
about "extravaganza", you'll find more
and the Thief".
of it in "Yolanda
★ ★
★ *
It's a musical fiesta as
colorful as a cockatoo,
with a story to match
and music in the mood.
★ ★ ★ ★
You'll be humming like
a humming bird after

I veAn
hearing"WillYouMarryMe?",
Angel", "This Is A Day For Love ,
"Yolanda", and 'Coffee Time". Arthur
Freed and Harry Warren really wrote
their hearts into these.
★ ★ * *
of fun is Frank
* The good provider
Morgan— aided by Mildred Natwick
★
(of Broadway fame), Mary Nash, and
*
Leon Ames. Jacques Thery and Ludwig
Bemelmans wrote the story and Irving
★
Brecher fashioned it to the screen.
*
★ ★
★ ★
*
Director Vincente Minnelli brings his
★
touch to "Yolanda". Arthur
* M-G-Magic
Freed felt so good about producing it
*
that he helped write the songs.
★ ★ ★
*
* How do we feel
about it? Oops
★
. . . there we go !
★
We've got that
*
dancing-on★
clouds, falling* in-love feeling
*
again ! £eo
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Songs by Arthur Freed and Harry Warren . Directed by VINCENTE MINNELLI • Produced by
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Enjoy 'Extra' Advantage Of This
Greaseless Suppository— It Gives
Hours of Continuous Medication
For years there has been an urgent need
among exacting women for an easier,
daintier and more convenient method
for intimate feminine cleanliness.
Now thanks to Zonitors — they have it!
And here's why Zonitors are one of the
greatest discoveries ever made for this
purpose :
1. Zonitors are snow-white, greaseless,
stainless vaginal suppositories — easily
inserted and so convenient.
2. Powerfully germicidal yet so safe to
delicate tissues. Non-irritating, nonpoisonous, non-smarting.
3. When inserted — Zonitors quickly begin
to release their powerful germicidal
qualities and continue to do so for
hours. They're not the type which
quickly melt away.
4. Thus Zonitors give you hours of
CONTINUOUS MEDICATION.
5. Zonitors immediately kill every germ
they touch. You know it's not always
possible to contact all the germs in
the tract, but you can be subb
Zonitors kill all reachable living germs
and keep them from multiplying.
6. Zonitors destroy offending odor.
7. They never leave any sticky residue.
Buy today. Any drugstore.

««

Exclusive photos show Van Johnson, shoeless
for comfort, and Susan Peters (welcome back!)
at CBS broadcast. At right, a snack for Van,
still shoeless, while fans watch from doorway.
Tj^OR the first time in her long and
varied career, Bette Davis isn't leaving Hollywood on her usual three-month
vacation. All of which gives credence
to the rumor that Sergeant (he's been
promoted) Louis A. Riley is either on
his way back, or will be before long. Come
the first of the year, Bette will be doing
added scenes for "A Stolen Life." She
has to wait that long for Glenn Ford,
who is now co-starring with Rita Hayworth in Columbia's "Gilda."

FREE I Mail this coupon today for free
booklet sent in plain wrapper. Reveals
frank intimate facts.
Zonitors, Dept. 1232, 370 Lexington
Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Name
Address —
Citv
6

State.

HOLLYWOOD

New picture of the Errol Flynns at "dress" ball.
SCREENLAND

THHE day Captain Ronald Reagan be* came a civilian Jane Wyman pulled
a four-year-old surprise. Out from a
closet she dragged dozens of different
sized boxes. Inside were sweaters, socks,
shirts, ties — all purchased when Ronnie
first enlisted in the cavalry. (Later on
he was transferred to the Air Corps.)
Incidentally, when Jack Benny asked
Ronnie what his first picture would be
at Warner Bros., Reagan, the rascal,
replied: "I hope they let me do the life
of
Errol minute
Flynn!" switch,
Seriously,
unlessgets
there's
a last
Ronnie
the
coveted "Voice Of The Turtle." Eleanor
Parker will be the lucky, deserving girl.
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Veronica's got what it
takes, so Bracken took
it till she turned the

He's got a Kleptomania
for beautiful blondes,
and when his ears twitch
his fingers itch — from
then on nothing is safe
in the merriest comedy

tables with some taking ways of her own1:

you've ever seen!

Finish the job! Buy Victory Bonds at your movie theatre..
SCREENLAND
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SARATOGA TRUNK — Warners
We can think of no one except Ingrid Bergman who
could dodalousso
Edna Orleans,
Ferber's nor
spirited
belle well
of oldby New
anyoneandto scanplay
so exactly the forthright Texas gentleman as Gary
Cooper. They make a wonderful team with her scheming to avenge her mother and his plotting against
railroad men for a wrong done his parents. Their
characters clash and harmonize almost in the same
instant. Gossip mongers of the fashionable health
resort cause plenty of action and interest in the unfoldside there's a
masculine
and on onthe the
ing of the ,story,
spectacular
free-for-all
Saratoga trunk line.

Will your husband ever forget how smooth,
how romantic your hands were on your wedding-day? You're afraid he will. For day by
day, roughening, coarsening housework and
yourss.hands'
taking away
waterandarecaressing
But
hot, soapy
smoothne
softness
bridal
Frostilla.
more
have
stores
don't worry — Lovely hands are back for you.

THE HOUSE ON 92nd STREET — 20th Century-Fox
Junior G-Men and their mystery fan parents will have
a heyday at this picture, based on actual events taken
from F.B.I, files and reenacted at actual locations by
Hollywood stars as well as some of J. Edgar Hoover's
boys themselves. It's documentary in technique, but the
story it tells about spies and saboteurs, their methods
and near success in learning what might be the atomic
bomb formula is as exciting as any adventure concocted by an expert novelist. William Eythe and Lloyd
Nolan as G-men, and Signe Hasso, as the leader of
the spy ring whom they apprehend in the nick of time,
give workmanlike performances in the important roles.
MILDRED PIERCE — Warners
first picture for Warners bears the
Crawford's
Joan
stamp of stark realism so noticeable in all of James M.
Cain's stories. For that reason alone, you will not
easily forget what you see in it— excellently portrayed
by Joan Crawford, Jack Carson, Ann Blyth, Zachary
Scott, and a fine supporting cast. You will see what
we hope is an unusual result of a mother's avid devotion to her daughter's slightest whim, and the recipient's
extraordinary reaction. It's a murder mystery too,
handled so deftly you'll never guess the criminal until
here for all of
the final scene. Yes, there's a lessonwilful
daughters.
those doting mothers and their
KISS AND TELL — Columbia
By the time Hollywood gets around to screening a
stage hit, some of the novelty has inevitably worn off
after huge "legit" audiences have seen and reported
plot and situations to their neighbors. It takes all of
Shirley Temple's charm and the sometimes frantic
exertions of a name cast to put over this movie version
of George Abbott's stage smash. Shirley plays the
teen-age teaser who plunges her family into comic
complications when she shoulders the consequences for
. It's
her girl chum's romantic wartime attachment
and newfunny when Walter Abel, Bob Benchley,
comer Jerome Courtland are playing hard for laughs.
SHADY LADY — Universal
Charles Coburn, a card sharp posing as a lovable old
Kentucky colonel, Ginny Simms, his charming niece
who delivers some fine old and new tunes in the role
of a singer in a Chicago shady night club, and Robert
Paige as a state's attorney and love interest, all add
ninety-three minutes. There
up to make an enjoyable of
plot, but what there is is
is not an over-abundance
nicely complicated by the villain, Alan Curtis, who
operates a gambling room for eager pigeons, and to save
his skin compromises the attorney's lovely sister, Martha O'Driscoll. If you know your poker, you'll find suspense in the pay-off game with the girl's honor at stake.

FROSTILLA HAND LOTION helps make hands
softer and smoother even at the first application. Non-sticky, delicately fragrant — Frostilla
is a favorite guardian of hand loveliness in
thousands of homes. And guardian of leg
loveliness, too — protecting legs from the sun,
smoothing their skin for a finer makeup.

USE FROSTILLA — Make your own hands lovely
again. With Frostilla more available because
of the partial release of its scarce ingredients
from war service, you can now see for yourself why Frostilla has been America's premier hand lotion for 74
years. 35c, 50c, $1.00 sizes in Drug
and Dept. Stores in
U.S.A. and Canada.
Travel or Desk size
in better 10c stores.
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LORRE- VICTOR FRANCEN -GEORGE COULOURiS
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FINISH THE JOB! BUY YOUR VICTORY BONDS AT YOUR MOVIE THEATRES!
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KITTY— Paramount
and
Powdered wigs, colorful costumes fans
coquetry behind daintily fluttering
form a delightful background for Paulette
Goddard in the role of a guttersnipe painstakingly taught to be a lady by a handsome
man of quality and his drunken aunt. Ray
Milland turns in another superb performance as the impoverished nobleman who
tends strictly to the business of marrying
Kitty off to a wealthy doddering duke. But
he comes close to making an unsympathetic
character out of our hero by carrying the
deal a little too far. Direction by Mitchell
Leisen is near perfect, neatly blending
amusement with romance and melodrama.
Interesting characterizations by Constance
Collier, Sara Allgood, Patric Knowles and
Reginald Owen are particularly outstanding.

Try

this

3-WAY

THE DOLLY SISTERS — 20th Century Fox
Biographical inaccuracies in this film
based on the Dolly Sisters' careers, both
romantic and histrionic, do not lessen the
entertainment content, especially with
glam-gals Betty Grable and June Haver
in the title roles, and with John Payne (fresh
back from the Army) and Frank Latimore
playing opposite. Since their era covers the
early 1900's in the theatrical world of the
Ziegfeld Roof, the Folies Bergere in Paris,
London and the Riviera, it makes a Technicolorful background for the nostalgic
tunes we remember so well, such as "I'm
Chasing Rainbows." S. Z. Sakall
Always
and Reginald Gardiner are in for their usual
good characterizations, and Trudy Marshall,
a beauty, finds a lucrative spot which should
lead to even better roles for her very soon.

famous

MEDICINAL

TREATMENT
Many of Hollywood's most beautiful stars use
this overnight 3-Way Medicinal Treatment.
You, too, can make your hair look lovelier,
more glamorous, with an overnight application.
Glover's will accentuate the natural color-tones
of your hair with clear, sparkling highlightsfreshened radiance— the soft, subtle beauty of
hair well-groomed. Today— try all three of
these famous Glover's preparations— Glover's
original Mange Medicine— GLO-VER Beauty
Shampoo— Glover's Imperial Hair Dress. Use
separately, or in one complete treatment. Ask
for the regular sizes at any Drug Store or Drug
Counter— or mail the Coupon!

FIRST YANK INTO TOKYO — RKO-Radio
The first film to make its appearance on the
subject of the atomic bomb offers plenty of
suspense, excitement and adventure — a little
the improbable side. However, it isn't
on
supposed to be factual, and so you can sit
down and enjoy yourself without too much
strain on the brain cells. We can't quite
forgive the producers for mussing up Tom
Neal's prepossessing physiognomy to resemble a Jap in order to smuggle him
through Korean underground into Tokyo
where he memorizes a secret formula known
only to a prisoner of war, Marc Cramer.
Richard Loo, Leonard Strong, and Keye
Luke lend splendid support, and Barbara
Hale is Drettv rs the romantic feminine lead.

LOVE, HONOR AND GOODBYE — Republic
The marital difficulties of a would-be stage
star and her husband who sinks a tidy sum
to get the idea out of her system is the plot
for this boudoir farce with Virginia Bruce
and Edward Ashley in the starring roles.
Confusion runs rampant when the young
artist and his foshusband picks up a tattoo
ter child along with a beautiful shooting
gallery operator at Coney Island and_ brings
them home to live with him after his wife
walks out. But back she comes disguised as
a French nursemaid, displaying her histrionic ability to her husband who is not at all
fooled. Neither were we. Victor McLaglen, Nils Asther, Helen Broderick and Veda
Ann Borg ace fine in supporting the cast.

BEHIND CITY LIGHTS — Republic
Here is that old tug-of-war between the city
slickers and hayseeds, again at work, and
you know at the very beginning who is going to win in the fadeout. Lynne Roberts
naive
withthea suave
daughter
farmer's
the and
plays
prey for
is easy
sweetness
jewel thieves, played by handsome Peter
Cookson and competent Jerome Cowan, who
show her a merry and expensive time in the
big city. But as these things usually turn
turn to
out, the girl's glamorous dreams perfectly
nightmares, and she finds herself
willing, after swallowing her false pride, to
become the wife of the more wholesome
farmer — in this case, William Terry.

WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND- RKO-Radio
Zane Grey's novel of the great open spaces
on the screen,
again makes an appearancehandsome,
lanky
this time with the hero a
guy named James Warren, who is very apt
Cooper's footsteps, perin Gary
to follow sonable
Richard Martin as a charming
Spanish-Irish lad, and Audrey Long as the
pretty heroine. The plot, better than the
dedwiththea boy
averageicatesWestern,
deathwhoof his
avenge
his life to deals

0boiWCs
with massage for DANDRUFF, ANNOYING
. SCALP and EXCESSIVE FALLING HAIR
FREE TRIAL!
Send Coupon for all three
products in hermeticallysealed bottles,
with complete instructions
for
Glover's
3-Way
Treatment,
and useful FREE booklet.
"The Scientific Care of
Scalp and Hair."

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!
GLOVER'S. 101 W. 31st St., Dept. 8012. New York I, N.Y.
Send Free Trial Application package In plain wrapper
Mange Medicine.
containing Glover's
by return mail,
Imperial
Glover's
and ealed
Shampoo
Beauty
GLO-VER
with
bottles,
hermetically-s
three
in
Dress,
Hair
Informative FREE booklet. I enclose 10c to cover
cost of packaging and postage.
Name
Address
•
...Zone State..
City
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fall in love with the murderfather, only to find
that he can't go through
er's niece and
with it. Minerva Urecal and Harry D.
Brown are interesting foster parents.
Harry D. Brown plays the typical villain.
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ADVERTISEMENT
NEW

PROVEN

HELP

FOR

DRY,

BRITTLE HAIR • Try the FRAGRANT
RITZ MEDICINAL TREATMENT FOR
" LONGER
IT'S NEW!
IT'S

HAIR"
DIFFERENT!

LET THIS GENTLE, BUT EFFECTIVE HAIR AND SCALP CONDITIONER TURN YOUR HAIR INTO A CLOUD OF LOVELINESS
You have always dreamed of LONGER,
wavier HAIR — hair that's easy to manage
— easy to "do" in exciting new styles — lovelier to look at, thrilling to touch, so make a
date with glamour — Don't put it off another
minute, send for this new amazing medicated
treatment at once, convince yourself that
there IS hope for dry, unruly, drab looking
hair, if you want your hair more vibrantly
beautiful . . . longer ! Yes, hair may get longer
and more beautiful when scalp and hair conditions are normal and the dry brittle, breaking-off
hair
retarded.wayThat's
why your
the
Ritz way iscan
thebenatural
to help
hair, it's not like any other hair dressing on
the market — it's a medicated preparation
which contains proven, tested ingredients
beneficial to scalp and dry, brittle, unruly
hair. Keeps the hair perfectly groomed !
Removes loose dandruff, relieves dry, itchy
scalp!
TEST RITZ FOR 7 DAYS AT OUR EXPENSE
Make the Ritz test in the privacy of your
home, see if you can bring out the loveliness
of your hair, the lustre and wave that men
adore, see for yourself if your splitting, breaking off hair can be softened, made more
glamorous, more alluring, more silky — look
for a lovelier YOU, when you look in the
mirror, see how desirable you are with hair
shimmering with glorious dancing highlights.
If you are not delighted with the results,
your money back in full.
SEND

NO

MONEY

Order Ritz today— it's only $1.00— mail coupon below — Give your hair that vibrantly,
healthy faction
alive guaranteed
look — oryou'll
delighted
your bemoney
back.— satisThe House of Ritz, Dept. SC-2
127 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 2, 111.
I want to try the Ritz Treatment for 7 days
with a money back Guarantee of Satisfaction.
□ I am enclosing $1.00
□ Send C.O.D. plus postage
Name .
Address _
Pity
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State

Helpful Hints
All of those random thoughts you have
about pictures and players are helpful
hints to the men wJjef^BAjpiir movies.
So
\vrk||^iT^M^I^nirey're
still
frAl|H^^*rnma
and awards
send them
to
FarfsM^orum.
Monthly
for the
best letters published: $10.00, $5.00 and
five $1.00 prizes. Closing date is the
25th of the month.
Please Screenland,
address your37letters
Forum,
West to
57thFans'
St.,
New York 19, N. Y.
FIRST

PRIZE

WINNER

$10.00
The 6817th Special Service Battalion arrived in town and put on a show for the
boys and girls called "O.K.-U.S.A." — and
that's just what it was : O.K., U.S.A. To
be sure, the war is over at last and we are
all very happy about it, and while they are
going to try to get us all home just as soon
as they can, not all of us will be able to
get home as quickly as we would like. So
it's shows like this one, and what it represented, that help a lot to boost morale — an
awful lot.
Familiar to you and to all of us were two
members of the cast — Sgt. Mickey Rooney
and Cpl. Bobby Breen. Were they good?
You bet. Mickey Rooney really gave out
with all the ability that has made him so
famous, and Bobby Breen, whom we remember for "Let's Sing Again," was also
swell, and sang beautifully. But this was
an all G.I. show, and all of the G.I.'s in it
shared equally in making it such a success.
Cpl. Red Buttons, who looks like a young
edition of that grand actor, Walter Brennan,
was tremendously funny. Cpl. Jack Williams, who did a good job in "Winged Victory," danced with the grace of Gene Kelly.
Cpl. Tommy Farrell was great. Cpl. Fred
Wittop did two excellent dance numbers.
Cpl. Saul Weber, not unlike J. Edward
Bromberg, was a real hit, especially as
Fanny-Belle in the "Virginia" number. Cpl.
Art Duncan, a colored soldier, got a tremenScreenland

dous hand for a wonderful dance routine.
Yes, right here on a crudely constructed
stage in Germany was America in action !
The music was really swell. How could
it be otherwise, when it was written by Pvt.
Hugh Martin ? He wrote a little thing called
"The Trolley Song" and the music for
"Meet Me In St. Louis," remember? But no
one scene or individual performer could be
singled out as the best. They were all good.
Because this was a G.I. show — for G.I.'s
and by G.I.'s. They really covered the
U.S.A. The numbers included : New York,
San Francisco, Virginia, Atlantic City, Oregon, Washington (and what a riot with
Colonel Twitchell (Mickey Rooney) gradually getting "busted" to Pvt. Twitchell),
Brooklyn (what would a show be without
dear Brooklyn!), good old Texas, New
Mexico, Boston, Chicago, Hollywood, and
concluding with "America" and a grand
song sung by Bobby Breen, "America Is
theThe
Place
for was
Me."packed. In fact for two
place
hours
the show,
we up.
G.I.'s(Yes,
started
to
flock tobefore
the theater
and line
we do
plentyaterofhas lining-up
the Army.)
The thea seating incapacity
of 2,000,
but
somehow 2,500 boys got in. (Leave it to
the G.I.'s.) And was it hot! We really
sweated, andBut
so did
the actor-G.I.'s
and very
the
musicians.
it sure
was worth it,
much worth it.
It wasn't only the show that was so impressive, however. At chow, there was
Mickey Rooney sweating out the same chow
line as the rest of us, getting his silverware
and plate (only one) the same as we did.
(Yes, things are a little better now and we
have discarded our messkits.) He's famous,
sure, but he ate with the rest of us in G.I.
fashion. Everybody recognized him immediately, sitting there with Bobby Breen, but
they made no fuss about him. However,
they couldn't help, when they finished eating, walking more slowly than usual before
depositing their silverware, so that they
It's
actors.
look at the
get a GOOD
could natural
it was
because
and I chuckled
only
all so obvious. I even wanted to go over
and say hello, but I out-rank him and somea G.I.watched
just doesn't
that. So Isome
sat
there howand
Rooneydo explaining
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MERLE

OBERON

CLAUDE

CHARLES

with CARL ESMOND

RAINS

KORVIN

• SUE ENGLAND

• JESS BARKER

RALPH MORGAN • FRITZ LEIBER • HARRY DAVENPORT
Screenplay by Bruce Manning, John Klorer and Leonard Lee • Based upon
the play entitled "Come Prima Meglio De Prima" by Luigi Pirandello
Associate Producer, Edward Dodds • Produced by Howard Benedict
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ALLURING
FIGURE
Not all girls are endowed by nature with a
full, fashionable bust. But now you can
have a figure with appealing body lines and
curves ... a firm well-rounded bust. Thanks
to Mr. Bonomo's Home Course on Bust Culture, you can now be vivacious, attractive,
popular. No more embarrassment ! No more
self-conscious shyness ! At last — regardless
of your age — you can be proud of your body.
and self-con! AchieveGain glamour
fidence ! Become
lovely .poise
. . desirable
and
sought-after, this easy way.
"I WAS SO UNDEVELOPED.. .LONESOME
UNTIL I TOOK THE B0N0M0 COURSE IN
BUST CULTURE!"
See what the Bonomo Home
Course on Bust Culture did
for Lynn Lambert. Notice her
pictures! Mr. Bonomo has
unmasked for you the secrets
of how to have a gorgeous
bodymany
contour
— secrets
by
famous
stars used
and
models. This course tells
you everything you need to
know about developing a
curved, well-developed
bosom. fusely
Theillustrated
courseandis prowas
prepared by Mr. Joe Bonomo,
nationally famous authority
on Health, Physical and
Beauty Culture.

BEFORE
Here tualare
photosac-of
Lynn Lambert k
of
Staten
land,
N. IsY. hm
showing and
her Mk
before
after taking |
the
Course,Bonomo j|£ AFTER
did wonders
for me," she write
World Authority on Beauty Gives
You Safe, Easy Instructions !
Mr. Bonomo has guided many
Hollywood personalities and
coverfulgirls
molding
beauti- !
bodies.in And
remember
You take this course at home,
in the privacy of your own
JOE BONOMO
boudoir. It's safe, it's easy
so little
! Don't
let another day and
go it
by costs
without
finding
out
what this wonderful course can do for you.
Fill in and mail coupon now. If you are not
satisfied, return course in 10 days for full
purchase price refund.
-—
MAIL COUPON TODAY! — Mr. Joe Bonomo, personal
BONOMO CULTURE INSTITUTE
1841 Broadway, Dent. B 15 12
New York 23, N. Y.
PleaseTURE inrush
your complete
on BUST
unmarked
wrapper..COURSE
On delivery,
I willCULpay
postman $1.97 plus usual postage.. If not satisfied, I
may return it within 10 days and get my purchase
price back.
Name
Address
City
'.
Zoneif you State
□
Check
here — weorders
pay $2.50,
postage
send $1.97
(Canadian
cash in advance)
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He can't help it, he's just a "natural "actor.
He took a look at the "Stars and Stripes"
— the G.I.'s paper — and he noticed the other
G.I.'s looking at him. But I guess the
same thoughts were running through his
mind, as in ours, to get home as Soon as
possible. I don't think it could be said he
was being "snooty" because he was with
Bobby Breen. Both of them are Hollywood
actors and have that in common. All of us
spend our time with people we have something in common with, don't we? I do know
that he posed willingly for snapshots whenever any of the boys asked him.
Over
in Germany
don't
even
knowhereMickey
Rooney. the
To people
us it sounds
impossible. We have found a lot of things
that they don't have and we do. To us,
Mickey Rooney is an institution. He's
"Andy Hardy." He means many enjoyable,
entertaining hours in the past and many
more to come. But the Germans never heard
of him. For while he was busy entertaining
us all those years, they were busy preparing
for war and heiling Hitler and plunging the
whole world in destruction. "Gone With
The Wind" was published here as a book
and the people enjoyed it. Yet they were not
permitted to see the grand movie. And why?
Because someone connected with the making
of the picture was Jewish. What a stupid,
senseless reason !
I guess it was a miracle that took place
here in Germany — the miracle of AMERICA. And it was a wonderful feeling.
T/SGT. MURRAY KLEIN,
c/o P.M., New York, N. Y.
SECOND

PRIZE

WINNER

What a day! A matinee at the stage hit
$5.00by an evening seeing
"Oklahoma !" followed
that magnificent picture, "A Song To Remember." The experience left me with the
realization of something big, and I want to
tell you about it. For seeing them so close
together pointed up the limitations of any
stage performance, even the best. The thousand-times-repeated lines of a legitimate hit
show, however good, cannot have the sparkle
of a movie whose lines, rehearsed to brilliance, are recorded in their one moment of
perfection and preserved pristine, in their
original beauty, to be shown to an audience
of millions.
All human knowledge is of slow growth,
and our high developments of today but a
foreshadowing of future progress. In just
this manner, I believe, the cinema is an outgrowth of the legitimate stage. But while
the stage is old, movies are just now approaching asobered middle age, where the
type of artistry evident is "A Song To Remember," and pictures of similar high
caliber will become universal. The stage
hasn't got a chance when that day comes !
Please don't misunderstand me. I do think
the stage is a wonderful field as an artistic
medium — but from the bottom of my heart
I think the screen is a better one ! And I

rest of the audience. Ida was like another
person, and while watching her I forgot
completely that she was also a great dramatic actress. If that isn't a proof of her
versatility I don't know what is. So I have to
hand it toas you,
Ida. You'veI hope
certainly
sold
yourself
a comedienne.
you give
atherepeat
performance
soon. We
But Lupino
don't leave
dramatic
roles forever.
fans
love our "mad Ida" as much as we have
learned to love the comedienne.
EILEEN M. EGAN, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
Did you ever see a dream walking? Well,
Ismouldering
have, now !and
He'shandsome
tall and lithe,
dark that
and
with eyes
ripple your emotions like a soft breeze on ■
a still, deep pool. He can sing. He can
fence. And he can really act ! He is masculine enough for male appeal. And he stirs
the eternal flame of romance which flutters
in every woman's heart.
There's a dash of Gable, the wistfulness
of Tracy, the quizzical good looks of Taylor, the adventurous spirit of Fairbanks, but
above all, the unsurpassed, dashing appeal
which is his alone.
Who is this answer to a maiden's prayer
for a leading man who really looks like rowith WILDE.
whom I'd like to
walk alonemance?isThe dream
CORNEL
NONA BARBARIC, Shinnston, West Va.
Perhaps it's all due to the new psychological studies of the modern age, or to just
eternal
goodlasting
sense,passions
but the are
old to
adage,
"The
great and
the plain,
because they are loved for something inside
them," is certainly coming true — and for
both sexes. I particularly refer to the inpopularitystars,
of thee.g.,
not-so-handsome
but humancreasing
male
Van Johnson,
George Sanders.
But it appears to me that even while this
change is taking place, one of this country's
best and most versatile actors is being virtually neglected by Hollywood. I mean Philip
Dorn. His roles in pictures, though small in
number, have proved that even though not
the best-looking actor, he has a certain mixture of wisdom and gentleness that appeals
to females of all ages. Lots of women are
coming to the point of only approving of
cave-man tactics where they belong — in the
"Tarzan" pictures. If the right producers
would just run over "Escape," one of Mr.
Dorn's first films, perhaps' they would wake
up and give him the chance he so much de-

say, "Go to JEAN
it, Hollywood!"
VIRGINIA
POTTS, Philadelphia, Pa.
FIVE

PRIZE

WINNERS

$1.00 Each
Orchids to Ida Lupino, the comedienne !
I went to see "Pillow To Post" last night
with my mind made up. "Lupino is a dramatic actress," I said to myself. "She was
terrific in 'They Drive By Night,' she outdid
herself in 'The Hard Way,' she can tear my
emotions to shreds, but she can't make me
LAUGH!" There I was, about the most
prejudiced Lupino fan you could find, embar as ed atthe thought of Ida Lupino trying to make with the slapstick. Well, you
can guess what happened. I not only laughed,
I howled ! And for that matter, so did the
SCREENLAND

Fred MacMurray's new picture, "Pardon My
Past," gives him two chances to romance
with Marguerite Chapman. He plays twins!

Thousands
"WHAT
What

A

of women

DELIGHTFUL

a precaution

AID

against

If you're not using Listerine Antiseptic and massage as a part of your
usual hair-washing, you don't know
what you're missing!
Here is a simple, easy, delightful
treatment. It makes your scalp feel
like a million, the hair feel wonderfully fresh, and, at the same time,
acts as a precaution against infectious
dandruff.
Infectious Dandruff is Widespread
There's hardly a person who doesn't
run afoul of this germ condition now
and then. Excess flakes and scales and
itching are often signs that it is present. Don't ignore them. Start with
Listerine Antiseptic and massage
twice daily right now! This is the

are saying:
TO

SCALP

Infectious

The "bottle bacillus", known
to science as Pityrosporum
ovale, is held to be a causative
agent of infectious dandruff by
many noted dermatologists.

HEALTH!
Dandruff!"

tested treatment that has helped so
many . . . may help you. Remember,
this is the treatment that in clinical
tests brought improvement, or complete relief, to 76% of dandruff sufferers in 30 days.
Listerine Antiseptic kills millions
of the "bottle bacillus" germs . . .
those ruthless little invaders that grow
in vast colonies on the scalp. Many a
noted dermatologist calls the "bottle
bacillus" a causative agent of infectious dandruff.

Even after a few treatments you
begin to see and feel improvement.
Your scalp tingles and glows, feels
wonderfully alive! Your hair feels delightfully fresh. Listerine Antiseptic
does not bleach it.
Get in the habit of making Listerine
Antiseptic and massage a part of your
regular hair-washing. It pays! Remember, Listerine Antiseptic is the
same antiseptic that has been famous
for more than 60 years in the field of
oral hygiene.
Lambert

it also helps to rid scalp and hair of
those ugly flakes and scales. Almost
immediately itching is allayed.
SCREENLAND

Company

St. Louis, Mo. ■

Flakes Begin to Disappear
While Listerine mops up on germs

Pharmacal

The tested treatment
LISTERINE
and

ANTISEPTIC

MASSAGE
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And while I'm at it, why not an article on
some of those other actors who fled Europe
only to land film roles as Nazi terrorizers in
the movies, such as Peter Van Eyck, Kurt
Kreuger and Helmut Dantine — especially an
article on the aforesaid Mr. P. D. Oh, yes,
just handsome.
to make Mr. Dorn feel better, / think
he's
CHRISTIAN CHRYSLER, Lima, Ohio.
Hollywood shouldn't torment us with
ideas like rubbing Aladdin's lamp and having Evelyn Keyes pop out. It sets us to
dreaming up too many things for ourselves
— things we can't have so easily, since we
aren't characters in a screen fantasy. Take
me.
When Kreuger
I rub on tomy bemagic
lamp I'd
like
for Kurt
my genie.
Think
how exciting it would be to have him dogging your footsteps and granting every wish
—as if there'd be anything left to wish for
if you had Kurt Kreuger with you all the
time ! But suppose I don't get him in person
for my genie. Well, at least I could wish
for him to be in some movies I've been longing for someone to produce again : "Mayerling," for instance. He'd be great in the
role Boyer once made famous. Or "The
Awakening," which" an actor named Walter
Byron did with Vilma Banky so long ago.
And remember DeMille's "The Godless
Girl?" — a splendid thing for Kurt Kreuger
and, say, Linda Darnell.
Of course, I still prefer Kurt Kreuger in
person, but those movies wouldn't be too bad
a substitute. And here I sit without any of
them, not even the magic lamp ! See what I
mean ? Hollywood played a dirty trick putting such ideas into my head.
BETTY RHODES, Wichita, Kansas.
I have heard very much about the goodness of Bette Davis. I have marveled at the
way in which she has helped newcomers —
purposely muffing her lines so that a bit
player might have a chance to do his part
better, giving others the best camera angles
and scenes, sometimes even giving some of
her lines to some promising newcomer so
that he might prove his worth — and I think
she is grand for doing it. But now, I think
she has gone far enough, even beyond the
call of duty. "The Corn Is Green" was a
very good show, but Bette led the show in
no other way than in name.:
While I'm on the subject, why not release
some old Davis shows? I, for one, would
much rather see Bette and Leslie Howard
in "Of Human Bondage" than any new
screening. "Dark Victory/' probably Bette's
greatest victory, should be released again
for the millions who did not see it, and for
the millions who would like to see it again.
So wake up, Warner Brothers ! We want
Bette Davis !
CHARLES ROBINSON, JR., Austin, Texas.
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I object. Will Hollywood never learn?
Will they insist on repeating the flagrant
errors of the ninteen-twenties when its sustenance depended on a handful of spendthrift, die-hard stars whose mismanaged
careers scandalized the nation and usually
ended in tragedy?
Staunch supporters of the film capital
heatedly refute such imputations ; yet the
poor judgment and bad taste of several producers are persistently destroying the one
remaining idealistic personality left to the
public. Her name is Shirley Temple.
Shall this girl who, as a child, merited the
admiration of millions, be sacrificed to the
shocking demands of definitely sexy material? If so, it places a very negligent value
upon the high prestige her irreproachable
career as an actress has accorded to the motion picture industry.
Oh, yes, I realize she has "grown up," but

SCREENLAND

AOVER

SEMENT
ERTI
ADisVhardly
<0 this
sufficient excuse for frittering
her talents on censorable adolescent trash
such as "Kiss And ueTell."
Some may constr this letter as a prudish
lecture, but others will recognize a genuine
effort to preserve an ideal.
However, I am sure that both schools ot
somethought will admit that it is certainlyyourse
lf
thing new and disquieting to find e. No
blushing at a Shirley Temple pictur
more, please!
NORA EGAN, Boston, Mass.
When a movie is made based on a novel,
as
why doesn't the studio stick as closely and
I,
possible to the facts in the book?
others who saw the movie version were
"The Valley
never so disappointed on seeing
Of Decision." The opportunity for offering
ng and abto the public a completely grippi
sorbing picture was fumbled by Hollywood.
I'm not saying that I didn't enjoy it, because
a picture starring Gregory Peck will always
be something to rave about, but how much
more thrilling it would have been had most
of the scenes been shown !
pictures, dePlease, Hollywood, in future in
as true a
pict the scenes from a novel
is imposg
nothin
le. And
as possib
n inHolly
fashiosible
wood !
VIRGINIA MATOSIAN, Los Angeles, Calif.
Come! Come! Hollywood, why hold out
on that sensational, gorgeous hunk of male —
Bill Johnson?
I have gazed at his handsome stature in
several pictures but his acting and genuine
down-to-earth way was more than outstanding in "It's A Pleasure." The way he would
look up and comfort Sonja Henie with that
sympathetic and understanding smile is more
than a "look."
How about S Greenland giving us a portrait and the vital statistics on Bill Johnson?
CAROLYN WALLACE, Alburg, Vermont.
Being a Peter Lawford fan, I naturally
went to see "Son Of Lassie" when it came
to our theater. I certainly got my money's
worth seeing the beautiful scenery and sharing the hazardous adventures Peter and
"Laddie" went through.
Peter is the kind of an actor who makes
you want to sit up and take notice. He has
that certain something that goes straight to
your heart. No wonder he is so very popuhim. I've
everyone
anything against
say knows
anyone who
heard
neverlar with
him as I have about other young stars. He
is very sincere and understanding.
Please have many more pictures and articles about this wonderful fellow because I
know I'm not the only person who likes him,
MARION NILES, Elmira, New York.
I'm writing this letter in protest against
an article I read in a newspaper yesterday.
The article stated that Hollywood is in a
quandary as to how to release the three Bergman pictures in stock and yet not flood the
market with Bergman material. The same
article stated that the three pictures are entirely different. ("The Bells Of St. Mary's,"
"Saratoga
should thinkTrunk,"
that thatandin "Spellbound.")
itself would solveI
the problem. I admit that all three pictures
shouldn't be released at exactly the same
time, but there is no reason why they
shouldn't be released, say, a month or two
apart. If that was done soon, Miss Bergman
would certainly have a good chance for the
1945 Academy Award. And from what I
have heard, she certainly deserves it for all
three pictures. If they aren't released, what
happens? She loses the Award!
To sum up the whole thing, I think Miss
Bergman deserves the Award, and I think
it's definitely unfair that she should lose it
because
aren't
we want her
morepictures
Bergman
! released. Also —
R. K., Livingston, New Jersey.
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In his arms, a girl of glorious love ... In his mind, a
girl of terrible fascination!
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John CARRADINE • Percy KILBRIDE
Screen Play by Harry Kleiner • Based on the Novel by Marty Holland
Song "Slowly" by David Rakstn and Kermit Goell
A 20fh CENTURY-FOX PICTURE

Produced and Directed by
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do I believe? When you arc
WHAT
asked such a question, you are
likely to open your mouth and
start talking quite glibly, perhaps, at
first. And then you slow up a little.
This is, I think, because the habit of
human beings is all too often to allow
their words to precede their thoughts.
They talk first and think later, and then,
when their thoughts finally catch up

might mention, further, that I am not
at all sure any of my beliefs are interStill, I've -been asked to expound,
so here esting.
goes.

Yes, I believe in God and in the essential good in people. My faith follows
no particular pattern. It is just a conviction that everyone must recognize
some power — or being — higher and wiser
and better than himself. To me, faith,
with their words, they aren't so sur.e pf .' to be; worthy, of its name, must be with
you JalWays*, Mnust never be simply a
what they have to say. * .. jj§£ ■
So-— what do I believe? Well, I sup"crutch" clutched desperately in time of
need, and discarded when that need
pose Ibelieve in a lot of things. But unless you want me to go on ad infinitum
passes. For instance, if I let a child of
mine grow up in such a way that he
— quite probably ad nauseum — it might
be better merely to pick out essentials.
couldn't come to me at any time, regardless of what kind of trouble he was
Because everything that I believe in cannot be interesting to anyone. In fact, I
(Please turn to page 63)
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Two champs get the onceover from another champ.
Gable and Garson, the costars of "Adventure,"
meet the blue-ribbon winning rooster who crowc in
the farmyard scenes of
their new film, Gable's
first following his return
from three years of military service. Far right,
two good friends get together: Ward Bond drops
in on Clark in the big
guy's dressing room. Bond,
recently injured in an
automobile accident, returns to the screen in
a featured role in "They
Were Expendable."

Proudly

we

exclusive
interview
only

Clark

return

present

the first,

screen magazine
with the one and
Gable

to pictures.

since

his

A scoop

by the brilliant girl reporter
Alyce Canfie/d,
the set at MGM

pictured on
with Gable

EMENT
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NO ADVER

scene, a lush little creature by the name

be
didn't
GABLEI was
told,want
so Itowas
RK iewed,
CLAinterv
getting the scoop to end all scoops
sneaking on the "Adventure" set like
this. Of course, it didn't improve my disposition any to be the unwanted guest.
To be blunt, I was miffed. Who did he

of
LinaThomas
Romay Mitchell
was hanging
on Clark'sa
ar,m.
wasj^laying
drunk very convincingly. Director Victor
Fleming was eagle-eying every bit of
action. It was fast company. Even so,
one thing was strongly apparent: Clark
Gable was the focal point of interest.

think he was — Clark Gable? I didn't,just
race out to MGM, you understand, when
the great news came through. I took my
time getting ready. I took five minutes.
I was irked with Mr. Gable, I was. I
could take him or I could leave
him alone. Being the conservative

Well, says I, here's the great Gable.
Take
good
look.200
Yep,
heavier.a
Betchaa he
weighs
if he's
he weighs
pound.
I thought
be. He He's
barks taller
when than
he talks
before he'd
the
camera, but his voice is soft when he's
just talking to his co-workers. He has
■presence. Even if it wasn't Clark Gable,
I'd know he was somebody important.

type, I'd only seen "Gone With
The Wind" five times.
Emily Torchia, cute unit girl
for the Gable-Garson picture, met
me on the set. It was supposed
to be a seaport town with water,
ships, and everything.
In the

And mama was right: he's sure handsome, there is no doubt about that.
Tall, dark, and mmmm! He can come
{Please turn to page 86)

tor V.ctor
•Are you kidding?" s*ys Gable as Direc
Fleming and Producer Sam Z.mba ,st
Old Mache is slated to sing a number called
no
Donald Had a Farm ' in "Adventure. andIt show!
,
song
the
sing
y
oaq— Gable will reall
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'Isn't it wonderful,"
able to make
Important

By Elizabeth

item

says Ireland's

plans and

in the O'Hara

Wilson

day after the day after V-J Day
THE
was stifling hot in Hollywood. Even
Maureen O'Hara's house in treeshaded Stone Canyon was as hot as the
well publicized hinges of hell. Maureen's
brother-in-law, Kenny, the youngest lawyer in Mississippi until he became a hero
in the South Pacific, passed around ice
cold cokes to the guests. There are
always guests in Maureen's house. I
er it's beed out wheth
figured
have never
a Southerner, with
cause she marri
more "kissin' cousins" than you can
shake a stick at, or whether it's because
she is superstitious and afraid to stay
alone in a house for fear a banshee might
show up and begin to wail. Anyway,
there are always guests.
Maureen was delayed at the Twentieth
Century-Fox studio where she was doing retakes on "Kitten On The Keys"
and having fittings for her next picture
there, "Sentimental Journey." Fittings,
on
it's much
morea day
fun like
not this!
to be Sometimes
a movie star.
Finally she dashed in with a shiny
nose and her slip showing. Little things
like this could easily make a frump out
of most stars. But not out of Ireland's
gift to Technicolor. Maureen doesn't
believe in loading her face with cosmetics. She thinks a shiny nose is a
mark of beauty on a woman. And as
for the slip — well, it's a very lovely lacy

know

gift to Technicolor,

that you

post-war

"to be

can keep them!"

world:

"four

slip, and she always wears it when she
and she doesn't mind it
has fittings,
She paid enough for it to have
showing.
the whole thing show. She bought it
several years ago when somebody invited
her to a shower given for Deanna Durbin who was just' about to marry Vaughn
Paul. She liked it so much she kept it,
and rushed out at the last minute and
bought Deanna a nightgown. "The slip,"
remarked Maureen, "lasted longer than
the marriage." "The marriage," said one
of the guests,
slip. a slip." And that
off the "was
finished
Maureen, like everybody else, was all
excited over the end of the war. "My
mind simply won't settle down," she exclaimed, "how can I talk sensibly about
anything?" Like everyone else she was
making plans for this beautiful post-war
world we've all been waiting for for so
long. "Isn't it wonderful," she said, "to
make plans and know you can keep
Her husband, Lieutenant Will Price,
who is in the Marine Corps and who
them!" in the battle of I wo Jima, will
fought
probably receive his honorable discharge
before Christmas. And Maureen has decided that before he returns to his forjob of directingin pictures
they'll
have
a realmer honeymoon
Ireland and
Europe.
She hasn't seen her family in Dublin in
seven years. And she wants to show
Will off. And Bronwyn, too. Bronwyn
is thirteen months old now and is the
spitting image of her dad. Maureen was

to six children1

determined that her first baby, if a girl,
should be called Bridget. Will was equally
determined that she should be called
Bronwyn, which is an old Welsh name,
and his favorite name. Bronwyn it is.
"Wouldn't it be wonderful to fly home
for Christmas," mused Maureen. "Or
maybe it would be better to have Mummie and Daddy fly here for Christmas,
and then we could go back with them in
the Spring on the Queen Mary. I think
(Please turn to page 89),
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David Niven? That
REMEMBER
ing
engag
your/g Englishman who
was an established romantic star
five years ago? David with the gay
"please-like-me" smile and the crisp curly
hair and the clear voice which always
seemed to hold a laugh in its tones?
He left Hollywood in 1940 to go home
to London and put on khaki uniform.
Since then he has only appeared in two
British semi-documentary films, on orders from his commanding generals. One

grin?

By Hettie
Grimstead

msgm

was the flying pieture, ,"Spitfire," and
the other "The Way Ahead," showing
how the British Army trained its men
for the African campaign. As David expresses it, with characteristic English
understatement, "I've been awfully busy
you know."
than inact,
thingspeace
doing
But other
now, with
Europe,
David
Niven is back in his beloved studio world
once more. The British Army, in which
he has been fighting these past five years,
has given him
honorable discharge.

Starting as an enlisted man — he swept
regular k.p. — he
did his
yard and
the retired
has
as Lieut.
Colonel. Two days
after he hung up his tunic in the closet,
he traveled down to Devonshire to step
out before the cameras shooting the first
outdoor scenes for "A Matter Of Life
This is the new production being made
And Death."
by Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger of "Colonel Blimp" fame. It is
a story of the aftermath of war, of

Photos by Two Cities Films, Ltd.

the men coining back to civilian life
again, and so particularly appropriate
for David's screen return. It has tall
Raymond Massey, who came from America because the role of the shrewd philosopher appealed to him so much. It
also bas Kim Hunter, another player
from Hollywood.
Kim attracted Michael Powell's attention by her beautifully sympathetic
performance as one of the young war
brides in Ginger Rogers' "Tender Com-

rade." When he was recently in New
York he met her at a backstage party
and persuaded her to cross the Atlantic
and play her first leading part in Britain.
Kim is a gently appealing little girl, with
soft brown hair and wide serious eyes,
confident
partner
perfect She
acharm.
playsforanDavid's
American Red
Cross hostess drafted to London while
David is the English soldier whose difference from the boys back home both
puzzles and intrigues her.

He had to get special permission from
Sam Goldwyn to take the part. He was
under seven years' contract to Goldwyn
when he decided to join the British
Army way back, and so confident in his
future was the great Hollywood executive, he assured David the date of that
contract should simply be put forward,
to operate again immediately David
ceased to be a soldier. David keenly
appreciated
thatturn
generosity.
During his
(Please
to page 78)
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By Barry

evolved

into a star
Listen, kids

Farrar

IF THERE is anything more en, it's
gaging thanblonde
a cherrywho
blonde
d
a cherry
evolve
from a bobby-socker into a movie
star — and that's Vivian Blaine for you
in the proverbial nutshell.
Vivian was caught up in the first
tumultuous cries of the early bobbysoekers and has watched their gregari- .
ous enthusiasms shift from taste in
the wildest swing music to the lazy
crooning of Frank Sinatra and Andy
Russell. Now she believes that even
the most rabid hepcats are beginning
to level off with themselves. They are
aligning themselves with the youngsters who made swing an American
institution, and a new era in music
is on its way in. It will be sweet on
the surface but will be backed up
with a steady beat.
"And don't forget it," she told this
writer on the set of "Doll Face," her
latest starring picture at 20th Century-Fox, "that beat is here to stay.
It's a solid something that the early
bobby-sockers demanded in their music, and it's their contribution to the
tunes
of tomorrow."
In her
own quiet, studious way Viv
— that's what her friends call her —
has become an authority on the evolution of the bobby-socker. She has
been gathering material for her theories first hand since 1936, when she
(Please turn to page 82)
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Loveliest- ever
... says

ELLA

RAINES,

-Finish

Powder

shades . ..finestever

texture,

excjuisite Ella R aines

Universal's lovely star, in "The Strange Affair

of Uncle Harry." WOODBURY WINDSOR ROSE gives fresh-rose color
to her pink-tone medium skin. Fluff it on yours — for vivid glow!

The so ravishing Ella Raines picks
Woodbury

Film -Finish Powder to

carry her smooth, screen glamour into private life, too. That's your cue
for a flawless Hollywood "finish.'

5 -way blending gives loveliest-eoer color
. . . smoothest -ever texture. New FilmFinish dings lontjer, bides blemishes bestever. Never clogs or turns
pasty. 8 star shades.

YOUR MATCHED MAKE-UP $1. Now, with your big
$1 box of. Woodbury Powder, you get your own
glamour shade of matching lipstick and rouge — at
no extra cost. No change in the box — all Woodbury
Powder now on sale is the new "Film-Finish."
Also boxes of Woodbury Powder, 254 and 101, plus tax.
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hospital room was quiet. Crisp,
THE
white sheets silhouetted the slender
form of a lovely young girl. She was
lying there still — almost too still. Eyes
closed tight, face pale as moonlight, she
barely breathed. Hair tinted by autumn,
masses of it, spilled and sprawled itself
over and around the pillow.
"Darling." It was the voice of a man.

30

TalI,*bTbncf,"handsome — he bent over her
tenderly. Eagerly he waited for her to
stir. She didn't stir.
"Darling." Once again he whispered
into her ear. "You are the mother of
two wonderful boys — tvnns!"
' The eyes on the pillow flew open. Accusingly they fixed him with a steely
stare. From somewhere came strength.
"You're a liar," she said simply.
"They're girls. One has got to be a girl,
I want to dress her up pretty."
Eyes' closed again. Sleep came. Slowly
the handsome young man resumed an
upright position. A wide, happy grin engulfed his face.
"You've got two boys," he repeated,
as if she were still listening. "Just try
that one." Then he tipof room.
and get
toed outout
of the

The day was February 19th, to be exact, that Timothy Marrener Barker and
Gregory Marrener Barker came into this
world. Not one girl (at least) as Susan
Hayward had insisted, but two boys as
Jess Barker boasted, added a last and
final touch to their maladroit marriage.
In love, out of love, married, separated.
Back together again and more in love
than
That's Both
the way
it's impulsive
been with,
Susan ever.
and Jess.
young,
it couldn't
to the. teeth,
individual
have
beenistsotherwise
Nor would
they
have wanted it any other way. How else
would they have been sure?
The advent of the twins convinced
them (if they needed convincing at this
point) that they were very fortunate
people. From the inception of their marriage they agreed to go fifty-fifty on

everything. So Susan named one twin.
Jess named the other. They compromised
on their middle' name which belongs to
Susan's
family.
just which
influenced
the However,
double addition
is side
and
probably will remain a matter of amusing conjecture.
"My mother had 13 boys," says Jess
proudly. (He calls them "a Barker's
dozen!!") "It was only natural that we'd
have twin sons."
"The boys may come from the Barker
side of the family," Susan concedes graciously. "But the twins definitely come
from the Irish branch of my family. My
paternal grandmother, Katie Harrigan,
had twins." (Dear reader: You take it
from there!)
Had the boys just been born quietly,
life and living suddenly slowed down to

NO ADVERTISOPI
a sort of violent mediocrity, the proud
parents would have been bored to tears.
Rest assured, nothing like this happened.
While Susan was in the hospital, Jess
was frantically trying to find a place to
live. He had exactly eight days to perform the miracle. Originally it was set.
Then their prospective landlord read
about the twins. The deal was off. Finally,
on the very day Susan was scheduled to
return home, Jess found the place. There
was only one catch. The present occupants were still there. While they packed,
Jess, with Susan in his arms, took her on
a personally conducted tour of the Barkers' first home.
A week later Susan took Gregory back
to the hospital. Jess was working at Universal in "Girl On The Spot." (He now
is signed there 40 weeks out of each

year.) Something was wrong. Gregory
wasn't getting enough to eat. Eventually
he would starve to death unless an operation was performed.
"He was suffering from piloricstenosis," Susan says seriously. (Even when
she's trying to be funny, it still sounds
serious. (Please
This time
turnshetodefinitely
page 60) wasn't.)

Exclusive photos by Jack Albin.
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ightly crazy
of a maladroit
marriage ana now, to their surprise,
find themselves just about the happiest
married
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At last Dennis
Morgan comes into
his own! The ingra
tiating guy with the
vibrant voice will!
have a chance to
shine and sing -in
Time,
the Place
Warners'
"The ant
the Girl." Pretty
little Martha
tured will
withbehim,
Viclcers
tea1
along with husky,
comic Jack Carson
Exclusive photos
here show Morgar
and his fellow
troupers formal
in inmoments
between

scenes.
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fell in love
both

know
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ETTY HUTTON has closed the
first chapter in her explosive career.
As Mrs. Ted Briskin she virtually
begins life anew and her multitude of
fans wonder whether Betty will resign
herself to a sober, static, housewife existence or continue her hectic ways.
Fortunately, Betty has married a man
who is the antithesis of herself. No two
people of the same temperament as

B

'lace aq
*Preff Paramount1! "InBlonde"
artha and star ofcendiary
"Stork
ibef Club" gets her
man In real life,
too. Right, Judge
Phillip L. Sullivan
husky of U. S. District
Carso Court reads the
vows which made
hotos
Betty Mrs. Theodore Briskin. Phil
vforge
Briskin,
brother andTed's
best
man, in center.

Betty's could marry and expect to maintain a happy, balanced existence. Ted
may be just the quieting influence Betty
needs. If Betty hadn't found a helpmate
in time she might have split in two like
the atom!
So Hollywood's Cinderella has come
home to roost! Betty's career is as amazing as herself. She has skyrocketed from
(Please turn to page 92)
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Sometimes
a guy
and

it seems

is, the

the longer

— but

harder

the more
he has

he has to wait

regular
to work
for suc-

cess. That's the story of Don DeFore
now that he has finally arrived, everybody says it couldn't
happened to a nicer guy

Constance

have

Palmer

One reason Don found
the fight worth winning
— adorable three-yearold daughter, Penny
Lou. The wooden cow
in the backyard is a
birthday present from
Dad. The DeFores live
a short five minutes
from the Paramount
Studio,
and that's
a
lucky
thing
Don's about
the because
busiest
actor on the lot, now
working
"TheHutton.
Stork
Club" withinBetty
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Don's daughter is a little too young for piano lessons,
but it's the highlight of her day when she is permitted
to "play" a tune or two. Sometimes Dad gets the
worst of it— for example, Penny plays the sand game,
upper right, and Don gets a sand shower right in the
eyes. Mrs. DeFore was a successful band singer before
her marriage but is strictly the home type now. She
and Don have a collection of color pictures of Penny
since the day she was born, all neatly filed (right).

BUCKING pictures the hard way
— that's been the story of Don
DeFore's career up to the minute
Hal Wallis and Paramount gave him his
first really good, undiluted, unadulterated
chance to make a hit in "The Affairs
of Susan." Up to then he'd been just
an unhappy stooge for stardom.
It all started when Don appeared in
a drama-class play at the University of
Iowa. A well-dressed stranger introduced
himself as a talent scout and awarded
him, then and there, a scholarship in
the Pasadena Community Playhouse.
Dropping his incipient law course
with pleasure and saying goodbye to
his mother, his brother and the three
sisters who lived in the family home
in Cedar Rapids, Don set out for the
West to win fame and fortune and to
take up residence with a fourth sister,
married and living conveniently in Pasadena. Everything was all set for Don
to be a success.
" — Only they don't give free scholarships at the Community Playhouse, and
the well-dressed stranger had no right
to say they did," Don explained.
"Everything
you haveI
to work for.you
And gethowthere
I worked!
couldn't go back home and I couldn't
ask them for money. That would have
been a confession of failure. So I lived
with my sister and brother-in-law for
a while and walked clear across town
every morning to service the Playhouse
bus. I had to be at the garage at
six and then back at the Playhouse in
time for the eight o'clock class. I got
a job washing dishes for my meals in
a Greasy Spoon nearby and some of the
fellows and I made a deal with a contractor to paint the whole Playhouse
dormitory. We did a swell job, too. It
sure looked nice."
Came the eventful day when Warners
called him to stand-in for Errol Flynn.
So Don — with beautiful, much-needed

dollars and a chance to be discovered
dancing before his eyes — rushed down
to the "beach to get a virile, he-man
coat of tan. This was on a Sunday and
he was to work the next day. Monday
morning it was about all he could do
to raise his well-cooked form from his
bed of pain long enough to call the
studio and ask if he should let them
know when he was able to work again.
"No," replied the casting-office dryly,
"no, Don, you needn't bother to call
Meantime, his brother had
come
out from Iowa to see
us again."
him and they decided to go
home together for a visit. The
problem of money reared its
ugly head, for their combined
assets amounted to about
fifteen dollars. However,
thought conquers all, and by
the Travelers'
with made
registering
Bureau, they
a deal
with an East-bound motorist
to go along. The two boys
were to take turns at the driving as their contribution to
the trip. The DeFore brothers slept in the car nights and
ate sparingly during the day
to conserve their cash; the
party whizzed along blithely
as far as Wyoming.
"Then, all of a sudden, the
guy insisted wTe sleep in the
hotel that night," Don said.
"My brother and I thought
that was kind of funny and
told him we were perfectly
comfortable in the car. Of
course, we were really thinking of the money a hotel
room would cost, but when
he began to get kind of sore,
we gave in. At that, a real
bed looked pretty good to
(Please turn to page 80)

Radio rehearsals can be a pleasure when
leading lady is Claude-He Colbert, above. Be
low, set conference with director Billy Wilde

i
In Paramount's "The Lost Weekend" Ray gives
an Academy Award performance. Below,, how
some of the dramatic closeuDS were made.
Give new beauty to your fingernails with Dura-Gloss,
the nail polish of perfection. Dura-Gloss is
like liquid jewelry. Its beauty and brilliance
come from Chrystallyne, a special ingredient
in the Dura-Gloss formula. It dries fast.
Its smoothness will delight you. 10^ plus tax.

Something new
Dura-Gloss Nail Polish Dryer
dries polish faster. Try it.
104 plus tax.
16 Exciting Shades

Lorr Laboratories, Paterson, N. J., Founded by E. T. Reynolds
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THERE are many clues to you, Ray,
but they get tangled, or lead up
blind alleys. There are plenty of
keys that should riddle the riddle lying
about, but some of them get mixed and
others don't fit. You are a somewhat
baffling character. Still, in the nine or
ten years I have known you, certain
facts emerge:
I know that your real name is Jack
Mullane.
You were born in Neath,

Wales, the son of a steel mill superintendent. You are one of five children.
When you were five you fell from a
swing, hastily improvised in the kitchen,
and landed on your head! At the age of
six, you planted a bed of nasturtiums
which, when they flowered, spelled out
"God Save the King." You still fancy
yourself as a fancy horticulturist, although you raise mostly potatoes in the
flower beds of your home. You also raise

chickens. Scientifically. Each chick has,
according to modern housing regulations
for privileged poultry, its separate apartment and its feet, from the egg-shell
to the grave, never touch the ground.
You were a soldier in the British
Household Guard, the king's personal
bodyguard. You were a gay blade. After
four years, you didn't like the tight
pants without pockets or the way you
had to sit your horse, still as Wellington's statue, while on duty. Having resigned, you then embarked on
a tour of Europe.
One year
later you were back in London
with pockets in your pants but
only $50.00 in the pockets. You
blew this in in a single evening,
taking Estelle Brody, the English film star, to dinner at
Ciro's. You never do anything
by Estelle
halves. introduced you to a
casting director who, unasked —
for you had never thought of
the movies as a career — offered
you a job as an extra. A couple
more of the same and you
landed a role with a provincial
troupe in "The Woman In
Room 13." So, along with many
of your more distinguished colleagues, Clark Gable and others,
' you
estly, began
in the your
ranks. career, modYou have a natural aversion
to publicity. When yon first
(Please turn to page 67)
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Audiences will take Milland seriously as a fine
actor when they have seen him in "The Lost
Weekend." Above, he enacts one of the grim
scenes from this realistic drama of a drunkard.
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CONVERSATION overheard recently on a Los Angeles bus:
1st Girl: "Have you seen 'Along Came Jones'?"
2nd Girl: "Yeah! Swell picture. That Dan Duryea is sure
1st Girl: "Isn't he a scare sack? If I'd meet him face to face
a menace."
he'd curdle me on the spot. There's really a desperate character,
I'll bet."
This vivid reputation has been earned by Mr. Duryea's work in
"The Little Foxes" with Bette Davis
(Please turn to page 72)
*
Remember "Woman In The Window"? Then you'll want to see Joan Bennett
and Dan Duryea in .fhe^oew drama, "Scarlet Street" (left). Dan is also
featured._w.ifh; Deanna Diirbi/i and Ralph Bellamy in "Lady On A Train."
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Desperate character, eh? Well, it's
disillusioning — in a nice way —
meet

up with

the real Dan

By Fredda

i1

Duryea

Dudley
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Cream together a little Now, stir this creamy
cool water and a little mixture as you pour
Quick Elastic Powder,
boiling water into it.

COOKED
Wonderful for ironing

Advance

see)

stills from

new motion
Hollywood'sJ

pictures

Hot Flash of Boiling Water Cooks It
Completely. Gives You Nice, Clear,
Cooked Starch in 30 Seconds
Test this wonderful invention today and see for
yourself
you can 1.do Make
things cooked
with it you
couldwithout
never
do with— starch.
starch
cooking it on the stove. Mix up a little Quick Elastic
and cool water. Now, bring it to the hot point —
cool it— by adding boiling water. 2. Iron cottons,
curtains, dresses, shirts — without sticking or pulling. 3. Give all the things you iron a lovely, sweetsmelling, elastic body and finish.
Note the difference in Quick
Elastic the moment you open
that buttercup
It's
powder.
No lumpsyellow
to boilbox.
down.
No waste. Gliders already in it
give you
Thousands are smooth
changing ironing.
to this dandy
powder. Join them. Learn the
pleasure of starching and ironing the Quick Elastic way.
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* That word is used time and
again by women who write us.
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Tom Conway steps info
drato add
the picture
matic conflict
to the
love scene between Ava
Gardner and George
Raft in Seymour Nebenzal's "Whistle Stop,"
which will be released
by
United Artists.
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Frocks inspired by
"The Dolly Sisters"
designed by Kiviette

Inspired

by the costumes

worn

by Betty

Grable

and June Haver in "The Dolly Sisters" is a
whole new series of very feminine fashions
Hats, too! Left, Misses Grable and Haver in their "Dolly Bonnets" which inspired the creation which Sally Victor has made up in black felt with glycerined
ostrich (lower circle). This is based on the original Orry Kelly design and has
been presented to the millinery industry to be copied in less expensive models.
Betty is shown in circle below in the saucy hat which inspired the "Dolly Breton."

The "Dolly Drape" is one
of
the season's
newJune,
houettes.
Bettyand
seen at right in a scene
from "The Dolly Sisters
have inspired the de
draped black satin dress
which is shown at left

Our exclusive home pictures
of Paramount^ wonder boy
were posed especially for this
interview. Facing page, Johnny
practices his dancing the hard
way, not to mentionthedanger
when he executes a difficult
leap with nothing but a narrow ledge to land on and
Hollywood Boulevard eight
stories below if he misses.

A LL THE girls love Johnny — Johnny
Coy of the twinkling feet, the Highland Fling and the bag-pipes. For
Johnny's
a braw,
lad who'sto come
to Hollywood
andbonny
Paramount
seek
fame and fortune.
And in saying all the girls love Johnny
it's understatement on my part. When
Paramount loaned him to Universal for
"That's The Spirit" and "On Stage,
Everybody" — both pictures with Peggy
Ryan and Jack Oakie — the girls in the
cutting-room adored him and the ones
in the still department were rooting for
him every step of the way. When I
lunched with him in the Paramount,
commissary the other day our progress
both in and out of the place was considerably impeded by "Hi, Johnny!"
and "Hi, Johnny!" there. It was a
caution how many dames found
things to consult Johnny about
while we were at table. I darn
near didn't get any story because Johnny isn't picturewise enough to give 'em the
look that says, "Scram,
sweetness — this is no lady,
it's an interviewer!"
a Scot and
wasJohnny
born Coy's
in Montreal,

Canada, under the original title of
Ogilvie Tarleton, which is fabulous in
itself. He is the only boy in a family
of seven. There are three sisters older
and three younger and they all danced
the Highland Fling and played the bagpipes at the same time like crazy. Naturally, Johnny had to hold his own with
those six sisters and he was so good at
thirteen that he entered a contest in
New York and won the championship
over competitors who had come from all
over North America.
Thirteen's practically an advanced age
to be bitten by the show-business-bug
but, nevertheless, Johnny had to be a
good boy and finish his education. But
he kept on with his dancing lessons and
perfected an intricate and difficult form
of ballet-tap by practicing eight hours a
day. Later, he got jobs with the Frolics
Club on Broadway and went out as a
featured act with -name bands.
When England went to war with Germany, Johnny enlisted in the engineers
and joined a company recruited from
the province of Quebec. He and another
lad — an American, let us be proud — were
the only ones who spoke English^ The
rest all jabbered away merrily in French.
"I had a fabulous job," said Johnny —
for everything's fabulous to him. "I was
part bar-tender and part chauffeur to
the Colonel. But after he and I got
stuck
rainyhalfway
night 'way
out
in
theone
sticks
between
here and there and he discovered
I didn't know how to change
a tire, I wasn't chauffeur
anymore — just bar-tender."
training,
the boys
were
months'
With four
loaded
on
a
ship
at
Halifax— and there they
stayed. U-boats were
(Please turn to page 76)

Johnny lives alone in his Hollywood apartment and likes
it. Favorite reading and writing: fan mail received and
answered. Favorite music:
swing records. Dancing star
of "Duffy's Tavern" admits
he's no .chef (upper right),
makes a major production
out of a simple fried egg.
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By

Judith-Ann
Perrin

Two-piece black dress suit, worn by Miss
Ratston below features the "MacArthur"
pocket, both at shoulders and either side of
peplum, accented with black gold-capped
buttons. The accordion high crown blue felt
hat is veiled. The envelope bag with its
whip-stitched handle has a filigrejs .eJasp.

deep arr
See those wide shoulders,
s-gns o f he
fscuf
at
[ong ^eves full
.ne class.c
ard
gab
Ses in windbreaker type

Photos by
Roman Freuiich,
Republic Studios.
Dresses designed
by Manbert
of California.
Hats by Wcyman
and Casper-Davis
of California.
All handbags
designed by
Ben Brody.
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Trench shoulder suit dress - Aftjfa JjJ
™*£
buttons, mannish cuff
cut. |e
has
bag
desert suede envelope

p.nk woo I sui
Tleeves is tossed over dusty

And

the new,

freer, post-war fashions are right in step
B
with the times, as posed here
%

by Vera

Hruba

Ralston,

Republic Pictures"
star of "Dakota1

A pleat-draped peplum
caught, at the waist with
rhirtestone clasp is new
note of gray suit dress
modeled by Miss Ralston,
left. Her hat has the new
high stove-pipe crown.
Right, cocktail dress with
soft dra ped front and shoulders has diamond-shaped
cutout outlined in sequins.
The little cocktail hat is
black velvet trimmed with
pink ostrich feathers. Far
right, dream dress with
full-gathered skirt of pale
blue marquisette is topped
with fitted black velvet bodice. Two big black sequin
bows are the only trimming.
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In Columbia's super-western, "Renegades,"
you'll see Evelyn in her best role to date, as a
rootin'-tootin' cowgal who has her romantic moments— as with Larry Parks, in scene at left.

the amorous genie in
REMEMBER
"A Thousand And One Nights"?
already met.
you've
Obviously,
Miss Evelyn Keyes.
For something over six years now,
this witty, talented, intelligent, hard-luck
kid has been hitting the Hollywood ball
with everything but a bazooka. She has

work,

Evelyn

y
NO ADVERT1S

WITH
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six years

had to fight every step of the way. At
any moment now, you are likely to pick
up a periodical or a newspaper telling
you about that "over-night" sensation,
Evelyn
Don't thousand
you believe
It
is more Keyes.
like TWO
andit.one
nights.
It all began down in Atlanta, Georgia,
where Evelyn grew up, knowing that
some day she was going to be an actress.
She took dancing lessons, participated
in school plays — just as any beautiful
blonde would have done — and studied

THE

of

but finally

Keyes

is

into her ow

LIGHT

piano with the intensity of a junior
Iturbi. Speaking of Iturbi, here is a story
that a friend of Evelyn's has been telling around Hollywood: seems that Mr.
Iturbi and Evelyn attended the same
party one night and each gravitated naturally, as the planets in their orbits, to
the piano. Seated side by side, they were
discussing certain passages of Chopin.
"No, it should be interpreted in this
way," said Mr. Iturbi, and played the
theme in his brilliant fashion. When he
lifted his hands from the keyboard,
Evelyn took up the melody as he had
dropped it and continued. Director
Charles Vidor turned around from a con-i
versation in which he had been engrossed,!
and uttered a dumbfounded exclamation^

mm

NO
'Look, it's Evelyn who's " "playmg. I
thought it was still Iturbi." That should
dispose of the query as to whether
Evelyn's piano study has done her any
good.
But to go back to Atlanta for a moment (and that's going to be about time
enough for our purpose, beautiful as the
city is) Evelyn Keyes of Georgia had a
sister living in Hollywood. By a series
of letters Evelyn finessed an invitation
to spend the Summer in Hollywood. This
was in the days when people were able
to get to the west coast by some means
other than pogo stick.
Also, in those good old days, it was
considered pleasant to take a guest
through a motion picture studio. (A
civilian as a studio guest is now rarer
than nylons.) So a friend of Evelyn's
took Evelyn through 20th Century-Fox.
Now comes the part that you get only
by rubbing Aladdin's lamp: while Evelyn
was gazing, golf-ball-eyed, at the making
of one of the "Charlie Chan" pictures,
an agent approached her and introduced
himself. She didn't even know what an
agent was.
"Are you in pictures?" he inquired, his
fingers crossed.
"No, I'm not," said Evelyn in her
silky southern voice. The gentleman uncrossed his fingers. He almost shouted
hosannah when Evelyn added, "But I'd
like to be."
He mumbled a series of ecstatic sentences, mentioning dates, hours, and
places at which business conversations
could be held. When he learned that
Evelyn had no professional photographs
of any kind, he made an appointment
for the accumulation of the first cudgel
in the battle for theatrical recognition.
With the pictures in hand, Evelyn was
taken to meet Cecil B. DeMille. The
first thing he noted about her. aside
from her photogenic face, was the fact
that she was wearing no fingernail polish.
Mr. DeMille has few aversions, but colored nail polish is one of them; naturally
he was ingratiated by a girl who apparently concurred with him
(Please turn to vaae 94)

starring in
TOO YOUNG TO KNOW
a Warner Bros. Picture

Lustrous, luminous

Deltah

simulated pearls — so like precious

Orientals in lustre and iridescence, provide the perfect finishing
luxury touch to everything you wear, daytime or evening. Which
explains why so many glamorous Hollywood

stars wear them con-

stantly. Necklaces and earrings, perfectly matched.
L. HELLER AND SON, INC.
FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

Time out for romance In Evelyn Keyes' latest
picture, "Renegades," with Larry Parks
enjoying his work in the opposite role.
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AT THIS moment of her interesting
l life,, Lauren Bacall is facing her
greatest decision. She feels that she should
give up the career, for which she has
worked long and hard, and make the
home for Humphrey Bogart that he has
always wanted. It's a difficult decision to
make and Bogey isn't helping any. He
refuses (and wisely, we might add) to influence her one way or the other. Either
way
by him.
But meantime
Lauren must
decideit'sforokay
herself.
In the
the
studio has given her a new contract and
much more money. Any 21 -year-old girl
in hard
Lauren's
peculiar position would find
it
to decide.

couldn't
would,
TRY
Russell for a
Gail Ladd
sock Alan
haul asoffheand
scene in "Calcutta." (Alan's last before
his blow-up with Paramount. Incidentally, he has five unreleased pictures, so he
isn't worried.) Finally, they had to ask
the sound department to inject a loudsounding wallop to replace the gentle tap
Alan- bestowed upon Gail. To get the
right effect, the sound man smacked a
cantaloup with a wooden paddle. Only in
the movies!
THE time you read this, Claudette
Colbert's dream will be a reality.
■Like wives all over the world, she has
been very lonely since her doctor-husband
went into the service. But now he is getting out, after doing a magnificent job for
our boys. As soon as they can arrange it,
BY

Above, Bing a
take their ease
awaiting their
rehearse — an
they do Frankie
is on hand to h
right, Bing gets
eyed over the voice of
"The Voice" — all in fun, of
course.
the G.l.s'
favorite Below,
cartoonist,
Bi
Mauldin, goes into a
script conference with
those two veterans of
the airwaves, Jerry
Colonna and Bob Hope.

1

Above, a cross-section of
Shirley's fans eager for
a glimpse of the bride.
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the Joel Pressman's (yep, that's her married name) are going away on a long, uninterrupted holiday. Now that peace has
been declared, wouldn't it be nice if
Claudette could have that baby she has
always wanted.

"Smoky," when
time on
SAVE
TOFred
y was
MacMurra
before the
camera, they used his exact dummy to
train the horse. Anne Baxter, Fred's costar, didn't know this. One day she came
into her dressing room, switched on the
light and let out a shriek. Empty bottles
were strewn over the floor. Absolutely
pie-eyed in Annie's bed was "Fred." The
dummy, of course — but the frightened
female didn't wait to investigate. Anne
fled from the room, wondering how she
was going to prevent the rest of the com54

pany from learning her "secret." Of
course, it was the usually mild-mannered
Fred who pulled the trick.
IT TOOK her a long time to go social,
but Sonja Henie finally cracked out
with Hollywood's first post-war party.
She gave it the works! There was a buffet
supper served inside a huge tent. A dance,
floor, music, and not to coin a phrase,
more stars than there are in heaven.
Clark Gable was with Anita Colby — not
serious (they say) but having such fun together. Joan Fontaine and Mrs. Ronald
Colman wore the same "exclusive" gown,
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which didn't make Joan too happy. Joan
Crawford and Phil Terry arrived early,
left early and danced only with each
other. They missed the best impromptu
floor show put on by Danny Kaye and
Cesar Romero.
WHEN
JOE E. BROWN asked his
daughter, Mary, what she wanted
for her birthday, Mary (who is still recovering from that terrible automobile
accident) calmly said: "Van Johnson,
Glenn Ford, Van Heflin, Keenan Wynn,
Bob Walker and Peter Lawford." Under
the circumstances, what could Joe E. do?
He called up the boys, some he didn't
know. All were working and had to get
up early. But they came to Mary's party.
Each brought her a present and an autographed photograph. She was so happy
she almost jumped out of her steel braces.
GINGER ROGERS is the co-partner
in a new enterprise. It's called
"Happiness, Inc." and for a very good
reason. Her marine, Jack Briggs, has been
given an honorable discharge and is back
in Hollywood. It came sooner than both
expected. Ginger was smack in the middle
of making "Heartbeat." So that belated
honeymoon will have to wait some more.
Jack, a former actor, will probably return
to his second great love. You know who is
first.
KEENAN WYNN is rapidly becoming the boy we'd like most to be
stranded with on a desert island. As everyone from Hollywood to Holland knows,
the Wynns are (or were until recently)
Van Johnson's best friends. All of which
doesn't impress the bobby-soxers one bit.
They really shove Keenan around when
he's with Van. (You should see his
hysterical impersonation of Van and his
fans!) One magnanimous fan did decide
to give Keenan a "break." "You're Van
Johnson's best friend, so you may sign my
book." Keenan bowed, took the book and
signed it, "Van Johnson's best friend."
Nothing else.
YVONNE DeCARLO evidently has
enough faith in her future to warrant
that purchase of a new home. She and her
mother moved out of the little cottage
they occupied in the valley. In all their
excitement, it never occurred to them to
notify the studio, or give them a new
address. Yvonne's agent was out of town
so he couldn't be reached. Studio executives finally located her by calling up
(of all places) the gas company. Just that
day they had received an order to set up
the DeCarlo kitchen range. Now everyone is cooking with gas!
TIME marches on. Recently Jane
Withers made her first trip to New
York, alone and unchaperoned by her
mother. At the train to bid her a fond
farewell was Richard Clayton, the handsome young actor who gave Jane her first
screen kiss. Dick has been in the Navy for
the past three years. Recently, honorably
discharged. The kiss Dick gave Jane at.
the train was a little different from that
original one!
ACCORDING to a recent poll, a fore- cast from the nation's exhibitors
(and they should know), the stars of to-
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You'll never worry about staying
sweet and dainty if you use Fresh.
Fresh, new cream deodorant, stops
perspiration worries completely.
Fresh contains the most effective
perspiration-stopping
known to science.
Fresh

stays

ingredient

smooth. . .never

or sticky. . .doesn't

gritty

dry out.

MOST FASCINATING AND INTRIGUING. . TUNE IN "DAVID HARDING. COUNTERSPY." WED. NIGHTS. 10 E.T.. AMERICAN (BLUE) NETWORK

0 ADVERTISED

Peter lawford and Susan Blanchard learn sandwich technique from Keenan Wynn. Center, the pretty blonde in Robert Stack's arms (dancing,
naturally!) is Suzi Crandall, new David O. Selznick discovery. At right, Louis Busch, with a recent Army discharge, kisses his wife, Janet Blair.
morrow are, in order of their appearance:
Dane Clark. Jeanne Crain, Keenan Wynn,
Peggy Ann Garner. Cornel Wilde, Tom
Drake, Lon McAllister. Diana Lynn,
Marilyn Maxwell and William Eythe.
Okay, yon fans. Drag out those books!
EDDIE CANTOR and Robert Young
please note: It's a second son for the
Franchot Tones. Name? Thomas Jefferson Tone.

CORNEL WILDE was down
WHEN
but not out, he had to sell his set of
silver. Recently he was the guest of an
ambitious Hollywood hostess. She knocked
herself out trying to be the last word in
class and elegance. So you can imagine
Cornel's secret amusement when he found
another's
silver atmonogra
memengraved
using yhis the
himself
m
table! Naturall
had been removed. Cornel recognized the
pattern because he designed it himself.

It's hard to keep up with that popular lad, Van Johnson, these days. Here he is sharing a table
at the Trocadero with Gretchen Donahue — both having a splendid time. Wish you were here?

He told Gene Tierney of his experience on
the ''Leave
still
laughing.Her to Heaven" set. Gene is

THE radio appearance of the Bing
Crosby kids on Frank Sinatra's program, was sheer magic. Frankie-boy asked
Gary what his "old man" did for exercise.
"Oh," flipped Gary nonchalantly, "he
digs in the garden." "Digs what?" persisted Sinatra. "Digs holes to bury your
records."
swooned. Gary came back at him. Frankie

Above, Nona Massey and Lt. J. B. Kutx intercepted by autograph seeker at the Cocoanut Grove. Center, Vincent Price lends his histrionic ability
to the dramatic role of a war hero on CBS airshow. Right, George Manning, Helen Walker and Glenn Billingsley make it a gabfest at the Trocadero.

has been postRAZOR'S ponedEDGE"
out at 20th Century. The
reason is pretty obvious. The role of Larry
just cries out for Tyrone Power. There is
every reason to believe that lie will be a
civilian within the next few months. Of
all the big name players who went into
the service, no one has done a better job
and received less fanfare than Ty. Let's
give three rousing cheers to a guy who has
always remained modest and unassuming.

IN A few months Eleanor Parker will
have her final divorce decree from
Fred Losee. Which means that Eleanor
will be free to marry Joe Kirkwood, Jr.,

Warner Bros.) read a complete novel
while waiting for his girl friend to re-

our
we'll eat
If she
pro.buy
golfand
the
Bond.
extra Victory
an doesn't,
words
These two are inseparable. If Eleanor has

she christened her new son,
WHEN
Loretta Young sent out telegrams
serving as invitations. Rosalind Russell
gave the baby a silver cup. On it was engraved the very words of the telegram,
which makes for a permanent record of
the time, the place, and the boy.

isn't
Joe \wai4s,
where and^
or social,
date, ,business
aincluded
her there
he drives
outside. Recently Joe (who is no lo^er
being groomed for an acting career at

Top, Orson Welles, and Dinah Shore with husband George Montgomery,
chat before Armed Forces Radio Services' broadcast. Above, Desi Arnaz
and Lucille Ball provide interesting conversation for S. P. Eagle, producer.

appear. Let's face it. That's love.

Top,
Glenn Fordand
enjoys
\ gag
at CBS "The
Doctor
Fights"
broadcast
with
Dee Engelbach
Jimmy
Wellington.
Above,
Charley
Russell,
Buff Cobb
Bautzer, Bill Eythe, Dinah Shore and George Montgomery attend premiere.
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Frances has honey-spun hair, delft-blue eyes-and a "mighty-like-a-rose" complexi

Rominent

Doctor's Daughter

to wed Navy Captain's Son

The engagement of Frances Hutchins
to Ensign Allister Carroll Anderson
has been announced by
Dr. and Mrs. Amos F. Hutchins
HER RING is an Annapolis "miniature"

Beautiful Stoakley House, where
Frances lives, is one of the aristocratic old homes near Annapolis —
so it's very natural that she is marrying into the Navy.
She's another engaged girl with
that "soft-smooth" Pond's look that
just seems to belong to romance.
"I like Pond's Cold Cream better
than any I've ever used," Frances
says. "It feels simply luscious — and
it certainly gives my skin perfectly
grand help."
Heres the way she uses Pond's Cold
Cream: She smooths snowy-soft

Stoakley House, Md.
Pond's all over her face and throat
and pats "with good brisk little pats"
to help soften and release dirt and
make-up. Tissues all off.

She rinses with more Pond's for
extra cleansing and softening —
creaming her face with little circles

ANOTHER POND'S "CANTEEN GIRL" — Frances
helped organize the canteen sponsored by
Ogontz Junior College near Philadelphia. The
girls in her college have made it a big part of
and
their own special war work — serving coffeemore
"snacks." Volunteer workers are needed
than ever for recreation centers — can you help?

of her Pond's covered fingers. "This
twice-over cleansing leaves my skin
so soft and smooth," she says.
Use Pond's Cold Cream Frances' way
— every night, every morning, and for
daytime clean-ups. It's no accident so
many
more cream
women at prefer
Pond'sGettoa any
other face
any price.
big
luxurious jar today!
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"Hollywood Victory

*

Caravan," produced mountby
Para-of
on behalf
Victory Loan drive,
Is on its way.
Scenes show Bing
Crosby, Charles
Victor, Virginia
Welles and Bob
Hope (right) ; Marjorie Weaver, Betty
Hutton, and Dona
Drake (below).

FOR

A LOVELY

BELLE

with shiny, sparkling hair
'\A#haf
beautiful
everyone
■ « said.a And
indeedbride!"
she was—
with
her lovely smile and her lustrous hair
that sparkled and danced with countless highlights.

Yes, there
was certainly a thrilling change
hair
since
in Ruth's
her ha i rdresser suguse Nestle Colorinse. Gone was gesteditsshe
dull, drab look — and instead — it
gleamed with silky sheen and richer,
natural-looking color.

Everyone
knows (especial y the
stronger
Sex) how
much more
attractive a
girl
b e comes when
her hair is bright and sparkling. Why
not let Nestle Colorinse make your
hair lovelier, too. Use it tonite— after
your shampoo !

by Heill* — mifinwan •( jurmoitenf »«»J«9,

COLORINSE
In 10 f and SSf tint.
At beauty toitnttri

KEEP HAIR IN PLACE ALL DAY LONG
Delicately perfumed Nestle
Hairlac keeps all styles of
hairdos looking well-groomed
throughout the day. Also adds
sheen and lustre to your hair
2 Vj oz. bottle 250.
HAIR LAC
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left, Sgt. Lena Basilone shows
ppings about her Medal of
nor winning husband to Martha
Scott and S. H. Fabian, National
airman of the Motion Picture
ustry's Victory Loan drive,
ey're doing their part. AreYOU?
******

"Double"

Indemnity

Continued from page 31
Jess couldn't get off. I was afraid to
wait. So I took Gregory to the children's
hospital alone."
Translated, Gregory couldn't digest his
food. The operation, a corrective measure, was a success. Susan didn't cry.
But he did look so tiny, so little and
helpless lying there on the operating
table. Now he bears the scar (also red
hair) which distinguishes him from his
illustrious brother. There are other differences too. Indeed! If you aren't up
on your twin-ology, just listen to Susan
Hayward Barker, the little mother who
expounds with authority.
"There are three different kinds of
twins. Identical twins, fraternal twins
and mirror image twins." (For your enlightenment, gentle reader, the Barker
brothers are fraternal twins.) "Gregory
is quiet, not so demonstrative. Timothy
is affectionate and a hellion."
Even during their hectic courtship,
Susan and Jess seldom went in for night
life. Not night life at night clubs. They
do love to stay up late. They also hate
to get up early. Since their marriage they
stay home more than ever.
"We're still getting to know each
other," Susan explains. "We never want
S CREENL AND

to get to that stage where we take each
other for granted. This won't happen
as long as we feel we don't know each
Occasionally
other
enough." when they do go out to
parties, the results are usually disastrous.
Due to Susan's warm heart, according
to Jess. This is what happens. They meet
lots of people. Some Susan knows and
likes. Others she vaguely remembers and
doesn't care about one way or the other.
Then there are those usual characters
one meets at every party. No one has
ever met them before. No one ever expects to meet them again.
People, being people, ask politely after
the twins. Susan beams. Then she waxes
enthusiastic. Before she knows she's doing it, she's inviting them over to the
house. And of course they must stay for
dinner. She really never expects them to
take her seriously. They always do.
Comes seven-thirty an evening or so
later, in walks a hungry looking group
of
Guess
who's
amazed
onepeople.
of all!
Susan
hasthea most
special
little
prayer she dedicates to spaghetti.
There are six people in the Barker
household. The papa, the mama, the
twins, a cook and a nurse. When they

and

delightful

to

know

. . . you're

Like a phrase you remember in music. ..like a song that echoes in your

Boulevard • Dawn
Rose Glow • Rachel

heart. His whispered words pay tribute to the loveliness you know
is yours... confident, alluring in your Filmtone makeup. Liquid Cream
in a slender crystal tube... blended on with fingertips for lasting
petal-smoothness... denying every blemish... yet revealing the natural tones
of your skin glowing through. Be lovely to look at always... with
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In Liquid Cream
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POPULAR

SONGT ipS&ccfuired the. house they automatically
inherited "Timmy." He's part coyote,
LEARN
PIANO
part
chow and
thinks hehe'swas
a dog.
Coincidentally
enough,
originally
IN ONE
WEEK
christened Timothy. There's a pet squirrel who lives under an old bed spring
Or Your Money Back!
in the garage. So as not to show partiality, they've christened him Gregory.
Simplest Home Piano
The Barker house, two-storied and
Course Ever Offered!
Georgian, nestles at the base of a Beverly hill. Next to the nursery, which
From Actual Sheet Music!
came completely furnished and ready for
You don't have to know a single note of music.
In one week you will plav favorite melodies —
action, Jess and Susan like best a tiny
WITH BOTH HANDS. Thousands of professional pianists have been trained this amazingly
play-room downstairs. In one corner
simple way. Clear, exact illustrations. Head
stands her portable piano. Books, his
notes as musicians do ! Surprise and delight your
friends! "Spark Simplex Piano Course" . .$1.00
pipes, ash trays (usually full) , personal
-WHAT OTHERS SAY
possessions, give evidence that here is
where the Barkers spend most of their
"Now I can read music as though it were
plain words. I can't express my thanks to
time.
A special feature of the bar is a
you." (J.G.)* . . . "Your course is all you
said
it
was
and
more."
(W.F.
)*
...
"I
am
white
friendship
apron. There's always
teaching my children, and they find your
a pen handy and a bottle of India ink.
course so very interesting." (Mrs. D.E.B.)*
* Names supplied on request.
Famous or favorite guests are asked to
sign their names. The apron is rapidly
BOOGIE-WOOGIE
IS EASY!
becoming a collector's piece.
If you can already play piano a little, here's a
Within hog-calling distance of the
great
opportunity!
It's
easy
to
learn
how
to
beat out the hottest music your friends ever
Barkers live enough stars to cast an
heard, in authentic Boogie-Woogie Style. Offer
MGM super-duper. On any sunny day,
limited, so act quickly.
Susan and Jess can see Greer Garson by
"Hoouie-Woogie
EXTRA GIFT! Is
If Kasy"
you order either of $1.00
these
merely looking out of their window.
remarkable courses at once, you will receive,
WITHOUT CHARGE, a copy, of the great new
Olivia DeHavilland, James Craig, and
song, music).
"Love Never Says Goodbye" (complete
sheet
Maureen O'Hara are close enough to
loan a cup of sugar — if anyone had sugar
HYPNOTISM!
VENTRILOQUISM !
to loan. It's a charming bone of contenHypnotism is not some form of black
tion between the Barkers, who have two
magic. It is a scientific method of mind
control which you can easily learn.
babies, and Maureen O'Hara, who only
Know how to focus and subdue your
has one. To keep peace in the family,
subject's
will
so
that
he
must
obey
all
your commands!
Jess bought Susan individual baby bugVentriloquism is the art of seeming to
gies. The rich Beverly hill billies are
throw your voice anywhere you wish. A
quite accustomed to whizzing past Susan
little practice in yonr spare time will enable you to deceive anyone. Play tricks
and Jess, each afoot, each pushing a
on your friends! Fool your enemies! Foltwin.
lowrical
the methods
performers! used by famous theatHypnotism and Ventriloquism. . .$1.00
If Susan had her way, she'd eat five
meals a day. She's always hungry.
Stashed
room
half
-eatenaway
box inof every
cookies
or there's
crackers.a
DRAW
FEMALE FIGURES
Anyone can draw these gorgeous beauties, shown in every conceivable pose! A
hundred illustrations of lovely, true-tolife female figures make it easy. Follow
the outlines with your pencil and delight yourself with your progress . $1.0O

There's even one on the night stand next
to their over-sized double bed. All of
which provokes a great deal of kidding
at Susan's expense. All of which she completely ignores. Weighing in at 112, Susan
need not worry. One of her favorite possessions is,an autographed photograph
of Jess. He gave it to her when they
were going together. On it he wrote:
"To Susan, I'll get you yet." After they
were
married,
added:
When
Susanhe and
Jess "P.S.
fuss Iatdid."
each

BE A CARTOONIST!
Cartoonists and comic strip artists are
among
biggest
in
America thetoday
and money-makers
the demand for
skilled cartoonists is increasing stea dily.
Develop your own talents! This amazing
book shows how simple shapes and forms
— which you can draw — can be combined
to produce almost any object. . .$1.00
SECRETS OF BEAUTY AND HEALTH!
Good looks, charm and good health go
hand in hand! Sparkling vitality and
physical allufe can be yours, if you follow the rules and suggestions in this
amazingly easy physical culture book!
You Can Live to 100
$1.00
You need send no money. (To
FREE
save postal
however,
enclose cash charges,
with order.)
Merely
OFFER!
Pay
trie
postman
for
your
books,
on delivery, plus postal charges.
If, after
five will
days'be trial,
you are
not satistied,
your
money
promptly
refunded.
MAIL COUPON NOW!
York Publishing
Co., Dept. HU-3
1
600 Lincoln
Road Ruildmg
I Miami Beach 39, Fla.
I Gentlemen: Ri sh me the books checked below- I will
| pay Topostman
for them
on delivery,
postal charges.
save postal
charges,
I enclosepluspayment,
in cash
■I charges
or money paid.
o'der. My books will be sent to me with all
I □ Simplex Piano Course
$1.00
Boogie-Woogie
Easy
1.00
I □□ Hypnotism
and IsVentriloquism
1.00
I □ Draw the Female Figure
1.00
1 □ Be a Cartoonist
1.00

You Can Live to 100
| □Name
|I
Address
| City
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Zone... State

1.00
I
I
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other — and show us a young married
couple who doesn't — it's usually one of
two reasons. These they delight in telling on each other.
"Jess can spend hours doing nothing,"
grins
Susan.
neveris seen
to fail.
The "But
minuteI've
dinner
servedit
(wouldn't you know it would be about
dinner!) he either starts to read the
paper or water the lawn. And it has to
done then."
be "Mrs.
Barker," kids Jess, "is as quiet
as a mouse. You'd never know she was
in the house, that is, unless you tried to
take a nap. Then doors begin to slam.
Not a door. But every door in the place.
Of course it's always the wind!"
Speaking seriously, the genuine happiness they have found together reflects
itself handsomely. Jess has never done
better work. Universal has wonderful
plans for him. And now, Susan is on
the same lot. Recently she terminated
five years with Paramount. Perhaps the
most persistent for her exclusive services
SCREENLAND

was producer David Selznick. After careful consideration, Susan signed with Walter Wanger. His is a one boss unit. In
her time Susan has had a dozen different
"authorities" pushing her around in as
many different directions. Her talents
were wasted. Her hopes blasted. She
never wants this to happen again.
Walter Wanger has Susan's interests
at heart. "Canyon Passage" is her first
picture under his banner. Future production plans couldn't be more exciting.
The day Susan was supposed to sign her
contract, she didn't sign. She had seemed
eager enough. Naturally it puzzled Walter Wanger. Later on he got Susan on
the phone. "The moon wasn't right,"
she told him. "I'll sign in the next few
days." Which of course, she did. Soon
after signing she received a huge basket
of American Beauty roses. "I'm happy,"
wrote Susan's new boss. "I hope the
moon
happy and
too."Jess are pleased about
Whileis Susan
everything (especially the twins) there
are two people who didn't quite share
their enthusiasm at first. One was Jess'
mother. She just knew Susan was going
to have a girl. One girl. So she sewed
and sewed, everything pink. One look
at the twins, however, and she was easily
won over. Then there was the attendant
at the corner gas station. He, too, knew
that Susan was going to have a girl.
• Speaking of gas (fill 'er up, boys!) ,
because of rationing (then) Susan came
darn close to giving birth to the twins
on Sunset Boulevard. They were dining
with their good friends, the Sam Ormonds. Susan cooked the turkey. The
Ormonds having an early call, Susan and
Jess decided to take in a movie. They
chose "I'll Be Seeing You." That harrowing scene where Joseph Cotten has
the spell was on the screen. Susan sat
there listening to his heart beats. Suddenly they seemed unusually real. Unusually close. Jess felt her hand clutch
his. Even in the dark he could see she
was the color of pale chartreuse.
It was late at night. Jess had barely
enough gas to get to the one station
still open.
"I've got to get some gas right away,"
he cried. "I'm on the way to the hospital. My wife is going to have a baby
and I can't find my coupons."
If looks could kill, Jess would have
been a dead pigeon. Just as the attendant was walking away in disgust, a second attendant appeared. Being a fan
at heart and a fiayward-Barker fan in
particular, he recognized them at onceThat did it. Exactly one hour later the
twins were born. Eventually Jess relaxed. His tight fist opened. There still
clenched in the palm of his hand were
the missing gasoline coupons!
Eventually Jess got around to buying
up all the red roses in town. With them
he sent a formal note of acceptance.
"Thank you very much, Mrs. Barker,
for
two lovely
he wrote.
Susantheordered
him a boys,"
gold money
clip.
Engraved on the back, in her own handwriting, she answered. "Thank you for
That's the way everything is between
your cooperation!"
Susan
and Jess. Completely on a cooperative basis. One hundred per cent
all the way, from now on.
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This Is What

I Believe

Continued from page 20
in, then I would have failed as a parent.
And a
at all
The
to the

faith you couldn't depend upon
times wouldn't be good enough.
reaction throughout our country
death of President Roosevelt indicated how reverent Americans are as

a nation. We don't carry our religion
on our sleeves, so to speak, nor talk
about it very much, but everyone seemed
to experience a definitely religious reaction. You could see this reflected in
the sadness of many faces. The knowledge of it was on every face you saw.
A son of God had died and a nation
mourned. Then it was swept by a wave
of patriotism, a sense of determination
to carry on.
I believe that such men as Roosevelt
and Lincoln were sons of God. To me,
Jesus Christ is not the only son of God.
There have been many sons, I think,
none of them probably as great as He,
but true sons nevertheless. All men who
fight for the right are, I think. Men
like Mohammed or Confucius too, were
sons of God, and tried to help others by
teaching the power of good. As someone has said, "There is only one God,
but the paths to Him are many and
devious."
The church is an organization of mankind, and therefore is obviously fallible. But the spiritual strength gained
by people worshipping sincerely and
humbly together transcends the organi-

zation. It is a form of brotherhood.
Julie, my daughter, who is too young
to go to church (she'll be five in July)
goes to Sunday school. However, I believe your church is in your heart, just
as your home is where your love is.
of one's
home,
in Speaking
a beautiful
mansion
and you
not can
havelivea

would like them to judge you. You
wouldn't like it if Harry Jones took it
for granted that you were a so-and-so
because, although he'd never met you,
he'd heard from several different people
that you were. So the only generous
thing you can do is to meet Harry Jones
for the first time without any feeling
home. Home and all that it means are
of prejudice against him, regardless of
revered because a real home is a rare
what other people have said about him.
and priceless thing. It takenWrljllWl^^^L bj
jelieve that every individual's life
and love to make a house a homef«f*©r£ ff |l|<5uld contain something bigger than
himself, although for many people that
are some people congenitally unable to
never happens. Many men were straightshare, who are happier living alone — but
are their houses homes? I believe that
ened out by life in the armed forces,
they are not, really.
which taught them that there was someOf course all human beings need solithing in this world bigger than themselves.
tude at times. There are times when
I believe that most people are pretty
I feel I must be alone, to get things
straightened out in my own mind. I
good folks, in and out of the service.
don't think this desire to be alone at
After all, we have a civilian Army, let's
times is as selfish as it seems on the
face it, and it's made up of the same
surface, because for a human being to
kind of guys you meet in this country
be a good working instrument or tool,
everywhere. Though it's a civilian Army,
he has to take care of the tool itself.
it adapted itself to the emergencies of
And the tool is dependent on physical
war very quickly. And that's one reason
and mental health. What can be called
why we won the war — because we are
selfishness is often nothing of the sort.
an adaptable nation. The source of the
If you are confused or out of tune or
strength of our country is its adaptability.
deeply troubled, you can't give of yourNo one individual can answer why the
self or help other people. You must Jirst
solve the troubles within yourself.
world had to be plunged into war, but
I believe that in order to live with
I think it is all a part of God's plan.
other people, you must be able to live
Perhaps the nation — perhaps the whole
with yourself first . My rule for that is
world had to be tempered and tested,
to be the best self you can.
perhaps punished. Certainly, we allowed
In living with other people and getlethargy and baseless optimism to befog
ting along with them harmoniously, it
our thoughts. People said, "Oh, everyseems to me that you should judge
thing will be all right," and ignored the
fact that things do not right themselves;
people with as little prejudice as you
SCREENLAND
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OVERGLO has a lanolin and oil base . . . Does
not give an artificial masked appearance . . .
Overglo effectively hides tiny wrinkles, lines, and
minor blemishes . . . Goes on evenly — does not
streak. Easy fingertip application — no sponge or
cotton needed . . . Gives you a flawless looking
complexion and a fresh, well-groomed appearance
for the day without constant repowdering . . .
Overglo comes in seven flattering skin-tinted shades
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you must take definite steps to right the
things that are wrong. If a guy hates
your guts and wants to destroy you, the
sooner you realize it and take steps to
prevent it, the better of! you are. To
me, this applies to nations and ideologies
as well.
The forces of evil we fought had to be
fought, but we shouldn't be satisfied
simply with fighting against these things
overseas; but should go into our own
backyards and clean those up, too.
I believe in honesty and its tremendous importance in human relationships.
All the great discoveries in science have
been made through honest curiosity. All
the great ethical beliefs have been given
to us through men who were honest
enough to face anything, even death,
for their beliefs. One young man with
nothing in the world but truth in Him
lived only 32 years. But the truths He
taught rerouted the course of billions of
lives and changed the history of the
world. There is no one alive today, 2000
fluence.
years later, whose life He doesn't inTo me, honesty is just as important
in little things. You can lie, for instance,
by telling half-truths. I don't believe in
telling white lies nor in always telling
people what they want to hear, if they
want to hear the wrong thing.
If friends respect your judgment and
ask you your opinion, I think they are
entitled to the truth. If a woman looks
ghastly and asks you whether you think
she looks all right, don't reassure her.
Tell her the truth, that she doesn't look
well and suggest that perhaps she should
see a doctor. Naturally, this is a mere
figure of speech but it illustrates, I think,
what I mean. If you tell her she looks
well when she doesn't, she may postpone a visit to her physician that she
should really make.
I believe in honesty between friends
even on what are sometimes considered
trivial matters. If a woman wears a silly
hat and asks you what you think of it,
you should tell her the truth, and maybe
next time she'll wear a better-looking
hat. Although about this particular subject, I admit a mere man could be
likened to a soldier attacking a tank
with a toothpick!
I know that honesty about little things
is contrary to the general concept of
"how to win friends and influence
people." But, as I say, friends are entitled to the truth. Friendship is a very
precious thing because true friendship
needs deep understanding and great
honesty. One of the best friends I have
is
I haven't
for we
threeseeyears.
Buta man
no matter
how seen
seldom
each
other, I think that friendship will sur- 0
vive the test of time and separation, because it is founded on honesty and understanding.
No matter how subtle dishonesty is,
it can do great harm. Much dishonest
bilge is published in novels and short
stories, by writers who pretend that difficult problems can be solved by a simple
turn of the wrist. I doubt if any difficult
problems were ever solved so fortuitously. Ibelieve that such false points
of view, promulgated by so many writers,
are responsible for much youthful maladjustment. Having been brought up

on thfe^JtArJW -ffl&EL tlsafchCfcEes 3iappy ^ending through a simple twist of the wrist,
youngsters try this pallid theory out. It
often ends with their facing a brick wall
at 20. They don't know how to solve
their problems. Nothing in the books
they have read has given them any clue.
For instance, there's the matter of a
happy marriage. A vine-covered cottage
for two who are in love — how many novels, songs, etc., have said that if two
people are emotionally attracted by each
other and in love, all the rest will come
automatically? How many short stories
have hinted or stated that love is enough
to make marriage a success? And how
many shorter marriages have proved the
contrary!
a rule,that
there's
tion in theAsstories
the no
two suggeslovers
have to use good judgment about many
things and have to work to make their
marriage a success, as they would work
to make anything else a success.
In order to achieve a successful marriage, you must never quit working at
it. You cannot be intolerant or selfish.
You must know the reasons behind your
mate's actions, and try to understand
them. You must see his or her point of
view as clearly as your own. Please
don't think that this is something that
I have propounded. It is merely common sense. And I am sure most reasonable people will agree with me.
When you ask people what they want
most out of life, they will often say,
"Happiness." That's a natural answer,
I suppose, but the truth is that you cannot make a frontal attack on happiness
and get it. At least, that's what I believe. Ibelieve that happiness is a byproduct of other things and not a direct
objective. It is a by-product of work — ■
not merely at your job — but the overall work of living. A job well done during the day brings happiness at night.
I believe that you are allotted something
to do every day to the best of your
ability — and whether it'.s digging a ditch
or being president of a great nation, if
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□ Banishing 5 o'clock shadow
□ A liiile shaver
Borrow Dad's shaving brush, soap your face,
and start
up on beauty.
It's stimulating .. .brushing
and the thorough
cleansing
helps,
if you've a tendency to blackheads. Now is
the time to safeguard your complexion. And,
to safeguard your daintiness. You see, now
Kotex contains a deodorant, to help you stay
daisy-fresh on certain days. Mind you, the
deodorant can't shake out — because it is
processed right into each Kotex pad, not
merely dusted on! How carefree you'll feel
with
extra this
pennynewto Kotex
pay! "extra" — and not one

Is this nifty giftie —
[~1 A compact
□ A bracelet
□ Both
Here's a fetching new twist for the wrist — a bracelet-compact (complete with mirror).
Dreamed up to give you a free hand, at sports
or whenever a purse seems cumbersome. For
free action on calendar days, remember to
choose the napkin designed to give you chafeless comfort: Kotex. There's lasting softness
in Kotex — unlike pads that bunch and rope.
Kotex does more than just "feel" soft at first
touch, for Kotex is made to stay soft while
wearing. You'll have nary a care with Kotex.
It's a bright trick to go Christmas dating
with —

you do your day's work to the best of
your ability, you can go to sleep at night
and sleep well.
I believe that whatever you do, you
should do to the best of your ability.
Magazines and newspapers recently reported on a speech which Gertrude
Stein, the famous author, made before a
group of G. I. Joes overseas. She said
people were worrying too much, and they
should take things less seriously.
One G.I. spoke up. "Of
not an artist," he said, "but
to do the best work I'm
I'm a plumber. I want to
plumber possible." I think
actly right.

□ Mistletoe on your wind
□ Baubles in your hair
O Your heart on your sleeve

Catch a beau with mistletoe? Or by letting
him think you're a smitten kitten? Try a
smarter way. Be original. Look charming.
It's a bright trick to wear a wee cluster of
Christmas tree ornaments in your hair. You
can be charming on all occasions (even
"those") when you're confident. Kotex keeps
you so. With Kotex no revealing outlines
can ruffle the smoothness of your frock, your
poise. That's because Kotex has flat tapered
ends that don't show. And the special safety
center of Kotex gives plus protection — helps
spare you embarrassing accidents.

course I'm
I also want
capable of.
be the best
he was ex-

In her book, "The Fountainhead,"
Ayn Rand says that people are too often
merely a composite of what other people
think of them. In other words, many
people aim so hard to please others that
in the process they lose themselves and
become psycho-neurotics. I think there
is much truth in this.
I have been given a great deal of advice in Hollywood — some of it good,
some of it bad. When I first got out
here and was under contract at the
Goldwyn Studios, the head of the publicity department said, "Your type of
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The lathered lady is —
□ Brushing up on beauty
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acting, John, went out with hoopskirts.
You're an eyebrow actor. You don't do

food/

1 can

hardly

wait

/

That's the way baby feels about feeding time
when mother serves Gerber's! Your baby gets
these four advantages in Gerber's Strained Foods:
(1) Cooked by steam to retain precious minerals
and vitamins, (2) Uniform, smooth texture, (3) Extra
good taste, (4) Every step laboratory-checked. Your
baby will do well on Gerber's— with the trademark
"America's Best-Known Baby" on every package!
Special Cereals for Babies' needs
Most babies need iron at three months or more
after birth. Gerber's Cereal Food and Gerber's
Strained Oatmeal have generous amounts of added
iron and B complex vitamins. Both cereals are extra
tasty, both are pre-cooked, ready-to-serve.
Remember, it is always wise to check your
baby's feeding program wjth yoor doctor

FREMONT, MICH.

sample
Mv baby is now
months
old. Please send me free samples
of
Gerber's
CerealOatmeal.
Food and
Gerber
s Strained

J 5 kinds8 kinds
of Strained
Foods,
of
Chopped Foods, 2
special Baby Cereals,
© 1945, G. P. C.
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Address: Gerber Products Co., Dept. D-12-5, Fremont, Mich.
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But I believed then, as now, that sincerity pays off. Granted I didn't know
aanything."
hell of a lot about acting and still
don't, you're bound to learn something
in eight years, and as long as you have
a foundation of sincerity, you can't get
too far from your home base. You can't
kid the camera. It's too close. You have
to try to be whatever you are playing.
Nobody can ever accuse Tracy or Stewart or Bergman or Fonda of hamming
it up. They don't do a hell of a lot of
what is sometimes called acting — it's
the thinking they do about their roles
that counts. Styles in acting may change
but one thing never changes — sincerity.
I believe that publicity should be just
as honest or sincere as anything else. By
the nature of the beast, publicity is a
balloon. By the time the third person
has repeated a story about some star,
the story is generally distorted.
I believe in love, not necessarily in
love at first sight. Anything can happen
in life. You can know some people for
ten years and not know them at all, and
know other people for two days and
really know them.
I am never surprised at anything that
happens. The best and the worst can
happen to anyone. I am not talking
about psychic phenomena; I have no
truck with so-called "spiritualism." But
I have seen bad things happen, horrible
accidents, people killed. The worst or
the best can happen in this very changing world — and I believe that whether
the best or the worst happens, it is all
part of a plan.
One tragedy I know of befell a serviceman friend of mine. All his life he
had wanted to be a policeman. He
worked for this as hard, as much as a
man can work for anything. He volunteered for a particular combat unit because it added points to the record he
was building up for the police force. He
kept building up points in service for
this record. Then he had one leg shot
off, which destroyed this one young
man's dream thoroughly.
It is hard to understand why a thing
like that should have happened, but I
believe that God has some compensation
for fellows like that. Right now he is
thinking more than he ever thought before. Only time can reveal what compensations life holds in store for him.
When such things happen, all anyone
can do is to do the best he can. Life
is a continual process of adjustment and
readjustment. Change, it has been said,
is the process of all growth. I believe
that it is the continual adjustment and
readjustment which we make to change
which is the process by which we grow.
And that growth and continual change
are all part of the same Divine plan.
We are all full of prejudices, and try to
adapt the world to ourselves, but in time
.we all learn that we must adapt ourselves to the world.
We are eventually affected by everything everybody does, and other people
are affected by the things we do. If we
do them honestly to the best of our
ability, we may accomplish our destiny
in the allotted span of time.

Memo

to Ray Milland

Continued from page 37
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came to Hollywood, you refused to
"talk." "As a result," you said, "they
made up such flagrant yarns about me
that I was discouraged for life."
Since you greeted publicists with the
cordial salute, "You'll never get anything
out of me," they didn't feel for you too
fervently. The press didn't love you
madly, either. Of late years, you've softened, although still not spendthrift of
hot copy. Concerning strictly personal
matters, you are unequivocally mute.
You are, according to your colleagues,
"moody and uncommunicative" on the
set, but can become "buried alive" in a
game of chess or klabriash. When you
have what you consider a really important scene to do, you pace up and down
the length of the sound stage until called
to the cameras.
You are, you insist, a shy individual.
You are, also, although you may slap my
ears back for mentioning it, a kind and
sympathetic one. No star is kinder to
new players.
You teamed with Dorothy Lamour,
Veronica Lake, Deanna Durbin and Gail
Russell in their first pictures and helped
(I have their warm words for it) each
one of them.
"Ray was the first," Dottie Lamour
recalled, "to tip me off that I should
never back into the lens but always keep
my face towards it. I've never forgotten
that. Far from being a scene-stealer,
Ray is a scene-giver-awayer."
Gail Russell said, "If I had made my
first picture, 'The Uninvited,' with anyone but Ray, there would probably never
have been a second. He knew how frightened Iwas and he was casual and easygoing in scenes with me, kidded me between scenes, not too much, but just
enough to be relaxing. He took pains to
help me."
When told of the girls' gratitude, your
off-hand explanation was, "It's to my
own advantage to make them feel and
good."
look
In common with Bing Crosby, Ray,
you're a man who can't be thanked. By
anybody. For anything.
I know that you made three separate
grand entrances to Hollywood, accompanied (each time, a bit more faintly)
by the rolling of drums and the blare of
trumpets that are the standard equipment for any British actor entering
Hollywood. But nothing much happened.
So then you went back to England and
tried sneaking up on Hollywood quietly.
You also did this three times, spending
all your money on commutation tickets
between England and Hollywood. Still
nothing much happened. You got a few
parts, most of them small, all of them
routine, none of them leading starward.
During the last invasion, you were
down to your last dime and eating mostly
cokes and sandwiches on the cuff at
Schwabs Drugstore on Sunset Boulevard.
You still patronize the store regularly.
In those lean days, you used to sit on
a bench at the bus stop on the corner of
Laurel and Sunset and watch the movie
stars go back and forth. When the strug-
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ADVERTISEMENT
gle became too grim and the pangs of
hunger too
knife-like,
ISE^to be->
RTdecided
ADVEyou
come anNO
agent. You had one client. Her
name was Eunice Quedens. Rechristened
Eve Arden, Eunice is now doing handsomely. "No thanks," you said with your
wry smile "to Milland." Eve still has
your picture autographed to "My One
the same
thin time, you were kicked
andIn Only
Client."
out of an apartment house on Sunset
Boulevard when you couldn't pay the
$25.00 a month rent. Now you pass the
apartment daily as you drive to and
from the studio. Recently, you could

ACT

I: Back

Home

to Mother

Mary expected sympathy from her
mother when she left Joe after that
last big quarrel. But what she got was
better — good, sensible advice! "Of
course you know about feminine hynene,
her mother told her, "But

. . .

listen to me, dear . . . now-and-then
care isn't enough. A wife shouldn't
risk her marriage happiness by being
careless even once!" She advised
Mary to use Lysol disinfectant for
douching — always.

have bought the place, but didn't.
You ate again, thanks to one of those
inexplicable coincidences that make fiction and real life stories so fascinating:
Literally down to your last dime you
heard, one day, of a job in a down-town
Los Angeles service station, so spent the
dime to ride the bus to get there. Enter
the "inexplicable coincidence" in the person of Paramount 's casting director, Joe
Egli, who was also riding the bus, his car
having broken down. Egli recognized
you because he had seen you on the
screen in "Bought," with Constance Bennett, inor
"The
and one
two Man
others.Who
He Played
had not God"
been
too impressed, but as he watched you
that day on the bus, he got an entirely
different reaction, took you to the studio
with him, promising you work. Which
you got. Plenty of it. Beginning with a
role in "Bolero," followed by another in
"We're Not Dressing," followed by a
Paramount contract and a demand from
Claudette Colbert that you play her
leading man in "Arise, My Love" or she
wouldn't play. She got you.
After "Arise, My Love" your fan mail,
still rather meager, doubled. On the
strength of which you were given the top
spot in one of the studio's biggest pictures of the year,
"I Whereupon
Wanted Wings,"
with Veronica
Lake.
your
doubled fan mail trebled. Whereupon
Claudette, again the goddess in the machine, told the Front Office that unless
she could have you for her leading man
in "Skylark," which she was then about
to do,sheshedid.
simply
do "Skylark."
But
Withwouldn't
you. And
it was an

ACT

II: Love

is a Wonderful

Joe and Mary, together again— and
now their love is even more beautiful
than at first! Yes, Mother certainly
knew best. Since Mary started using
Lysol always in the douche, she knows
Check these facts with your Doctor
Proper feminine hygiene
care is important to the
happiness and charm of
every woman. So, douche
thoroughly with correct
Lysol solution .. . always Powerful
!
cleanser —
Lysol's great spreading
power means it reaches

even bigger hit than "Arise, My Love."
"Reap The Wild Wind," under the whip
of the old master, C. B. DeMille, came
next and you were on your way.

Thing!

for herself how thoroughly this proved
germ-killer cleanses. Lysol is far more
dependable than salt, soda Or other
homemade solutions. Really does the
job . . . easily and inexpensively, too.

deeply into folds and
crevices to search out
germ-killer
—germs.
uniformProved
strength,
made
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more dependable than
homemade solutions.
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any FREE
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You once told me, "Hollywood is a
sort of false front town. You go out
with people and, whether you like it or
not, you have to be sort of like them.
You must be dressed to the nines, even
when window-shopping. If you're not,
you are failing your studio, which has
invested in you, handsomely, and expects
you to be the same. You have to smile
at people you would rather bite. You
can't be you. That is," you explained,
is 'me.'all"
if 'you'dream
cryptically,
rather
You've
had one "not
recurrent
your life: You are walking down a staircase. The moon is looking in at you
through a window, with a "horrible,
awful face." It is saying, "Come here,
come here, come here . . ." If Freud were
analyzing you, would he, I wonder, make
something of this?
In spite of your slightly frost-bitten
way of looking at several things in life,

or pretending to, you have' so much sentiment: You get longings for places and
things. Like you once spent a week at
Sun Valley and have a recurrent nostalgia to go back. With you, nostalgia
means action. No sooner do you think
about a place you want to be than you
are practically there. You have stayed
in the same suite at the Waldorf Towers
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every time you've visited New York for
the past eleven years. You always have
the same thing for lunch, which is also
your breakfast — eggs Florentine and, in
season, a dozen oysters.
You are the same about people. Old
friends.
When you were a boy, at home in
Wales, your best pal was one Donald
Hope. Three times a year with seasonal
regularity, you and Donald ran away to
sea. Usually you got no further than a
neighbor's garden, where you slept overnight, "with wet branches over us." Once
you got as far as the mouth of the River
Neath. Then your father got there, too.
You
were "scared"
your father. You
still stand
in awe ofofhim.
Time passed and Donald Hope turned
out to be a surveyor. You hadn't heard
from him in ten years. One day in 1938,
you had a letter from him from somewhere in the jungles of the Amazon. He
wrote that the mail boat had brought in
some movie magazines and that he had
read an article about you. Made him
wish, he said, that he could see you
again. That did it. You said, "I decided
/ had to see him. So I found myself living one of our runaway trips again. By
plane to Miami, then to Merida in Mexico, to Haiti, to Trinidad, to Cayenne,
to Georgetown, Demerara, British Guinea
— a six-day trip, 9,000 miles, I traveled
to spend one day with Hope. It was
worth it. We talked. Talked and talked
and talked. We took up just about where
we left off. Time and different occupations hadn't separated us. Not really.
Friendship," you added, with a warmth
it was nice to see in your dark blue eyes,
"real friendship is like that."
Then there is Danny. Christened
Daniel David. He's going on six. You
call him "D." He calls you "Poppy" or
"Popsy" or, quite often — you told me
this yourself, Ray, and don't say you
didn't — "Popsocola." You said, "I read
the funnies to 'D,' and how I hate it!
The ones I like — Blondie and Dagwood
and Prince Valiant, he doesn't like at all.
He likes," you said, with an expression
of mock melancholy, "Mickey Mouse.
And Pluto. At Balboa," you went on,
"I take 'D' sailing in a small sloop.
That's fine. That's fun. But then he insists on my going swimming with him.
In .May. In June. When the water is
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to clean
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a
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Can you clean a stove, do dishes, scrub a floor by day
and still rate compliments on your hands that night?
You can if you'll use Pacquins. No rough, red hands
for you. You can keep them looking white, lovely.

Check
IHirSeS

with

doctors

and

• • • about the damage repeated

scrubbing can do the skin's texture and tint. Their
hands are in hot, soapy water 30 to 40 times a day.
Pacquins was originally for them. Pacquins is
super-rich in what doctors call "humectant"— a vital ingredient in helping to keep hands soft, smooth.

icy cold. Oh, boy, how I suffer!"
The point is, Ray, that you go.
You haven't much versatility as a
cook. Except with chicken. You can
cook chicken fifteen different ways. "The
best chicken," you added modestly, "you
ever ate." Your virtuosity with chicken
comes from your mother who taught you
how to roast chickens, cream them, do
Chicken Newburgh, Chicken Paprika,
chicken with dumplings, and so on.
You are, for those who like to take the
measure of a man, six feet two inches
tall, have dark brown hair, with some
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'hich'il WcWiriingTdark blue
eyes and what the elder novelists would
describe as an "interesting pallor." You
usual.ly look tired. And just-about-to-bebored
One of your passions is shirts. You
buy the material for them and have
them made. You find the strangest materials. You recently bought some yardage
— it simply yelled — that was made in
Guatemala.

You are subject to terrific enthusiasms
for one thing after another. But you are
no smatterer. You get the best out of,
exhaust each enthusiasm before discarding it for another.
There was your workshop. That lasted
nearly five years. You made furniture in
it. Then you nearly lost a thumb and
you sold the contents of the shop to
Franchot Tone. Then it was your boat,
a 55-foot yawl you bought from George
Brent and recently sold to Dick Powell.
For a time you were the daring young
man on a madcap motorcycle. You sold
that, too. Last year it was bull-fighting
in Mexico. You made several trips to
Mexico and brought back some wonderful bull-fight posters by Covarrubias and
others. And a wonderful collection of
bull-fight movies which you yourself
made in color.
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Right now you collect paintings. You
have a couple of Dali's, and dream of
them. You are also learning about music.
And you are tremendously interested at
present in ballet.
You suffer from migraine headaches.
But do they always account, I wonder,
for your sudden departures bedwards at
odd and unexpected moments? I mean,
you'll be at someone's house for dinner,
be at your house and you'll
will of
people one
or
develop
your migraines and go
upstairs. This usually happens, as in an
off-moment you, yourself, admitted, when
you have a particularly fascinating book
on the bed-table.
You also admit that your worst fault
is "intolerance of people." You said, "I
will not sit and be bored. Just can't do
it. Just say, 'I'm going to bed' — and I
too short."
Life's sociable,
bed. most
go Atto your
you are never
the life of the party. When your best
friends, the Fred MacMurrays, the Joel
McCreas, the John (Hedy Lamarr)
Loders, the Tom (Loretta Young)
Lewises, the Joel (Claudette Colbert)
Pressmans — you've never got over being
grateful to Claudette — come in, you usually sit in a corner and watch the goingson. If you are definitely bored, but do
not remove the body, you sometimes
read. Or turn the radio on. You have
terrific powers of concentration. Bombs
could
dropping
like aconfetti
sit andberead,
nor miss
syllable.and yqu'd
"I don't mean to be rude," you explainbriefly.
ed '
"It's just that I have a
one-track mind."
You hate people who use bad language. You have your share of humor.
You like to tell that when you first came
to Hollywood, one reason you didn't get
good breaks in pictures was because you
had an English accent so broad you were
narrowly limited. "I was advised," you
recalled, "to make friends with a nice
American girl and stick around with her.
Well, all Englishmen like Southern girls.

So Ifol!!&nfi^YE8i^r^^i^!JJle.
Alabama, and I stuck around with her
and came out with the darndest Southern
you ever heard!"
accent
You are not proud of anything you
have done in pictures — except for some
scenes in "Till We Meet Again," and of
your latest pictures, "Kitty" and "The
Lost Weekend."
Speaking of "Lost Weekend," you said,
"No one has ever before made a picture
about an unregenerate and uncompromising dipsomaniac like Don Biruam, the
chap I play. It will be either a great
success or the greatest flop in the world.
But," you added, "talked about."
According to Jane Wyman, who costars with you, you have good reason to
be proud. "As Don Birna?n," Jane said,
"Ray is terrific. This picture will open
new career for him."
a whole
up You
said the same thing about Jane,
which looks like a couple of super actingjobs are in the box.
Inclined to scoff at many things in
Hollywood and in the studios, you were
practically a hospital case when you
came to the end of the monumental fiveday binge-o on which, in the character
of Don Birnam, you went all out. Which
shows how seriously you can take your
job when it's worth taking seriously.
"We should be making 'Lost Weekend'
in Technicolor," you said, limping into
the set one day. "I could furnish the
blacks and the blues."
And so you could. For, in simulation
of a collapsible guy with a load on, you
had to fall down so many times your
knees looked, you said, "like raw filet
mignons." From leaning on bars for
hours at a time, your elbows are permanently calloused. During the scene in
which you are shown frantically searching your flat for a hidden bottle of rye,
you cut your hand so badly on a nail in
the clothes-closet you had to have it
taped with flesh-colored tape to camouflage it for later scenes.
Your fall down the flight of stairs in
the flat was a masterpiece of realism. It
was also a masterpiece of masochism
6ince you waived the services of a stunt
man and insisted on doing the scene.
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During the production you didn't
shave for days. The sets were tiny and
closed in, and so were you. You left the
studio at night, depressed .and done under and talked about the picture, and
lived the part at home.
"Sounds hammy," you said apologetically, "but at least it's the first time in
nine years it ever happened."
You added, "It's the mental strain
that got me down. I "acted like a drunk
so long I got to feeling like one. My
eyes were actually bleary from drinking
cold tea, supposed to be 'vile likker,'
from morning to night. I pretended to
have a hangover so much my head ached
most of the time. When the day's work
was done I couldn't stand even the sight
of 'spiritus frumenti.' "
The most colossal drunk the screen has
ever pictured is, privately, a model of
sobriety. For Ray seldom takes a drink.
And never takes one at home. "Never
think about it."
Quite a number of clues and keys, as I
said, but still, as I also said, a somewhat
baffling character. Don't you think?
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Continued from page 39
in which he played the nasty nephew;
in "Ball of Fire" as the hoodlum who got
clunked on the head by a picture whose
cord had been burned through by one of
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the resourceful professors; in "Ministry
Of Fear" as an excessively irresistible
Nazi; as the blackmailer in "Woman In
The Window"; and as the foppish son in
"The Valley Of Decision." His latest
viciousness is exercised against Gary

LAXATIVES!

Cooper in "Along Came Jones" and Joan
Bennett in "Scarlet Street."
Having gathered a good idea of what
this man is cinematically,. let us investigate his red-pointless hours, which is to
say, his ham pursuits. Let us locate him
in a small Los Angeles theater, sitting as
inconspicuously as possible in the back
of the house, next the walk Mr. Duryea,
seeing one of his own pictures, is sitting
with head bowed, one hand shielding his
eyes. He winces at some of the lines.
He cannot endure to watch the screen.
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Confidentially,
he can't stand the sight
of
himself in pictures.
After one of these screenings (he never
sees his pictures in the private studio
projection rooms for reasons of intense
self-consciousness) , he said to his wife,
"Every time I see myself in pictures, I
say to myself, 'there is the kind of a
guyThis
thatfact
I don't
Not first
in the
giveslike.
us the
key least.'
to the"
character of Dan Duryea: he is modest
almost to the point of apology.
Physically, off screen, he is tall, slim,
blond, soft-voiced and cultured. His manners are perfect, his intellect is sharper
than a Bob Hope answer, and his sense
of humor is 24-carat. During his formative years he toyed with the idea of becoming an actor (during his senior year
in Cornell he was president of the Cornell Dramatic Club) , but when the time
came
profession,
Dan's father
had a to
talkselect
with a the
young man.
"If you wish to have a home and a
family, if you wish to be a useful citizen," thesaidtheater
the elderforDuryea,
"don't
con-a
sider
a career.
Select
steadier, surer means of earning a living."
So Dan took up advertising during the
lush years when every third novel dealt
with a hero in the advertising game. He
worked furiously, frantically, making a
swarm of locusts seem to flit as dreamily
as butterflies in comparison. He commuted, and on the train he made friends
with an engaging older man who got off
at Dan's station. One day this gentleman's pretty daughter, Helen Bryan, was
waiting to drive her father home. "We'll
be glad to drop you, too," said Mr.
Bryan.
That wasn't entirely the way it turned
out; Dan was dropped in a manner of
speaking that night, but later became a
member of the family when he married
Helen. It was a beautiful wedding, solemnized ina church in White Plains. The
groom wore a handsome dress suit, rented
for the occasion, and lost his mind in a
quiet way when the bride was very late
for the ceremony. Seems that the taxi
driver who was to transport the bride to
the church got lost and delivered her to

ed the better
part of an hour to rectify this mistake
while Dan engaged in the mental state
that the Army would describe as "sweating it out." been a rapidly advancing
Having
young bachelor in the business world,
Dan — as a married man — worked even
harder than before. He carried his work
and worries home from the office; he
slept little; he drove himself unmercifully. When he learned that there was to
be a new Duryea, he really extended his
efforts.
One Sunday he and Helen went on a
family picnic; Dan got out with the rest
of the men to play a little sandlot baseball and noticed that he was no good at
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fielding, he couldn't run bases, and his
pitching arm was unsteady. He felt like
macaroni left overnight in ice water. But,
manlike, he refused to take it seriously.
A week later he and Helen went dancing. He discovered that it was impossible for him to circle the small night
club floor without becoming breathless
and dizzy. "Guess I'll have to slow down
a little," he thought. "Get more rest."
A few days later, walking from the
subway to his office, he knew that there
was a bother in his heart. His ears rang.
His tongue was dry. His chest was a bellows. Somehow he managed to reach his
desk and the telephone. He called Helen.
"Now, don't get excited, and don't be
nervous, but I think you had better
drive into town, pick me up and take me
to a doctor. There's something wrong."
The doctor agreed. "Serious heart
strain," he said, and ordered Dan to bed.
There he lay for three months. When
the stork began to flutter around the
chimney, Dan thrust himself into an
overcoat and a pair of shoes and took
Helen to the hospital. "Which of you is
the patient?" asked the nurse as the
Duryeas ascended the steps.
Dan went home and returned to bed,
calling the hospital every thirty minutes.
Between calls he lay there cursing his
illness, his inability to be with Helen.
Those were black moments; and then the
nurse had to tell him as gently as possible that his small daughter had been
born dead, but that Helen was recovering easily because of her superb constitution and her magnificent spirit.
Three months later Dan and Helen
went to Florida to make possible their
complete recuperation. During all these
months, Dan's former employer in the
advertising firm had kept him on half
salary, a kindness that Dan has never
forgotten. The instant he hits New York
these days, his first call is made on the
man who stuck with him when the going
was tough.
In Florida, Dan had to think about
getting back to work. Advertising was
out, that he knew — too strenuous. His
college friend, Franchot Tone, was doing
well on Broadway, and another classmate, Sidney Kingsley, had just written
a hit play, "Men In White."
"What would you think about my
making
Helen. a pass at the stage?" Dan asked

"I
loyal
what
So

think you'd be good," said that
wife. "If that's what you want, it's
/ want."
Dan went to see Sidney Kingsley,
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Dan a G-man part and Dan improved
the shining hour by learning the entire
play, especially the lines of the male
lead. The play ran and ran and ran for
85 weeks. But three weeks before closing night both the leading man and his
understudy left the cast for other roles
and Daft had the glittering opportunity
to play the lead. Yes, this sounds like a
Hollywood scenario, but what good is
Hollywood
it can't make
life live up if
to occasionally
art.
Dan's next play lasted twenty-one
weeks and his next only six. But at no
time, was he out of work except between
one stage door and the next. Then came
the hundred week run (fifty on Broadof "The Little
road)enacted
on the Dan
fifty which
Foxes"way, in
the poltroon nephew of Tallulah Bankhead.
When Sam Goldwyn decided to film this
play, he signed Dan to filmatize his original stage role. So much for the professional Mr. Duryea, matchless menace.
In private life, this quick man with
the Colts has never fired a serious shot
in his life. As a kid he heard again and
again the chilling story about the time
his father shot off his uncle's hat with
an unloaded gun. Only by a miracle did
Dan's uncle escape death. Unlike most
boys, Dan didn't want, and never owned,
a BB gun nor a .22. Furthermore, he has
never been hunting in his life.
In "The Great Flammarion," Dan was
required to stand against a backdrop on
which were a series of electric globes
outlining his silhouette. Eric von Stroheim was supposed to shoot out the
lights, with Dan looking as indestructible
as possible amid the barrage. Naturally,
a professional sharpshooter was engaged
for this scene as the camera frame
picked up only Dan, then swung around
to pick up von Stroheim. The professional sharpshooter loved his work and
was fully conscious of his audience of
droop-tongued, breathless big eyes. He
was supposed to be using only quarter
shots in his pistols, but Dan is accustomed to the detonation of quarter shots
so knew instantly that a much heavier
charge was being used.
There he stood, the bad man, flinching
from poetic justice as a marksman
smashed globe after globe a scant few
inches from the Duryea head. When the
scene was shot about half the people on
the set wanted to faint.
When he was cast in "Along Came
Jones," he had to learn how to handle a
pair of pistols convincingly. Enviously,
he watched Gary Cooper spinning the
shooting irons with masterly nonchalance.
"Er — I'd like to learn how to do that,"
said Dan. So Gary showed him.
At last they were ready to film the
first scene in which Dan had to menace
local citizens with lead. He twirled his
pistols expertly; he backed through the
door, kicked the door shut. Then he
dropped his gun, causing one chamber
to discharge. He was disgusted. Everyone else was tickled to pieces and gave
him a bad time.
When the Duryeas moved into their
Mulholland Drive home, Dan found a
forgotten BB gun in one of the closets.
Procuring a step ladder, he climbed up

AWERTOEMEW
M
to a point from which he could slide the
firearm to the extreme rear of the highest shelf in the closet. He didn't want
the young Duryeas, Pete, aged 6, and
Dick, aged 3, to see the gun and get
early ideas.
In other matters, he is quick to instruct his sons. Recently, Dan went on
a hospital tour throughout the east. He
made arrangements for his wife and the
two boys to meet in White Plains because he wanted Pete and Dick to know
something of the east, to understand
some of the things that Dan knew so
well during his own boyhood. He took
them up to the family attic, loaded with
the castoffs of an active family life; he
took them down into the cellar to display the stored fruit and other provender. (There are neither attics nor cellars
in most modern California houses.) Said
Peter of the cellar, "Daddy, do people
live down here?"
actually
Neither boy had ever seen a brook,
nor a spring. All three of the Duryea
men fished lackadaisically with shorn
twigs, string and bent pins, showing no
surprise when they caught nothing. The
two youngsters stripped off shoes and
stockings to go wading.
"A little later on I want to take the
boys east during the winter. I want
them to build snow forts and have snow
battles
his
wife. like I did as a kid," Dan told
When Dan is between pictures (which
is practically never) he reads a great
deal (considers "The Robe" one of the
greatest stories he has ever had the pleasure of devouring, until three and four
A.M.) , and he works in his garden.
Don't let him get started on a conversational spree about that garden. He is
currently growing roses to make Burbank swoon, sweet peas and delphinium
that have bees as far east as Denver
buzzing his plants.
Sartorially, Dan belongs to the raunchy
division, in an elegant sort of way. His
sports coats are of the best material, left
somewhat unpressed. He likes slacks of
one color, coats of harmonizing tones,
colored shirts (preferably navy blue)
and ties that would sprain a rainbow.
Occasionally someone writes to Dan,
congratulating him on his brilliant theatrical work, and asking to what tricks,
if any, he attributes the success that is
piling higher on his doorstep every day.
Answers Dan with husky gratitude,
"I've been shot with luck."
Friends, hearing of a current Duryea
antic, are now discounting his ability
and begging him for word from his personal Hexpert. Seems that he went to
the races not so long ago, idly noticed
an equine named Air Glory. Having just
completed a hospital tour during which
he talked day in and day out to some
of our flying heroes, Dan viewed this
horse's name as a legitimate tip.
He wagered in accordance with his
hunch and his belief that horseshoes are
practically his coat of arms. Whereupon,
Desperate Dan's horse thrust a nose in
front of several hastening oaters, and
paid $149.10 to win, $55.60 to place, and
$19.30 to show.
This proves conclusively that Dan
Duryea will keep track of success — one
way or another.
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The Dancing Boy
Johnny Coy
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Continued from page 44
then coming far up the St. Lawrence
and
ship couldn't sail. A few days
later the
they were put ashore, the company
broken up and re-organized, and in the
new examination that followed, Johnny
was mustered out of the army with a
medical discharge. He crossed over into
the United States and was turned down
Army.
again when he tried to enlist in our

"And I was very broke," he said.
"After a month in New York the hotel
threw me out because I owed two weeks'
rent. I couldn't get a job and my
mother couldn't send me any money
from Canada. War-time restrictions.
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When I went into the Army I'd been
making
a week, but now I couldn't
even get$125
a look-in at anything paying
that much. But a friend took me to a
small-time agent and he found me enough
work at $30 a week in cheap little night
clubs to keep me going."
Finally, his highly individual ballettap got him a fabulous twenty-twomonth engagement at Copacabana and
afterward a job as Mary Martin's partner in "Dancing In The Streets."
"The show lasted only three weeks,"
Johnny said, "and when it started to
fold in Boston everyone in the cast loved
Mary so much that they offered to go
on with it for nothing, just to help her
In Boston Johnny danced at the illkeep
open." Grove which was later
fated itCocoanut
destroyed so tragically by fire. But when
he was there everything was gay and
full of jokes — including a little episode
in Johnny's so-called private life.
Knowing the fabulous innocence of
the kind-hearted kid from Canada, the
girls and boys in the show decided to
have some fun. Awakened from his first
deep sleep one stormy night by a plaintive feminine request on the telephone
to "please bring me some aspirin, Johnny
— I've got an awful headache!" Johnny,
resplendent in red-and-blue striped pajamas, stumbled sleepily down the hall
clutching the box of aspirin. No sooner
had he entered the room than there was
a brisk knock on the door.
"Psst!" hissed the girl, "that's my husband, Scarface Mulligan, the worst gangEver
since he was a little boy Johnny
ster in Chicago!"
had been an ardent student of the
movies and he knew all about Chicago
gangsters. He also knew at the very
moment that his place was not there but
elsewhere — so out the window he went
and down the fire-escape through biting
wind and swirling snow — four floors
down and straight into the arms of the
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town's most avid gossip-columnist who'd
been told by Johnny's loving friends to
expect a juicy item at that very place.
Later Johnny fell in love with a girl
in Chicago and he left show business
flat for two years to be near her. He
worked for a while as a welder and riveter and later got a job delivering orders
for a drug store.

"But that ended all of a sudden," he
said, "when they fired me for getting
lost in the suburbs with ten gallons of
ice cream in the truck on a hot August
day. The romance had cooled off, too,
more than the ice cream, so I went back
show business."
into
Scouts for Paramount

saw him in

Mary Martin's show and brought him
to Hollywood. Besides the two pictures
on loan-out to Universal, his home studio
has used him in "Bring On The Girls"
with Sonny Tufts and in "Duffy's Tavern" and both pictures show his ballettap to full advantage.
He's a great friend of Sonny's and
Barbara's and goes out to their house
in Coldwater Canyon often. Here Waca,
Sonny's famous and caustic parrot, sits
on his shoulder and says the few kind
words of which it is capable while
Johnny contemplates in admiration Sonny's twelve huge hens who've never laid
an egg in their well-stuffed lives.
one of Johnny's six
MollyhasTarleton,
sisters,
come from Montreal to keep

house for him in an apartment in Hollywood and Pat, another of the six, visited
them not long ago on leave of absence
from her job in the Fairchild Airplane
Factory in Canada.
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"Pat got a lot of movie offers when
she was here, but she turned 'em all
down," Johnny said proudly. "She's a
beautiful girl with blue eyes and long,
blonde hair down to here. The studios
just bewildered and confused her, though,
and she didn't want any part of them."
When Johnny marries he says it will
be to a non-professional, pretty, blueeyed and blonde. Then he adds with a
grin he'll probably end up with a darkeyed siren with black hair and overwhelming ambitions to be a movie star.
He likes to play the races and if he'll
take advice from Aunt Connie he'll stop
that right now and put his money in the
bank. Should a canny Scot make so free
with his purse? Tosh, mon!
Before Molly came out and when he
was a stranger in Hollywood, Johnny
was a pretty lonesome boy. He lived at
the Knickerbocker and spent his days
walking up and down the streets. Now
the apartment he has on the hill is
bursting with friends and he put the lot
of them to work painting it last week.
When he left a convivial Saturday
night gathering not long ago, Johnny
found his car parked where he'd left it,
all right — but with no engine. He rushed
back into the house mad as a hatter.

!."W.vV.\
June Allyson
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"Now listen, fellas," he roared, "that's
not funny! Gimme my engine!" But
the fellas didn't have it and Johnny's
still trying to get a priority on another.
Like all dancers, Johnny wants to learn
to act. He admits that when he's dancing,
nobody can tell him what's what. But
when it's time to start giving with the
emotion, he feels like a lamb led to the
slaughter.
This, however, is a much too modest
attitude on his part, for according to
rumors rolling around Hollywood today,
he wrapped Universal's "On Stage, Evup in
and danced erybody"
offrightwith
it. a neat package
His career on the screen will probably
be just as fabulous as he thinks everything else is.
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David Niven Is
Back
NO ADVERTISEMENT
Continued from page 27
years of war, he wrote to Goldwyn regularly every month, even when he had
to scrawl his letter in a bare Italian
gully with the sickening crumps of the
falling shells in his ears. He wrote to all
his friends in Hollywood too, to the Ronald Colmans and to Cary Grant and to
Greer Garson and to lovely Loretta
Young with whom he was regularly
teamed in his pre-war films.
For David looks upon Hollywood as
his own home town still and he is pleased
beyond words now that he knows he will
be back there again this year. "1946 is
a milestone year in my life," he laughs,
though, being strongly superstitious, he
is keeping his fingers firmly crossed. He
says he refuses to get "completely
worked-up" until his new film is shown
on the American screen and he learns
what the critics think. It's one of the
big British presentations scheduled for
early 1946, under the "lease-lend" scheme
which Hollywood and London have now
agreed upon.
While the fans are considering it,
David will be hard at work in Hollywood, starting again where he left off
his makeup on the Goldwyn lot exactly
six years earlier. He is first to co-star
in a romantic modern comedy and then
to have the headline all to himself in
a more serious screenplay.
For he isn't just the same personality
as when he went to war. He jumped to
fame with his portrayals of the debonair
care-free playboy, typically decorating
the driving seat of a high-powered sports
coupe or a chromium stool in the most
expensive bar in town. But now the
times have changed and the men who
have been away fighting for freedom are
changed likewise. David is tougher,
quieter and more steadily purposeful
now. His smile flashes warmly and he
throws a witty compliment to a pretty
girl in the same attractive way but underneath he has a new sincerity and
depth.
Sam Goldwyn observed it when he
met David in London recently, during
his brief visit on official U. S. Government business. "You mean I've grown
up," David remarked. "That's fine,"
Sam replied. "The world has grown up,
too," He believes David's star value is
even greater now than it was in 1940,
since he is so finely and completely representative ofall the men who are coming back from the battlefronts.
David's own personal circumstances
have changed since he left Hollywood
too. Then he was one of the most eligible
bachelors who ever danced at the Brown
Derby. Now he is a husband and father.
Like David himself, his wife belongs to
one of England's oldest titled families,
being the daughter of Lady Kathleen
Rollo, a celebrated London social hostess.
She has the delightful name of Primula,
which in England is the pale little primrose growing in the Spring woods. Primula Niven is certainly springlike. She is
gracefully slender, with fine light yellow
hair and an exquisitely clear skin and
big eyes that gaze up at David as if he

is the most wonderful thing in the whole
world. And, deeply and undoubtedly, he
is to her.
David met her at a Services dance in
1941, when he was a lieutenant and she
was wearing the gray-blue uniform of
the Women's Auxiliary Air Force. They
were married a few weeks later, with

finished. David wants to gel back home
back to his work and his friends and
the country he now considers as his
own. Enthusiastically he tells Primula
all about California, glowingly describing the sunshine and the shopping and

camera
heBT
seesFK
and m^
gurgles with
joy>
.to any
, WV
when thethelens
is turned
his way. that
It isn't'
beyond
realms
of possibility
he
will be smiling from the screen in the
near future, taking a tiny part as his
father's son in a picture.
Seniorcalls
is devoted
"Theto Egg"
as David
he usually
him. He tolikes
take

behours'to honeymoon
forty-eight
just fore
David went back
his depot.
Primula is essentially a home girl, happily content that way and knowing little
of the film world. Yet all David's friends
from the studios and the theaters adored
her immediately they were introduced.
She's natural and simply gracious, with
all the serene poise of her family backin David's
interested
ground, unaffectedly
friends because
David
likes them.
She

the weekends at the beach. "I know
just how the G.I. brides feel!" she says
with, a smile. Like them, she's been
reading all the books and the Government brochures about America.

Junior around with him, for he doesn't
believe children should be banished away
in a nursery — he thinks they should be
taught to have their proper place in the
ordinary life of the household. So David
Junior sits on his special cushion beside
the lounge fire while his parents are
chatting films and books and tennis with
other adults and sits up to the table at

Several
casesofaretheneeded
for sporting
David's
first
editions
English
classics and the antique weapons he has
recently started to collect. "Some of these
old guns will come in very useful for
period productions," he remarks, fondling an ugly piece of hardware with
which a highway robber held up the
stage-coach near York three hundred
years ago.
Primula is bringing practically nothing beyond her favorite tweeds and some
wool sweaters she has knitted for herself. She wisely realizes she can dress
more elegantly in America now that the
London stores are mainly filled with
plain utility frocks and ersatz furs and
loose-fitting stockings of standard thickness.

most lunch-parties. He's visited Denham Studios to see his father acting and
only yelled when his mother finally had
to remove him from the camera truck
by sheer physical force.
Like many other wartime couples, the
Nivens have never yet had a regular
home of their own. For the last two
years they have been living in a rented
cottage on the banks of the River
Thames near Windsor Castle, so Primula
is looking forward to her coming arrival
in Hollywood all the more since she will
then be able to set up housekeeping for
the first time. Several of David's friends
are looking out for a home for them. He
insists on a healthy hilltop location and
a big garden with plenty of trees.
For months the Nivens have been
packing, ready to leave England as soon
as "A Matter Of Life And Death" is

ought to be a great success in Hollywood.
When David Junior was born in 1942
his godparents included Vivien Leigh
and Noel Coward. Noel surprised Primula considerably by sending the baby a
handsome silver cocktail shaker as a
christening present. "Because I expect
my dear godson will grow up to be just
like his father," he explained airily. At
the moment Junior himself is more appreciative ofthe Pekingese puppy called
Victoria which "Uncle Larry," otherwise
Laurence Olivier, gave him. Junior and
his Vicky are inseparable companions
now and the little dog will go to California with the family even if David
Senior has to carry her in his own arms.
Primula Niven doesn't like being photographed much but Junior loves it. He

PERMANENT

Hollywood is sure to accord the Nivens a typically warm welcome. David
has always been enormously popular
there — "the Englishman who's a regular
guy" as a local columnist wrote. Now
he's coming back again and bringing
the two he loves, a star of yesterday
who will certainly be an even greater
star tomorrow.
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Stooging

For Stardom

Continued from page 35
us by that time and we slept like tops."
In the morning — you guessed it— both
the car and the driver were gone. Completely.
"We were wearing hiking boots and
sweaters and had one suitcase and about
three dollars now between us," Don continued, "and the only way to get to
Cedar Rapids was by good old rule-ofthumb. So we stood beside the road
and thumbed for hours. Whiz! — you
should have seen the big cars go by. I
guess we didn't look pretty enough.
Then we had the bright idea of writing
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA BY SEPT.
1!' in chalk on the side of our suitcase.
The very next car stopped to pick us
up and we rode into Cedar Rapids in

THE ROLl-'M-BRAID Happy combination of upsweep, page boy and braid, this picturepretty hair-do is a gay deceiver. A Vogue hair roll
provides the roll-up foundation. A Vogue pin-oa
braid adds smart sophistication.

When he came back to California
later, he and Wayne Morris, another
state!" of Pasadena Community Playalumnus
house, were signed by Warner Brothers
to long-term contracts. And here started
his real career as stooge for stardom.
Just as Patric Knowles was held there
as a sort of second-run Errol Flynn,
Don was kept as a threat to Jack
Carson. Though he was often promised
parts "just
like and
JacktheCarson
gets,"
he
never
got them
contract
ended
in a year-long, very unpleasant wrangle
between the Screen Actors' Guild and
the studio. Unlucky Don — the Stooge
— was buffeted back and forth in the
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39f t«79f
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middle
of aof "test-case."
A part
the squabble was because
of Don's appearance on the stage in
"Sailor, Beware!" hit show that ran
for nine months. Later, he and some
other graduates of Pasadena Community
organized co-operatively and staged a
hit show themselves. They collaborated
on a rollicking comedy of life in a college fraternity house and called it
"Where Do We Go From Here?" This
title, by the way, is now the subject
of litigation between them and 20th
Century-Fox, who have used it on a
picture recently released.
The co-operatives took a small theater in Hollywood and the morning after
the opening, the reviews were ecstatic.
Oscar Hammerstein II came to see it on
the second night and bought the show
on the spot.
However, instead of allowing the boys
a run for their money and effort, he
closed the piece immediately and took
the lot of them to New York, where
they went into rehearsal for a BroadBut because of a difway ference
engagement.
in direction, the spontaneity and
verve of the original "Where Do We
Go From Here?" was lost and the production failed after one of the shortest
runs on record.
Incidentally, because of their co-operative agreement, the boys voted on any
additional member of the cast, for or
against — and Robert Walker was one

who's
Bob, sweet
they
his whole,
grudge in But
held a against.
never voted
life, trotted around with the rest of
them evenings after the work of the
others was done, and today is one of
SCREENLAND

the DeFores' closest friends and most
frequent visitors.
But Fate had something worse in
store for Don besides the failure of
"Where Do We Go From Here?" He
was about to face a personal disaster
that was almost fatal.
"I didn't feel well all through the
show," he said, "and I thought it was
because I was working so hard. Nothing I ate agreed with me and I could
only manage to drink a little milk.
Then, right after the closing, I collapsed
and was rushed to the hospital and
operated
fivedeath
ulcers."
He was on
veryfornear
and the whole
family hurried to him from Cedar
Rapids. In the two months he was in
the hospital all the important producers
on Broadway sent him cheerful messages
and cartons of cigarettes, but not one
of them knew him when he was finally
able to totter to their respective doors
to ask for a job.
Times were bad for him, very bad, and
for awhile he worked at the World's Fair
in the Railroad Building. This rounded
out some sort of cycle, for Don's father
was an engineer on the Chicago & Northwestern for more than forty years.
The dark clouds broke, though, with
a part in "The Male Animal," which ran
for two years on Broadway. And his
work in "The Male Animal" brought
him a hurry call from Metro-GoldwynMayer to come to the Coast for a part in
Rooney.
"The Human Comedy," starring Mickey
Meantime, Don and Marion Holmes,
singer with a name-band, had met and
fallen in love. Their courtship was intermittent, however, with Don in one
place and Marion in another most of
the time. But she would fly to meet
him, and vice versa, at midway points
as their work would allow. They were
married in 1940 at Chapman Park
Wedding Chapel in Los Angeles, with
Judy Garland as matron of honor and
Dave Rose, best man.
"Marion's the business head of the
family,"
Don what
boasted
admiringly. People
"Such
brains — and
a personality!
come to the house to see her, not me
— and she knows everybody!"
"The house" is modest, comfortable,
English, in the Wilshire district of Los
to the famous "Mirconvenient
Angeles,
acle Mile"
shopping center. Don and
Marion want to buy the house, but
the owner, who lives in another city,
won't pay any attention to their queries.
They want it particularly because it's
Penny Lou (who's the
their 3-year-old
home
dearesttolittle
anybody ever
had and the spittin' image of her papa)
and for the new baby son who arrived
just three months ago.
Though Don's home-life is, and was,
ideal, his career wasn't going too
smoothly. As I said, Metro had brought
him out for "The Human Comedy" and
Guy Named
him onin a"Afree-lance
put was
later deal
The
basis Joe."
with
a conversion clause in the contract. This
means that, after a stated length of

AUVtKlldtMtrai
time, the studio has the privilege of
converting the player from a free-lance
salary (which
is 'higher)
to theis week, jby-week
contract
salary, which
lower
but steadier. When the conversion was
eventually made, the contract was dated
several months back, thus cutting Don's
salary on a retroactive basis. The argument that followed, as to who owed
whom
case"
middle
and a
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$4,000, went into another "test
with unlucky Don again in the
between the Screen Actors' Guild
major studio.

"Right at that point, I was drafted
into the Army and stayed all of seven
weeks," Don said. "It only took that
long to get thrown out by a medical
examiner who took one look at the surgical scars left after that ulcer operation. When he saw those, he found out
about my cut-up insides. So back I
went to MGM."
But things weren't the same. He was
cast in a dog picture, a Pete Smith
short; he was vis-a-vis for the tests of
aspiring new players. In other words,
he was making no progress at all. Even
Van Johnson's near-tragic accident that
kept him out of pictures so long didn't
give Don a chance at the parts he
might have played.
"I asked for my release but couldn't
get it," Don explained. "If it hadn't
been
Mervyn
don't I know
what Iforwould
have LeRoy
done. II knew
must
get on the screen or be sunk. So when
he gave me the part in 'Thirty Seconds
Over
was athat,
real though,
life-saver!"
Don Tokyo,'
decidedit after
he
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was tired of being a stooge for Hollywood and all its works; he'd go back
to New York and the stage. His good
friend Elliot Nugent had a play for
him and his agents there several others
for consideration. He got gas from his
ration board and the three DeFores
piled into the car and were off to
another world. They got as far as the
homefolks in Cedar Rapids when long
distance calls to come back began to
catch up with him.
It seemed there was a picture at
Paramount ("Nope," said Don) with
Joan Fontaine, Academy Award winner
("Out-classed," said Don) and George
Brent, Dennis O'Keefe, Walter Abel
("I'd be buried," said Don) with William Seiter directing ("Oh," hesitated
Don) and Producer Hal Wallis was offering ("We - 11 — ") a long-term contract with a salary of —
The first week's shooting told the
story. Joan was at her brilliant, scintillating best; George, Walter and Dennis at their top in sure-footed, triedand-true excellence. But the newcomer,
the young fellow who was expected to
be forgotten in such fast company, was
giving the standout performance.
Right after that, Buddy De Sylva
was delighted to be able to borrow
him for his own first independent production for Paramount, so Don played

;

opposite Betty Hutton in "The Stork
Club." Then Wallis took him back
again for "You Came Along," with
Robert Cummings and Wallis' brand
new discovery, Lizabeth Scott.
Don DeFore's through stooging for
stardom.
SCREENLAND
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saw a group of kids tear into a jitterbug
demonstration in the aisles of the
Mosque theater in Newark, N. J. And
it is from such as these, she contends,
that being.
the present day bobby-socker came
into
"I was 14 at the time," she said, "and
I had only lately made my profession
al
debut. I was singing with Halsey Miller's band at the Mosque when I suddenly heard a commotion and saw a girl
lying in the right center aisle. I thought
she had fainted and stopped singing for
a moment, but I was really flabbergasted
when I saw a boy jump out of his seat
and start throwing this same girl over
his head. In another few minutes the
aisles were full of couples going through
the same gyrations."
This was Viv's introduction to the kids
who eventually were to be known as the
bobby-sockers. At that time these lads
and lassies were crusaders in their cult
and swing music was at the center of
their beliefs. They were bold with their
new freedom of expression, and impromptu acrobatics in the aisles of theaters were their meat. But this all ties
in with Viv's life story, so let's go back
several months prior to the Mosque Theater incident and get her launched in
show business.

"I was born in Newark," began Viv
on her life narrative, "and if my father
had not been a booker in the entertainment business, who knows, I might at
this moment be a well domesticated New
Jersey housewife. The chances are that
I would be just as happy, too, because
there's no denying I've had my ups and
downs since Daddy got me my first
singing date when I was barely 14.
"It was Daddy's job to supply talent

to the numerous clubs operating in and
around Newark, and one night when
one of his girl singers failed to show up
he called on me to fill in. I had been
singing at home with serious intentions
for two years and I knew all the popular tunes; but that first time before an
audience convinced me that a canary
has to know a lot more than just opening and closing her mouth to make sweet
songs come out. Talk about butterflies
in your stomach, I felt like a human cocoon. But this made me work harder to
sell my numbers on following dates and
I guess the people just liked my spirit.
"Anyway, I knew there was no turning back after that first appearance. I
couldn't admit to Daddy that I was
scared, and to try to prove to myself
that I wasn't I encouraged him to get
me more engagements. Neither he nor
mother had any objections to my interest in show business, so they urged me
ahead. Within six months I was singing
with Miller's band and had had my first
introduction to the bobby-socks brigade.
I was still in high school, only a freshman in fact, and I used to do my homework between numbers.
"After that show at the Mosque Theater I decided I had been overlooking
something in my own set at the high
school. Every Friday afternoon the kids
had a dance and I decided I would go
to one to see if the same things were
going on there that had happened at
the theater. What I saw was positively
devastating. Bodies were flying all over
the place. These kids had minds of their
own, and although their interpretation
of the dance was a bit free and off of
classic standards it was as individual as
pre-war youth itself. I fell in with them
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Vivian Blaine expounds her theories about bobby-sockers to a willing audience —
Loretta Luis, Peggy Ann Garner, Shirley Doble and Susan Blanchard.
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and became as hep as the next one."
It is Viv's solemn contention that the
bobby-sockers themselves have shaped
the tastes of the younger generation as
a whole. She admits that she herself
didn't turn to the extreme forms of
swing in her singing until she found out
what the kids wanted, and then she gave
it to them in large portions.
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"You hear prominent musicians say,"
she went on, "that they introduced jive
and started the bobby-sockers on their
way; but such talk is all wet. Don't let
anyone fool you about the younger generation. They had their own ideas and
they demanded that the bands and singers give them what they wanted, just as
I went out of my way to cater to them.
"At that time Benny Goodman was
the big boy in swing and he got that
way because he was smart enough to
find out what the youngsters were craving in their music and to give it to them.
The other bands couldn't do anything
else but fall in line. They began to realize that the more their music jumped the
better the kids liked it, and the more
important their bands became. A sort
of distinction was attached to the orchestras that went to musical extremes.
This same popular demand is what has
caused an entire crop of crooners to
spring up today since Frank Sinatra's
first big success."
To get ahead of our story by a fraction, this extremity of expression is what
makes Viv so sure that the pendulum is
swinging back in the other direction. She
is frankly puzzled as to how the younger
generation can become more uninhibited
and by this token believes that the kids
will find a more moderate pace.
"You have heard a lot of high sounding talk as to how the bobby-sockers
got that way," she told me, "but having grown up with them I think I know.
To begin with, while most of their
elders were closing their eyes to the possibility of war the youngsters sensed
that it was in the air. They didn't like
the idea, either, but they knew they
would have to carry the load. They developed asubconscious knowledge that
their freedom and fun would be cut
short and my whole generation decided
to take matters in their own hands. It
was as if we were saying, 'Don't try to
deceive us. We know what's up and
we've got to express ourselves to break
the tension over what lies ahead.' Well,
maybe we didn't have it boiled down to
just such precise terms, but the tenseness was there and that's how we felt.
"It was also true that our elders had
changed. They no longer held strictly
to the old belief that children should be
seen and not heard. That's because children were speaking their minds on issues
in which their lives were so directly concerned. They were learning all about
these things in current events classes at
school. Here again, the youngsters were
creating their own pattern of life and
parents were intelligent enough to see
the need for allowing them to yell their
heads off if they wanted to as long as
they didn't discard the basic moral
standards. When you come down to it,
there is nothing wrong with young girls
screeching over Frank Sinatra. It's just
a healthy emotional release, and young
SCREENLAND
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Vivian Blaine's success story is a shining example for the hepsters on the 20th Century-Fox lot.
Here she's taking Peggy Ann Garner, Loretta Luis , Susan Blanchard and Shirley Doble for a spin.
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odor
people have always had a lot of hero
worship in their blood."
Viv begged me not to make her sound
like somebody's maturing Aunt Amelia
with all her serious analysis of what
makes a bobby-socker tick, but I think
you'll agree that it's rather refreshing to
hear the lowdown from someone who
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knows what it's all about. She certainly
convinced me during the remainder of
our interview that she was qualified to
speak for the rest of her generation.
What's more, William Perlberg, who produced her latest picture, told me that
she will unmistakably be a star after the
public has seen her in "Nob Hill." She
was sensible enough to win her success
the hard way, and you have to be smart
to do a thing like that in the highly
competitive world of show business.
Getting back to Viv's own personal
story, she knocked around with small
local bands in the vicinity of her home
town and in New York from 1936 to
1939 before she decided to spread her
wings. She continued as a canary, finally
accepting an offer to travel to St. Paul,
Minn., to sing with Jay Mills and his
orchestra on a tour of the Mid- West.
"That's when I began to learn what
being an entertainer is really like," she
confessed. "Mills wired me transportation money after I had accepted his
offer, but it turned out to be just enough

to get me there from Newark by bus. I
realized I couldn't turn the offer down,
though, because I needed the money.
Things had gone wrong between my
mother and father and they had separated, and mother was in poor health.
Mills could pay me only twenty dollars
a week, but that looked good to me at
the time. When I arrived in St. Paul
after that bus trip I felt as if half the
bones in my body were broken, but I
knew I couldn't afford to complain. I
stuck it out for six months."
Back in New Jersey Viv was out of
a job for five months before she got anwith Erwin
Kent's Her
band salary
that
lasted other
forspotanother
six months.
was climbing, though, and when she
finally took a third job singing at the
Governor Clinton Hotel in New York
she was dragging down fifty-five dollars
a week and with a double room thrown
in for herself and her mother.
"The Governor Clinton deal was swell,"
Viv reminisced, "but I had to do some
fancy finagling to keep it— all of which
makes a funny story. My agent informed
me that a singer usually lasted there for
only a couple of weeks, but as many of
the patrons were Greek I might prolong
my stay if I learned some Greek songs
to deliver. I was crazy about the job
and was willing to try so I started out
to learn Greek songs. Sometimes I rehearsed them almost until dawn, but I
finally accomplished what I had set out
to do. The customers loved my Greek
ditties and I could have stayed on indefinitely atthe Governor Clinton if I
hadn't come to the conclusion that I
had better go on the road again for the
good of my own future. During the latter part of my engagement at the hotel
I did Greek benefits all over New York
and was generally looked upon as a
Greek native, despite my then very
blonde hair and my Irish, German and
English gave
descent."
beautiful
as
sheViv
described upit,"this
because
she hadjob,"
a fear
of being buried there where she would
never have been seen by people who
finally gave her a chance at a really top
position such as she now has at 20th
Century-Fox. In 1939 she took a job
with Bobby Byrne's band, which at that
time was
delight. Sheconsidered
had never the
lost jitterbugs'
her conviction
that the kids picked the talent that
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setup didn't pan out as expected
this after
and
a week she gave it up to join
Al Kavelin and his Cascading Chords
orchestra. She didn't know it at the
time but she was walking into one of
the most exacting routines of one night
stands that ever a frail canary endured.

"To give you a slight idea," she illustrated, "I left New York on Wednesday
afternoon and as soon as I arrived iii
Toledo the following Friday night I was
rushed right to the bandstand to sing.
At one o'clock the following morning we
got into several automobiles in which
the orchestra traveled and drove four
hundred and fifty miles without stopping to White Sulphur Springs, West
Virginia. From there we dashed back to
Toledo, and at the end of five days and
nights the only sleep we had had was a
bit of catnapping we snatched in cars.
"This was only the beginning, though.
Life became a hectic business of jumping from one place to another with any
time we may have had for relaxation
consumed in traveling. I had to do my

with bands, it is no wonder Viv has
confidence that she can hold onto stardom.
During her professional career she has
had six changes of names. She was born
Vivian Stapleton, and in real life she is
now Vivian Frank. That last name will
be permanent because she took it last
Jan. 10, when she married Manny Frank,
her business manager. She readily admits that besides her policy of trying to
give the younger generation the kind of
entertainment they ask for, Manny has
had a powerful lot to do with helping
her get to the top. Viv's mother passed
away in Hollywood two years ago, and
with her father remarried in the East,
she and her husband enjoy a small world
of their own in the film colony.
They live in an unpretentious apart-

ment in Beverly Hills and to all appearances are just a couple of solid citizens
who look upon glamor as merely something you read about. They go to movies, to a night club occasionally.
"Those kids are wonderful," said Viv.
"Their enthusiasm reminds me of when
getting started in show busijust
I was ness
before audiences that were filled
with youngsters who later were to be
called bobby-sockers. They've done all
the kids,
by me,about
right worry
you
them.I mean,
When and
theydon't
feel
like expressing themselves they do it,
which is the way it should be with all
honest people. But they'll also get things
out of their system and settle down one
day to criticizing the next generation.
In final analysis, that's the way it always
was and always will be."

but I wouldn't
of course,
own
have laundry,
minded this
if we had stayed put
long enough for my things to dry. Our
incomes were never much above our expenses and on several occasions the kitty
was completely empty.
"I remember one particularly desperate predicament we were in down in
Lexington, Ky. A good paying engagement had been canceled on us after we
had been looking forward to it to get
back on our feet financially. We went a
whole week without a bit of income, and
several members of the band who had
their wives and children along were in
a bad spot. I even had to pawn a ring
and watch that had been given to me
when I was graduated from high school.
"And then one night in a small Ohio
town outside of Cleveland we came very
close to losing another engagement. The
truck which carried all our instruments
and good clothes was traveling far behind our cars and we had no way of
knowing that it had had two blowouts. It
didn't arrive at our job until around
eleven o'clock on the night we were to
open at eight thirty. When it did show
up we didn't have time to change into
better things and I went on singing in
my slacks. The piano player and I had
entertained the crowd up until the instruments arrived and luckily most of
the patrons were young and hep. But
we really gave them the works when we
got hold of the instruments.
"These experiences with Kavelin's
band really knocked me out, and I decided that I had had enough of the road.
I guess mother had been feeling this in
my letters back in New York, too, because she had gone in cahoots with an
agent and had landed me a job at the
Glass Hat cafe. And boy, did I jump
it!"
at Apparently
Fate had also been doing
a little calculating in Viv's behalf, because it was during her stop at the
Glass Hat that a 20th Century-Fox
talent scout saw her and arranged for
the test that resulted in her signing a
movie contract in 1941. Now, with more
than three years of bit work to her
credit, on top of her various odysseys
SCREENLAND
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oable!
Continued from page 23
over and say hello just any time now.
Not that I thought he would. An actor who has been on top of the top for
fifteen years, who has so much money
he's forgotten what a plain little old
dollar bill looks like, a guy everyone has
spoiled rotten probably would think he
It doesn't pay to dose yourself with
harsh, bad-tasting laxatives! A medicine that's too strong can often leave
you feeling worse than before!

was pretty special. He wouldn't be going
around saying hello to the hoi polloi.
That's where I was wrong. The scene
finished, Clark came over to where I was
sitting. Emily introduced us. He turned
on the Gable smile, gave with the Rhett
Butler look, and said: "Hello, honey, are
you miffed,
gettingremember.
everythingSo you
was
what want?"
did I do?I
I beamed like a Chessy cat confronted
with a bowl of cream. Hard to get,
that's me.
The first thing I discovered about

stars
in
style
and

quality

Clark Gable was his honesty. He's been
riding that golden chariot reserved for
A laxative that's too mild to give
proper relief is just as bad as none
at all. A good laxative should work
thoroughly, yet be kind and gentle!
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THE top star for a long time, so he isn't
afraid of speaking the truth. At this
stage of the game it's a pretty good
gamble that his house won't come tumbling down if he's honest rather than
politic. For instance, I had heard that
the fabulous Mr. Gable was a great farm
hand; that — in addition to working all
day at the studio — he got up at 4:30
every morning to milk the cows. Honestly! So I asked him.
"What've they been telling you,
honey?" he said. "I never milked a cow
in my life! I never get up until I have to.
I'm a lazy man, and the only reason I'm
painting the fence on my place now is
because I can't find anyone else to do it.
On weekends I sleep half the day, sometimes until three o'clock. Acting, in case
you didn't know, is hard work."
It is hard work, layman's opinion to
the contrary. It involves great concentration, great perfectionism. There is
also
a nervous
a million
dollar tension
picture, about
for an "carrying"
actor has
a certain obligation both to his studio
and to movie-goers: he must give a good
performance. If he flops, a lot of other
people flop right along with him. Therefore, it doesn't matter that he may feel
like the very devil — with a headache to
end all headaches or a cold or just a case
of nerves — he has to give a good performance just the same. Although Gable is the
least emotionally complicated of all of
Hollywood's stars and wouldn't know a
fit of temperament if he saw it face to
face, he is still heir to this nervous tension. Most actors, particularly those of
the he-man variety, are afraid to say that
what they are doing is hard work. They
are afraid some farm hand in Kansas or
some oil driller in Texas might give out
with a horse laugh.
These people can't laugh at Gable,
however, because he has basis for comparison. When he was eighteen, he was
making $12 a day as a tool dresser at
Bigheart, Oklahoma. He has been farmer,
oil worker, lumberman, salesman, hop
picker, rubber worker as well as actor, so
he knows what he is talking about. If
it's hard
hard work,
acting
he saysStill,
work.
the is
average
Hollywood
star
would preface such a remark with a
S CREENLAND
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deprecatory
smile.
Gable
makes no
apologies.
At forty-four, he's honest about his
age. "I've been in pictures fifteen years,"
he grinned. "Hell, I'm an old man,
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"On you, it looks good," I said.
And it does. He's no frail wisp of a
honey!"
man. He isn't carefully prettied up with
makeup, adhesive tape and a toupee. He
wears no makeup at all. He's six feet,
one inch tall, weighs 200 pounds, is
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slightly tanned. He's just as terrific,
masculine and heart-throbby as he was
in "Gone With The Wind." And that
ain't bad.
I noticed, too, that there is a certain
aura surrounding a Gable set. There
isn't quite the same atmosphere anywhere else. Perhaps it's because there is
no other masculine or feminine star of
equal caliber. He's so far up on top that
he has no competitors. His hold on the
feminine, as well as masculine admirers
has lasted well over a decade. During all
this time he has been among the top ten
box office favorites. With that record,
he can now afford to relax and enjoy
himself and this is very apparent between
scenes. A Gable set is friendly, natural,
easy-going.
different.
Take the It's
instance
of Greer Garson.
She and Gable are in "Adventure." An
Academy Award winner, a star of the
first magnitude, she gives a sensitive, fine
performance. It may even be that she
out-acts Gable. But to the grips, the
electricians, the director, it is Gable who
is the star of the picture. Therefore, although the "blacks" are often up for
Garson on a picture in order for her to
have privacy when she acts, it is hard to
keep the same artistic atmosphere with
Gable around. Somehow the idea of
Garbo-like privacy, "blacks," and suchlike just don't go with Clark Gable. Despite the fact that he is a great star, he
has no illusions about his ability. "I have
no desire to go back to the theatah" he
grins. "The theatah is a good place to
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ment
stores. and ten-cent
That is the Gable America remembers:
the
guy who laughs a lot, kids himself,
be from!"
and takes life — the good with the bad —
in his stride. It hasn't been so very
long ago that the world was sobered by
the tragic death of his lovely, gay Carole
Lombard. For although Clark had been
married before to older women, Hollywood had always felt that he and Carole
had found a love that doesn't often come
to Movieland's beautiful people. Their
marriage was so right. Before Clark
came along, Carole had been one of Hollywood's most glittering hostesses. She
loved night clubs and parties. After
Clark, she changed her whole way of life
to share his. They went camping and
CALLOUSES
duck hunting; they worked like stevedores on their ranch, or loafed in dingy Quick Relief From Pain, Burning,
dungarees and counted their fruit trees. Tenderness On Bottom Of Feet
Carole, the glamor girl, became Clark The instant you apply soothGable's kind of girl. They were very ing, cushioning, protective
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads on
happy together.
spot, painful presThen came the first great bond drive the sensitive
sure islitted. Burning or tenderness
is
quickly
relieved. Separate
and Carole was off to sell millions of dol- Medications included
for speedily
lars' worth of war bonds. After ten days, removing callouses. Cost but a
her job well done, it was time to return trifle. At Drug, Shoe, Dept. Stores,
home. The story goes that she tossed a Toiletry Counters. Try them!
coin: heads she would travel by plane;
tails she would go by train. It came up
D-rScholls Zino-pads
heads, and she was glad because that
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meant she could be with Clark that much
sooner. She and her publicity agent and
her mother boarded the ill-fated plane.
All three died in the crash.
Clark first heard the news from Eddie
Mannix, MGM executive. Together they
went to Las Vegas. They were told there
had been an accident, but that no details
were yet available. When the details
came, they were soul-shattering. The
tragedy numbed all Hollywood, for it was
filmdom's first gold star. A shocked
world waited to see what Clark Gable
would do.
He carried on. First, he had a job to
do. The picture he was working on had
to be finished or his studio would lose
millions. He went back to work and it
must have seemed ironical to him that

VdvniH010

, the

the title of his picture was, "Somewhere
I'll Find -You." How he managed to
work with curious eyes focused sympathetically onhim is a measure of Gable,
the man.
The picture finished, he quietly enlisted inthe United States Army. Youngsters were doing the same thing all
around him, but Gable was no youngster.
He needn't have gone. He could have
stayed safely at home. Nevertheless, he
left his $250,000 a year MGM salary and
the ranch where he and Carole had been
so happy. Perhaps he was thinking of
the many gallant soldiers who had gone
down doing their part and that among
them was a fair-haired girl called Carole
Lombard.
He da.went
to Officers'
in FloriHe received
his Training
commission
as a
lieutenant and won his wings as a gunner. Later he formed a photographic unit
and was sent to England. While there he
was made a captain and awarded the
Air Medal for "exceptionally meritorious
achievement" in five bomber combat
missions. In October, 1943, he returned
to the States and worked with the First
Motion Picture Unit on the task of editing a motion picture taken during forays
over
films. Europe for use as Army training
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His first visit back to Hollywood, in
1943, revealed a slightly changed Gable.
He didn't go out much; his name was
linked with no glamor girls. He was
more sober in manner, less inclined to
laughter. There was a wall of reserve
around him. He didn't want people to
ask questions, either about his experiences overseas or his life before the
war. Because his life before the war was
held together by Carole and the memory
of this still hurt. During May 1944
while in Washington, Captain Gable became Major Gable. Upon completion of
the Army picture, he returned to civilian
life. He had served three years.
Like other Americans who had lost
loved ones in the war, he found he had
to build a completely new life. For the
first time since Carole's death, his name
was linked romantically with the loveliest girls in Hollywood: Kay Williams,
Anita Colby; and in New York, socialite
Dolly O'Brien. Today, you often see
Gable with a beautiful girl on his arm.
But it is strangely significant that his
choice has not narrowed down to one.
He's having fun, that's all. To Clark
Gable, Carole never really left home.
Remembering this, Hollywood does not
try to pry into the past. As a matter of
SCREENLAND
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fact, people don't pry \vith"Gabfe! 'He is
friendly, warm, a great conversationalist, but questions Hke, "What does it
feel like to go on a bombing mission?"
get a definite brush-off. He speaks of
his adventures over there with great
reticence, and even then he generally
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twists it around so that he's talking about
"his boys" rather than about himself.
"I used to go on a mission about once
a week," he told me, "but it would take
me a couple of days to get over it. I'm
no kid. You leave at 4:30 in the morning and don't get back until around 3:00
the next morning, and you are under tension all that time, and under fire part of
the time. I'd come back mentally and
physically exhausted. But those kids,
those twenty-year-olds, they went out
every day. The way those kids become
men in a few brief weeks is something
that kind of gets you."
The afternoon shadows had lengthened. It was time to go. I gathered up
my impressions and dusted them off
neatly, trying to figure out just what
makes Clark Gable different. First, it
is his amazing lack of ego, despite his
unchallenged success. This is discernable
in little things: the fact that he is
honestly interested in the other person,
that he actually listens when you talk,
and that he would rather listen to you
than talk about himself. He has a manner that comes from rubbing shoulders
with all types of people in all walks of
life. And he has a terrific, sizzling sense
of humor. Being with him is fun. He's
modest, too, in a screwy kind of way.
For instance, he said: "Gary Cooper
could have played a wonderful Rhett
Butler. A half a dozen actors in Hollycould have
played
Rhett Butler."
Mr. wood
Gable,
are you
kidding?
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Evidently,
he just doesn't realize
what it is he has. It's sex appeal, mister,
and if your mother didn't tell you,
you're a big boy now and somebody
oughta! The plain truth is that Clark
Gable makes a woman conscious of being
a woman, and this reaction is as definite
when you meet him in person as it is
when you see him up there on the screen.
As a matter of fact, I got home in a
pleasant little daze, smitten like all fury
with one Mr. Gable, and doing the neatest swoon act around the house a bobbysoxer ever saw. The girl next door
greeted me with the uncomfortable
honesty of ten-year-olds: "Is it true he
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comfortably those trying days pass
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hasIt'sbiga ears?"
funny thing, but, you know, I
never noticed!
Maureen

Makes

Plans

Continued from page 25
I'll always like boats better than planes.
After Will had met all my relatives and
friends, we could leave Bronwyn with
my parents and the two of us could tour
Ireland and England and Europe.
"I want to pick up a girl in Ireland
who speaks some Gaelic, and bring her
back to California with me as a nurse
for my children."
zical eyebrow she
I expect to have
And I want them

When I raised a quizadded, "Oh my yes,
four to six children.
to be brought up on
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Irish folklore and fairy tales. My brothers
and sisters and I had a Gaelic Nanny
when we were kids and she used to entertain us by the hour with wonderful
stories about the 'little people.' We were
brought up on Irish superstitions and
I'm sure it kindled an imagination in us
that we might not have had. And besides, I'd like my children to grow up
with an Irish brogue. I have subscribed
regularly to a Dublin newspaper ever
since I have been in America, and lately
I have been checking over the want ads.
I don't think I will have too much
trouble finding the kind of girl I want."
Maureen's father, Mr. FitzSimons,
runs a sporting goods business in Ireland.
Her brother, Charlie, is a lawyer in Dublin, and her brother, James, is an actor
with the Abbey Theater there. The FitzSimons girls seem to prefer American
husbands. Florrie, who is twenty-two,
married a Canadian during the war, and
expects to arrive in America this month.
Margo, who is nineteen, married a Marine in London, and will be on her way
soon to join him in China. Both girls
expect to visit the Prices. But my favorite of the FitzSimons family has always
been the very aristocratic aunt who runs
a dress shop in London — and who was
firmly convinced that if she touched a
sailor's collar she would get her wish.
None of this wishing upon a star stuff
for Auntie.
"And won't it be wonderful," continued Maureen, "to be able to go on a
nice weekend trip with your husband
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"Themen
Spanish
Main,"
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will have
drooling
like that
a pack
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of wolves. Even the Hays Office boys
drooled when they saw . her, and wondered ifit was all quite proper.
"Either before we go to Ireland, or
right afterwards," Maureen continued
her planning, "Will and I will take
Bronwyn to Mississippi to visit his
family. I particularly want Bronwyn to
have her picture taken with her great
grandfather, who is almost ninety years
old. Imagine, four generations of Prices
in one picture!
"Right away too, as soon as Will
comes home, we have to buy a new
house. This house was all right when
we bought it after we were married —
but now that we are acquiring a family
it's much too small. Our friends call it
the Tip-Toe House. Any time they drop
by it seems I am always saying, 'Sh-sh,
Bronwyn is sleeping.' 'Sh-sh, Marie has
to be up at six to give Bronwyn her
she must
Ibottle
want and
a house
wherehave
our some
friendssleep.'
can
drop by at all hours, bang the refrigerator door, turn on the radio, play the
piano, sing, shout, or whatever they feel
like doing — and never disturb anyone."
Maureen has never been one for night
clubs in Hollywood. She likes her social
life at home. And she's darned tired of
SCREENLAND
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telling people to shush and tip-toe. Including herself. She likes to turn on the
radio and dance, and she likes to run
her fingers over the piano keys and raise
her voice in song.
"And next year," stated Maureen with
some vehemence, "I expect to give myself abig, beautiful birthday party. I've
never had a birthday party with lots of
guests bringing gifts and drinking my
health in champagne, or even milk. When
I was a child in Ireland my family
always took a house at the beach for
the month of August. None of my school
chums could get there so there wasn't
any point in having a party for me. I
just had a pitcher of lemonade and some
cookies with no one more exciting than
my brothers and sisters, who did not
bring presents. Florrie and Margo and
Peggy and the boys all had birthdays in
the Fall and Winter and Mummie
always gave them parties. I remember
how envious I was of the gobs of presents they received. As a child I always
promised myself that when I was twentyone I'd give myself a birthday party
(admission: one gift) that would be a
knock-out. Well, my twenty-first birthday I spent in a hospital under an oxygen tent.
"So next I planned something extra
special for my twenty-second birthday,
which was two years ago. Will was in
Quantico, Virginia, at the time, and
couldn't get leave, and I spent most of
the day standing up on a train — I stood
up all the way from 'Buffalo Bill' location in Utah to Las Vegas. A fine way
to spend a birthday,- I thought. Last
year I was in the hospital with Bronwyn
and Will was in the Pacific. And this
year he's in Washington, and I'm without a party and presents as usual. But
next year, ah, next year, with no war
and no rationing, I am going to have a
bang-up birthday brawl to make up for
all the parties I've missed all my life."
Well, everybody save their dimes and
give Maureen a beautiful birthday present. After all, we can't have such a
lovely person becoming frustrated.
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Conrad Janis and Janis Wilson make a charming
picture as love interest in Columbia's "Snafu."
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ADVERTISEMENT
MAKE-UP
YOUR

Happiness

for Hutton

BARGAIN

Jewelry Catalog FREE

Continued from page 33

. . . with these quick-grooming
hair beauty aids!

CREME-SET: for that cool,
lovely, every-hair-in-place
look!
1.25
JUMBO HAIR PENCIl:
temporary magic for
streaked or faded hair,
six colors , . . 1.00

HAIR PREPARATIONS
604 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, N. Y.
Write for hair care booklet.
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WHY ROB YOURSELF
OF BEAUTY, ROMANCE,
HAPPINESS?
New fascinating Beauty, Confidence
and Glowing Happiness are within
your reach! Swiftly and expertly you
can add alluring loveliness to your
entire personality thru this tested,
proven anceguide
Glamour, streamlined
Self Assurand a to gorgeous
model figure.
Thousands of happy women have won
irresistible
success thru thischarm,
exclusivepopularity,
home method.
Stop being self
shy, em-of
barrassed.conscious,
Discover the thrill
hearing exciting compliments as
friends and family admire your new
grace, new charm, new shapely curves.
Amazing results in 6 short weeks.
Start enjoying sparkling health,
magnetism and love by sending now
for
this complete
Course.
Contains easy-to-use
the secret Beauty
success
methods of famous stars, models,
cover
girls.
transform "just
average"
girlsHelps
into beauties.
AMONG THE SPECIAL SECTIONS
INCLUDED:—
• Eat For
• Your Winning • Tricks with
Beauty!
Colors!
• Clothes!
Finishing
•CONTOUR
• Secrets of
Touches!
control!
Make-up!
• Silhouette
• Graceful
• Hair Styling
• Magic!
Poise!
• posture!
Beauty
for YOU!
•• Personality!
exercises!
Winning
■ Shapely
• Figure
Curves!
Remodeling!
Charm!
SEND NO MONEY
Benefit by present unequalled offer of this complete "YOU
CAN
BEAUTIFUL"
only $2.
back
if not BE
delighted.
Make the course
most ofnowyourself
and Money
your happiness. Be glamorous, Desirable, admired by men, envied by
women. Order now, C.O.D. plus postage; pay postman on
arrival. To save postage, send $2 with order and we ship
your special Lainont Success Course prepaid in plain
wrapper. No C.O.D.'s to Canada.
LAMONT SUCCESS STUDIOS, Dept. 8
505 N. Charles St.
Baltimore I, Md.
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a singer in a band to one of Hollywood's
high-ranking box-office attractions and
indications point to a continued rise.
Cinderella has found her Prince Charming and the Prince has turned out to be
a handsome, 6-ft.-l, hard-headed Chicago
business man who knows what the score
is and will not be kicked around by any
Hollywood glamor.
Ted is good-looking. He easily could
step before the cameras and become a
heart-throb for any femme. He reminds
you of Lee Bowman. He gives the appearance ofa play boy — the type many
of our glamor gals generally tie the knot
with. But when you start talking to him
you soon realize he has his two feet on
the ground.
Ted readily admits that he came
up the hard way in Chicago. He started
to work when he was eighteen years old
and has worked hard ever since. His
father founded the Excel Auto Radiator
Company and Ted expanded into another field, creating the Revere Motion
Picture Equipment Company. He is general manager of the first named concern
as well as president of the Revere company.
How they met has all the essence of
a movie scenario. It's the way all girls
hope to meet their Prince Charmings.
Cupid's arrow was never more accurate
and active than the day Ted walked
into Chicago's Singapore Restaurant and
gazed upon Betty. But let Ted tell it.
"When I walked into the restaurant
my gaze fell on Betty. I had seen her
for the first time in 'Here Come The
Waves' (and you know there were two
of her in that picture. I still wish there
were nize
twoher.ofWhen
Betty)I
looking at her and
"I've seen plenty
town but somehow

,was
but Iseated
didn't I recogkept
she at me.
of girls in my home
she attracted me. I

guess that's what the French call £en
rapport.' We kept looking at each other
and my heart was pounding like a trip
hammer. I had never felt that way
before. I finally came out of the sudden
trance and asked who she was. One of
my friends told me. Well,, I felt kind
of let down because I didn't think a
Hollywood movie star would even bother
with me. But I didn't take my eyes
off her.
"Time came for me to leave — Betty
left before me — and the proprietor
walked over to me and said, 'Call me
up in a few days. I have something very
important
telltell
you.'
"I insistedto he
me there and then.
After several minutes he broke down
and said that Betty Hutton was interested in me. He said she asked who I
was and all the questions a girl would
ask about a fellow she was interested in.
The proprietor then said I should call
the restaurant in two days. I did, and
Betty got on the phone and said: 'Are
you the fellow with the bow tie?'
"We made an appointment and from
then on we saw the town together. Soon
the press had us engaged and married,
etc. Reporters were plaguing me at the
ScREENLAND
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Genuine Swiss Watches. MS

tiny images of delight.

10K Gold Bridal Pair. 4 Fiery Earring*. Identification Bracelet
Genuine chip diamonds. Simulated Lady or mens. Silver
$5.95 each — Pair $9.95. rhinestones. Plated. Engraved free.
SEND NO MONEY. Money Back Guarantee. Pay postman
C.O.D. plus postage and tax. Or, write for Big Free Catalog of
lovely
Sweetheart
Lockets,
Pearls, Earrings,
Bracelets,Anklets,
Billfolds,Costume
Charms,PinB,
Hosiery,
Compacts,
etc
Latest styles from Broadway and Hollywood.
International Diamond Co., 2251 Calumet Ave., Dept. W81 , Chicago 16, III.
REP
UN P
^
colored
^hand
*?x7
rnrr
^^ ENLARGMENT
tntt ^photo
As
an INTRODUCTORY
we will
send you a beautiful OFFER
HAND
COLORED
ment FREE Professional
with your orderEnlargeof six
BLACK andMENTS. WHITE
ENLARGESix 5»7 for
$2.04 or
six 8 x 10 Enlargements for $2.64.
Single
39c
or
8 x10Enlargement
49c. Mail5x7yourcostsphoto,
snapshot or negative (any size)
mother, father, sister, soldier, group
pictures, etc. Your original will be
clothing. Mail Money Order or War Stamps, or pay
postman on arrival, plus a few cents postage.
MAX CHINKES, Photographer (Dept. S.UJ
16!)7 Broadway
New York 19, N. T.
LEG
SUFFERERS
Why ing tocontinue
to suffer
without
do something?
Write
today attemptfor New
Booklet — "THE LIEPE METHODS FOR
HOME USE." It tells about Varicose
Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Liepe Methods
used while Praised
you walk.andMoreen- than 40 years of
success.
dorsed by multitudes.
LIEPE METHODS. 3284 N.Green Bay Ave., |BOOKLET
Dept. N-26, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
SONG

POEMS

WANTED

Any Subject
For musical settings. Act NOW! New
songs needed. Send poems for free examination and melody test offer.
Art Melody

Studios °TMZZ£\££l
AT
LAST!!
Autographed photos of Hollywood top
notch movie stars — Alan Ladd, Paulette
Goddard — and many others! Only
25c per photo, or a set of 3 for 50c,
postpaid.
Order your set NOW —
KANE FAN MAILING SERVICE
6443 Ben Ave., No. Hollywood, Calif.

SHE WASN'T BORN WITH
A BEAUTIFUL
NOSE
a simple correction beautified her profile
but overnight,
gaveFascinating^
her joyous
self-confibook, newYOUR
FACE dence.
IS YOUR
FORTUNE,
tellsNEW
and
shows with 88 before-and-after photos
dramatic results of Plastic Surgery. Yours, postpaid, in plain
©
wrapper— only
FRANKLIN HOUSE, 629 Drexet Bldg., Phila.. Pa. Dept.2-H
You Can Be Free From Unsightly
PIMPLES
Skin Blemishes or Acne
IN LESS THAN 10 DAYS!
Amazing new formula taken from
doctor's prescription. No greasy
creams,
smellytreatments.
salves, harsh
lotions
or tiresome
Write
for
FREE BOOKLET that tells how you
can quickly, easily enjoy new skin
health and beauty. Send no money!
Just mail name and address to:
Dept SS-2 Wilmot Laboratories, Inc.,
234 State St., Detroit 26, Mich.

factor
finally

SUPER, Genuine, Glossy Photos, size
314 x 5%, direct from Hollywood, of
about 400 World-Famous Movie Stars.
From the oldest and foremost fan photo
studio. Send M. 0. or U. S. stamps.
Minimum order SO)1. FREE Star Folder
with first order. Immediate delivery,
postpaid. Write Department 653. Give
second choice.
BRAM
306 W. 4 4 th. ST.

STUDIO
NEW YORK I8,N.Y.

24 k. GOLD

Select Your Very Own
Simulated Birth stone
January
February-- Garnet
Amethyst
March
Agoamarrae
April- •-- --- Green
White
Sapphire
May
Spinel
Jane
Alexandrite
July
...
Ruby
August - Peridot
September-Sapphire
October - Rozircon
November-Gold's
December - Zircon Sapphire

PLATED

BIRTHSTONE RING
Sweetheart Design! ; ^1 fi
BEAUTIFUL Heart
SHAPED STONE
LADIES 1 Wear this
lovely
ring Births
Bet withtone.yourGenuine24k.
very own
Simulated
Gold Plated Shank in smart,
new.
U— T
Uguaranteed
beautiful
doBiffnSatisfaction
is adjustable
will«C
fit
any size finder.
Q
or money
back. it Act
Now I toWarQ
conditions
may
make
impossible
duplicate
this sensational offer for years to come.
SEND NO MONEYI
Just name and month yoo were born. Pay
postman
93c plus
for 1 rtaffonly
or $1.69
plus Tax
Tax and
for postage
2 rings.
ILLINOIS MERCHANDISE MART
SOO NORTH DEARBORN STREET
DEPT. 20- B,
CHICAGO 10. ILL.

•£?

PHOTOGRAPHS APICK OF THE PIN-UPS
Your favorite stars in latest portrait or
pin-up poses. Make your collection the
envy of your friends.
BEAUTIFUL HI-GLOSS PHOTOS
FREE: with each order, list of photos and
how to ioin FAN FOTO CLUB.
*Send 1 0c for photo of your favorite star
or $1 ondfor
choice.12 different photos. State sec• Boxl816WilshireLaBreaSta.
> Los Angeles 36, Calif., Dept.S
14
GENUINE

Kt.
DIAMOND**6
SOLID $14.95
GOLD

*|flL%
INCLUDED
TAX
14KT. SOLID GOLD
WEDDING RING
FREE
A gift of lasting memory, genuine diamond In 14Kt.
solid
gold ring,satisfaction.
and engravedAnsolidhonest
gold wedding
ring,
for lifetime
$22.50 value.
Specify size. Send money order or pay postman on
arrival. Wear rings 1 week on money-back guarantee.
We pay taxes and mailing charges. Order today.
LOMO NOVELTY COMPANY
Dept. VS-S, 11 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

SONGWRITERS
POEMS WANTED
AT ONCE
Send Your Poems, Any Subject.for Immediate Examination and FREE BOOK:—
"YOUR FUTURE IN SONG WRITING,"
RADIO CITY MUSIC ACADEMY
1674 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
DRAWforMONEY
Be An ARTIST!
Trained Artists Are Capable
of EarningA Week
$30 — $50 — $75
Learn at Home
in Your
Spare Time for a Fascinating Hobby and Profitable
- Career in Commercial Art
It's pleasant
interesting
to
study
Art MERCIAL
the ART,anu
W.S.A.
way. COMDESIGNING,
CARTOONING
all
hi
ONE
complete
home study course.
No— hundreds
previous
Art
necessary
have experience
profited
by
our
practical
odsFITS
sincefurnished.
1914. Full
TWO information
ART methOUTin FREE BOOKS. "Art-for Pleasure
andWASHINGTON
Profit." WriteSCHOOL
today. State
OF ARTage.
Studio 1712P,
111S 5,15th
Washington
D. C.St., N. W.

lly had to throw out'the* WrJbf ters.
"In the few months we've known each
other we have come to understand each
other perfectly. I realize Betty likes her
work and I don't intend to interfere
She expects to make two pictures a year.
That will give us plenty of time for
ourselves. I have business connectionsin
in California, so part of the time we'll
spend in Brentwood and the other
the Windy City."
How do you and Betty feel about
babies? "Betty loves them and so do I.
When I gave her the eight-carat engage
ment ring I said to her that each carat
represents a baby. She laughed and

_U)\lWy

t|(XM«, $ OAs

Betty entered the room and immedi
ately
planted a big kiss on his cheek
agreed."
Betty
has no inhibitions. No matter
who's around or how large the crowd it
doesn't make any difference to her. She
does what she wants to do when she
feels like doing it.

It's not hard to get Betty to talk
and she's as frank and direct in her
ways as a baby. It wasn't hard to see
Betty was happy. She virtually bounced
with every gesture and hugged and kissed
Ted with abandon. What are your plans? "Whatever Ted
says is O.K. with me. Anything he's told
you Betty.
goes for me, too. He's the boss,"
said
How do you feel about all this?
"Just like a dream," she answered
quickly. "I've often hoped things would
turn out this way — well, they have. Isn't
he handsome? Oh, I love him so much!
We're going to be happy. I fell in love
with him when I saw him in Singapore.
No man ever made me feel like this.
And when the Huttons love, they love
hard. Almost like my part in 'Incendiary
Blonde.' You know how hard I loved
Arturo De Cordova in that picture?
Well, that was only acting, but I had to
do that part just as though I meant it.
And that's
other kiss) . how I feel about Ted (anWhen I look back now and think of
how things have been breaking for me I
consider myself very lucky, although at
the start of my career things looked
very black. But I guess that's how it is
for everybody. You just simply have to
keep
on punching and you're bound to
succeed.

"You know the story of me. Why, it
seems like yesterday I got a break with a
band in Lansing. Then Lopez happened
to hear me the opening night and signed
me and when I wasn't the gal he thought
I was — well, that's when the lights almost
went out for me. But I got so sore about
being fired that I put on one of my raving acts and started the style that has
brought me all that I ever wanted.
"Yes, life has been very good to me.
I didn't go through all the heartaches
some actresses have to go through before
hitting the top. After I caught on at the
Casa Manana I never really had to try
out for a part. I was just given it. That
made things easier all around."
The bell rang at this moment.

Betty

had usual
appointments
day.weWereached
made '
the
farewells set
and allwhen
the door, Betty shouted, "Wait'll you see
my"Make
first production!"
it soon," we returned.
SCREENLAND

findyouyour
style ,'f|
If
can't
at first, try again!
Dealers supplied
monthly. Send
for free folders:
Maiden Form
Brassiere Co.. Inc.,
New York 16
YOUR

NAME

& PHOTO

Send in any size picture, snapshot ! T~
or ON
negative.STAMPS
Name or initials up
to 8 letters on each stamp free.
Stamps forated,
arereadyglossy,
gummed,use perfor immediate
for
personal letters, envelopes, greeting cards, books, gifts, etc. OrigNo COB's.
Encloseinal photos
$2 forreturned.
100, minimum
order
ANNCO
475 5th Ave. >SERVICE
Dept. 43, N.Y.

spoiled tover a flat,
embarrassment
undeveloped or sagging bust!
Successful
experience
sands of women
proves ofyouthoucan
help develop
glamorous
contours and an alluring bustline
of high,ness. Allyouthful
you do rounded-fullIs follow the
tested, proven,
easywonderful,
- to - use
methods
given In the
scientifically authentic book,
"Approved Methods for Care
and Development
of the joys
Bust."of
Experience
the thrilling
having
your
bust
appear
shapebeautiful.
Bring
out ly,
therounded,
romantic
curves which
rouse envy,
admiration
and
approval. Lifetime results, safely,
easily
and
positively.
If
not
satisfied,
THEEreturn
, within 10 days
and money willSECRETS
be refunded.

NOW

ONLY]

$1.00
CD re
25 BEAUTY
which
have| helped
to bring HtVtR BtfOttt .
romantic glamour to Holly- GRCATLY RCDUUD! i
wood Movie Stars and famous models—
included with order Free.
SEND NO MONEY!
Take advantage of this extraordinary reduction. Formerly more than double this price.
Enclose $1.00 with your order ($1.50 C.O.D.
if you wish to pay postman on arrival.) To
■ave postage and handling charge send SI. 00
with order, and we ship Prepaid in plain
wrapper.
SUCCESS CO.. BALTO.. MD., BOX 895-J
93
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Continued from page 49
He gave Evelyn a long explanation of
some of the causes of success. "Diction,"
he said. "Diction is the actress' most important vocal asset." He added that
Evelyn appeared to have a southern accent, and recommended a diction coach.
For two years Evelyn worked for hours
each day eliminating the Dixie from her
diction.
She dropped
word to"right"
as
an adjective,
and the
learned
refer

NO

DULL

DRAB
HAIR
When You Use This Amazing
4 Purpose
Rinse
In one, simple, quick operation, LOVALON
will do all of these 4 important things
to give YOUR hair glamour and beauty:
1. Gives lustrous highlights.
2. Rinses away shampoo film.
3. Tints the hair as It rinses.
4. Helps keep hair neatly in place.
LOVALON does not permanently dye
or bleach. It is a pure, odorless hair rinse,
in 12 different shades. Try LOVALON.
At stores which sell toilet goods
25(S for 5 rinses
10fi for 2 rinses
Guaranteed by
Good Housekeeping

LOVALON
K 4 6
1:8 IV"!wVZ^.
HTi«aA tit

ENLARGEMENT
of your FavorMe Photo
FROM FAMOUS HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
Just to Bet acquainted we will make a beautiful 5x7 enlargement of any picture or negative. Be sure to include color of hair, eyes and
clothing and get oar bargain offer for having
your enlargement beautifully hand colored in
oil and mounted in your choice of handsome
frames. Please enclose 10c and your original
35^>W?77JllllViVV picture or negative will be returned with the
free 5x7 enlargement postpaid. Act nowl Limit 2 to a customer.
HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monica Blvd., Dept. 808, Hollywood, Calif.
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Each month you just
meekly endure pain.
Why don't you try
Chi-Ches-Ters Pills?
* * * * yes, they really deaden simple
menstrual pain. And more! One ingredient
tends to relax muscular tension usually associated with periodic pain. Chi-Ches-Ters contain iron, too. It tends to help build up your
blood. You're apt to get better results if you
begin taking Chi-Ches-Ters three days before
your period. * * * * No, they're not expensive. Only 50^ a box at druggists'. * * * * Yes,
that's the name. Chi-Ches-Ters Pills. * * * *
For freeinteresting illustrated Booklet "TheTrailing
ShadowCompany,
of Pain," Philadelphia
write Dept. A.,
Chemical
46, Chichester
Pa.
CHI-CHES-TERS PILLS
For relief from "periodic functional distress"
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to a group of people as "you" rather
than "you-all." She shed "reckon" and
"mighty." Almost, she sounded like
someone perfected by Ronald Colman
from the lower depths of London. During this formative period she did walkons in several DeMille productions.
Then a wonderful fact was bruited
around Hollywood: David Selznick was
going to —produce
"Gone With The Wind."
1
Breathlessly, Evelyn checked with Paramount officials. "I'm from Atlanta; I'm
Southern. There must be some part in
it for me." Paramount said that the
co'n & cotton kid might try her luck at
Selznick 's studio.
When she was interviewed by Mr.
Selznick he said with a grim smile,
"What part would you like?" thinking
that, like the remaining sixty million
femmes in this country, she aspired to
be Scarlett.
Drawing a deep breath, Evelyn said,
"I'd like to play Snellen."
She got the part. Having spent two
years learning to talk like a Yankee, her
first plum role required a perfect Atlanta
accent. In Hollywood, an antic of this
sort is said to be "just like Hollywood."
After a superb part, it is usually assumed that an actress is going on to more
scintillant
accomplishments.
In Evelyn's
case, all the
usual signs failed.
During
a headlong junior romance she had married an equally young Los Angeles business man. At about the time this marriage failed, Evelyn's option was dropped
by Paramount.
Whereupon she was signed by Columbia. A pretty glum kid, she worked in
a series of B pictures; at least two of
them, despite their low budget, proved
to be excellent. "The Woman In Question" included in the cast such young
hopefuls as Rita Hay worth, Brian Aherne,
Glenn Ford, and Evelyn. (Evelyn played
Brian's daughter!) Another picture, in
which Peter Lorre played a disfigured
chap, and Evelyn played a blind girl,
was praised by critics.
Evelyn heard that "Here Comes Mr.
Jordan" was to be filmed and knew instantly that she had to have that part.
She went to the producer. "Well, I
antly. thought of you," he said pleashadn't
"Think of me," begged Evelyn. "I
know I can do it."
"I'll think of you," said he. But the
next thing Evelyn knew, the studio announced plans to send her east to some
sort of a conclave in New York. She
had intended to help the producer to
think of her regularly. Now she was
about to be stymied by distance.
SCREENLAND

WEBTISEMENT
DELHI REPLICA
DIAMONDS
Have the scintillating fire of genuine diamonds. Fine quality mountings.
No. 18No.
— $3.95.
Withband—
4 sets
shanks—
$5.75; 6 Prices:
sets— $8.75.
10—7 sets
$2.95.on
Better rings—$6.75.
grade— $4.75.
Sets
all
around—
$6.75.
No.
13
EarFor pierced ears, smaller sets 10k gold
stems— $6.75 pair. Same quality in Clusters— $ 1 1 .75 pair.
Clusters10kforgold
unpierced
ears — $6.75
pair.Cluster—
Men's shirt
tie
studs—
stem— solitaire—
$3.50.
$5.75 oreach
stud. Delhi Replica Diamond Men's rings — $8.75. PRICES
QUOTED ABOVE INCLUDE TAX.
WATCHES
Swiss— 6 jewels— $18.75. 15
jewels — $22.50. Bulovas, Elgins,
rus— 15Walthams,
jewels — Gruens,
$35.00 BenPlus
10% tax. Give 2nd choice. Write plainly, giving size of
ring. SENDsuitable if returned
NO MONEY.
Pay
postman.
Money
back
if
unsame day as received. U. S. Money
Order
States. or Cash with order required if from outside of the
NATIONAL GEM COMPANY,
P. O. Box 466, Dept. E.T.A.G., Chicago 90, III.
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"/ FOUND NEW BEA
"
NDSYou,
27 ofPOU
writesAND
Mrs Mills,
two boys.
LOSTmother
too, can find NEW BEAUTY in 21 Exciting
Days! Let Hollywood Discover You, Groom
You, and Cast You in a New Glamorous Role
Enter your name and you may win a FREE,
All-Expense, trip to glamorous Hollywood
Write to:
*Tilmatte Heautu
DEPT. IH
6808 Sunset Blvd. * Hollywood 28, Calif.
WANTED
To Be Set
SONG
POEMS
to Music
JL Publishers need new songs! Submit one
^ consideration.
or more of your Any
best subject.
poems forSend
immediate
poem.
Phonograph Records Made
•fc
* FIVE STAR MUSIC MASTERS
■fc GOo Beacon BIclg. Boston 8, Mass.
10 Lovely Pencils "GIVEN
f JB
ALLEN R. SMITH

AWAY"

fJfllM^Bl ALLEN R.SMITH — —
R. SMITH Salve at 25 cents a box.
ALLEN Rosebud
Jostsell
boxes famous
(■(9IC1I4 611BPremit the $1.00, and we will mall you Prepaid 10 lovely full
length high-grade yelloT color pencils with eraser, red plastio
tip, coal black No. 1 soft lead, with Your Name imprinted
on each pencil in high gloss Gold Foil. Send No Money.
Order 4 salve today. Use One cent Post Card. Will mail
pencils and 4 solve NOW if you send $1.00 with order.
ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, Box 21, WOODSBORO, MARYLAND.

Free
for Asthma
If you suffer with attacks of Asthma so
terrible you choke and gasp for breath,
if restful sleep is impossible because of
the struggle to breathe, if you feel the
disease is slowly wearing your life away,
don't fail to send at once to the Frontier
Asthma Co. for a free trial of a remarkable method. No matter where you live
or whether you have any faith in any
remedy under the Sun, send for this free
trial. If you have suffered a lifetime and
tried everything you could learn of without relief; even if you are utterly discouraged, do not abandon hope but send
today for this free trial. It will cost you
nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co., 222-S, Frontier Bldg.
462 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

do you WORRY?
Why
worryif weandcansuffer
any longer
help
you? ented
TryAir Cushion.
a Brooks PatThis
marvelous appliance for i
most forms of reducible I
rupture is GUARANbring YOU
heavenlyTEED tocomfort
and 1
security — day and night
— at work and at play — or it costs you NOTHING! Thousands happy. Light, neat-fitting. No
hard pads
or springs.
For men,
dren. Durable,
cheap. Sent
on women,
trial to and
provechilit.
Not sold in stores. Beware of imitations. Write
for Free Book on Rupture, no-risk trial order
plan, and proof of results. All Correspondence
Confidential.
Brooks Company, 394 State St., Marshal!, Mich.

CONFIDENTIAL
For

Movie

Fans!

The private, home addresses of more
than 400 top Hollywood motion picture stars in this exclusive directory.
Send for it now! Enclose $1 in currency or money order.
Movie

Star

Directory

1922-C N. Highland Ave.
Hollywood (28) Calif.

PICTURE
RING
$1
Exquisite
any
photo.Onyx-like
Send NoPicture
Money!Ring—Mailmadephotofromwith paper
strip age.
for Handrinptinted
size.25cPayextra.
postman
$1-00 with
plus postPhotoonlyreturned
ring.
Money back guarantee. Send photo and ring size now.
PORTRAIT RING CO., Dept. R-52. CINCINNATI, O.
NEWEST
PICTURE CRAZE
Beautiful Original Glossy Girl Photos
in size 4x5 or 8x10. Ready to frame
or pin up. 10 small or 5 large only
$1. ORDER TODAY. List included.
WINEHOLT CO.
Woodbine 6, Penna.
N
SK,
IPS
WlllflWI
tidy, scalyYou
lesions.r Expose
affected
SIS W 0fRID
ORIA
satisfying relief,
you
brine
Derm-K
Let
shame.
without
body
of
Sarts
lot an ointment. Stainless. Easily applied.
Also excellent for
WRITE FOR
DRY ECZEMA
SPECIAL
SEND NO MONEY
NO-RISK
Roah Special
name and
address OFFER.
for amazing-It costs
facta
and
NO-RISK
OFFER
nothinc
out what
for you. toSendfind postal
today.Derm-K can do
457Carter-Howell
Schenectady Ave.Laboratory
Dept. GM-3 ■ Brooklyn 3, N. Y.
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COLORING PHOTOS
Fascinating
hobby
and
vocation
quickly
learned
at home byinclined.
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In those days Western Uni'djnWTiS exceedingly gracious about wires. They
actually WANTED business. Evelyn
wrote out hundreds of wires in a noble
effort to help a producer to think of her.
She left them at Western Union, asking
that they be dispatched one each hour,
on the hour, during the working day for
many, many working days.
Did it work? Well, you saw "Here
Comes Mr. Jordan." It was the finest
dramatic part of the Keyes career to
date.
But Evelyn felt that she had a flair
for comedy. In a group, some simple
utterance of hers frequently provoked a
great howl. "I must be funny," she reasoned. "So why not capitalize on it?"
She managed, by persuading the director, to be tested for the part of the scullery maid in "Ladies In Retirement," the
dour picture in which Ida Lupino was a
pathetic secretary supporting two zany
sisters. In order to keep them in a home,
she strangled her employer. A thoroughly grim picture, which managed to
offer some hearty guffaws only because
of the presence of Evelyn Keyes.
Even so, Evelyn was thereafter cast
in straight leading woman roles. In commenting on this state of affairs, she said
solemnly, "In order to do the sort of
part I'm plugging away at, a girl should
be blindingly beautiful like Hedy Lamarr, or simply glistening with sex like
Rita Hayworth, two departments in
which I am not registered."
There are people who will give you
odds that Evelyn is the equivalent of
any designated diva in the business, but
that couldn't change Miss Keyes conviction that her metier is comedy. So, when
she heard about "A Thousand And One
Nights," she was determined to do the
part of the genie. Once again, in line
with her policy to pester the daylights
out of everyone with a comedy part to
bestow, Evelyn got in touch with the
producer, Sam Bischoff. "Just test me,
that's all I ask. Just test me."
The reviewers at the preview of "A
Thousand And One Nights" went quietly
mad about Keyes to Bagdad. "This is
it," they said; "from now on no one can
deny Evelyn comedy parts."
So she was promptly cast in a standard type lead in "Renegades," which was
originally titled "The Kansan." But,
wearing a flowered 1890 dress, she looks
delectable in the arms of powerful Willard Parker.
In March, 1944, Evelyn tried matrimony for the second time when she
married ace director Charles Vidor. She
tried joyously and with determination
to make the marriage a success; she
learned to cook Mr. Vidor's favorite Hungarian dishes and she studied the language. But, in the Spring of 1945, a
sad-faced girl who was still a bride,
boarded a train for Las Vegas, Nevada,
for the usual reason. It came down to
the old, old Hollywood cliche: it is
almost impossible for two careers to
flourish satisfactorily under one roof. In
discussing her problem with a friend,
Evelyn said, "I believe that, if a girl
wants to be happily married, she must
recognize the fact that woman's place
is really in the home. A man, particularly a man who works as hard as motion picture men do, needs to be able
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above average of succeeding."
She added thoughtfully, "Yesterday is
a good example of the life I lead. I left
the house at six in the morning. I opened
the front door that night at 7:10 P.M.
I hopped into a tub, had dinner on a
tray in bed, memorized several pages of
script, and went to sleep. I didn't have
the time nor the strength to be pleasant
to anyone. I didn't want to talk to anyone, nor take an interest in anyone. I
tasted the quiet in my room as if it were
clear, cold water. All I wanted was quiet
and aloneness. Now thai is not the attitude that makes a good wife."
There is one answer to this problem,
of course: it depends upon the understanding ofthe husband and his willingness to wait for his wife's companionship
until those sometimes long periods when
she is doing an easy picture, or is between films.
Aside from her fascinating career mishaps, Evelyn is an intriguing personality.
She has just enough of a pixyish quality
to be fun as a friend, delicious as a coworker. She does odd things like saving
blouses no matter how weary they may
have become; the closet may bulge, the
cleaner may buy E bonds with income
from repeatedly freshening garments
that may never again be worn, still the
Keyes kid cannot bear to part from a
garment in which she had fun. Incidental y, ifshe has a miserable time in
a new dress, she gives the dress away.
She saves boxes. Rough suit boxes in
which garments are delivered from tailors or gown shops; perfume cartons;
jewelry boxes; heavy cartons — anything
with four or more sides and an inherent
hint of after-use. Her garage becomes
gorged, her closet shelves make Fibber
McGee's storage department seem as
spacious as the Grand Canyon.
Her life to date has been distinguished
by some rather spectacular escapes from
losing it. She was innocently traveling
down Sunset Boulevard one evening, on
her way home from the studio, when the
tail of her eye caught sight of a careening car, bearing down on her from the
right, against the signal. Perhaps it
might be well to explain here, for the
benefit of those who have never been in
Los Angeles, that to the north of Sunset
Boulevard rise a series of steep hills.
Houses situated on these promontories
command a dazzling view; occasionally
a car, not properly parked, apparently
decides to take off for a trip across town.
It was such a car that passed, a scant
foot in front of Evelyn's smoking-braked
car, just as she did a mental accordionfold to a fast stop. The driverless car,
traveling at a neat ninety, shot across
the highway and split itself open on a
steel light post.
SCREENLAND
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to accompany her nusDarrtpJF^EtfVfie,
Mr. Vidor, on an errand into Beverly
Hills. So Mr. Vidor, alone, was proceeding down Sunset parallel to the Beverly
Hills bridle path, when a car came crashing from a side street, was unable to
make the right turn necessary to continue down Sunset, and executed a jetpropelled flight into the hedge on one
side of the gravel path, and out through
the hedge on the other side. Only by
dint of excellent brakes and extreme
driving skill did Mr. Vidor get his car
from the stalled austopped antomobileinch
that had bushwhacked into
his right-of-way. This was not hazard
enough.
At that precise moment a police car
poured onto the scene, tossing lead at
the stalled car blocking the highway. Mr.
Vidor slid into the bottom of his vehicle
and a split second later heard a bullet
whizz through the open left-hand window and out the open right. Seems that
the car which had done the cross-country marathon was operated by a pair of
stick-ups who were being pursued by
officers; when the bandits were cornered,
they opened fire which was heartily returned bythe gendarmes. And Mr. Vidor
was the innocent bystander who kept
muttering to the floor boards, "Thank
God, Evelyn isn't with me."
On the other ledger leaf of Evelyn's
car experiences is one of the funniest
contretemps ever to befall an actress of
beauty and imagination. Last January
Evelyn was driving Mr. Vidor to the
Union Station in Los Angeles, when the
car developed distributor-point trouble.
It was a rainy, sodden night; the
weather flowed all over the streets and
gushed down the gutters. When Mr.
Vidor got out of the car to make repairs,
Evelyn joined him to hold the flashlight.
She was wearing a pair of sneakers,
faded jeans, an ancient polo coat, and
a bandana (instantly soaked) on her
head. When Mr. Vidor protested against
Evelyn's getting soaked while helping
"I don't mind — I'm
saida gaily,
him, she like
dressed
tramp, anyhow, and nobody's going to see me."
Looking like something held over
through courtesy of Noah, Evelyn accompanied her husband to the entrance
to the train tunnels. How was she to
know that the elegant Hollywood delegation, bound for the President's Birthday Ball, was to be at the station?
Glamor girls, dripping mink and showing flower-like faces above a covey of
orchids, were everywhere, being photographed. Someone recognized Evelyn.
"Let us snap you with Miss X," yelled
the photogs.
Miss Keyes beat a rapid retreat, muttering, "If I did, the caption would read,
'Miss X was allowed to take her prize
"
trip.' fails
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Not even in the matter of her trip to
Las Vegas to secure a rather heartbreaking divorce; on that occasion she
boarded a train with three books under
her arm: "The Story of Greece," by
Duranty, "The Razor's Edge," by Maugham, and a French grammar for brushup She's
purposes.
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Dare you to "taste" that new color .

It gives you the look of Eve . . . which is the look of 1
American woman of great chic this season. When waist-lil
are cinched small and hip-lines frankly rounded J
will you go on wearing the same old powder shai
Or will you dare to wear this new Revlon fashil
first color sensation? At your own risk, min
One of eleven custom-ma
Revlon powder bleni
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Only Drene Shampoo with Hair Conditioning action
will make your hair look so lovely!
Drene your hair and bring out all its gleaming beauty,
as much as 33% more lustre than any soap.
Drene is not a soap shampoo.
It never leaves any dull, dingy film on hair, the way all soaps do.
Such manageable, satin-smooth hair, right after shampooing
. . . now that Drene has a wonderful hair conditioning action.
Complete removal of unsightly dandruff too . . .
when you shampoo your hair this glamour way.
So insist on Drene with Hair Conditioning action,
or ask your beauty shop to use it.

• In Private Life, Lily often wears tit
shining example of a casual, soft hair-dj
"Remember," says Lily, "the more simp
your hair-do, the more important 9
i gleaming beauty." She knows that on)
I Drene Shampoo with Hair Conditionin
■
action will make her hair look so lovelj

earn
From

the

About
Girls

Hair-dos
who

Know

Lovely Lily Carlson, glamorous New
York model, Cover Girl and Drene Girl . . ■.
poses for many famous fashion photographs. She wears her Drene-lovely hair in
many exciting styles.
In Front of the Camera, Lily chooses
this center-part upsweep to go with the
jersey dress by Joel. "See how my back
hair is combed up into shining rolls. Twist
strands of pearls around velvet ribbon for
the matching comb and choker." That
polished -smooth look of Lily's hair is due
to Drene with Hair Conditioning action.

Shampoo
Hair

Conditioning

with

Action

.

CUPID: What a couple! Coldest little romance since the
Ice Age! Mister Frozen Face and Miss Poker Face! . . .
Sis . . . don't you ever smile?
GIRL: Smile? Me? ICVPID: Marshmallow, don't you know that even plain girls
get dates if they go around gleaming at people? Try it,
Sis! You—
GIRL:

Hold it, Little One. I can smile, yes. Gleam . . .

No. Not with my dull teeth. I brush 'em like
. clockwork, but they just won't gleam.
CUPID:

Hmmm.

Any "pink" on your tooth brush lately?

GIRL:
CUPID:

GIRL:

Plenty, Precious. Because Ipana not only

:leans your teeth. With massage, it's designed to help
your gums. Massaging a little extra Ipana on your
gums when you brush your teeth will help them
to healthier firmness. And healthier gums mean
brighter, sounder teeth. A smile that gets you
a date with somebody besides that Fugitive
from a Snow Shovel. Try Ipana, Angel, today

But-

CUPID: "But," nothing, Baby! That "pink's" a sign you'd
better see your dentist! And in a hurry!
GIRL:

But what about my smile?

Dentist? I haven't got a toothache!

CUPID: Dentists aren't just for toothaches, Dear. Yours
might say that "pink's" a sign your gums are being
robbed of exercise by soft foods. And he

Product oj
Bristol-Myers

might suggest "the helpful stimulation
of Ipana and massage."
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The greatest
star of the
screen !
Paul

We're embarrassed ! Caught, as it. were,
with our pavys down!
\ i /

Delight
Elizabeth Wilson,

Just when our Dictionary of y^^X
Superlatives has disappeared,
along come not one — but
two magnificent M-G-M musicals
..."The Harvey Girls" (ahhhh!),
and"Ziegfeld Follies" (more ahhhh!).
★ ★ ★ *
"The Harvey Girls" is the romantic,
wide, wild West— set to wonderful music
— in Technicolor! And it stars our own
honey- voiced, vivacious Judy Garland!
It couldn't happen to a nicer picture.
★ ★ ★ ★
Besides lassoing our heart with her
grand portrayal of one of the adventurous Harvey Girls, Judy sings the
nation's top tune, "On the Atchison,
Topeka, and the Santa Fe"!
★ ★ ★ ★
Supporting our scintillating Judy G.
(for Glamorous; for Gorgeous, for
Garland) is a swell cast of favorites,
headed by John (handsome he-man)
Hodiak, Ray Bolger, and Angela Lansbury. You'll love 'em all!
★ ★
★ ★
Ten more top tunes, besides "Atchison",
from the popular pens of Johnny Mercer
and Harry Warren, earn "The Harvey
Girls" a double-E
award— for Excellent
Entertainment! That
goes, too, for the direction of George
Sidney ("Anchors
Aweigh")
and'
the
production of
Arthur
Freed ("Meet Me In
St. Louis" and
"Ziegfeld Follies"— see below!)
★ ★
★ ★
Hold on to your heart... or you'll lose
it to— "The Harvey Girls." As we did!
★ ★ ★ ★
And speaking of Girls leads us, naturally
enough, to ZIEGFELD FOLLIES,
a huge, star-studded Technicolor spectacle. Only Vincente Minnelli could
have directed, only Arthur Freed produced. And only M-G-M could have
brought it to the screen.
★ ★
★ *
Its roster of Stars reads like
the Who's Who of Show
Business from A to Ziegfeld:
There's Fred Astaire, Lucille Ball, Lucille Bremer,
X)
Fanny Brice, Judy Garland,
Kathryn Grayson, Lena
Home, Gene Kelly, James
Melton, Victor Moore, Red
Skelton, Esther Williams
and William Powell! If it's
true that "Names make
I/
News"— here's the Movie
News of the Month!
_
★
★
★ *•
Flo Ziegfeld would have been proud of
"Ziegfeld Follies" on the screen.
'
★
★ follies
★ v ★ould be your
One
ofc the biggest
failure to attend.

★

* Let's Finish The Job! Buy Victory Loan
*
Bonds at Your MovU Theatre
4
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Screen Play by Edmund Beloin, Nathaniel Curtis, Harry Crane, James O'Hanlon and Samson
Haphaelson • Additional Dialogue by Kay Van Riper • Based on the Book by Samuel Hopkass
Adams • Words and Mask by JOHNNY MERCER and MARRY WARREN • Directed by
Ceorge Sidney
•
Produced by Arthur Freed
•
A Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer Picture
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SEPARATION for the Herbert Marshalls!
We never
we'd live
to be
printing
this thought
story. Knowing
of their devotion, Hollywood was
shocked. But not nearly as much as
Mrs. Marshall, so intimates say. Friends
are attempting to effect a reconciliation.

HAIR AND BOBBIE PINS

HOLLYWOOD is so positive Sonja
Henie is divorcing Dan Topping, the
line of howling "wolves" already forms to
the right. If you can place any credence
in the current gossip, there are those who
insist that Sonja has selected Van Johnson for her next husband. Well, Van's of
Swedish extraction; Sonja is Norwegian.
They have that much in common to start
out with. Now if Van will just learn to
ice skate, who can tell what may happen?
LONESOME LANA is her name! By the
reading this, Turhan Bey
willJ time
be onyou're
his way

IT'S
A THINNER,
more mature
Jimmy
Stewart
who has resumed
his civilian
life in Hollywood. If his experiences acquiring his sensational war record have
wrought any great changes, they certainly
aren't apparent. His decision not to resign with MGM is based on his desire to
have more time to just enjoy life. Jimmy
saw enough suffering in Europe to realize
fully how important is personal happiness. When he does make a picture, he's
going
to make
a comedy.
Most
important
of allsure
is toit's
help
people forget
their troubles, says Jim. From where wo
sit, that makes darn good sense.

overseas. Needless
to say. this sudden
change in the
scheme of things
really throws that
well-known monkey wrench into

Buffalo 14, Sew York

CORP.

VICTORY SITS THE HEADLINES OF THE WORLD
*Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Lana
plans. OnTurner's
his last
leave, before his
departure, Turhan
arrived in Hollywood sporting a
crew haircut. Even
Lana, who usually
thinks anything on
Turhan is becomRobert Walker's companion above is Audrey
Totter, who plays the siren in his next picing, in this case—
ture for MGM, "The Sailor Takes a Wife."
didn't! .
ScREENLAND
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reveals extreme fatigue. It's going to
be hard to hold
Bing down to absolutely no activity. When Bob
Hope heard the
news, he sent Bing
knitting needles!
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YOU

WANT

Longer
* THEN TRY THIS
SYSTEM ON YOUR

SPELLBOUND -United Artists Release
A better word than this one word title could not be
found to describe your enjoyment of David 0. Selznick's
production starring Ingrid Bergman and Gregory Peck.
Not only the stars but the whole company conspire to
wrap up your attention neatly in this story of a lady
psychiatrist who unshakably believes her amnesia patient
innocent of crime. Back-tracking to the event which
caused his loss of memory provides a highly exciting tale,
bordering on the breathless when the denouement is
reached. It's the stars' subtle underplaying, which sustains the suspense. Michael Chekhov does a remarkable
job, one you'll be talking about, as the helpful doctor.
YOLANDA AND THE THIEF— AIGM
Enchanting is the word for this film with Lucille Bremer, gorgeous in Technicolor, and Fred Astaire of the
tripping toes, nicely teamed in the co-starring roles. It
uses a sleepy, mythical land, inhabited by fiesta-minded
people as highly picturesque background for a story
which we admit is on the slight side, but nevertheless
charming, dealing as it does with the theme that everyone has a guardian angel interested only in his or hei
welfare. Frank Morgan, cast as Astaire's partner in
nefarious doings, does his usual fine work in exacting
comedy out of situations, and Mildred Natwick as
Yolanda's feather-brained aunt is excellent. It's a must
STORK CLUB -Paramount
Designed ostensibly to give you a peek at the' innei
workings of one of New York's most fanpus night spots,
this film also carries a pleasing Cinderella theme— with
Betty Hutton as the lucky recipient of minks and charge
accounts from an unknown well-wisher, and Don DeFore
as the "prince" in Marine uniform and more than a little
suspicious of the whole deal (as who wouldn't be?).
There are several hit tunes which Betty renders in her
best Hutton manner, and for the swing fans there's Andy
Russell, too, who is responsible for an especially good
drum number. Barry Fitzgerald and Robert Benchley
take excellent care of comedy, and Bill Goodwin shines.
THE SPANISH MAIN — RKO
Paul Henreid, cast as a bold pirate, is a new experience,
but an exciting one. It's not a role you'd expect him to
carry off with such dash and fervor, but he does, giving
the crooked Governor of Cartagena, played by "Walter
Slezak, a nice run for his money— or rather his brideto-be!— Maureen O'Hara, exceptionally lovely in a series
of beautiful gowns, all in Technicolor. The fight is on
when the captain of a Dutch ship runs aground, landing in the clutches of the tyrannical governor who locks
him in the dungeon. Of course he escapes and begins
his career of piracy with a vengeance. Binnie Barnes
is grand as a lady pirate who becomes his best friend.
SAN ANTONIO — Warners
With Errol Flynn leading the ranchers in a war to
overthrow the band of outlaws who had a strangle hold
on San Antonio in the 1870's, and Alexis Smith as the
beautiful star attraction at the swank saloon owned by
the slick operators, you have just the thing to fill that
crying need for a super Western — in Technicolor, too.
It's a swashbuckling and daring story they enfold with
plenty of opportunity for wild coach rides, chases, gunplay and everything that makes a Western good. Victor
Francen and Paul Kelly handle the villainous roles with
superb malice — for each other and everyone else. Florence Bates and S. Z. Sakall furnish comedy situations.

• • .

Hair?
PROVEN EASY
HAIR * ★ ★ *

Helps Prevent Brittle Ends Breaking Off!
• BRUNETTES, BLONDES, TITIANSX
Just try this System on your HAIR seven
days and see if you are really enjoying the
pleasure of LONGER HAIR that so often
captures Love and Romance for you,

• Hair May Get Longer
when scalp and hair conditions are normal and
the dry, brittle, breaking off hair can be retarded
by supplementing the natural hair oils, it has a
chance to get longer and much more beautiful.
Just try the easy JUELENE System 7 days and
let your mirror prove results. Your money back
if notdelighted. See if Juelene's tendency to help
your hair to become softer, silkier, more lustrous
than it has been before — in just one short week
helps your hair gain its normal beauty.

• Send
No Money!
Just mail the convenient introductory coupon.
Take
advantage of this Fully Guaranteed Introductory
Otter today, and know at last the happiness of possessing really lovelier hair and be envied by so many.
JUEL COMPANY, 1930 Irving; Park Rd„ Chicago 13, III.
IF YOU DO WANT

LONGER

HAIR

I nuuzom
introductory coupon i s
• JUEL COMPANY, Dept. G-602
I
• 1930 Irving Park Road, Chicago 13, 111.
J Yes, I want easy-to-manage, longer hair. I will try the '
1| JUELENE
SYSTEMresults,
for 7I days.
show satisfactory
will askIfformy mymirror
moneydoesn't
back. I
I
□ I am enclosing $1.00.
I
1
□ Send C. O. D. plus postage. I
1
!
I NAME-....
. .
1
1
1 ADDRESS
.....
1
I
I CITY.
.
STATE.. ...... §
1 X^* Our Customers Participate in Gifts -*€Z I
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Ba/igainStUk
EXQUISITE JEWELRY
Latest styles from New York and Hollywood. Buy now at
our low prices. Join our thousands of satisfied customers.
Send No Money — 10 Day Trial
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back. Order today SimDlv
pay postman C O.D. on arrival, plus postage and tax. You'il
he delighted.
is limited,
delivery.
Send Supply
all orders
to so write quick. Immediate
INTERNATIONAL DIAMOND CO., 2251 Calumet Ave., DepUVS4Chlcago 16,111

GUIDE

Start 1946

TO

with thought

GLAMOR

for head

to toe beauty

LADIES'
SWISS MOVEMENT
WATCH
SWISS WATCH
WITH
JEWELED
Dainty, exquisite. Very re- -V^tfP^ JEWELED MOVEMENT
MEN'S
liable — accurate. Adjust* Sturdy, dependable. Accurate
able band. Genuine pre- time keeper. Fine quality. Genuine precision Guaranteed Swiss
cision Guaranteed Swiss 1
Jewel Movement. Gift Box. 1 Jewel movement Gift box.
No- K-l PriCe $9.95 No. K-2
Price $8.45

I4K SOLD BRIDAL PAIR SET
WITH 8 GENUINE DIAMONDS
Beautiful Bridal Pair set with
brilliant chip Genuine diaLovelybox.
mountings.
Embossed.monds.Gift
No. K-4: Price $6.85. 2 for $1 1.75

I0K GOLD BRIDAL PAIR SET
WITH 6 GENUINE DIAMONDS
Gorgeous Bridal Pair set with
brilliant chip Genuine diamonds. Lovely gold heart
mountings. Gift boxNo. K-6 Price each $5.95
2 for $9.95

I2K Gold Filled Birtlistone Ring
on Genuine Sterling Silver
Set with YOUR OWN beautl.
ful simulated Birthstone. Ex.
quisite design.
No. K-13 Price $1.98

BEAUTIFUL
IDENTIFICATION BRACELET
For ladies and men. NAMES
ENGRAVED
FREE.
Plated. Strong chain. Silver
No, K-20 Price $1.98 s.

SELF-EXPANSION WATCH
BAND FOR LADIES AND MEN
Fits any wrist or watch.
Stretches 2y2 times original
size. Holds original shape.
Gold or Silver plated.
No. K-15 Price $3.98

SHOOTING ARROW EARRINGS
New and different. Designed
to give the appearance of
piercing your ears. Beautiful
Silver or Gilt plated. Screwon back. You'll adore them.
No. K-28
Price 98c

PERSONALIZED CHARM PIN
G/ows in the Dark
YOUR OWN name engraved
free. Cedarwood pin, complete
with 6 graceful charms.
No. K-23 Price

I0K GOLD DINNER RING
5 Genuine Guaranteed chip
diamonds in exquisite engraved mounting. Gift box.
No. K-l 4
Price $9.95

FriendshiHollywood
p Bracelet BIRTHST
BRACELET
ny 6 Names Engravea Free AND ONE
EARRINGS
Link your friends with lovely Set with YOUR OWN
heart memos of friends, gorgeous simulated
sweethearts, loved ones. Birthstones. Gilt links.
Price 98c No. K-7: Both for ,

Ladies' Fine Swiss Watch
MEN'S FINE SWISS WATCH
Superb quality. Radium dial.
Fine
GenSweep second hand. Precision Send It's elegant.
Precisionmovement.
Guaranteuine
d 7 Jewel
Guaranteed 7 Jewel move- All Reliable.
Accurate.
ment. Accurate. Leather band. Orders
No. K-l &
Price $11.45 To No. K-l 7 Price $14.95
INTERNATIONAL DIAMOND CO. 2251 Calumet A«, Dtpi.W84Chfcw 16,111.
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Shades of scarlet! Revlon's Fatal
Apple inspired
by Eve (above).

night at been
home promising
to catch upyourself
YOU'VE
on youra
beauty schedule. Make a date with
yourself and keep it! The old and newbeauty aids we are suggesting cover you
literally from head to toe. Some are old
preparations in new designs and others
are brand new. You will love and need
them all.

Out of your clothes and into the tub.
Loll back in a garden of roses with the
lush new bath oil "In the Pink" scenting the water. Soap, dusting powder,
cologne, toilet water and sachet come
in this fresh, spirit-lifting fragrance by
Dorothy Gray. On another free night,
you may want to start on redecorating
the bathroom, for the rose motif used on
the packages is an inspiration!
Good grooming calls for hair-free legs.
Have you tried Nair? It's a new creamy
lotion which does the work easily and
neatly. Follow the directions and you'll
find it's a clean, sweet-smelling method of
doing the job of defuzzing well.
A rub down after the bath with Frostilla Lotion gives your skin a new smoothness. Ordinarily used for hands, feet and
legs, you'll find this old favorite is a
good way to counteract dryness all over
the body. It spreads evenly, dries quickly
and leaves no trace of stickiness. It's a
pleasure to tell you Frostilla is back after
S GREENLAND

In the Pink, a nev»
bath line by Dorothy Gray,(atis fresh
and sweet
left).

temporary disappearance during the war.
If you bave time for a shampoo, theiris a brand new creme type fortified with
lanolin. It's an excellent cleanser and the
lanolin does great things to discourage
dandruff. An economy buy, for a little
goes a long way. So jot down the name
—
Nutrine Ocean Foam Homogenized
Shampoo.
For hair that has gotten out of control
because of dryness, there is Yardley's
Lavender
Oil. It acts as a conditioner
and, being delicately scented, imparts a
fresh fragrance to the hair. It comes in
handy as a pre-permanent treatment, and
it's easy to use. Just before retiring apply
it on the scalp, massage it in, then put
on a bandeau and sleep while it works.
Oh, but you're not ready for bed yet!
There's that manicure, and Revlon's
Fatal Apple nail polish will give youi
evening an exciting climax. It's a ripe
red shade with no pretenses at being any.
thing else. Like all Revlon polishes, it
retains its color from one manicure to
the next. When you are up and ready to
go in the morning, you'll find Fatal Apple
lipstick is just as flattering and wonderfu
l
to wear.
For the junior miss, Judy N' Jill offer a
brand new lipstick as a companion piece
for the "Judy N' Jill" perfume and "Nine
to Five" Cologne. The colors are vivid
and emphasize a teen age freshness.
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with

QUIZ

(SEE ANSWER AT BOTTOM)

SECOND
Give Your

They won't help you or anyone
else if you keep to yourself those
burning ideas for bettering your
number one entertainment—the movies! Write down all those helpful
hints to stars, screen writers, producers and directors, and send them
to Fans' Forum. Monthly awards for
the best letters published: $10.00,
$5.00 and five $1.00 prizes. Closing
date is the 25th of each month.
Please address your letters to
Fans' Forum, Screenland, 37 West
57th St., New York 19, New York.

FIRST PRIZE WINNER

Blue Swan

Undies of course.'

There's no need to guess . . . the famous
form-clinging fit is a dead give away . . .
and so is the budget price! If your favorite store is "sold-out," be patient . . . our
mills are starting to hum again!

EMPIRE STATE BLDG.
New York, N. Y.
3CJIS 83HIO 3Hi NO S,3H
-3381 V 0NI8WHD HV3fl V :H3M$NV

PRIZE WINNER

Ideas a Chance

$10.00
A new field of service is open to motion
pictures today. They can become a school
for war-time brides.
Many of these young wives are totally
inexperienced at housekeeping and few
of their husbands have established careers. Many of these young women married hastily and a brief honeymoon and a
stack of V-mail letters is all they know of
married life. Now they are establishing
homes and planning their future and a
series of films based on the home economics theme would introduce their new responsibility of food-buying, meal-planning and cooking and teach them to consider it a valuable accomplishment.
Following
Hollywood's
magnificent
contribution tothe
winning of
the war, what
peacetime project could be more purposeful than helping our ex-G.I.'s and their
families to "live happily
everL. after"?
Mrs. A.
Flaherty,
Parkersburg, W. Va.
Screenland

I take my hat off to Joan Crawford!
Ever since "Our $5.00
Dancing Daughters," I
have been an ardent fan of hers, never
missing one of her pictures. Even when
the stories were weak— I always enjoyed
them because Joan was the star. Her
lovely face and svelte figure were always
an inspiration for my tired nerves.
Through the years a bevy of sweet young
things have come and gone, but this
Crawford gal with her ever driving ambition has held her own, growing more
and more chic, more and more talented,
until today she is the finished product— a
charming sophisticated woman of the
world who stands out from a vast crowd
because of her individuality. There may
be many Janet Blairs, Linda Darnells,
June Allysons and Betty Grables, but
onlv one Joan Crawford.
A. K., New York, N. Y.
FIVE PRIZE WINNERS
Eachago, and I was
It was about$1.00
ten years
celebrating my seventh birthday. As part
of the celebration, I was taken to the
movies and the picture playing at that
time happened to be one starring Spencer
Tracy. It has been so long ago that even
the title escapes me, but I felt even then
that Spencer Tracy was the most superb
actor I had ever seen. That was ten years
ago. From then until now, I have tried
never to miss a Tracy film.
It used to be that movie magazines
would give him due praise and publicity.
Now it is nearly always the young man
with a voice or a cute smile who greets
you from every magazine. The younger
actors and actresses should be recognized,
of course— praised and encouraged. But
older and more experienced actors should
not be excluded entirely.
Dolores A. Griffis, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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A DIANA PRODUCTION
Produced and Directed by
FRITZ LANG
A UNIVERSAL RELEASE
JESS BARKER • MARGARET LINDSAY • ROSALIND
Based on the novel "La Chienne"
Screenplay by DUDLEY NICHOLS
SCREENLAND

IVAN • SAMUEL S. HINDS
Art Direction by Alexander Golitzen
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After seeing the thoroughly entertaining movie, "National Velvet," and reading
the article in Screenland about its star,
Elizabeth Taylor, I am convinced that she
is one of the most wholesome and talented young stars in Hollywood today.
Not only is she endowed with natural
beauty, but her charm seems to lie in the
fact that she's so sincere and unaffected.
Her love for animals and pets of all kinds
is a tribute to her kindness and warmhearted nature.
While admiring her character, I haven't
overlooked her acting ability as indeed I
think she is headed for a great career. I
hope when she begins to grow up, Hollywood won't make the mistake of trying to
"glamorize" such a lovely girl, but will
keep her as real as she is today.
Edna Wood, Corsicana, Texas
This season the accent's on the
rear view of your hair-do ... so
keep that back hair smooth as
honey and neat as a button.
If your page-boy gets straggly
between settings, try rolling up
those stubborn ends on strong, firmgripping bob pins every few days.

When comparing the stage to the screen
we almost always find the screen a better
medium. The screen can give photographic closeups, it can have many
changes of scene, it can produce action
films more realistically and countless
other things. But in reviewing comedy,
I think the stage has one very definite
and important advantage. The audience
can laugh as long as they care to at a
joke without fear of missing the dialogue.
Contrary to this, the screen allows no
time at all for the audience's reactions,
therefore much of the script is lost.
In getting to my point, I suggest that
in making comedies a few seconds be
allowed before resuming the script after
important jokes. It really is a shame how
much good dialogue is missed under the
roars of laughter from the audience.
Isabel Troccoli, Bronx, New York

That means

DeLong

course. They're made

Bob

Pins, of

of a special

quality steel, the kind that doesn't
lose its taut springiness . . . they
really do have the

Stronger
IVonX

Grip

Slip Out

You'll never be satisfied with wishywashy bob pins, once you've used
DeLong's dependable products.
Quality Manufacturers for Over 50 years
BOB PINS
HAIR PINS
SAFETY PINS
SNAP FASTENERS
STRAIGHT PINS
HOOKS & EYES
HOOK & EYE TAPES
SANITARY BELTS
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Honestly, if you were not such big boys
and girls, you should have your legs
spanked. Or could it be you did not see
a picture called "Thrill of a Romance?"
There was Van Johnson, and Esther
Williams, but there was someone else
too; someone who almost stole the whole
production. Know who? Of course you
do, a great big beautiful hunk of voice
named Lauritz Melchior.
Even the swoon goons, and slick chicks
came from the movie house bubbling over
for Melchior. The younger generation
really appreciated the guy, and that from
the jive Joe and jive Jane is really out
of this world. The young parents were
wholly in accord, so you see there is
nothing else to do but send a message
pronto to a representative in Hollywood
and say, "Hot-foot it over to Lauritz
Melchior and get Fern
an interview."
Wright Schmidt,
Colorado City, Texas
You never see a photograph of my favorite actress perched coyly atop a makebelieve pumpkin around Hallowe'en time,
nor in the act of lighting a huge, dummy
firecracker around Fourth of July. In fact,
she does not seem to go in for "cheese
cake" portraits— thank heaven!
Her name ? Ruth Warrick. Hers is more
than just a surface beauty. There is womanly dignity in her carriage, steadfast
honesty in her clear eyes, character in the
lines of her mobile mouth. Usually, she
portrays the (Please turn to page 88)
Screenland

Your

Guide

to Current

Films

SUNBONNET SUE -Monogram
The Bowery in its heyday presents an interesting background for this film combining
political squabbles between the Irish and
Italian inhabitants with music and romance
—supplied by Gale Storm, a singer in her
father's saloon, and Phil Regan, candidate
for alderman, who also sings several of those
nostalgic tunes we all still like to hear. A
happy lot they were, too, even with their
differences in political views, until the
swanky uptowner relative makes her appearance and drags her unwilling niece off to
a life of luxury. The Bowery wins out in the
end, however, and they all live happily ever
after. Outstanding in the cast are George
Cleveland, Edna Holland, Alan Mowbray.

THE ENCHANTED FOREST— PRC
The pastoral scene of a great forest, slowly
being depleted by lumbermen, is the charm
of this film with its outstanding actors, a
hermit, played by Henry Davenport, a crow,
a mountain lion, a dog, a goat, an owl and
other lesser inhabitants of the animal world.
But for those who want more story abont
people and their habits, there is Edmund
Lowe, Brenda Joyce and John Litel, enacting the melodramatic tale of a lost infant
son (Billy Severn), who is found by the
hermit and taught the ways of the forest.
His distracted mother finally finds him, and
in
appreciation
hermit's
kind
care,
gives
him back for
the the
forest
for his
lifetime
home, free from the axe of the lumbermen.

THE HOUSE I LIVE IN-RKO
Frank Sinatra, furthering the cause in which
he has recently shown a great and magnanimous interest, stars in this short subject on tolerance, and if he doesn't show
our roughest and toughest juvenile intolerant
the error of his ways, no one else can.
Frank's services, Mervyn LeRoy's direction,
and Frank Ross' production abilities were
all given gratis in order to bring this vital
message home to the people to whom it will
do the most good. Paramount and Warner
Brothers also will lend their releasing outlets. Yes, it's a picture everyone should see.
You won't be disappointed! Frankie sings!

I
Rainbow

HENRY

Productions,

TRAVERS

Inc. presents

• WILLIAM

Produced ani Directed ty LeO

GARGAN

McCarey

Screen Play by Dudley NioKoIs • Story Ly Leo McCarey

R K O Radio Pictures
Released thru RKO
RADIO
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Jeanne Crain, next starring in 20th CenturyFox's "Leave Her to Heaven/' brushes
brows to be sure they are even and sieek.

Jeanne
By Josephine

Crain

Felts

Makeup today is as different as your
1945 clothes are from the ones you are
getting to usher in 1946. Fashions are
taking on a new elegance and your makeup has to do the same. How are you going to do it? Certainly not by putting
on more and more makeup in any old
hurried way, but by spending more time
and by putting into practice the hints
that famous Hollywood makeup men use.
These men really have the "knowhow." They have spent years in studying
the effect makeup has on the face, how
long it lasts, etc. They take time to "put
on a face." A good makeup for you takes
time, too, but you have more of it these
days and more aids to beauty to work
with than you had in war days. Brushes
are coming back, and tissues, too.
Start the year 1946 with the resolution: My makeup is going to last from
early morning until the wee small hours.
Of course to make this so, you'll have
to pay extra special attention to how you
put it on to expect great things from it.
First and foremost, your face and
throat must be absolutely clean. You've
creamed it to remove grime and dust;
you've put on a softening cream during
L6

to leave the

gives you

some

ideas

for the

your bath and now every trace of grease
must be removed with your skin lotion.
, By this time you've decided on the
right foundation cream for you in a shade
to give your skin an extra glow. Foundation cream of any type must be worked
thoroughly into the skin. If you are a
cake makeup fan, don't forget the face
doesn't stop at the jaw line, so go on
down your throat and chest to your dress
line. For either foundation cream or cake
type, be sure to remember the forehead,
under the eyes, around the nose and
mouth. After it's on, let it "set" for a
while.
utes. Do something else for a few minRouge comes next. Actually the right
space for rouge is very small indeed.
Immediately under the eyes and kept
high is the best rule for all types of
faces. No lines of demarcation must show
and in order to make everybody think
it's your own natural blush, you'll have
to be very skilful in applying it.
You've been able to get a good lipstick
brush— the new ones are wider and easier
to handle. Look how carefully Jeanne
Crain applies hers— with a brush and before powdering. Powder should be pressed
into the face in liberal quantity. Powder
which is "blown on," patted on gently, or
in any other way simply won't last an
ScREENLANU

1946

new

look

evening. Excess powder Is brushed off
with a soft brush if you have one. A
piece of cotton will do.
Eye interest is something else again,
and it's your personal choice whether or
not you use eye shadow, but a small
amount, skilfully used is very flattering.
Your eyebrows should be brushed with
the same type of brush Jeanne is using to
remove powder and the pencil or mascara applied only after they are absolutely clean. Your eyelashes should be
tipped gently to avoid a beady, artificial
look. Mascara can be applied so skilfully
that no one ever guesses you have it on—
they just believe you were born with that
long, silky fringe.
The extra touching up with lipstick
can be done just before the door bell
rings. Blot your lips with tissues and reapply the lipstick. Be sure the stick in
your handbag is the same color you used
at home— lipsticks are jealous of each
other and their varied hues and colors
simply don't mix. The powder in your
compact should be the same color that
you've already used.
Try some of these hints from Hollywood. You'll do that pretty new dress real
justice, have a good time all day and all
night, and when you finally do get home,
you'll be as pretty as when you started.

Your

the

Cold...

plain
about

2. That the so-called "Secondary
Invaders", a potentially troublesome
group of bacteria, including germs of
the pneumonia and streptococcus
types, then can complicate a cold by

truth
it

tissues.
staging a "mass invasion" of throat

Can you avoid catching cold?
And if you do catch one is it
possible to reduce its severity?

3. That anything which lowers
body resistance, such as cold feet,
wet feet, fatigue, exposure to sudden
temperature changes, may not only
make the work of the virus easier but
encourage the "mass invasion" of

Oftentimes — YES.

germs.Tests Showed Fewer Colds
The time to strike a cold is at its

IT IS now believed by outstanding
members of the medical profession that colds and their complications are frequently produced by a
combination of factors working to-

very outset ... to go after the surface germs before they go after you

gether.
1. That an unseen virus, entering
through the nose or mouth, probably
starts many colds.

AT THE

FIRST

SYMPTOM

... tissue
to fight
the "mass
invasion"
of
the
before
it becomes
serious.
The ability of Listerine Antiseptic
as a germ-killing agent needs no elaboration. Important to you, however,
is the impressive record against colds
made by Listerine Antiseptic in tests

LISTERINE

made over a 12-year period. Here is
what this test data revealed:
That those who gargled Listerine
Antiseptic twice a day had feiver colds
and usually had milder colds, and
fewer sore throats, than those ivho did
not gargle ivith Listerine Antiseptic.
This, we believe, was due largely
to Listerine Antiseptic's ability to
attack
surfaces.germs on mouth and throat
Gargle Early and Often
We would be the last to suggest
that a Listerine Antiseptic gargle is
infallibly a means of arresting an
oncoming cold.
However, a Listerine Antiseptic
gargle is one of the finest precautionary aids you can take. Its germ-killing action may help you overcome
the infection in its early stages.
Lambert Pharmacal

Company

St. Louis, Mo.

ANTISEPTIC

SCREENLAND
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ing to Motion Picture Herald, the trade
publication:
1. Dane Clark
2. Jeanne Crain
3. Keenan Wynn
4. Peggy Ann Garner
5. Cornel WUde
6. Tom Drake
7. Lon McCallister
8. Diana Lynn
9. You
10. William Eythe
Now all these other players have
been appearing regularly on the screen
with the exception of Lon, who was

Marilyn has been seen in only two recent
pictures, yet she is No. 9 on the list of 10
"Top Stars of Tomorrow" picked by nation's
exhibitors. Scene still above, "Lost in a
Harem," which starred Abbott and Costello.

Ns:
LYon
Iti
MA
tuRla
Congra
on being picked
DEAR
by the motion picture exhibitors
of the country as one of the "Top Ten
rrow" — with only two
Stars of Tomo
recent pictures to your credit, at that.
Just "Lost in a Harem" and "Between
Two Women," and you're Top Ten
stuff. You're in good fast company, too.
And to verify that fact, here's the proof
—the list of the "Top Ten" accord-

established by "Stage Door Canteen"
and "Home in Indiana" before joining
the Army. You, on the other hand,
since you first appeared on the screen
in "Stand by for Action," and then
made an impression with Van Johnson
in "Three Men in White," with Abbott
and Costello in "Lost in a Harem,"
with Van again in "Between Two
Women"— had far less chance to shine
than the other nine. Of course it's no
surprise to me that those knowing gentlemen of the box office picked you, because Isaw what you can do to an audience when you were making personal
appearances at the Capitol Theater in
New York— saw the fans waiting at the
stage door, heard the whistles, the wolf
calls, and the applause. It's about time
Hollywood took another good look at

Here is Marilyn with Van Johnson in "Between
Two Women," the second oMhe two pictures
which won her a place among tomorrow's
"Top Ten" as selected by the votes of the
canny motion picture exhibitors of America.
its blonde atomic bomb. But now Hollywood will have to wait a while because
you're signed up for a Broadway show,
on leave from MGM. Maybe while
you're gone they'll dream up some big
new plans that will send you right up
to
the Here's
top of hoping.
the list of the next "Top
Ten."

He's
who

not worrying

about

the future.

has led a flight of Liberators
isn't going

into a mess

to go pale at a mess

ng in
A PRETTY WAC stood hesitati
on
ers'
rati
sepa
the door of the offic
. center at Andrews Field, Md. She
clutched a camera and kept her wistful
gaze fixed on a tall, lanky Colonel with a
chest full of decorations under his Air
Forces wings.
He was signing papers but he glanced,
up and saw her. Before she could disappear through the door, he had walked
over and tapped her on the shoulder.

After

of movie

all/ a man

of ack-ack
cameras

their cameras hopefully when they saw
the very tall, very slim officer come out
the door. But the Colonel turned away
from them and smiled at the WAC with
her little box camera.
"Is this what you want?"
She sighted, snapped her picture,
saluted and hurried away while the
Colonel went back to the business of
getting out of the Army Air Forces.
The Colonel, of course, was Jimmy

"Did
asked you
her. want to take a picture?" he
She blushed and nodded.

Stewart, playing the last scene of the
greatest role in his career. He was going
back to civilian life with four and a half
years of service and 126 points to his
credit.
He earned those points just as
way.
he earned every promotion — the hard
A lot of those points were chalked
up in action and that had left its mark
on the movie actor turned combat flier.
He still doesn't look his 37 years but he
has lost the boyishness of his pre-war
days. Those lazy gestures, the almost
shambling gait that once earned him the
title of "barefoot boy of Hollywood" have
disappeared. His movements are quicker,
he
andturn
there's
nothing
lazystands
about straighter,
him. {Please
to page
62)
By

"All right, come outside."
They walked out of the one-story frame
building together. There were other photographers there— men from the newspapers and press services who raised

JIMM

Y

STEWART'S
FUTURE

PLAN

S

Photo right
by John Mueller,
Washington, D. C.

Official U. S. Army Air
Forces photos at left
show Col. James Stewart
receiving discharge at
Andrews Field, Md.
You'll soon be seeing
him on the screen, probFilms'
in Liberty
'The ably
Flying
Yorkshireman," which Frank
Capra has adapted
trom the popular Eric
Knight novel. Welcome
back to a grand guy.

Miriam

Ottenberg

Says Goddard: "I give very
few interviews, because it
bores

me

down

self/' But here, Paulette sets
for the first time her

fervent,

to talk about

heart-felt

my-

beliefs

I was asked, while I was
WHEN
having my hair dressed :f or a scene
in "The Diary of a Chambermaid," to write for Screenland on "This
Is What I Believe," my interest was captured. Ihave rarely set down on paper
anything about myself; as you have probably noticed. I give very few interviews,
because it bores me to talk about myself.

As for giving advice to others, that I
won't do at all, because I believe that
nothing is more dangerous than to try to
follow someone else's advice. The advice
that works perfectly for me might stymie
Jane Smith completely. So I never lay
down neat bttle rules for someone else's
conduct, bebeving that such rules must be
laid down by one's own heart and head
for oneself. And never mind what Mary
Smith or Paulette Goddard says! They
can speak only for themselves.
But when it comes to talking about
one's beliefs— well, that's different. What
I believe, I believe in fervently. So here
for the first time I'll set them down. And
if you disagree I'll be interested in hearing from you, because I know that each
of you, too, has his own convictions, as
dear to you as mine are to me.

Life. I believe you should fill every
moment. I have a great horror of wasting
time. Our span is short.
I believe in God in man, or in the good
in man— call it what you want. I believe
that most people are good. Every free
political election in the last quarter of a
century has shown it. People are voting
for the betterment of humanity and the
benefit of the majority.
Yes, I believe people are good, although
the fascists were and are evil. I do not
think of them as people— they are part of
a military political machine. And they
were misled and misled the world by
dangerous propaganda.
In saying that people are fundamentally
good, I know that I speak from Shangri
La— (we in America are living in Paradise)—it is
{Please turn to page 70)
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bugs) of the San Fernando Valley
School, was out on the field, warming up.
The pitcher : young Michael Wayne, aged
ten. In the bleachers, his gray eyes glued
to the small, sturdy figure of his son, sat
Wayne, pere. He wore a sweatshirt and
slacks. No hat. No dark glasses. He
doesn't need them, so doesn't Wear them.
One of the kids in the bleachers, spot-

ting the tall guy with the coppery tan and
ruffled hair, blinked, stared. Eyes widening, stared some more. Then, hitching
closer, "Hey, Mister," he piped, "are you
Wayne turned, grinned at the pop-eyed
John Wayne?"
"Yeah."actor?"
and said,
youngster,
"John
Wayne,
the movie
"Uh-huh."
Orienting himself with manifest difficulty to this (Please turn to page 65 )
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Exclusive pholos by Jack Albin

ce
conferen
departwhere
Studiosive
at RKO
room
an impress
E'S
THER
ment heads and executives meet to
discuss budgets on pictures scheduled for production. About twenty men
gather for the session and as they take
their places at the table a small brownhaired, blue-eyed young lady in a smart
Adrian suit braves this masculine stronghold, acting as though she belongs there.
She does. She's Harriet Parsons, gal producer, who held the reins on one of
RKO's most artistic and financially successful pictures, "The Enchanted CotAlthough some men still resent the

tage."

until

she ;sIT*

youngest

w

Ha'-

fa^e

" Ho,'yvvood's

°f *KO's mosf Wfrt»
J?'0*6'* Bill wT'S',n9 new

intrusion of women in high business positions, Harriet's associates don't seem to
mind her company at all. Her executi
ve
producer, Jack Gross, usually greets her
witli "Hi, Toots" and puts a thick
directory on her chair so her chinphone
will
be above the level of the table.
Since women producers are still
scarce, they are apt to be looked upon
as grown-up Quiz Kids or side show
freaks. A male visitor on the set of "The
Enchanted Cottage" approached Harriet
with "And what do you
little girl?"
When she told him, ratherdo,diffidentl
y, he
gave her a frightened look and sidled
hastily away, casting apprehensive
glances at her over his shoulder.
Harriet rated as much attention as a visiting star when she
went to New York for the premiere of "The Enchanted Cottage." The most frequent question thrown at her was "What
does a producer do?" The job is
very simple. He, or she, just gets
together a story, writer, director,
cast; okays costumes, sets, special effects, editing, and music,
taking care to keep within the

Left, Miss Parsons and Henry Myers,
screen writer, discuss the script of
"A Very Remarkable Fellow." Far
left, Harriet looks into the "moviola"
in the cutting room with Joseph
Noriega, who cut the Parsons production of"The Enchanted Cottage."

'And

what

do you

of "The
she was

budget. Nothing to it at all! Something
anyone could pick up in a couple of
hours, standing outside the studio gate.
Budgets hold only minor terrors for
Harriet. She must have been a bookkeeper in another life because she loves
figures and can juggle them with ease.
She can tell you her bowling average for
a couple of years back, who won and lost
and how much in last Saturday night's
poker game, how much mileage her car
gets now compared with this time last
year.
Harriet was exposed to motion pictures
when quite young. Her mother, Louella
Parsons, of whom you may have heard,
was story editor for the Essanay
Studios in Chicago before turning newspaper woman. Often
motherly pride impelled her to
take her child to work with her,
over the protests of Harriet's devoted and conventional grandmother. These excursions and
subsequent visits to the newspaper offices where her mother
worked account for Parsons, Jr.,
saying she was "practically
raised in a wastebasket."
Harriet's house has a small bar in
red and bamboo. Far right, the gal
producer in her bedroom. Note the
wall paper design carried out on
the pillow cases. Right above, her
collection of silver spoons dating
back to Revolutionary times.

do, little girl?" asked

Enchanted

Cottage."

only the producer.

Someone at Essanay saw Harriet in
among the wastepaper and discarded
scenarios, so she became "Baby" Parsons and appeared in two motion pictures. In one of them, an epic entitled
"The Magic Wand," authored, coincidentally, by one Louella O. Parsons, she
portrayed a ragged urchin who stole a
prop wishing wand from a theater, believing itwould work its magic on her
ailing mother (Helen Dunbar). Instead
of tapping Miss Dunbar lightly on the
forehead as indicated in the script the
got carried away with enthusiyoungasm star
and rendered a knockout blow.
What with
(Please turn to page 73)
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Strong contender for
en owo rds is Yvonne
DeCorlo, first acclaimed
in "Salome, Where She
Danced,"

now

in "Frontier

starred
Gal"
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Well, we warned you DeWolfe is strictly
for laughs. Here, he's clowning as usual
between scenes at Paramount Studios.

STRICTLY

Ex-usher,
hoofer,

ex-acrobat,

ex-sailor,

ex-

ex-night

club entertainer— and always
for laughs! No wonder Billy
DeWolfe landed in movies

at Paramount these
WORKING
days, playing Sonny Tufts' fellow
medical student in "Miss Susie
Slagle," is a guy named Billy DeWolfe.
Ex- Welshman, ex-usher, ex-acrobat, ex-

By Jessica

Two charming gals find Billy amusing:
Diana Lynn and Gail Russell, his co-stars
in "Our Hearts Were Growing Up."

FOR

COMEDY

hoofer, ex-sailor, and ex-night club entertainer adored of cafe society, but through
each incarnation, comedian, always! But
—such a comedian you never saw before!
Do you know about comedians, my
friends? Given the most trifling conversation, they'll still wring a gag from the
neck of every sentence. But not Billy
DeWolfe! Put 'em in a theater to watch,
another comic's antics, they'll die a little,
each laugh the other guy gets. But not
Billy DeWolfe. Modest, non-life-of-theparty, is this DeWolfe, and the best audience in the world for another funny guy.
And that, my friends, among geni come-

Ripley.makes this man DeWolfe news for
diani,
Paramount didn't really appreciate the
"believe it or not" phenomenon it had in
its midst until just the other day, when
high moguls of the studio sent out a
blanket order: "All contract players report for dancing
lessons."
was in
case sometime
a dance
should This
be essential
to a picture. So, they figured, if the actor
involved had a basic knowledge of dancing, he wouldn't hold up production by
having to learn it then. DeWolfe received
this front office communique, hauled out
his well-worn
{Please turn to page 6?)

Ryan

Billy teaches Diana
Lynn a new dance
step onpletethe
set, comwith typically
DeWolfe-ish gestures.
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Frankly, our reporter took one look at Lina Romay
Mis.
was
he,.
her
r
effect
on
^M
our
wv
e,
wniJ
D
magazin
.T*.
""'r £ .9'oV:
and has been drooling with admiration ever since.
_
or
Romay is pictured w.th her fav
^
Maybe his story will give you some idea why
Van Johnson and Keenan Wynn wr *
v.u.u
ner
all,
ot
favorite person
ly expression. He was drinking beer and
I've got to go. There's my luncheon date."
was moving his glass around in the little
"You mean you're going to have lunch
puddle it made on the walnut. He wanted
to talk and among other things he told me
"Sure," I said. "That's Lina Romay."
By Hyatt Downing
Lina with
came "up then and climbed on a
with—
that he had been in the wallpaper busistool beside me. I said, "Will you have a
ness—before hegot into the "Profession."
He kept emphasizing that word so I
THE Brown Derby in Beverly Hills
is a curious place. There is a little
She shook her head. "I don't drink. I
bar in the back where, if you hang
said.
"The"Oh?"
moving picture industry, you see."
just
like yit."man from MGM said
Thedon't
around much, you will meet people from
publicit
He paused then and I saw that he was
all over, Kankakee, Oshkosh, Sioux City,
looking past me at a beautiful girl who
suggestively, "Well, I guess our table's
everywhere. I met one from Sioux City.
was coming into the bar, accompanied by
beer?"
Somehow I knew he was from that part
a tall, youngish man who was glancing
You don't keep people from the pubof Iowa. He had reddish hair on the back
licity department waiting, so I jumped
at me and smiling pleasantly. Turning
waiting.
" my
down
of his hands, mild blue eyes and a friendoff
(Please turn to page 85)
to the man of "Profession," I said, "Well.
30
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Girl with a

She can imitate

or walk
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of life.

Miss Totter

By Constance

Palmer

she

Right now Audrey, tricked out in a sleek black wig, may
be seen as the siren in the new Bob Walker-June Allyson
picture, "The Sailor Takes a Wife." Othertimes you'
meet Miss Totter in her own stunning ensemble topped
with beautiful blonde hair. You'll like her both ways.

they've seen her somewhere before, and
beat their brains but trying to remember
where.
Audrey
doesn't
do it
with mirrors.
She
does
it with
brains.
Something
happens
inside. It's not only the black wig and
molded gown that changes her from a
small, very blonde, little Swedish girl into a svelte, lithe, statuesque siren with
all the allure of a completely different
woman. It's more fundamental than that.
It's because Audrey is truly that
rare person so seldom found:
natural-born actress.
She came from radio, where
she's known as "The Girl with a
Thousand, Voices." She can do
any kind of dialect and imitate
women of any age or walk of life.
She started this when she was a

n?
DID YOU .ever see a chameleo
One of those fascinating little creatures that change color to match
their surroundings?

Well, that's Audrey Totter. With the
chameleon it's self-protection, but with
Audrey it's talent. Put a sleek black wig

and a slinky, sophisticated long gown on
her and even her best friends on the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer lot won't know
her. To be sure, they'll give her the double and even the triple-take, all the while
wondering who the good-looking Russian
import could be. They'll think vaguely

tiny girl, back in Joliet, Illinois.
People thought, "What a nice, atlittle thing!"
Audrey's
enormous blue tentive
orbs
gazed atasthem
from
her earnest, heart-shaped, small face. It
wasn't until the attentive little thing did
an exact imitation of her subject, embarrassing inperfection of tone, gesture, and
trick of speaking, that her elders realized
there was more here than met the eye.
Naturally, Audrey was destined for a
theatrical career. Her whole family disapproved violently. The stage and its
people were in league with the devil. Her
father is a linguist, master of five languages; her mother sings beautifully, but
non-professionally ; an uncle is pastor
of a large church in Chicago. When
Audrey's
againstturn
her tobetter
ment,mother,
yielded (Please
page judg64)
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Everything
been

touched

she has

up; her long lashes

of slightly crooked
pounded

is her own— -her hair has

teeth. And

into shape.

are real; she has a couple

she doesn't

She's in shape.

madeg
a mintFred
of Alle
money
out has
of bein
n, who
WHEN
caustic, commented last Spring on
his return to New York that the so-called
beautiful actresses of Hollywood were
chambermaids with caps on their teeth,
built-in bosoms, false hair and false eyelashes, he certainly was not referring to
Jeanne Crain. Jeanne is a real beauty.
Millions of people who have seen her in
"Home in Indiana" and the recently released "State Fair" most heartily testify
to this. We women look at all that fresh
loveliness and almost die with envy. Men
just sit there and drool.
Mr. Allen's comments to the contrary,
everything Jeanne has is her own. Her
hair, a light brown with auburn high-

Jeanne is appearing with Cornel Wilde, top
left, in "Leave Her to Heaven" in which
Gene Tierney has the third co-starring role.
She's popular with her fellow players; scans
Walter Brennan's scrapbook, left below.

never

have

to be

She's Jeanne

Grain

lights, has never been "touched up" in
a cinch
way. She
any never
d
she
will,never
go inhas,
for and
that it's
Hollywoo
Propink."
star
"movie
shade called
ducers, some of whom have problem teeth
themselves, are very chopper-conscious,
it's true. And because of this phobia of
theirs a number of stars, who shouldn't
have, have capped teeth— just like the
man said. But not Jeanne. How do you
know? Because she has a couple of slightly crooked teeth, even as you and I, and
when she smiles she looks like a very
natural and normal school girl, and not
like a glorified ad for plastic dentistry.
Her lashes are her own, and so thick that
you wonder how she ever manages to see
through her
them.to Sometimes
doesn't.
causes
wrinkle hershenose,
toss This
her
head back, and look at you from under
them. It's ber one mannerism to date. And
as for that figure of hers— well— no one at
the studio has ever even thought of suggesting an improvement on Nature's original handiwork. Masseurs, who do a thriving business (Please turn to page Si) )
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sr Claudette Colbert, this Yuletide season has been her happiest,'for her husband came home from the wars. And her new
picture for International, "Tomorrow Is Forever," looks like a hit.

It may
same

old
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tune — but

more
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Margaret O'Brien has that look in her eye that bodes no good for fuddy-duddies, if there
^are any left around this season. Angela Lansbury of MGM's "Harvey Girls," above, has
extra cause for rejoicing, being Hollywood's happiest new bride, Mrs. Richard Cromwell.

Bnght particular star of "The Harvey Girls" gets a lift from hero John
Hodiak on the MGM lot. Facing page shows Judy as
UrT
77
' ,0 h0'dx ULP
WMd A'hambra Bar °nd Dance Ha" t0 ™™ ^e kidnapped Harvey manager And
here s Judy, ,„ slacks and ,„ one of her costumes for the picture, getting
a grooming from makeup expe^ ?hZ£7££

which inspired the fi,m. Rights,

.dy'sUand,

fflS^^
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MARC

Broadway's
dancing
By

PLATT

toss was

Holly-

wood's gain when this new
star came to town
Eleanor

Pitts

Marc Piatt stepped from the
WHEN
Chief at Union Station, direct from the
Broadway hit, "Oklahoma !" he almost
got back on the train and headed for familiar
ground.
He was scared. Afraid that he wouldn't
make good in pictures now that he had his
chance. Only the fact that he'd achieved a
goal he'd worked eighteen years for, made him
decide to give Hollywood a try. "After all," he
reasoned with himself, "I do have a contract
and I do have a part." He was to be Rita
Hayworth's dancing partner in "Tonight and
Every Night."
Just two weeks before, Columbia's New
York talent scout had knocked on the door of
his dressing room after the show. He explained he'd seen the show several times, was
convinced Marc had talent they could use.
Would he be interested in a screen test?
Would he? You bet! (Please turn to page 78)
Marc Piatt scored a sensation in his first film,
Every Night," and won new starring role
Spars." He's seen below in ballet routine
still of his latest picture with Janet Blair and

"Tonight and
in "Tars and
and in scene
Alfred Drake.

John Doll of "The
Corn Is Green."

William Prince of

Dick Erdman, comedy hit in "Janie."

NO

"Pillow to Post."

CEILING

A LICE'S plunge down the rabbit hole
/\ was fast for her day and age, but
XA- today it would be like sitting on a

Hollywood's new crop of
actors are zooming skyward

slow train going backward. Hollywood's
new crop of actors are zooming on efficient 1946 rockets.

on

It's no surprise any more for an aspiring young guy to go to bed at night as a
modest contract player only to wake up
to the news that he's just landed on his
studio's star list. It happened to such onetime unknowns as Van Johnson, Peter
Lawford, and Tom Drake ; to Eddie Ryan,
40
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efficient
By

Joan

1946

rockets

Michaels

Dick Crane, and Bill Williams. To them
life is very, very kind at this point.
Blame it on any number of wellthumbed alibis, it's still a matter of fact
that this year's stock of stars— four young

SUCCESS

men in particular— are destined to leave
their footprints in the forecourt cement
of Grauman's Chinese Theater. And it is
with these four in particular that we deal
at the moment.
Meet the people: William Prince, Robert Alda, Dick Erdman, and John Dall!
Burlesque had never given Hollywood
anything more romantic than Abbott and
Costello, Phil Silvers, and Rags Ragland
—until Robert Alda breezed along. One
day Bob was singing and making like a
straight man in "burlycue"— and the next

Bob Alda out for a fun holiday with
his wife and son Allie (Alphonse).
he was testing for the role of the late'
George Gershwin in the highly -publicized
"Rhapsody in Blue."
As Alphonse D'Abruzzo, Bob did all
right at New York University, studying
to become an architect. During school he
was a junior draftsman with a reliable
architectural firm whose paycheck helped
pay his tuition. Came the depression, the
folding
of bid
Bob'sfarewell
"backers,"
and halls
he wasof
forced to
to the
learning.
Taking stock of his assets, he found
himself in possession of a pleasing baritone voice which he cashed in to the tune
of twenty-five dollars in a contest held by
the Manhattan Academy of Music. Thus
inspired, he sang for a couple of radio
stations at night while clerking in a local
store during the 9:00 to 6:00 hours. After
a few guest spots at night clu'bs, he broke
into burlesque and ran the gamut from
juvenile leads to Srunken derelicts.
He married his high school sweetheart
whom he met
(Please turn to page 81 )
Bill Prince, below, lucky escort of
Dolores Moron and Angela Greene.

Baby starts off with a supply of iron gathered during the prenatal period. This supply often runs low
about two or three months after birth, then baby
must get his precious iron from what he eats.
That's why Gerber nutritionists, working with
doctors, have added generous amounts of iron to
Gerber's Cereal Food and Gerber's Strained Oatmeal.
Both cereals have added vitamins of the B complex
derived from natural sources as a further help to
baby's well-being.
Both cereals are pre-cooked, ready-to-serve — mix
right in baby's dish with milk or formula, hot or
cold. Pediatricians advise serving Cereal Food at one
feeding, Strained Oatmeal at the next. It helps baby
eat better! Be sure to get Gerber's cereals— with
"America's Best-Known Baby" on every package.

Remember, it is a/ways wise to check your
baby's feeding program with your doctor.

FREMONT, MICH

OAKLAND CAL

Cereals
Strained Foods Chopped Foodss
1945, G. P. C.
'
erber
Address: Gerber Products Company, Dept. DI*6» Fremont, Michigan,

baby issend
now
monthsof
old.My Please
me samples
Name
Gerber's Strained Oatmeal and
Gerber's Cereal Food.
Address
City and State
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Hollywood

beauty

pitches

in and

The morning the moving van pulled up
to start the Russell family on theiruway
to their new home, eight people^fang the
doorbell trying to rent the /apartment.
No luck— a friend had signed up for it.

42

Simpler than packing — just pick up your
clothes, carry them on their hangers out to
your car, and presto, you're moved. Paramount's starlet of "Our Hearts Were Growing Up" has simple, modest, unstarrish tastes.

helps

with

the

chores.

Nothing

Gail's first job was to wrap and pack all the
china and glassware in barrels. Not a single cup
handle broke in the moving, much to Gail's —
and her parents'— amazement. But a few fingernails had to be sacrificed in the good cause.

That lamp, like Mom's mattress, had to have
special care, as it was an anniversary gift to
her parents from Gail. Seems that slacks
and apron are ideal moving-day costume
— that is, if you really pitch in as Gail does.

broken

but

a fingernail,

eit

Mom's feather mattress had to be given
special handle-with-care treatment by li'l
Missy Russell herself. The mattress has
been in the Russell family since their early
Chicago days and is Mom's pride and joy.

"Corny" rides in state
basket out to the new
of Miss Skinner whom
in "Our Hearts Were
Corny is just one of the

in her own special
Russell home. Gift
Gail impersonated
Young and Gay,"
Russells' five dogs.

I

fail
il and

her parents

move

etU

IRuw
from

Mom, Dad and Gail each
carry a favorite possession
out to their car. Not that
they don't trust the moving men; nevertheless

apartment

to first home

they've

Gail considers her beautiful leather saddle
and "Corny," her tiny Maltese terrier (named
for Cornelia Otis Skinner) her most valuable
possessions, so they are the last* to leave
the old home. Gail's an expert equestrienne.

ever

owned,

in Westwood

The furniture hadn't arrived at the
new home yet, so Gail gives her
new barbecue a quick, efficient
(note ^the scrub brush) clean-up
job while awaiting the movers.

Hills
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Anna Lee, whom you know as a blonde, turns brunette for high-powered role in
new chiller-thriller, "A Tale of Bedlam," powerful drama of 18th Century London,
in which Boris Karloff, with Anna in scene above, does some very special, leering.

First still of Dorothy McGuire and George
Brent in RKO's "Some Must Watch,"
jn which Dorothy plays a deaf mute.

Does Ginger Rogers look guilty in scene above? Well, she's just stolen a watch for, not from, Adolphe
Menjou, or so the plot says. It's a scene from "Heartbeat," new Hakim-Wood production for RKO release.

Janis meets Janis, left above. Conrad Janis, boy from the Broadway stage, is featured in his first film,
"Snafu," with pretty Janis Wilson. It's Columbia's movie version of George Abbott's hilarious stage hit about
the under-age Army hero who gets into all kinds of funny complications when he returns to civilian life.
I

this is the time of year in
WELL,
Hollywood when everyone starts
speculating on the next Academy
d
winners. Who'll-get-an-Oscar
Awar
comes March is good for two hours of
heated arguments wherever movie folk
have gathered together from Ocean Front
Boulevard to Vine Street. The smart boys
are betting that it will be a photo finish
between Orson Welles for his Kessler in
International's "Tomorrow Is Forever"
and Ray Milland for his Don Birnam in
Paramount^ "The Lost Weekend." And
coming up on the rail is a lad named
Bing Crosby who portrays Father O'Malley in RKO's "The Bells of St. Mary's."
The way I look at it from where I'm
sitting is that if Orson isn't given an

Oscar the Academy is a bunch of stinkers. In "Tomorrow Is Forever" he gives
such a moving, sympathetic, sincere performance that it fairly tears your heart
out. (I must confess I haven't seen Ray's
drunk and Bing's priest— but they just
couldn't be much better). The Welles
guy, who only a couple of years ago was
called the deadliest thing in pictures, now
seems to be hotter than a Van JohnsonFrank Sinatra parlay. Though most of
them had never been nearer Missouri
than the newsreels of President Truman,
the producers went to see a pre-preview
of Orson in "Tomorrow Is Forever" with
a definite you - gotta - show - me attitude.
They left the projection room, when they
had wiped a thick mist from their glasses
—these low California fogs, you
know— gasping. Gasping for the
Welles phone number. (And
this timeat it
they
wanted
the wasn't
Welles Rita
dovecote
in Brentwood.) Sagacious producer William Goetz, who had
the advantage of seeing the
rushes of "Tomorrow Is Forever," had everything under
control. And under contract.
Orson was already as busy as
a buzz-saw on the next Goetz
picture, a psychological murder thriller called "The
Stranger," in which he co-stars
with Loretta Young and Edward G. Robinson.
When "The Magnificent Ambersons" turned out to be a
box office dud, though the critics raved, and "Jane Eyre"
didn't do too well with our paying customers, though it was
the biggest box office success
of the year in England, Hollywood just decided that both as
a producer and an actor Orson

Welles was a greatly over-rated youn
man. They decided that the only thing h
did exceptionally well, better than the
other bright young men on their payrolls,
was spend money. A Wellesian talent that
Orson would be the last to deny.
But a snub from Hollywood was o
little consequence to thirty-year-old Mr
Welles. The war was going full blast
public-spirited young citizen with ai
eager desire to help people, Orson quick
ly threw himself whole-heartedly into wai
work. Turned down by the draft boarc
after several efforts to enlist, he rented
vacant lot in Hollywood and set up shop
with a magic show. When he was tw(
years old, a toddling infant prodigy wh
talked like a college professor and lookec
like The Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu, ac
cording to his I-knew-him-when acquaint
ances, his guardian, Dr. Bernstein, hac
presented
him make
with aa bird
magician's
outfit. At
two
he could
cage disappear
at twenty-two he could make a million
dollars disappear. "I'm working on a new
disappearance act," he says today with z
wicked gleam in his eyes. "When I per
feet it I'll just give one wave— and Holly
wood
willsunk
disappear."
Orson
$65,000 of his own mone
in his magic show. (After a long run i
Hollywood he took it on a tour of th
Army camps.) Although civilians (suck
ers, he called them) paid $5.50 for a seat
and were nicked a buck for a bag of peanuts or a soda pop, he never seemed to
make expenses. The show was a great
success with the servicemen who paid
nothing, and had a perfectly wonderful
time watching the Maestro extract a rabbit from his hat, saw beautiful Rita Hayworth in half, and with the help of leggy
Marlene Dietrich read the future in a
crystal ball. When he wasn't doing magic
tricks for servicemen Orson was appearing once a week on his own radio pro-

Orson with his two daughters: Rebecca, whose mother is Rita Hayworth, and ChristopherJ

child of Orson's first marriage. At left, studies of Welles in action, bearded for his role j
with Claudette Colbert (center) in "Tomorrow Is Forever," in which George Brent (topi
also appears, and a new lad, Richard Long, receives the benefit of the Wellesian advice.

mutt

gram, with innumerable guest appearances, and writing a syndicated newspaper column on national and international affairs called "Orson Welles' Almanac." In 1944 he played an active and
vital part in the Roosevelt campaign,
making radio speeches, and brilliant ones
too, at the drop of a hat. He covered the
San Francisco conference, and the Mexico City conference, both in his column
and on the air. Every worthy cause stemming from California found Orson on the
board of directors. And for relaxation he
painted in oils. Evidently art-lovers think
well of the Welles paintings. He has been
invited to hold a one man show at the
Museum of Modern Art in New York this
Fall. No. Orson hasn't exactly been sitting near the phone, doodling sulkily, and
waiting for a producer to call.
When the big boys at International decided to film "Tomorrow Is Forever" with
Claudette Colbert and George Brent they
cast their eyes around for someone to
play the difficult role of Kessler. Ronald
Colman was
(Please turn to page 69)
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IT WAS very much like a tennis game
between Paul Lukas and young Bill
Williams, working together for the
first time in "Deadline at Dawn." Only
Lukas. instead of playing the game to
win against an opponent, played it more
like an instructor training a promising
beginner, which is just what he considers
Bill. After he slammed a fast ball over
the net at Bill, he repeated the play in
slow motion, explaining how it was done.
In his dressing room, where he was relaxing after lunch, Lukas talked to me
frankly about Bill.
"Williams is blessed by good old
Mother Nature with practically everything. He's a handsome young fellow, intelligent, clever. The chief thing in his
favor is his willingness to learn, to open
his eyes. He knows he doesn't know much,
but he's quick to learn. He's just like a
fledgling trying his wings. Every time it
works, he's surprised and delighted. Then
right away he wants to try something
else— something harder.
"What I told him is what should be the
Bible of every actor: Mean everything
you say, and then it will come out true.
That's the first principle of good acting.
The other thing is experience. No teacher
can open the heart and soul and give a

Photo by Alex Kahle
Yes, Bill and Barbara have fallen for each other. RKO's young hopefuls tell us they
have no definite marriage plans but don't be too surprised if they change their
minds. Meanwhile both are ambitious to further their promising screen careers.

In "Deadline
at
Dawn"
Bill was up
against stiff acting
competition with
Paul Lukas and Susan Hayward, but
he held his own,
thanks to his seri
ous attitude toward work and
eagerness to learn
from such an able
and experienced
trouper as Lukas.

young actor a teaspoonful of talent three
times a week. The only way to develop
talent is through experience. That's the
only teacher there is— experience, experience, experience.
"There's no mystery about acting, although alot of people would like to have
you think there is. It's just hard work,
and thinking, thinking, thinking. Always
the meaning of the lines you are saying
must be kept in your mind. It's not just
learning the lines you are to say— it's
putting yourself into the mind of your
character. Learning what he thinks about.
Why do I say that? Because if you do
that, you can't go wrong."
To a finished actor like Paul Lukas, it
seems as simple as that, and it's through
simplifying the more complicated strokes
in this acting game that he's been so
helpful to Bill.
Bill Williams, on the other hand, was
playing his first leading role in "Deadline
at Dawn" with Lukas and Susan Hayward. That's pretty fast company for a
"fledgling" and well he knows it. He
knows also that it's the kind of opportunity that doesn't grow on bushes. He
considers himself shot with luck, and is
solemnly grateful for it.
Over lunch in the RKO commissary,
with pretty Barbara Hale, the girl friend

and constant pal, at his elbow helping out
with admiring glances and an occasional
remark, Bill told his side of Lukas' story.
"Was I scared when I started to work
with
Lukas?
I was.
I had never
met him
beforeI'llwe say
started
rehearsals.
But
he put me at ease right away. One of the
most important things he taught me was
to relax. Lukas has the technique of relaxation mastered to a T. He told me,
'Things have been coming -pretty fast to
you, Bill. You'll have to learn to let go.
Just stop being tight inside. The main
thing is not to let your nerves get the best
of you. You can't build your career
on nerves. You've got to have a solid
foundation.'
"But the greatest thing he's taught me
is to study the thought back of my lines.
He talks to me before we do a scene, and
helps me get the meaning of it, get in the
mood. Sometimes after I've done a scene,
he'll say to me, 'I didn't believe that. You
didn't really mean it.' He doesn't believe
in technique or dramatic lessons or any
of that stuff. He says you have to believe
acting.you say, and that's all there is to
what
"Of course, he's taught me a lot of
other things, too. Such as walking. I know
how to walk now without being conscious
of it. Lukas taught me how to pace off

my steps. He's a master of that. He knows
just how to enter a scene, and how to pace
off steps during it. He could throw a hat
over his shoulder backwards, and back
up to the very spot where it landed. That's
how
exact his
sense ofis. the
Youcamera.
simply can't
lose Lukas
in front
"He's taught me to watch the lights,
too. I've learned now where the best
learned not to get
And I've
angles are.
obstacle
behind
s. I can sort of tell where
they are now without looking. The other
day we had a scene in which I was standing behind a detective, and they were
shooting over his shoulder. I could sense
without looking that his hat was cutting
me, so I kept edging away from him, until Iwas nearly out of the scene. When I
told them why I was doing it, they lined
us up differently and did it again. You
see, from what Lukas has taught me about

these things, I know when I'm in a hot
when I'm
spot
In and
"Deadline
at not."
Dawn" Bill plays a
young sailor, who, while on leave in New
York City,
{Please turn to page 75 )
Bill is willing to learn this acting business me
hard way, as dramatic coach at RKO Studios,
Lillian Burns, will testify. Below, they are
studying the Williams voice for future reference and improvement. Left, the WilliamsHale team works out in the studio gym.

An exciting contrast to Betty's blondeness is
the black crepe midriff suit, embroidered with
gold and silver braid around the waist. The
braid also trims the high turban and fur muff.

White jersey dinner dress which Betty wears
so well has a Persian influence with its blouse
and skirt fullness gathered in by a wide gold
and silver shaped girdle of ornate design.

More of the Persian influence is seen in her
dark brown wrap-around pajamas worn with
a pale aqua blouse. The arm bands and frog
fastenings of Persian embroidery add glitter.

4 Black velvet slacks worn with a coat of white
brocade make a perfect costume for a leisure
hour. The coat has a high round neckline and
is fastened with white frogs flecked with gold.

Exotic is the word for Betty in this black
jersey midriff gown with long sleeves. White
satin butterfly design and chain motif over
the shoulders form- interesting ornaments.

Sable turban and bag add glamor to a plain
beige wool suit, which features an intricately
embroidered pocket of gold. The severely tailored jacket is softened by a gently rolled collar.

Eleanor Parker is tickled by her boy
friend, big, blond golfer Joe Kirkwood, Jr.

Gay group: Virginia Hunter, Hurd Hatfield,
Bonita Granville and host Ross Hunter.
Exclusive photos
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Radios highest paid female ente
rtainer,
Joan Davis, cuts a caper with her
husband,
Cy Wills. Get Joan
striped "nylons"
and red and white 's
polka dot bloomers

DESPITE their denials (practically
up to the not-so-bitter end) Mickey
Rooney's ex-wife and Lana Turner's exhusband did become man and wife. All
of which means that Ava Gardner is now
Mrs. Artie Shaw. It will be a stay-athome honeymoon because both are working. Ava is making a picture, Artie
appearing with his band at a local night
club. No one seems to know exactly why
they were so secretive about their plans.
For the past year they have kept steady
company.
only interest was
the
desire Hollywood's
to see two nice people live
happily ever after.
IONG before the Gloria De Haven1 John Payne%aby is born, "Till the
Clouds Roll By" will be completed. But
there will be one unfinished sequence.
This is the one in which Gloria appears.
This film biography of composer Jerome
Kern is one of MGM's most ambitious
adventures. "Gloria being one of their
most ambitious and important young
actresses is worth waiting for. A nice
tribute to a nice girl.
A WHOLE
new worldHishasMGM
opened
up
for Van Johnson.
bosses
knew he could dance, for Van was discovered in the chorus. But on the set of
"No Leave, No Love," Van nonchalantly
borrowed Xavier Cugat's violin. Everyone
thought he was kidding until he started
to play. And darn well, too. They rushed
the news to the front office. Now they're
fiddling ( ! ) around for the perfect story.

"
"Sirocco
MOREred isonthe
yachtFlynn's
Errolname
NO embroide
ing cap. Instead it now reads "Zaca," the
name of the new 118-foot job that Flynn
recently purchased and marked down,
mind you, for $40,000. Now Errol is
looking for a script that calls for yachting scenes and plenty of 'em. Yachts very
nice, says we!
TUST to look at June Allyson is to
J know how much her marriage to Dick
Powell means to her. In fact, it's practically contagious. Whenever they walk
into Ciro's the orchestra starts playing
"June Is Bustin' Out All Over." That's
right—
bustin'
becoming,
too. with happiness. And very

Eddie Bracken gives newlywed Betty Hutton a kiss at
a reception welcoming her
and husband, Ted Briskin,
back to Hollywood. At left,
Loren Tindall and Diana
Lynn add their felicitations and congratulations.

IND of a cute gag they pull at
a famous Hollywood eating emporium. Bogey and Bacall dine there
quite often and usually call up early and
reserve the same table. Whenever they
do. the head waiter puts two signs on the
table. Where Bacall sits, the sign reads
"The Look." Where Bogey sits, the sign
reads "The Leer." And of course Mr.
and Mrs. B. get a great kick out of it.
K

"fjpHE
CLUB" new
is the
name inof HollyTHE
JL swankiest
hangout
wood. To belong, all you have to do is
to be famous. And of course a good bank
account will help to pay those lunch
checks. Recently, Dennis Morgan had a
date there to have lunch with Jack Carson. His car was in the studio when the
strike was called. So Dennis couldn't
cross the picket line. Living way out
in the country, a taxi was out of the
question. So Dennis hitch-hiked. Up in
front of "The Club" he arrived, in a milk
truck. Snooty stars alighting from their
limousines looked on with horror. Jack
Carson, grinning from ear to ear, pretended he didn't know him when Dennis
walked up to Iris table.
AT A recent mass meeting, Jack Benny
11 addressed Hollywood's greatest stars
on the importance of still keeping our
boys entertained. Said J^ B. in his own
inimitable style: "It used to be that you
had to be able to sing or dance. But
now since the war is won, the boys are
satisfied if they can just look at you.
Talent isn't necessary. Look at my wife.
She's definite proof of that!" Of course
everyone roared. And over half of those
presentwasagreed
to go and be "looked at."
Jack
satisfied.

THE devotion of Richard Quine for his
wife, Susan Peters, is something that
every Hollywood husband should stop
and think about. Ever since the accidental bullet that paralyzed her from
the waist down, Susan has only known
complete care and consideration from
Dick. Today, they are even more in love,
if that is possible. Once a week Susan
and Dick have a standing date with Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz. Nothing ever
interferes with this date. Lucille will see
to it that nothing ever does. This is the
kind of story we like most to tell the
world about. Hollywood has many of
them.
CUTEST foursome in these here parts
is newlyweds Mona Freeman and
Pat Nearney. who double-date with Diana
Lynn and Loren Tindall. The way they
slyly watch the right hand side of the
menu when they dine out is very amusing. And very commendable too. Today's
movie youngsters live on a budget. They
put their money into Victory bonds and
annuities. All of which means they'll have
something to show for their work— when
they reach the ripe old age of 35!
Celebrities meet celebrities at premieres
in Hollywood. Here, Van Johnson, Paul
Henreid and Sonja Henie put on
their best smiles for our cameraman.

Gossip B
y
Weston

East

FROM a nun in "The Bells of St.
Mary's," to a lady of easy virtue in
"Notorious" that's the lot of Ingrid Bergman. How does she do it? "Just by
changing my hat," she says, with a
twinkle in her eye. How about all that
there talent, lady?

there's
Hollywoodthat
SOMEWH
Kurta
set of innegatives
sexy ERE
Kreuger would like to lay his hands on.
And for excellent reasons, too ! The handsome Swiss bellringer (when it comes to
giving good performances) is a sun worshipper. Living on a remote hill top he
often takes sun baths wearing little more
than a pair of dark glasses. One day he
received an envelope in the mail. Enclosed were half a dozen poses of himself. They were snapped by some eagerbeaver fan who had managed to get them
while Kurt slept blissfully in the sun.
LEAVE it to Perc Westmore, the makei up king, to become the most original
(as well as the youngest) grandfather
in Hollywood. When his
grandchild was born, Perc
passed out five hundred lipsticks. The Westmore brand?
What do you think?
It's a double date
Ronald Reagans (Jane
and the Gregory Pecks,
on their way to the

for the
Wyman)
snapped
theater.

Cesar Romero, back in civvies
again after his stint in the Coast
Guard, gives Sonja Henie a
whirl at Cobina Wright's birthday party. Sonja Henie recently
announced her separation from
her husband, Dan Topping.

A still in uniform,

NOW

we've heard everything. Members of Zachary Scott's fan club
have requested photographs of just his
eyes. They want to fit them into a locket
which each hysterical girl will wear
around her neck. Zack doesn't know exactly what to do. Who would?
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IN "Three Wise Fools" Margaret
O'Brien will have three men in her
life; namely, Lewis Stone (just starting
his 22nd year at MGM), Lionel Barrymore and Frank Morgan. One morning
Margaret, who is a very conscientious little person, was a few minutes late on the

set. She felt quite upset. Turning to her
mother, she said, "May I go and apologize to the 'boys' for keeping them wait-

JUST
whyis an
of Philip
Dorn's
ability
so actor
neglected,
we wouldn't
be knowing. Before he got an excellent

DOES it pay to be beautiful. Marie
MacDonald (The Body) is wondering. Once a week at Palm Springs there's
a royal command for everyone to don
Western togs. Completely unaware of this
edict. Marie appeared in slacks and a
sheer blouse. Result, she was hailed into
Kangaroo court and fined $50, which was
turned over to a local charity. Another
offender that same day was Alan Ladd.
When he was only fined $25. Marie
wanted to know how come? The reason,
because
Alan wasn't as beautiful as
Marie!

part in Frlnk Borzage's "Concerto,"
Phil hadn't worked in thirteen months.
Ironically
ing?" enough, when the call came
through Phil was on his way to get a
short hair-cut. A minor traffic accident
made him late for his appointment with
the barber. Just as he was about to
climb into the chair, his wife called.
Excitedly she told him he was wanted
to play the role of a long-haired musical conductor. A second's more delay,
and he would have been snipped right
out of this good break.

ON worth
THE received
set of "Gilda," Rita Haya birthday present
every hour from Orson Welles. That
night he gave her a dinner, party at Cafe
La Rue. At her place was a magnificent
pair of jeweled crescent earrings— crescents because that's the way the moon was
the night Orson proposed. Who was it
who said that this marriage wouldn't last?

EVER since she worked with Wally
Beery in "Bad Bascomb," Margaret
O'Brien has pestered her mother for
riding lessons. "But darling," persuaded
Mrs. O'Brien in an alarmed voice, "supposing the horse should throw you."
Margaret's face brightened. "Don't worry,
mother," she explained. "I asked the man
and he says all his horses are insured."

James Craig has eyes only for his lovely
wife at Cobina Wright's birthday party.

Norma Shearer, with Merle Oberon and her husband, Lucien
Ballard, Maria Montez and Pierre Aumont, enjoy entertainment.

Bride Mona Freeman and Groom Pat Nearney greeted by Diana
Lynn, his former girl friend, and Bill Sloan, Mona's ex-beau.
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Ralph Edwards, left below, went on "Command Performance" for the Armed Forces Radio Service
with his show, "Truth or Consequences." Bob Hope helped Ralph with one of the "consequences^,
by dressing as a woman and sitting in the audience next to a contestant. Bob as "Miss Hope"
broke up the show by saying that the contestant was "insulting" him. Plenty of laughs followed.
Photos by Jack AXbin
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Ingrid

on

the

air! With

Jack

Benny,

the star appeared in the show at
redistribution center, and wowed them

Photos by Jack Albin

Ingrid gives Sgt. Richard Bierregaard of
Milwaukee, Wis., the thrill of his life by
eating lunch with him between rehearsal
and actual show time. Group shot below
gives an idea of the ease and nonchalance
with which Benny and his troupe perform. But there's hard work behind it all.
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Jimmy

Stewart's Future
Continued from page 21

He says he hasn't lost any weight but
his face— never full— looks thinner. Under
his overseas cap, there was a sprinkling
of gray. He shrugs that off, "just as long
as I'm not getting bald." One thing hasn't
changed— his smile. When he posed for
the WAC, that lop-sided grin came out.
Andrews Field, a huge sprawling settlement about 20 minutes' drive from
Washington, was in a dither all day
September 28. "Seems like we've had battalions of WACs marching by here eyes
right for hours," groaned an officer at
the separation center.
The center had only been operating
for two weeks and nothing very exciting
had happened before except the arrival
of some B-29s. No celebrities, no war
heroes until Col. Stewart reported at
8:20 a.m. for release to inactive duty.
The center prides itself on one-day service for officers and every one was determined to do his best by the Colonel—
not just because he was a movie star
but because of what he calls the "lettuce"
below
wingsof and
because he's a pretty
likeablehis sort
fellow.
That sort of word gets around. Cap-

Plans

tains who were getting the papers ready
to send him back to civilian life remembered reading about the time he turned
down a promotion from captain to major
"until my junior officers get promoted
from lieutenant." He accepted that promotion later, but not until some of the
junior officers in his squadron went up
a step, too.
The separation officers went quickly
over his record— inducted as a private
March 22, 1941, assigned to the Army
Air Forces, appointed to flight school
(although he was nearly 33— an old man
as combat fliers go.) Commissioned January 1, 1942. Went overseas November,
1943, as a squadron commander. That's
the record, but it doesn't begin to tell
the story. He played the starring role
again and again during his 21 months
overseas— that is, he led formations of
Liberators on one raid after another. In
the course of 20 missions, he hit some
of the toughest targets in Europe— Kiel,
Bremen, Ludwigshaven, the Gilze-Rijen
air fields, Fuerth, Pas-de-Calais, Brunswick, Frankfurt and Berlin.
He was awarded the Distinguished Fly-

ing Cross for piloting the first bomber
over the target in a raid on Nazi aircraft factories at Brunswick, Germany.
The citation read: "Despite aggressive
fighter attacks and heavy anti-aircraft
fire, he was able to hold his formation
together and direct the bombing run over
the target in such a manner that the
planes following him were able to bomb
He great
also wears
a Cluster on the DFC.
with
accuracy."
the Air Medal with two Clusters, the
French Croix de Guerre with Palm and
the European theater ribbon with seven
battle stars.
He looks now like a man who can take
responsibility, and he had plenty to take.
He was promoted in the field from squadron commander to operations officer to
wing commander of the 2nd Bomb Wing.
If it hadn't been for the end of the war
with Japan, he would have been hitting
Tokyo by this time. His 8th Air Force
unit was classed for redeployment to the
Pacific and he was waiting in Europe for
passage when the end came. With his
unit, he came back to America on the
Queen Elizabeth September 1, and he
can't get over that ship.
"There were 15,000 of us on it but
honestly, it wasn't a bit crowded. I bet
they
have put
men on it.'"
Then could
he added
with 80,000
that familiar
old

Battle of the beauties: Ava Gardner, left, has added a new sophistication in her role in "She Went to tho Races," and Frances Gifford, right, who
usually plays the "other woman," puts up stiff competition for the hero's affections. If you don't believe it, note reactions at top of opposite page.
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Love is in the balance. Which will it
be— Frances Gifford, as the lady professor,
or Ava Gardner, the wealthy playgirl?
That's James Craig's problem, above.
lop-sided grin, "Weil, 2U,000 anyhow."
He talked about coming home as he
waited for the endless stream of papers
to be processed. He had just come from
his home town of Indiana, Pa., and he
was grateful because the citizens of his
town dispensed with the hero's welcome
he didn't want. They put up a "Welcome,
Jim" banner and left him to himself.
Separation officers brought him papers
to sign— one certifying his terminal leave.
He has four months of that coming.
There was a paper saying he didn't have
any Government property and one relieving him from active duty. There was another Very important paper— his appointment to the Air Corps Reserve. He was
sworn in as a Colonel in the reservesready to go back to duty should his
country call. Incidentally, the officer who
swore him into the reserves got a particular kick out of it. When Jimmy Stewart
was one of MGM's brightest stars, Capt.
Charles M.^ Crawford was a production
man and script writer on the same lot.
It was Capt. Crawford who swore him
into the reserves.
During the morning, Col. Stewart, like
all other officers and enlisted men on
their way back into civilian clothes, went
to the counsellor. Assigned to help the
Colonel with his problems was Capt.
Daniel Ropp, who reported later that the
Colonel was "pretty well posted on the
procedures," and that he certainly was
a "quiet, unassuming fellov*."
Capt. Ropp explained to the Colonel
how he should go about continuing his
Government insurance— which the Colonel plan9 to do. He reminded Jimmy
to be sure to report to his draft board
within 10 days after his discharge.
Jimmy wanted to know if he could
go back to work while he was still on
terminal leave and therefore still getting pay from the Army. Capt. Ropp said
that would be all right as long as he
wasn't working for the Government. Then
there was the matter of fixing up Jimmy's
separation qualification record. That's
the one that tells future employers what
the veteran did in the war and how it
would fit into a civilian job.
"Everybody wanted to know w.jat the
military occupational specialty of a
movie actor was," chuckled Jimmf when
he got through the counselling. "I told
them I didn't know."

At left, Ava demonstrates new seductive
allure in a closeup with James Craig.
Above, the charming sweetness of Frances
Gifford brings desired results in the film.
Commented Capt. Ropp earnestly:
"His military experience will make him
a better movie actor. He's had wide experience under difficult
conditions."
While Jimmy
was waiting
to take his
lust Army physical examination, a reporter asked him if he had any postwar
problems. "I don't believe in this readjustment business. 1 think everything is
just the same as it was when 1 went
He said that quite seriously but then
heaway."
started to grin. "You know," he said
reflectively, "I don't really feel that I
need a psychologist."
By this time the reporters and photographers had descended in force on their
objective. Jimmy looked at them with a
decided lack of enthusiasm. He wasn't
being temperamental about publicity but
for four and a half years he's been burying a brilliant past to live in the uncertain present of a man who not only faced
death regularly himself but was responsible for the lives of scores of other men.
The habit of trying to make people forget he was a movie star was still with
him.
With admirable calm and only a slight
tenseness along the jaw line he said in
answer to questions that he had no opinions about the atomic bomb, that he was
in favor of a strong postwar air force,
that he thought it would take "some
time" before stratosphere flights would
be the ordinary thing and that a question about the relative beauty of British
and American girls was "the $64 quesDid he have any plans to marry?
His ruddy face— a ruddiness that came
from
tion."living outdoors for a long timebecame just a little redder. No,, he said
firmly, he had no plans to marry.
A friend confided later that Jimmy had
no ideas about staying a bachelor forever, but that— believe it or not— he was
painfully shy with girls. In England,
paper work kept him at his desk until
as late as 2 a. m. on many a night, but
even so he could have gone out had he
wanted to. Actually, he went out very
little— usually squiring a relative of the
family who lives in Britain. When his
ship docked in New York, too, Air Force
friends were willing to give him the run
of their little black books. He didn't take
them up on the offer.
SCREENLAND

Jimmy,
of course,
wasn't
that
information
to the
boysvolunteering
and girls
of the press. He simply hastened to get
the questions away from talk about
sweethearts back home, and was obviously relieved when the press departed.
After lunch m the officers' club at
Andrews Field. Jimmy took his physical
examination and then went to the pay
window. "Wouldn't you know this would
be the last thing." he grinned as he
tucked the oay check into his wallet.
In case you had any worries about
Jimmy's financial condition — which, of
course, you didn't— the Army is looking
after him just fine Between the time he
went off active duty and the end of his
terminal leave in February, he will collect $2,429.28. That includes flying pay
for September, subsistence, longevity,
travel pay and rental allowance. In all,
it's somewhat less than what he is said
to have made in a single week before he
went to war.
With a businesslike briefcase full of
Army papers under his arm, Col. Jimmy
Stewart left Andrews Field on his way
to civilian life— but not before he had
ridden once more around a field filled
with Army planes.
He had started looking forward. He
was talking about owning "some kind
of a little plane of my own." And he
was anxious to get to work.
Somebody wanted to know if he
wouldn't like to do some fishing first.
Veterans are always talking about going
fishing before they settle down. "Oh, I've
taken care of the fishing," he smiled.
"Did that when I was home. No, I want
to get to work. I'd like to be in a comedy.
No His
warcontract
pictureswith
for MGM
me." had run out
while he was in the Army and he talked
at the separation center about free-lancing but he hadn't been back in Hollywood a day before it was reported that
he was all tied up again.
He's not worrying about the future.
After all, a man who has led a flight of
Liberators into a mess of ack-ack isn't
going to go pale at a mess of movie
cameras. Or, as the counsellor assigned
to advise the Colonel put it, "He seems
to be ready to enter civilian life in a
good way"— which is the most generous
verbal pat on the back an Army counsellor can give.
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Forever

Audrey

Continued from page 33

to her daughter's baby tears and enrolled
her in a dancing class for infants, the
child was removed with haste and dispatch when Audrey's Swedish-born grandparents got wind of it. No grandchild of
theirs was going to absorb such an atmosphere of sin and debauchery!
Chicago is only forty miles from Joliet
and when the time came for Audrey to
go there to try for a job on the stage, she
simply went. She was eighteen, fresh out
of high school and very, very eager.
Wasn't she perfectly familiar with such
masters as Ibsen and Shakespeare, and
hadn't she even played a season of Summer stock, doing "Stage Door," "Night
Must Fall" and "The Late Christopher
Bean"? Nothing could stop her— and
nothing did. She got a part very quickly
with Ian Keith in "The Copperhead" and
when the show's run was over, she gravitated naturally to radio.
"But here I walked right into something on the first audition," Audrey said.
"The director of the show, an awfully
nice little man, took me aside and told
me, with all the kindness in the world, to
go back to Joliet. 'You have nothing,
dear,' he said, patting me gently, 'just
to offer radio.' "
nothing
But Audrey thought perhaps she did
have something to offer, riot perhaps
the round, pear-shaped enunciation she'd
been hearing in Mr. Keith's "Copperhead" company, but something else more
modern and colloquial. And she proved
in "My Sister Eileen"
a jobtouring
it by
in
the getting
road show
the middle west.
The first night they played Chicago,
Audrey saw a little man down in front
making signs, gestures, and grimaces at.
her. He bowed, smiled, wiggled his fingers as the astonished Audrey eyed him
in bewildered fascination.
"And then I remembered!" she
laughed. "It was the same little man
who'd advised me to go home to Joliet
because I had nothing to offer as an actress! Now he was trying to tell me how
wrong he'd been. When he and his wife
came backstage after the performance,
he insisted that he was going to send me
a big bunch of roses just to show how
sorry he was for trying to discourage me.
But his nice wife said that wasn't practical; the roses would wither and be
thrown away. And the next day a big, red
purse came from them. I still have it and
value it, not only because it's so beautiful,
but because it tells that even an umpire
can be big enough to reverse a decision."
Another gift she values from that time
is a makeup case given her by members
of the "My Sister Eileen" company. It
never was a very elegant article and it's
pretty battered now, but she still carries
it as an emblem of good luck— even into
the makeup department of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, which is possibly the best
equipped in the whole industry— "just in
case they might need something."
After "My Sister Eileen" closed, her
marvelous voice and gift of mimicry
made radio a natural field for her. She's
worked in almost all the soap operas
coming out of Chicago, among them "Ma
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Perkins," "Road of Life," and "Bright
"I went to New York for no reason at
Horizons."
all except that I wanted to go," Audrey
continued, "and all the radio contacts I'd
made in Chicago were simply continued
there. So it was easy to get jobs on the
Readers' Digest Show, 'Inner Sanctum,'
'Lower Basin Street' and lots of others."
A part of Audrey's chameleon personality is an ability to appear as if she
didn't quite know the score. She's such
an attractive small bit of five-foot-three
girl that the look in those big blue eyes
might easily be mistaken for guilelessness. At least, one big butter-and-egg
man from up State thought so when he
saw her going in and out of her hotel.
she didn't see him folpretended
Audrey lowing
her; she made believe his signals
and wig-wags and meaning looks were
for someone else, but when he trailed her
to the broadcasting station where she was
working and tried to wangle an introduction, she got mad.
"Look," she hissed to an actor on the
program, "something's got to be done to
teach this character a lesson!"
So they put their heads together and
evolved a scheme, which resulted in the
amorous yokel getting his date all right,
but it was for luncheon with Audrey's
friend along, not only as chaperon but as
interpreter. For it seemed that suddenly
Audrey, the minx, spoke nothing but
Swedish, understood no English and only
a leetle French.
"I'll never know how we kept our faces
straight during that silly meal!" Audrey
giggled. "To see that character pointing
to a glass and mouthing 'Wa— ter' to teach
me English and then having my friend
explain in what passed for French and
me answering in Swedish, was almost too
much. But when he finally gave me up as
hopeless and made a lame excuse to leave,
the sight of his face when I said, in very
definite American, 'Well, so long, Joe!'
wasWhen
whentalent
we really
scouts exploded!"
for motion pictures
discovered there was a great untried field
in radio, Audrey was tested by Twentieth
Century-Fox and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
She saw both tests, described them as "un-

believably bad" and dismissed a picture
career from her mind. Not long afterward,
she was about to sign a new thirteen-week
contract for a radio show when she contacted her agent to settle about money.
"Where have you been?" he shrieked.
"The scout from Metro's been looking all
over town for you ! They want you on the
coast right away to start a picture !"
Everybody concerned was wildly excited and practically threw the poor girl
onto a westbound plane. She had only a
few necessary things in a small satchel;
her books, the rest of her clothes, her collection ofelephants (she gathers them in
all sizes, from a huge silver one almost too
heavy to lift to the tiniest carved out of
ivory, just because she wanted to run
away and join a circus when she was a
little girl), her big library of recordsswing,
rhumba,later.
concerto,
were
all to follow
There symphony—
was no time
to
discover that her ration books had been
tossed out and burned up with the trash ;
there was scarcely time to apologize for
a colossal muff on her last broadcast
"Use So-and-So's
saying,
when,
cream, instead
tissue itof off,
and leave
a light film
of cream on your face overnight," she
said, "Use So-and-So's cream, tissue it off
and leave a light film of skin on your face
Audrey must get to the coast right
overnight!"
away. She got to the coast all right— on
the fifteenth of May— and sat around until the middle of August, when her first
picture,
started. "Main Street After Dark," finally
Her mother came out for a short visit
not long ago and returned to the apprehensive Totters in Joliet with the glowing
report that Hollywood in spite of all their
worry, was a perfectly safe place for their
little Audrey. Why, everybody there
worked like dogs, from dawn until long
after dark. Their child got up every morning at half-past five and went to the studio
on the bus. She wore slacks, an old topcoat and had a kerchief round her head.
Indeed, she looked just like a manual
Eileen"
Sister take,
"My might
to the
even that
laborer, case
makeup
anyone
for
a lunch box. No, the Totters have nothing
to worry about.
Audrey and another girl, who also
works at the studio, have just found a
new apartment after months of hotel life.
It's done in Chinese motif, reds, black
and gold, very modern and smart, and
it's out near the Los Angeles Country
Club on the edge of wooded hills and
she can hike to her heart's
fields where
content.
Audrey plays the piano and bass
fiddle and— of all things— is an expert
taxidermist! She cares little about clothes,
to the distress of her room-mate who, at
the sight of a very big star who's notorious
fqr her sloopy dressing in public, exclaimed, "There, but for the grace of

Audrey Totter in a scene with Snowball, the
white cockatoo in "The Sailor Takes a Wife."
Screen la n d

goes Audrey Totter!"
heaven,
Audrey's no spun-sugar Powers model
for prettiness, but she has two qualities
that lift her far above the realm of simple,
senseless beauty. These two qualities are
intelligence and humor. Through them
the studio intends to push her forward
faster and further than they've pushed
many players before, so that very soon
people may point to a star and say,
"There, by tl-e grace of her own ability,
goes Audrey Totter!"

The Anti-Phony
Continued from page 25
epic experience, the lad's eyes followed
Wayne's as they returned to the small
figure in there pitching; then gulping he
said, "Say, that down there — Mike, I
mean. Is he your kid?"
"Yes, sir!"
"Well, criminy. That so? Gosh, he
never said nuthin'. Never told us. Gee.
Well, could I, uh, have your autograph?"
"Sure."
The boy produced a grubby scrap of
paper, passed it over, said, "The name's
Steve."
John Wayne wrote, "To Steve— from
Michael Wayne's Dad."
The kid grinned. He got it.
On a beachhead in the South Pacific,
two tired, mud-stained young Marines
looked up at a visiting stranger, a big
guy, almost as tired and mud-stained as
they were. Then, recognition dawning,
blinking incredulously, they jumped to
their feet, whooping, "Hiya, Duke!"
In the lobby of the Waldorf-Astoria in
New York, some weeks ago, the famed
hotel's suave manager, bellboys, elevator
operators, passing bobby-soxers and their
sisters and their brothers and their
aunties and their mothers greeted a tall
man, wearing a tan slack suit and carrying one piece of rather battered luggage
with "Glad to see you, Duke!" "It's the
Duke again !" "Welcome, Duke"— and they
did NOT mean the also then-resident
Duke of Windsor!
In Florida on location with the "They
Were Expendable" company; in Hollywood on the sets of "Dakota," wherever
he may be at work, co-stars, directors,
visitors to the sets and, more significantly,
grips, gaffers, props, script girls and
extras hail Wayne as "The Duke!"
The Duke doesn't flip back any "Misters," either. Remembering that he
back in 1930 in a swing-shift gangbegan
and
knew most of the crews and extras by
their first names, he hasn't seen any
reason to put fancy handles on democracy. The result is that crews not only
knew him when, but— which is a something—like him now.
Somewhere in the South Pacific, Wayne
stood one morning some months ago
talking with the boys. After swapping
scuttlebutt for a time, the Duke turned
to a freckle-faced G.I. and said, "What
is your dream of home?"
Without hesitating, the kid answered,
"To sit on that back porch under that
apple tree and drink that glass of beer."
Wayne turned to an older man, asked,
"And you?"
The soldier said, "Same here."
In his suite at the Waldorf, recalling
this incident, Wayne told me: "Those
guys on their way back from overseas,
or still waiting to get back, don't want to
be heroes. They don't want to be big
shots. They don't want to be millionaires.
They don't want Broadway or Hollywood
Boulevard or night clubs or dames. Not
for long, they don't. What they want
is what that freckle-faced kid wanted—
that back porch under that apple tree
and the right to drink that glass of beer

in the peace they fought for and won.
They want their homes, as they remember
them. They want their girls, the same
way. They want the fundamentals; nothThese
three anecdotes about (a) a man
ing phony."
who isn't the star in his son's territory,
(b) a man whose nickname is a household name from Peoria to Park Avenue,
and (c) a man who asks other men,
"What is your dream of home?" seems unrelated, perhaps, but they add up, in my
opinion, to the code, the creed, the character of John Wayne, demonstrating as
they do his hatred of pretentiousness, his
loathing for the phony.
For when John told me, "They want
the fundamentals— nothing phony," he
added, and with fervor, "same here."
I said, "You mean—?"

John Wayne, as a PT boat skipper, and Donna
Reed, as a self-sacrificing Army nurse, defy
danger for love in "They Were Expendable."
"Look," the Duke said, "here's the
Back in 1930 (April 30th of 1930, I
even remember the date ! ) a big lunk
story:"
named Marion Michael Morrison— even
then called the Duke on account he'd
played the part of a Duke, fancy pants
and all, in a high school play and the tag
had stuck— was toting a cargo of furniture across a sound stage when he collided with a party, name of Raoul Walsh.
Recognizing the famed director, the
Duke apologized, mentally allowing at
the same time that he'd probably be
drawing his final paycheck as of that
afternoon. Then he noticed that Walsh
was staring at him not in anger but with
a curiously inventorying expression. Then,
"Ever
asked. done any acting?" the director
To which the big lunk replied that,
except for small parts in high school
plays, he hadn't, no, sir.
Well, had he ever thought of being an
actor?
Flabbergasted at the very idea, the
foolish fellow grinned and said, "No, sir!"
SCREENLAND

Well, what had he done? What did lie
want to do? Who the hell was he? Where
from?
Well, sir, he was from Winterset, Iowa.
Born there, that is, on May 26th of 1906.
and christened Marion Michael Morrison.
A good Irish family, his, if he did say it.
"Lace curtain" Irish, so to speak. When
he was five, his parents had moved to
Lancaster, California, and there, on the
edge of the Mohave
eyes brighten, or did
he'd gone to school
back but more often

Desert (did Walsh's
he only imagine it? )
sometimes on horseon foot.

Later, he'd attended the Glendale high
school and after graduation entered UCLA
where he'd enrolled in a pre-law course,
and where Howard Jones, the celebrated
football coach, had put him on as fullback of the freshman team. In two years
Jones had, the fellow said trying to swallow his pride, a gridiron star.
But in his third year, due to being
short of folding money, the Duke quit
college and through a chance meeting
with director John Ford got a job in
the swing-shift gang at the Fox studios.
Recently advanced to the property department, he seemed to come in handy
hauling heavy furniture— concert grand
pianos and the like— and various props,
such as bits of Buckingham Palace and
railroad sidings around the sets. Permitting himself a modest boast, he added
that he'd got so he could throw an outcurve with a flat-top desk or a Duncan
Phyfe table.
At this point director Walsh interrupted, "Let's see you walk," he said.
Not sing or dance or recite Shakespeare
or do an imitation of John Barrymore,
mind you, but walk. Now, the Duke had
heard tell that Hollywood biggies did
some screwball things. This, so help him
Hannah, was one of them. But, obliging,
he walked across the stage while Walsh
watched him, eyes out on sticks.
The next morning, at 9 a.m., Duke
Morrison reported on stage No. 3 to costar with Marguerite Churchill in "The
Big Trail" under the direction of Raoul
Walsh.
How come? Well, sir, the loping stride
he'd acquired on the Mohave desert was,
it seemed, exactly the gait Walsh wanted
his hero in "The Big Trail" to have. So,
incredibly, the lope that had covered first,
the desert, then gridiron miles now made
in nothing flat the incalculable distance
between a swing-shift gang and stardom.
Dropping the third person, the Duke
grinned as he said, "The moral is that
mine is not the story of a young man who
dreamed of a screen career and worked
hard to get it. It's a story of getting a
break, such a break as might have happened to any long-legged laborer who
had run into Raoul Walsh at that time.
The long-legged laborer just happened to
be me. Nothing, in other words, to g«
glamor-puss about.
"But what happens? The picture finished, the studio dreams up a publicity
campaign for their new 'star.' They send
me to New York where I, born in Iowa
with a small amount of mileage on horseback to my credit, arrive in Grand Central, dressed in a leather suit, a modern
Western hat (okay for Autry and Rogers,
but / can't play a gee-tar ! ) and toting a
squirrel gun in my hand. Through the
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streets to the gawps and yawps of passersby, I was paraded up to Central Park,
where they put me on a white horse, with
an English saddle (being out of Westerns) and told, 'Now, you come riding
along, see, pass these cops and throw
knives into trees like in the picture. Get
it?' (To this day I'd hate like hell to
meet one of those cops I rode past in
Central Park and have him recognize
me.)

stood, Linda sat there, scarcely breathing
but, just as the cameras rolled and Ward
walked into the scene, one of the characters inthe picture cracked him over the
head with a vase and, as he hit the floor,
a small voice wailed, 'Oh, isn't that

"Well, picture being yourself in that
set-up! You can't be. It's the kind of
stunt that makes any fairly normal fellow seem an awful phony. It takes years
to outlive such gags.- How do you outlive
them? Well, if your picture is a success,
you don't. For if you are successful in
this business, stay that way, and are a
phony, they pull you to pieces and throw
me when I say it's
you
harderaway.
to beBelieve
a phony in Hollywood than
anywhere else in the world.
"But back in 1930 when I made 'The
Big Trail,' times were tough, the picture
was not a success, so no one cared whether
I went around in a leather suit or a ballet
costume, and no harm was done. I went
along in a succession of routine pictures,
none of which even Hollywood could
blurb as 'sensational.'
"In 1938 I signed a contract with Republic Studios, was, in fact, in the very
first picture Republic ever made, 'Westward, Ho.' A modest little hoss opera
made for $17,000, it played first-run
houses and earned a lot of money.
"I liked Westerns; still do. The Western is the best medium— being full of
action, lots of riding, quickie meeting
with the Girl ('Howdy, m'am,' and away
again), full of motion— for telling a motion picture. In my mind, I divide Westerns and other types of pictures into two
classes: the Western is an action film;
others are reaction films. One takes a lot
of fast riding; the other takes a lot of
talent. So when, after a lot of Westerns,
John Ford told me he wanted me for the

defensively, 'We know you didn't want
to do that, Daddy. It's not your fault!'
The kids and I," John added, even more
happily,
very close.
"Which"are
reminds
me that I also like
being an actor, especially in pictures,
because of the monetary rewards. Looking forward to the financial security of
my children, picture money enables me
to buy insurance and, annuities that will
make that security secure.
"I enjoy being an actor because, while
a lot of people like golf, not everybody
likes golf ; a lot of people are musical or
bookish or politically-minded but not
everybody likes music, books or politics,
whereas everybody goes to pictures once
in awhile. So being in them makes you,
so to speak, kin to people of all tastes,
ages and kinds. I like that because I like

lead in 'Stagecoach,' even though it meant
the familiar loping stride and the lazy
drawl again, I accepted, with the hope
that if I made good in this one I'd get a
chance to re-act for Ford later on. 'Stagecoach' won the Academy Award, and
pretty soon Ford starred me in 'The Long
Voyage Home.' Then Cecil DeMille directed me in 'Reap the Wild Wind' and
pretty soon I was both acting and reacting pretty steady in such best-sellers as
'A Lady Takes a Chance,' 'The Spoilers,'
'Flame of the Barbary Coast' and so on.
"But from that day up in Central Park
to this, I have steadfastly refused to go
for phony gags. Way I figure it, if your
picture is a success, you don't need them ;
if
flop you're safer in a hideout
thanit'sona exhibition.
"Meantime in 1933, I got married and
pretty soon Michael came along; then in
short order, Toni, Patrick and Melinda.
When you are plugging away at a career
and have a house full of youngsters, you
haven't much time for any but pretty
basic things."
This seems to be as good a place as
any to say that by the time this piece is
being read John will probably be married
to Esperanza Bauer, the vivid-looking,
quiet-mannered Mexican girl, who is also
under contract to Republic. With his
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"The kids," John said,
TURRIBLE!'
pretty
it, "are
happyIf saying
too.
they see
a picture
which I kill somebody, they

Esther Williams makes a lovely feminine Santa
Claus, complete with reindeer and bag of toys.

and looked
to me,
loyal
of
mine, in
always say,

"Most actors, for that matter, like peopeople.
ple more than other people. Perhaps because, knowing more about them, we
understand them better. Going out on the
PT boats, for example, while making
'They Were Expendable,* we got a chance
to work with the Seabees to find out how
they operate, what they think about, whal
makes with them. In Westerns, on loca^
tions, you find out how cowboys live— not
just when they're dolled up in their fancj
pants but the tough side of life on the
range, too.
"I also find that most actors, when not
"So," John was saying, "I kept going, "given the phony treatment, are more
sort of ricochetting between my own lot,
natural than many men in less exhibition
Republic,
and
others.
Most
recently,
I
professions. For every man and woistic
time."
man is an actor, more or less, some of the
worked in 'They Were Expendable,' for
time. But we, who act for a living, gel
MGM and now, back at Republic again,
in 'Dakota,' with Vera Hruba Ralston."
acting out of our systems and are ourselves, and glad to be, when work is done.
I said, "Are you glad you are an
"And
I can be proud of my profession
actor? Satisfied?"
"I am now," the Duke told me, "but it because the picture business has grown
took me a long time to be glad ; a longer
up since I got into it fifteen years ago,
time to be proud of the profession I virhas acquired a dignity that is beyond
tually bumped into. A long time before
reproach. Hollywood is, today, a quiet
town compared to other places I have
I could hear myself classified as 'an
been and can, moreover, be pretty proud
actor,' without squirming. It was not, in
fact, until I got to know a lot of great
of itself, having pushed more charities,
guys in this business, and know them
given more time to selling war bonds and
more talent to entertaining servicemen
well, that I could even meet an actor-^
than country.
any other town in any other part of
having heard all the rumors— without
the
misgivings. That's all changed now, of
"In this business as it is today, in this
course. Pat O'Brien, a hell of a guy, is a
pal of mine. Bob Montgomery, whom I town as it is today, I can be myself— play
met for the first time while we were
golf, which I like to do, play cards (like
bridge, think gin is a dull game, pinochle,
making 'They Were Expendable,' is a
wonderful fellow. Walter Brennan, worka party
I love),
house
if J gofeelto like
going, atstayMrs.
homeJones'
if I
ing with us in 'Dakota,' is a man after
don't. I can live as I wish to live— which
any man's heart, and Ward Bond is one
is in a two-bedroom house on almost an
of my best and closest friends. So close,
acre and a half of land, minus formal
in fact, that he is 'Uncle Ward' to my four
kids and they love him like an uncle.
of the sort— a house
gardens
with
lots or
of anything
corners in it, where I can put
"A short time ago, little Linda came
to the studio one day to watch 'Uncle
my feet on a cobbler's bench and relax.
I feel better in plain, folksy surroundWard' play a scene. 'Now, Linda,' I cautioned her, 'when you hear the camera
ings. Ibelong in them. Perhaps because,"
whirring, no matter what happens, you
John said, with a grin, "there's nothing
must keep quiet.' Nodding that she underphony about them."
SCREENLAND

aversion to the bad taste of discussing his
private affairs for publication, John— except to say that he always has the children on Saturdays, takes them to the
studio, to Ocean Park to do the concessions, tolunch and dinner— does not
mention, let alone explain, a situation in
which he is not the only one involved.
Since he does not discuss it, neither can
I— except to hazard the opinion that some
of the best and most loyal-hearted of men
do fall in love more than "once in a life-
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Strictly for Comedy
Continued from Page 29

dancing shoes, and appeared at the specified hour for the initial class.
Not many minutes had passed before
the instructress was giving him fishy
glances,- and finally, patience exhausted,
she exclaimed: "Look! You already know
how to dance!"
"Sure," replied DeWolfe. "I ought to.
I earned my living dancing for ten years."
"Then what are you doing here?"
in Billy's situation
another
Now,
the communique in the
tossed guy
would have

ash can right off with a firm "That's that."
"Heck," says Billy, "it was a front office
order. I'm not important enough to ignore a thing like that. Or maybe," he
adds with a grin, "I just got used to
obeying orders after twenty months in the
Navy." But no guy like this ever happened toParamount before — no comedian,
anyway — and the result was mass swooning in the Paramount Studio streets.
"Anyhow," is the DeWolfe last word,
"it was very interesting. It was still only
the second dancing lesson I'd ever had
in my life."
The first, it seems, occurred many years
ago, when a youn? boy answered a chorus
call for an "Artists and Models" show in
New York City, and was almost scared
off because he didn't know how to tap
He was saved by a jolly, round-faced
fellow who took him out in the alley. But
" that comes later. De Wolfe's theatrical
career actually began on the stage of the
Quincy Theater, in Quincy, Mass.
He'd always been stage-struck, probably from the time he was born unintentionally inBoston. Billy's parents were
Welsh, but were visiting there at the
time. It was only a matter of nine weeks,
however, before they'd taken him back to
Wales — Pwhelli, Wales, to be exact. And
if you want to pronounce it, a hiccup followed by a sneeze should produce the
correct result. But Massachusetts had
apparently caught hold, so nine years
later the family — Jones, it was, and not
DeWolfe at all — returned. Mr. Jones, a
bookbinder by profession, took out cit-

izenship papers and settled down in the
Boston suburb of Quincy.
Not so long after that young stagestruck Bill Jones began to assert himself.
He got as near to being an actor as he
could by ushering in the Quincy Theater
for fifty cents a night, during which time
he studied the acrobats and dancers on
the stage, then spent what free time he
had
copying the acts in his school gymnasium.
The Jones were ardent Baptists and
inclined to frown on Bill's unexpected
theatrical manifestations, so they encouraged him to be a minister and sent him
to the Methodist Church because it was
nearer home. For a while, the Joneses
hoped. Bill liked making speeches and
leading Christian Endeavor, and "standing up there on the rostrum to give out
with gestures." But the discouraging
truth remained. When he should have
been in church, Bill sneaked out to the
theater to watch the acts rehearsing, then
copied what he saw.
The Joneses' ministerial ambitions for
their son were thoroughly nipped when
the manager of Jimmy Connor's band, on
the bill one week, saw young Jones practicing his routines backstage and asked
if he was also on the bill. Bill Jones's
excitement at this question almost overwhelmed him. He stopped everyone he

him to "Artists and Models" and the
moon-faced guy in the alley, who said,
"Don't worry. If you can do a time step,
you can fake your way through the audition." Half an hour later, Billy had
learned the step. He was duly grateful
the fellow's name. "Jack
and asked
Oakie,"
was the answer, and Billy got
the job in the show.
After five months in the last row of the
chorus, however, the DeWolfe ham began
to assert itself again. "I like to be out
front," he grins. So he quit again, did a
solo dancing act in vaudeville, then later
teamed up with two Boston girls, Metcalf
and Ford. This trio caught the interest
of an English manager, George Foster,
who booked them into the London Palladium. They'd hit the big time. Billed
for only four weeks, the European jaunt
lasted five long and exciting years, while
they toured the entire continent.
"We were crazy kids," Billy reminisces,
"but we had an awful lot of fun."
There was the time, for instance, when
the three of them were riding in a
crowded "lift" — elevator to you — and
Billy announced in ringing tones, designed for the entire assemblage, "I can't,
doctor knows what he's talkthat Where
believe
ing about.
would I have gotten
leprosy?" The lift was quickly cleared.
And the time they were traveling to
Scotland in the same compartment with

two timid English spinsters. "Just had a
letter from my brother in Chicago." Billy
advised his partners. "He got shot at
again the other day." (Horrors and flutterings from the spinsters.) "He says,"
to tell them he'd
for days after,
knew mistaken
Billy continued, "he's getting sick of hitbeen
for a professional perting the ground all the time, when the
former. Besides which, the manager was
machine gunning starts. Afraid a new
impressed and signed him to a contract,
race of people is going to develop out
while the theater manager, a former
there — people who live crawling on their
neyer
"You'll
in thea advice,
threw with
actor,
stomachs." . By this time the spinsters
be a success
name like
Bill Jones,
were ready to faint dead away.
young man! You'd better take my name
During these years, too, Billy was deinstead." The manager's name was
veloping a new act. He'd been doing
DeWolfe. And as for the ministerial am"satiric impressions" of famous people
bitions, "I think it was only the ham
and familiar types for his friends. They
went over so well he tried them on the
even then."'
out in me
coming
Billy traveled
with the band for several " stage, where the reaction was tremendous.
months, doing acrobatic and eccentric
And when, at last, he returned to this
learned
country, he branched out on his own, dodecided he'd
dancing.
all
he couldWhen
from he
this experience, he quit,
ing a comedy act with dancing left out.
and struck out for New York, which led
As master of ceremonies and doing his

The Navy makes a date: Bonita Granville and
interest in "Breakfast in Hollywood,"
Ryan, itromantic
down in her appointment book. Comes the
write
I eventful hour, a corsage is produced and pinned on
I her shoulder with the appropriate dialogue.
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impressions and imitations, he began a
rigorous night club schedule. Toronto and
Montreal, Boston, Philadelphia, and finally Miami Beach, which led directly to an
engagement in Greenwich Village in New
York City where his fame avalanched.
Billy's impersonation of a tired chorus
girl doing a 2 a.m. floor show brought
an orchid from Winchell and mention by
every other columnist in town. This publicity brought fashionable New York
downtown to see him, and it wasn't long
before Billy had moved uptown, to the
Raleigh Room of the Hotel Warwick, and
then, almost before he could come out of
the fog of wondering what hit him, the
Rainbow Room, Radio City, absolute tops
for any night club entertainer. Here all
the theatrical and social celebrities in
town flocked to see Billy do his routine,
an impression of a complete third-rate
night club floor show with Billy playing
everything from m.c. to chorus. Here
Gertrude Lawrence had a ringside seat
night
afterCoward
night to
see And
Billy's
of
a Noel
play.
all take-off
of this,
naturally, meant DeWolfe would eventually arrive in Hollywood.
This is exactly where Billy did arrive,
but more "eventually" than he'd expected,
due to a slight detour involving the aforementioned hitch in the Navy. This happened in an unusual way. Billy, with a
Paramount contract in his pocket, was
playing a final night club engagement at
the Empire Room of Chicago's Palmer
House. Each night he'd walk out on the
floor, clad in white tie and tails, to be
faced with, an almost solid block of men
in uniform. His draft number hadn't come
up yet. He wasn't sure he'd be taken
when it did, due to an arthritic condition
he'd had for many years. But still it was
getting so he burned with shame every
time he entertained in tails for all those
service guys, and his conscience got all
twisted up with his act and gave him the
Navy blues.
So it happened one day he was standing in a stamp line at the post office
waiting to mail some letters. Next to him
was another line leading to a Navy recruiting office. Billy looked at the recruiting line, blinked, and got in it instead. The next thing he knew he was in
the Navy with the arthritis kept well
under his hat. He was actually sworn
into the service on the stage of the Chicago Theater, a performance designed to
stimulate recruiting.
That was September, 1942, and out in
Hollywood Paramount was holding up n
picture, waiting for Billy's arrival. Due to
the unusual nature of Billy's enlistment
the Navy allowed him to make one picture before calling him for active duty.
That picture, you may remember, was
"Dixie" with Bing Crosby, in which Billy
DeWolfe
played Mr.musical.
Bones, Bing's rival
in
the Technicolor
The picture finished, Billy reported at
Great Lakes Naval Training Station,
where he reached the grade of Musician
2/c, organized entertainments and entertained himself. He toured in the Treasury
Department's "Four Freedoms Bond
Show," in which Victor Mature represented the Coast Guard, and they played
in department stores all across the
countrv.
"I used to boast," Billy says, "that I'd
ScREENLAND

played the New York Hippodrome and
the London Palladium. I never thought
I'd be able to claim I'd played Bullock's
in Los Angeles and Marshall Field's in
And much to his amazement, his Navy
address was printed in a movie magazine.
Chicago."
Fan
mail on "Dixie" began rolling in,
which, in his spare time, he answered.
This activity resulted in his commanding
officer, one Eddie Peabody, groaning and
tearing his hair, "You can't sit here and
answer fan mail! This is the Navy!"
Billy was sure it was something. He'd
never
life. gotten that much mail in civilian
About this time, after twenty months,
Billy's arthritis began ganging up. He
spent five months in a Navy hospital,
terrorizing nurses from time to time with
his realistic imitation of the Frankenstein
monster. When the five months passed, a
Navy doctor bawled him out for lying
about the arthritis when he enlisted. "You
didn't only lie to the Navy," the doctor
said, "you lied to the government of the
United States of America." Billy shuddered. Twenty years in the brig floated
before his mind. "But," continued the
doctor, "I'm sorry we have to discharge
you. We can use men with your spirit."
He shook Billy's hand, with the parting
words, "And my advice to you, young
man, considering your condition, is go to
a milder climate. To California, for in-

"That's where I'm going," replied Billy
weakly. And that's where he went,
straight to Paramount, where, reports on
stance!"
"Miss Susie Slagle" and "Our Hearts
Were Growing Up" being what they are,
the fan mail in the DeWolfe post-Navy
civilian life is in for a change.
Billy is not married, and on the clamlike side when the subject is pursued. He
lives alone in a Hollywood apartment and
at this writing, still does not boast a
phone. If this 168-pound "black Welshman" needs to make a call, it involves a
trip down to the subterranean garage,
where the roar of cars coming and going
makes conversation somewhat confusing.
"What is going on in your apartment?"
is the usual question from uninitiated
friends. As for someone on the outside
calling Billy! A carrier pigeon is more
efficient.
Billy has to watch his diet to keep
from putting on weight and feels that
pictures have constantly conspired against
him. He had to eat dozens of chicken legs
in "Dixie" artd stacks of spaghetti for a
scene in "Our Hearts Were Growing Up."
which meant all he got were tomatoes
and a lettuce leaf for meals in between.
His main diversion is going to the movies
where he sits in the third row, "just like
He figures that so far in his life he's
gotten just about everything he wanted
and is duly grateful. He's settled down
considerably
from the "crazy kid" he was.
a kid."
But
he remains suspicious — suspicious
that he might, at any time, go off on a
tangent. To guard against this happening, (he insists), he carries two unmailed
letters in his pocket. With a twinkle in
his
eyes, them!
he explains,
see, I've
mailed
Since "You
I joined
the ne/er
Navy
I've been afraid to go into a post office.
Can't tell where it would land me!"

Citizen Welles
Continued from page 47

their man they decided. But Mr. Colman
goes, just didn't want to wear
the story
aso beard.
And it. was very necessary to the
plot that Kessler clutter up his visage
with a brush. They gave a copy of the
to read. "There's only
to Claudette
script
one actor
in Hollywood who can play
Kessler," said Claudette with finality.
"Orson Welles."
Orson read the script, liked the part,
said he didn't mind wearing a beard, in
fact he favored a beard, and returned to
the screen after much too long an absence. While in Mexico, a country he
likes very much, while Rita took lessons
in bull fighting, he set about growing a
beaver, and losing forty pounds.
On the set one day during the production of the picture Orson entertained me
with a few magic tricks and talked about
his baby daughter, Rebecca. When I
asked him if he was going to raise her to
be an actress like Mama and Papa, he
said, "I want Rebecca to be what she
wants to be. I wouldn't make a plan for
a child. I'm going to raise her just as a
child. No, no progressive education.
"I'm them.
a great
onearewith
kids.
about
There
three
whoI'mare crazy
now
big successes on the screen, Peggy Ann
Garner, Margaret O'Brien, and Elizabeth
Taylor— all three friends of mine. I talked
to Director Stevenson about the little
Garner girl, I thought she had talent, and

on my suggestion he gave her the role in
'Jane Eyre.' " (Peggy Ann promptly stole
the picture right away from Welles).
"Best movie actors are animals," Orson
continued. "And next are children. Children get nearer to being true and honest
and that's the essential thing in movie
acting. Older actors can learn a lot from
children in their pictures. Greatest thing
I have ever seen was a scene between
Jack Barrymore and Virginia Weidler.
Barrymore was drinking a cup of tea.
Virginia was speaking her lines, and half
way through her speech Jack raised his
cup. Virginia said, 'Excuse me, Mr. Barrymore. You shouldn't do that during my
was terrified."
speech.'
Orson Barrymore
did a scene, posed for a still,
shook hands with a visiting fireman, and
returned to me. He made two bits disappear (he can do better than that) and,
egged on by me, talked about his ambitions. "When I was struggling to get
ahead on the New York stage my ambition was to have a sandwich named after
me at Reuben's. I did. It had a lot of ham
in it, of course." (Orson affectionately
refers to himself among his friends as
The Great Ham). "I came in every night
for years and ate one. Last year I dropped
by Reuben's when I was in the East and
ordered one. It's the worst sandwich you
can eat there now."
Results of a poll recently found that

thirty percent of the American people
think that Orson Welles is slightly off his
beam. "Of that," says Orson with a wry
smile, "some liked the fact and others
hated it. The public opinion of me is probthan any figure in the enterably stronger
tainment world. People who are surest
about me are those who don't like me.
about me."
definite
have athey
They
or
him intelligent
think opinion
Whether
nuts, thousands of people are urging Orson to run for the Senate this year. "I'm
not going to run," says Orson, "for the
excellent reason that I'm not the right
candidate. I think a Marine— preferably
a Marine hero— is a better man to stand
and intolerrace hatreds
theCalifornia
up against
than a man like
ances here in
myself who hasn't an Army record."
Orson is a great believer in adult education and public-consciousness. Ostriches
annoy him no end. "Know what Pericles
said?" he asked. I didn't. "Pericles said,
'We hold that man who takes no interest
in the affairs of State as less than nothI volunteered the information that I
knew what Alexander Woollcott said,
however, having recently read a book
about him. Mr. Woollcott said, "Orson
Welles is the most typical representative
of the show people, but I don't think he
will stay in any kind of show business all
ing!'"
He'll end up running a school."
his life.
School or Congress. Take your choice.
But whether as a professor or a senator
it's a safe bet that Orson will continue his
career of disrupting die-hards, upsetting
apple carts, and creating pandemonium.
People will always love him, or hate him.
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! Believe

Continued from page 22
hard for us to accept as believable the
atrocities that were committed by some
of the Germans and some of the Japanese.
But you cannot generalize about a
nation. You cannot truthfully say that all
Germans or all Japs are evil. Perhaps
nearly all of those living in Germany now
were Fascists. But certainly there were—
there are good Germans— people like
Thomas Mann and Franz Werfel and the
wonderful German woman who began
working on the secret of the atomic bomb.
It is interesting that it was a woman who
first got the theory and that woman a
German. So the Germans' own theories of
their racial supremacy helped lose the
war for Germany. For that woman was a
Jewess, thrown out of Germany. If it
hadn't been for Germany's racial theories,
the Germans might have succeeded in
working out the atomic bomb first.
I have met and talked to people all
over the world, from Maine to Java, and
I believe that human nature is the same
everywhere, and I believe that people all
over the world are very much alike, and
that they are good if properly led. People
want only to eat, live and be left alone.
Even the Japanese were content to live
like that till we opened up the Japanese
islands about 90 years ago and made them
start trading with us.
Education. I believe that the Japs and
the Germans can be re-educated. I believe that anything can be done by proper
education. Education is arrived at through
mistakes, sometimes through fire and
blood and cannot always be achieved in
one generation. But education is effective,
whether it is for good or evil. Look at
what the Fascists did in twenty years with
their education for evil.
I believe that education should be free
all over the world ; that it should be compulsory up to a certain age, and that
beyond that age anyone who seeks knowledge should be allowed to go to school
or college, free of charge.
I believe that young people should be
educated in arts, in dancing and in lit-

erature.believe
I
in this so fervently that
one year I contributed to the University
of California for Medical Research: this
year I contributed $10,000 to a great university- in Palestine for scholarships in
painting, writing and dancing. I believe
that everyone who has talent in the arts
should be given an opportunity to develop
it. And you can see I really believe it, for
I'm laying down cash on the line to suoport that belief. Each year I try to help
education for the arts in some different
way. Next year I hope to hold a contest
for painters in the colleges of America to
be judged by great professional artists.
Perhaps I believe so fervently in education because I didn't have the privilege
of going to college when I was a youngster. Because I had to work for a living
from the time I was fourteen, I had only
one year of high school. I have since
taken entrance examinations for UCLA
and have taken many of its courses. If I
were not an actress, I should like to be a
student, perhaps a teacher.
I believe in learning something new
every day. When I learn something new,
I feel as if I were growing. But the joy
I feel is not just in the acquisition of
knowledge, but in the effort you have to
make to learn new things. The effort is
worth the work; the work is worth the
effort.
With all my heart I admire a woman I
know who can speak Anglo-Saxon, not
merely read Beowulf and the early AngloSaxon writers but speak as they did, our
earliest English tongue.
I believe in learning new things as a
sort of fascinating mental exercise, just
as I believe in physical exercise when I
am tired. Many people nap when they're
tired, but I . would hate to— that would
seem to me like wasting precious time.
Immortality. I have no opinion on personal survival. I believe that nothing is
ever completely destroyed. Even on Hiroshima, where the atomic bomb was said
to sear all living things, there were fragments left. These fragments will combine
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Nothing could be more lovely than this Gainsborough pose of Paulette Goddard,
left. At right, before her transformation in the title role of Paramount's "Kitty."
Screen land

with other fragments to form new things.
Matter is indestructible; it changes form.
I have no opinions on whether or not
there is an after life, a hell or a Heaven.
I have seen no ghosts; beheld no manifestations.do
I not believe in ghosts, and
will not believe in them till one scares me
to death (which I frankly think will never
happen). If there were such things as
ghosts and disembodied spirits, I do not
believe that they would have any effect
on human beings. I have never had any
strange psychic experiences.
Death. I have no cliches to offer about
life or death. The instinct for self-survival
is the strongest, as we all know. I am
grateful to be alive. I have a sense of
appreciation for everything, the big things
and the little things— but most of all the
little things. I am grateful for good health,
for a nice day when the sun's out, for a
cup of coffee in the morning when I want
it.
Because none of us knows when death
will come, I believe in doing what you
want when you want to, so long as you
don't hurt other people.
War. I cannot agree with those people
who feel that war is a punishment for
mankind's sins, visited by God on his
erring children. I feel that war is a matter
of cause and effect; that dear old mankind brings war on itself.
Fatalism. Theoretically, I am a realist,
not a fatalist. My mind tells me that
fatalism is foolish. My emotions and feelings are all in the direction of fatalism.
But logically, I believe that you lead
yourself toward your destiny. Your fate
depends to a large extent on how you
use, direct or dissipate your energies. I
believe that concentrated energy along
any line gets results. Dissipated energy
gets results along the lines of self-destruction. To a large extent, your fate is in
your own hands. We can all think of
painters gifted with great talent, who destroyed their talent and themselves by
dissipating their energies.
Thomas Hardy used to show his characters as being completely the victims of
their environment. Environment counts
tremendously, it is true. But you usually
have some choice as to what you should
do within your environment. The girl I
play in "Diary of a Chambermaid" is an
example of a girl who carves out her own
destiny or at least leads herself to it by
her1 decisions. Because of her environment and her lowly station, she is treated
very badly by men, who feel free to make
all kinds of advances to her. She gets so
fed up on this she says, "No more love
for Celestine" and decides to use people
as they have used her. She goes about
doing this. But of course she falls madly
in love; her house of cards falls around
her head, and she realizes her life was
meant for love.
Happiness. For happiness, you need
work and good health. Most individuals
are happier working. Some people are
miserable and don't know why they are—
usually it's because they have no job, no
responsibility to a group of people. Work
is a balance wheel. Of course, I'm not excluding home women from the people
who work, since some of them work 24
hours a day. But the drones in human
society are nearly always unhappy. If you
can do work you like, that's a bonus. If
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you're in work you don't like, you should
try to get into something you will enjoy.
But I think people are wrong in imagining that if they were very wealthy, they'd
find happiness in idleness. I have never
known anyone who has.
Love. Love certainly has been popular
for a long time— and so has marriage.
Most women desire a home and children,
and in this year 1946 you have to be
married
to have children or you're not
socially acceptable.
For most women a career alone would
not bring happiness. Your career should
be your avocation and your life your vocation, whether it's your home life, your
love life or what have you. Home life
should come first, ahead of careers.
Marriage. Happy marriages are, I
think, the result of a partnership, in
which neither the man nor the woman is
the boss, but in which both have their
hands on the reins. Yet if sacrifices are in
order, it is up to the woman to contribute
to them; it is up to her to keep the marriage going.
It helps if you can adjust yourself to
any kind of living conditions. I think I
can. I have no habits that I have to conform to. "You are the easiest person to
get along with," Burgess Meredith, my
husband, said to me, "because you have
no habits." That's true. When I'm working, Imay have to get up and go to bed
at certain hours, but those are not habits.
I wouldn't get up at those hours if someone didn't call me.
The acid test of a two-career marriage
is supposed to be working together. Well,
I think Burgess and I have passed that
acid test. We love working together. I
would rather work with Burgess than
without him. He is playing the part of a
man of 70 in "Diary of a Chambermaid"
because he wanted to play a small part
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in the picture— as the producer, he didn't
want to play a larger role. Later on, we
hope to make a picture together in England, and we know it'll be fun working
together again.
Children. Woman's heritage is to have
children. Nothing is more important to
women.
Children are fascinating. I would rather
be with children than with grown-ups.
You know where you stand with children;
they are so direct and they don't hide anything, whereas grown-ups put up a facade.
I learn from children all the time. They
are irresistibly comic, and I would far
rather listen to a child telling a story
than to a grown-up going into what he
thinks is a very funny anecdote. The
grown-up's anecdote is much more artificial. Children make me laugh loudly
and spontaneously. One 6-year-old girl,
Linda, came to visit me, and my dog got
hold of her shoes. When I found the shoes
again, the dog had chewed up the strap
of one shoe. Looking at the weary remains of that strap, I had to laugh ; then
I apologized to Linda for laughing. A
grown-up would have said, "Oh, it's all
right. It doesn't matter." But Linda burst
out frankly, "It's very well for you to
laugh but he shouldn't have done it. He
shouldn't
have
done it." Only a child
would
be so
frank.
Perhaps the world would be better off
if we were all as frank and forthright as
children. There would be no need for

secret treaties, for solemn round table
conferences. But grown-ups have been
taught not to wear their hearts on their
sleeves. Sometimes I think it's a pity..
Just think what a wonderful world this
would be if we were all as open and
above-board as children.
Success. I know of no rules for success
except to keep healthy and to concentrate
your energy on the purpose you want to
achieve. A little talent with a lot of concentration may get you farther in the long
run than a lot of talent combined with
dissipated energy.
Friendship. Actresses often receive letters asking the eternal question, "How
can I win friends?" Little Susie is lonely;
has no friends, and wonders why Margie
wins friends so easily. The answer I'd
give Susie is that she should be genuinely
interested in other people. Many older
people have circles of friends around them
and spend their declining years surounded by friends. That's because they're
genuinely interested in other people and
have warmth and affection and kindness.
People need to have someone genuinely
interested in them; they recognize that
quality, want it and are drawn to the
people who have it.
Decisions. I can't advise anyone else
how to make decisions. I make them spontaneously.believe
I
in following hunches
and instincts, because I believe the basic
instincts of people are good, unless they
are taught badly. If I make a decision
spontaneously, I'm usually right. If I
think about it, then I'm sure to make the
wrong one.
W orries. My mother never lets anything bother her. She is famous for this
quality. She hasn't led an easy life. She
has had troubles and illnesses but she has
never worried about anything. And I
think
worry. I follow her example. I don't worry
about things. I try to fix 'em if they can
be fixed— I get to work on 'em— and exit
If a worry can't be fixed, there's no use
worrying about it, because there's nothing
you can do. If it can be remedied, I believe in going after it immediately and
setting it to rights. My mother's attitude,
it seems to me, is a very healthy one. It
eliminates a lot of unnecessary fussing.
To sum up my beliefs, I believe that
people are basically good except when
they are misled; that people are essentially the same all over the world, though
their morals differ with their geographical
location, environment and education ; and
that the best way to accomplish either
good or evil in the world is through education. Hitler believed that any lie would
be believed if it was repeated often
enough; I believe that any truth will
be believed, if it is repeated often
enough. I believe that life is largely a
matter of cause and effect. If you put together acertain combination of foods in
a certain way, you'll get a certain dish;
if you put together talent and concentration of energy, you'll accomplish certain
desirable results. Take the same ingredients you use in a souffle and throw them
out of the window and there will be no
delectable souffle. Take a great talent and
dissipate it and the results will be disastrous. So in the final analysis, what you
do with your abilities is largely up to
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Gal Producer
Continued from page 27

one tiling and another it soon became
apparent she was not the Shirley Temple
of her day and she was retired to the
more prosaic atmosphere of kindergarten.
During the next few years she manifested
her talent for leadership by ruling the
neighborhood gang of boys and girls with
a small but firm hand. Her dictatorship
was absolute and when she did her daily
practice stint on the piano there was one
small boy who always sat meekly on the
bench beside her, not because he admired
hei musical talents but because the boss
wanted company.
When the Parsons gals moved to
New York, Harriet met the Broadway
and Hollywood personalities her mother
wrote about and at the age of twelve
she wrote and sold her first story, an
interview with George Beban, Jr., spn
of a then famous movie star. It was intoxicating to see her name in print so
she started making plans for her future,
with emphasis on the literary angle. >
As a Junior at Horace Mann School,
across the street from Columbia University, Harriet was editor of the school
paper and in her senior year became
president of student government. She was
getting somewhere with her literary talents, too, and won the annual prize for
the best original short story.
By the time she finished four hectic
years at Wellesley, she'd been, successively, correspondent for the New York
Telegraph, covering film exchanges in
Boston, art critic for a paper called
Art News, stage manager and director
of plays for Zeta Alpha, the Wellesley
Dramatic Society, a big gun in the
staging of the annual Gilbert and Sullivan operetta, lyric writer of the class
and crew songs, and a varsity basketball
team member.
She dropped the newspaper job when
she discovered railroad fare to Boston
and lunches exceeded the space rates
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7 found a New
Personality

on the end of a paint brush. The theatrical project was more successful since one
of the actresses whom she directed went

make a series of shorts, but with th«
proviso that she could also make full
length movies. In 1941, after she wrapped

on to Broadway. She's Elspeth Eric, who
played
last
year.the mother in the play "Snafu"
Harriet acquired some culture and
had lots of fun on a student tour of
Europe after graduation from Wellesley.
She almost decided to become a starving novelist in some Paris garret but
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer offered her a junior writer contract. She accepted because she figured she could realize her
literary ambitions and eat too. Well, she

up
eight
shorts she
called
the Stars'
in six
months,
sold "Meet
the studio
on ar
original Judy Canova-Joe E. Brown com
edy called "Joan of Ozark." It was corn}
and full of gags and it made Republic
a pot of dough.
Harriet was convinced she could make
a picture that would be both artistic
and box-office,
get to
base
with the but
idea she
at didn't
the home
of first
the

ate, but Metro just didn't seem to have
any scripts they wanted her to write.
She waited for the big opportunity, whiling away her days playing Russian Bank
ker.
with Bess Meredyth and Dorothy Par-

when
the
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Six months was enough of that nonsense so she trekked back to New York
and got a job with a movie magazine,
tending switchboard, writing beauty hints
and advice to the lovelorn, being answer
man, and filling in on almost any job.
Within a year she was a staff writer
with a byline and had just been made an
associate editor when a bout of pneumonia sent her back to California.
In Hollywood she made very tidy sums
as a free-lance writer. She had a nose
for good stories and the tenacity of a
bulldog when she was after someone hard
to get. She once trailed the elusive Greta
Garbo for twenty-four hours straight to
get a story, complete with pictures she
shot with a Brownie. The Thin Man
couldn't have
done a better job of undetected tracking.
Then Harry Cohn, boss of Columbia
Pictures, offered Harriet the job of producing his star newsreel, "Screen Snapshots," and she became the first woman
producer since way back in silent days,
when Lois Weber made Hollywood history by tackling a job which had always
been regarded as man's work.
It was pretty rough at first because
Harriet knew nothing of the technical
mysteries of her new trade. Luckily, the
men she worked with liked the boss-lady
and were willing to show her the ropes.
Being a perfectionist, Harriet wasn't satisfied until she had mastered every detail
connected with making the one-reel
"Screen Snapshots." She learned how to
write, produce, direct, and edit shorts
by actually doing it and while she was
learning, turned out a finished subject
every four weeks. Just so she wouldn't
have any idle moments, she continued
her feature stories for a newspaper syndicate, had a radio show of her own, and
occasionally took over for her mother
on her radio show and movie column.
As long as Harriet was at Columbia
'i
she never
got used to the uninhibited
manner in which her boss, Harry Cohn,
carried on business conferences with her.
Spying her on the sidewalk below his
second story office, he would open his
window and shout questions and instructions to her.
By the time Harriet had produced
over a hundred "Screen Snapshots" she
was thoroughly inoculated with the production bug and wanted to do feature
length pictures. She signed a producerdirector-writer deal with Republic to
SdtEENLAND

horse operas. They don't care out there
whether a picture's artistic— they just
want it to be box-office.
Then RKO beckoned to her and she
dug up "The Enchanted Cottage," which
the studio had forgotten it owned. The
success of the picture proved her pointthat an artistic picture can make money.
It also proved that a woman can turn
out just as good pictures as a man.
Women practically have to walk a tight
rope in a man's world, though. Tears,
temperament, and fragile femininity
won't wash. Neither will being "just one
of the boys" get over. Men like to have
the women they're working with be
women. The? like to help a gal into her
coat, open doors for her, and generally
show her
a littb
chivalry
but they
want
to take
advantage
of it. don't
And
they'll respect the boss, male or female,
if the boss is worthy of respect.
Ambitious women can hold down lots
of important jobs in studios. A girl won
the Academy Award for her film editing job on
"Wilson."
editors
become
directors
and Many
many film
producers
are former directors. Secretaries have
become writers and writers often turn
producers. Several actresses are now producing pictures because they used their
brains as well as their glamor.
Most of all, though, Harriet believes
women must be willing to work harder
than men in the same jobs to overcome
the popular conviction that the femmes
just can't stand the gaff. And don't think
producing isn't hard work, lots of worry,
and big responsibility. Translating millions of dollars and a covey of important
stars into a successful picture is the stuff
nightmares, not dreams, are made of.
When Harriet used to have a little
leisure she was an enthusiastic hobby
rider. Usually she concentrated on one
at a time and pursued it with all her
considerable energy until exhausted.
Then she would take up another and
follow a like routine. For a while it was
tennis, then badminton, riding, bowling,
gardening, photography, cooking, and
knitting. Her colored 16 mm. movies,
taken on a trip to Canada, swamped the
Eastman labs for months. Later she relentlessly photographed everybody and
everything
with
flashbulb camera.within
Before range
she took
up acooking
she hardly knew how to turn the stove
on, but once she started mastering the
art she produced things like chicken
curry with all the trimmings. Bar-tending is her specialty. Once she tried to
get the recipe for a rum concoction from
its originator, but failing that she experimented for two years and finally reproduced it.She tackles everything with
the same passion for perfectionism that
she devotes to her job.

Harriet has seldom been without a
dog. At one time she had five, of assorted
breeds. She named her present pooch,
a miniature black French poodle, Chico,
named after the hero of "Seventh
Heaven," who called himself "a very
remarkable fellow." That's the title of
her next picture, which will star Cary
Grant.
In dealing with such attractive members of the opposite sex as Mr. G., the

LITTLE

LULU

gal producer can't be susceptible, arch,
or coy. Although she may fully appreciate their charms, it's the impersonal,
businesslike approach that gets those
producer credits on the screen.
Harriet isn't exactly a hermit, nor is
she a social butterfly. She's apt to groan
slightly at the prospect of going to a
party but always has fun when she gets
there. She saves up her social obligations for Christmas Eve and invites half
the town in for eggnog and a buffet supper. The only reason she doesn't invite
the other half is because there isn't room
enough in her house.
She doesn't offer any set formula for
other women who aspire to become producers and feels that although chances
are slim for the fair sex they aren't hopeless. Background and experience, a creative and critical mind, shrewd knowledge
of entertainment values, and the will to
work all help. And don't forget, it comes
in handy to start early, preferably around
the age of five.

Head

in the Clouds,

Feet on the Ground
Continued from page 49
meets up with some civilians who are
pretty sharp operators. He finds himself
confused and bewildered when he gets
involved, through circumstances beyond
his control, in a murder mystery. He is
steadied by the friendship of the philosophical taxi driver (Paul Lukas). In a
way, their roles in the picture parallel
their mutual relationship behind the
cameras.
Bill's short (so far) acting career isn't
the culmination of dreams of a moviestruck youngster. He went into it for
purely practical reasons.
"I always wanted to be an engineer,"
he said. "That's what I studied at Pratt
Institute in Brooklyn. Then I looked
around at some of the fellows who graduated ahead of me. They were working
mighty hard and making very little money.
Even the older men around 35 (practically with one foot in the grave, from Bill's
point of view! ) were only making $300 a
month. That seemed to be tops.
"Well, frankly, I want more money
than that. Do you know what for? I want
to see this whole world, not from a train
or airplane or on a Cook's tour, but in a
car with a congenial pal."
(You don't suppose that means Barbara, do you?)
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"That's the only way to see the world—
every nook and cranny of it. It takes
money to do things like that, and to get
the most out of it, you have to do it while
ScREENLAND
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you're young and peppy enough to enjoy
it. That's why I want money— and quick !
"So it looked to me as though acting
was less work and paid more money than
engineering. After graduation, I got a
chance to do exhibition swimming, and I
took it. Swimming is good training for
acting. It gives you timing and co-ordination. You learn how to conserve energy
until you need it. It was while I was swimming that I got a chance to go into a
dancing act with the Municipal Opera
Company, in St. Louis. They were looking for a blond boy, and when they asked
me if I wanted to join, it was okay with

me. We did adagio and ballet."
At the end of the second season, Bill
organized his own stage act with four
boys (including himself) and a girl. The
act was very successful. They toured here
and abroad, giving a command performance for the royal family while in London.
Leaving England on the last boat before war broke out in 1939, they returned
to tour the United States, and opened at
Earl Carroll's in Hollywood on Christmas
Day, 1942. While there, Bill studied celestial navigation, and finally left the act to
become a shuttle pilot for Consolidated
Airlines. From that he was called for
Army service, but when an old spinal
injury began to interfere with his duties
there, he was given a medical discharge.
Then it was time, Bill thought, to really
take stock and get going on a definite
career. "I needed money when I got out
of the Army," he said. "A girl I knew
said, 'Why don't you try to get in pictures?' Itsounded like a good idea to me.
So I hunted up an agent, read for him, he
liked me and started to peddle me."
As simple as that. For Bill, that is.
Yes, going into movies was just a matter of getting hold of the most dollars and
cents in the least possible time. No stardust in his eyes, no great acting urge to
express. Just a healthy, youthful desire
to get the most out of life while he can
put the most into it.
But don't get the idea that Bill regards
acting as a cinch. Far from it. He thinks
it's easier than engineering, but not easy.
And Bill's not the type to slough off anything. Whatever he does, he wants to do
well. Not only wants to, but will. You can
bank on that.

"I like acting," he says, "and I want
to be a good actor. I can't act now, I
know that. But I will. Give me five years
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or so, and I'll be an actor, because I've
made up my mind to be. When I make up
my mind to do something, nothing stops
me— nothing! Mr. Pereira (Bill Pereira,
RKO producer) says, 'Luck is preparedness meeting up with opportunity.' I'm
getting the opportunities, and it's up to
me to make myself ready for them."
"And how, are you going to do that?"
"By keeping my eyes and ears open,
and my mouth shut. I'm going to listen to
the people who know— like Lukas."
Hollywood only recently found out how
well Bill can keep his mouth shut, when
the news leaked out that he had just been
divorced from a wife nobody (not even
his studio) knew he had! Bill considers
the whole matter strictly his own business,
and all he will say on the subject is that
the marriage, which took place several
years back when he was on tour, was
washed up a long time ?sro, the recent
SCKEENLAND

Maybe only birds were meant to fly! That
seems to be what is bothering Ann Sothern in
this scene from MGM's "Up Goes Maisie."
divorce being just a matter of finishing
up unfinished business. And he doesn't
see why terested
anybody
cares.toAll
ininnow iseven
learning
be he's
a good
actor. Well, perhaps not quite all. For
Barbara Hale certainly doesn't belong on
any
list of things that do not interest Bill
Williams.

"Everything I do is natural— so they tell
me," Bill continued.
"Childish, even!" teased Barbara.
"Sure, I'm childish," said Bill, poking
his fist in the general direction of Barbara, and throwing her one of those irresistible smiles, "and I want to stay that
way. I don't want to pick up any of the
"Any particular kind of parts you're
ambitious to play?"
"Nope. I just want to do any kind of
tricks."
that comes along, and do the best I
part
wasit."running down, but Barbara,
with
canBill
who had kept still as a mouse and listened
intently (having been warned beforehand
that this was Bill's interview and she
must keep quiet) now had some ideas
that were bursting to be said. And why
not? For these two kids think and work
together so closely that whatever one says
goes for the other, too.
"I think one thing that's awfully hard,
when you're starting in this business,"
Barbara earnestly, "is to know whom
saidlisten
to
to. Everybody starts giving you

advice, and each person will say, 'Don't
pay any attention to what that person
says. Do what I say.' What I've decided
is that you should listen to everybody.
You can get some good out of what nearcan't
you hook,
but just
you, says
ly everybody
swallow
what tells
anybody
line, and sinker. You have to sift the
different ideas, decide for yourself which
ones apply to yourself and your own
circumstances, and let the rest go."
Pretty straight thinking to come out of
such
a young
pretty head. But that's
the way
theseandkids
are figuring things
out. The indications are that they intend
to show the world that careers and marriage can be successfully blended, and
the chances are that they will. They're

constantly analyzing their own, as well as
other people's experiences, trying to find
out why some succeed and others don't.
And they've come to some pretty sensible
about the do's and don't's of
aconclusio
movie ns
career.
"I think one thing a newcomer should
to
definitely not do," said Barbara, "is
try to be like some other big star. Some
seem to think that because they have
some resemblance to Katharine Hepburn
or Clark Gable or some other big name,
the thing to do is to emphasize the resemblance. But that's the very worst possible way to get ahead in movies. And
another thing I've seen some girls do to
get attention is to go in for some outlandish color or style in clothes, just any kind
of stunt to attract attention. Maybe it

BING

CROSBY,

Starring in "Road

to Utopia/' a Paramount

Picture

works for some people, but I don't believe
it does for many. The very best general
rule, I think, is to be natural. Be yourself."
This started Bill off again. "Another
thing," he said, "a lot of kids I know
run around with a lot of different girls,
one girl after another." He shook his
head and made a thumbs down gesture.
"That's not good. And some of them
waste a lot of time and money and energy
running around to night clubs. We're not
night clubbers."
Barbara put in a correction: "He's not.
I am. Or I would be, if I ever got a
chance tochievous
go,"
twinkle.she added, with a mis"Listen!" exclaimed Bill, leaning toward her. "Some time when we're not
working, I'll take you to night clubs.
We'll go to so darned many you'll never
want to see one again."
"Good!" said Barbara. "I'll count on
that!"
They're two healthy, attractive kids,
bubbling over with good spirits and fun.
But they're serious as all get-out about
this career business— and business is just
what it is to them. Unlike many their age,
they understand the importance of health.
No late hours or other unhealthful routines on their program.
Between pictures is no time to let down
for them. That's when they map out a
schedule and stick to it. They're working
regularly with Lillian Albertson, RKO
dramatic coach, notwithstanding Paul
Lukas' views about studying dramatics.
What Barbara said about taking all advice with a little salt goes for Bill, too.
They want to learn all they can from anybody who has anything to teach them.
And Miss Albertson has plenty.
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They're studying dancing, they have a
daily work-out at the studio gym, and
they practice ice skating. Their favorite
recreation is movies, and it's not strictly
recreation, either. They go to see how the
experts do it, what they can learn from
them.
The reason you should start thinking
of Bill and Barbara as a team is that
they'll appear together very
morrow Is Here," which is
ring picture for both. It's a
picture about a soldier who
the war crippled, and the
has to work out.
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"Swell story!" says Bill. And two swell
kids to play it. With their heads in the
clouds and their feet firmly on the
ground, how can they miss?
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Meet

Marc

Piatt

Continued from page 38
"Everything had happened so fast, it
was hard to believe I was actually here,"
Marc went on. "From the train I was
rushed to the hotel, then to the studio
where I was told to report for rehearsal
the next morning. That, plus the fact that
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Ted, he's my son, had arrived just sixteen days before, left me a little dazed.
Then, too, I knew it would be months
before Eleanor and Ted could join me."
It was exactly three months before the
Piatt family was reunited in Hollywood.
The scarcity of time and houses had delayed the reunion. Marc had been working six days a week since he arrived and
houses were hard to find.
We were talking in a small office on
the Columbia lot where Marc had just
finished his daily ration of rehearsal on
"Tars and Spars." The phone rang insistently and while Marc answered it we
took time out to make a few mental notes.
We liked his friendliness, his enthusiasm
for living, the fact that he believes in
"taking your work seriously but not yourself." He's tall (5 feet 11 inches), "rugged" and red-headed. He's had his ups
and downs but it hasn't shattered his belief in himself nor the world. In fact, he's
just like the guy next door or your young
brother— an all- American guy.
"Somehow, I never have been able to
relax when it comes time for me to go
on," he admits. "If my 'barometer/ that's
what I call the butterflies in my stomach,
doesn't work, it's a sign that I'm not
projecting. I guess that's a hold-over
from my years on the stage where it's
now or never and when the curtain goes
up you're on your own.
"I remember that sinking feeling I had
the day I sprained my ankle. It was the
day before I was to do the solo dance

in "Tonight and Every Night" that gets
me a job in the show with Rita Hay worth
and Janet Blair. The nurse in the studio
hospital notified our director, Victor
Saville, who sent back a message saying
I wasn't to worry. They could shoot
around me for a while. Of course, that's
exactly what I did— worry. About how
the accident would affect my work in the
picture, how long it would be before I
could dance and do those flying leaps! In
four weeks I was back at work with a
tightly taped foot. I did the dance with
only four takes. Maybe that game foot
brought me luck," he added.
How come, we inquired? It was this
way. Marc sprained his ankle (the other
one) during the tryouts out of town for
"Oklahoma!" If it didn't heal by opening night he was out of a job. As a last
resort that afternoon Marc went to the
doctor to see if there wasn't something
he could do. Finally, the doctor said
Marc's foot could be anesthetized a half
hour before curtain time. It worked!
spectacular
is Most
the ballet
in thedance
first inact"Oklahoma!"
which tells
the story of the show. In this the hero,
Curly, danced by Marc, and the villain
have a fight. Curly is hurled seven feet
across the stage, a feat which left the
audience gasping. "A very satisfactory
Scree

island

reaction," recalls Marc, "particularly that
That determination to do what he
first
night."
started
out to do is characteristic of
Marc who decided what he wanted to be
when he was 12. He wanted to act and
he wanted to get in pictures. However,
it was quite by accident that he became
a dancer. Marc, who was born Marcel
Emile Gaston Leplat, in Pasadena, December 2, 1913, moved to Seattle with
his parents, Maurice and Henrietta Lemuth Leplat, in 1922. His father, a concert pianist born in France and educated
at the Paris Conservatory, died shortly
thereafter.
Mary Ann Wells, director of a dancing
school and friend of the family, suggested
to Mrs. Leplat that Marc run errands for
her story:
after school. But we'll let Marc tell
the
"Mother thought that was a fine idea.
She wouldn't have to worry about my
getting into trouble between the time I
got out of school and she came home
from work. I went to work the next
afternoon. There was a cute blonde,"
Marc recalled, "age 11, in the ballet class.
I thought if I joined the class I'd make
6ome headway in her affections.
"Two weeks later I told Miss Wells I
thought I could do what they were doing
in Blondie's class. She let me try. About
the time I decided I liked ballet dancing,
Miss Wells confided to mother that in
her opinion I had talent. However, I was
fickle at that age, forgot the blonde for a
redhead and my career. I'd made up my
mind to be an actor . via the dancing
route. For seven years I took a lesson six
About this time, danger brought a bit
a week."
days
of drama
into Marc's orderly, normal
school life. One afternoon a man tried to
kidnap Marc but the principal appeared
at the crucial moment and caught the
man. Marc says the episode made him
king-pin around the school for the rest
of the week and admits he was quite impressed himself.
After graduating from Broadway High,
he got a job on a car wash rack blowing
hot air over wet cars and wiping off the
doors. This netted him the magnificent
sum of three dollars a day. At the same
time he continued with his dancing lessons and took the lead in "Little Old Boy"
at the Repertory Playhouse in Seattle.
To date that is his favorite role. Shortly
after he landed a job as a motorcycle dispatcher for a tire company which left
him with a love of motorcycles.
Still no nearer to Hollywood, Marc
read that Colonel de Basil's Ballet Russe
de Monte Carlo was coming to Seattle.
He decided a job with the ballet would
take him one step farther in his career.
One morning he presented himself at the
stage door of the auditorium and asked
for an audition. He got it.

"I was just as scared that day as the
day I landed in Hollywood. Here was a
new hurdle; a step nearer my goal— pictures. On top of my usual attack of butup with the flu. My legs
terflies, woke
I

were wobbly, my head felt heavy— in
short, I felt lousy, but I couldn't back
out," Marc went on. "All I can remember was I was accepted, and the next day
of the United States."
on a tour
leftWhile
no one in his family had ever
been connected with the stage or motion
careers prepictures, his parents' musical
pared Marc for the life of a dancer and
actor. He'd traveled up and down the
west coast and in Canada with them. By
the time he was twelve, he knew the
long hours of rehearsing that went into a
finished performance. He knew the hard
work and tough breaks along the road to
success.
It was in London several seasons later
that Marc met his first Hollywood personality, Edward G. Robinson. Mr. Robinson
attended the ballet and the reception that
followed. Marc was so pleased at meeting someone from the industry he hoped
to one day work in, that it completely
eclipsed his meeting King George VI and
Queen Elizabeth. Marc again met Their
Majesties at a private party in London
where he danced with the Queen. He says
he can't remember what he said or what
she said, but apparently they got along
fine.
After three years with Col. de Basil,
he
Massine's
Ballet
de joined
Monte Leonide
Carlo. It
was while
withRusse
that
troupe in London in 1938 that Marc met
his future wife, Eleanor Marra. An English girl born in Shanghai, Eleanor had
rejoined the company that season.
Long after Mr. Robinson was back in
Hollywood, Marc carried the picture of a
successful Hollywood actor in his mind.
He and Eleanor would talk of their future together and their plans for his
career as they traveled through Europe.
Every chance they had they went to
American movies.
As Marc says, "I was a lucky guy. My
career and my romance went along hand
in glove. With Eleanor in the same company we were able to see Europe together, work together and spend our
leisure together. Name another couple
who had it so smooth I" We couldn't.
Marc regrets not keeping a diary of his
seven years with the ballet. Of the time
he lost his putty nose just as he was
about to plunge his saber into the heart
of the heroine, during the final performance in Madrid. It loosened, swung back
and forth, then fell with a plop to the
floor just as the curtain went down.
Marc just scooped it up, stuck it on and
took his curtain call.
Of the time in 1939, at the Italian border, where he had to play every phonograph record for the suspicious Fascist
guard before entering the country. In
Germany, where they were trailed by a
Gestapo man with a floor-length black
cape and black hat they named "The
Phantom of the Opera." The Axis countries suspected everyone. Of being caught
in Paris after war was declared and ducking into a shelter every time a plane
crossed the border, which was about
every twenty minutes!
"After seven years with the ballet, I
decided it was time for the next step on
the road to Hollywood— Broadway. I got
a part in 'The Lady Comes Across' which
lasted three performances. Then came
'My Dear Public' which the public didn't
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WINDOWS

go for, and George Abbott's 'Beat the
Band' which ran eight weeks. So it goes
in the life of an actor. You just chalk it

STARS

OF HOLLYWOOD

SAY:

up to experience," Marc added.
After the show closed, Marc and Eleanor were married in New York City Hall,
October 18, 1942, a high point in his personal life but a low point in his career.
When nothing opened up on Broadway,
Marc took a spot in a night club. "Fortunately," he went on, "it only lasted
three months when I quit to join the
ballet corps of 'Oklahoma !' I was there a
year, less two weeks, when Columbia
w; th
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bought
my contract."
Marc, upEleanor
and Ted live in a small
modern stucco house in San Fernando
Valley in which he thinks the dining
room is the most attractive room. When
someone asked him what special features
the house had, he answered, "There are
lots of boysenberries which, like Topsy,
just grow." The Platts live on a strict
budget and manage the house themselves.
They like to entertain informally, particularly atspaghetti dinners, for a small
circle of friends. In the group are the
Zachary Scotts, whom they knew in New
York where Mrs. Scott was stage manager foryoung
"Oklahoma!"
Their
son, Ted, was named after
a friend of Marc's who was killed in the
Tunisian campaign. He will be a year
old, officially, in four years as he was
born on February 29. His parents tossed
a coin to see whether he'd celebrate his
birthday on February 28 or March 1,
three years out of four. March 1 won.
Marc likes people, motorcycles, pipes,
sunshine, baseball, football and good
music. He dislikes Brussell sprouts, all
work and no play.
His only hobby is his young son, but
he enjoys a hair-raising ride on a motorcycle, swimming and horseback riding.
He plans to travel someday to Mexico,
the South Pacific and his wife's birthplace, Shanghai. He speaks a smattering
of French and can speak English with a
Lancashire dialect which he learned for
his part in "Tonight and Every Night."
While he made a test for Paramount
several years ago, he credits his mother,
his wife and Columbia Pictures with getting him to Hollywood. As for seeing his
own pictures, he says he'll "try anything

once."
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Ginny Simms studies the design, apropos
of his profession, decorating Harry James' tie.
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No Ceiling on Success
Continued from page 41
over a length of salami at a delicatessen
counter,) and began developing his flair
for dramatics by appearing with upstate
New York stock companies. While he was
on a night club tour of the midwest a
talent scout spotted him and handed him
a one-way ticket to be-tinselled Hollywood
for a screen test. His stars must have
been in the proper conjunction, creating
heavenly harmony, because he came up
with a fat contract and an order to make
quick like Gershwin.
Studio maestros liked him so "well in
the role they promptly gave him the leading role opposite Joan Leslie in "Cinderella Jones," and then, perversely, as they do
things in Hollywood, they plunked both
finished pictures on the shelf until their
more timely war pictures could be released. Bob proved himself a real trouper
the day he was scheduled to make his
most dramatic scene for "Rhapsody in
Blue." It was Gershwin's death scene and
he was naturally nervous about the whole
thing. Then, called to the phone, Bob was
told that his son, Allie (Alphonse), had
been stricken with infantile paralysis and
was being rushed to the Children's Hospital. Bob controlled himself, returned to
the set, completed his scene in just one
miraculous take, and then drove like a
madman to Allie's bedside. The boy is all
right now, thanks to the Sister Kenny
treatment and to the faith Bob and hi3
wife, Joan, had in his recovery. Today,
Allie owns the pony and frolics in the
pool on the California farm his Dad had
always promised him.
Bob's magnificent break has done nothing to change him basically, except to
give him— for the first time— great confidence inhis capabilities. An entertainer
first, last, and always, Bob wants to
entertain the people He's a much happier
guy since the studio let the public get a
look at him in "Rhapsody in Blue."
Unlike Mr. Alda, Dick Erdman has
gamboled across the local screen exactly
five times in just one year! And each
time the audience has gasped as one man:
"Who is that kid?" Dick could well be
called America's answer to the nursery
tale character, Shock-headed Peter. His
blond mop, unruly as it is, wa3 one of the
main reasons for his first screen role—
Scooper Nolan in "Janie." No 6tudiophonied hair, Dick's baby pictures show
him wearing the same fright wig. '
Born in Enid, Oklahoma, a scant twenty
years ago, Dick began his theatrical training at the age of five. When his sister
Izetta joined the drama club at Northwestern State Teachers' College, she suggested using her baby brother for the
children's roles. Dick began getting calls,
and overnight became the college pet because the student body thought he was so
"cute."
"Actually," Dick says, "I was and am
just a show-off!"
His mother, an excellent pastry cook,
bought a cafe, and by the time he was
nine, Dick, who worked with her, was the
best hamburger chef in the state. In high
school he belonged to every drama group,
played basketball and tennis, an 1 edited
the school paper.
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For years Dick heckled his mother
about moving to Hollywood, and so, when
he was eleven, they compromised on
Colorado. Here another Erdman cafe
blossomed out and Dick went into business for himself after school hours. His
model airplane shop made money, and
at the end of four years he maneuvered
his mother still farther west.
Once in Hollywood Dick enrolled in
Hollywood High School, delivered newspapers, and became a professional weekend gardener. He struck up a friendship
with Albert Band, an upper classman.
Albert left school just a year before Dick
and wangled a job as an assistant film
editor at Warner Bros. Then, when Dick
wrote, directed and starred in a musical
comedy for the school (which sold some
$100,000 worth of war bonds) Albert
rushed excitedly to Sophie Rosenstein,
studio drama coach, with the news that
he'd just discovered a natural for the boy
in "Janie." Sophie called in Dick to read
for her and after just ten minutes she
sent out an S.O.S. for director Michael
Curtiz. Curtiz signed Dick on the spot
and his career was off to a flying start.
From "Janie" he went into "Hollywood
Canteen," and turned in a completely
heart-warming job in "Objective, Burma."
"Success?" Dick queries. "All it means
is the money to buy a restaurant for my
mother— the best cook in the country."
Another up-and-coming young guy who
■wanted to prove something, did just that
For eight years William Prince had been
trying to prove to Broadway producers
that he could act. Just about a year ago
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Carmen Miranda can always produce something new in wearing apparel. Here she
is in costume for her role in "Doll Face."
Screenland
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Statement of Ownership, Screenland Magazine
Statement of the Ownership, Management, Circulation, etc, required by the Acts of Congress oi
August 24, 1912, and March 3, 1933, of Screenland
Magazine, published monthly at New York, N. Y..
for October 1, 1945. State of New York, County of
New York, si. Before me, a Notary Public In and
for the State and county aforesaid, personally appeared Paul Hunter, who, having been dul swor*
according to law, deposes and says that he is th«
Publisher of the Screenland Magazine, and that th>
following is, to the best of his knowledge and belief
a true statement of the ownership, management, etc
of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in th«
above caption, required by the Act of August 24
1912, as amended by the Act of March 3, 1933
embodied in section 537, Postal Laws and Regu
lations, to wit: 1. That the name and addresses ol
the publisher, editor, managing editor, and business
manager are: Publisher, Paul Hunter, 37 W. 57ti
SL, New York, N. Y.; Editor, Delight Evans, 31
W. 57th St., New York, N. Y.: Managing Editor,
None: Business Manager, John Dungan, 37 W. 57th
St., New York, N. Y. That the owner is: Liberty
Magazine, Inc., 37 W. 57th St., New York, N. Y.|
Atlas Corporation, 33 Pine St., New York, N. Y.|
Hamilton & Co., c/o Manufacturers Trust Co.,
Securities Dept., 55 Broad St., New York, N. Y.i
Lake & Co., c/o Manufacturers Trust Co., Personal
Trust Co., 55 Broad St., New York, N. Y.j Moore &
Schley,
Broadway,
New York,
York 5,N. N.Y.:Y.-Joseph
Floyd E.
B.
Odium, 100
33 Pine
St., New
Widener, George D. Widener, P. A. B. Widener 2nd.
Schofield Andrews, Trustees of Estate of P. A. B.
Widener, deceased, 405 Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia 10, Pa.: Lancaster and Co., c/o The Royal
Trust Co., 66 King St., West, Toronto 2, Ontario,
Canada. 3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding 1 per
cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or
other securities are: None. 4. That the two
paragraphs next above, giving the names of the
owners, stockholders, and security holders, if any,
contain not only the list of stockholders and security
holders as they appear upon the books of the company but also, in cases where the stockholder or
security holder appears upon the books of the
co pany as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation,
the name of the person or corporation for whom such
trustee is acting, is given; also that the said twe
affiant's
statements
paragraphs
full
knowledgecontain
and belief
as to the embracing
circumstances
and
conditions under which stockholders and security
holders who do not appear upon the books of tht
company as trustees, hold stock and securities in a
capacity other than that of a bona fide owner; and
this affiant has no reason to believe that any other
person, association, or corporation has any interest
direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other
securities' than as so stated by him. Paul Hunter
Publisher. Sworn to and subscribed before me this
28th day of September, 1945. Edith M. Garramone
(My commission expires March 30, 1946.) Seal.

he was doing a darned good job of it as
of St. Mark."
QuizzWest in "ThebyEve
his school publicFirst inspired
speaking teacher's stories of theatrical
lore, Bill aimed at a dramatic career. He
put up with three years of Cornell University's pedantry before attacking the
stage bodily. The WPA's production of
first
"The Taming of the Shrew" was his
venture, and he claims to have played
"the subway circuit" as Lucentio for just
one season. He sidestepped this semi-pro
work in order to do a bit in a Summer
stock play starring Ed Gardner (then an
agent, now Archie, mine host of "Duffy's
Tavern"). Bill paid for his part by assisting the stage manager. Stars were still
in his eyes when the play folded, but no
producer nibbled at his talent-bait and
Bill was forced to turn his back on Broadway, temporarily at least.
He landed a temporary job in the
statistical department of a radio network,
and when the job stretched into a full
year's work it so inspired him that he
married Dorothy Hvass, a New York publicist. Itwas a good thing that Dorothy
had inherited a vest-pocketful of money,
because they'd no sooner signed the marriage certificate than Bill found himself
beating feet up and down Broadway
again.
After a season at Virginia's Barter
Theater ("I worked for room, board and
cigarette money," Bill says), he became
one of ninety extras in Max Reinhardt's
"The Eternal Road." Although the magnificent spectacle completely fascinated
that he's never
him,
fifteen dollars a week
hard foradmits
workedhe soreadily
in his life.
Bill doesn't quite recall how he did it,
but he managed to read for Maurice
Evans who carried him for a season in
New York and another on the road. Bill
did two Shakespearian bits with the Evans
troupe, and understudied actor Arthur
Kennedy.
Giddy over this whiff of success, Dorothy Prince exchanged some of her inherited stock for the necessary greenbacks and exchanged them for two thirdclass tickets on the Bremen. They did a
quick and war-panicked tour of England,
Scotland, Germany, Switzerland, and
France and sailed for home just twentyfour hours before the Nazis marched on
Poland and the world plunged into general fisticuffs again.
Back home once more Bill pursued
his hobby, photography, only because nobody was casting anybody— and particularly Bill. He began canvassing the
neighborhood and taking coy snapshots of
the local offspring until he found a job
as an announcer at New York's WQXR.
After working from 7:30 a.m. until
eleven at night, it's no wonder to note
that he muffed a complete fifteen-minute
news broadcast one evening, and found
himself jobless the next day.
Now, with young Jeremy Prince to look
out for, Bill sat down and wrote an inspired letter to Eva Le Gallienne of the
Theater Guild. Something he said in his
note caught her fancy and two days later
Bill found himself with the part of Richard in "Ah, Wilderness."
"After that it was easy," Bill says.
Warner Bros, signed him right off the
stage, he moved his family to Hollywood,
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and made a hit in his first picture, "Destination, Tokyo," as the young Naval
corpsman. Came Liza Jane, and smack on
her eleven-month birthday, Warner
NEW
pure, white odorless"
Bros, handed him his star papers on the
strength of his comedy performance in
LOTION
Safely I Ida Lupino's "Pillow to Post."
The spot left vacant in "The Eve of
St. Mark" by Bill's hegira to Hollywood
was quickly rilled by a young actor named
REMOVES
HAIR
John Dall. John's theatrical experiences
could fill a couple of small books. Not
Whisks off
always a success, John at least made his
leg hair,
primary experiences pay off. Each role
leaves skin
smooth,
taught
him something new until today he
alluring.
is one of the most polished actors of his
age to reach the cameras.
From the Quizz West role, John came
to Hollywood expecting to be welcomed
with open arms, as would any ambitious
and excited young guy who had just put
A fragrant white lotion without
his name to a contract that promised him
bad clinging depilatory odor.
the sun, the moon and the stars. But he
2. Painless . . . not messy, quick
sat in his hilltop home for one year beto use. As simple to remove as
fore the studio even gave him a call; and
3. cold cream.
then that call (which had him on the
No razor stubble. Keeps legs
verge of nervous hysteria) was only to
4. hair- free longer. Economical!
Does not irritate healthy, norhave him pick up his studio identification
card!
mal skin.
5.
Removes hair close to skin,
John had reservations on the next train
leaving skin soft, smooth,
east when the second call came. This one
clean, fragrant.
bore fruit, for it ordered him to smear his
Cosmetic lotion to
not-handsome face with coal dust and
remove hair
test for the most talked-about role of the
year: the coal miner in the erstwhile
NAIR
Ethel Barrymore stage hit, "The Corn Is
plus tax
Green." Bette Davis, star of the piece,
On sale at good 49*
took one long look at the Dall test— only
one of many— and demanded him on the
Drug and Department Stores
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HA, New York 17. N. Y.
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You too can have a lovely figure I Why
be fat? Why burden yourself with those
extra pounds that spoil your looks and
endanger your health 1 Why? Let the
NIXIE PLAN show you the easy way
to fascinating slimness and youthful
curves I The NIXIE PLAN is SAFE
and SIMPLE! It requires so little effort on your part — No strenuous exercise — No strict diet — No reducing
drugs. TRY IT NOW! Just print
your name and address plainly on the
coupon below, enclose $1.00, and mail
to CASTELL PRODUCTS, 320 Main
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will send you, postpaid, our moneyback-guaranteed NIXIE PLAN, and a
30-day supply of NIXIE. Health and
happinessthem!are your greatest assets
Protect
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320 Main Street, East Orange. New Jersey.
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spot.
Dall was born in New York City on
May 26, 1918. Ten years later he moved
to Panama with his family when his
father signed an engineering contract in
that country. At thirteen John's height,
egged on by the tropical clime, had soared
to six feet one inch. A little embarrassed,
and to belie his youth, he got a job as
janitor in a Panamanian theater.
This first touch with the footlights (although he was on the wrong side of them
at the time) so excited him that he
promptly abandoned his earlier ambition
to become (in sequence) a fireman, cop,
street cleaner, and crooner, to aim at a
stage career. When the company's character actor fell ill, John was drafted into
service and at fourteen became a sixtyyear-old man in a little gem brilliantly
entitled "Yes Means No."
Back in the States John continued his
studies and during the Summer worked
with the Petit Theater in New Orleans,
the Lakewood Players in Maine, and five
other worthy groups. He covered every
state in the Union, and wound up at
Columbia University, where he lasted just
six months before returming to the stage.
Broadway trounced him around for a
while until "The Eve of St. Mark" proved
his worth and Hollywo
od beckoned.
A guy with good balance, John once
wrote half a dozen blood-and-thunder
tales which he sold to the pulps under the
provocative pseudonym "H. Tweadwell
Vanderwalt." He calls his literary babies
"beautiful trash," and keeps copies of
them under lock and key, referrin
g to
them only whenever he begins to get a
little giddy over his good luck.
Bette Davis has said of him: "He is
SCREENLAND
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one of the finest young actors I have ever
worked with. He possesses a true actor's
heart and an actor's mind."
No pretty boy, John overpowers his
audience with honesty of his characterizations. Sneak preview audiences got mass
writer's cramp scribbling their praises of
him on preview cards. The studio promptly lifted his name three inches on their
contract list, and he is now Number 9
(alphabetically speaking) on their star
roster.
Here they are. Four guys who were unknown yesterday, achieved stardom today,
and will be famous tomorrow. Like Alice's
plunge down the rabbit hole? Not a bit
of it! They're headed high, wide and
handsome— and today there is no ceiling
on success!

JFor greater warmth, -wear PeJees with your stocking! !
Here* J snug, safe comfort, for PeJees s-t-r-e-t-c-li
to fit like your stocking foot without
irritating elastic or seams . . . protect your
feet against dampness and chills.
Atakes stockings wear longer, too!
Imitations won t give you

A

patented PeJees features,
insist on the genuine!

Lina, the Stars Are
Brighter Now
Continued from page 30
stool and we started away. I glanced back
at my friend from Sioux City. He was
staring at me with a kind of hurt expression on his honest pan, and I felt suddenly guilty. I suppose I should have
introduced him to Lina. If he just hadn't
kept capitalizing that word.
At the table I stared at Lina until her
brown eyes dropped and she began playing with her fork. She said with an excited little laugh, "This is my first interview."
Well, what can you do with a girl like
that? In a town where movie stars are
so aware of writers that they start going
into the old routine before you get your
napkin tucked under your chin, this wa3
startling— and refreshing. "All right," I
said, "let's begin. You "
"I was born "
"Yes, I know," I said hastily, "but what
are you shooting at? What's ahead of
Just then the waitress came up with a
you?"
pad and pencil. "Could I have your autograph?" she asked.
Lina took the pencil and wrote her
name with a flourish. "Your first autograph, too?" I asked.
"No, not quite. Once when T came out
from a preview of 'Bathing Beauty' "
"Oh, I remember," I said. "You were
very good in that. Didn't you play a
guitar with Horace Heidt and Xavier
Cugat?"
"Yes," she said very seriously. Then
she went into a eulogy of Mr. Cugat and
his wonderful orchestra while I kept tryng to get the interview back under control.
Suddenly Lina looked up and smiled.
It was the guy from Sioux City. He was
grinning apologetically and he held out
a note book and a fountain pen. "Could
I— would you—?" he mumbled.
"I'd love to," Lina said.
When he had gone Lina kept staring
after him. "I think he's nice," she said.
"He's in the 'Profession' now but he
used to sell wallpaper."
"Maybe that's what makes him so nice.
I think he has a kind face."
"Do you trust everyone who comes
along just because he seems to have a
kind face?"
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"I trust nearly everyone. And I've never
been disappointed."

CONFIDENTIAL

"Mr.
most of all. He was wonMr. Cugat?"
^Even Cugat
n-n-derful."
"You Latins carry a torch for each
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keep you healthy. When they get tired and don't
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people don't do that to Mr. Cugat. He
went away in a huff.
A year or so later, after her family had
moved back to New York, Horace Heidt
was looking for a girl who could sing
French songs. "I had always sung in
Spanish," Lina says, "but I made a terrific try and Mr. Heidt signed me. 1
toured with him a while but I was out of
my element in French and finally I asked
to be released from my contract."
Back again in New York, Lina's agent
learned that Mr. Cugat was desperately
in need of a singer who could also play
a guitar. The agent said he knew just the
one, and the next day turned up with
Lina. Cugat did a quick double-take
and then, being a Spanish gentleman,
surrendered.
After that Lina toured the country with
Cugat's band, eventually landing in Hollywood where they made a couple of pictures for Columbia Studios. Later they
were featured in "Two Girls and a Sailor," "Bathing Beauty" and "Weekend
at the WaldorP for MGM. "We did quite
well in those pictures," Lina says. Soon
after Metro offered her a contract.
It was while she was playing in "Bathing Beauty," and after she had been long
enough in Hollywood to know better, that
Lina fell in love with John Lawrence
Adams, an investment broker, and married him. It was the first time Lina had
been in love, and she was wonderfully
happy. She was determined to disprove
that old Hollywood bugaboo that careers
and marriage won't mix. But Fate recently took a hand in the matter with the rethat divorce proceedings are now
under sultway.
It wasn't long after they were married
that her husband got the nod from the
Navy, so Lina settled down in their modest apartment and to hard work. At MGM
studios her days are filled with lessons
with Gertrude Fogler, the diction coach,
Harriet Lee whose specialty is voice, and
ScREENLAND
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Fans!

The private, home addresses of more
than 400 top Hollywood motion picture stars in this exclusive directory.
Send for it now! Enclose $1 in currency or money order.
Movie Star Directory

other, don't you?"
"Oh, yes. But I don't suppose I can
really claim to be a Latin. My father,
who is now an attache in the office of the
consul-general here in Los Angeles, is
French and Spanish, and my mother is
Irish and Norwegian. What does that
"Pure
New York?'
me?"
make
"But don't you want to hear how I got
into the movies?"
"I was hoping we'd get to that," I said.
She told me then about Mr. Cugat and
the two different times he asked her to
join his band as a feature singer and
guitar player. The first was in Detroit
where a theater, a rival to the one where
Mr. Cugat was playing, decided to put on
a Latin-American show and engaged Lina
to sing a couple of songs accompanying
herself on the guitar. The orchestra leader caught the show and offered Lina a
contract.
It was then that Mr. Cugat got the
surprise of his life. She turned him down,
having decided that she would rather stay
at home with her folks. Well, you know,

Movie

P.O. Box 3068-C
Hollywood (28) Calif.
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Lillian Burns who teaches dramatics. "So
many girls think that just being pretty
is open sesame in Hollywood," she says.
"But, believe me, it isn't. It will get you
just a little way up the ladder. You have
to work. You have to dance until your
say, 'How now,
legs feel like posts and
brown cow' over and over and over. Then
they give you scripts to take home and
study. It isn't just glamor and posing before a camera. Of course, you're supposed
to have some talent to begin with, but
labor."
after that it's mostlysort
of pictures she
I asked her what
wants to do in the future. She had just
started to reply when the waitress came
by and looked at her admiringly. "She's
nice, isn't she?" Lina said.
"Lovely," I said. "But would you mind
telling me what you're going to do in
next picture?"
your
Well, there were some impassioned
Latin gestures, the hands making a swift,
fluid pattern before her face. This picture, Iwas given to understand, the piece
called "Adventure," in which Greer Garson and Clark Gable have the leads, is
really calculated to knock the cash customers in the aisles. In it Lina plays a
designing little character who is after
Clark Gable with no holds barred. "I kiss
him three times," she said. And I was led
to believe that until I had seen that sequence Ihadn't been around much and
hadn't seen anything. Also that this is the
sort of thing, the kind of part, that she
would most like to do. She wants to get
away from singing, guitar-playing, fandango roles for a while and see what happens. Itis easy to understand that plenty
might happen— depending on the fortitude
of the actor who plays opposite her.
If Miss Romay ever fails in a role asbecause she doesn't
it won't be
signed her, enough.
work hard
When not engaged at
the studio she dashes home and studies
the cultural tomes the studio recommends,
writes music (she has already had two
songs published) and practices on the
piano and guitar. Her method of writing
songs is novel but effective. She plays
the piece on the piano the way^ it runs
through her head and then calls in someone who knows how to put the cabalistic
signs down on paper. For Miss Romay
can't read a note. "It never seemed very
necessary," she says. "I have a good ear
and a good memory. And I can always
find someone who will write out the notes
forInme."
between times she goes on hospital
tours, having only recently returned from
one where she personally entertained
more than 1800 wounded veterans. "There
was one," she says, "a boy who had been
so badly burned about the face that he
was afraid to leave the hospital. He didn't
have the courage to face his wife. I told
him that his wife wasn't in love with his
face— she was in love with him. Finally
he agreed to meet her. As it turned out
I was right. The girl was wonderful and
that boy is happy now. To this day I
think that's the most important bit of
work I ever achieved."
Admitting that she is probably Hollywood's most credulous person, she is
completely unable to forget anyone who
has ever done her a favor. There was
Herschel Hart, a newspaper man in Detroit who arranged for her first radio job

at five dollars a performance. She still
thinks that was wonderful. And he it
was who prodded her into asking $100 a
week when the theater in Detroit decided to put on a show in competition
with Cugat. She took her courage in both
hands and made the demand. When the
manager came to he asked her feebly if
she'd mind repeating the figure. Lina told
him again and the $100 a week was
"Then," Lina says, "/ fainted."
granted.
And finally, of course, there was Xavier
Cugat. Miss Romay never gets far away
from him in her thoughts— what he did for
her by giving her the first big chance,
the way he drove and taught her the
value of work, work and more work. He
used to say: "Talent? Pouff, it is nothing!
Without work talent is like a flower
without sunshine. It will die." Cugat, she
says, is tough but honest. He makes his
artists dig deep within themselves and
never accepts second best.
A slender young person, decidedly
Spanish in coloring and gesture, Miss
Romay likes the exotic clothes and jewelry so much in favor south of the border
—bright colors and massive silver bracelets. She designs most of her apparel and
likes dresses with a lot of "swirl." She
but thinks she isn't very
plays attennis
it. Swimming and diving are her
good
sports and she admits that if she brushed
up she could give exhibitions in diving
again as she once did in Detroit. An excellent cook, particularly with Mexican
foods, she would rather throw a dinner in
her own small apartment than to go to
too much energy,"
spots.But"They
night
she says.
any take
kind of Mexican fiesta
finds Lina knocking the strings out of her
guitar and, incidentally, knocking a good
deal out of herself. At the Cinco de Mayo
celebration held in Los Angeles, attended
by some 40,000 Mexicans, she sang until
she was hoarse. "But what an audience,"
she says. "Anyone would work his head
offStudio
for such
good people."
executives
being what they are,
shrewd business men who know the value
of their "properties," Lina is being
groomed carefully and thoroughly. To
compensate for her lack of much previous dramatic experience, she is being
given every advantage and will be handed
increasingly important roles as she develops. Essentially a realistic young person, Lina has no illusions about the easy
road to screen success, and is willing to
pay the enormous price necessary to any
kind of distinguished career in Hollywood. She has, however, one great advantage. She is startlingly beautiful and
she is photogenic enough to send the still
men back to their laboratories waving
their arms and talking to themselves. "I'm
not Garbo," she says with refreshing candor, "but I'm willing to mind my teachers and maybe if I keep my feet on the
ground — well, anything can happen in
town." we're going back to the Brown
this
Someday
Derby again. We each have our own
reasons. If we should run into the man
from Sioux City, Lina wants to get his
professional advice on the redecoration
of the new apartment on Beverly Glen
into which she is moving shortly. And I'd
like to know the magic process by which
he leaped in one bound out of wallpaper
and into the "Profession."
Screen land
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FOUNDATION
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Half of everything you give remains in your
state to help fight polio locally.
The other half, goes to the Sister
Elizabeth Kenny Foundation in Minneapolis to help train additional technicians
in the Kenny method of treating polio
victims. These technicians will eventually
man Kenny clinics in your community.
Please send in your contributions today,
friends! Everything you. give will be per*
sonally acknowledged by me.

National Chairman
Sister Elizabeth Kenny
1945 Appeal
BING CROSBY
9028 Sunset Blvd.
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Fans' Forum
Continued from page 14
patient, long suffering girl, or wife, waiting for her lover (or husband), to tire
of the gorgeous "other" woman and return to her forgiving arms. But, even
though the other woman is always dolled
up in slinky attire and plays her oomph
role to the hilt, it is Ruth Warrick who
dominates the attention. You find yourself waiting for her reappearance on the
screen, and you want to choke the philandering hero for not possessing the good
sense to recognize a worthwhile gal when
he has one.
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WANTED
To be set to music. Send your song poem
today for free examination by our staff
headed by nationally famous hit composer
of "Dream a Little Dream of Me." Our new
6 step plan is most liberal and complete
ever offered. Write today for free booklet.
S GREENLAND RECORDERS
Dept. S
Hollywood 28. California

WHY ROB YOURSELF
OF BEAUTY, ROMANCE,
HAPPINESS?
New fascinating Beauty, Confidents
and Glowing Happiness are within
your reach! Swiftly and expertly you
can add alluring loveliness to your
entire personality thru this tested,
proven guide to Glamour, Self Assurand a gorgeous streamlined
model ance
figure.
Thousands of happy women have won
irresistible charm, popularity, success thru this exclusive home method.
Stop being self conscious, shy, embarrassed. Discover the thrill of
hearing exciting compliments as
friends and family admire your new
grace, new charm, new shapely curves.
Amazing results in 6 short, weeks.
Start enjoying sparkling health,
magnetism and love by sending now
for
this complete
Course.
Contains easy-to-use
the secret Beauty
success
methods of famous stars, models,
cover
girls.
transform "Just
average"
girlsHelps
into beauties.
AMONG THE SPECIAL SECTIONS
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SEND NO MONEY
Benefit by present unequalled offer of this complete "TOTJ
t'AN
BEAUTIFUL"
only $2.
back
if not BE
delighted.
Make the course
most ofnowyourself
and Money
your happiness. Be glamorous. Desirable, admired by men, envied by
women. Order now, C.O.D. plus postage; pay postman on
arrival. To save postage, send $2 with order and we ship
jrour special Lamont Success Course prepaid in plain
wrapper. No C.O.D.'g to Canada.
LAMONT SUCCESS STUDIOS, Dept. 8
505 N. Charles St.
Baltimore I, Md.
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I've seen her in only two pictures, so
far "Guest in the House" and "China
Sky." But they were enough to make me a
Ruth Warrick fan. She has real acting
ability, plus the kind of beauty that
doesn't rub off with cold cream. And, if
she were allowed to play a siren-ish, devilin-her-eyes type of role, I'll bet she could
give the much publicized glamor-pusses
something to think about 1
Mrs. H. R. Bierhorst, Shreveport, La.
HONORABLE

MENTION

Why doesn't Metro star Keenan Wynn
in a picture written specifically for his
talents?
Right now the world is sick and tired
of heavy emotional dramas reminding
them of things they want to forget, so
how about some light comedy that we
can just sit back and enjoy? A comedian
with with
Mr. aWynn's
over
bang! ability is sure to go
As proof of his ability, take a look
at the pictures this enterprising young
man has already "stolen": "See Here,
Private Hargrove," "The Clock" and
"Without Love."
Let's give him a chance to Drove how
good he can be.
Marguerite Munson n,
Los Angeles, Calif.
After "Going My Way" I was so captivated by Bing I thought I could never
get enough of him. I hoped to see Bing's
pictures as a steady diet— weekdays and
Sundays. Well, I got my wish, and now
I'm crying for mercy!
Since the smash hit of "Going My
Way" there has been an unending flood
of Crosby films, old relics unearthed from

the archives,
most
which weren't
prizewinners when
firstof released,
and which
have not improved with age.
I still like Bing. I was beginning to
wonder until the other day when I saw
"Going My Way" again. Bing is still
wonderful, but please take it easy, Hollywood, and until you can give us something new, at least reissue just the better
old Crosbys.
Dee Chapman, San Francisco, Calif.
Where did Hollywood get all of these
handsome men? For instance Cornel
Wilde, Guy Madison, Peter Lawford and
John Dall. But there is one thing wrong.
Why don't you give these men some
young girls to co-star with? Let Gloria
DeHaven or June Allyson or someone like
them play opposite these men. This would
really make a hit with us.
Jeanne Parris, Montgomery, Ala.
SCREENLAND
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She's a Natural
Continued from page 34

the
in the cinema city, have never made a
dime out of Jeanne. She doesn't have to
be pounded into shape. She's in shape.
She never goes to beauty parlors. She
shampoos her own hair and does her own
nails.

V-TABS
Plan Way!

Jeanne's off-screen life is as natural as
her beauty. She lives with her mother and
sister Rita, a student at UCLA, in a small
house in Westwood. "I picked the house,"
says Jeanne, "because it has so many
fireplaces." And when someone, impressed, asks "How many?" she meekly
confesses, "Really only two." The family
has only one car and Mrs. Crain drives
Jeanne to the studio every morning, and
picks her up there at the end of the day
when she is working. This not only saves
the family the expense of a second car,
but also saves Jeanne from prowling
studio wolves. Mrs. Crain is not a "movie
mother," but she knows men. Jeanne has
one pet, a wire-haired terrier named
Terry, who dances the polka when coaxed
with a tidbit. "Terry can say Mama too,"
says Jeanne proudly, "but no one believes
When she is working she gets up at
five-thirty and is usually one of the first
on the set. But when she isn't working
her mother can't get her out of bed before
noon. She gets home for dinner around
seven, helps with the dishes (the Crains
have no maid ), and then studies her lines
until it is
it."time to go to bed. Saturday
nights, and some weekday nights when
she hasn't an early call, she likes to dress
up and go dancing at the night clubs. Her
evening clothes are chic and expensive,
and the eating customers at the Mocambo
have been known to let their roast beef
and chicken-under-glass get as cold as a
landlord's heart while they watch Miss
Crain in open-mouthed admiration. At
home and around the studio lot she wears
dirndls and peasant blouses. She never
wears stockings. And few people have
ever seen her in a hat. She hates hats.
Sunday morning always finds her in
church. She is a most devout Catholic.
I had lunch with Jeanne one day recently at the 20th Century-Fox Studios,
where she is now working in "Centennial
Summer." "It's a wonderful cast," said
Jeanne enthusiastically— she isn't the pictures-bore-me type, and probably never
will be— "Linda Darnell, Constance Bennett, Dorothy Gish, Cornel Wilde, Bill
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Eythe and Walter Brennan. Of course I'm
the shy violet again who gets her man,"
she added a bit regretfully. "But this time
I don't have to be too pensive. I can be a
little determined." Like all ambitious
young actresses Jeanne just can't wait tomeaty.
get her non-capped teeth into something

It was just as well that I hadn't counted
From
on a world-shattering interview with the
Beauty. Not that Jeanne wouldn't have
tried her level best. She's a most cooperaThe newest in smart Maternity
tive young star. But every time I popped
Dresses for home and street wear.
Darling
frockslowfor prices.
comfort Aand dress
concealinff
lanes. occasion,
'All at a question an actor plunked himself down
surprisingly
for every
at the table. And no matter how obnoxfrom HOLLYWOOD
FRFF
ious Ibecame, or how many times Jeanne
FIICC
New catalog sent upon request in plaii
■
m-npner. free. Write today.
sweetly said, "It's an interview," he would
JANNE
OF
HOLLYWOOD,
Dept.
24,
5071
Hollywooo
Blvd., Hollywood, California.
simply refuse to budge. Actors adore
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graduated from Inglewood High School.
She had enrolled at UCLA but had to
withdraw when Mr. Zanuck gave her the
part of Char in "Home in Indiana." She
has always intended re-enrolling because
she wants to attend classes in astronomy
and psychology. But right after her success in that first picture she was qtiicklv
popped into "In the Meantime, Darling,''
"Winged Victory," "State Fair," "Leave
Her to Heaven," and now "Centennial

Her ambition is "someday to play a
great
role greatly." Her only superstition
Summer."
is against making plans. "I have a feeling
that if I do plan something, and don't
keep
it secret,
willthinks,
fall through.
Her
greatest
fault, itshe
is her" selfconsciousness. She covers it up beautifully in her social life by just sitting still

The Christmas present Margaret O'Brien wanted most was the liveliest— a cocker
spaniel. You'll see Margaret next in "Bad Bascomb" with Wallace Beery.
Jeanne. They're no dopes. Not because
she gives them the usual "snappy line"—
Jeanne is probably the quietest person in
Hollywood— but because they like her unspoiled sweetness. There was Vincent
Price. And Cornel Wilde. And Dick
Haymes. And Dana Andrews. And Bill
Eythe. "Is this an interview, or a Screen
Actors' Guild meeting?" I asked sarcastically, not that anyone paid me the
slightest bit of attention.
Jeanne, still a fan herself, gets crushes
on actors. Her present crush is Gregory
Peck. She wishes Mr. Zanuck would fix it
so she could do a picture with him. "Mr.
Peck's wonderful," sighed Jeanne. "Wonderful" isJeanne's favorite word. "And
he said the most wonderful thing to me.
[ ran lage
into
him after
shopping
in Westwood
"Vilone day
he had
started work
on 'Spellbound' with Ingrid Bergman.
Miss Bergman is my favorite actress. 'Is
she lovely?' I asked him. 'Yes,' he said,
'she's lovely. They call her the Jeanne
Grain of the Selznick lot.'"
When she dresses up of a Saturday
night with her new mink coat, which she
gave herself three months ago, thrown
casually across her shoulders, her escort
usually is Paul Brooks, hartdsome young
actor who is the spittin' image of Errol
Flynn. But after talking with Jeanne
awhile you sort of suspect that her heart
belongs to Lon McCallister, who is still
in the Army. She and Lon met on the set
of "Home in Indiana"— which picture catapulted Jeanne, Lon and June Haver into
stardom. He called her "Diane" and she
called him "Chico" and between scenes
they talked about doing a re-make of
"Seventh Heaven" some day.
"Lon's in Anchorage, Alaska," Jeanne
said. "He writes me wonderful letters. He
always ends up asking me to tell him
everything I'm doing. T feel so completely out of things,' he wiites. With so
many of the boys coming back now, I
hope it won't be long before Lon can
take up his career where he left off. We'll
play 'Seventh Heaven' yet." And as their
90

studio owns the rights of the picture,
once made famous by Janet Gaynor and
Charlie Farrell, they probably will.
Twenty-year-old Jeanne has had three
embarrassing experiences in her short
life as an actress. Before she signed a
contract with 20th Century-Fox she was
having lunch with friends in the RKO
studio commissary one day. Nearby, surrounded by his henchmen, sat Orson
Welles. After staring at her through the
soup and salad he sent one of his underlings over to ask her her name and suggest an interview. Out nf the interview
came a screen test for the role of Lucy in
"The Magnificent Ambersons." Jeanne
had never faced a camera before, never
had worn make-up, and hadn't the slightto do.version
"I was ofpetrified,"
she
said.est idea
Thewhat
Welles
the test was
"she had something in person that didn't
come through on the screen." "T was sick
with embarrassment for days," ^he said.
It left its mark too, because even today
she hates to see herself on the screen. "If
I see my rushes I go home and cry."
Then there was the time on location for
"Home in Indiana" when she discovered
*he had sat down on some poison ivy.
And, as follows day the night, broke out
in poison ivy. Lon and June <ti\\ tease
her about that. In the scene in "State
Fair" where she is supposed to become
frightened on the roller coaster and bury
herself in Dana Andrews' arms, she
wasn't acting. She is deathly afraid of
roller coasters. In fact they had to retake
the scene several times. "It was humiliating," said Jeanne, a first-take girl. "I
think the director thought I was hamming
it up and over-acting. I wasn't over-acting,
I was
frightened."
Jeanne
has a phobia against having
her hair cut. If she has her way it will
just grow and grow until she sits on it.
Another phobia is that people won't be
able to read her writing. So she writes
everything oversize. "Like a moron," she
says, with a smile, "but I'm not." She attended St. Mary's Academy, and was
SCREENLANr,

and saying nothing. "I'm always selfconscious when I make a test," she says
sadly. "But at least I overcome it as soon
as I get the role." Next to hats and
phonies she dislikes housework. She is
looking forward to that day when the
Grains will be rich enough to hire a flock
of servants.
Jeanne was born Jeanne Crain, May
25, 1925, in the little town of Barstow,
California, where her father was teaching school. When she was six months old
the Grains moved to Los Angeles, where
Mr. Crain got a better job. She discovered
she had a flair for drawing when she was
in grammar school and for a few months
decided that she would grow up to be an
artist. But in the eighth grade she felt
the urge to be an actress. "1 played a
scar-faced Indian girl who was beautiful
inside, in the school play that year." The
applause of friends and family was sweet
to her ears.
Her "discovery" was the reverse of the
usual procedure. Instead of being on the
stage of a small Los Angeles theater.
Jeanne was sitting in the audience. Ivan
Kahn, talent scout, came to see the plfy
in hopes of finding a budding actress. He
found one all right But on the wrong
side of the footlights. By Monday morning Kahn had her signed, sealed and dej livered to 20th Century-Fox. And just in
the nick of time too, as two other talent
scouts glimpsed her that evening. And a
few weeks later two national magazines
appeared on the newsstands with Jeanne
on the cover. (The first professional
money she had ever made). The magazines were deluged with who-is-that-girl
inquiries from the studios. But Twentieth
had her all wrapped up. She isn't sorry.
She likes it there fine. Hopes to stay a
long time.
She gets lots of compliments these
days, of course. Next to the one from
Gregory Peck she likes the one paid her
by a G.L back from overseas. It was
while she was on location forty miles
from Flagstaff, Arizona, with the "Leave
Her to Heaven" company. The G.I. was
visiting friends on his way to the Pacific.
They told him they had enough gasoline ,
to drive him to see the Grand Canyon, or
to the movie location.
"When they told me I might see you
on the location," the soldier told her later,
"I didn't have any trouble making iro my
mind. 'Jeanne Crain,' I said to 'em, 'Why,
I'd rather see Jeanne Crain than the

Grand Canyon any time !' "
PRINTED IN THE U.S. A. BY THE CUNEO PRESS. INC.
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A Halo String $
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about a string of pearls that helps' a lovely lady put her
is something
There face
forward! So, if you have longed for the elusive beauty and
best
charm which pearls inspire, and have heretofore permitted a price you
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this opportunity to acquire an exquisite Halo strand of extravagant beauty
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We want you to be as proud and pleased to wear a Halo necklace as we
are to have made it possible. That's why you can wear it for 5 whole days
at our risk after the postman delivers yours. Then, if you are not delighted
with it, if you can bear to part with it, if you can give up the praise and
compliments that its wearing has brought you — simply mail it back and
we will refund your money cheerfully — and that's a promise!
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GLAMOUR

Week-End

BY FIRELIGHT. . ."Change to something romantic for evening,"
Shari says. "Sweep up your hair and arrange in four or five long shining curls."
F or that wonderful shining-smooth look, follow Shari's example and be a Drene
Girl. So simple yet really dramatic!

Shampoo
Hair

Conditioning

with

Action-

O IBL:

All right. And what if I am?

Everybody can't be a rich, beautiful, glamorous,
witty heiress .with beaus all over the place
sending Valentines all the time!
CUPID:

True, my ferocious little fruitcake, true.

But everybody can smile . . . and you don't! Don't
you know a sparkling smile gets more men than
home cooking?
GIRL:

Sure. But my smile's as sparkling as a boiled potato
CUPID:
GIRL:

Ever try brushing your teeth?
Did I ev— ? Listen, my fresh little friend, I brush my teeth

regular as anything! And they still don't sparkle. And what's more
I've even begun seeing "pink" on my tooth brush lately!
CUPID:
GIRL:

Oh? And what'd your dentist say?
Dentist? What dentist? Who said any—

CUPID: Well of all the waffle-brained— ! Listen, Sis, that "pinkr
on your tooth brush is a warning to see your dentist right away!
Because he may find your gums are being robbed
of exercise by today's soft foods. And he may suggest
"the helpful stimulation of Ipana and massage."

GIRL: My smile. We were talking about my smile.
Remember?
CUPID: Sugar, we still are ! Don't you know that a
sparkling smile depends largely on firm, healthy gums?
And this Ipana not only cleans teeth, it's specially
designed, with massage, to help your gums. Massage
a little extra Ipana on your gums when you brush your
teeth, and . . . bang! You've started yourself on the
road to a sparkling smile! Okay? Then get
started . . .Today, Sugar. Ipana and massage.
Product of Bristol-Myers

IPANA
SCREENLAKD

and

MASSAGE
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The greatest
star of the
screen!

It was ...
a best-seller...
a Reader's
classic
a Book of the
Month. Digest
And
now it's The Picture Of The Year.
•k
-k
~k -k
It's W. L. White's "They Were Expendable"—carved out of some of the most
dramatic events of all time.

This is M-G-M's heart-stinging story
of some of the most
heroic headlines
of recent years.
★ ★
* ★
The story of "Brick", who loved a boat;
of "Rusty", *who * loved★ a girl.
★
Robert Montgomery (back on the
screen after his war-years with Uncle
Sam's Navy) is magnificent as "Brick",
who'd rather command a PT-boat than
a battleship. The part's a natural for
the star who was skipper on a PT-boat
when they were shooting for keeps.
* *
★ ★

★
*
★
★

There's a tremendous thrill in watching
those suicidal "sea-scooters" in action!
The thrill of battle, of terrible peril.
And a surge of pride that will quicken
the beat of your heart.

"Rusty", who scoffs at
mousetraps". But that
fighting started !
★
★ ★

★
★
★

★
★
*
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John Wayne is
the "sea-going
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The Editor's Page
Delight Evans
Sterling Pattern for Happiness. Ann Sothern and Robert
Sterling
jerry Asner
I Married a Prankster
By Mrs. Jack Carson
Catching up with Teresa. Teresa Wright
Constance Palmer
Here's Another Frankie-Boy for the Girls.
Frank Latimore
.Nancy O'Neil
Line Etching: Lee Bowman
Fredda Dudley
Patric (Without the "K"). Patric Knowles
How They Conquered Their Fears MarchJackDaughtrey
Holland
This Is What I Believe
. . John Hodiak
How I Produced "The Postman Always Rings Twice" .Carey Wilson
"Cisco" Comes Home. Cesar Romero
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Ann Sothern, next starring in MGM's "Up Goes Maisie"
Cowboy Number One: Roy Rogers, Republic Western star
Joan Bennett, soon to be seen in Universal's "Scarlet Street"
Lee Bowman, co-starring with Rosalind Russell in Columbia's "She
Wouldn't Say Yes"
Hat Interest:
modeled by Joan Crawford and Warner Bros, starlets,
Dolores Moran, Mary Jane Harker and Martha Vickers

"Frankie" (Sinatra); Watch for Wanda
(Wanda Hendrix playing in "Confidential
Agent '); Photo Previews; Screenland Salutes "The Bells Of St.
There's a thrill, too, in the romance
between the hard-bitten PT-boat Commander and the Army nurse. Lovely
Donna Reed makes a perfect "Sandy",
dungareed angel of mercy who tends
wounds and steals hearts.
★ ★
★ ★
There's a gripping sense of realism in
"They Were Expendable"— evidence of
the directorial deftness of Captain John
Ford, U.S.N.R., the expert screen play
of Comdr. Frank Wead, U.S.N. (Ret.),
the excellence of the action photography. Cliff Reid is associate producer.
★ ★
★ ★
Jack Holt, Ward Bond and a consummate cast back up the stars with
stellar performances.
★ ★ *
The screen can offer no greater
thrill than this story of gallant
men and women who never
expected to return. "They
Were Expendable."
★ ★
„
We salute them.
— Jlea
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Robert Montgomery (don't you feel
like shaking his hand and saying:
"Welcome home,Bob!") plays"Brick,"
in love with thirty fighting tons of
wood and steel, a PT boat. John Wayne
is "Rusty". . .afraid of only one thing in
the world, losing Sandy. Lovely Donna
Reed is Sandy, the nurse who heals

THEY

heroes' wounds, and sceals cheir hearts.
Here's the exciting picturization of
the terrific best-seller that has taken
America by storm, "They Were Expendable." Acclaimed by the reading
public as

WERE

a Reader's Digest thriller,

A BIG

PICTURE)

■ ^

then as a Book-ot-the-Month . . . and
now as an M-G-M film destined to b*
called the Picture of the Year. Here':
roaring action . . . suspense with a
wallop ... flaming romance as real as
flesh and blood can make it. The
screen can offer no greater thrill than
"They Were Expendable''

EXPENDABLE

WAWE
JORN
MONTGOMERY'
ROBERT
. jack holt • ward bond
REED
with DONNA
ON THE BOOK BY WILLIAM L. WHITE
BASED
•
A JOHN FORD PRODUCTION
• Associate Producer CLIFF REID
(RET.)
N.
S.
U.
COMDR.
Screen Play by FRANK WEAD,
DIRECTED BY JOHN FORD, CAPTAIN, U. S. N. R.
A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE
SCREENLAND
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YOU

TOO.

CAN

ENJOY

'extra'advanta
ge of
this higher ty
pe

James Stewart, back in Hollywood again,
with Anita Colby and the Henry Fondas.
still overseas) and Bette, no one seems
to know.

Greaseiess Suppository Gives
Hours of Continuous Medication
Today the modern woman who Is
wise'— no longer uses weak, homemade mixtures for intimate feminine
hygiene.
Nor does she resort to overstrong
harmful poisons, because Science
has
given her a highek type of antiseptic
cleanliness — powerfully germicidal
yet harmless — and so much easier,
daintier and convenient
to use —
called zonitors!
So Powerful Yet So Harmless
Positively No Burn
Zonitors are greaseiess, stainless snowwhite vaginal suppositories. They
are not the type which melt quickly
away. Instead, Zonitors release powerful germicidal properties and continue to do so for hours — thus giving
you hours of continuous medicati
on.
Yet Zonitors are positively non-burning, non-irritating, non-poisonous.
Zonitors actually destroy offending
odor and kill every germ they touch.
You know it's not always possible to
contact all the germs in the tract but
you can be sure that Zonitors immediately kill every reachable germ and
keep them from multiplying.
So easy to carry while away from
home— so easy to use at home! All
drugstores.

FREE: Mail this coupon today for
free booklet sent in plain wrapper. Reveals frank intimate facts.
Zonitors. Dept. ZS-26, 370 Lexington
Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Name
AddressCity
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'T'HE spanking "Baby" Bacall took
from the critics for her performance
in "Confidential Agent" has worked in
strange fashion. It caught her in the
midst of trying to decide between an
acting career and settling down as just
not-so-plain Mrs. Humphrey Bogart.
Now her fighting spirit is up. She's determined to get in there and show
everyone that what happened to her in
"Confidential Agent" wasn't her fault —
and shouldn't happen to "The Look."
Wrong casting and continued clashing with the director seem to head the
list of reasons.
Jimmy Durante, in feathers of heap big
Indian chief, confers with Bob Hope.

13ETTE DAVIS' recent marriage to
William Grant Sherry took Hollywood by surprise. She met him in Laguna Beach during her three months'
vacation with her mother (who recently
married a retired Boston business man)
and her sister, Bobbie (rumored to
marry again in the near future) , both
of whom have homes in the famotis
art colony. Sherry, an ex-boxer, who
is best described as a walking advertisement for a he-man magazine cover,
was working at his art and Bette was
trying to get away from the art of
making motion pictures. His mother,
an elevator operator in the San Diego
Pantages Theater Building, revealed the
romance when she disclosed an informative letter from her son. Their honeymoon plans included a trip to Mexico
City where they attended the opening
of "The Corn Is Green," then to the
star's New Hampshire home to spend
the holidays. Just what happened between Sergeant Louis A. Riley (who is
Screen land

Clark Gable squires Mrs. Dolly
O'Brien to a premiere in Hollywood.

SHE
A
OUT

MADE

^/f^<^ winked an eye from behind her fan,
Smiled just once, and caught a million dollar man!

CAREER
OF

LOVE

She took all his dough, 'cause she had a way of knowing
That he couldn't take it with him where be was going!
!

^^fofa^
Soon
But kitty
And

and the duke were a handsome pair
they were married ■— with a son and heir. /,':
had her eyes on his bank account,
f (|f
she got what she wanted, thanks to Paramount!

d.
beholgold.
sigkt
ss washera in
^uc^eresist
33 acould
satinto and
No ^man
<^^$^c!f
She started holding hands with a conquering hero,
But at the end of the game his score was zero!

was really waiting for a certain guy?
The conniving gent who put that gleam in her eye,
She drew a circle that took him in

Because Kitty was a woman with a will to win!
From rags to ermine Kitty made no stop.
On a ladder of husbands she climbed to the top.

SCKEENLAND
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HOLLYWOOD'S
RISING, YOUNG
AGREE

STARS

—

THE BELLS OF ST. MARY'S — RKO Release
This could well be termed a sequel to "Going My Way,"
even though it doesn't use the same characters or setting. It's just as good, and you remember "Going My
Way" won — and deserved — the Academy Award. The
story this time concerns a Catholic school, with Bing
Crosby as the parish pastor and Ingrid Bergman as
Sister Superior, guiding their pupils through the
humorous and serious pitfalls of schooldays. Leo
McCarey's masterly direction of this Rainbow Production, the stars' superb performances, Ruth Donnelly,
Joan Carroll, Martha Sleeper, and William Gargan in
able support, all combine to make this one of the best.

U0

SUSIE
SLAGLE'S
Paramount
The battle MISS
of Med
students
to —become
doctors makes
highly engrossing drama, arbitrated strategically and
with a velvet gloved hand by their gracious landlady,
Lillian Gish, in the title role. They all have their special problems to solve — Sonny Tufts, his fear of running out when death is near ; Bill Edwards, living up to
his famous father doctor — some are too brilliant and
some are too dumb. But they all make the grade with
Miss Susie as inspiration. Billy De Wolfe's comedy
is grand fun, and lovely Joan Caulfield is exceptionally
capable in a romantic role. Veronica Lake as a student nurse has little to do, but does, it well.

. appearing

in "SONG
OF
a new release

ARIZONA,"
by Republic

Productions, Inc., says: tfA
PERKY,
LITTLE SINGING
CANARY
BOOSTS
YOUR
SPIRITS . . . HELPS
EVERY

RAY

VACATION FROM MARRIAGE — MGM
London Films' contribution to the subject of wartime
marriages will amuse and delight, particularly with
Robert Donat's grand characterization as the husband,
unconscious of the boredom of his existence, and the
most attractive Deborah Kerr, dulled by their daily
routine, as his wife. But wait until he spends three years
in the Navy, while she finds new life as a Wren. Then
bring them together and you have provocative human
story. Clemence Dane and Anthony Pelissier are
responsible
the story,
Alexander
Korda tastes
for the could
production andfor
direction
which
for American

MAKE

BRIGHTER

I"

A canary is so easy to care for, so
radiant with happiness that you, too,
will agree, "Canaries are wonderful pets !"
Have a canary for your very own . . . or,
for a delightful gift to someone you
love, give a songster !

have had a snappier treatment in some sequences.
THIS LOVE OF OURS — Universal
Merle Oberon has been handed an extremely exacting
role in this film based on a Pirandello play, and she has
portrayed it beautifully with fine, sensitive understanding. It's romantic melodrama at its best about a deserted
wife
whoof steps
into believes
her husband's
regain
the love
their back
child who
that herliferealto mother

To keep your canary at his peak of
happiness, feed America's favorite bird
diet— FRENCH'S Bird Seed (with Bird
Biscuit) — the time-tried canary food

is dead. Charles Korvin, a personality you'll be asking
about, makes an appealing husband, and Sue England
as' the daughter handles her emotions well. Claude
Rains, the nicest highlight in the picture, plays a
caricaturist-entertainer and motivates the plot to a

containing 11 proven aids to canaries'
health and song.

happy ending. But don't forget your handkerchief.
DON'T FENCE ME IN — Republic
Roy Rogers' Westerns have been getting better all the
time, with this one coming close to being top notch
presenting a novel plot, lavish production and excellent
performances on the part of Roy, Gabby Hayes, Dale
Evans, and even Trigger. The story brings a pretty
photographer for a picture magazine West to unearth
the legend of Wildcat Kelly, a tough outlaw who has
mended his ways in his old age. She succeeds in stircitiring up a nest of criminals hiding out as respected heart
zens in the nightclub business— yep, right in the
of the wide open spaces. Interspersed are some fine
cowboy tunes we always like. (More Reviews page 10)

LARGEST
SELLING
BIRD SEED

French's

IN THE U.S.
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WILL YOU

WEAR

THIS

LOVELY

10 DAYS' TRIAL!
Wear this Jumper and blouse at MY RISK. If in 10 days
you are not completely satisfied, return for full refund.
DOUBLE-DUTY— DOUBLE-BEAUTY!
5 LOVELY COLORS
all in one!
Dress created
Smartfashion
A Jaunty
the
newestJumper
BonnieandGaye
in That's
Hollywood to thrill you with its enchanting figure flattery.
Wear it with the crisp high neckline blouse as a
jumper ... or as a smart cap-sleeved dress without the
blouse. Fashioned in a crisp, fine quality all season
'round
; smart
fabric;
the neckslenderizing
and down waist-band
the front; full
skirtstitching
with pleat
all
make it style perfect! Sizes 12 through 20 and only
plus postage. An original Bonnie Gaye created
$7.98
in
Hollywood.
BLOUSE: A heart stealer with high round neckline
and smart gathered fullness. Long sleeves. Lustrous
rayon. Black or White. Sizes 32 to 40. Only $3.98
plus postage.
SEND NO MONEY— Check size and color choice
and mail coupon. Pay postman C.O.D. charges. If,
after 10 days you are not satisfied return for full refund.
For Prompt Delivery Rush This Coupon!
BONNIE
GAYE Avenue,
FASHIONS
— Dept.
168 N. Michigan
Chicago
1, 111.62-B
Please send smart 2-WAY JUMPER. I'll pay
postman $7.98 plus postage on arrival with understanding Imay return
purchase
for 1st
full and
refund if not satisfied
in 10 days.
(Mark
2nd choice color selection).
Navy D.Brown □ Aqua □ Black □ Gray □
(Circle Size)
12 14
16 18 20
Please send BLOUSE at $3.98 plus postage.
White D Black □ (Circle Size).
32 34 36
38 40
N ame . . .
Address .
City
Zone .... State
Note: Order 2 Jumpers for only $14.50 plus
postage. □
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Your

Guide

to Current

Films

MASQUERADE IN MEXICO — Paramount
Comedy and delightful confusion are
stressed in this romantic interlude South of
the Border with Dorothy Lamour, a tricked
accomplice in a jewel theft masquerading as
a titled Spanish lady, Arturo de Cordova,
exuding masculine charm in the role of a
bullfighter, Ann Dvorak, the "wayward wife
who finds him irresistible, and Patric
Know'les, her banker husband who instigates
the hoax to win back his wife's affections.
Replete with music, song and dance, ending
in a ballet extravaganza, there are not many
tricks missed in this plot, directed at a particularly fast pace by Mitchell Leisen. That
suave menace, George Rigaud, is in there
too, in a fine performance as the jewel thief.

SHE WOULDN'T SAY YES — Columbia
A feminine psychiatrist who explores the
love problems of her patients and is unaware
of the fact that she could use some of her
own medicine is a perfect part for the sophisticated comedy talents of Rosalind Russell.
Lee Bowman, as a cartoonist-soldier who
upsets her bodily as well as her clocklike
professional routine, makes an especially
good we
remedy.
It's tozany,
it about
time
got back
this but
type isn't
of comedy?
Adele Jergens, Harry Davenport and
Charles Winninger play interesting characters who'll have you talking to yourself —
but only to say that you had a good time

CONFIDENTIAL AGENT — Warners
The teaming of Charles Boyer and Lauren
Bacall would seem to be just what the doctor ordered. However, the emphasis in this
film is not on the romantic aspect of the
well-known Boyer, but on his acting ability ;
and as an English girl, Lauren fails to pack
that
men's seem
headsa
in herspecial
first allure
picture.which
The turned
story may
bit out of date, dealing with an agent for the
Spanish Republican forces and his mission
to procure coal in England. But there is a
murder to provide action and excitement,
and dramatic performances on the part of
the supporting cast — especially Katina
Paxinou, Wanda Hendrix and Peter Lorre.

MEXICANA — Republic
What happens when Tito Guizar, characterized as a Mexican Frank Sinatra, complete with bow tie, bobby-sock fans, and
guitar, and Constance Moore, cast as a
North American singing star, decide to pose
as man and wife to better international good
will and incidentally to protect the crooner
from his admirers, is something you'Jl want
to see. Add a fiery Latin dancer, Estelita
Rodriguez, who believes she has prior
romantic claim on Mexico's Number One
personality, and you have real fire-works.
Leo Carrillo, Howard Freeman and Jean
Stevens take good care of the comedy
department, and the music, will please too.

GIRLS IN THE BIG HOUSE — Republic
A fine, well-bred young lady goes to prison
for a crime she did not commit, and for
once she retains her own fine standards,
proving that one does not need to become
adetention
victim ofhome
environment.
comes closeIn tofact,
beingthisa girls'
form

THE SPIDER — 20th Century-Fox
Audiences who remember what an exciting
part they played in this murder mystery on
the stage some years ago will find the film
version less engrossing — because they have
no part in it. However, if you are a mystery
fan, here is a plot that will give your powers
of deduction a liberal workout. Richard
Conte, a likeable new personality, plays the
dick in the best movie sleuth tradition and
immediately suspects murder when Faye
Marlowe's sister disappears. Kurt Kreuger
does a suavely sinister job of the title role,
the kingpin of a vaudeville clairvoyant act,
who spends his spare time going around
looking suspicious, creating confusing clues.

of girls' finishing school, complete with lace
curtains, liberties and privileges, with a
minimum of hard-boiled guards to keep
them in line. Lynne Roberts plays the key
role of the college president's daughter
caught up in a criminal case, learning the
ropes from a little toughie, Virginia, Christine, a four-timer. Among the internees,
Tala Birell is a standout as a murder type.
ScREENLAND

right along with them — and "Nixie," a nice
sort of gremlin you'll want to meet.
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Ihis woman

knows

comfort,

Security, too—
MedV extra protection
Will give both

to you!

Go anywhere, poised and happy, for
Meds internal protection frees you
from pins and belts, from revealing
lines and ridges. And Meds' exclusive feature -the "SAFETY-WELL"
gives you the self-confidence of its
extra-protection !

• Meds alone have the "SAFETYWELL"— designed for your extra
protection.
• Meds are made of real COTTON —
soft and super-absorbent for extra
comfort.
• Meds expand quickly and adapt themselves easily to individual needs.

FOR 10 IN APPLICATORS
EXPANDED

SAFETY-WELL
Meds "SAFETYWELL" absorbs
so much MORE
so much FASTER!
Expansion is gentle
and comfortable.

Note special design of Meds applicators. Firm,
smooth, easy to use, completely disposable.

Share Your Thoughts . . .
. . . with your fellow fans, with the
stars and producers. We may all agree
with you, and again we may not. A
difference of opinion is everyone's privilege. So write down those random
thoughts on the subjects of movies and
send them
and awards
Forum.
Monthly
for to
theFans'
best
movie people
letters published: $10.00, $5.00, and five
Closing date is the 25th
$1.00
of the prizes.
month.

to Fans'
your37 letters
address nd,
Please Screenla
Forum,
West 57th
St.,
New York 19, New York.
FIRST

PRIZE

WINNER

I am writing this$10.00
letter mainly because I
would like to know others' opinions on the
subject I am about to broach.
point quickly, I think Westto the
Toernget
pictures
are slipping. Not so long ago,
one was able to go into a local movie house
where a Western was billed, confident of a
spectacle that combined the creditability of
Emerson Hough and the romancing of Zane
characters and splenGreydid with
horses. refreshing
Now about the best one can do

is to go and suffer through an hour filled
with warbling dudes in tight breeches and
embroidered shirts, chorus-girl cuties in
sequin Levis who frolic over the screen in
cream-colored station wagons and finally
emerge from the sage brush (made of Cellophane straw) dragging the villian, who was
really the only one who showed a grain of
brain besides the horses, by the mustache.
Now really, Hollywood ! This is too much !
Are you going to give our old Hopatongs
and their kind the go by, always confining
to cheap productions that don't do
them
in justice?
the
Why must the public be allowed to see
only the cavorting of glorified cowpokes
and cowpokerettes when there is such a
multitude of good Western authors to choose
from? Surely among the writings of Zane
Grey, William McLeod Rain?, Max Brand

Screenland-

and Charles Alden Seltzer there are a few
plots and situations quite worthy of the time,
effort and money poured each year into these
don't want
grandeur.
orgies
to cast ofanyglittering
reflections
upon theI actors
that
are placed in the unfortunate circumstances
that merit them these roles. But, please,
let's get back to the real old-time hossoperas. I can assure any doubters that there
are plenty of people just waiting for a relief
from present conditions.
CECIL HAGEN, Houston, Texas.
SECOND

PRIZE

WINNER

Many of the motion pictures released
lately have been highly publicized and most
of these pictures are$5.00
very good. But due to
the great build-ups they have received, many
of us movie-goers have felt quite a let-downwhen the pictures are shown. Naturally the
most interesting scenes of a picture are used
for advertisements, but when we see the entire picture it is often somewhat of a disappointment.
On the other hand, there have been several motion pictures not so highly publicized
that have turned out to be very pleasant surprises. When the movie "Laura" was first
released, I hadn't heard a great deal about it.
I went to the theater, as did many others,
expecting an average picture, but it was very
pleasing to find it to be such a marvelous
one. I am sure that "Laura" didn't suffer
from the lack of publicity, for those who
saw it were quick to pass on the good news
to others.
So how about it, Hollywood? Let's not
have movies so over-publicized that we are
let down even when the pictures are good.
BERNADINE LODER, Long Beach, Calif.
FIVE

PRIZE

WINNERS

$1.00 Each
To argue with Bette Davis about her
opinions on morals, as described in her article, "This Is What I Believe," in Screenland, is like arguing with a colored person
who thinks segregation and race prejudice
are all right and that the restricted ones

Wet

Feet?

Look

GARGLE

This pleasant precaution, taken
early and often, may help head off
a cold or lessen its severity.
Wet or cold feet, like fatigue, drafts,

with

Cold

out

Feet?

for

LISTERINE

a

Cold!

ANTISEPTIC!

How Listerine Antiseptic Can Help

Fewer Colds in Tests

This delightful antiseptic reaches
way back on throat surfaces to kill

You need only look at Listerine's
impressive record made in tests over
12 years to see how helpful it can be.
Consider:

sudden temperature changes, can
lower body resistance so that germs

millions of these "secondary invaders" . : . gives Nature a helping
hand in halting the mass invasion of

That those who gargled with
Listerine Antiseptic twice a day

called the "secondary invaders" find
it easier to invade throat tissue. When

Naturally, plenty of rest, warmth,
germs.

had fewer colds and usually milder colds than those who did not

they do, they produce much of the
misery you know all too well.

and light foods will help immeasurably in fighting off the infection;

gargle . . . and fewer sore throats.
Lambert Pharmacal Co. St. Louis, Mo.
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ROMANTIC
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EVERTMDj

should try to make the best of the situation. Ihave done that and it gave a strange,
almost unearthly feeling, as now when Bette
Davis defends slavery for women. For if
women submit to the idea that there is one
moral law for them and another more lenient
one for the men, they, the women, are nothing but slaves and not even worthy of the
respect a freedom-seeking slave inspires.
Bette Davis prides herself, she shows, on
her "realistic" outlook. But is it realistic
to advocate race equality as vigorously as
she does, and on the other hand, to advocate
also narrowed personal liberty for women?
I believe that many women will smash up
their homes because of their husbands' faithlessness, though some women, like some
men, will forgive it in order to keep the
home intact. Bette Davis' philosophy, which
excuses men in advance for infidelity, is the
same that such famous love-advisers as
Dorothy Dix have published for many years
and it has been largely responsible for the
breakdown in old-fashioned morality. For
women will never allow men to outstrip them
too far when it comes to adventures in romance. Bette Davis must have forgotten
that for every unfaithful man there is one
woman to keep him company.
Civil liberties women must win in greater measure; many legal reforms in their
condition are necessary to rescue them from
their still ignominious situation. But these
will mean little unless proximation in moral
standards is attained. If a puritan standard
is desirable for women, men must first set
the example. That does not seem likely in
the near future. In any event, the double
standard is unspeakable and women on the
whole are too freedom-loviig to accept it.
Society will crumble first.
ALMA BOOKER, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Listening to "Claire de Lune" this evening brought back to mind that very enLove,"
"Without
motion picture,thespian,
starring joyable
the marvelous
Katharine
Hepburn. I am a great admirer of hers and
the too long lapses between her pictures has
brought me to write to your column. 0
I have always enjoyed Screenland imhave
now Fans'
until the
edition, lybutread
eachand faithful
Forum in mensely

I

a bystander. I'm a great moviejust been
goer and a good audience of those expensive
musical extravaganzes I have seen so much
of lately— but why must there be so many
of them? A few good Hepburn dramas in
between would be tremendously appreciated
by many, I'm sure. I would be a much more
eager fan of those plotless, but colorful and
amusing pictures, if I knew I could look
forward, in the near future, to seeing a
few more of those well enacted cinemas —
with Hepburn as star !
AMY BLISS, Syracuse, N. Y.
reit's and
noticed,
Just in case
Scott
Lizabeth
muchhaven't
markable howyou
Lauren Bacall look alike.
I think they should be cast in a sister act
together, something dramatic. Betty Grable
and June Haver made headlines flash in
I'm certain LizaSisters,"
"The bethDolly
Scott and
Lauren and
Bacall would, too.
BETTY BARTOK, Ecorse, Mich.
I have had the idea for a long time that
there are a lot of movie stars with big
hearts.it. I just wanted to write and tell you
about
I have always enjoyed reading about the
movie stars because I think they are swell.
They do so many kind and thoughtful acts.
Pat O'Brien made the last days of an
Oklahoma City boy, who had suffered a
severe swimming injury, very happy. The
mother of that boy will always be grateful.
fellow whoJoecaine
kindnessoneto aevening;
Payne's
John
into his
barracks
E.
14,
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Brown s devotion to Ihe boys in service
after the loss of his own son. Van Johnson
staying all night at a hospital to be near his
friend, Keenan Wynn, who had a serious
accident.
These people will find real happiness
they bring it to others — a chance
because
we all have.
ESTHER CHESNEY, Carthage, Mo.

Last night I saw the Spanish film, "Twilight," made in Mexico and starring Arturo
de Cordova. For the first time I saw what
a fine actor he is when portraying a character within his understanding. He has fire
and passion, honesty and integrity, and the
character is real and alive.
This same man in American films is lost.
He is clumsy and unreal and bewildered.
Until I saw his native film, it was impossible to see what Paramount saw in him.
And this is not a singular case. Fine performers like Jean Gabin, Annabella, Simon
Simone suffer the same tragedy in translating their art into a foreign medium. These
actors working under a natural handicap
are further harrassed with characters that
are outside their scope and nothing likethe
ones for which they won their American
contracts.
why doesn't
leads metetoonwonder
Which concentra
American art and
America
artistry and let French and Spanish actors
continue to make their own wonderful films ?
G. SCHAYE, New York, N. Y.
HONORABLE

MENTION

It is wonderful to know that we will
soon see Clark Gable again. He doesn't
make the femmes "swoon" — he makes them
"tingle."
Others have portrayed the adorable
scoundrel but none can do it so effectively
as Clark Gable ; one wonders whether it is
something provocative in his eyes or just
that ironic grin.
Generally when a male star is popular
with the ladies, he is hated by the men, so l
think Clark Gable passes the supreme test in
being popular with both sexes.
LIBY McEWEN, Montreal, Quebec.
An open letter to Van Johnson: For
almost three years my young fourteen-yearold daughter has been an admirer of yours.
She is just approaching the age when girls
become interested in the opposite sex. So,
of course, you are the "white knight" of
her. dreams — the "knight" every young
girl pictures as rescuing her from scheming villains ; or carrying her off to a
I know,
clouds.
the silly
castlewillhigh
this
not in
sound
to you
because Van,'
you
look like the kind of boy who would understand.
Van, I am very proud that you are the
young man my precious daughter has
chosen to represent her "ideal." If I were
fourteen years old, I am sure I would feel
the same way. You have conducted yourself splendidly through all the idolatry you
receive. I think you. must have a wonderful dad. I hear from outsiders that you
are completely unspoiled and that you are
very considerate and feel very humble in
the presence of so much adoration from
so many youngsters. You have proven
yourself worthy of such devotion.
And' so, Van, may you continue to be
that splendid young man. May you continue to represent to our young women the
"man of their dreams." We older people
like you, too. You're the kind of boy we
a son or a son-in-law. Don't
would letlikeus fordown.
ever
The !best of luck to you. You're a grand
fellow
H. L., Portland, Oregon.

CUTE. So curvaceous. And.
YOU'RE SO be
so alluring in a sweater
you could
If onlyrmit didn't trick you into trapping
undera
odor!
Warm winter clothes increase your
chances of offending. For even in freezing
weather, there's a heat wave under your
arms. And odor can form without any
noticeable moisture and cling to those
close-fitting wools.

Winter or summer, your bath washes away
protect you
but itto can't
perspiration,
past
against
underarm odor
come. Smart girls
count on Mum for that.
So take half a minute for Mum. Clinch
your bath-freshness for the day or evening.
Keep yourself nice to be near.

Gentle, velvet-smooth Mum won't irriIt's safe, sureharm fabrics.
or before
tate skin
can be
used
or after dressing. And
Mum won't dry out in the jar.
•
•
•
For Sanitary Napkins — Mum is gentle, safe,
dependable . . . ideal for this use, too.

Product of Bristol-Myers
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This is the way that Gloria gets ready for
the weekly shampoo which is so important.

Gloria
definitely

worth

believes

A daily massage stimulates the scalp and
helps give her hair that bright, shining look.

pretty

the little trouble

hair

Every night and morning a thorough brushing
helps keep hair clean, with sheen and luster.

is

it takes

They call her Glorious Gloria, this pretty
starlet featured in M-G-M pictures.

By Josephine

Felts

hair is your
HE
t featorurenotto your
WHET
liesR
love
begin with, it is
the one about which you can do the
most. It is also the beauty men notice first
when meeting a new girl.
Gloria Grahame's hair is beautiful. Anybody can see that at a glance. But you would
be surprised how uninteresting and dull the
brightest hair can become if it is neglected.
Yes,
even cares
Gloria's.
Gloria
for her own hair. She has
worked out a special quick method, for you
know how hard it is to get appointments at
your hairdresser these days. She likes to be
able to do hers in short order.
In the first place your hair need not be
heavily thick in order to be pretty. In fact
if it is too thick it is hard to handle, certainly
it takes much longer to dry. So Gloria keeps
hers thinned. She has this done by an expert so that it looks thick and soft, but is
light and easy to arrange.
Her shampoo is over quickly. But before
she begins to wash it with one of the specially prepared soap or soapless shampoos

18

she brushes it thoroughly
to loosen soil and to stimulate the scalp. A gentle
massage with firm fingers
does a world of good.
Your shampoo itself can be over quickly:
thick suds, rinse ; suds again, rinse ; suds
once more. Rinse and rinse and rinse ! It is
in the rinsing that you show special skill.
Be sure to get all that soap out. For if you
don't the deposit left on your hair will reach
out and catch every speck of dust in the
atmosphere. It will cloud up and dull your
hair immediately.
One of the questions most frequently
asked, is, "How often should I shampoo my
hair?" There isn't any definite answer; for
it depends on your own individual hair problem. Many stars find that they have to
shampoo once each week in order to keep
their hair lustrous and shining. Others find
that once every two weeks is sufficient.
Then, too, the same head of hair will
differ. Sometimes it will become oily more
quickly than at other times. No one can say
just why this is. It may be a matter of
general health and it may be diet. Seen
under the microscope the hairs of even the
Screen land

same head may be different in thickness!
You know of course that shampooing is
not the only thing you do to keep your hair
clean. Every time you brush it, you take out
a great deal of soil. This is one of the
reasons a morning and evening brushing is
so important to shining hair.
Don't forget that little piece of cheesecloth put over your brush to take out the
worst of the soil and dirt. This is a sanitary measure which saves your brush and
helps keep it clean.
Almost everyone has a hair problem.
What is yours? Is your hair too dry? Then
be sure to use a hot oil treatment before
shampooing ; wash your hair about once a
fortnight ; rub in a good tonic for dry hair ;
brush it well and frequently, and massage
the scalp thoroughly before your shampoo.
Massage helps stimulate the little oil glands,
makes them function more regularly. And
dry-haired girls, please note: brilliantine
gives life and body to your hair especially
that first twenty-four hours after washing.
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Health, 3 Delicious Meals a

Day — No Exercise or Drugs!

t, sensible,
pleasanE.
theREDUC
HERE
To see
wayis to
scientiatficlast
those unattractive bulges of fat
"smooth out" and disappear as if by magic,
at the rate of a pound a day. To enjoy the
frankly admiring glances that a slim figure
always attracts. This slenderizing miracle can
be accomplished quickly, safely, comfortably
— whether you are a man or woman, young
or old. And, best of all —
WITHOUT starving yourself! (You'll eat
three delicious, satisfying meals a day, including a big breakfast.)
WITHOUT the drudgery of exercise I (You
can be as lazy as you please.)
WITHOUT drugs, pills, or compounds'.
(They can definitely hurt your health and
appearance.)
WITHOUT steam baths or massage! (So
often
don't work — and they are usually
terriblythey
expensive.)
How then? By simply knowing certain
newly
discovered scientific secrets of foodselection!

What This Book Is Doing for Others
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days Feel
better
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"My sosister
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weighed
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losing
weight,
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weighs 120. is healthier, happier." —
Michigan.
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friend who'forward
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now ever
much
fornia. better in health appearance. " — Cali"Most sensible waj to reduce I have seen
yet.
I'm a sensibility
registered nurse
and means."
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of this
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"Lost book."
35 lbs.— W.in Va>
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your

It's Easy — Once You Know THIS Fact!
"Oh, of course," you may reply, "it's just a matter
of calories." But IS it? Suppose you had to choose
between
a large
orange juice
half orange
a sirloin steak?
You glass
would ofprobably
reach and
for the
juice. Actually, the steak would give you 15 times as
manyber ofprecious
calories. the
Yet same!
the total numcalories ENERGY
in each is roughly
of calories."
"justthata matter
see, it ofISN'T
you KIND
big difmakes the
calories
It'sSo the
ference 1
Calories, Yes — But Which KIND?
Some foods are high in /ai-producing calories.
Others are high nwwer^j'-producing calories. Science
has discovered that if you eat the first kind of foods,
LESS ENERGY and MORE
your
FAT. body
But produces
if you eat the second kind, your body
produces MORE ENERGY and LESS FAT 1
This simple scientific secret explains why much
ordinary "dieting" fails . . . and why "The New Way
To Eat and Get Slim" (as explained by Donald G.
Cooley
results. in his new book) produces such amazing
How Much Do You WANT

To Lose?

You get a "10-DAY MIRACLE DIET," by which
you can lose a pound a day for ten days; a diet for
and a "stay-slim"
month; slenderness,
losing
so
when 10youpounds
reach aalluring
you can diet,
stay
there. You don't have to stick to each day's menus
either; Substitution Table gives you dozens of other
meats and foods you may eat instead. These diets
give you a slimmer figure, and also (for definite,
scientific reasons) greater health and beauty!
Examine It 5 Days FREE
It costs only a postage stamp to have this book
delivered to you for FREE EXAMINATION. No
money need be sent now. "The New Way to Eat and
Get Slim" (in a plain wrapper) will be sent to you with
the understanding that you may keep it for 5 days.
If, even in that short time, you are NOT convinced
that this book offers you the quick, safe, pleasant
"lazy-way" to reduce — then simply return it to us
without the slightest obligation. Otherwise it is yours
to keep for only $2.00, plus few cents postage.
A person that is slim and healthy, full of energy
and joy of living, attracts attention any time, anywhere; wins popularity, success, admiration of others.
Free Examiimmediately.
yourcouponcopy
So get nation
(without
money, Mail
if youthewish) at cnce.
WILFRED FUNK, Inc., Dept. R202, 354 Fourth
Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
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SCREENLAND

Davis, the brilliant, the sparkling, as she
•ally is, below. At right, the patrician
*ho brings to every role the quality of a
line intelligence, talent, and rare charm.

Below, Bette Davis as the heroic schoolteacher in "The Corn Is Green," one of
her artistic successes, in which she plays
a woman far older than she really is.

11

AN

OPEN

LETTER

TO

BETTE

:
urEage !
ActET
yoT
B
DEARNow, wait a minute before
you throw that. I don't mean whaty
you think I mean. You probabl
r,
won'lte remembe e but severawl years ka,go,
whi
you wer
in Ne
Yor
I
dropped in to say hello. You were all
t
excited about the prospec of making
re's tage it, hen layEthel Barrymo
s
h
t
p
" nto
e
ing, "Th Corn Is Green,
i
a
.
motion picture I said, "But, Bette,
that part is too old for yto.u." You
looked amused but toleran
"It's a
fine part and I want to play it," you
said gently but firmly. So of course
I knew that Davis wanted that part
and Davis would get it, because you
always get what you want.
I remember another time, longer
ago. We went to the theater — it was
"Idiot's Delight," with Lunt and
Fontanne — and during intermission
the two of us went to the little girls'
room. There, you were recognized
and surrounded with autograph seek-

DAVIS

1;

ers. You signed, but I noticed you
were a trifle distant about it, and I
said, "Why don't you give them a
smile, Bette?" Well, you looked at me
and said in that decisive New England
voice, "I'm doing all right, Delight."
And you were. And you are, and

her a
Bette, whose "fine voice has also made
favorite dramatic actress on the radio, with
Teresa Wright as co-star at recent broadcast.

you always will. But I STILL think
that there is plenty of time for you to
play character roles. Some of your
fans agree with me, according to the
letters I get. They like the modernity
of Davis — the crisp, devil-may-care
quality that is so essentially today's
woman. I think you were superb as
the schoolteacher in "The Corn Is
Green." I said so in print. But I'm
glad that your next will show you
acting your age — that's what I mean.
And I hope it's your most successful
picture. Sincerely,

Latest for Davis: "A Stolen Life," in which she
plays a dual role, with Glenn Ford opposite in
his first peacetime part. Bette "acts her age."

STERLING

PATTERN

" IkM ARIE — MARIE ! I have wonderIf | ful news for you. I just talked
to Mr. Sterling. He receives his
honorable discharge tomorrow and he'll
be home. Home for good! Oh Marie,
I'm so happy I could- — well — I could
bust."
This last bit of information,
needless to say, was gross understatement. At that moment as
she flew into the kitchen, Ann
Sothern looked as if she were
about to convert herself into a
one-woman atom bomb. Loyal
and devoted Marie quickly
grasped the import of this long,
awaited occasion. The two
women spun around the kitchen.
Cupboard doors flew open. They
checked the frigidaire, counted
red points as if they were precious rubies. Ann retired with
paper and pencil.
"Caviar, cracked crab, filet
mignon, champagne," she mumbled to herself, as she scribbled
It's a happy family: Bob, recently
discharged from the Army Air Corps;
Ann, on the screen again in "Up
Goes Maisie," and baby Patricia,
beautiful reason why movie audiences went "Maisie"-less for a year.

away. "Mr. Sterling's first night home
must be very special. We'll have everything he likes to eat. Well do everything he likes to do. I'll invite the Ray
Millands, the Walter Langs, the Fred
{Please turn to page 74;

Ann Sothern ("Maisie
to fans, Mrs. Robert
Sterling in private
life) presents her
best production

THE FIRST time I saw Jack (on the
screen, not in the flesh) , I said to
my mother, who was with me,
"Heaven deliver me from that man!"
And meant it. For the picture was
"Stand-in," in which Jack played a
particularly obnoxious, loud-mouthed,
conceited, blabbering press agent, the
detested.
I'veI always
persontime
type
Theof first
met Jack
was when
we were both rehearsing for the same
radio show. I was the singer on the show,
a sort of foil for Vera Vague; and Jack,
of course, was the comedian. The first
words out of my mouth when I was introduced tohim were, "Oh-h, you're the
man who was in 'Stand-in.' " The way I

said it should have told Jack he was
completely off my books. I hadn't
stopped to analyze whether or not the
loud-mouthed chap he played in that
picture was anything like his real personality. Without knowing him from
Adam, I'd made up my mind.
So when, about a week after he met
me, Jack asked me for a date, I said I
was sorry, but I had a previous engagement. After that, whenever Jack asked
for a date, I made the same excuse. He
must have come to the conclusion that I
was either the worst liar in California or
the most popular girl. Finally, after
about five or six weeks I weakened,
and we had dinner together.
At dinner, I discovered that Jack, far
from being like his screen characterizations, was as different from them as

strawberries are from elephants. We also
discovered that we had a mutual passion for golf. From that time on, most
of our courtship was conducted on the
golf course, only we never thought of it
as a courtship. Jack and I were friends
long before we got any romantic ideas
about each other. Oh, sure, we'd go
dancing sometimes at Victor Hugo's or
the Cocoanut Grove or have dinner together at the Bublichki and we discovered we both liked soft lights and gypsy
music, but it didn't occur to us we were
drifting headlong into romance. In fact,
during this period we didn't even keep
"steady" company with each other exclusively. Ihad another beau whom I
was considering at the time. One night
I told Jack about him and said that my
other him
beau myhadanswer
proposed,
given
yet. but I hadn't
It was Christmas night, 1939, and we
were at a Christmas party which Jack
had given for his mother, who was visiting him. We'd been having a wonderful
time at the party. It had been a lot of
laughs. Now suddenly Jack's face grew
serious as he protested, "Oh, no, Kay,
you can't possibly marry him, because
you're
going to the
marry
The moment
wordsme."
were out of his
mouth, I knew he was right. We became
engaged, and were married the following
August.
A funny thing happened just before
the wedding. The wedding was to take
place at 7 P. M., and Jack had to work
at the studio until 20 minutes of seven.
His best man, Dave Willock, who plays
TugweU in Jack's CBS radio show,
rushed into a car with Jack's clothes and
brought them to Jack at the studio so he
could dress quickly and look the way a
bridegroom should when he arrives at
the Hollywood Chapel. AD went well till
Jack got to the chapel. Then he discovered that he had left the marriage license
ding!
at
the movie studio, and he had to go
back for it. So Jack, who is always
very punctual, was late for his own wedEven before I was married to Jack,
I reconciled myself to one fact: I was in
love with a kidder, a confirmed prankster. He is always calling me on the
phone and pretending to be someone
else. To this day I don't know whether
or not Jack made that phone call I got
during our engagement period from a
Mr. Myers of the Seattle Express who
called up one day and said he wanted
to interview me for his newspaper. Knowing that Jack was always trying to impersonate someone, I said, "Oh, really,
is that so? Why don't you interview
instead that handsome man, Jack Car"Oh," said the voice, "I don't really
want to interview him. I want to interview you." I kept saucing him back,
since I believed he was Jack Carson;
then he said, "You've been rather rude
and I'll let the interview go. There are
plenty
son?"of people who would be glad to
he hung up, I began to wonder
getWhen
the publicity."
if by any wild chance a real Mr. Myers
had called me. So I called back the
Seattle Express and they said there was
a Mr. Myers
working
them62)but he'd
(Please
turn toforpage

Photos by Jack Albin
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Where
Here's

has

she

been

all this time?

that new story you've been asking
for to bring you Wright up to date

By

Constance

Palmer

YOU wouldn't have had to break any track records
if you'd tried to catch up with Teresa Wright in
the two years she's been off the screen. Teresa
couldn't run very fast herself. She was having a baby
and you would have found her in all the usual places
doing the things usual for young mothers to do during those months.
When she finished "Casanova Brown" with Gary
she hadn't the
Cooper for Samuel Goldwyn, her boss, She
did feel a
glimmer of an idea how things were.
little tired, but she thought that was on account of
the picture. One night when she and Niven Busch,
her husband, were having dinner at Lucey's Restaurant with the Bill Marshalls, just before Michele Morgan Marshall's baby was due, Teresa developed a
sudden craving for celery, which she must have in
large quantities then and there.
"When Bill said, 'That's funny— Michele wanted
celery at first, too,' I didn't think anything about it,"
Teresa laughed, "but a little {Please turn to page 82)
You missed her? Well, she was off the screen having a
baby — but she's back now, co-starring with Ray Milland
in Paramount's film, "The Imperfect Lady," in which
Brian Donlevy (in scene with Teresa, below) also stars. m

Will "Scarlet Street," starring Joan Bennett and Edward G. Robinson, with
Dan Duryea, repeat this
trio's success in "Woman
in the vance
Window"?
Adreports indicate
that the new Universal picture may be another hit.

Color photo by Roy Jones
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No,
but

Frank

till has that

which

he

sing —

can't

By

Latimore

Nancy

O'Neil

something
"sends"

'em

^

Here's

Another
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i
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tury-Fox's "In the
Darling."
That was before
he Meantime,
went into the
Army.
Now he has an honorable discharge and

It was Grain,
"In The
Jeanne
that Meantime,
made movieDarling,"
audienceswith
sit
up and. notice Frank Latimore. Above, on
the set with Lon McCallister and Jeanne.

HEY, QUIT pushing. The line forms
to the right. I know. He's reallysharp. He's got his boots laced,
all right, this Frank Latimore.
Gray-blue eyes, wavy brown hair, six
feet of well-manned young guy, broadshouldered. You saw him in 20th Cen-

you're seeing him in "The Dolly Sisters,"
with Betty Grable, John Payne and June
Haver. That's what his studio thinks of
him. And by the way, remember that
love scene he did in "In the Meantime,
Darling," with Jeanne Crain? You did?
you see what I mean. In "The
Well,
— on
Sisters," he plays June Haver's
Dolly
boy friend. He's terrific in that, too.
Suave man of the world; cool; poised.
Anyway, you get the idea about Frank
the screen. Off the screen — well,
he's just as attractive but different in
other ways. Quiet. Shy, even. Not at all
sure that anything he would have to
say would make good reading. Embar-

Frank will follow up his good role in "The
Dolly Sisters" opposite June Haver (above)
with even better parts, for 20th CenturyFox Studios believe that he's a future star.
rassed when I insinuated that his charm
isn't all a matter of makeup, lights,
camera and direction. I had a heck of a
time with him at first, until I blurted,
"This is my first interview with an actor and I'm
scared
(Please
turnpink."
to page 84)
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Frivolous

facts

of life according
By

Fredda

CTURE:
HIT PeIe
Bowman's latest picture
L
was rather generally described as
one of the funniest comedies ever to
emerge from Hollywood. The cast of
't Say Yes" included Rosa"She WoulRudn
lind ssell, Charles Winninger and
Percy Kilbride, you remember, and dealt
with the complex romance of a lady
t
psychiatrist and a war corresponden
g
m,
n
i
or
re
w
,
n
dre a
unif
don
who befo
comic strip about the adventures of a
gremlin named Nixie. Nixie believed that
some awful thing happens to the psyche
of anyone who is the least bit frustrated.
y
So Nixie's slogan, appropriatel enough,
"
e,
ls
y
a slogan
That Impu
was "Obe

to "Nixie"

Bowman

Current Bowman

Dudley
promptly
adopted
by
Nixies by Bowman:

party technique. The kickee may remember you when you lean over at a
subsequent party.

Lee Bowman.

Attending a party one night at which
there was one of those stimulated citizens
who goes around breathing into the faces
of stunned guests, plucking at gentlemen's ties, and tweaking ladies' ears, Lee
noticed that the tipsy one had dropped
a napkin and was doing bending exercises
in order to retrieve it. Nixie said to Lee,
"Go on, Bud, recall your football experience." So Mr. Bowman executed a
modified drop-kick. This anti-social behavior was greeted by the cheers of fellow guests, but Mr. Bowman does not
recommend the practice as standard

Enthusiasms:

Virginia Van Upp, the Executive Producer responsible for the details of mak"SheVan
Wouldn't
Say Yes."
Thising theispicture,
the fifth
Upp picture
in
which Lee has worked; first was an opus
made, according to Mr. Bowman, "35,000 years ago," entitled, "Swing High,
Swing Low." The stars were Fred MacMurray as a Sinatra class trumpet
player, Carole Lombard and Dorothy
Lamour. In this film, Lee was first seen
as Miss Lamour 's night club escort. His
job of checking her wrap was interrupted by the first dulcet notes from Mr.
MacMurray's swooning horn and all the
chicks in the picture gave Spring cackling
cries. At which point Lee was to deliver
(Please turn to page 90)

UC,en Lee Bowman
, Iff.

Frankie is here, there, everywhere, and always
popular with his own people, his fellow entertainers. See how admiringly Judy Garland
eyes him, upper left, as they arm-in-arm it
to the CBS mike for a special broadcast. Left,
Sinatra in center of a gay group for a "Command Performance" show, with Jerry Colonna,
Sinny Simms, Kay Kyser, Harry James. Upper
right, surrounded by Jinx Falkenburg, Marilyn
Maxwell, Lucille Ball, Janet Blair, Ken CarpenJohn Conte (Marilyn's
ter, Jimmy
hubby)
and Durante,
Orson Welles. Right, Frankie
shares an airshow with the Crosby kids.

*'' * » « • * • • • #

To

those

scoffers

who

said Sinatra wouldn't
last— look at him! (And
see

that

new

tie, too)

in Blushing

Coming

soon

to your favorite

theatre

TECHNICOLOR

to bring you the best laughs

ever!

Little Wanda Hendrix, born in a loggers' camp in the Florida swamp country sixteen years ago, keeps pace with
dramatic acting of Katina Paxinou and
Charles Boyer in these scenes from
"Confidential Agent." She plays the
Cockney servant girl of a boarding
house in the best Cinderella tradition
— without the fairy godmother's magic

Salon-Type
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REACH

A NEW
In 2
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WAVE

ALL
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ENT
PERMAN
WAVE ■
Hours

at Home

Now, give yourself the sensational guaranteed, easy-toin the convencare-for COLD WAVE PERMANENT
ience of your own home ... do it at a cost so low it's
the wonderful discovery that's
amazing! Thanks to
vours in the NEW CHARM-KURL SUPREME COLD
Wave Kit, you can easily COLD WAVE your hair in
2 to 3 hours. Get the NEW Charm-Kurl Cold Wave
and know, the joy of soft, glamorous, natural-looking,
long-lasting curls and waves . . . by tonight!
Look for this head on
the COU> WAVE
Home Kit you buy.
It is your assurance
of receiving the tiest
— there's none finer
on the market, regardles ofprice.

Back
Simple, Easy, Convenient . . . Perfect Results or Money
Women everywhere demand permanent* the new
manent results in longer lasting, safer, lustrous curl*
Cold Wave way and, no wonder. . . . An entirely
and waves that appear natural, glamorous, ravishing.
new, gentle process — you just put your hair up in
Why put up with straight hair that is hard to
dress in the latest fashion when you can know the
the curlers provided and let the CHARM-KURL
Supreme Cold Waving solution, containing
joy of a real, honest-to-goodness, genuine Cold Wave
"KURLIUM," do all the work. Perfect
Permanent, by tonight! Ask for the NEW CharmConsider This
comfort, no heat, no heavy clamps, no maKurl Supreme Cold Wave Permanent, the new, easychinery, no ammonia. Yet. given closer to
to-use home permanent kit today. Test, compare — you
Important Fact
must he pleased heyond words or your money hack.
the scalp, your Charm-Kurl Cold Wave perOnly Charm-Kurl contains
— works "Like a million" on children's soft, fine hair
"Kurllum,"* the quickworking hair beautifier —
that's why only Charm-Kurl
gives such wonderful results
for so much less. No wonder
women everywhere say
Charm-Kurl SUPREME is
SUPREME
the nation's biggest Home
COLD WAVE value! Insist
always on Charm-Kurl SUPREME with "Kurlium."*
*"Kurlium" is U. S. Registered. No one else can make
this statement.
COMPLETE
H O M

E

KIT

Each kit enntains h
The new Charm-Kurl SUPREME COLD WAVE Kit is for sale
at Drug Stores, Cosmetic Counters and 5c and 10c Stores. Get
one today — thrill to new-found glamorous hair beauty by tonight.
Price in Address:
Canada $1.3">,
Included
— at Cosine)
and Variety
Counters.
Canadian
PRASKRTaxIIAIK
FASHIONS.
11 ic
College
St.. Toronto,
Ont.

hot tie of
salon-type COUi
yVAVE solution. 611
curlers,
end tissues, col tonlidapplicator,
neutralize! and easyto-follow instructions.
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^without
"Drop

the final "K" and

success."
advice
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and

'K

']

you'll have

Patric

Knowles

now

he's doing

took

the

all right

I

PATRIC KNOWLES is a remarkable man. First, he was
born at eleven o'clock, November 11, 1911, the eleventh
hour of the eleventh day of the eleventh month of the
eleventh year. Emboldened by this quaint numerological
possession, Mr. Knowles once took himself and his statistics
to a well-known delver into the future, thinking that great
events should surely accrue to a man with such a birthday.
"How do you
your given name?" asked the diviner.
"Patrick,"
said spell
the customer.
"Drop the final 'k' and you will have success," said the
lady, mentioning her standard fee for crucial advice. She
showed no amazement whatsoever over his string of elevens,
having — no doubt — never taken an interest in a pair of dice.
The second interesting fact about our Patric without a
final k, is that he has lived some of his Hollywood life, at
least, in the shadow of another man. Because Pat is tall,
handsome, mustached, blithe of voice, and twinkling of eye,
and was under contract to Warner Brothers for two years,
he was frequently mistaken for a chap named — you may have
heard of him — Errol Flynn. Observed Mr. Knowles one day,
after having
been greeted
the under
street my
as own
Mr. name,
Flynn, but
"I
worked
in Burbank
for two on
years,
the last thing that happened to me as I was leaving the lot
was the cheerful farewell of one of the technicians who said,
'Goodbye
and fans
good have
luck, seen
Mr. Flynn.'
"
After the
this personable
Yorkshireman

Latest film for
Knowles is "Mas
ico," in which
he
querade
In Mextie Lamour, lef
appears
Dotand
Ann with
Dvorak,
with him in scene
at far left. Nice
going, Patric.

ill the Warner

Brothers remake

of

"Of Human Bondage," in Mitchell
Leisen's "Masquerade In Mexico," and in
"Kitty," the costume picture starring
Paulette Goddard and Ray Milland,
there will be no further confusion. It
will have become at least evident that
Patric Knowles is himself, and the echo
of no man. (Incidentally, Pat and Errol
are great friends. Mr. Flynn is the godfather of Pat's seven-year-old son and
enigma, Michael.)
A third impressive fact about Pat
Knowles is that he has successfully defied a tradition or ten. He was sent to
Oxford for a time, but his father was
anxious for Pat to learn the publishing
business in which, as Pat- says, "the old
boy" was engaged. In the fine American
pattern, made in England, Pat started
at the very genesis of the printing trade
by learning to set type. After that he
learned to set up advertisements. His
favorite, never used, was to have shown
a blank space beneath which there would
be the simple and dignified caption,
"This is as clear as a pane of our glass
— Signed, The Transparent Glass Company."
Mr. Knowles became knowing about
the consistency of ink, the capacity of
each press, the price of advertisements,
and the cost of paper stock. Now there
is a canard to the effect that a person,
once exposed to the composing room,
never reforms. "Once you get printer's
ink in your veins, you're a newspaper
man forever," is the way old-time
printers state themselves — around the
stem of a foul pipe.
But Pat was about to get a transfusion of play plasma. At that time,
Agnew (pronounced Ain-oo in England)
McMasters was director of the Abbey
Players, and the Abbey Players had published a program through the offices of
one P. Knowles. Pat told Mr. McMasters
that it was absurd for the program to
cost the theater money: it should be an
income proposition. So briskly he moved
about London, selling space in the program, and working between times in the
theater. For 5 pounds per week he
shifted scenery, controlled the curtain,
carried a spear, and occasionally tested
his vocal powers in some such offstage
line as, "Your Lady awaits without,
Sire."
He was having a terrific time, avoiding his routine duties of the press, when
Pat's father decided to have A Talk
with him. It was properly stormy, but
ended with the agreement that Pat was
to pursue "this tomfoolery" until he
tired of it; then— having exorcised the
demon — Pat was to return placidly to
the printing business.
After six months in London, the company went on tour for 2% years. By
that time, Pat had attained the post of
trucking roustabout and leading man.
During the day he herded a huge truck
over the landscape (the truck contained
the props, the costumes, and the stage setting including wings, backdrops and furniture garnished by sleeping electricians,
prop men, and stage hands) , and by
night, Pat delivered dulcet Shakespeare
over the footlights. It was during this
period that Pat attained one of his most
• (Please turn to page 71 )

"fipHE
ONLY
I've myself
found to
I conquer
fear WAY
is to force
to
the situation
That tackle
was what
Claudette immediately."
Colbert told
me one day recently.
It was this remark of hers that started
me thinking about fears. Everyone
seems to have them. Everyone seems
to be trying to conquer them. Maybe
they are little fears. Maybe they are
big ones. But no matter how little or
big they seem to the person, they are,
nevertheless, important. Perhaps, then,
how the stars overcame their fears might
prove of some help to you.
"If you wait at all, the desire to run
away grows to such overwhelming proportions that it is much more difficult
to solve the problem," Claudette went
on. "Take my case, for example. At
one time the thought of high diving
frightened me to death, but when I
finally mounted the high board, I didn't
waste any time thinking about the height.
I dove immediately. Many of our fears
have their origin in ignorance and in our
mental outlook. The fear should be
faced, analyzed, and then immediate
action taken one way or another. In this
way, one learns to overcome the everyday little gremlins that threaten to slow

How

**
Esther Williams — 7uh-huh!- —J*was
once afraid to go near the water!
we have to do."
us down in the jobs
It was a fear of loneliness that became a phobia with Helmut Dantine.
Stemming from a reluctance to meeting
large crowds and new people, his fear
was the result of an inferiority complex.
"Fear seems a composite problem,"

Alice Faye had a fright of
heights. And stage fright!
Helmut told me, "but when you analyze it, it's usually a small thing that
bothers, an aversion or an unhappiness.
I used to be so afraid of loneliness that
I'd golike
to parties
to seebepeople
even
rather than
alone.I Ididn't
now
realize that loneliness is something one

They

Everyone
Everyone

wants

seems

to have

'em!

to lick 'em!

of the stars'
someyou
solutions Mayb
may e help

By

Jack

Holland

"I have conquered my fe/
through prayer," says Pat O'Bri?

Barbara Stanwyck's fear wa'
all things, speaking in pi
l
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« Esther V/m*
m

Jennifer Jones always worried
about what people thought of her.
fosters in himself. I have conquered
that fear by finding other interests, by
keeping my mind so occupied that I
don't have the time to think so much of
own feelings."
myProbably
more people these days are
(Please turn to page 77)

mance-kued liquid colors that
take to your lips with the idea of staying.
Liquid Liptone, the miracle 'lipstick,' at
last, that can't smear— and that really
wont rub off! Makes lips beautiful and
keeps them beautiful for an extra long

Raines

{ear: fire.
Wig"

Clau-

June Preisser
Vivacious Screen Star

i«i^3«^A*Hi tfes-^hades are lovelier — much
lovelier than you have ever hoped for!
MAIL COUPON

FOR GENEROUSITRIAL SIZES

PRINCESS PAT, Dept 61 62, 2709 South Wells St., Chicago 1 6, III.
□ Please send Trial Sixes. I enclose 1 2c (2c Fed. tax) for each.
Check shades wanted: ^
□ Scarlet— flaming red,-«efmitely tempting.
□ Parisian — spectacular with dark hair, fair skin.
Q Reaal— exciting with dark hair, medium skin.
□ English Tint— inviting coral-pink for blondes.
□ Orchid— exotic pink. Romantic for evening.
□ Gay Plum— enchanting with fuchsia or purples.
MT QFNCt
Gypsy — vivacious with tork eyes, olive skin.
□□ Medium—
pjCt. u.s
natural true red, flatters all types.
PLEASE PRINT
\

tbWL

Name.
Address.
City
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such-and-such a nation today and to-

Latest in our series of excluliving in chaotic times.
WE We ARE
have seen the world embitsive articles in which famous
tered and transformed by two
stars express their own frank
World Wars. We have seen force answered with force and a war ended by
opinions on important subjects
a bomb whose explosive elements are
said to be contained in a case about the
In "The Harvey Girls"
size of a golf ball. And we have seen
Judy Garland and
two entire cities shaken and devastated
John Hodiak enact
by two bombs, each one small enough to
colorful roles in this
hold in the palm of our hand.
picturesque romance
of a demure little
We know now that the atom, for good
waitress in love with
or evil, can be broken up, and we realize
the owner of a nothat scientists are on their way to grasptorious dance hall.
ing the secret of the universe — the force
beyond force, the power beyond.. jwveaL-- .:
So in times like these, bewildering, strange times, it seems
very much to the point for any man, actor or otherwise to
ask himself: In what do I believe? This, then, is what one
man, the son of Ukranian immigrants, believes. I memtion my background briefly, because unless you know
what a man's background has been, it is probably difficult
to understand why he believes as he does. Your thinking,
no doubt, is part^ shaped by your environment. The
Ukranian people among whom I was brought up were the
salt of the earth, yet I have not always accepted their ideas,
but gone on to form my own, from observation and personal experience.
War and peace? I pray, hope and believe that this war,
which has just ended, will be the last war. Certainly we
are going to have to make an effort to make it the last,
for if you can drop something the size of a golf ball and
kill 100,000 people, no declaration of war is necessary. You
can just send over some planes and destroy your enemies.
This should give us all something to think about. Nations
which might want to fight should realize, "Well wipe out
40

morrow someone will wipe us out." So
I hope and believe that between the
United States, England, China and- Russia we may do a good job of insuring
peace. Perhaps the peace-loving people
of the earth and those who fought for
them may be able to prove to other
nations that to be free in a democratic
nation is the only way to live.
The first World War made little impact on me. I was too young to realize
quite what was happening. But this one,
with its horrors piled on horrors, brought

the full meaning of war to my mind. And
I saw how helpless some of the peaceloving people were, ringed around with
aggressors as they were. The Czechs and
Bohemians are wonderful people, but
because they live in a political hotbed,
other nations have made war on them,

HERE

IS

THRILLING

DO

feeling. "What do we care if they don't
want to fight? So much the better for
us." Now we know that the world must
enter upon a new era of peace, or all
civilization will be destroyed. I think
that with the United Nations all pulling
for peace, there is a pretty good chance
of making it stick.
In the last six years we have come to
realize that a lot of people in the world
are not civilized. Perhaps that can be
changed through education — through
schools, books, and a belief in God. I
believe missionary work done by the
churches should be done on a broader
scale, and should include education for
peace. People itfust be taught not to seek
recourse to the flaming sword and the
flaming bomb.
Life? I agree with Bette Davis that
there is a law of compensation in life,
that you get back what you give — hell
if you give hell, heaven if you give
heaven.
Death? I don't think anybody dies a
happy man, but if you have lived a full
and good life, it is easier when you go.
Immortality? If the thought that there
is such a thing as immortality is responsible for a man's leading a good
life, then such a thought is desirable.
I find my thinking a little contradictory
on this point. Anything which makes
a man truer to himself — whether it's
religion, a belief in God. or a belief in
immortality is good, but on the other
hand, it seems a rather poor way of
living to go through life with all your
thoughts fastened on future immortality.
I myself have no convictions about a f
possible after life or immortality. I have ]
no convictions about a heaven or hell in |
(Please turn to page 68)
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SYSTEM
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PREVENT
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BRITTLE

ENDS

FROM
BREAKING
OFF
Here is thrilling new hope if you want
your dry, lusterless, unruly, brittle and
breaking off hair much lovelier — longer.
Yes, hair may get longer — the scalp and
hair condition being otherwise normal— if the
hateful, breaking-off, dry, brittle ends can
be retarded. That's why the Juelene SYSTEM
is such a proven way to help your hair gain its
normal beauty. You see, this wonderful SYSTEM helps relieve hair dryness that is caused
by lack of natural oils. It helps soften harsh, brittle ends, thus
giving your hair a chance to get longer once the breaking-off
and the splitting ends have been curbed. So if your hair is dry,
rough and hard to keep neat, try the easy Juelene SYSTEM for
just 7 days. See if Juelene's tendency to soften harsh, difficultto-manage hair can help your hair to become softer, silkier, more
lustrous than it has been before —in just one short week ! Truly
you may win compliments from both men and women who admire and envy your hair in its new lovely beauty. Clip coupon!
MAKE
THIS

EASY

7- DAY

THRILLING RESULTS, or Your Money Back!
That's all we ask you to do. Just make the convincing Juelene test for 7 days and see for yourself if your brittle, splitting hair can be softened,
made more lovely. Your mirror will tell you the
thrilling results and so will your friends! If you
aren't absolutely amazed with the glistening
sheen ... if you aren't delighted with the ease in
which you can manage your hair, we will refund
every cent of your money. What could be fairer ?
So don't wait._MAIL THE COUPON right now.
NOW . . . Mail This Trial Coupon/

Marvelous
Help
FOR DRY, BRITTLE HAIR
Try JUELENE. Why be ashamed of
unlovely dry hair when It may be so
easy to make it beautiful ? See how
much more beautiful your hair may
beln just 7ehortday8, after thedry
hair condition has been relieved.
This amazing Introductory offer
gives you an opportune chance to
prove to yourself that you, too, may
overcome the handicaps of dryness
and have sparkling LONGER Hair!
Be convinced ! — Send for It now !

Closeup of Hodlak as master of ceremonies atthe Western party given for the
cast and crew of "The Harvey Girls" at
the comoletion of the MGM picture.

NEW

JUEL COMPANY
4727 NORTH DAMEN
Dept. H-602 CHICAGO 25, ILL.

Dept. H-602
NY,
COMPA
JUEL North
4727
Damen, Chicago 25, III.
I want easy-to-manage, longer hair. I will try the
JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 days. If my mirror
doesn't show satisfactory results, I will ask for
my money back.
□ I am enclosing $1.00

/

□ Send C.O.D. plus Gov't charges
NAMEADDRESS

CITY
Our Customers

Zone STATE
are Given Extra Gifts!

WHAT

WILSON

ABOUT

SAYS

LANA:

"if you've heard any wild yarns
about her being 'temperamental' forget it. She's on time
every morning. She knows her
lines. She's worked at night
in the Pacific Ocean. She's
doing a hard, exacting role
with a cleancut competence
which is proof that her screen
career is only beginning.
That girl is a hunk of stuff!"

How
nuw

I
i Produced
rruuuceu

By
GHT:
DEAR HowDELI
come "The Postman Always Rings Twice"? You mean, of
course, on celluloid? Let's see. First
we'll eliminate the negative:
No, my own inclination in the direction of James M. Cain's now almost
legendary novel did not come as a result
of any personal retrogressive psychotic
revulsion against the domestic simplicity
and consistent homeliness — in the best
sense of the word — of "The Hardy
Family" films. No I was not inspired to
42
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Carey

t

Wilson

dig back into Mr. Cain's past literary
achievements by the cinematic success
of "Double Indemnity." No, I was not
influenced into interest by the screen's
recent and most enlightening invasion of
a hitherto somewhat dubious field generally, and often erroneously, known as
the "psychological murder mystery." Incidentally, there isn't any mystery in
"The Postman Always Rings Twice,"
either in the novel or the film, and the
latter does not vary materially from the
former. And I did not permit myself to

delve into the manifestations of the
metaphoric mailman, because I want to
make a sensational picture. And in the
final negative, final unless I think of
another one which I will either switch
into a positive or toss it in as a negative
anyway, there was not, positively and
emphatically, any prolonged battle of
wits or viewpoints in securing approval
of the script by that factor of self-censorship commonly known as the MPPDA.
All right. Let's accentuate the positive.
I did suddenly find that my studio com-

Noted producer Carey
veals exclusively in his
ter to the Editor just
work, what excitement

Wilson reOpen Letwhat hard
and what

inspiration went into the filming
of his big new picture from James
Cain's gripping novel, co-starring
Lana Turner and John Garfield
mitments
permitted
indulgence
in a
dream I'd enjoyed for some five years.
You see, although the Studio Directory
seems to list me as an Executive Producer, Iam at heart a writer and so
will always remain. The funny part of it
is that I honestly don't think I know
how to write. Oh, that's neither being
coy nor egotistically over-modest. I
merely do not like what I write whenever I compare it with the
writing of someone who can
really write. I do a lot of such
comparing. I have for some
years been addicted to a habit
only less dominating than my
incurable craving to abandon
any other earthly pleasures
and go lie in the sun without any clothes on. The habit
has been — and is— to walk
the full length of my living
room and pluck forth from
(Please turn to page 80)
Garfield and Turner, two serious
and conscientious actors, listen attentively asdirector Tay Garnett
explains the next dramatic scene
to be enacted in "The Postman
Always Rings Twice," from James
M. Cain's unforgettable best-seller.

A
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When a fellow comes home from war, he hopes
to
just was
as hea dream
left it. come
In Cesar's
casefindhiseverything
homecoming
true.

'

*

?

Ai-TEK two and a half years in the
armed forces, Cesar Romero is
back in Hollywood. To the less
appraising eye there are no visible
changes — except a slight graying at the
temples. He appears to be the same
bantering fellow, warm, fun-loving "Cisco" to his fans. Good ol' "Butch" to his
friends. On the surface still not taking
himself too seriously, telling jokes at his
own expense. Still making himself the
cut-up, the clown, the guy who always
manages to see the funny side to any
situation.
But something new has been added.
Something deep-rooted, profound. Something Cesar never had before, or never
took the time and trouble to analyze.
Genuine respect for his fellow men. Like
all of us, before the war Cesar had his
own world to live in. There were certain
things you took for granted. The people
who crossed your path were the ones
you knew about, the ones who became
your friends. Somewhere out there was
a world filled with people. Common
knowledge told you this. But there the
relationship ceased.
"When I enlisted in the Coast Guard"
(he went in an apprentice seaman and
came out a Chief Boatswains Mate,
Cesar tells you with coaxing) , "I realized Ihad a great adjustment to make.
So did all the others, but in one respect

M
mine was different. I was an E
actor. The
guys who were to be my buddies and
pals had probably seen me on the screen.
Maybe they liked me and maybe they
didn't. That wasn't so important. But
the pattern of my life from that moment
on depended on whether they liked me
now. Would accept me as one of them.
Treat me as another enlisted man.
"Looking back, I realized I could
have saved myself all that concern. But
I was on guard most of the time. I was
especially careful not to make mistakes,
not to jam up the works. Any mistake
would stand out like a sore thumb. I was
an actor they knew by name, rather
than an enlisted man who was just one
of many, many thousands. Having been a
member of the State Guard when I went
in, I knew the routine fairly well. But I
still worked even harder than necessary,
thing.
because I was determined to do the right
"The guys kidded me a lot, of course.
They called me 'Cisco,' yelled at me that
first day, 'Hey, "Cisco," when are you
going to get that hair cut?' But it was
all good-natured fun. As time wore on
and I found myself living with guys I
ordinarily wouldn't meet or know, I
discovered how much we all had in common. To know so many different kinds of
guys and know them intimately, gave
me an insight I might never have known.

Then, when things took a serious turn,
when we really got into it, I learned what
human beings can take. My respect for
those boys, the majority of them no older
than my kid brother, is something I
can't even put into words.
"We eventually participated in the
initial invasion of Saipan and Tinian, in
the Marianas. Our job was to land the
invasion troops, evacuate the wounded.
Our first sign of enemy planes came
about three days before the fireworks
started. The convoy ahead had been attacked. There were ships all around us
and yet it was so black out there we
couldn't see a thing. Suddenly you felt
completely alone. Any moment we might
not even be there at all. It's funny what
thoughts
time
like run
that. through a man's head at a
"I thought of my living room at home.
How many times I had rebelled at staying home — staying home alone. I pictured
myself sitting there before the fireplace,
alone and not minding it a bit. The whole
room was before me, every piece of furniture, every picture, lamp, and piece of
bric-a-brac stood out. No one had very
much to say. Over the ship's loud speaker
system our destination had been announced. So we knew where we were
heading.
In every
man's
mind was the
one
thought,
what lies
ahead?
(Please turn to page 86)

you haven't heard
MAYBE
American folk songs and
memories back to the days
the streets of Laredo and people

Burl Ives yet, singing the1
ballads which take folks'
when cowpunchers sang om
in the mountain regions ofi

Kentucky laughed at the tale of "The Woolly Buggy Bee" and'
when people all over the country sang the song that had been.
Abraham Lincoln's favorite, "The Blue-Tail Fly."
You may not even recognize the name Burl Ives, if you never
heard him on the radio or heard any of his records or saw

him on the stage singing out in "Sing Out Sweet Land." But;
you'll be hearing and seeing him soon, for 20th Century -Fox has:
him under contract for two pictures a year. You may go to see:
"Smoky," his first picture, because Fred MacMurray is one
of your favorites or because you like Anne Baxter, but you'll! |
go out talking about Burl Ives, if you're anything like the hundreds of thousands of Americans who have already heard him.
People all over the country, including some of your top movie
favorites, like Gregory Peck, are collecting his records. Carl
Sandburg, the poet, called him "the mightiest ballad singer of
any century." MacKinlay Cantor, the novelist, wrote of him:

that he is a "beaming, majestic layer of spells" and "a veritable
geyser isofthesong."
most picturesque character to come to Hollywood
He
in many a long day. When the movie moguls first approached
d
him with an offer, he laughed and said, "I'll stay in Hollywoo
on just one condition-that I can get a house with a swimming
pool large enough for my houseboat. Let the dogs live in the
house. I'll live in the houseboat."
Burl Ives had already at the time become famous not only
as a singer of folk songs who accompanies himself on a guitar,
but also as the only well-known singer who prefers to live on a
houseboat. When he's in New York, his mailing address is
Water Gypsy, Whitestone Landing, Long Island.
However, he didn't get a "house with a swimming pool large
enough to hold a houseboat. He
didn't get a house — period.
for Burl, he's been
Fortunately
used
to being a wanderer most
of his life, sleeping where he
can, and not caring very much
whether he had a roof over his
head or not. For several weeks
the "Smoky" troupe was on location, so he had no housing problem. When he got to Hollywood,
he spent one night on the floor
in Gregory's Peck's house, one
night at Joe Gotten 's, two nights
at Henry Morgan's house and
one night in Coldwater Canyon
wrapped up in a blanket. If he
can't live in a houseboat or a
trailer, Burl doesn't care whether
he sleeps, indoors or outdoors, on
the floor or on a cot.
He looks like a character who
has just stepped out from the
pages of a novel, a big burly

Carl Sandburg

calls him

lad singer of any
collector's
signed
hearing

items.

mightiest
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century."
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are
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you'll be seeing

and

Burl Ives, and
the genial
By

"the
now

gentleman

Dora

Albert

in "Smoky

man with reddish blond hair thinning slightly on top, blue
eyes with a perpetual twinkle and a laugh that shakes his
whole body. In appearance he reminds you of a combination
of Victor Moore, Scattergood Baines, the famous merchant of
fiction, and the beaming storekeeper at your corner grocery.

(he'd
in appearance
of Frank
opposite
exact six
The about
respect for the
a wholesome
he has Sinatra
Sinatras),
make
Swooner's style of singing, which is as far removed from his
own as New York is from Honolulu.
"Sinatra's a very fine singer." he told me earnestly, as he
dived into his shrimp salad at the 20th Century-Fox commissary. "I like his phrasing and what he does with tone quality.
His tone is round, then he flattens the thing out, then reshapes
it up high. His technique is
(Please turn to page US)

Big scenes,

with

the more

big stars, from
important

new

pictures

Greer Garson and Clark Gable, labeled not inaptly byMGM's publicity department as "The
G-Whizies," share a torrid scene from their
forthcoming co-starring film, "Adventure."

Gable not only has Sarson as co-star in his first film since his Air Force service,
but has Joan Blondell on his trail. Gable plays the rovin' bo'sun of a Merchant
Marine freighter — the type of role which made him a ten-year box office attraction.

3HHHB

Joan Bennett, above, warms up to her work tor a scene with Edward G. Robinson in Universale "Scarlet
Street." At right, Joan exerts her wiles on Dan Duryea, third star in this dramatic mystery reported to be even
more exciting than "Woman In The Window," in which the same three stars kept audiences in suspense.
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You'll see all the hilarious stunts that make
America Roar from coastto-coast every week!
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Because Paramount Has Doubled
The Fun By Adding The Radio Favorites
Famous Screen
Starsj^
of 50 Million
Listeners,
Plus

starring Jack

Haley

Helen

Walker

Rudy

Vallee

Ozzie

Nelson

Philip Reed
with
The Vagabonds
Bob Graham
and
Art

• Roy Atwell

Linkletter
and the

People
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Funny

Show
Guest artist

Frances Langford
Produced and Directed by SAM WHITE
Screenplay by Maxwell Shane, David Lang
Original Story by David Lang
A Pine-Thomas Production
A Paramount Picture
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\ TOTFTH BOB TAYLOR and Tyrone
f
Power both out of the service and
C
back in Hollywood, it really looks
f ^like old home week. When Barbara
asked Bob what he'd like to
Stanwyck
L
to celebrate, he sighed wistfully and
do
said: "Put on bedroom slippers, a sweat
shirt and old dungarees — and just plain
sit!" When Ty visited 20th for the first
time and found his dressing room intact,
he was visibly moved. No one had
touched it except a studio maid, who

kept it clean and orderly. It won't be
long now before you'll be seeing Bob in
"You Were There." Unless there is a
last minute switch, Ty will do "Razor's
Edge."
T^HE press agent who started the story
-*- that Eleanor Powell was eager to do
a picture with Ann Miller really created
an embarrassing situation. In the first
place, Eleanor has no desire to do any-

Bride and groom above are Esther Williams
and Ben Gage. Right, Jack Aibin, our popular
staff photographer greets Maureen O'Hara
and husband, Will Price, at Photographers' Ball.
thing but stay home and be wife to
Glenn Ford, mother to Peter Newton
Ford. If Eleanor did want to dance
again, there isn't a month that she
doesn't receive the most sensational offers
to star in musicals on stage and screen.
So why would she want to do a picture
with Ann Miller?

y ICTOR MATURE is out of the servV ice and dating 20th 's precious blonde
baby, June Haver. June is very young

it's true
if keep
Wonder
tender.
verywas
and Vic
d not tq
her
instructe
that
out late or mix with anyone but the
most eligible Hollywood citizens. Buff
Cobb (who makes her debut in "Anna
and the King of Siam") should find
t a party for Greg Bautzer, given by Joe Brown, Lana Turner came with Bob Hutton.
mtzer, who formerly was engaged to Lana, has just returned after several years in
rvice. Guests at the party were buzzing when Bob left alone and Lana left with Greg

Never before in Hollywood's
brilliant record of great
motion pictures has anything
like it ever been
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attempted!

Jockey Tony Skoronski gets Victory bond from
Dick Powell for winning race. June Allyson
looks as though she had • prospered, too!
this tid-bit amusing, if true. She and
the "hunk" were supposed to be going
steady.
T^VEN movie stars write each other fan
' J letters. Glenn Ford saw lots of Robert Walker's pictures while Glenn was
stationed at his Marine base in San
Diego. So one day he sat down and told
Bob. via letter, how much the guys enjoyed his work on the screen. Recently
both were dining alone at the Vine Street
Brown Derby. They greeted each other
like old friends and have been good
friends ever since. When Glenn finishes
"Gilda" opposite Rita Hayworth, he's
taking Eleanor Powell on that belated

honeymoon in Mexico. Belated is right.
Recently they celebrated their second
wedding anniversary. They gave each
other Victory bonds.

is reluctant
JUST why Jimmy Stewart
to pose for Hollywood cameramen,
they wouldn't be knowing. Being as how
Jimmy posed for newsreels and newspaper cameramen all over the country,
why the fine line of distinction? Maybe he's tired of being in the spotlight. A rare
disease
in Hollywood, we must
say.

some press agent's dream. But there we
were. The phone rang and only Lana
could have caused Bob to dash out like
a small boy attending a big fire. We
saw them together later on in the evening. Bob, who is still recovering from
those alimony pains, has really fallen.
T^VERYONE but Jack Benny seems to
* be worrying about — Jack Benny.

TF WESTON EAST hadn't
been sitting right there in
Bob Hutton's apartment, we
would have believed his romance with" Lana Turner was

Margaret O'Brien and Charlie McCarthy tell
secrets on recent Edgar Bergen airshow. Left,
Robert Young and Anne Baxter enjoy gag.

He's lost a lot of weight, for no particular reason. He never felt better in his
life. Incidentally, Jack's darkened his
hair for photographic purposes — all of
which means those hair pieces he wears
in his movie roles will have to be darkened too. Wait until Fred Allen hears
about it. As Mary Livingstone would
say, "Oh, brother!"

AYRES has come home. Thinner, hair beginning to gray, he is still
the same wistful, heartwarming idealist
who began his military career as a conscientious objector. Every soldier who
served beside him refers to Lew as "A
good guy and a good G. I." He's back
in his house that overlooks all of Hollywood from the highest hilltop. Right
now, like all returning veterans, he's a
bit bewildered by our blessed peace and
freedom. Lew's contract with MGM has
expired. A new one awaits his signature.
Rest assured he will sign, if through the
medium of the movies he can serve humanity and teach men to get along with
one another.
LEW

AT THE

tender age of 13, Peggy Ann

Garner is learning that money won't
buy everything. Especially money she
has earned and can't touch. Peggy's new
contract at 20th calls for a starting salary of $1000 a week. Peggy found and
fell in love with a ten room house in
Brentwood. The judge who approved her
contract refused its purchase. He felt
the asking price of $40,000 was too much
for property that is non-productive. A
very disappointed Peggy is house-hunting
all over again.

AFTER 40 years of dancing, Fred
- Astaire has retired. He made his
announcement the day they completed
his final scene in "'Blue Skies." The following morning a trade paper called,
asking Fred to take out a full page ad.
"I'm sorry," he said gleefully, "I have
nothing more to advertise." Fred would
like to produce pictures in the future.
He'd even like to do an occasional
straight acting job if anyone is interested.
But dancing is out. And he couldn't be
more thrilled. In the meantime, he's sold
his Beverly Hills home to director Willie
Wyler. Fred and his family will build a
new home on his lot next door, live on
his San Diego ranch during the process.

NOW that David Niven is actually
coming back to Hollywood, everyone is bursting with impatience. It's
been years since the inimitable Niven
went back to England to fight for his
country. Now he has a wife and son
and a wonderful war record behind him.
Appropriately enough, David's first picture, "The Perfect Marriage," will co-star
him with Loretta Young. Originally
when he came to Hollywood unknown
and not very prosperous, he lived with
Loretta's family. It will be a nice homecoming any way you look at it.
OUR money, just about the gayest and most talented performers
aroimd Hollywood are Keenan and his
famous father, Ed Wynn. Last time the
New York stage star was here, Keenan
was at death's door, the result of a mo-
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You'll never worry about staying
sweet and dainty if you use Fresh.
Fresh, new cream deodorant, stops
perspiration worries completely.
Fresh contains the most effective
ji perspiration-stopping
known to science,
j Fresh
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Above, Cary Grant and Betty Hensel on one of their many dates
(together. At right, Richard Crane and his pretty wife celebrate
'-•their first wedding anniversary with a special cake at Ciro's.

reunion. At Bill Carter's
is aa happy
This did
accident.
torcyclefather
hilarious tap routine.
and son
party,
BECAUSE she's heart-whole and fancy free, Joan Leslie is
always being used to exploit some newcomer in the romance department. She's had a few dates with a good-looking new juvenile but the way his personal publicists carry on,
you'd think they were momentarily heading for the marriage
bureau. "When the real one does come along," Joan moans,
"no one will take it seriously."
{Please turn to page 88)
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Crosby,

last

gain new

act-

religious

drama

Guided by the sensitive direction of Producer Leo McCarey, scenes from
Rainbow's film for RKO release show gay and serious moods of everyday
life in the parochial school, supervised by Ingrid Bergman, as Sister Superior,
and Bing Crosby, as Father (yMalley. Henry Travers, Ruth Donnelly and
Joan Carroll share highlight scenes below with the stars of the picture.

CHRISTINA

MUIR

NEWBERRY,

II

daughter of
Lt. Col. and Mrs. Phelps Newberry
engaged lo
James Dougla9 Darling, II

Christina and jim met early last
spring in Overbrook— one of Philadelphia's fashionable "Mainline" suburbs.
Afew weeks later Christina 6aid "Yes"
. . . she's another charming Pond's brideto-be— tall, slim, with shining dark hair,
green-gray eyes.
Christina has a happy little way of
knowing just what she likes and why.
And Pond's Cold Cream is one of her
"likes." "I don't see how there could
be
a nicer face cream anywhere," she says.
This is how she uses Pond's: She smooths
silky, fragrant Pond's Cold Cream on face
and throat— then smacks over it lightly to
help loosen and dissolve dirt and make-up.
Tissues off.

She rinses with more Pond's— using
little whirls of her fingers to work quick
it all
around. Tissues again. "This second creaming is grand to make your face feel extra
clean and soft," she says.
Christina's complexion is beautifully soft and smooth

She's Lovely!

She

uses Pond's!

You'll find Christina's way of using
Pond's Cold Cream delightful. Copy her
twice-over Pond's creamings every night
and every morning — for in-between-time
freshen-ups, too ! Watch your skin look
softer, smoother, prettier! It's no accident so many more women and girls use
Pond's than any other face cream at any
price. Ask for a luxurious, big jar at
your favorite beauty counter, today. Star t
your Pond's beauty care tonight !
A few of the many
Pond's Society Beauties
MRS. MORGAN BELMONT
THE LADY GRENFELL
THE MARCHIONESS OF CARISBROOKE
MRS. RICHARD C. DU PONT
GLORIA VANDERBILT STOKOWSKA

CLOTHING NEEDED! Christina helps regularly atthe Needlework Guild in Detroit. Here
she is helping to pack new clothes to send
away. "Never have so many people needed
'just everyday clothes'," she says. There
are clothing relief agencies you can help.
SCBF, ENT, AND

ASK FOR A BIG JAR OF POND'S!
You'll love the luxury-size jar. It has
a nice wide top that lets you dip in with
both hands so you whisk out all the
cream you need with one sweep of
.59
your fingers . Get a big Pond's jar today !
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'Beauty-Brighteners" to cheer dull
days in this Mid -Winter Season

Before After
ti
What
1 LOST

happened
38

when
id

POUNDS!

—as told by Mrs. Ann Weir
of East St. Louis, III.
"TVTHEN I WAS MARRIED," says Ann Weir, "I
W weighed 127 pounds. But after I had my
fourth child, my weight went up to 166. 1 read
reducing diets, tried reducing exercises — but
no results ! Those exercises just put on muscle !
"I had read about the DuBarry Success
Course but feared it would be expensive. When
I found how little it cost, my husband gave it
to me for Mother's Day. My doctor approved,
and in six weeks I lost 22 pounds. I kept on and
lost 16 more . . . right where I needed to lose
them. Off came 9 inches from my abdomen, 6
from my waist and 6% from my hips!
"So here's what happened when I lost those
38 pounds: I regained my slender waistline, I
wear my clothes with assurance, I have more
energy and I look ten years younger."
HOW ABOUT YOU! Are you satisfied
with the way you look and feel ? Have you the
energy to live a full life? The DuBarry Success Course analyzes your needs, shows you
how to lose or gain weight, care for your skin
and hair, use make-up for glamour. You follow
the same methods taught by Ann Delafield at
the Richard Hudnut Salon, New York.
Why not use the coupon to find out
what this famous Course can do for you?
DuBarry Beauty Chest
Included !
With your Course you
receive this Chest containing agenerous supply of DuBarry Beauty
and Make-up Preparations for your type.

Ann Delafield, Directing
Richard Hudnut Salon
^ Guaranteed by
Dept. SB-66, 693 Fifth Ave.,
New Nork, N. Y.
\G°od Housekeeping ,
\*,^-4»«»t.iist?J!
iroincmi 01 < S^
telling
book Success
the newHome
Please
Course.
all aboutsendthe meDuBarry
Miss
Mrs :
Street,
- Zonif any No—
_State_
City
Accepted far advertising in publications of the American Medical Association
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Joan Edwards, "Sing-Up Girl," says, "Be Nonchalant!"
and finds it easier when she uses Varva's perfume.
in
r day
shownher the
h a was
ed in
whicIE
girl had
hairothe
wash
A MOV
two different ways : one with a soap
shampoo and another with Drene which as
you know is one of the popular soapless
kinds. Then, under a microscope, the camera
recorded what happens to individual hairs
being cleaned these different ways. Both
methods got the hair clean of course; but it
was amazing to watch under the microscope
how easy it is to rinse both shampoo and
soil out of the Drene-washed hair. If you
have used Drene you know how silky smooth
your hair feels afterward. You know, too,
the bright soft lights it has. This easy rinsing must be at least part of why smart girls
use Drene as their home shampoo.
That efficient little eye beauty aid, the
Kurlash, is back now war is over. So if
your serviceman is about to arrive and you
want to look your most glamorous, to make
him "fall into your eyes up to his heart,"
then you can now have the Kurlash help.
Remember how easy it is to use? Simply
place the rubber bow over the lashes and
squeeze the handles together. Hold them
there until you have counted twenty-five.
When you release them your lashes will
sweep upward like those of your favorite
movie star who more than likely does the
very same thing. Actually your eyes look
larger when the lashes are curled upward
since more of the iris is shown.

Screen

i, ant)

Wis

f P* it

A Multi-facet solitaire like this will add
sparkle to the eyes of any girl in love!
Heartbreak Pink nail polish, by Peggy Sage.
Engagements and weddings are in the
very air right now which means that Multifacet solitaires are appearing on lots of
attractive hands. These solitaires are guarded against any chipping either in the setting
or wearing of the stone.

Are

you

in

the

know

?

When applying powder do you— □ Pat
□ Scrub
□ Slap

Does a square shaped hand indicate —
O An inquiring mind
□ An impulsive nature
□ A dynamic personality

Just a fugitive from a flour barrel — that's
you — if you slap your powder on. The
scrubbing approach is un-good, too. Instead,
pat the dazzle-dust over your face, removing
surplus with a Kleenex Tissue. Result: that
appealing, petal-soft effect. For petal-freshness
on problem days, let Kotex help you stay
dainty. Now there's a deodorant in Kotex.
It's locked in every Kotex napkin and can't
shake out, because it is processed right
into each pad - not merely dusted on. Gals
who rate appreciate this grooming aid !

Your hand can reveal your traits and temperament! Have you a square shaped hand?
If so, palmists say you're a practical soul;
self assured. You have an inquiring mind —
which is good, for it helps you make wise
decisions. And when you inquire about
sanitary protection, and learn that Kotex
has lasting softness (doesn't just "feel"
soft at first touch) . . . that Kotex is made to
stay soft while wearing . . . it's ten to one
you'll decide on Kotex. Because you value
real comfort. No wonder you're self-assured!

For that wee-waisted look, she'd better—
[Zl Give up breathing
D Minimize the midriff
CI Try corset laces
The "doll-waisted" style and your chubbv
waistline don't seem made for each other?
H'm-m. Better minimize that midriff! Stand
erect, feet together, arms stretched overhead. Bend torso right and left as far as
possible (feel the pull!) . . . working up to
25 times daily. On "certain" days you can
look trim, smooth, even in your snuggest
outfit. Just depend on Kotex to prevent
embarrassing outlines — for Kotex has special, fiat tapered ends that don't show. SO
. . . your public need never know!

If the lady doesn't laugh, would you
consider her —
D A pickle -pan
□ Dracula's mother
□ Justified
This little lap-lander didn't mean to tumble. But
to the lady it's the last straw. She's tired of being
pushed around by boisterous, self-centered characters. It isn't exactly giggle-bait. The lady's
justified. Accidents and a "who cares?" attitude
too often go together. That's worth pondering
...on "those" days, as well, for if you use care
in choosing a sanitary napkin, you'll choose
Kotex— and avoid mishaps. Yes, Kotex' exclusive
safety center gives you extra protection from
problem-day accidents!

A DEODORANT
in every Kotex* napki
at no extra cost
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"I Married

a Prankster"

Continued from page 23
left for the day. I called Jack's number,
asleep.
and his room-mate said, "He's sound

to Jack
telling
those
stories —plots.
he'd One
get
half
a dozen
ideas
for movie
of his versions of how we met would

Whenever I asked him about it, Jack
says he never made that telephone call.
To this day I don't know whether the
call really came from the Seattle Express
or not. It would be typical of Jack to
hang on to the gag for five years!
One gag he had to let go of was one
he pulled on me shortly before we were
married. He confided to me that Carson
was not his real name, that it was really

make the story of "It Happened One
Night" sound like sissy fare.
*
To get even with him, I collect the
corniest, dumbest jokes I can find.

Amiel Lipschitz. "I hope you don't
mind," he said, "but I had to use the
name Carson because Lipschitz just
doesn't have the right ring for show
"Oh, that's all right," I said. "I don't
business."
mind being Mrs. Lipschitz. As Shakespeare said, 'What's in a name? A rose
by any other name would smell as
Jack thanked me for being so understanding. The next time I saw his
sweet.' "
needn't keep
"Youlonger.
her, any
said
I
mother,
it a secret fromto me
I know
that my real name is going to be Mrs.
Lipschitz." Mrs. Carson burst out laughing. "Is that what Jack told you? Oh,
that boy!" So I learned my real name
was going to be Mrs. Carson after all.
Besides playing an almost incredible
number of pranks, Jack ribs me constantly. When I was going to have my
first baby and grew a bit heavier, he
started calling me "Fatso. "After the baby
was born and I was down to slimmer

"Skinso," his
, he substituted
proportions
present nickname
for me.
When friends call on us, Jack tells
them some amazing stories about how
he and I met — a different story each
time. Some scenario writer should listen

They're old; they're pointless; they're
straight out of Joe Miller. Then I'll tell
Jack, "I heard a wonderful gag tonight."
And I'll watch his suffering face as I
tell one of the oldest jokes imaginable.
Poor Jack, knows so many good jokes,
mugs like mad, pretends he is being
crucified. When we go to call on friends, •
he'll say, "Go ahead, Kay, tell them the
story about such-and-such." And then
he'll say in a loud aside, "This is my
Jacktoand
I have never gone in for the
cross
bear."
type of publicity which nominates some
couple for the doubtful distinction of
being the happiest couple in Hollywood.
If being the happiest couple means that
one never quarrels, that two people are
of one mind about everything, heaven
deliver us from that classification. As a
matter of fact, heaven already has delivered us, because that definitely is not
us.
There's the matter of our going dancing, for instance. I think we ought to
go more often. Jack can do a mean
Viennese waltz when he feels like it, but
the trouble is he seldom feels like it.
Why a man who can dance so well so
rarely wants to go out dancing, I
wouldn't know. So sometimes there are
words between us. Words like, "You say
you love me, Jack. You'd think that
if a husband really loves his wife, he'd
want to take her dancing more often."
"Oh, all right, if you feel like that
about it, we can go dancing tonight."

THE TRADEMARK THAT MEANS
THE FINEST IN UNDIES!

No need to guess . . . look for the
famous Blue Swan Undies . . .
in whispery soft fabrics cleverly
styled to fit and flatter.

Empire Stole ftldg., N.Y.C.
i d n cnixooi
ONI1VHO
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Drawing up plans for their future? Lt. Eddie Albert, still in Navy uniform, and
Margo, the new Mrs., are seen at the Stork Club a few days before their marriage.
SCREENLAND

MRS. ADOLPHE MENJOU, wife of the
Suave and distinguished screen star
and a reigning beauty in her own right.

says:

*'In lipsticks, Tan£ee
is tke

kit-color

Gay-Red

of Hollywood!"

In Hollywood — city of beautiful women — Tangee's newest
color creation in lipsticks ... Gay-Red .. .has made a sensational success. Stars and starlets . . . members of the motion
picture colony . . . agree that this is the lipstick shade to make
lips look young and gay!
* * *

CONSTANCE
LUFT HUHN
Head of the House of Tangee
and one of America's foremost
authorities on beauty and makeup. Mrs. Huhn is the creator
of that exciting new lipsick
color, Tangee Gay-Red and of
Tangee Petal-Finish Cake
Make-Up as well as many
other cosmetic triumphs.

At last ... a perfect cake make-up!

Some

cake make-

ups you've used are good in one way. . . some in another. . .
but the new Tangee Petal-Finish Cake Make-Up is ideal in
every way. It's easy to apply — stays on for extra hours — is
designed to protect the skin — and does not give you that
wearing-a-mask look.
an

see

hojv
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BahqainScde
EXQUISITE JEWELRY
Latest styles from New York and Hollywood. Buy now at
our low prices. Join our thousands of satisfied customers.
Send No Money — 10 Day Trial
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back. Order today.
postman C.O.D. on arrival, plus postage and
pay
Simply
tax.
bo delighted!
limited,
quick.You'll
Immediate
delivery. Supply
Send all isorders
to so write
International Diamond Co.
Chicago 16, HI*
22S1 Calumet Ave., Dept.W-8S

14K Cold Bridal Pair Set
With 8 Genuine Diamonds
Beautiful Bridal Pair
set with brilliant chip
Genuine diamonds.
Lovely mountings.
No. R-4 Price each $6.85
2 for $11.75

Sterling Silver
Birthstone
Ring
Set with YOUR OWN
gorgeous simulated
Birthstone. Attractive.
No. R-6 Price 98c

14EC Gold Bridal Pair
Set With 14 Genuine Diamonds
Engagement ring, romance
design,
7 sparkling
Genuine chiphasdiamonds
mounting.
Weddingin elegant
ring 7
Genuine diamonds. Gift box.
No. R-5 Price $8.85 each 2for$16.75

Beautiful Identification Bracelet
For
ladies andFREE.
men. Handsome
NAMES
ENGRAVED
and
sturdy.
Gleaming
and
Silver
or Gold Plated. Price
. shining
$1.98
No. R-20

Paula Stone and Hunt Stromberg, Jr., co-producers of Broadway's most successful
revival, "The Red Mill," receive enthusiastic congratulations from Jeanette MacDonald.
"But I don't want to go if that's the

Any married couple can finish
Curtain.
you feel."
way scene
that
for themselves.
Self- Expansion Watch Band
For Ladies and Men
or watch. Stretches
Fits any wristoriginal
Holds
2 hi timesshape. Gold size.
or Silver
original
plated.
No. R-15
Price $3.98

PERSONALIZED CHAKM PIN
Glows in the Dark
free.
name engraved
YOTJR OWN
cedarwood pin.
Hand finished6 graceful
charms.
with
complete
P"« 98c
No. R-23

Hollywood Friendship Bracelet
Any 6 Namesfriends
Engraved Free
Link
with your
these lovelytogether
heart
memos ofhearts,friends,
sweetand
loved
No. R-26
Priceones.
98c

Personalized Plastic Expansion
Bracelet. Names Engraved Free.
It's adorable!
Expands
over
2H
times, yet
retains
original shape. Latest rage.
No. R-44
Price 98c

10K Gold Birthstone Ring
Set with genuine lovely
chip
YOUR
OWN diamonds
simulated and
Birthstone
in center. Sizes 4 H to 8.
Larger
sizes 75c extra.
No.
R-45
Price $7.95
CI

Birthstone
Remembrance Locket
Holds 2 pictures. Set
with YOUR sparkling
simulated
Heartshaped Birthstone.
No. R-43 Price $2.49

10K Gold Dinner Ring
Set with 5 Genuine
Guaranteed
chip diin exquisite
mounting.amondsEngraved.
No. R-14 Price $9.95

Birthstone
Bracelet
and Earrings
Set with simulated
Birthstones.
No. R-7 Bracelet $1.95
No. R-8BothEarrings
98c
for only $2.79

Sterling Silver Bridal Set
Engagement ring set with_ 7
large
monds.sparkling simulated diaNo. R-41 Engagement Ring $2.98
Embossed Wedding Ring $1.98
Bargain: Both Rings Only $3.98

1-20 10K Gold Filled
Diamond Locket
Set with Guaranteed
Diamond.
genuine
3 Tone.
pictures.
2chip
Space
Suitablefor for
engraving.
No. R-46 Price $5.95

Then there are the times when I'm
busy with the children (we have two of
them, John Elmer, four years old, and
the baby Germain, eight months old)
and Jack says, "Darling, Dennis Morgan
and I are going out to play golf. We'll
hour
hour." esThe
an sometim
only be
to three.
two and
s togone
stretche
Jack's like me. When he's playing golf,
he forgets all about time. So the dinner
and I begin to feel a bit neggets cold,
lected. When Jack comes home, I may
remind him that he said he was only
an hour. Then he's
going to be goneand
says, "Oh, Skinso,
instantly contrite
it is," and
know how
butis,you
I'm sorry,
I know exactly but I
the trouble
wish I could have been out on the golf
course with him!
Most of the time, Jack is the most
even-tempered, amiable person you could
possibly meet, but he does get impatient
in traffic. Then when some driver ahead
of him is slow, he steams with impatience
and begins to tell me exactly what he
thinks of the other driver.
"What's the difference?" I ask. "Dennis Morgan and his wife will still be
"Don't
be same
such house."
a Pollyanna! Sure,
at the
living
they'll be there two hours from now, but
what will our friends think of us if we're
late for dinner? You know they're expecting usin twenty minutes. We'll never
At such times, I wish Jack would relax. Me— I always feel there is plenty of
time, and I'm always glad to put off for
tomorrow what I can't do today. Not
Jack. He drives himself at a grinding
pace, so that sometimes even when he
relax.
to sleep
goes
ements
disagre
minorreally
had ahefewcan't
We've
about the children. Jack insisted that our

boy be named John Elmer. "John's all
ScREENLAND

It's a
wailed,
right," Iname
a boy. Please
on Elmer?
saddlewhy
to "but
terrible
let's not name him Elmer."
But Jack insisted. His heart was set
on both the John and the Elmer. John
Elmer Carson it is.

The day the boy was born, Jack began making plans for his education.
About a day or so later he enrolled him
in the same school to which he'd gone
himself, St. John's Military Academy in
Delafield. Though it would be years before the boy would enter the Academy, I
began missing him right away. "Why
he go to some school nearer home?"
can't
I said. "How can you be so cruel and
send him so far away?" Jack explained
it would be very bad for the boy to be
tied to his mother's apron strings, and
anyway St. John's Military Academy
was a wonderful school. "All right," I
finally agreed, "but if we ever have any
girls," I'll have the say about their education." "Okay," said Jack.
When John began to have a mind of
his own, Jack said his nurse and I were
a bit too lenient with him. One day a
few months ago, John really went to
dad's
in his
of the
someJack
to
town on and
have
he would
said clothes
drawer
give him his first spanking. At first I
couldn't believe it— Jack spanking that
poor, innocent, but very mischievous
child. All day Jack was in the doghouse
with my mother and myself. We barely
spoke a word to him. I didn't have to
go home to mother, she was visiting us,
but the atmosphere— it was so icy you
could have cut it with a knife.
Finally, the next day mother and I
reasonrelented and began to be moreadmitte
d
able. Between ourselves, we
g
spankin
that
had
ly
that John certain
tell
to
ok
underto
coming to him. Mother
John why, and she explained that the
spanking hurt his father even more than
it had hurt him. Then she went into a
long list of his crimes and depredations.
When she had finished, he put his hand

ADVICE

ABUSED

DON'T BE AFRAID AND
EXTERNAL SKIN TROUBLES.

FOR

SKIN

STOP WORRYING
NOW
ABOUT
FOLLOW THESE EASY DIRECTIONS.

By Setttf

tHempkU

HAVE you ever stopped to realize that the leading screen stars that you admire,
as well as the beautiful models who have lovely, soft white skin, were all
born just like you with a lovely smooth skin?
Almost everyone can have a natural, normal complexion which is in itself
beauty All you must do is follow a few simple rules. Models and screen stars
must give their skin special attention So should you, because everyone looks at
your face Your social success may depend upon your being good looking, because
a lovely skin may be a short cut to success in love and business. Your pleasure is
worth it and you owe it to yourself to give your complexion a chance to be more
beautiful.
Medical science gives us the truth about a lovely skin. There are small specks
of dust in the air all the time. When
these little specks which are in the air
get into an open pore in your skin,
they can in time cause the pore to become larger and more susceptible to
dust and infection. These open pores
begin to form blackheads which become infected and bring you the misery of pimples, irritations or blemishes. When you neglect your skin by
not giving it the necessary care it requires, you leave yourself wide open
fof externally caused skin miseries.
When you know that your skin is
smooth, white and fine, you have more
confidence and it helps improve your
personality, and it helps improve your
entire well being. Your skin is priceless, yet it costs you only a few pennies daily to keep it normal, natural
and lovely. Many women never realize
or even suspect that the difference between aglamorous complexion and an
ordinary one may be caused by having
blackheads and pimples.
The proper attention with the double
Viderm treatment may mean the difto aid in healing external irritations. When
prevent externally caused skin miseries and

ference between enjoying the confidence afine skin gives you or the embarrassment of an ugly abused skin
The double Viderm treatment is a
formula prescribed by a doctor, and
costs you only a few cents daily. This
treatment consists of two jars. One
jar contains Viderm Skin Cleanser, a
jelly-like formula which penetrates
and acts as an antiseptic upon your
pores. After you use this special Viderm Skin Cleanser, apply the Viderm
Fortified Medicated Skin Cream. Yol
rub this in, leaving an almost invisible protective covering for the surface
of This
your double
skin.
treatment has worked
wonders for so many cases of abused
skin, it may help you, too, or your
money will be refunded. Use it for ten
days. You have everything to gain and
nothing to lose. It is a guaranteed
treatment. Enjoy it.
Use your double Viderm treatment
every day until your skin is smoother
and clearer. Then, use it only once a
week to remove stale make-up and
dust specks that infect your pores and
you help prevent blackheads, you help
pimples. While your two jars and the

doctor's directions are on the way to you, be sure to give your face enough attention and wash it as often as is necessary. Wash with warm water and then cleanse
with water as cold as you can stand, in order to freshen, stimulate and help close
your pores. After you receive everything, read your directions carefully, and then
go right to it with these two fine formulas.
Just mail your name and address to Betty Memphis, care of The New York
Skin Laboratory, 206 Division Street, Dept. 392 , New York City, New York. By
return mail you will receive both of the Viderm formulas, with full directions for
using Viderm Skin Cleanser and Viderm Fortified Medicated Skin Cream. The
doctor's directions and both jars are packed in a sealed carton, safety sealed. On
delivery, pay two dollars plus postage. If you wish, you can save the postage fee
by mailing your two dollars with your letter. If you are in any way dissatisfied,
your money will be cheerfully refunded. Both of the formulas you use have been
fully tested and proven, and are reliable for you. If they don't help you your
treatments cost you nothing. After you have received your Viderm, if you have
any questions to ask concerning abused skin, just send them in. — ADV.
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to his head and said, "Oh, gosh, Daddy
was right to spank me. I'm impossible!"
Of all the characters he's ever played
on the screen, I think the one that is
most like Jack in real life is the character
of Harold Pierson in "Roughly Speaking." He has the same happy disposition,
the same fine character. And when it
comes to handling children — well, Jack
master's touch, and I'm
has the
reallytalking
not
about that spanking!
When John was fifteen months old,
his nurse went into the WACs. We had
no help for six months, and Jack constituted himself my part-time helper. He
bathed and changed the baby with amazing efficiency. I never had such an excellent helper in my life.
Today, when Jack comes home from
work, nothing gives him more pleasure
than to play bear for Johnny and ride
him on his back or to play piggy-back,
or if the weather's warm, to put on shorts
and have the boy dress in shorts too,
and then run. with Johnny through the
sprinkling system. Afterwards the two
of them will take their showers together,
Jack singing happily while he showers.
His singing voice may be nothing to
write home about, but I like the gay
sound of it.
When Jack was in the Pacific entertaining servicemen, Johnny and I and
the baby all missed him terribly. For the
first time I fully realized what servicemen's wives went through during the
war. I knew Jack was safe and that he
would only be gone ten and a half weeks,
and yet I was torn with lonesomeness.
One week I went with the children to

Oregon to visit my family. While there,
John and I saw "Roughly Speaking." It
was the first time he'd ever seen any
picture except a cartoon, and he was
•
very confused.
"How did Daddy get here so fast?"
he asked. "You said he was in the Pacific
and it would take a long time for him to
When he saw the children in the picget back."
ture, he was even more confused. "Where
did Daddy get all those children? I
me."
andKitten,
Kitty and
had just
he baby
thought
(We call our
girl Kitty
even though her real name is Germain,
after my maiden name. Somehow Germain seems too grown-up a name for
such a small tyke.)
When grandmother cuddled up close
to him that night, he kissed her on the
mouth. "Darling," I said to him, "you
don't want to kiss grown-ups on the
"Then why," Johnny demanded, a
vision of his father kissing Rosalind
mouth."
Russell flashing before his eyes, "did
it?" I'm afraid I'll have a
Daddy
In thedofuture,
long series of explanations to give as to
why Daddy kissed Joan Crawford in
"Mildred Pierce" or other stars in other
pictures.
Among the many qualities I like about
Jack is the fact that he never — well,
hardly ever — forgets birthdays and anniversaries. He forgot my birthday just
once — just before John was born. He was
so excited about John he got mixed up
on my birthdate. Well, you know how
women are. I felt terribly neglected, and

practically cried myself to sleep. Then
the next day, bright and early, Jack
gave me my birthday gift. It was a
beautiful watch. "But Jack," I said,
"yesterday was my birthday."
"Oh, Fatso, I'm so sorry! I could have
sworn it was today. I could have given
you the gift yesterday. I had it all ready
for you then, but I was so excited about
— well, you know what — the baby coming and eight
all — Idays
just later.
got mixed up." John
arrived
Before John was born, I knew Jack
wanted a boy, and I was pulling for a
boy. Before Kitten was born, I pretended
I didn't care whether the new arrival
would be a boy or a girl, but in my
heart I was pulling for a girl. Knowing
that was how I felt, that was how Jack
felt, too. And that's why of all the gifts
Jack has given me, the one I treasure
most is a bracelet with a gold heart and
a ruby center which Jack gave me for
St. Valentine's Day. We were expecting
our second baby in March, and Jack
knew I wanted a girl. "This bracelet is
he said, "but in case
for you,
you
have darling,"
a girl, then you can pass it on
old." So
years with
threepulling
she's was
to
thenherI when
knew Jack
me
for a girl.
Our present home in Van Nuys is
large enough for Jack and me, Johnny
and Kitten, and any future arrivals. It's
an English country house and we have
furnished it in a mixture of 18th Century and English styles. Lately, I've
gotten a slight antique bug, but so far it
I'd
Maybe but
knickknacks.
applies toto get
justtempted
antique furniture,
be
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the world to feed, so long as you don't
give him lamb. He hates the taste of
lamb in any shape or form — -I think he
has an allergy to it— it can make him
ill. To tease him, I'll sometimes say,
"Guess what I have for dinner tonight,
Jack? A nice, juicy leg of lamb." Then
I'll place on the table the dinner he
really likes — roast beef in any form.
He used to eat it rare, but one day
tasted an end cut, and decided that all
forms of roast beef were worthy of
reverence — or cubed sirloin steak made
with green pepper and onions, and for
dessert ice cream.
After dinner he'll say to me, "I've
got to see what Terry's doing today,"
and dive into the comics. Or we'll sit

inroai.
throat.

PHILIP

America's

Jack said to me, "I like big comfortable
chairs. I don't want any spindly antique
chairs in the house." So my antique bug
has gone thus far and no farther.
One day Jack came home beaming,
with a new set of tools, and said he
would make some hand-fashioned knickknacks for the house. He did succeed in
making some wooden candle sticks; but
when he almost cut his finger off, both
of us lost our enthusiasm for home-made
articles by Jack Carson.
Jack, however, when he has time to
do things around the household, is very
good at it. He can even cook. His specialty is Hungarian eggs, made with
green pepper chopped up fine in butter
and pimentoes. Served with crisp bacon,
these eggs are a real Jack Carson specialty. To go with them, I make blueberry muffins, using rice instead of flour.
Jack is one of the easiest people in

Cure!
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around and listen to records. We particularly like what we call "music for
dreaming"— the old time sentimental
songs like "Once in a While" or "Where
or When." We also like Sinatra singing
"When Your Lover Has Gone" and Bing
Crosby singing anything. Sometimes
we'll play the records of "Peter and the
Wolf" for Johnny and he'll tell us the
story behind the records.
We don't go to movies very often.
Jack doesn't even always go to his own
pictures. If he's busy, he sends me to
them as his delegate, with his manager.
When Jack does see a picture of his
own, he's never satisfied with his own
performance. "If I could only play the
part over again," he sighs, "I know I
could do a better job."
He admires Ingrid Bergman's acting
to distraction, and feels the same way
about all the Barrymores.
When we're going out, Jack prefers me
to dress in a suit. He likes suits better
on me than the dressiest dresses. If I
start putting on a velveteen dress or a
satin coat, he'll say, "Darling, why don't
to a suit?"
off and
takeof that
you
is a recent suit
minechange
his and
A pet
I bought from Adrian — black skirt, gray
jacket trimmed with black, with those
nice Adrian lines and wonderful Adrian
shoulders. That's the suit I wore to the
radio
new me
Jack's
opening
on
CBS. night
I knewof he
wanted
to show
wear

in any woman's shop, so now he never
goes. But his taste is excellent, and I like
to have things sent home on approval,
for if Jack doesn't approve of a hat or
dress, I'llit.never get any pleasure out of
wearing

something special — which in Jack's language means a suit.
When we were first married, he went
shopping with me a few times, but Jack
squirms and becomes very embarrassed

Andforthat's
Kay."the man of whom I once
man
said, "Heaven deliver me from that man!"
I'm glad heaven didn't take me seriously
67 into
and delivered me instead straight
his arms.
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Jack dresses much more sharply now
than he used to. I don't know whether
to take the credit for it or not. Jack
used to wear striped T shirts and brightly colored sport shirts with ordinary
street clothes. I suggested to Jack that
he wear those bright shirts with slacks
and wear more subdued shirts with his
regular suits. Now Jack tells interviewers
solemnly, "I used to di"ess like a circus
want
said she didn't
my wife
But like
wagon.
me
to look
a vaudevillian.
I fought
hard against losing my individuality, but
oneme."
of Jack's typical exaggeranowThislookis at
tions. He never dressed as loudly as he
claims, and I never said he dressed like
a vaudevillian, but he did mix sport
shirts with business suits.
One of the things I like about Jack
is his devotion to his folks and my folks.
As my mother once said, "Kay is my
only child, and a mother is usually
fussy about whom her only child marries.
She rarely thinks anyone is good enough
for her only daughter — but prejudiced
as I am, I'll have to admit, Jack is a
wonderful husband and just the right

This Is What

I Believe

Continued from page 41
the hereafter. I think we get enough of
both here — I'm working toward the
heaven side, I hope, so far as my life
on earth is concerned. And I'd like to
make the life of those near and dear to
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there is praying and praying. There is
the small boy who prays, "Please, God,
send me a sled," and there is the prayer
of the other small boy, "Please, God,
send the boy next door a sled."
I pray all the time. I count my blessme closer to the heaven side while they're
ings and thank God another day has
still on earth. That's why I bought a
house for my mother and father in
passed with safety and comfort for my
loved ones. And I ask for the end of the
Tarzana. I was flabbergasted when someworld's ills and miseries, excruciating
one called me up and said I had a wonderful publicity agent putting out that
poverty and brutal murders and the
diseases and famine which follow war.
story about me — and who had thought
of the idea? When I said it was the
Faith? I am a guy with a lot of faith.
I thank God if a member of my family
truth, he laughed and replied, "What do
or a close friend comes through a crisis.
you mean it's the truth? Don't give me "
At every such crisis I have had strong
Religion? I believe there is a God. I faith that they would come through. I
believe that if a thoroughly good person
know ofsome
people who
don't,
but thea
fact
the matter
is that
whenever
needs to come through a crisis to conthat."comes, they call upon God. Some
crisis
tinue doing the good things he has been
doing, then he will come through all
people forget about Him at times, but
they shouldn't for He needs good people,
right.
Church? I don't believe that one
bedon't
I
Him. for a crisis
needwait
good
just aslieve
anyonepeople
should
should go to church on certain definite
before praying. I think the belief that
days, at certain definite times, but
there is a God is apt to make a man
rather that one should go when one
a truer, better person.
seeks solace, quiet, peace and rest. I
Someone — was it Voltaire? — once said
dislike anyone who goes to church reguthat if there were no God, it would be
like a louse between
times. larly, then behaves
necessary to invent one. A witty and
wise remark, but we need not invent
1 worship God in my own way, and
what actually exists. Who can look at
I worship Christ, not necessarily as
the planets whirling around in space
divine but certainly as the greatest teacher the world has ever known. I think
and seriously maintain, "It just hapanyone
who knows right from wrong
pened"? Some people do, I know, but I
think they are dead wrong. It all rewill admit that his teachings are eterminds me of the story of the atheist
nally true. Still, as in the case of any
who went to visit a hall of science and
great teacher, even the greatest of them
saw a wonderful reproduction of the
all, I believe that one should examine
universe, carefully assembled and painsand analyze his teachings, and not actakingly put together, so that each
cept every word of them literally. In
other words, it is just like when you go
planet was in its proper place in relation
to school, you do not simply learn what
to the others. "Gosh, I'd like to have
the teacher tells you but try to study
a reproduction like that," he said. "It's
and analyze problems for yourself. And
it?"
madescientist,
Who the
magnificent.
I think this applies to all teachings,
"Oh," shrugged
laughing,
whether they are the teachings of the
'no one made it. It just happened."
Prayer? I believe in prayer. Of course,
church to which you belong, the teach-

Both Hedy Lamarr and Constance Collier exercise their feminine wiles on escort, John
Loder, to persuade him to attend a fashion show. He went only as far as the door.
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irigs of the Bible or the beliefs of a
religious sect.
In trying to wipe out free thought,
Hitler tried to wipe out free religion, too.
Like all Americans, I do not believe that
every man must believe as I do. Rather,
I believe that every man must worship
as he sees fit.
Those are only my beliefs. Each man
holds dear his own ideas on these subjects. Iwouldn't want to shake anyone
else's ideas, if they bring him comfort
and keep him true to himself. I think it
was Shakespeare who said.
"To thine own self be true.
Thou canst not then be false to any

it

One
Rose, by those Fair
were
worth
a hundred

Fingers cull'd,
kissesl^.

and I believe
man." this is important above all
things. This rule applies to all facets of
life — happiness, love and marriage,
friendship — all the things which are a
part of living a very well-rounded .life.
Happiness? I don't believe you can
plan happiness as you plan a career.
You cannot
say and
to yourself,
"When
have
done thus
so and have
suchI
and such, I shall be happy," for you
cannot be sure what will make you happy till you have tasted it and lived
with it. Anyway, happiness is largely a
mental attitude.
A girl I know was sometimes unhappy
when she was a girl of sixteen because
there were some Saturday nights when
she didn't have a date. On one such
occasion she threw herself, weeping, into
her father's arms. "Oh, father," she
said, "if I can't be happy now, I'll never
be. This is my one chance, when I'm
still young. When I'm twenty-one, life
will be practically over for me. My best
years will be gone." Her father had been
ill every day since he was thirty but he

Nice

going, Mr. T.... but can fingers

stay "fair" and make with the mop?
It can be done! Yes ... in spite of scrubbing floors
. . . scouring . . . cooking ... all the hard housework
in the world . . . Pacquins Hand Cream still helps
keep hands adorably soft and smooth. Use Pacquins

smiled gently and said, "No they won't.
I'm fifty now, and right now I'm enjoying the best years of my life."
She never forgot what he said. His
words awakened her to a realization
that it isn't what you have or get that
counts for happiness, but your own mental reaction to it.
I have just one more general thought
on this. That is, if more people spent
the last five minutes before falling asleep
in reviewing the day, remembering their
mistakes and resolving not to make them

regularly for whiter, smoother-looking hands.
Ask your doctor or his nurse about
keeping hands in good condition in spite of 30 to 40
soapy-water scrubbings a day. Pacquins was originally formulated for their professional use . . . and their
hands get really hard treatment! Pacquins is supern'cA. with humectant, an ingredient that helps parched,
roughened skin feel softer, more supple. Pacquins
is pleasant to use too. Snow white . . . not greasy!

again, Ithethink
they'd
get upanda' spend
little
happier
following
morning
the day better. If, for instance, while
you were driving your car, you cut someone short because you were mad about
something, it would help you the next
day if that night you recalled the incident and promised yourself you'd
never do such a thing again. Don't brood
about these little incidents: just decide
not to allow them to be repeated.
And now I'm going to contradict myself and say that I think I have everything Ineed for happiness, except perhaps a wife and family.
Love and Marriage? When real love,
the kind that will lead to marriage, happens to me, I know it will be the most
important thing in my life. I don't believe in love at first sight. Attraction
at first sight, yes. There might be such
an attraction and because of it you
might phone a young lady for a date.
After the first night and on subsequent
dates you would learn more about her
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and fall in love — then you both would
probably say, "We must have fallen in
love the first instant we saw each other."
I do not believe you can really learn
to know anyone in two weeks — in fact,
in a sense you never know anyone.
People don't even know themselves; you
don't know all the qualities you have
in you; you don't know how you would
react to every possible situation. Then
how can you tell how the other person
would? You may know what he's like
basically, his code of ethics — maybe
that's all you need to know.
I'd want the woman I loved to have
certain basic qualities, honesty and
sincerity and of course a sense of humor.
As for attractiveness — there is more to
beauty than meets the eys. Here is a
common experience. You're at a gathering. Someone walks in who is very attractive. You say, "Oh, boy!" You meet
her and take her out, find out that her
character isn't nearly as beautiful as her
face. You will never see her again the
same way you saw her the first time.
As a matter of fact, people after you
get to know them never look as they did
the first time you saw them.
The feeling that a woman is beautiful
grows out of friendship and a knowledge
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of the workings of the person's mind and
heart. Superficial loveliness becomes
secondary when you really get to know
what people are like. People want to be
handsome or beautiful for vanity, more
than for its effect on other people. In
a roomful of people, none will agree on
beauty. Your attitude toward what
makes a beautiful woman is a personal
thing. What comes from the heart makes
a woman either attractive or unattractive. Beauty is a great deal more than
just lovely features. The features can be
unattractive and yet that unattractiveness can be charming in itself.
Work and Success? I believe in setting
your big goal and letting the little goals
take care of themselves. Perhaps I'm
wrong on this, but that's the way things
worked for me. I was an imaginative
kid; motion pictures served to stimulate
my imagination; I lived in a picture
house when I could. Since movies enthrall me so much, I wanted to be a
Hollywood actor, too. That was my big
goal. But I didn't go directly after the
little goals. I didn't study dramatics or
diction. I never acted in a stock company. As a child, I was an amateur actor
in foreign plays— that was about the
extent of my dramatic experience until
the day there was an amateur audition
at a radio station in Detroit. I was working at the time for the Chevrolet Motor
Company. I heard about the audition,
took part in it, and gradually got to
Hollywood. Perhaps I was just lucky —
what do you think? Was mine just an
individual experience, or is it true that
if you want what you want badly and
be able to make
you'll
goal,
set your
the
little big
goals,
each
in its time, without
having to worry about them too much?
Perhaps faith helped me. I believed that
I could prove my ability if given a
chance, and I had a weather eye open
for the first chance.
Education? It seems a pity to me that
so many boys, as soon as they graduate
from grammar school or high school
SCREENLAND

begin working at once. Then when they
reach the age of 21, they are apt to
think bitterly, "If I'd only had a better
education, I might have gotten somewhere." They should have a chance, I
think, at that better education. I believe
that people should be taught to want a
better way of life. I believe education is
the answer to many of the world's most
serious problems. If we're to get rid of
crime and poverty, it will come through
children who want to get an education
and who succeed. Through education,
we can teach people not to wage war to
come to important international decisions. We need education all over the
world; the illiteracy rate even in our
own country is appalling.
I believe that motion pictures should
serve not only as a basis of entertainment, but should be used more and
more for educational purposes. Picture
people, being looked up to, could serve
as an influence in an educational way.
Just recently Frank Sinatra made a
short motion picture feature called "The
House I Live In" — a picture about tolerance. Ithink that's great, and would
be very happy if sometime I were given
an opportunity to make a picture which
had educational value.
As for our school curriculums, I am
inclined to think that the teachers and
professors should find substitutes for
algebra, geometry, Latin and French for
those people who don't need to have
them. Why burden people who want an
education with required courses in Latin
and French,
are convinced
never
have anif they
opportunity
to use they'll
them?
Friendship? Most people need friends,
in order to find happiness. Friendships
usually arise from having things in common and from circumstances. You can't
deliberately go after friends and pursue
them as you would a job. If you meet
someone once it's awkward to say, "Let's
go to the races." Maybe that particular
fellow doesn't like the races. It's better
to wait till you've met him a few times,
then say, "What do you like to do? I
understand you play golf. I'd like to play
with
you sometime."
Or youto can
wait you
for
circumstances
and luck
throw
together. Friendship, like happiness, cannot be pursued too ardently, lest in the
chase for it you lose the very thing you
are pursuing.
To sum up my beliefs, I believe you
can pursue your goal in work, but that
you cannot make a direct attack upon
friendship and happiness, except by engaging in community activities which
may throw you into contact with other
people. I believe that happiness is a byproduct of your mental attitudes and
with your own conliving in science.conformity
Ibelieve in God and in prayer.
I believe that heaven and hell are right
here on earth, and that each man creates
his own heaven and hell to a large extent
by his actions, and that you work toward
heaven on earth when you give to other
people and help them as much as possible.
When I die, I hope people will say
did his best.
just this of me, "He always
He liked people and enjoyed life. He
always tried to share his happiness, so
the world was a little better place for
his having lived."

Patric (Without the "K")
Continued from page 37
interesting scars. (He's a mass of them.)
One night, in the kitchen of their Irish
landlord, observed breathlessly by the
beautiful daughter of same, Pat and a
fellow player were treating the girl to
a private scene from one of the plays.
As the lines flew back and forth, Pat
swung out a demanding arm and took
.from the girl a carving knife that she
was supposed to supply him in lieu of
broadsword. The little lady, being more
•accustomed to ham on the platter than
to that on hoof, turned the knife the
wrong way, neatly slicing the base of
Pat's right index finger. Luckily, the
stroke didn't sever the tendon, but it
did damage the nerves to the extent
that he has no sensation in the upper
part of the digit.
In addition to this mishap, Pat has
scared himself to death in innumerable
airplanes, and has cracked up five times
on his motorcycle. His most recent
crash occurred in Balboa, a beach town
approached by a traffic maze. He still
doesn't know what happened exactly,
dividing the blame between unfamiliarity
with the highway, a lurking block of
dislodged cement, a backward glance for
the welfare of his buddy, Eddie Norris,
and too much speed. His right foot was
badly cut up, his right leg was almost
denuded of flesh (all 9 layers of it) , his
shoulder was twisted, and his head was
peppered with gravel.
Two days later he had to appear at a
costume company to be fitted with 7
changes of period costume for his role
in "Kitty." One item was a pair of
patent leather shoes with huge buckles;
Pat couldn't get into them. Another
item was a pair of skin tight stockings —
he couldn't get them over his bruises,
contusions and abrasions without excruciating pain; ditto the snug trousers,
ditto the elaborate waistcoat. And his
head was more bandaged than that of
a Bedouin chief. But to date he has
refused to give up his motorcycle. He
loves it as a fat woman loves chocolates
and hang the consequences.
But, to return to his British training
for Balboa motorcycle riding: after this
Abbey tour, Pat returned to London to
work in various West End theaters. One
night Irving Asher (of the British Warner Brothers organization) came backstage and asked casually, "How'd you
like to make a few pictures?"
Pat allowed as how that wouldn't be
a bad deal, not rilly, and was assigned
at first to make an advertising short.
In case you think an advertising short
is an undergarment on which Hawaiian
scenes are printed, be corrected. It is
a film stressing the merits of some
product or some item of that product.
Pat was given a script that dealt with
the truly delightful aspects of Daimler's
Lan Chester fluid-fly wheel. This was
useful, as Pat now uses the phrase as a
sobriety test among his friends: only if
you can say, without hesitation, confusion, or transposition, "Daimler Lanchester fluid-fly wheel" can you have
another Knowles coke.
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Errol Flynn had been working at the
Teddington WB studio only a short
time when he had been dispatched to
Burbank. Naturally, Pat assumed that
his was to be the same fate. The first
month he practically kept his bags
packed. The second month he unpacked,
but kept close account of all sailings.
The third month he stopped taking seasick remedies, and the fourth month he
decided that he was rooted to jolly old
England and decided to become a
country squire.
He took a wife, bought a country
home, and considered the advisability of
undertaking family responsibilities. Once
again Irving Asher, the spontaneous,
dropped around to a set one day and
inquired innocently, "How would you
like to go to Hollywood, Pat?"
So— o — o — , one of Pat's first Hollywood pictures was that Technicolor

that he was one of the most successful
and best liked of the instructors.
His career ended with something less
than full parade with fanfare; he caught
measles, and languished in the post hospital until it was discovered that the
disease had affected his eyesight. If
students have to have the ocular power
of young eagles, the instructor should
be as perceptive as the telescope on Mt.
Palomar, so Measles Knowles (no relation to the Dick Tracy character of the
same name) was honorably discharged.
Turn your head away quickly, having
imagined Mr. Knowles in the gray-blue
of a Canadian uniform, and then swivel
the neck back into position and observe
Mr. Knowles — just a few months later
—dressed in khaki, stationed at Oxnard

Tirra-lirra, "Robin Hood," starring the
Sherwood Forest Kid, Errol Flynn. The
company went out on location to a
small California town, name of Chico,
beside which lay a convenient airstrip.
It was a private field owned by a
man who also owned a Taylor Cub that
could be rented. As Mr. Flynn had
questioned Pat closely on the operation
of a plane, Pat decided to teach his pal
and prototype to fly, an activity sternly
forbidden by Warner Brothers who had
much moola invested in both birdmen
and had no desire to write them off as
total losses. Yet, every afternoon, when
the daylight had turned too red to be
useful for Technicolor pictures, Errol and
Pat would hasten to the airport — clad in
their Lincoln green tunics, doublets,
and feathered caps — and fly for an hour
or so. Then they would hurry to the
hotel and dress for dinner. The ghost
of the original Robin Hood, observing
this antic, must have smote his thigh
and cried to Friar Tuck that this was
really pulling the long bow.
Came the day when a Warner official
drove up in his shining black limousine
just in time to catch Pat descending
from the Cub. Mr. Innocent Flynn had
flown first that day, so he was reading —
virtuously — in the back of his car when
Pat landed. Reprimanded for the flight,
Pat said that he would fly whenever he
wanted to, and those who didn't like it
could take it up with El Senor Diablo at
his home address.
The whole matter finally was brought

Margaret Whiting, new singing star,
and William Eythe celebrate engagement
with a festive dinner — and gardenia.

before the Screen Actors' Guild, and
nowadays, studios protect themselves by
inserting clauses about flying in contracts. Pat, having seen this liberty curtailed, isviewing the current interest of
producers in the dangers of motorcycling,
with a jaundiced eye.
In T940, Pat and a group of his fellowBritons went to Ottawa to volunteer as
buck privates in the Royal Canadian
Army. Incidentally, Major Gus Daimon,
a local hero, was one of the group with
Pat.
A/C-2 Knowles (a rating that compares with the U. S. Aviation Cadet)
was assigned, because of his civilian fly-

(where Lt. Bob Cummings is also stationed)and
,
acting as an instructor for
U. S. Aviation Cadets. And there Pat
remained until the Air Corps training
program for Pat's particular echelon was
discontinued, and men of Pat's rating
were inactivated.
If youfortable
have
nowthatreached
the comconclusion
a character
who
can lick the printing tradition, win histrionic honors on two contintents, teach
Errol Flynn to fly, serve in two armies,
and survive five motorcycle crashes
would be a very difficult man to confuse, prepare to be astonished. Pat is a
man under the Indian Sign.

ing experience,
to could
an instructor's
Although
nothing
induce Patpost.
to
describe his military experience as other
than routine, and in unflattering terms
at that, those who served with him say

Owner andson,
operator
of this
is Pat's
7-year-old
Michael.
Nothexlong
ago,
Michael — a gentleman thoroughly cognizant of wartime shortages — slipped
away from his shopping mother, and
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approached the druggist nearby. "I'm
Michael Knowles and I've come for my
mother's cigarettes," he announced
solemnly.
The druggist protested mildly, saying
that he believed the Fernando family
Knowles had already collected that
week's quota of smokes. Michael demurred, politely but firmly. So the
druggist sold Mr. Knowles, Jr., a pack
for which that chap paid from his own
pocket money.
Two days later, when the cigarette
situation had become desperate, Michael
announced, "I'll sell you a cigarette for
penny."
a Pat
and Mrs. Knowles grinned lopsidedly, not relishing the joke, and said
okay, they'd buy a cigarette for his
price. Michael produced his wares:
2 (only) cigarettes, and pocketed his
receipts. Just before bedtime he said
slyly, "You'll be wanting a few more
cigarettes after I've gone to bed, but I
have them hidden, so you'd better buy
some spares from me now. I'll give you
two for 3c."
The next day, the price had advanced
to 2 for 5c, and the financier got a nickle
each for the last two in the pack.
Aware that his birthday was approaching, Michael approached his father one
night with the simple, straightforward
question, "What are going to buy me for
my birthday?"
"Er— I had thought of a pony," admitted Pat, "but you don't take care of
your animals properly. I'm feeding your
rabbits, your tortoise, and your guppies
at present, and your dog is boarding at
a kennel. So I've decided to get a small
horse and let you ride him when I'm not
using him."
"I want a bicycle, too," said Michael.
"Sorry, I think half of a horse is
enough
a little boy's birthday,"
ruled the for
father.
Michael gave his dad a long look full
of disbelief and indulgence, but said
nothing.
Several evenings later Pat was on the
telephone, calling everyone he knew who
might know where there was a bicycle
for sale. At last he talked to a man who
had a girl's bicycle for disposal, but Pat
was hesitating when he heard a sibilant
sound from Michael's bedroom. Standing in his pajamas, in a few inches of
opened doorway was the bicycle ownerelect.
"Pst, pst! Not a girl's bicycle,"
he
ruled.
A few nights later, Pat was again using
the evening hours in telephonic canvass
of bicycle sources when he learned of
what seemed to be a good reconditioned
wheel. Using his most secret voice, Pat
was making arrangements for the vehicle
to be brought to first-class condition,
when he became aware of a pair of staring eyes. Glancing up, he found Michael
in pajamas a few feet away. "And have
them put a bell on it," he ordered.
The Knowles family, in addition to
Pat and Michael, consists of Mrs.
Knowles and a little sister, aged 2V2.
Considering the fact that Michael has
the situation well in hand, and Pat is
getting rave notices over his work in
"Kitty" and "Masquerade In Mexico,"
the future offers a pleasant panorama
to The (New) Flying Yorkshireman.

ONE MOTHER TO ANOTHER
Think of the Improvements that are helping modern
mothers raise healthier babies*
For instance,
wider knowledge of infant nutrition, strict care
in sterilizing babies* utensils, and — not the
least — the introduction of prepared baby foods.
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added iron. Both are pre-cookedmix right
in baby's
by adding
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or formula,
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or cold.
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Sterling Pattern

for Happiness

Continued from page 21
MacMurrays, Mary and Jack Benny,
and 'Butch' Romero. We'll plan it all
very carefully now. Then there won't
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calls
and production
schedules
didn't
even exist.
All day long
she worked,
planned, and dreamed. Everything was
in readiness. Even Bob's favorite blue
and white polka dot robe was freshly
pressed. Every room held a vase of
Bob's favorite red and white carnations.
Kitchen noises were Bach and Beethoven to Ann's weary ears. After
three and a half years in the Army Air
Corps, Lt. Robert Sterling was coming
home at last! And then the telephone rang.
Ann, who has been off the screen a
year having a baby, was to test for
"Up Goes Maisie" the jollowing morning. They just couldn't do that, Ann
kept telling herself. But it seems they
could. And did! From nine until six,
she emoted in, of all things, a helicopter.
Up and down, in and out, whirling,
swaying, bumping, thumping. It was
the busiest, dizziest day Ann ever spent
in her entire life.
For not being the homecoming so
carefully planned, it was still a pretty
wonderful event. Even Miss Patricia
Ann Sterling (they call her Tisha) , age
ten months, seemed to sense something
very special was happening in the house.
Never had her eyes looked bluer or
brighter. She flirted outrageously with
the handsome gentleman who held her
so tenderly in his arms. Looking down
at his daughter, Bob fully realized for
the first time that he could hold her
every day and every night. Typical,

when he is particularly touched, he just
stood there and said nothing. Finally,
Bob found his voice.
"I don't know much about babies,"
he said huskily. "But tell me, Ann —
for a baby, isn't Tisha unusually beauAnn, who's vowed she will never be
one of those doting mothers, smiled
sweetly. "You know, darling," she said
modestly, "I'm not one of those mothers
who carries on over her own child. But
justtiful?"
between us — I think she looks like
While Ann studied her lines, Bob
tried on his civilian wardrobe. Suits,
an angel!"
shoes, socks, ties — the works. He looked
pretty strange to himself, standing there
before the mirror. But he felt awfully
good. Wrapping himself in the polka
dot robe, he took a book and sank complacently into a soft chair. His left
hand automatically reached out. Yes,
they were there, his large horn-rimmed
glasses. His heavy English pipe. It was
nice to be home. Very nice, indeed. A
knock on the door interrupted his reverie.
"Mr. Sterling, what shall I do with
the menagerie?" The voice belonged to
Marie. It brought Bob back to the
world of reality with a start. Taking
Ann by the hand he led her outside.
In a basket on the porch was a kitten —
a Siamese kitten, duly christened
"Sheba." Ann was speechless with delight. Next it was her turn to take Bob
by the hand, lead him out to a brandnew doghouse.
"Come on, 'Dee Dee,'" coaxed Ann.
"Come out and meet your new master."
Out from the doghouse ambled the
sleepiest, the friendliest, and the cutest
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Don't dose yourself with harsh, upsetting purgatives. Take Ex-Lai-the chocolated laxative!
It's thoroughly effective, but kind and gentle.

EX-LAX
THE "HAPPY MEDIUM" LAXATIVE
lOc and 25c at all drug stores
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cost. Order today. Send only $1 deposit,
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Introductory Offer for limited time only — an extra dress
free of extra cost with every order.
ACE MAIL ORDER CO.
414 Madison St. Dept. 12-C New Yorlt 2
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George Raft, steady-dating with Betty Doss, finds mutual interest in her cigarette.
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Boxer puppy Bob had ever laid eyes
on. His skin, waiting for his body to
grow into it, wrinkled and sagged in
all the wrong places. Bob gave a shout,
took "Dee Dee" (full pedigreed name,
"Dedrikka") right to his heart. That
night "Dee Dee" slept happily at the
foot of his new master's bed. new role
Not to coin a phrase, in her
of mother Ann Sothern is cast to perfection. For years she has dreamed of
this great episode in her life. Somehow
there was always a picture to be made.
Work to be done. Never quite enough
free time. Today, Ann looks even lovelier,
happier, all of which gives her quite an
edge. Her figure is slimmed down to a
number 12 size in the dress department.
Weight 110. Out MGM way these vital
statistics have not escaped their appraising attention.
Ann has a new contract calling for
her exclusive services for the next five
years. Permission was granted to do
radio show. "Maisie"
ownonweekly
hernow
the air. Exhibitors all over
is
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the country still talk about Ann's famous rendition of "The Last Time I Saw
Paris." So do her fans. Plans are now
afoot to give Ann the musical (with a
believable story) she has long deserved.
Recently at a Hollywood dinner party,
no less an authority than Irving Berlin
observed there were two great singers
on the MGM lot, Judy Garland and
. Ann Sothern. Some of the MGM bigwigs happened to be present. They
| rushed back to check their production
It won't be long now!
schedules.
Expectant motherhood affected Ann
much the same as it does any woman
in any walk of life. (Other movie
mamas please note!) Like the little organizer she is, Ann took stock of the
accepted the "conditions" and
situation,
went right on with her normal way of
living. Of course, the little matter of a
personal wardrobe presented the usual
problem. But not for long. Ann designed for herself a special kind of
smock. She had it made in different
colors and different materials. Hedy
Lamarr copied it when she was "expecting." Now that Ann is through
with her smocks (until a "little brother" for Tisha comes along) they're making the rounds of Hollywood in lending
library fashion.
Except for one brief period, Ann felt
sparkling as a sequin. Suddenly she developed dizzy spells. Being his num
ber one patient, Ann's doctor was nat
urallv quite concerned.
Thorough ex
aminations
proved — nothing.
A consulting obstetrician was called in. Re
suits, the same. Finally they appealed
to Ann. Could she think of anything
she hadn't told them?
Ann thought
Slowly she shook her head.
"My days are all the same," she explained. "I eat carefully. I get plenty
of rest. I take long walks. I stay home
most of the time and either read — or
paint the baby's furniture!"
"PAINT
THE
BABY'S FURNITURE!" the two doctors cried out to
gether. "You mean you've been PAINTING—inhaling
At that
momentTURPENTINE?"
Ann felt as if she had
been caught usurping the entire United
States Government.
Meekly she ad
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mitted she herself had painted seven
pieces of baby furniture with her own
eager hands. In due time Miss Tisha
Sterling was born. The baby was normal. Mother same. Fortunately (and

Bob has resumed his piano lessons.
While Ann dries out he practices. And
how he practices1 — much to the agony of
those within hearing distance. Everyone
kids him about his piano playing, but

unfortunately) Tisha's father was home
on sick leave. Convalescing from an
emergency appendectomy, Bob was out
at the field about to take off for a
practice flight. Ann was in bed reading
the Sunday papers, when she began to
feel funny. She got Bob on the phone.
"Everything looks double," she told
him. Her voice was quiet. She was
calm. But not so with Bob.

Bob isn't the type who discourages
easily. If ever there is a divorce in the
Sterling family, it will only be for one
reason.

"I'll call Walter Lang at once," cried
Bob anxiously. "Then I'll be right
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Back"!
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l Good Housekeeping ,

Ann started to laugh. Of course Bob
called the doctor too. Their devoted
friend,
home." director Walter Lang, had promised to "see Bob through." Bob wasn't
taking any chance's. It was twelve
hours later when they wheeled Ann out
of the delivery room. Walter was there.
He comforted Ann's mother and sister.
He poured hot coffee into Bob. Ann
looked very pale as they wheeled her
down the hall. Just as she passed the
little group, her eyes flew open, she
smiled sweetly and said, "Come back to
my room and we'll all have some ni-ice
hot chocolate." Then she passed out
cold!
Ann was positive it was going to be a
boy. Bob knew it was going to be a
"We'll call her Patricia Ann Sterling,"
said Bob.
girl.
"We'll call him Timothy Hart Sterling," said Ann.
Ann doesn't remember one thing that
happened. When she opened her eyes
again, Bob was there very close to her.
"It's a girl, honey," he said tenderly.
"But don't worry. We'll have another
oneAtsoon
it will bemoment,
a boy!" another
thatandparticular
baby was the last thing Ann ever
wanted. But only at that moment. In
the meantime happiness reigns supreme
in the Sterling household. While their
lovely home in Beverly Hills is everything to be they
desired,
it still
isn't the
place where
hope
eventually
to

"Can't you just see me on the witness stand?" Ann teases. "Turning those
wide, hurt eyes up at the judge and saying, 'Your Honor, it's Chopin's Prelude,
Opus 28, Number 24 — that's what it is.
It's come between us. Morning, noon
and night I have to listen to it. Mr.
Sterling won't give it up. He's got to
make his choice. It's either Chopin — or
When Patricia Ann Sterling was christened, Walter Lang was the godfather,
Ray Milland's charming wife, Mai, the
godmother. The proud father stood by
and took colored movies. Every three
months this procedure is repeated.
Walter Lang is doing the cutting. On
her 16th birthday Miss Tisha will be
presented with a complete photographic
record of her growth and progress. Apropos of that" very special birthday 16
me!' Ann Sothern tells one of
years hence,
her favorite stories on Bob.
"One day he was in the nursery playing with Tisha. It seemed unusually
quiet, so I tiptoed in. Tisha was in
Bob's arms. The St. Francis medal I
put around his neck when he went into
service on
wasit ever
in Tisha's
teethed
since shemouth.
cut her She's
first
tooth. Bob was looking down on her
with a troubled expression on his face.
Just for a moment it frightened me. I
thought maybe something was wrong
with the baby. I asked Bob what was
on his mind. 'She's such a beautiful
baby,' Bob said. T was just figuring out.
In 1961 she'll be 16. She'll be a very
beautiful young girl. I'm worried about
May'wolves!'
all their
the—
" future worries for Ann
and Bob be — "little ones!"

retire. Bob has already started a scrapbook on that farm house they plan to
' 36f&6[//ouvwooo Fojo Asm
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build. It won't be a show place. Not
expensive to run. Just plenty of room
for all — room to grow in, room to live in.
From now on there's a career for Bob
to think about, three and a half years'
Army experience to forget, lots of necessary activity to make up for lost time.
In "Somewhere I'll Find You" (his last
screen appearance), with Clark Gable
and Lana Turner, Bob did an excellent
job. MGM is now making enthusiastic
preparations to welcome Bob back.
Now that Bob's home "for good" (Ann
never tires of emphasizing this fact) ,
they're gradually getting back into a
routined way of living. A typical evening at home Bob refers to as a "love
under the drier" evening. This applies
when Ann is working on a picture. Before she leaves the studio her hairdresser does up her wet curls. Ann
rushes home. They have dinner, discuss
the day. Then she disappears under the
drier and studies the next day's lines.
SCRF. ENLANL

Dinah Shore and her husband, George
Montgomery, are snapped at a cocktail party, still acting like bride and
groom. It's George Burns behind the
cheaters, engaging them in conversation.

How

They Conquered
Their Fears

Continued from page 39

adapting Pat O'Brien's philosophy of
overcoming fear because Pat's formula
is one that is universally comprehensible and has been proved right throughout the ages.
"I have conquered my fear through
prayer," Pat said very quietly and intensely. "My fear of something happening that would injure my children
was an awful one. It was almost like
an obsession. I think I overcame it
when my little daughter, Mavourneen,
became seriously ill.
"Her recovery was extremely doubtful. In fact, doctors had given up hope.
My only resource then was my faith. I
prayed hour upon hour for guidance
the likeand help. I prayed against this
crisis
lihood of her death. It was in
that I learned the miracle of prayer.
Mavourneen got over her illness after a
while, much to the doctors' surprise.
"I had another example, too, of my
belief in prayer and in the power of
faith. One day my little boy was playing with a friend. The two of them
suddenly decided that they wanted to
go across the street, so paying little
attention to the cars on the road, they
dashed out into the street. There was
a screech of brakes, a sickly thud as an
oncoming car struck them both. My
boy's friend was badly hurt, but my son
received only a few bruises. What else
could have contributed more to his
safety than his own childish faith in his
St. Christopher's medal and my own
consistent prayers for his safety?" fears
Probably Tyrone Power has few
lieunow, after his service as a Marine make
tenant. But when he was trying to
New York notice him, he did have one
very significant fear.
Ty was afraid of being in enclosed or
small places. This was a hangover from
the day when he was young and got
locked in a cellar. He banged on the
cellar door for hours. Eventually someone got him out, but the memory of
that incident didn't leave him. It became so important to him that he
wouldn't even ride on subways because
of that obsession of being closed in.
Finally, however, he got tired of walking everywhere in New York. Unable to
afford taxi fare, he decided that he had
to get over his fear. He went to the
subway one day and stood in the entrance for what must have been a couple
of hours, trying to make himself go
down and get in a car. At last he forced
himself to go down in the subway. He
rode on the car all afternoon until he
felt he had definitely conquered his fear.
Alice Faye's fear was something akin
to Ty's. Hers was a deathly fright of
heights. "I remember so well the time
I had to make a picture called 'Women
With Wings.' For several scenes, I had
to be up in a plane. I can't tell you how
very afraid I was, but by the time the
picture was over I had greatly overcome
my fear. But it took me even longer to
get over the wobbly feeling that came
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hasI any
of heights."
knowfear
Alice
has overcome that because I remember watching her walk
down a long flight of steps for a picture
recently. I recall thinking to myself,
"How graceful she looks and how much
at ease she is."
Today, Alice's only fear is stage fright,
a fear of the first day on a new picture.
She is gradually getting over this by
realizing that everyone knows she will
be good in the film and by believing in
herself to such an extent that there can
be no doubt of the outcome of her work.
That, to me, has been Alice's hardest
battle — the battle to overcome her lack
of self-confidence.
Barbara Stanwyck's fear seems a very
strange one for an actress. It was a
fear of giving an extemporaneous speech.
It all went back to the day she was
graduated from grammar school.
"I was to make a speech at the exercises," Barbara told me. "I got up to
talk and suddenly got the most terrific case of stage fright and self cononly say, 'Silence is
sciousnes . could
I
golden.' Then I sat down. The memory
of that day haunted me for years. In
fact, in all of my years in Hollywood, I
was unable even to get up at a home
house, or at a banquet
a friend's
dinner,
a speech.
make
and

"When I was asked to talk for the
Victory Loan drives, I wanted to say,
'No, I just can't.' But I realized I
couldn't refuse such requests. Others
were making speeches and I knew I had
a job to do too. To make it easier for
me, I had my speeches all written out.
I memorized them until I knew them
perfectly.
"I'll never forget that first speech I
made. I got up, faced the large crowd,
my notes in hand. Suddenly, I felt a
great surge of enthusiasm, patriotism —
call it what you will. The importance
of the mission struck me so deeply and
so intensely that I simply began to talk
for the first time in my life extemporfor a long time withaneously. talked
I
out once referring to my prepared speech.
When I finished, I found the notes
crumpled in my hand. That incident
proved to me that if you can feel deeply
and sincerely about a thing, there can

had incurred because of my illness.
Naturally, they were against my plan
because I was so young you see, I was
only fourteen. But I refused to admit
that I would never dance again. I had
to. It was the only thing I wanted to do.
"When I got my first job, I remember
wondering if in the middle of a dance,
my legs would go back on me again.
Months passed, during which I had this
awful fear, the uncertainty of not knowing if it would all come back on me.
My only way to fight this fear was to
deny it by dancing. I am glad now that
I did fight back. The fear is gone. It
was only determination that saved my
Esther Williams, who is one of the
finest swimmers in the country, once was
afraid to go near the water. One day
she
hit her head on the bottom of a pool
career."
and it was only through the quick action
of a guard that she didn't drown. For
weeks she kept wanting to go back in
the water, but she was afraid. Finally,
she decided that she couldn't go on this
way. She started to swim every day, for
hours at a time. Occasionally, her fear
would come back and she'd begin to
fight the water in a panic. But eventually, by sheer determination, she was
able to overcome her fear.
Loretta Young had the same fear of
water but not because of any accident
to herself. "When I was younger, I was
at Catalina with my little brother,"
Loretta told me. "He went out in the
ocean too far and got caught in a rip
tide. I can see him yet as he struggled
and went farther and farther out to sea.
It was Jack Mulhall, with whom I was
working in a picture at the time, who
finally brought him to shore.
"For years afterwards, I held on to
this fear of water. I would never go
swimming at all. I was so afraid that I
would even gasp when a little water was
splashed in my face. Then, for a scene
in 'A Man's Castle,' I learned that I
had to do some swimming under water.
I was determined not to tell the director
of my fear. I began to work on it myself. Where before I couldn't even take
a shower, I began to practice dunking
my head under water in my tub baths.
I did this repeatedly. It wasn't easy
and I wasn't sure I was over my fear
when I began the picture.
"Right up to the moment I was to

the ordinary person, it seems
no fear."
be To
strange that Grace McDonald ever had
fears about her dancing or that Esther
Williams was ever afraid of swimming.
Yet,
have gained
success
sheer they
determination
andtheir
in the
face by'
of
a gnawing fear.
Grace, whose Hollywood career was
begun because of her dancing in some of
Broadway's biggest shows, once felt she
would never dance again. Whenever
she took a step, she was deathly afraid.
"I had had a severe case of rheumatic
fever," Grace related. "Doctors had told
me that I would be lucky if I ever
walked again let alone dance. For a
year, I could scarcely move my legs.
Then, when I had recovered, I made up
my mind to go back to my dancing. I
wanted to earn money to help pay my
folks back for the heavy expenses they
SCREENLAND

Charles Korvin, starring in "This Love Of
Ours," and Agnes Moorhead chat at party.

start the scene, I was tempted to set a
double. I guess it was good old Irish
determination or stubbornness that made
me go through the ordeal myself. When
I first dove under the water for the
scene, I thought again of my brother.
I gasped and swallowed a lot of water.
But after I had done the scene over and
over, I was no longer afraid. Since then,
I have often wondered, 'Why is it so
hard for anyone to fight back at something that has no real meaning or puras fear?' "
as intangible
at a thing had
pose,
Ella Raines
probably the most
dramatic fear of any star in Hollywood.
When she was quite young, her face
was horribly burned. Through expert
medical care her face remained unseated, butItshewascouldn't
over fear
her
fear of fire.
such anget
intense

1
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that if a person lit a match in front of
her, she would scream. She couldn't
even sit in front of a fire in a fireplace.
"For a long time, nothing anyone
could do or say could change my fear,"
Ella said to me one day. "Finally, a
doctor pointed out that my main trouble
was lack of courage. He said he was going to make a test and that I wasn't to
be afraid. He lit a match, stood away
from me, and then advanced slowly
towards me with the match still burning. At first, I drew away when he came
close to me with the match. But after
several tries, my fear disappeared. I am
glad now that I had the courage to take
that test, as hard as it was."
The two strangest cures for fears in
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Hollywood
and
Jennifer belong
Jones. to Maureen O'Hara
Maureenrused to be very afraid of cats,
principally because she was scratched by
one when she was a little girl. She carefully avoided them until a photographer
got a good idea and went to Maureen
with it.
"I think it would be a good magazine
cover to take a picture of you holding a
cat," he said. "In that Way, we can
compare the cat's eyes with yours."
Maureen agreed that it was a good
idea, so she didn't tell the photographer
about her fear of the felines. "The picture was taken," Maureen said, "and
much to my surprise, I found that they
were soft, cuddly things, not at all as I
had imagined they were. I'm even
thinking of getting one now for a pet."
"It took a long time for me to have
any self-confidence," Jennifer Jones told
me. "I always worried what people
thought of me. It wasn't until I took
up ice skating that I lost that selfconsciousness of how I looked, for no
one can start out in that sport and look
dignified for any length of time. It was
then that I also discovered that most
people laugh -with a person and not at
one. Since then, I've managed to get
along all right, at least as far as external
appearances go."
And there you have the story of the
stars' fears and how they were overcome. They all seem to add up to
Claudette Colbert's advice: "The only
way to conquer fear is to force oneself
to tackle the situation immediately."
If you're still unconvinced, you might
ask yourself this question: "How can a
fear help me?" There is only one answer.
It can't until you overcome it!
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"The Postman Always
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ponder Jim Cain's incredibly economic
and potent writing. One night, I suddenly became aware that there was, sometimes almost imperceptibly concealed
within the outer garment of vivid lust and
brutality, a melodrama of extraodinary
power, a revelation of human behavior
and relations which, in my humble
opinion, was much more important a factor in making the book memorable than
the occasional purple pages describing
the heroine's nubile charms in a prostrate position.
And then, just as suddenly, I realized
something else of importance. I realized
that there are certain things that
no one with an iota of good sense or
good taste would try to put on the screen
— would want to put on the screen — if
there were no MPPDA, no political or
moral censorship of any kind anywhere.
These are things which are implied on
the screen. All right, I could imply them
— and I knew — I know that when such
matters are implied on the screen, and
well implied, they can be more dramatically convincing, more shockingly real
to any casual customer other than a Peeping Tom or what the French call so
happily a voyeur.
So I went to work and prepared a
mental treatment of the story. I had a
long conference with Mr. Joseph I.
Breen. Mr. Breen said, in intent, that
if I would put that treatment on paper
for the record, he would approve it for
the record. I did. He did.
We got a script out, the shooting
script actually, in an almost ridiculously
short space of time. And in an equally
short space of time, with almost unbeliveably few corrections by Mr. Breen,
we got that script approved, and we
started to shoot the picture. Why? Because I was a very smart fellow? Yes,
I answer ' surprisingly. I was smart
enough not to try and do that which I
knew was violation of good taste according to the dictates of the average person.
I claim no credit for any astuteness,
merely for a certain amount of common
decency. Whether it turns out to be a

Rings Twice"

hot flash about putting Lana in white
clothes exclusively. In this year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
forty-six, in this Southern California,
you can go from highway to byway and
find young women operating in a minimum of clothing and a maximum of
exposed epidermis. And, from a thorough
study of eastern fashion magazines, I
find that throughout the nation the fair
female is thinking sartorially on the basis
of "them that has 'em, shows 'em!" It
was a brief step then to the idea that
the shorts and bras, the scanty little
dresses, the bathing suits, would be white
because I sensed a growing tendency to
white — I think it has something to do
with the war — and then I remembered
a vision which is purely imaginary, the
vision of a slim shapely young blonde,
wearing a couple of hunks of pristine
fabric and sunburned a nice velvety tan
everywhere else. So I sneaked off in a
dark corner with our makeup and photography experts and lo! there emerged
a new face and body makeup now
briefly and colloquially known as "The
Carey Wilson-Lana Turner Technicolor
in Black and White Suntan Makeup,
No Patent Applied For." And on her
it looks good, if you know what I mean,
and if you don't, you'll be sorry!
The next aspect of reality comes
from the staging of all exteriors in the
exact out-of-door locations where they
might — and who knows, did — take place.
Now I have an interesting angle about
locations. The fantastic magic of studio
production can produce within the confines of a huge sound stage a street, or
a building, or a desert, or a volcano
which is not only as good as the real
thing but a darn sight more manageable,
and it's often better than the real thing.
But for the "Postman" I wanted the
accidental and inevitable crudity of reality. That's why, when you see the Twin
Oaks Tavern, you'll see a real building
a dozen miles outside Los Angeles which
we leased because it was a real building
located on a side road, and when John

fine
book.picture or not, it's the story of the
Yes, I did have it in mind for Lana
Turner. In fact — and this is a secret only
now revealed — I spoke privately to Lana
long before I took the matter up officially. Oh, sure! I'll say all the usual
things! I did think, and for years, that
Lana was a great actress— yes, I said
great. I thought this was the thing that
would enable her to prove it. Brother,
am I sticking out my chin! I mean,
sister. Lana fell for the idea like a ton
of brick. So I was inspired and encouraged by the knowledge that she was on
my side — and that ain't hay.
I decided to place the story, on film,
in exactly the places and during the
times that the book specified. This meant
Southern California in the Summer. And
that's where I got the now rather famous
SdtEENLAND

Myrna Loy is asked for her autograph
by two eager movie fans outside Giro's.

Garfield walks into the garage alongside
that building you'll see the accumulation
of a dozen years, the atmosphere of a
dozen years, the truth of a dozen years.
We've shot some scenes out in the blazing California sunshine where it looks
hot without the necessity of the actors
ary or synthetic perspiramopping fromimagin
their foreheads. Sister, it was
tion
hot. It shows it.
And it's fun. It's also a lot of work
and worry. Few people know it's hard
work making a picture. It's hard work
It's doggone
even making a bad picture.
hard work making a good one. Just
imagine, the other day I was dragged
out of a grinding four-hour story conference on "The Common Sin," and had
to walk out in the glorious fresh air
over to the Wardrobe Department, and
actually had to sit there upon a huge
overstuffed divan and look at Lana
Turner modeling seventeen different outfits of shorts and you-know-whats. And
it took all the rest of the afternoon, and
besides that, sitting alongside me on the
divan was a gal named Irene who designs all the luscious clothes our MGM
stars wear, and Irene could be a movie
star herself, and sometimes I got so
enthusiastic about the shorts and things
that I had to hold Irene's hand in order
to be sure she knew I was enthusiastic.
And you get paid for that, sister!
I wish I could tell you some nice cute
jokes or gags that occur on the set while
we're shooting the picture, but I don't
seremember any of them. It's a pretty the
rious troupe. Oh, I do recall that
first day Lana walked out of her dressing room in the first white bathing suit,
she marched over in front of the camera
and just before she took off the bathrobe
she announced solemnly that anyone
who whistled would get a lamp thrown
at them. They all whistled, too. That is,
everybody except me. I was wetting my
lips.
We've had a couple of good luck signs.
You know there's a black cat which
figures importantly in the murder, and
the first day's shooting on the Twin Oak
Tavern location, a black cat calmly
walked into the scene and spoiled the
first take. It wasn't our black cat. It
went with the place. Then we found that
Cecil Kellaway, who plays Lana's husband— at least he plays Lana's husband
until he gets thrown off a cliff — turned
out to be enough of a singer that we
won't have to use a double for those
scenes in which he sings and plays the
guitar. And one day Lana popped into
my office and said she had a brilliant
idea for a very famous song to be used
as "her favorite" which her husband
sings importantly throughout the film.
She told me the name of the song and to
her utter amazement I told her I'd
bought the rights of it fifteen minutes
before. No, I won't tell you the name
of the song. I don't want anybody to
revive it until the picture's out. But
I'll tell you this. Every time Lana
walks into a scene her arrival is telegraphed ahead by her humming of a
certain few bars of the song — that and
the click of high heels on an uncarpeted
floor. When you hear that, sister, you
know trouble's coming.
I guess that's all, Delight. Except
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maybe one thing. Did you know what
the title "The Postman Always Rings
Twice" means? Practically nobody does
but Jim Cain. And me. And now you.
The title comes from the fact that when
you're expecting something to come by
mail you always hang around the front
door for fear you won't hear the postman ring. You forget that the postman
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always rings twice, and you'll hear that
second ring even if you don't want to.
For any further exposition on this subject, I remind you that the box-office
prices are generally cheaper before six
P. M. Go early and save money.
And because I'm a little crazy, and
because I hope we might possibly get a
worthwhile picture as well as a successful
one, I'll tell you something else. Listen,

Catching

Up

Lana Turner doesn't wear any false eyelashes. And her lips aren't black or
gooey. On the screen she looks like a spotlessly clean, suntanned gal who never
owned an evening dress. But she's lovelier than ever. And if you've heard any
wild yarns about her being "temperamental" forget it. She's on time every
morning. She knows her lines. She's like
a kid with a new toy. She's worked at
night in the Pacific Ocean. She's doing a
hard exacting role with a cleancut competence which seems flattering to our script
but which is actually proof that her screen
career is only beginning. That girl, Delight my Darling, is a hunk of stuff!
Hope you are the same, I remain,
Your Culver City Correspondent,
CAREY WILSON

With

Teresa

Continued from page 25
while later I remembered. Then, when I
was sure, I wondered if all those babies
I worked with in 'Casanova Brown'
hadn't been contagious! Seriously,
though, Niven and I were so glad! We
had been wanting a child very much and
on earth."
I think
When I was
she the
was happiest
certain, girl
Teresa
gave
every thought to the baby on the way.
Her sister-in-law discovered she was
enciente at just about the same time, so
the girls went through their anticipation together. This was fun. They had
long talks about their plans as they lay
in the sun soaking up all the ultraviolet rays the doctor ordered; they
walked the required number of blocks
together for exercise every day.
"Toward the end we got so tired of
our clumsy selves and longed so for
pretty, slim clothes," Teresa said wistfully, "that one day when we happened
to be walking past a smart dress shop in
Beverly Hills, we marched in and had
the poor woman in charge show us all
her models and designs for a whole
afternoon. We simply reveled in the
lovely materials and spent hours pretending to make decisions between this
dress and that, all the time imagining
how wonderful we'd look. It was a
dreadful thing to do, because of course
we never went back, and I feel guilty
every time I think of it. But it got
something out of our systems and we felt
" then in a house
The afterwards!
Nivens lived
better
Teresa had found in the San Fernando
Valley and the two girls did some of
their baby-shopping in stores out there.
They bought little sacks and jackets
and prettied them up with hand-embroidered sprays and flowers. Teresa
learned to crochet and made a big, soft
carriage-robe in no time at all.
When hot Summer weather came, the
doctor recommended a change of climate,
so two weeks at Lake Tahoe was decided
on. Teresa's husband took her as far as
San Francisco and they spent a few days
there sight-seeing and shopping.
"A charming elderly couple we met at
the hotel told us about some wonderful
candy they'd found at Magnin's," Teresa
said, "and I developed one of those
ScREENLAND

cravings. But Niven was very firm
about it: I was on the trip for my
health, so no candy! But after I got
to Tahoe that candy grew to be an
obsession. I knew Niven was right, but
Satan kept whispering in my ear. One
day the Fiend muttered, 'Why, you
have a charge account at Magnin's. Why
don't you send for the candy yourself —
So she
did. And
the very next day a
"
Teresa?'
h'mm,
box arrived. "That's pretty quick,"
thought Teresa. Then, mindful of the
Devil's promptings, " — Like magic."
She opened the package and found
the card of the charming elderly couple
she'd met in San Francisco. They
couldn't resist sending it, they said,
because they'd seen her looking at it so
longingly. The following day the box
she'd ordered arrived and a short — too
short — while later an identical box came
girl-fan
a littlegave
parents
from onthethe
met
train. ofTeresa
awayshe'd
all
she could and ate the rest and it did her
a lot of good.
Though Teresa herself had found the
San Fernando house, her husband picked
out the one in Encino they live in now.
They needed more room, both for the
new baby and because Busch's two sons,
eight and twelve, were to stay with
them during Summer vacations.
"When Niven took me out to see the
new house, I simply fell in love with it
the moment I saw it," Teresa glowed.
"He'd told me it was divine but nothing
its charm. It's just home!"
describe
could
Teresa's
stepsons are as one in their
admiration of Terrence Niven Busch, but
definitely as two in their expression of
that admiration. Tony, the eight-yearold, makes faces at the baby and pretends to mow him down with a machinegun
when heanyone's
around.
when
he thinks
and young
Terry But
are alone,
he wiggles his fingers and gives forth
with the proper cooing noises. The
twelve-year-old, more mature Peter,
knowing it's not necessary to prove what
a big, brave man he is, is constantly
gentle and soothing with the little one
and a great help in taking care of him.
Teresa hasn't had a day off during
the six weeks' shooting on "The Imper-

feet Lady" at Paramount and she's
been up at five-thirty every morning.
The part of the girl reporter opposite
Ray Milland and Brian Donlevy is a
very difficult one, calling for a fast
comedy tempo and a constant change of
she's
at night
she gets
pace.
about the
to sleep
up home
she curls
tiredWhen
so
same time as the baby.
"I've been very lucky in finding
someone to care for him," Teresa told
me. "I hunted everywhere for a nurse
without being able to get one. I was
almost at my wits' end when a very
kind neighbor offered to do it herself.
She's a mother herself — and a grandmother, too— so the baby couldn't be in
better hands. It's wonderful to go to the
studio knowing that everything will be
taken care of so competently."
Teresa's just getting over her fear of
taking the baby with her in the car.
Though she wouldn't admit it to herself, she found she was making excuses
to have someone else do the driving on
the days little Terry was taken for his
periodical checkup at the doctor's. But
lately she's glad to find she's overcome
that fear and quite proud of herself as
she drives off alone, with nurse and baby

Look what's for you. .. Real-form Lastex
2 -way stretches with the wonderful Raschel knit fashion to fit
features that give such
blessed comfort and
control. Won't roll,
creep up or run.

beside her. She's beginning, too, to take
up her active pre-baby life. She follows
her husband around the golf course — "I
never will learn to play!" — and goes
horseback riding with him and her stepsons.
The erstwhile loss of her tiny, perfect
figure has made Teresa appreciate
doubly the wardrobe Edith Head has
dreamed up for her to wear in
"The Imperfect Lady." Paramount's
subtle designer, who can make a little
woman look as statuesque as a queen,
has dressed Teresa in a series of gowns
that more than make up for the wistfu
disappointment of that futile afternoon
spent in the Beverly Hills dress shop.
"The baby's ten months old now and
getting so wonderful and strong," Teresa
said proudly. "Some people say he
looks like me, but I think he's more like
Niven. He seems to have my eyes and
dark hair, but that may change. We
named him Terrence Niven to avoid the
he might be nicknamed 'Junior'
chance
as he grows older and to be sure he
would have the better one of 'Terry.'
But now I notice his father's rather
proud of the ' Niven' and is starting to
call him that."
Teresa hopes young Terry will grow
into the outsize soakers she made for
him before he graduates into long pants.
She learned to knit during her two
weeks' stay at Tahoe and either she
didn't calculate the number of stitches
quite right or she had an exaggerated
conception of Terry's girth at birth.
When the baby announced his arrival,
Teresa and her husband made it to the
hospital just in time. Their house in
Encino is a right smart way out in the
country and Teresa says if that's the
way she has babies, she's going to engage a room in a hotel not more than
two blocks from the delivery room the
next time it happens. And she hopes it
will happen again — sometime before too
long. For, while little boys are some thing to be very proud of, little girls are
pretty nice, too!
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Here's

Another Frankie Boy for the
Continued from page 27

Whereupon, three knots in his throat
dissolved before my eyes and he drew a
long breath. "Well! Why didn't you tell
me sooner? Then / wouldn't have been
so jittery. You see, it's my first interAfterview, too."
that, we got along better. At
least, there weren't those long pauses
with each of us obviously scrambling
wildly for something to say.
The interview went something like
this: "What's your favorite hobby?"
"Acting. I have a work-out nights at
the"What's
Actors' Laboratory."
that?"
"It's where motion picture actors work
together in their spare time to become
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better actors. We're doing 'Noah' on
Saturday night."
"What part are you playing in it?"
"I'm the hunter." And he gave me
two tickets.
The studio's magazine editor who engineered the interview was scandalized
at this waste of time and got us back on
the track with, "What kind of girls do
you like best, Frank, blondes or bruFrank blushed and swallowed a piece
ofnettes?"
lettuce, more or less whole. "It isn't
their complexion. It's their size, brains,
and character."
"Meaning — ?"
"She must be petite, or else tall and
slender, beautiful like a Madonna lily.
She must be intelligent," now he was
really warming up to his subject. "Doing
things along artistic lines, the theater
would be best. She will like simple things,
outdoors, woods, rain, and be a good
conversationalist to make up for me. I
He can't
was talk."
doing pretty well. As I said,
just
we
carewere
who both
knewscared,
it. but now we didn't
"Tell me about your first perform"I was eleven and had a line in 'Stage
Door' with Peggy Converse as leading
lady.
still one
my Ibest
friends.
ance."She's
That
was about
the oftime
started
to
"What
your scarlet
best performance?"
high
His school."
facewasturned
and then he
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grinned.
"My first performance was my most
embarrassing moment. I darned near lost

Girls!

then died a howling, realistically awful
death.
I dashed for the dressing room and
ran smack into his mother. Now it isn't
hard to get the story of a son from his
mother. You'll see what I mean.
Frank Latimore made his first appearance on September 28, 1925, in New
York City. His father, Frank Latimore
Kline, Sr., was an architect. The former
Mayo Thach, New York actress, is his
mother.
his mother, Frank's
favorite
hobby
is To
absentmindedness.
When
he was
13
and a Junior in high school at Darien.
Connecticut, young Latimore wanted to
assure himself that he would click in his
chosen profession. He saved his money
all Summer and had $25 with which to
make good in New York. He asked for
a week off from school to try his luck.
Arriving there he went into a phone
booth to phone for an appointment. He
walked out, leaving his pocketbook. He
had about fifteen cents in his pocket.
That night he slept in Grand Central
Station, a fairly lonely and a fairly scared
young man. At five in the morning, a
policeman shook him awake, and that
was a fairly disconcerting experience,
also. But he spent a dime for a cup of
coffee. It was a wonder that the officer
didn't haul him off to juvenile court,
except that Frank at fourteen was practically as tall as he is now. When the
officer asked him how old he was, he
said eighteen and after a night on a
Grand Central Station bench, I guess he
looked it. Anyway, he got away with it.
He hustled
the gentlemen's
and
washed offhisto face
and combedroom
his
hair; warmed his insides with a cup of
coffee; walked the streets until it was
time for casting offices to open.
Believe it or not, by sundown a dual
role was tucked snugly in his pocket.
Frank Latimore, actor, was to play both
father and
son in "Smilin'
in a
certain
production
scheduledThru,"
for Jersey
City. Yes, you heard me. He was only
fourteen, but remember he had already
fooled the cop who questioned him at
Grand Central that morning. To the
producers of "Smilin' Thru," he said he
was twenty-two, and made it stick. Well,
when you see and talk to him, you can
believe that would be possible, too. It

my trousers right on the stage, but let's
skip that for another time."
"What kind of parts do you want to

ICTORY

He looked amazed at that. "It isn't
the part. It's how true to life I can per-

CLOTHING

form anyheavens,
part." the fellow is a perfecGood
play?"tionist! Robert Donat is his favorite actor; Ingrid Bergman is tops for an actress
and Betty Grable a pretty swell musical
star.
Actors have only an hour for lunch
and we had to leave then. Saturday

COLLECTION
For Overseas Relief

night I went to see him in "Noah." He
tore out on the stage — a prehistoric wild
man, naked except for a Tarzan-like
leopard skin draped in the proper places.
He snarled and railed at poor Noah and
ScREENLAND
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Give coats, boots and shoes tied in pairs,
dresses, underwear, suits, shawls, work
shirts, sweaters, blankets, quilts, shirts,
mufflers, caps, mittens. Get your bundle
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isn't that he looks old for his age. At
least, he doesn't look more than twentytwo. (He is just twenty.) His mother
says he has always had a lot of poise, and
I can believe it For one thing, his speech
is sort of crisp and clipped— rather like
an American version of David Niven's,
say. He has height, as 1 mentioned, and
more than that he has a sort of youand-I-and-no-one-else way of looking at
you — if you're female, that is. I expect
oui in the "Smilin' Thru"
triedhehim
they and
role
turned this particular brand
of charm on whatever gal tested with
him — and that was that. Because, definitely, he has a nay with him. Me —
I'm fattish and forty-ish, but he had me
forgetting it fot the nonce, with just
the charming way he treated me.
So I've digressed a bit from Frank's
"life history." So what's the difference?
As I said, I've lived quite a while — at
least long enough to know that movie
fans or prospective movie fans don't care
nearly as m.uch about where a star was
born and how hf got into pictures, as
what he looks like and has he got that
something which "sends" you. Me — I
don't wear bobby-socks, but for my
boy has got "It"
Latimore
the the
money
which was
way we said it when I
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was teen-aged.

So Frank got his job in "Smilin'
Thru" in Jersey City They played small
s. Frank's
collection
andthetook
places
share of
takeup was
$15.60
for the
week.
Two weeks passed. He felt he had
proved that he could be a success in
his chosen profession So he went back to
Darien and finished school.
Came Summer, and he played at the
Barter Theater in Abingdon, Virginia.
Farmers bring vegetables here to pay
for their tickets Lettuce, asparagus,
potatoes and everything piled in the box
office. Frank ate lots of salads that Summer. Lots of everything. Money was
scarce, but the food was plentiful.
Next, S. N Behrman saw Frank in
Abingdon and told him to come to New
York to try out in "The Eve of St.
Mark." But the director thought he was
too young foi the part Nothing daunted,
Frank kept on "Fearless Frank," he
called himself by now.
He played several seasons in Summer
stock. Landed on both feet as Scooper
Nolan on Broadway in Brock Pemberton's "Janie." This was followed by a
ripping murder mystery with Zasu Pitts.
Then
came "Dark Eyes," produced by
Jed Harris.
It was while he was playing in "Dark
Eyes" that he was seen by a 20th Century-Fox talent scout and asked to make
a screen test He was then immediately
signed and cast in "In the Meantime,
Darling," opposite Jeanne Crain, no less.
Upon completion of this picture he
joined the Army, served nine months
in the anti-aircraft division, then received amedical discharge for sinus and
asthma troubles Back he came to finish
his seven-year contract at 20th CenturyFox.
He bought a little cottage for his
mother and his English setter, Jerry. It
is between Westwood Village and Santa
Monica. He drives what he calls a
jaloppy, and it is.
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hours away, once again 'Tokyo Rose.' Tf
by any chance you're on your way to
Saipan, might as well turn back.' she
warned. 'You'll never take it. We're wait-
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"Our greatest amusement was tuning
in on 'Tokyo Rose.' She played all the
popular and nostalgic tunes that reminded us of the lives we used to lead.
'How'd you like to be home with your
arm around your best girl?" she'd taunt
us. 'You're going to lose, you know. You
might as well turn back.' The guys
laughed like hell. Nothing could dim
their indomitable spirit. Then, when we
knew that Saipan was just a few short

•
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CROSS
and
CHAIN

Includes
Lovely

also know

what happened to 'Tokyo

"It doesn't seem so long now — now
that it is over. But while it was going on,
we wondered if it would ever end. Of
Rose.'
the many things I personally learned, outstanding isthe one thought: how cheap
life can be! Kids, 18, 19— kids barely old
enough to shave; all so brave, being
snuffed out like so many insects. There
was one boy I shall never forget. It was
the first time I had ever witnessed death.
They brought him up over the side of
the ship. Long lines of wounded were
lying there, waiting to be lowered into
sick bay. This one boy was caked with
mud. With every pain-wracked breath
came a fountain of blood. The picture
on his I.D. card was handsome, the face
smiling and happy. I read his age.
Just 20! His birthplace was Westwood,
California. His family lived just three
short miles from my own home. Prom
Beverly Hills.
"They gave him that blessed plasma
but he was too far gone. I stood there
with the doctor. We both stared at each
other. Said nothing. I watched him die
and I couldn't do a thing. This must
be for something, I kept saying inside
of myself! There MUST be a reason
In the near future Cesar Romero will
this!"
for
once again be seen in "Three Little Girls
In Blue" and "City Of Flowers," the latof Costa Rican "State Fair."
Bothter a sort
are musical comedy productions,
and in each one Cesar plays the gay,
young blade, the fun-seeking playboy
who gets all the laughs. There was a
time when he yearned to get away from
this sort of part. He wanted to be
serious — to "act." In the service he
learned what being in pictures really
means. For the first time he realized
their importance to morale. How even
his own comedy brought laughter to
boys who are no longer here to laugh.
"Seeing pictures aboard ship was our
only escape from worry and strain," says
Cesar. "Those boys sat on deck by the
1
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"Iting was
eerie, for a moment frightenfor you.'
we're coming,
do know Suppose
they himself.
Supposeasked
each ing.
man
they
are waiting for us. One of the boys talked
back to 'Tokyo Rose.' The tension broke.
Guys laughed, started to kid. It was
the most wonderful spirit I ever hope to
see. I was deeply, genuinely touched.
You know what happened at Saipan. You
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SCREENL AND

hour. It could be the worst picture in
the world; not a single guy budged. I got
.a terrific kick when they ran 'Weekend
in Havana." Needless to say, / was the
first gob in front of that screen! Those
kids yelled back at me, they whistled
and roared. They forgot about war, and
it was the only time they forgot, when
theyterwere
seeing the
pictures.
doesn't
now whether
studioItever
givesmatme
a serious, dramatic part. Like all actors,
I'd occasionally like a change of pace in
the type of roles I play. But comedy,
making people laugh, comes first. Corny
as this may sound, I mean it with all
Another time at another place, a movie
was being shown. Cesar had arrived at
Pearl
Harbor on board the APA transmy heart."
port "Cavalier." Everyone was on deck,
squatting before the screen. A messenger
tapped him on the shoulder. "There's
a Lieutenant here to see you," he
whispered
in Cesar's
ear.
He followed
his informant,
trying to
imagine who it could be. Face to face he
came with Richard Ney, on his way to
the States after overseas duty. On his
way to Hollywood to see Greer Garson,
his wife. Cesar and Richard had never
met. Richard, hearing Cesar was docked
on a nearby ship, thought he might like
to send messages back to his family. So
he took the trouble to look him up.
They greeted each other like long-lost
friends. The next day Cesar visited
Richard on his ship. They had lunch,
toured the island, even had pictures
taken with the native hula girls. Before
Richard left Hollywood again, he went to
see Cesar's folks. He brought them pictures of their devoted son, told them all
the news about him. For that reason
alone,
Richard is a friend Cesar won't
soon forget.
There's still another friendship that
was born in the service. One that Cesar
reveres and talks about with all the
emotion he truly feels. He met Richard
Quine the night before both were inducted
into the service. They were dining at
Chasens, in separate parties, in adjoining
booths. Someone introduced them back
and forth. The next morning they met at
a point of embarkation. Both were from
Hollywood and both were actors. Richard
was blue over leaving his fiancee, Susan
Peters. Cesar was blue. Period. Right
from the beginning of their friendship
they discovered they had a great deal in
common. So it was natural that they
cheered each other up — just on general
principles.
At Government Island, Alameda, California, they went through boot camp together. They sat next to each other at
mess. Bunked side by side, had many
long talks. In November, 1944, Richard
came home on leave. It was shortly before Cesar was to board ship for overseas. So he was home on leave too.
Richard and Susan were going to be
married. Cesar was asked to be best man.
The wedding had all the ingredients
of a war-time romance. Susan the bride,
so radiantly happy. So oblivious to the
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1401 Westwood Blvd., Dept. HS. West Los Angeles 24, California
HAVE YOU WRITTEN

A SONG?

Give your song a chance in the movies—
to become popular. Maybe you have a hit
song. If it's good we'll broadcast it quickly.
Send Song Today For Free Examination
HOLLYWOOD SONG PARADE A-2
62S3 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, California
STAMMER?
This new 1281-pagre book, "Stammering-, Its Cause
and scientific
Correction,"correction
describesof thestammeringBogue UnitandMethod
for
stuttering-. Successful
45 years.
Benj. N. 4,Bogue,
Dept. 3275,
CircleforTower,
Indianapolis
Ind.

REDUCE
You too can have a lovely figure 1 Why
be fat? Why burden yourself with those
extra pounds that spoil your looks and
endanger your health I Why? Let the
NIXlK PLAN show you the easy way
to fascinating slimness and youthful
curves! The NIXIE PLAN is SAFE
and SIMPLE! It requires so little effort on your part — No strenuous exerc
ise — • No
reducing
drugs.
TRYstrict
IT diet
NOW — INoJust
print
your name and address plainly on the
coupon below, enclose $1.01), and mail
to CASTELL PRODUCTS. MO Main
Street, East Orange, New Jersey. We
will send you, postpaid, our moneyback-Kuaranteed NIXIE PLAN, and a
30-day
supply
of NIXIE. Health and
happiness
Protect
them!are your greatest assets.

_Since his return to civilian life, Cesar's
biggest thrill was showing some of his
former shipmates through the studios.
"They got a terrific kick out of it,"
he exclaims. "On the set at 20th, they
had their pictures taken with Jeanne
Crain and Linda Darnell — so they could
prove
other guys they weren't
telling to
tall the
ones. Later on we stopped by
to see Ann Sothern and Bob Sterling.
Bob fixed the fellows drinks. Ann played
the piano and sang. On the way home
those happy guys kept repeating, 'Ann
Sothern played the piano just like anyone else. She even talks just like someone we really know. We never thought
that movie stars would be like — us.'
"For myself I can only say one last,
final thing. When you've lived, fought side
by side and even seen some of them die,
there is no difference in people. Unfortunately, difference in stations in life.

That's all. But once you've all been
through something together, you feel
very close. Those kids are. a separate
part of my life now. But they're still a
part of me. It's a peculiar kind of bond.
"We can't do enough for those kids
who were over there. They've been
through hell. As they come back I hope

,« «» ^

....

Bias-Cup feels right because
' it fits right ; . . gives beautiful
contoursfashioned
because init's
precision
individualized
cup depths . . . one
exactly right for you.
Write for NEW Beauty Hint Booklet

Made by flpH!g[Hiy Brassieres
Dept. H 358 Fifth Ave., New York 1
'Shape-retaining features perfected by U. S. Pert. No. 2267595

they don't get kicked around. They've
gone through too much. They need a
helping hand and they have a right to
expect it. I've heard it said that some
come back with chips on their shoulders.
So what! The miracle is, that they managed to come back at all. There's bound
to be some maladjustments. Give them
time. Give them tolerance. Give them
a helping hand. Those kids will be okay.
They
okay."
The ARE
day of
his honorable discharge,
Cesar drove to Long Beach for the ceremony. They stood there, thousands of
them. The chaplain spoke. The commanding officer in charge paid them
tribute as fine members of the armed
forces, as honored citizens of the United
States. Then "The Star Spangled BanCesar felt He
he
had ner"
nowas played.
bottom Suddenly
to his stomach.
couldn't go back to civilian life. How
could he give up the Coast Guard, he
kept asking himself. •
What if, at the last moment, his discharge papers
hadn't
come
What would
he have
done?
Cesarthrough?
looked
thoughtful at the suggestion. Then on
came that famous grin.

CASTELL PRODUCTS, Dept. 9
320 Main Street, East Orange, New Jersey.
I enclose
$1.00 for the NIXIE PLAN and a 30-day supply of NIXIE.
NAME

STREET
CIT*
ZONE

tragedy
was Richard,
to touch proud
her "life in
the
nearthat
future.
and
beaming, handsome in his uniform. And
Cesar, grateful to be there and share a
part of the beautiful setting. Today, they
still see each other whenever possible.
Susan in her wheel chair, paralyzed accidentally from a hunting bullet. Susan,
more beautiful than ever, optimistic, a
lesson in strength and courage. Richard,
still in uniform but stationed nearby. Devoted, considerate, kind, more in love
with his bride than ever. Friends Cesar
always keeps in his heart and mind.

"I guess I would have died right
there," he laughs. Once again he was
kidding, once again poking fun at himself. "I guess like every other guy there,
who felt as I felt at that moment, if
my discharge papers hadn't come
through — I would have been sore as

STATE.
Screen land
hell!"

Blackheads are
barrassing. They emclog
ugly, offensive,
pores, pearance,
marinvite your
apcriticism.
Now your blackheads can be
removed in seconds, scientifical y, and easily, without injuring or squeezing
the skin. VACUTEX creates
a gentle vacuum around the
blackhead,
reach placescleans
in a out
jiffy.hard-toGerm
laden hands never touch the
skin. tion
Simply
placeyour
the blackdirecfinder over
head, draw back extractor . . .
and it's out. Release extractor
and blackhead is ejected.
VACUTEX
it all!
risk
infection,doesorder
today!Don't
10 DAY TRIAL COUPON
BALLCO
PRODUCTS
19 West 44th
St., NewCO.,YorkDept.
City A-202,
18, N. Y.
me i 1 will
□ Sl.OO.
EnclosedSendfind
Ship pay
C. O.postman
D. I
Vacutex
plus delighted.
postage.
My dollar
will postpaid.
be refunded if1 I 'am$1 not
ADDRESS
rORRY, NO C.O.D.'S OUTSIDE U.S.A.

There is an old saying that
"Experience Is the best teacher." Here lovers are given the
opportunity to learn many
proven successful ways to And
and hold a mate. In each
one of these amazing titles,
confidential Information is Imparted to you. TechniQue Is
discussed. You quickly learn
how to win and how to avoid
heartbreaking mistakes. More
astounding is the fact that
these necessities of a happy
life can be yours for so little.
Don't trust your future happines to luck . . . help your
own destiny by placing your
order today . . . look forward to tomorrow without a
Borrow.

Much has been
said on this Important and very
personal subject.
However, the
greatest lovers of
all time from Borneo and Juliet
up to the present
generation agree
that this is an
art. Correct kisshoningestexpresses
attractiveness
and is an expressiontion.
of appreciaTo master
this art is to enjoy life. There are
many variations,
and "The Art of
Kissing"
explains23
and discusses
kinds of _ —

problem
Here is an unus- The
everyone
today offlas
what to write and
ual tween
volume.
Bethe covers how to write to a
friend, a
of this great dear
in. the
book you will find sweetheart
service, etc.
open discussions Here are complete
instructions for
which are ex- writing
complete
on
love»
plained
scientifically by those letters
and marwho know and courtship
riage . There
are
model
who are experi- 47
whichletters
yoia
enced. You are from
can make a choice
taught how to for any situation,
woo, win and and do it intellihold. Love and
gently
tively.and Youeffecwin
marriage
prob- also find poems
lems are answered
and
thoughts
love
which
areoff
and solved in
tat
easy-to- stand
underlanguage very helpful
In correspondence. So
... a plan for quote
many
things
are
success Is yours discussed tocreate
after you complete interest and get
y o uj
readlngthesevaluable
Instructions. Invitations
seek
that this
you work;
will
It 'lIsde
not
a
novel
gu
consider
but
truly
8. 50Ca
Yours for
priceless.
Only. . . ■

The price of each of the above
books is an amazing bargain at 50o
a copy. Order all 3 and enjoy still &
further saving, making one book free because
entire set of 3 costs you only $1.00.

5 DAYS Examination
lucky
that you will consider yourself
are confident
We have
unwilling
read this advertisement, and will be
to
therefore
we
...
price
any
at
copies
your
to
offer. Send
dareparttowithmake this almosttheunbelievable
at
price of each book
Enclose
your order today.
$1.00
for
3
entire
the
order
still,
better plus postage, If desired). After your(C.O.D.
50c, or filled,
books
orders
arrive, read them . . . examine them . . . and If by
chance you are not delighted with your purchase, return
them within 5 days and your money will be refunded . . .
BUT . , . act at once because the supply Is limited
the right
reserveCOUPON
and weRUSH
NOW.to withdraw this offer at any
time.
PICKWICK CO.. Dept. 8002
T3 West 44th Street, New York 18, N. Y.
Send books checked below 'St once In plain wrapper.
(cash or money order).
$
ID enclose
3 books.
«s*ndSend
booksall checked:
g □ True Love Guide
D The Art of Kissin
□ Modern Love Letters

j NAME
| ADDRESS
| CITY & ZONE
...STATE..
box mail coupon
X25cin postage.
mark
D. preferred
IfdsC.payO. postman
ir~l1-1 and
plus
$1.00
I ranadian & foreign orders 20<7o add.— cash with order

Envious, girls? Evelyn Keyes is the lucky girl who dates the most personable
and popular Lt. Robert Stack, so handsome in his Navy uniform, in this picture.
Here's

Hollywood

Continued from page 57

HOLLYWOOD success story! Once
upon a time, a dreamy-eyed lad
wrote a fan letter to Norma Talmadge,
silent picture star. He asked for an
autographed photograph and told her
some day he hoped to be a successful
star too. That same dreamy-eyed lad
dashed off the "Centennial Summer" set
recently and raced into Beverly Hills.
On his lunch hour he purchased a Beverly Hills estate at a rumored $50,000.
The owner, Norma Talmadge. The
dreamy-eyed lad who made the purchase— Cornel Wilde.

THE WRITER who revealed that
Kurt Kreuger's name was listed in
the telephone directory certainly turned
the new Swiss Sensation's life into a
nightmare. Fans called him morning,
noon and night. Finally, after pleading and begging, he got the phone company to change his number and keep
it unlisted. Peace was restored, but
there is one phone call that Kurt does
miss. Every morning at 7:30 the same
girlish voice would call him and say,
"Good morning! Time to get up." Kurt
grew to depend on her. He wishes some
had an alarm clock to spare. He's
fan
searched the town over and there still
isn't one to be had at any price.
EX-GOB GUY MADISON, who gets
his be-eg break in "Till the End of
Time," held up production for a week
when he slipped and fell in the shower.
Stitches had to be taken in his torn
shoulder and ankle. Guy lives alone m
a Beverly Hills hotel. The studio tried
Screen

t, and

to get someone to stay with him. Every
friend was either busy or out of town.
They couldn't even find a nurse! Now
take it easy, girls, life is full of disappointments!

n
Johnso
Vanthe
tingpal in
NOWwho IT'S
body
compelil'
is your
beautiful department. Because he needed to put it on and take it off in all
the right places, Van hired himself a
physical training instructor. Every secLove,"
Leave,
ond away from
ng
sium.NoSpeaki
gymna
in the"No
Van spends
of "The Grin," and who doesn't, his
new well-deserved contract makes for
expensive reading. The old one barely
paid him enough to buy fan photos.
The new one makes him a millionaire at
the end of the next seven years.

at the Hollywood photographers' "come - dressed - in - playclothes" party. Every important star was
there in ginghams and denims. Suddenly
down the steps of Ciro's came a girl in
skin-tight, abbreviated gold-cloth shorts,
boots and gloves to match. The entire
place gasped and stared. A famous
actor (there with his very possessive
wife) loudly exclaimed, "Now who could
that girl be?" The wife fixed him with
a beady eye. "If you'd look at her
face," she hissed, "you'd see it was Ann
IT HAPPENED

TWO YEARS ago Paramount
Ray Milland a new seven-year
tract. And good, too, just before
Miller!"
ing "California" opposite Barbara

gave
constartStan-

Deformed

or

Back
Injured
Thousands of
Remarkable Cases
A Man. helpless, unable
to walk, because of a
spinal Injury, was.
through support of the
Philo Burt Appliance,
riding horseback and
playing tennis, within
a year. A Lady. 72
years old, who suffered
a severe spinal disorder,
found relief. A Child,
paralyzed from a spinal
deformity, was able tt
play about the house
in three weeks time
The Philo Burt Appliance has been suceesstuuj used in over sixty-eight
thousand cases in the pas! 43 years.
30VALUE
DAYS' INTRIAL
PROVECASE
ITS
YOURTO OWN
The Appliance is light, cool, flexand easily adjusted — how dif.
ferentiblefrom
the old torturing plaster
casts.
leather
celluloid jackets
or steel braces and
I Every
with
a weakened. Injured, sufferer
diseased
deformed spine
owes orH
to himself to investigate.
Physicians recommend it,
and ive work with your
Doctor. Reduced pries
within
afflicted. reach of all
Send for descriptive book
Describe your case so
we caninitegive
you definformation,
PHILO BURT CO.
144-2 Temple
Odd Fellows
Jamestown, New York
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PHOTO

ON STAMPS / If
Send in any fliae picture, mapshot
or negative. Name or initials up
to 8 letters on each stamp free
Stamps forated,
are readyglossy,
gummed,useperfor immediate
for
personal letters, envelopes greet
ing cards, books, gifts, etc. OrigNo COD's
Encloseinal photos
$2 forreturned.
100, minimum
order
ANNCO
SERVICE
475 5th Ave. • Dept. 44. N. Y.i
WANTED
To Be Set
SONG
POEMS
to Music
•fa or
Publishers
need
new
songs
1
Submit
one
more of your best poems for immediate
"n consideration.
Any subject. Send poem.
•frPhonograph Records Made
* FIVE STAR MUSIC MASTERS
X 605 Beacon Bldg.
Boston 8, Mass.
BE A NURSE— Study at Home
I High School not necessary. No age limit. Send
FREEEarn"Nursing'
Facts"BndAct sample
IBfor
pages.
while learning.
now! lesson
i1 Post
Graduate
Hospital
School
of Nursing
Dept. M.ia^N. VUacker Dr., Chicago
6, 1 II.
£/Nadinola's 4-way action he/pyou
EXTERNALLY CAUSED PIMPLES
S

BLACKHEADS

^SDULL
DARK
SKIN
Don't give in to unlovely skin! Try famous
Nadinola Cream, used and praised by thousands of lovely women. Nadinola is a 4-way
treatment cream that helps to lighten and
brighten dark, dull skin— clear up externally
caused pimples — fade freckles — loosen and
remove blackheads. Its special medicated
ingredients help to clear and freshen your
skin — to make it feel softer, look smoother.
Buy Nadinola Cream today and use as directed. A single treatment-size jar is positively guaranteed to improve your complexion
or your money back! Only 55c at drug and
toilet counters; trial size 10c. Also —
»fi^!MM
11 IjJlUl^J
Mdili «••'<!
H'l'jUiH*
mm n««ir
am riiinm
li'M,
• NADINOLA, Dept. 40. Paris Tennessee *
m Send me free and postpaid your new deluxe edi- m
^• tion
Booklet, richly
full ofcolor,
with Beauty
actual photographs
and printed
sworn inproof
the ••
• wonderful results from just one jar of Nadinola. •
• Name
•
••
Address
••
• City
State
#

wyck recently, they gave Ray a second
seven-year contract. The figures are
staggering. Typical of Ray's sound
thinking, he asked for no special concessions, not even the right to make
one outside picture a year. "If Paramount thinks enough of me to pay me
that much money, I'm sure I don't have
to worry about protecting myself," Ray
reasons. "They must know what's best
and will look out for me." How refreshing in a town where so many
actors "suffer"
from million dollar persecution complexes!
UER
straight unglamorous role of
11 ifa Baxter in "The Yearling"
means
so muchartist
to Jane Wyman, she's
commissioned
Paul Clemens to
paint her as the character. She wears
no makeup, there is no hairdresser on
the set, it's really a startling new Jane
you're going to see. She loves the part,
with one exception. She. has to hit a
fawn in the face and every day that
they get closer to the scene, Jane gets
more heartsick. She loves animals, and
it just so happens that her little daughter Maureen's favorite toy is a fawn.
Jane hopes no one tells Maureen of her
mother's undoing.
JUST in case you ever visit the fore° court of Grauman's Chinese Theater
— that was no atomic bomb that left
a crater between those imprints of
famous footsteps. It was merely Jimmy Durante who pressed his famous
"schnozzle" into the wet cement for
posterity!

TT'S Jack Carson's story about the
A man who proposed to the two-headed
girl. What was her answer? "Yes—
and no!"
CHARLIE MCCARTHY has a new
stepmother — that is, she was new
last June when Frances Weston, former model, and Edgar Bergen were
married. When their secret (why?)
Mexican marriage was announced recently, it was Charlie who cracked:
"Maybe they'll give me a baby sister
for a wooden anniversary present!"
THERE are still a few places left
1 in the world where the presence of
a movie star makes no impression.
Such a one is the old church that still
stands right on Hollywood Boulevard.
Here, the worshippers are seated by Cary
Grant, who is also one of the most
constant in attendance. Back in the
earlier days of fame and fortune, it was
Conrad Nagel who used to usher in this
same church. Like Conrad, religion
plays an important part in Cary
Grant's life.
TTJST when he was beginning to believe he was following in the footsteps of Eddie Cantor and Bob Young,
the third child of Eddie Bracken turned
out to be a boy. An exploding cigar was
among those the comedian handed out.
And it wasn't an intentional gag — it
just happened to get mixed in. Eddie
doesn't know who got it— but he's hoping it wasn't his sponsor. Michael
Edward is the heir's selected name.
SCREENLAND

HOW

AT A SPOON

TO

Look First at the
marked
inlaid.
back to see
if it's
That
means
it's
Holmes
& Edwards silverplate
and Sterling
Inlaid with two
blocks of sterling
silver.
Cj,-., fltRt
IT'S STIUttIO INltID

Copyright
1946, InInternational
Meriden, Conn.
Canada: The T.Silver
EatonCo.,Co.,"Holmes
Ltd. °Reg.& Edwards
U. S. Pat. Div.,
Off.
JZ x J HAND COLORED
PHOTO ENLARGMENT
As
an INTRODUCTORY
we will
send you a beautiful OFFER
HAND
COLORED Professional Enlargement FREE with your order of six
BLACK and WHITE ENLARGEMENTS. Six 5x7 for $2.04 or
six 8x 10 Enlargements for $2.64.
Single
Enlargement
39c
or 8 x10 49c. Mail5x7yourcostsphoto,
snapshot or negative (any size)
mother, father, sister, soldier, group
pictures,
Your original will
returned etc.
unharmed.
colorbe ol
hair,
clothing. Mail Money State
Order
War Stamps, or anu
postman on arrival, plus a few orcents
postage.
MAX CHINKES, Photographer
(Dept. S.
16!)7 Broadway
New York 19, N V.
pay
3
LOSE

TO 5 LBS.
A WEEK
OR
MONEY
BACK!
No Drugs. No Exercises
No Strenuous Diets
the
amazing:,
method
for"RITE-WAY"
adults canscientific
give you
too
that
slim
and
glamorous
figure
WAY" includes
you always wanted. "RITE-

"RITE-

IS THE
SAFE
WAY!

WAY"

"RITE-WAY"
TABLETS and
CAPSULES
jifals
VVhichand supply
the torightavoidminervitamins
the
strain from
a reducing
diet,
'f tablets
(includes
a
2
weeks
supply
of
Send $2.00
for
"RITE-WAY"
capsules)
postpaid,
or C.O.D.and plus
postage.
Try
Rite-Way for 10 days at our
risk,
if notrefund
completely
satisfied
we will
your money.
Get Started on the
to "RITE-WAY"
a Slender and beautiful
figure NOW!
RITE-WAY CO.
DEPT.P, 3,Brooklyn
P.O. BOX12,123N. Y.
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Line Etching:
TEETHING

PAINS

RELIEVED

QUICKLY

When your baby suffers from
teething pains, just rub a few drops
of Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender, little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is
the prescription of a famous baby
specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
baby for the entire teething period.
Buy it from your druggist today

HAND'S
DR.
TEETHING
LOTION
Just rub

it on

the gums

Lovely cushion
solid sterling
II silver
shape I
set ring in your own 1
Blrthstone Color
given
'for selling
boxes Rosebud
Salve4 Jj
I at 25c each remitting |
the $1-00 to us. Send |
No Money. Order I
4 Rosebud Salve byonecentpostcard. I
(Will mail ring and 4 salve now, if you send $1.00 with order.)
ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, Box 73 WOODSBORO. MARYLAND.

Don't be embarrassed by a flat, undeveloped or sagging
bust. Do as thousands of other women just like yourself
are
doing. ofThey
learnedwhatever
how to their
bring bust
out the
loveliest
contours
theirhave
figures,
faults.
NoW
you, too, can do the same . . . safely, easily c and positively.
HIGHLY ENDORSED BY MANY DOCTORS
Your flat bustline can
be miraculously beautified Into full and allurOr, iftype,
you
are ing
thecontours.
pendulous
It can be rounded into
high andliness.youthful
All you havelove-to
do Is follow the easy
directions on exercise,
massage, brassieres,
diet, etc., given in the
great medically-endorsed
book, "The Complete
Guide these
to Bustsimple,
Culture."
Adopt
selfhelp measures
at once
and your bust will positively appear full, firm
and shapely . . . the
proud
glamorous
which make you curves
more
desirable than ever.
OUR OFFER
SEND NO MONEY
You can now obtain this unique book by A. F. Niemoeller,
A.B., M.A., B.S., at a remarkable price reduction. Formerly
$3.50. Now only SI. 98. Guaranteed harmless. Amazing
lifetime results. SEND NO MONEY. Just mail coupon now.
HARVEST
363 Broadway,
N.Y. C. 13in
Send the HOUSE,
COMPLETE
GUIDE TODept.
BUSTB-316,
CULTURE
plain package. On delivery I will pay postman $1.98
plus few cents postage. If not satisfied I may return
it within ten days and my $1.98 will be refunded.
Name.
I Address
|' lI— l| close
CHECK$1.98
HERE if you
want to save ship
postage.
En.
prepaid.
Canadian with
orders,coupon
$2.50andin weadvance
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Lee

Bowman

Continued from page 29
the line, "What has. that guy got that I
haven't?" Said Miss Van Upp, recalling
this deathless sentence when work was

"He's one of the best directors in Hollywood. He could get a laugh out of a

first started on "S.W.S.Y." "It has
taken me ten years and five pictures to
find out what you have that most men

mummified
eggplant."
Enthusiasms
No. k, No. hk, and No.
J+bh: Beau Bowman, aged 23 months.
When his son was born, Lee established
a rule for himself: he was never going
to talk about his youngster. The conversation of other drooling parents had
always bored him; he was determined
not to join their throng. However, this
edict — struggling valiantly against the
amazing testimony of Lucien Lee Bowman Ill's behavior — is suffering amendments. Latest amendment: Beau has

"And that?" said Mr. Bowman, playing end man.
haven't!"
"Nixies," said Miss Van Upp, meaning Charming Impulses.
Enthusiasm No. 2: Rosalind Russell.
Says Lee, ''There is a dream boat. Always set for a laugh." Seems that, several years ago when Lee was new to
the game, he and Roz were to enter a
room, pausing at a certain spot. In order
to keep the actors within camera range,
the usual lines, had been drawn with
chalk. During rehearsal, Miss Russell
inquired sweetly, "Lee, do you know
where the lines are?"
Lee answered promptly, "Yes. I've
figured out."
it all you
got"Well,
keep your eye on the lines,
and I'll keep mine on the camera," said
the cunning Miss Russell.
In the midst of "S.W.S.Y." a similar
scene took place. After the assistant
director had marked the carpet, Lee said,
"Okay, Roz, got those lines in mind?"'
She said that she had. "You watch them
— I'll watch the camera." Roz roared
with reminiscent laughter.
Enthusiasm No. 3: Alexander Hall.

now learned to say his prayers. "Now I
lay me down to sleep," he rattles off,
glibly. There are passages that still
sound like Urdu, of course, but other
lines emerge clear and lucid. So fascinated by his devotions is Master Beau
that, when his nurse brings him into the
living room to tell his parents goodnight,
the young gentleman shouts insistently,
"More Jesus' sakes, more Jesus' sakes,"
which is his way of announcing that he
is about to repeat his prayers for an
audience.
How

He Gets His Exercise:

golf on the Brentwood
By playing
course.
Score: middle eighties.
By playing badminton in the backyard
of his Santa Monica home.
By working in the backyard. The bad-

It's a tense moment at the races that Betty and Harry James are enjoying here.
SCREENLAND

Fat

Folks

Slim Down

New,

Easy Way -Joyously .Painlessly
Or No Pay
So many, many overweight folks have taken
oft' unwanted fat easily,
painlessly, that we want
you, too, to try this Easy
Reducing Plan of Dr.
Edw. Parrish on the
guarantee that the very
first box will delight you
or MONEY BACK.
Here's the
brief: lunch, take
Instead
of plan
your inregular
2 teaspoonfuls CAL-PAR in glass of
juice or any beverage. Take nothing
else except a cup of coffee if desired.
For breakfast and dinner eat as
usual, but cut down on fatty, starchy
foods. That's all! No exercise; no
harmful
reducing'
drugs; no
strict
diet
menus.
Get CAL-PAR
today
at
your drugstore.
FREE BOOKLET
CAL - PAR
Contains facts you
ought to know;
30-day
calory lists, weight
supply
tables, etc. Write
Hood Prod. Corp.,
T 4-day $|.25
supply
New Dept.
York 76-B,
12, N. Y.
*
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CHECKED IMA JIFFY
Sufferers from the torturing itch
caused by eczema, pimples, scales,
scabies,
foot, "factory"
itch,
and otherathlete's
itch troubles
are praising
cooling, liquid D. D. D. Prescription.
This time-proved medication — developed by Dr.
D. Dennis
— positively
relieves
thatD. cruel,
burning
itch.
'Greaseless and stainless. Soothes and
comforts even the most intense itching in a jiffy. A
35c trial bottle proves its merits or your money back.
Ask your druggist today for P.P. P. Prescription.
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ALASKA
GET ALL THE FACTS
Here's the
you want
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farms, travel. Read thrilling new Alaska Life
Magazine. Packed cover to cover with pictures, stories, maps, articles.
ALASKA LIFE
Send $1 for 4 month trial subscription.
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R
YE
The prayers of the A
most worthy
people often
fail. Why?
TheR
unworthy often have the greatP
est health, success, riches and happiness. The
best, smartest, and most industrious people
often have only pain, poverty and sorrow. Why?
Thirty years ago, in Forbidden Tibet, behind the
highest mountains in the world, a young Englishman found the answers to these questions. His
eyeswere opened Bythe strangest mystic he met
during his twenty-one years of travels in the Far
East. Sick then, he regained health. Poor then,
he acquired wealth and world-wide professional
honors. He wants to tell the whole world what
he learned, and offers to send a 9,000-word treatise, FREE, to everyone who asks promptly. It
is afirststeptothe Powerthat Knowledge gives.
No obligation. Write for your FREE copy today.
INSTITUTE of MENTALPHYSICS, Dept.U-138
213 South Hobart Blvd.,
Los Angeles 4, Cam.

minton court and the lawn had to be
achieved, originally, by sorting a few
scant and frightened islands of turf from
a churning sea of boulders. When someone asked Lee whether he needed to be
rocked to sleep at night, he responded
that, thanks, he had already been stoned
to death.
Working with Mr. Backyard Bowman
were a) a 1926 Reo converted reluctantly into a truck, and b) its pilot, a
chap of miscellaneous blood stream
whose habit was to consume a package
of cheese and a bottle of wine for luncheon, then to sleep it off until the afternoon
cooled. The Reo, the Reo Rider, and Lee
had a rare mission: to eliminate 7 palm
trees from the space to be occupied by
the badminton court. The method was
simple in theory: secure a length of chain
around the trunk of the tree, fasten the
end of the chain to the truck, put the
truck into gear, and PULL.
Mr. Bowman is an urbane man; in this
sketch we shall refrain from describing
the kaleidoscopic color of certain portions
of his vocabulary, so nothing more can
be told of the number of times the chain
broke, the ease with which the truck
driver lapsed into catnaps, the willingness with which retread tires shed their
hides.
We will trust you only with the news
that, growing in the Bowman backyard,
there are three (only) trees: a funeral
cypress, a magnificent old magnolia, and
a flowering pomegranate.
What

He Worries About:

Giving a good performance.
About bringing up Beau properly.
About having nothing in particular to
worry about.
What

He Likes to Yarn About:

The motoring experiences of himself
and his friends. One of his more vigorous
friends was driving down Sunset Boulevard at a legal rate one evening when
he was given the horn by some joker in
rear.
theinto
wagonto to
a rattletrap
friend
was unable
shift
the Lee's
lane
to the right because that was occupied
by a formidable truck, so he increased
his speed somewhat, but continued in
the lane in front of the honker. Again
this impatient citizen rested on the horn.
This went on until Lee's friend was able
to pull over at a signal. There he was
berated by the driver of the other car
who said, quote, "Wassa matta, ya big
bum? Are you deaf? Dinsha hear me
givin' ya the horn? Why doncha learn
t'drive before you clutter up the highwayr
At which point, Lee's friend left Mr.
Bowman in charge of the machine, and
let himself out the door. He is a man
who weighs around 250 pounds, none of
it fat. In addition to his impressive collection of muscle, this man is well over
six feet tall. With the dignity of a mountain walking, he proceeded to the front of
the pestiferous car whose driver had
honked at him. Leaning down, he lay
hold of the bumper and began to lift.
The tendons in his powerful neck
gleamed hard and purposeful, the biceps
of his arms bulged like Thor's. When
the bumper had been lifted waist-high,
our mastodon dropped it. The driver

*1.
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bad clinging depilatory odor.
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3. No razor
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Famous Glam-O-Lash Gives Appearance of
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€V€LASH€S!
LOVELY LASHES, QUICKLY! EASILY!
Glamorous, silky eyelashes, and bright sparkling eyes
add instantly to your allure and charm. Let lovelier
eyelashes work wonders for your eyes. Make them
more thrilling by the exclusive Glam-O-Lash method.
Just
rub Glam-O-Lash
gentlylids.along
the
Withthefew.edges
quick,of
nr FREES
BEAUTY
easy treatments, lashes soon
Id SECRETS
reach
new, exciting loveliclosed. ness.
Simple directions enWhich have helped
Order
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10 months supplyLash
onlynow.$1
bring romantic
Movie
and
glamor Stars
to famous
Cash or $1.50 C.O.D.
(Sorry, no samples.)
Models, given free
Money back if not delighted.
with purchase.
No C.O.D.'s outside of U.S.
GLAM-O-LASH CO.
505 Charles Street, Dept. 203, Baltimore, Maryland
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WHY ROB YOURSELF
OF BEAUTY, ROMANCE,
HAPPINESS?
New fascinating Beauty, Confidence
and Glowing Happiness are within
your reach! Swiftly and expertly you
can add alluring loveliness to your
entire personality thru this tested,
proven anceguide
Glamour, Self
Assurand a to gorgeous
streamlined
model figure.
Thousands of happy women have won
irresistible
success thru thischarm,
exclusivepopularity,
home method.
Stop being self
conscious,
shy.
barrassed. Discover the thrillem-of
hearing exciting compliments as
friends and family admire your new
grace, new charm, new shapely curves.
Amazing results in 6 short weeks.
Start enjoying sparkling health,
magnetism and love by sending now
for
this complete
Course.
Contains easy-to-use
the secret Beauty
success
methods of famous stars, models,
cover
girls.
transform "just
average"
girlsHelps
into beauties.
AMONG THE SPECIAL SECTIONS
INCLUDED:—
• Eat For
• Your Winning • Tricks with
Beauty!
Colors!
• Clothes!
Finishing
•CONTOUR
• Secrets of
control !
Touches!
Make-up!
• Silhouette
• Graceful
• Hair Styling
Magic!
• posture
Beauty !
for YOU!
•• Poise!
Personality!
exercises!
• Winning
• Shapely
• Figure
Curves!
Remodeling!
Charm!
SEND NO MONEY
Benefit by present unequalled offer of this complete "YOU
CAN BE BEAUTIFUL" course now only $2. Money back
if not delighted.
MakeDesirable,
the most admired
of yourselfby and
happi-by
ness. Be glamorous,
men,yourenvied
women. Order now, C.O.D. plus postage; pay postman on
arrival. To save postage, send $2 with order and we ship
your special Lamont Success Course prepaid in plain
wrapper. No C.O.D.'s to Canada.
LAMONT SUCCESS STUDIOS, Dept. 8
505 N. Charles St.
Baltimore I, Md.
ENLARGED
ANY PHOTO
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on DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER
Same
pricegroups,
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length or
bust form,
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etc.,
or
ments of any part ofenlargegToup
picture.
Original returned with your 57
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negative or snapshot (any size) and receive your
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_
order
pay postage.
Send and
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today. Take advantage of this amazing offer now
ART STUDIOS
100 East PROFESSIONAL
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Dept. 496-B
Chicago (11), III.

was ashen. "Look, mister," he said in a
small, quavering voice, "I was just joking. It's Sunday — I was only out for a
lark' I didn't mean nuthin' . . ."
Lee's friend gave this insect a swatter
glance and returned to the seat shared
by Lee. Majestically he drove away
and assumed the traffic lane of his choice
without contest from the thoroughly
cowed motorist.
His Favorite Story on Himself:
Several years ago, Lee worked in a picture with Abbott and Costello entitled,
"Buck Privates." As you undoubtedly
remember, it was the first picture made
by the Lou and Bud team, and turned
out to be Universale Comstock Lode.
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With understandable pride and excitement, she told her classmates about
the picture — "starring" her father, she
said — so the entire school attended. Lee's
part was so small that a turned head
would have escaped a good deal of it—
no matter how well he photographed.
After the showing, the school trooped
out eagerly demanding of Helene which
performer had been her father. Swallowing hard, she reached a decision. "The
little fat one," she said. "Costello is just
name."
his stage
What
His Wife Kids Him About:
His manner of doing household tasks.
He is always eager to be of assistance,
according to Mrs. Bowman. He rushes
promptly to the spot to be repaired,
then calls out, "Will you please bring
me the hammer, and that packet of
nails, and a screw driver, and that little
from the garage?"
molding
slice
Lee ofalso
gets kidded about his tidiness.
Entirely masculine as he is, still he likes
to have a house kept shipshape in the
manner of a good workroom. Woe betide
a guest who sets a coke glass down on a
shined table top instead of resting it on
the provided coaster. Mr. Bowman is
likely to move the glass himself, apologizing, of course, for tampering with the
beverage.

Mr. Bowman is one of that legion of
men who think that sentiment is nice,
but a laugh is remembered longer. When
faced with the problem of making a
gift selection for Mrs. Bowman recently,
he recalled a statement he had heard
repeatedly: "I can't imagine
her
why make
one person ever gives another a pen
and pencil set as a holiday remembrance.
Somehow it seems so utilitarian. So unromantic. Purchased as a useful bit of
equipment when someone is going away,
it is thoughtful and apropos; but I can't
any other time."
gift at Lee
as a source,
fathom
From itone
secured an
empty pen and pencil set box; from the
studio publicity department he secured
a gnawed pencil stub and a pen which
might well have been thrown away
EVEN by a post office. This tasty
offering was wrapped in tissue and tied
with bright ribbon. In an appropriate
ceremony it was presented to Mrs. BowScreen

land
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At the time of the picture's release, Lee's
step-daughter (to whom he refers in conas 'my daughter')
pride
versation with an
was attending
eastern school.

His Latest Indulgence in Gifts, Pro
and Con:
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BACKACHES
This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief
Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys
Nature's
the
excess
acids andarewaste
out ofchief
the way
blood.of taking
They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty times
passages
burning
therewithis smarting
something andwrong
with someyour
kidneys orshowsbladder.
Don't wait diuretic,
! Ask your
for Doan's
Pills,
a stimulant
useddruggist
successfully
by millions
for over 40 years. Doan's give happy relief and will
help the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get Doan's Pills.

Gorgeous, glossy photos of
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Asthma

During
Winter
If you suffer with those terrible attacks of
Asthma when it is cold and damp; if raw.
Wintry winds make you choke as if each gasp
for breath was the very last; if restful sleep is
impossble because of the struggle to breathe;
if you feel the disease is slowly wearing your
life
away,Asthma
don't fail
to send
onceof toa the
Frontier
Co. for
a freeattrial
remarkable method. No matter where you live
or whether you have any faith in any remedy
under the Sun, send for this free trial. If you
have suffered for a lifetime and tried everything you could learn of without relief; even if
you are utterly discouraged, do not abandon
hope but send today for this free trial. It will
cost you nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co. 641 -S Frontier Bldg.
462 Niagara Street, Buffalo t, New York

man. She laughed, assuming that — the
following morning — a more suitable gift
would be forthcoming. It was. Her
husband proffered a bottle of ink to go
with the pen. Not until luncheon time
did the bewildered wife find a check in
an envelope under her plate.
She Mr.
squared
thingswason presented
Father's
when
Bowman
as fine a shovel as ever graced a
time hardware shelf. At dinner he
received a handsome wallet.

Day
with
waralso

He intends to buy a tricycle for Beau,
who has gone quietly vehicle crazy. No
car leaves the garage without Beau trying to chuck himself into a passenger
spot, no older boy ' scorches past the
house on a bicycle without inspiring a
volume of flattering conversation from
the entranced Beau. So Beau will soon
receive a snappy three-wheeled gow job.
(At the same time the Bowman maid
will receive a generous utility-size bottle
of furniture polish and scratch filler.)
For himself, Lee wants to buy a
plane. He has in mind an amphibian,
with which he will be able to fly to New
York, carrying 5 passengers. He thinks
the time will come, and soon, when there
will be a series of landing fields across
the country, designed for the convenience of small, private planes. These
will be equipped with plane garages
staffed with thoroughly efficient mechanics; pleasant hotel accommodations will
be available in case an extensive repair
must be made, and plane-taxi service
will probably be provided to the nearest
large city for recreation purposes.
Well, a man can dream, can't he?

Happy

you

miimm
from

loss of
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His Postwar Plans:
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be due to low blood-iron —
So start today — try Lydia E. Pinkham's TABLETS — one of the greatest
blood-iron tonics you can buy to help
build up red blood to give more
strength and energy — in such cases.
Pinkham's Tablets help build up the
red quality of the blood (very imglobin ofportant)
redby reinforcing
blood cells. the haemoJust try Pinkham's Tablets for 30
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Continued from page 47
New
fascinating." So now, girls, you know
why you swoon at Sinatra, according
to Burl Ives.
Burl is probably the only screen actor
who spent a large part of his life as a
hobo. He laughs when people tell him
that he has had a picturesque career,
lights
cigarof and
remindsa me
whatsays
the candidly,
young son"That
of a
friend of mine said after he had started
military school. His father called him up
to ask how he liked the school. 'Father,'
he said, 'it isn't at all the way you see it
in pictures.' Sure, I spent some time
riding freight trains. Picturesque? Fun?
Maybe sometimes, but most of the time
it was a lousy, uncomfortable experience.
And when I had a chance to hitch hike,
I always did it in preference to riding
Just why
did Burl become a hobo? To
trains."
freight
get the picture, let me take you back
about thirty-five years ago to a farm in
Hunt Township, Illinois, where Burl was
born, next to youngest of six children.
"My folks weren't nearly as poor as
they've been described by some writers,"
he said. "My father was a tenant farmer,
but we didn't live on 'Tobacco Road.'
We always had something to eat and shoes
on our feet. Of course, my folks weren't
rich but we weren't dirt-poor either.
SCREENLAND

HOSPITAL

SURGICAL
Protects

and

POLICY

Whole

Family

Costs Only 3c a Day for Adults
Only l'/zc a Day for Children
IT'S HERE ! The new Family Hospital and Surgical Policy that insures whole family — mother,
father, children, anyone now in good health, age
3 months to 65 years. Provides CASH to help
pay for these bills: for hospital room and board
up to 90 days for each Insured person in any one
year; for other hospital expenses, such as medicines, X-ray, operating room,etc. ; for doctor's fee
for operations. Money Paid Direct to you — you
select your owndoctor and hospital. This specialvalue Policy issued at family group rates by Sterling Insurance Company, the reliable company
with over $2,000,000 surplus for policy holders.
Investigate! Send no money, but mail the coupon
below quick for 10-day Trial offer. No agent will
call on you. NO OBLIGATION. ACT TODAY!
■"sterling INSURANCE CO.
[ N-445 STERLING BLDG., CHICAGO It, ILL.
Send me 10-Day Trial Offer of LOW-COST
Insurance.
Group Plan for Hospital and Surgical
JI Family
I
J Name

JI Address
City.
State.
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Callouses
Pain, Burning, Tenderness on Bottom
of Feet Speedily Relieved
You forget you have
callouses, burning or
tenderness on bottom of
your feet, when you use
Dr.
Scholl's
These
soft, Zino-pads.
soothing,
cushioning, protective
pads instantly relieve painful
pressure on the sensitive spot.
Separate Medications i nclud ed
for removing callouses. Cost
but a trifle. Get a box today at
your Drug, Shoe, Dept. Store
or Toilet Goods Counter.
DrScholls
Zino

pads

UUICKLY, EASILY
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"
AT HOME
Splendid income, new social contacts, and the
satisfaction of serving humanity can be yours
as a TRAINED PRACTICAL NURSE. Ages 18
to 60. High School not necessary. Training plan welcomed
by physicians. Prepare in spare time. Many earn while
learning. cluded.
NURSE'S
OUTFIT PLAN.
and Placement
Guidance
InEASY PAYMENT
Write now
for facts
and fascinating FREE sample lesson pages.
WAYNE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING, INC.
2301 N. Wayne Ave., Dept. AD-10. Chicago 14. Illinois
SONG WRITERS ATTENTION
The amazing demand for phonograph records,
accelerated by more than 300,000 Song-Hit
creating Juke-Boxes, warrants your immediate
investigation. We are offering song-poem writers
the rare opportunity of having qualified composers furnish music for any approved poems
received this month on percentage basis. Becola
Recording Co., Box WS7-S, Hollywood 28, Calif.
MOVIE STAR PHOTOS
Introductory Offer
Buy ONE— 15c
Get ONE FREE
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"I was interested in music from the
time I was a small boy, sitting on my
grandmother's knee. She was an Elizabethan character, shaped like a bean
pole. She could chew more tobacco and
knew more songs than anyone else I
ever met. From her I learned countless
folk songs and ballads.
"In those days neither my folks nor
I dreamed that I'd ever make a living
as a professional singer. They wanted me
to become — don't laugh — a school
teacher. And to please them, after going
to Newton High School, I entered Eastern Illinois State Teachers' College at
But music interested Burl far more
Charleston."
than school teaching did. He earned the
money to buy himself a banjo — the first
instrument he ever played— by going
around from house to house selling soap
and toilet water for a mail order house.
When the customers paid up, Burl got
a handsome commission — about fifty per
cent of what they paid. So he bought the
banjo and started strumming it as he
sang the songs his grandmother taught
him, many of them songs that had been
passed on from generation to generation.
For three years he continued to go to
State Teachers' College — and then he rebelled. "At 21 I just lit out. I followed
my instincts. I started traveling as naturally as the birds start flying. There
were things I wanted to see and, by golly,
I was going to see them. The first thing
I wanted to see was the ocean — the Atlantic— that's a hell of a thing to tell a
Californian, isn't it? — but I got my first
glimpse of the ocean from Chesapeake
Bay. I traveled from town to town
strumming my banjo and singing. My
banjo and my singing paid for my meals,
gave me enough money to sleep in hotels
sometimes.
"This is what I would do. Whenever I
came to a fair-sized town, I'd inquire
around to find out what restaurant proprietor was a sport — the kind of fellow
who liked to bet on the horses or get into
a card game or shoot some craps. Then
I'd approach him. 'Are you a sport?' I'd
ask. He'd always say yes, figuring I was
going to suggest a game of poker or
something like that. Then I'd con him
for awhile, giving the thing a build-up.
Then I'd say, 'Listen, you're a good sport.
How about trading a steak for a good
song?' That did it. After I'd finished
singing, people would throw some coins
my way — usually enough of them so I
could find some lodging for the night."
For two years Burl traveled all over
the United States, as a wandering knight
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of the road who sang for his suppers.
Wherever he went, he was apt to hear
new ballads and folk songs. He didn't
consciously collect them, but he couldn't
help remembering them. He heard "Old
Paint" in Wyoming; in the Ozark Mountain regions he heard "The Foggy, Foggy
Dew"; in Kentucky he heard "On Top
of Old Smoky." All these songs he added
to the treasury of songs in his heart and
mind.
And then he fell in love. There'd been
many times in his life when he'd been on
the verge of falling, but this time it really
hit him hard. He met the girl in New
York, and it didn't seem to make any
difference to her that he was a penniless
ballad singer. It was the real thing.
Later, he visited the girl at her home
in Cincinnati. One look at her home
should have told him how hopeless the
whole thing was. For this wasn't the
kind of home from which the wives of
penniless ballad singers come. It was the
sumptuous home of a woman to whom
the Blue Book and one's bank book mean
a great deal. Not that the girl he loved
felt that way about it. But her mother
eyed him up and down, from behind her
lorgnette. The look she gave him would
have frozen a baked potato.
"And what do you do?" she asked in
tones even more icy than her look.
"I sing and play a gee-tar," Burl said
in his lazy, happy-go-lucky voice.
If his girl's mother had looked at him
icily before, it was nothing to the look
she gave him now. "She ejected me
physically," he says. "Yes, she kicked
me Perhaps
right out
of the
it was
her house."
attitude; perhaps it
was just because he knew his folks would
like it that way, but Burl decided to give
training for teaching another try. He
went back to the Eastern Illinois State
Teachers' College. He played on the
football team, and did very well indeed
at football. But so far as his regular
studies went — well, at the end of the
football season he took off again. This
time he landed in California, took a bus
ride and saw where the movie stars lived.
It didn't occur to him then that he would
ever be a movie star himself. "I don't
care much for movies," he says frankly.
"I've seen only half a dozen pictures in
did few
occuryears."
to Burl that he would like
theIt last
to become an actor. So this wandering
troubadour wandered to New York,
where a friend called him up one day and
said, "Would you like to get in with the
Rockridge Stock Company? A Hollywood actor was supposed to show up to
play the funny fat boy in 'Pocahontas
Preferred' but he decided he preferred
Hollywood to Pocahontas. I think if you
go to the directors of the company, you
canSo get
the job."
he went
and was hired. "Afterwards
I discovered a character actor in the company who was a friendly chap and threw
myself on his mercy. 'Listen,' I said, 'I'm
a fraud. I've been signed up to play the
fat boy in "Pocahontas Preferred" but I
don't know anything about acting. I don't
even know anything about makeup. If I
don't learn, I'll probably lose this job.' He
took me under his wing, and taught me
all the secrets of makeup I needed to
know. So I continued to play fat boys

and old men for that stock company.
After two Summers with them, I got the
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sets
of twins." Burl went out on the road
Afterwards
with the "I Married an Angel" troupe.
When he got out to Hollywood he met a
friend, Eddie Albert, who was planning
a trip to Mexico by sailboat. "How would
you like to go with me?" asked Eddie.
"Fine," said Burl. So they got a 40-foot
sailboat and sailed around for three
months. Burl will laugh his head off if
you ask him how he liked idling around
like that. "We didn't idle around," he
says. "You can't idle around when you're
handling
a sailboat."
When Burl
got back to Hollywood, he
was 17 pounds lighter and had a magnificent red beard, which he had grown during the trip. Albert Bein, the playwright,
saw the beard, was enchanted with it,
and said that the beard made Burl ideal
for the character of Rocky Mountain
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VOGUE

chance to play a tailor's apprentice in
'Boys From Syracuse,' which had a musical comedy plot based on Shakespeare's
'Comedy of Errors.' I was the fellow who
was always being confused by seeing both
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Red, a role he'd written in a play called
"Heavenly Express," in which John Garfield would star, Albert took Burl to
New York with him, determined to get
Burl the role of Rocky Mountain Red.
But the producers of the show saw it
differently, and gave Burl a minor role
instead, as a railroad man.
During his years around the theater,
Burl often entertained his fellow-actors
with his songs, and he began to suspect
from their reactions that the songs he
knew could be commercialized. And he
felt that these songs, which were part of
the rich heritage of America, should be
popularized. So he was very pleased
when he was given a chance to sing them
over the air. His first program went on
the day France capitulated in 1940. And
of course that was one day when no one
wanted to listen to ballads, no matter
how well they were sung. All of us were
clinging to our radios, wanting nothing
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Burl Ives registers a slight perplexity
over his morning's selection of mail.
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but news that would explain what would
happen next in war-torn Europe.
"I thought I was on the air but I
wasn't," Burl Ives will tell you. "I sang
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a woman who asked, 'What is jazz?' 'If
you ain't got it, you'll never know.' If
you haven't been on a houseboat, you'll
never know. But it's wonderful. If I
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Burl Ives says he's a lazy guy, but he st.i can do. a good-sized laundry when the
occasion demands, adding the expert tou ch of holding a clothespin in his mouth.
don't like my neighbors, I can move
without moving. There are times when
you want to be alone. Then you let your
rope out of the line and you go farther
out from shore."
A houseboat or a trailer may be a
perfect abode for a bachelor but even
Burl may change his mind, now that
-he has married Helen Ehrlich, a Chicago
radio script writer. But fundamentally
Burl's ideas about life won't change.
He's had them since he was a boy, sitting
on his grandmother's knee and listening
to her songs.
The new Mrs. Ives will find her
husband a great help in one respect.
He has a fine enthusiasm for food, and
knows how to prepare it. He can make
wonderful fried chicken. One of his
specialties is ham steak prepared with
creamed potatoes. The cream sauce he
uses contains his own secret ingredients
and the sauce is so good that he is
hoping to sell the recipe to one of the
big restaurants.
His favorite foods are steak, fruit and
cheese, peach Carmen as it's served at
the Pierre in New York, and salads.
When he first came to California and was
asked what impressed him most, he
said
beautifulCalifornia
salads."
Askedpromptly,
whether "Your
the beautiful
women didn't impress him, he said, "I
haven't had time to find out much about
them yet. I've been too busy. But your
salads — I haven't been too busy to try
those."
His wife will have to put up with a
very unconventional existence. He does
not believe in eating at specific times,
but rather in eating whenever he's
hungry, so she will have a tough time
planning meals. He doesn't believe in
set times for going to bed or waking up,
but prefers to go to bed whenever he's
sleepy and to wake up whenever he
stops being sleepy. He once gave up
a radio program because it required him
to get up too early in the morning.
He smokes cigars and pipes. He says
he is a mystic and believes in predestination. He thinks that some people have a

seventh sense over and above the usual
realm of intelligence. Such people, he
says, are more apt to be men than women.
All his life, he says, he's been a happy
guy. "I think happiness can't be found
by formula," he says. "I think it depends
on vitamins and the chemicals in your
body. I guess I have the right vitamins
and chemicals. But I never give happiness athought except when asked about
it. The time you think about happiness
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is when you're unhappy. I don't, think
about it because I'm happy.
"I'm a lazy guy and I don't work
hard." Burl doesn't consider his singing
work. "When you do think of it as work,"
he says, "then you're skating on something dangerous. Singing can become
work, and when it does you're on thin
ice.
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Burl isn't sensitive about the fact that
he's plump. "The girls used to tell me
that I was fat but fascinating." he says,
shaking again with laughter. By golly,
the girls were right!
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They're ready now! Special photos of your favorite
movie stars autographed exclusively for you! These lifelike photos are first sent to you so tl .t you can personally mail them to Hollywood to be autographed. They
are then returned to you, autographed — direct from the Stars in Hollywood! Includes
capsule biography of Star in Stargraph. )
Each STARGRAPH full 5 x 654", complete with easy two-way mailing features.
COST ONLY TEN CENTS EACH. Minimum order— three STARGRAPHS.
Don't wait — get your Stargraph today! Beautiful albums complete with 10
Stargraphs of your Hollywood favorites, only $1
We reserve the right to substitute.
JOIN THE STARGRAPH
CLUB!
MAY MANN
Each local Club regularly receives exclusive news
direct from Hollywood — and many other special Favoritewood Columnist
Hollyconsiderations — FREE !
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Not£\yen
NEVER was there a woman whose appearance
so belied her true self! Ellen B'erent's beauty,
stunning in its perfection, made easy conquests of
men. But she was so insanely jealous that she
could not bear to share any part of a man's love
with anyone else — or with anything ! And so her
lovely face became a mask for a diabolical heart.
She plotted against anyone whose mere existence
challenged her mania for being loved completely.
She lied, cheated, deceived. It didn't matter who
seemed to stand in her way — an innocent boy . . .
her own sister . . . her unborn child ... all became
objects of her suspicious hate. When all else
failed, there was — murder !
You've probably never read a book like this. It
is a story of such power and fascination that "it
will hold you from start to finish with your spine
crawling like an inch worm and invisible hands
massaging your scalp" — in the words of the Boston Post.
"Leave Her to Heaven" is a nation-wide best-seller
which will soon be seen by millions as a moving picture.
Will you accept a copy of this 360-page book now, practically as a gift, with membership in the Dollar Book Club?
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MAIL THIS
COUPON
Doubleday One Dollar Book Club,
Dept. 2 H.S.C., Garden City, New York
Please enroll me free as a Dollar Book Club
subscriber and send me at once "Leave Her
to
sendHeaven"
me as for
my the
firstenclosed
selection3cforstamp.
$1.00 Also
the
book I have checked below.
□ Green Dolphin Street □ China to Me
□ Captain from Castile
With these books will come my first issue
of the free descriptive folder called "The
Bulletin" telling about the two new forthcoming one-dollar bargain book selections and
several additional bargains which are offered
for $1.00*
each toof members
am to
have
the privilege
notifying only.
you in Iadvance
if I do not wish either of the following
month's selections and whether or not I wish
to purchase any of the other bargains at the
Special Club price of $1.00 each. The purchase ,of books is entirely voluntary on my
part. I do not have to accept a book every
month — only six during the year to fulfill my
membership requirement. I pay nothing except $1.00 for each selection received plus
few cents shipping cost.
Mr.
Mrs.
Miss
(PLEASE PRINT)
St. and No.
Zone No. (if any) .

City.

State
If under 21
Occupation
Age please
* Same Price in Canada: 105 Bond St., Toronto 2.
98

you until you
have turned the

amoral woman."
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Dollar
Book
Club
Membership
Is FREE!
Choose Your First Selection From These
THE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB is the only
Best Sellers
book club that brings you newly-printed,
current books by outstanding authors for only
Upon receipt of the attached coupon with a 3c stamp
$1.00 each. This represents a saving to you of
you
sent receive
a copy of
Her selection
to Heaven."
You will
willbealso
as "Leave
your first
for
50 to 75 per cent from the established retail
$1.00 your choice of any of these three best sellers:
price. Every Dollar Book Club selection is a
• Green Dolphin Street, by Elizabeth Goudge. He
sent half-way around the world — for the wrong bride!
handsome, full-sized library edition, wellThe
best-selling romance of Clipper Ship days that
printed and bound in a format exclusively for
won the MGM $125,000 Novel Prize.
members.
e Captain from Castile, by Samuel Shellabarger.
The swashbuckling story of love and adventure in
Although one outstanding book is chosen
the days of the Spanish Inquisition and the battle
each month for exclusive distribution to memin the New World for Montezuma's gold.
bers at $1.00 each you do not have to accept
• China to Me, by Emily Hahn. The best-selling
a book every month ; only the purchase of six
true story of eight years in China — the most astonishing adventures ever to befall an American woman.
a year is necessary. In fact, for convenience,
Every other month you will receive the descripmost members prefer to have shipped and pay
tive folder called The Bulletin, which is sent exclufor books every other month.
sively to members of the Club. The Bulletin describes the forthcoming
months'
selections
and reviews
ten or more two
titles
(in thebook
original
pubThe Economical, Systematic Way to
lishers'
editions
selling
at
retail
for
$2.50
more)do
available to members at only $1.00 each. Ifor you
Build a Library of Good Books
not wish to purchase either or both of the two new
Dollar Book Club selections are from the
selections for $1.00 each, you may notify the Club
any time within two weeks, so that the books will
best modern books — selected from the impornot be sent you. In any case, you may purchase any
of the other titles offered for $1.00 each. There are
tant new titles submitted by leading publishno dues or membership fees.
ers. Such outstanding best sellers as A Tree
Grows in Brooklyn. The Razor's Edge and
Send No Money — Just Mait the Coupon
A Lion Is in the Streets were all received by
When
you see and
"Leave
Her tothatHeaven"
and your
members at $1.00 each, while the public was
first selection
consider
these books
are
typical
of
the
values
you
will
receive
for
only
$-1.00,
paying from $2.00 to $3.00 for the publisher's
you will realize the great advantage of free memedition at retail. A membership of over 500,000 enables the Club to offer book values unbership inoffer.
thisMail
popular
Cfub. Don't
this wonderful
the coupon
now. miss
DOUBLEDAY
ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB, Carden City, New York.
equaled by any other method of book buying.
PRINTED IN THE U.S.A. BY THE CUNEO PRESS, INC.
SCREENLAND

Perhaps you would
like to try two or more
shades

of Chen

Yu

lacquer with
matching lipsticks.
Select them here.

nail

Mark
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Send

today.
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A New

Pure
Type
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Red

AND

LIPSTICK

. . . Strikingly

. . . Right

with

Any

Beautiful

and

Every

with Any

Costume

Complexion

Color

Here is breathtaking new glamour for your nails and lips ... the first pure, true red they have
ever worn, and because it's a pure, true red you can wear it with any costume color
no matter what your complexion type may be. Think of it! You can change
your dress at will and you don't have to change your nail lacquer or lipstick. That's
Chen Yu Chinese Red! Get it at your favorite store . . . have it applied at your beauty salon.
Or, send the coupon for exciting trial sizes of Chen Yu Chinese Red nail lacquer and lipstick!

Brown Cora)

■ §

Please

accept

trial sizes of CHEN

CHEN YU INC., 200 E. Illinois SI.
Dept. HS-2, Chicago (11), 111.
□ Send me two sample Bize flacons (shades checked here) of
Chen Yu Nail Lacquer and a
bottle of Lacquerol base. I enclose 250 to coVer cost of packing,
mailing and Government Tax.
□ For an additional 25f!, I will
receive two trial size Chen Yu Lipsticks to match Lacquer shades.

□ CHINESE RED
□ SEA SHELL
□ PINK SAPPHIRE
□ WISTARIA
Name. .
Address .
City. . . .

YU
□
□
□
□

long lasting nail lacquer
FLOWERING PLUM
BLACK CHERRY
BLACK SAPPHIRE
MANDARIN RED

□
□
□
□

and

CANTON RED
BURMA RED
ORIENTAL SAPPHIRE
dragon's BLOOD
. State .

(This OJJer Guud In U.S.A. Only)

lipstick

□ TEMPLE FIRE
□ FROZEN FIRE
□ BROWN CORAL
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manage!*

Romance in the air! Dates in the making!
And you . . . looking irresistible with shining-smooth
hair. There's something about Drene-lovely hair
that goes straight to a man's heart.
"Change your hair-do to match the moods of many
wonderful evenings," says famous Cover Girl Madelon Masori
She shows you these alluring hair-dos you can try at home
or ask your beauty shop to duplicate.
Your hair is so easy to fix, so smooth and manageable when
use Drene with Hair Conditioning Action. No other shampoc
leaves your hair so lustrous, yet so easy to manage!

IF HE S A SOPHISTICATE and loves you to look glamorous, try this brilliant
upsweep. "I use Drene," says Madelon, "because it leaves my hair far more
lustrous than any soap." Actually as much as 33 percent more lustre! Since
Drene is not a soap shampoo, it never leaves any dulling film on hair as all
soaps do. And Drene completely removes unsightly dandruff the very first
time you use it. The dramatic neckline of this Ceil Chapman gown
sets off this striking hair-do, that you can arrange by gathering
all hair to side-lop, tie and divide into twin swirls.

IF HE PREFERS SPORTS like bowling, he'll
admire a tailored hair-do like this sleek
shining braid. "I like to wear a scarf for
active games," says Madelon, "but still show
plenty of hair." Of course you'll want to
show your hair too, when it's so lovely. All
the natural brilliance is revealed by Drene!

CUPID:

Now wait, Sis! Hold it!

GIRL: For what, you faithless little imp! It's about
time some girl taught you not to go around ignoring
girls just because they're not beautiful!
CUPID: So! It's that way, huh? Well now you listen,
my little fugitive from spinsterhood!
It's about time you stopped looking at men with
all the charm and radiance of a tired
wash cloth! Smile at 'em, Sister! Sparkle!
GIRL: With my dull, dingy teeth? Hah! Heaven knows I brush
'em enough, but sparkle . . . hah! They-tCUPID: Ever see 'pink' on your tooth brush?
GIRL: Just lately. Why?

CUPID: Why? Why Great Day in The Morning, Pet, don't
you know that's a sign to see your dentist—
and right away! Because he may find today's soft foods are
robbing your gums of exercise. And he may suggest
"the helpful stimulation of Ipana and massage."

GIRL: Fine, fine, fine. Very impressive. But weren't
discussing my smile a while back? What happened to
CUPID: Pet, don't you know that a sparkling smile
depends largely on firm, healthy gums? This Ipana
not only cleans teeth. It's specially designed, with
massage, to help your gums. Massage a little extra Ipana
on your gums when you brush your teeth and you
start on your way to a sparkling, radiant smile
that'll stagger any stag line. Now get going,
Baby! Ipana and massage!
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star of the
screen !
★ every month
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* Guess who's back?
*
★ ★
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★ And guess who's got him?
★ ★
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*
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★
BLE'!S
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*
B ACK
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★
*
and
★
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G ARSON
GOT HIM! 'S
*
★ ★
★
★ in M-G-M's exciting love story . . .
★ ★
★ ★
*
★ ADVENTURE.
★ ★
★ ★
★
Yes,
Adventure
adds
up to being the
★
* most exciting and thoroughly enjoyable
★ screen Adventure we've been on, in
★ many a season of movie-going.
★ ★
★ ★
★
* Gable is a tough, swaggering, romantic
★ bos'n who has made love and trouble
in every port on the seven seas.
★
★ ★
★ ★
*
Garson's a girl whose greatest Adventure
★ is
a picnic on Sunday.
★
★ ★
★ ★
★
Then— WHAM ! They meet !
★
★ ★
★ ★
★
It's lightning and thunder... it's sound
*
and fury...
and other
flame...
★ heaven
and it's
somewind
of the
! it's
*
★ ★
★ ★
*
It's love on every note of the keyboard
*
—laughing, lilting love; roaring, raging
*
★ love. It's Gable and Garson in the
exciting Adventure!
* screen's most
★ ★
★ ★
*
Pardon
us,
while
we
doff our cap to
★
Joan Blondell and Thomas Mitchell,
★
who turn in such stand-out performances.
★
★ ★
★ ★
★
And
a
low
bow
to
the
excellent support*
ing
cast—
to
Victor
Fleming
for his fine
★ direction— to Sam Zimbalist
for his
super production— to Frederick Hazlitt
★ Brennan and Vincent Lawrence for their
★ screen play with a punch !
★
★ ★ ★ ★
★
★
*
★
★
★
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This Is What I Believe

Delight Evans
Van Johnson

Bette's Whirlwind Romance
. May me Ober Peak
Here's Harrison. Rex Harrison
Margaret Saville
End of the Rainbow for Bogart
Hyatt Downing
It Happened to Laurence Olivier.
Hettie Grimstead
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Van Johnson, next starring in MGM's "Easy To Wed"
Dorothy Lamour, co-starring with Bing Crosby and Bob Hope in
Para mount's "Road To Utopia"
In the Good Old "Centennial Summer" Time: 20th Century-Fox film
The Sweater Set on Parade: June Haver, Dale Evans, Jinx Falkenburg, Joan Leslie, and Jeanne Crain
All in Fun, Fred: Fred Astaire in Paramount's "Blue Skies"

Betty's Baby (Victoria Elizabeth James); The Latest Lovelies (Andrea King, Martha Vickers and Mary Jane Harker); Photo Previews;
Career Bride's Clothes (Bette Davis Fashions); On the Set With
Jennifer Jones ("Duel In The Sun"); Screenland Salutes "Tomorrow
Is Forever"
Hot From Hollywood
5
your Guide to Current Films
Selected by Delight Evans 8
Fans' Forum
74
A Pair of Bright Eyes. Beauty
Josephine Felts 20
Guide to Glamor.
24

Here's Hollywood
Cover Portrait of JUDY GARLAND,

Gossip by Weston East 60
MGM star of "The Har-

vey Girls," next to be seen in "Till The Clouds Roll By"
Kodachrome by Eric Carpenter
MARCH,

"The Beginning
"
0r
win be theThe
mostEndimportant picture of 1946.
It is the story of the
atomic bomb !

Publisher

Elizabeth Wilson,

They've
given us
great the
entertainment Adventure
thata marks
return
of our favorite swell guy, Clark Gable
— and the advent of Greer Garson
—£eain
a zestfully different role !
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"ADVENTURE" with Joan Blonde!/ • Thomas Mitchell
CLARK GABLE • GREER GARSON m Victor Flemings product of
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Jimmy Stewart and Janet Blair talk over
Screen Guild radio play before going on air.

HER! For a sequence in
OH,"NoBROT
Leave, No Love," Van Johnhad
son to smack Keenan Wynn
in the "kisser" with a cheesecake! Fortunately, the boys called off their feud
so there wasn't any personal satisfaction oil Van's part when he let Keenan
have it. Buster Keaton, the silent picture star, was the technical director.
With
all the pies the frozen-faced

comedian stopped in his day, he certainly should be an expert.
T T LOOKS like Orson Welles will have
A to find a new woman to "saw in
half," if he wants to repeat on his feats
of magic. Rita Hay worth is out of the
act because from now on (unless his
persuasive powers win) they are going
It seems they've
separate ways.
their quarreling
been
periodically. So far no
definite divorce plans have been put
into action. Wonder if Vic Mature is
quietly laughing to himself? Rita broke
while Vic was overtheir seasengagement
and married Orson.
TN

"Thanks, God, I'll Take It From
Here," (yes, that title has been
changed to "Without Reservations")
John Wayne wears an all-white outfit.
It's a constant source of amusement to
Claudette Colbert, because every time
John wants to sit down, they spread

Robert Taylor, on first radio show since his return to Hollywood, poses with Charley Vanda.

me,"
mindpeople.
for him!
a sheet kids
out
Claudette
the "Don't
wardrobe
"I'll just sit on an old box or anything
you can find for me!"

JONES
is one of the stars of

Recognize this pretty poster girl?
Ginger Rogers, of course, next
starring in RKO's "Hoarfbeat. '

111
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A Million

Dollars

of Fun

Billion-Dollar

in the New
Smart

Worth

Set Playground!

Paramount sets a new style in romancing,
dancing, singing and laughing ... in the
lavish . . . lovely show that only Mitchell
Leisen of "Lady In The Dark" and
"Frenchman's Creek" fame could give you!

?-

.

DOROTHY
ARTURO

LAMOUR
and
de CORDOVA

PATRIC KNOWLES • ANN DVORAK • GEORGE RIGAUD
Natalie Schafer • Mikhail Rasumny • Billy Daniels
and The Guadalajara Trio

a MITCHELL

LEISEN

production

Produced by KARL TUN BERG • Directed by MITCHBLL LEISEN
SvMn Ploy by KARL TUN BERG . iawdeo c Story by EDWIN JUSTUS MAYER ox* f*A»« S«NCS«
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
* " Hear Doff/'e's South-of-the-*
" Border songs and see the most
. gorgeous gowns you've ever
"Ooofied" and "Aaahed" ai.

SCREENLAND

ROAD TO UTOPIA — Paramount
It's been a long time since .the last trip with those funsters, Bing Crosby, Bob Hope and. Dorothy Lamour.
But they're back again in one of their most hilarious
"Roads," with the added attraction of the late Robert
Benchley's inimitable humor. His comments, as well as
some the stars make, draw audiences directly into the
picture, making them part of their nonsensical comedy.
The story, taking a vaudeville team into the wilds of
Alaska, each with half a gold mine map, is contrived
to allow the maximum of gags and plenty of those wonderfully corny song-and-dance routines which Bob and
Bing do so wfell — notably one titled "Put It There, Pal."
LEAVE HER TO HEAVEN — 20th Century-Fox
Gene Tierney has set a high standard for herself in the
film version of Ben Ames Williams' popular novel.
She'll find it hard to top her own performance in the
pungent role of a woman whose consuming love and
jealousy bring tragedy to herself as well as to everyone
else who comes in contact with the man she loves.
Cornel Wilde shines as the husband who gradually becomes aware of just what sort of person his wife really
is. Jeanne Crain, too, shows an increasing assurance,
handling the role of the wife's adopted sister competently, but itinisthe
Vincent
Price, as courtroom
state's attorney,
who triumphs
final dramatic
scene.
THEY WERE EXPENDABLE — MGM
Backed up with a sincere story of the torpedo boat
crews' activities, the film version of William L. White's
book emerges as an engrossing account of , the "fasterthan-anything-else-on-water" service. Their struggle
for recognition as a competent fighting arm of the
Navy, their eventual assignments to knock out a few
Jap ships in the Philippines is an important phase 'of
the war you can't afford to miss. It's a wonderful "welcome back" picture for Robert Montgomery, Comdr.,
U.S.N.R., whose service on P-Ts makes his role of
Lt. John Brickley all the more real. John Wayne,
better than ever, handles the romance with Donna Reed.
TOMORROW IS FO R EV E R — International- RKO
This poignant
drama ofstudy
a woman's
second Claudette
marriage
presents
a fascinating
of emotions.
Colbert is superb in the pivotal role of the wife and
mother who strives to stave off the second world war
by ignoring it. Her sorrow and unhappiness reach deep
in your heart, especially when the first husband she believed to be dead returns with an adopted daughter,
refugees of a war-torn Europe. Orson Welles plays the
first husband, keeping a finely drawn contrast between
his first and last sequences. Natalie Wood shows talent
as the little girl who has seen too much brutality,
and George Brent is appealing as the second husband.

THE TRADEMARK THAT MEANS
THE FINEST IN UNDIES!
No need to guess . . . look for the
famous Blue Swan Undies . , .
jn whispery soft fabrics cleverly
styled to fit and flatter.

THE HARVEY GIRLS — MGM
Some of the bright, shiny newness has been rubbed off
of this musical, romantic history of the Fred Harvey
chain of restaurants because its theme song, "On the
Santa Fe," has been thorand the and
Topeka
Atchison,oughly
hummed, whistled
sung. However, here
you see it as well as hear it with Judy Garland and
company giving it excellent voice and action against a
colorful background. In the romance department, Judy
and John Hodiak make an appealing pair — a sweet,
young waitress in love with a gambling house proprietor. Songs by Angela Lansbury and Kenny Baker,
dances by Ray Bolger,all add up to grand entertainment.
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Screen ploy by CATHERINE TURNEY from the novel "Instruct My Sorrows"
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FRONTIER GAL — Universal
We have come to the conclusion that anything can happen in one of Yvonne De
Carlo's pictures. Aside from numerous
glamorous poses by the star, you are treated
to
bang-bang,
rootin',
tootin'
Western
yarn,a with
the heroine
a lusty
female
who
owns a saloon and falls in love with alove'em-and-leave-'em guy (Rod Cameron) on
the trail of a murderer. Enough? No, not
nearly ! There's an argument over who shall
raise their five-year-old daughter (Beverly
Simmons, a cute little miss you'll be asking
about), plenty of wild coach rides over
rugged terrain, topped off with a nervewracking rescue from a yawning chasm.
Local townspeople who join in the fray
from time to time are played by Andy De-.
vine, Sheldon Leonard and Andrew Toombes.

machine
gunner
withIreland),
his "ever-lovin'
like Windy
(John
a farmer" jive;
with
an inborn love of the good earth; the first
aid man (Sterling Holloway), who collects
the bullet with his name on it when he becomes too curious and forgets to duck.
They give you their philosophies, but most
of all you see that quality which won us the
war — their steadfast progress into danger.

CORNERED — RKO
It's a stolid and intense Dick Powell who
plays the central figure of a former Canadian flyer in search of the Nazi responsible
for the death of his French bride during the
last days of the war. Beginning with the
merest scraps of clues, the story builds with
the slow and powerful progress of a steam
roller to the dramatic impact of danger and
political intrigue in South America. Lined
up on both sides interested in the chase are
Walter
Slezak,
Cheirel,
new
personality
who "Micheline
will take your
eye,a .Nina
Vale, ditto, Morris Carnovsky, Luther Adler
and Jack LaRue, all giving fine characterizations. It's potent drama with no romance.

WHISTLE STOP — United Artists
No doubt there are many such shiftless,
spineless characters as George Raft plays in
this Seymour Nebenzal production, but for
our money they do not contribute to entertaining film fare. However, the picture
offers an interesting portrait of small town
people and their activities: the return after
two years of the heroine (Ava Gardner,
a beauty), dripping in minks; the inevitable
love triangle formed when she finds her
former fiance can't mend his nondescript
ways and seeks the company of the night
club owner who runs the town. There's robbery and murder which add excitement. Tom
Conway, and Victor McLaglen are standouts.

PEOPLE ARE FUNNY — Paramount
If you have howled with glee over the radio
program
the seeing
same name,
you'll haveparlor
just
as much offun
the hilarious
tricks played on the contestants in the film
version. Interspersed between the custard
pie routines is a story that will hold your
attention about a small town radio producer
(Jack Haley) who sells his audience participation show to a couple of smart radio
agents who are trying to pull a fast one on
each other, using a beautiful writer ( Helen _
Walker) as medium. In the music department Rudy Vallee, playing the role of a
stuffy advertiser, shines in a new musical
version of "Alouetta." Ozzie Nelson and
Philip Reed are good as the conniving gents
interested in the same program — and girl.

MY REPUTATION — Warners
Should a widow with two growing boys
forsake a life of her own to remain forever
faithful to the memory of their father?
That is the interesting question which Barbara Stanwyck concerns herself with in this
film based on Clare Jaynes' novel, "Instruct
My Sorrows." There's something to be said
on both sides, and you'll probably get as
much enjoyment out of arguing with your
friends on the subject as you will get from
seeing the picture. George Brent plays the
man who tempts her to follow her own instincts to regain happiness ; Warner Anderson, the conservative type unanimously acceptable by her friends. Eve Arden, John
Ridgely, Scotty Beckett, Bobby Cooper, and
Lucile Watson round out a splendid cast.

A WALK IN THE SUN — 20th Century-Fox
Here is a moving portrait of your G.I. at
Salerno, 1943. He talks and acts and thinks
like him. And that is why you'll relish the
film be
version
of Harry
Brown's
novel.Tyne,
He
may
like Dana
Andrews,
Sergeant
who takes command of the battalion whose
mission it is to blow up a bridge and farmhouse occupied by Nazis. He may be like
Rivera (Richard Conte) from Brooklyn, a

Don't avoid new ideas. Don't be apathetic. At least, don't resist a newtrend until you have investigated it. Take
the case of Tampax now and look at the
facts frankly. Wouldn't you like to be
free of the monthly pin-and-belt nuisance? Of your sanitary deodorant
troubles? Of the disposal problem? . . .
Well, all these problems vanish when
you use Tampax for modern sanitary protection.
Tampax is scientifically correct for its
purpose. Perfected by a physician, it is
daintily small but very absorbent and
efficient. Only pure surgical cotton goes
into it and individual patented applicators are provided. . . . No pins
or belts. No odor or chafing. NO BELTS
No ridges or bulges to show NO PINS
NO PADS
under sheer clothing. Millions
of students, business girls, NO ODOR
housewives, travelers, sportswomen keep Tampax handy in purse or
desk drawer — takes up very little space.
Quick to change. Easy to dispose of.
Sold in drug stores and at notion
counters. Three absorbencies: Regular,
Super, Junior. Whole month's supply
will go into purse. For 4 months' supply
get Economy Box and join the modern
legion of Tampax users. Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.
( REGULAR
3 absorbencies

< super
I junior

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association
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DIARY OF A CHAMBERMAID — United Artists
There's an aura of the slightly demented
about all the characters in this film version
of Octave Mirbeau's novel — except for
Celestine, played with a good understanding
of the part by Paulette Goddard. So if you
are interested in the warped reactions of
people
you'll enjoy
butler (Francis Lederer)
carry seeing
out histhenefarious
plan,
which includes murder of anyone standing
in
way,; toBurgess
steal his Meredith,
employer's coy
treasure
of hissilver
and
sprightly in the role of the frankly insane
neighbor; Judith Anderson, mysterious and
cagey as the madame who rules her husband
(Reginald Owen) with a heavy hand. Even
the hero, played by Hurd Hatfield, the son
of the house who returns a failure, is a very
weak character, broken in health and spirit.

Lxpect postwar miracles. Look for
this new, excitingly different idea
in deodorants. Ask for new super-fast
ODORONO Cream Deodorant...
stops perspiration troubles faster
than you can slip on your slip.
Because it contains science's most
effective perspiration stopper.
Affords other greatly needed blessings
too : Will not irritate your skin . . .
or harm fine fabrics ... or turn gritty
in the jar. And really protects
up to 3 days.
Change to ODORONO Cream
Deodorant— super-fast . . .
super-modern . . . excitingly different.
NEW,

Superfast

ODO-RO-DO
CREAM
DEODORANT

Also 59* and JO*
39* Tax
Plus Federal
ODORONO ICE Is back from the wars ... 39^
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THE SEVENTH VEIL — Universal Release
This English Sydney Box-Ortus production
has a lot to offer American movie-goers in
the line of engrossing entertainment. Besides
the fascinating tale of a young girl whose
every move is dictated by a woman-hating
guardian intent upon making her the leading
concert pianist of her time, it presents in
the starring role Ann Todd, an attractive
and talented new personality, and James
Mason, a man whose dark looks are destined
to make feminine hearts do flipflops. Also
in store for you are the renditions of several
of the musical masterpieces the world will
always enjoy, including Grieg, Chopin,
Mozart and Rachmaninoff compositions.

DOLL FACE — 20th Century-Fox
How a burlesque queen gets culture makes
an interesting plot for this backstage musical with Vivian Blaine as the beautiful and
willing subject
and Dennis
O'Keefe refined
as her
manager
who hires
a charmingly
ghost writer (Michael Dunne) to set the
process
in motion.
The re-education
go according
to schedule,
however, doesn't
when
Dennis finds the pupil getting too interested
in her teacher, and things go from bad to
worse when jealousy rears its ugly head,
and people get mulish in their reactions.
But Carmen Miranda is there to put everything to rights, as well as contribute several
colorful numbers. Also Perry Como, in fine
voice, chimes in with "Somebody's Walkin'
in My Dreams" and "Dig You Later."
SCREBNLAND

THE MAN IN GREY — Universal Release
This Gainesborough picture, based on the
novel by Lady Eleanor Smith, is slightly
reminiscent
Thackerayi's
"Vanity
At least the ofcharacter
of Becky
SharpFair."
can
be seen to a certain extent in that of Hester
Shaw in this film, played by Margaret Lockwood. She's the unfortunate pupil of a girls'
school, whose gay and well-born friend
(Phyllis Calvert) remains true blue even
through
unhappywhodeath.
the
scheming her
adventuress
falls inShe's
love with
her friend's husband and tries to usurp her
enviable position in society. Other characters who add to this fine entertainment,
bringing it to an eventful and emotional climax, are James Mason, superb as the caddish husband, and Stewart Granger, as the
adventurer in love with the former's wife.

DAKOTA — Republic
Pioneering with John Wayne and Vera
Hruba Ralston as a gambler and his wife,
proves
expected.
isn't
the heroless
whoexciting
lets youthan
down,
but theItstory,
which allows only occasional skirmishes and
fisticuffs in telling about the progress of
building a railroad across country in 1870.
It starts off well with a theft of a bankroll
by river pirates, the usual skullduggery of
crooks buying up farmland cheap to sell at
a huge price to the railroad company, and
ends up with a devastating wheat-fire. Walter Brennan does a fine job of an old river
boat captain, and the villains are capably
led by Ward Bond and Mike Mazurka.

PURSUIT TO ALGI ERS — Universal
There always seem to be at least half a
dozen cases which Sherlock Holmes and his
side-kick (Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce,
of course) take on at the same time, but
miraculously they all seem to have overlapping clues and motives, as the mastermind detective can always deduce in advance. That's what we've always liked about
him, and again he's up to standard in this
story
involving
the theft ofof the
emeralds,
the assassination
the Duchess'
King of
Rovenia, and the attempted kidnaping of
the heir to the throne who is attending
school in England. The other principals
who admirably motivate the plot are
Marjorie Riorden, Morton Lowry, Leslie
Vincent, Martin Kosleck and Rex Evans.
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You're Right to Write!
You don't need to be a gifted public
speaker to put over your ideas on the
subjects of movies and movie personalities. Just write down your thoughts on
a piece of paper, in your very best
English, and mail to Fans' Forum.
Monthly awards for the best letters
published : $10.00, $5.00 and five $1.00
prizes. Closing date is the 25th of the
month.
Please address your letter to Fans'
Fo'rum,
Screenland,
New York
19, N. Y. 37 West 57th St.,
FIRST PRIZE

GREGORY

PECK
is one

Made

by

SELZNICK
n

of the stars of

/^TECHNICOLOR

WINNER

$10.00
Happiness? That's the stuff I've been
radiating ever 'since I saw that picture! It's
also one of the favorite hobbies of a large
part of the population of the world. It's
that feeling that makes you just sure you
could reach up and pick that favorite star
of yours.
And what's happiness got to do with this
letter ? Well, it's the one word I could find
in a huge assortment of dictionaries, English
text books and encyclopedias that sufficiently
described that marvelous production, "State
Fair"! Maybe I'm a little too lavish in
heaping honors on one picture, but that's
the way it made me feel.
There's a little magic in every life, and
"State Fair" brought that spark to the public's eye just enough to send people into a
mood that says, "This old world isn't half
as bad as it pretends to be ! Why, with a
little cleaning up here and there it could be
as beautiful as — as — 'State Fair'!" With
Jeanne Crain to convince you that "It Might
As Well Be Spring" and Dick Haymes to
brother,
lovin', ever
everAndrews
be
a realbighandsome
to beteasin'
Dana
and the
hero, and a Mom and Dad just like you've
seen every day in your life, and with situations and places that are commonplace, but
glamorous enough to be interesting, and
with all these enticing ingredients perfectly
blended with Technicolor — well, you just
Scree

n l and

can't help smiling. to yourself and being real
down-to-earth
happy! Just to be able to
watch a movie and relive all the bravery it
took to go on the roller coaster, the first
time, and the pink and gold picture-world
you live in when you fall in love, and the
feeling you've felt for an animal (yes, even
a hog !) that you've tended and cared for so
long, is one of the nicest experiences any
person could possibly have.
So I hand "State Fair" the trite but sincere cheers it deserves and say "Happiness
is a BOOTS
thing called
'State Fair' San
!" Jose, Calif.
DOUGHERTY,
SECOND

PRIZE

WINNER

Every business man these days is busy
with reconversion problems. Movies being
a necessity as well $5.00
as a luxury, I hope that
the movie moguls are laying their plans
with as much insight into what we want as
they can humanly predetermine.
For myself, I hope they now realize that
we can do with a little less grimness. We
have had almost four years of the stark
reality of war and its consequences, a little
fantasy won't be displeasing. Also that the
returning G.I. has no taste for fighting the
war over according to Hollywood's standards. They will be home soon and it won't
be necessary to keep an ear to the ground
to find out their wishes. They will speak up
in no uncertain terms.
And now that the lid is off, I hope it
doesn't mean the race is on to make a lot of
super-dupers. An occasional one to whet
one's appetite, but more appropriate I think
would be to strive to put into each and
every one some of the ingenuity and genius
that have gone into the many American
products which have carried our fame into
all lands.
People are becoming discriminating and
the names of Borzage, Stahl, Fleming and
McCarey are growing to mean more at the
box office. We have known what it is to
abhor waste in the past. I hope that producers consider this in the future. In summing this up I might say what I think the
public will want for some time to come is
simply entertainment — not simple entertain-

merit, We have had to accept
handed us in many things for
suppose now we will be free
what we want.
LOUISE KRAMER,
FIVE PRIZE
49

POUNDS

Virginia Josselyn,
Denver, Colo., now slim,
poised, popular.
"I was
14, parties
fat, forgotten,
left
out of
a school
girl loves," says Virginia
Josselyn. "And no wonder.
I weighed 164 and was getting heavier. Then, with
mother's
approvalSuccess
I took
the DuBarry
Course. In three months I
lost 30 pounds, in 5 months
49. My skin is smooth and
lovely, and I know the art
of make-up. Now my week
is filled with dates and
doings. You have made me
a very happy girl."

HIPS
LESS 9¥'
I Before
Above, Virginia when she
weighed 164, with bad
posture, heavy hips and
legs. Right, Virginia today, a teen-age beauty.
"For years we had been
heart-sick because of our
daughter's handicap," writes Mrs. L. V. Josselyn,
Virginia's mother. "I consulted our doctor about
the Success Course, and he approved.
She has completed itwith such success, I can scarcely tell you
how happy it has made us."

HOW ABOUT YOU? Areyou overweight,
underweight, less than your loveliest? Wouldn't
you like to have a figure you're proud of, a soft,
glowing skin, a flattering hair-do— know the
secrets of glamorous make-up? The DuBarry
Success Course has helped more than 250,000
women and girls to look better, feel better, be
at their best. You get an analysis of your needs,
then a goal to work for and a plan for achieving it. You follow at home the same methods
taught by Ann Delafield at the famous Success
School in the Richard Hudnut Salon, New York.
Why not use the coupon to find out
what this Course can do for you?
DuBarry Beauty Chest
Included !
With your Course you
receive this Chest containing agenerous supply of DuBarry Beauty
and Make-up
tions for your Preparatype.

what was
so long I
to demand
Peoria, III.

WINNERS

$1.00 Each
I read the letter about Bette Davis by
Charles Robinson and while I agree with
him heartily, there are some additional
things I would like to point out.
First of all, Miss Davis has reached the
stage of undeniable time-mellowed stardom
where she no longer must worry about her
own camera angles and footage and other
things so important to the not-yet-arrived
star. She can concentrate on the over-all
perfection of her films. And that's what
"The fectCorn
job. Is Green" was — an over-all perHowever, I ache for a Davis picture of
the old school — for a Bette with eyes blazing, in a frenzy of hysterical emotion, to
whom un-godly calamities befall, such as in
"Marked Woman," "Dangerous," and, of
course, "Of Human Bondage." Or a vibrant, mature and spellbinding Bette as in
"Dark Victory" and "Now Voyager." For
heaven's sake, Warner Brothers, "can" for
the moment character parts such as Fanny
Skeffington and Miss Moffatt while she is
still an attractive and glamorous woman. I
have met her and she is truly lovely. Must
they make her a prematurely middle-aged
eyesore?
Cherubic Ingrid and the pious Miss Garson would soon be looking to their laurels
if they'llneurotic
only giveBette.
us back our wonderful,
morbid,
JOHN B. FISHER,
H.A.2/c, Long Beach, Calif.

one of the first ladies of the screen. I hate
to see her join this trend toward morbid
movies portraying the worst and lowest in
human passions. Who wants clinical case
histories of psychopathic misfits for entertainment fare? I don't believe these shows
are on a level with the ordinary good taste
of John Q. Public. Look at the way we
flock to
a really
show.
Why instead
can't
movie
makers
give good
us more
of them
of these moronic opuses like "The Strange
Love Of Martha Ivers"?
DOROTHY GUTHRIE, Iowa City, la.
Where is Lew Ayres? With the ending
of the war and the world seemingly coming
back to normal, our fighting men coming
home, and old faces again appearing on the
screen, one question is constantly on the lips
of movie fans, young and old : Where is
Lew Ayres?
Now with the return of Clark Gable,
Glenn Ford, Bob Montgomery, and other
topnotch screen heroes who have made
movieland what it is today, we want to know
what has happened to "Young Doctor KilAt times we feel the lack of stories given
this young man while he was away aiding
his country is unjust. True, that unfavorable publicity at the time of his induction
may account for the frequent hiding of his
name. However, through official accounts
it dare."
is discovered that he has proven himself
a real humanitarian, has done more than
his share for the fight to preserve democracy
and freedom of life, liberty and happiness.
For these reasons we anxiously await the
return of a man to the screen who not only
has proven himself a real honest-to-goodness hero, but also a true Christian as well
as a worthy American citizen.
BONNIE B. & DON LOUGHRIE,
Cumberland, Md.

I've read the morning paper — and I'm
sputtering
And I'm tooraves
youngabout
for that
! A
Hollywood ! columnist
Barbara
Stanwyck
getting
"dream
she
made an
error.herShe
shouldrole."
have Only
said

Editor's note: Lew Ayres is scheduled to
make "The Risen Soldier" for MGM, so
yon will be seeing him soon.
As a citizen of the state of Indiana I have
been keenly interested in the race strike at
her "nightmare" role.
In this prize part, Barbara, at the age of
Freebel High School in Gary, Indiana, and
thirteen, kills her aunt. Later she marries
I _should like very much to thank Frank
the boy who saw her do it. Finally she is
Sinatra for his effort toward helping that
situation.
shot by her husband, who then kills himI think that when he came to Gary and
self^ A delectable dish for adults who go to
movies for entertainment ! A wonderful
asked the striking students to take a more
treat for the children who swarm to motion . democratic attitude toward their problem by
pictures like bees to a hive !
returning to school, he made one of the
In my estimation, Barbara Stanwyck is greatest contributions toward American

Ann Delafield, Directing
Richard Hudnut Salon
Guaranteed by
Dept.SC60. 693 Fifth Ave.
l Good Housekeeping J
New York, N. Y.
Please send the new booklet telling
S.+OT. "OI«CTIVt OR
all about the DuBarry Home Success Course.
Miss
Mrs
Street_
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No.
if any_
City.
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Lieutenant Commander Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and David Niven who served with
British Army as Lieutenant Colonel lend their I. Q.'s to "Information Please" program.
Screenland
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Donald O'Connor of the Army Air Corps is back on the Universal lot — but
only for a visit this time with Sabu and Evelyn Karr who are playing in "Tangier."
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well-being that any Hollywood star has ever
made. Yes, I am remembering the brilliant
camp tours that Hollywood has sent to the
fighting fronts as I say this.
The problems of peace are always bigger
than the problems of war, and race problems are the biggest on our current horizon.
Frank Sinatra's influence over the people of
high school age is unique, and no one else
could have been as readily accepted by these
students as he was.
He must have known when he came to
Gary that he was on dangerous footing, that
everything he said might be distorted by
some of the strikers or by some of the
town's politicians. He could not have been
seeking publicity for his speech was bound
to bring as much criticism as praise.
The results of his speech must have disappointed him, for the strike continued. The
city mayor rebuked him for certain "illadvised remarks" and the town officials construed his words as a personal offense. But
I hope he is not too discouraged, for he
must realize that the issue is much too big
to be swayed by any speaker, even though
that speaker is the best-qualified person in
the country. There is a baffling web of
politics and prejudices yet to be unraveled,
and I would like Frank Sinatra to know
that all the young people who have watched
this affair admire his sincere Americanism
and his courage, even though he accomplished no miracles.
PHOEBE GOOD, Bloomington, Ind.
What on earth are they doing to Deanna
Durbin? Another picture — hodge podge is
afinish
bettertheterm
— like
poor
girl. "Lady On A Train" will
She looked positively ghastly with her
blondined mop, her floured map, in as poorly
misfitting role as any she's ever played.
Deanna is no glamor girl and torch singing
is not her forte. So why make her waste
her beautiful voice to give out with such a
nasal, between-the-teeth sounding ditty as
"Give Us A Little Kiss"?
It seems to me that it would be far better
to wait till a suitable role is found for her
than to dump her into a mess from which
even her ability cannot extricate her. Have
MRS. P. M. FREYMANN,
pity!
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HONORABLE MENTION
Several years ago I went into the only
theater in a microscopic town, my sole purpose being to pass some time. I glanced at
the billboard before going in. The picture,
"We Who Are Young," I had never heard
of ; the stars, Lana Turner and John ShelSCREENLAND

ton, meant nothing to me. I warned myself
mentally while groping for a seat that this
was doubtless a "quickie," and before it wa
over I'd probably wish I hadn't come.
The picture was a well-acted, realisti
story about a very young married coupl
fighting the circumstances forced on the
by the depression. The story was sweet an
appealing, but it wasn't the story that wa
important. Here, I told myself, are stars i
the making. Here is a beautiful girl and
handsome boy, each with a very generou
supply of acting ability, each generatin
warmth and appeal ; yes, here are potential
stars.
Only for
half fulfillment
of this came
true.other
I'm half,
still
hoping
of the
Soon after that the name of Lana Turner
was synonymous with beauty, success an
Hollywood.
The name of John Shelto
probably 99 per cent of the movie-goer
have never heard. To those who recogniz
his name theat man
all, whose
he's Kathryn
husband,
turbulent Grayson's
marriage
has been covered in the newspapers.
Surely in Hollywood there is a place fo
young and handsome John Shelton, whose
acting ability could only have been improved
by his experiences while serving in the
Pacific. Since the errors that were breaking
this marriage have been righted, I continue
to hope that the errors that stopped th
career of John Shelton might also be re
versed. Such attractive and talented sta
material shouldn't be wasted.
DIANA SANDERS, Oklahoma City, Okla.
All those posters advertising "Please don'
tell
youradvertising,
friends what
Pierce
is good
but Mildred
since seeing
the did,'
pic
ture,
I'm
sure
it's
her
daughter
that
di
most of the doing.
Little Ann Blyth, the girl with the beau
tiful voice, has turned in one of the fines
character roles of her career. To hide al
the meanness behind a sweet face is a great
accomplishment, so I say, "Please go to se~
Mildred Pierce's daughter and see what sh
SYLVIA WEISS, Brooklyn, N. Y
For years Bette Davis has amazed m
with her various roles on the screen. He
remarkable change of personality in eac1
and every part has placed her on the pin
nacle of real greatness.
Now for years such a spot has bee
vacant in the male department and I have
watched hopefully for each new actor wh
did."
might
suchhave
a place.
Onlyfound
untilsuch
I sa~an
Cornel fill
Wilde
I at last
actor.

I've
seen him
the romantic
an'
(Please
turn as
to page
23)
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By Josephine

alluring

Felts

Joan Caulfield, who is featured in Paramount'* "Miss Susie Slagle's,"
and next in "Blue Skies/,' knows how to use her eyes cleverly.

YOUR EYES are priceless. And as the
movie stars do, you should give yours
regular and expert care. One of the
movie studios has figured out that about
fourth of the daily expenditure of nervous
energy is used through the eyes. They have
found by actual experience that many cases
of fatigue can be corrected by proper attention to eye care. So both on and off the
screen the stars treat their eyes kindly.
Fatigue is a deadly enemy; remedy, sleep.
Bad lighting is another enemy and the stars
take care not to face glare unnecessarily,
have light coming over the shoulder when
reading or writing.
It is helpful to change the focus of your
eyes frequently by looking off at a distance
every so often if you are doing close work.
This simple exercise is one many of the
stars use: hold a pencil about ten inches
from your eyes; look at it a moment then
off to the corner of the room. Look back to
the pencil, then look back to the corner.
This exercises and rests the eyes.
Dust is another eye enemy and for it you
20

Can you recognize whose
eyes
yourself twenty-five for
each one guessed correctly. Answers will be
found over on page 22.

need a bottle of eye lotion and an eye cup.
An important part of a sensible beauty routine is to wash the eyes gently with lotion
each evening. If you never have tried it you
will be surprised at the heavenly rested sensation which follows.
The size and shape of your eyes are there
to stay, but you can do a good grooming
SCREENLAND

job on your brows and lashes which will
help make your eyes look larger. Brows
always have a character of their own and
happily, today it is fashionable to follow
their natural line rather than try to change
it. Brush them well. This will help them
stay smooth.
If your brows are too light a fine-pointed
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If You Crave Longer, More Beautiful Hair, Try This
Astounding New Hair Dressing That Helps
Prevent Brittle Ends From Breaking Off

2 QUICK,

EASY

STEPS

TO

THRILLING

Colors Hair Glossy Jet Black at the Same Time!
Gloriously long, silky-soft and lustrous hair is the dream of every glamorous
woman. If your dull, dry, unruly, brittle and breaking-off hair has caused you
unhappiness and embarrassment, don't give up hope for longer-looking, beautiful, JET BLACK hair until you've tried this truly miraculous new system.
Nora Lee is an amazing new type hair dressing that colors the hair a smooth,
lustrous jet black at the same time it grooms! Entirely different from anything
else you've tried, this hair dressing has successfully helped women— and men,
too,— to find new happiness and confidence that comes from knowing their hair
at last looks its best . . . neat, smooth, glossy black. Nora Lee helps soften harsh
ends that keep breaking off because of their brittleness, thus keeping hair short
and unlovely. Once this breaking off process is retarded, the scalp and hair
LONGER!
MAY andGET
normal,
otherwise ...
condition
hair
faded why
dull, drabThat's
dresses
only colors
it not HAIR
so wonderful
Lee isbeing
Nora
hair and
your
into smooth, lustrous beauty temporarily ... but it actually helps
scalp toward a healthier, more normal looking condition. Make this sensational
7-day trial right now. Order your box of Nora Lee and test it for just 7 short days.
If, in that time, your hair does not take on new beauty and lustre, does not have
a longer appearance, every cent will be refunded! What could
be fairer? You have nothing to lose, may gain so much
happiness. Mail the coupon now.

LONGER, JET BLACK HAIR' BEAUTY
Never worry about tedious fussing or messy preparations
with Nora Lee. In just two easy, quick steps, your mirror
may show exciting results you never dreamed possible. All
you do is rub Nora Lee into your hair and then comb. Before
your very eyes your drab, unruly hair will be temporarily
transformed into smoother, straighter, longer looking loveliness! Delight in how much easier-to-manage your hair
becomes. You have a right to enjoy all the advantages
and
gained from sparkling, lovely hair. Make this easy testmore
find out if all that your hair needs in order to become
dryattractive, longer looking is Nora Lee to help prevent Take
ness, add new lively sheen, and colorful appearance.
advantage now of this thrilling 7-day trial offer.

Setect

fib /Money

MIL

Test Nora Lee Today— Just Mail Coupon

Why just dream of having gorgeous, glamorously long hair, sparkling with healthy
good looks? Instead, take advantage of this
amazing offer and prove to yourself what
Nora Lee may do to help your dry, brittle,
faded short hair problem. Sleek, colorful,
greatest
one of
long hairments toismen,
other
of all allurethe envy
andwoman's
women. Fill out the trial coupon and mail
today After 7 days you may see hair glory
that far excels your fondest hopes and
dreams. Be convinced— MAIL THE COUPON NOW!

COUPON

TODAY

Don't let bad-looking hair worry you, shame you a minute longer when it is
success
so easy to try to help the condition, perhaps open a whole new life ofyou .hair
-it
know
you
Before
Lee.
Nora
Try
and self confidence for yourself
to dress
should be so soft and so easy to take care of that you should s besoable
to long
well
themselve
adapt
that
styles
hair
e
attractiv
it in all the latest,
hair Order now. Send no money, just the coupon. On arrival pay postman
Then test for seven short . days
only $1.00 plus federal tax and postageresults,
and how your friends will
Your mirror will reveal the thrilling
with the colorful lustre
delighted
aren't
you
if
But,
admire and exclaim!
if you aren't amazed at the ease with which you comb and manage your .hair,
will be refunded in
just return the unused portion of Nora Lee and your money
full! So hurry. If you do want lovelier hair . . . mail the coupon right now!

NORA LEE COMPANY, Depf.620-N
209 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, Illinois

7-DAY TRIAL COUPON
NORA LEE COMPANY, Dept. 620-N
209 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, 111.
I do want longer, more colorful hair. Rush me amazing
Nora Lee in the shade checked below. On arrival I will
pay postman $1.00 plus tax and postage. If not delighted
in 7 days, I may return for full refund.
□ Jet Black □ Medium Black □ Dark Brown
□ Medium Brown
□ Light Brown
federal tax and postage.
plus
$1.00
Box—
1
D.
O.
C.
)
(
( ) Cash with order we pay postage.
Name . . .
Address .
City....
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Maria Montez ancl Louise Allbritton wearing duplicate costumes in this scene still
from Universal's "Tangier" could almost make you believe you're seeing double.
eyebrow pencil may be used to darken them.
One famous star, whose eyebrows are too
light, uses two pencils, a black one and a
brown one. Many people who know her
well never suspect that her eyebrows are
almost entirely put on by pencil.
If, on the other hand, your brows are too
dark ancl heavy, go . to work on them with a
good pair of tweezers. Take out all hair
over your nose. In working on the brows
themselves tweeze only the underside and
watch carefully that you do not change the
natural line. You may want to tweeze the

underside of the brows and then extend the
outer brow line itself a little. Use an eyebrow pencil with gentle short strokes just
as you would for light brows. After tweezing the brows the stars' makeup experts
always put a bit of alcohol on the tweezed
places to avoid any possibility of infection.
Many stars touch their brows with a drop
of brilliantine to make them shine.
Your lashes? Are they long, silky and
curled back from your eyes beautifully?
Then
are aa lucky
they them.
don't
there you
is still
lot yougirl.
can But
do ifabout

And you, too, can have thrilling warm
lips radiantly alive with Irresistible— the
lipstick that brings glorious color to your
lips and breathtaking moments to your
heart. WHIP-TEXT to stay on longer yet
be smooth-spreading, non-drying. Your
most becoming shade with matching
rouge and face powder available at all
5 & 100 stores.
Add a touch of Irresistible Perfume
<5fii evideed — itk cwntd&tfrd
FINER THAN EVER
IN NEW METAt SWIVEL CASE

99
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A certain blonde star with a reputation for
lovely lashes trains hers by using a little oil
on a brush. With it she gently encourages
her upper lashes to curve up and back from
her eyes. Lacking the brush, you can do
exactly the same thing with a little oil on
your finger. You probably already know of
the little mechanical beauty aid many of the
stars use to curl their lashes.
There are many fine mascaras from which
to choose to help darken your lashes. Usually even if your lashes are dark the very
tips of them are light. Skillful use of your
favorite mascara on a little brush will add
length to the appearance of your lashes.
Use _ it carefully for although beads are
fashionable again on dresses, they are unattractive on eyelashes ! And, go very easy
on the lower lashes.
Only very exotic-looking stars use eye-,
shadow in the daytime. Instead, they are
more likely to put just a suspicion of cream
on the upper lids to make them shine. But
for evening, eyeshadow is useful. It is, of
course, only for the upper lids and a smart
girl will use very little on the side of the lid
toward the nose. Blend eyeshadow toward
the outer corner of the eye. Use it conservatively. Remember it is to make your eyes
look attention
larger and
darker themselves, not to'
call
to itself.
For the area around the eyes it is wise to
have and use a good eye cream. These are
usually unperfumed and richer than ordinary creams. Smooth yours on at night with
the very gentlest of fingers. It will help discourage wrinkles and unlovely crowsfeet.
But there is one very, very important ingredient for your eyes that you cannot find
in any store or package. That is a twinkle.
Keep a twinkle in your eye and you will
find it a great natural beautifier.
Answers, to Whose Eyes? on page 20:
top to bottom ; Paulette Goddard, Veronica
Lake, Lizabeth Scott, Diana Lynn.
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Continued from page 1 8

sensitive Chopin, then as the adventurous
"The
rogue Aladdin, and with the help of
Bandit Of Sherwood Forest" role and that
To Heaven," I'm convinced
Her of
of
that"Leave
he alone
all actors possesses the
amazing quality of an altogether changed
personality in each picture. You can almost
name each movie by just looking at photos
of his face alone.
Whether it's great acting or a heavenit, and to me
possess perfection
sent gift, they
the very
heightalone
of acting
andit'sa
pleasure to behold untiringly for years to
come.
TESSA PIPER, Vancouver, B.C., Canada
The other evening I saw a Technicolor
called "State Fair" which feaproduction
tured just the right personalities in Jeanne
Crain, Dana Andrews, Dick Haymes and
Vivian Blaine. There wasn't any more to
that picture than a very natural setting, _ a
typical American family . '. . plus music,
singing and, in general, something to
brighten the spirits of every single person
in the audience, no matter how they may
have felt when they came in.
That is the real purpose of the buildup
I've given the previous-mentioned picture,
to impress on Hollywood just what the
average American likes to see when they go
to the movies. During the length of time
that the headlines were full of war and
hatred toamong-people
and nations,
we couldn't
seem
get away from
war pictures,
and
people were really getting disgusted at the
idea of going to see a show. When the public pays admission to see a picture they want
something to brighten their outlook and
give their spirits a lift.
Another picture on the same style as
"State Fair" was "Junior Miss." The role
of Judy's father was very capably put over
by Allyn Joslyn, a natural for comedy, to
date overlooked by master judges of talent
in
While
on the
of Hollywood.
what Mr. and
Mrs.we're
Public
like subject
in the
way of pictures, it might be well for us to
take a glance at the type of person they
prefer. One serious mistake that many an
actress makes is to lose her naturalness. I
say just the actresses because they subject
themselves to the most changes once they
are recognized as a box-office attraction.
Jeanne Crain's natural beauty should be an
example for the rest of Hollywood: to follow.
Speaking of the changes made in person
recalls the changes that have taken place in
Deanna Durbin's one-time natural beauty.
People crowded to hear her sing and then
suddenly she decided to forget singing and
try drama. Previously she was making out
fine combining both drama and singing. A
slight
hint tomight
be given
Blaine's
direction
forget
about intheVivian
red hair
and
try her own natural shade and we bet that
it
would look
much better, whether it's
Technicolor
or not.
So to sum it all up for you, Hollywood,
we'd like to see more pictures like the two
previously mentioned .and more leadingladies like Jeanne Crain and Mrs. John Agar
(Shirley Temple). Movies seem to rule the
generation growing up so let's get rid of the
idea-giving films like "Dillinger," etc., and
wipe a few inches of lipstick off the lips of
our teen-agers and get down to some real
motion pictures worthy of "Standing Room
From where I sit that seems to be the deOnly."
mand of Mr. and Mrs. John Q. Public and,
being a theater cashier, I can very well tell
by the box-office receipts what rates financially, which, as you know, is really what
talks with the bosses back in Hollywood.
KAY HENLE, Camden, N. J.
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I
Honey
problem,
dependable Mum to prevent risk of future
YOU CAN TAKE your hips right off your
underarm odor.
mind, Angel. For no one finds fault
with your figure!
Creamy, snowy-white Mum smooths on
in 30 seconds. Keeps you fresh and free
But you'd be smart to exercise a little
from underarm odor all day or evening.
more care about personal charm. Being
streamlined, you know, won't protect you
Helps you stay nice to be near.
against underarm odor. Or lessen the offense
Mum is gentle— is harmless to skin and
when others find you guilty.
fabrics. Won't dry out in the jar or form irritating crystals. So why take chances with
So keep right on trusting your bath—
for past perspiration. But put your trust in
your charm when you can be sure with
Mum? Ask for a jar of it today.
•
•
•
big

For Sanitary Napkins — Mum is gentle, Safe,
dependable . . . ideal for this use, too.

Product of Bristol-Myers
Screen land

TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF
PERSPIRATION
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TO

GLAMOR

Beauty

needs

good-grooming
essentials
a "lovely

for

look"

::&HHHHi^^HHi
Early American
add glamor to

..
Old Spice bath accessories
beauty routine.

This active,

busy shopper
Is modern as can be,

Relying on Meets' comfort,
Meds' real security!
So convenient, too! Meds internal
protection means quick changing,
easy disposal and complete freedom
from all odor and chafing. A generous supply of Meds can be slipped
into your handbag— and no one the
wiser! "Next time," do try Meds!
• Meds alone have the "SAFETYWELL" — designed for your extra
protection.
• Meds are made of real COTTON soft and super-absorbent for extra
comfort.
• Meds expand quickly and adapt themselves easily to individual needs.
•Mi
FOR 10 IN APPLICATORS

Note special design of Meds applicators. Firm,
smooth, easy to use, completely disposable.
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that:
of today
modern
THE
her daily
bathwoman
may serve
two knows
purposes
it helps teach her the art of relaxation,
and helps preserve her own natural beauty.
The ritual of the bath the Shulton way is a
serious process. First step is to gather all bath
accessories. While the water (on the warm
side) is running pell mell on a scoopful of
spicy bath salts, tie up your curls and cream
your face for the double purpose of cleansing and lubrication. Then, step into the tub,
stretch full length and relax. Surrounded in
a cloud of roses-and-spice fragrance those
worry cobwebs seem to drift and wash away
cares and troubles. When the last knot is
untied, leisurely scrub yourself from head to
toe with a rough washcloth or brush and
spicy soap which is quick-lathering and soilsearching. After an equally thorough rinse
rub yourself dry with a turkish towel, sending the blood rushing through your body.
This way a bath is a treat.
An entirely new product finds its way into
high mention this month. It is Trimal Polish Remover and we predict it will be one
of your great loves, for it helps prevent
dry, brittle nails and is valuable insurance
against your favorite polish peeling or chipping. All this, in addition to doing a workmanlike job of removing old nail polish.
We are told that the reason for all this is
that it has an oil base and contains no acetone. As you use it you will find your nails
seem more flexible, less apt to split or crack.
This means, of course, that polish will stay
on longer. The cuticle, too, seems softer.
The recent slump in marriage license sales

Yardley English Complexion Cream, an allpurpose cream that cleanses, tones, softens.
SCREENLAND

brings up aanychilling
l's thought — is romance
slowing down
togir peacetime tempo? Wise
observers say no, and predict that plenty
more lads will pop the question the minute
they're home to stay. In the joy of
first welcome some GI Joes will come that
out
of the embrace laughably smeared with lipstick, just as of yore. But a lot more of
them are due for a sweet surprise. When
they reach for handkerchiefs to remove the
customary red smudge, there simply won't
be any smudge to remove. The reason?
Many a smart girl will use non-smearing
Liquid Liptone on that all-important day.
Liquid Liptone is as easy to put on as the
usual lipstick — some say easier. There is a
patented applicator with each bottle, used
just like a lipstick. It comes in all the newest shades ; lightest blondes will favor English Tint or Light; medium complexions
will like Parisian or Tropic; darker brunettes select Regal or Gay Plum. But whatever the shade chosen, Liquid Liptone will
help make the reunion a success when
Johnny comes marching home.
Have you noticed how much startlingly
lovely hair there is around that is quite gray
over
brightrinse
young
face? Marchand's
Black a hair
is responsible
for muchBlue
of
the current excitement about this kind of
hair. One lovely young star who refuses to
be quoted reported recently that she used a
few drops of lemon with the Marchand's
rinse with wonderful results. We thought
you might like to be let into the secret, just
in case your hair is the kind this rinse is
made for.

Trimal makes news with a non-acid, nondrying,

oily polish

remover

you'll like.

i
!

Why,

the

nerve

of

Sure! Eddie had been avoiding her lately but she
foolishly put it down to the fact that he was very
busy. Certainly she never expected anything like this
... another girl getting engaged to him under her
very nose! Laura never guessed the real reason*.
Few things equal halitosis (unpleasant breath ) *
for raising a barrier between people. The insidious
thing about it is that you, yourself, may not realize
when you offend, and even your best friends won't
tell you.
Isn't it just common sense to. be constantly on
your guard against this condition? After all. Listerine Antiseptic offers such an easy and wholly
delightful precaution. Simply rinse the mouth with
Listerine Antiseptic morning and night, and before

her!

MY

EDDIE!

any date where you wish to be at your best. How
it freshens! How it sweetens! How it deodorizes!
While some cases of halitosis are of systemic
origin, most cases, say some authorities, are due
to the bacterial fermentation of tiny food particles
clinging to mouth surfaces. Listerine Antiseptic
halts such fermentation, then overcomes the odors
fermentation causes. Almost immediately your
breath is fresher, sweeter — less likely to offend.
Lambert Phafmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Before any date
Listerine

SCREENLAND

Antiseptic

for oral hygiene
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TO

CORNEL
WILDE

IN — I mean, of
DEAR rse,CHOPnel
:
Cor
cou

in the snows of a Sonja Henie film.
But then Columbia put you in the

Can't help calling you that
because, whether you like it or not,

Chopin-Sand piece, and that did it.
Or rather, you did it. A good many
actors have come to grief in costume
roles because they look so silly in
those clothes. In other words, a true

your performance in "A
member" isstill the one
the fans' memories. It
other case of the perfect

Song to Rethat sticks in
was just anactor for the

role, and I don't know of any other
player who could have made that part
of Chopin come alive as you did.
Frankly, I thought it was a mawkishly
written role. You gave it something;
in fact, everything — and the American
movie audiences, never dumb, recognized it and acclaimed you. If ever
there was an audience-made star, it's
you.
I'd heard of your earlier struggles
to get somewhere in Hollywood and
I was sorry when all that seemed to
be happening to you was to get lost

romantic actor comes along only once
in a dozen years or so, and when he
does the audiences are so hungry for
good,

old-fashioned

swashbuckling

they eat him up. This doesn't mean
you have to swagger around in tight
pants and a Robin Hood cap as you
do in "The Bandit of Sherwood Forest" all the time. You look good in
the modern "Leave Her Tq Heaven"
too. In fact, you look good, period.

"This
ever

is the first time I've
attempted
to set

down

on

on

these

paper

how

I feel

all-important

sub-

jects!" Frank talk from

Van

Screenland asked me to
WHEN
write on what I believe about life,
death and "intimations of imI
flattered but appalled.
mortality,"was
It seems to me that these questions are
all somewhat beyond my depth. I have
simple philosophy of life. It's
very
aeasy
enough to answer questions when
you're asked what kind of pie or what
kind of girls you prefer, but when
you get beyond superficialities, you're
apt to flounder around in waters much

THIS

IS

WHAT

BELIEVE

Busy boy! Van takes time out from moviemaking to tell you what he really thinks. Scene
stills above show him with Esther Williams,
Keenan Wynn, and Lucille Ball, fellow-players
in the MGM production of "Easy To Wed."
deeper
than And
any you'd
ever
intended
to go near.
if I get
beyond
my
depth — as I'm afraid I shall — well, this
is the first time I've ever attempted
to set down on paper how ,1 feel on
these all-important subjects, so don't
judge me too harshly if I sometimes
get entangled in contradictions and sound
like a dumb bloke who didn't have
enough sense to stay out of deep
water.
right in now,
dive!
Life. All
I believe
taking I'll
things
as
they come and making the best
(Please turn to page 70)

I

Encore! Van and
Esther Williams
were so popular
together in "Thrill
that
teams
Of Astudio
Romance"
them in another.

By

Mayme

Ober

Peak

ng landscape arWAS who a rovi
tist sailed the seven seas —
painting as he went, from the
Riviera to the West Indies, "Whenever
I liked a place, I stayed there and
painted for awhile. I just painted what
I saw and felt."
Thus William Grant Sherry, Bette
Davis' third mate, put his past into
a nutshell, adding: "I never had any
training as an artist. But I've been
sketching and painting as long as I can
remember." And that was what he did
HE

when he entered the Navy for four years.
But this time he was beached. He was
stationed the entire time at the Navy
hospital at San Diego where he was
assigned to the highly specialized work
of medical illustrations, in color. His
limited to surgical oppaint brush andwas
erations various diseases.
While stationed at San Diego, he
had visited the artists' colony at Laguna Beach where he had friends. As
soon as he was discharged from the
Navy, he went there with the idea of
painting some of the beautiful landscape and sea views — and then winging
his way on to his next art adventure.
But at Laguna Beach, William Sherry
was to have the greatest adventure of
his life. He was to meet and marry,
within thirty days, the world-famous
star, Bette Davis.
He was first introduced to her at a
dinner party at the home of a friend
at the beach. Bette, who is financially
interested in an art shop at Laguna,
had of late participated in their social
activities. She was attracted by the
vibrant personality, the insouciant charm
of the tall, sun-bronzed, brown-haired
artist. They became friends. They found
they had many things in common and
much to laugh at together. You know
how sometimes two people can laugh
themselves into love. Carole Lombard
and Clark Gable did. But who was a
pharmacist's mate just out of the Navy,
and an obscure artist, compared to a
great motion picture star? How dare
he tell her that he loved her?
And it wasn't love at first sight, he
told me. "The more I saw of her, the
more I was attracted by her quick-asa-flash mind and her terrific sense of
humor. I liked the way she left Hollywood completely behind her."
Bette Davis is one of the most regular persons in Hollywood. She has never
lived nor behaved like a star. But the
fact remained, as far as BUI Sherry
was concerned, that her prestige as the
first lady of drama of the screen presented amarked contrast to his position, not to mention his financial status.
It is strange how an inanimate object can sometimes play an eloquent
(Please turn to page 68)

In our

exclusive

meet
story you'll
Bette's third mote,
m
artist Willia
Grant Sherry, and
eir
learn how th
began
romance

Bette and her Bill.
Hollywood was agog at
their whirlwind romance
and marriage. Above,
the happy couple with
Dr. Francis Ellis, who
performed the double
ring ceremony. Group
on facing page shows
bride and groom with
Bette's mother and new
step - father, Mr. and
Mrs. Woodbury Palmer.

Harrison!

Meet

the "typical

Hollywood

By

Englishman,"

for a year

Margaret

in our

now

in

studios

Saville

Rex Harrison and his actress wife, Lilli Palmer,
are pictured in closeup
at right, and pursuing
their favorite sport, at
left. Harrison is leading
man opposite Anna
Neagle, at right below,
in "A Yank in London."

IF YOU want to study the typical
Englishman, just take a peek at
that perfect specimen Rex Harrison. To make it easier for you, he
has come to Hollywood from London
with a contract to play in three successive films. Though currently you can
also observe him on the screen in two
imported British productions, as the
novelist-husband in Noel Coward's
"Blithe Spirit" and sharing stellar
honors with Anna Neagle in "A Yank
in London."
Rex is as essentially English as buttered tea-cakes and a London fog and
an oak-beamed cottage in Sussex. He's
tall, with a slim waist and broad shoulders and holds himself very erect. He
has crisp dark brown hair and a. mobile mouth and eyes that look out at
you lazily, quizzingly from under their
long lashes. There is usually the suggestion of smile in their depths. His
clothes are conservative but he is
strictly well-groomed and well-dressed,
even in a sports outfit. (You get the

impression he would rather be found
dead than dirty.) He has a courteous
poise which nothing ever upsets. Though
he moves swiftly enough if he needs, he
is never seen to actually hurry and he
always appears serene and unperturbed.
His quiet voice is still clear. You
thought the typical Englishman spoke
as if he had a plum in his mouth? Ask
any soldier who served in the E.T.O. and
hear him laugh.

And as you look at Rex, you'll
sense the compelling attraction of his
personality that makes you want to
know him better because you feel sure
you'll like him. There is nothing obvious about him. His maleness doesn't
strike you like a poignant blow the
moment you set eyes on him. He has
an easy modest charm so effortless it
seems almost casual at first, as though
he doesn't care anyway. But he grows
on you steadily and subtly as you
watch him. You find youself responding to his sudden smile and feeling his
(Please turn to page 77)

"I don't think Betty
is the greatest actressness,"
in the
busisays Bogart
of his wife Lauren
Bacall,
has
talent "but
of ashevery
high order." Right,
Bogey at work on
the set with co-star
Barbara Stanwyck ,
and Director Peter /
Godfrey of "The
Two Mrs. Carrolls."
Far right, with Martha Vickers, featured with BogartBacall Big
in Warner's
"The
Sleep."

"So

you're

a tough

to me!"

|His answer:
Exclusive

guy, huh?

That's

what

"All I want
new

By

they're

is peace

interview

Hyatt

THOUGH Humphrey Bogart is still
young enough to maintain the
youthful drive necessary to the aggressive characters he portrays, he has
achieved enough fame to fill a dozen
lives. He possesses sufficient money to
do exactlv as he releases. At Warner
Brothers, where he is under contract, he
has reached the point where he can
choose the vehicle best suited for the
expression of his rather vivid talents.
He has been written about, talked about,
praised and condemned more than any
other actor in Hollywood. Yet, until very
recently, he has been a man in search
of that evanescent goal which most people call happiness.
We were lunching at the Lakeside
Country Club and for a long time I had
been listening to Bogart talk. He had
been telling me about his friend, Louis
Bromfield, and his farm back in Ohio;
about the boat moored at a dock in
Balboa which, at the moment, is his
great enthusiasm; about the new house
he has bought in Hollywood with large,
sunlit rooms, just the right kind of furniture, just the right shade of rugs on
the floor. Suddenly he fell silent and
gazed out of the window. Then he turned
to me abruptly: "You know, if I felt
any better than I do right at this moment, Icouldn't stand it! It's a completely new experience for me."
"I don't get it," I said. "I should think
that you would have felt that way for
the last fifteen years or so."
"Maybe I should have, but I didn't,"

1h

You

with

don't

look tough

always

and

telling Bogey.

quiet."

this hard-to-get

actor

Downing
Bogart said. "There were a lot of things
that came into it, a lot of angles to figure.
I guess I was hunting for something unconsciously, and I didn't have sense
enough to know what it was."
"Do you know now?"
"Sure, I know. But the trouble with
me during those years was that I was
so busy living up to the tough guy
reputation I'd made in pictures that I
didn't have time to arrive at any real
of values."
sense
Today when he would like to forget
which he has established
character
that
for himself over the years, the old ghosts
still rise up to haunt him. Hardly a week

goes by that someone doesn't come shouldering up and say: "So you're a tough
guy, huh? You don't look tough to me."
' Then Bogart has to go through the old
routine of assuring the bellicose individual
that he really is mild as milk, and that
all he wants is peace and quiet. "And
that's all I do want, too," he added with
a wry grin.
Bogart is considerably mystified by the
attitude which the public assumes toward actors and more particularly toward himself.
Recently when he wrote
an article for a national
publication he received
letters from all parts of
the country demanding
to know why he considered that he had a right
to air his political con

victions; why, as a matter of fact, he
felt at liberty to express his views on
any topic. The burden of the complaints
was: "What does an actor know about
anything — other than mugging before a
who cares?"
and believes
"No one
that actors, as a
camera,
profound
extraordinarily
class, have
minds," he says. "Neither are they
stupid. Why not allow them the same
consideration that would be extended to
an ordinary business man?" Then he
added whimsically: "Or maybe it's just
me they don't want to hear from."
y
isn't seriousl
Bogart
nowanythin
rightwith
But ed
than his
g other
concern
profession and being a good husband to
his new wife, Lauren Bacall, whom he
mentions as "Betty." He is also concerned with her future, either as an actress or as the mistress of his home. She
, he says, and it is one
a decision
is facing (Please
turn to page 89)
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More movie Americana!

OLD

You liked

"State Fair," so the same producers are giving you another slice
of our country's charm and humor, with a brilliant alhstar cast
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produc"
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Constance Bennett is bad in a glamor
role in the new picture (left). Bi
Eythe, above, romances Linda Darnel
(right, and top). Jeanne Crain, Dorothy
Gish and Walter Brennan are other
members of all-star cast — and in
this case, all-star means something.

ps h G,

Victoria

Elizabeth

growing
of a charmer
Mummy.

James

is

up to be as much

as her famous

And

is Pop

proud!

Looks like
doesn't
she? her
L J t~«tad,
wle
"Gams" Grable an*
Vicky, daughter ''Hi
bandman Harry James,
takes to the camera
with all the aplomb of
her parents. Movie
career for Vicky? No!
Lovely Mom is currently toiling before
the 20th Century-Fox
cameras in "The Shocking Miss Pilgrim."
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^

SWEATER
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Sweaters

are

always

SET

in season

— especially

ON

in Hollywood

■

ietting off Jinx Falkenburg's vivid beauty more efectively than any other garb: yep, a good, old-fashoned sweater. You'll be seeing Jinx in "Meet Me
Broadway." Joan Leslie, at right above, is
appearing opposite Robert Hutton in "Janie
Sets Married" and appearing right pretty here.

Something new in sweaters: a low, round neckline,
worn by the exquisite Jeanne Crain — who, since
State Fair," has become potential number one star
of tomorrow. Jeanne's astute producers are casting
her in one big picture after another — the latest, "Centennial Summer," opposite Cornel Wilde.

ARADE!

YOU ever felt completely
HAVE
on top of the world, when life
was simply grand and your heart
brimmed over with happiness? Then
suddenly the thunderbolt struck out of
the blue sky. You swayed on your
feet, soul-sick and shattered, murmuring

incredulously, "But it can't happen to
me," while life gave back the mocking
answer, "Well, it has!"
If you've ever suffered from ironic
fate like that, then you know how
Laurence Olivier is feeling these bleak
Winter days in London.
Only a few
months
ago good-looking
black-haired Larry was rich
in fulfillment and joy. He
had just
ambition of achieved
years byhisputting
Shakespeare on the screen

and he was going to make some more
long-cherished dreams about film production come true. He was gloriously
happy in his married life with lovely
green-eyed Vivien Leigh, the adored
woman who lent such gay enchantment
London's
to the quaint
Chelsea
district little
wherehouse
they inmade
their
home.
Together they had been to the brilliant West End premiere of "Henry V,"
where Larry's performance as the royal
warrior won cheers from the distinself an guished
occasion
audience — for
itnewspaper headlines in
habitually reserved and
silent London. Some
of their friends reflower-like
face
marked little
that Vivien's
was almost as white as
her chiffon gown but
she assured them she
was only tired after
her Denham
long day'sStudios
work
at
where she was making
the epic "Caesar and
Claude
Bains with
and
Cleopatra"
Stewart Granger.
Then at the Savoy
Hotel party
followed thewhich
premiere
Larry announced their

<

urence

By

♦tie

Grimstead

1 ii

it

Sc°op

s,r«'9At from
i
s W • t 'V,en Ufa?

«

Olivier is a sincere and earnest student of Shakespeare. At left, he studies his- next sequence on the
set at the Denham Studios outside London for his
new production for Two Cities Films, "Henry V."
future plans. First they were going to play toWilder's
Thornton
stage,
London and
on the Teeth,"
"Skin ofgether Our
thenin they
were going to
share a great new film, no less than Shakespeare's
"Taming of the Shrew." As guests raised their
glasses to toast the radiant young couple, somebody said with truth, "Here are the Lunts of
For just as
same tradition."
following
Britain,
Alfred Lunt
and the
his elegant
Lynn act exquisitely
together devoting their whole time and thoughts
{Please turn to page 84)
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Lady Charles Cavendish,

the former

Adele Astaire, was her brother's
gay and glamorous dancing partner in the days when The Astaires
were the world's most famous

team.

She's still gay, still glamorous, as
she talks to you about Fred

By

Gladys

Hall

Sister Adele, left, cheered American servicemen In London during the war.
Above, first still from Fred's new picture, "Blue Skies," in which he co-stars with
Bing Crosby, left, and Joan Caulfield. Fred says this is his last dancing role.
UITE a few years before you
^bobby-soxers were born, a pair of
Q dancing youngsters, brother and
sister — a dark girl, a fair boy — gave their
first public appearance on Broadway in
a kids' version of "Cyrano de Bergerac."
Equipped with an enormous papier
maehe nose. and pillows where she sat
down, the girl played Cyrano. The boy
played the heroine, Roxanne. He wore
a blonde wig. And they gave him pil- .
lows, too — in the right places. Their
names were Adele and Fred Austerlitz.

Several years later, the dancing pai:
the boy now seventeen, the girl, a yeai
older — in the Ed Wynn starring vehicle;
"Over The Top," hit Broadway such a
whack, it woke up, screaming — for more
of them. Their names were Adele and
Fred Astaire.
They happened to choose the name of/
Astaire, says Adele, Lady Cavendish
("Call me 'Dellie,' for heaven's sake,
she says, rather impatiently, when yoli
"Lady" her) , because it was a famils
(Please turn to page 92)
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on W*

at Rainbo*

ding nickgirl wasephfee
FUaL pay
TIinto
A BEAUels
tel one at The
Players. She was having a little
trouble in getting her number and two
vertical lines marred the smooth lovekli-a
ness of her brow. I paused and too
second look, well, you would, too. Anyway, I had a hunch that this was the
girl I was to have luncheon with. Just
then she glanced up and saw me. Maybe
it was telepathy. Anyway, a moment
later, she came out of the- booth smiling
and said: "Have you been waiting long?
I'm sorry. I'm Yvonne DeCarlo and I
was pretty sure you were the one I was
to meet."
supposed
She gave me her hand and people all
up and down the long room looked at
us and smiled, too. It was nice standing
there holding her hand, and knowmg that
every man in the place would have been
I was doing. Curihappy to do just what
ous as it may seem, the response to
is just as instantanefresh young beauty wood
as it is m It.
ous here in Holly
Dodge, Iowa, despite the often published
statement that pretty girls are practically
a drug on the market in this Bagdadon-the-Pacific. Your Hollywoodite isn.t
half as bored as he would like to appear.
Show him an arrestingly beautiful face
and a shapely figure and then watch the
world-weariness vanish out of his eyes.
Men are the same everywhere. Nothing
revives them so much as the sight of a
good looking girl. .
We sat down in a booth and 1 watched
the enthusiasm come up in her blue-gray
bilieyes as she told me about the possi
.
Wave
t
"Hea
re,
pictu
ties of her next
She moved her hands in
a way I suddenly remembered in "Salome, Where
She Danced." It was a
single, expressive gesture
and told more than many
of us can express with

n*
hows Yvon
"Even I?" I said, "Look, I'm so ex-

words. "Think of white moonlight on
"a murAfrican sand," she breathed,
muring sea and a penniless dancing girl
who has been a Spanish aristocrat and
is in love with a Russian boy. And overof Rimsky Korsakov's
all the magic
She laughed suddenly and
music."
flung out her hands. "Even you would
get excited in such a place and under
the spell of such music."

Pretty

girls are a drug

stand it."
now I canshehardly
cited rightlaughing,"
"You're
said. "But just
wait. When that picture comes out maybe I'll show you something."
"My dear," I said, "I'm not laughing.
Anyone who can find humor in an entrancing dream is nuts. Go on, tell me

But suddenly she wanted to talk about
some more."
Where She Danced." "It was
"Salome,
"andinanysaid,good
story,"
a jumbled
the
naveshebeen
could
thing thatup

you believe
J
sits up at the sight of fresh

Don't
reporter
young

in Hollywood?
*
t*
i
BEven a bored
it!

on the market

beauty,

such as Yvonne

DeCarlo's

didn't want
she grafted
was something
Dancing
at
first. That
was literally
upon
her consciousness by her mother, who
had always dreamed that she would have
a daughter who would some day become
a famous dancer. Yvonne became a
dancer but she also became something
more — a young woman who knows how
to use her mind as well as her body.
When she came to Hollywood with
serious screen aspirations in 1941, she
went from studio to studio trying to get
"Westa part in a good rousing Western.
erns are filled with dramatic action," she
says. "If you're an actress they'll bring

dancing was spoiled by the cut-back camera shots — you know, from me to someone else in the scene and then back
again to me. A gesture of the arm or
body ends in a jerky, graceless movement. Dancing, if it is beautiful, must
be as fluid as water, as harmonized and
rhythmical as music. In 'Heat Wave' I
hope I'll express all that June Roper
Vancouver."
ever taught mein in
talking to this girl with
One senses
the darkly olive skin and that curious
air of "foreignness," that she knows pre-

cisely where she is going
* and how long
ss
it is going to take
her to get there.
There is no vagueness in Yvonne DeCarlo. She is as definite as a bar of
sunlight in a dim room. She believes in
two things — intelligence and the ability
to drive and direct that intelligence —
which is work. She wanted to become an
actress when she was 13 years old. and
she has never abandoned that ambition.

But the directors of horse opera would
have none of her. "You're too dark,
it out."
foreign," they said. "We want the
too
type." a good deal to
pure
gave Yvonne
ThisAmerican
think about, wondering if being born in
Vancouver, B. C, of French-English descent, made one a Hottentot or something. And then, one day, Walter Wanger saw her photograph. (Yes, of course,
there's always a "then one day" in these
stories. They don't happen to you and
me, perhaps, but they do happen to
girls like Yvonne DeCarlo.) Mr. Wanger
was looking for an exotic creature to play
(Please turn to page 86)

NOW that the shooting, atomic and
otherwise, is over, millions of postwar dreams are fast becoming
realities. G. I. Joe and his Jill are
meeting again, making love again, going
back to the old jobs, poring over blueprints of new homes, raising families,
resuming their normal pre-war lives and
loving it.
Hollywood's post-war dreams are pretty
much of the .same pattern. Take for
instance two of the town's most color48

A rousing welcome
fabulous Frenchman
By

Hattie

back to
Aumont

Bilson

ful personalities, Jean Pierre Aumont
and Maria Montez, settling down to a
blissfully peaceful routine.
Like most other honorably discharged
soldiers, Jean Pierre reported back to

"the boss," MGM Studios, to pick up
where he left off. He was welcomed
back with high enthusiasm. Not only
had he endeared himself to the studio
personnel, he had also built up a fan
following with past performances in
"Assignment in Brittany" and "Cross
of Lorraine." Already he is at work,
on loanout to RKO, making screen love
to Ginger Rogers, all grim remembrances
of war behind him.
(Please turn to page 74)

Plenty

of

iron

for

ou'll see Aumont on the screen again In RKO's
Heartbeat,"
in which
he plays
logers.
Director.
Sam Wood
is seenopposite
at left, Ginger
above.
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baby

cereals...

reason!

Baby is born with a supply of iron gathered during the prenatal period.
Doctors find that this supply of precious iron in many babies may be low
three months, or more, after birth. That is why Gerber nutritionists have
added to Gerber's Cereal Food and Gerber 's Strained Oatmeal generous
amounts of iron along with Vitamin Bx — so helpful to baby's well-being.
Feed your baby both Gerber's cereals, turnabout — for variety helps baby
eat better. Remember, too, it is always wise to check your baby's feeding
program with your doctor.
These two Gerber's cereals are recommended by doctors for
their well-balanced, nourishing value. Each ounce exceeds
the National Research Council's recommended allowance for infants in both Thiamine (Vitamin Bx) and Iron.

"Heartbeat" is a gay romantic comedy. In scene
above, the American girl, Ginger, tries to teach
Jean Pierre how to whistle. No, not a wolf-call

© 1945, G. P. C.
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OAKLAND, CAL.

Cereals
Strained Foods Chopped'
Foodss
erber
Address: Gerber Products Co., Dept. D3-6, Fremont, Michigan

My baby is now
months
old; please send me samples of
Name.
Gerber's Cereal Food and
Gerber's Strained Oatmeal.
Address

City and State..
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Bette

Davis

gives

us

a special preview of
her smart wardrobe

Star
of Warners'
Life,"
now Mrs.
William "Stolen
Grant Sherry,
graciouslyclusive
poses
expictures for
of these
her new
clothes. Here, a collarless coat
of beaver with the new voluminous sleeves covers a brown
wool suit. Bette tops it off with
a saucy hand-knit peak cap of
wool yarn in shades of brown.
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And

oh yes, Gregory

Peck

is right there.

too, as if you girls didn't know.
co-starring in Selznick's "Duel In The Sun"
■• Li- _ Ur the "outdoor" scene,

Jennifer plays the Dart nf
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l it l

They're

In the script, Jennifer is not supposed to know the dance very
well, is laughed at by the other
dancers. Partner Peck wears no
makeup at all, is usually seen
with a growth of beard. At left,
Jennifer chats with the wellbeloved Lillian Gish, of the featured cast. Right, she receives
an amusing letter from a fan.
Below, "Put your little foot,
put your
littlestart
foot"the
— Gregory
and
Jennifer
dance.

Exclusive photos by
Jack Albin

Gossip Bv
Weston

nal
's perso
t separ
Terryation
from
his recen
to Phil
ING
ORDds,
ACCfrien
Joan Crawford "had been coming
on for some time." Be that as it may,
Hollywood was knocked for a loop. Everyer 3 was
s
thought
Joan'
ands
are
far as husb
luckyone number,thatas Numb
concerned. Phil seemed to fit so ideally
into her design for living. No divorce
plans are pending, so there is always the
chance (and the hope) for a reconciliation .
Joan remains in her beautiful Brentwood

East

Happy bride and groom, Myrna Loy and Gene
Markey, pose for weddinq picture with distinguished best man, Admiral Halsey, and
matron of honor, Mrs. Collier Young. Above,
the newlyweds leave in Admiral Halsey's car.
home, while Phil has temporarily moved
in with his parents in Glendale. Ironically
enough, this suburb was the locale of the
great controversy that existed between
"Mildred Pierce" and her daughter. In
the picture by the same name, of course.
IF ANNE BAXTER has any intention
of marrying the very nice John Hodiak
(what can possibly be holding her up?),
now is the time to do it. John's house is so
small, his family have crowded him out
and he is now sleeping in a backyard
trailer. Anne has a beautiful home in
Westwood. John is devoted to her. Of all
the new actors to come along, he has more
stability and quiet gentlemanly qualities
than almost
anyone
we can name. Here's
wishing
he gets
his wish.
CORNEL WILDE does not forget! The
Chinese Theater premiere of "Leave
Her To Heaven" was pretty exciting to
the actor
once studio
couldn'twanted
pay hishim
Hollywood who
rent. His
to
Lt. Tyrone Power, home fro.m the wars, dances
with wife, Annabella, at left. Below, Edward
Everett Horton proves he's a bobby-soxer when
it comes to Ginny Simms' singing. Rita
Hayworth and Gary Moore relish the gag, too.

■MB

Albin covers the Hollywood scene.
star of
'GIVE ME THE SIMPLE LIFE
a 20th Century-Fox
Technicolor Production

It's wedded bliss also for Jeanne Crain and Paul Brooks
(Brinkman), top. Above, Lana Turner in gay flowery
hat poses with Kay Kyser and General Eichelberger.

NOTHING

FINER
NONE

THAN
FINER

PEARLS...
THAN

Deltah!

Glamorous movie stars who know fashions and fashion accessories best, invari-

Ex-Private Red Skelton meets General Eichelberger
at Kay Kyser'sandcocktail
party, atabove.
Below,matches.
Johnny
Weissmuller
Ton! Lanier
the tennis

ably depend on the flattering beauty and multi-colored iridescence of Deltah
simulated pearls. And so will you, once you wear these lustrous, luminous,
*T BETTER
most versatile of all gems. You'll find they go perfectly with everything you
wear, daytime or evening. Necklaces and
earrings, perfectly matched.
del
tah
L. HELLER AND SON, INC.
FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
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A new day — a new date for Cary Grant. This
time it's Miss Diana Halsman who dines with him.

Mr. and Mrs. James Craig entertain Lt. Comdr. Danny Ettinger
and from the looks of him, he's having himself a good time

attend with a galaxy of glamorous stars.
Cornel insisted on attending with his
agents, a friend who once loaned him
money and all those who were on his side
when his name meant nothing at the boxoffice. This is one more reason why his
success is so deserving.

Hollywoodites love Jimmy
MUCH as
Stewart and Henry Fonda, everyone hopes they'll never get away on another vacation. Jimmy and Hank went
fishing down in Lower Mexico. Between
the tall tales they told and the Yellow
Tails they brought back, the boys drove
everyone crazy.
Gay foursome: Pev Marley, Linda Darnell, Ann
Miller and Harry Carl. Below, Cugat and Durante.

JOHN DALL returns from
WHEN
touring with "The Hasty Heart," if
he isn't broke it won't be any fault of his.

Dick Powell, in striped tie, and June Allyson,
wearing a striped blouse, have fun dining out.

John long-distances Jane Withers almost
everyan night
in Hollywood.
When she's
out
for
evening
and she usually
is, John
traces her until he finds her. Recently at
Ross Ford's house, sure enough John
called Jane from Chicago. He wanted to
know her escort for the evening. Jane put
Richard Clayton on the phone (her
former leading man) and John, being the
resourceful type, asked Richard to pick
out Jane'saccommodated.
(from John) Christmas present.
Richard

Eythe
pals,areBill
bleter,
THOSE
renewing
McCallis
and Loninsepara
their friendship once again. Lon is out of
uniform and Bill spends all his spare
time bringing him up to date on what's
been happening in Hollywood. If Mar("It Must Be Spring")
Whiting
York to do a musical,
remainsgaretin New
on for the opening. "Spring"
is flying
Bill
be!
it will

I BOUGHT an apartment building so
director
live,"
to De
a place
have told
you'dLeisen
d.
Havillan
Olivia
Mitchell
Mitch did buy an apartment building for
an investment. And he did refurnish and
redecorate a unit for Olivia, who has been
thrown out of every abode because each
place has been sold. Livvy was so touched
she threw a party on Mitch's birthday.
The cake was inscribed, "Happy Birthday
to my favorite landlord."
HPHOROUGHLY
A. curiosity, Hurd enjoying
HatfieldHollywood's
refused to
reveal the name of his exotic companion.
Weston East did a bit of personal snooping and learned she's Babette Farrer, a
talented costume designer from Ojai>
California, Hurd's favorite community.
MGM's
talented actor has also been

dating Virginia Bruce. Also lovely little
Joan Lorring. Nice work if yon can get it.
Hurd doesn't seem to be having any
trouble.

," Ingrid
THEanset of "Notorious
ON Bergm
was telling Cary Grant
how nice it is to have a tall leading man
and keep her shoes on during love scenes.
Cary smiled his appreciation. "But tell
me," he asked with dead-pan seriousness,
"were those two boys named Peck and
Cooper pygmies?"

every Warner star literally achown
" the our
ing to do
ed
covet
wins it's
dan "Sere
whonade,
Annie Sheri
James Cain r61e. This is her first role since
walking off the Warner lot over a year ago
and refusing to come back unless she was
more than an unregarded as something
known stock actress. Ann has worked
WITH

i * j "i*
t f I I

long and hard. "Kings Row" proved her
dramatic ability. Hooray for Annie's side!
SINCE the day he went into service
Jeffrey Lynn has never once written
to his studio or asked anyone to keep his
name before the public. Since V-J Day
no one has heard from him. But now,
through a mutual friend, Weston East
learns that Captain Lynn, with a disHe'll
n. wood
Londo
is in to
Holly
way , back
hiswar record
soon be ontinguished
and pictures again. For his modesty and
his bravery, our personal "Oscar."
1AST time she was in Hollywood,
J Margo took a five-year lease on an
apartment. So now she and her new
groom, Lt. Eddie Albert (he should be
out of service and back at Paramount by
the time you read this) will have a home
when they arrive in Hollywood. These
two unusual people are very much in love.
They plan to divide their time between
the stage, radio, and screen. In between
wouldn't be knowtime (just when,to we
raise a family.
ing) they want
THERE'S a very special and amusing
reason why Ray Milland went Western. He was telling Barbara Stanwyck
about it on the set of "California." Said
Ray: "Every morning my little son Danny
brought a cowboy picture of Gary Cooper
from 'Along Came Jones' to the breakfast
table. Gary was his idol. All he talked
about was Gary. Finally I got so jealous.
I decided I'd better become a cowboy
myself. Now I can eat my breakfast in
peace!"
CLARK

GABLE got his fill of flying
the war. He doesn't even
to dog a flying picture. His next will
want durin
be "Lucky Baldwin," and Angela Lansbury (MGM's next big star, according to
L. B. Mayer) plays the gal who wins,
loses and recaptures the colorful gambler.
In his spare time Clark's been hunting in
Utah and Arizona. He came to Hollywood
with the limit of doves and pheasant. On
the subject of "wife hunting," Clark still
isn't interested in even taking out a
license!

BOB HOPE says he wants to do a pic
ture with Lauren Bacall. so they can
be billed as "The Look" and "The
Schnook!"

3e

hoty^hwt*

You'll never worry about staying
sweet and dainty if you use Fresh.
Fresh, new cream deodorant, stops
perspiration worries completely.
Fresh contains the most effective

perspiration-stopping
known to science.

ingredient

Fresh stays smooth. . .never gritty
or sticKy. ..doesn't dry out.

Joseph Cotten and wife sit in that good old
California sunshine to watch the tennis matches.

she was confined at
the week
NG with
DURI
the flu, Lana Turner
home
was showered with attention from Bob
Hutton. He sat by her bedside and read
aloud to her. Daily, he brought her
flowers and combed the town for new and
amusing recordings. Lana is very fond of
Bob — even if she isn't in love with him.
For the first time in a long time she's
found someone who isn't constantly trying to use her for publicity purposes. Take
it from us, Lana is appreciative.

, NWY
etA Corey
STA
Harri
has CK'
been Swithmaid,
the
BAR
BAR
star for over four years. As a rule birthday parties are given on the sets for the
Sylvia Sidney and James Cagney reminisce
about early movie teamwork on Lux radio show.
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No, this isn't Joe College. It's Jack Oakie, eyes following that
bouncing ball. Right, Robert Walker dances with Gloria Lloyd.

biggies only. But not if you work for la
Stanwyck. She stopped production on
"The Strange Love Of Martha Ivers,"
invited cast and crew to a birthday party
in Harriet's honor and presented her with
a beaver coat. Bob Taylor arrived on the
set with a beautiful matching brown
leather handbag. Nice people, Barbara
and Bob.

TYPICAL of Hollywood, the day
Eleanor Parker broke up with Joe
Kirkwood, Jr. (the golf pro), two columnists printed they were secretly planning an elopement." After she played
opposite Errol Flynn in "Never Say
Goodbye." Errol liked Eleanor so much
he asked to have her again in "Escape
Me Never." For no reason, except that
she is so young and beautiful. Errol calls
Eleanor — "Grandma!"

Joan Leslie makes it a date with Li. Jack Piatt, above. Left, Ann
Sothern in "flower pot" hat attends party with Bob Sterling

Scenes
Pictures'inRKO
release from
show International
Claudette Colbert
one
of her best dramas to date: in closeup
below with George Brent; at left and
center above with Orson Welles, as her
first husband; and with Natalie Wood,
at right, whose outstanding performance as the girl who witnessed the
brutalities of war makes her eligible
for more important roles in the future.

TOMORROW

What

happens

to a woman,

hap

pily married for the second time,
when her first husband returns,
a shell-ridden

casualty

It's a potent,

emotional

of war?

|

drama
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ROSE-MERFS RING—
a square-cut diamond. Her
fiance sent it from Honolulu in
a native box with her name, a
heart and a rose on the cover!

IN THE ARMY reconditioning program, Rose-Meri
helps at Lawson General Hospital. Recently she visited
the Institute for the Crippled and Disabled in New York
to see how they teach the handicapped to re-educate
muscles, train for self-support. Many handicapped people
need a helping hand today. Can you give one?

She's Love
ly !

!

She uses IWs

Her complexion is ivory-miniature smooth I Pond's is her complexion carei
ROSE

MERIWETHER

LEWIS, of Atlanta, Ga. and Coral Gables, Fla.,

engaged to Lt. Comdr. BRUCE
Rose-Meri's middle name comes from
the famous Meriwether Lewis who helped
discover the Pacific Northwest. "There's
been a Meriwether in every generation
ever since," she says !
Another adorable Pond's bride-to-be,
Rose Meriwether Lewis has true Southern charm — dark-dreamy eyes, a complexion so smoothly soft it fascinates.
"I just love Pond's Cold Cream," she
says-^and here is the soft-smooth way
she especially likes for using it . . .
She slips luscious feeling Pond's Cold

GREGORY

KROGER,

U.S.N. R.

Cream all over her face and throat, and
pats it well to soften and release dirt
and make up. She tissues off — clean.
She rinses with more fluffy-soft Pond's,
whirling her white-tipped fingers around
her face in little circles. Tissues again —
"to get my face extra clean and soft."
Copy Rose-Meri's twice-over Pond's
creamings — every night, every morning,
for in-between-time cleanups, too! You'll
soon see why it's no accident so many
more women and girls use Pond's than
any other face cream at any price !

"DOWN SOUTH" Rose-Meri says, "You have to take
good care of your skin if you want to keep it nice.
Pond's Cold Cream is such a help! It leaves my face
with the grandest soft, clean feeling. I honestly don't
think there's a finer cream anywhere." You 11 love
Pond's Cold Cream, too! Get a big luxury-size jar —
today! On sale at beauty counters.

A few of the many
Pond's Society Beauties

SCREENLAND
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Bette's

Whirlwind

Romance

Continued from page 31
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Y»»-there's nothing like bright, sparkling
hair to make a girl more attractive AND—
iO bring a flood of Valentines to her door.

-•>» ..4r

gives your hair a

Who* the secret
of such glamorous hair? It's simple—when you use
Nestle Colorinse.
For Colorinse 611s
your hatr-with
glowing high,
lights— adds radi*
ant color and
otter, silkier sheen.

Sft* how gteamin,
hair makes your
eyes and your
whole faff
brighter! Start to*
■day to use Nestle
Colorinse and discover for yourself
*h*t glamorous
HjteStf
iatr is one $u?e way to a man's
A *sk y»o< btwlkta tot on Opolestenl Crtma
^© Jk ^ ftesci* — 'OT!>ji»e!ors of permcninl wwln§

COLORINS
frt 10/ onrf J5/ iites.
At beauty count*

KEEP HAIR IN PLACE ALL DAY LONG
Delicately perfumed Nestle
Hairlac keeps oil styles of
hairdos looking well-groomed
throughout the day. Also adds I
sheen and lustre to your hair.j,
2V2 oz. bottle 25(f.

%At&HAIRLAC
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part in changing the course of a life.
wheelIn this case it was a little red
harrow which basked in the sun of the
Laguna Beach garden of a friend of
mine. Used purely as an ornament to
little red wheelthe garden, the
brighten barrow
never dreamed it was destined
to play the leading part in clinching the
romance of the world-famous star and
the unknown artist.
Here's how it happened. One night
he and Bette went walking. He asked
her if she would mind if he stopped by
his abode to get a sketch to show her.
Bette waited outside. When he reappeared she had disappeared. Suddenly
he heard a giggle. Down in the garden
he saw her sitting in the little red
wheelbarrow.
With her legs dangling, and her long,
blonde bob blowing in the breeze, she
looked ■ so un-starrish, so irresistibly
girlish and real, that before he realized
it he had swooped down and kissed her.
This broke down the barrier— Bette
Davis and William Grant Sherry were
just another man and woman in love.
Until my friend told me this story.
I hadn't believed the rumors circulated
by the gossip columnists that there was
a serious romance in the offing. Then
I knew that they were right, and hourly
awaited the ringing of wedding bells.
After strenuously denying all reports,
Bette finally announced two days before
the wedding that she was to marry William Grant Sherry. Their original plans
called for the marriage ceremony to be
performed at St. Mary's Episcopal
Church at Laguna Beach, but the
canons of the church forbid marrying
a divorcee. So they were married in
St. Francis Chapel at the historic Riverside Inn.
Hollywood was agog at the whirlwind
romance and marriage. All sorts of surmises were made about the groom, whose
background was more or less veiled in
mystery. The most persistent story circulated was that he had been a professional pugilist. He denied this in an
interview with me, declaring, "I was
an amateur boxer at school, that's as

it went."
me he was born in East
farHeas told
L, that his father, William
L.
Hampton,
Sherry, was a stage producer in New
York, that he had two brothers, Curtis
and Robert Lewis Sherry, now in the
Navy. He was educated in East Hampton schools, and before shipping to sea
as a roving painter had worked at the
various jobs any young man tackles to
make a living. Not a very detailed
biography, but William Grant Sherry
doesn't like to talk about himself.
Whether the marriage of Bette's
to a re"Ruthie,"
mother,tiredthe
Bostonfamous
business
man the week
to do with
anything
before, had
sudden
decision
to marry
is a Bette's
matter
for speculation. Her new stepfather gave
her away. A more beaming bride
couldn't have been found.
Her first wedding present was the
little red wheelbarrow with which my
Screen land

friend presented them. It now graces
their bedroom at their Laguna Beach
cottage where they plan to live.
Bette doesn't intend to let Hollywood
spoil another marriage for her. She
wants to live at the beach, where Bill
Sherry, the artist, can have some identity of his own. She wants to dress in
shorts and slacks and live like other
residents. In short, she wants to lead
a normal life by the sea, or at her
Butternut Farm in New Hampshire,
where, when she is not before the camera, she can forget she is a star.
When Harmon Nelson, her first husband and college sweetheart, divorced
her after six years of marriage, he told
the judge that she was too busy being
a screen star to be a wife. Bette was
climbing then as a star, and she had to
"It
the ladderambiup consuming
rungthe
fight every
wasn't
so much
tion," Bette told me when we talked
of the failure of her marriage to Ham
Nelson, "as much as a consuming concentration Iwas always overworked
and was interested
husband
my
loved
I
in his job, but I could never relax from
my career. There was always somebody at my back. If we could have
estabI'm worked
thathave
just now
been married
would
lished, our marriage

Her second and very sudden marriage to Arthur Farnsworth was working
out happily when death intervened.
Bette met "Farny" on their native heath
at a time when she most needed to be
taken out of herself. She was tired and
overwrought. She had just won her
biggest battle with Warners for some
her own. Henceforth, she was
life of
out."
to make two pictures a year, and was
to
tion.have an annual three months' vacaWhen she left Hollywood her mother
said: "If you feel yourself falling to
pieces and you want a really peaceful
place to pick yourself up, go to Peckett's
, N. H."
Franconia
Lodge
Bette inwent
and found
just what she
needed — peace and quiet. She also met
her husband- —
the man who was to be
Arthur Farnsworth, aviator, violinist
and sportsman, who that Summer was
serving as assistant manager of the
lodge. He was a light-haired, blue-eyed
chap, a typical New Englander with
poise and a great sense of humor. He
wasn't awed by Bette's position, nor by
Bette, herself,' who by this time was
going around in sweat shirt and overalls
"and not a smidgin of makeup," as
she put it. They hiked and swam together. In the evenings Farny brought
his violin and played for her.
One night they walked up the road
to see an old house Arthur had bought
as an investment. Bette fell in love
with it at first sight and bought Butternut Farm. She spent the happiest Summer of her life remodeling the old
farmhouse, cooking her meals, working in
the orchard and fields.
Her new-found happiness was reflected
when she returned to Warners. Holly-
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Facials

new loveliness"
Feels like smoothing beauty in
when you cover your face with
Lux Toilet Soap's creamy Active
lather the way Lana Turner does.
Work it well in, rinse with warm
water, then cold. Pat with a towel to
dry. Now skin is softer, smoother,
takes on radiant new loveliness.
Don't let neglect cheat you of
Romance. This gentle beauty care
screen stars recommend will make
you lovelier tonight!
9 out

of

10

Screen
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Lux

Toilet

Scree nl and

In recent tests of Lux Toilet Soap facials by
skin specialists, actually three out of four complexions improved in a short time!
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wood did not suspect that a romance
was
had anything to do with it and
th
swor
Farn
ur
Arth
n
astonished whe
New
ied
marr
were
s
Davi
e
Bett
and
Year's Eve at the Arizona ranch ot her
Jane Bryant
friend and Warner protegee,
Dart.
, . .■
.
,

Farnsworth was a wonderful tonic and
her
companion for Bette. He kidded
instead of taking her seriously. 1 hey
had their own riding horses, and Bette s
Glendale home was full of dogs. Between pictures they went to Butternut
Farm together whenever their respective
jobs made it possible. It was there, after
lite, that
three years of happy married
home to
th
swor
Farn
ur
Arth
took
e
Bett
his last resting place.
She missed him sadly. Strange as it
the
may appear, Hollywood stars are
loneliest women in the world. Their fame
sets up a barrier for the average man,
and yet something average and normal
stars most need in their makewhat
is
ve life.
belie
I was once asked why movie stars
This Is What

do not make more brilliant matches.
Because they are fed to the teeth with
and after
keeping up a glamorous front
ate.
playm
a
want
they
hours
ng
worki
That's the reason so many Hollywood
actresses are marrying younger men.
In Cpl. Lewis Riley, Bette perhaps
life playthought she had found her made
new
mate. Her romance with him
headlines when she went South and
took a house near Riley's camp. Riley
of the picture. When Harfaded out
mon Nelson came back from war, he
began seeing a lot of Bette again. I,
among others, who has never become
quite reconciled to the break between
these two, hoped that they might make
a go of it again. William Grant Sherry
However, when
hove on Bette Davis' horizon, she apparently recognized in him the gay, relaxing
after meetcompanion she needed. And
ing three million young men during her
ent of the Hollyincumbency as presidought
to know a
wood Canteen, she
him.
sees
real guy when she
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of the stars of
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in the hereits own punishment, not
of everything. You can get used to anyafter, but in this life. However, I think
thing, good or bad. A sense of humor
that reincarnation is possible for those
e
gets you over the bumps. I also believ
who have been good. There must be
and
best
that everything happens for the
y. I've seen
doesn't seem
something to this theor
for a reason, even though itOnly
y ^ alive and
eningl
fright
so
dogs
some
lookon
ns.
so at the time it happe
re
ing back on events long after they
human you say to yourself, "That must
er life."
anoth
over can you tell whether what haphave I been
are
people
e thatin evil
believody
don't someb
But
nate or unforin any
earth,
to
back
come
pened was really fortu
to
d
allowe
break
which
s
tunate. The very thing
shape or form. Just being alive in
your heart may in the long run turn
best.
itself is a great gift— bestowed more
out to be for the
on those who
death,
to
close
than eonce,
came
I
Death. Until
it. I think, only
deserv
I thought that death would be very
Religion. I believe there is a God.
terrifving. At first, the thought of it
time
my
that
d
seeme
it
I go to church every Sunday. I feel
is. But when
ul
peacef
d,
that's important, for me anyway, berelaxe
a
had
I
come,
had
cause in Hollywood it is so easy to lose
feeling like going to sleep. There would
about.
worry
to
be nothing more
We all need someperspective.
your thing
to restore our sense of perspective
A serious accident, such as I sufChurch offers an
the
think
I
—and
fered, restores your faith when you
out of one houso much
come through the crisis. Not only
. I. get
answer
to church is a very
Going
in church
human
in
also
but
God,
your faith in
peaceful thing. I go not out of habit,
nature. At such a time you find out
but because I want to. And looking
the
On
are.
ds
who your real frien
around at the people who go to church
good,
whole.' I found that people were
they
ht
people like Loretta Young, Irene
thoug
—fine
had
I
than
even better
just
were
ht
thoug
I
who
e
Peopl
were.
Dunne, Joan Crawford and Basil Rathbone— I can't help feeling that going
casual acquaintances proved to be good
to church regularly does something for
friends. And others who I thought
were friends proved not to be. But on
you. Personally I go to all the churches,
feeling that religion is a universal thing.
the whole, the black side of my ledger
d
learne
I
side.
red
the
Incidentally, there was a beautiful
far outweighed
church in Newport, Rhode Island, where
from my experience that death is not
I was brought up as a child.
something to be feared. When you
feel in conWar. Mass hysteria and greed, I*
come very close to it, you
stant communion with God and closer
second World
think, brought on the in,
people said,
War. When Hitler crept
to Him than you have ever been. And
pain and terror disappear.
of himself,"
"He's making such a fool
very lightly, outside
ideas
his
took
and
deep
too
subject's
The
ity.
Immortal
for me. I think that death is the end,
his own country. Fascism was a can—
cerous growth that started slowly. In
dust"
to
"dust
and
"ashes to ashes"
that's my philosophy. You get your
Italy, Mussolini seemed okay at first
just dues on earth. If a man has beep
and did many fine things for Italy, but
too much power and the wrong company
that he's
may think the
the world murder,
wicked, away
set him on the wrong track.
world
but
with
gotten
torI am afraid that there will always
will be wrong, not knowing whatbrings
Evil
tures he suffered inside.
be wars, unless human nature changes,
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DEAR MRS. JOSEPH

COTTEN :

We think you're lucky... to be so lovely
yourself ...and to be married to such a
distinguished star of the screen.
Yours,
Tancee

At

last I've found

the perfect cake make-up
Scores of cake make-ups

came

to Hollywood ahead of

Tangee Petal -Finish Cake Make-Up.

Some

were fine in

one way. . .some in another. Then Constance Luft Huhn's
newest creation arrived and took the motion picture
colony by storm because it's ideal in every way. You'll
find that Tangee Petal-Finish Cake Make-Up is so very
easy to apply . . . stays on for so many extra hours ... is
designed to be oh-so-kind to your skin! And you don't
look — or feel — as if you were wearing a mask.
Tke

tkrill of Satin - Finisk !

Yes, it is a thrill to find a lipstick that does not run or
smear . . . that means lips not too dry, not too moist . . .
that stays on for extra hours. And that's what Constance
Luft Huhn has done for your "lip-appeal". . . by creating
the Tangee Satin-Finish Lipstick. Today's smartest colors
are Tangee Gay-Red, Red-Red and Medium-Red.

a n

see

Aow

SCREENLAND

CONSTANCE LUFT HUHN,Head
of the House of Tangee and one of
America's foremost authorities on
beauty and make-up. Among Mrs.
Huhn's recent triumphs are the
famous Tangee Satin-Finish Lipstick, and the new Tangee PetalFinish Cake Make-Up.
beauti

vou

can
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which is something we can hardlj hope
for. In spite of all our wishes thai
the atomic bomb may frighten mankind
into peace 1 feel that some big loud
mouth will always be around to stir up
trouble. Even in our own country, we
have fanatics preaching their rotten
docl l ines of religious hatred and intolerance. And before we start laughdon't
saying they
and anyway,
ing attothem
we should
anything
amount
much
in
remember that Hitler started
I he same way and was also laughed at.
What we can do about these loud
mouths in a country in which free
speech is one of our most cherished
privileges is difficult to say. For one
thing, I should like to see people stay
away from meetings addressed by men
of this ilk. If only meetings intended
to foster racial and religious intolerance
were not attended by Americans, maybe
these agitators would get discouraged.
. Tolerance should be taught in our
homes and our schools. America was
intended as a melting pot, and real
Americans never speak scurrilously of
any race, religion or national group in
this country.
Education. I don't approve of progressive education. I wish they'd go
back to the three r's — readin', 'ritin'
and 'rithmetic. Nowadays we see kids
running newspapers and skipping algebra and arithmetic. I feel that this
is wrong, that it's
of education
sort
too scattered,
too modern, and results
who don't know basic
in youngsters
facts
and techniques and who are too
aggressive.

"When
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e I'mI
Maybimes
. somet
World
War
Postbut
d guy,
shione
old-fa
an The
think that the world is moving too
fast. The post-war world does not
appeal to me. Grandma did all right,
kindling the coal stove at 6 a. m. and
getting the kids on the farm to do
their daily chores. Those youngsters
thought an afternoon off a great treat,
and they earned it by the sweat of their
brow all the other days of the week.
And now we have dreamed up pictures of what the post-war world will
me. I don't think
It frightens
like.
be
ned kitchens are any more
streamli
those
beautiful than the ones we have today.
And as for being in Europe twenty-four
hours after I leave the United States
by plane, that idea is fine for business
men, but who wants to get there that
fast ordinarily? I think we should take
time to enjoy life, and not try to do
everything too quickly. As for me, I
would choose to go to Europe by boat,
making a long voyage of it.
The other day, on hearing of the.
use of the atomic bomb, a clergyman
stated that he feared its results, not
because of its destructiveness but because the unharnessing of its energy
would give man an unprecedented
amount of leisure, and men were not
as yet spiritually equipped to use that
leisure wisely. I think he was right.
I hope the discovery of how to split the
will not take much of the world's
atom
work away from it. I believe that it
is good for us to work. When we have
too much time, we get mouldy and
sluggish; we get into mischief.
ADVERTISEMENT

Work. I read the other day a statement by a radio singer who said, "I
pity people who have to work six days
a week, as Van Johnson does, to earn
statenight."herHer
one from
what Imentdomadeinsense
of
point
view, no doubt. But I'm glad I have
to work six days a week. If I worked
wouldn't
a week,
only
the
rest ofknow
myselfI the
to dodaywith
what one
time. I would rather earn the same
amount for working six days, than have
to worry about how to spend five days
of leisure. When I'm not working,
I feel very sluggish. I play tennis,
read, go to the movies, keep as active
as I can — but I feel like a race horse
who's being kept away from the races.
I love acting. It's in my blood and
I wouldn't know what to do without
it. I detest people who ask me, "How
though
as Believe
geta into
you all
didwere
it
racketallorthis?"
a fad.
me, it's not. I worked hard to get
into pictures; I dreamed, ate and slept
pictures even before I ever made any
because I loved the escape they gave
me in my childhood.
When I was lying on a hospital bed,
with one eye closed, one barely open
and heard a doctor say, "If he pulls
through, he'll never make another picture," that was tough to take. At first
I believed what he said and there just
didn't seem any point to living if I
Once you're
couldn't be in pictures.
in the business, you have to remain
a part of .it. In my mind, believing
I'd never be able to act again, I went
through every department in the in-

you put Pepsi-Cola in the picture, Sam, you got the
happiest ending ever filmed in Hollywood ."
ScREENLANP
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Philip Morris ! — proved

less irri; V'/

tating to nose and throat— famed
for finer flavor and aroma
. . keener

smoking

pleasure!

dustry, trying to figure out what I
could do. Then I said to myself, "I
what the
won't give up hope. We'll see are
taken
story is when my bandages
off." When they were, the doctors
said, "Well, even if he does act, there
" I'm glad
must never be any closeups.
Mervyn LeRoy discounted all that,
and gave me a chance to go back on
the screen.
I believe that work is good for everyone. However, I also believe that now
that the war is over, women will be
wise if they go back to working in
their homes, rather than in offices and
factories. That's because it takes an
exceedingly fortunate as well as intelligent woman to make a success of both
marriage and a career and they should
.therefore concentrate on making a success of their home lives.
Love and Marriage. Sometimes I
think Byron was right when he said,
"Man's love is of man's life a thing
apart.
woman's
whole should
existence."
women 'Tis
need
love and
have Allit
in their lives. Men can get along
without it, I think. Every guy is
secretly afraid of getting hooked; even
when he falls in love he spends a
couple of sleepless nights before he takes
the fatal step. Men are really, for the
most part afraid of marriage; and it
takes a smart woman to persuade a
man that he's really desperately anxious
to lead her to the altar.
Frequently men sound off on what
their dream woman will be like. I've
done it myself. But I've noticed that,
invariably, if a man says he'll never

marry an actress, he does just that; if
he says he'll never marry a plump girl,
he leads to the altar not a slick chick
but a gal weighing 200 pounds; if he
says he'll only marry a girl who can
equal Mme. Curie for intelligence, he
winds up with the dumbest cluck imaginable. Nine times out of ten, a
man marries the complete opposite of
his so-called dream girl. As for me,
there's just one thing I'm convinced of.
to a dumb
If I ever marry, it won't be for
a fall.)
dora. (There I go riding
wrong
I'm
if
I am sure that even
about everything else, the girl I fall
for will have more than one brain cell
working. Another thing, if I marry,
I won't do it hastily. It will be a long,
slow process of getting to know the
girl first.
Happiness. I believe to achieve happiness, health is needed. Also, if not
success, at least contentment in your
work. When it comes to real happiness, Ihave seen people in little towns
earning very small salaries who had it
all over the richest boys in Hollywood.
So I think that success is not actually
necessary. Friends, on the other hand,
are important. The word "friend" like
the word "love" is, I believe, often used
too lightly. We say, "I love lemon
meringue pie" when we should use the
word "love" only about a very real and
honest emotion. And in the same light
way in which we talk about our love
for a particular kind of pie, we talk
about John Doe being our friend or
about the way in which someone has
accumulated hundreds of friends. HonSCREENLAND

estly, I think that's almost an impossibility. Friendship, like love, takes
time, and what human being has time
to develop and cultivate a hundred
friends? As for me, I consider myself
lucky in having three good friends, and
a rare individual who can't
I thinkhisit'sfriends
count
on the fingers of one
hand, and have a couple of fingers
left over.
Old friends are a comfort to be with,
and one feels as much at home with
them as with a pair of old shoes. There
are people to whom I seldom write —
they may think I've forgotten them,
but when days and weeks pass without
any such letters arriving, I realize that
perhaps some of the people I once knew
think that I have changed and am no
interested in them. I don't think
longer
I have changed, but people assume that
all movie stars change and lose interest
in their former friends. Once you get
into the movies, you're pretty much
of a target, and some people watch
you like hawks, waiting to see if you've
gone high-hat and misinterpreting actions which would never be misunderstood if you were not in pictures.
Actor or not, I like people. I think
they are stimulating — yes, all kinds of
people are. I think you can learn more
from them than from books. Someone
once said that there is no such thing as an
uninteresting subject, only such a thing

as an uninteresting person, and I'll
paraphrase that, for I belieye that
there is no such thing as an uninterestperson. the lowest salaried telephone
Toing me,
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WHY
BE

CAN'T
LIKE

THE

MARRIAGE
MOVIES?

operator is just as important as the
biggest producer. When I was in the
hospital, I got a greater kick out of
friendly messages from grips on the
lot than those from so-called big shots.
To sum up my beliefs, I believe that
everything that happens is part of a
and therefore that everyDivine plan,
mately.
thing that happens is for the best ultiI believe that fate rules our lives,
but that within the boundaries laid
down by fate and our environment, we
exercise free will. We can find happiness through work we like, spending our
leisure time wisely, and giving our
friendship to people we like and trust.
ask
shouldn't
we should
that but
believe
I also
accept
of life
much
too

The movies usually wind up with a
Joan couldn't
and troubles.
ending.
She
happy to
their
up Bill
patch But
seem
didn't realize that their fights were her
fault! She thought she knew about feminine hygiene. She didn't know, though,

that "now-and-then" care isn't enough!
Later, at her doctor's, she learned the
truth when he warned, "Never be a
careless wife." He recommended that
use "Lysol" brand disinfectalways
she ant
for douching.

philosophically whatever comes, realizadjust
us to
is up to fate
ing that
to
outour-metes
to itwhatever
selves
show
all
should
we
us. I believe that
great tolerance and understanding for
the other fellow, and that none of us
should listen to or believe the loud
mouths who preach hatred for minority
groups, races and religions. We should
for the unthese people
recognize
they really are, and
American characters
not allow them to flourish. _We owe
it to the men who are coming back
after months of warfare in Europe and
the Pacific not to allow the prejudices
and hatreds against which they fought
overseas to take root in our own country.

Jean

Pierre

Comes

Home

Continued from page 48

To house their dreams-come-true,
Jean Pierre and Maria recently acquired
a home that looks like a storybook
castle in Spain. Fashioned of pink
stucco topped by a green tiled roof, it
sprawls every which way in the heart
of an enormous garden.
"Our friends think we are mad to

Like a movie romance come truethai
's how
marriage
is now!
blesses
her their
doctor
for that
adviceJoan
. , .
uses "Lysol" in the douche always. How
right the doctor was when he said
" 'Lysol' is a proved germ-killer. It
Check these facts with your Doctor
Proper feminine hygiene
care is important to the
happiness and charm of
every woman. So, douche
thoroughly with correct
"Lysol" solution ... always !Powerful cleanser —
"Lysol's" great spreading
power means it reaches

cleanses thoroughly yet gently." Just follow directions — see how well "Lysol"
works! It's far more dependable than
salt, soda or other homemade solutions.
So easy to use, economical, too. Try it
for feminine hygiene.

deeply into
folds and
crevices
to search
out
germs.
germ-killer
— uniformProved
strength,
made
under continued laboratory control . . . far
more dependable
than
homemade
solutions.
Non-caustic
— "Lysol
douching
is non-to"
irritating, solution
not harmful
vaginal tissues. Follow

easy directions. Cleanly
odor — disappears after
use; deodorizes . More
women
"Lysol"than
for
feminineusehygiene
any other method. (For
FREE feminine hygiene
booklet , write
Lehn &■ Fink, 683
Fifth Ave., New
York 22, N. Y.)

Copyright. Iy46, by Lehn & Fink Products Corp.
For Feminine

Hygiene

always!

"LYSOL" is the registered trade-mark of Lehn & Fink Products Corporation and any use thereof
in connection with products not made by it constitutes an infringement thereof.
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have such an oversized house," confides
under-'
don't Already
Jean
family.
love ofthey
is our "What
stand Pierre.
we have three charming guests — Lucita,
Adita and Consuelo, Maria's three sisters, aged sixteen, seventeen and eighteen. I can hardly wait to meet Teresita, who is fifteen and still with the
Domingo.
in San My
familybrothers.
brother
and Maria's
father Also
five
with us.
have just arrived from France to stay'
"Very soon now we expect another
relative." Jean Pierre grins, but the
grin does not quite succeed in covering
up his pride and pleasure over the anticipated addition to the Aumont family. "I hope it's a girl— like Maria- She
favors boys. Boy or girl, it does not
matter. This is only the beginning, if
was for Jean Pierre the
get our wish."
weHomecoming
every soldier's dream.
fulfillment
There
were aoffew nightmarish moments
to begin with, though. Returning to the
United States on a destroyer, the only
Frenchman aboard, his constant fretting and restlessness elicited plenty of
"If I had
his shipmates.
from Maria
akidding
wife like
Montez waiting
for

nt, too," was the
be timpatie
Hie, I'd
most
frequen
quip.
"I did not mind," says Jean Pierre.
"That is the trait admired all over the
world, the American sense of humor.
But I was worried about Maria. When
I cabled her the date of my arrival in
New York I had expected to travel by
plane. Instead we were grounded in
London and forced to cross the Atlantic
on a slowly moving convoy. And no
Maria of the delay."
way
relief, a French Missions officer
his notifying
to of
saluted him at the landing with information as to his wife's whereabouts. "You
will find her at the Sherry-Netherland." the officer told him. "She has
been waiting there for the past two
weeks, refusing to leave her room for
fear of missing you. She has been eating and sleeping beside the telephone,
waiting to hear your voice. If I may
be permitted to say so, you are a
lucky man. Lieutenant Aumont."
Jean Pierre's racing heart outstripped
the traffic-bound taxi, on the way from
the dock. He conjured up a hundred
different sets of circumstances surrounding their approaching reunion. Two
years was such a long time. You might
get a little fanciful yourself, right here.
Reunion in Hollywood — of a reckless
curly-haired Frenchman with a wicked
blue twinkle, and an exotic dark-eyed
beauty from San Domingo. Meeting on
American soil after two years of married life out of which they had only a
few months together. You expect something romantic and explosive? Well,
here are the facts.
The hotel desk clerk was sorry, but
firm. He could not divulge the number
of Miss Montez' suite. Against the rules.
Fortunately it wasn't against the rules
to call Maria on the house phone.
"This is the moment I have waited
for," thought Jean Pierre as he lifted
the receiver. "I shall hear her voice
again at last, hear her first greeting."
"Hello." It was Maria all right.
"Hello!" breathed Jean Pierre. "Here
am.
"Where?" gasped Maria.
"Downstairs. In the lobby."
"What are you doing down there?"
"Trying to find out your room number."'
"Tt's 806— and hurry!"
He found her waiting outside her door
in the hotel corridor, to give him the
kind of welcome men dream about in
fox holes or flame-spewing tanks such
as Lieutenant Aumont himself commanded. That evening they celebrated
at Club Twenty-One, toasting their reunion in champagne. "This is where
we came for our first appointment,"
said Jean Pierre. "That's why I brought
you here tonight."
They clinked glasses in memory ot
the evening that stemmed from a casual
introduction at a Hollywood party at
Lady Mendl's. They had barely noticed each other in the crush, but a
chance meeting in New York several
months later resulted in a dinner dat<
at Twenty-One.
Over the brim of her wine glass Maria
gave him her slow-burning smile. "We
drank champagne then, too. You insisted it was an important occasion."
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yet effective ... so easy^
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1. Does not irritate skin. Does not rot
dresses and men's shirts.
2. Prevents under-arm odor. Stops perspiration safely.
3. A pure, white, antiseptic, stainless
vanishing cream.
4. No waiting to dry. Can be used right
after shaving.
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Laundering — harmless to fabric. Use
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"I was so right. You looked wonderful in a lacy,
lacy blue
gown."
"Not
darling."
"It looked lacy on you," Jean Pierre
teased her. "But tonight you look even
BRIGHT

IDEAS
-from

DOROTHY

L AMOUR

star of Paramount's
"MASQUERADE IN MEXICO"
grows her own earrings! She had
clips designed that hold real flowers; now Dottie shops in the garden
every morning to pick her freshand-fragrant jewelry for the day.

Another bright idea that
Dottie shares with many
other movie stars is cleaning her teeth with Calox
Tooth Powder. Calox has
five different cleansing and
polishing ingredients to
help remove all kinds of
surface stains and bring
out all the natural lustre of

Then, seeking the answer to the most
controversial romantic problem of the
war, Jean
eyed hat." Pierre asked the question
uppermost in the heart of every serviceman who married shortly before going
off to war.
"All those months we were apart,
did you ever regret our marriage?"
"We were never apart," replied
Maria. "I was with you every moment,
through
everything."
No empty
phrases, these. A startling
example of their spiritual attunement
was Maria's awareness, several thousand
miles away, of her husband's most harrowing experience.
"It happened just outside Strassburg," Jean Pierre relates. "We were
approaching a bridge. My general, as
always, was driving our jeep like a bullet. Halfway across he suddenly shouted,
T forgot!on The
bridge with
is mined!'
and
slammed
the brakes
such force
we The
wereFrenchmen
catapultedwho
intohurried
the river."
to their
rescue found them pinned under the
jeep, over which the icy water rushed
murderously. The general had been instantly killed. Jean Pierre emerged with
only a broken wrist and bruises. "It
is
miracle
you werewhospared,"
onea of
the soldiers
rescuedgasped
him.
At a hospital behind the lines Jean
Pierre received the letter he will never

teeth. "I depend on Calox
for daily care/'says Dottie.

forget. It was from Maria. "Yesterday
I was like a hunted animal," she wrote.
"I felt you were close to death. Today
I am at peace again. Today I know

CalOX does more than cleanse and
polish. It actually sweetens your
breath as it brightens your teeth,
leaves your mouth feeling clean
and minty-fresh. For a smile of
Breath -less Beauty, try Calox
Tooth Powder today!
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A giggle
escaped the stately Maria.
more
beautiful."
"You ought to be pleased," she retorted. "This is exactly what you prescribed before you left. Black tailored
suit, simple white blouse and a cock-

youThisareremarkable
out of danger."
letter was postmarked
November twenty-first. The jeep had
overturned November twentieth! Maria's
love for Jean Pierre had spanned half
a world to reach him and shield him
from danger. Love was the miracle that
saved his life, they both believe.
Jean Pierre Aumont has laid aside
his uniform and packed away his medals.
(He was twice decorated with the
Croix de Guerre and once with the
Medalle des Blesses, French equivalent
to our Purple Heart, for having been
wounded in action in Southern France.)
He has not laid aside, however, his
feeling of responsibility.
"The fight now is to maintain the
peace. We must all take an active interest in world affairs, to make sure the
world
get into
another
One does
smallnotbattle
on the
home mess."
front
he cannot control, however, is the
struggle he and Maria have with their
English. She corrects his French mispronunciations with her Spanish accent.
He corrects her Spanish mispronunciations with his French accent.
"Love," concludes Jean Pierre, the
twinkle very much in evidence, "is the
one word we both pronounce perfectly."

SCREENLAND

Here's

Harrison!

Continued from page 33

warm romantic power. You notice the
polished technique of his natural acting and how skilfully he can convey
an emotion with a twist of his lips
or a nicker of his nostrils.
Then you are well on the way to
becoming another Rex Harrison fan.
You can understand that American
Red Cross girl in London, a lively little
red-head from Iowa, who used to see
Rex's British films over and over
again. When I asked her why, she

"She

grinned and answered: "I couldn't tell
anybody what that guy's got but does
he get under my skin!"
Since by now you'll want to know
the background details — he is thirtyeight this March (1946) and he was
born in a Lancashire small town. He
went to the correct kind of schools for
young Englishmen, with vague ideas
of becoming a lawyer, but at nineteen
he decided to go on the stage instead.
He got his training at the Liverpool
"group" theater
y, thatof little
Repertor
the seaport where so
in the center
many players who are now world famous first learned their job, Greer
Garson and Robert Donat and Richard
Greene among them.
Then Rex came to London and appeared at the West End theaters, gradually becoming a popular romantic star.
Now and again he would take a suitable supporting part in a British film.
He was with Vivien Leigh in Korda's
"Storm in a Teacup" and he played
with Donat and Rosalind Russell in
"The Citadel." His brilliant characterization ofthe fashionable doctor brought
him a Hollywood offer and he signed
a contract to go to California as soon
as the run of his current London stage
production finished. But before it did
so, Britain was at war with the Nazi.
As Rex himself will tell you, with
characteristically English under-statement, he "did put on khaki for a while,
you know." His military record is a
fine one, with a period of active service
overseas. Honorably discharged with
the rank of major, he returned to civilian life in 1944.
While on leave from the Army one
day he married Lilli Palmer, the little
blonde Viennese actress whom he origv inally met when they played together
on the London stage. They are an exceedingly devoted and happy couple,
with a curly-headed son, Rex, Junior,
sharing the same family tastes. When
the day's
done,books
theyand
would
rather
sit atwork
home iswith
the

—
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fingers

like a lily, Willie,

don't come from peeling spuds!
It's a hep housewife who knows how to keep her
hands on the lovely side of life in spite of daily hard
housework. Pacquins Hand Cream, of course! This
fragrant cream helps guard against redness, dryness,
and roughness. Use it faithfully. .. see for yourself
how much smoother, softer your hands look!

Doctors and nurses know that 30 to
40 scrubbings a day will leave their hands dry and
rough as sandpaper. That's why so many of them
use Pacquins, which was originally formulated for
their professional use. Pacquins Hand Cream is so
wonderfully effective because it is super-rich with
humectant ... the ingredient that helps parched,
taut skin feel softer, smoother, and more pliant.

radio and maybe a few friends dropping in for supper.
They take tremendous personal interest in each other's work. When Rex
is on the set you can usually find Lilli
somewhere close at hand, even if she
has only come to fold Rex's costumes
or pour his afternoon tea. He is just
as concerned about his wife's career.
Originally scheduled to arrive in Hollywood last September, Rex postponed
his trip for several months because
Lilli was making a new film.
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Look what's for you. ..Real-form Lastex
2 -way stretches with the wonderful Raschel knit fashion to fit
features that give such
blessed comfort and
control. Won't roll,
creep up or run.

Pull-ons, panel-front girdles and panty
girdles., .also with zippers. Up to $5... at your \
favorite store. Write for booklet. Dept. H

Rex taught his wife to ride for this
picture, accompanying the company on
location "just to make sure she's quite
safe, you know. I prefer to be there
in case she needs me." Just one more
typically English attribute he has is
an innate sense of loyalty, though nothing would ever persuade him to talk
about it. He would be outraged at the
mere thought of failing somebody who
was depending on him in any way. And
his sense of duty goes not only for his
family but for his friends, his employers
and the movie-going public as well.
(Write to Rex Harrison and you can
be assured your letter will be carefully
read and politely answered.)
Rex's director knows that only serious sickness will prevent the actor from
arriving on the set all ready to work
at the exact appointed time. No matter
how many alterations or retakes prove
necessary, Rex can be relied upon to
retain his patience and good manners.
He's a grand person to have for your
friend, especially if you enjoy the open
air. It goes almost without saying that
he's a keen cricket fan but he also
plays golf and swims. And if Hollywood is looking for a new tennis champion, here's an excellent candidate.
Already Rex's friends back home are
getting air-mail letters in praise of
America's opportunities for sports. Rex
has also decided he likes coca-cola and
hamburgers and the California climate-— don't think he is stupidly insular and smug because he's so dein character!
by
no means pendablethe
least partInof fact
his it's
charm
that he's sincerely open to all new impressions and new experiences. Though
he may be far too English to burst into
paens of ecstatic
enthusiasm, just
he's appreciative and understanding
the
same. He shows it in the readiness
with which he listens and learns. He's
read scores of books about the American scene to help him fit the better into
his new environment.
There may be some folks in Hollywood to whom Rex seems a curious
type. On the screen or off it, he is
exactly the same. He never does anything exotic or extraordinary and certainly he will never make sensational
newspaper headlines. He will probably
evoke deep sighs from the reporters,
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even while they admit he's a likable
guy. An interview with Rex Harrison
is a pleasant hour with a cheerful
courteous personality who is perfectly
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willing
to interviewer
talk. It's only
afterwards
that the
discovers
Rex
hasn't said anything of importance
about himself at all.
Rex will make friends slowly but
surely and the friends he acquires in
Hollywood will be the same kind as
his friends in England. Family people
with cultured tastes, who prefer elegance to ostentation and find pleasure
in music and drama and art.
So here he is then, this typical Englishman you'll often be seeing on the
screen in future and whom you're certainly going to fall for. You'll find him
engaging enough as you watch his per-'
sonality unfold, a screen star who's
definitely "different" and all the more
romantic and appealing for that.
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The

Boss Man

Is a Lady

Continued from page 43

and pretty, she is also crisp, quickthinking and intelligent. You have a
feeling that her mind is well organized,
as neat and orderly as her home. Her
desk is not cluttered, nor is her thinking. She accomplishes a back-breaking
amount of work every day and yet she
never seems to be rushed. That comes
from planning ahead, and from knowing
what it is she wants to accomplish.
I had always thought of producers as
former pants pressers who, by fair means
or foul, had come into a lot of money.
To me, producers were "backers," and.
don't
you Jokes
knows,
as
money.
taste ton have
have America
haveanyto good
and gags about these master minds had
taken their hilarious toll of my funny
bone, and I really thought it was the
director, the actors, the writers who were
the brains of the entire motion picture
industry.
Well, there are still a few of the promoter type producers, but each year
brings to Hollywood more and more producers who actually produce. This is
the circa of Joan Harrison, who works
on a picture from its inception to its
finish and who never misses checking
the day's rushes. Nothing gets into one
of Miss Harrison's pictures that Miss
Harrison does not want in, unless the
studio executives add their two cents'
worth.
This two cents' worth happened, incidental y, in"Uncle Harry." Some critics viciously panned the dream ending
and blamed the Hays office. This was
not quite fair. Joan had the perfect,
logical ending all figured out, and it had
been accepted by the Hays office. However, after it was filmed, higher-ups felt
the picture should have the dream ending. Even producers have bosses, so the
dream ending was left in. Being a producer has its drawbacks, you see. Not
all is beer and skittles.
Take the matter of what producers do.
You think maybe they sit in great big
offices before desks with umpteen phones
on them and act bored and important?

Are

you

□ Miss Dinah Mife
□ Miss Mife
How's your telephone technique? Whether you're
buzzing the dentist or beautician — when making
any business appointment give your full name.
Thus, the gal above should be Miss Dinah Mite.
Which distinguishes her from other Miss Mites;
prevents needless puzzlement. And on "problem
days" there's no need for guesswork — as to
which napkin really protects you. Kotex is the
name to remember. For you get plus protection
from that exclusive safety center. There's never
a panicky moment with Kotex!

This sleeping beauty's off the beam, because
□ She's a curfew keeper
□ She should be prom-trotting
□ She's still wearing makeup

beauty go together — but don't
Sleep and
of wearing makeup to bed ! It coarsdreani
ens your skin — makes mud-pies of your
complexion. It invites unsightly "blossoms." So, refresh your face thoroughly at
bedtime. Cleanliness and daintiness go together, too. And they're never more
important than at "certain" times . . . that's
why Kotex contains a deodorant. Locked inside each Kotex napkin, the deodorant
can't shake out because it is processed
right in. See how this new Kotex "extra"
can keep you sweet-and-lovely !

Should a gal go down the
aisle first?

□ No
Yes
Nof always

Usually, the swish dish should
be first to follow the usher.
But a gal doesn't always precede her escort. When the
usher is not at the door, her
tall -dark- and -Vansome leads
the way. Know what's what.
It keeps you confident. And

picture, but
and general

gives
whicht napkin
knowconfiden
days,
on "those"
to stay
lasting comfort: Kotex, of
course. For Kotex is made to

a writer, and
be cast jusl

like stars. You wouldn't put a comedy
writer on a serious drama. For Joan's
picture,
afirst
writer
who "Phantom
had neverLady,"
done she
filmschose
be

A DEODORANT in every
Kotex* napkin at no extra cost

fore. He was expert radio writer Bernard Schoenfeld, who had written the
"Suspense" programs and was interested
in mysteries and crime stories. He was
therefore a natural for "Phantom Lady."
"I like writers who love their writing
and love films," says Joan. "I don't go

know?

In calling for an appointment, how
should she give her name?

Nope. 'Tain't like that. To the contrary, aproducer is responsible for every
detail of the whole picture, from start to
finish. The first thing Joan does, for instance, isto get together with the studio
heads to agree upon a subject: a play,
novel, or an original story especially
written for the screen. These executive
heads are like business heads. They
don't guide the individual
they do guide the budget
policy.
Next, the producer selects
with care, for writers should

in the

/ffo/*e women
//tan a// other
J. S. Pat. Off.
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And
while haswearing.
stay softKotex
flat, tapered
because
ends that don't show, you can
scoff at revealing outlines!
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for New York snobs without the slightest knowledge of film technique who
come out here to pick up easy money.
You see, to be a good screen writer, you
must visualize as you write. This is something many of the highest paid novelists
thumbs
down even on famous
do Joan
not has
always
master."
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playwrights if they haven't absorbed motionarepicture
technique.
"Motion
pictures
completely
different
from stage
plays," she explains, "for you have to
conceive pictures in terms of film. As an
example:
in ourof medium
don't
have
the limitations
the stage;wesuch
as small
sets with the action taking place within
their boundaries. In a stage play you
can never get close to anyone's face and
therefore don't have the advantage of
closeups. On the stage, also, you must
keep down movement as much as possible. Too many rights to lefts are distracting. Remembering all this, it's easy
to
see
why
cameras arepeople
never who
any don't
good understand
in turning
out Hollywood products. Film has its
own technique. In movies, the camera
controls the whole emotional impact of
Joan knows what she is talking about,
picture."
the she
for
was a screen writer herself before she became a producer. Under
Hitchcock, she wrote — among others —
the scripts of "Rebecca" and "Suspicion." She learned so completely the
knack of visualizing as she wrote that
sometimes it annoyed her when she
couldn't get the feeling of what she
wrote on the screen. For this reason she
decided to become a producer. That way
she could make sure that what she had
in her mind would find its way to the
screen. Her advance from screen writer
to producer was as simple as that.
Being a writer herself, she works very
closely with the writers on her pictures.
First, they work on the original draft.
Although it's cut up into scenes, it isn't
the polished, final manuscript. The last
draft, the shooting script, is complete
with all types of technical description.
terms as "Fade in," "DisIt hassolvesuch
out." The dialogue is interspersed
with directions, as: John (motioning
is over there."
left) : "The
to the
of these directions
manycloset
a layman,
To
seem like Greek. Camera pans to Florae's head, the script may read. Or, again,
John looks at Mary as the music wells
these technical points are invaluup. But
able to the actors, the art director, the
director, the costume designer, the cameraman, and so on.
After the script has been completed
(about this time the director is generally
called in and has part in all the conferences thereafter) , Joan begins to think
about casting the leads. For "Phantom
Lady," she saw tests of various girls.
The one she liked best was of Ella
Raines. Joan liked her personality, and
although Ella wasn't well known at the
time, Joan said: "She's a fine actress. I'll
gamble
on her."
Next,
selected
Curtis. Then
came
the Joan
casting
of a Alan
very
special role.
"In every film," explains Joan, "there
is an exciting piece of casting. There is
a role that is different, and it's very
important who plays it. For 'Phantom
Lady' I wanted Franchot Tone, so I sent

the script to his agent. Franchot liked the
role, but he was afraid of it unless on«>
scene was changed. I stayed up all
night just to re-write that scene. I went
to Franchot's house the next morning
and read it to him. It was the final, big
scene, and I wanted him to like it. Suddenly Franchot said, 'Okay.' I was so
tired I couldn't believe it. I felt as if
I'd found a million dollars. Then we were
all set. Besides having casted a very
difficult part, we now also had a 'name.'
and that's very important."
All this while, Joan was also talking
to the art director about the sets. The
art director always reads the script and
visualizes the sets. He submits plans and
blue prints of them, and models of the
house. "Art directors aren't given enough
credit," Joan insists. "If they are good,
they can save the director a lot of
trouble."
The same time Joan is talking to the
art director, she is also conferring with
the dress designer. She tells the dress
designer, "I see the characters like
this . . ." For instance, in "Uncle Harry,"
there were two women to dress, Geraldine
Fitzgerald and Ella Raines. Joan wanted
to show the contrast of their types even
in their clothes. So she explained this
to the dress designer who designed Fitzgerald's extremely feminine wardrobe,
complete with negligees and frills. Ella
Raines, on the other hand, was dressed
in almost mannish sports clothes — to
emphasize her direct and forthright
manner.
The dress designer also submits
sketches. Joan, in turn, submits the
sketches to the star, because Joan is one
producer who doesn't believe the star
should wear anything that makes her uncomfortable or unhappy. If the star
doesn't like the costumes, the dress designer dreams up some new ones. The
star may rave and the dress designer may
cuss, but the producer doesn't. It's her
job
to keep people,
everyone
all creative
and happy.
creative"They're
people
are not the easiest in the world to handle. You have to be a diplomat to bring
out the best in everyone, and the only
one who isn't allowed to have temperament isthe producer!"
By this time Joan and the director are
casting the supporting players. "If you
have any sense," says Joan, without ouibbling, "you usually have your own ideas
of what you want. In 'Uncle Harry' I
wanted Moyna Magill for the other sister. She's Angela Lansbury's mother, you
know, but a wonderful actress in her own
right. I saw her in 'Maya' in a littl theater, and I was so impressed by her
that I had tabbed her n.s an actress I
wanted to use one day. That's when pro
ducing becomes fun, when you take a
character and are able, through casting,
to do something
Harry' I had that
liked Moyna, too,
her and signed her

unusual. In 'Uncle
chance. The director
so we did a test of
up..

"About this time in the making of a
picture the studio is telling you about
the Budget. I always think of it as
capitalized, because it looms so fearfully
on the horizon. Usually a lump sum is
allocated to a picture. Out of that you
must pay for the story, cast, director,
cameraman, sets, as well as your own
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Your

Hands

salary. If you spend a lot of money on
an expensive supporting player, you have
to economize somewhere else, because
Budgets are inflexible.
"Now you are almost ready to begin
a little exyou'rehasgetting
shooting,
cited. and
The studio
assigned you a
cameraman. Usually the star, particularly
if she's getting older, asks for a certain
cameraman. You are given your starting
date, and you know just how long you
You can't
picture.
a at
makethis
have to from
deviate
all, because
the
stages are needed for other productions
when yours is finished. Everything runs
on schedule.
"The night before the first day, the call
sheet goes out to all the players and
technicians, by messenger. You start the
first morning promptly at nine. Usually
the first day is rather slow because everyone is getting acquainted and, like a first
day at school, no one settles down immediately. The first day is also the only
day you don't see the rushes, because
naturally
vious day.no scenes were filmed the pre"After that, however, if you're shooting in black and white, you see the
rushes the next day at eleven o'clock. (If
it's a color film, you can't see the rushesfor six days.) The purpose of seeing
rushes is so you can rectify any mistakes
you might have made. And, yes, of
course, we make them every now and
then!

When he reaches for your handsre Pictu
o the
they'll t
be thrillingly smooth and
soft to the touch if you use SOFSKIN

"I see the rushes alone first. The director and cast see them at noon. I see
them first because if there have to be
any re-takes, the producer is the one
who has to go to the front office and

CREME. You can rely on soothing

say, 'May I have a re- take?' This is
where the Budget comes in, for re-takes
cost money. There are many reasons for
re-takes. The photography may not be
up to standard or the sound may have
gone blah. Perhaps the action is not the
way you saw it or the acting is not up to
par. You talk it over with the director,
and if you both agree, the producer goes
to the front office.
"If the fault is anything technical,
such as sound or photography, the front
office can see that very clearly, and your
request for re-takes is immediately
okayed. But sometimes a scene seems
fine to them but you know you could
have done it better. That's when the
battles occur. Sometimes you win and
sometimes you lose. But, no matter what
the verdict, you never lose your temper.
Being a woman producer, I have to be

SOFSK IN to keep your hands lovelyto-hold straight through winter's
chapping cold. For hands, wrists,
elbows and ankles, use non-sticky
SOFSKIN, the creme that many
beauticians prefer. A wonderful
powder foundation, too.
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Ask for the free Sofskin
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particularly
carefultakes
of this."
The shooting
from six to ten
weeks. During this time the cutter is
assembling the various sequences as they
are finished. The shooting may be on
one set for four days and another for
five weeks. The cutter puts the sets
together. By the end of the picture, Joan
looks at what is called "cut stuff." In
another ten days, the whole film is assembled. The director has the right of
assembling the first cut. He sees it with
the cutter and as the film is being
shown says: "No, I don't agree with
that, cut it out," or, "Yes, I do agree
with that, leave it in."
Then it's the producer's turn. The
director's work is now finished. Joan
makes additional changes with the cutSdtEENLAND
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ter. If she disagrees with the director,
she can override his decisions, because —
after all — she's boss.
Then comes the time for adding the
extra sound, such as doors slamming,
dogs barking, and so on. Much of this
sound is taken while the scene is being
filmed. Even so, there are always many
extra things that have to be added. You
also add the temporary music. You don't
add the real music because you can't
cut music very easily, and there may be
lots of cuts after the sneak preview.
"You see," explains Joan, "at this stage
of the game you still have a double print.'
By that I mean the sound is on one track
and the picture on another. Once the
talk comes off the negative, you can't
cut."
That ends Joan's part of the picture.
For, after the sneak preview, it's out of
the producer's hands. The film then goes
to the bigwigs. Sometimes these bigwigs
can wreck a very good picture, sometimes they improve a bad one. But there
is one thing they all do that Joan feels
is not smart. They are unduly influenced
by the preview cards that are passed out.
"In the first place," protests Joan,
"only about fifty cards come in from an
audience of 2,000. That's not a fair percentage. In the second place, the picture
is shown to customers who have not come
to the theater to see any particular kind

even
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of a picture. They haven't been pre-sold
by trailers or advance ballyhoo. Therefore, an audience that likes cowboy pictures won't go for an intellectual study;
nor will people who like good solid drama
go for Abbott and Costello. I think judging apicture by a sneak preview audience
is a poor indication of that picture's success."
As for the intellectual future of movies,
Joan has to say: "The danger against
making more adult pictures is not that
the audiences won't like them, because
I believe motion picture audiences are
daily becoming more adult, but that the
of the studios don't
at the
people
yet
realize
thattoppeople of all ages, not
just bobby-sockers, patronize the theaters of America."
Earnest, intelligent, pretty, Joan is
emphatic and forceful as she speaks.
Afterwards, she relaxes like a kitten. A
deceptively lazy expression crosses her
face, and she looks like any other little
girl you might happen to know. I was
reminded of a story I heard about Joan
not long ago.
It was her first picture as a producer
and she wasn't very well known. The
day before she began shooting, she wandered over the set. A couple of grips
took a look at the cute, pert face, the
million dollar legs and let out with the
old wolf whistle. Joan grinned and went
on.
The next day she took her chair on the
^et. The grips did a double take. "Who
dat?" they said, in effect. "That's your
boss," they were told, "Joan Harrison,
the producer."
The grips turned a slow red, but the
wolf whistle didn't die a-borning. It lady
was
repeated, but softly. "A lady boss," said
the grips, reverently, "a beautiful
boss — just like in a movie ! Ain't that
just like Hollywood?"
Brothers, you are so right!
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It Happened to
Laurence Olivier
Continued from page 41

art and to each other, so the
had become the First Mr. and
England's stage and screen.
"Caesar & Cleopatra" was
prothey put on their theater
duction atremendous success that only
ran for a few brief weeks. It had to
close down because Vivien Leigh collapsed completely, her slim body overtaxed by the strain of intensive hard
work following the wartime years in
Britain, when Larry was at sea with the
Navy fliers and she lived so much alone
near a much-bombed
in a tiny
coast
town.cottage

to their
Oliviers
Mrs. of
When
finished,

Doctors tested her lungs and shook
their heads gravely. Months of complete
rest in bed were necessary, and an
atmosphere of utter peace and quiet. An
ambulance took Vivien swiftly away to
a private clinic in the rugged Scottish
Highlands, where she lay before a great
window opening on to the lonely mountainside, breathing the keen pure air,
just sleeping or eating her special diet,
not even permitted to read or listen to
the radio. Larry abandoned all his
film plans to stay there too, although
he was only admitted to her bedside for
a few moments each morning.
Late last Fall they brought Vivien
back to London, to a room in the famous University College Hospital. For
weeks she has lain there patiently and
courageously, her strength seeping back
again infinitely slowly but surely. Now
she can look at the morning paper and
a screen magazine and hear broadcast
music for an hour every day. Larry is
still the only visitor the doctors will
permit — others may sometimes be let to
do as I did, peek at Vivien through the
glass panel in the door and receive her
beautiful smile and a flutter of her thin
fingers in greeting.
Every day at ten o'clock Larry is
there at the hospital with his bunch of
flowers. (They must be unscented blossoms and he searches all over London
for hybrid lilies and button roses and
pale Spring primroses and anything else
that can make up a bouquet without
perfume.) One of the nurses says it
brings the quick tears to her eyes to
watch the tenderness with which he
bends to lightly kiss his wife's forehead
and the way he covers her hand with
his own during the ten precious minutes
they are allowed together.
Vivien's sudden illness shot Larry's
splendid
world right
"from of
under
his feet.
Those glittering
bubbles
success
and
fame were shattered in a second. They
had merged so closely, this fine romantic
actor and his vivid, talented wife, sharing
their life and their work and their amusements consistently, never apart for more
than a few hours. They had built their
future together, doing the things they
both wanted the most.
Characteristically, he put his beloved
wife before everything else. "I was only
half alive before I met Vivien," he once
said, and now he proved that was no
empty phrase. He refused flatly to conSCREENIAND
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sider any film roles, because he would
have to be at the studio all day. So sacrificing agreat deal of money, Larry has
played Shakespeare on the London stage
these past months and left himself free
to go to Vivien every morning, and to be
on hand continually in case of need.
That need has not arisen and this
Spring Vivien will be cured, sufficiently
strong to take a vacation with Larry before she returns to the screen. That will
be in Hollywood, for her doctors are
agreed she must not spend much time in
damp gray London during the next few
years. Sunshine and warmth are essential
for her health to be maintained.
Vivien doesn't mind, for she appreciates life in California, with its bathing
and beach games and its concerts and its
"intimate theater" movement. Larry
would go with her anywhere, to Iceland,
if needs be, so warm and deep is his devotion, but he, too, likes Hollywood; and
now that magnate J. Arthur Rank has
established contacts there, the question

■

of transferring the location of Larry's
contract can be easily settled to everybody's satisfaction.
So London's forthcoming loss will be
America's gain, with the arrival of this
truly great pair of wedded lovers, taking
up the pattern of life again romantically
and confidently. When Larry goes to the
hospital now, he and Vivien discuss their
plans contentedly and furnish the green
and white house on a hillside outside of
Hollywood which they mean to find
Their Chelsea home has already been
sold and all their personal treasures
packed away ready for shipment, while
snares a service apartLarry meantime
ment with a bachelor friend.
Vivien has a long-standing contract
with Sir Alexander Korda to star in the

that
screen version of "Lottie Dundass," ioned
macabre drama about an old-fash
theater in an English coast resort and
the young actress who murders the leading lady in order to take over her part.
Two other Hollywood producers are bidding for her after that.
While Larry, continuing his contract
under the banner of Rank, intends to go

on putting the plays of William Shakespeare on to celluloid, great glowing spectacles inTechnicolor with speed and colorful, passionate action as he did with
"Henry V." Undoubtedly Larry is the
finest player of historical parts which the
contemporary British stage and screen
has produced. He has studied Shakespeare all his life, his knowledge of the
conperiod so vast and exact he is often many
sulted by university professors in
parts of the world.
Larry first made up his mind he was
going to be a Shakespearan actor at
eleven, when he played Brutus in a school
performance of "Julius Caesar." While
other boys were playing cricket or football, Larry spent his spare time sweeping
about the attic with an old brocade curtain draped over his shoulder, declaimIII"
from "Richard
passages
dramatic ."
and ing"Hamlet
His family
» wanted him
to study medicine, but Larry refused and
went on to the variety stage. He never
lost sight of his goal and his outstanding
brilliance, with his splendid dark good
looks and his rich, clear voice, soon
brought him up to it.
SCREBNIiAND
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He has even learned the difficult art of
in acrofencing, and perfected himself there
are
batic feats of strength because
some of Shakespeare's characters that
need these accomplishments. He can
write the archaic language that was used
in William's day — at Christmas he al
ways sends his friends greeting cards
with verses of the Shakespearean era
which he has composed himself.
He has not yet decided what will be
his first film in California but he never
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which Vivien's
loses sight of the ambition
illness so unexpectedly thwarted, to direct and act in the screen version of
"The Taming of the Shrew" with Vivien
as his adorable wayward Katherine. He
has already done a tremendous amount
of research work upon the subject,
sketching an outline of the scenario and
making rough designs for the sets.
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Shrew" Mary
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Longby years
r marrie
d couple,
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s
Pickford and the late Dougla Fairbanks. Strange though that the stars
version of Shakespeare's
the usmodern
of
delicio
comedy will also be husband
and wife, romantic Laurence Olivier of
the Irish-French a«cestry and the English traditions, and beautiful cool-voiced
Vivien Leigh who has loved him so
utterly since the day they first met.
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the part of Salome. He is a gambler so
he took the thousand-to-one shot and
hit the jackpot. Not only was Miss
DeCarlo beautiful even beyond Mr.
Wanger's wildest dreams, but she could
dance and sing. And, pearl above price,
she possessed a figure which bemused
even the cameramen. The picture,
"Salome, Where She Danced," as' you
will remember, was a cross between a
good
rootin',
Western
and acame
bad
dream.
But tootin'
the cash
customers
out of the theater convinced that they
had seen something which happens once
in a blue moon — the emergence of a
new and glowing personality wrapped in
a sheen of grace.
Observing the career of any girl who
has rocketed, seemingly in one bewildering burst from obscurity to stardom,
one is often tempted to believe in the
old legends of fairy wands and magic
lamps. But if you look a little closer
you find that the sudden meteoric flight
into the artistic stratosphere was
grounded on a solid foundation of bitterly hard work. Miss DeCarlo says of
herself that nothing ever came easy,
except two things: she possessed, almost
from infancy, a sense of timing and a
trick of reading lines well. But the muscular control, the ability to express an
idea or mood through dancing, was sheer
drudgery. She worked six hours a day,
every day, in June Roper's Vancouver
School of "Dancing. Then, when this stint
was finished, she went home and practiced again, sometimes far into the night.
In 1937 she came to the United States
and spent six months studying at the
Fanchon and Marco School in Hollywood. She was then 13 years old, with
SCREENLAND
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her life all mapped out, at least in her
own mind. "I don't believe that merely
the possession of a pretty face and figure,
unsupported by a diamond-hard determination to drive ahead, will ever get
an aspiring actress very far," she says.
"You see, it's all mixed up with pain —
the pain of preparation for the Big Thing
or the pain of frustration. The latter, I
think, is the greatest agony of all. I would
scrub floors rather than endure that."
This sort of thing, coming from a twentyone-year-old, rather sets one back on
one's heels.
"So now," I said, blinking a little,
"now that you've arrived and can look
back with satisfaction on the tough road
you've traveled, you can give all your
attention to this needle-point you're
standing on and lay out your campaign
stay there."
to Maybe
she heard the faint jeer inmy
voice for she looked at me soberly. "I'm
glad you used that simile," she said,
"because that's just what it is— a needlepoint. Now I'm up against the toughest
job I've ever encountered and I'm pretty
sure it will require greater balance than
any dance I've learned thus far. And
at that I've only reached a little pinnacle. All the big,, towering ones still
lie ahead."
She paused and started drawing patterns on the table cloth. "You see," she
went on at last, "I have a lot of weaknesses to overcome. I like to mug. Every
director I've ever worked with is always
telling me to show more restraint. Then
there was the trick I had of moving my
lips too much when I talked. I had to
learn to overcome that, to enunciate
clearly without moving my lower lip at
all. And that's just the beginning of
what's ahead of me. There will always
be things to overcome."
Such honesty is refreshing, but one
must never forget in viewing Miss DeCarlo's career that honesty, the objective
viewpoint, is part of her mental equipment. She is determined never to try to
fool herself, never to let any single thing
thwart her ambition.
"How about marriage?" I asked. "Do
you think that would hold you up in
this plan you've laid for yourself?"
"No," she said. "I'd have to make up
my mind before marriage about what
I wanted most — to be a good wife or
to devote all my thinking to my career.
But maybe — I'm not sure yet, of course
— maybe I'd give up acting and dancing."
"Like a seal gives up swimming," I
said. "Anyway, you don't have to cross
that bridge until you've met the man."
"Oh, but I have met him," she said,
a quick smile coming over her warm,
mobile mouth. "But I can't tell you
who he is. We've decided to keep it
a secret for a while. Maybe it will be
quite a long while. In the meantime
I'm going to keep on trying to be a
good actress and a good dancer. Even
if I marry later on, as I hope I shall,
nothing will have been wasted. I read
something somewhere that made a great
impression on my mind: 'No honest effort is ever lost.' I'll keep on making
the effort."
Just now, before the heat in "Heat
Wave" is completely turned on, Yvonne
is spending a lot of time talking to in-
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terior decorators. She has bought a
house in the San Fernando Valley —
where the desert meets the mountains.
Thus far the house is quite empty of
furniture but Miss DeCarlo knows just
how it is going to look when every
piece is in place, the windows all polished
and the hot, rich sunlight comes flooding through. "Look," I said, "don't you
think that's a sappy idea— letting an
It'll
your place?
do tional
interioroutdecorat
Hollywood
conven
the or
come
lity
persona
home with about as much
as a plush hotel."
Her gray eyes flashed at me. "Don t
use that word," she flared. "I never do
anything sappy. My house will be the
home of Yvonne DeCarlo and nobody
else. The decorator is using my ideas
and his own skill in making them come
true. I'll show you." She grabbed my
pencil and pad of paper and began
sketching. "See, the lawn comes down
this way to a point to meet the street.
Back of the house is a wall of trees and
beyond that the mountains. The rooms
are like this: a big living room with tall
windows to let in the sun, a fairly small
for
much
I don't
room—
dining and
. There
Mother
does care
neither
crowds
will be only two bedrooms, A small
house, you see, for simple living; not
a place for mobs. And all around me
is the desert where I can ride King, my
horse, and where, if I wish, I can be
No one who knows Yvonne well has
any fears that she will go Hollywood.
alone."
She
seldom attends parties and is addicted to slacks or severely cut English
suits. People, en masse, make her nervous and she would much prefer talking
to some inconspicuous person about her
hobby — collecting symphonic records —
discussing the latest best-seller. Reading
and speaking French, her tastes in literature are fairly catholic, even to the
extent of Shakespeare and Greek mythology. Having discovered that books are
excellent company, she is never lonely.
LILLIAN
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Perhaps one of Miss DeCarlo's most
praiseworthy characteristics is her inextinguishable gratitude toward those who
have helped her on the way. Recently,
while on a visit to Vancouver, B. C, her
home town, she went to see June Roper.
"Not," she said, "to show myself off and
say to that great lady: 'See how well
your former pupil has done,' but only
to pay homage to a wonderful teacher.
She gave me her jade ear-rings and necklace. When she placed that lovely chain
of jade about my neck I wanted to cry.
All I could think of at that moment was
it. I would always be worthy to wear
that
Hollywood is full of the ghosts of old
players who rode the crest while they
were on top, scattered their substance
to the four winds, believing that the
avalanche of money would never end.
Miss DeCarlo has seen a few of these
ghosts and the sight is not reassuring.
As a hedge against the time when her
pretty legs no longer flash through dance
routines as they do now, when the lovely
young face is no longer alluring, she is
watching the corners with a careful eye
and saving a comfortable slice of her
salary. Yes, Yvonne is beautiful but she
is not dumb. Distinctly she is not dumb.
SCEEEULAND
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for Bogart
Continued from page 35

which she will have to make alone. He
but isheno doesn't
to help
would
doubt
There
right.her,
has that
feel he like
whatever in Humphrey Bogart's mind
that she will be eminently successful in
either endeavor. "I don't think Betty
is the greatest actress in the business,"
he says. "She has talent of a very high
that she'd
certain
but I'm l equally
order,
Like
mother.
wife and
be a wonderfu
Of
own?
my
of
r
youngste
a
to have
course I would. That, I think, would
be just enough to send me spinning way
up into the clouds — if I'm not there al-
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Talking to Bogart one senses that this
ready."
is a part of the loneliness which has
beset him during his professional career —
the feeling that he has been shut out of
the simple, natural things which fill and
make complete the life of the average
man. For make no mistake about it,
there is nothing Bogart would like better
than to follow the life pattern of the
ordinary humdrum individual, doing his
chores every day and coming home at
night to a house filled with the small
comforts which any man likes, a wife
singing in the kitchen and maybe a
youngster to play with. His face lights
up with a singularly charming smile when
he talks about it and there is little resemblance to the tough guy who talks
out of the corner of his mouth with a
cigarette dangling from his lower lip.
There is, in fact, a rumor going the
rounds in Hollywood to the effect that
since he married Lauren Bacall, Bogey
has turned a little soft — mellowed.
Whether this is true or not I do not

and
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if "softness" exists
but I believe
know; exemplifi
ed only in his desire to
it is
live a normal, family life. I am quite
sure that in his future screen performances he will continue to deliver in the
old realistic manner which has so delighted the cash customers in the past.
Bogey is, first and last, an actor who
knows and respects his job.
In the beginning of his Hollywood
career Bogart took a good deal of pushing around. He was the young man who
dashed out on the stage waving a tennis

"Where s
racquet and blithely shouting: the
extent
everyone?" That was about
of the lines they gave him to say and he
was slowly dying on the vine. At about
that time, after Metro had discovered
Clark Gable, every studio in town was
looking for another strong, virile character to palliate this newest threat. Lesring "Petrilie Howard, who was conside
fied Forest," had seen in the young actor
something which had escaped the usually
discerning eyes of directors. He said he
would do the piece providing he could
have Humphrey Bogart to play the part
of Duke Mantee. Warners agreed and
since 20th Century-Fox had decided not
they secured
s option,
Bogart'ng
to pick
less than the song
forupsomethi
him
they were willing to sing. The picture
was a terrific success and Bogart seemed
launched.
Following this apparently auspicious
SCREENLAND
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beginning, however, Bogaft was used
in various small parts. As he himself
says, every time ihey needed a character
figuratively to pull the wings off flies in
His oppora piece, they thought of him.Georg
e Raft
tunity en me at last when
role
I m „cd down "High Sierra." The
was offered to Bogart. He took it, and
it was in this piece that his career really
got going. Almost in the space of a
long breath he emerged as a full-blown
tough guy who could send chills up the
spine of the most lethargic customer.
Until "Casablanca" came along Bogart
roles. He
always fought shy of romantic screen
to
hated making love on the
"dames." Many people have attributed
this disinclination to inherent shyness;
but Bogart merely gives out with the
says: "Dames!" in
n sneer
leavesandno doubt regarding
way that
awell-know
his attitude toward depicting the more
tender emotions for public entertainment.
"I couldn't see myself holding some dizzy
dame in my arms, murmuring a lot of
corny bilge into her ear that would turn
the stomach of a wooden Indian," he says
In "Casablanca" for the first time
Bogart really let himself go. Perhaps it
was due to the consummate art of Ingrid
under her benign inBergman; possibly
fluence he fell into just the right mood.
At all events the several millions who saw
that picture registered no complaints
about his love making, and the performance resulted in a contract with Warners
which smashed precedents to smithereens
— a seven-year hitch with no options. In
g' this to Bogart, Mr. Jack
explainin
Warner, an unusually astute business
"We don't often depart from
man, said:
established principles like this, Bogey,
and I'll tell you why we're doing it in
this instance. That is, if you're really
interested
Bogart ."took a long look at Mr. Warner
and said: "Anything that would cause
you to go out on a limb for an additional
dime is not only interesting — it's over-
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Mr. Warner
smiled forgivingly. You
."
whelming
can afford to be tolerant with a star
who represents a potential value of a
million dollars in the cash box. He said:
"Our reasons are quite simple. We feel
pretty certain that nothing could possibly
pan of yours in the fuhappen to that
ture which could make it worse than it
Then they shook hands and patted
is now."
each
other on the back — two men of
sense who understood the curious business in which they were engaged.
Constantly challenged as he is by
people who believe that he should exemplify in private life the hard-boiled manner he exhibits on the screen, Bogart has
long been known by his intimates and
whom he works as a "softie."
those with
More
than one struggling young actor
can trace a fortuitous break in luck, if
he looks hard enough, to Humphrey
Bogart. Yet nothing would disturb him
more than to be accused of kindliness
toward his associates. Those he likes
best usually receive the brunt of his biting, salty humor. Helmut Dantine,
whom Bogart admires very much, lives
in perpetual terror of Bogart's next practical joke. He can, however, be deadly
serious in a good cause.
Screen land
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Not long ago a young actor whose
squawks against fancied ill-treatment
from his studio had been resounding
against the Hollywood hills for some
time, found himself being literally flayed
alive by Bogart who turned upon the
luckless actor all the distilled venom of
barbed scorn which he commands so

*donttellme

readily. He vivisected the youth, analyzed his faults both as an actor and
as a person, then wound up by telling
him exactly what course to pursue. When
he turned away a friend who had overheard the conversation said: "Weren't
you a little rough on him, Bogey?"
"I had to be rough on him because
"He's a
I like
nice
kidthe
withguy,"
a goodBogart
future said.
ahead of him

Taking pity on <f

if he doesn't kick it away. I suppose
he'll hate my guts, but somebody had

yourself
"these
days",
because
menstruation's
functional
cramps,
headache,
kno
w!"you down?
I
"blues"
are getting

Nothing
it." terrifies Bogart so much as
to do
the
fear that he will be caught in some
small act which might bear the slightest
tinge of tenderness. He will go to any
lengths to disguise his good deeds under
a surface covering of bitter cynicism.
Recently when a youngster on the set
came to thank him for some service
which he had learned Bogart had rendered him, Bogart turned on the youth

You don't have to take stopand-go signals from menstrual
pain. Instead, take Midol and see
- what quick comfort these tablets
bring you. Midol is offered specifically to relieve functional periodic pain. Free from opiates, its
speedy action is three-fold: Eases
. Cramps — Soothes Headache — Stimu-

savagely. "Get away from me!" he
snarled. "I don't know what the hell
you're talking about."
A devoted "ribber," he delights in
puncturing balloons of self-esteem, a
phenomenon not too rare in the radio
and movie worlds. The other day a radio
announcer asked him if he had caught
his broadcast on the previous night.

lates mildly when you re "Blue".
So don't let up when Nature
lets you down. Take Midol with
confidence "and enjoy comfort!
Get Midol today at any drugstore*

"Sure I did," Bogey said. "Xou w©"e
terrible. That cough! It sounded like
someone was dumping a truckload of
gravel all over the place. ' And then to
come out with that idiotic 'Pardon me'
afterward. It was awful!"
"Did I do that?" the announcer
gasped. "Good heavens!' Til have to
watch myself after this."
"Look at him bleed," Bogart said to
a friend a few moments later. "Well,
I guess I'd better go over and tell him
it was just a rib. Might hurt the guy's
self-confidence."
Nothing upsets Bogart so much as the
too obvious compliment. He acts confused and glances helplessly about as
though seeking some avenue of escape.
"Well, thanks," he murmurs wretchedly,
"but did you see the other mug in that
picture? He really gave the customers

something for their money."
Respecting his responsibility to the
people who pay to see him, Humphrey
Bogart is under no illusions about his
work. He is completely aware that there
are hundreds, perhaps thousands, of
young men unknown today who could
step into his parts and do them as well
or better. He does not pretend to understand the ballyhoo that has been built
up around actors over the years. As a
r
matter of fact, he is pretty much inclined to consider the whole business
CASTELL PRODUCTS, Dept. 10.
a
racket.
This attitude is well illus320 Main Street, East Orange. New Jersey.
trated by a remark he made to Lee
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iudof NIXIE
Patrick, an actress with whom he had
appeared years earlier on the New York
NAME -.
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CITT
ZONE STATE.
as they were walking off the set, Miss
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Patrick said: "Isn't it odd that we two
should be working before a camera after
t seen each
we haven'
"
whenr?
he
all this time
ot
.,

Bogart stared at her and then said
just one
seriously: "Look, kiddie, there'smake
out
t
migh
you
that
ke
big mista
here in Hollywood. Whatever you do,
never let 'em find out how, easy,
never
it
all, is."
We had dawdled over our lunch, and
suddenly Bogart was called to the telecame back presently, grin.'
phoneHe
was Betty," he said She
"That
ning.
wants me to go some place with her.
!" away still smiling,
knowed— dames
You
him walk
I watch
intent on this dream that had, somehow,
come true.
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He
terrible.
it's
thinks
rasses him. He
wouldn't go to a preview or premiere
of one of his pictures for anything in
this world. Always sees his pictures in
some little, third-run house somewhere
west of nowhere and always looks at
them through his fingers. The lattice
work, he figures, sort of fends off the
blow. His thinning hair gets his goat,
too. That he blames on the fact that
_
_
he was born too soon after me. 'Not NOW ... a unique way to
so strong,' he says. Can you tie that?
avoid embarrassmentof unwanted hair. Painless,,
"Trouble with Fred, he's a worrier.
easy, effective, inexpensive., .without shaving,
'The Dachshund,' I call him. Always
.Gi ves a sm ooth, dainty
pulling or harsh chemicals
*
was developed by a young woman
has that little wrinkle, like this, in his appearance.oItf
cursed for years by ugly unwanted hair. It worked
he's essenface, from worry. I believe
charmingly. Her poise, love and happiness
is
he
know
—
tially a very happy person
* thousands who voice
helped
returned. Sheihas
ve
— but there's always something to worry
e. Now, no one need know
everlastingfgratitudus
him. I don't know what it is— yes, I you have a superfluo hair problem.
do, too: his work. If he can't do _ his
work well; if the working conditions
aren't just so; if anything interferes.
It's because he's a perfectionist, that's
why. I have never seen Fred do anySCREENriANfi
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thing that wasn't perfect. Never. Imagine the strain of it, never to be short
of perfection. Thank goodness, I— "
Adele rolled her dark expressive eyes
and left what she was about to say to
the imagination. Which may have been,
for Fred's sake, just as well.
"Tn fact, I sometimes wonder," she
substituted, with a mischievous, wink,
"whether we really are brother and sister. We are such opposites. Upon reflection. Idecide that it can be, and
is— the explanation being that Fred takes
after Ma, the gentle and reticent gentlewoman, while I take after Popsy, who
was an Austrian and," Adele grinned her
gamin grin, "very gay, with a terrific
sense
But oftohumor."
retrace their dancing steps.
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They started forward, the little Austerlitzes from Omaha, when their mother
sent Adele to dancing school with Fred
going along just to keep Adele company.
With nothing to do while Adele was
taking her lessons, Fred took lessons,
too. In no time at all the dancing
instructors of Omaha discovered they
it-* st 6 n li « 6 man
had a pair of terpsichorean prodigies
on their hands. At first, it was Adele
who attracted most of the attention,
but when her parents decided that
Broadway was the only place where
she could really develop her art and
*5>
showcase her talents and took both
...
children to New York, Fred began to
improve, caught up with his sister. The
dance routines the two developed so
amazed even the toughest of 42nd
Street's booking agents that the youngsters soon found themselves touring the
Orpheum Circuit, winning fame and Copyright 1946, International Silver Co.. Holmes & Edwards Div.,
earning $200 a week which, since their Meriden, Conn. In Canadai Th« f. Eaton Co., Ltd. °Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
suddenly impoverished parents needed
help, was bringing home the bacon in,
so to speak, their shiny patent leather
pumps.
The big break came for them when
they danced in "Over the Top," which
put them just there — Over the Top.
Then, almost before they had time to
get over the first stage fright (Fred,

YOU!
WHEN YOU OWN
THIS FAMOUS
REPLICA VIRGINIA

rather — since Adele isn't afraid of anything, except airplanes) they were signed

LUCKYSTONE

for, successively, and "among others,"
"The Passing Show of 1918," "Apple
Blossoms," "Lady Be Good," "Funny
Face," "Smiles," "The Band Wagon."
"In 'The Passing Show of 1918,'"
Adele reminisced, "we'd been getting
$250 a week, for our joint services.
When, in 1920, Charles Dillingham
wanted to sign us for his 'Apple Blossoms,' Fred had one of his rare spasms
of financial acumen (his only one, to
my knowledge, Fred being a believer in
'pennies from heaven') and told Mr.
Dillingham he thought we should get
more than $250 — should, in fact, get
$550. 'What,' roared Mr. Dillingham, is
the five hundred for?' And gave it to us."
By this time, the young Astaires were
famous the world over. Parents in
America and, since they often went with
their shows to London, parents in England, too, were naming their new-born
twins Adele and Fred. The foremost and
most-in-demand dancing team in the
world, they danced from one play into
another, as if doing one continuous
routine.
It was while they were appearing in
SCREENLAND
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"The Band Wagon," in New York that
the famous pair split up. For when the
while
show closed, Fred stayed behind, to
be
Adele sailed for London alone
of
ity
feroc
r
tende
the
all
courted with
a hurricane by the young, handsome,
-mthy and enormously
enormously-weales
Cavendish. Soon she
love Lord Charl
es Cavendish, anbecame Lady Charlwoul
d give up the
nounced that she
and went to
it)
t
(mean
stage "forever"
-hfe-come-book
live her glamorous, story
tral home,
husband's ances
true in her
Lissmore Castle, in Ireland.
Fred mournfully resolved that if he
could not dance with Dellie, he would
never dance again. He meant it, too.
But he was alone and lonely, and producers were pressing, and folding money
still came in handy. So, not without
doldrums and considerable trepidation,
he finally agreed to take the starring
role in "the Gay Divorcee," to find that
he was every bit as successful on Broadway without his sister as he had been
with her. It was at this point that he
decided to accept a couple of the many
offers that cluttered up every morning s
mail and went to Hollywood to make
two pictures— ^one with Joan Crawford,
ng
"Dancing Lady"; the other, "Flyi
Down To Rio," for RKO. You take it,
fans, from now on in — the hit he made,
the twin hit that he and Ginger Rogers
made in "The Gay Divorcee"— the smash
hit which they continued to be in Roberta," "Top Hat," and all the gay and
.
others
gifted
It was in her suite at the Hotel St.
Regis in New York, where she was
r in
staying, prior to joining her brotheLady
Hollywood, that I talked with
Cavendish-who-says, "Don't 'my Lady
me," and who looks like a spirited, very
hep and, of course, rather more mature
Kathryn Grayson.
As unlike Fred in appearance as possible, except for her height, her slenderness and the unearthly grace with which
she moves, Dellie has midnight black
white, widehair, just lightly laced with
set dark eyes, a laughing, humorous
mouth, a volatile manner and, also as
unlike Fred as possible, not an inhibition to her titled name.
One of the things she misses most in
her Charles (who died some two years
ago) is the love he had of her gaiety,
her untrammeled spirits and often untrammeled behavior. Accustomed to her
brother's reservations about her lack of
them, she found a special happiness in
Lord Charles' unequivocal approval of
everything she did, his adoration of all
she is.
r at LissStill living with her mothe
more Castle, 200 rooms of dreaming
stone, rectangular in shape, and complete
"since
said Dellie,
"It is," rooms
ghosts
with use
of it, quite
only. twenty
we
cozy. As for the ghosts, I scared them
They don't like Amerout of the place.
icans, you know. We give them the
razzberry, that's why. Ghosts," said
Dellie, sounding very much like the Voice
of Experience, "like to be taken seriously.
"But I expect what you want to know,
in fact, you told me that you want to
know whether Fred is going to retire
from the screen, after he finishes 'Blue
SCREENLAND
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Skies' with Bing, as has been reported.
And if so, why. Right?"
I said, "Right."
"Yes, he is going to retire," his sister
said. "Permanently, he says. For a
year, / say. Give him a year and, in
my opinion, he'll come back and do
something. Not to dance, I think. Not
ever again to dance. To produce, perhaps. He'd like that. And with his
meticulous attention to detail and passion for perfection, he'd be good at
producing. Or just to act, perhaps, without the dancing. Fred has long cherished the idea that acting is his real
career and rather resents being classified
as 'merely,' to quote him, a dancer.'
Apart from working with Bing, whom
he adores ('Bing's my boy,' he always
Fred's
was was
think 'Holiday
, I picture
says)
favorite
because Inn'
his role
an
acting one with the dancing subordinate
to the character and the story. Mother
and I also think Fred is a very fine
actor — or could be, if those winged,
incredible feet of his were still.
"He is retiring because, as has been
printed, his doctor says he must ease up.
Not that there's anything ailing Fred.
Matter of fact (and in spite of his plaint
about his thinning hair!), Fred's very
healthy. I should say. But he is thin,
too thin, and ever since he was a child
doctors have warned us, 'Fred must always be out-of-doors a great deal and
get
plenty
of sleep.'
Since
weeks and months
before
he he
evenspends
goes
into production creating routines, working them out, experimenting with them
endlessly and with a kind of terrible,
more-than-human patience, he spends
much too much time indoors on a soundstage, and when he gets home is sometimes too tired to sleep.
"His reason for retiring is not primarily, however, 'doctor's orders.' The
truth is his brain has got exhausted
jrom thinking up routines. That's why.
He can't top himself any more, or so he
feels. How he has , topped himself for
so many years and so brilliantly even
I, who danced with him for so long,
can't imagine. Lazy by nature, the idea
of inventing routines, of competing with
people," said Dellie, with a prodigious
sigh, "I couldn't be bothered! I like
to earn money, am going to do a radio
program and get paid for it and will
get a kick out of it, I hope. But radio
programs are, so to speak, short stretches,
not life sentences.
"And the way Fred worries about his
work, that's the killing. We write to
each other all the time and while my
letters are all about my gay life at
Lissmore Castle, going to bed at nine
with a good book, or, during the war,
about my work with the Red Cross,
Fred's are about the new and epic
things his children have done, and
then he always tells me, at length,
about his new film. 'This routine I'm
working out now,' he'll say, T don't
think it will be good. I don't know.'
And that's Fred for you.
"He's also retiring for a more personal reason, which is that he wants
to be at home with his wife, with the
children, at his ranch, which is, by the
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the one he danced with in — oh, yes,
Rita Hay worth.
"Equally untrue is the idea that he
is sort of snooty about Hollywood and
doesn't like actors. Nonsense. He isn't
a party-goer, and never has been. The
life he enjoys is not in a night-club —
and never has been. But he has loads
of actor friends and likes to have them
at home, for dinner, and often does.
He adores Bing, as I've said, also George
Murphy. Randy Scott is a great friend
of his, and the late Douglas Fairbanks,
Senior, was his pal — and just hosts of
others.
"There are a great many misconceptions about Fred. Mostly his fault, of
course, such a . miser with the T' and
'Me' as he is. Because he wears an old
sweater and slacks to the studio, for instance,clothes.
there is an idea
that he clothes.
doesn't,
care for
He LOVES
Why, for heaven's sake, when he is in
London, he spends hours in famed Anderson and Shepherd in Savile Row
buying suits, having fittings. Hours, I
mean. I should know, I've spent them
there with him. And he's one of the
boys that stands in front of a mirror
and does this — " Rising, Dellie glanced
at herself sidewise, and rather archly in
a mirror, caved in her middle, did
shrugging things with her shoulders, sat
down again, adding with a laugh, "He
loves shoes. Has dozens, perhaps hundreds of pairs. He loves ties. Has hundreds. Gay ones, too. And I defy you
to show me any man who can wear
tailsMaandcalls
a top
'My Freddy,'
as
him. hat
Or like
a uniform.
Gosh,
you should have seen the two of us
walking down Piccadilly, when Fred was
in London on the USO tour he made
with Bing, both of us chewing gum
like mad, me in my Red Cross uniform
and Fred looking cute as hell in his
uniform and all the girls knowing it,
as you could tell by their glancy glances.
"Fred has cute little ways too. He
loves to go to Woolworth's to shop, always comes out laden with packages,
including a fat bag of that yellow corn
candy, his favorite. Penny candy of
any sort is one of his minor vices.
"I don't suppose," his she-who-wasasking-for-a-spanking sister said, rather
ruefully, "that he has any major vices.
Of course," brightening, "he used to
worry us to death, Ma and me, when
he was in his teens: Re -played -pool.
We'd be playing Camden, New Jersey,
or Passaic, or somewhere and Fred
would disappear and we'd find him in
the local
liked
to do. poolroom. That's what he
"What Fred really likes to do now,
however, is finish his work, go home,
have good food (he adores noodle soup)
and go to sleep. He also adores to sleep.
Says he knows when he is asleep, knows
he is enjoying it.
"And Fred is very religious. Very!
In his quiet, unpress-agented way, of
course. You may often see him sneaking
into a church and just sitting there,
thinking. (He gets that from mother.)
He gets, he once told me, the greatest
happiness and peace out of it.
"That's my Freddy," his sister said—
the love of him in her eyes belying the
teasing on her tongue.
SCREBNLAND
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You — at your peak of charm.
You in his arms I You with petal-soft
skin — so excitingly fragrant — a vision
of loveliness to win romance . . . and
hold it. Never, never lose this magic!
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Tonight — every night — revel in a sea
of billowing, fragrant foam that floats fatigue
away as it caresses your skin. Step forth
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CUPID: Ah ... ! A joke, huh? Plain girl gets candy
from unknown suitor. But it's not candy and
there's no suitor. Very funny!
GIRL: All right. Laugh then.

CUPID: Me? Excuse it, but to
honey. But it should remind
be real candy and a real
once in a while. Smile

me it's not funny,
you that maybe there'd
suitor if you'd just laugh
at people! Sparkle!

GIRL: Sparkle? Cupid, my pet, with my dull
couldn't even glimmer! I brush 'em, but -Well . . .
CUPID : Mmmm? Ever see "pink" on your tooth brush?
GIRL: And what if I have?
CUPID: What if I have, she says! Listen, you

marshmallow-minded little idiot! That "pink's" a
warning to see your dentist! He may find
soft foods are robbing your gums of exercise.
And he may suggest "the helpful stimulation of

Ipana and massage."

GIRL: And right away I start glittering like diamonds, huh? ^
People have to wear dark glasses. I get—
CUPID : Quiet, Woman! And listen. A sparkling smile
depends largely on firm, healthy gums. And Ipana not only
cleans teeth. It's specially designed, with massage, to help
your gums. Just massage a little extra Ipana on your gums
when you brush your teeth. You'll be helping yourself
to healthier gums, sounder teeth . . . and a prettier smile
than you ever wore in your life! Now get started!

<Pj~OV tksjSm&JO
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this space
every month

Paul
Several years ago, a great
novel blazed its way into
America's consciousness
— James M. Cain's "The
Postman Always Rings
Twice". It was dialogue
like this that held you:
"/ love you, Cora. But
love, when you get fear in
it, isn't love any more.
It's hate!"
★ ★
★ ★

At the time, many of us hoped it would
be made into a motion picture. But the
general opinion was: "Too daring...
too shocking ..." Remember this scene:
"Tomorrow night, if I come back, there'll
be kisses . . . lovely ones, Frank ! Kisses
with dreams in them..."
Recently, Metro-GoldwynMayer announced that
it had producecTThePostman Always
Rings Twice",
starring
Lana
Turner and
John Garfield.
And everyone
wondered how M-G-M would handle
the more audacious scenes, like this
one: "We had all that love out there, thai
night . , . and we kissed and sealed it so
it would be ours forever !"
★ ★
★ ★
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The Boys Are Back: Robert Taylor and Red Skeltcn
Ingrid Bergman, starring next in "Notorious," RKO
Stars in Your Eyes: Candid photos by Jack Albin

release

Danny Kaye, of Samuel Goldwyn's "Kid From Brooklyn"
Joan Fontaine, star of "From This Day Forward"

Well, we have just seen the picture —
and Lana Turner is breathtakingly
beautiful as the temptress who is swept
away by more
a lovevital
she than
can'tever,
deny.
John
Garfield,
turns
in
a masterful performance as the reckless
young wanderer who wanted love more
than he wanted life.
★ ★ ★ ★
Together, as Cora and Frank, they create one of the most memorable romances
ever brought to the screen. And to
match this great acting, there is a truly
fine supporting cast including Cecil
Kellaway, Hume Cronyn, Leon Ames,
Audrey Totter, and Alan Reed.
★ ★ ■ ★ ★
Congratulations are most certainly in
order for Director Tay Garnett, Producer Carey Wilson, and Screenplaymen Harry Ruskin
and Niven Busch.
★ ★ ★
Whether the Postman rings ence, or the
Postman rings twice,
M-G-M has certainly
rung the bell with
this one.
—Jleo.
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SPECIAL
OFFER!
Fans! Four pictures of "Ziegfeld
Follies" Girls by Petty — in
8"xl0" pin-up size and in full
color — can be yours for only
25<! Use coupon below— and use
It fast— for supply is limited! ~

N.
New YorkBOX17,942,
I M-G-M,
!""
Grand Y.
Central Annex
• Please send me full-color pin-up pictures
I• of
the asfamous
"Ziegfeld Follies" Girls by
Petty
advertised.
1 I enclose 25* for all four.
| Name
| Address
, City
Zone Slate
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Whenever you hear a woman speak enthusiastically about Tampax, you are
listening to a typical user — and it's natural for her to talk that way. This modern sanitary protection has no hampering
belts and external pads. So you feel just
as free on Tampax days as on any other
day of the month!
Invented by a doctor, Tampax is made
of highly absorbent surgical cotton compressed inapplicators for easy and dainty
insertion. Your hands need never touch
the Tampax and you are unaware of its
presence when it is in place. No odor can
form with Tampax. No chafing is possible. No edge-lines will show in skirts.
Moreover, changing is quick and disposal iseasy.
Millions of women are now using
Tampax and feeling "beautifully free"
every month. Why shouldn't .you be one
of them? You can buy Tampax at any
drug store or notion counter. A whole
month's supply fits into your
purse. Comes in 3 absorbencysizes: Regular, Super, Junior.
Tampax Incorporated, Palmer,
Massachusetts.

3 absorbencies
''jt!:*'.,,..,.>, "
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ODOR
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Accepted for Advertising
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Exclusive photo shows Richard Ney and Greer Garson giving their
autographs to Natalie Wood at opening of "Tomorrow Is Forever."

on a tour of the
JUST before she left
South American countries, Lana
Turner agreed to have fittings with
Irene on costumes that may be worn in
"Lucky Baldwin." She agreed to play
opposite Clark Gable if certain revisions
were made in the script. They're going
to have all the costumes in readiness,
as well as the revised script, waiting to
greet Lana upon her return. Lined
up at the airport to tell her goodbye
were Bob Hutton, Greg Bautzer and
Rory Calhotln.

( ^ OOD news for all you Lew Ayres
" fans. He's returning to the screen
opposite the popular Olivia DeHavilland
in "The Dark Mirror." Lew, instead of
sending flowers to girl friends or the previous evening's hostess, sends a copy of
"Anatomy of Peace," a subject siiil very
close to Lew's idealistic heart.

TT'S getting so a guy can't give a gal
a few pearshaped diamonds without
some old meanie starting a rumor they
are married! That's what happened
when Steve Hannagan presented Ann
Sheridan with a ring, necklace and earrings. Annie says they ain't hitched
and she should know. Incidentally,
when she starts "The Sentence," Kent
Smith gets the lead because La Sheridan okayed him out of twenty tests
made by other actors. Kent is slated to
do one picture a year for AVarner Bros.,
who now share his contract with RKO.
ATA
Hollywood party, Cary Grant
*- stayed on and on until he was practically the last guest to leave. The
hostess was naturally flattered, but also
curious. Cary relieved her mind. "I
just hate going home alone to an empty
house," he said. "I'm used to being
married. I don't like being a bachelor."
No, girls,
not dreaming. We're
telling
you you're
the truth!
SCREENLAND

Bob Landry and Peggy Cummins, who may be
his wife by the time you read this. "They"
say she'll play the coveted role of Amber.

pordfau

$

labour

They haven't got o cough drop to their
name ... but they're loaded with
riotous entertainment in the latest and
greatest "Road"

Show

of them all.

Bing sings 'em « Dottie sings 'em ! Pretty soon
"Personality^
be singing 'em! To
everybody'll Pal"
My Dream
♦ "Welcome
"Put It There,
and many more.

SCREENLAND

"I REFUSED
look

old

to

at 23

r

Young mother, of
Tuscaloosa, Ala.,
loses 53 pounds!
To see Kathryn Folts
now — a slim, typical
southern beauty,
you'd never think she
weighed 175 a few
months ago. "I looked
and felt old at 23,"
she
"andThen
couldn't
seemsays,
to lose.
my
doctor recommended
the DuBarry Success
Course. In three
months, I lost 45
pounds; I kept on till
I lost 53 — went
from a 38 or 40
dress to a size 14!

Before

ADVENTURE — MGM
Clark Gable has been handed the zestiest, rowdiest role
in his screen history for his comeback film, the story of
a love-'em-and-leave-'em Merchant Marine you'll just
love to see tamed by the gorgeous, erudite librarian,
Greer Garson. Yes, the story's familiar, but nevertheless
offers an engrossing conflict of philosophies on the costars' part and also a thought-provoking treatise on a
sailor's lost soul. It's a part into which Thomas Mitchell
really sinks his teeth. Joan Blondell does an expert job
of the librarian's pal who acts like a floozie but isn't, and
Lina Romay shows her dramatic talents as one of the
bos'n's girl friends who eagerly awaits his return.
THE SPIRAL STAIRCASE — RKO
This thriller-chiller sets your spine to tingling in the
very first sequence with the murder of a cripple, establishing the clue that the murderer, despising abnormalities, is out to rid the whole town of imperfections.
Dorothy McGuire, cast as a winsome servant girl who
has
her the
voicefinal
through
childhood
shock, doesn't
speaklostuntil
scene,a but
her expressions
are
eloquent. Ethel Barrymore gives an excellent performance as the invalid mother of two weakling sons, a
college professor played by George Brent, and a
smirking ne'er-do-well (Gordon Oliver), Kent Smith
and Rhonda Fleming help make this exciting film fare.

After

"What a thrill to look at my new figure in a
mirror, now!" says Mrs. Folts. "The Success
Course showed me how to have a good posture,
a radiant complexion, a becoming hair-do; but
most important of all, I feel better than ever
before ! How right my doctor was when he told
me the Course was written in a way that makes
you like doing what it says. I'm not ever going
to stop it— it is wonderful."
HOW ABOUT YOU! Are ^satisfied
with the way you look and feel? Have you the
vitality to live a full life? The DuBarry Success Course analyzes your needs, shows you
how to achieve your ideal weight, care for your
skin and hair, use make-up for glamour. You
follow the same methods taught by Ann Delafield at the Richard Hudnut Salon, New York.
Send the coupon for full information.
DuBarry Beauty Chest
Included !
With your Course you
receive this Chest containing agenerous supply of DuBarry Beauty
and Make-up Preparations for your type.

SCARLET STREET — Universal
Aseensetruns
of the
ever
the most
gamut unprincipled
of sin in thischaracters
version ofwe've
the noted
French film, leaving you' with a righteous acknowledgment that they all got what they Reserved. Edward G.
Robinson comes closest to being an-admirable character
in the role of a henpecked cashier with a talent for
modernistic art, but he falls in love with a predatory
gal (Joan Bennett) whose no-good boy-friend (Dan
Duryea) sells his painting*. Stealing, lying, cheating —
these are just a few of the milder sins which lead to
murder. The stars' performances are top-notch, and
in supporting cast Margaret Lindsay's is outstanding.
TARS AND SPARS — Columbia
A thoroughly enjoyable musical has been built around
the U.S. Coast Guard's own show of a few years ago.
'Tis true the story is negligible, but it never gets in
the way of the fine array of talent : Alfred Drake of
New York's hit musical, "Oklahoma" ; Marc Piatt, also
from the Broadway stage ; movies' sweet and charming
Janet Blair, and a new performer, Sid Caesar, who practically runs^ away with the whole show with his nonsensical antics and fast-talking routines, which are very
much like Danny Kaye's. Drake's excellent voice does
wonders^with
tunes you'll
be singing,
Piatt
of
the nimble two
legs top
fascinates
in several
ballet and
numbers.
BECAUSE OF HIM — Universal

Ann Delafield, Directing
Richard Hudnut Salon
* Guaranteed by
Dept. SD-66,693 Fifth Ave.
l
Good
Housekeeping ,
New York, N. Y.
Please send the booklet telling
all about the DuBarry Home Success Course.
Miss
Mrs.
StreetZona No.
_ if anr _
City_
-State
Accepted lor advertising in publications of the American Medical Association
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There's a happy blend of drama and music for Deanna
Durbin in her latest opus. As a stage-struck young
damsel she sings three songs, "Lover," Tosti's "Goodbye," and "Danny Boy," in her best operatic soprano,
and has a fine time keeping in stride with the satiric
ham-acting of Charles Laughton, playing an eminent
Shakespearean actor. In fact, the whole story has a
subtle overtone of fun-poking at the temperamental inconsistencies ofthespians. Franchot Tone presents his
share of histrionics as the playwright-director who is
dead set against the star's choice for leading lady.
Helen Broderick chimes in with fine comedy, too.
Screenland
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PRODUCTION • DIRECTED BY SAM
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Screen Play by Casey Robinson
From the Novel by Edna Ferber
Music by Max Steinei
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THE SAILOR TAKES A WIFE — MGM
The fact that this story is a trifle dated
should not deter you from seeing this film.
The performances of the cast leave you
feeling entirely satisfied. Robert Walker
as
again proves himself a grand comedian
the sailor who weds a canteen worker, the
lovely, appealing June Allyson, within six
hours after he meets her. Their marital trials
and tribulations are personified by Audrey
Totter, an exotic refugee with whom the
husband gets mixed up after his unexpected
discharge from the service, and Hume
Cronyn, the wife's ex-boss who still totes a
torch for her. It's all very gay and romantic
with grand touches of hilarious comedy by
Reginald Owen and Eddie (Rochester)
Anderson, and a happily-ever-after ending.

SHOCK — 20th Century-Fox
Murder enters the psychiatric field in this
version of Albert deMond's story, and will
leave you with the shivers and shakes, so
well is it enacted by its stars, Vincent Price
and Lynn Bari, who also play the officiating
menace and his accomplice. Suspense strikes
hard when he finds his patient, played by
Anabel Shaw, in a state of amnesia-shock
because she has witnessed the cold-blooded
killing of his wife. When his efforts to keep
her in a convenient state of forgetfulness
by the use of drugs and hypnosis prove
unsuccessful, he decides to eliminate her,
too. But his conscience takes an upper
hand and she's saved in the nick of time —
for her good-looking Army husband (that
nice Frank Latimore, who's going places!)

BREAKFAST IN HOLLYWOOD — United Artists

A GUY COULD CHANG E — Republic
The story about the man who forsakes his
baby daughter because he believes if it
wasn't for her his wife would have lived,
has made appealing film fare before, but
this time it doesn't quite come off. The role
of the neglected daughter proves a little too
difficult for Twinkle Watts, a talented
skater and bowler, making her film debut,
but she is given only one small scene to
show her prowess as the latter. Allan
Lane and Jane Frazee, as the father and
his girl friend, struggle admirably under
stiff dialogue that seldom sounds real. Mary
Treen and Wallace Ford give one of
those bossy wife and lazy husband routines.

Robert S. Golden's production, based on the
radio program
of the same
doesn't
pretend
to be anything
but name,
just warmly
human. Without the benefit of trumped-up
dramatics, it shows you Tom Breneman, as
himself and as he is on the air, wearing
silly hats, propounding corny gags, and being generally genial. The plot, a composite
of everyday incidents which might even
happen
flimsy, butwhole.
that doesn't
detract to
fromyou,theis appealing
It has
Andy Russell as a guest star, Hedda Hopper, Billie Burke and Zasu Pitts for more
comedy, while Bonita Granville and Eddie
Ryan capably handle the young romance. '

THE TRADEMARK THAT MEANS
THE FINEST IN UNDIES!
No need to guess . . . look for the
famous Blue Swan Undies . . .
in whispery soft fabrics cleverly
styled to fit and flatter.

EM P I R E STATE
6 L 0 G.
NEW YORK

ill 33S nOA aaVMOl ONIlNIOd
MODSV
HUM
13A3L 3A3 IV QIOH
SAvMiais Qgnads „s.3anivN„ s.ivm
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ABILENE TOWN— United Artists
Homesteaders and cattle ranchers provide
plenty
action in Jules
Levey's
spectacular
Westernof production,
set in
Abilene,
Kansas,
railroad terminal for shipping cattle east,
and the end of the road for wandering populace in the decade after the Civil War.
Their natural antipathy snowballs until it
becomes a knotty problem for our hero, the
town's marshal, Randolph Scott, who furnishes suspense time and again when he
walks coolly and calmly in the face of death.
Stampedes and brawls, too, add their share
of excitement. Ann Dvorak is colorful as a
barroom queen and sings some rather modern songs for that era. Rhonda Fleming and
Lloyd Bridges add more romance and Edgar Buchanan scores as a reluctant sheriff.
Screen land

BEHIND GREEN LIGHTS — 20th Century- Fox
Skullduggery in politics behind the workings of an honest police department, involving the daughter of the reform candidate for mayor in a blackmailer's murder,
adds, up to plenty of plot, but the enacting
of it doesn't
reach agives
logical
conclusion.always
William Gargan
a good
performance as the cop wavering between
plugging away at the same old job or taking advantage of a dishonest promotion.
Carolegiven
Landis,
as the
suspect,most
hasn't
been
much
to murder
do, spending
of
her time waiting around in offices, but
proves
Richard she's
Crane worthy
does a of
fine better
job of material.
the cub
reporter, and Mabel Paige contributes
one of her colorful old hag performances.

II
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Greaseless Suppository Gives
Hours of Continuous Medication
Easier, Daintier, More Convenient
Zonitors are one of the most widely
used and most satisfactory methods
of intimate feminine cleanliness
among highly intelligent women in
the United States— women who for a
long time have demanded a higher
easier,
type of feminine hygiene — powerdaintier, more convenient —
ss— with
fully germicidal
e odor. yet harmle
no tell-tal
So Powerful Yet So HarmlessNo Burns — No Smart
Zonitors are greaseless, stainless
snow-white vaginal suppositories.
When inserted, they instantly begin
to release their powerful germicidal
properties and continue to do so for
of congiving you hours are
hours— thus medication.
safe
Yet they
tinuous
to most delicate tissues. Positively
non-poisonous, nonnon-burning,
ZTTltCtttTlQ
.
Zonitors actually destroy offending
odor. Help guard against infection.
They kill every germ they touch. You
to conknow it's not always possibletract
but
tact all the germs in the
you can be sure that Zonitors immediately kill every reachable germ and
keep them from multiplying.
So easy to carry while away from
home— so easy to use at home!

ACHIEVEM

(Eacn sealed in
separate glass vial)
FREE. Mall this coupon today for
free booklet sent in plain wrapper. Reveals frank intimate facts.
Zonitors, Dept. ZS-46, 370 Lexington
Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Name
Address.
.stateCity
12

This picture takes us back a long way to the silent movies — but with what a
difference from those over-mugging days! Dorothy McGuire, cast as a mute
servant girl, is obliged to rely on facial expressions to show emotions ranging
from fear, hate, amusement, love, tenderness to whaf have you. Still at fop
shows her in a tense scene with Gordon Oliver and Rhonda Fleming. Above, wifh
Mel Dinelli, young mystery writer, who wrote the screen play from the popular novel.
SCREENLAND

with
with

her
her

beauty

. .

sword!

A woman, daundessly and daringly Cs romantic as Dumas'' dashing Count of Monte Cristo!
SCREENLAND
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SECOND
Cues and Views
Who can tell? Maybe those views you
have about pictures and people will give
the very cue to bigger and better movie
entertainment producers are looking
Each
eTS Ring
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Y.
Send the Rings checked below Will par postman price,
plus postage and 20% Fed. tax. After 10 days, I may return
Rings for refund of money.
Set No. 16
Set No. 12
Set No. 8
Set No. 4
Eng. D
Eng. □
Eng. □
Eng. □
Wed. □
Wed. □
Wed. □
Wed. □
My ring size is
Name
Address .
City
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(or send paper strip to size)

$10.00
Isn't it about time that we had a new sort
of
college
Most on
assuredly,
there's
a new
sortpicture?
of individual
the American
campus today. Joe and Jane College, with
their raccoon coats and juvenile rah-rah enthusiasm, have given way to G.I. Joe and
Jane. Sincere, honest, and matured beyond
their years by the rigors of war and peace,
they are excellent copy for a new and longawaited movie about American college life.
G.I. Joe and Jane are genuinely anxious
to obtain an education to prepare themselves
for the important job of being better citizens and better parents for the generation to
come and, above all, they share the overwhelming conviction that it's up to them to
prevent
another
war. horrible
They can't
seem to
forget the incredibly
slaughters
at
Anzio, Iwo, Ardennes and Okinawa.
Romance comes to G.I. Joe and Jane as
they stroll about the shaded lawns of the
peaceful college campus and it is, at once,
sincere and beautiful. Their talks on the
shape of things to come — love, war and
peace — are memorable and epic. Surely,
G.I. Joe and Jane, now back at college, harbor much more dramatic potentialities for a
great movie script than their superficial,
pre-war predecessors, Joe and Jane College.
Don't you agree?,
FRANK KENNEDY, TEC. 5, Seattle, Wash.
Screenland

PRIZE

WINNER

Last night I went to a movie. The feawas one
thosecorny.
"B" pictures
$5.00
which,turetopicture
be blunt,
wasofvery
But the
remarkable thing is that neither my money
nor my evening was wasted.
As one of the added attractions they
showed a short called "The House I Live
In." As the name of Frank Sinatra flashed
on the screen, the very evident feeling
throughout the audience — that is, outside of
the usual faithful bobby-sox class — was
something like, "This is a good time to go
out
the lobby I for
a smoke."
But out
of
pure incuriosity,
think,
they stayed
to see
what The Voice had to offer.
I think I am also safe in saying that the
majority of those Kansas skeptics had a
new respect for Frank Sinatra and a little
broader outlook on life when they left the
theater. Even after about two minutes of
Frank's heartwarming talk to the kids in
the alley, the wisecracks in the theater
stopped as suddenly as they had begun.
There was something so utterly sincere in
the way Frank put across his point of tolerance to those boys that the most dyed-in-thewool anti-Sinatraite couldn't doubt him.
In my opinion, that ten minutes of film
footage proved beyond the shadow of a.
doubt that Frank Sinatra, although small in
stature, has a heart as big as all America.
If he should never sing another song or
make another movie in his life, I'm sure
that "The House I Live In" would be
enough to leave true Americans conscious
of what a really wonderful person, and
American, Frank Sinatra is. If every person in the United States could see this short
feature,
America
couldn't ofhelp
but
turn out future
as Frank
and millions
others
want it to.
DORIS E. PYLE, Salina, Kans.
FIVE PRIZE WINNERS
$1.00 Each
I'd like to pinch a great many Hollywood
script writers and, for that matter, a number of initely
fiction
too. They are defsleeping writers,
!

WITH A WEEK'S FREE TRIAL OF THIS GREAT SEWING BOOK YOU
KEEP THE ERMINE TAILS WHETHER YOU KEEP THE BOOK OR NOT
SIX gorgeous Genuine Imported Ermine Fur Tails — FREE with
new sewing book ! ERMINE is one of most expensive furs.
Fashion experts say Ermine Tails make ultra-smart trimming'.
We
afford ways
to give
more where
than Gyour
FPlEE
— but bearrows
showcan't
different
andyouplaces
6 may
used.
Follow easy instructions in sewing book to make or re-make
hat, coat, suit, dress, bag, etc. Then TRIM with ermine tails!
They
give look
"luxury
accessory
new! look" to any outfit! Make old garment or
keep Tails FREE whether you keep book or not!
" Mail Free-Trial Coupon AT ONCE!

iiere lines of bag, -or relieve seTo set off ncck-linepocketbook.

SEWING
MADE
EASY!
Big, NEW Complete Guide to Successful Sewing
Everything the Beginner or Expert Needs to Know
HOW
TO
MAKE.
MEND.
MAKE-OVER
FOR YOURSELF, CHILDREN AND HOME
Now you can make, mend, make-over all the things you need for
yourself, children, home — and have fun, too. "The Complete
Book of Sewing," amazing brand-new guide, takes apart and
simplifies every step in sewing — shows you hundreds of short
cuts to save time and money. See for yourself how easily you
can follow
the simple directions
for'coats, suits, undies, slipcovers, curtains,
ination. Sendbedspreads,
no money! etc. Mail coupon now for FREE exam-

Even lowifsimplified
you've directions
never sewed
a stitch
— you book!
can folin this
amazing
So
easy you can't possibly go wrong, thanks to its
clear, easy-to-understand, non-technical language
and helpful "how-to-do-it" pictures. Over 750 of
them, sparkling with glorious color. Crammed
with Short Cuts!
Save $9 on a handsome new slip-cover. Or cover
a sofa to match! Fix up colorful new playsuits
for the children from a shabby old housecoat!
Just one item you make with the help of this
practical
Book of ofentire
Sewing"
may Even
save
you many "Complete
times the cost
volume.

Examine

MAIL

7

Days

Original
zvas too
if you just glance through its 320 pages you'll
i nserts small.
achieve
agree that it's easily a $7.50 value!
jacket
perfect fit !
750 HOW-TO-DO-IT PICTURES MAKE EVERY STEP EASY!
Mending
Hems, Saving
Facing's,Measurement
Bindings
Infants'
Choosinpr
the Might
Und
er wearWear
How To Choose
The Clothes
Right TimeRemaking
Fabrics
HowRoutines
To Alter A Pattern
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How To Baste
Sewing
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ABC'sToolsoi' Stitches
HowAlterations
To Make Fitting
Seams
.Slipcovers
Bedspreads, Couch Covers
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Tucks
and and
Pleats
Sleeves
Gathers.
Ruffles,
Smooth Fitting Waistlines Curtains
Headings
OldWindows
Curtains For New.
Pockets
Everyday and Sport Clothes Etc., Etc.
Everything You Want to Know . . .
About Everything You Want to Sew!
FREE!

Send No Money! Mail Coupon Now!
There has never been a book like this "Complete Book of
Sewing"! 320 BIG pages; over a quarter of a million
words; over 750 pictures, drawings, diagrams. This wholly
FREE-6
ERMINE TAILS
new and complete practical self-instruction guide gives 1
If You Act At Once
you the exact bow and why of every basic stitch, seam and
construction detail. It shows the latest proven time-saving
BOOK PRESENTATIONS,
"dressmaker" methods in cutting, fitting, making and re31 West 57th Street, New York 19, N. Y.
making
dresses,
coats,
jackets,
suits,
slip-co\ers
and
curtains. Tells you all about patterns and how to alter them
Without obligation to me, send immediately prepaid for a
so they fit exactly — even the most difficult figures!
week's free examination, THE COMPLETE BOOK OF SEWING, by Constance
Talbot,indexed,
320 pages,
750 How-To-Do-It
MAIL COUPON NOW!
Illustrations,
10,00 items
largeoveroversize
pagos 9%x7
inches, with sparkling color throughout, in handsome binding
HSG-4
We know that if you once see this book, you couldn't give
of gay cloth. At the end of the week I will return book
and
it up for all the money in the world. And that's why we
owe you nothing. Or I will keep it and send $1 then; $1.95 one
make this sensational offer! Let us send you "The Commonth later (plus a few cents postage charges) as payment in full.
plete Eook of Sewing" for one week's free examination.
Cheek here if you desire beautiful De Luxe Edition bound
Don't send a penny now. Use it for one full week. Then,
□
stamped special-finish
in genuine gilt.Simulated
Only $1 Leather
extra. — gorgeously grained,
if you're delighted with it — as we're sure you will be —
send us $1 — and one month later pay us the small balstam
FREE -6 Genuine Imported Ermine Tails given with The
ance of only if 1.9 5 (plus a few cents postage) as complete payment.
Complete Book of Sewing — IF you act at once on this
the
book.)
offer.
(You may keep the Tails — whether or not you return
NO OBLIGATION!
If, for any reason whatever, you decide not to keep the
book, just return it and owe nothing. So you see, you have
.PLEASE PRINT PLAINLY!
NAME.
everything to gain nothing to lose by mailing the FREE
EXAMINATION COUPON. But J'OH must hurry! For
ADDRESS.
nearly 50,000 copies have already been bouerht. And, since
there is still a severe paper shortage, don't risk disapTY
STATE
pointment; you may never be able to get this great "Complete Book of Sewing"
again
price!Presentations,
Mail your
(Please List Zone Number — If An.v)
Free Examination
Coupon
todayat toanyBook
SAVE 2 LBS. SHIPPING COST. Check this box if enclos31 West 57th Street New York 19, New York.
full payment
WITH
Then we ingwill
pay all (check,
shippingmoney
costsorder)
on this
big this
book.coupon.
Same
7-Day
Keturn
Privilege
of
course
—
if
yo'.i
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to
return
book,
your monLV will be promptly and cheerfullv refunded.
SLIGHTLY HIGHER I N CANADA — 105 Bond St., Toronto, Can.
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TAILS!
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Why is it that these brilliant people, who
make their living by use of the pen, seem to
think that there are no other cities in America worth writing about except New York,
San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Boston?
Certainly they must realize that there are
other cities just as colorful, just as exciting, and just as intriguing as these four.
What's the matter with New Orleans, Houston, Atlanta, Memphis, and Richmond?
Surely these notable cities contain superb
writing material.
So, come on, Hollywood writers, wake
up! Start writing books and making pictures about some other American cities !
KATHRYN PRESCOTT, Lake Charles, La.
Jackie Jenkins is the "WHAMer" boy of
the movies. His nonchalant way of handling
any role given him has endeared him to
nearly every kind of theater-goer. Somehow
that boy has wormed his way into more hearts
than any of those sweet, precocious child
actors and actresses we are used to seeing.
We wish that some smart producer would
make a picture about a boy and let Jackie
play the lead. He would make a perfect
Skippy, since he has that philosophic outlook on life that Percy Crosby's cartoon
character has so much of. Can't you persuade someone to star Jackie as Skippy? I
believe
we would
work of art "from
Hollywood
if this have
were adone.
MILDRED BIRD, Dayton, Ohio
It is my opinion that Miss Goddard's
essay or thesis entitled "This Is What I Believe" isone of the best, most brilliant and
sincere articles to appear in Screenland.
It not only confirms my belief that Hollywood is made up of fine, upstanding Americans, and not a lot of glamor girls, marrying and seeking divorces, but proves Miss
Goddard to be the fine comedienne and character actress she is.
The article also proved that besides being beautiful Miss Goddard possesses intelligence and common sense.
MRS. T. R. P., Norfolk, Va.
Our small city has gone "Chopin" from
the first day that it saw "A Song to Remember" and heard the immortal music of
Chopin. Some of us, scattered here and
there, were fairly well acquainted with several of his great compositions which the
piano teachers had assigned to us as their
students, but it wasn't till "A Song to Remember" came to our city that all sat up
and took notice of the inspiring music.
Everyone loves it ; the aged, the young, the

business man, the farmer and even the jitterbug lovers did not escape.
I am a receptionist in a doctor's office and
only this morning as I turned on the radio
in the crowded waiting room a flood of
Chopin's music danced out. Immediately the
room became silent
and several of the people
closed in around the radio. When the doctor
opened the door for the next patient, the
man said, "Wait a minute, Doctor, this
piece
is almost
Every
day on over."
my way home from work I
can hear the hurrying people whistle or hum
"The Polonaise." I can hear it from a juke
box in the drug store, the piano in our high
school canteen and on the football field
when our band performs.
Only a few blocks away from my home
lives a white-haired man who regularly
plays "The Nocturne" before the supper
hour. Through the brightly lit window
I
can see, as I walk home, his head bobbing
up and down as his lively fingers dance over
the keys. As I draw near his home, I slacken
my pace so that I can listen a little longer.
Thank you, Hollywood, for bringing to
light the joyous music that was known only
to a few people until you revealed it in your
great movie production.
HELEN KISKO, Salem, Ohio
Drastically departing from his usual roles,
Edward G. Robinson played a magnificent
father in "Our Vines Have Tender Grapes."
Now, why not let Marlene Dietrich portray
a mother? Mothers needn't be haloed madonnas- nor "characters." Mothers can be
lovely, gay individuals, capable of shedding
magic onto anything, even the dreary chore
of waiting hours for a bus.
Hollywood needs a new slant on mothers.
To keep
its the
brilliance,
career
needs
addition Marlene
of a new Dietrich's
facet. It
would be good business and good American
justice to let this star portray the truly gallant type of mother; the type who asks nb
reverence, but gives to her children the
priceless gifts of laughter and courage.
Marlene Dietrich was the actress who
pioneered for motherhood in Hollywood.
Prior to her advent, movie stars shunned
maternity as if it were leprosy. At best,
they kept the shameful state a deep, dark
secret. She shattered this tradition, amongst
others. Now a full nursery is as necessary
to
a movie
century
king.star as ermine to an eighteenth
herShereap?
did some sound sowing, why not let
MARGARET ANN McGUIRE,
San Francisco, Calif.

LAX

THE "HAPPY MEDIUM LAXATIVE
10c and 25c at all drug stores
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Republic is doubly blessed with singing cowboys with the addition of Monte Hale
on the contract list. You'll hear him in "Home On The Ranqe," with Adrian Booth.
Screenland

SBenecUct

presents

PAULETTE

GODDARD

also starring
BURGESS

)1
HURD

MEREDITH
• HATFIELD
FRANCIS
LEDERER
with JUDITH ANDERSON • FLORENCE BATES • IRENE RYAN m
REGINALD
Produced by BENEDICT BOGEAUS and BURGESS MEREDITH
Directed by JEAN RENOIR • Adapted from the novel by Octave Mirbeau
And the play by Andre Heuse, Andre De Lorde and Thielly Nores
Screenplay by Burgess Meredith • RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS
Screen land
1?

Don't let improperly cleaned
skin maryour beauty! Cleanse
with Ambrosia — the liquid
facial cleanser that removes
stale make-up, dust and
grime . . . gives your skin a
fresh-as-a-daisy feeling! Try
Ambrosia today.

:■ / ■
From England comes this behind-the-scenes shot of Agnes de Mille giving instructions
to Kay Kendall and her dancing partner, Lucas Hovinga, on the set of "London Town."
HONORABLE

MENTION

One of the many things that Hollywood
is exceptionally good at is producing movies
on the different novels written. Selections
are usually pretty close to perfect when
choosing
the right stars to play the leading
roles.
AMBROSIA
Buy

VICTORY

Bonds

So, I'd like to put in a suggestion about
one of the latest and most popular novels
written,
Sinclair
"Cassroles
Timberlane."
My choice
in theLewis'
starring
would be
one of our newest and most popular stars of
the season, Gregory Peck, as the elderly but
very distinguished lawyer ; Jinny Marshland
to be played by none other than the most
successful actress of all times, Vivien Leigh,
who I have read is returning to Hollywood.
Please,
Hollywood,
this Leigh
made
into
a movie,
but wait let's
untilhave
Vivien
comes back so she can play the lead. No
other star would do.
JOYCE TINGEY, Brigham City, Utah
After seeing "Love Letters" I could simply shout the praises of wonderful and
lovely Jennifer Jones ! For her thrilling
performance as Singleton, may I say, "Congratulations"? Also my congratulations to
Joseph Cotten for a grand performance as
well.
My hope is that in the near future we
may
pictures
"Love Letters"
and, have
by allmore
means,
more like
of Jennifer
Jones !
MARILYN NICAR, Houston, Texas
From a regular perusal of the articles and
stories in Screenland one would conclude
that Hollywood caters mainly to the metropolitan sections of this broad land. However, the movies, like everything else of any
size or importance, depend upon the folks in
"the sticks" for their support.
I'm one of those fans in the wind-swept,
open country and, with my wife, make
movie-going a regular habit. It's a definite
part of our week s schedule and our friends
all know we'll be "out" on a certain night
every week.
Our village movie-house manager, Tony,
knows us personally, knows where we live,
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work,
we're
night

go to church, and how we vote. If
ill and fail to show on our regular
hebors.inquires
about ausneighbor
from ourdied,
neighAnd last week
so

Tony sent one of his men to the wake and
also to the funeral.
On the wall of the lobby of the moviehouse (you can hardly call it a theater) is
a picture of our son, along with those of the
other men and women in the service from
this section. A special honor exhibit holds
the gold-star pictures and each time we go
we pause to see the additions, to say a
prayer for them and for their saddened
family, our neighbors.
We stop to gossip with folks in the lobby
before the show and exchange greetings
with many others as they go by. After the
show, we get out at 9 :30 P.M., the village
drug store or the coffee shop are favorite
spots. Here we sit with friends and discuss
the pictures and players, crab about the
noisy kids down front, or the trouble Tony
is having with a certain motion picture company about percentage splits and we vow to
back up our genial manager by not clamorof that
stuff.
Alling for
thisanyritual
mightcompany's
cause some
to say we
are in a rut, but this period after the show
is just as much a part of the movies as if it
were under the same roof. Maybe we sort
of like to get into steady habits here in New .
England and I imagine country folk are the
same everywhere. Perhaps that's why they
say we are the backbone of the nation.
I know this doesn't sound like your regular fan letters, but maybe Hollywood might
find a mite here to think about.
ALBERT J. BENEDICT, Waterbury, Conn.
In the future I hope it is possible to have
a motion picture of one of the greatest
Americans who ever lived — a man who told
the little fellow to look up and not down,
who lingave
him hope and also power — FrankD. Roosevelt.
He left to every American, rich or poor,
strong or weak, one of his most prized posses ions— America !
DORIS DUQUETTE, Springfield, Mass.
(Please turn to page 22)

MARK
ROSEMARY

DeCAMP

STEVENS
• HENRY

MORGAN

WALLY BROWN
• ARLINE JUDGE
Produced by WILLIAM
• Directed
Screen PEREIRA
Play by HUGO
BUTLER by JOHN BERRY
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Youthful stars
learn early in
their careers that
attention

paid to

beauty brings reward
June Haver is the glamorous
20th Century -Fox :,tar!et in
"Give Me the Simple life."

TEENS

HAVE

BEAUTY

SECRETS,

TOO!

saswsa

wseai

T ISN'T only the "old people" of twentythree or four who have beauty problems,
you know. Teen-agers can have some
pretty trying times, too !
This is the consensus of opinion of youthful stars who realize the need and importance of looking lovely at all times either
on or off the screen.
Every girl wants a clear bright look to
20

her skin, and sometimes, live as right as
you can, drink lots of milk and eat the
vegetables and lean meat the doctor orders,
still your complexion can look cloudy and
dull.
Don't be offended if I suggest your skin,
may not be quite as clean as you like to
think it is. Give this matter a thought,
anyway. For there are available to you and
Screen land

Sy Josephine Felts
well known to movie studios, certain powdery preparations which form a paste when
mixed with water and with which you can
give your skin a deep thorough scrub. You
want to use them gently, and to begin with,
only about a couple of times a week.
Naturally, a good mild soap is your basic
cleanser and you will use your favorite
cleansing cream every night if you follow
Hollywood beauty advice. These powdery
cleansing preparations have, or perhaps I
should more properly say your use of them
has, a stimulating action on- the skin. They
pep up the surface and after using them
you look pinker. Another chore they accomplish isthe flaking off of the dead cuticle skin. This hehis make your complexion
look smoother and finer.
Nobody needs to tell you what to do
about the occasional little skin upheaval
that
you ittrouble.
not tocause's
squeeze
hard butYouto know
removeenough
it at
the right time with a gentle pressure. It is
a good dea to touch the spot with a dash
of alcohol afterward to avoid infection.
But if your skin is really disturbed, if you
suspect you(Please
may have
the doctors
call
turn what
to page
23)
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If you're budget-bound, which should you buy?

Which is a "must" in leg make-up?
□ Defuzzing
□ Debumping
□ Artful application

What's the cure for this coiffure?
□ An upsweep
[~] A snood

S-m-o-o-t-h is the word for glamour-gams.
So whisk off the "whiskers" with a good
depilatory. Discourage bumps with soap-andwater scouring; soften your legs with lotion.
Then apply make-up artfully, following directions with care. (See? Each answer above
is right!) It's all part of a gal's grooming
ritual. And so is keeping dainty . . . especially
on "difficult" days. You know, Kotex contains
a deodorant . . . locked inside each napkin
so it can't shake out. Don't overlook this
new Kotex safeguard for your daintiness!

That bush on Nellie's head is strictly barberbait! What's the cure? A good thinning
out. A frizzy effect or too many curls just
can't compete with a simple, sleek coiffure.
If your locks have a moppish look, have
your hairdresser shear and shape them. Selfconfidence goes with good grooming . . . and
(on "those" days) with Kotex, too. That
exclusive safety center of Kotex gives you
plus protection. You're confident because
your secret's safe— thanks to Kotex sanitary
napkins.

conversation print
□ A suit

□ A good thinning out

□ A fancy formal
Does your budget hoot at your wardrobe
plans? Well, then, pick one of the new
soft suits. You can wear it more often— with
varied accessories keyed to most every occasion and mood. Be a shrewd shopper.
Always latch on to the type of duds you can
keep living with, longer. And when buying
sanitary napkins, remember — you can keep
comfortable with Kotex. Because Kotex is
the napkin with lasting softness . . . made
soft while wearing. Naturally, Kotex
stay choice.
to
is first

If stranded on the dance floor, should you —
□ Join fhe wallflowers
□ Refrear to the dressing-room
□ Yoo-hoo fo the stag line
A solid joe would know better, but if
ever a goon -guy thanks you for the
dance and leaves you marooned — what
to do ? Walk nonchalantly to the dressing-room. There you can regain your
composure and reappear later — with no
one the wiser. Such trying episodes
challenge your poise. Just as trying days
often do . . . but not when you have the
help of Kotex! For Kotex has special
ends that don't show revealflat, ingtapered
outlines. So why be shy of the public
eye? Just rely on Kotex!

A DEODORANT in every
Kotex* napkin at no extra cost

More
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Gale Storm takes time out from starring in Monogram's musical extravaganza,
"Swing Parade Of 1946," to bask in the healthful rays of California sunshine.
JPHerman & Co.
1 Louis
i
creators of
JMOVIE STAR SLIPS
Dept. H
153 Madison Ave., N.Y. 16, N.Y.
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Continued from page 18
I am relieved to notice that much of the
war craze for boogie-woogie musicals is
dying out. People are coming to their senses ;
even the youngsters are asking for slower,
sweeter stuff.
Perhaps now we shall have Jeanette and
Nelson on the screen again in some really
good musicals.
As a librarian, I have also noticed that
people's taste is definitely toward the past ;
they ask for books that are "Anything but
modern" — even Westerns. And this trend is
bound ready
to begun.
extend to movies, if it hasn't alProducers will be wise to buy up as many
old books as they can for some years to
come. People want to escape from presentday troubles.
For instance : "St. Elmo" would be perfect for George Sanders; more of Sabatini
and Dumas for Paul Henreid (he was splendid as the pirate in "The Spanish Main") ;
some of for
Rosa Peter
Carey'sLawford,
charming John
old English
novels
Sutton
(where is he?) and our other English
authors, F. Marion Crawford, Jane Austin
— well, I could go on and on.
RUTH KING, Cranford, N. J.
What is Hollywood doing for the supporting players of today ? Years ago one
could scan the list of supporting players,
pick the one who, in his opinion, seemed to
have stolen the show from the well-known
stars.

WITH BARE-LEGS Sheet and invisible under your shoes,
yel Pedees prevent friction and assure
daintiness
Mode by
HERBERT
HOSIERY
MILLS, CO..INC.,
NORRISTOWN,
PA.
Distributed
GUS GR1SSMANN
BLDG. , N.Y.
In Canada: bv Herbert
Hosiery Mills
ofEMPIRE
Canada, STATE
Ltd., Toronto,
Ont.
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Forum

a supporting
doesn't
getNow
an even
break ; forplayer
the most
part seem
Holly-to
wood seems to have discarded the old style
listing of stars and the supporting players.
Now you sit in a comfortable seat, read for
four or five minutes the names of people
who directed, wrote, colored, sang, etc., the
various parts, and flashing up maybe the
two or three big-name stars who are the
supposed attraction. They leave it up to
your imagination as to who played the role
of the butler, waitress, or what have you,
Screenland

your opinion was far superior to the
and in
real
stars.
I would say an average of seven out of
ten movies give you this modern listing by
naming the big stars and then just giving
you a list of people whose names are foreign
to you. Gone are the days when the name of
the star and the title of his characterization
appearcdopposite each other. Now you have
to use your sixth sense when you see men
and women whom you think should be on
top and whose name appears among a list
of other unknown actors.
in the movie "Within These
Recently,
they flashed in large blinding print
Walls,"
the names of Thomas Mitchell and Eddie
Ryan, but in the show they built a story
partly around a very handsome, well-built,
young and very clever actor. Did they say
what his name was? No. I looked at the
pictures posted on the outside of the theater
and my efforts were to no avail.
Thanks to Screenland, I finally found
out who that star of tomorrow really is—
Mark Stevens — and, through no help from
the
colony,
I'm going
remember
him movie
and praise
his acting
to thetosky.
Why doesn't Hollywood give us back the
old way of listing stars ; give us back the
"Cast of Characters," which was so helpful
to the supporting players, and the public,
and why don't they quit over-billing the big
name stars? After all, they are familiar to
the movie-goer and it :s the people on the
bottom of the billing who have to earn their
way as
yet and
they How
and we
would
ciate abetter
listing.
about
it? appreMURIEL

KOENIG, Cincinnati, Ohio

It has lately become a favorite pastime to
discuss the movies from the viewpoint of
their art. Needless to say. there are many
aspects of art at its best in movies, but I
like to think of it from an entirely different
angle.
The motion picture industry holds within
its power the privilege of helping to shape
the future of America. In the past few

years the industry has grown to phenomenal
ching.
its effect is far-rea
proportions and how
to wear our hair, the
It shows us
how
us
latest fashion in clothes ; it teaches
as
poised
be
to
how
and
y
to speak correctl
well as attractive at all times. It has not
been content with such a great contribution
and has gone still farther — it has been
not pay"
of our morals.
keeper
of principle
matters does
rd and "Crime
is the watchwo
and ideals are not neglected. It has subtly
raised the standard of American living by
building in our minds desires for better
things and a better way of life. It has
gradually built in the movie-going public a
rare appreciation of beauty, art, music and
literature, which take their places in our
lives as never before. We are being taught
to appreciate them in their true relationship
to our own lives. We know history as the
background for the present and foundation
for the future.'
Let us hope the movies accept the responsibility that is peculiarly their own in shaping our future into a thing of beauty, peace
and unity. This privilege is given to them
as to no other medium of expression. May
they not fail !
ELVA DANE, Richmond, Ind.

Teens

Have

Beauty
Too!

Secrets,

Continued from page 20
acne, see a good doctor at once and follow
his advice.
Your makeup is, or ought to be, something so individual that only the most general suggestions can be made here :
A good foundation cream should be used
before makeup.
Powder should copy your skin tones.
Matching lipstick and nail polish are
smart.
Eye makeup is smarter by night than by
day. (Mascara skillfully applied is an exception to this rule.)
You can find if you look for them a
whole series of makeup accessories scented
with one fragrance.
Today a becoming hair arrangement is
one of- the most important beauty assets a
»irl can have. Don't be afraid to experiment
a little. Try out this way and that. As you
can see from the pictures of June, Nancy
and Jeanne, different hair styles accent different personalities. Are you the type to
whom the simple classic line such as Nancy
wears is becoming? Try it. Hold the picture up and study your own face in the
mirror.
Don't be fooled by that pretty careless
look Jeanne's hair has ! It takes a lot of
skillful doing. But for Jeanne's type it is
wonderfully becoming. Perhaps it would
suit you too.
We mentioned in speaking of makeup
that lips and fingertips matching or at least
harmonizing in color are a smart beauty
note. The softness and smoothness of your
hands are worth cherishing, too. You'll find
a good hand cream, or lotion, if you prefer, a great help here. Smooth it on daily ;
oftener than that if your hands are in and
out of water frequently.
Now to that final little glamor note, a
clash of fragrance. It is Spring, you know,
and perfumes, colognes and toilet water
seem to go with the season. Most of the
teen-age stars have discovered how very
pleasant toilet water is to wear, for daytime especially. Floral perfumes are popular; the girls like the lighter, gayer scents.
A suspicion of fragrance about your hair is
attractive. If you shampoo your own, add
alast
dash
of your
favorite
toiletlikewater'
to the
rinse.
I think
you will
the result.

You can't cover up underarm odor — but
you can guard against it with Mum

e. That
perfum
resistnce
Y can't
SIMPL
YOUadded
you
makes
of fragra
dash
feel so feminine. So alluring.
But you're only fooling yourself. For
even the loveliest of perfumes won't cover
up underarm odor.
Your bath washes away past perspira-

tion, but you still need protection against
underarm odor. And Mum's
the
for that.
of future
risk word
So take 30 seconds to smooth on Mum
after every bath, before every date. Snowywhite Mum keeps you sweet — nice to be
near all day or evening.
Mum won't irritate your skin or injure
fabrics. Quick, safe, sure — you can use
Won't dry out
afterfordressing.
Mum
in the even
jar. Ask
Mum today.
•
•
•
For Sanitary Napkins — Alum is gentle, Safe,
dependable . . . ideal for this use, too.

Product of Bristol-Myers

TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF
PERSPIRATION

SCREENLAND
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POLLY PICKED HER PATTERN

HOW

GUIDE
Perfumes
"him"

are

know

TO
a lovely thought

the fragrances

for Easter.

that you

Let

like best

Matchabel.'i makes a winsome Springtime fragrance,
Duchess of York, which reminds you of lilac gardens.

Copyright 1946, International Silver Co., FTolmes & Edwards Div.,
Meriden, Conn. In Canada: TheT. Eaton Cu . Ltd oRe^. U.S. Pat. Off.

gently
girl's cefancy
THE to Spring
IN
she
— and
of fragran
thoughtas smart
turns
looks around to choose which perfume is
most becoming to her.
Have a whiff of Spellbound before you
decide this year. This is a soft, romantic
perfume you can wear light-heartedly. At
the same time ask to see the toilet water
in the same scent and the matching dusting

ture, working with brisk upward and outward strokes. You'll be delighted with the
way it brightens your skin.
There is beauty news, too, for hands —
good news this Spring weather. It is a different kind of hand lotion, called Balm Barr
and is creme-whipped with rich oils and
lanolin. It smooths on quickly and easily
without leaving any greasy feeling. The
rich lanolin it contains is one of the reasons
you need so very little of it. Lanolin as you
know
nature's
approach
the
natural isoils
of the closest
skin. This
meansto that
Balm Barr is economical as well as useful.

Do you like cosmetics matched up in
powder.
fragrance? One of our Spring favorites is
Matchabelli's Duchess of York. This is a
lilac-laden scent that is classic. Perfume,
cologne, toilet water, talcum and dusting
powder come in the same, as well as sachets
and make-up items.
Spring means not only perfume but a
general perking up in every way. If you
find that your complexion is a bit on the
dull side after Winter, try Dubarry Special
Cleansing Preparation. You shake this out
in the palm of your hand or a small saucer.
Add just enough water to make a paste.
With fingertips, spread this paste on your
face and neck and wait a few minutes until
it is almost dry. Now, scrub off the mix-

And and
speaking
of Lotion
early Spring,
Tussy's
Wind
Weather
is a wonderful
comfort for chapped skin. After your morning shower if you will rub it into your
hands, prised
face,how smooth
arms andit keeps
legs, you'll
surthem.be Some
people whose skin is sensitive use it also as
a cleanser, ft is just generally one of those
good things to have around for all sorts of
purposes. The man in the house finds that it
doubles for an after-shaving lotion and
mother
likesyour
it asowna powder
better keep
bottle inbase.
your You'd
room.

Heaven Sent, by Helena Rubinstein, is one
of the gay, young fragrances thai we love.

He'll be "Spellbound" when you wear the
charming perfume which has this name.

Bias-Cup feels right because
it fits right . . . gives beautiful
contours because it's precision
fashioned in individualized
cup depths . . . one
exactly right for you.
Write for NEW Beauty Hint Booklet

Made by |yHjj]Ki»f Brassieres
Dept. H 358 Fifth Ave., New York 1
•S/iopa-refaMng features perfected by U. S. Par. No. 2267595
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GARGLE

n a cold's severYOU ity may
or headhelp
entirely if you take
it offlesse
this delightful precaution early and
often, because . . .
Listerine Antiseptic kills millions of
germs
calledand
the throat
"secondary
invaders"
on mouth
surfaces
before
they can stage a mass invasion of throat
tissues to produce a cold's miserable
symptoms.
Attack the Germs
Ordinarily the secondary invaders cause
no trouble. But they can often get the
upper hand when body resistance is
lowered by fatigue, wet or cold feet,
drafts, and sudden temperature changes.
So we repeat: At the first symptom of
trouble, gargle with Listerine Antiseptic. Attack the germs before they
attack you.
Actual tests have shown germ reductions

Colds

LISTERINE

often

ANTISEPTIC

on mouth and throat surfaces ranging up
to 96.7% fifteen minutes after a Listerine
Antiseptic gargle, and up to 80% an
hour after.
This marked germ-killing action, we
believe, helps to explain Listerine Antiseptic's impressive test record in fighting colds.
Fewer Colds for Listerine Antiseptic
Users in Tests
Tests made over a period of twelve
years showed this remarkable record :
That those who gargled Listerine
Antiseptic twice daily had fewer colds
and fewer sore throats than those who
did not gargle. Moreover, when Listerine Antiseptic users did have colds, they
were usually milder and of shorter
duration.
Lambert Pharmacal Company
St. Louis, Mo.
SCREENLAND

The threatening "Secondary Invaders"
which Listerine Antiseptic attacks
VK"'"«\ /

it'

TOP ROW, left to right: Pneumococcus Type III, Pneumococcus Type IV,
Streptococcus
Viridans,Hemolyticus,
Friedlandjr'sBacillus
Bacillus.Influenzae,
BOTTOM ROW,
left to
ri^ht: Streptococcus
Micrococcus
Catarrhalis, Staphylococcus Aureus.
You can see by their names that they're
nothing to fool with. Millions of them
can live on mouth and throat surfaces,
waiting until body resistance is lowered
to strike. You can realize the importance
of the regular use of Listerine Antiseptic
to try to keep their numbers reduced.
25

THIS

GIRL...!

Breathtaking in the wonder
of her loveliness!
THIS

PICTURE...!

Glamorous

in the magic of

its songs, stars, story!

"I DIDN'T MEAN
"MOONLIGHT
HaroldMcHugh
Adamson
by WORD
Jimmy
Aand
I SAID"
with
REGINALD GARDINER- RICHARD GAINES • STANLEY PRAGER
20,
CENTURY- FOX
PICTURE

26

and HARRY JAMES' MUSIC MAKERS
Directed by GREGORY RATOFF • Produced by GEORGE JESSEL
Screen Play by Robert Ellis and Helen Logan • Based on a Story by Bert Granet
Dances Staged by Seymour Felix

SCREENLAND

by Herbert Magidson
and Matty Malneck
PROPAGANDA"
"DO
YOU LOVE
by Harry
Ruby ME"
"AS IF I DIDN'T HAVE
ENOUGH
ON MY MIND"
Newman
by
Harry and
James,Charles
Lionel
Henderson
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ONease and
Bob Walker with such
casual
S
ADI
M
Y have been screaming for more
charm,
GUthey

through just one sequence in just one pic-

Madison. Just the same, I say you're in a
tough spot. In your second picture you're
the Star. With very little experience, and
at a very callow age indeed, you will be
carrying a big, fancy, expensive production

Y NOW

you must be good and tired

of hearing yourself called "What a
Guy" Madison all the time. I don't
blame you. There never was a new young
actor in a worse spot. What? Yes, I mean
it. I know you jumped to popularity
ture, "Since You Went Away," that you're
the new male excitement in Hollywood and
that your fan mail is phenomenal. Ever
since the gals saw you in that sailor suit,
watched you move in on Jennifer Jones and

on your shoulders. They're broad enough,
but it takes more than mere physique to
hold the audience you won in your first film.

"eft £L

-rr^"6

Above

pert technician, and Robert Mitchum, a new
rave in his own way, and a salty and seasoned actor, you'll have to work hard to
nold your own. I hear that you are ; that
you're sincere and earnest, and willing to
learn. Good qualities — and backed up by
the most impressive collection of masculine
attractions discovered in years, you should
win. Lest any one of your rabid femme fans
should think I'm not on your side, let me
tell them, and you, that even editors are not
immune to a Guy Madison.

Up against such competition as Dorothy
McGuire, that rarely gifted actress and ex27

First day back at MGM Studio, Red and his
pretty new wife, the former Georgia Davis, visit
Van Johnson on the "No Leave, No Love*' set.

Red's former wife, Edna, with new hubby, Frank
Borzage, and the new Mrs. Skelton and Red meef
up at Mocambo. Exclusive Jack Albln photo.

back on the air with the same fast-movHe's the same Red
only better. Read
"return"

Skelton,
his first

ing, rib-tickling line of patter that's always panicked the listeners — only now
it takes two — Grandma and Grandpa —
instead of one to manage Junior. And
he's back on the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

interview

RED SKELTON, who entered the
Army a private and came out a
private, and says it's all in knowing the right people to talk back to, is
picking up where he left off in Hollywood, and it's happy days again for all
his cronies there and his fans everywhere. He's the same friendly, exuberant,
fun-loving Irishman who took off in 1944
to do his bit for Uncle Sam. And now,

He rode down Hollywood's famous
Santa Claus Lane on opening night with
Santa in his sleigh, and gave the old boy
as stiff competition as he'll ever get for
popularity with the kids of all ages who
crowd the boulevard to see this annual
spectacle. On December 4th he came

making "The Showoff" —
sound
his
firststages
picture since his honorable discharge from the Army in September,
1945.
Nevertheless, vou'll be seeing him in
"Ziegfeld Follies" in the first scene Red
Skelton (Please
ever didturnin to
Hollywood
page 71)— a test

running true to form, he's already into
so many activities that you can hardly
throw a stick without hitting him.
By
Ge

rt
ru
de
Sh
an
kl
in

*He

?W £ 9^2 butt-**' i

At

By

Alyce

last!

A

straight

Canfield

VAN JOHNSON receives over 49,000
fan letters a month. He can't possibly read them all, much less answer
them. Yet of these 49,000, Van answers
a certain percentage every month. What
is there about a letter from a fan that
will inspire a busy, hard-working star
to sit down and write that fan a letter?
How do you go about writing a letter
that will assure its being answered? A
lot of eager young admirers would like
to know the magic formula, so Screenland queried six of our most popular
stars to get it for you.
When the busy girls of Metro-Gold-

from

the

shoulder

wyn-Mayer's fan mail department go
through the stacks of mail for Van
Johnson, they are instructed by him to
watch for letters which begin: "You remind me of my brother (or sweetheart, or
son) who was killed while fighting . . ."

answer

to

your

question:

"It may be a gag," says Van, soberly,
"but even if it isn't, I answer those letters because I wouldn't like to think
I had missed answering someone who was
writingways felt
meI was
honestly.
I've this
alpretty You
lucky see,
during
Kathryn Grayson is always grateful for the
advice which comes to her through fan
letters. She reminds the boys of the naturally red-cheeked girl they want to marry.

"Why

don't

the

stars

answer

uch me. M;
one who was close to me went across.
Therefore, I feel more strongly than most
that I should do every little thing I can
to help those who were hurt by the war.
Bob Cummings, below, tells you in our article the "Do's and "Don't's" of fan letter-writing. You'll find his advice most helpful when you write your favorite star again.

my
tiv mam

letters?"
iwv

from

the

auuicuuc i» aw utuc

stars

iu viw

that I don't like to mention it."
It might be a "little" thing if Van
didn't happen to be the prototype of
(Please turn to page 76)

themselves!

H

WEENEY TODD, the Mad Barber of Fleet Street" (matinees
Wed. and Sat.) is now a Hollywood movie star. All of which is just
another way of informing you that Mark
Stevens, born Richard Stevens, who first
took the name of Steve Richards, has
finally been "discovered." Confusing,
isn't it? But then, so is Mark in a
charming, unpredictable sort of way.
Soon you'll be seeing Steve — Rick —
and we do mean Mark, playing opposite
Joan Fontaine in "From This Day
Forward." Nice playing it is. Take it
from Otto Preminger, who yearns to
direct him, and John Berry, who recently finished, from this day forward

Mark
fame.

Stevens is marked for future

To "Sweeney Todd" Mark owes
everything. Portraying this illustrious
gentleman produced that first exquisite
taste for histrionic "ham." The year
was 1937. The place, Cleveland, Ohio,
where Mark was born. Quite by accident he learned
local
was confined
to the
a bed
of "Barrymore"
pain. Being
between jobs, an old Stevens custom,
he saw no reason why he shouldn't try

to act. Besides, he had tried everything else.
Mark lied about his experience, landed
the part, and in twenty-four hours flat
completely memorized his lines. It was
that final third act curtain that did
it. Slowly, slowly it lowered, as he died
a magnificent lingering death by slow
strangulation. The audience went wild
with appreciation. Never had he experienced such sweet surrender! From
(Please turn to page 94)

By

Mark Stevens with his pretty wife; and, below,
with Joan Fontaine in the picture which "discovered" him: RKO's "From This Day Forward."
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laziest man in town, and Hollywood took him at his word. In a town
where frenzied activity is accepted as
the outward sign of inward ambition,
this nonchalant young crooner, who
neyer hurried, never got excited about
t didn't conform to the
anything, jus
usual pattern for a rising star. A flash
't
wouldn
He the
y sai
thetur
, pic
in the
years
es.d.But
longpanin
last
rolled along, and so did Bing, until now
he's not only firmly planted on the top of

Bing and Bob
Hope, left, in
their corny
dance
from
"The Road
To
Utopia,"
said
to
be their
last picture
to
Paragether.
mount,
say it isn't so.

the ladder, but is practically an American institution.
Bing, who's never greatly impressed
with anything, is least of all impressed
by his own success. He claims he was
lucky. When he first started in pictures, he used to take a lot of ribbing,
and even got some letters from sourrathergetlisten
write: "I'd
who'd Where
pusses
to
Tibbett.
did you
the
of
idea that you could sing?" Instead
getting insulted at comments hke this,
Bing insisted they were perfectly right.
"I just sing because I like to," he'd say.

"I do the best I can. If somebody
wants to pay me for it. I'd be a chump
not to accept. As long as I get paid
for it, I'll sing in public. When they
stop paying me, I'll sing for my own
amusement." Fat chance he had of
singing just for his own amusement!
Even today, Bing says he just coasted to fame and did no active work to
get there. He says it was his sidelines that carried him along. While going
to college, he played drums in an orchestra as a sideline. As a drummer,
lie tried singing for a sideline. As a

singer, he got on the radio. As a radio
star, he made pictures on the side.
Now, as both radio and picture star, he
has so many sidelines that it makes
the innocent bystander dizzy to hear
about them, and they're all successful.
Yet Bing, though he admits he's doing
all right and is duly grateful for that,
still insists he shouldn't be counted as
a success, because that comes only
through ambition — "and I;m the laziest
in town."
Well,
Hollywood was a little slow
man
in catching onto a modest character

like Bing Crosby, but nobody is fooled
any longer by that "laziest man in
town" gag. If Bing believes it himself, he's the only one. In addition to
his picture and radio work, here are a
few of
activities:
He's which,
president ofhis
the other
Del Mar
Turf Club,
when wartime restrictions closed down
racing, converted its buildings into a
defense plant to make wing ribs for
B-17's. Now that their work is finished, racing has been resumed there.
He's part
the85) Binglin
(Pleaseowner
turn toofpage

Claims

he's just lazy— and lucky. Says

sings because
the best

he likes to, just does

he can.

Well, if that's all

takes, let's all relax, like Crosby
By Roe

Pickett

Once in a while, Bing get! around to visiting his ranch.
Here are exclusive pictures showing Crosby puttering
around the place. He doesn't pretend to go there to
work, but— you've guessed rt— iust to relax. Latest Crosby
screen items: "The Road To Utopia." and "Blue Skies."

T EMBARRASSES him,
I but doesn't embarrass me
at all, that even my husband's competitors refer to
him as a genius.

Can

a

famous

Hollywood

When Preston protests, "I'm
not a deep-dish man — I only
skim the surface," other people differ with him, saying
"The Miracle Of Morlike
res
that pictu
gan's Creek," "Hail The Conquering
Hero" and that new hilarious film, "The
Sin Of Harold Diddlebock," probe with
p wit the foibles of human beings —
shar
and make
us like it.

producer be
a hero in his

Perhaps I'm prejudiced, being Mrs.
Sturges, but I think the man is at least
as interesting as his best work. I think
that the amount and quality of work he
can turn out stems from what he is.
Preston experienced the most remarkable
childhood any man ever had. He developed early a restless and adventurous
spirit — always shooting the moon and
backing his dreams against odds. He believes, almost like a religion, that every
piece of work should measure up to his
full-limit best.
Those reasons help explain why this
six-foot gentleman with the keen brown
eyes can write, direct and produce all at
the same time. (He has proved to Hollywood that a movie needn't be patched
together by a committee.) Other factors
in his life show why people have become
his books (he reads a person as avidly
as most fans read a detective thriller)
and why, therefore, he can do far-out-6fthe-ordinary casting. His keenness discovers in actors possibilities that other
people, and they themselves, had overlooked. Examples of this include: starring virtually unknown Veronica Lake in
"Sullivan's Travels"; uncovering a new
Rudy Vallee in "The Palm Beach Story":
revealing Barbara Stanwyck's true glamor
in "The Lady Eve"; bringing out, in several pictures, the stellar comedy talent vof

he

own

home?

Yes,

it says

here — when
is daring,

dynamic Preston Sturges

NEVER

GROW

Eddie Bracken; highlighting in "Hail
The Conquering Hero" that attractive
star personality, Freddy Steele, who then
went on to do fine work in "The Story
Of G.I. Joe." Now Preston has lured out
of retirement one of the kings of all
funnymen, Harold Lloyd, who's funnier
than ever in "Diddlebock."
Screenland's editor asked me, "Will
you give our readers a closeup of your
exciting husband?" Before we cut back to
the very young Preston Sturges, maybe
you would like to make his acquaintance
in the somewhat haphazard manner I
did. Lila Lee, a mutual friend (wellknown actress of silent picture days) ,
first introduced us. Then Gouverneur
Morris, the famous author, introduced us
again and Preston, evidently not lavishing a great deal of attention on me, assumed Iwas one of Mr. Morris' daughters!
Some time after that we lived fifty
feet apart for several years. He had
dachshunds and I had a cat — and no
entente cordiale developed.
At another time, Preston was brought
to my home by a friend just when I was
much excited about a new stove I'd got
— gleaming porcelain, fancy trim and
bright gadgets. "Wouldn't you like to
see my new stove?" I asked.
Mr. Sturges, raising his eyebrows,
36

UP
By

MRS.

PRESTON

STURGES

BHBX
walked boredly from parlor to kitchen,
eyed my pride and joy, then gave judgment coldly: "I don't like stoves that
look
like soradios."
I was
angry I threw a blank for the
next two hours. Others talked; I choked.
Finally the visitor himself, moving to
the piano, tried to break the ice. "I
thought of a little melody today," he anwith a so,
polite
smile. "I'll
playpiano
it."
Having nounced
done
he swung
on the
stool, naive and pleased as a small boy.
"Like it?"
"It's very good." Here was revenge,
and I pitched my voice to be sweetly
cutting. "It was also good when Schubert used it as the theme of 'The Unfin"
ished Symphony.'
Of course
Preston's
subconscious had
Latest Sturges production, "The Sin Of Harold
Diddlebock," celebrates the come-back of Harold Lloyd, once the movies' leading comedian.

played him a trick, as anyone's mind is |
likely to do about tunes. I didn't realize
until years later that the charge of unoriginality was probably the worst wound
I could
offered.at The
original! Hehave
left almost
once man's
that night,
(Please turn to page 80)

Jane Russell, snapped at Ciro's by our Albin just before she left the Hollywood's to join her adored husband. Bob Waterfield, famed football pro, in the
midwest. Jane, star of "The Outlaw" and "Young
Widow," will soon be seen — positiyely— on the screen
after years of publicity build-up. At left below, belle
of the younger cafe society set is Diana Lynn, here
decked out in dizzy new bonnet. Below, Alexis Smith
(Mrs. Craig Stevens) in carnival mood at night spot.

Ginger Rogers, above, in a mad, mad hat, celebrates
hubby Jack Briggs return to civilian status with a gay
evening on the town. Jack isn't brooding about that
hat— he's just deep in plans for film productions sponsored by family group: Ginger, Jack, Ginger's mother
Lela Rogers. At right, what a hat, what a gal! Brand
new, beautiful closeup by Jack Albin of Lana Turner
in her new Walter Florell lid. Below, ever-lovely and
lovin' Linda Darnell with proud hubby Pev Marley.
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Mona Freeman, whose career belongs to Paramount
and whose heart is Pat Neamey's, actually didn't have time
to think about it. For one thing, she'd never been in love, so
how was she to know? Oh, yes, she'd been in a swirl of dates
since she was fifteen — dances, beach-parties, movies — all the
gay busy-ness that fills the days and evenings of a girl as delicately lovely, charming and well-bred as Mona is. Fun, indeed
kind. Mona's heart just hadn't
but not
—grown
up love,
yet. the solid, adult

«TT DIDN'T

And for another thing, being engaged only a week doesn't
give a girl time to meditate much.
There's the dress to think of, and the
veil and the ring and the church and
the reception and where to go for the
honeymoon and where to live when they
got back. It's a wonder Mona kept
her head at all — not to mention a word
about examining the state of her heart!
had
this:
like to
It happened
(Please turn
page"People
92)
Mona Freeman and Pat Nearney were engaged
only a week before their marriage at the
Church of the Good Shepherd in Beverly
Hills (top). Since then Mona has been busy
really important role — in "Black
her first
in
Beauty,"
in which she plays the English girl
who owns the most famous horse in all literature. Pat spent all the time he could
spare from his job visiting Mona on location.

I

Coming
a new

Danny

attraction:
Kaye

comedy

Danny, the "Wonder Man," stars in
Samuel Goidwyn's latest lavish musical, "The Kid from Brooklyn." As in
the previous Kaye comedy, the amazing lany will be supported by pretty
Virginia Mayo and pert Vera-Ellen.
Color photos
by Hal McAlpin

Ranching

With

■

By

Jack

Holland

natural attracin Oregon
Riverleast
THE Rogue
scenery. But there
is itsmany
of whichboasts
tions, not the
are some natives up there, especially those just across
the California line, who will say, "You bet your life we've
got scenery — hut we've also got Ginger Rogers!"
Somehow, you'd think that the very feminine and glamorous Ginger Rogers would be the last person in the world to
own a ranch. But she does and is proud to count herself
as one of the residents of the Rogue River. Thinking of
her as a farmer lass, even if it is only on vacation periods,
is still as incongruous, however, as thinking ,pf Jimmy Durante
playing a Van Johnson role.
I finally got the chance to talk to Ginger on the set of
picture, the Hakim-Wood production of "Hearther current
beat." It was a case of seeing her then or sometime in
1947, for she isn't a person to stay in one spot for long.
As a matter of fact, she was getting ready to go to the
ranch when I talked to her.
"I honestly think that of all my material possessions, the
ranch is my biggest thrill," Ginger began enthusiastically.
"To own one had always been a secret desire of mine. Yet
told a soul about it. Perhaps because I didn't want
I never
to listen to a lot of idle talk and advice as to why I would
be foolish to buy a ranch. After all, my main reason in
getting it was to have a place to go for a change of season,
a vacation spot away from crowded resorts where I could
We're first in the field to present pictures of Ginger in her favorite
her ranch in Oregon. "Here — is home," says Ginger. Here
hideout,
also is a place for healthy exercise, lazy loafing, just plain living.

V

"You
say

the

Ginger

bet your life we've

Oregon

natives,

"but

got scenery,"
we've

also got Ginger Rogers."
is just as proud of her Rogue
River

neighbors

as

they

are

have seclusion and where I could go in for ray favorite outdoor sports. And I knew that no matter what advice I
feel that it's
change my mind.to Iget
wouldn'tclose
might get,forI anyone
away from
to Hollywood
important
the town rather frequently. You need the kind of a stimulant
that only a change of scenery and a change in people can
give you. And since I like the simple life, as bromidic as
that may sound, the ranch has been my answer.
"I'd like to say that I did the 'shopping' for it because
I would have enjoyed that, but I was so busy with pictures
that it was impossible for me to leave town long enough.
It was my mother who finally located the ranch. After a
good deal of looking, she found it just across the California
border in Oregon. The place is right on the beautiful Rogue
River and is sixty miles from famous Crater Lake. The
river, in fact, .runs through the (Please turn to page 68)
Exclusive photos show the famous Miss Rogers as just a ranch gal.
She really likes to rough it, always keeps busy while she's there. "When
I'm at the ranch," she says, "I forget all about Hollywood and movies."
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Exciting
JANE

Most

Brunette
RUSSELL

So thrillingly alive — she couldn't
live without love ! So .breathlessly
beautiful — she couldn't escape
from men! So tensely dramatic
you'll always remember her — and
this great new hit!
Produced by
HUNT

STROMBERG

JANE
RUSSELL

LOUIS
HAYWARD

»?fh FAITH DOME R GU E • KENT TAYLOR
MARIE WILSON • CONNIE GILCHRIST
and
PENNY SINGLETON
Directed by Edwin L Marin Ktlteud tkn, Unlfed Arfirt
l«e Gamuts, A. S C. Director of Prtotoo,rap«y
Screenplay by Richard Macaulay and
Additional
DEologue
Margaret Buell
Wilderby
Hath Nardil

THE

REAL

If you thought you had
Dorothy tagged Young
Character Star, read this.
You'll change

your

mind

New young male rave-of-the-moment Madison
checks up with Dorothy on the still photographs,
taken of them the day before during their scenes.

McCUIRE

attempt to fit Dorothy
EVER
IF McGu
ire you
into any of the categories
generally reserved for Ladies of the.
Cinema, we warn you, you'll wish you
hadn't. None of the standard labels will
stick. McGuire is like nobody but
McGuire.

ticularly one requiring a sensitive interpretation, the call went out for Dorothy.
And Dorothy loved it. Recently, however, she burst into the office of proand announced, "I
ducer Dore Schary
don't mind
character parts but I re-

Hollywood thought it had her neatly
tagged Young Character Star. Whenever an unusual role came along, par-

Nice work, left, for Madison and McGuire. Below, Director Edward Dmytryk coaches his young
co-stars for next scene f oru'Till The End Of Time."

LAN A TURNhR. , STAR.R.ING IN MCfuse to be typed! You've got to do
something! I want to be attractive in at
least
one picture!"
Before
the bewildered Mr. Schary
could remove his reading glasses Dorothy's interest was switched to the title
of the script in his hands, "Till The End
Of Time." "The heroine is a gorgeous
well-dressed kid of twenty-two with a
mouth you've got to kiss," she read
from the title sheet. "M-m-m," mused
Dorothy, ruffling her bangs until they
stood straight up over one eye, a sure
sign of excitement with her. "This is
it! She's the girl I want to play!"
The producer looked as though he
had just acquired his first ulcer. "But
the part's not big enough for you! Guy
Madison will have the dominant role!"
"That's not important," countered
Dorothy cheerfully, "as long as the part
is exciting!"
"Exciting! You never know what this
girl is going to do next!"
"Sounds perfect," said Dorothy.
"Thanks ever so much," and she was
on her way, script tucked securely under
her arm.
The independent spirit that is the
very essence of her Irish charm refuses
to consider anything or anyone important merely because others have proclaimed them so. She may hold you
spellbound for hours while weaving eloquent magic around the most ordinary
topics. Or she may throw up her hands
and say, "I can't talk any more," in
(Please turn to page 74)
Guy and Dorothy rehearse the walti they
dance in an important sequence for their
picture. You see Miss McGuire in
an attractive, gay get-up for a change.
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I have read other articles
WHEN
in this series on "This Is What
I Believe," I have admired the
courage of Screenland in dealing with
subjects so serious and so important that
one does not expect to find them handled in a movie magazine at any time.
In all the years I have been in pictures,
I cannot recall ever being asked my
opinions on such subjects by an interviewer. It is good for a change to be

JOHN

Now for the first time I shall try to
put them down on paper.
Life. I am not a fatalist. I believe
that man to a large extent makes his
own destiny. I believe that the ininfluence of environment is very great;
that heredity is not nearly so important.
I believe in the Golden Rule. I
believe you should treat people the
way you expect to be treated. I believe in a sense of decency, coupled with
realism. If you're sure the other person
is out to take advantage of you, I think
you should beat him to the punch. If
someone slaps your cheek, I do not believe in turning the other cheek. Slap

given the opportunity to express one's
convictions about such subjects as life,
death, religion and immortality. I find
it exciting to know that the readers
of this magazine are interested in what
movie personalities really think on these
subjects. It must mean that they themselves are groping toward an understanding of these very serious topics.
Although I've never before talked
about these subjects for publication,
I have strong convictions which I sometimes discuss with my closest friends.

"I have

strong

convictions

times discuss with
Now
them

in a

here

series

on

paper,"

which

closest

for the first time

down
And

my

I some-

friends.

I shall try to put

says

Garfield.

they are, as the latest article
we

are

proud

GARFIELD

to

present

New role for Garfield: the philandering vagabond opposite
Lana Turner as the cheating wife in MGM's realistic screen version of James Cain's "The Postman Always Rings Twice." It's
John's strongest part in a long time; ditto for lovely Lana.

him back instead, just as fast as you
can.
I believe that most people are fundamentally good; that there are no bad
people to begin with, but that people
can eventually be made bad by certain conditions. The people in Germany
were starved for some kind of philosophy and got Fascism and Nazism because they had not been trained to
think for themselves. They asked for
bread, and they got a stone — a stone
of hatred and intolerance.
I was brought up with the philosophy
of an Italian school principal, Angelo
(Please turn to j)age 88)
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Once publicized as "Hollywood's No. 1 Wolf," Vic comes out of the
Coast Guard a changed man. All his fans will like the Mature who,
home from the wars, is making his movie reappearance
By Lupton

A. Wilkinson

THAT Man, as every movie-loving
person knows, is back again. He's
starring in "The High Window," one
of those whambang murder stories of
the type in which Fred MacMurray;
E. G. Robinson and Dick Powell have
been glowering to higher fame. Note
that none of these are really tough
boys. They merely are able to enact any
kind of role so long as it teems with
54

in "The High Window"

masculinity and life. They can play the
cop or the robber, and they can play
romance. That's Victor, too, and this
writer has known him since he first
flashed that big smile and strode those
giant shoulders through Hollywood.
Do you remember Vic's early publicity
campaign in films? It was wished on
him by advisers who said, "What do
you care if people hate you? If they
hate you enough, they'll come to your
pictures
glaresimonizing
at you." cars, cleaning
Vic hadtobeen

wall-paper and dishwashing to pay his
way through the
Pasadena Playhouse
School. ("And then," he recalls, "I
finished my final term owing my landlady $19.00.") So he told his advisers,
"Sure, I can take it." Thus was born
of press agents, the brash, wise-cracking,
almost bullying figure that did arouse
some people temporarily to dislike him.
He's naturally independent, but not
brash, and there's no bully in him, of

Man of all work Mature, living in his dressing-room at 20th Century-Fox during the housing shortage, starts off his day doing
the usual chores. Exclusive photos show htm answering early morning studio call, bringing in the millt. cooking his own breakfast, dunking his own unmentionables, catching a shave— with side glances at photo stuck in the mirror of himself with June
Haver. Finally, original of that same photo, showing Vic on his most important recent date, a film premiere with pretty June.

course — there never is in any brave man.
The wiser movie-goers watched the
camera pierce that swaggering exterior
and reveal the good-fellowship, kindness and humor that are so much part,
of this actor. All fans will like the
Vic who, home from the wars, is making
his re-debut in "The High Window."
Has he changed? Of course he has.
He's harder. (He's bigger, too.) Everyone who went through protracted danger
and fire is in some way hardened. But
you can grow hard for better or for

worse and the vast majority of Americans who came home from the armed
services are harder in the sense that they
face realities, and their experiences have
given, them a new and — shall we say
higher? — sense of values.
You'd know what's meant there if you
could hear Vic, once billed in publicity
as "Hollywood's No. 1 Wolf," talk with
tenderness, almost reverence, of beautiful, blonde, blue-eyed June Haver. "She
is so innocent," he says. "She is so
fresh and clean. She makes you want

to be a better guy." Shades of a wolf!
Let's recap a. little on Vic — he's been
away a long, long time. Remember? His
father, anandAustrian
(there's
French
Swiss army
blood officer
in Vic,
too)
resigned to breathe America's freer air;
found the going so tough he was a
scissors-grinder in Louisville, Kentucky;
trundled that push-cart into a fine cutlery business; branched into modern lines
like commercial refrigeration; became
prosperous and re-won in conservative
(Please turn to page 82)
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emphasize

redhead,

Lucille Ball,

these dreamy

the postwar

costumes

elegance

>

Lucille plays the sophisticated heroin "Time
Hodiak
Johnformal
ine opposite
For Two."
In her
appearances
as Mrs. Desi Arnai she wears this creation of black mouselline de soie over
flesh-colored chiffon. A trio of paper
thin shell pink roses, one caught at
the waistline, the other two cascading
down full skirt, give the glamor touch.
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Here, left, is Lucille's conversation-piece
"Hands Off" dress. Brilliantly tipped
scarlet fingernails set off the sequin
patches which form the rings on the stenciled hands creating the amusing pattern
of this white dinner gown. Chic trick is
to have the fingernail polish match that
of the stenciled fingers in the design.

*

0

<

Simplicity of design, but of the smartest, sets off the striking sheer wool
one-piece dress at right, in the star s
favorite color, aquamarine. Sharp
V-neckline, full sleeves forming into
form-fitting points at the wrist and
a single cord tie for a belt put this
gown info the ultra-sophisticated class.

Again the wide armhole appears,
in the soft blue wool suit worn
above by Miss Ball. And again
the keynote is simplicity, with the
distinguished lines of the suit set
All
the snood-like
off byexclusive
these
costumesberet.
worn by
the star were created for her by
Don, Ltd. All jewels by Lackriti.

Up to his old tricks and complete with
famous wolfish leer is the great Groucho,
seen above in a tender moment with Lisette
Verea, Hollywood newcomer from Roumania. At left above, the authentic romantic interest is invested in a personable
new team: Charles Drake and Lois Collier.
At right, Chico catches up with Lisette, not
only making with the wolf call but wearing
the pelt as well. Below, the brothers compete for the attention of sirenish Verea.
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JUST before Joan Crawford started her
r61e of the dipsomaniac in "Humoresque," she was invited to a party. The
hostess said she'd arrange for a young
man to pick her up. When said young man
turned out to be one Cary Grant, Joan
wasn't exactly unhappy! Since then Joan
and Cary have been seen taking Sunday
afternoon drives through the Brentwood
hills. These two, who have really run the
Hollywood gamut, should have a great
deal in common. Not to coin a phrase,
time will tell.
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Cary a silver cigarette case. It was inscribed, "To the best housekeeper in
Hollywood." Now that his honorable
Navy career is behind him, you'll soon be
seeing Doug in his first post-war movie,
"The Adventures of Sinbad."

A LAUGHING, lovelier Rita Hay worth
than we've seen for many a day, has
been making the rounds with handsome
Tony Martin. The former singer is back
at MGM, after acquitting himself admirably inthe armed forces, and is about
to sing for his supper once again. Rita
makes a well-deserved post-war project
e ours. favorite eyeful
for Tony.
ood evening
these
HollywThey'r
NOW that David Niven is back in
Hollywood, it's a pretty nice world.
He's co-starring with Loretta Young in

Gossip

Weston

by

East

"The Perfect Marriage," and though he
looks thinner and a bit older after his five
years
in service,
he's lost
irresistible
Niven charm.
Thenone
fir6t ofdaythat
he
returned to the Goldwyn studios they had
a big welcome home sign out in front.
There was a canvas set chair with his
name on it and his name plate on his
dressing room door. "Sam Goldwyn
rushed out and gave me a particularly
warm
told
me howgreeting,"
much hegrins
had David.
missed "He
me, how

Here's
badly he needed me —
nounced he was loaning
diately, to Paramount!"
Goldwyn) hasn't changed

and then anme out immeNo, Niven (or
a bit.

BEING opposites in type and temperament, their Hollywood friends were
sure that Hedy Lamarr and John Loder
would have a lasting marriage. Evidently
the quiet-mannered, well-balanced Loder
g
charmin
Hedy's
against
finally
lities. He
on the
house
left their
whimsicarebelled

Hollywood
very day Hedy's adopted son, Jamesie,
was seriously hurt in an automobile accident. It occurred after John had departed but theEven
close iftiming
still didn't
help matters.
a reconciliation
takes place, the lasting possibilities are
doubtful .

THAT new contract Dennis Morgan
just signed with Warner Bros, proves
how popular he is at the box office. They
gave him everything he asked for and

Dennis wasn't modest. They've promised
him the role of the Scotsman in "The
Hasty Heart" and may even send him to
England to shoot it. For a guy who
arrived in Hollywood with $2 in his
pocket, Dennis is doing all right.

that
rumor
RARY
CONT
ed Cornel
sider
doing
had torecon
Wilde
"Margie" and was turned down by director Henry King, Cornel is still very
much on suspension — but a friendly sus-

Joan Davis and
Bob Hope, voted
the best comics
on the airwaves,
don their respective crowns as
King and Queen
of Comedy. At left
below, Joan and
Lon McAllister meet
at party; right,
the Zachary Scotts.

pension (if there is such a thing). After
five sensational starring roles in million
dollar productions, Cornel couldn't bring
himself to play a role which seemed to
him colorless and uninteresting and
subordinate to Jeanne Crain. He also
feels the fans and exhibitors have played
a great part in making him the popular

FOR two solid weeks the studio tried
to reach Eleanor Parker at home. Her
maid would always take the message;
Eleanor was always out, she would call
back. Naturally the studio was beAvildered and suspicious when this would
early in the morning. Now the
happen
secret is out. Eleanor is the bride of Bert
Friedlob, wealthy merchant and man
Group at left: William Eythe, Buff Cobb,
Clifton Webb and the Reginald Gardiners.
Center, the Dennis O'Keefes (Steffi Duna).
Right, the Kay Kysers (Georgia Carroll)
enjoy a day at the Santa Anita racetracks.

about Hollywood. This union makes her
a sister-in-law to ex-movie star June
Travis, who is married to Bert's brother.
In the meantime, Eleanor's ex-boy friend,
Joe Kirk wood, Jr., is whispering sweet
nothings into Martha Vickers' ear. Right
on the very same sound stages where he
used to dream it up with Eleanor!

SOMEONE evidently has a grudge
against the very nice Glenn Ford and
Eleanor Powell. Current rumors are almost too ridiculous to bear denying.
However, just to please the Fords and
you fans who have written them inquiring letters, they aren't divorcing, Glenn
hasn't taken a drink (remember he was
given a medical discharge from the
Marine Corps because of a stomach disorder), Eleanor isn't displeased at his
gambling. He just bought a new home
and can't afford it. So let's have no more
of this foolishness.

STEVENS' love scenes with
MARK
Lucille Ball were the most agonizing moments he's ever experienced. Not
that he wasn't happy with the bouncing
Ball in "The Dark Corner." But the day
he had to whisper sweet nothings into
Lucy's shell-like ear was the day Mark
had three boils lanced. That's what we
call really doing it the hard way!
CUTEST couple around Hollywood is
Joan Lorring and handsome Harry
Lewis. The other night they were parked
out in front of Joan's house when a mad
dog suddenly appeared out of nowhere.
He wouldn't go away and they were afraid
to make a dash for it. They remained in
the parked car for hours. Harry said he
thoroumentghly
of it! enjoyed every "mad" mo-

CLAUDETTE COLBERT was complaining (alittle) about her personal
physician. "He prescribes wonderful pink
pills for everyone else," said Claudette
about her doctor-husband, "but when I
complain, this is what / get." She held up
a beautiful white orchid. "Quite a bedside manner," we remarked to Claudette.
When we walked away she was still
grinning.
TYPICAL of Hollywood, the day Bill
Prince left to star in Frank Ross'
New York stage production of "Judy
O'Conner," Bill got calls from three
studios. John Berry, brilliant young director who just finished megaphoning
"From This Day Forward," has been
borrowed to direct the stage show. Rest
assured it will bring Bill Prince back to
Hollywood to follow up on the wonderful
impression he made in "From Pillow to
Post" and "Objective Burma." Good
luck to Bill, who is one of our special
favorites.

ADDED scenes for "A Stolen Life"
. (started over a year ago) interrupted
the Bette Davis- William Grant Sherry
honeymoon. Leaving New Hampshire
they drove all the way across United
States to Hollywood. The day they arrived, Bette received such an enticing
offer for "Riverbottom," her valley home,
she signed the bill of sale. From now on
Laguna Beach will be headquarters, except when Bette is making a picture.
Then
ment. they'll live in a Hollywood apartA BIG capital "L" plays an important
now,
right Lana.
life and
Bob Hutton's
part itin stands
for Love
because
Just before she stepped into the plane
that carried her on the first lap of her
the little
vacation,
American
South

You'll never worry about staying
sweet and dainty if you use Fresh.
Fresh, new cream deodorant, stops
perspiration worries completely.
Fresh contains the most effective
perspiration-stopping
known to science.
Fresh

stays
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or sticky. . .doesn't
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Turner girl extracted a promise from Bob.
He isn't going to have any dates while
she is gone, except with a masculine companion. The plane took off before he had
a chance to make her promise to turn her
pretty back on those gay caballeros!

whenbuzzingappear
begana public
Drake made
LYWOOD
HOLTom
ance with a dazzling wind-blow n brunette.
Everyone thought all was calm and quiet
on the Drake domestic front. And so it is.
Tom's lovely wife, Chris, is no longer a
blonde. It's made such a great change in
her appearance that no one recognizes her.
Tom, by the way, who is a very model
young man these days, has taken off much
weight and looks trim and healthy.

abe and
ned
scen
Hollywoo
theN'S
unexdplai
sence from
NSO
VAN JOH
and
ago
Chic
ce
in
aran
nt
appe
subseque
later in New York (where Sonja Henie
and her ice revue were appearing) immediately revived those marriage rumors.
s pounced on Van en masse and
pres
The
tried to pin him down to a statement.
to skate — which
taughtjusthimpalshow
Sonja them
, Van said in way of
made
explanation." Kind of a long way to go for
just a skating lesson, don't you think?
Cornel Wilde, above, with
his beautiful wife make a
stunning couple on the
dance floor. At left,
John Payne- and Ida Lupino
mark time and check their
scripts before going on
Mr. and Mrs. Wilthe qir;
liam Bendix help themselves
to some of the delicious
dishes at a buffet party.
Below at left, the Gary
Coopers join the dancing
throng at a popular night
club. Lina Romay, center
below, does a radio stint
with Frankie, the Voice.

JOAN LESLIE'S current "engagement"
to Capt. Glenn Edwards has roused
all the "Irish" in her. Someone brought

on the set of "Two Guys from
the Captain
Milwaukee." Joan was asked to pose with
him in a still picture, which she graciously
did. Then he asked for an autographed
"With
photograph, which she signed,
Leslie."
ly, Joan
, Sincere
best wishes
Hardly the gentle words of a lady in love.
The Captain sent several letters and
made long distance phone calls after he
left town. Actually Joan never had a
single date with him at any time.
UCH a merry little mixup took place
O at The Beverly Hills Club recently.
(who used to be married to
Evelyn Keyes
director Charles Vidor) came in with
Peter Lawford. They sat opposite Vidor,
Mervyn LeRoy's
married
is now
whowife,
Twoto minutes later in
Doris.
exwalked Mervyn with his current, Kitty
strained so hard to be
Everyon
Spiegel.ant
and enatural, their greetings
nonchal
sounded like a scene from a Noel Coward
drawing-room drama.

PROBABLY the nicest party in years
was given recently by Tyrone Power
and Annabella. "I've been away too long
to remember who isn't speaking to
whom," Ty kidded. "We've asked all
those who are our friends. We just want
them to have a good time." A good time
they had. With wine, music and tables
literally groaning with fabulous food,
everyone stayed on until dawn. Annabella, looking as lovely as a French painting, was asked her beauty secret by a
famous star. "I eat lots of parsley,"
answered Tyrone's lovely wife. From
then on you should see those glamor gals
going for that green stuff!

"The Hasty Heart"
TOUR
HIScame
to aninabrupt end when John
Dall quit the show and hurried home to
s!
eviWither
— Jane
Hollywood
g
judgin
the gal,He's
about
serious
dently quiteand
from those telephone calls that have been
following her all over Hollywood. Recently he sent her a beautiful platinum
and diamond lapel watch. Janie certainly
acts like a young lady in love at the mere
mention of John's name.
AS SOON as she finishes "The Dark
. Corner," Lucille Ball returns to MGM
as a full-fledged star and we hasten to

Van Johnson and Lizabeth Scott
merge talents for a radio show;
seen at right choosing scripts;
below, boning up on their lines;
and at left on opposite page,
giving the play a final rehearsal.

add, a high-priced star. Now everyone is
happy. Since the butter and egg shortage,
Lucille says people all but carry her around
on a velvet cushion. On her San Fernando

statues, certificates and citations. Richard

Valley farm, Lucille's cows and chickens
are really cooperating. She always has
been popular, but now — oh, brother!

from almost every other studio. He's
going to free-lance, however, and in the
meantime work on an original story he
feels is perfect for the screen.

AS A gag, but come to think of it, it
. might be practical, at MGM they
presented Greer Garson with a set of
blueprints, supposedly the plans for building her an ' award room." If she continues to win many more honors, Greer
ivill need a special place to keep all her

didn't
because
leftinMGM
whobask
Ney, to
want
the glory
of hishe famous
wife's name, has received contract offers

d had
Lawfor
When
he
sheep.
with" 150
do a scene
Peter
Brown,
IN to"Cluny
got home for dinner that night, his
mother, Lady Lawford, served him lamb
chops for dinner. Peter threatens to get
her a job as a Hollywood gagman!

mrmrm

Here
Gable

he

is again,

brings back

girls! Clark
all his

old appeal

plus a new

flamboyance

calculated

reel feminine

senses

to

HER RING— three
handsome diamonds
set with severe
beauty in platinum

charming young daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth H. Clapp
"Apple Meadow," Bedford, N. Y.,
is to be the bride of
Lt. (j.g.) James R. Neal, Jr., U.S.M.S.

Cornelia's complexion is soft, clear — eyes, blue-violet — hair, burnished brown

/

she

uses

Pond's

!

"When Bob comes home from sea he's
going to be a lawyer, and we hope to live
in Virginia," Cornelia says.
Cornelia has a lovely air of exquisite
grooming. And, like so many engaged
girls, her complexion is "Pond's-cared-for."
"I'm awfully choosey about using a very

good cream," she says. "Pond's is absolutely perfect for me— so cleansing and soft."
She smooths Pond's Cold Cream over
face and throat and pats well to soften and
release dirt and make-up. Then tissues off.
BOOKS FOR SAILORS— At the Seamen's
Institute, Cornelia helps collect books to
send out to the Merchant Marine. A
friendly service as important in peacetime
as in wartime. Cornelia is also a delightful
hostess at a well-known and popular
officers' club in New York. It was there
she met her lieutenant fiance.

She rinses with a second coat of Pond's,
making quick circles around her face.
Tissues off. "I cream twice — for extra

You'll love a big, luxury jar!
A few of the many
Pond's Society Beauties

sol .less and extra clean-ness," she says.
Use Pond's Cold Cream Cornelia's way every
morning, every night — for in-between freshening-ups, too. It's no accident more women
use Pond's than any other face cream at any
price. Ask for a big luxury size jar today!
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Ranching

HERE

IS THRILLING

With

Ginger

Continued from page 43

NEW

and seems to me to blend in with the
middle of my properly for about two
scenery perfectly. The rooms are done
and a quarter miles. Here was the perin knotty pine and are furnished in
HOPE
fect spot — private, no chance for the
few
very
maple. My favorite is the living room.
my
on
ss
intrusion of busine
ns.
vacatio
It's very large and has beams and a
3
tremendous fireplace and two deep
"The ranch, which is self-sustaining,
windows. It's
covers 1082 acres, 450 of which are
There toaresitmany
sofas.heaven
like
there and look put
Grade
a
It's
n.
irrigatio
tillable — under
across the valley and the^ beautiful
A dairy farm. At the present the dairy
considerisn't operating because of the
River."
Ginger and
doesn't
get jobs
out
able staff that is involved. But during - Rogue
on While
the tractor
do exactly
the many
the war, it produced sufficient milk to
necessary on the ranch, she does keep
take care of the daily requirements of
busy when she's there. She has been
3000 men at nearby Camp White. The
lucky in that she has never had any
to
proud
I'm
96th and 91st Divisions,
trouble getting qualified help for the
ranch. Her mother is the manager and
were among those fed by our- milk
say,
during their training period at Camp
the foreman and his wife keep things
MAKE
White. As for the stock, the cattle are
THIS
going in A-l condition. In addition,
the Jamesgolden Guernsey. We have all
there is whatever seasonable help as is
rest.
the
EASY
and
parlor,
milk
way barns,
needed. But when Ginger does go to
Our equipment is completely up to date,
7-DAY
the ranch, the last vestiges of the glameven to the Devry spray and electric
TEST
inwe
war,
the
before
milkers. Right
orous starit.disappear. She "roughs it"
and loves
vested in the most modern of equip"I only get to the ranch between picment for the farm — tractors, harrows,
DO
tures," she went on. "In fact, I'd be
and the like. Later, when the equipment on the neighboring ranches broke
there now if 'Heartbeat' hadn't interdown and were irreplaceable during) the
YOU
ested me so much as a film. When I'm
at the ranch, I forget all about Hollyout. There'sthea
ours rie
loaned
we
wood. I like to dress comfortably in
war,
among
real spirit of camarade
WANT
ranchers up there. Everyone helps
even inbeen
I've flop
plaid
jeans
known and
to let
the shirts.
shirt tails
the
everyone else." Ginger paused and then
breeze a la the younger set of today.
I added laughingly, "Don't I sound just
My choice pastime is fishing in the
like the farmer's daughter, though?"
Rogue River. This is a particular joy.
It didn't take long for her to conThe river is so cold and fast. Somethe ranch. It's
tinue her discussion of tires
the
On
of.
?
never
she
times I put on waders and fish from
subject
IR
one
HA
fit!
the middle — and if I do say so myself,
there is a two-story ranch
property,
house where the foreman and his wife
I've made some pretty good catches.
Then just try this SYSTEM on your
"When I'm not fishing or working oh
if
f
yoursel
for
see
It's a
hair for 7 days and
house is a dream.
live. My one-story
of
building
frame
modest,
the ranch, I like to get out the oldvou are really enjoying the pleasure
fashioned
freezer and make ice cream.
often
brown shingles. It's completely rustic
of attractive hair that can so
capture love and romance for you.

Dry, brittle, breaking e£f
GIT LONGER
HAIR MAY
when otherwise the SCALP and
HAIR is normal, by retarding the
breaking off. The hair then has a
chance to get longer and much
more beautiful. JUST TRY the
JUELENE SYSTEM 7 days and let
your mirror prove the results. See
if it does not bring untold happiness in greatest abundance for you.
Send $ 1 .(If C.O.D.- Postage & Tax
extra.) Fully guaranteed. Money
back if you are not delighted.
MAIL THIS INTRODUCTORY
SPECIAL COUPON TODAY I !
JUEL COMPANY, Dept. K-602.
4727 North Daman, Chicago 25, III.
I will try the JUELENE SYSTEM for
7 days. IIf will
my mirror
show back.
fine
results,
ask fordoesn't
my money
□ I ENCLOSE $1
□ I WILL PAY POSTMAN
JUELENE comes in 2 forms:
□ POMADE
□ LIQUID
Name
Address
City

State

Two glamor girls meet on the Columbia lot when Mrs. John Agar (Shirley Temple of
course!) is entertained by Rita Hayworth, in costume for her next picture, "Gilda."
SCREENLAND

MRS. ROBERT MONTGOMERY...
as famous for personal charm as
her. celebrated husband is for brilliant acting.

Rotert
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is starring

Montgomery,
that's why

tangee

on Hollywood's

gay-ueb

smartest

lips"

Yes, Tangee's exciting new lipstick shade— GayRed— is the hit-color of Hollywood. In that exotic

CONSTANCE LUFT HXJHN,
Head of the House of Tangee
and one of America's
foremost
authorities
on beauty
and

city (where a girl's face is her fortune) this Tangee sensation is being acclaimed by the loveliest
ladies of the film colony. Try Tangee Gay- Red . . .
it gives you a lift . . . makes your lips look young

Huhn's
Mrs. are
most
recentAmong
triumphs
the
make-up.
exciting new lipstick shade,
Tangee
and the new
Make-Up^Gay-Red,
Tangee
Petal-Finish Cake

and gay. Remember — Gay-Red comes in Tangee's
outstanding creation — the Satin-Finish Lipstick.
AT

LAST..

.A PERFECT

CAKE

MAKE-UP!

Some cake make-ups you've used are fine in one
way.. .some in another.. .but the new Tangee PetalFinish Cake Make-Up is ideal in every way. It's
easy to apply — stays on for extra hours — is
designed to protect the skin — and does not make
you look as though you were wearing a mask.
see

how
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Plain vanilla is my favorite. And made
from pure cream from the ranch — well,
it's terrific! Incidentally, turning that
freezer takes some muscle. Last year,
Penny, my secretary, and I were up
there and we made ice cream several

ra

checks

perspiration

odor

Mr/

• Made on a face cream base. Yodora is
"actually soothing to normal skins.
• Entirely free from irritating salts. Can
be used right after under-arm shaving.
• Its soft, cream consistency stays that way
indefinitely. Never gets stiff or grainy.
• Contains no chemicals to spoil clothing.
• Tubes or jars, 104, 304, 60^.
• Yes, Yodora is a gentle deodorant. Try it
today — feel the wonderful difference !

cKesson & Robbing, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn,
SONG
POEMS
WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC
Free Examination. Send Your Poems To
J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC
51 0-V So. Alexandria Los Angeles 5, Calif.
Beautiful
MOVIE STAR
PHOTOS

Gorgeous, glossy photos of
all your favorite Hollywood
Stars in their newest poses!
Customers love our ptiotos,
you will, too! Smallest
Order 30c. Name
2nd choices.
FREE! Gift
Coupons and
Catalog of over
2 00 exciting
photos with
order.
Van Johnson,
M.G.M. Star.

DELUXE PHOTO SERVICE Dept. N-40
Box 953 Church St. Annex. New York 8, N. Y.
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times — each taking turns at the crank."
Ginger's days at the ranch run about
the same. They definitely aren't spent
the way you'd imagine a movie star
would use her time. "I arise around
remarked. "I eat-.a
eight a.m." Ginger juice
or fruit, cereal,
good breakfast of
eggs, toast and jam, and coffee. Then
I go down to the barns to see how
even been known
I've (tows,
going.
things
but at such,
of the
to milkaresome
times I get up much earlier than eight.
Once in a while, I accompany the foreIf there isn't too
on his
to do, I sit around in the
me rounds.
much manfor
sun. Sometimes I take a picnic lunch
and go to the river to fish all day. I
also like to take long walks over the
quiet roads and paths in the late afternoon. Because I'm out during most of
the day.T eat heartily at every meal. I
never give a thought to such movie
up there. In
as dietsI when
things
usuallyI'mcurl up with a
evenings,
the
book by the fire. Not a particularly
eventful day and yet a busy one, a

in the morning. I opened my eyes and
saw a scene I shall never forget. The
valley was covered with a white blanket
and the trees were shining. Between
the naked branches of the trees, we
could see from our house on the hill that
the Rogue River was like a steely streak
/through the valley. It was the greatest

wonderful one."
owning a ranch isn't all
Of course,
There are difficulties to contend
glory.
with, and Ginger's is not the exception.
But all in all, she's been quite lucky.
"The only real trouble we've had has
been in getting water all over the land,"
Ginger said. "It had previously been
tenanted by share croppers, and when
we took it over, the willows and choke
cherries had over-run the fields. We
inaugurated a three year program at
once to feed and build up the land,
and as a result the ranch has had some
very successful crops. Every year we
have more and more land under cultivation because we make new ditches, get more water on the land — and oh
yes, keep up an alert fight against the
willows. With this constant care, we've
never had a crop failure.
"We did have a bad flood up there
a couple of years ago, though. This
could have been disastrous for it might
have taken all the top soil with it. But
the quick thinking of my foreman
saved the day. He held the water in
and then let it out gradually, thereby
salvaging the top soil."
Nothing could ever take away Ginger's enthusiasm for the place. There
are too many wonderful memories that
linger in her mind. Each has had its
own special thrill or suspense. Of them
all, two seem to stand out most vividly.
I think the most memorable experience was Christmas of 1941." Ginger
said softly. "Mother was already up
at the ranch, and I went up with a
couple of friends. I was looking forward to it so much because I had anticipated awhite Christmas. When we
arrived, there wras no sign of snow. My
heart sank. During dinner and the rest
of the evening, I kept looking out the
window, hoping to see some soft flakes
of snow' start to come down. But
nothing happened. Finally, discouraged
and disappointed, we went to bed. Then,
ScREENLAXD

holiday I ever spent."
The ranchers near Ginger don't look
upon her as a star. She is neighbor.
They aren't even interested in Hollywood and seldom, if ever, ask her questions about the film city. They have
their
own little world, and it's quite
sufficient.
I|j
"There are, of course, a good many
people in show business who have
ranches up in that vicinity," Ginger
continued. "Florence Rice, George Murphy. Nigel Bruce, Thomas Mitchell, and
Clark Gable all own property nearby.
My other
neighbors
aren't
all well
impressed .with
my work.
Theyat are
up in their own rights, especially my
rancher neighbors such as the John Days
and the William Grants. We bought
part of the ranch from Mr. and; Mrs.
Belts, who had owned it for thirty-five
years. They ..are sweet people, typical
western land farmers. They knew the
land before the highway was put
through, and Pete Betts helped to
build the roads through that part of
Oregon. They are typical Oregonians.
"All the people there are conscious of
a certain tradition that part of the country has in American history. Our ranch,
for instance, is thirty-five miles from
Jacksonville where the first Protestant
church was built. When the first covered
wagons came from AVestport, Missouri,
over the Oregon trail, they stopped at
Jacksonville. Then there is Grants Pass
near our ranch, the site of General
Grant's famous fight with the Indians."
Since the country is more or less on
the wild side, animal life is abundant.
Pheasant roam about freely and deer
are so tame that they come quite near
Ginger's house. Then there are birds
and large numbers of quail. Rabbits
and squirrels are also plentiful.
"I have two special pets on the ranch,"
Ginger remarked. "One is a dear little
squirrel that lives in the tree outside
my bedroom window and says, 'Good
morning' to me every morning. Then
there is a little mongrel dog we call
'Foxy' who came to us quite uninvited.
When we couldn't discover to whom he
belonged, we kept him. Or rather, we
couldn't have let him go because he
wouldn't leave us. He's such an afpet."
Ginger fectionate
paused
and then concluded
wistfully, "I do hope I can get up to
the ranch more often now. I want to
spend as much time with my husband
there as possible — and we're bofh going
to see to it that we become more the
rancher 'type.' There is no life like it.
The quietude of the ranch, the feeling
of privacy, the contentment it brings,
the enjoyment of the simple things —
and the pride in watching it grow and
progress. Such are the thrills of this
kind of existence. In this hectic world
we live in, it's a chance to go back to
a life that is unhurried, a life that is
home
honest and real. Her*
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Sees

Red

Continued from page 29
he made about a drunken man who sells
gin on the radio and ends up on the floor.
The thing was so fantastic and so funny
that the Metro execs used to run it off
for their pals just for laughs. They wore
out so many that they had to keep reprinting them. Finally, Arthur Freed got
the idea that if people who make the
pictures thought it was funny, the public
who loves them would think it was, too,
so he put the whole thing into "Ziegfeld
Follies."
Red's description of his Army experience is shot through with typical Skelton
quips like, "Yes, I spent 18 months in
the Army — and it didn't seem like more
than 15 years" — or, "It's been a wonderful experience that I wouldn't have
missed — but I wish I had!" at which nobody laughs louder than his fellow exservicemen.
"I got off to a bad start," he said.
"My first day in camp I was walking
along with a cigar in my mouth when I
met an officer. I didn't know I was supposed to salute — -you know, they don't
tell you anything in the Army. But he
stopped me and pointed to the star on
his shoulder and said, 'You see that
tar?' I said, 'Yes, sir — got a son in the
ervice, have you?' He growled, 'That
eans I'm a brigadier-general and you're
upposed to salute.' I said, 'I'm sorry,
sir — I didn't know.' 'You didn't know!'
he roared. 'What a fine blankety-blank

soldier you're going to make!' So I managed a quick salute with one hand and
got the cigar out of my mouth with the
other. Later I worked out a better technique— I got so I could take the cigar
out with the thumb of the hand I was
saluting with.
"One of the toughest things about
Army life is trying to get any sleep because so many guys talk in their sleep.
On one boat trip I slept in the middle
bunk. The guy above me talked in his
sleep and the one below me would answer him back. They used to carry on
whole conversations."
Edna Skelton (now Mrs. Frank Borzage, but formerly Mrs. Red, and still
his best friend, adviser and writer of his
comedy material) tells about getting a
letter from Red describing his first trip
overseas. He wrote that late one night,
when he was down below in his bunk, he
heard the motors chugging, felt the boat
move, and then went on page after page
about the wretched night he spent waging a losing battle with seasickness.
"I was getting sorrier for him on every
page," she said, "and I was almost in
tears by the time I got to the last page.
Then he said when he woke up in the
morning there they were, still in harbor
at Newport News! One thing the Army
did for him," she went on, "was to get
him over being allergic to telephones.
He's always hated them and would never
SCEEENLAND
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use one before. But after he got to camp
he wasto always
getting
broke
he'd
have
phone me
to wire
himand
money.
One night
andtoll.
he When
didn't Ieven
have
enoughhe tophoned
pay the
got
on the phone I could hear him at the
other end, trying to explain to the operator why he had to reverse the charges.
Here came that 'Junior' voice over the
wire, saying, T is just a wittle boy down
here all alone. I got no mama, no papa,
and I got no money' — and he had the
operator so hysterical she could hardly
"Did you find it a handicap or an adinthe Army — being a celebrity?"
Red was vantageasked.
"Well, it was a handicap at first," he
replied, "and I had to work at it to get
their
friendship. They kind of give you
talk."
the cold stare when they know you're a
movie actor. It isn't anything personal.
I think it's just an American trait to try
to tear down anybody they think is successful. We all do it— there's something
basic mire
about
it. Over old
in Italy,
they'd
adthose beautiful
buildings
at first,
and a year later they'd be saying, 'Why
don't they tear those things down and
Asked whether he thought the hardest
adjustment
going" into or coming out
ones?'
put up new was
of the Army, Red answered promptly,
"Going in. But it's hard coming out. too.
After two or three years in the Army
you get out of the habit of thinking for
yourself, because in the Army somebody
else does your thinking for you. So when
you come out, and all of a sudden you
have to do your own thinking again, you
71

naturally feci bewildered and Confused
"I wish every kid that comes out of
t lie service could take a month to get
away and do something he'd never done
before in his life. Somebody in every
kid's family should make him do this.
It wouldn't matter what activity he took
up— just
so it's something he's never
done
before.
"The most helpful thing I did was go
up to Montana for a month of hunting
with a guide, 'way off from civilization.
I'd never done any hunting before. Only
elk I had ever seen was at a convention

THIS MONTH EXPERIENCE
THE EXTRA COMFORT
OF SANAPAK . . .
the napkin that now gives you

SANAPAK is cleverly designed to fit without bulk, without chafing. They are softly
faced with cotton to give you even greater
comfort.
But most important . . . SaNapak is made
with three special layers, including the
famous "Pink Back"! They give you triple
protection! All at no extra cost!
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I was checking in, said, Tf there's anything you want, just let me know — I'll
Yes,youhe's
the same
' " you've always
alibi! Red
a good
give
loved
— with
something new added. The
same something that all returning soldiers have — a broader, deeper understanding of human problems and a
genuine concern over some things they
find on the home front that definitely
"ain't good."

I played once. But that's what helps —
just getting clear off from everybody and
taking up a brand new activity. It helps
bridge that difficult period, gives you a
chance to get straightened around, get
your perspective back. I went to the
same place where Clark Gable goes and
Not,
you, that he's
lost one bubble of mind
that marvelous
effervescence,
or
I had the same guide — Joe McGregor.
that
he's
turned
into
the
soap-box
type.
He's a wonderful guy. He loves that
On the contrary, Red is still the guy
country up there, wouldn't change for
who reminds you of your irrepressible
the world. He says, 'Up here it's Sunday
(and irresistible) kid brother who used
every day.' Isn't that beautiful?
to tease you to exasperation, and is now
"He told me a wonderful thing about
Gable. He said that once while Gable
grown up — though not very. For gags
was up there hunting, he noticed that
and wisecracks whiz through his mind
faster than light travels — and even when
each evening he'd take out of his bag a
packet of letters tied with ribbon and
he's expressing the most serious ideas,
would read just one letter arid then put
there's an uproarious snapper to every
it back. Later Gable told him that
third statement. Which detracts not one
Carole Lombard had written them for ■
jot from the effectiveness of what he's
him to take on the trip and had numsaying. In his case, it's just like salting
bered them so he'd have one from her
a steak— but don't you try it. Anybody
to read each day. Now wasn't that a
without Red Skelton 's common touch,
his split-second timing and warmth of
sweet thing?" Those brown eyes of Red's
turned very soft as he told it. Then the
personality would fall flat trying to use
sparkle came back and he exclaimed,
the same technique in some of the delicate situations Red has handled.
"He's a great guy, that Gable. A real
All
the time he was in service Red
he-man. And he's a good hunter, too."
"And how were you as a big-game
worked unsparingly at entertaining the
hunter?" he was asked.
boys, both in camps and hospitals, and
He launched into a side-splitting definally the nervous, strain landed him in
scription ofhis first morning in the wilds
the hospital as a patient. But as it
of Montana, with the gestures and emturned out, he found a job to do there,
bellishments that only Red Skelton can
too. For it was in hospitals, talking with
the individual boys and helping them to
give to a story. "I was sitting on the
meet their problems that Red was able
edge of a cliff," he said, "with my feet
hanging over the edge. I said to myself,
to contribute a service he's justly proud
Tf Metro ever asked me to do anything
of. Where medical science leaves off is
where Red began, and with his warmly
like this, I'd say, "Are you crazy?" ' But
there I was, and having a great time.
human approach, he wras able to get next
Then all of a sudden, a little ways off,
to many a boy who had wrapped himself
I saw this big elk come out of the woods
in defensive silence while groping for a
and stand there looking at me. The only
way to accept his own personal tragedy.
gun I had was a 30-31), which is the
With his sure understanding of human
wrong kind of a gun to kill an elk with.
nature, Red knew instinctively when to
But I aimed at him and shot. He jumped
lead a boy out gently and slowly through
up in the air, then staggered a little bit,
many long, heart-to-heart talks; and
and fell. Joe McGregor came running
when it was possible to snap him back
out and asked me how I did it. Then he
to matter-of-factness by taking the bull
scratched his head and said, 'Well, I
don't see how it could have happened,
but he's dead. And listen! — when you
get back to town, don't tell anybody
about this, especially anybody that
knows anything about elk hunting, because they're not going to believe you.
I can hardly believe it myself, even after
After Red got back from his hunting
trip he it.'
joined
the great army of home"
seeing trying
hunters
to cope with the housing
shortage of Los Angeles. He owns an
apartment building, but that did him no
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ing a circle of all the hotels, staying the
allowed five days in each one.
"This is the first time I've ever been
thrown out of a hotel for paying my
rent," he said. "Whenever I, leave a
hotel, I tell them, 'I'll be back when I
get
to theareendsorry
of the
list.'
managers
about
it, The
but hotel
what
can they do? One hotel manager, when

goodhimbecause
regulations
let
throw OPA
anybody
out. Sowouldn't
he and
"Little^Red" (Georgia Davis, to whom
lie was married March 9, 1945) are makScree

nl and

by the horns, as it were, and getting off
a good lusty crack about the situation.
So he went among his buddies with the
kind of sympathy that doesn't have to
be talked about, just talking and wisecracking, man to man, providing the
laughs that started them on the road
back to everyday living.
Red keeps in touch with hundreds of
these boys and there'll be hundreds more,
for he intends to keep right on with this
kind of hospital work. He's humbly
grateful for this rare gift of knowing the
combination to the boys' hearts, so that
he can help them break down the barriers and tensions set up by tragedy and
illness.
He carries in his pocket a letter from

one boy he knew in the hospital. "That
boy was going to commit suicide," he
said, "and I talked him out of it." It
was a beautiful letter, filled with appreciation of Red's friendly talks and advice. "You remember you told me, Red,"
the boy wrote, "that some day I would
find somebody that was the right girl for
me just as Little Red is for you, and
that when I found her I would know it?
Well, it was just like you said. Now I
have my 'Little Red.' We were married
four months ago, we are very, very
happy and life is worth living again —
just like you said it would be."
Red's interest in the other fellow is
nothing new, of course. It's been going
on a long, long time, and it comes to
light from all directions. Two or three
years ago Hedda Hopper went down to
the Douglas aircraft plant to christen a
plane which was named for her. Hedda
did her stuff for the employees during
their lunch hour, then went into a period
of questions and answers, and the workers kept her busy for fifteen minutes
asking for information about Red Skelton. Finally she said, "Say, what is this?
Don't you want to know anything about
any other Hollywood star? Why Red
Skelton all the time?" And from a hundred different throats came the cry,
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"Love his
thatlunch
man!hour
Why,at he
from
thesneaks
studio away
and
comes
to make
What down
Red here
dislikes
most us
on laugh."
the home
front is all the criss-cross currents of
prejudice he finds. "When you're in the
Army," he says, "you never stop to think
of the nationality or race of the guy who
sleeps in the next bunk or works next to
you, and it sounds pretty silly when you
come home to hear so much of this kind
of talk. I think most of the returning
servicemen feel this way about it and
when they all get home I believe they'll
pull the home folks away from these
prejudiced attitudes. When I hear people talking this way I use a technique
they taught us in Special Services — that
is, if a person expresses hatred for somebody, I pin him down and make him
tell me why he hates that person. Usually he can't think of any real reason.
Iand
can'tkindness
understand
it, because
friendship
are so
much easier
than
hatred and prejudice anyway. I keep
selling this slogan to audiences and I've
been told it's a scientific fact: 'It costs
only 13 muscles to smile — but it costs
68 to frown.'
"I love people," said Red. "Some of
my best friends are people. And I have
only one requirement to make of people
— they have to be breathing. I don't like
dead people. That's only for somebody
who doesn't want to be talked back to."
You'll notice the influence of some of
these ideas in Red's future screen work,
if he gets his way about it. "I'd like to
do a straight part," he said, "in light
comedy — the type Robert Montgomery
used to do. I'd like to play a human,
everyday sort of character who would
have humorous moments, but not be a
clown. I'd get a lot of pantomime into
it and in scenes with a girl I'd play it
seriously."
Well, anything he does is going to be
welcome. He's the same Red Skelton,
only better. And he wasn't bad before.
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the musical
Who dat man? Why, it's Larry Parks in blackface makeup for a sequence in Al Jolson.
plays—
he
man
the
from
pointers
some
drama, "The Jolson Story," getting

The

Real

McGuire

Continued from page 49

both adore weekends in the country
the middle of a sentence and shut up
like a clam.
where they can combine two pet hobA recent below-the-border vacation
bies, hiking and photography. Trudging for miles at a time, they stop only
with her husband elicits comments on
to snap pictures of some house or part
Mexico that are distinctly McGuirish.
about
raves
ry
customa
the
of
place
In
of a house that appeals to them. "We
have a huge collection of these photoheavenly beaches, food, or native handicraft Dorothy observes with enthusiasm :
graphs we call our Dream House File,"
"They have the most amazing dogs in
says Dorothy. "Unusual doorways, chimEnsenada!" She goes on to explain.
all
we start
when they're
refer togates,
us togardens,
for windows,
there neys,
"Here at home our clogs lead a sheltered
day.
some
own
our
of
home
a
family.
a
to
building
life, with one pampered pup
In Ensenada there are three or four to
We look through these snapshots often,
the smallest shack, with freedom to roam
for they also serve to remind us of the
at will. The result is a comical mixture
them."
takingfiles
we had
funThere
are more
on painting, old
of the fattest, sassiest bunch of mongrels.
"Our favorite was a collie named
silver, china and antique furniture, but
all of these hobbies are secondary to
Rusty. Just discharged from the army,
he had fine military bearing and disDorothy's first love, the business of actciplined the other dogs with just a
ing. "From the time I was a little girl
look. Never had to growl or menace
I wanted to be an actress. Can't rethem in any Way. I learned a lot from
member when I didn't," she states. She
received her early training at the Omaha
Rusty." Dorothy's eyes brighten with
mischief. "I've been practicing that
Community Playhouse where she made
Look on my friends since I returned.
her debut at thirteen in the lead oppoThey haven't responded properly yet,
Fonda in "A Kiss For Cinsite Henryderella."
In the audience was Violet
but I'm working on it."
Heming,
well-known
stage star, who was
Another "sentimental journey" for
Dorothy was a cross-country motor trip
performance.
Dorothy's
with
enthralled
"The girl is a born actress," raved Miss
with her husband. "I wish every American could travel across the United
Fleming. "She reads lines with a natuStates as we did. You get the feeling
ral intuition, not as a child who's been
of enormous pride as you visit the difShe's like a breath of Spring."
coached..
ferent states. There seem to be many
every role is a livDorothy
With
lands in one — a variety of places and
ing experience. Submerging her own
people that keep our nation virile and
vibrant, personality in characterizations
exciting. I remember a town in the
such as the scatterbrained child-wife in
"Claudia," hardworking shabby Katie
southern part of Ohio in which • every
house was painted white; the country
of "A Tree Grows In Brooklyn," the
green and bursting with energy. We
of "Enchanted
plaina Laura
painfully and
thought the mayor deserved a vote of
Cottage"
mute servant girl in
"Spiral Staircase" is enough to make
interox
unorthod
of Dorothy'
Many
." The latter
for "glammer
ests are shared
by sher husband. They
gal yell
any was
thanks."
trying, for during alespecially
role
Screen

i/ANn

most the entire two months of production Dorothy never uttered a line. With
the MeGuire penchant for realism she
maintained her silence off the set as
well as on. And since the fact that she
was playing a mute was a strict studio
secret, her friends were thrown into a
panic over her mysterious refusals to
speak to them.
Even the writer of the screenplay,
Mel Dinelli, was fooled. His admiration
for MeGuire the Actress is superseded
only by his admiration for MeGuire
the Story Mind. In pre-production chats
the lady had astounded him with excellent suggestions for improvement of
scenes and situations.
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"Shortly after the start^ of the picture we lunched at Lucey's, a popular
restaurant close to RKO Studio," relates Mr. Dinelli. "I was looking forward to the stimulating conversation
I always enjoy with Miss MeGuire. Instead we spent a full hour in almost
complete silence. After several attempts
to start conversation I began to worry.
Perhaps I had unknowingly offended
her. Not until the waiter came for our
orders and Miss MeGuire pointed to
what she wanted on the menu did I
realize she already had taken on the
character of the story."
This self-imposed silence was a great
strain on Dorothy, who relishes good
talk. She managed to stay bottled up
until nearly the end of the picture.
Then she exploded! It was during a
momentary lull, when the camera was
being shifted for a new angle, the
players were resting in their dressing
rooms and the director and cameraman
were quietly huddled in consultation regarding the next shot. Suddenly the
stillness was shattered by a terrifying
dressing
scream issuing from Dorothy's
room. Everyone rushed to see what

They found
the star.
had
on
grin her
a sheepish
on a couch,
seatedbefallen'
her face. "It was just MeGuire testmeekly. "I wanted
explained
ing," shesure
there was a good scream
to make
two months of silence."
in me
leftHer
loveafter
for the theater extends to
the outstanding members of her profession. "The thrill of watching a fine
craftsman on the stage can't be
equaled," says Dorothy. "I have always carried a burning image of Ethel
Barrymore as I first saw her. I was
about nine and wild with excitement
over the prospect of being taken backstage to meet her. She stood in the
doorway of her dressing room, her hand
graciously extended to me. I thought
beautiful hands I'd
she had
ever
seen the
and most
that she was the tallest,
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regal person in the world."
most
Several years later, when Dorothy
was on tour with John Barrymore in

In these days of shortages we can't
promise you all the Kleenex you want,
at all times. But we do promise you

"My Dear Children," they met again.
Dorothy was playing one of the children, but by then she had attained

this : we'll always keep Kleenex the
finest quality tissue that can be made!
*T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Ofl.

her full height of five feet six. "It
was a surprise to discover I was as tall
as Miss Barrymore. Somehow I never
to be."
expected
Dorothy is taller than she realizes;
mentally, spiritually and professionally.
She has a glowing core of greatness, an
integral sincerity that makes her what
she is— the real MeGuire.
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How
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Continued from page 3 1

the boy next door, of whom there were
some 11,000,000 in the service. This
being the case, it's no small task to
answer the thousands of letters which
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say, "You remind me of . . . ." Van
devotes a part of every day to answering
this particular type of mail.
He's also a polite young man. He receives many gifts — sweaters, cuff links,
rings, loaves of bread, cakes, and even
his favorite chewing gum. None of these
gifts go unacknowledged. He personally
thanks everyone who has been kind
enough to invest their pennies and dollars in gifts for him. He doesn't feel
particularly comfortable about these
presents, because he remembers how
limited allowances can be and how much
it costs in sacrifice as well as money
for these gifts to be sent to him. Nevertheless, he thinks the least he can do
is to write a thank-you letter in return.

Lana Turner didn't
fan mail department. She
the awhile
nearquite
go For
let MGM handle every letter and every
request for a picture. Then, suddenly,
she began to feel she was losing track
of what her fans liked. All at once, she
didn't know if they wanted her to play
one type of role, or another. Being
isolated from their reactions to her per, she didn't
and her pictures
really knowformances,whether
or not she was
ringing the bell.
"I decided it was bad for an actress
to get out of touch with the people who
pay money to see her. So my secretary,
Romayne, and myself, took over the
really stupendous job of taking care of
every bit of fan mail. We have adapted
quite a system. We keep every letter
that is mailed in, and we answer every
one. We keep a file copy of our answer
attached to the original letter, and when
we sit down to write, we refer to the
file. That way we can keep track of
correspondence that has gone before.
"Every day Romayne and I go over
the mail and I tell her what I want to
say. She types it up, and then I sign
it. We keep such an extensive file that
very few people get by with sending in
the usual threatening letters which some
fans hope will bring replies. For instance, the other day I received a letter
which said: 'This is the third time I
have written you, and I have never received an answer. Unless I get an answer by return mail, I will never go see
one of your pictures again!' We looked
up this young man's name and address
— sure enough, it was in our files — and
we noted that we had personally answered all three of his letters. We wrote
him again and told him our letters must
have gone astray because we had his
letters and our answers — of such and
such dates — on file. We didn't hear from
him again!
"I am always interested in intelligent
comments on my work. If a fan especially likes the way I play a scene, and
tells me exactly why, I am grateful to
that fan. Perhaps I am able to improve
another scene in another picture because
of her reaction. Letters which show peoScREENLAND

ple are really following my career and
know all about my pictures, particularly
make me want to answer that letter in
detail. Because I really am very grateful to those people who are watching
Blaine has a unique system
me Vivian
so carefully."
for routine letters. Of the 6,500 letters
she receives each month, many ask how
she lost weight. Vivian has a postcard
she mails back, which says, in effect:
"Thanks so much for writing to me. I
wish I could write you personally, but
I have received so many letters asking
me how I reduced from 150 to 102
pounds that I have found it necessary
to answer you through this postcard.
The doctor who helped me lose weight
was Dr. Seymon of Beverly Hills. If
you will contact him, he will help you."
The only trouble with this blanket letter arrangement is that Dr. Seymon has
had to hire another secretary to take
care of the letters he has received!
For really personal answers, Vivian
never fails to reply to anyone who writes,
"I knew you when ..." Nor does she
ignore
a friend
of Jackanyone
S. . . .who
who says,
met "I
youamwhen
you
were in . . . ." Nine times out of ten,
Vivian, who has a very good memory,
will remember not only Jack, but the
incident of their meeting, what they said,
and so on. She writes the "friend of
Jack" a long, warm letter.
There is another type of letter Vivian
Blaine always answers. It is the one
which begins: "I am in Ward C of the
Veterans' Hospital. . . ."
"I've sung at so many hospitals," says
Vivian, "that I feel I know all those
kids. They are such brave, gallant, sweet
boys, and mail means a lot to them. I
make a point of answering their letters,
and I write over 700 letters a month to
the boys who came back casualties
She has the same reaction when she
receives a fan letter from someone who
isof invalided.
"There are a number of
war."
pathetic letters every month that hit
you right in the heart. A little girl with
infantile paralysis wrote me that she
went to see my pictures in a wheel chair
— well, something like that just breaks
up. We
youBefore
the correspond
war ended,regularly
Vivian now."
never
failed to answer mail from overseas.
Some of the biggest and best pinup pictures ever made were of Vivian and they
graced
the barracks walls in every theater of war.
Then there's the Vivian Blaine fan
club to which she writes constantly. She
keeps these clubs posted about her next
picture, what she did that week, what
radio broadcasts she will appear on, and
so forth. When all this is added together.
Vivian finds herself writing over 1800
letters a month. She does this at night
at home after work, with the help of the
studio secretary. Since almost every fan
letter requests a picture, Vivian sends
along a personally autographed portrait.
Where do stars get the time to answer such volume mail? Many people

think it's a chore to answer half a dozen
letters a month, while others — with a
plea that they are poor correspondents
— rarely write a half a dozen letters a
year. The answer is apparent if you
follow Ingrid Bergman, for instance,
around for a day. One of the busiest
stars in Hollywood, with an almost constant working schedule, she manages to
answer certain of her fans' letters by
utilizing every spare minute.
Between scenes on the sets will find
Ingrid signing stack after stack of photographs. She even signs photographs during interviews. Lunch hour will see her
conferring with- her secretary on the
day's mail. During the afternoon, if she
is not in a scene, she will be goingthrough hundreds of letters, writing little
marginal notes to remind her what to
say when she dictates her answers. This
isn't just her routine for one day; it happens every day.
Ingrid has a wonderful sense of humor,
and letters which amuse her get bright
and sparkling answers. There is one little
girl in northern California who writes
Ingrid fabulous letters on shelf paper.
The letters are illustrated with line drawings and often run as long as 36 feet!
The envelopes are elaborately illustrated,
too, generally showing characters from
Ingrid's latest picture. The little fan
keeps track
of Ingrid's
personal
knows
all about
her husband,
and life,
her
daughter, Pia. Ingrid has written this
young fan many letters, and, when the
press of work is really too great, Ingrid's
secretary answers for her. The point is
this: There is hardly a star who would
not personally answer such a letter,
because it shows great time, effort, and
genuine interest in the star's career.
Ingrid does something pretty nice at
Christmastime. During the war, and
today — with the occupation forces —
many of her fans wrote her from overseas. Ingrid has written many of these
boys regularly for several years. She
feels they are friends, and when Christmas rolls around, she sends a Christmas
basket to these fans in the service. This
is something rather special for a star
to do. As one boy wrote back: "When
I wrote you a letter telling you how
very much your wonderful performances
meant to us over here, little did I expect
that I would receive a personal answer
from you, as well as your photograph.
But when your Christmas package came,
I found that I did not quite know how
to thank you. I wonder if you realize
how much such thoughtfulness means to
a G. I. who has been in the service al-
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most four years?"
Of all the stars, perhaps Robert Cummings has the most business-like arr
rangement for taking care of fan mail.
He doesn't let his studio handle it at
all, on the theory that he wants to
know what his fans think. Therefore,
almost any day of the week, you will
find
secretary calling
his mail
over Bob's
at Paramount.
These for
letters
are
taken to an office Bob rents in Beverly
Hills, where a staff of girls sort the mail
and make notations calling to Bob's attention letters that are bright and different. Since most of the letters ask for
photographs, a picture and a photomailer is attached to each letter. The
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letters are put in boxes, and when Bob
drives by on his way home from work,
the boxes are put in the back of his
car. After dinner, Bob starts reading
the letters and signing the pictures. He
tries to put something personal on each
one. If the letter ends, "Hubba-hubba
to you!" Bob will write on the picture,
"To Janice, Hubba-hubba to you, too!"
Since Bob pays for the pictures, secretaries, stamps, and photo-mailers himself, instead of letting the studio pay for
them, he has a problem with which many
conscientious stars are faced. He
couldn't possibly afford to foot such a
bill himself, so he answers every letter
with a routine penny postcard. On this
card is printed a 2x3 inch picture of
Bob, and under the picture, this message: "Thank you for your kind letter.
I want you to have the photo requested,
autographed by me personally to you.
In order to insure this I have contracted
for thousands of photos and photomailers, for secretaries and for office
space. A part of each week I have
pledged to personally reading mail, and
the photo you receive will be signed by
me only. My sincere appreciation,

the letters. He does this in self-protection, since one reply often leads to another letter which, in turn, asks more
questions, and the correspondence grows
like a snowball.

Robert
is a list of prices: 8x10
cornergs."
In oneCummin
photos, 25c; 11x14 photos, $1.00. This
includes cost of mailing. In case you
think Bob is making anything on the
deal, you try sending out this size picture, buying the envelope, paying postage, and see where you wind up!
On the way to work the next morning,
Bob takes the letters to the post office.
Although his mail slackens to about
1,500 letters a week between pictures,

studio of a star's last picture, and
DON'T be coy with the postmaster.
Once Bob received a letter that had
a picture of him pasted on the envelope,
nothing more. It eventually got to him,
because the post office is run by smart
people,
the fastest way in
the
worldbutto itgetisn't
a reply.

'S
of DO'S
a list
has
. Theyandgo DON'T
g fan
forBob
writin
letters
like this:
DO give your correct address. Some
people sit down and write long, beautiful
letters, enclose 25c for a photo, and forget to add their address. A little later
the star gets a nasty letter, saying:
r?" your
ned to
"What
happe
quartein
DO be
honest
and mysincere
opinion of the star you are writing to.
Bob says: "I get a number of letters
every year that are the same exact wording. They generally come from South
America or Mexico, and I must have
received 10,000 in ten years. They have
different return addresses, but they obviously are not written by different people, because not a word is changed. This
lack of sincerity is just like saying,
Tlease send me a photo. I saw you in
"Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo" (Van
Johnson's picture) and you were swell!'
Naturally that kind of a letter doesn't
answer."
a personal
inspire
DO try
to address
your letter to the

right after "You Came Along" was released his fan mail soared to 10,000 letters a week, according to post office
records. This means taking care of his
fan mail is a full-time job. That's why
he has a special office to handle it.
If a fan writes a letter mentioning a
mutual friend, Bob always answers with
a short note. But if that fan starts a
regular correspondence, Bob writes him
again and asks him not to be offended
if he cannot always find time to answer

DO type or write legibly. Lots of letters are written in tiny, scrawled handwriting that is impossible to read. The
work
day's
from a a big
star,
at thealready
studio tired
and with
stack
of
mail before him, can't make himself go
beyond the first half a page because
it's just too much work to read it.
DON'T think if you write insulting
letters, it will bring you an answer. Stars
have discovered that they only get into
involved correspondence if they defend
themselves. Bob, a crack pilot who was
a flight instructor all during the war,
gets mad when he receives letters which
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Kafhryn Gray:on shows unique system MGM
SCREENLAND

mail room uses to identify stars' boxes.

read: "We have been reading about you
being a flyer and we don't believe you
were ever in an airplane," but he
doesn't answer back.
DON'T ask stars to autograph pieces
of their clothing and send them to you.
If they did this, they would soon have
no clothes left. Besides, even a handkerchief costs money.
DON'T be incoherent. Many letters
say: '"Please send me a photo of yourself. Also, could you get me Andy
Devine's autograph and send it too? I
have done secretarial work. Do you ride
horseback? Don't let your secretary answer this as it is personal. I would like
(This
studio."
in a kind
working This
a job letter.)
getactual
to an
of a letter
is
it isn't
to say the
confusing,
is
and make
star and
the least,
to confound
smart
him guess which part of the letter is
the most important. No company ever
tries to sell two products at once. If
you want a picture, write for a picture;
if you want a job, write for that; if you
want someone else's autograph, write to
that person. Make your letter come to
the point.
And don't ask a star to telephone
someone for you who also lives in or near
Hollywood. One night Bob was reading his fan mail and came to a letter
which said: "Please telephone my sister
in Inglewood and tell her I am all right.
She'd be so thrilled, and I would be so

grateful."
On an impulse, Bob picked up the
phone and called the sister. Her boy
"Who's calling?" he
d. him.
friend answere
Bob told
asked.
"Well, what do you want to speak to
her for?" The conversation went from
bad to worse, and Bob finally hung up
after being roundly insulted.
You never know how someone else
is going to react to a telephone call
star, so don't ask your
from a movie
favorite
star to make one.
Don't let these highlights make you
fan letthink movie stars don't valuekeep
the
ters. Because your letters
Kathfeel.
you
stars posted on the way
ryn Grayson has always been grateful
for the advice which came to her via
letters after she toured the country.
These letters indicated that the male
call had changed from whistling at girls
in sequins and furs to whistling at girls
in clean, crisp, cotton dresses. She discovered that because men have been
value of the girl-next-door
the
away,
had gone up, and the value of the siren
didn't have
had gone clown. Kathryn
a whisper of the grand manner when
she first appeared in pictures, and today
— she still hasn't.
— a sensational successwell
the thousands
For she remembers
of letters which read: "I am enclosing
a picture of my sweetheart. She looks

IT IS that superb Evening in Paris face powder which gives
your skin such a velvety look, of course! It is so soft and
fine, and it clings so long and smoothly. Evening in Paris
rouge and lipstick are designed to harmonize . . . and the
complete make-up is more marvelously becoming than
you'd even dream! You'd better try it now . . . and discover
for yourself why the men say "if a lovely woman would be
even lovelier . . . her make-up should be Evening in Paris!"

just like you!" No makeup, naturally
red cheeks, an unaffected manner, the
lovely heroine of "Two Sisters From
Boston" reminds boys of the girl they
want to marry. They figure that Varga
babe is just a paper dill. Anyone who
knows can tell the real thing, and Katy
is real.
But she might have gone glamoroussexy-furs-and-sequins if it hadn't been
that she took the male call in her mail
seriously.

BOURJOIS - N. Y. - Distributors
Tune in the Powder Box Thecter — 1 0:30 P. M., E. S. T.# Columbia Network.
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shave unwanted hair? Use
GLamourAL HAIR-OUT. It
TAKES HAIR OUT, leaves skin
smooth and the hair doesn't
come back for a long time.
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ORDER TODAY . . . 2-oz. jar
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Continued from page 36

a trifle pale, still polite— but no smile.
Three years later, I was asked to join
a group who were going up on Sunset
Strip to a new restaurant. It turned out
to be Preston's— founded by him to give
a Hollywood start to a New York song
publisher who had helped him during
New York lean days. Our party arrived
late — almost closing time. My old
"enemy" asked me to dance, then excused himself and spoke to the orchestra
leader. Just as I didn't learn till long
later why Preston had started that restaurant, soI didn't know that night that
he had paid a fancy price for the orchestra to play four more hours, till six a.m.
have guessed, because for 240
should
(I
minutes he danced the feet off me — without stepping on them, either!)
During that much dancing you either
begin a friendship or else, and eventually
Mr. Sturges and I wound up in a home
that, like everything else about him, is
unique. To understand that home and
the way we live, as well as Preston's
"sharp" creative work, we'd better flashback to his fantastic youth:
Spent early years half each in Chicago,
half in Paris ... the world-famous
dancer, Isadora Duncan, "saved" his life
at eight months with a champagne diet
to "cure" pneumonia ... she was entrusted with much of his Paris rearing
. . . books were crammed down him . . .
he had to stay in and rest afternoons so
he could attend the opera at night . . .
for several years he rode to school on a
bicycle, wearing Grecian robes.
s cos's mother'
Prestondized
Secondmeticphase
business— jeopar
by World
War I . . . Preston, sent to America at
sixteen to rescue the New York branch,
invented kissproof rouge . . . not liking
cosmetic business, became a Wall Street
messenger . . . working at $7.50 a week,
he sold a $50,000 batch of bonds to a
customer; was raised to $10 a week . . .
not liking that either, he quit ... during
World War I he served as an air cadet.
Odd jobs and restlessness continued
until one time, sick in Chicago after a
dangerous appendectomy, Preston secured the late Irvin Cobb's permission to
dramatize that humorist's "Speaking Of
Operations." Theatrical producers unanimously turned the play down. "Operations may be funny in a book," they
held, "but on the stage — too graphic to
audiences."
laughter
make
In the
midst for
of American
that disappointment,
and always eager to shoot the moon,
Preston poured out all his dreams and
proposed to a girl who he thought had
been encouraging him. She had. "I just
wanted to see," she told him, "how far a
young upstart like you, with no prospects, would go." That's probably where
my husband-to-be began studying people,
because he embalmed the lady in caricature and poked fun at himself in a play
titled "The Guinea Pig."
When producers didn't want "The
Guinea Pig" either, Preston rented, in
January,nda "Summer" theater on the
estate of Frank Vanderlip.
snowbou
There the cast, working on trust, reSCREENLAND

hearsed long weeks. The theater held a
small stove and — the Vanderlips being
clime — Presoff wintering in some sunny
ton decided landlords should furnish
heat and raided the banker's coal-cellar.
"The Guinea Pig" staggered, half-frozen,
down to Broadway and played sixteen
weeks. Everyone got paid off except
Preston— that's why the New York restaurant-keeper was feeding him on credit
while he was attending rehearsals of
"Strictly Dishonorable." That play
(written in nine days) is noted for two
things: running two years on Broadway,
it drew Preston many Hollywood offers;
it also established his complete originality because, for the first time in any
American play, he let the "Latin Lover"
win the girl from the handsome American "hero." Maybe that's where the
Good Neighbor policy began!
In Hollywood as a writer, Preston authored so many hits that only a small
percentage may be listed here: "The Big
Pond," "The Power And The Glory,"
"Thirty Day Princess," "The Good
Fairy," "Diamond Jim," "Port Of Seven
Seas," "Easy Living," "Remember The
Were King." It's
"If —I that
Night"— and
legend
accurate
to enlarge his
duties to direction also, he sold Paramount his original screenplay, "The
McGinty,"
Great vided
he could pilotforit. ten dollars — proWell, we all know that the gentleman
now writes, directs, produces — and casts.
Let's get back to the man himself.
The honeymoon home to which I was
taken was just two blocks above Hollywood and Vine. The fact that Charlie
Chaplin and Mildred Harris had been
married in the front room was of no interest whatever to Preston, but he owned
some furniture that suited the front
room's Victorian atmosphere. Upstairs,
too, in our bedroom, he had had placed
an old-fashioned, four-poster mahogany
bed. Adjoining our room he had fitted
up a masculine den- workroom.
When the baby needed quarters, filing
cabinets came out of what was first his
"office" and crowded the piano in his
den. Included is a fine bust of his beloved stepfather, Solomon Sturges, of
Chicago, for whom our son is named.

time othat
thisChicag
by d,
I knewboyhoo
to
Paris 's
to Preston
nomad
Chicago and back, over and over, and the
phony culture in Paris, had soured him
decision
on the very word "culture." Histhe
most
that people, not books, were
profitable (and enjoyable) study for a
dramatist made itself plain during our
honeymoon in the odd house that he was
remaking to suit his dreams.
For a man who works as hard as Preston (he's never late on the set or anyhe isn't
whenscreenplay
, a vacation,
,
his next
starting
alreadywhere else)
and
night
at
means staying up all hours
abed till three in the afternoon. This
marked our honeymoon and I was astonished to hear Preston answer the
phone to the horde of salesmen who try
to descend on afny bridegroom who has
some cash. "I don't want to buy any-

tiling, old man," he'd invariably say,
"but if you want to come up and speak
— any afternoon after three."
your piece
So— we spent our afternoons, receiving, like royalty, in the huge four-poster
bed. And did the salesmen come: insurance men, interior decorators, wine merchants, caterers, gowns-for-madame experts, tailors, furriers, canned goods
wholesalers, cosmeticians, jewelers, even
maternity hospital representatives!
Though he listened with flattering attention, Preston, except for a few instances where my eyes couldn't keep
from glistening over some item, bought
nothing. After a week — and I was getting abit fed up, too — I caught on. "It's
a wonder," I chicled, "someone doesn't
shoot you. You're simply gathering material in case you want to write a screenplay aboitt a salesman."
"Well" — his brown eyes twinkled — "I
told them frankly I wouldn't buy anything."
He does like people, though, as well as
study them. That explains why the
Chaplin-Harris wedding parlor is left in
solemn museum state while our real living room is fifty-six feet long, proportionately wide, swept with sunlit windows (pepper trees and a swimming pool
outside) , and containing such assorted
items as a ping-pong table, card tables,
deep leather chairs about a wonderful
fireplace, books galore, ship models and,
at the bar, samples of Preston's unending
attempts to invent a comfortable barstool .
In this big room we spend much of
our time. Even when alone or just with
a close friend, we like to eat in the cheerful game-room; but our social evenings
usually consist of sixteen for dinner
(Preston says the big room looks empty
with less) and I bask, watching him
enjoying people around him. I also seem
to hear his brain click, once in a while,
registering a bit of dialogue.
That nomad boyhood has accentuated
a trait that must have always sought
fulfillment in Preston — intense love of
home. He has a great gift for building
and the upstairs suite he planned for
Solomon, including the installation of
special cooking and sterilization facilities,
is a model of its kind. The security of a
home — and love — that is his own, motivates him to a poignant degree.
One day when the baby was eight
months old. 1 tucked him under my arm,
so to speak, and started out to an afternoon hen party. Something went wrong
on the set, and for the only time in our
married life, Preston came home early.
I left the party well before dark and
when I arrived near our house there,
pacing up and down the sidewalk, an
almost wild look in his eyes, loomed my
husband. It wasn't right that he should
come home and not find his family waiting for him! He wasn't angry, just temporarily hurt (the mood vanished immediately in gaiety) , as if I had deserted
him and eloped, baby and all, to far
parts!
As with most men who possess a real,
hard-used creative talent, there is a wistfulness about Preston; he has moments
when, spiritually, he wants his hands
held up; when, in spite of all he has accomplished, he wants someone near and
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dear to tell him he's good. Such underlying humility, I think, is part of any
true artist.
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lack
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You girls and women who suffer so
from simple anemia that you are pale,
feel tired, weak, "dragged out" — this
may be due to lack of blood-iron.
So start right away— try Lydia K.
Pinkham's TABLETS— one of the best
and quickest home ways to help build
up red blood to get more strength
and energy — in such cases.
Pinkham's Tablets are one of the
greatest blood-iron tonics you can buy.
Just try them for 30 days — then see if
you, too, don't remarkably benefit.

Lydia E. Pinkham's
LEARN
TO

RUMBA

One of my husband's most appealing
traits is his regard for other people's
feelings and reputation. One evening,
among our sixteen guests for dinner,
was a woman once prominent, now less
so, and whom life had embittered. She
repeated or invented one after another
"I-knew-her-when" tales, all of them
malicious and harmful. I saw Preston's
hands clench and his jaw-muscles tense.
When the guests departed, he turned
to me whiter-faced than the time, long
before, when I insulted him about the
Schubert melody. "Please, Louise," he
said, placing his hands on my shoulders,
"please do not let us ever have that
woman in our home again." In all my
knowledge of Preston, I have never
heard him utter a harmful word about
anyone. And his many kindnesses to
people — I hear of scores, but not from him.
Preston's innate joy of living glows
in his relations with Solomon. They
have worked out an elaborate doubletalk system, and will gabble together
in this lingo, eyeing me mischievously,
tickled because though — I feel sure —
they are saying nice things about- me,
I can't understand a word. I think
that geniuses and children are natural
companions.
Delightful contradictions pop up in
Preston. He is world-famous as a
connoisseur of food. He helped create
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example of Preston's pasAn sionamusing
for exactitude illustrates the constant novelty of living with the man.
(I told you he is original!)
Solomon, five this Summer, was born
June 25, 1941. However, he arrived
much sooner than the due date, August
15th. You guessed it! We celebrate
both days as Solomon's birthday!

Vic Mature

Continued from page 55

bars

minutes

"New"

"The Players," his noted
the menunt for
on the Sunset Strip. Yet
restaura
his favorite food would surprise his
chefs. My first duty as a housekeeper
is to always have on hand a full supply
of this delicacy, a dab of which is to
him like a chocolate to a read-and-dipin-the-book girl, or a toddy to a man
with a ruddy nose. I unveil the Presfood passion — peanut butter!
ton privatehis
Besides
hatred of gossip, there is
that can render
characteristic
other
one
him stern — his aversion to disorder, untidiness, inexactitude. It shows in his
dress, which is informal yet always spic
and span. It shows in his scripts, which
are constructed like perfect-fitting mosaics. Though a warmly affectionate
person, he defines his own sense of
order: "To the problems of life, I prefer the scientific, not the emotional approach." He can't abide people who just
"wish" to do something, but won't take
the time and pains to learn to do it
right. A sloppy workman, in any line,
doesn't stay around him long nor those
who speak loosely, without accurate
thought.

State .

Louisville that social standing he had
enjoyed in Austria.
There's a curious thing about Vic's
family. Marcellus, the father, sent for —
one by one — his three brothers. All died
died before Vic was
young. Vic's sister
born. His one brother died when Vic
was five. A distinguishing family trait
(except in Marcellus) was physical
frailty! But the Matures had color, too.
An aunt oflife Vic's relinquished a comfortable to become a Carmelite nun
and teach gentleness to Madagascar
savages.
The boy himself? Full of mischief. He
got talked into an onion-hunting expedition; some pals wanted to use his ponycart to haul the booty home. They
ruined a fairly large field, sold the trophies up and down the street two dozen
for a nickel — and learned that the
"onions" were valuable young carnation
plants. Vic's father once recalled that
then, as in other mischief, the flashingeyed boy never lied about his participation.
There was plenty of mischief. A firebell ringer — "I liked to see the engines
come." An occasional window-smasher —
"I liked the sound of breaking glass."
One prep school principal told him, at
the end of two years, "I like you, Vic.
You're a fine boy. Will you do me a
favor?" "Yes, sir," answered Vic. "What
is it?" "Try, next year, to go to another
While Vic was at the University of
school."

SCREENLAND

Louisville, one of those schoolboy, interfraternity feuds developed, and Vic was
sent by his crowd to talk peace at the
rival fraternity house. The rivals merely
sneered. As the unsuccessful delegate
went downstairs to leave he noticed
something that had caught his attention when he came in. He also noticed
that the newel post at the foot of the
stairs was topped by a large wooden ball.
An old temptation flamed. The capacious Mature hands wrenched the ball
from the post and heaved it through a
stained glass window. Vic did not wait
for the University to expel him, but
"stood not on the order of his going."
Once Vic "borrowed" his father's car
and was proceeding at a decent rate of
speed up one leg of a V street intersection, going toward the point. Suddenly
spying his father a block or two past the
point, the "borrower" put on speed and
tried to make the sharp reverse turn
around that point of the V. He went
wide, and on the street into which his
maneuver carried him were parked nine
laundry trucks. After careening off six
of them, Vic walked unhurt from the
wreck of his father's car. Total cost to
Mr. Mature, including damages to the
laundry company — $3-100.
That sobered up Vic, or as a colored
Mammy in the family put it, "brought
him to his ownself." Anyway, despite
his proclivity for mischief, he had a
saving grace — he worked. He ran a
candy route into a candy manufacturing

business one Winter; fell flat broke when
Summer proved that the formula went
gooey in hot Louisville. Borrowed
lloOO to go into restaurant business;
lost $800 the first month; finally came
out only $80 in the hole on operatingcost, but still owed the $1500.
Vic worked himself out of that debt
to retailers somebody else's
by "jobbing"
The minute the debt was paid,
candy.
he was seized with a desire to go west.
He didn't ask his father for backing,
and his father didn't offer it. Mr.
Mature said: "You're smart. You work
But you don't stick at anything."
hard.
Small stores around Louisville owed
Vic about $800 and he collected what he
could in "trade" — mostly groceries. Then
he loaded them into the truck he had
used to deliver candy and — Pasadena
next. When Vic reached his destination
he wired his father: "Arrived Hollywood
with 11 cents in my pocket. Love and

kisses to Mother."
Mr. Mature replied: "Wire received
with interest. Mother sends love.
Thirty-eight years ago I arrived New
York with 5 cents and couldn't speak
English. You have "six cents more and
English."
speak
Thus Vic — then twenty years old —
began his three-year Pasadena drama
study, sleeping at first in the truck and
eating those handy groceries.
Hal Roach gave the indomitable vagrant his first movie job, a mediocre
role in a not-so-hot picture, "The Housekeeper's Daughter"; then the lead in
"1,000,000 B. C," one of those freak
movies where prehistoric monsters romp
about. Vic played a prehistoric man who
romped about, too, wearing a bit of
animal skin for rompers. The lad was in!
Meanwhile, the publicity campaign
about the brash, wise-cracking, almost
bullying "Beautiful Hunk" was under
Did Vic need it? Hollywood's still
way.
arguing that. In any event, when the
war came he hadn't had a really top
"production" picture, had been acting
in such films as "Captain Caution," "Hot
Spot," "Shanghai Gesture," "My Gal
Sal" and "Footlight Serenade." Yet he
was admittedly one of the screen's important stars.
Vic, like so many Hollywood actors,
couldn't long feel comfortable doing
sound-stage mimicry after Pearl Harbor.
Finishing a picture he was obligated to
complete, he enlisted in March, 1942,
in the Coast Guard. Americans at that
time were so uninformed about their own
military establishment that many imagined the Coast Guard's duty in time of
war would be to patrol home waters in
sight of shore. That strangest of miswith all the "brash"
publicity Vicconceptions,
had coupled
had, resulted in jibes
at his choice of service, and many a
columnist would now blush to read his
own files.
All this came to a head the night
of Vic's first leave — a one-day leave — in
Hollywood. His most recent assignment
had been seven round trips to Murmansk. That was the period when the
German wolf-pack of submarines — really
wolves! — roamed every Atlantic ocean
area, and Murmansk, up around the
Arctic Circle, constitutes no treat at any
time. Of course the fact that we were
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helping Russia, the route through which
the goods were being convoyed, the
branch of service doing the convoying,
were all then top military secrets. Vic
couldn't have explained a word about
bis work, if he'd wanted to, which he
Having taken a good deal of ragging
didn't.
civilians
"(from
all day
of the
then serviceidea —bymost
a good
men having
Coast Guard's widening range of service)
Vic, like any good Hollywoodian on a
one-day leave, decided to spend the
evening at a Sunset Strip night club.
There he patiently accepted such cracks
as "Fighting the war in Hollywood,
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But climax blazed while Vic was washing up. His face was full of soap, his
eyes shut against it, when he felt a rude
huh?"and heard a voice: "Why don't
shove
Vic's
thathe phony
you take
of
the soap?" out
wiped uniform
cameoffup,
head
his eyes and whirled. There stood a lummox in cits, as big as Vic.
Vic flared: "You can insult me as
much as you like. My business is not
to fight civilians. But you will apologize to this uniform, or I will dunk your
head where it belongs, and if you drown,
so much the better."not forthcoming. Vic,
The apology was
after a short, sharp struggle, accomplished the dunking. Several bystanders
intervened to prevent the drowning.
Boatswain's Mate Mature's servChief
ice in the Coast Guard ranged from those
Murmansk voyages to the time when,
in a fleet unit commanded by Admiral
Mayo, he did his jot of helping land
6,000 reserves in the terrible last ten
days of Okinawa. Of the entire experience he says, "Why talk about my military service? Don't you know hundreds
of thousands of men died, other hundreds
of thousands were' wounded or crippled?
Don't you know that millions of guys
like me saw some fire and were lucky
enough to come through? I did what we
all did — what we were told."
A fellow coast-guardsman commented:
"The gink was obviously officer material,
and it's no secret that more than once
he could have gone up for a commission.
But he had an intensely democratic feeling about the war. He would say to
cronies. 'Gee, think of me being an
officer and somebody thinking, "Glamorboy!" I'll sweat this one out with the
In 1941 Vic married Mrs. Martha
lugs!' "
other
Stephenson Kemp, an eastern socialite
divorcee. The ma-rriage went the way
of thousands of others where the man of
the house had to be away on service,
and they were divorced in February, 1943.
Shortly after, Vic had a leave of several weeks, and, in Hollywood, there
flamed one of those romances that aren't
concocted by publicists. Big Boy went
all out for glamorous Rita Hayworth,
who had just seen her own marriage,
to an older man, go on definitely cruel
rocks.
Vic, never halfway in any enthusiasm,
spent most of his leave helping Rita
straighten out her tangled affairs. He
definitely neglected business problems of
his
own, For
told the
a friend,
"Nothing
matters.
first time,
I hate else
to
go back to sea."
Screen

land

as well as marwhen the man has
months after that
courtship, Vic, at
had married Orson
's Mate
Boatswain
plenty of stormy
nights, thinking that over, but has never
uttered a word of criticism of Rita — who
was later to run into troubles of her own.
Vic came home. Like every returned
word "home" rode his
that merely
serviceman
mind. He was
an older version
of the thousands of boys who wrote
Near-engagements,
riages, can break up
to ship away. Somes
turbulent impetuou
sea, learned that Rita
Chief
The awash,
Welles.
decks
trod

Shirley Temple: "You're the kind of
to." So —a
to come home
we want
girl met,
Vic
at Twentieth
Century-Fox,
girlAlmost
of anybody's
dreams,
immediately
thatJune
old Haver.
brash
"wolf" publicity rose up to smack the
returned Coast Guardsman. It had even
convinced his own studio, and nobody
expected him to come home from battle
softened down. An official of Twentieth
Century-Fox talked to the radiant,
June. "Great
idealistic,
guy, Vic .nineteen-year-old
. . wonderful war record . . .
real he-man . . . real (ha-ha) wolf . . .
glamorous . . . wonderful for the studio
. . . wonderful publicity for him . . .
but for a young girl like you? . . . Well,
over."any nice girl deeply interJune,it like
think
ested in a vital man and warned against
him, went home and told her mother.
Then, contrite and fearing she might
have been less than loyal to Vic, she
told him. Vic said, "Let's go and see
The details of Vic's conversation with
Mrs. Haver
are not on record. But she
your mother."
sensed the same thing to which Marcellus Mature had testified: his son is
no liar.
What will become of this post-war romance? It might disintegrate, or ripen
to marriage before the present article
reaches print. But there is warm appeal
in it. Here are — if you can think of
"The Hulk" as such a creature — two
Cinderellas. Each hit stardom at once.
Yet how different have been their lives!
Vic comments earnestly, "It takes a
rascal like me to appreciate a nice girl."
No You
needguess
to add,
cherish her."
the "and
outcome.

Dolores Del Rio, back in her native Mexico,
stars in "Portrait Of Maria." an MGM release.

Lazy — Like a Fox
Continued from page 35

Stables, which breed race horses. Last
year he sandwiched in a producing job
"The Great John L."
on
an einterest in an aluminum
has pictur
He the
foundry at Puente, California, also in
an Argentine stock ranch, and owns a
ranch in Nevada. He and his brothers
run the Crosby Research Foundation,
which was formed to help unknown inventors get their ideas patented and
manufactured. During the war they
manufactured defense products, and are
now back in commercial production.
If that isn't all of Bing's sidelines,
it ought to be. And it's pretty obvious
to everybody by now that no man who
has even a finger in so many things
most of
can be lazy. It's true that
the business details are managed for
him by a competent organization composed of his three brothers, Everett,
Larry, and Ted, and his father, and the
Crosby office out on Sunset Strip is
naturally one of the busiest places in
town. But there are always some decisions that only Bing can make. When
not on a picture, he drops into the
office for about an hour each week to
look over papers that await his attention. He disposes of these in nothing
flat, never dictating any letters, but
making the briefest possible notes on
each, and his brothers take it from
there.
Bing had planned to make another
overseas trip last Summer, as soon as
he finished "The Bells of St. Mary's,"
but had to give it up when Paramount
moved up "Blue Skies" on their schedule, starting it in June. Between the
finish of "Bells" and the start of
"Skies," however. Bing took off on a
bond-selling tour and series of golf
matches with Bob Hope for the benefit of war charities. One of these
matches was described as having all the
more popular features of a six-day bike
race, the Charge of the Light Brigade,
and Dante's Inferno!
Anybody who's ever worked on Bing's
pictures will tell you that his secret
weapon in accomplishing so much is
that he's completely relaxed all the
time. This doesn't rr in that he's half
asleep, as most of us have to be before
we can relax. On the contrary, it
means that his mind, free from the tensions and confusions that make life so
complicated for more nervous citizens,
is always streamlined for action. He
simply takes things as they come, indulges in no waste motion, either mentally or physically, and makes every
minute count.
Any set that Bing is on takes itstempo from him. There's always a
lot of good-natured ribbing and a genuine feeling of camaraderie, with no
nonsense about varying degrees of importance. Bing creates harmony whereever he goes — in people as well as in
sharps and flats. And according to all
reports, friction on a Crosby set is as
scarce as snow in California. That kind
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While "Blue Skies" was in production, Bing and Joan Caulfield and
Billy Ue Wolfe kept up a running gag
based oil an imaginary stock company
they cooked up. They were going to
put on (so thev said) all the old tearjerkers,
like Lynne."
'''Trilby,"Bing
"The
Man," "East
was Squaw
going
to be the hero, calling himself Warrick
Wyndham; Joan, with the flossy moniker of Cynthia Courtledge, was to be
the leading lady; and Billy De Wolfe,
under the name of Gregory Wedgecliff.
was going to alternate between villains
and FalstafTian characters. Conferences
always ended up in a hilarious argument over who was to get top billing,
and the most that was ever accomplished was to keep the rest of the company in stitches.
It's not very often that Bing bobbles his lines, but when he does he
makes the most of it. In one scene
for "Blue Skies" he and Joan Caulfield are supposed to be having a little
family quarrel over the sale of his
night club, called the Top Hat. Bing's
line was supposed to be, "Do you mean
that if I sell the Top Hat we're all
washed up?" But it came out, "Do you
mean if I sell the Flat Top. . . ." He
stopped just an instant, then went
right on: "Hey! Dick Tracy bumped
that guy off months ago. What's he
doing in this picture?" "Maybe,"
cracked Director Stuart Heisler, "we
could use a good actor like Flat Top
who can remember his lines!"
At the same time "Blue Skies" was
shooting. Bob H°Pe was working on
the lot in "Monsieur Beaucaire," and
the two of them were always bicycling
back and forth to each other's sets to
exchange insults. All this ribbing that
Crosby and Hope have been handing
out through the years is good fun to
everybody but Bing's four sons. They
worship their dad, and some of Hope's
gags get under their skin. Lindsay, the
youngest boy, takes all this particularly
hard. One day when he went to the
Lakeside Golf Course with his dad,
and Hope joined them, Lindsay threw
all the onlookers back on their haunches
by suddenly marching up to Hope,
planting his feet firmly, and saying in
no uncertain terms, "Mr, Hope, I don't
like you! You're always making jokes
about my father, and I want you to
stop. And I don't like your jokes about
our horses, either. I just want you to
know we love our horses!" Which is
probably the only occasion in Bob's
life that's ever left him speechless.
Incidentally, for the first time in
(or out) of pictures, Bing will have a
daughter in "Blue Skies," played by
five-year-old Karolyn Grimes, who is
one of his greatest fans. One particularly appealing scene has Bing coming
into the nursery after the little girl has
gone to bed. to sing to her. He sits
clown at the piano, and Karolyn, wearing a little flowered nightgown, comes
over and stands beside him while he
sings. Karolyn took a great fancy to
the pretty little nightie she wore in
the scene, and wished out loud that
she had one like it. And now she has —
for Bing bought it and gave it to her
at the finish of the picture.
S GREENLAND

Belita, to
starthe
of sun
Monogram's
"Suspense,"
takes
in a bathing
suit
featuring colorful morning glory design.
Bingon doesn't
to As
talka torule,
visitors
the set,take
but time
that
rule is off when visitors are servicemen or servicewomen. In that case,
Bing never fails to go over to speak
to them. It may be only a short chat,
but you can bet it will give the kids
something to remember, and he makes
them feel welcome. Quite often he
poses for pictures with them, takes down
their names and addresses, and later
sends them prints.
To Bing nothing is ever too much
trouble for servicemen, and what he does
for them
a story
in itself.
been
veryis little
ballyhoo
aboutThere's
this,
because that's the way Bing wants it,
but he's always making short wave
broadcasts to the boys overseas, playing benefit golf matches for war charities, or making unannounced visits to
camps
hospitals.
isn't Los
one
within aand
radius
of 500 There
miles from
Angeles that he's missed. Without any
advance publicity, he likes to just drop
in and surprise the fellows. Jimmy
Van Heusen (who, with Johnny Burke,
writes so many of Bing's song hits)
goes along as his accompanist, but the
program is strictly impromptu. Bing
will sing anything the boys want, or
sit around and gab with them.
All of which will give you a rough
idea of why Bing is so scarce on the
Hollywood scene outside his work. It
takes a master diplomat to dodge
people the way he does and still keep
everybody happy. When he does go
out to public affairs, the autograph
hunters
try tomercury.
close in Bing
on him,
it's
like
catching
just but
smiles,

says, "Sorry— I'm in a hurry," and
keeps on going, leaving the kids in
seventh heaven for even that much
conversation.

R

One of the crew on "Blue Skies" says
of Bing: "The whole thing is, there's
no baloney about the guy — no conceit.
He's very independent, and likes to do
things his own way, and he hates to
be made a fuss over. As long as you
don't try to push him around, he's
all right. But try to high pressure
him — and he just disappears. He won't
argue about anything — he just bows
out and declines to have any more to
do with it."
Bing used to say before the war that
he had to conserve his energy for his
four sons, because they could wear him
than anything else. There's
out quicker
nothing
more serious to Bing than his
role of father, and he devotes a lot of
time to his boys — more, it's quite likely,
than many less busy fathers. Even with
all the extra demands on his time
through the war, he found time to take
the boys out frequently to baseball
games and such. And he always has
them spend at least one day on the
each picture. That's
him during
set with
an
old Crosby
custom.
His brother Larry says, "Bing likes
to go to bed early so he can get up
early to play golf. One night my wife
and I went out to his place to dinner,
and Bing was afraid we'd stay late.
My wife is quite a talker, you know.
Bing got me aside before dinner and
said, 'Listen, I've got to get some sleep
tonight, so don't let her pitch a tent.'
by nine o'clock."
madetellus itgoonhome
HeThey
him that when guests
come for dinner with Bing and Dixie,
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At your favorite drug and
department store.
(all prices plus taxes)
Also in devil-may-care
"Nonchalant"

if they don't go home by ten o'clock
Bing is liable to excuse himself and go
to bed. "And do I catch it from Dixie
next morning!" says he cheerfully.
But it's by cutting corners like this
that he makes time in his crowded life
for so many extracurricular kindnesses.
The list of helpful things Bing has done,
not only for friends but for unknown
young people getting started in the entertainment field, would reach from here
to Saudi Arabia if it could be completed. But Bing is the only one who
knows
tell it. the full story, and he'll never
It's characteristic of Bing that he
explains his amazing career thus: "I've
had a remarkably easy life. I've worked
hard, sure, but hard work is good for
anybody. I've worked hard fortunately
only at things I've liked, so it didn't
seem like hard work. And I've had
three things in my favor. I've been
awfully lucky, I've had some swell
friends, and a swell family. If it hadn't
been for them, I wouldn't be whereever I am today — I know that."
Unlike some singers who have won
the adoration of the more susceptible
sex, but only sneers and razzberries from
the male contingent, Bing has the respect and affection of everybody — men
and women, co-workers and audiences,
friends and — well, just friends, period.
Because if Bing has an enemy, it would
take a Thin Man to find him. The comment you hear on all sides about Bing
Crosby is, "He's one swell guy."
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This

Is What

I Believe

Continued from page 51
Patri, who said that there was no such
thiii« as a bad boy. But he believed
— and I agree with him — that certain
environments and conditions might make
a good boy bad eventually. I believe
that grown-ups have a responsibility for
children, and that responsibility is not
limited to their parents. It must be
shared
munities.by their teachers and their com-
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Death. I believe that the spirit of
those who have died survives and is
still around all those people who knew
them intimately. I had a daughter,
Katherine, six and a half years old.
[ loved her deeply. Eleven months ago
she died. I believe that her spirit is
still here.
I believe that the spirits of all good
people survive among those who knew
and loved them. I believe that the
spirit of the late President Roosevelt
is still around and will be around for
many years, influencing people not only
through his beliefs, which did not die
with him, but also because of the kind
of person he was. Everybody who knows
me knows I was for him, and for everything he belieA^ed in, and so it is natural
for me to believe that his spirit has
survived.
Religion. I was brought up in a Very
devout family, and I have a very deep
respect for people who believe in some
orthodox form of religion. I respect
people who go to church. I pray, but

I don't
ship to go
pray.to any special place of worI believe in the manifestation of a
divine force in nature, which includes
people, as well as the ocean, sky and
all the planets.
When tragedy happens, as it happened to me when my daughter died,
you begin to doubt even what you believed in; you begin to believe what you
doubted. So all my' beliefs and all my
doubts were shaken to the roots by
what happened. I wondered if death
had struck at my daughter because I
did not have enough faith; because my
belief in God as manifested in nature
was not the conventional belief of some
very pious people. But I realize now
that there could have been no connection between the two, because similar
tragedies have struck at people who
cling to all the traditional rites and
rotes of a particular faith.
I never found the answer for which
I sought. Who has found such an
answer? Who can say why a God of
mercy on the one hand should on the
other hand permit wars and plagues and
the torture of innocent people? Through
the centuries scholars and philosophers
have sought the answer, and some have
found an explanation which satisfied
them. I am still seeking that explanation in my own mind and heart.
Peace and the post-iuar world. I believe that Nature is a very compre-
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Kim Hunter is the pretty heroine in David Niven's first post-war picture, "A Matter
Of Life And Death," which Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger made in England.
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hensive word. I start with people, and
find Nature in them; then I go on to
the ocean and the sky. Certain ideas,
too, are a part of nature, such as the
secret of the atomic bomb. The practical development of that idea came out
of man through the cooperative effort of
a group of people. But the entire secret
of atomic energy is at the core of the
natural world.
I believe that the United States did
the right thing when it used the atomic
bomb to hasten our victory against the
Japs. As I have said. I do not believe
in turning the other cheek. I also don't
believe in nations turning the other
cheek. If we hadn't used the atomicbomb, the Japs might have discovered
the secret and used it against us. Let's
face it— we cannot fight war or Fascism
like gentlemen. We were fighting for
unconditional surrender, which meant the
complete defeat of the enemy. We had
to use the atomic bomb to hasten that
defeat and make it complete and devastating.
The world of the future. I believe
that we shall never see Utopia on this
earth, but we can always strive for
it. Once in a while we take good steps
in the right direction. Just as a painter
can't achieve perfection but strives for
it, so we, knowing we can't achieve
perfection or Utopia on earth, should
nevertheless strive in that direction.
Regardless of the exciting inventions
of the future, the nature of people will
not change. If the discovery of atomic
energy eventually takes work away
from many people, then we shall have
to find a new way of living.
Perhaps our new inventions will help
make our homes more and more attractive. As my wife said one day when
she was listening to a talk on the radio
about a new range with a special flame,
"The so and so's! Listen to them talk.
A new range — television — why, I think
that all the inventors in the wTorld are
in league to invent things to keep
women in the home!"
Education. I believe in progressive
education. I was brought up in a
school in a poor neighborhood, where
we were taught not only academic subjects but also a trade. A good idea, I
think. I believe in leaving a schoolboy
alone to a large extent so he can de
velop along the lines in which he's most
interested. Some people have condemned
the progressive schools because a few
of the products of those schools were
obnoxious individuals, who, they thought
lacked
discipline
gone
to schools
of thatbecause
nature. they'd
Personally.
I think it ridiculous to condemn a who!
system of education because a few of
its products turned out badly. No system of education carries a guarantee
with it. Whether or not a particular
progressive school does a good job depends upon its staff and their point
of view. The idea of progressive education, like any other idea, can be misused badly by people who don't know
what
they're
doing, but I think the
basic idea
is sound.
Success and failure. If there is a
formula for success, I don't know what
it is. Life isn't lived according to formula, although movies are sometimes
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inade that way. 1 believe that failures
are more instructive in the long view
than successes. We learn more from
failures. Four years ago I appeared in
a play called "Heavenly Express." It
I wasn't
that thing
I learned
was
for soa
a good
an actor,
hot aas flop.
man who is making a good deal of
money to learn. It brings you down
to earth. A failure can help you, if
you try to figure out why you failed,
and how you can improve.
I know a lot of people who are successful in their careers and are failures
at life. If I had to choose between
them. I would rather be a failure in
my career.
Regardless of whether you succeed or
fail, you generally achieve some measure
of
happiness by striving for what you
want.
Just what success consists of depends largely upon your own individual
attitude toward it. For some people
success means a lot of money, a house,
a car, a wife, a swimming pool. For
me it means doing the things you want
to do when you want to do them —
achieving a measure of independence.
I have lately found a new' and absorbing interest for myself — maybe I
shouldn't confess this. I'm supposed
to be such a tough guy on the screen,
but I've taken to painting in oil! A
long time ago I used to do water colors.
Then I gave it up. About eleven months
ago
I started
in oil.
I'd sit
in my
room painting
and paint
Washington
Square from memory, a snow scene, also
from memory, and the head of a child
from a baby photograph. Maybe I
turned to painting at first as an escape,
but now it has become an absorbing
hobby and there is nothing I would
rather do in the evenings when I come
home from the studio.
Love and marriage. I've been married
twelve years. Naturally, I feel marriage is a good thing for most people.
Many people have a bad impression of
Hollywood. They never read of the
families that are happily married. Those
don't make news. Divorces do make
news, especially when prominent people
are involved, and so the newspapers
are filled with those stories.
I believe in love at first sight. I

know it is possible, for it happened to
me. My wife and I lived in the same
neighborhood. I fell in love with her
the moment I laid eyes on her, but we
knew each other for four years before
we married. I think regardless of
whether two people fall in love at first
sight or not, it is always better to know
each other well before you marry.
Children. We have a boy. David, and
a baby girl, just two months old. I
hope to send my children to public
schools that are progressive. Personally,
I prefer public schools to private schools.
Like every other parent, I have been
aghast at the mounting tide of juvenile delinquency in this country. I feel
that environment is the heart and core
of the problem, for I know that I myself
grew up in a dingy, dirty, unsavory
neighborhood, and might have become
a juvenile delinquent myself if the helpful hand of Angelo Patri hadn't been
extended toward me. I was a selfcentered boy, interested only in my own
rights, till Angelo Patri taught me that
other people had their rights, too. It
was he who taught me why it was wrong
to jump on flowers which had been carefully cultivated in front of the schoolhouse, and that living things had a
right to breathe.
Juvenile delinquency today has many
causes — bad education, the stupidity of
some parents who teach their children
racial prejudices, the lack of an absorbing interest in the lives of many
youngsters. I believe that children
should be taught more than just academic subjects, for instance, sculpture,
music, boxing and painting. If a boy
has a constructive interest, his energies
will be devoted to it, and not to malicious destruction.
Happiness. Happiness is a word you
can find in the dictionary. No, I'm
not trying to say that the dictionary is
the only place you can find happiness.
But I do believe that there is no recipe
for happiness. Just wherein you find
your happiness depends upon your particular temperament.
I don't think you can advise anyone
about happiness
unless
you're problem.
well acquainted with his
particular
For me happiness means doing what
you want to do when you want to do

Eleanor Parker and Bert Friedlob, who were secretly wed January 8, dine at Mocambo.
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it. Gosli, that's the same definition I
Rave for success! I suppose the answer
is that happiness and achieving success
in living go hand in hand.
The things I like to do are making
interesting movies, going fishing, playing tennis, listening to good music and
boogie-woogie, going on camping trips,
and painting.
Friendship. If you want friends, I
believe you should be yourself. I also
believe that you have to be able to
be a friend. Friendship is like a reciprocal trade agreement. It works two
ways. To make friends, you have to
have within yourself the capacity to
be a true friend.
There is one man in town whom I
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Lovely young
Hollywood
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Naturally, everyone doesn't get everything he wants: but I believe that man
makes his own destiny in most respects.
You choose your own goal, your own
way of playing the game; and if you
don't succeed in achieving what you
want, you can get immense satisfaction
out of striving for it.
I believe that no individual or nation
ever achieves Utopia on earth, but that
every individual and every nation can
take steps in the right direction; and
that the growth of every individual and
every system of democracy depends on
trying to take those steps.
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don't see frequently, but whenever something has gone wrong he calls me up
and asks, "Can I help you?" Usually
there's nothing anyone can do, but just
knowing that he's there, always ready
to pitch for me, means more than practical help. That man is a true friend.
Sometimes it's difficult for a guy like
me, absorbed in his work, to keep
friends. I make a lot of mistakes, take
a lot of things for granted. Sometimes Ibecome so interested in a part
I forget to telephone people I know
and like. Some of them say, "We understand: Julie (my real name) is just
tied up in knots." Others say, "He's
a squarehead. He's gone highhat." Yes,
like almost everyone in Hollywood, I've
sometimes been accused of being highhat. I don't think I am, but I sometimes have been pretty thoughtless in
failing to keep in touch with people, just
because my mind was wrapped up in
a role or in a painting I was doing.
Acting. If you want to be a good
actor, you have to be a good listener.
You must learn to observe what people
are like, and you should listen to them.
It's a wonderful rule — one I don't
always follow because I get so excited
in arguing my own point of view. But
I know that one learns more by listening than by talking. I'm sure it's a
good rule not only for professional
actors, but for everyone. Train yourself to listen.
To sum up my beliefs, I believe that
both children and adults are basically
good, but can be made bad by evil environments; Ibelieve that the spirit
of those who have passed away survives. Ibelieve that you should treat
people and nations the way you expect them to treat you. If someone
is kind, I think you should be kind to
him: if he plans to take advantage of
you and outwit you, I think you should
guard yourself against him.
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Sudden!

Continued from page 40

been telling me for the longest time
about the wonderful Nearneys, but it
was a whole year before I finally met
them," Mona" explained. "First I had
a few dates with Pat's brother, John,
and we had lots of fun. Pat was in the
Navy then and I met him a couple of
times. I thought he was cute, but that's
all. Then, when he got out of the service, he called me for a date. In the
next couple of months we had some
more dates but I went out with other
boys, too, and he went out with other
girls. Then one day we drove down
to the beach and parked the car so
we could look out over the ocean. All
of a sudden he said, 'Let's get married!'
I just laughed— thought he was kidding
and kidded back by saying, 'All right!'
It really didn't make any sense because
diswe'd just finished a long, seriousgoing
cussion about how we were both
to wait three years before we got married to anybody and I'd just told him
I hoped he'd find a nice girl and he'd
he hoped I'd find a nice fellow!"
said
Mona's mother laughed, too, when
routine.
she heard the let's-get-married
As a matter of fact, they both joked
a lot about it while Mona was dressing for a party Pat was taking her to
that night. But when he arrived, crisp
and immaculate in dinner-jacket, and
greeted Mona (in her diaphonous white
that swept the floor) , Mrs. Freeman
capped the climax by remarking innocently, "Why, you look like a bride
Mona's
a wedding-cake!"
and groom
sure
that's on
what
did the trick.
"On the way to the party, Pat said,
'Let's get married' again and I said,
'All right' as usual, but this time it had
more meaning. I wasn't joking and
neither was he," Mona went on. "He
said, 'Let's drive to Las Vegas right
now.' It seemed like a wonderful idea,
so off we started, then and there."
They didn't get far, though, because
in the splendor of the moment, Pat
turned the wrong corner and they
ended up on a dead-end street. It
seemed symbolic for, as Mona explained
it: "While we were turning around, we
both knew all of a sudden we didn't
want to do it that way." Her big,
my
wanted
serious.
blue eyes
married.
I got
when "I
be there
to were
mother
The wedding could be the simplest,
most unpretentious kind any two people
ever had, but I wanted my mother
and that was that. And Pat wanted
his family, too. They are all very
close to one another and deeply devoted.
To have run off that way would have
hurt them terribly. So we whisked the
car around and drove out to Beverly
Hills as fast as we could to tell them
There's
stuffed-shirt dignity beit." no
about tween
the Nearneys and their children.
All three — Pat, Anne, John, call their
mother and father by their first names
and regard them fondly as play-mates
and companions of their own age and
generation. So, on this momentous occasion, Ruthie (that's Mrs. Nearney)
SCREENLAND

and Anne (she's Mrs. Irvine) were sitting on the front porch enjoying the
late Summer night. They took the
great news in stride, as something
they'd rather expected and which pleased
them to the depths of their romanceloving hearts. By the time Mona and
Pat went into the house to deliver the
good tidings to his father, Ruthie and
Anne had their heads together delightedly planning the wedding.
"Pat's father was having a nap in
the den," Mona said, "so we just stood
beside him hand in hand and announced,
'We're going to get married.' He kind
before,'
that we
I've heard So
of grunted,
and
went 'Oh,
on snoozing.
said
again, 'We're going to get married.' He
eye and
onebefore.'
openedthat
heard
But mumbled,
the third 'I've
time
we said, 'We're going to get married,'
he opened both eyes and whooped,
'Well — if that's the way it is, break
out the champagne!' and we knew he
From believed
then on,us."everything was in a
finally
whizzing turmoil. Mona and Pat had
just wanted to get married as soon as
possible; the simplest ceremony would
do as long as their families were there
with them. But Mrs. Nearney said no,
it must be done properly and in style
— veil, wedding dress, church and reception.
"Ruthie accomplished in that short
week a job that would have taken anybody else three months to do," Mona
told me admiringly. "You see, she's not
she's
organizer,
wonderfulHills
a Beverly
only in
lived
more thanbuttwenty
years. She knows everybody and just
where to go to find things. When she
went to the caterer and gave him the
rush-order for the cake, believe me the
cake was delivered on time! It was the
same with the florist, the market — everyThe problem of the wedding-gown
was solved most sensibly by Anne,
size
exactly
been
had was
who
when
married
threeMona's
years ago.
thing."she
"Look," she reasoned, "there's no sense
in your buying an elaborate weddingdress in such a rush. You'll wear it
just this once and it's silly to spend
wear mine."
you divine.
Here,
all
So that
Monamoney.
did and
looked
Meantime

Pat was off to make arrangements with Father Con Cannon
of the Church of the Good Shepherd
in Beverly Hills for the ceremony and
Diana Lynn was hastily gathering the
clan together for a shower for Mona.
Ruthie was on the telephone inviting
two hundred friends for the reception
and Anne, with her third baby practically on the doorstep, was trying for
obvious reasons to keep calm in the
midst of the excitement.
"It was all so hectic that I'm surprised Anne got through it safely,"
Mona giggled. "As a matter of fact,
at the ceremony she and the wife of
Pat's best man sat in the very back
of the church with a car outside, motor
running, ready to rush them both off
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HEN your baby suffers from
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Wedding reception after John (The Duke)
Wayne's marriage to Esperancia Bauer. Above,
Vera Hruba Ralston and Mr. Herbert Yates,
head of Republic Pictures, offer their best
wishes. At right, a snatch shot of the
newlyweds at the Rolling Hills Country Club.
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to the hospital in case the two storks
got there before we'd finished our 'I
"
do's!'
Then there was the ring. to be bought.

room!"
we John
were came
perfectly
But then
home delighted."
after his
discharge from the Air Corps and the
wandering honeymooners had to move

Mona didn't want an engagement ring
and she also didn't want one of those
dainty, narrow platinum wedding bands.
What she earnestly wanted was a broad,
businesslike gold one that told the
world plainly that this marriage was
for
that's what
got —
wide,keeps.
smart And
and studded
with she
diamonds

again.
with and
Mona's
mother in Now
her they're
apartment
happy
as
clams. Mona helps with the house
work — which she hates! — while she
dreamssome
of the
have
day. house of her own she'll

that make it wedding and engagement
ring in one.
The shower Diana gave for Mona
was another glowing spot in that bright,
happy, hectic week. "I got such lovely
things! Enough gorgeous lingerie to
last the rest of my life, it seems! There
was everything — slips, panties, nightgowns, bed-jackets. And a beautiful
white-satin negligee and gown, very
bride-y, that was for my weddingnight."
However, it was the sturdy, cozy
blue flannel housecoat given her most
sensibly by her mother that Mona
really wore on the honeymoon in the
chilly night air of the mountains at
Arrowhead! She and Pat stayed there
three days, then went to Palm Springs
for four more days to bake out a persistent cold that Mona didn't seem able
to shake off.
"Finding a place to live has been a
problem," Mona went on. "We stayed
at the Town House for a few days when
we first came back, but that's so expensive we felt we couldn't afford to
live there any longer. So we went to
another hotel for a little while, but
neither of us cares for hotel life much.
So when Ruthie said, 'See here, children, we've got a great big barn of a
house with more space than . we can
possibly use — come live with us in John's

"We don't go out much at any time
— and not at all when I'm working,"
Mona said. "AVe just like to be together in the evening talking and planning. Pat's gained eight pounds in the
three months we've been married, so
I guess it agrees with him! You see,
I don't drink, so there's no reason for
him to — and I have to keep regular
hours,
so he except
does, Mona
too!" thinks Pat a
Everyone
very handsome young man. She thinks
he's wonderful. And loves the red hair
that's like his father's. For years Pat's
been getting unsolicited movie offers
that would make any earnest screenaspirant green with envy. He got another when he visited Mona on the set
of "Black Beauty," the picture she is
making now that is to be released
through Twentieth Century-Fox. Joe
Pasternak a t Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
waves a perennial contract, too, at the
personable Pat every time they meet.
But young Mr. N. has a splendid
job
father'sis Ford
agency
andin feels
that inthehis future
big and
bright
the
automobile industry. So when the boss
says briskly, "Either work for me or
be a movie actor — but don't split up
wisely.
your time between us!" Pat listens
"Of course I wouldn't take any sort
of definite stand if Pat did decide to
accept any of these offers," Mona confided seriously, "but I'd really prefer
SCREENLAND
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lie didn't. Great things are going to
Pat's business soon and I behappen in
lieve that in ten years he will be on a
more solid foundation there than he
would be in the same length of time as

OWN
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girl's got a head on her shoulactor."
anThat
ders and Paramount loves her for that
and because she's so pretty, too. So
far she hasn't cost them a cent. Since
signing her to a contract in 1913 for
the role of Barbara Stanwyck's stepty," tothey've
Indemni
daughter in"Double
other
ently
out consist
loaned her
was in the
she
studios. Incidentally,
"Double Indemnity" part all of fortyeight hours. Then she was taken out
because the rushes showed that she
photographed like a child of ^twelve.
's "NaMetro
d don too
misse
sheVelvet"—
Later,tional
young to
looke
play Elizabeth Taylor's older sister.
She scored, however, in Twentieth
Century-Fox's "Junior Miss" and m
Columbia's "Together Again" and later
in a small part at the very end of "Our
Hearts Were Growing Up," the only
picture
. she's made so far for her own
studio
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"Pat's so understanding about my
long working hours — " (How that girl
loves that man!) "I'm in practically
of 'Black Beauty' and
every scene
haven't
had a day off since the picture
started. When he visited the set the
other day, he saw I was tired and
sore throat I've been battling
this weeks
that
for two
was making me pretty
miserable. So he said he had to go out
for a little while to get a hair-cut —
and came back with a great big box
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SUFFERERS
LEG
to suffer without attemptWhy ing tocontinue
do something? Write today for New
Booklet— "THE LIEPE METHODS FOR
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Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Liepe Methodsof
you walk.andMoreen- than 40 years
used while Praised
success.
dorsed by multitudes.
FREE
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thought her hair didn't behave right;
she was unhappy about her dress. Pat
watched worriedly — then brought a
jeweler's box from a secret hiding place.
This time the present to make her feel
better was a pair of gold and diamond
earrings to match the wedding-ring. How
could a girl help loving a man like
that?
"Pat's so clever and funny — but he's
never mean funny!" (There she goes
again!) "He tells the most marvelous
jokes — acts them all out and everyone
got
his words.
hangs on Irish
humor
simply
sense ofHe's
that wonderful
them
just like his father. Neither one of
would hurt anyone's feelings for the

As soon as they can find the lot
that's just right — possibly in Brentwood— Mona and Pat want to build a
Connecticut farmhouse, small, compact,
charming.
world!" "Just two bedrooms, a big
living-room — and a den for Pat, of
Then, the minute young Mr. and
Mrs. Nearney have the house to put
in, they want a lot of babies —
them
course!"
four. "And if the first one
three,
two,
doesn't have red hair like Pat's, I'm
going to send it back!" vows Mona with
vigor.
I'll bet she won't.
Man

Continued from page 33
"Sweeney Todd," it was inevitable that
he should rise to more ecstatic heights
in "Ten Nights in a Bar Room." The
Love of
Mark didn't.
company
acting liasfolded.
been coursing
madly through
his veins ever since.
There are two schools of thought on
Mark Stevens. Since his advent in
Hollywood, June 21, 1943, to be exact,
he has caused no end of speculation.
At Warner Bros., where he was first
under contract as Steve Richards, they
either loved him or loathed him.
Possessed of smouldering ambition, he
made no effort to disguise his contempt
for the unimportance of his position.
In "Pride Of The Marines," he had four
lines and sensational billing. He walked

No More Worry

94

better!" when they were
The meother
feel evening
make
getting ready to go to one of their rare
formal parties, Mona was really too
wretched to make the attempt. She

"Marked"
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in his arms. In it was the cutest peasant blouse and skirt — a present to

through a scene in "Doughgirls," and
didn't have a line to speak. He was
the English voice over the loudspeaker
in "Between Two Worlds." Footsteps
and screams in a couple of budget
beauties.
I

Finally, in "Objective Burma," his
role of the pilot was more encouraging
Things were running smoothly, a rarity
in the life of Stevens. One morning the
company left for location. Mark climbed
into the car with Errol Flynn, William
Prince, and the other principals. It
just so happened that on this day seating space was limited. A simple exSCREENLAND

planation on the part of the assistant
director would have tactfully saved the
situation. Instead, he poked his head
in and, before everyone, shouted: "Out
you go, Stevens! You're riding with
Mark saw red and turned white.
the extras."
Slowly, deeply humiliated, he got out
of the car and started walking. He
walked right out of the studio! He was
already established in the picture. The
Errol Flynn company had to wait until
he agreed to return and face the camera.
The studio failed to renew his option.
"It wasn't that I objected to riding
with the extras," Steve explains. "I
have never thought myself better than
anyone else. But I have always thought
I was just as good. I've worked hard
since I was sixteen, done the most menial
labor. But I've never found any excuse
for rude people who try to push around
the so-called 'little' people.
"Hollywood was a new experience to
me. I was brought up in Canada,
lived in England, New York, and cities
all over the country. I tried my hand
at everything, trying to find a place
for myself. In any job, all I asked was
a chance to prove or disprove my ability. When I signed my contract, I
thought they needed me, and had a
place for me. I didn't know then that

sometimes the wait is long, that it
takes, years before you even meet the
people you work for.
"I realize now that I was sometimes
too impatient, spoke out of turn, and
created the wrong impression. I was
ea»cr to make good. My mother back
in Canada had encouraged me every
step of the way. I wanted to prove
that she was right. Ofttimes, because I
wanted so badly to be a success, I'd
go out of my way to pretend I didn't
care at all. In Hollywood, where you're
constantly surrounded by successful
people, you need all the confidence and
friendship that you can get. Frankly,
most of the time I was just plain
scared!"
In direct opposition to his antagonists, there were the more understanding
ones who appreciated what Mark was
going through. Because they suffered
similar experiences, Faye Emerson, Dennis Morgan and Dane Clark encouraged
him at every turn. There were others,
too, including this writer, who has believed in Mark since the first day he
walked into our office. Deeply sensitive, emotionally unequipped to cope
with the loneliness of a strange town,
Mark responded with touching gratitude. He's still a pushover for anyone who is kind to him. He's relentless
in remembering the others.
Paradoxically, his inner conflict and
restless seeking- are the very qualities
that make Mark the unusual actor he
is today. In appearance, he is six feet
tall; his nervous energy keeps him thin.
He has the eyes of a dreamer, a strange
amber color that almost matches his
curly hair. For years he sneaked in
the back doors of beauty parlors to
have it straightened. In Mark's opinion, curly hair made him look soft, the
last thing he was or wanted to be.

Quite in contrast to his idyllic exterior,
he is basically strong. His voice is
deep, authoritative, and very pleasant.
He has a positive attitude that sometimes rates him a reputation for being
aloof.
The way he finally got into pictures
is typical of Mark Stevens' life. He's
crowded a lot into his twenty-six years
of living. His advantages have been
numerous, but nothing has come easy.
"My family was comfortable, and yet
I was a lonely kid," Mark remembers.
"I used to get an allowance, so I'd
always treat the other kids in the
neighborhood. 'Gee, you're lucky,' they'd
say to me. That's how I got the nickname of "Lucky.' My mother was quite
young. Today, she is still as beautiful.
When I was a few months old, my parents divorced. I was taken to England,
where my mother and I lived for three
years with her father and mother.
"We returned to Cleveland after my
grandparents passed away. After a year
we moved to Montreal to be near my
aunt. Twelve years later I had a new
step-father, James Cooke, now vicepresident, secretary-treasurer, and principal stockholder of the Montreal Railway and Engineering Supply Co. I was
pretty frail, so my mother spoiled me.
I adored her, so I kept things to myself
because I never wanted to worry her.
Being an only child, I grew up pretty
much within myself. Private tutors
served as my only release from things
that used to well up inside of me.
"At sixteen, I began searching for
something to hold my interest. In one
year, I . sold neckties, punchboards,
paints. I was a bill collector, apprentice artist, a sign painter, worked in
a locomotive parts factory, in a backwoods store for a catering company, and
dozens of other jobs. I was never fired
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A musical evening with the Johnny Mack Browns: the Monogram star plays mandolin;
his wife and son, violins; Gloria accomp anies on piano while Cynthia turns pages.

RADIO
GIRL

for inefficiency, but I just couldn't stand
the monotony and the lack of imagination.
An exotic, tantalizing
fragrance ... so full of
mystery and loveliness
... So truly different, so
inviting to romance
Radio Girl Perfume
lingers
melody like a haunting

"Eventually, I got myself a job as a
radio actor in 'Miss Trent's Children.'
weren't
It was short lived, and there Canada.
any more jobs left for me in
I decided to try my luck in the
theatrical world of New York. Finally,
couldn't even
my
boy.I One day in a
a busout.
job as gave
get amoney
restaurant I saw a ten cent tip lying
on the table. I swiped it and bought
myself a cup of coffee. After two nights
ori a Central Park bench, I wired my
step-father for money to come home.
"He read me the riot act about actors,
then put me to work as a file clerk in
his plant. I stood it for six months,
and walked out. I was on my way to
Hollywood when I was seriously stricken
with ptomaine poisoning. Embarrassed,
humiliated, and disappointed, I was
forced to allow my step-father to bring
me home again. From then on, I knew
I must make good on my own. I lived
here, there, everywhere. Usually I was
broke. In Akron, Ohio, I dressed win^
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dows for a department store. From
selling Schick razors in the cosmetic department, Igraduated to floor-walker,
all.
white carnation in the buttonhole and
"Through a friend, I auditioned for
station WAKR, got a job announcing
twelve hours a day. This was my real
start in radio. For two years in Akron,
I wrote, acted, and directed the psyI Right?'
'WasRubber
Co..
chological radio drama,
Tire and
for the Firestone
over station WAKR. Hollywood was
still in the back of my mind. Finally
I decided to try my luck.
"The hostess at my first Hollywood
party lived in a house right next to the
Twentieth Century-Fox studio. I went
to the edge of the yard, stood looking
at the huge sets silhouetted against the
sky. T wonder what that place looks
like inside,' I said to the hostess. T
know an agency that can show you,'
she answered me quietly. That's how I
happened to sign with the Goldstone
and their assistBrothers, Nat, Charlie,
ant, Herb Tobias. It was the beginning
of a friendship and a business association that has never ceased to pay off."
At Universal, they told Mark to go
back home before it was too late. A
month later he signed at Warner Bros.
Practically his first job on that lot
was assisting in a test for Annelle
Hayes. Mark was frankly disinterested
in acting with someone inexperienced
and unknown. How could he learn?
When the test was over, the beautiful
Texas girl had no transportation to
Hollywood. It was late, a taxi was out
of the question. Mark drove Annelle
back to the Studio Club. They started
going together. One night they were
at Ocean Park riding on the roller
coaster.
"Will you marry me?" Mark shouted
over the roar of screeching wheels.
"I can't hear you," Annelle shouted
back at him.
Later on they were high up over the
city in the ferris wheel. Their love for
each other lurked lazily in their eyes.
"What was it you were saying to me
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And so by
a career
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mi the roller coaster.''" Alirtelle asked
wistfully. They were married the following week.
At the expiration of his Warner contract, the faithful Goldstone Agency
took Mark to a big studio. There he
was brushed off beautifully. Casting directors said he wasn't leading man
material. At Twentieth Century-Fox
they were sufficiently interested to test
him. Mark was signed, eventually put
into the lead of the unpretentious
"Within These Walls." Otto Preminger
saw it, recognized the quality in Mark's
acting, and tested him for "Fallen
Angel." Alice Faye saw the test and
was equally enthusiastic. Mark was all
set. Then at the very last minute, a
change in draft status freed Dana Andrews to play the part.
It was Otto Preminger who recommended Mark to Joan Fontaine and director John Berry. Twenty-seven various girls from the PiKO lot were shown
tests of the competing actors. Finally,
it narrowed clown to two favorites.
Mark received twenty-four votes out of
twenty-seven. Darryl Zanuck at Twentieth Century-Pox okayed the loanout,
renamed him Mark Stevens after Mark
McPherson, a favorite screen character,

•
^«

One week after he finished "From
This Day Forward," Mark was rushed
into "The Dark Corner." Originally. Fred
MacMurray (who earns over $100,000
per picture) was scheduled for the role.
Fred decided to leave Twentieth Century. In preference to everyone on
their contract list, Mr. Zanuck decided that Mark was most capable of
filling the part. The day Louella Parsons printed the announcement, Mark
cut it "out and sent it, air-mail, special
delivery, to his step-father in Canada.
The enthusiastic reply erased the last
remaining barrier.
Until the housing shortage is eliminated. Mark and Annelle are contenting themselves with their tiny furnished
(and much too expensive) apartment,
high in the Beverly Hills above Pickfair. They've hired Alice Faye's brother,
Bill, as business manager. He tells
them how much they can spend, and
sees to it that they save. Mark's salary
is still in the lower brackets, but there's
bound to be a readjustment. In her
spare time. Annelle is modeling for the
celebrated Paul Clemens, who considers her face one of the loveliest he's
ever painted.
Mark is interested in painting, too.
Right now, it's a hobby, but he intends to study seriously, as soon as he
can afford to take lessons. They love
to go to the movies. At least once a
week they have an early dinner in Hollywood, and take in two double features.
Both like swimming. Mark also loves
golf, tennis and boxing. Once upon a
time there used to be panic amongst
their neighbors when all the pet dogs
would disappear. Now they know the
Stevens have taken them riding. "From
this clay forward" (plug) our handsome
hero has seen his last "dark corner"
(plug)for. our
He's green
a marked
is Mark,
and
stuff,man,
an unusually
deserving one.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Fans!

The private, home addresses of more
than 400 top Hollywood motion picture stars in this exclusive directory.
Send for it now! Enclose $1 in currency or money order.
Movie

Star Directory

P.O. Box 3068-C
Hollywood (28) Calif.
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Writing short stories, articles on business, sports, travel,
hobbies, local and club activities, etc., will enable you to
earn extra money. In your own home, on your own time,
the New York Copy Desk Method teaches you how to write
— the way newspaper men learn, by writing. Our unique
"Writing Aptitude Test" tells whether you possess the
fundamental
qualities
successful
You'll
enjoy
this test.
Writeessential
for it, towithout
cost writing.
or obligation.
VETERANS: This course available for Veterans' Training.
NEWSPAPER INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
Suite 558- D, One Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
Ih^inqWo^ COLORING PHOTOS
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learned at homehobby
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1674 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
We

still owe a great deal to our returning soldiers who are not physically
fit to care for themselves. Invest your
money in Victory Bonds so that these
boys may be rehabilitated. It is our
responsibility.

Lips • •• Arms • • • Legs
NOW Happy! I had ugly superfluous hair . . . waa
unloved . . . discouraged. Tried many things . . . even
razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I developed
a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It has helped
thousands win beauty, love, happiness. My FREE
book,
About
Superfluous
explains"What
method.I Did
Mailed
in plain
envelope.Hair"
Also
trial, offer. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette. P. O.
Box 4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 274 Chicago 54, 111.
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THERE NEVER WAS ANOTHER LIKE KITTY
with her satin skin and melting mouth. Kitty with
the lithe body of a wildcat ... the tongue of a
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Alley who became the Duchess all England
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and applaud her courageous decision as this stirring novel
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10 DAYS' TRIAL
Wear this Jumper and blouse at MY RISK. If in 1 0 days
you are not completely satisfied, return for full refund.
DOUBLE-DUTY

. • • DOUBLE-BEAUTY !

A Jaunty Jumper and Smart Dress all in one! That's the
j newest Bonnie Gaye fashion created in Hollywood to
■ thrill you with its enchanting figure flattery. Wear it
with the crisp high neckline blouse as a jumper . . .
or as a smart cap-sleeve dress without the blouse.
5 LOVELY

COLORS

Fashioned in a crisp, fine quality all season fabric;
slenderizing waist-band; shoulders deftly padded to
whittle the waist; smart stitching 'round the neck and
down the front; full skirt with pleat all make it style
perfect! Five lush colors from which to choose: Navy,
Aqua, Brown, Black or Gray. Sizes 1 2 through 20 and
only $7.98 plus postage. An original Bonnie Gaye
created in Hollywood.
BLOUSE: A heart stealer with high round neckline and
smart gathered fullness. Long sleeves. Lustrous rayon.
White or Black. Sizes 32 to 40. Only $3.98 plus
postage.

SEND

NO

MONEY

Check size and color choice and mail coupon. Pay
postman C.O.D. charges. If, after 10 days, you are
not satisfied return for full refund.
While They Last only $7.98
For Prompt Delivery Rush This Coupon
GAYE FASHIONS, Dept. 62-D
1
Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, Illinois
Please send BLOUSE at $3.98.
Please send smart 2-WAY
I'll
pay Postman plus postage on
JUMPER. I'll pay Postman $7.98
arrival.
plus postage on arrival.
Size 32D 34D 36Q 38Q 40Q
Size 12D 14Q 16Q 18D20D
Mark 1st & 2nd color choice
Mark 1st & 2nd color choice
White Black
Navy Brown Aqua Black Gray
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
0 days,
1
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I may return purchase for full refund if not satisfied
Name
•
Address
BONNIE
GAYE FASHIONS, Dept. 62-D
168 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.

City. . .

,
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State
NOTE: Order 2 Jumpers for only $14.50 plus postage □

Hildegarde, star of Radio's Raleigh Room, photographed by ioffe
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A

New

Color

Star is born!
New note in colorl Inspired by
the incomparable Hildegarde! Precious
pink-gold rose . . . with all the sparkle, the subtle
sophistication of Hildegarde herself ... A Revlon
original champagne-personality color, for the matching
lips and fingertips of the American woman
of subtle chic. With superb stay-on power
also original
with Revlon.
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a Drene
when when
you you're
Drene
your hair, you reveal all its natural beauty
. . . all its enchanting highlights!
"I use Drene," says glamorous Cover Girl
Margaret Finlay, "because the camera
demands my hair be radiantly clean."
Drene brings out all the natural brilliance
. . . as much as 33 percent more lustre than
any soap or soap shampoo. Since Drene is
not a soap shampoo, it never leaves any
dulling film on hair, as all soaps do. And

FOR DATES AT HOME, Margaret combs her
silken, shining hair into demure little-girl curls.
"It's fun to fix your hair in any style after a Drene
shampoo,", she says. Today's improved Drene with
Hair Conditioning action leaves your hair far
silkier, smoother and easier to manage. Margaret
ties her top curls back with a narrow ribbon bow.

Hair

Drene completely removes unsightly dan- j
druff the very first time you use it.
Under studio lights, Margaret is the}
picture of Spring with her gleaming hair
swept up into large curls. Try this hair
style at home or ask your beauty shop
to do it. You'll marvel at the way Drene
with Hair Conditioning action leaves your
hair so beautifully behaved. So insist on j
Drene Shampoo with Hair Conditioning;}
action. No other shampoo leaves your hair ;
so lustrous, yet so easy to manage.

onampoo
with
Conditioning,
Action

CUPID: Loafer, huh? And who was it just now
helped you catch the bride's bouquet? And who—
BRIDESMAID: Bouquet, hah! Listen, Cupid, I've caught enough
brides' bouquets to start a florist shop! I want to catch a man!
CUPID: You'd never know it the way you go around glooming at people!
Don't you know what a sparkling smile can do for a girl . . . and to a man?
BRIDESMAID: Sure . . . but who's got the sparkling smile? Me?
Nuh-uh! I brush my teeth, but . . . well, dull, dingy . . .
CUPID: Oh? And "pink" on your tooth brush, too?
BRIDESMAID: Only since last week.

NEVER
IGNORE
PINK

CUPID: Well, didn't the dentist BRIDESMAID: What dentist?

TOOTH

CUPID: IVhat dentist? Listen, you sweet little idiot, don't
you know that "pink" is a warning to see your dentist right
away? He may find your gums are being robbed
of exercise by today's soft foods. And he may suggest
"the helpful stimulation of Ipana and massage."

BRUSH"
7w
"ills*

BRIDESMAID: . . .so then the cute little rabbit went lippertylip down the road, and— look, Little One, what's
all that got to do with my smile?
CUPID: In a word: Plenty! A sparkling smile depends
largely on firm, healthy gums. And Ipana not only
cleans teeth. It's specially designed, with massage,
to help your gums. Massage a little extra Ipana on your
gums when you brush your teeth and you'll help
yourself to healthier gums and sounder teeth. And
a smile full of sparkle! Start today, Sugar!
Product of Bristol-Myers
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screen)

We're off on our tandem in a whirl of
delight! We've just seen M-G-M's highspirited new musical hit. "Two Sisters
From Boston", and — oh, those sisters!
It's a youthful, exuberant romance of
New York at the turn of the century—
those flamboyant days when it was definitely naughty for a young lady to show
her limbs — no matter how attractive!

Paul
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Dual Personality. Robert Mitchum
Bob Hope — "The Great Lover"
Cornel Wilde: Chapter Two
Kathryn Grayson and June Allyson are
thoroughly delightful as the two capricious Back-Bay sisters who venture from
their quiet, cultured world into the
hurly-burly world they 're curious about,
And we do mean hurly-burly !
★
★
★ ★
Jimmy Durant
shouts delirious ditties in a Bowery beer
hall.
★
★
★ ★
The great metropoli
tan Opera tenor,
Lauritz Melchior,
throws his magnificent voice into the
finest songs.
Peter Lawford figures in it, too. He
meets one sister, falls in love, meets the
other sister, falls in love, and — well,
it's
a story as flip and flirtatious as a
bustle.
★ ★
★ ★
And the songs! Tunesmiths Sammy
Fain and Ralph Freed have spiced some
swell new melodies with a trace of nostalgia that suits our taste to perfection,
And everybody sings!
★ ★
★ ★
Produced by Joe Pasternak (the "Anchors Aweigh" man), expertly directed
by Henry Koster, filmed from the original screen play by Myles Connolly,
with additional dialogue by James
O'Hanlon and Harry Crane — "Two
Sisters from Boston" definitely belongs
in the M-G-M family of hits!
★
★
★ ★
Do youandgather
we've
gone
fallen
for
"Two Sisters From
Boston"? In the immortal words of our
friend Schnozzola:
"Ha-cha-cha-cha !' '

4
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Smart Little Number. Signe Hasso
The Return of Richard Greene

26
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Delight Evans
Dora Albert
Alyce Canfield
Jerry Asher
Dorothy O'Leary
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Hollywood Has Changed Me. By Robert Walker
.As told to Lupton A. Wilkinson
This Is What I Believe
Dana Andrews

30
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Lizabeth Scott, next in "The Strange Love Of Martha I vers," Hal
Wallis" Paramount Production
The Fair Rivals: June Allyson and Gloria De Haven in MGM's "Till
The Clouds Roll By"
"The Virginian": co-starring Joel McCrea, Sonny Tufts, Brian
Donlevy and Barbara Britton
The 3 B's: exclusive photos of Bogart and Bacall on their boat
Carole Landis, In and Out of Character: starring in "A Scandal In
Paris," a United Artists release

Certainly It's Spring! (Lucille Bremer); Welcome Back, Bill!;
William Holden); Elizabeth and Lassie (Elizabeth Taylor,
now in "Hold High The Torch"); Star Shoots The Stars
(Frances Gifford); Co-starring Barbara Stanwyck and Edith
Head (Fashions); Photo Previews; Academy Award Winners;
Scseenland Salutes "Devotion"
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Gossip by Weston East 60
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A HENRY

KOSTER PRODUCTION • Original Screen Play by MYLES CONNOLLY
Additional Dialogue by JAMES O'HANLON and HARRY CRANE
Directed by HENRY KOSTER
• Produced by JOE PASTERNAK
A METRO -GOLDWYN- MAYER PICTURE
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There are women all around you who
consider Tampax so logically "right"
that they believe you must come to it in
time. Tampax, you know, is modern
monthly sanitary protection. It is an internal absorbent of conforming shape
and when it is in place you are unaware
of its presence. No belt with Tampax!
No pins! No external pad!
Tampax is made of long-fiber surgical
cotton compressed in applicators and
perfected by a doctor for this special
monthly use by women. Because it is
used internally, no odor can form with
Tampax. There can be no chafing. You
have no bulk to hamper you or show an
outline under dresses.
Tampax is comfortable and it makes
you feel dainty and free — quite different
from your experience with external sanitary protection. Sold at drug stores and
notion counters in 3 absorbencies — Regular, Super Junior — to suit varying needs.
A whole month's supply will go into
your purse. No troublesome disposalproblem.
Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.
encies
3, absorb,

REGULAR
1f sup
er

^

(JUNIOR

Accepted for Advertising
by Ike Journal of the American Medical Association

BOY, OH BOY, you should see the
" new Victor Mature! More than
even a date with June Haver, did Vic
want that coveted role in "My Darling
Clementine." So did every other young
actor on the 20th Century-Fox lot. But
Vic won it and he's so grateful he's practically ahermit. He only attends Hollywood parties on weekends. He works
out daily, is in bed every night at nine
studying his script. Wisely he realizes
that from now on there's going to be
some pretty stiff competition.

WHAT
PRICE publicity! Recently
* * Lady Lawford, mother of young
and popular Peter Lawford, stopped by
Schwab's Drug Store. She had Pete's
pet pooch on leash. "Aren't you Peter
Lawford's mother?" exclaimed a fan.
"Why, yes, I am," answered Lady Lawford, pleased and pleasant. "I thought
so," cried the fan. "I just saw a picture
of your son with his dog in Screenland
and I recognized that dog immediately!"
Screenland

WHEN
LAURENCE OLIVIER and
v ' Vivian Leigh quit Hollywood four
years ago, they were in such a hurry they
stored their car instead of taking time to
sell it. All of which was a lucky break
for David Niven, who inherited it when
he arrived to play opposite Loretta
Young in "The Perfect Marriage." Guess
what David does when he has a day off
from the studio? He and his wife just
drive around and gaze at the amazing
display of vegetables and fresh fruits in
the public markets.
DAUL HENREID is deserving of his
A wonderful new Warner Brothers contract that gives him a big boost in pay
and the right to make outside pictures.
Paul and his Lisl have made a wonderful
home for their adopted daughters, little
Monica and Mimi. Now Paul intends
building an apartment house and will
only rent to returning servicemen, children and pets welcome.

WH1U1

CROSS

LADD... AND

YOU'VE DOUBLE-CROSSED
YOURSELF/
Fool around Ladd's woman
. . . and you're a fool! For
Ladd's gun and Ladd's fists
say you can't get away with
that, brother — not in his
territory!

A GEORGE

Howard

With the three famous finds of
"The Lost Weekend" including
that now-famous 'natch' girll

MARSHALL
with

HOWARD da SILVA

Production

da Silva

Doris Dowling • Tom Powers • Frank Faylen
Produced by John Houseman • Directed by George Marshall
Written by Raymond Chandler
A Paramount Picture
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CURRENT

FILMS

DRAGONWYCK — 20th Century-Fox
Anya Seton's popular novel about a Dutch patroon of
early New York makes colorful film fare with the
clever stars, Gene Tierney and Vincent Price, in the
leading roles, and with the handsome and talented newcomer, Glenn Langan, competing for romantic acting
honors. Perhaps you will find some of your favorite
incidents
deleted
in the
picture, isbut
you'll rather
be pleased
with
the final
result.
Romance
stressed
than
politics and the struggle of the tenant farmers to free
themselves from usurious treatment. Performances by
Vivienne Osborne and Connie Marshall are fine,
but Vincent Price's final frenzied scene tops them all.
DEVOTION— Warners
When you have seen the Bronte sisters in this film,
you can readily understand how they were able to
write such books as "Wuthering Heights" and "Jane
Eyre." Their lives in a vicarage on the Yorkshire
moors were touched by like experiences. Charlotte's
avid curiosity about life, Emily's quick understanding
of people vie for importance, and you'll enjoy both
characterizations by Olivia DeHavilland and Ida Lupino respectively. Their exuberant ambitions overwhelm
their brother, an unsuccessful artist who becomes a
cynical drunkard. Paul Henreid makes an appealing

For the joy and brightness he
brings to your home, a canary
needs but little care. Keep him
healthy and happy, and he'll reward you with his cheeriest singing. Always feed him French's
Bird Seed and Biscuit — a carefully
measured, thoroughly tested
blend of twelve proven aids to
health and song. Millions of singing canaries have made French's
"Tested Twelve" the most popular bird diet in America!

curate,

entirely worthy of both girls' affections.
THE VIRGINIA N — Paramount
Owen Wister's classic Old West yarn, first filmed in
1923 and again in 1929, makes another appearance,
bigger and better than ever in Technicolor with Joel
McCrea as the hero from Virginia, Sonny Tufts his
easy-going friend who joined the cattle rustlers, Barbara Britton the sweet young schoolteacher from Vermont, and Brian Donlevy the notorious villain. Yes,
it's easily the best movie of the year to please those
audiences who have been clamoring for a realistic
Western, colorful, exciting, and romantic. Each character is carefully etched by the cast, but it's Sonny
Tufts who'll win fans for his appealing performance.
YOUNG WIDOW— United Artists Release
A favorite pin-up girl goes into action ! After five
years
of seeing
in magazine
photos,
you'll
find she
has theJane
sameRussell
alluring
qualities on
the screen
in this Hunt Stromberg production — plus a nice quiet
talent for drama. Yes, she's a refreshing "new" personality— one we'd like to see again in a picture which
doesn't carry a stigma of untimeliness. Jane plays a
war widow who finds it hard to readjust her life. Louis
Hayward, as an aviator, does a nice job of winning her
affections. Penny Singleton, who shares her apartment,
and Kent Taylor, her ex-boss, are friends who help her
back to normalcy. Marie Wilson scores as a dizzy dame.

•TESTED TWELVE INGREDIENTS —
PROPORTIONED WITH A PURPOSE!
Sesame Seed
Canary Seed
Red Millet Seed
Poppy Seed
Yellow Millet Seed Corn Syrup
Cuttlebone
Rape Seed
Charcoal
Soy Bean Grits
Yeast
Wheat Germ

IN
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MADONNA'S
SECRETportrait
— Republic
The moodyTHEemotions
of a French
painter play
an important part in motivating this murder mystery,
and at the same time lend a sinister effect to the film.
Francis Lederer as the pivotal character who brings a
taint of murder with him to New York, turns from
gloomy to cheery moods with just the right touch of
restraint. Ann Rutherford, lovely, in the romantic
lead, brings the plot to a climax just in time to save
her own life, and Edward Ashley is debonair as the
drama critic whose excellent memory of faces stirs up
the painter's dark past. Gail Patrick adds sophistication as a divorcee interested in art for the artist's sake.

ECONOMICAL. ■ ''PACKAGE
SCREENLAND

The
one
she kept her
shadowed
secret as
long as
she
dare

FOUR UNFORGETTABLE

IDA
OLIVIA

DRAMATIC STARS IN THE DRAMA YOU'LL REMEMBER

LUPINO

• PAUL

DE HAVILLAND

THEM FOR!

HENREID

SYDNEY

GREENSTREET

IN THE MEW

rMTUREx
Of THE
MONTH!
COLEMAN-ARTHUR KENNEDY-DAME
M WHITTYVICTOR
FRANCEM
KEITHby WINTER
• Original Story
by THEODORE
REEVES
ERICH WOLFGANG
KORNGOLD
DIRECTED BT CURTIS BERNHARDT Screen Play byMusic

SCREENLAND

HONEYMOON

CAN

BE YOURS

TONIGHT

You — at your peak of
charm. You in his
arms I You with petal-soft
skin — so excitingly fragrant —
a vision of loveliness to win
romance . . . and hold it.
Never, never lose
this magic!

Tonight — every night —
revel in a sea of billowing,
fragrant foam that floats fatigue
away as it caresses your skin. Step

THE BLUE DAHLIA— Paramount
A role neatly tailored for Alan Ladd in
this film is that of the returned veteran
who finds his unfaithful wife playing around
in fast company and embroiled romantically
with the owner of the Blue Dahlia night
club. And thus the stage is set for murder,
involving characters mentioned plus two
of Alan's side-kicks, Hugh Beaumont as a
former lawyer, and William Bendix, who
suffers mental blackouts. Then Veronica
Lake, as the wife of the night club owner,
steps in to help clear Alan of murder.
While her help just leads to more confused
clues, her appearance adds that romantic
touch you were just beginning to miss.
Doris Dowling makes a beautiful murder
victim and plays her few scenes to the hilt.

MADONNA OF SEVEN MOONS — Universal
After the excellent films that have been
coming to us from England, this Gainsborough production disappoints. It has an intriguing plot, but the script from Margery
Lawrence's novel becomes slightly confusing. Phyllis Calvert plays the beautiful
madonna, a schizophreniac who is the epitome of respectability in her life as the wife
of a wealthy Italian, and the height of
sordidness as the object of a Florence
thief's affection. Patricia Roc, who is
slated to make her next picture in Hollywood, plays with exhilarating gaiety the
madonna's daughter who goes in search of
her lost mother. Stewart Grainger, as the
leader of the underworld activity, injects a
dashing, daring quality to his romancing.

SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY— 20th Century-Fox
Tops in emotionalism is this film based on
Nelia Gardner White's story, with a tear
in almost every reel.. And who doesn't enjoy agood cry now and then? The story is
geared to allow the utmost sentiment, dealing with a beautiful stage star with a heart
ailment, her producer-husband, and the orphan whom she adopts to help him over his
loneliness after she dies. Maureen O'Hara
more than adequately fills the bill in the
feminine lead, but the script cuts her scenes
short. John Payne, cast as her husband,
does
impressiveas job,
too, but child
it's little
Conniean Marshall
the adopted
who
practically puts the picture in her pocket.
William Bendix scores with laugh lines
whenever the camera can take time for him.

COLONEL EFFINGHAM'S RAID — 20th CenturyThe quiet, peaceful and placid atmosphere
of Georgia is captured in this film based
on Berry Fleming's popular novel, with
Charles Coburn as the leading light in the
title role, and Joan Bennett and William
Eythe backing him up in the romantic department. But for the most part the accent
is on the characterization of the crusty,
regimented old Army colonel, retired, and
there is little action until his civic pride
involves him in a fight' with politicians over
tearing down the city hall. That is when
William Eythe, as a newspaper reporter,
takes over, settles the argument in an offhand fashion, woos Joan Bennett, his fellow-worker with the trim ankles, before
he marches resolutely off to win the war.

forth aglow — alive — with the freshness* of a dew-drenched flower.
Five floral scents (25 luxurious
baths) in every package.

A Dainty
Mothers
ROB E R
Beverly

IT HAPPENED AT THE INN — MGM Release
Whether_ you understand French or not
you'll enjoy this colorful picture of a provincial family — the Goupis — in this first
post-war film produced in France. WelL
written English titles will tell you the story
of stolen loot, murder of the innkeeper's
shrewish wife nicknamed Ten Drops,
Pinchpenny's unwarranted imprisonment of
his son, Monsieur, who comes from Paris,
' Day
and interwoven through the entire plot, the
fouming^brth mystery of the family treasure secretly
gift jot
hidden by Great Grandfather (The Emperor). Outstanding in the cast is Le Vigan
who plays the volatile Tonkin, Blanchette
T H. CLARK COMPANY
Brunoy, the pretty Primrose, and GerHills
•
California maine Kerjean who is cast as Ten Drops.
SCREENLAND

PARDON MY PAST — Columbia
A fast-paced farce with a dual role for Fred
MacMurray is a sure-cure for a lowdown
spirit. Delightful confusion ensues when
Fred, discharged from the Army, is picked
up by a bookie for a debt his identical twin
owes. Situations become more involved — ■
and funnier — when he sets out to clear up
the complete
mystery with
and appears
his twin's
home
—
a pretty atcousin
who keeps
house (Marguerite Chapman), an unappreciated grandfather (Harry Davenport), an
estranged wife (Rita Johnson), and a
crooked uncle (Douglass Dumbrille) who
is doing his best to put everyone in the poor
house. William Demarest plays for laughs
and Akim TamirofT interests as menace.

There

NEVER

was

a

woman

like

I was true to one man

once .

and look what happened...'

COLUMBIA PICTURES presents

Rita

HOTORTH
as

*S

Glenn

with

FORD

GEORGE MACREADY • JOSEPH CALLEIA
Screenplay by Marion Parsonnet
Produced by
Directed by
VIRGINIA VAN UPP • CHARLES VIDOR

Great as is her powerful dramatic portrayal — great, too,
is this dancing Hay worth — singing "Put the Blame on Mame"!
SCREENLAND
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A deep tjch perfume would fit this
exotic Lima! You'll see her in
'The Postman Always RingsTwice
Your singing\star, Judy
Garland, is coming soon
in'TilltheCloudllollBy."

By Josephine
There

are

Felts

seven

perfume.

orders

Have

you found

your Perfume-Love?
here are some

of

If not,

helpful hints

KIND of perfume are you?
WHAT
You didn't know you were one?
Don't be silly. Of course you are.
There is a wonderful perfume — a whole
s "you."
— that
, inrese
factarch
p eof frag
them
grou
rant
A littl
willmean
lead you
to
that one scent which will combine with
the chemistry of your own fresh, clean skin,
and make people love to be near you.
Hollywood's young smart set have a new
system for choosing their perfumes, we
are told. They pick their favorite, a floral,
a woody scent or a rich oriental, use it
regularly as part of their makeup. Then
for special occasions or to be different, they
have one or two other fragrances from the
same group of perfumes, which they use.
This is a tantalizing and delightful way to
use perfume, one we suggest that you consider.
But you are a little confused, you say,
there are so many different names. Well,
we wouldn't wonder. It is true. There are
so many exciting fragrances available in

12

3 %htK§othern, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
a new kinc
Donna Reed is symbolic of those
fresh, youthful floral perfumes.
Here she is as she appeared in
"They Were Expendable." She plays
next in "Faithful in My Fashion."
the stores these days, done up in so many
exciting packages, that even the most expert
noses and the most knowing eyes get a
little mixed up. Which shall you choose?
Right here is the problem with which we
propose to help you. Most stores will let
you try a drop of the scent which has caught
your fancy, on the back of your hand. Be
sure you try only one fragrance at a time
and wait a minute or two for it to combine with your skin before you test it. Then
trust yourself. Do you like it ? Lots ? You
aren't
sure?type.
If you. aren't sure, wait.
Try a quite
different
When you have found the right perfume
it is a little as if you've found your right
guy. You know. You're sure. However,
take heart, find:ng the right perfume is far
easier than finding the right man. Here are
some basic facts about perfume it will help
you to know.
Experts recognize about seven main
groups of fragrances, the most important of
which is the floral one. Here come all the
SCREENLAND

flower odors and floral bouquets which of
course
don't
all havemean
flowerfloral
namesmixtures.
— but all They
smell gaily
of gardens.
This is today's most popular group, and
if you find your perfume-love here you are
in luck. You have a lovely range of selection for your second and third choices. If
it is sweet pea that is first with you, perhaps a floral bouquet will come second and
a gardenia third. You may feel as we do
that florals are, in the main, daytime scents.
More than the rest of them, gardenia is
(Please turn to page 23)

The screen tells it for the first time ... a town
outside the law... and all the notorious
badmen

who

fought

to keep

it there.

JERR1T0

BADMANS

RY

Starring

RANDOLPH

GEORGE

SCOn

'Gabby'

Produced by NAT HOLT • Directed by TIM WHELAN
Original Screen Play by JACK NATTEFORD and LUCI WARD
An RKO RADIO PICTURE
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P A U LETT E
GODDARO

Swap Your Opinions!
There's nothing like a lively, constructive argument to add zest to life. Exchange your ideas about pictures and
stars with your fellow Screenland
readers. Movie producers are interested, too, in what you have to say. So
Fans' Forum.
it to
aboutfor
a letter
write
the best letters
awards
Monthly
published : $10.00, $5.00 and five $1.00
prizes. Closing date is the 25th of the
month.
Please address Fans' Forum, Screenland, 37 W. 57th St., New York 19,
N. Y.
FIRST

PRIZE

WINNER

$10.00
As a means to a better world in which the
children of today are the teachers and citizens of tomorrow, can we not eradicate
from the screen the powerful influence of
bad pictures which depict the cheap sordid
and criminal side of life far too much and

THE TRADEMARK THAT MEANS
THE FINEST IN UNDIES!
No need to guess . . . look for the
famous Blue Swan Undies. ...
in whispery soft fabrics cleverly
styled to fit and flatter.
S. DIVISION OF THE McKA Y PRODUCTS CORP.
EMPIRE STATE BLDG.
NEW YORK
ANSWER: THIS IS A BIRDS EYE VIEW
0F A MEXICAN RIDING A BICYCLE!

glorify? the villain in a role that he doesn't
merit
We need more pictures like "The Bells
Of St. Mary's" and "Going My Way." I
have yet to meet a single person who has not
been amazingly impressed by such pictures.
Thus, as far as the commercial enterprise is
concerned, crime does not pay even in pictures !So why cater to the baser instincts?
Let's bring out some of the fine old classics
and decent bedtime stories for the children
of today. I never enter a moving picture
house that I do not note more than half the
audience is composed of children of all ages
whose minds are receptive to evil as well as
to good. Is it any wonder that those whose
homes are not fit to be called homes, and
whose minds have not been adjusted to
judge the difference between good and evil,
become engendered with the ideas so vividly
portrayed in such pictures as "The Voice
Of The Whistler" for instance?
This is a matter of such vital imnortance
that every individual who is interested in
the future of his country should do someScreenland

thing about it, even the actors and actresses
themselves. Every public official, every
woman's
everyimportan
t! club in the naclergyma
tion— it n,
is that
MRS. A. F. WORRALL, Brooklyn, N. Y.
SECOND

PRIZE

WINNER

To say that I was surprised to read Cecil
$5.00 Forum is putting it
Hagen's letter in Fans'
mildly, for I never expected a letter of that
type ever to reach print.
In the first place, too many Western fans
"brush off"
familiar
thebeing
expect of
fan.
a Western
havethe come
mere tomention
at
is
today
Only what they call "Westerns"
largely a matter of opinion. In my opinion
the Westerns we're obliged to see these days
musical comedies. Inare only glamorized
stead of a good plot, or a story with some
sense to it, we watch and squirm while Dale
Evans wins Roy Rogers over to her side, or
while imported actors pretend to be real,
sure-enough bad men. Even Bill Boyd decided to try his hand at something else, so
can't
? WeHoppy.
Hopalong
where is anyone
beloved
as our today
elseCassidy
imagine
I agree with Cecil Hagen of Houston,
Texas, with the exception of one thing.
Westerns aren't slipping. They have slipped
d
a long time ago. Why doesn't a Hollywoo
good, senget wise to itself? Try filming instead
a
of
sible Western story sometime
mushy "will it get by the censor?" best seller.
Since it's the purpose of Fans'_ Forum to
enable fans to voice their own private opinions, I'll stick my neck out further by sayHolly-It
thinking,
way isof some
ing that,
writers.
new what
wood toneedsmymost
seems the present-day writers lack originality. A picture must start with the beautiful
girl in the run-away stagecoach, or the ranch
has to be saved from the bad men holding
the note due on such and such a date, and
will the hero get there in time? Well, of
can't miss ! You know
course he will ! Hebefore
you go to see the
the answer even

Hollywood thrives on ideas, even buys
picture.
not
them. Well, here's one for free. Why who
start a search for some new writers
can produce a story with original ideas, less

Screeni,

and
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glamor, and more glory for the old West
we'd like to see come to life before us on
the screen? Yes, it would be a relief to see
a real good horse-opera once more.
ELIZABETH DRAKE, New Albany, Ind.
FIVE

PRIZE

WINNERS

$1.00 Each

my opinion that Screenland's arIt is
ticle, "This Is What I Believe," by Paulette
Goddard, is a step in the right direction, in
contrast to the usual articles eulogizing fair
favorite's blonde tresses and shapely limbs.
Miss Goddard provided some very meaty
reading, although I admit that at first glance
I was dubious. Most of us believe that the
duties of a beautiful and versatile actress
consist of looking extremely chic, mouthing
lines before a camera, and keeping their intelligence and personal ideals well hidden
behind their makeup. This article, however,
had a ring of truth and sincerity, obviously
because the authoress does believe what she
wrote and, what is more, her beliefs conform with those of many of us who have
not a nation-wide influence.
Thank you, Miss Goddard, for a very fine
article.
great
and
collectiveHollywood's
effort to the
warindividual
and ensuing
This wise, modern

woman

Enjoys every dayConvenience and freedom
Are hers— the Meds

way!

Be active as you please when you
please! Meds internal protection
liberates you from the pin-and-belt
nuisance; from odor and chafing;
from revealing ridges. And Meds'
exclusive "Safety -Well" gives you the
free-and-easy confidence of extraprotection !
• Meds alone have the "SAFETYWELL" — designed for your extra
protection.
• Meds are made of real COTTON —
soft and super-absorbent for extra
comfort.

• Meds expand quickly and adapt themselves easily to individual needs.

peace have proven that the actors and actresses of today are a nucleus of clearthinking people, with constructive ideas and
opinions
to benefit us all. Let's have more
of
it!
MRS. F. H. SAWCHUK, Toronto, Canada
I have just recently finished reading
Shellabarger's "Captain From Castile." To
date I haven't heard any talk about making
this fine book into a movie, but as I read it
I could just visualize a tasty cinematic
recipe to serve as a dessert to the adventureloving public.
Take an eyeful of Tyrone Power or Robert Taylor (as Pedro de Vargas), mix together with an eyeful of Linda Darnell (as
Catana Perez). Add a dash of Cesar Romero and Arturo de Cordova to it. Mix
well and serve hot to the movie-goers.
GRACE ELEANOR PARKER,
Youngstown, Ohio
I have a wild idea to suggest to HollyIt may sound
a bitsuccess.
odd, butYou
I'm know
sure
it wouldwood. make
a terrific
how well all we kids like to rush down to

the newsstand, buy all the movie magazines,
and read such interesting accounts about
our ideals. You know how well we like
those swell colored pictures and sketches
about them. But I think you could do even
better. Here it is :
Why so not
recordings
of the
voices
we make
could buy
them, too?
Oh, stars'
sure,
Irecords
know at
youthecanmusic
buy store,
Bing'sbutandwhat
Frankie's
about
the stars who don't sing? It wouldn't have
to be much, and they wouldn't have to say
much. Just some little something like "hello"
or "goodbye" — or something. And please
make it sound intimate and friendly like the
articles we enjoy so much in magazines.
Think what every kid in the country
wouldn't give if he could take home a small
record! of his idol's voice and hear it— at
home
I think it would work out with tremendous success. How about it, Hollywood?
MARGARET WALKER, McComb, Miss.
Most of the letters sent in to your magazine are compliments towards movie actors
or actresses. My letter is an open letter to
Joe Pasternak, who in my opinion deserves
the best in praise. He has not only made
stars, but made excellent pictures. His
musicals are not the usual musicals. I'm
speaking of three in particular for which I
think he deserves plenty of credit — namely,
"Two Girls And A Sailor," "Anchors
Aweigh" and "Music For Millions." I guess
my main reason for liking Mr. Pasternak
is that he gave Gloria De Haven a break in
"Two Girls And A Sailor." She has always
been my favorite but Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
never really gave her a part in which she
could prove her acting ability. But thanks
to Mr. Pasternak she got a break. I'd like
to
"My hat Award
is off toshould
you, Joe
Pasternak.
An say
Academy
be given
you,
not only for outstanding musicals but for
making stars of such favorites as June
Allyson and Gloria De Haven.
MILDRED BEGLEY, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Hubba, Hubba ! Roll out the plush carpet and strike up the band! Trot out the
adjectives and let Webster fall where he
may ! A gorgeous new star has burst across
the cinema horizon, and I do mean Lizabeth
Scott !
She's vivacious, yet sultry, sophisticated,
yet naive, with a smile that lingers on — and
on. All this, plus acting ability which win

FOR 10 IN APPLICATORS

Note special design of Meds applicators. Firm,
smooth, easy to use, completely disposable.
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Roy Rogers is properly impressed by the merit badges earned by a Boy Scout at the
meeting which made Republic's cowboy star an honorary member of the organization.
SCREENLAND
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and James Clifden
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No matter whether your hair's soft
and baby-fine or heavy and sleek
. . . DeLong Bob Pins will be your
tried and true friend. Trust them
to keep every shining strand neat
and note-worthy.
Lana Turner arrives in Quitandinha, South America, where she celebrated her twentyfourth birthday with a big party complete with cake and a carnival staged in her honor.
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These wonderful

Bob Pins with the

Stronger Grip cope with the most
stubborn hair because they're made
of better quality steel that keeps
its gripping ways longer.

Stronger

Grip

Won't Slip Out
Qualify Manufacturers for Over 50 Drears
BOB PINS
HAIR PINS
SAFETY PINS
SNAP FASTENERS
STRAIGHT PINS
HOOKS & EYES
HOOK & EYE TAPES
SANITARY BELTS
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put her on top and keep her there. That
is, of course, provided the powers-that-be
give her a chance in other fine pictures like
"You Came Along." The very fact that
she was not too highly publicized by an
overzealous press agent would seem to bode
well for her future. For I have noticed that
the new stars whose names become bywords, and about whom reams of exaggerated publicity is written, before they appear in a first picture, usually develop into
colossal disappointments. There have been
too many of these "shooting" stars — and I
sincerely hope Lizabeth Scott will not be
allowed to fall into that category.
So hats off to you, Lizabeth, for a splendid "first" role. This fan — and, I am sure,
millions of others — will be scanning the
movie magazines eagerly for news about
your next picture. Please let it be soon !
DONALD BIERHORST, Shreveport, La.
HONORABLE

MENTION

Robert Mitchum — an intriguingly different name with a face and personality to
match it. Quizzical eyebrows, guarded
eyes, chiseled cheekbones, and a studied air
of indifference are his stock in trade. In
appearance he is like no other actor — in
ability he has proven he can hold his own.
Of all the colorful characters in "The
Story
G.I. Joe," Captain
Walkermade
was the
most of
unforgettable.
Mitchum
the
role magnificent.
the indignities
man's intense loathing of You
war sensed
and its
which,
didn't stop
fromfeltleading hishowever,
men relentlessly
on.himYou
the
remoteness that set him apart. You wept
unashamedly when he was brought back
dead. You left the theater cheering Bob
Mitchum. He rated those cheers, if for no
other reason than the chillingly realistic
way he portrayed a corpse ! I personally
can't wait to see him again.
LENNICE GUSTAVSON, Graceville, Minn.
ScREENLAND

Why does a good dramatic movie have
to be spoiled by one scene?
I mean
andThethepicture
scene the
one is
in "Mildred
which AnnPierce,"
Blyth.
and Veda Ann Borg are in their dressing
room at Jack Carson's night club. Miss
Borg talks in that ridiculous accent that is
supposedly Brooklyn. It actually ruined
the rest of the picture for me. I have never
been to Brooklyn but if the people really
talk like that, does it have to be made silly?
I think that type of scene has been overworked for years. At one time it might
have been considered funny, but now it has
become
disgusting.
If writers
think
of
original
ideas, please,
please can't
stop using
Brooklyn as a fallback.
What do Brooklynites think of being
made spectacles of in high-pitched voices
and overacted accents? I would really like
to know.
As for me, if I have to look at many more
scenes like that, I'll stay home and do my
geometry homework.
PATTIE SWAB, Warren, Ohio
Perhaps you don't enjoy the things I do
when you go to see a movie, and perhaps
you do, but my idea of a good movie is one
in which the plot is centered around a
brother and sister. Take "State Fair," for
instance. The whole picture was built
around a brother and sister.
I couldn't help noticing how much Sonja
Henie and Van Johnson looked alike in one
of the pictures of them in a recent Screenland.
Why not star them in brother and
sister roles?
On the humorous side how about Martha
Raye and Joe E. Brown as brother and
sister? Other suggestions are Tyrone
Power and Linda Darnell, Betty Hutton
and Danny Kaye, and many others. Please
think this over with the thought in mind
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RITA DAIGLE, famous
Stardust contest winner,
a popular
Thornton
Pin-UpWalter.
Girl.

iffSST 'SJ
WALTER THORNTON
originator of the Pin-Up Girl
soys: "I recommend Hame-Glo
Lipstick forlo CKtro
oil ofbeouty,
my pin-up
models
extra
glamour . . no blurry edgesl

^Siour lips are forever saying
things about you! Use Flame-Glo and be sure they
speak loveliness and allure. Use the beauty
secrets of famous Pin-Up Girls to give yourself new
glamour. Flame-Glo keeps lips alive with the fire of youth
hours longer, thanks to its protective water-repellent film
... no blurry edges ever. For quality
every time, choose Flame-Glo!

KiSSABLE

AT ALL TOILET GOODS
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What a really fine actress Gene Tierney
has become! I just saw her in "Leave Her
to Heaven." She was Ellen, warmly passionate in her love for her husband, and
yet coldly calculating in removing all obstacles to her fierce possession of her beloved. A part very difficult to play in all
its contrasting light and shade, but done
superbly by this amazing young artist ! In
my opinion, she is ready for the most exacting roles now.
MYRTLE HORSFIELD, Springfield, 111.
I've long been a reader of your fine publication but have never ventured to express
an opinion via the pen. However, after seeing "The Dolly Sisters" last night, I was
so entranced that I felt something should be
done.
Perhaps the star billing was given to
Betty Grable and John Payne, but to me the
real stars of the picture were June Haver
and Frank Latimore. There is a pair who
really show great promise. June is as refreshing as a soft breeze in the month whose
name she bears, and so lovely. As for
Frank, after seeing such a perfect polished
performance, it's difficult to believe that the
young man is only twenty. His ability belies his tender years. I express a fervent
hope to see a great deal more of these two
fine young performers in the near future,
perhaps as a team. May they win the acclaim they so truly deserve.
MRS. V. R. LONGLEY, Snyder, N. Y.

Choose your Favorite
FLAME-GLO Shade

KEEP

"State Fair."
hits like Bethesda,
of other great
R. M. screen
DELGREGO,
Md.

WITH

COUNTERS

• MATCHING

Royal
Wine that
... combines
A deep,
regal
color
blood-red
with purple.
Glamour Red ... A fiery,
brilliant, true red, flatterIng and youthful.
Pink Fire . . . The newest
and
most exciting FlameGlo
tone. shade ... a deep pink

The notice, "and selected short subjects,"
tagged onto the -end of a theater program
too often means a series of ten-minute flickers having practically no audience appeal,
poorly cut and filmed, with the unfortunate
result that they are not regarded as "added
attractions," but as definite detractions from
the evening's film fare.
It seems to me that the movie studios are
overlooking a good drawing card in some
of the radio programs that have universal
popularity. A very entertaining short could
be made out of, say, a Bob Hope show — a
short that could include the pantomime that
is missed , by the listening radio audience.
This sort of thing would be an ideal vehicle

• • •itsRomanc Red, for
tic dynamite
pink
Dynami
undertone develops into on
exquisite shade on the lips,
bespeaking love itself.
Raspberry
. . shade
. Aiv exciting,ciallyfascinating
espefor Brunettes.
Orchid
...
A
soft,
pastel
today.
tone that is right in fashion
Ruby
Reddeep,
. . fiery
. The red
everpopular
its most ravishing
glory. in
Pinwheel Red ... A true
glowing red tone with all
the warmth of red blood.

ROUGE
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Remember
our and
story,Costello
"Fathers and
By their
Adoption,"
about
Abbott
plans
for a Youth Foundation for underprivileged
children? It will soon become a reality because here they are breaking ground with the
aid of Peggy Ryan, Patricia Anne Costello,
Bud Abbott, Jr., and Carole Lou Costello,

SHi t ring
VERA HRUBA

RALSTON

WILLIAM

-MARSHALL
Featuring

ANN

JULIE

JEROME

RUTHERFORD • BISHOF • COWAN
EDWARD NORRIS • JACK LaRilE • FRANK ORTH
FAY McKENZIE • PAUL HURST • Directed by JOHN ENGLISH
Associate Producer: HERMAN MINKOWSKY
A REPUBLIC

PICTURE

ScREKNLAND

for the combined talents of Bing Crosby
popularity as a team
and Bob Hope, whose
.
is almost unequaled.
Some of the half-hour plays like Ozzie
of Riley" would
"The Life
," ntor shorts.
and
By making shorts
excelle
makeHarriet
out of programs of this type, it would be
the humor and flupossible to keep all ofshow,
which is often
ency of the original
of a fullscript
y
unwield
Lost in the more
length novel.
FRANCES L. GODDARD, Modesto, Calif.

In TechniGal."
"Frontie
proof Icoloroffer
kingly
breathta
pe r was
the landsca
delicious
a
Carlo,
beautiful ; Yvonne De
package; Rod Cameron, an exciting hunk
of man; and little Beverly Simmons, positively adorable. The plot bristled with action and suspense yet sparkled with humor
and modern approach.
Aside from its entertainment value, howthankful hubby and I saw "Fronever, tierI'm
Gal," because for us it solved a knotty
domestic problem. When we married
before he sailed for the South Pashortly
cific in 1942, it was love at first sight. But
upon his recent return to civilian life he
seemed such a stranger I just couldn't warm
up to him. Which perplexed and irritated
him terrifically.
In desperation, after seeing the show, he
tried little Beverly's philosophy: "Daddies
them."
they loveprobably
because
mamas
ed approach
spank this
While
old-fashion
wouldn't work in all cases it did for us,
and I would appreciate an opportunity to

I've read and seen every story and picture
that had anything to do with the marriage
of Shirley Temple and Sgt. John Agar and
it looks to me like it will last a lifetime.
Shirley has to set a good example for
every young movie fan, which 'will be no
by looking at the pictures of
cinch. "But
Shirley and John, so thoroughly happy, my
het is that they can and will fill the bill.
Don't let us down, Shirley. Good luck to
you Sgt. and Mrs. Agar.
BEVERLEY HOWE, Wolf Creek, Mont.

Hallelujah ! Our Bette Davis of the silent
has made a marscreen, Miss Lillian Gish, with
quiet dignity
velous comeback, playing
and charm that elusive title role in Paramount's "Miss Susie Slagle's."
The years have not dealt unkindly with
the Gish. She still retains that ethereal
beauty and acting ability which made her
famous in such screen classics as "The
White Sister," "Broken Blossoms," "The
Scarlet Letter," "The Wind," "Way Down
East" and "Orphans Of The Storm."
Miss Gish proves that she rightfully belongs with the celebrated charactor actors
of the day, namely Claude Rains, Ethel
Barrymore, Charles Laughton, Billie Burke
and Marjorie Main. I am awaiting her
mother role in David Selznick's "Duel In
The Sun" with anticipation.

IRRESISTIBLE
and

METAL

publicly
Gal.

Sgt. John Agar is home from the Army and
Shirley's so happy to tell her friends about it.
May I suggest Lillian Gish in her stage
role of "Life With Father"? Although
Bette Davis has been mentioned as a candidate, Iam rooting for Miss Gish to grab
this screen plum for herself.
GEORGE A. ABBATE, Utica, New York
Now that studios are devoting more time,
talent and money to producing Westerns, I
maintain they are much improved and as

7^0JL1PSTTCI

SWIVEL

CASE

*Pre-War irresistible is back!
The smoother lipstick, longer-lasting,
more wonderful than ever thanks to
wartime research, whip-text through our
secret process, of long scarce materials,
irresistible lipstick is creamy soft
as you love it, yet firm, non-breaking . . .
and comes in a smart metal
swivel case that works!

a deep, rich red .... WHIP-*
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thank

Universal

and "Frontier

MRS. J. B. M., Carmel, Calif.

For a long time I've been thinking of
the ever expanding influence of the motion
picture. Today it really jelled.
After my daughter goes to work I tidy
up her room. In her room she has. pictures
of her favorite actors and actresses. Some
of our famous actresses, such as Greer Garson, successfully guide the health, education
and dress of millions of people who never
saw her, nor ever will see her, then — like
sermons in stone — her pictures will go on
building character as long as _thrre is a
fragment of the celluloid on which they are
may be England's
Greer Garson
made. Miniver"
"Mrs.
but she is America's Way
Of Life !
MRS. J. A. BROTHERS, South Norfold.Va.

Enchant

Them

With

Perfume!
Continued from page 12
evening and gala. But there isn't a floral
perfume made that cannot be alluring all
around the clock.
Toilet waters and colognes (beloved of
all teen-agers on or off the screen) fall
into the floral group. True colognes are
citron based, as you know, and lemon and
orange flowers are florals. These are daytime, spring and summery scents.
In mapping out the other six orders of
perfumes the experts use formal names.
Don't let them scare you. After the florals
come the "aldehydes." This means the
light, sophisticated scents. Ask for them
at your favorite perfume counter. See how
you feel about them.
Next come the oak-moss types. Maybe
you fit in here. Then the gleaming orientals. Just a dash of Forever Amber —
don't you think? Next those fragrances
such as Ann Sothern might select, the lovely
"woody" types.
They say there is a dash of the masculine in every very feminine girl. For her,
perhaps, is type number six — that based on
"leather." Last of all come what we might
call the new-mown hay fragrances. If
you've
been inneeds
the country
late
Summerevernobody
to tell in
youtheabout
these. They are informal and delightful.
Some perfumes combine two types and
today those with a dash of the woody
odors are growing in popularity.
But remember, be yourself in your choice
of
perfume.
whatcharm
other and
girlsyour
do
influence
you.Don't
It isletyour
choice that count in perfume as in everything else. You will find that you express
your own personality in the perfumes you
like, just as you express yourself in the
clothes you choose, in your handwriting or
the way you walk.
The right fragrance around you can increase your attractiveness many times over.
It can make you provocative and unforgettable, so very, very nice to be with !

You're playing "Ostrich," too— when you
fail to guard against underarm odor.

YOU CERTAINLY know your negligees,
Honey— as that smooth little ostrich
number reveals.
The trouble is you're imitating that bird
in more ways than one. Why act like an
ostrich and close your eyes to underarm
odor? Others will notice— even if you don't.
A,

Your bath washes away past perspiration
—leaves you fresh as a primrose. But for
protection against future underarm odor,
smart girls go for Mum.
Snowy-white Mum smooths on in 30
seconds. Keeps you safe all day or evening.
Keeps you nice to be near. And who
doesn't admire that charm in a girl?
Gentle Mum is safe and quick to use,
even after dressing. Harmless to skin and
fabrics. Won't dry out in the jar or form
irritating crystals. Get Mum today.
For Sanitary Napkins — Mum is gentle, Safe,
dependable . . . ideal for this use, too.

Gary Cooper poses with Frances Ramsden,
Harold Lloyd's leading lady in "The Sin
Of Harold Diddlebock," while visiting set.

Product of Bristol-Myers
SCREENLAND

TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF
PERSPIRATION
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GUIDE

'

TO

GLAMOR

are
May is a lovely month and here
some ways to face it beautifully

Can't smear!
rubC
off!K
Tl
SWon't
TH^p

this Summer
Firefly ensemble will brighten and beautify lips and fingertips

V

beautiful motion picture actress, now playing in "Along
the Navajo Trail," photoplay
by Republic Productions.
Instantly. . .

make

YOUR

lips more thrilling!

Here is the most important charm
discovery since the beginning of
beauty. A "lipstick," at last,
that actually can't smear— that really
wonrt rub off — and that will keep
your lips satin smooth and lovely. It
isn't a "lipstick" at all. It's a
liquid in the most romantic shades
ever! And so permanent! Put it on at
dusk — it stays till dawn or longer.
At better stores everywhere $1 . . .
SEND COUPON for generous Trial Sizes
CHECK SHADES WANTED
□ Scarlet — devastating on girls with hazel eyes, fair skin.
□ Parisian — spectacular on Irish
type, dark hair, blue eyes.
Q Regal — real excitement with
brown eyes, medium skin.
□ English Tint — precious inviting
coral, new glamor for blonds.
lovely with
— exoricpink
jUra™- C3 Orchid
vi/IAti"A MH
•VvW**~
lavenders,
or pastel, gowns.
□ Gay Plum — enchanting with
fuchsia,
tumes. plum or purple cos□ Gypsy
— doeswondersfordarkeyed charmers
with olive skin.
□ Mediumtering t—o every
naturaltype.true red, flat-

andng alon
nganti
thisanSpri
newg
ench
N n glit
Yuterswith
esIOChe
SH
FA:om
red, Firefly, to bring intrigue -to hps
ers. It is a "singing scarlet," which
and fing
will find the perfect accessory to your
you
Springtime wardrobe.
_
H. Clark
Robert
the
about
Do you know
Foaming Bath Sachet? If you do, you
are in on one of the, most delightful, refreshing bath accessories in the world. This
Spring it comes in a bright yellow "Lucky
you'll
predict
packag
Duckli
g
Ducklin
Lucky
the we
ed easand
feel asng"delight
bubt
fragran
the
in
looks when you relax
bles of this special bath.
Recently a friend of ours asked a big-

hers what they
group of teen-age friendsntof in
the way of
considered very importa
cosmetics. One of the things most wanted
was an all-purpose face cream. You know
why. You want efficient beauty preparations that work quickly. Well, let us suggest "Teentimers' Magic Mix." This is a
combination of cleansing, foundation and
cold creams. It seems to answer the wish
ing at
for something that will "do everyth
once." It is lightly scented and pleasant.
Perfume news : Innuendo ... a brandnew perfume by the fine old French firm of
In this same scent— talGallet.
Rogercum &powder,
bath powder, dry perfume and
fragrant toilet water.

It is a wise girl who plans ahead to tan Innuendo, the leading member of a smart
Gray's Sunburn Cream, new fragrance family by Roger and Gallet.
with Dorothy

PRINCESS PAT, Dept. 6165
2700 S. Wells St., Chicago 16, 111.
□ I enclose 12c (2c Fed. Tax) for generous trial
size.
(PLEASE PRINT)
Name
AddressCity-

_State_
I Foaming Bath Sachet will turn the most Strictly for artists at makeup, this new
1 uninteresting bath into a special event. DuBarry Primitive Red, a gay Summer shade.
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Be
Good
To

It ...

FOR the health of your scalp
and the looks of your hair
be continually on guard against
infectious dandruff.
It is widespread, easy-to-catch
and hard-to-get-rid-of. Its distressing flakes, scales and itching can really raise hob with
your appearance.
Do as thousands of fastidious
women do . . . make Listerine
Antiseptic and massage a regular part of your home shampoo.
Insist on it at your beauty shop.
Listerine Antiseptic is a wonderful precaution because it kills
the stubborn "bottle bacillus''
(Pityrosporum Ovale) which
many dermatologists say is a
causative agent of this obnoxious infection. So, at the first
sign of flakes, scales or itching,
start at once with Listerine Antiseptic and massage twice daily
. . .the treatment that has helped
so many ... it may help you.
LISTERINE

ANTISEPTIC

and Massage
INFECTIOUS

The "Bottle Bacillus" (PITYROSPORUM OVALE)

This is the stubborn germ that so many dermatologists
call a causative agent of infectious dandruff. Listerine
Antiseptic kills it readily. Remember, Listerine Antiseptic isthe same antiseptic that has been famous for
over 60 years in the field of oral hygiene. Lambert
Pharmaeal Company, St. Louis, Missouri.

for
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DANDRUFF
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AN

OPEN

LETTER

TO

"AMBER"
Peg
gy
OTHERWISE

Cummins

t
KNOW, of course, tha
YOU
you're a very lucky girl? The
luckiest, in fact, in Hollywood
today. The girl who was chosen above
all others to play the coveted role of
the reckless heroine of Kathleen Winsor's sensational "Forever Ambsr."
Chosen, mind you, over all the big
stars who yearned, they say, for the
part.
You're just nineteen. You're practically an unknown in Hollywood,
though well known in your native

England. You're natural blonde and
you seem to have that odd combination of Eve-old wisdom and child-like
charm that the role of Amber cries
for. One look at your phonos and
cries of Hubba-Hubba fill the air. But
— why were you chosen? Out of all
the beaudes in Hollywood and the
world at large, why?
Well, the answer seems so obvious

men seem to have thought of it:
Messrs. Darryl Zanuck and William
Perlberg. Mr. Perlberg produced "The
Song of Bernadette." In casting that
picture he picked, over all the established actresses, a comparative unknown, one Jennifer Jones. In casting
"Forever Amber" he picked another
unknown, and why? Because he knew
that the public would have preconceptions of any popular star in the part,
and he wanted Amber to burst on us
all like a brand-new bombshell. Not
the great Miss So-and-So in her latest
vehicle, "Forever Amber" — but AMBER. And so here you are, and success
to you. And with Cornel Wilde colucky
?
starring,
too. Didn't I say you're

Here she is— the little English girl who
was chosen above all other eager candidates for the priceless title role in "Forever Amber." Just why was she chosen?

that nobody except two astute gemle£6
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• sir c. aubrey smith

FLORENCE BATES • UNA O'CONNOR
Screen Play by Samuel Hoffenstein and Elizabeth Reinhardt • Based on the Novel by Margery Sharp

"You
in surely
If you liked" her
Came
her again
to see you'll
want Along,
in "The Strange Love of
Wallis
tion'
ount" Hal
a Ivers,
produc
new
MarthParam
which also stars Barbara
Stanwyck and Van Heflin.
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Which is Mitchum? Tough hombre or
tender idealist? Read the truth here!
HE

IS a powerful hunk of man— six feet one inch tall, weighing 180
pounds, but no one has ever called him a "beautiful hunk of
man." His features are far too irregular for that. He has a saturnine expression on his face, a bump on his nose, unruly hair that falls
over one eye, a slightly crooked smile, mocking hazel eyes, which seem
to be spaced on a slightly uneven line. Perhaps what gives that effect
is the sardonic way he has of lifting one eyebrow at a time, while the
other stays down.
His name is Robert Mitchum, and he is as exciting as a bolt of electricity and just about as controllable. You've seen him as the hero of
the plains (and as a villain) in about a dozen horse oprys; then you
recognized him as a coming star when vou saw him portrav the lovable
Captain Walker in "The Story Of G. L Joe."
Shortly after that, he became a G. I. Joe himself. Recently he was
discharged from the Army, and is now plaving an ex-Marine in "Till
The End Of Time."
I asked him about his experiences in the Amy. "I was at Camp
Roberts," he said. "They kept trying to
(Please turn to page 77)
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Boyer. and
V\\ JOHNSON, Charles
to their
look
er
bett
had
lek
Gab
Chir
Beaueur
nsi
"Mo
in
laurels. For
caire.'' lioh Hope, resplendent in his turqtioise blue satin IHth eentury costume,
with dainty frills of lace al the cuff and
throat, is a sight indeed. The effect is
lievdazzling, breath-taking, and isunbe
guaranable. As a matter of fact, it
teed to give you the screaming meemies.
What I mean is that while on Valentino
such elegance may have been sexy, on
Bob Hope it's a different kettle of fish.
Charles Boyer was never like this.

specific: he flexes his nostrils, and you
can hardly get more romantic than that!
Seriously, however, the original script
of "Beaucaire" would turn over in its
dusty grave if it could take a gander at
what has been happening over at Paramount. In the original story the leading
character was a duke who impersonated

Stuffy conventional appraisal of his
masculine charms doesn't disturb Monsieur Hope at all. He knows his own
strength, and he's doing a sizzling job
in the picture. The fact that no less
a heart-breaker than Rudolph Valentino
preceded him in the role and that no
male star has since had the courage to
venture a re-make only makes Bob more
determined to sweep Joan Caulfield off
her lovely feet. He approaches his love
scenes — both of them — with vim and
vigor. His leer makes the wolves of
Vine Street look like sissies. To be

a barber. In Paramount's sharp edition,
however, it's the barber who impersonates the duke. As any gag writer knows,
such a twist is a natural for jokes and
comedy situations. And rest assured
Bob plays them for all they are worth.

it

Charles
If you

don't

Boyer
believe

"Monsieur

,

version
<rom

crS* screen

1 £%*?g^*^

was

never

it, see

Bob

Beaucaire" — and

like this!
in
scream

/

,°r'9''na/

Not that these comedy situations have
been limited to the script. For any set
on a Bob Hope picture is like any set
on a Bob Hope picture. More people
run in and out of Bob's affairs than a
Marx Brothers hotel room. All through
the day, Bob4 keeps up his rapid-fire
wisecracks, his spur-of-the-moment repartee, and he convulses everyone from the august director,
George Marshall, to the waiter
who brings Bob's lunch on a
tray.
To illustrate: Bob will be in
his dressing room. The phone
rings. His agent answers it,
turns to Bob and says: "It's a
Mr. So-and-So, whom vou
don't know." Bob replies, "tell
him I'm busy. I don't want
to know any more people. I
can't handle the ones I've got."
Everyone thinks this is funny,
so everyone has hysterics. A
messenger girl pops her head
through the doorway, gasps at
Bob's sartorial splendor, gulps,
and says: "Why, Mr. Hope,
you look lovely!" (And ain't it
the beautiful truth?) Bob
looks angrily at his reflection,
jerks his little lace dicky, and
I
growls: "You better take a
good look. This will never hap(Please turn to page 89)
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Now

that his struggling days are over

and his success story coming true, how

does Cornel Wilde feel about it? Here's
honest appraisal by the writer who

did the first story about

By Jerry
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Two happy people: Cornel and his wife,
beautiful Patricia Knight, who has just
been signed to a contract by 20th
Century-Fox. Latest role for Cornel:
opposite Jeanne Crain in "Centennial
Summer," center below; and next, the
prize male role in "Forever Amber."

Jennifer
dreamer

type?

but with

"3

1

difference,

ill 'IT 1

If

&

saint
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Yes,

an important

as vividly

explained
.character

Jones,

in this clever

analysis

I

By

Dorothy

O'Leary

DO HOPE you'll make
I to look after Phylis."
read. "I've heard she is
things, some of them involving

it a point
the letter
doing new
risk, such

Cassino School in Tulsa. Okla., where
Jennifer, then still Phylis Isley. spent her
high school years.
Sister Ursula's letter continued about
her
favored
"You when
will take
care
of the
child? pupil:
I remember
she used

as learning to ride. She's the dreamer
type, and concentrates so on her work
that she forgets the practical side of

to leave her change on the lunch tray,
her rubbers behind the radiator, and
when she first started driving a car we
were terrified that her day dreaming

tilings."
That communication concerning
dreamer Phylis referred to the brilliant
actress you know as Jennifer Jones. It
was sent about a year ago to one of
Jennifer's friends in Hollywood, when
she was preparing for her role of volatile,
half-breed Pearl Chavez in David O.
Selzniek's "Duel In The Sun." and was
written bv Sister Ursula of the Monte

would result in a serious accident."
Jennifer, as that letter bears testimony, has been day-dreaming since
childhood, still does and is frank to
admit the fact. Unlike most devotees of
the make-believe, however, she has
turned her dreams into realizations by
interjecting careful planning and hard
work between the reverie and the reality.
"The more vou work for, the more you

get" has been her motto, which is a
pretty practical philosophy for a
dreamer.
Yes. essentially she is the dreamer,
but Jennifer Jones is not a gal who can
he described by a single noun; her nature
is too complex, about as simple as the
workings of an atomic bomb. Her complete power of concentration on her
work, her absorption and preoccupation
on a movie set add to the dream quality
of her nature and sometimes antagonize
can turn this same consheto social
people. Yet centration
use and enchant
people by being a flatteringly attentive
listener. Indulger in fancies, nevertheless
she is also a hard-working perfectionist
and has gone to lengths of study, research and rehearsal unheard of in Hollywood to prepare for her widely varied
roles.
She always has been a hero worshipper,
starting off with Sarah Bernhardt, Katharine Cornell, Janet Gaynor and Sylvia

31

Sidney, hoping to be "like them." Now
is "wonderIngrid
she thinks
ful." She has
no Bergman
lack of confidence in
herself, yet her shyness makes her become flustered when she receives compliments. She hates interviews because
she is genuinely reserved, yet in them is
so honest as to have sometimes embarrassed her studiopublicity representatives.
Complex and many faceted as her
is. let's
personality
fascinating
(Please
turn to -page
70) consider

Right after finishing "Duel In The Sun," Jennifer Jon
by 20th Century-Fox for the title role in "Cluny Brown, i
co-stars with Charles Boyer, center above, with Reginald Gardiner in
the cast. At right above, with Joseph Cotten,. who shares starring
honors in "Duel In The Sun" with Miss Jones and Gregory Peck (right).

Owen
comes
trimmings

Wister

to the screen
and

s classic Western
with

1946

an all-star cast

With Joel McCrea in the colorful title role, Sonny Tufts as
Sieve, a carefree cowhand, and Brian Donlevy as the villainous Trampas, Paramount's new version of an old favorite
features Barbara Britton as Molly, the schoolteacher from
Vermont who learns to like life in the wild and wooly West.
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you can be sure it's the silly
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season— and we're for it
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Lucille Bremer, star of "Ziegfeld Follies," takes time out from
preparation for her new MGM film to play for a day at a sunny
Southern California beach. She says such exercise is splendid
health-building for those arduous dances she does in such
pictures as "Yolanda And The Thief." The new film? "Red
Shoes Run Faster," a non-musical romance, with Hurd Hatfield.

movie beauties emerge from the Hollywood's
to cavort on the beaches, then

r

HMk

Exclusive color photon by,
McCarty, Warner Br on.

about HollyYou've heard plentytheir
hobbies,
wood stars and
picevery
not
But
true.
it
of
some
ture pet who collects first editions
bothers to read 'em; only a few
who have invested heavily in old
masters are actual connoisseurs of
art; and some of those celebrities
you've seen pictured in natty
yet to
yachting costumes have of
salt
receive their baptism
water. Here, though, is pictorial
proof that the Bogarts, at any
Exrate, are seasoned sailors.
clusive color photos show Bogey
and Baby aboard their yawl
"Sontana,"
where they spend
all their spare time from the
B's
_ studio. Strictly sea-going, y the
e
| wear old clothes, flatl refus
pher
to dress up for photogra
McCarty. Latest Bogart co-starrer
for Warners: "The Big Sleep."

Like

Ingrid

Bergman

a gift from

Sweden

to

Hollywood,,

Signe

Hasso

also doing

all rightl
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Hasso has her bast
r6Ie to date in "A
Scene at left, and
Paris."
ScandalwithIn George
below,
Sanders, show her
in the new picture.

IF YOU ask Signe Hasso to get your
number, you'll have a lot more fun
than if you asked the telephone operator. For Signe will grab a pencil and
paper, and after a few minutes of jotting down mysterious-looking digits, she
will boil them all down to one, which is
your own particular number. And the
things she can tell you from that, about
your past, present and future will make
you sit up and take notice.

You probably sat up and took notice
of
herself
time ago.
she's
one Signe
of our
bettersome
actresses
and for
is proving it in a wide variety of roles. She was
an international spy in "House On 92nd
Street": in "A Scandal In Paris" she
plays the virtuous girl who reclaims
George Sanders from a life of crime and

is

dissipation through her love for him: and
in "Strange Triangle" she's a vicious
little beauty who ought to be left to
heaven. She's busy as a bird-dog these
days, and very happy about it. for the
little Hasso cannot stand inactivity.
(Please turn to page 73)
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We've
to

been

welcome

Hollywood
back
wars;

glad
other

boys
from

but we

the

have

a special welcoml
mat

put out for
William Holden,

who

returns

to his

family and
movie
contract
after

three

his

and

a

half years' absence

You've never forgotten him in "Golden Boy" and otl
good roles. Now he resumes his life with his wl
Brenda Marshall, and their little boy, Peter (left), at
for Parahome. Soon,
their ranch
mount, the company
which a new picture

til.. •••*♦»«»'
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to
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Exclusive photos show Bill as typical returned serviceman adjusting
civilian life — and liking it. His wife Brenda is retiring from the
— to welcome another little Holden into the famiiy circle.
screen

the cushioned softness of Kotex* — the sanitary
napkin made for long-lasting comfort

Comfort and confidence are always yours . . . with Kotex !
For it's made to stay soft while wearing — made to hold
its shape. Its extra comfort is only one of many special
Kotex features that are all very personally yours.
To prevent revealing outlines, Kotex has flat, tapered
ends that don't show. So, your secret's safe!
What's more, Kotex is made with an exclusive safety
center — designed for plus-protection against accidents,
against roping and twisting— against moist, chafing edges.

A deodorant in every Kotex napkin

As an extra safeguard for your daintiness, your poise,
every Kotex napkin contains a deodorant. It's locked in
so it can't shake out— a new Kotex "extra" at no extra
cost ! . . . And only Kotex provides 3 sizes for different
women, different days — Regular in the blue box, Junior
in the green box, and Super Kotex in the brown box.

More

women

choose Kotex

than all other sanitary napkins

*T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

You'd
hardly
know
changed so much
years.

But when

the

screen

you

the
boy, he's
after five wartime
see him again

you'll be

glad

ITwho
ISN'T
American
soldiers
are only
sailingthehome
from England
to whom we're saying, gratefully.
"Thanks for your cheerful company and
your
generous
help who
" All
those
born screen
actors
came
fromBritishCalifornia to fight with us are on their way
back across the Atlantic, too. We've only
just waved after David Niven and lan
Hunter and now we have to get out our
still-rationed scraps of linen for Richard
Greene.
He has changed so much during his
five wartime years in Europe that we
hardly recognize him ourselves. 20th
Century-Fox will certainly get a shock
when he walks into the office to continue
with that seven-year contract he signed
44

on

he's back
in 1940. The Dick they used to know
was a gay, good-looking playboy with an
engaging grin — "the young man in a
straw hat." ideally cast as the careless,
light-comedy hero with a dash of romance
thrown in. But he's not the Dick who
is coining back to Hollywood. (Somebody warn the studio gateman. please!)
Three years' active service with the
British Army as a lieutenant has made
Dick two inches taller and fifteen pounds
heavier and given his face new lines of
character and his chin a firmer thrust.
His famous dimple still remains — how
the boys ribbed 'him about it when he
wore khaki! His eyes are just as frank
and
friendly,Like
but all
theythedon't
so often.
men smile
who nearly
have

Richard Greene and his beautiful wife, the
former Patricia Medina, British film actress.
You'll be meeting Pat "on the screen soon,
since she has signed with 20th Century-Fox.
been overseas to meet the enemy and
looked at death and destruction, he has
come back infinitely tougher and with
steady, cpiiet poise.
Dick has also increased his powers as
an actor during these last few years.
With amazing luck for him, a curious
combination of circumstances provided
him with fine opportunities for gaining
valuable experience in his own job while
he was still on active service in uniform.
In 1944 he was released from the Army
(Please turn to page 68)

It's dark . . . it's exciting . . . it's the new
nails . . . wear it — then let men

beware!

•

Cutex
And

color for intrigue. Put it on your long, temptress

when

in lighter mood

try the new

Cutex Proud

Pink.

"We want more pictures of
Elizabeth!" the teen-agers
(and some oldsters, too)
tell us. So here they are:
fresh photos of the
dreamy little Taylor girl
in "Hold High The
she
in which'with
Torch,"
shares honors
wonder -dog Lassie
Elizabeth loves working with
Lassie, and as you see at
left above, Lassie watches
she's
whileRight,
her even
over
between
scenes.
Tom Drake and Frank
Morgan get in the
picture with pets.

Lassie, first collie star in screen history, is owned and trained by
Rudd Weatherwax, who bought
him for ten dollars when the dog
was brought to him to be cured
of chasing motorcycles. Lassie
became
one of
busiest actors,
firstHollywood's
appearing
in the title role of "Lassie Come
Home," following up with the
Technicolor sequel "Son of
Lassie," and now starring with
Elizabeth Taylor and Frank
Morgan in "Hold High The
Torch." Here we show
Weatherwax putting Lassie
through his paces — yep,
"Lassie" is a laddie. P.S. He
still chases motorcycies.
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f ^'vs
phot of Lassie
by Clarive
enee S. osBull,
MGM

For once,
makes

an actor

the honest

admission
has indeed
difference

that

made

success

a

in his way

of life

■

someone writing about a star
WHEN
wants to be complimentary, the invariable tribute seems to be: "He"
— or she — "is still the same unspoiled person who came to Hollywood."
Before we take the Hollywood end of
that apart, it's interesting to wonder
whether all who act were really such
idyllic youngsters as the compliment
would seem to imply.
Do you think that Jimmy Durante,
that, grand entertainer and lovable persoB , went through his East Side childhood and his Coney Island singing-waiter
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apprenticeship as a sort of full-beaked
Sir Galahad? Do you think Joe Cotten
was Virginia's little Peerless Puritan?
Joe, in some recent autobiographical articles, tells it quite differently. x\nd Van
Johnson? Was he always a studious
youngster who spent his spare time reading good books and never looked at a
girl? I can hear a million feminine voices
"The Sailor Takes A Wife" is one of
the popular
wonder, with JuneWalker
Allysonnumbers.
playing No
opposite
as the wife of a returned veteran.

MARSHA

H

LETTER

FOR

Bob Walker, lucky man, has two gals
fighting for his interest in his latest MGM
release — June Allyson and Audrey Totter.
exclaiming vociferously. "Heaven forbid!"
And the distaff side. Do you think
Greer Garson never did anything that
irritated her family? Lana Turner? Ann
Sothern? Joan Fontaine? June Allyson?
I offer no speculation concerning the
youth of these and other delightful Hollywood ladies. I merely ask', what do you
think? — and add that none of our better
actresses has ever laid claim, to my
knowledge, to having been a "perfect"'
youngster.
I don't know how the legend originated
that all actors come to Hollywood "unspoiled" and virtually wearing wings, and
that they have to resist some strange
form of corruption in Southern California
air, so they can remain "unspoiled."
It's true that we have a few young
people who pass up great opportunities,
but we have many, many more who may
have thought of their Hollywood chance,
at first, as glitter and glamor, but who
"catch wise" quickly. These latter see
that the only answer in movies, as in any
other business or profession, is work.
(And the top people work the hardest —
who works harder than Bob Hope?) So
(Please turn to page 91 )

ocUA

Yoo-hoo! Bob and June make .up their
differences in "The Sailor Takes A Wife,"
Next for Walker: "Till The Clouds Roll By."
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MAKE-UP.
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I. Big $1 box Woodbury Film^Finish Powder
. Star-styled lipstick — keyed to your skin-type
3. Matching rouge — your just- right shade
Boxes of Film-Finish Powder, 25^ and I0£ plus tax.
*plu« tax
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When

Frances

GifFord

took

hobby she decided it would be a
a collection of photos, taken
of other stars with whom she
who are her friends. Studio

Frances
of

around
her

MGM

shooting

one

day

up photography

as

nice idea to have
with her own camerc
has worked and

cameraman follow©
and shot pictures

pictures— and

here

they

ar

SHOOTS

THE

STARS

Sitting <n a spo^ ^
tures of
*
^0 occupv
and Walter
JV sera
prominent
;ntereSH
"«'" C*rra pos.f
hen °"
she ncaugh
t^
Fr
look. Walter .t

ttn^HotV

Mexico-

Frances catches up with Kathryn Grayson, star of "Two Sisters
From Boston," above. In the MGM commissary Miss Gifford
spotted the talented Xavier Cugat with Nona Massey and Linda
Christians, lunching between scenes of "Holiday in Mexico."

Below, Frances moves up on Lauritz Melchior, in full operatic
regalia for a big scene in "Two Sisters From Boston." By
the way, you'll see pretty Frances herself next in MGM's "Little Mister Brat," with James Craig playing her leading man.
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"I approach

this task of ex-

pressing my personal views j
with a jittery combination
of buck fever, mike fright,

and

misgivings!"

So

says

Dana Andrews, but you'd
never suspect it from his

forthright thoughts

in this

truly courageous

article

1

anyone is interested, that a
person himself, and not fate,
determines what is to happen to him. I am not a
fatalist. A proper frame of
mind has mop to do than
anything else with the shapthink.ing of a person's destiny, I

risk of appearing to set myup
self as an oracle, seer and phil' osopher. I am complying with a
request from the Editor of Sc-keknland
for my written beliefs on such subjects
as life. love, immortality and whither are
we drifting.
I've played a lot of roles since I started
in pictures, but never Dana Andrews on

AT

THE

the Soap Box, so I approach the task
with a jittery combination of buck fever,
mike fright and dire misgivings. So many
people hold movie players up as examples
of this, that and the other thing that an
actor hesitates to express his personal
views on such subjects, hence it is with
reluctance that I present them.
On the s-ubject of life. I believe, in case

I believe you reap what
you sow. It is simply a
matter of planting the right
seed. If you plant an acorn,
an oak tree will grow, and not a carrot.
If a carrot sprouted from your acorn the
laws of nature would become as untrustfilms: "A Walk In The
Star of three "big" with
Alice Faye, and. the
Sun, ""Fallen Angel,"
," below, Dana
Passage
n
forthc
really on his way to the top,
s is "Canyo
Andrewoming
after a long struggle for screen success.

1

The Ladd displays new technique as
a ruthless menace to criminals and
cohorts in Paramount's "The
their
Blue Dahlia." With Veronica Lake
as his heroine, he has his softer moments; but it is when he tangles
with Howard da Silva that "The Blue
Dahlia" excels even "This Sun For
Hire" in solid entertainment values.

A

In Hollywood they're
talking about:
Rita Hayworth's hot rendition of a
lowdown torch lament, "Put The Blame

on Mame, Boys," in "Gilda"
Alan Ladd's new menace in
"The Blue Dahlia"
Rita Hayworth has the sultriest role of her career — or
almost any actress' — in Columbia's romantic drama,
"Gilda." Here you see Rita
as she appears in the new
picture, with Glenn Ford, at
right, as her leading man.

ree LiHle
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Remember Sharon McManus, who shared that
Mexican dance with Gene Kelly in "Anchors
Aweigh"? Here she is again, with James Craig
and Dorothy Patrick in MGM's "Boys' Ranch."

starring in Arnold Pressburger's
"A SCANDAL
IN PARIS"
released thru United Artists
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Wear

YOUR

NEW

pearls— and see how

FROCK

A

COMPLIMENT!

they add a classic touch to your new

clothes . . . especially when they're DELTA H simulated pearls, so closely
resembling precious Orientals. Their rich creme-rosee color harmonizes
beautifully with every costume, daytime or evening. Necklaces and
earrings, perfectly matched.

L. HELLER AND SON, INC.
FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

Well, will you look at Betty Grable! All wrapped
up in her new part in 20th Century-Fox's "The
Shocking Miss Pilgrim," said to be the story
of the first gal typist to enter business world.
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Gossip by Weston East Sforsome
tance but realizing an experienced actor
slavey who is pushed out theaucwindow to
pl When Ray
could make it easier for Sophie, Dane
her death, Wanda was superb.
wanted to be in her first picture. The
Milland saw her performance (with the
Academy Award hovering over him) he
studio insisted they couldn't waste Dane's
took time out to send her a fan letter.
talent in a short subject. Dane stuck to
his guns and finally won. Lucky Sophie
Despite all this, Warner Bros, failed to
was very grateful.
renew Wanda's option. The very next day
Paramount signed her, but pronto. What
with her romance with young Bob Arthur
we
Agent"
ential
YOU yousawsat"Confid
IF hope
h it long
(one of the best new actors in Hollywood)
enough
throug
to see little Wanda Hendrix. As the little
and being on the Paramount lot where we
bet she'll eventually be in a Milland picture, Wanda's spirits are really soaring.
A.

DANE CLARK is one Hollywood actor
who remembers how tough it was to
get started in pictures. When he heard
that Sophie Rosenstein, the popular dramatic coach, had been made a director, he
rushed to the front office and offered his
services. Not because he felt his impor-

problems
real ised
withthatall antheill-adv
TOO
in thebad,
world
press
agent is trying to start a feud between
Joan Crawford and Bette Davis. The
wanted "Mildred Pierced"
BetteBette
thatous.
rumor
is
ridicul
has always admire
Joan for her beauty and her glamor.
When she first read the script, she said
t it would be perfect for Crawshe thoughBette
ford.
likes to do character things,
w here she can lose herself in costumes and
creating. No one is better than Joan when
it comes to portraying romantic, exotic,
worldly women .Certainly there isnocasting
problem, as far as their studio is concerned.
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Janet Blair, above, introduces Louis Busch,
her husband and one of the finest music
arrangers in radio, to John Hodiak. Right,
veterans in civvies, Bill Holden, Glenn Ford.

r needs
longe
EZded nomater
MONT
IA sequin
MARthat
-fftud
nity
dress
she designed for herself. Maria is a mama,
(Please turn to page 62)

ACADEMY

AWARD

WINNERS
Best performance by an actress: Joan Crawford in
"Mildred Pierce." Because of illness, Joan was unable to attend Academy Award presentations, and
received congratulations from friends by phone.

r

At left, Bob Hope, m.c, compares his miniature
"Oscar" with Ray Milland's full-sized statuette
above, awarded Ray for best male performance ir
"The Lost Weekend," presented by Ingrid Bergman.

George Murphy and Peggy Ann Garner pose
with Frank Sinatra, co-winner with Frank
Ross and Mervyn LeRoy of special award
for short subject, "The House I Live In."

Most promising juvenile actress, Peggy Ann
Garner; best supporting actor and actress,
James Dunn (in "ATree Grows in Brooklyn"),
Anne Revere (in "National Velvet"); and
Ray Milland, best actor. Left, Ann Blyth and
Michael Curtiz congratulate Joan Crawford.

the very |>r<>u<l mama of black-haired
Maria Christina, horn h\ Caesareau operation. When Jean Pierre Vumont. the
equally proud papa, heard the flapping of
up his
stork's wings, he excitedl) called
•looil friend anil fellow countryman,
*' waitin
father
In the
CharlestheBoyer
d theyg
notice
finally
two .actors
room,
were getting strange looks from the other
expectant fathers. For the first time they

she met on a bond tour, separated and
realized they were so keyed up and concerned about Maria, they had uncon- divorced just eighteen months after their
Easily one of the most beautiful
sciously lapsed into their native French marriage.
stars in Hollywood, Gail is
popular
and
de
ng
speaki
tongue. Back they went to
still searching for happiness. Friends
Kngleesh!
aren't giving too much credence to Gail's
twin
horn
on to remain single. We're indeterminati
ely
atur
prem
FIRST she lost
babies and now Gail Patrick is minus
clined to agree with 'em.
a second husband. Gail and Arnold Dean
\\ bite, former Navy Lieutenant, whom IRONICAL that the name of Herbert
Marshall's current picture should be
"Crack-up." Until their reconciliation recently each night when he returned home
from the studio, he was greeted by his
estranged wife, the former Lee Russell.
They were still living under the same roof
because of the housing shortage. Of course
they are friends, which at least relieved a
certain amount of tension. But even for

Hollywood, you'll have to admit it was
quite an unusual situation.
Left, Gene Tierney and Oleg Cassini make a
picturesque couple at recent costume party.

Still the happy bride and f^^Z
mgnt c.u
and Ted Briskin en|oy a favonte

FRIENDS, relatives, returning service
men, all find the welcome mat waiting
for them at Ida Lupino's guest house.
The housing shortage being what it is,
you can well imagine the cross-section of
humanity that invariably turns up at La
Casa Lupino. Hollywood whimsically
refers to the place as "The Glass Menagerie."
Cesar Romero and Tyrone
WHEN
Power visited New York recently,
they decided to call on the 20th CenturyFox business offices. When they walked
in everyone rushed forward to greet them.
When an executive shook hands with
Cesar (who has been under contract to
20th for over ten years) he exclaimed:
"Mr. Mature, it certainly is a pleasure to
have you back again." Anyone else but
Butch Romero might have been highly
indignant. Butch loved it.

OUR favorite story of the month conO'BrienTruman.
and her Five
trip
east to callcerns
on Margaret
President
people made up the O'Brien party, one of
thein being Margaret's little girl friend.
With practically every second taken,
everyone wondered just why she was
brought along. "Oh; Margaret is such a
solemn little girl," explained her mother,
"she just had to have someone to play
with." Play they did — for hours and
hours the two little girls just sat there
transfixed playing — chess!
EVER since it was printed (and still
untrue at this writing) that "Baby"
and Bogey were expecting, the Bogarts
have been deluged with tiny garments
from enthusiastic fans. Believe it or not,
it's killer-diller Bogey himself who has
received the greatest number of presents
— all from feminine admirers.

THIS
is a true
SO help
Mr.
and Mrs.
Markstory,
Stevens
were us!
having
dinner at the Cornel Wildes'. Sitting
around having cocktails, Cornel just happened to tune in on Louella Parsons'
Sunday night news broadcast. While
everyone sat spellbound (not from the
picture by the same name) they heard
that the Stevenses were expecting a baby.
At that particular moment, neither Mark
or his wife actually knew it. A week later
their doctor confirmed the news.
ALWAYS original, Richard Cromwell
_TX has an inspired trade name for the
ceramics he's creating for national merchandising. It was his adored wife,
Angela Lansbury, who furnished the inspiration. Inthe future, if your local art
or gift shoppe features clay statues and
bric-&-brac stamped "Angel Ware," you'll
know where they originally came from.
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eff
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Renting with
^'costume

"/^HRISTOBEL CAINE," Joan Fontaine's next
picture, has been postponed because of the
star's ill-health. A super-colossal party she was
hostessing also had to be called off at the eleventh
hour. All of which was a great disappointment to
the inimitable director, Mitch Leisen. He was giving
a circus party on the same evening. Placards had
been lettered! Mitch and his buddy, Billy Daniels,
were going to picket Joanie's party, their signs to
read: "If Joan Fontaine's party is dull, come on
over to our place."
HATS off to Marsha Hunt. Rather than divorce
her husband while he was still in service,
Marsha waited three years for him to become a
civilian and get re-established. In Robert Presnell,
her new writer-husband, Marsha has found the
happiness she was long seeking.

who was nominated for an AcademyJOHN
AwardDALL,
on the strength of the support he gave
Bette Davis in "The Corn Is Green," isn't too happy
about his Hollywood situation. John never made
another picture. Even if Warner Bros, put him into
something immediately, it would still be almost
another year before his public sees him. By that
time, John is afraid he'll be forgotten. If it wasn't
that Jane Withers is in Hollywood, John would seek
his release and remain in the theater. Here's hoping
Janie keeps influencing him.
TOO bad Betty Hutton and her new husband,
Ted Briskin, couldn't have settled their first
quarrel without reporters and most of Hollywood
sitting in. But the bombastic Betty lost no time in
letting everyone know. Twenty-four hours later all
was sweetness and light again. A difference of
opinion
the reason.
demands of Betty's career
seemed toregarding
be the basic
64

party.

Above, Janet Blair,
sporting a perky
hat, and Roy Rogers,
give radio script a
final going-over before air time. Errol Flynn, at right,
studies up on his
lines for a Theater
of Romance airshow.

THE most amazing bit of movie magic w ill take
place in "Humoresque." Naturally. John Garfield isn't a concert violinist. But on the screen you'll
see him playing, and playing magnificently. With
under John's
trick photography the violin will be 's
hand will
chin . But an accomplished musician
hold the bow, while still another musician's hand
will finger the strings. The illusion is sensational.
John's term contract is up at the end of this picture,
and he, too, plans to join the ranks of independent
producers. He incorporated his own company more
than a vear ago.
BETNG in service so long. Bob Taylor really had
the jitters the first day of shooting on "You
Were There." As a gag, co-star Katharine Hepburn
sent out and got him a selection of nerve-quieting
pills, capsules, and what have you!

BIG BILL EDWARDS (6 feet, 6 inches) was a
pretty lucky guy inheriting all of Stirling
Hayden's Paramount wardrobe. But he knew it was
too good to last. Now that Stirling and Madeleine
Carroll are divorcing, Hayden is returning to pictures. No pre-war materials are available. Good,
sturdy woolens are at a premium. So Bill has to
divvy up when Stirling gets ready to face the camera.

BECAUSE Alexis Smith was paying her first visit
to New York, her role in "Gentleman Jim" was
played by Joan Lorring, when Errol Flynn was on
the radio'.
Though they was on
the sameed lotwith
, Errol
her
so impress
had never met Joan. He work
ability, he's informed his bosses he wants her in his
next picture. We hear Errol would like a change of
character (in the movies, of course) and has his eyes
glued to the script of "Autumn Crocus." Joan would
be perfect in the role of the pensive little school
teacher. We hope Errol remembers.
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Highlight scenes at left
show Ida Lupino and Paul
Henreid at the beginning
of her tragic romance
with the man who loves
her sister; her tender loyalty to her successful
drunken,
unbrother, who
turns cynical in the face
of his sisters' undeniable
literary talents. Group
picture at bottom of
as Empage:ily;Ida
OliviaLupino,
DeHavilland,
as Charlotte; Nancy Coleman, as Anne; Arthur Kennedy as Bramy/eil Bronte.
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STEPHEN

EX-INFANTRY

T. EARLY,

JR.

OFFICER

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Philip Folwell of
Jackson, Mississippi, have announced the
engagement of their daughter, Arta Parvin
Folwell, to Mr. Stephen Tyree Early, Jr.,
of Washington, D. C, formerly a Lieutenant in the Infantry.

She's like "a dainty rogue in porcelain," with an adorable jeune fille look!

SHES

SHES

IT WAS

AT A PARTY

MERCY STEEL — Arta helps sort and clean surgical instruments to be shipped to Europe. Since
1940 the Medical and Surgical Relief Committee
has been sending supplies throughout the free
world. Volunteer workers, like Arta, help collect,
sort, and clean them before they are sent.

SHE

USES

in Atlanta that

Arta and Stephen met, and it's easy
to see why she danced into his heart.

a stunning
HER RING—
diamond in a

Her hair is silk-spun, her eyes warm,
friendly brown, her complexion pinkand-white and baby soft. "I use lots of
Pond's Cold Cream on my face right
along," she says. "It makes my skin feel
really super."
Yes — she's another engaged girl with
a charming soft-smooth Pond's complexion! And this is how she cares for it:
Arta smooths snowy Pond's generously
all over her face and throat — and pats
well to soften and release dirt and makeup. Then tissues off.
She rinses with a second creaming of

square setting.

A EEW
like to cream double each time — for extra

OP THE lML*]V*r POND'S
son i; xv beauties

cleansing, extra softening," she says.
Pond's your face twice a day — as Arta
does — every morning when you get up,

silky-soft Pond's, working it round her
face with little circles of her cream-

every night at bedtime. In-between cleanups, too! It's no accident so many more
women use Pond's than any other face
cream at any price. Get a big luxury jar

covered fingers. Tissues off again. tcI

of Pond's Cold Cream today!
Screen land
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THE TRADEMARK THAT MEANS
THE FINEST IN UNDIES!

No need to guess . . . look for the
famous Blue Swan Undies . . .
in whispery soft fabrics cleverly
styled to fit and flatter.
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owing to sickness, but the strict laws
in
which govern all forms of labor in Brita
forbade him to leave for Hollywood then.
Instead, the British government directed
ahim to play for ENSA (Englishr equiv
lent of the USO) and to appea m cerapproved films which would bring
high tax revenues. >
them tain
So Dick found himself working harder
and more intensively at his chosen career
than he had ever done in his life before.
He acted in all types of stage plays tor
troop audiences all over the European
battlefront, in Shakespeare and in modern dramas and in Bernard Shaw s costume comedy, "Arms And The Man.
Slowly and surely he gained all that
knowledge and experience which makes
the difference between "the young man
in a straw hat" and the actor possessing
the vigorous power and confidence ot
portrayal that enthralls the audience.^
He also appeared in a controversial
"Don't Take It To Heart,'
called,
film was
the star of a grim story about
and
the British 8th Army's North African
campaign, "Desert Rats," wearing a dirty
sweat-shirt and a week's beard right
through the production. His last film m
him
Britain, "Gaiety George," has given great
a truly tremendous part, as the ago, a
London showman of forty years
kind of English Ziegfeld with a stormy
private life. Dick shares starring honors
with glamorous Ann Todd, the tall,
brown-eyed blonde who is also coming to
Hollywood. "Gaiety George" is one of
the ten specially selected British films to
be shown to American and Canadian
the new Interaudiences this year by So
you can see
national Pictures, Inc.
just how good Dick has become while
waiting for his first post-war American
production.
Signs go to show that the new Richard
Greene should find success again in the
country he now considers as his own.
There is one neighborhood theater near
London's white Marble Arch that was
favorite with the GIs and WACs from
U. S. headquarters two blocks away.
British film executives used to sneak in
there to discover which of their players
appealed most to what was practically
an all-American audience. "Don't Take
It To Heart" won instant approval and
some of the girls in olive-drab even paid
return visits.
Dick has not returned to California
alone, for since he has been in Britain
he's lived a love affair as swiftly romantic
as anything he's ever enacted in front
of the cameras. While still a soldier, he
got a 48-hour pass so traveled down to
Denham Studios to see his old friend
David Niven, who was making a picture
there. As they sat in the studio restaurant eating their midday Spam and
brussels sprouts, Dick suddenly broke off
the conversation and asked: "Who's
in?" little
who hasandjust
girl looked
that
David
sawcome
a slender
girl of nineteen, with thick black hair
and wide green-flecked dark eyes and a
skin like magnolia blossoms. A girl as
sweetly fragrant as a fresh Spring flower,
SCREENLAND

wearing the billowing white chiffon skirt
and beribboned silk pumps of a ballet
"Oh, that's Patricia Medina," he answered. "She's been sent along from a |
dancing school to do a solo in the night"Introduce me," Dick commanded, and
y David obliged. He left them
cheerfull
club scene."
talking together while hs walked back to
his dressing-room, but just as he got
inside, Dick arrived, too.
"She's wonderful," he pronounced.
"I'm going to marry her." Three weeks
later he did, and they've been ideally
happy ever since. English mother and
Only child of an
a Spanish father, Pat has spent much of
her life in Barcelona and Madrid, so the
news Dick was going back to California
enchanted her because, she loves sunshine and color and warmth. In England
the Greenes lived in an old farmhouse
which Pat characteristically decorated
with white walls and scarlet drapes and

vivid Andalusian shawls. "Now I'll be
able to have a real Spanish-style home in
Hollywood," she Wrote to all her friends,
and promptly gave away all the plain
dark wartime utility furnishings she had
been forced to use in London.
Pat has already taken parts in small
British films made for the home market
under Two-Cities Films banner, and as
soon as she arrived in Hollywood Twentieth Century-Fox sign-d her to an acting contract. But she admits honestly
she has still a lot to learn and she studies
hard every day, acquiring the voice control and the dramatic skill and everything else that's needed. She seems to be
excellent material for stardom, however,
with an exquisite natural grace and a
lovely little oval face and the sincere determination towork, without any sus."
of "tempe
Pat picion
will
like rament
the American
way_ of
just
Dick does, for she's
life as much as about
the open air. Golf
as enthusiastic
and horse-riding are their favored sports
and they are both good swimmers who
will revel in California's beaches. Pat
believes she has distant relatives now
her fathliving near Sacramento. One of
er's cousins emigrated there from Spam
many years ago, so she is going to try
to trace the family. She wants to see the
California'n vineyards, too, for her father
was a wine-shipper, and she always spent
her school vacations in the hilly, grapegrowing districts of Southern Spain.
Dick has lots of friends in Hollywood,
of course, with whom he has kept in
touch by mail throughout the years of
war. Every one of them has received
Pat in ada big autographed photo of and
a polite
vance by way of introduction
little note of "looking forward to meeting
from her.
myself"
youYes,
the Greenes are a grand young
couple, the kind you would like to know
yourself. Here's wishing them well in
Hollywood, with our thanks to Dick for
that wartime service and the pleasant
anticipation of seeing him starring on
the screen in many top-ranking films.

MRS. GEORGE MURPHY—
delightful wife of the debonair
screen star.
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the smartest lips in Hollywood
cheering for tangee red-red t"

Tangee Red-Red is not only a favorite in hard-toplease Hollywood — it's the world's most popular
.lipstick shade. This rich, rare red is both exciting
and inviting — both alluring and enduring . . .
because Tangee's exclusive Satin-Finish means
lips not too dry, not too moist . . . lipstick that
stays on for many extra hours.
AT
A

PERFECT

LAST...
CAKE

MAKE-UP!

The perfect cake make-up is here! Some cake makeups pleased you in one way. . . some in another . . .
but the new Tangee Petal-Finish Cake Make-Up
is ideal in every way! It's easy to apply — stays
on for extra hours — is designed to protect your
skin— and does not make you look as if you were
wearing a mask.

Use
and

see

CONSTANCE LU FT HUHN,
Head of the House of Tangee
and creator of the world famous
Tangee Red-Red Lipstick and
Petal-Finish Cake Make-Up.
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Practical

Dreamer

Continued from page 35

the essential Jennifer—the Dream Girl.
Because her parents had trouped all
over the Midwest, they wanted their
daughter to have a more stable life, but
testimony from Tulsa, Oklahoma City,
and Dallas, where most of her schoolgirl
days were spent, proves that from early
childhood Jennifer dreamed of being an
actress, and after she had the exciting
experience of portraying a stick of peppermint candy in a Christmas play at
the age of six, her future was settled in
her own mind. She was in every school
play that came along after that.
At Monte Cassino she had three years
of dramatic and speech training and the
her as "a
Benedictine Sisters rememberquiet
about
girl of marked talent, very
asserting herself, but able to do virtually
the dramat
ng in phase
anythi
Jennifer went
our line."
that ic
A dream
she now
what
was
time
through at that
x. '
Pan Icomple
"Peter and
ngly calls
laughi
decided,,
friends
girl her
"Several
at about fourteen, that we did not want
to grow up until the last possible minute;
that girls who were always trying to seem
grown-up looked silly; that we would
not wear long dresses nor high lieels
until we had to," she explains. "That
viewpoint lasted about a year, vanishing
when I developed a crush on a red-haired
choir boy," she laughs.
Despite her father's wishes that she
major in science or study law, Jennifer
persuaded him to allow her to continue
her drama courses, and then began the
dreams about "being like" well-known
actresses. She would read aloud to herself in what she thought were Sylvia
Sidney's low tones, the classic delivery
of the Divine Sarah or the vibrant voice
of Katharine Cornell.
The "Peter Pan" complex ended, she
next longed to be sophisticated and began doing definitely unrequired reading
such as Ibsen's "Ghosts." That dream
of sophistication, incidentally, never has
left her. The tall, slim girl whose piquant
face and unassuming manner made her
the perfect Bernadette still can look
seventeen when she has her bronze-brown
hair loose and is wearing a peasant dress.
For formal occasions, however, she
chooses to be sophisticated and is convincingly so; she wears her hair up, a
sleek gown and looks like something out
of next month's Vogue.
Not always has her dream of that
worldly manner been appropriate. Even
in the lean days when she and Bob
Walker were struggling for acting recognition in New York her weakness was to
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imagine herself as "svelte," and her only
"good" dress was a slinky black affair.
This she foolishly wore, with red-heeled
slippers, for an audition as the ingenue
"Claudia" at David O. Selznick's New
York office. Midway through a scene
from the play she realized how silly she
must look, broke down, wept — but somehow convinced the executive that she
might be an actress after all.
In her first attempt to get a break in
pictures, before that fore-mentioned
foray on the Selznick office, she did alScreen land

most everything she could wrong, in trying to get a studio job, because she
never could separate herself from a
dream personality. Very young and looking it, for tests she unwisely would dig
from "Ghosts"
up something
was
she other
scenes;and
or sophisticated
tragic
continually imitating Joan Crawford or
some other actress she admired. As a
result her tests were inappropriate, and
bad. She had only a few small roles in
Westerns, then went back to New York
for more stage training.
As for honesty, when she finally was
signed for Bernadette, after being given
the new name and identity of Jennifer
Jones, it would have been simple for her
to skip over that first onslaught on the
cinema citadels, but she frankly admitted
that a few years previous she had been
a dismal flop in Hollywood. Twentieth
Century-Fox also thought it might be
wise for her to refrain from mentioning
her marriage and two small sons while
portraying the virgin of Lourdes.
The studio reckoned without Jennifer's
In her very first interhonesty again.
view, and consistently thereafter, she
talked about her family. Even made a
point
But ofto it!return to our sixteen-year-old,
dreaming of being a great actress. She
wanted advice and thought it could best
come from her idol, Katharine Cornell.
So Jennifer wrote her a letter asking
whether she should go to college, as her

before sh"e went to draparentsmaticwanted,
school.
"I hardly dared to hope she would
did," Jennifer recalls.
she her,
but met
answer,
"I
had never
but her letter was
kind and gracious. She urged college first.
That wasn't the advice I wanted, but I
followed it for a year. Then the dreams
started again. I wanted to leam acting
by acting! After a Summer of stock in
Kansas and Oklahoma I convinced my
parents that the American Academy of
Dramatic Arts was the place for me to
study. I took off in a daze and reached
New York in a state of happy bewilderment, full of the most roseate reveries."
A few years and many dreams later,
as a member of the Book-of-the-Month
Club, Jennifer read and thrilled to the
Jtranz Werfel novel, "The Song of Bernadette." For days on end she dreamed
of what it would be like to play Bernadette on the screen.
"That was the most fanciful kind of
time," Jennifer says,
at the
dreaming
"for
Twentieth
Century had bought the
screen rights. I was under contract to
Mr. Selznick, still in New York, and with
a rival studio."
of testing forreceive
no prospects
d a sumly she
Then suddento
the Coast to test for
mons to rush
that very role, and this time the dreams
she could conjure up paid off directly.
After the field of hundreds of young
actresses had been narrowed down to
six, Director Henry King summoned
these finalists, including Jennifer, for
their final tests. The six were asked to
focus on a man behind the camera waving a stick and to imagine themselves,
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That skin trouble you think of as permanent may be only
temporary. Even if permanent, you may be able to hide it.
The screen beauty of movie stars is more often artificial than
natural.
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as Bernadette, there seeing the Vision.
"The other five did very well, but
only Jennifer looked as if she saw the
Vision," recalls King.
Jennifer's vivid imagination has enabled her to give the widest scope and
keen individuality to her five extremely
different roles.
There was saintly Bernadette, then the
"girl next door" in "Since You Went
Away," and the amnesia victim in "Love
Letters." Brooding temperament and
fiery passion she brings to the character
of the half-breed in her first Techni—
In The
color production,
and wait
until you"Duel
see Miss
J. inSun"
color!
To round out the picture, or repertoire,
she has her first out-and-out comedy
role as the servant girl niece of a Cockplumberofincomedy,
"Cluny Director
Brown," Ernst
and
that ney
master
Lubitsch, says she is "marvelous," proved
by the fact that he waited five months to
start production until he could have
Jennifer in the title role.
On the other side of the Jones personality ledger is her thoroughness in
study to help her "imagine" herself in a
role. Before "Duel In The Sun" she borrowed every available book from the research department to learn the reactions
of white settlers to half-breeds in the pioneer West. She practiced the sensual
walk she fancied Pearl Chavez would
have, and learned to ride like Buffalo
Bill — to the alarm of her former teacher
at Monte Cassino, prompting the letter
from Sister Ursula.
Her imagination has prompted her to
say repeatedly, "If I had a dollar I'd live
on
I had a necessity
million I'dforlivetheon former,
that."
But it;toif prevent
she wisely has engaged a business manager. Jennifer wouldn't be exactly happy
if she had to devote her time exclusively
to housework. She isn't domestic and
doesn't like to cook.
She is a worrier about her work and
becomes so absorbed in it that she often
fails to recognize acquaintances on the
movie lot, or loses the thread of a conversation. She is embarrassed and perturbed by this concentration. Yet away
from work she makes her power of concentration asocial asset. Jennifer is not

FREEDOM FROM WORRY? Garden -fresh
daintiness every day of the month! Every

kling, spilling, or nuisance of any kind !

girl wants it — and that's why so many
girls are switching to Modess with the
triple-proved deodorant.

IS MODESS SOFTER? "Yes!" say 3 out of
4 women in a nationwide poll. They found
Modess softer to the touch.

TRIPLE-PROVED? Yes! Proved effective by
Modess chemists; proved superior in 26
tests by impartial laboratories; proved a
favorite way to guard daintiness by thouModess!sands of girls who've tried the New

IS MODESS SAFER? 209 nurses, in hospital
tests, proved Modess less likely to strike
through than nationally known layer-type

NO SEPARATE POWDER? No! No sprinMODESS COMES TWO
WAYS. Full-size and
Junior. If you prefer a
slightly narrower napkin, get Modess Junior.
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napkins.
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deodorant. Box of 12 is only 22?f.

FREE! Send now for "Growing Up and Liking It," a
bright modern booklet on
the how and why of menstruation. Write Martha Steele,
Personal Products Corp.,
Box 352, Milltown, N. J.
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given to chatter; she is close-mouthed,
but she listens completely, absorbs conversations and remembers them six
months later. She accepts people as they
accept her. If they seem to expect her
to be indifferent, she is.
Despite her shyness and habit of talking little, Jennifer likes to be with gay
people, and according to her best friend,
Anita "The Face" Colby, is "gay inside."
Up to the present, Jennifer has had
one goal on which to concentrate her
dreams: to become a truly good actress.
Now, good young mother that she is, she
has started dreaming up futures for sons
Bobby, six, and Michael, five. She worries sometimes about Bobby. "Michael
will be all right — he can take care of
himself. But Bobby's a dreamer and so
kind that I think life can hurt him."
Well, Jennifer always has been kind,
and a dreamer. An old song stated, "I'm
a dreamer, aren't we all?" And Jennifer's
dream-girl nature, neatly blended with
her determination, concentration and
hard work, has paid off.
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Continued from page 40
She knows, because she had too much
of it when she first arrived in Hollywood
in 1940, and it was in those far-fromhappy days that her attention was first
brought to numerology.
To go back a bit, Signe, who was touring Europe in such stage classics as
Moliere, Ibsen, Shakespeare, and Eugene
O'Neill in her teens and had won awards
for appearances in European pictures,
had turned down offers from America
because, as she says, she wanted to remain in Europe until she had developed
as far as possible with the degree of
maturity she then possessed. In 1940 she
felt that time had arrived, so she left
her native Sweden, with the blessings
and high hopes of her people, and set
out for America, under contract to RKO.
"The Swedish people were wonderful
to me," she said. "I was their baby,
their pride, and they expected great
things of me. I was so touched and
proud, and so eager to live up to what
they expected! I wanted to do something really worthwhile, not only to satisfy my own ambition, but to justify
their belief in me.
"Well, you know how it is when a
new actor or actress arrives here. They
roll out the red carpet, they treat you
like a queen. In this country they seem
to regard theatrical people almost like
kings and queens. I was amazed, and, of
course, it was very flattering. I thought,
'Something very wonderful is bound to
happen here.'
"Then all these things they have you
do for publicity — that was all new to
me. In Sweden we don't have anything
like that. Publicity as a profession in
itself doesn't exist. You get notice in
the newspapers after you've earned it.
Here they gave me publicity, publicity,
and more publicity — but not even a test!
Time went on, but nothing happened.
All that money they spent on me, and
then never let me work! It's that terrific waste that I can't understand.
"You must understand that I am not
criticizing RKO, for I have many good
friends there, and they were very nice
to me. Other people have had the same
experience at other studios. It's just one
of those things that happens sometimes
in this business. But you can see how
discouraging it was to be idle so long. I
became very depressed about it, and
after waiting about a year and three
months I asked them to give me my
release.
"Then I was ill for a long time, and
my money was getting very low. But
when I got well enough to work, though
I had other offers, I found that because
I came in on a visa to work for RKO,
the law forbade my working for anybody else. This was very distressing to
me because all my life I had always
been able to work with my head or with
my hands. There was always something
I could do when I needed money. But I
could not work anything out, and I had
to get relief. For a long time I lived on
$16 a week.
During this period I met a woman
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who is one of the most famous numerologists and astrologists in this country.
She combines the two. She told me
so much about my past life that was
right that I had great confidence in her,
though at first I had been very skeptical. I had about decided the only
thing left for me to do. was go home,
but she kept saying, 'You will not go
"Another thing — I had been trying to
get my little boy over here, and there
were so many delays about that. I felt
T could not be separated from him any
longer.
home.'
"I didn't really want to go home. It
hurt my pride, and I felt like a failure,
as if I had let them down. They would
have been very sweet and kind to me
if I had gone back — I knew that. But
you know how it is. When you go some
place to accomplish something, you don't
All
want to return until you've done it.
this time they were so wonderful to me
at home. They wrote articles about me
in the newspapers, and sent me clippings. They gave me awards for old
pictures made ten years ago, just to keep
me happy and encouraged.
"Finally I went to Washington and
talked to various people in the State
Department about getting a quota number so that I could work. They were
wonderfully kind and helpful to me.
They realized my situation right away,
and set about helping me. But there
were still delays, and several times I
was about ready to go. Every time,
this numerologist-astrologist would write
not going.'
say, 'You're
and arrived
me son
phone my
or "Then
on the last boat
to leave Sweden. And I did a stage play
in New York. After that, Metro offered
me a contract, so my boy and I drove
out here to California. The State Department hurried things up so that I
could go to Mexico for my quota number, and I got back here just three hours
before my option would have lapsed, and
signed the contract with Metro.
"Well, so many things had worked out
as this woman told me they would that
I got interested in numerology, and began to study it. I also did a great deal
of reading on related subjects, and I go
a great deal by instinct and intuition..
My first impressions are nearly always
right. It almost always turns out to be
wrong if I go against them.
"For about two and a half years now
I have been able to set numeroscopes.
At first I did it just for my friends,
and I used to do it a lot for the soldiers
in the hospitals. They loved it, and it
helped keep them entertained and interested.
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"Now, more people have found out
that I can do it, and when I go to parties
they like me to do numeroscopes for
them, and sometimes on the sets they
ask me. Of course, people always love
to have their fortunes told, and this
method appeals to them because it is
colorful. I enjoy doing it, too, though
I can't keep it up too long at a time
because 1 put a lot of concentration into
it, and after I do a few, I find I get
"And how does it apply to yourself?"
asked. "Do you consult numershe
verywastired."
ology in working out your problems?"

Signe shook her head, and smiled
roguishly. "No, I can't help myself. I
can help other people work out their
problems quite often, but when I have a
problem I need ten million people to
help me.
"Oh, once in a while, when I find
things are getting a little mixed up and
I am troubled, I say to myself, 'Now,
what is going wrong?' Then I go to
work and study things out according
to numerology, and it does help me to
understand what is happening and to
I don't believe in
better.
plan things
blind
adherence
to any of these things.
You can't be a crackpot on any subject, because life is much too complex
for one course of study to give you the
complete answer. But all knowledge is
helpful, and used as one of many tools, I
have found numerology very practical
in many instances.
"It's an old, old science, you know,
and there are many different systems.
The ancient Kabala, the Hebrew system,
was used in Biblical times. You remember, in the Bible, it tells about how
Sara's name was changed to Sarah after
she had a child. I myself use the
Pythagoric system, which was founded
on the teachings of Pythagoras, the
mathematician and scientist of ancient
Greece. All these systems are based on
the premise that since you can measure
everything else in nature — the seasons,
the stars, the tides, vegetation, etc. —
why can't you measure yourself, the timing of events in your own life, your relationships with other people?
"I think the timing is where numerology can be of greatest help. Timing is
a very important thing in our lives, and
very few people give it much thought.
For instance, into our lives there often
comes a period of inactivity which is
intended as a time to rest and conserve our mental and physical energy
for a period of important activity which
is soon to follow. If we don't know what
they mean, we often get bored and restless during periods of inactivity, and
start frittering our energies away in all
directions in an effort to stir up more
activity. Then when something really
important comes, our energies are spent,
and we are not able to meet it in the
best way. Through numerology, we can
understand what these periods mean.
"There are many different things that
help different people. A lot of people
are greatly benefited by psycho-analysis.
Numerology happens to appeal to me
because it's such an old, exact science,
and it works so impersonally. It gets
your thoughts away from yourself,
makes you more aware of other people
and your relationships with them, and
gives you a perspective on your own life.
That's why it helps so many people.
"There are very few people who don't
need something to help them along —
faith, philosophy, or the advice of a
priest. I have great faith myself. Faith,
balance, and timing are the important
things. If we had these three things
within ourselves, nothing else would be
necessary. We always have a voice within ourselves, but we don't often listen to
it. If only everybody would take time
to listen to that inner voice we all have!
Numerology is just one method of tell-
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ing us what the inner voice has to say,
of getting us to listen to that inner voice.
"And another thing you must understand, none of these things — numerology,
astrology, philosophy, or whatever it is
that helps you- — relieves you of the necessity of putting forth a lot of initiative and good hard work. You never
have the right to just sit back and say,
'Oh, well, it's no use to try, because the
stars, or the numbers say this isn't the
right time.' If you are going to use
numerology or anything else to excuse
your own laziness and failures, then you
are just kidding yourself. But if you
are honest, and use it as a guide to plan- .
ning your activities more intelligently,
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Misunderstanding and coldness
loomed like a wall between us. I
should have realized why, because
I knew about feminine hygiene and
the difference it can make. But I'd
been trusting to now-and-then care.

it Signe
can be isvery
helpful."
a girl
who accentuates the
positive with every breath. Many a
weaker character would never have felt
at home in America after such an unhappy beginning as hers. But for her,
the difficulties have only added zest to

US

My doctor set me straight. He said
never to risk marriage happiness by
being careless about feminine hygiene, even once. And he advised
me to use "Lysol" brand disinfectant for douching— always.

the game, and she loves it here. "America is a wonderful country!" she exclaimed. "It's like a child, compared to
Europe. The people here are young in
their ideas and attitudes; they're tolerant, enthusiastic, often impatient. But
that all goes with youth, and that's why
She has the knack of getting along
with people. Even George Sanders, who
they awin!"
has
flair for rapier-like sarcasm, if
aroused, was no problem to Signe (who
can match wits with the best of them,
and could probably thrust a pretty neat
"rapier" herself, given sufficient provocation) .With or without numerology,
she got Sanders' number early in the
game of "A Scandal In Paris," and says,
"He's a charming, intelligent, sincere
person. He was wonderful to me, and I
him."
enjoyed
thoroughly
With scarcely
time working
to catch with
her breath
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BUT
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Nothing between us now, but love
leslearned myabout
and happiness.
son. No more I've
carelessness
feminine hygiene. I always use
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in between, Signe went from "A Scandal
In Paris" to "Strange Triangle," in
which she says, "I play a very charming
girl who' is fundamentally mean, selfish,
and cruel, but nobody catches onto it
until the end. Preston Foster and John
Shepperd are the two male leads, both
such fine actors and wonderful to work
with. We have so much fun on the set.
Unlike so many Scandinavians, Signe
is not the outdoor type. She loves Nature, but she prefers to remain indoors.
So what does she do about that? "I
bring Nature indoors," she explains, "by
using the strong, vivid colors of Nature
in my house. Colors are very exciting
and interesting to me. They do somepsychologically."
to me on
Her thing
house
a hillside above Sunset
Boulevard in West Hollywood overlooks
the entire city of Los Angeles and surrounding communities, with even a view
of the Pacific thrown in on bright days.
The minute you walk inside the house,
you are impressed with its atmosphere
of vitality and repose — vitality in the
colors she has used, and repose in the
complete absence of chi-chi. Signe
planned all her interiors herself, and
says she has done many houses, though
she's never studied interior decoration.
But it's evident she inherits marked
artistic ability from her mother and
grandmother, who were both distinguished painters.

A large front room upstairs, which
Signe calls her "rumpus room," has a
gay and expansive air, with walls and
curtains of sunshine gold.
Signe 's own room has vivid dark blue
walls with plaid curtains combining that
color with the gold of the bedspreads
On her walls are several charming landscapes signed "Henry H." These were
done by her son. Signe herself has done
some nice paintings, two or three of
which are hung in the rumpus room.
She says she has never studied painting,
but likes to dabble. And very skillful
dabbling it looks to be. She pointed to
one hanging in the upstairs hall — a picturesque head of a Negro girl, wearing
a gaily colored scarf on her head.
"That," explained Signe, "started out
to be a spinning wheel, and then it
turned out to be the colored gal instead.
So you see I don't know much about
painting." Oh, no?
Pretty smart little number herself,
this little reader of numbers.
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commission me. But that was the last
thing in the world I wanted. I'd make
a lousy officer, and I knew it. Also I'd
hate the work and responsibility. So I
took my basic training, and at the end
of eleven weeks they made me a cadreman — an instructor in drill combat
training.
"Later I was sent to the separation
center at Fort MacArthur, where they
asked me what kind of work I could do.
I said I couldn't do anything. "You
can count, can't you?" "That's to be
seen." "We'll put you to work counting
teeth," they decided.
"Actually, however, I wound up as assistant to the orthopedic examiner. All
day long I kept saying to the men,
'Bend 1-2-3-4,' through 900 inspections.
I ended up each day feeling like a
prune."
Other revelations G.I. Mitchum makes
about his Army life: "I was never recommended for the Good Conduct Medal.
Once I was a sergeant for four whole
hours. At the end of that time they
busted me." Then, contradicting himself, "I asked to be busted. I didn't
want to be a sergeant, any more than I
wanted to be an officer."
Immediately after his discharge, exG.I. Mitchum returned to his wife and
two youngsters in West Hollywood. He
had hoped to have a week's reunion with
them. Instead, the day after his return,
he was back in uniform again (this time
as a ^Marine) in "Till The End Of
Time," at his home studio, RKO.
His reconversion to civilian life was
paved with shocks. Principally the shock
of finding himself and the aforesaid wife
and two children out on their ear,
evicted, because the landlord was selling
their home in West Hollywood to someone else who wanted to live there himself. By hurrying and scurrying around,
the Mitchums managed to locate a new
home in the hills off Cahuenga Pass,
but its occupants said they couldn't be
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out of there before Christmas. The
Mitch urns faced the bleak prospect of
December without a roof over their
heads.
Under the circumstances, you might
imagine that Mitchum would abandon
everything else to find some place
to live. Instead, he went to a football
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ble character I've met in fifunpredicta
game.teen years of interviewing. He has an
uninhibited way of speaking his mind
that leaves interviewers gasping for
breath and publicity people trembling
with fear of what he'll say next. His
conversation shifts between mocking
studio and Raberaillery at his own
laisian frankness. As a person, he seems
to be a blend of an Esquire cartoon, a
Clifton Webb sophisticate, a Menckenian
cynic, with a dash of Hemingway. When
sober, he is apt to say the things other
are drunk.
people say only when ofthey
talking leaves
His uninhibited way
you groping in the dark as to when you
are listening to Gospel truth and when
you are having your leg pulled. Sometimes, when he makes a shocking statement, and you don't react as though you
were shocked, he says something twice
as shocking to see if that will work.
Most actors talk with complete consciousness ofhow what they will say
will sound in print. Robert Mitchum
doesn't concern himself with that at all.

ble, he doesn't
he says is unprinta
If what about
whether you will print it or
worry
fact, .he doesn't seem to worry
not. Inanything
about
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In view of the fact that he seems to
say whatever comes to his mind, withit's
thought,
a word
suppressingthat
out strange
constant
you orgeta the
rather
feeling: What is he covering _ up ? _ No
one in the world was ever as uninhibited,
as cynical, as sophisticated as Robert
appears to be. So you come to the
inescapable conclusion that the surface
he presents to the world is part of a
fascinating dual personality.
With thinly veiled pride, he tells you
of the time he was sitting in a theater
watching one of his own pictures, and of
the middle-aged woman in front of him
who gasped, when she saw him on the
screen, "That is the most immoral face
I ever saw in my life." "She said it in
disgust," he comtones of the utmost
ments with wry amusement. He repeats
the man "with
it as though being called
immoral face" was a complithe most
ment of the highest order.
But what hides behind that facade in
which this woman saw so much that was
evil, and in which those who saw "The
Story Of G. I. Joe" saw so much that
To untangle
good?
wasback
go
twenty-six
years the
ago. truth, let's
It was 1919 and the world was beginning to recover slightly from the
chaotic conditions left by World War L
In Bridgeport, Conn., Mrs. Mitchum,
left a widow when Robert was only two
and with two other small children to
support, went to work as a linotype
operator. The children had to shift as
best they could. Sometimes they were
farmed out to relatives, where they
found their own brand of excitement by
getting into constant mischief.
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The one who got into the most mischief was Jack, Bob's younger brother,
a cherubic, round-faced boy who looked
like a saint, but had the imagination of
a fiend. Robert himself was possessed
of a good deal of imagination, but his
took on a different, more dreaming pattern. He told tales which were so fanciful no one knew when he was telling the
truth and when he was day-dreaming.
The cute little fat brother with the
ideas of a fiend set fire to an empty lot
one day. When the police traced the fire
to the Mitchums, he boldly accused Robert of starting the fire. In vain, Robert
denied it.
"I was a thin, pathetic, little ferretfaced child, and everyone knew me as a
fiend in human form and a psychotic
liar. So no one believed me."
However, Robert cherished no grievance against Jack for blaming him. "I
suffered a mild measure of punishment,"
he said. "That was only fair, I figured,
for often people didn't catch me in the
things I actually did."
In spite of Jack's early brattish tendencies, Robert liked his younger brother
sufficiently to rescue him from the river
every three days, when Jack would try
to swim and fail.
As Robert grew older, he grew more
and more restless. There were places he
wanted to go and things he wanted to
see, and so he was constantly running
away from home. He had a roving heart,
and roving feet. Sometimes he would
take a job for a short time, but he never
worked long at anything.
"People," he says, "were not made to

be channelized, regimented, numbered,
supervised. Do you think people were
born to devote a huge portion of their
energy to earning a livelihood so they
could get a small portion of their earnings while some fat person behind a desk
of them?"
It most
was not
work Robert really hated,
gets
so much as work under supervision. He
was an undisciplined soul, hating to take
orders from anyone. "The most galling
thing in the world," he said, "is to have
someone say to you, 'You'll do this or
else.' Or else what? Or else you'll be
canned, he means. I'd rather be fired
from a job any day than let someone
tell me, 'You'll do so and so or else.' "
At fourteen, Robert worked as a bus
boy at the Astor Hotel. Sometimes, in
his spare time, he'd help the dishwasher
with the dishes. The refrigerator was
conveniently near the dishes, and Robert
would help himself to some of the
luscious food there. He saw nothing
wrong with this, but the management did.
When they found out about it, he was
fired. "Or maybe I was just dismissed
for incompetence. Or maybe I fired the
job. I can't remember now," he says.
He was a rolling stone, and nothing in
his life gave any evidence that he would
ever be anything more than a glorified
bum. He rode innumerable freight
trains; lived like a hobo sometimes and
like a tramp at other times. Even
though his mother knew that Robert
would always get along somehow, she
must have spent many sleepless nights
wondering how he was managing to
cadge a living.

Meanwhile, at sixteen, unknown to
Robert, came the turning point of his
life. For he met dark-haired, dark-eyed
Dorothy Spence. This occurred during
one of the periods when he was not riding the rods, but was living in Camden,
Del. His brother, Jack, had gone to
school with Dorothy, and he was generally considered her boy friend. One
day a friend of Robert's, Charles Thornsoil, suggested to Robert that they go
out for a little spin in his car. Charles
knew Dorothy and her cousin and
dropped by their house, to ask if they
would join Robert and himself.
Dorothy and her cousin were at the
moment getting ready for their own
dates. Some boys were calling for them
in fifteen minutes. "If they're not here
by then," said Dorothy, "we'll be glad
to go with you." So Charles and Robert
took a little spin, and were back in five
minutes. The girls needed no further
urging.
If love was born on this spin in Camden, Robert would be the last one to
say so. Though he has been married for
five years, he is not one to wear his
heart on his sleeve, to talk hearts and
flowers. Let others talk of eyes like dark
velvet, of eyes like a limpid stream in
which a man could readily drown himself. Ask Robert what his wife looks
like or what first attracted him to her
and he says simply, "You should see
Personally, I think he cherished the
illusion in those days that he would
remain fancy free, that he would never
accept the binding ties of marriage or
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her."

>"Now

in this scene you play the part of a typical college girl."
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anything else that would chain his roving feet. For Robert is an individual
who values his freedom, and who hates
being accountable to anyone for his time
or his movements. He was perfectly
aware of the fact that a man who mar-,
ries and has children has given hostages
to fortune — and he was in no mood to
make any such dickers with fortune.
After all, he was only sixteen.
So you find him for the next few
years following where his wandering
heart led, riding the rods again, taking
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jobs here and jobs there. "I never lasted
long at any of them," he says frankly.
"I was always clumsy." And, also, always unconventional and unorthodox
in everything he did. Take the time he
was working on a salvage ship in Fall
River, Mass. Many of the workmen
lived in Fall River, and sometimes when
the ship docked he would be left alone.
At such times, he says, he would eat
three meals a day, and, not feeling like
washing the dishes, he would toss them
out of the window.
"Once," he relates, "I had to get a
galley stove on the boat, so, at high
tide, I pulled the boat to the dock with
the winch. At low tide, the boat was
left hanging from the dock. At three
o'clock I fell out of my bunk!"
He tried his hand at writing. In
Bridgeport he had been known as a
promising poet. Now he wrote sophisticated satires. "I used to write things
that only I could understand," he said.
"Then I began writing things that even
I couldn't understand. When that happened, Iquitsome
writing."
Actually,
of his stories were published inthe New Yorker and in Esquire.
With his amazing imagination, he was
able to create sketches about the most
improbable subjects, and breathe the
breath of life into them. For instance,
there was one story which Esquire published, calledinterested
"The Bird,"
a mana
who became
in aabout
bird with
broken wing, saved its life, and then
found his freedom restricted to such an
extent by caring for the bird that he
killed it— to be haunted forever afterwards by visions of the wounded bird.
At 19, he was working intermittently
as a prize fighter and on the docks of
New York. One day he received word
that a very important talent scout and
executive at one of the major studios
wanted to see him. Not knowing what
this was all about, he came to the Great
Man's office. There the G. M. looked
him over and said, "What happened to
your
nose —
of broken,
isn'tbroken
it?" in
"Yes,"
saidkind
Robert.
"It was
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The great man bowed his head in his
a prize fight."
hands. "What in the world," he sighed,
when he looked up, "can I do with a
"
read for M
that?
puss
So like
Robert
readGo forandM
, who turned
out to be a dramatic coach, and was then
sent back to the Great Man's office. The
G. M. said, "I hear you read pretty well.
But what can I do with that puss? Turn
around."
don'tcome
see
what I canAnother
do with sigh
that ....
puss."I But
back
By on
thisThursday."
time Robert had had enough.
"Did you ever take a good look at your
own puss?" he said. His glance was full

of contempt. "Is that what your job
consists of — inviting people here and insulting them? You haven't got anything
I want." With that he began to make
movements toward the G. M.'s desk
which made it pretty obvious that he
was going to punch the G. M. right in
his face, and make it even less pretty
than it already was. The G. M. began to
push buttons desperately. Before Robert
could change his features for good, police
had come into the quiet little office and
thrown him out bodily.
That was Robert Mitchum's first introduction tothe movie business. Naturally, after that little episode, he was in
no hurry to try his luck in the movies
for quite some time. Instead, he became
contact man in Florida for a famous
astrologer.
All this time Robert had been corresponding fairly regularly with Dorothy
Spence. Something happened in Florida
■— he won't say what — that made him
decide that he wanted to see her immediately, though she was in Philadelphia
at the time. "I was in a little trouble,"
lie says, "and I decided that I wanted
to talk it over with Dorothy."
It all ended with Dorothy taking over
all his troubles in March 1940. The newlyweds came to California for their honeymoon, and remained there. Turned
down at first by the Army because of
injuries he had received in the fistic
ring, Robert took a job at Lockheed.
Soon he was operating a drop hammer.
The grinding work of being tied to a machine, ofhaving his life channelized and
regimented in slavish devotion to the
machine's demands was almost too much
for Robert. Month followed tedious
month, and Robert began to view the
machine ElS EL kind of evil monster which
he was sure would eventually crush him.
Finally, he went to see a doctor, who
told him that there was only one way
to "get rid of his neurotic notions and
that was to quit his job.
"If I quit, I'll starve," said Mitchum.
"If you don't quit, you'll go crazy."
Given that choice, Robert naturally
quit. And not long afterwards, he decided that in spite of his experience with
the Great Man in New York, he might
have better luck in Hollywood, since all
Great Men are not of the same stripe.
One great man whom he went to see was
Harry Sherman, affectionately known
by actors all over Hollywood as Pop
Sherman. No actor has ever complained

^^^^^^^

of the Hopalong Cassidy films. "Can you
ride a horse?" he asked.
Robert hadn't ridden one since he was
a small boy. But that fantastic imagination of his started working again, and
he told a glib tale of how he had broken
every wild horse in Laredo, Texas. He
got the job, and kept it, even though
the first horse he mounted proved him
a liar by throwing him forty feet. When
this happened four times, Pop Sherman
got wise and gave him a gentle nag.
Although he knew practically nothing
about riding at the time, Robert gradu-
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ally learned. He appeared in several more
Westerns, growing more proficient at
horseback riding with each one. Unlike
he is not at all selfmany cowboy
conscious
aroundstars,
a horse. (Most of them
have doubles for the most dangerous
stunts. Robert did his own riding, took
his own falls.)
After nine Westerns, Robert got opportunities toplay bits in other pictures:
"We've Never Been Licked," "Corvettes
In Action," "Gung Ho" and "Thirty
Seconds Over Tokyo," among others.
When Wild Bill Wellman needed someone to play Captain Walker in "The
Story Of G. I. Joe," he took a look at
wild Robert Mitchum. "How tall are
you?" Wellman wanted to know.
"About six feet, I guess."
"You guess. Don't you know? Every
blankety-blank midget in Hollywood has
me he was over six feet tall."
told
Then he asked Robert about his
"Mostly,"
experience.
movie his
previous Robert,
drawled
eyebrow lifting
with

RADIO

amusement, "I've been supportcynical
ing horses. Maybe, to be more truthful, I

GIRL

should say, they've been supporting me."
"You mean to say you never knocked
'em dead on Broadway? Never have
been a big star in a big hit?"
"This is his curtain speech," thought
Robert and started to leave.
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"Sit down," yelled Bill Wellman.
"You've got the part."
Robert takes no personal credit for
the way in which he played Captain
Walker. "I was well-surrounded," he
says. "An actor is as good as his role.
You can't buy diamonds in a five-andten-cent store. If all you've got to sell
is glassware, that's all you can sell. If
you've got diamonds to sell, then you
can sell them."
He hopes that his success in "The
Story Of G. I. Joe" will take him out of
horse operas for good. Not that he has
anything against horse operas. But obviously a role like that of Captain
Walker has a little more stature.
Although at times Robert Mitchum
appears to be rather rough and ready
with his fists, he has at the same time
a contradictory sensitive quality which
makes him unwilling to push other people
around. Directors, noting sometimes
with annoyance the sundry characters
who push Robert around in order to get
in front of the camera, urge him to do
a little pushing on his own account.
"Sorry," he says shrugging his shoulders, "if they're so lacking in confidence
they have to start maneuvering to get
in front of the camera, let them maneuver. If it means so much to them to
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hair, so expertly they look as natural as your own.
ent. "I don't have to push," he says.
Colors Black, and brown, light, medium or dark. Send
"I'll get my pay check anyway."
generous hair sample. We will match closely as possible.
His private life consists mostly of getting up at the crack of dawn and wak31 E. Madison St.
ing up his two youngsters, four-and-ahalf-year-old Jim (Josh) and two-yearChicago 2, Illinois
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old Christopher, and

feeding them,
"while my wife, the sluggard, lies abed";
and of coming home at night to a warm,
steaming dinner cooked by Dorothy and
to two sons who have been getting into
mischief all day long.
Jim, the older boy, is definitely precocious. At the age of one, he announced
he wanted to be an actor. Since then
he has taken to answering the telephone
with curt announcements to the effect
that "Robert Mitchum is not in." One
to Schwab's, the
took Jim
night
famousRobert
drug store
in Hollywood where
many stars drop in. "What do you want
to have?" he asked Jim. "Could I have
a beer?" the boy suggested. "No, but
you can have a nice ice cream soda.
What flavor would you like?" The boy
settled for cherry; his father for a cup
of coffee. Jim eyed the coffee with disappointment. "Gosh, dad," he said, "I
thought you'd order a beer. Then you
could have had some of my cherry soda
and I could have had some of your beer."
Jimmy has gone on location with his
dad, and is fully aware of some of the
technical problems involved in making
pictures. Sometimes he attends a showing with his father. He watched with
interest "West Of The Pecos," in which
his father is starred. When it was over,
Mitchum, Sr., asked, "Well, how do you
like it?" "Fine. But why do you always
close your eyes when you shoot?"
The relationship between Robert Mitchum and his two sons is something you
have to see to believe. Almost any evening you can find the cynical sophisticate, the character who laughs at corn
and sounds like an Esquire cartoon, busy
at home with his two youngsters, who
crawl all over him. In his hands you'll
be apt to find some bits of metal and
a few slabs of wood. Clumsy Mr.
Mitchum is busy fashioning these things
into sturdy toys. What emerges from
the sophisticated man's hand is enough
to take your breath away, if you have
formed your conclusions about Robert
Mitchum from the snappiness of his conversation. So help me, it's a kiddie car!
Yes, innumerable kiddie cars, boats
and wagons have been made for his two
sons by this Menckenian cynic, this
Hemingway character. He explains his
predilection for making toys by saying
that the stores make toys that are not
sturdy enough for two such active youngsters as his. But as you watch him at
work on the toys, the immoral-looking
face looks very moral indeed, the right
eyebrow rest perfectly even with the
left eyebrow, the mouth no longer looks
crooked, and you're aware of the fact
you're seeing a new Robert Mitchum.
So what is Robert Mitchum covering
up?
Believe it or not, he's covering up an
acre of corn in his heart — that old, old
corn about the sophisticated cynic who's
just putty in the hands of his two small
sons. You would probably have to
threaten him with the worst kind of
torture to get him to admit it, but the
personality Mr. Mitchum is hiding from
the world is a sentimentalist who would
rather play with his two kids than look
at the prettiest pair of gams in the
world. (But being human, he'll look at
the gams, too.)
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Continued from page 53

Your

Hands

belief that we are progressing toward
something, through the workings of the
mighty scheme, and let it go at that.
On immortality. I have an open mind
on the subject of whether or not there is
such a thing as personal survival; however, whether or not there is an after life
for the individual, the future of mankind
is an important cog in the
generally
wheel
of the Plan.
About religion. I'd just as soon look
down the muzzle of a shotgun or do an
adagio dance near a buzz saw as discuss
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a person's
or religion;
politics and
religion
the God I inbelieve
whom he trusts
are extremely personal matters. It seems
to me one of the Four Freedoms covers
this subject quite neatly and to the point.
Here is civilization's
The church?
influence for good. My father
strongest
was a minister and I went to church
twice every Sunday when I was younger.
That doesn't leave a guy much time to
be bad. At least on Sundays. But I
believe seriously that people should devote a good part of their thinking to
spiritual matters, whether it be in church,
at school or by reading at home. In
church you learn about spiritual things
by rote, but if you read on these subjects
at home you have a chance to reason
things out for yourself.
I believe in prayer. Besides having
religious value, prayer is a definite psychological phenomenon. You concentrate on what you want, when you pray,
and there is a greater chance, for your
wishes to come true, for this reason. A
wish very often is just a day dream, but
when you make it a prayer it becomes
something deeper and stronger. Then,
if you do what's necessary to help make
ato reality
of .it, the
are it's
going
come true.
But chances
there goes
Professor
Andrews, practicing Spiritualism
out a license, so enough of that.
About war and -peace? Wait till
into
with my
the Tolstoy
wisdom.costume,
It seemsandto I'll
me

withI get
make
that

H. G. Wells, in "The Shape of Things to
Come," pictured a world war similar to
the one through which we have just
passed. He pictured the world torn by
strife until all of mankind, with the exception of a few cave dwellers, was
destroyed.
v With the discovery of the atomic
bomb, "The Shape of Things to Come"
seems anything but fantastic. Nations
must learn to get along with one another
or they face destruction, as everyone
knows. Anyone who believes we can keep
the atomic bomb a secret will keep on
hanging his stockings over the fireplace
the rest of his life at Christmas-time, even
though he finds them filled with bricks
every Christmas morning. In a few years
the atomic bomb will be about as much
of a secret as the private life of a goldfish. Our own scientists who worked on
the bomb tell us that scientists of other
nations can catch up with us and even
pass us in the development of the weapon.
Our only hope is to build up understanding and mutual trust between nations, so we won't continually feel like
SCR EENLAND
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the dodger at the carnival feels every
time someone buys three balls for a
nickel and starts taking aim. The perfection of the atomic bomb may achieve
this worldwide trust through fear, but I
doubt it. The least we can do is to take
a try at trusting other countries. And
they must take a try at trusting us.
Compromises have to be made or people
might become as extinct as dinosaurs.
The post-tuar world. Many people who
talk about the good old days would be
miserable if they had to live in those
days. Often I hear people talking about
how wonderful it would be to live in the
woods, far from civilization, but if they
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had to, they'd be writing to their Congressmen about it in a hurry. Recently,
a group of us went out on location for
Universal's "Canyon Passage" to the
Rogue River section of Oregon, and we
had to rough it, with no telephones
around and very few signs of civilization.
I never heard so many gripes. There
were no Thoreaus among us, reveling
in the world of nature.
One of the outstanding traits of human
nature is the ability to adapt itself to
new situations. I am sure that whatever
changes the post-war world will bring,
we'll adapt ourselves to them.
Education. Some of the so-called progressive education is an effort to find
better ways of teaching, but it has a
number of faults which must be corrected
as the schools go along. Every system
has its faults in the experimental stage.
You c_ a't always tell whether a system
of education is good or bad until you
have seen some of its products twenty
years later. I once knew a professor with
very radical beliefs on the rearing of
children, who raised his own son according to those beliefs. He believed that a
child should do what he wanted to do
with as little guidance as possible; that
there should be no punishment under any
circumstances. It took twenty years to
prove that he was wrong. The boy
seemed all right as a child, but grew up
to be willful, stubborn, spoiled and selfish.
I plan to send my children to a school
where they have progressive ideas. I
have already made plans to send David,
my twelve-year-old son, to a school in
Claremont, which has a sincere staff interested in trying to teach rather than
in just making money.
It is true that some of the progressive
schools go too far, and in some grades
many of the children don't learn anything. Ihad to teach my son arithmetic
and reading because his own grade school
failed to teach him the multiplication
table; he couldn't learn to read through
having a whole group of words taught
at one time, the method used in the
school. I know something about teaching methods because I attended Teach-
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ers' College in Texas, and I taught David
by a method I believe to be good, a
word at a time. At least it was the
right method for him.
In discussing the subject with other
parents, I find that many of them have
had the same difficulties with modern
schools, which failed to do their job of
teaching fundamentals.
Work and success. I believe that the
important ingredient in success is to try
intelligently to do something you have
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the ability to do. If you find that you
appear to be on the wrong track, you
should give it up and try something else.
I wanted to be an opera singer, and I
studied singing for seven years. Finally,
I abandoned the idea of a career as a
singer, because I became convinced that
I would never be anything more than a
second-rate singer. Second-rate singers
never make much money; and I decided
if I had to be second rate, I'd better be
a second-rate actor, as they were apt to
make more money.
I gambled on my judgment and on
my own faith that I could become an
actor. True, as you've read a thousand
times, there were two men who were
partners and owned the gas station
where I had worked, who staked me
financially, but I wouldn't have gone on
taking money from them indefinitely if
I hadn't believed I could become an
actor.
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In business today, a girl has to be on her toes
every day, if possible. So try to keep those
Monthly Blues from getting you down! Instead— help relieve their symptomatic jitters,
periodic headache and cramps with this grand
preparation . . . Chi-Ches-Ters Pills! 50^, or
larger economy boxes at all drugstores. Get
Chi-Ches-Ters today, and take only as directed.
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distress"booklet of intimate
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All the casting directors at the studios to which I went turned me down,
telling me I could never hope to become aleading man; that if I was lucky
the best I could ever hope for was bit
parts. They said I looked too sensible
to keep on hitting my head against a
stoneoutwall,
advised
that rugged
all I'd
get
of itand
would
be a me
ragged,
sort of life. They told me to go back
into a business at which I'd been rather
successful. And at the end, just before
the break came, I almost did give up.
Success is naturally conditioned by
your own capabilities. But if you want
something and try for it intelligently,
you will generally get it. Some people
don't try to do as much as they can and
some try to do what they can't. But
if you sincerely and intelligently wish
for something and work for it, you will
probably come close to achieving it. If
you don't get exactly what you want,
you'll come near it anyway. The late
George Arliss once said that any man
who wanted to be an actor could be an
actor — not necessarily a good one — maybe a very bad one — but he would probably make a living.
In most fields, you get numerous turndowns before you succeed. The turndowns I got from casting directors could
be compared to the rejection slips a
writer accumulates during the early
stages of his career. Dumas, the French
writer, didn't even bother to submit his
first stories to editors. Knowing they
weren't good enough, he sold the paper
on which he'd written them to the corner butcher for wrapping up meat. But
all the time his writing was improving.
"Hitch your wagon to a star" is a
moth-eaten piece of advice that sounds
poetic but doesn't make sense. If you
find, after some years of effort that you
have hitched your cart to the wrong
star, you'd better unhitch it, brother.
And you can't rely on other people to
advise vou on the subject of whether
you're hitched right or wrong. You've
got to use your own judgment, usually.
Maybe the star is too distant and you
ought to tie up with a closer one. If
your ambition was to be a great surgeon, you may still be a pretty fair
horse doctor. If you dreamed of being a
great novelist and failed, you can still
grind out a living writing for the pulps.
Screen ij ind
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HEN your baby suffers from
teething pains, just rub a few drops
of Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender, little gums and
theWb
pain will be relieved promptly.
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is
the prescription of a famous baby
specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
baby for the entire teething period.
Buy it from your druggist today
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I'M CHOOSING

On the subjects of love and marriage.
Here are some gems of wisdom from
the omniscient Andrews: You have to
work at marriage to make a success of
it. Love requires care and feeding as
much as an infant does. I don't believe
in love at first sight. Beauty is not
enough in a woman. Oh, boy, listen to
Dana, leading with his chin, sticking the
old neck out!
But I sincerely believe these things
to be true. What is thought frequently
to be love at first sight is really attraction. You can't expect to uncover a
person's true personality at first glance.
Things you think you see may not be

^//■lVtyliv^

there
things
you Some
don't men
see
at all at
mayall,beandright
there.
marry women simply because they are
beautiful, and stay married to them for
long periods of time for that reason
alone. I'm afraid I'd lose interest if
the woman didn't have more than that.
My wife, Mary, and I were not greatly
attracted to each other at first sight.
She grew on me, and I guess I did some
growing on my own account. I knew she
was sweet and intelligent at first, but I
thought she was too young for me. I
wasn't in any hurry to get married at the
time. I'd passed through one bad experience^— the loss of my first wife,
Janet, who had died after a siege with

'cause I'm sure
Sterling Inlaid is a
better kind of silverplate. It is Inlaid
with two blocks of
sterling silver at the
backs of bowls and
handles of the most
used spoons and
forks

Its STERLING INUIC

pneumonia.
I wasn't
to
fall in love Perhaps
again just
then. ready
At any
rate, I had no great interest in Mary,
nor she in me. Then two years later,
when we got to know each other and
worked together in a play, we fell in
love. It was much more meaningful
than attraction at first sight, for I loved
Mary not merely for her looks, but for
her personality.
When we realized we were in love,
we knew we had found the basis to start

Copyright 1946, International Silver Co.. Holmes & Edwards Diy.,
Heriden, Conn. In Canada: TheT. Eaton Co., Ltd. °Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.
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working on. You can't just say to yourself, "Well, we're in love. Now everything will be wonderful," and expect that
to happen, any more than you can say
that a flower is beautiful and expect it
to continue to be beautiful if you never
water it.
Love can change if you don't work
at it. You keep love alive by little
things, which are important. I think
Mary is wonderful and keep on telling
her so. When I pass a store showing
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things
thather.
I think
she'll
I buya
them for
This is
not like,
so much
matter of money, as it is of thoughtfulness. When you're very poor, you can
show the same thoughtfulness, even
though you can only buy gifts that cost
very little. Frequently, when I have a
few minutes' free time during the day,
I phone Mary and tell her that I have
been thinking about her.
Sometimes, as with all couples, there
are minor sources of friction. Mary does
certain things that I don't like, and I
do certain
thingsmentioning
she doesn't.
Sometimes I avoid
something
Mary has done that I object to, because
I know that my speaking of it would
cause her unhappiness. She does the
same thing for me, refraining from
speaking of things she objects to, because she knows I would be hurt.
Children. It is sad when people can't
have children — then I think they should
adopt them. When people deliberately
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and voluntarily decide to go without
children, then I think they can never
know the meaning of a true home. The
home is one of the finest things civilization offers — and no home is complete
without children.
Happiness. The greatest fortune is to
realize what we have and appreciate it,
while trying for something else. Some
people are so busy trying for what they
want in the future that they forget to
count their blessings in the present.
Mary and I often sit down and say to
each other, "Isn't this a beautiful house
and aren't these kids wonderful?" We
don't merely say they'll be wonderful in
twenty years. We think that David,
my son by my first marriage, and
Kathy, our three-year-old daughter, and
Stephen, our baby boy, 10 months old,
are wonderful now and we say so. We
consider ourselves among the most
blessed people in the world.
Still, I wouldn't say we're contented.
Contentment is stultifying and fatal.
Happy as we are with what we have, I
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comfort!

Sanapak is shaped to fit without bulk —
faced with soft cotton to give you the greatwearing
comfort.
they're
madeest possible
with three
special
layers,Andincluding
the famous "Pink Back" to give you triple
protection! Insist on Sanapak— they cost
no more than ordinary napkins!

believedreamed
in trying
thingsto you've
only
of, for
andthetrying
make
those dreams come true, too.
Friends. With a few notable exceptions, almost anybody can count his real
friends on the fingers of one hand. The
rest are really acquaintances.
You can learn a lot about making
friends from a puppy. Every time a
puppy, even a mangy one, comes on the
set, everyone cuddles him and falls for
the friendly animal, wagging his tail at
you in an effort to make friends. When
a growly dog comes on the set, everyone
yells at him, and wants to get out of his
way. The same thing is true of people.
If you are friendly toward people, they
will be friendly to you. Of course I
don't believe in knocking yourself out
trying to make friends, because overdoing anything is bad. A man who
overdoes the act of trying to win friends
is like an actor overplaying a part.
To sum up my beliefs: I believe that
in life you reap what you sow.
Let's hope that we are making some
sort of progress on this old firmament,
and that what is good enough for us
won't be nearly good enough for our
children and grandchildren. And I hope
I haven't bored you too much.
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"The Great Lover"!
Continued from page 31
pen to me again!" Everyone howls. The
interviewer asks: "By the way, where
were you born?" Bob answers: "London." "Really?" you say, surprised.
And Bob gets defensive about the whole
thing: "Sure," he says belligerently,
"How do you think I got these tea bags
under my eyes?" And again everyone
snickers.
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It isn't that the words in themselves
are so funny. The humor is in Bob's
delivery. He can make the most unfunny remark in the world seem like
something straight from a giggle factory. And his timing, his delivery, his
awareness of pantomime make him
Paramount's gift to gag writers.
Being a comedian has its disadvantages, however, particularly when it
comes to playing the heavy lover. How
can a hero say, "I love you, heh, heh,
heh!" and cause the femme trade to
YOUR
swoon? To play his two love scenes with "
FIGURE
Joan and make them seem tender and
authentic required subtle technique.
Quickly, Safely, at Home
Shy? Embarrassed? Self-conscious due to shapeThat's what Bob has plenty of: techless, unappealing body lines? Now, learn to
nique, plus enthusiasm and a love of
develop thrilling curves, an alluring bust line...
his work.
right in your own home! Make yourself attracFor to Hope, his love scenes were the
tive, vivacious— develop yourself into a glamorfrosting on the cake. He played them
amazingly
with ous,
the glorious
aid ofpersonality.
the BonomoIt'sHome
Course easy
on
to the hilt and even wound up getting
Bust Culture. What a joy to know that you're
the girl for a change. At least, at this
popular, admired! Let this self-improvement
writing it looks that way if Crosby will course help you achieve new loveliness right
in the privacy of your home.
only stay in New York until the picffI was so Undeveloped,
ture is finished. The fact that Hope
gets the girl, even though such a lethal
charmer as Joseph Schildkraut goes
Lonesome"
WRITES Unattractive,
ANN YAGER of ELLWOOD
CITY, PA.
skulking through all seven reels with
every intention in the world of knocking Bob off, shows that Bob has every
bit as much do-or-die stick-to-itiveness
as more highly-touted Great Lovers.
The love scenes finished, Bob's enthusiasm diminished considerably. He became obsessed with a desire to get the
whole thing over. Daily he heckled
director George Marshall and assistant
director Eddie Salven: "Let's get this
picture done. Let's work late tonight
and get it out in a hurry." His morning
greeting to the crew was, "Hurry!
Hurry!" And, between shots, his favorite remark was: "Let's get through
with this thing!" No doubt his lace
dicky made him nervous.
Now to beat the production schedule
by any appreciable number of days not
only results in a not-so-good picture,
but it also puts a lot of people out of
work ahead of time. So the cast and
crew formed a club and picketed Bob.
Fourteen pickets organized outside his
dressing room door five days after the
Hollywood strike was settled. With
pickets a part of the Hollywood scene
for so many months, these looked very
much like the real thing, and to do it
up brown they all wore grim and foreboding looks and didn't crack a smile.
They also wore signs which read:
Hope Unfair to the Director . . . Hope
Unfair to the Assistant Director . . .
Hope Unfair to the Sound Men . . .
We Want Hope Outside! Barricaded,
Bob huddled in his dressing room and
SCREENL AND
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bent his mind to the desperate task of
Getting Even. He finally evolved a
dastardly plot to break the line: he
threw buckets of water at the pickets.
This underhanded trick broke the line,
and he stumbled through. Of course,
once the water fight began, everyone
started howling. They were convulsed
with laughter, tears sprung from their
eyes, they literally rolled on the cement
sidewalk. They had a wonderful time,
and — back on the set — everyone went
around congratulating everybody else.
It was by far the most successful rib
of the picture.
Unless, perhaps, you count the time
Bob appeared at the stork shower for
Dottie Lamour in an oversize baby
buggy, wearing diapers and nursing a
bottle. That was a pretty good gag,
too. Almost as big a laugh-getter as the
trick ending in "Road to Utopia," which
picture allows Hope to get the girl, with
certain reservations.
Despite his penchant for comedy, in
real life Bob is not without a very definite charm. A great part of this stems
from the fact that he is interested in the
other person. He doesn't make friendships today and forget them tomorrow.
Those who have followed his NBC radio
show will remember that Bob's favorite
blonde has always been Madeleine Carroll, who has been working for the Red
Cross in her native England and in
France. . The war was painfully real
to her, with death in her immediate
family. So when Bob was on his last
overseas tour, he tried to get in touch
with her. He thought a word from
America might be welcome right about
then. Busy as he was, with shows on
a split-second schedule, he was still concerned about his favorite blonde and
was distressed when he couldn't reach
her. The fact that he hadn't seen her
for years didn't make him any less concerned. For Bob . is not a here-todaygone-tomorrow friend.
Nor is he jealous of his leading ladies.
This is in sharp contrast with many
screen lovers who, once the love scenes
are over, revert to caustic and bitter
asides about their feminine co-stars. To
the contrary, Bob generally has a minor
crush on the girls in his pictures. He
thinks they're nice people. It is no
act that he thinks both Dottie Lamour
and her husband are wonderful. "I
never saw a girl who was so universally
loved," he remarked, speaking of a
shower given Dottie by the members
of the crew of her last picture.
Although Bob admires the lovelies
with whom he works, he is no item for
the gossip columnists. He doesn't try
to hold his feminine followers at the expense of his private life. His is no
bored-with-it-all routine when he speaks
of his wife or his marriage. Instead,
he is as proud as a courtin' Casanova,
although he and Dolores have been married twelve years. "She's beautiful," he
says, in the same wistful, dreamy voice
he uses to describe the lush lovelies on
his radio show. "She's kinda tall, has
dark hair, blue eyes. She really has a
lovely face. Besides, she's a lot of fun,
easy to live with, good-natured."
To hear his disconsolate tone, you'd
think she was a fairy princess, forever
SCREENLANP
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out of reach. That's the pseudo-sad air
of Bob Hope, comedian, the funny looking guy with whom no girl in her right
mind would fall in love. It might fool
you if you didn't know that in real
life he's a man who remembers the little
things, who tells his wife she's beautiful,
and speaks enchantingly of her to others.
He's a romantic sort of a cuss, no foolin'.
There's still another thing you miss
when Bob is smirking and grimacing:
he's distinctly good-looking. Wipe the
comedy from his pan, and you're rather
surprised to find him tanned and handsome.
As a matter of fact, analyzing Bob
Hope you stumble upon the fact that
the city of make-believe is just that:
the city of make-believe. Take a pretty
puss of a man, someone who has all the
girlies gasping, and it could be true that
in person he is so interested in himself
to the exclusion of others that his charm
and sex appeal — so evident on the
screen — are lost when you meet. But
charm is a lot of little things: courtesy,
tone of voice, attention to what is said,
good breeding, kindness. On the screen,
Bob mugs the tenderness away because
he's in the business of making the
world laugh. But one fact is a dead
give-away. It is this: although he was
away on war work the greater part of
the last four years, he still managed to
make his
That's screen
something wife
some ofvery
our happy.
most sizzling
lovers quite failed to do. If you'll ask
Mrs. Bob Hope, she'll tell you her husband is a pretty terrific guy.
Meanwhile, comedy marches on.
Every day on the set, Bob continues
his wisecracking, smirking way. He
flashes a snide glance at the script, says:
"You don't have to have talent to play
the role Valentino made famous. You
just have to have nerve!"
You see, he's getting in the groove.
After supplanting Valentino, going in
for satin and ruffles, and playing two
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whole mushy love scenes in "Monsieur
Beaucaire," he's issued an ultimatum.
He wants to be typed!

Changed

Has
Me

Continued from page 49
— the smart youngster cuts his or her
frivolity down to the sensible amount
of fun that a young person should have
to preserve normality and bounce, and
sets out to learn, learn, learn. The opportunities that a Hollywood studio affords,

Just sell 4 boxes famous Rosebud Salve at 25 cents a box.
remit the $1.00, and we will mail you Prepaid 10 lovely full
length high-grade yelloT color pencils with eraser, red plastic
tip, coal black No. 1 soft lead, with Your Name imprinted
on each pencil in high gloss Gold Foil. Send No Money.
Order 4 salve today. Use One cent Post Card. Will mail
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SONG WRITERS ATTENTION
The amazing demand for phonograph records,
accelerated by more than 300,000 Song-Hit
creating Juke-Boxes, warrants your immediate
investigation. We are offering song-poem writers
the rare opportunity of having qualified composers furnish music for any approved poems
received this month on percentage basis. Keoola
Recording Co., Box !)S7-S, Hollywood 28, Calif.

including thousands of dollars' worth of
general and specialized training for each

MOVIE

novice, constitute one of the world's wonders. Therefore, the changes that come
to 90 per cent of Hollywood newcomers
spring from this one big change— their
work, as they sense the great opportunity, takes charge of their lives.
Most results of that kind of change
pan out for the good; some phases, as
we'll see in my own case, at times make
a guy feel doubtful. This much seems to
me sure: All actors who come to Hollywood after hard work at poor pay have
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in putting his "learning desire" absolutely first. He soon finds that there
are only twenty-four hours a day — that
he needs eight of them for sleep and
that, besides his working hours, he needs
a good many more to think about his
work. That means he can't accept invitations any old time, even from his best

How

long since

kissed

your

a man

hair

?

friends; that some evenings he can't
even encourage them if they phone and
suggest dropping over. For anyone who
loves people and cherishes friendship,
this constitutes the hardest price of stardom. If you ever read of an actor or
actress "going upstage," you can wager
that what's really the matter is a necessity— time to think — that saddens the
performer
brilliant
do his workwhoall isn't
off the
cuff. enough to
The necessity for relaxation that really
rests one, and my growing feeling that
story is so important, has brought me
one vital new pleasure. Too busy living,
I was never, until recently, much of a
reader. Now I've learned the excitement
of books. I'll never be a highbrow; I
frankly read best sellers because I feel
that what hundreds of thousands of others like will probably please me, too. It
usually does! I experience a thrill when
some friend offers to lend me a book
because he liked it.
And — don't mistake me — I'm no hermit. Imanage to make it, with pals, to
the Legion fights almost every Friday
night; I play tennis whenever I have a
day off from the studio; and if I feel
I've been thinking too darn much for
my medium-watt brain, and am going
stale, why I step out and see some
bright lights.
What has made me more thoughtful
than before is not any pious resolve,
but the plain fact that I love acting with
all my heart. I couldn't bear to think
that I might muff the opportunity for
growth that working at MGM afforded.
Maybe it's just luck, but I like to
think that concentration on my job had
something to do with the greatest break,
by far, of my acting experience. That,
of course, is the studio's casting me as
the late, beloved composer, Jerome Kern,
in the Technicolor picture, "Till The
Clouds Roll By." Audiences will get a
shock, because the opening scene shows
Kern in his latter days. Near-juvenile
Robert will be gone — I hope. The picture cuts back, though. It's one of
those roles that both frighten an actor
and make him happy. "Character"
makeup, for different ages, with all the
difficulty that implies, presents a real
test. This role will mean more than
just a career opportunity. After the
script was written and production almost ready to start, the world lost —
after brief illness — the universally loved
composer of "Who," "Why Was I
Born?", "Just The Way You Look Tonight," "Old Man River" and scores of
other enduring ballads. That makes my
responsibility heavier, and I studied and
acted the role with humility.
Through all the times when, tired
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and worried over being "typed," I wondered ifthe prices of stardom were worth
while, what sustained me was the factor
I've mentioned several times — my intense love for acting. Let's couple that
with what I mentioned at the begin-
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ning of this article— the fact that few
of us were "perfect" children. And let s
tie up that for a moment with a problem bigger than any Hollywood problem— the growing concern of the nation
over juvenile delinquency.
I wasn't a criminal child but I skirted
the edges, getting into most sorts of
mischief that a boy can get into without
being a criminal. I was always running
away from home, running away from
school after school. Worst of all, any
attempt at discipline, or even good advice', struck my pre-adolescent and adolescent mind as "persecution." What
puts that slant into a boy's thinking I
don't know — but I'm convinced it's one
step only from becoming a punk.
During my high school period I was
sent — in the hope that military training
might be remedial — all the way from
my home in Utah to the San Diego
Army and Navy Academy at San
Diego, Calif. I resented being sent there,
resisted the school's fine discipline and
ran away at the first opportunity. As
I reached the edge of the campus Mrs.
dramatic
Virginia Atkinson, the school'sporch,
obteacher, sitting on her front
served me and the bundle over my shoulder. Wisely, she called, "I hope you're
not going anywhere that will prevent
your returning by Friday. I have a part
I want you to do in the next school
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There followed my first appearance
before any audience. Awkward and
stumbling as I must have been, I knew
that this was what I wanted to learn,
what I wanted to do. I didn't dream of
stardom or of big money — I just wanted
to act, the rest of my life. This finding of an outlet didn't transform me
into an angel, but it gave me direction,
and there wasn't a chance, from then on,
of my becoming a rudderless person.
Mrs. Atkinson encouraged and worked
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drawing room, sun porches, a billiard
room off a beautiful ash-paneled den,
brass-hooded, red brick fireplaces, a
swimming pool and bath house, a guest
cottage,
servants'
fullyand
surrounded
by fivequarters
acres —of beautipeach,
orange, persimmon, apricot, as well as
innumerable ornamental trees. Everything one could want — ever.
Too eager to wait, Cornel, Pat, little
Wendy, an/1 Punch, the poodle (named
after "Punchinello" because he is such
a clown) , gathered up their few pieces
of furniture and moved right in. Happy
and exhausted from the excitement of
their first day, the Wildes retired early.
"Home at last," Cornel whispered
softly to Pat. "No more moving — no
more worrying — just everything running
smoothly, from now on." Pat, equally
enthusiastic, but more of a realist, smiled
knowingly to herself. It was dark in the
room, so Cornel couldn't see her. Besides, he was already fast asleep.
Out of lazy, pink clouds of unreality,
Cornel awakened with a start. His surroundings were still unfamiliar and new.
At first, he couldn't get his bearings
at all. Somewhere out there in the night
he could hear rushing water. In robe
and slippers, carrying a flashlight, Cornel
set out in search.
"There's a high-pressure fire line that
runs through our grounds," Cornel, who
has lived and learned, says amusedly
now. "Deer come down from the hills
at night. On this particular night, a deer
stepped on one of the faucets and broke
it. This caused a break in the line on
the most uninviting part of the property.
I groped my way through brambles and
bushes up to my waist. Sloshing through
the mud, I had to wander over the
entire five acres, trying to locate the
place where the system turns off.
"Hours went by. Finally, around three
in the morning I found the valve. It was
just a few feet from the front door, and
in full view! It took another hour to
scrape off the mud, take a shower, and
get back to sleep. In spite of that experience, still
I
like deer.
"Naturally, life was simplest when we
lived in one room," Cornel said, reflectively. "But we wanted a baby to grow
up
with
too, I've
wanted Patus.
to Then,
have a career
of heralways
own.
We loved working together on the stage.
Pat is too beautiful and talented not to
utilize these qualities. So we dreamed
and planned and worked hard toward
the day when it would all be possible.
"Life now presents other problems.
Still,, our present mode of living is as
simple as we could have it. We have a
wonderful couple, Claire and Harry Green,
who run the place for us. We have a marvelous French governess for Wendy. At
first we found it difficult to relax, we
were under tension for so long. All I've
done since 'A Song To Remember' is
work, work, work! I went from 'A Thousand And One Nights' right into 'The
Bandit Of Sherwood Forest,' then into
'Leave Her To Heaven,' with one day
between. 'Centennial Summer' followed
SCREENLAND

Joyce Mackenzie
International Pictures Starlet
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And 'Forever Amber' next.
immediately.
But now, with career and home in order,
and Pat signed up at Twentieth, we're
fun!"entertaining.
havelittle
and do
to relax
going
and Pat
Cornel
They never go to parties when he's
working. And he's usually working. Sunday is the day they look forward to
most. They wander around the place,
take long walks up the main road into
the hills. Though they grew up in New
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York, and are strictly "city people,"
they love the humming birds, the squirrels, the hawks, the buzzards, and the
dear little deer. Cornel likes to do physical things, like plowing, and chopping
down trees. There was a forest of
their front winrighttheoutside
eucalyptus
room so dark, it was
dow. It made
necessary to burn a light in the daytime.
In their sunroom, there was never any
sun. At odd moments, Cornel has
thinned out thirty-five trees in all.
Events leading up to Pat's new contract are typical of Hollywood. Invariably, when they've accepted some social
engagement, either an agent or an executive asked why she wasn't in
pictures. A few years before, such interest would have been the answer to their

there weren't
In those
struggles.
s, anddays,
many
invitation
even fewer offers.
Pat and Cornel remember. They are
neither cynical nor bitter. To the contrary, they find it quite amusing.
"One day Pat went to the beauty
parlor." Cornel's eyes gleam when he
tells the story. "Mrs. Zanuck was there,
too. She asked who Pat was, then she
got in touch with Lou Shreiber, one of
Twentieth Century's top executives. Lou
called my agent, and they called Pat.
She told them she still wasn't ready to
try for a career in pictures because she
wanted to be with Wendy until she was
past the infant stage. One night we
were
at Ciro's.
Mr. Zanuck
over Lou
to theShreiber
table. Hebrought
asked
Pat if she wouldn't come over and make
a test. Pat said she would, soon.
"We went out to dinner one night
while I was working in 'Leave Her To
Heaven.' The next morning, my director,
John Stahl, told me he had seen us, and
that he thought Pat was very beautiful,
and he wanted to test her! I explained
that she had already agreed to do one
in a couple of weeks. Mr. Stahl insisted
that Pat shouldn't have the usual routine test. So he talked to Mr. Zanuck,
who gave his permission. The test was
done in record time, one hour, and only
two takes. It was a dramatic scene from
the Hal Wallis picture, 'You Came
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"Four days later, Pat was signed to
aAlong.'
terrific contract — at twice the money
I started with at Twentieth! All the executives were raving about the test, and
when I saw it, so did I. She looked
gorgeous, and played the difficult scene
beautifully. I think she has the same
quality Vivien Leigh has."
Now that it's a professional household, on the phone Claire and Harry no
longer say, "Mr. Wilde's residence." It's
"the Wilde-Knight residence," and the
double meaning usually creates great
amusement.
Pat hasn't worked in three years, so
she and Cornel act out scenes at home.
SCREENLAND
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Occasionally they call in the servants
to get an audience reaction. Their most
astute critic is their little daughter,
Wendy, who is "clever and cute" (according to Pat) , and "what a temperament" (according to Cornel) . Wendy
will be three on her next birthday. She
looks more like Cornel, but one day she
took him into her confidence. "I love
you, Daddy," Wendy explained tactfully. "But Mama is so pretty. When
I grow up, I want to have long blonde
hair, and look just like her." It's Cornel's
guess that if Wendy wants it, it will
happen!
When Louella Parsons announced
Pat's new contract, and her picture appeared in papers all over the country,
fans were very enthusiastic. They wrote
immediately, and asked Pat for her
photograph. They asked Cornel and Pat
for photographs taken together. They
begged them to appear in a picture
opposite each other. A young song writer
even dedicated a song to her. Pat hopes
to play the kind of roles that are dramatic and gutsy. With her luscious
beauty, the result should be exciting.
Although she has yet to appear on the
screen, Pat's publicity has been tremendous. Naturally pleased, Cornel pretends
to be annoyed, and kids her about it.
"Whenever one of my pictures plays
in Boston, Pat gets all the space in the
papers! Pat comes from a prominent
Boston family. Her paternal great-grandfather was Louis Prang, the first and
foremost American lithographer. Karl
Heinzen, Pat's other great-grandfather,
was an associate of Karl Shurz, famous
for activities in Abolitionist Movement.
Pat's maternal grandfather was George
Frothingham Clark, Park Commissioner
of Boston. With a set-up like that," says
Cornel, "what chance have I got, especially in Boston!"
All his
life, Cornel has been interested
in writing, as well as acting. Several
short stories have been published, but
all his spare time during the last two
years has been devoted to a play. One
act is completely finished. The money
has already been promised by an anxious
backer, who keeps calling to see when
the play will be ready. When the last
two acts are completed, Cornel seriously
hopes the studio will allow him and Pat
to appear in it together.
Originally, Cornel and Pat met in New
York when both were unknown and trying to make a name for themselves.
Their romance started then. Pat wasn't
seventeen yet, and Cornel was barely
twenty-one. They appeared together in
"Moon Over Mulberry Street" (opposite
each other) ; in Tallulah Bankhead's
"Antony and Cleopatra"; in "Romeo
and Juliet," with Vivien Leigh and
Laurence Olivier; in "Here Come The
Clowns," and in many other productions
separately. Then, any job and any part
was a blessing. *
Now, ten years later, to return and
co-star on Broadway would make it a
pretty exciting ending — for what is actually the beginning. Watch for the curtain to rise on Patricia Knight and
Cornel Wilde. Yes, Pat will get first
billing, because, as far as Cornel is conwanted it.cerned, that's the way he's always
ScREENLAND
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Wo exercise — net a laxative
Just follow the simple scientific directions of
Dr. Phillips Reducing Plan! In just 30 days
look in the mirror and see the amazing
difference!
GIVEN WITH ORDER:
With your order you are given a 30 day
supply of KELPIDINE (fucus) for use as
part of your breakfast. There is medical
authority that KELPIDINE (fucus) has
been used as an anti-fat and as an aid to
reducing.
SATISFIED
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Newark, N. J. CO.,
Please send in plain wrapper a supply of KELPIDINE
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Dr. Phillips
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satisfied.Plan. My money Will be
□ I enclose $2.00, send 3 months' supply postage
□ I prepaid.
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§ive yourself

SUPREME

COLD

WAVE

CONTAINING "KURLIUM"*
Yes!— with the new Charm-Kurl Supreme Cold Wave
kit it's done in 2 to 3 hours at home! Contains the
same ingredients used by beauty salons giving
COLD WAVES costing up to $10.00, $15.00 or
more. The result will be luxurious curls and waves
that are natural looking and easy to manage.
•
•
•
•
•

Perfect comfort — no machines, no heat
"Takes" on fine or coarse hair
Ideal, too, for children's hair
Your permanent will last months and months
Satisfaction guaranteed or money back

The new Charm-Kurl SUPREME COLD
WAVE Home Kit is for sale at Department Stores, Drug Stores, 5c-l0c Stores.
Get one today — thrill to new-found
glamorous hair beauty by tonight.

m
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Each kit contains a 3-ounce bottle of salon-type COLD
WAVE solution with "Kurlium,"* 60 curlers, 60 end tissues, cotton applicator, neutraiizer and easy-to-follow
instructions. It's complete, there's nothing else to buy'.

Plus 14c Tax

Charm-Kurl contains "Kurlium,"*
Onlyquick
* the
workingHomehairCOID
beaolifler.
the
nation's
biggest
WAVE NoIt's
valuel
*" Kurlium"
is U, S. Registered.
one
else can make this statement.
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Maybelline Eye Shadow, in
Blue, Brown, Blue-gray
Green. Violet and Gray

Compare these two natural color photographs of the same girl. Everything alike,
except the eyes. It's easy to see what Maybelline eye make-up means — plain
faces become pretty, and pretty faces beautiful
A few simple brush-strokes of Maybelline Mascara gives lashes that long,
curling, velvety-dark appearance. The depth and color of eyes are subtly accented
by Maybelline Eye Shadow — and lovely, expressive eyebrows are easily formed
with the soft, smooth Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil.
Try these exquisite beauty aids and see the wonderful transformation in
your charm and expression. For the finest in eye make-up — the favorite of
millions of smart women everywhere — insist on MAYBELLINE.
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Cupid finds it difficult to resist the giri
with Drene-lovely hair!
When you Drene your hair, it gle
with all its natural lustre ... "
all its enchanting highlights revealed
"The best way to catch a camera
or a man's eye," says glamorous
Cover Girl Penny Edwards, "is to lool
your loveliest with shining-smooth hair.
Here. Penny, golden-haired Drene Gir
shows you these easy-to-fix styles
you can try at home
or ask your beauty shop to do.
Your hair is far silkier, smoother and
easier to manage when you use
today's improved Drene Shampoo
with Hair Conditioning action.
No other shampoo leaves your hair
so lustrous, yet so easy to manage.

YOU CUT LOTS OF ICING when you wear these romantic shining
curls. "Drene -washed hair," says Penny, "matches the radiance
your most momentous moments." Drene reveals as much as 33
percent more lustre than any soap or soap shampoo. Since
Drene is not a soap shampoo, it never leaves any dulling film
on hair as all soaps do. Complete removal of unsightly dan- s
chuff too, the very first time you use Drene! See how
Penny's softly-waved hair adds height to her face.

SHAMPOO
Shampoo
Hair

Conditioning

with
Action

LOVE-NEST SHOPPING finds you smooti
groomed . . . your shining-clean hair swept ovr
to one side in this sophisticated style. "Its sj
Penny reveals, "wheii
hair-do,"
any Girl."
easy toa fix
you're
Drene
Note how Drene with Han
Penny's hair beauM-J
leavesshampooing.
fully
behaved action
right after
Conditioning

GIRL: Pygmy, are you talking about my dentist,
my smile, or what?
CUPID: The works, Sis. Because a sparkling
smile depends largely on healthy gums. And
Ipana is specially designed, with massage, to
help your gums. Massage a little extra Ipana
on your gums when you brush your teeth
and you're on the way to a sparkling smile . . .
one who
that'llseesputyou!
a gleam in the eye of every
lad

CUPID: And your dentist .
GIRL: What dentist?
CUPID: What dentist? Don't you know
that "pink" is a warning to see your dentist?
He may find today's soft foods are
robbing your gums of exercise and
suggest "the helpful stimulation of
Ipana and massage.'

AND
IPANA
Product of Bristol-Myers
SCHEENLAND

MASSAGE
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The greatest
star of the
screen !

Paul

Sometimes we wish we were a novelist
—just for the thrill of seeing our words
brought majically to the screen.
★ ★
★ ★
As M-G-M has just
done, for instance,
with A. J.romantic
Cronin's
modern
masterpiece, "The
Green
★ Years".
★
★ ★
If we had written
"The Green Years",
we'd be especially proud of having
created the whole galaxy of fascinating
characters who would shine before us
in the hushed and darkened theatre, the
living images of what we'd envisioned.
★ ★
★ ★
There would be young Robert Shannon
—handsome, sensitive, fighting his way
in a hostile world. And Alison, Robert's
sweetheart, loveliest of all our heroines!
And Grandfather Gow, as rollicking a
rogue as ever caroused across the screen !
★ ★
★ ★
We'd see that first kiss of the lovers...
and Robie's
struggle against
a friendless town
..and the feud of
Grandpa Gow
with his ghoulish
in-laws!
★

★

★

★

And we'd marvel at how perfectly each character has been
cast, as though
born to the role.
There couldn't be a better "Dandie"
Gow than Charles Coburn; a more
splendid Robert than Tom Drake; a
lovelier Alison than Beverly Tyler. This,
by the way, is Beverly's first — and very
impressive — featured role.
★
.★ ★
Laurels would certainly go to Director
Victor Saville and Producer Leon Gordon; to screen play writers Robert Ardrey and Sony a Levien; and to a fine
supporting cast: Hume Cronyn, Gladys
Cooper, Dean Stockwell, Selena Royle,
Jessica Tandy, and Richard Haydn.
★ ★
★ ★
Yes, if we were A. J. Cronin, we'd be
verythehappy
to see
on
screen.
But "The Green Years"
since we're a columnist and not the
novelist, we take our
delight in typingout
this sincere tribute
and signing it

★
i
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Shocking Miss

Lon McCallister, making screen comeback in Sol Lesser's United
Artists release, "The Red House"
Girl: Joan Caulfield, next in Paramount's "Blue Skies"
GoldenPilgrim"
"Heartbeat" in a Hat: Ginger Rogers, star of RKO's "Heartbeat"
Beauty in a Bonnet: Janet Blair, playing next in Columbia's "The
Great Highway"
Torrid Team: Gregory Peck and Jennifer Jones in David O. Selznick's "Duel in the Sun"

Make Mine Disney ("Make Mine Music," Walt Disney's new production); Young Veteran (Dean Stockwell); P/ioto Previews; June
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24
Here's Hollywood
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Gossip by Weston East 64
next to be seen in the

20th Century-Fox film, "Margie," and then starring in
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At seventeen a girl's heart
is so wise — a boy's so
achingly unsure. That's the
way it is with Alison and
Robie in this tender picture of the green years
— those years so full of
laughter and heartbreak.

M-G-M presents A. J. CRONIN'S "THE GREEN YEARS" starring CHARLES COBURN with TOM DRAKE • BEVERLY TYLER • HUME CRONYN • Gladys Cooper
Dean Stockwell • Richard Haydn • Screen Play by Robert Ardrey and Sonya Levien • Directed by Victor Saville • Produced by Leon Gordon • A ftfleiro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
5
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Is this a real romance?
Gail Russell and Guy
Madison, left, hold
hands at famous nightspot. Below, a Bette
Davis rehearses
piece
of business with Dinah
Shore and George
Montgomery before
airshow. Seen at bottom of the page are
Cyd Charisse, lovely
dancer, and Lina
Romay, popular singer, getting
workout
at athehealthful
beach.

(Formerly known as those
difficult days, those certain
days or just "those

days")

Tampax users may agree on the superiority of this method of monthly hygiene, but rheir reasons vary widely.
GLORIA SAYS: "I CAN GO
IN SWIMMING" Yes, Tarn
pax is internally worn, without external belts, pins or
.| pads.
Youand
don't
it when
in use
youfeelneed
not
remove it for your shower,
tub or swim !
BETSY SAYS: "DON'T NEED
A DEODORANT" Right you
are. Betsy! With Tampax no
odor can form and there are
other comforts too. No
chafing. No bulges. Quick
changing; easy disposal....
LUCILLE SAYS: "IT RAISES
MY MORALE"
Tampax relieves embarrassment
at
such times. So dainty and
efficient that millions of
modern women have adopted it. For sale at drug stores,
notion counters, in 3 absorbencies.

history of Hollywood
the there
NEVER
been so much
castingin has
rivalry among the male stars. The
role of Captain Ravic in Eric Remarque's "Arch of Triumph" is the
cause of it all. Helmut Dantine, Paul
Henreid, Jean Pierre Aumont and Kurt
Kreuger are just a few of the actors who
would forfeit the family jewels for a
crack at it. The lucky one will undoubtedly become a great star. And
don't these boys know it! •
TVTOW we've heard everything. At the
* preview of "Two Sisters from Boston," Van Johnson parked
that wad of gum under a
theater seat. When the
lights went on after the
show there was a mad
scramble amongst the
bobby-soxers in the audience who wanted it for a
souvenir of the gala occasion. From where we sat,
plenty of them got stuck
with it!

HELEN SAYS: "A DOCTOR
STARTED IT". . .Doctorinvented Tampax is made
of pure surgical cotton
compressed in dainty applicators. Socompact that
your purse holds a full
month's supply. Tampax
Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

3 absorbencies

J junior
super**

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association
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FROM THIS DAY FORWARD — RKO
Aside from presenting a charming cinematic marital
combination of the lovely Joan Fontaine and Mark
Stevens, a personality who'll top your list of new favorites, this film gives an interesting account of our
economics of the past ten years. Many returning veterans will find added interest in the pivotal scene from
which the story is flashed back. It's the United States
Employment Office where Mark Stevens is trying to
get a job. With each question he answers he remembers the incidents of his marriage — their heartbreaks
during
simple joys.
We've
heardit.
it before,depression,
but never their
so eloquently
as these
starsallplay
THE GREEN YEARS — MGM
Emerging from the superb novel by A. J. Cronin is
one of this year's best movies, setting a high standard
to be topped. Colorful, engrossing, it has an inspiring
treatise on religious tolerance interwoven in the story
of the little orphaned Irish lad brought up by Scotch
grandparents, and a worthy example of tenacity in the
boy's struggle to climb above his station in life to
become a doctor. The king-pin character, the bibulous
great-grandfather, is a masterpiece by Charles Coburn^
Running close seconds are Dean Stockwell and Tom
Drake, both compellingly sincere. Of special note in
cast are Hume Cronyn, Beverly Tyler, Selena Royle.
THE WELL-GROOMED BRIDE — Paramount
You have no idea how much trouble — or fun— one
magnum of champagne can cause until you have seen
this gay comedy with Ray Milland, Olivia DeHavilland and Sonny Tufts vying for the bottle in the leading roles. No, not even one sip was taken from it. The
whole thing starts when Ray Milland's tough superior
officer, James Gleason, Navy Captain, orders him to get
the magnum to launch his ship. Olivia DeHavilland
wants it to launch her wedding to Sonny Tufts, Army
Lieutenant and ex-football hero eager to reenact any
play. It's anyone's guess who gets the bottle and
whom she marries, until Constance Dowling horns in.
GILDA — Columbia
There is much to whet the movie appetite in this torrid
story about the devoted friendship between the owner
of a swank casino and its manager ; the combustible
mixture of love, hate and revenge caused by glamorous,
exciting Gilda; the intrigue of a secret tungsten cartel
operating in Buenos Aires. All that and Rita Hayworth, too, giving her best to top tune, ."Put the Blame
on Mame, Boys," and a pseudo-strip specialty number
that will set the wolves to howling. Glenn Ford, back
from the Marines, is magnificent as the manager who
runs the casino as well as the owner's unfaithful wife.
As menace, George Macready will make you shiver.
SPECTRE OF THE ROSE — Republic
Ben Hecht's arty opus about the ballet will go a long
way toward stimulating movie-goers' interest in the
terpsichorean world in general, and Ivan Kirov in particular. With a physique like that, a charmingly boyish
personality, and the easy grace of his amazing leaps
and bounds in the ballet of the same title, how could
he miss? Viola Essen, a prima ballerina in her own
right, proves herself equally attractive, and more than
capable of the demanding. acting chores as wife of the
half-mad Sanine. Michael Chekov, as harried impresario, Judith Anderson, eccentric ballet teacher, and
Lionel Stander as self-esteemed genius, are excellent.

You getif LongLasting Protection
with Dependable
Nonspi

35'* and 60'" Plus Tax if At all cosmetic counters
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YEAR'S

OUTSTANDING
NEW
STAR!
DANE CLARK IS WINNER OF "MOTION PICTURE HERALD'S" NATION-WIDE THEATRE POLL!
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THAT NEW GAL- BRINGING
A LUSCIOUS NEW 'SOMETHING'TO PICTURES!
jams

paige

directed by FREDERICK de CORDOVA with FAYE EMERSON • GEORGE TOBIAS • HOWARD ofMan"
SMITH • HARRY LEWIS • produced by ALEX GOTTLIEB
ScreenHMind
Play by Gordon Kahn and Leopold Atlas • Original Story by Charles Hoffman and James V. Kern

WaRNeReMINDER:

See 'SARATOGA

TRUNK' yet? Be mighty sure to -or you'll be mighty sorry..
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Here's

a happy

Active, poised

TWO SISTERS FROM BOSTON — MGM
Joe Pasternak does a neat blend of opera
and burlesque in his latest musical with the
talent of Kathryn Grayson effectively and
entertainingly exploited in both categories.
Just wait until you hear her sing the beer
hall nifty, "There Are Two Sides to Every
Girl," with the assistance of that inimitable
Jimmy Durante! Story elements also deal
in contrasts, with June Allyson playing the
other sister in a staid Bostonian family
whose friends raise horrified eyebrows oyer
their doings in the big city. They may raise
eyebrows but you'll be highly amused when
sister
June gets an opera audition for her
and falls in love with Peter Lawford
Lauritz Melchior is excel(umm,
temperamental opera star, heckled
lent as anice!).
by charming newcomer to his world of song.

POSTMAN ALWAYS RINGS TWICE — MGM
Plenty of people will want to see gorgeous
Lana Turner and romantic John Garfield as
Cora and Frank in the film version of James
Cain's novel. Others will want to see how
this widely-discussed book could be made
into acceptable movie fare. There will be a
degree of satisfaction for all, but production
difficulties, even though they are expertly
handled by Carey Wilson, preclude complete
approval. The story is there in almost every
incident : the love affair of the gas-attendant and his boss's wife (leaving much to the
imagination) ; their attempt to murder her
husband, finally succeeding on the second
try ; the travesty on justice suspending the
case
; Cora's
death
and cause
Frank's
indictment
for her
murder.
It will
comment,
pro
and con — hut nlease exclude the children.

A NIGHT IN CASABLANCA — United Artists
The mysterious goings-on in a Casablanca
hotel provide an eventful story to give zest
to this Marx Brothers comedy — their first
since 1941 — produced by David L. Loew.
Groucho causes merriment with his usual
slouch walk in the role of the hotel manager, ajob in which three predecessors have
been murdered. Chico plays the owner of
the camel-taxis, adding a delightful turn at
the piano. But you'll have to wait a little
longer to hear Harpo speak. He manages
expertly with his whistle-talk, which only
Chico can interpret. Charles Drake, a
French aviator in search' of Nazi loot to
clear charges against him, and Lois Collier, pretty secretary, add romance. Lisette
Verea and Sig Ruman score as villains.

EASY TO WED — MGM
There's no doubt that this is Van Johnson's
picture, tailored expertly to elicit squeals
from his fan following, and also to please
and amuse those who haven't yet fallen under his spell. Fitting hand in glove is his
role of the boyishly irresistible ex-hoofer
and reporter who, fired from his paper, is
hired back to make love to a beautiful and
alluring heiress (that's Esther Williams,
exquisite
in Technicolor)
who'ssubstantially
suing for
libel. Contributing
still more
to the entertainment are Lucille Ball as the
dizzy chorus girl who's tricked into actually
marrying the Casanova to enter a countersuit, and Keenan Wynn, doing an especially
nice job as a high-pressure managing
editor. Tt's fun dffmiHv easy to take.

LITTLE GIANT — Universal
More attention than usual has been paid to
story and characterizations in this new Abbott and Costello comedy, without detracting
from the special comedy talents of the team.
In the delineation of Benny, the country
bumpkin who turns failure as a vacuum
cleaner salesman into success with a remarkable memory routine, Costello makes
good use of his special brand of humor.
Abbott contrasts neatly in the double role .
of the finagling manager of the home office,
and the nice boss of a branch office.
Romance rears her pretty head for Costello
(at last!) in the person of cute, pert Elena
Verdugo, with Brenda Joyce and sophisticated Jacqueline De Wit as complications.

HER KIND OF MAN — Warners
Here's another "borderline" badman to add
to the list of those swarming through the

woman,

and

free-

Safe with Meds' protection,
Meds' security!
Have a grand and carefree summer !
Enjoy convenience and comfort,
extra-security and an easy mind—
with Meds internal protection. Meds
can be changed in a moment, disposed of easily and a day's supply
carried in your handbag.
© Meds alone have the "SAFETYWELL"— designed for your extra
protection.
O Meds are made of real COTTON —
soft and super-absorbent for extra
comfort.
• Meds expand quickly and adapt themselves easily to individual needs.
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Note special design of Meds applicators. Firm,
smooth, easy to use, completely disposable.
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it's ZachIn this case
days.
theaters
ary
Scottthese
as the
misguided
character who
turns to gambling for an easy living and
ends up a fugitive from an old murder rap
back in prohibition days. Janis Paige plays
his girl friend and his reason for it all in
glamorous modern attire — an anachronism
you probably will be glad to overlook. Dane
Clark is debonair as the columnist she
should have loved. He hovers about protectingly, but is ineffective in changing the
course of events, which you know must end
in apprehending the criminal, who, by this
time, is also her husband. Sad, isn't it?

Ring out with those roars! Let go with those laughs! Here
the merriest, madcap merry-go-round that ever
rolled you up and down the aisles!
'Paramount

comes

presents

starring

Olivia

DeHavilland

Ray

with

Milland

Sonny

Tufts

James Gleason • Constance Dowling • Percy Kilbride • Jean Heather
Produced by Fred Kohlmar • Directed by Sidney Lanfield
Screen Play by Claude Binyon and Robert Russell

That Oscar winning Movie Man of the Year
follows up his sensational ' ' The Lost Weekend' *
performance with a new screen high in
romantic hilarity I He's out for fun!
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or a star, reDid you see a movie, special
vote of
cently which won your
Make a
approval? Or disapproval? to
Fans
note of it and mail post haste
tell
to
good
more
you
do
Forum. It'll
someone about your likes and dislikes
than to store them away in your own
brain cells. Monthly awards for the
best letters published : $10.00, $5.00 and
five $1.00 prizes. Closing date is the
25th of the month.

letters to Fans'
ss your
addrenland
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Forum
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FIRST

THE TRADEMARK THAT MEANS
THE FINEST IN UNDIESl
No need to guess . . . look for the
famous Blue Swan Undies . . .
in whispery soft fabrics cleverly
styled to fit and flatter.
(^{ssC ^rt'rtSS C/^^S, 'NC
EMPIRE
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PRIZE

WINNER

$10.00
As a wife of a combat veteran of World
War II, I know all too well the_ enormous
value of movies not only in wartime but in
peacetime, too. During the war my husband
and I enjoyed the best of movies at several
Army posts where he was stationed before
and
going overseas. While he was on duty
after he went overseas, the movies became
an important part of my life as a lonesome
service wife for recreation, relaxation and
even education. My husband alsoheapprecihad to
ated the all too few opportunities
see American movies and said many times
that they helped him and his friends in many
"get through" hours of stress and
ways
strain. to
Now, as an average young married
American couple, we continue to find in
movies a form of inexpensive enjoyment,
relaxation and an opportunity to keep up
world.
with what's going on in the post-warveterans
But with my husband and other
in mind, I would like to make the following
suggestions regarding movies :
1. That the movie-makers continue to
show the better pictures of the war years
which so many servicemen have missed seeing. Many of us would enjoy them over
again sharing them with these veterans.
2. That a footnote be added to films
about the war regarding actual incidents or
Screenland

people, telling what actually happened to
these people and if they came through safely. (For example, what about the pilots
and their wives in "Thirty Seconds over
Tokyo," and how have they readjusted their
war? Or the men
lives after
nurse
? ) serving in the
able," and the
Expend
Were
in "They
3. That the addresses of the movie studios be displayed in the lobbies of theaters
so that people may write to express their
opinions, likes and dislikes and thus guide
future movies.
MRS. FRANK L. DUNN, Cambridge, Mass.

SECOND

PRIZE

WINNER

Maybe this letter is out of line, but I
years overfrom three movies,
have justWe returned
and
Stateside
seas. saw many$5.00
us,
to
them
showing
for
thanks, Hollywood,
as we seldom saw a white woman. In many
they prepared us for what we would
ways
find on return. But in one respect they
didn't. They didn't in any way portray the
way Stateside girls really look !
Perhaps Hollywood designers are out of
touch with the fashions the public chooses.
Perhaps they don't want to be in touch. But
if they have any idea that they lead the
public taste— to eyes that haven't seen U. S.t.
girls for three years — it seems they don
Take the matter of hairdos, which are a
d on curgood index. The hairdosno portraye
relation to what
rent screens just have
Joan-ofof girls are ,wearing.
the majority for
example are everywhere,
Arc bangs,
and looking mighty nice, too. But try to
find them on any movie star, on the current
wherescreen! I see lots of "shorty" cuts
no examples on thes,screen.
ever I go — but with
hips,,
square shoulder
It's the same
skirt-lengths and so on. Hollywood is out of

that's how
Anyway,veteran,
S. girls.e-no-see
with toU.a long-tim
who
step
it seems
feminine
latest
the
is very conscious of
styles girls are wearing.
Oh yes, one exception: on page 54 ot
March Screenland there is a picture of
Ramsden
Frances
one banged
! , newto her
more power
comer— and beauty,

SELBY CORBETT, Los Angeles, Calif.

"SUSPENSE"
ALBERT DEKKER
FRANKLIN

A KING BROTHERS PRODUCTION starring BELITA • BARRY SULLIVAN • BONITA GRANVILLE
with EUGENE PALLETTE • Miguelito Vaides • Bobby Ramos & His Band • Produced by MAURICE and

KING • Directed by Frank Turtle • Original Screenplay by Philip Yordan . Music by Daniele Amfitheatrof • AMONOGRAM
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FIVE PRIZE

WINNERS

$1.00 Each
movies
small town where ity
a
Living in
of
rtun
oppo
the
had
just
I
come late
Into Tokyo," and a persS* "First Yank now
formance byan unk n actress worthy of
the Academy Award.
nce
Who is Barbara Hale? Her performa the
carried the under-current that carried
and
picture. Her ability to portray love
yever
of
eyes
to the
emotion brought tears
one who ever knew what she seemingly felt.
know
Come on, you discoverers who reels
talent when you see it, run off a few
yo" and take a
of "First Yank Into Tok
second look. Build her up and you 11 have
She's ideal for the
a star on your hands.lates
t novel, Portrait
lead in Pearl Buck's
iage." Give it to her— and watch
Marr
a
of
her shine.
MARGO STRANGE, North Bend, Ore.

DO

YOU

WANT

Longer

. . .

keteer of the present day. Nevertheless,
there's no lack of excitement and sat
his
and shivered, enthralled, as he laid
villainous schemes.
There is no other actor quite like Charles
y
Laughton— when he has a part he can reall
into.
teeth
his
sink
BETTY TOLES, Colorado Springs, Colo.

I just love pirates— so of course I went
Kidd" and found he was a
"Captain
to see wave
in himself.
crime
Charles Laughton always gives me the
shivers— and I sort of expected something
more like his Captain Bligh in Mutiny on
that a bit
But he wasn't alike
the Bounty." Willi
queer sort of
am Kidd
He made his
a black,
pirate — a cunning Cockney with
callous heart, a treacherous mind, a pious
social ambitions topoverlay to both, and ches
anyone in his path
pin"- it all. He dispat
without compunction, and always pauses
afterward to lift his eyes and murmur,
.
"Rest in peace." What a man !
of
bottle
a
and
o-ho
"Yo-h
no
was
There
rum" business in Laughton's Captain Kidd.
In fact he might be a ruthless Black Mar-

e of
May I beg to differ with G. Schay
tic
drama
the
rning
conce
City
York
New
of Arturo de Cordova in Americanability films?
made
Has Mr. Schaye (I assume it is Mr.
diary
in y"Incen
yed
portra
de Cordo
seen
he so vacapabl
which
Schaye)" in
Blonde
seen
he
has
Romero Kilgannonf"? Or
The role of the
"Frenchmen's Creek
dashing pirate was created for no finer an
actor than Arturo de Cordova. Granted
film, 'Masthat Mr de Cordova's latest
a wishy-washy
querade in Mexico," was
affair, but many great actors are eastern
g
poor pictures many times. Faultyt castin
the
be
canno
nly
certai
play
and a poor sibility. Do you agree?
actor's respon
hubba !
, _„
Aside to Arturo de Cordova— hubba,
ETHEL A. HANSON, Steward, 111.
Everywhere I go I hear how simply
Hodiak
super Van Johnson is and John
Robert Walker, and Cornel Wilde. And
once I would have agreed, but that was
war. I thought oleo was an exduring the
cellent substitute for butter, too, and 1 ate
it as long as I had to. But now the war is
over and I'd like to see the old favorites
back.
There is no doubt about it; Van has
(Please turn to page 20)
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results. Your
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help
lighted See if Joelene's tendency to
lustrous than it
to become softer, silkier, more
helps
week
short
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has been before— in just
font hair gain its normal beauty. Mad the coupon.
• Thrilling Results!
Wst mail the convenient introductory coupon. Take
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advantage of this fully Guaranteed Introduc
s of posat last the happinesyso
Offer today, and know hair
many.
enviedb
andbe
sessing really lovelier
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LONGER

HAIR
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I will try the
• Yes 1 want easy-to-manage, longerIf hair.
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I
results,
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International Pictures presents
EDWARD

G. ROBINSON • LORETTA YOUNG
ORSON WELLES
with

PHILIP MERIVALE • RICHARD LONG • BILLY HOUSE
Produced by S. P. EAGLE
Siory by VICTOR TRIVAS end DECLA DUNNING
Screenplay
by ANTHONYPICTURE
VEILLER
AN INTERNATIONAL
(THE HAIG CORPORATION)Directed
Rdcizxcd thrmtyh
by RKO RADIO PICTURES
ORSON
SCREENLAND

WELLES
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Jane Withers
grown

up!

is really
One

of

inmost
Hollywood's
Janie
debs,
demand
keeps a photo album of
her boy friends, gets
married for the first
time on the screen in
"Lonely Hearts Club,"
but says she's serious
only about her acting

a big
date
g at Janie's
lookinacross
Clayton,comes
Dick album,
shows
he
so
f,
himsel
of
e
pictur
enthusiasm for the whole idea.
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NATALIE WOOD, new child discovery
of TOMORROW IS FOREVER, starring
Claudette Colbert, Orson Welles and
George Brent. An International Picture
released through RKO.
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Anyone can play the Typatune. It's as
easy as ABC ! Just by following the simple
arrangements in the Typatune song book
you can play many old and new favorites
like a veteran . . . "The Man on the
Flying Trapeze" "Yankee Doodle",
"Daisy Bell", and many others. A
Typatune Song Book comes with
your Typatune.
32 musical notes . . .
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typewriter. Finished ire
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Typatune Song Book
No. 1 supplied with
each Typatune ...Song
Book No. 2,
with 15
additional
songs,
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You'll love Typatune's sweet, clear tone
. . it's simply super!
AND — you learn to type!!

including TYPATUNE
It's sensational! It's terrific! It's true! Typatune
Song Book No. I
has a standard typewriter keyboard. You learn
TYPATUNE, INC.
touch typing pleasantly, automatically ... as
45 West 1 8th Street, New York 1 1 , N. Y.
you play sweet songs for your crowd, your folks,
If there is no TYPATUNE dealer in my community, please
send me, C.O.D., one TYPATUNE (with Music Book No. 1)
" plus delivery charges. □
yourself. Can you think of an easier, more
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interesting way to learn to typewrite? See the tuneful
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get the most from vacations. Dorothy loves
lakes, while Miss Russell can evidently have
delightful time at the sea shore in her off
a
with you on your vacation
hours. But both of them have the same
beauty secret. It is being prepared ahead
of time so as to avoid a painful sunburn.
A RE YOU all set for a beautiful SumStart early in the Summer to get your
mer ? It is time now that you should
/-\
skin into sun-shape. The best way to get a
/ \ be ready for fun in the sun, and the
us Jane Russell
tan, of course, is to take your sunlight
lovely Lamour and glamoro
seem to have a number of ideas on how to
straight for about ten minutes the first time
tender skin to the sunyou expose
light in a new season. The skin of
your shoulders and back is likely
to be sensitive so be careful not to
stay in the sun too long before
Sun
The
Let
putting on your favorite sunburn
cream, oil or lotion. And even
with the sunburn protective on
the time
your skin, don't overdo your
skin
you stay out at first. As protection
tans it will need less
You
Make
and will be able to stay longer in
the sun. This is because nature
manufactures a protection in the
skin itself in the form of those
the
tiny pigment cells which form near
Lovely
tan. If you are going to be
salt water, be particularly careful.
You should provide yourself with
beach oil for use at the shore. Rub
it on frequently as it will disappear
into the skin.
Perhaps you are one of those
who want to look as if you had a
Be sure to take beauty
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becoming tan before you have that real
thing. Then tinted makeup films are for
you. You can do a smooth job with those
clever fingers of yours and should certainly
be able to fool your public. Hollywood stars
have discovered that it is even possible today to have a creamy foundation especially
blended to the exact tone of tan they wish.
One young star — definitely the outdoor
type— freckles easily. She has found that

Happy gal! Here's Dorothy lamour in her
speed boat at Lake Arrowhead. See her
in Paramount'* "Masquerade in Mexico."

she can help avoid this by using her sunburn preventive cream as her regular powder foundation all Summer long. She wears
it in town as well as out. She powders over
it exactly as if it were a powder base.
You'll find it wise to take off your protective makeup each night with a quick melting cleansing cream. And stars whose skins
are sensitive are careful to smooth and
soften the skin of face and throat after
exposure, with one of the rich emollient
creams. They wipe it off after about fifteen
minutes. Even a short time is of value.
Your tanned skin will call for different
makeup. Not only a new color of rouge and
lipstick, but just as important, a new shade
of nail polish. Your hands will tan beautifully and naturally. Be sure the color of
polish you use has a slight orange cast rather
tone, to go with it. You'll use less
than
rougeblue
in Summer and a lipstick that, like
the nail polish, is more an orange than a
blue-red. Summer calls for waterproof mascara, and put the eyeshadow away in a spenext Fall."
"Openeyelids.
calledto :your
cial
Instead, compartment
touch cream
Did you ever wonder how it is that on the
screen you see stars dashing in and out of
the water, playing hard and yet their hair
always looks lovely? A good permanent
helps, of course, but many beauty-wise
glamor girls use brilliantine to help control
their waves. Spread a little light oil or brilliantine on the palms of your hands and
smooth them over your hair before exposure
to the sun. A little sun on your hair is definitely tonic and beautifying ; too much will •
finally result in a harsh strawlike look.
So far, not a word about the fact that
you've
a pair
of perfectly
nicereasons.
legs you'd
like to have
tanned
for several
One
reason, of course, is that if they were tanned
just dark enough you'd probably go without
stockings and without leg makeup, too. Well,
that's a neat trick if you can do it. Most of
us are too busy and so use one of the variety
of tinted creams or lotions that have_ all
sorts of names from liquid stockings to just
plain leg makeup. Directions are plainly
given on all the packages and you will do
well to follow exactly what the manufacturer says. He has experimented and knows
just what his product will do under certain
conditions. These preparations are a boon
even without the stocking shortage.
Are you by any chance one of the girls
whose skin peels easily and who wonder
why? And do you use protective cream and
still it peels? Skin peeling, like pain, is a
sign something is wrong. It shows that a
sensitive skin hasn't had enough protection
or has been over-exposed to the sun, or both.
You have to mix. your cosmetics with common sense always. You can't expect miracles, although, sure enough, many of the
preparations being made for us today seem
almost miraculous in what they do.
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No one overlooks underarm odor —
so look to Mum for protection

derarms the special care they need.
Mum smooths on in half a minute.

e way you wear jewels for
A GlFT—th
IT'S
effect.
smart

Keeps you bath-fresh and sweet— safe from
offending underarm odor all day or evening long.

can't you see? Even the loveBut, honey,
liest of trinkets fails to be effective when
charm itself fades away.

Mum is harmless to skin and clothing.
Creamy, snow-white Mum is so quick and

So don't stop at washing away past perspiration. But do guard against risk of
future underarm odor. Let Mum give un-

easy to use— before or after dressing. Won't
dry out in the jar or form irritating crystals. Why take chances with your charm
when you can trust Mum? Get a jar of
Mum today.
•
•
•
For Sanitary Napkins — Mum is gentle, Safe,
dependable . . . ideal for this use, too.

Something new in upswept hairdos!
Pat Alphin adds rosebuds to ringlets.
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a warm personality, but then so has Lew
Avres; John Hodiak has magic in that
smile of his, but I'll take Gable's. Robert
Walker has a simple, quaint manner about
I like William Holden's just as
him, but
All the girls think Cornel Wilde is
well.
superb at sword dueling, but, girls, wait
till you see Tyrone at it again !
So how about that, Hollywood? Will you
call on us once again the way you used to ?
We'll be waiting.
BILLIE PATTERSON, Springfield, Mass.
"Vacation from Marriage" gave Robert
Donat a chance to give another of his brilliant performances. Ah! Such an eloquent
picture on marriage. Why, I could have
eaten it up just like a luscious cream puff,
yes, sir.
workable imaginawith a little
Anyone over
twenty-five will enjoy it. If
tion and
your marriage has gone stale, please go
see "Vacation from Marriage." After seeing that whimsical picture, you'll have fun
trying to imagine how your friends looked
pick-up for boreback.
many domyears
e. IfIt'syoua think a little spat
in marriag
is harmful, have a chuckle at Robert Donat
and Deborah Kerr as tiffing husbahd and
wife.

Greaseless Suppository Gives
Continuous Medication for HoursLeaves No Odor
Here's one of the most widely used
and satisfactory methods for intimate feminine cleanliness — it's so
much easier, daintier and more convenient — so -powerfully effective yet
harmless. It's called Zonitors.

It only ran a
land and it was
gone to see it
houses will have
bill.

week in down-town _Clevewhisked away, or I'd have
again. Our neighborhood
it so I'll see it on a double

don't care for British-made picI usually
tures because they are too dark. Heck ! In
evenis
you haven't
ng romance
this
or not, it
if it is, dark
to notice
time .charmi
Robert
such a pleasure to watch lovable
and winsome Deborah.
STELLA PROKOP, Cleveland, Ohio

HONORABLE

MENTION

Once in a great while, a simple motion
picture can raise you from the dregs of
fear to the pinnacle of high spirits.

s "Corner
Dick ofPowell'
is what
himselfed"a
proving
Outside
to me.
didThat
talented actor (not a plain musical comedy
boy any more), he showed me that dogged
persistance will bring you to your goal —
any goal — as long as you persist hard
enough, thoroughly enough, continuously
enough.
For this lesson, my sincere thanks to
Dick Powell, the cast, the director and the
writer of "Cornered."
JEANETTE

WINEGARDEN,
Van Nest, N. Y.

While the wartime movie menu was fairly
well-balanced, I am hoping the post-war
bill-of-fare includes some spicy new dishes.
Something meaty yet tasty and flavorful
that will lift us out of a too practical
world into fanciful realms of delight. A
dream-flight now and then is good for the
best of men (and women).
True-to-life dramas are often depressing. Maybe I want the floss without the
dross, but there should be a happy medium
between fairy-tale make-believes and the
boogie-woogie backwash of human nature.
A. P. BRYANT, Tulsa, Okla.

It seems to me that the radio is spoiling
all "singable" movies by over-using their
song hits and theme songs before the public
has a chance to see the picture.
I live in a place big enough to have
first-release movies; yet the other night
Girls" on
Harvey
"Themovie
see the
I went
when
was stale to
here,
run to
its first
me because I had heard its song hit. "The

Positively Non-Irritating; No Burns; No Smart
Zonitors are greaseless, stainless
snow-white vaginal suppositories.
When inserted, they instantly begin
to release their powerful germicidal
properties and continue to do so for
hours. Yet they are safe to most
delicate tissues. Positively non-burning, non-poisonous, non-irritating.
So Easy To Carry If Away From Home
Zonitors actually destroy offending
odor. Help guard against infection.
They kill every germ they touch.
You know it's not always possible to
contact all the germs in the tract
but you can be sure that Zonitors
immediately tell every reachable germ
and keep them from multiplying.

FREE: Mail this coupon today for
free booklet sent in plain wrapper. Reveals frank intimate facts.
Zonitors, Dept. 2.S-66, 370 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Name
Address.
. State.
City
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Gene Autry, after more than four years with United States Army Air Force, signs
musical Westerns, pleasing Republic's president, Herbert J. Yates,
for high-budget
up well
as thousands of movie fans who have remembered the famous cowboy star.
as
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ality and physical appeal. At least, that is
my hope. Beliefs like his are good guides
for youth in this Atomic Age. I salute
him with respect for his intelligence and,
incidentally, for his ability to act.
LEA SHORT, Nocona, Tex.

so
Fe," of
Santeinstead
the So,
Atchison,h Topeka
radio.
on the and
over-muc
having the feeling that I was listening to
a great song hit, I was ready to hit the
next person who started to sing it !
I love the movies and I love hit songs.
But it does seem that something should be
done to protect the movie-loving public
from becoming warble-weary before they
have a chance to see the picture from
whose setting the tunes were taken.
ELIZABETH J. MOORE, Asheville, N. C.
Do my eyes deceive me or am I just
seeing things? In a recent issue of Screenland a Miss Betty Bartok, of Ecorse,
Michigan, suggested Bacall and Lizabeth
Scott do a picture together. I was appalled
at the idea myself. Have you ever thought
of holding a match to a charge of dynamite ?
It just wouldn't work, would it? Neither
would her suggestion. Bacall is different,
has talent, is a really fine actress, and has
a style of acting all her own.
Put Scott in a picture with her? Incredible! A sister act? Don't make me laugh.
Bacall is a lone wolf and likes it, and I
do too, like millions of others.
I have never written to you before but
when someone comes up with a statement
as indiscreet as that, I just had to have
my say.
HELEN PHILLIPS, Birmingham, Ala.
After reading John Hodiak's "This is
What I Believe" in Screenland, I should
like to -do. two things : see his personal
library, and dig out my old service cap so I
could take it off to an actor with a social
conscience.
I should like to see his personal library
in order to verify my guess that he lets
some of the world's greatest thinkers in
the fields of sociology, psychology, and

I havestarring
just seen
"Kitty,"
the Paramount
release
Paulette
Goddard
and Ray
Milland.
While I have only to compliment those
ardent fans who have stood by such actors
as Van Johnson and Robert W alker, I know
there are numerous movie-goers like myself,
who are still scanning the silver screen for
other equally attractive and charming young
men. If that be true, I say notice Michael
Dyne, the young man who brings so much
charm to the above-mentioned film with his
portrayal of His Royal Highness, the Prince
of Wales.
I'll admit you see very little of him in
this
film,
and him
thata ischance.
why I've
this
letter.
Give
Paywritten
particular
attention to him in this picture, and then
Nanette Fabray, radio star, also playing
lead in Broadway's hit musical, "Bloomer
Girl," looks like a good movie bet, too.
philosophy help him tackle the baffling
mental whirlwinds of his age and time.
And that he has the good sense to leave
his mind wide open and let ideas walk in
and out, keeping only those that fit his own
intimate needs — needs conditioned by his
experiences in life.
I take my old service cap off to him,
because I think his frank discussion of his
beliefs may have planted the tiny seeds of
social consciousness in some of the teenage girl's who have heretofore, endowed him
with nothing more than a charming person-

see
you don'tto agree
with look,
me that
we fans
are ifentitled
a better
minus
the
powdered wig.
BETSY CRENSHAW, Dallas, Tex.
I'm getting tired of seeing pictures presenting the human miseries and problems of
life. Too often we get a deep psychiatric
plot which leaves the after effect that we
are all neurotics and crazy at that. I go to
the theater for enjoyment and relaxation.
Usually the plots involve nothing but worries, which we all have, much less paying
admission to see more unsolved problems.
The tempo is always set so fast, the music
played so loud, that I find myself continually on edge with taut nerves. .Seldom can
I say I am relaxed and entertained.
I'm for making more good, clean, slap-
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for figure flattering" magic tkat adds new
glamour to America's most pkotograpked teautie
...tne "Miss America" title contestants and trie
Stars of Hollywood. All count on Catalina's
exclusive designs, spirited styling tkat give
California color and drama to every suit.
Depend on Catalinas to give
your figure tke same slimming,
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stick comedies, and pictures like "The Bells
let's
of St. Mary's." Come on, Hollywousod,
relaxaa little. Give
slow down the pace
tion and entertainment both at the same time.
It can be done.
KURT A. ILGEN, Clayton, Mo.
I think the idea of making radio programs
into movies is a wonderful idea. We women
who stay home most of the day listen to the
radio as we do the chores around the house.
I, for one, often wish I could really see how
one of these programs is produced.
Well, the movies have answered that wish
and laid it right into my lap. I know they
have made a picture version of "People Are
Funny," with interesting radio and screen
stars, and Tom Breneman's swell program,
"Breakfast in Hollywood."
Honestly,
this source
combina-of
tion of movie it's
andwonderful
radio, the— best
our recreation. I hope we have more, even
though Hollywood is doing well as it is, and
Iat feel
if I don't go to the movies
leastlonesome
twice a week.
MRS. LUCY MURDZEK,

Meriden, Conn.

During a lifetime of forty-seven years I
have seen almost every type of motion picture, dating back to when I was a kid and
the first theater was opened in this city with
admission of five cents, to see such thrillers
as William (Billy) Anderson, then on
through the ages of "The Clutching Hand,"
"The Perils of Pauline" to the up-to-date
era of "The Dolly Sisters."
During the motion picture portion of my
lifetime I have never gone to see the same
picture twice. Many of them I have left
before the show was half over.
Now the history has been broken, since I
have
"The theaters
Dolly Sisters"
at
three seen
different
in nine four
weeks times
in this

-41
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city and I shall see it again if it
Judging from capacity filled theaters
time proves I was not alone in my
that "The Dolly Sisters" was a fine

returns.
at each
opinion
picture.

No — definitely no — it was not pretty legs,
beautiful costumes and figures that lured me
back. It was the music, songs and dancing
that got me. Back in the days this picture
depicted, I had an orchestra of my own and
we wore out our instruments playing the
very music
in this picture.
heard
dreds of remarks
about thisI have
picture
and hunnot
a single one that was not complimentary.
It all sums up to this : Let us have more
pictures with Betty Grable, June Haver and
John Payne as teammates — plus songs and
scenes
romanceand
that"Under
lived inthe
the Old
daysApple
when Tree"
OPA
was never thought of and your last pair of
shoes weren't being worn out in an effort to
find a pound of butter.
F. M. STERLING, Knoxville, Tenn.
So Hollywood has finally discovered Cornel Wilde and I say, it is about time. Why, I
remember when I first eyed this guy. It was
back in 1940 in a picture called "Small Town
Deb" with Jane Withers. He was swell.
I then waited to see him again. I got my
chance in "Life Begins at 8:30" with Ida
Lupino. He gave a smash performance—
but still no attention from producers was
given to him.
Next I saw him in "Wintertime" with
Sonja Henie. What a waste of talent! I lost
track of him for a while, only to have him
reappear in the smash hit, "A Song to Remember" and he was an even bigger hit. "A
Thousand and One Nights," "Bandit of
Sherwood Forest" and "Leave Her to
Heaven," all hits, behind him and the brightest star in Hollywood is on his way after a
long and winning fight to fame. Lots of
luck, Cornel Wilde.
GLORIA GRINTA, Warren, Ohio
I don't
my two
cents'in worth
mean
muchsuppose
lout I want
to put
a plug will
for
Tom Ncal. For quite a while now my friends
and I have been watching Tom's progress.
At first it was sketchy but under all there

STYLED ESPECIALLY TO FLATTER
YOU WHO WEAR SIZES 9 TO 17
On the beam . . . straight from fashion's
Main Stream! Look at that nipped-in
bowed waist; the deep fringe on the
smart cap sieeves; the expensive detail!
Wear it and rate raves! In luxury rayon,
metal-buttoned from cardigan neck to
hem. Lime, melon, aqua. Sizes 9, 11, 13,
15, and 17 . . . and NOW . . . ORDER IT
at its unbelievably low price!
SEND NO MONEY - WE MAIL C.O.D.
Guarantee: Money back if
you're not fully satisfied.

BROADWAY. FASHIONS, INC. .
1181 Broadway, New York 1, N. Y.
Pleas* -send . mo "BROADWAY" JUNIOR @>
$5 .84. plus postage . ■ *
T•
; Isf color choice .
^. .,;:. „/,,
2nd cotot choice
.
Size . ^ v..
.... :
..
* My .Nome * ..
.. .
My Address ;.
■.
City. • . • . ...... Zone Slate
To save CO,D. fee and speed delivery/ send
$6.00 by check, money, order, or cash (securely
wrapped) which includes mailing and handling.
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Betty Grable, stars of 20th Century-Fox's "The Shocking Miss Pilgrim,"
Haymes
Dick their
between scenes. Bobby-socked Betty indulges in some relaxing toe-wriggling.
easeand
take
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Parfum $1 to $15 ...
Toilet Water $1, 2.50, 4.50
Bubble Foam, Bath Powder, Sachet, Face Powder,
each $1 ...Talc 554 ...
At your favorite drug and
department store.
(all prices plus taxes)
Also in devil-may-care
"Nonchalant"

Remember the pin-up girls? Here's Sally
Gray, star of "Dangerous Moonlight,"
favored by British forces during war years.

Varva,
New Empire
York 1,State
N. Y.Bldg.

was a talent which was very exceptional.
His best break to date was his role as
Major Steve Ross in "First Yank Into Tokyo." With fine support from Barbara Hale,
Richard Loo a-nd Keye Luke, Tom turned
in a mighty fine piece of work. I don't know
how anyone else feels about it, but I think
the guy deserves a break. So how about it ?
BETTY RYAN, Detroit, Mich.

I'm a movie fan — me and a hundred million other people. I love the theater. But
today I'm not paying any tribute ; I'm complaining! The American theater-goer is
getting soft. He's becoming sentimental.
Now don't misunderstand me; sentiment is
a marvelous thing. If we had more of it,
properly guided, this old world might be
running a little more smoothly. But I'm
afraid we fans are carrying it a little too
far. Look at "The Bells of St. Mary's" a
moment and I'll illustrate my point. We
fans just couldn't stand to see little Patsy
unhappy. So, in a neat three minutes of
film time, we take it for granted she is capable of passing her examinations, we restore her shattered faith in her mother, we
reunite her with a long-lost and heretofore
unseen father, and we march her, beautifully
gowned, up the aisle with her classmates to
receive a mysteriously supplied diploma!
Now wasn't that sweet? But wasn't it a
wee bit fantastic? At any rate, you must
admit it wasn't very true to life. You must
also admit we have gone pretty far down
the road to becoming "softies" when we
can't bear
other year. to let Patsy stay in school an_We movie-goers should sit up straight and
give ourselves the once-over-lightly. Let's
ot lose our sense of balance, our good taste,
I
n
for sentimental "goo" in the
n exchange
movies
i We movie-goers rule Hollywood ;
let's run it right !
MRS. RAY WEEKS, Columbia, Tenn.
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Two glamorous makeups, one
is a creamy liquid and the
other is in cake form, from
House of Hollywood, left.
Glo-Ver Beauty Shampoo
of blended vegetable
oils, below, to give your
hair a beautiful lustre.
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Product news! Colgate
presents Veto, center below, a new cream deodorant containing Duratex.
Bonnie Casey, starlet of the
DuBarry Success School
Fair,"
"Fit inandschools.
movie, isentitled
which
now shown

When

AS YOUR skin changes with the sun
/-\ this Summer you will probably want
/ \ to change your powder foundation.
Did you know that quite like the most
glamorous movie star you may have one
specially blended to match your skin? The
one we have in mind is appropriately called
Chromablend and the Jacqueline Cochran
beauty representative at your favorite store
will do the blending for you. While you are
in ihe store ask to see Miss Cochran's new
"Better Times'' makeup, lipstick, rouge and
face powder. Beautiful for really better
times !
Another cosmetic we like is Filmtone
Liquid Cream Make-up from the House of
Hollywood. This is a smooth, creamy liquid
which spreads over the surface- of the skin
like a delicate veil. It helps protect your
complexion, too, and stays on hours without
looking masky. Several shades are all ready
for you to choose.
Helena Rubinstein is out with a new Leg
.Lotion we are assured is water-resistant and
will free you from worry about your liquid
stockings spotting or streaking. It flows on
creamy smooth and has a pleasant fragrance. In either of two nice shades it looks

hearts are one and time
stands still . . . your watch must

carry on. Guard each tender
precious moment with the
accuracy of a WELSBRO—
fittingly beautiful.

Remember the Softol Cuticle
While
" Set?
like nylons.
■we're talking Summer, give yourself a pedicure with that handy little gadget which
works rather like a fountain pen and removes dead cuticle in a flash. The Softol
lubricant not only helps beautify, your nails
(whether fingers. or toes) but helps control
callouses on your feet.
This is a time of gay hew names and gay
new colors in nail polish together with
matching lipsticks. Perhaps, the most excitCarnais Revlon's
ing tion.
of these
It is brand
new with Bachelor's
a life and sparkle
that will delight you. The package has been
made to resemble a black coat lapel with red
carnation printed on white ; inside are the
nail
polish, lipstick and convenient bottle of
Adheron.

Priced from
$19.75 to $250

At
Better
Jewelers
Everywhere
WELSBRO

And here, just as we go to press, out
comes Tussy with an exciting new lipstick
and nail enamel, New Flame. The lipstickcase, pink plastic, is, bar none, the smartest
we've seen. And the popularity of the color
they say is spreading like wildfire.

e6
WEISSMAN WATCH CO.. 20 W. 47th ST., NEW YORK, NX
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ating position if it were
Of course. Forgive
me.

AS Spencer
"Good
night" look
I could
-i*.
tell fromsaidthe
troubled
in
Marian's eyes that he was walking out
of her life as so many other attractive
men had done. And I knew it was for
the same reason ! As one of her older
friends, dared I tell her what this intimate reason was? Or should I stand
mutely by seeing her make the same
mistake that so many women make
over and over again?
For a long time I hesitated then I
broke it to her as tactfully as I could.
She flushed scarlet.

"Do you remember
Blake . . . how quickly
not."
he drifted
away? And
Tompkins? How eager he was to meet
you and how soon he lost interest?"
Marian nodded.
"Well, darling, that was the reason.
Blake came right out and said so and
Tompkins and two or three others
hinted as much. I wanted to tell you
then but the subject* seemed so delicate Ijust couldn't."
Marian gulped. "I'm ever so grateful," she said. "What a fool I've been.
Wait and see how different things are
going to be — and Fm getting Spencer
backH

"Why, Ann, it's unthinkable! I'm so
fastidious! It can't be true. It can't!"

"But, Marian," I protested, "surely
I would not put myself in this humili-

Don't make the mistake of assuming
that your breath is always agreeable.
It might be off-color this very moment
SCRF. ENLAND

without
it. That's (bad
the
insidious your
thingknowing
about halitosis
breath)*. You may offend others without realizing it.
Don't Take Chances
Isn't it silly, then, to risk offending
this way when Listerine Antiseptic
offers such an easy, delightful precaution? This wonderful antiseptic helps
to make the breath sweeter, more appealing. Never, never omit it before
social and business engagements.
While some cases of off-color breath
are systemic, some authorities declare
that most cases are caused by the bacterial fermentation of tiny food particles clinging to mouth surfaces.
Listerine Antiseptic quickly halts such
fermentation and then overcomes the
odors it causes. At once your breath
becomes sweeter, purer, less likely to
offend.
Remember to use Listerine AntiIt pays.septic the next time you have a date.
Lambert Pharmacal

Co., St. Louis, Mo.
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I though
that Johnso
strictl for bobbyThen came your New York visit — first time you'd
returned to the big town since success. You left a chorus
man, came back an important star. At the Waldorf they
assigned special guards for your protection; Park Avenue outside Manhattan's Grand Hotel was jammed with
autograph hounds; your company, MGM, threw a tremendous party so that newspaper, magazine, and radio
press could meet you. It was V.J. Day in a big way.
I never saw so many people so curious about a movie
star. But you disarmed 'em completely, and how? By
being yourself. When an important editor asked you
apologetically for an autograph for — of course — her
cook's little girl, you gave that grin and said, "Autograph? Will I? Twist my arm, just twist my arm,"
grabbed pencil and paper and tossed it off with a flourish.
You like to give autographs, you like the fans, you don't
try to dodge 'em, you don't wear dark glasses, you drink
milk in night clubs. That Van Johnson boyish exuberance happens, by some miracle, to be the real thing. Of
course your "triumphant return" had its drawbacks.
"People," you said to me somewhat sadly, "have
changed." But you haven't changed, and that's the important thing, and the rare thing. As a matter of fact,
next time I'm invited to join a V.J. Fan Club. I'm going
to say, "Will I?
Twist my arm,
just twist my
arm."

m

MIUAND

Scoop!
winning

Ray's reactions
coveted

to

"Oscar"

The role for which Milland won the highest Hollywood award: that of Don Birnam
in "The Lost Weekend." Above, in a
scene with Doris Dowling. Lower right,
scenes from new Milland successes:
"Kitty," with Paulette Goddard; "The
Weil-Groomed Bride," with Olivia Oe
Havilland; "The Trouble with Women."
with Teresa Wright playing opposite him.

Milland is neither bewildered nor amazed over
winning the Academy
Award for his performance as
Don Birnam in "The Lost
Weekend." There are several
reasons for this: (1) Milland

RAY

does not amaze easily; (2) he's
a very nonchalant person; (3)
while he didn't know he was
going to win the Grand Prix
this year he knew some time or
other he would. Perhaps it did
come sooner than he expected.
Ray
admits
this was his

toughest assignment. And that's quite
an admission from a guy who gives one
the impression that whatever film he's
in is just another romp.
Cornering Milland to make a state-

men t( is no easy task. But we were fortunate to be on the set for "California,"
his next big vehicle, and we hurled the

"Was 'The Lost Weekend' your tough-

questions so fast he didn't have a chance
to beat a hasty but polite retreat.

"Did

"Yes,"
he shot back.
est assignment?"
we asked.
you feel you were working
(Please turn to page 88)
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Little
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fanfare
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well,
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star,
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befitting
heir of a
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behind

it all —

just

listen!

pers an
newspa
WHEN
a son. wei;
nouncedthe that
ing eight pounds and thrc
ounces, had been born at 9:48
February v2, at the Cedars of Lebanon
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Hospital
gs.
min
it was quite an understateCum
ment. Sure, little Robert Richard Cummings arrived with the fanfare befitting the
son and heir of a movie star, but the story
behind the story was played with all stops out.
For Bob Cummings found he couldn't just
take this business of fatherhood calmly in his stride.
Right from the first, he had all the symptoms. For one

way

thing, there were mornings when he didn't feel so well.
Nor did he go to any horror pictures, for fear of marking
the baby. He kept the doctor's phone busy with questions
like: "How about swimming, long automobile rides, shamjioos
and taking aspirin?" He took his mile walk every day,
with Mary to keep him company. On the other hand. Mary
sailed through the whole thing like a breeze. Wives are like
that. Taking things calmly seems natural for them. But —
Robert was in a tizzy right from the moment he learned
he was to be a father. Mary was along, of course, when they
went to the doctor's office that first time. The doctor talked
to Bob: "Well, it looks like you'll be a father in about seven
months." he said. The room skeedaddled around. Afterwards,
it was Mary who helped Bob into the elevator. All the
30

home the
tires kept saying, "It's a boy! It's a
boy!" Robert was firm about that. He gave the stork to
understand this boy-girl matter once and for all. Although
once or twice Bob and Mary said Kandice would be a nice
girl's name, because then they could call her Candy, this
was only a gesture. Bob ordered a boy. He threatened darkly
that if the Ole Stork knew what was good for him, he wouldn't
get
mixed
"I'll put the glint
fingersparkling
on the old
he
said things
finally,
with up.
a determined
in bird,'
his eyes.
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What a father goes through! "I'm darned if I'm going to have another baby!"
said Bob emphatically even as he gazed adoringly at son Bob, Jr. — above,
left, with his beautiful mother, the former Mary Elliott, who was under contract to MSM Studio before her marriage tc Bob, and, right, with his nurse.

Probably no father ever had such elaborate plans. Even
before little Bobby was born, big Bobby had him an
Academy Award winner, a famous pilot, and the President
of the United States all in one fell swoop. Nothing small

ft

Exclusive
photos by
tack Albin

about the Cummmgs' dreams! As for being an expectant
father, the question around the house seemed to be: how
expectant can you get?
Dr. Krahulik, who delivers more babies than any stork,
and whose method is more reliable anyway, was the doctor
in charge. From the moment he informed Bob he was to become afather, Bob was in the clouds. AH the way home that
day, he could hardly believe it was true. He immediately got on
the phone and called his dear friends, Robert Young (who has
done a good job with his own production line) , Andy Devine,
ami Bill Wellman. Bob wanted them to tell him all the
Things a Young Father Should Know. They reassured him,
warned him about calcium, catching cold and not getting
too tired. Besides this first-hand information, Bob started
extensive research. He hied himself down to the public library
for from
a copy
of Dr.
Herman Bundesen's "Our Baby," and read
it
cover
to cover.
Then came a period when Bob no longer had that sinking
feeling when he awakened in the morning. On the contrary,
he became obsessed with a desire to Do Things. On his ranch
in Van Nuys. he had a workshop. He immediately bought
lumber, took measurements and set busily to work making
baby furniture: chests of drawers, cabinets, closets, wall
brackets to hang things on. Then he made his big mistake.
He went shopping for pink and blue paint. He finally found
it at the Van Nuys hardware store. Soon gossip columnists
were saying that the stork rumors about the Robert Cummings were true. The thing that cut Bob to the quick, however, was that he swore his friends to the deepest secrecy
and made them all take an oath not to tell any member of
the press the big news. ''So." says Bob. "imagine my surprise
when I discovered that Andy Devine had to blab it right
away to the Van Nuys Spy Glass! You can't trust anyone,
Once the cat was out of the bag. there was an avalanche
the gossips!"
of phone calls. Every time Bob picked up the receiver, he
would hear that bucolic welcome: "Hel-lo, DAA-dy!" Or,
"Have you had your calcium today?" Then, too. everyone
started speculating whether or not the baby would be born
on Jack Benny's birthday. February 14. Jack is a hero of
Bob's, and so Bob gave the stork strict orders to have the
baby at the hospital on Valentine's Day. The stork evidently
got rattled, over-anxious and eager to please, because the
baby arrived a couple of weeks ahead of schedule.
Seriously, however, Robert Cummings did a lot of deep
thinking about his unborn son. There were times he stared
at the ceiling all night long
(Please turn to page 89)
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"Everything and everybody are the
same now I'm back," says Lon. "I expected they'd change. They haven't,
but I have. I've come of age!
Exclusive Interview
By Ben

Maddox

FOR more than half of Lon McCallister's time away in uniform I was
his Army sergeant. Imagine my
bang, then, at being sent out to interview him now that he's back in Hollywood. In deference to our "good old
togethe
days
to see him. r," I was the first reporter
Having risen from the ranks of pvt.,
pfc, and ultimately cpl., very much exCorporal McCallister politely rose from
the booth he'd, staked out in the
Beverly Hills Brown Derby. He had
blithely upset them by ordering merely
milk. I spent months teaching him to
drink coffee, but he has a disconcerting
habit of being himself everywhere.
"War," grinned the kid with the grin
and the dimple that devastates junior
misses, "was never like this!" From then
on we didn't stop talking until we dove
into the Pacific Ocean in his front yard
at Malibu Beach.
Glowing with health, sporting a tan
that made the twinkle in his eyes even
bluer, he was proud of his first new
civilian suit. "It was a hard fight, but
I got it. I'm breaking in the feel of it,"
he explained.
He's not clothes or car crazy. His
black coupe is pre-war, and sentimentally
bears his college sticker on its windshield. It's a twenty-two mile drive to
his home from Hollywood. When we got
there he quickly switched into swimming
shorts and slippers,, his favorite costume
for around the house. Individualistically,
he'd made his shorts out of a giant
bandana.
In the Army I was forever yelling,
"Where's your cap, Junior?" He was
(Please turn to page 76)

You'll be seeing Lon McCallister on the screen
again
soon, first
in "The
for 20th
Sol
Lesser-United
Artists.
Then Red
Lon House,"
reports to
Century-Fox, owners of the other half of his contract, for "Scudda Hoo, Scudda Hay." Top, Lon
with Jeanne Crain rehearsing for a radio show.
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to be pretty nice ind
less to say, very much in love. All of
which brings us to Angela Lansbury and
Richard Cromwell.
Actually, they had planned on culminating their courtship in a courthouse.
It was late September (now you know

ANY

why they love "'The September Song")
" down with
when they loaded ''Beckypacked
in ice.
bulging suitcases, flowers
Life was about to become a beautiful
For three years, "Becky" had
adventure.
her master faithfully. Her warm
served
mechanical heart purred with pride and
no prejudice.
Now "Becky" seemed to sense another
woman was alxHit.to usurp her. At least,
so Angela decided after three blowouts,
and finally a sit-down strike. By the
time they reached Independence, the
courthouse was closed. It was either
wait - until the following morning or the
sheriff. Fortunately, Angela and Dick
are blessed with vivid imaginations. The
jailhouse became their chapel. And so
they were married.
.^bests' 1*3^" -.

In the charming house on a hilltop which
and is now presided over by blonde Angela,
session, play with pet bird, "Dorian," gaie
game on their glass-topped table, and
They honeymooned in a cabin on the
shores of Lake Tahoe. Followed wonderful days of planning their future, hiking,
•sailing, dining leisurely in front of an
open fireplace. Finally the
time came to head for
home and Hollywood.
"Becky's" disposition had
not improved with standing
and waiting. Most of the
trip back, Angela guided
the wheel, while Dick got
out and pushed. Eventually
they arrived in the beautiful hilltop house that was
Dick's during bachelorhood.

was Dick's during hit bachelorhood
the Cromwells kid through a musical
over their domain, play a friendly
collaborate on a family portrait.

Plans had been made, promises given,
that Angela's . new dressing room would
be ready and waiting. Typical of the
been
hadn't evenAngela
new addition
the Before
times,
started.
her marriage,
shared a home with Moyna Magill, her
actress mother. (Remember Moyna's
clever pantomime at the lunch counter
with Keenan Wynn in "The Clock"?)
So Angela kept all her clothes at
Moyna's — dashing over every time she
tume.
needed to make a quick change of cosEventually, the dressing room was
completed. The moss green velvet
couches arrived for the Victorian living

room. Wedding presents were opened,
the telephone started ringing. Ruby, a
dusky pearl, arrived to take over the
duties in the kitchen. They were off to
the serious business of living like Mister
and Missus.
Symbolically, a pair of love birds, a
gift from Alice Terry and Rex Ingram,
squeezed through the bars of their cage,
and secured their freedom. Dick went
right out and bought a cockateel for
Angela,
which
she promptly named

"Dorian," in honor of you know what
Prior to meeting Richard
picture!
Angela stoutly maintained
came first, was the foremost
along.
her life. And so it was. Then

Cromwell,
her career
interest in
Dick came

'T've always said I wouldn't marry
until I was twenty-five," Angela muses.
"Roy (Dick's real name) and I knew
each other just six months when I began
(Please turn to page 86)
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Exclusive color photo by
A. I. Whifey Schofer, Paramount

OUNG and goldenly beautiful Miss Joan Caulfield made
her first appearance on any screen in Paramount Pictures' "Miss Susie Slagle's," in which she plays opposite
to and wins the love of star Sonny Tufts. Whereupon, she
was co-starred with Bing Crosby and Fred Astaire in Irving
Berlin's "Blue Skies" and with Bob Hope in "Monsieur Beaueaire." That's what Hollywood thinks of Miss Joan Caulfield.
But what does Miss Joan Caulfield think of Hollywood?
What,, that is, does Joan think of the supposedly halcyon
state commonly known as Being A Movie Star? Is it simply
too heavenly? What, in short, do you gain by it? Or what, if
at all, do you lose?
Across the luncheon table at "21,"

starred wUk
J°"ny Tuff, ;ft*C

Bob

. w,fh

(Please turn to page 96)
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Ginger Rogers finished up
in RKO's
her acting job
"Heartbeat"
and went off
on a shopping spree to
celebrate. And how do
you like the bonnet and
scarf ensemble, by DeViller? Gay as Ginger herself in her new picture
with Jean Pierre Aumont.

Exclusive color photo
by Jack Aibin

They're
James

all talking

about

Britain's No. 1
actor — "colorful,

Mason,

character

savagelye brillian
, exclusiv
ew
dynamican
intervit."
Here's
with him direct from London

Hettie

BRITISH film critics often call him
"colorful, dynamic, savagely brilliant." Actress Pamela Kellino
called him "the most fascinating and unusual man I've ever met" a few years
ago and then married him. Long-suffering directors and studio technicians
sometimes call him names that are nobody's business. Delighted London exhibitors describe him as "the biggest boxoffice star we have" and Queen Elizabeth
has been heard to say he's the perfect
period actor.
They're all talking about this man
James Mason, with his thick black hair
and heavy brows and firm mouth and
keen dark eyes that can flash with sud40

If you saw him in "The Man in Grey" or "The
Seventh Veil," you're probably already a
Mason fan and will want to see him in his
next release, "The Wicked Lady," in which he
appears opposite Margaret Lockwood (right).
Said to be Britain's highest paid movie actor,
Mason is seen at left above as the sinister
ke in "Fanny by Gaslight,"
Lord
in this country.
to be shown
soon Mendersto
den passion or soften to gentle tenderness. He's Britain's No. 1 character
actor, at his best in costume productions
to which he brings the swaggering gallantry and the fiery individuality which
properly belong to the men of those bygone days. His film "The Man in
Grey," was screened in London at the
height of the blitz, and night after night
a crowd that was mainly composed of
women braved the dangers of the streets
to pack the theater and see him.
"The Wicked Lady," in which he plays
(Please turn to page 83)
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The voice of Nelson Eddy,
in "The
heard
right, isWho
to
Wanted
Whale
one of the
at the Met,"episodes
Sing amazing
ten
in

J.

Nelson Eddy fans will thrill
to his voice even though it
seemingly emanates from
Willie The Whale, one of
Disney's new and novel
creations. Below, Walt and
Nelson discuss the score
in Walt's studio. Another
episode features the fulsome voice of Jerry Co. lonna reciting
immortal baseballthe
classic;

fullWalt Disney's newest RKO.
length feature for
Walt
Dina h Shore, with
below, sings, off-stage,
"Two Silhouettes." The Andrews Sisters also make a
contribution to the musical fantasy in ten parts.

"Casey at the Bat. "

•3U

*4

Especially the bright new
Walt Disney number,
"Make Mine Music." in
which the maestro of
movie cartoons returns
to his most popular style,
introduces new and amusing animal creations, and

3111

m

presents famous "ghoststars" for singing, doneing, and narration

All new, the cast of cartoon characters in Walt's brilliant movie. Below, "Peter
and the Wolf" sequence based on Sergei Prokofieff's orchestral fable. Sterling
"ghost-stars" the narration for this episode. You'll meet, and love,
Holloway
Sonia the Duck, remote relative of Donald, most celebrated duck of all time.
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Worn by CAROLE

LANDIS,

co-starring in the screen hit
"A SCANDAL

IN PARIS"— an

Arnold Pressburger production,
released through United Artists

"A ^'CREATION

CREATES A SWIMSATION"

DESIGNED TO GLORIFY THE AMERICAN
AT ALL SMART

FIGURE
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little English import,
Pat Kirkwood, is learning to
Lovely

"speak

American"

just as fast as she can
By

actors
IT WOULD be nice if British
ng
ormi
y
perf
entl
s,
curr
and actresse
in this country, would settle down
and try to be a type. The way some of
them are carrying on, pretty soon one
won't know if the supposed Englishman
or Englishwoman to whom one is talking
was born in Devonshire or Hoboken.
To illustrate: You go to call on Basil

Rathbone or Nigel Bruce while they're
"Sherlock Holmes" set
on the
working
being very careful to get
Universal,
at
up close so you may hear the terse,
clipped accents of the^e two sterling performers. "Ah," you say to yourself,
"these are true Englishmen. These people
present the highest type of cultivated
English gentlefolk. Actually, I wouldn't
be at all surprised if they'd knock off
right now and have a spot of high tea."
Oh, yes, very satisfactory are Mr. Rathbone and Mr. Bruce. Just what the director ordered. And then, suddenly, the
scene is finished, the cameras are quiet
and to your consternation you hear Mr.
Rathbone talking to someone on the
(Please turn 1o page 92)
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.MAIL COUPON

FOR GENEROUS TRIAL SIZES .

PRINCESS PAT, Dept. 6166, 2709 South Wells St., Chicago 16, III.
□ Please tend Trial Sixes. I enclose 1 2c (2c Fed. tax) for each.
Check shades wanted:
□ Scarlet — flaming red, definitely tempting.
□ Parisian— spectacular with dark hair, fair skin.
□ Regal— exciting with dark hair, medium skin.
□ English Tint— inviting coral-pink for blondes.
□ Orchid— exotic pink. Romantic for evening.
□ Gay Plum — enchanting with fuchsia, wine or purple.
□ Gypsy— vivacious with dark eyes, olive skin.
□ Medium— natural true red, flatters all types.
Name
,
PLEASE
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State

Remember how you exclaimed at
Dean Stockwell'* casual, boyish
charm in "Anchors Aweigh"?, Just
a little boy acting natural you
probably thought. We did. Then
we did a little digging and discovered that Dean started his
"career" with the New York Theater Guild on Broadway in "Innocent Voyage," that he comes by
his talent naturally, his father being well-known musical star Harry
his
"Oklahoma!" and
Stockwell offormer
stage actress,
mother a
and that his long-term MGM contract simply acknowledged his previous accomplishments. In the picturiiation of A. J. Cronin's bestseller, "The Green Years," tenyear-old Dean steals the spotlight
in many scenes from such veterans
as Charles Coburn, Tom Drake.

Boy Wonder of "Anchors
Aweigh" turns out to be
an old hand at acting.
Older
watch

performers should
Dean Stockwell in

"Tfie Green Years" for a
little lesson in how to combine technique with charm

Portrait of an unpredictable: Sanders in latest
role in "A Scandal in
Paris," with Signe Hasso
as one of two leading
ladies in his life (right).

IN far-off Patagonia — southernmost,
wild, least-known country of South
America — a broad-shouldered young
Englishman and an Indian guide huddled
.at the head of a ravine, within a circle of
faggot-fire. Below, down the ravine, they
could tantalizingly glimpse the cheerful
lights of a ranch-house, but they could
not seek shelter there. So wild was this
rugged country that an inviolable rule
prevailed — anyone approaching a house
after sunset was shot. The Indian guide
replenished the fire, though his shoulders
shrank each time he slipped into the dark
to forage wood. That circle, of flame was
vitally necessary to keep out jackals,
pumas, even a mountain lion that might
prowl the ragged ravine.
Sunlight eventually blazed, and George
Sanders, the young Englishman, trekked
to the ranch-house, was welcomed with a
48

prodigious breakfast, and was bade goodbye, with regret, three weeks later.
(George says, "You can literally live all
your life for nothing in Patagonia. After
dark they shoot you, but once, you're in
the house, you can stay months if you
choose, and they weep when you leave.
You pay for nothing.")

During his visit at that isolated ranchhouse, the young man who was to become the most cynically glamorous male
personality on the world's screen learned
a lesson that would gallop him successthrough his very first movie assignfullyhow
ment—
to stay on a horse, riding
(Please turn to page (i8)
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Sanders on the set, above, disproves the theory that he was born without smile muscles.

With Carole Landis, above, and in floorlength 1805 nightshirt for Pressburger Film.
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,Daun Kennedy,
the Lovely Seven,
from Seattle, W«

"

WE

ton, appeared in"j
in
Paradise"
and
bitious
— andMen!
withflj
tier
Gal."

Poni Adams, since rechristened Jan* by Universal
I Studios, first appeared in
— onein
ise"ured
Paradpict
ht in
"Nigthe
girls
I of
I pool sc*ne, facing page.
1 She's how to be seen in
("Notorious Gentleman^

reasons. She has elk

C
native of Hollywo]
Kathleen O'Mal
is the daughter ©I
who starred
in si
that
Pat O'Mal
4

r
Barbara Bates, just out
of high school in Denver when her picture
attracted studio attention, has appeared in
five pictures since, including important role
in "This Love of Ours."

Karen Randle, below:
fatalistically resigned
to failure or success,
stoic as her Indian
forebears, adventurous
as her Irish father. Exphotographers' model.
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"home
town the
girl'
films. She's

this Lovely Se'
I Jean Trent, below .stood
f out in small part in.
f "Frontier Gal." Blonde,'
blue-eyed,
Jean's
heart
is with her
husband,
Ray Montgomery,
still
serving
in the Navy.

You may have caught
a glimpse of Kerry
Vaughn in "Scarlet
Street" but you'll be
seeing a lot more of
nineher soon. She's ateen-year-old
blonde
from Houston, Texas.

urn/-

By Virginia
What happens to beauty contest
winners in Hollywood? This story
tells you about 7 — where they
come

from, where

they're going

IT'S JUST a year since they arrived
in Hollywood. Seven lovely girls —
all winners in a nation-wide contest
conducted by Universal Studios. Seven

Sullivan

Tomlinson

girls — chosen from 20.000 photographs
submitted from all over the United
States as the most beautiful girls in the
land! What's happened to them since
then? Where did they come from — and
where do they go?
I glimpsed the group first on the
set of "Night jn Paradise."which stars
Merle Oberon. Seven girls, four brunettes, two blondes and a redhead, standing knee-deep in a marble pool, busily
engaged in scooping gold-fish from the
water and washing them with silken rags.
"There were to have been eight beauties in this scene originally," a director
explained. "But one of them, Yvonne de
Carlo, has become a star in the meantime. If you'd like to know what's happening to the other seven, suppose you
ask the girls themselves?"
Following him into the studio commissary at lunchtime, I was curious —
hardly knowing what it was I expected
to find. Something smeared with bronze
beauty-balm and sprayed with honeysilk scent, perhaps, that would call for a
four-whistle whoo-tohoo, with upturned
edges. Instead, I found myself facing
seven young women, with smiling bright
eyes; casually dressed, quietly assured,
eager to talk.
(Please turn to page 7V2)

Here are some closeups of the charmers on opposite page. Which one
would you pick for future fame and
fortune in Hollywood? Reading from
top and to left: Daun Kennedy, Jean
Trent,
Kerry Vaughn,
Kathleen
ley, Barbara
Bates,
Poni O'Mal(Jane)
Adams. The studio that signed them
believes these lovely newcomers have
what It takes for stardom. Do you agree?
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The

day

still says

I first met
so, and

I said to myself. "That's for me!" " And Eve Wynn
in this bright, intimate account of their life together

Keenan
more,

Wynn

As told to Dora Albert

THE day I first met Keenan Wynn,
me."
"That's
to myself,
I said
andforPowers
an actress
I was
model in those days and had gone
backstage at the theater where "Hitch
Your Wagon" was playing, to see Garson Kanin, the director, whom I knew,
and Jimmy Backus, an actor in the cast
who was also a friend of mine.
Keenan was dressing backstage in the
same dressing room with Jimmy. He
looked very handsome. He was wearing

tails, as he was going out with his dad,
Ed Wynn, after the show.
I had noted Keenan's performance in
"Hitch Your Wagon." Although he had
only a small part, he had registered very
favorably in it, with that knack he has
for making any small part stand out.
I'll never forget how with just one word
to say before the curtain of the first act,
he made that one word stand out. The
funny part about it was that about ten
other actors had the same word to say,

and all of them had said it very indifferently. There was a corpse lying on the
stage, and each actor, as he saw it, said,
"Dead." Then came Keenan. Just before he spoke, he halted just long enough,
then he gave it that remarkable comedy
reading which is so typically Wynn. The
audience sat up and laughed. Curtain.
I told Keenan Wynn how much I had
enjoyed his performance. I felt a warm
glow as
I spoke.
don'tthat
know
knew
it, but
I just Iknew
I hadhowmetI
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the man I was going to marry. I was
absurdly glad because I had on my most
beautiful gown. It was an attractive
evening gown of yellow and black striped
organdy with black velvet lingerie straps
which I had modeled for John Robert
Powers. As a reward for modeling it, I
was given the gown. Which was certainly
a break for me, for it was worth about
$350, which I couldn't have afforded in
those days. The dress had been photographed with me wearing it for one of
the most ultra-ultra fashion periodicals.
And I was wearing the original! It
seemed a good omen. Perhaps anything
would have seemed a good omen to me
at that moment, for I was determined
to get my man.
"I hope
I'll see
time soon,"
(Please
turnyouto some
pagelSO)

to sit
,
nice, plain
out isa going
and write
someone
ETIME
SOMdown
and
derst
to-un
tions
set of direc
easyon how to get a Hollywood career out of
the dream stage and up on its feet as a
an inThat would be ads
ern.
going concvaluable
asset to
of
all the myri
n
who
aspiring young men and wome
y batter at the gates of this Bagyearl
dad-on-the-Paeific. In ninety-nine out of
each hundred cases the book would show
the reader how to avoid heartbreak and
bitter disappointment, how to walk
straight toward his or her goal and miss
all the pitfalls on the way. With the
other one percent, however, all the written directions in the world wouldn't be
of the slightest use, because there is
nothing these young people can do about
it anyway. Fate, or their lucky stars or
fairy god-mothers, or whatever it is that
guides the careers of these chosen few,
has already determined their lives for
them and human intervention would
amount to just nothing at all.
Take the case of Walter Pidgeon, who
practically thumbed his nose at destiny
and swore he'd be a sea captain and
travel the wide lanes of the. world. All
the men in the Pidgeon family up in St.
John. New Brunswick, on the Bay of
Fundy,
were sea-faring, and Pidgeon
really believes that his deep, stentorian
voice with which he amuses himself and
friends who call at his hospitable home
in Beverly Hills, is a heritage from his
sailing grandfather who bawled orders
from the bridge of his ships all over the
world and in every kind of weather.
"You've got to have a real voice to lift
it above the noise of a gale
when rounding the Horn," PidGrandfather
geon says, "and
could drown
out any
gale that

p.'d.""Co"
Uf'. "
**°n ti
l f

J°»

ne"-

didn't
whenhis he
an age
At suspec
t that
an
even
guardi
ever blew."
angel
was already putting in
over-time in his behalf, Walter
used to sit about the wharves
on sunny afternoons and listen
to the old sea dogs lie about
their voyages. Only, to the boy,
the stories they told weren't
conjured up out of rich imaginations— they were actual,
experiences in some sun-splashed
port in a mystery-haunted land
on the other side of the world.
weren't
worn-o
old men
who
story edtellers
the defeat
And ut.
had squandered their youth in
a hard and bitter calling, but
young adventurers sailing for
the isles of spice and romance

Catching
where dusky-eyed maidens sang sad songs
about unrequited love while the white
moonlight lay like beaten silver on the
sighing sea.
But a youngster can live only so long
on dreams, and pretty soon Walter began making plans to see the world on his
own. He wasn't quite sure about the
method. After all, that didn't matter too
much. The important thing was to get
moving as soon as possible. There was,
of course, the bothersome period of necessary education and perhaps college.
But after that he'd be off.
Meantime his lanky kid's body was
shooting up like a weed in a garden
patch. And astonishingly enough his
voice, which had always been singularly
clear and strong, began to deepen. The
result was that Walter was induced by
well-wishers to join a singing class.
Things went along smoothly until the
singing teacher discovered that young
Walter could sing better than he could
and tossed him into the outer darkness.
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Peter Lawford pictured above with Jennifer Jones, has the role of Andrew Carmel,
in whose household C/uny arrives as the
new maid and causesgeneralconsternation.
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scenes

some

of the

big pictures you'll
be viewing soon

"Without Reservations" would seem to be
an apt title for the new picture co-starring
Claudette Colbert and John Wayne,
right. It's a Mervyn LeRoy production
which recounts the adventures of Claudette, as a best-selling novelist, and John,
\n the rote of a Marine, trying to make a
cross-country trip "without reservations."

If
1 | 1 |J
| 1
| 1
"The Stranger" engages the very special talents of Edward G. Robinson, Loretta Young, and Orson Welles. This Inlational picture rspacltedwithdrama.

"Two Sisters from Boston" is a charming new musical
romance, with June Allyson and Peter Lawford, above,
just two of an all-star cast including Jimmy Durante,
Kathryn Grayson, and Lauritz Melchior, shown at left.
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June

s

Bride'

Diana Lynn of Paramount's "The Bride
Wore Boots" poses
in these new fashions designed for

S

her by Edith Head

7

For Diana Lynn's personal use, Edith Head,
Paramount's chief designer, created this
beautiful white and silver evening gown.
When worn with the short bolero jacket,
the gown could suitably be worn by a June
bride, as above. The dress has a halter
neckline and a bouffant skirt. Edith Head's
original drawings for this costume, shown
both with and without the bolero, are
exclusively reproduced on this page.
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IN A TOWN that boasts
sunshine, cosiest spot is Sonny Tufts'
ranch in Hidden Valley. Once you've
driven through the wide rustic gate and
caught your first glimpse of the yellowhaired blue-eyed giant beaming his lopwelcome, you're a Sonnysided rgrin of
worshippe
for life.
There are seven acres of citrus groves
and gently rolling hills and you feel you
should be properly impressed, but the
house is painted a bright cherry red with
crisp white trim and the front door stands
hospitably ajar. So you enter into the
of the Tufts housegav informal spirit
hold even while struck by the thought
that your host, whom you are already
calling "Sonny," should also impress you.
his rightful monicker being Bowen
Charleston Tufts the Third.
The pillar of Back Bay Boston society

lets loose with a bellow that
'Her I ugh the house.
echoes ethro
"Barbara, we've got company!
am — in the kitchen, and you'd better not
calls back the
"I'm choplife.
li
ghme
t of inhi,"s
co
"Garlic" breathes Sonny

makeup was too much for the irrepressible Sonny. "Let him laugh." said Bing,
when the director tore his hair and
screamed for retakes. "They want Sonny
got Sonny Tufts."
Tufts — they
Under Sonny's easy-going exterior a
dynamo must be concealed, judging by
the incredible number of performances

-you
ecstatically,
garlic!" and todrags
ping the
meet his
kitchen
into
adored Barbara, a statuesque brunette
with green eyes and a be-eautiful disposition.
"Life with Sonny is funny, is her way
of summing up nine years of wedded
bliss. "There's never a dull moment.
He manages to keep himself vastly
amused even during strenuous days at
the studio. To any other actor, laughing
in the middle of a scene would mean retakes. With Sonny, directors merely
smile and say. "That's the Tufts perthe customers pay
sonality. That's what
„
to see."

It started with Crosby, himself a past
master of nonchalance, when he and
Sonny were teamed for the memorable
"Accentuate the Positive" in "Here
Come the Waves." Der Bingle was
having trouble with his tap-dancing and
the harried look beneath his blackface
.. Rarb«r° • or,
SonnY
-"J
*J
md u« " cViat over ^bro^erY
»
room^o>
book

Come

below. '"^^cMbeVv.

J.rue o och

P
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Sonny takes dim view of bird cage which has
been empty ever since canary disappeared;
he calmly converts cage into flower pot. At
right, Sonny clowns beside Mrs. Tufts' lamp,
which she ingeniously made out of a child's
antique stove which she had gilded, glazed,
electrified. Total cost, about $10.00. She's
been offered $150.00 for it. Sonny is prouder
of her ingenious handiwork than he admits.
he is
"Miss
Go,"
"The

piling up. Among his latest are
Susie Slagle's," "Easy Come, Easy
"The. Well-Groomed Bride," and
Virginian." Inspiration for his industry and ambition is Paulette Goddard, his discoverer and guide. "Never
turn down a role, Sonny," she advised
at the start of his career. "Get your
face on that screen as often as possible.
And never turn down any publicity.
Even if vou have to pose for cheesecake
art!"
Most of his favorite forms of relaxa-

ation involve risk of life and limb.
When Paramount pronounced racing on
skiis too hazardous and taboo, Sonny
innocently inquired, "No objection to
fishing, I hope?" The studio executives
gave their permission gladly, not aware
that Sonny does his "fishing" on the
floor of the ocean at picturesque Palos
Verdes, where he dives from rock to

rock hunting abalone and lobster. A
long knife attached to his wrist, a diver's
face-plate, gloves, and swim-fins on his
big feet, Sonny risks his neck regularly
without a qualm. "There's a certain
amount (Please
of dangerturn
in everything
to page 9?) you do,"
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en Betty Hutton
H devotion betwe
SUCand
Ted Briskin, now that they've
buried the hatchet. He's showering
her with presents, flat silver, jewelry,
furs. They're also drawing up plans to
make their house larger. On the blue
prints opposite one designated spot, Betty
wrote with her eyebrow pencil, "Either
bedroom or nursery." As it turns out. it'll
be the nursery, and Betty couldn't be
happier.
RTH hopes the public
RITA
will HAYWO
accept her as a dramatic star in
"Gilda," because she doesn't want to
make any more musicals. All of which
leaves her studio holding that well-known
imanother
bag, because
portant starthey
with haven't
twinkling
tootsies.
Speaking of Rita, we know she likes Tony
Martin. But if we can believe that little
"bird" (and this one is usually right) it's
Jimmy Stewart who really makes her
heart sing. Says our informant: "Rita has
never been as excited over anyone before!"

his way
is on
AN he BEY
TURH
up
made s.
and oversea
kissed
left, he
Before
a
with Susann Foster. He also devoted an
evening each to Yvonne De Carlo and
Ella Raines, giving each fair maiden a
wonderful evening to remember him by.
We'll bet that down deep in his heart
he wished that at least one of his partners had been a girl whose initials spell
L-A-N-A. A Turkish torch? Maybe.

in from Hyde
SONpartflew
FAYE
they wanted her
read the
Park, EMER
turnedsheit
and studio
Road"
in "Stalli
play Next
to
d her
she onnotifie
down.
she's aswriton the
ed Elliott
to workRoosev
preferr
elt book
she
(as long
ing with
t
couldn' do worthy parts) and asked for
her release. Having nothing in mind for
her, the studio capitulated. However,
Faye isn't finished with a movie career,
back
She's
not bythea long
then watch
and coming
is done
book shot.
when
her
for her.Big things (still secret) are in
storesmoke.

AMONGST the dozens who tested for
. the mother role in "Life with Father"
It's a rare occasion when the cancameramen So
catchwhen
up with
the'
FrankdidSinatras.
this one
of them at a preview came our way,
we snapped it up to pass on to you.

Veronica Lake with Cary Grant and Betty Hensel, the girl gossips say will be his
next bride. Your guess is as good as theirs. At right, Veronica chats with Teresa
fright and Niven Busch; Margaret Sollavan and Robert Montgomery at Ciro's.

were Bette Davis, Mary Pickford, Billie
Burke and Dorothy Stickney (who played
it for five years on Broadway). Not one
of them was the type, but guess who is?
Irene Dunne. Every test had to be sent
east to Lindsay and Crouse, who authored
the famous play and had the final okay
on the casting. Irene's characterization
won their unanimous approval for the
movie version. Unless it changes still another time, at this printing Bill Powell is
set to play the unforgettable "father."
SUDDENLY It's Spring" is the name
of Fred MacMurray's first picture
back again at Paramount. He gets Paillette Goddard for co-star and take it from
us, suddenly it is Spring for Freddie.
They gave him his same dressing room,
even managed to restore the furniture
and furnishings. Bing Crosby was his
first visitor. "Hi, there. Beaver Dam,"
cracked Bingo. "How ya doin'?" Fred
began
to grin. "Now I know I'm back,"
he
answered.

Stewart'slieslikability
of Jimmy
PROOF
in one
were needed!)
(as if one
of the contract requirements set forth
in his home-from-the-war deal with brilliant producer-director Frank Capra for
"It's a Wonderful Life." Jimmy carefully
stipulated that in no publicity concerning
him should the title "Colonel," which
he so shiningly earned during the war,
be coupled with his name. "Too many
G.I.'s did too much more than I did,"
he told one studio executive, "for me,
now merely one more civilian again,
to be flashing rank."
former flying comrades,
ing this, commented,
didn't throw his brass

One of Jimmy's
a non-com, hear"Yeah? Well, he
around in the Air

Force, either!"
HER heart is still young and gay, but
Diana Lynn is growing up. At a party
given by producer David Selznick recently ,
Diana wore a low-cut evening gown,
held up by a one shoulder strap. It would
have been daring even on Maria Montez.

TEARS came into the eyes of Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., on the "Sinbad the
Sailor" set. It was a fight scene. Surrounding Doug were a group of "Hard
Pans," the usual extras they call in when
"tough guys" are needed. All of them had
worked with Doug's never-to-be-forgotten father. He remembered seeing
them all when he used to visit his dad's
set as a kid. It was really a nostalgic
moment for him.
JUST
young
can you be?
group
in thehowRKO
commissary
were A talking
about the artistry of Garbo. Among those
present was one Guy Madison. "Garbo
who?" inquired Guy. And so help us, he
wasn't kidding. Better hurry up and make
another movie, Greta!
WITH
little
possible,
Lamarr
andfanfare
John as
Loder
went Hedy
back
together. With Hedy it's temperament.
With John, it's temper — though he usually
controls it beautifully. Hedy's next is
"Dishonored Lady." Bill Lundigan, fresh
out of the Marine Corps and free of his
MGM contract, gets his first free-lance
lead. Warner Bros., where John was once
under contract, would like to get him
back again. As we say in Hollywood,
they're dickering.

Janet Blair and her husband, Louis Busch, listen to what seems to be a terrifically
tall tale Peverell Marley is telling, while his lovely wife, Linda Darnell, remonstrates.
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Somebody in the tobacco company
added up after four years and found that
despite George's energetic efforts (travel
and change inspired him) his outland
territory simply couldn't supply adequate tobacco buying revenue.
George re-arrived in England (he had
toured Denmark, Germany, and other
European countries, as well as South
America) in the midst of the ill-remembered world depression. Despite that,
he managed to catch on with one of the
world's largest soap companies. Soap
seemed prosaic. "I do not know what
my duties were," he admits. "I never
He spent most of his
them."down
grasped
time
ambling
the hall to request
special items of research from the head
of the Market Research and Information
Department. "I never knew," he cheerfully recalls, "what to do with those
after I got them."
of
bits
He kept information,
on going down the hall, though.
Believe it or not, the head of the Market

a liberal demonstration of one
Orson Welles gives Loretta Young, starring in "The Stranger,"
of his "now you see it and now you don't" magic tricks with cast and crew as aud.ence.
George

Sanders—That's a Bloke, Son!
Continued from page 48

bareback. Much would happen in the
meantime.
There is nobody like George Sanders.
He fits no pattern, lives by no known
formula. Born in Russia— and registered
at once at the British Embassy to assure
citizenship — he dimly remembers the
family fleeing across frozen rivers, at the
time of the revolution, and narrowly
escaping with their lives.
Two good prep schools in England
taught the eager-seeming young man
nothing and he then frittered away a
couple of years at the Manchester Technical School, where he was supposed to
be studying textiles.

the gold medal of the British Humane
Society for rescuing a foundered swimmer from dangerous waters.
George accomplished little during his
first year out of school when he was
supposed to be "learning the textile
business." He confesses, "I mostly looked
out the window. I got to the point
where, if the boss came in and laid a
paper on my desk and spoke to me
about work, I considered it an unwarinterruption."
As inranted
school,
he had failed to find the

Why didn't he learn?
George offers savage criticism on our
educational formulas. "I'm interested
now in mathematics," he points out, "but
I wasn't when I was attending school.
Why don't they teach things in which
the student is interested? Why don't
they teach you about money, about how
to plan a house, about law, about medicine, about physiology — about what your
body consists of and how it functions?
Why don't they teach you about sex?
That's what's on every young person's

with a tobacco company. "They didn't
wish to miss any spot on the globe,"
George says, "and they sent me to Patagonia to find out three things: were
there any Patagonians, did they smoke,

mind."
Knowing George Sanders' brilliance,
one thing is certain — the curricula of the
schools he attended didn't fit him. Today
he has a vast store of knowledge, on
many subjects, and picks up what's new
and interesting with a trigger-quick
mind. (Incidentally, modern education
is catching up with George's ideas on
matching learning to life. The University
of California, for example, has inaugurated a co-educational sex clinic, attended by as many as 2,000 students at
a time. All questions are answered with
complete frankness.)
Sports interested this boy tremendously, and he excelled in all. He holds
G8

spark to fire his interest.
After a couple of comparable- fizzles,
the young man who resented toil tied up

and if they did, could we switch 'em to
leisurely, El Sanders covered
ourTraveling
all
ofbrand?"
the countries of South America. A
Chile tour almost lost George Sanders
to his future fans. Nobody in South
Chile had ever seen an airplane, and
George, in a burst of mental energy,
decided to fly over that area and drop
packs of cigarettes. He used tiny parachutes, which he designed. An automobile went ahead and informed each
town, "You are now about to see an
Chile is richly blessed with high
mountains
airplane." and George was way up,
standing in the cockpit of an antique
plane from World War I, titled a Bristol
Fighter. Every time the pilot dipped, or
they smacked an air pocket, George
rose. Once, he rose clean out of the cockpit and landed, spraddled, on the tail of
the plane. "Solo flying," he comments
dryly. It was one of the most exciting
experiences of his life.
SCREENLAND

Danny Kaye"The visiting the set of International's Stranger," gives Orson Welles
and Edward G. Robinson a vivid description of what he saw on tour in Japan.
Research and Information Department
was Greer Garson!
About the time that lovely Greer cut
her wage in half to tour the English
provinces in one-night-stand performances, a friend argued to George (yes,
the soap company had fired him) : "Look
here, you're just failing to find yourself
in one post after another. You've a good
enough voice to sing around fireplaces
over an after-dinner glass of port. Why
don't you try it professionally?" Many glamorous and exciting versions
have been printed about George's entry
into "the theater." With the devastating
Sanders frankness, he confesses flatly,
"I began by singing dirty songs in a
It wasn't in the man's nature to remain
long
such surroundings, doing such
night inclub."
work, and he buckled down to the first
real study of his life — voice. Then he began to apply, humbly enough on the surface, for jobs in various London choruses.
Realture,humility
in George's
naeither, and wasn't
he actually
graduated
into straight roles by one-man conspiracy. "I'd sign on for the chorus,"
he remembers, "and would insist on understudying one of the players with lines.

HOSPITAL STAFF ASSISTANT— Early in the
war Joy volunteered as Hospital Staff Assistant.
"It's desk work that is very, very human" she
6ays. Hospitals still are in desperate need of
volunteers. Go to your local hospital and help.

SHE

USES

POND'S!

Her beauty is gold and rose — aristocratic as an exquisite Venetian painting.

Her ring, seven diamonds
set in platinum

WTHEN she was just a little girl,
W Joy Thomas used to watch
Jackie Dale play tennis, and ardently
admired his skill.

Now, she's a tall, slim, golden girl
happily wearing his beautiful ring.
Another Pond's engaged girl with the
soft-smooth witchery of an especially
lovely complexion.
"I'm ever so keen about Pond's
Cold Cream to keep my face looking
nice and feeling soft and smooth to
touch," Joy says. "Pond's is really a
grand cream."

DAUGHTER

OF MR. AND MRS. DAVID THOMAS II, CHESTNUT HILL, PA.,
ENGAGED TO JOHN A. H. DALE

— and pats well to soften and release
dirt and make-up. Tissues off.
■Rinses with another Pond's creaming, circling cream-coated fingers
around her face in little spirals. Tissues again. "It makes my face feel
extra clean, extra soft," she says.
Pond's your face her twice-over
way — in the morning when you get
up, and again at bedtime. Use Pond's
Cold Cream for daytime freshen-ups,
too. It's no accident so many more
women use Pond's than any other
face cream at any price.

Ask for a big luxury size jar of Pond's today.

Joy uses Pond's Cold Cream like
this: Smooths the silky, white cream
generously over her face and throat
SCREENL AND

GO

assure some leisure between pictures, the
six-feet-three-er, who as a boy in prep
school designed and built swim-toys,
returned to what he calls "practical
mechanics." Among other things he constructed a very large and efficient telescope. "I literally built it from junk," he
says. "That was the fun of it." Yet the
finished product not only functions
efficiently, but was so impressive in appearance that Universal Films bought it,
with all its gadgets, for use in their

Everyone's getting in the act! Now it's Jack Benny's parrot who shares lines on his airshow.
Soon I'd take him out some night and
get him spifflicated. He'd report 'influenza' the next day, and I'd win at
least a day's chance at the part. I never
ran anybody out of a play, but if some
vacancy occurred during the run, the
director would have seen me work, and
I'd get a crack at the open part — if it
wasn't too important."
Soon he became known as a good all'round workman. This led to such varied
assignments as singing and taking part in
a three-piano number in the musical,
'"Ballyhoo," acting with Edna Best
("Farther Horizon") and Dennis King
("Command Performance") , and playing a role, besides understudying Noel
Piece." from
"Conversat
Coward,
All thisin seemed
a ion
far distance
ranch-house
George's
yetSouth
Patagonia,
visit
in the wild
American
country
was about to pay off. The famous actor's
very first screen assignment — in a movie
from H. G. Wells' story, "The Man Who
Could Work Miracles" — was a brief appearance as a Greek god! "There were
two of us," he recalls, "myself and a boy
named Torin Thatcher. We rode white
horses, nude, and, so that the lights
would make our bodies shine, the director
had us greased with Nujol. We were
supposed to gallop up to the camera,
rein sharply and deliver some weighty,
pompous Wellsian lines. This sequence,
mind you, was being shot outdoors, at
4:30 a.m. in the dead of English winter.
Try that, clothed only in grease!"
"Did you have to make many takes?"
the interviewer put in.
George laughed. "Yes, we did. You
see, the other Greek was constantly falling off his h«rse."
"And you?"
"Oh, I stayed on. I'd learned in Patagonia that the sensible thing to do
when riding bareback is to forget pride
and get a good hold on the horse's mane.
It's even more necessary, if you are
"Didn't you tip Thatcher off to the
greased."
secret?"
George's face can become very roguish.
"Not till next day," he explained. "You
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see, things had not been going so good
with me, and though those mornings
were freezing cold I wanted a fwo-day
job."
thatlong.
a one-day,
check,
Hard not
times
failed to for
linger
Good
roles and fine work in "Strange Cargo,"
"Find the Lady," and "Dishonor Bright"
were followed, dramatically, by the firedestruction of the studio where George
worked. Why not try America? 20th
Century-Fox tested the newcomer for
"Lloyds of London" and promptly
bought up his contract from the English
company.
George's many excellent performances
over here include roles in "Rebecca,"
"Foreign Correspondent," "Man Hunt,"
"Tales of Manhattan," "The Moon and
Sixpence," "Hangover Square," "Uncle
Harry," "A Scandal in Paris," opposite
Carole Landis and Signe Hasso, and now
"The Strange Woman," opposite superseductive Hedy Lamarr.
The man himself is by nature an
enigma. He is not given to confidences
and cherishes a deep, unspoken personal
philosophy: do only that which is important, or seems to you important —
don't scatter your energy on side issues.
George has the reputation of being difficult to interview; this derives from
several causes. First, he honestly believes that an actor should stand or fall
on his screen work, not depend on publicity. Second, he can't abide interviewers who ask questions like "What do
you
for tops
breakfast?"
and "Do
you
sleepprefer
in the
or bottoms
of your
pajamas?" Third, it is difficult for him
to do an interview. He doesn't particularly think in terms of incident — certainly nottize
about
doesn't regards
dramahimself.himself.
GeorgeHeSanders
George Sanders with a mildly tolerant
sense of humor.
Nevertheless this man, considered by
many to be tied for sheer brilliance, in
• the Hollywood scene, only by ProducerDirector- Writer Preston Sturges, can
concentrate on the development of any
pursuit on which he focuses his mind.
About six years ago, when Hollywood
began to pay George enough money to
SCBEENLAND

More lately, George has concentrated,
pictures. of picture-making hours, on what
outside
might be called pure designing — the theory and practice of actual engineering
designs, which can be followed with
mathematical assurance that the construction will come out right.
And on what is he testing this new
skill? His new home. The house, nearly
completed, stands high on a mountain
above Mulholland Drive, the most elevated highway near Los Angeles. From it,
can range well
your eyes
daylight,
by
out into the Pacific.
By night, you can
be dazzled by the neon-sparkle of Los
Angeles, Hollywood, the lights at sea,
and the heavenly stars.
The whimsical quality in Sanders evidence itself in this home which is a
plain California ranch house on the outside and the perfection of modernity inside. It consists of only five rooms,boasts
no swimming pool, no tennis court.
"I built a house, once," Sanders remembers, "with a swimming pool, a
tennis court, an archery butt and a croquet court. I could never relax. Every
time I looked out of the window, I sawsomebody standing at the swimming
pool, checking its purity with a test tube,
or mowing the vast lawn, or painting
lines on the tennis court, or putting in
place new targets on the archery butts.
They even, right under my window,
polished croquet balls and mallets and
straightened wickets.
"My new home will be a place to live
in. I won't need servants, or groundkeepers, and I think the hill is too high
climb."
carebetoglad
peddlers to will
forMovie-goers
to know that
and
George is happy in his screen work films
intends to stick at it. Three recent
have pleased him especially. (He freelances and can pick his roles. One was
"The Picture of Dorian Gray," which he
enjoyed "because of the marvelous dialogue." Another was "A Scandal in
Paris," both because of the fun of playing
Vidocq, the crook who reformed to become France's greatest detective, and
because George had worked before, in
"Summer Storm," under Director Douglas Sirk, and found the going agreeable.
An added factor might be that Carole
Landis and Signe Hasso — very different
girls — are easy leading ladies to get along
with. Then there is his latest, "The
Strange Woman." In that one Hedy
Lamarr so thoroughly compromises
George, in a woodland shack, that he
has to marry the gal.
"In which of all your pictures," the
interviewer asked, "did you most enjoy
That roguish look flashed again. Greyworking?"
green eyes sparkled. "What," inquired
Mr. Sanders, "do you think?"
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What had happened to them since
they'd left home for a Hollywood career^
20,000
How had it felt to be picked from
contestants— and how had it all come

TO

"It came about through a photographer back in Houston, Texas— if you re
looking at me!" said Kerry Vaughn. He
my picture into the contest—
just sent
the next thing I knew the studio
and
and I came.'
for me—
sent her
hadWith
father, who is a marine
engineer, and her mother, who hated
leaving Texas' red sand and sun-washed
air, nineteen-year-old Kerry reached
lone
Hollywood. "As bewildered a little
bunch of calico as ever came to the
town," she says, in her slow drawl. I
thought three-flowers powder meant
wheat, barely and rye, and that milk
disconfrom
it came
becau
was blue
."
cows
ed
ntse
,
te
t
wasn
she
when
year—
the
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hair more color,
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sheen than
you've
ever
dreamed
possible.

See for yourself
how bright, sparkling hair reflects
lovely color tones
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Colorinse today!
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with the softness
and sheen it gives.
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working at bits in Universal's pictures,
playing vivacious houris in transparent
pantal
gauze
length
ankle-lookin
live. — she's
to oons
a place
g for
been
"It was a full-time occupation," she
says. "It distracted me from everything,
even thinking about a career. I acquired
double-jointed thumbs from ringing
strange doorbells, a placating smile, an
ability to lie blackly and magnificently,
and a great bitterness of soul. But we
finally got a house. I got it by sitting
down on a doorstep and bawling at the
top of my lungs, until the owner gave
For the rest of her spare time, she
studied — dramatics, dancing — and new
ways to do her blonde hair, and cut
corners on money. There is, of course,
a weekly check under her contract,
whether she works in a picture or not.
Unless her option isn't renewed when it
comes up in three months.
"Oh, but it will be," Kerry assures
says: 'The
is it Thoreau
"Whatpreaches
you. man
wise
no doctrine, has no
scheme; he sees no rafter, not even a
cobweb against the heavens. It is a clear
sky . . .' Things always work out if you
want them badly enough. And all my
life I've wanted to be a star!"
"Things only work out when you make
them work out!" said the girl on Kerry's
right. fDaun Kennedy. Brown-eyed,
honey-haired, pert of nose and cajoling
of figure, whose twenty-one years have
been spent as school-girl, usherette,
welder,today.
singer and studio messenger —
until
Daun comes from Seattle, Washington, and it was from there that her exfiance, hoping to make her ridiculous,
sent her photograph to Universal's beauty contest "as a gag."
"The joke boomeranged," Daun tells
you. When the studio got the picture,
they began looking for her all over the
coast, until they found her in Seattle —
since when she's been in such pictures as
"Step Lively," "Murder My Sweet,"
"Salome — Where She Danced" and
"Night in Paradise."
"If I'm ever a star it will be because
Screen land

I've worked for it," she says. "You have
to have a definite plan and build toward
This philosophy,
time."
step at ahas
it, a confides,
developed since the
she
failure of her teen-age marriage, which
ended in divorce. "When a moth lies
singed and crumpled it always blames
the flame," she adds. "Love can wait.
I've tried marriage, now I'm concentrating on a career, the way an architect
builds a house. I'm seen at the right
night-clubs, and some day, who knows,
my plan of study, hard work and opporFrom tunityacross
the table another girl
will pay off!"
leaned forward to speak. All the light
in the room seemed to center in her
enormous black eyes, on the flash of
white teeth in a face whose beauty was
as a shower of stars. "Where I come
from," she said in her rich, husky voice,
"we have a saying: 'When men speak of
laugh!'"
in the —ceiling
ratsRandle
future,the
theShe
and
half-Irish
was Karen
half-Indian — whose real name is LenaBelle McCarrick, and whose maternal
grandmother was the daughter of Chief
Lone Wolf, of Lone Wolf, Oklahoma.
Karen did photographic modelling
when someone sent her picture to Universal Studios; a picture so startling in
contrasts, so heartbreakingly lovely, that
she was signed without further ado. The
cloudy black hair, the strangely mystical
Irish eyes of greeny-blue, the mixture of
inscrutable calm and challenging vivacity
which are her heritage, have more than
justified the studio's choice of an actress.
"And I can act," Karen says. "I can
also ride wild horses and make over
antique furniture to sell. So — " she
shrugs slim shoulders with fatalistic resignation— "if stardom does not come to
me, if people prove disappointing, well,
there are those painted solitudes to
return."
I can at
which
She looks
you with that curiously
intent gaze of probing — and you know
that she means what she says. If Karen
she will go her way, inscrutable
fails,serene.
and
Not in the least serene, however, was
the redheaded girl at Karen's side:
Kathleen O'Malley, native of Hollywood
that soPat
of films
daughter
itself,
who
starred
in silent
long O'Malley
ago. The
only "home town girl" to enter the contest, born with the movies behind her,
ahead of her and always in her attention.
"Not that it does me any good,"
ruefully. "Nobody in HolKathleenlywoodsays
will ever take me seriously, not
even my family. Every time I build myself up to doing a scene, all my relatives
look over their shoulders and inquire
witheringly: 'And what do you think
" intent blue
now?'
voice,
you're
swift, exciting
Her representing
gaze and whimsical laughter are one
with the flaming aureole of red-gold hair
that characterizes the O'Malleys — the
thread of whose lives is strung with scarlet and gold. No beauty contest, even
in cynical Hollywood, could be complete
signing one of the "gorgeous
without ."
O'Malleys

MRS. CHARLES BOYF.Rglamorous
of theactor.
screen's
leading wife
romantic
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"What I really wanted," Kathleen
says, "was a stage play in New York.
I've an ambition to be a legitimate actress. Iwent to New York last year and
had several shows lined up. Then the
seven idiot gods who preside over my
destiny stepped in and I got strep throat,
and the doctor ordered me back to California. Iwas homesick for Hollywood
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it?
anyway— but wouldn't you know
Tlie day I left I was offered the part
of the 'redheaded girl in ^Doughgirls'!
Just when it was too late!"
Playing with Deanna Durbin in "Lady
on a Train," being photogenically startling in "Night in Paradise," or just
waiting around for the telephone to ring,
Kathleen knows that the old house in
Hollywood in which she was born and
has lived all of her 21 years is always
back of her, as a refuge. If stardom
comes too, it will be very nice. If it
doesn't— well— "I'll just tell myself that
right," she says. "He says,
my
more iswe have the more we want;
'the Dad
and that's why some people go around
looking for trouble.' And I'll just let it
things just go at that was
Letting
at that!"
go
never the way of the dark-haired girl
at Kathleen's right. Poni Adams— born
Jane Smith — had been a
plain Betty
Conover model in New York, brought
to the West Coast on a national radio
hook-up, and signed to Universale beauty contest on the spot.
Poni's is a beauty that goes to men's
heads like six double Martinis on a Summer day. The sophistication that sends
waiters doing ground-loops to wait on
her, that springs from an early background of travel in pre-war Europe and
early training on the concert violin, is
a thin veneer that covers a natural
sweetness and shyness.
"Poni — rechristened Jane — is a perfectionist," the studio says. "She's
around all the time, watching other actresses work. She doesn't just hang
around the studio, she takes advantage
of every bit of advice given by the best
directors to our highest-paid stars. She
watches everything, repeating dialogue
in whispers. Poni believes in the old slogan: "Small sands the mountains, moments make the year!' If she doesn't

succeed, it won't be because her heart
isn't
in her
work."
Poni's
heart
had to be in her work —
and in her music — since her young husband met his death at the beginning of
this war. Even in Hollywood, she parries
intrusion into her personal life with the
cool courtesy of one who has grown accustomed to being alone. Any creative
work is a panacea. Poni — Jane has found
she doesn't
be that
If it shouldthere
that out. stardom,
achieve
is always
the
violin. Poni will never be alone.
Being alone — and unable to do anything about it— is Jean Trent's problem,
as of today. Because Jean is married
and frantically in love with her young
husband, actor Ray Montgomery, still in
the Navy. "He's my life," she says defensively, and like the girl in the English
ballad, she "let's her eyes speak for her."
Blonde and blue-eyed, piquant and
pert, Jean was "God's gift to magazine
covers" when she went on tour with the
Army Air Force Show that toured from
Canada to Mexico, scheduled to go over"You Bet Your Life."
seas. It was called
"Someone
took pictures of the cast
and sent them to a magazine," she says.
"Some of the boys autographed my picture, and sent it to Universal Studio's
beauty contest. We were almost in Mexico when they caught up with us. I was
the last girl they signed."
in "FronIn herGal"costume of a barmaid
Jean scribbled frantic answers
tier
to the letters that punctuate her life
with exclamation points. In her quiet
apartment in the Hollywood hills she
goes through the routine of all Navy
wives — waiting for a phone to ring,
ready to join her husband anywhere
from San Francisco to San Diego, should
he send word. "When he's in I forget
that Hollywood exists,"she says. "If a star
wait!"
havewhoto has
up it would
came seductive
part
acted
Jean,
Lovely,
in more pictures than any of the others,
waits for one thing — for her man to
come home. "I want to get this acting
"Then
system,"
out oftomybuild
downI
settle
a housesheandsays.
want
and have a little girl with a taffy curl
over one eye. Stardom, if it ever comes to

as that!"
can nevermaybe as
me,Stardom
be all-important,
notimportant
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Dinah Shore, Meredith Wilson and Bing Crosby furnish plenty of lilting song and
tuneful music for radio listeners' pleasure. Here they are conferring before airtime.
Screen land

it is true. But to Barbara Bates, the
littlest of the seven girls, stardom is on
its way.
Just out of high school, in Denver,
Colorado, when her picture in a school
paper attracted attention of the studio,
Barbara and her mother came to Hollywood, and Barbara was signed, and has
appeared in five pictures since. Even
the "lens-and-shutter" men of the studios, surfeited as they are with feminine
beauty, can't watch Barbara without a
pulse doing a twister. Because Barbara
is Woman incarnate — beckoning, bewildering, enchanting, without trying to be
anything but Barbara. The misty gray
eyes, the proud, vulnerable little chin,
the cajoling hands are all part of the
passionate interest she feels for everything about her work.
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"We've had more beautiful girls," the
director told me. "But only now and
then do you come upon an actress to
whom everything is so terribly real, so
intensely important that she spends her
waking hours worrying about improving
on everything she does. She isn't worrying about her future — she's living it,
being it every moment of her day!"
Nothing she does is planned deliberately, nothing left to chance. Everything matters to Barbara, and the humbleness with which she courts criticism,
the wide-eyed breathlessness with which
she receives acclaim, are as real as the
unexpected laughter and sudden facile
tears that are her ready slaves.
"I don't know why I worry about
everything," she says. "Maybe it's because I'm like the man who hit himself
on the head with a hammer because it
he stopped!"
good when
feltSheso smiled
her provocative smile; but
back of the luminous eyes in the sensitive, over-fine face, strange fires kindled.
Barbara plans no future. She simply feels;
a being of quick ardors, deep restlessness and the .disturbing sweetness that
makes men's dreams come true.
So they stand at the cross-roads that
lead to fame . . . the seven "Salome"
Girls (as Hollywood calls them) , survivors of that contest among the 20,000
all over the land. Potential star-material.
Ready to be transformed into luminaries
by a oblivion.
single "lap-dissolve" — or to drift
into
Kerry — sure of success because "things
always work out!"
Daun — planning for stardom as an
architect builds, stone upon stone.
Karen — fatalistically resigned to whatever Life may bring.
Kathleen — with home and family always a refuge against cold winds.
Poni — Jane — remote and serene in the
possession of her second love, music.
Jean — waiting for her man to come
home; and "to get acting out of her
system!"
Barbara — who moves to the hidden
music of wind and stars; to whom the
world of men matters so terribly it is
an ache within her!
Which of these shall attain stardom
before the year is out? It will be interesting to watch; and to remember that
"... None goes his way alone,
"All that we send into the lives of
others
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Back!

always carrying it in his hand until
the iast split second. "No hat, no tie,
no sarge demanding to know when the
am I going to bed," he chuckled.
devil
Lon hates ever to quit and call it a
day. Since he's been back he's managed
grandto inspire even his motherforand
him, into
mother, who keep house
a siege of furniture-rearranging at 3 a.m.
Lon is definitely a character, so stubbornly real, right in the middle of all
the fantastic Hollywood goings-on. Not
because he does startling things, but because he insists upon thinking for himself— and then has the courage to be
true to his own convictions. Take the
hardly trivial matter of women. He
didn't have a single date for two and a
half months after his return to Hollywood. He didn't care if the popular
notion of the veteran home from overseas differs. So he ought to be out
wolfing nightly? Nuts! The inside dope
on Lon's love life is that, so far, he
has still to meet the girl who can upset
him. More than anything he wants to
be sent out of his world by someone
who's yet a shadow around the corner.
Most apt to advance furthest with
him are young ladies combining (a)
humor, (b) enthusiasm, (c) integrity,
and (d) neatness. Most of his feminine
acquaintances are actresses, because he
grew up in Hollywood — not because he
insists on that. Reason he's never rushed
is that he's the
into an elopement
thoughtful
sort, feels he has to succeed
as a person before he can provide for
a wife.
Right now, adored by the girls because of his particular personality, he's
begun
realize,
admitted,
how he's
skippedto over
thehe rules
of romancing.
He's watching his best friend, Ray
Sperry. The other day Ray brought
Jean Porter down to Lon's beach place
for a day of swimming, surf fishing,
and record-playing. Lon's known her
even longer than he has Ray — when he
and Jean were eleven they each did a
tap dance specialty. They earned seven
dollars a week for five shows a day in
vaudeville at the Los Angeles Paramount. He noticed Ray's raves about
Ann Blyth, when they met her recently.
When he heard Ann was coming to a
Sunday picnic to which he was invited
he asked if he could escort her, found
her so much fun he maneuvered to bring
her
along
to to
Roddy
when
invited
there
dinnerMacDowall's
the next evening.
The way she fitted in so appropriately,
plus her obvious prettiness and cleverness has impressed him. Something may
come of this!
His own technique, he's recognizing,
has been debatable. "I never plan a
date. It doesn't jell if I do. Three years
ago,
Canteen,'
I trieda
the after
whole 'Stage
worksDoor
once.
I reserved
choice table at Chez Roland, the swanky
cafe on the beach we passed coming
out here to Malibu. Very exclusive, and
all that. Candlelight, strange music,
bowing waiters. I called ahead for the
house specialties. We had the fanciest
SCREENLAND

curried lamb, wonderful shrimp with
super-sauce, and the moon beamed in
over the water. Everything, including
the girl, was perfection. That is, I was
the only failure in the whole set-up. I
went at it so deliberately it was no fun.
"My favorite definition of love," said
Lon, "is — 'Love consists of this: that
two solitudes protect, and touch, and
greet each other.' " As with everything
else for Lon, there must be an elemental
reality to romance, too. He wants qualnot quantity.
won't be pushed
into ity,
dates
just for He
publicity.
He conceded he lacks a smooth line.
Even forgets to take flowers. "Granny
is liable to season them," he said, defensively. "Take that time I parked a
corsage in the refrigerator until it was
time to leave. Granny accidentally
shoved some of her rare onions on it. Of
course, she was sorry!" He declared that
if he can't interest a girl without props,
can't make a sufficient impression being
himself, then the sooner he finds it out
the better. "I do cart along candy."
He added, philosophically, "We both
In the fine art of subtle compliments,
it!"
can isenjoy
he
a dud. Lon has no ardor for running up romantic dialogue, is no boyish
Boyer. Being on movie sets so much
he has seen too many actors sweep into
their frilly speeches as a daily chore,
so he has a horror of spouting secondhand language, even though it is prettier.
He literally swerves sharply to the opposite form, going in for nicknames when
he is affectionate. A young lady can
accurately estimate her . appeal to him
by the degree of his kidding; if he starts
nibbling.
quipping, she can safely quiver. He's
Certainly he isn't one who'll fit into
a crowd satisfactorily. He isn't social.
He hates trying to be a good host.
Shuns invitations to jitterbug; he mastered the skill for a movie, but, candidly,
doesn't respond to that beat. He's been
to the Palladium, Hollywood's big-name
band dance mecca, but once and isn't
going again. Too much mob scene. He
avoids the ultra-elegant night clubs as
pointedly as joints that jump. Lon, with
Ciro's
to taking
has been
all
and his
theopportunity,
Mocambo once
apiece,
tourists and not of his own desire. He's
plain allergic to night clubs. He does
like to waltz, however, for he loves to
listen to any Strauss tune. He has a
passion for the polka, and at least twice
a year bursts off on a tangent leading
straight to a roof-raising barn dance.
He admires Van Johnson. "I feel like
a sophomore to his senior; if we'd gone
to high school together I think we'd
have been the best of friends." One
Johnson trait he pointed out is Van's
having nerve enough to take a date home
"He's
too
takennext
in day.
by keeping
if he had totobework
earlyintelligent
up with any kibitzer routine — I mean,
he doesn't have to be 'taken up' by
'society' to keep his self-respect."
Lon defies Dorothy Parker's famed
epigram about girls who wear glasses

get ling' no passes; he finds glasses on
a girl provocative. When he was in
college he went steadily for two years
with a girl who wore 'em and he would
have hooted had she timidly taken them
off in his presence. The color of feminine hair may have the widest range;
he's not averse to a slick dye job, if
it's slick. He emphatically prefers a long
bob, though. To quote him: "Looseflowing. Carelessly well-done. Resembling awell-groomed mess!"
The girl who is going to run her
fingers through his short-cropped brown
hair will have to fit into his schedule; when he isn't working at the studio it is heavily accented with study
and simplicity. (The Summer before he
clicked in a big way he often pulled
his switch on a male chestnut. He'd
hied to New York for radio jobs, summered in Greenwich Village, then used
to murmur, "Will you come see my
Chinese prints?" But it was an honest
inquiry — he really had some there!) His
1946 flame would have to include his
Great Dane, beach sand, and devotion
to the quiet, wide open spaces of the
desert. (He's a novice in the mountains,
so if she can scheme up a weekend with
a log cabin and a roaring fire he might
be putty in her hands.) His dates are
after-show suppered usually at a diner
along the highway, the ones the wise
truck drivers have picked.
He doesn't mind if a girl smokes,
though he doesn't himself. Until he got
into the Army he didn't know how;
he learned and promptly quit once he'd
gotten it down pat. Instead, he's a
gum-chewer. "I don't, think it's any
worse than smoking. I don't believe in
hiding gum coyly in tissue, either. You
can talk just as distinctly when chewing.
I agree loud chewing is horrible. I revel
in it." When he gets to a movie he
chews more furiously as he grows more
enthralled; at Lana's "Postman" Lon
could be heard several rows away, popping his gum unconsciously and happily.
There was none of the typically Hollywood rushing out to previews, no splashy
home-again announcements for him.
When he had to confer with his attorney
in the city he wore his pre-war sky-blue
bluejeans, sneakers, and a comfortable
old sport shirt. Completing his business
— incidentally, he is a business shark —
he dined unostentatiously in a little
everyday restaurant on Vine Street
where he shared a table with three
strangers. They were dumbfounded to
encounter a movie star there, and one so
democratic.
That's Lon, earnestly clicking so he'd
need an attorney, going full-blast after
his goals. Finally getting around to noting the trimmings which obsess so many.
Before he got into uniform he served
with other stars as a waiter at the Hollywood Canteen. He then immortalized
America's naive young soldier, who found
first love at a canteen, on the screen.
And never did get to one himself, as a
real soldier. He's never even been to
Santa Anita, Hollywood's superb racetrack, though his hit as an Indiana
farm boy with a way with horses makes
him an authority on 'em in most people's minds. (He isn't. He mastered
sulky-racing in two days' concentration.)
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"My movie future," he said, "is now
a problem of reconciling inner, mental
maturing with outer adolescent looks
and casting. I want to develop into
older roles. I don't want to be typed as
a farm boy." He's that, and an eighteenyear-old one, in "The Red House," the
story chosen by Sol Lesser and United
Artists as his first post-war production.
Soon as it's finished he reports to 20th
Century-Fox, owners of the other half
of his contract, where they're casting
him in a best-selling tale about a lame
farm boy with a way, of all things, with
mules! And Lon's a city boy, born and
always lived in Los Angeles, with no
hayseedsmilked
nor hayrides
his past.
never
a cow. inWent
out He's
and
landed his first job in pictures, as a
lowly extra, at twelve when he saw "A
Star Is Born." That Academy prizewinning story of Hollywood movie stars
had the hero residing at movie-starrish
Malibu Beach. Lon determined he'd
some day own a place there. He made it.
"I want to act in a Western. And
then a murder film in which I'm the
baby-faced killer. Yes, a bad guy. For
variety. The Army let me be a young
pilot and a young husband in 'Winged
Victory,' which was a step forward."
SCREKNLAND

Of course, he has little say about his
roles yet. He wonders about being too
Door Canteen"
"Stage
after
independent;
he managed to
stave
off five so-so parts,
including requests for participation in a
Garson and a DeMille film. He persistently held on for eight months, until
the so-right "Home In Indiana" materialized. He sees no value in being mediocre. While still in the Army he read
that Lesser
buypayEdna
Ferber's
"Great
Son" might
for him,
$200,000
for
it. Lon read the book, believed it not
for him, spoke up, forestalled that deal.
"I don't believe in inhibitions. I fight
mine. I say what I think." James Hilton
has told him he'd write a picture for
him; this thrills him.
Sincere rather than shallow, he's obviously changed since last written about.
Now he's going through his most confusing phase, has a deep kinship with
his fellow returnees. He's up to his ears
in sorting out what to do more of, what
to by -pass. With a firm opinion that
everyone should pitch in to solve America's economic and racial dilemmas, he's
joined the Beverly Hills branch of the
American Veterans' Committee, along
with Bill Mauldin, Will Rogers, Jr., and
Jack Warner, Jr.
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He has no inclination to copy, rather
is intent on expressing whatever he himself can contribute. Frankly fond of
he quoted
"Brief
to me: Robert Browning's
poetry, Time"
"Knowing ourselves, our World, our
task so great,
time so brief, 'tis clear if we refuse
Our rude,
The means so limited, the tools so

To execute our purpose, life will fleet,
And we shall fade, and leave our task
He'd been personally painting
of his house
a fresh dark green
undone."
before I saw him. He recently
double bed in his own room

the roof
the day
cut the
in half,

of it. "Just for a change!"
twins fishnet
madedraped
He
over the bedspreads,
a novel decorating notion, suited to
the beach spray locale. He doused his
chests of drawers in his bedroom in
brilliant red, because red stimulates him
and why not, he asked, have your favorite colors around?
He doesn't bother to have a desk. Sits
contentedly cross-legged either on his living-room floor, before a huge, six-foot
high fireplace, or out on the beach, when
he uses his portable typewriter. I was
paralyzed to discover he types well. In
the Army he could only type in caps,
was all thumbs. This got him out of all
dull military correspondence. "I should
find this out now!" I groaned.
Lon loves to receive letters, telegrams,
and telephone calls. The latter is faintly
complicated,
though
he's hea
movie
star andforat even
Malibu
the best
could maneuver is a party line. The
sharer has a flair for playing her pet
radio programs to her distant daughter,
on the party line!
His record-player is a convenient portable, which he totes easily everywhere.
When he went to war he was melting
to "I'll Be Seeing You." Today his
private song-above-all is "Easy to
Love." Since coming home he's bought
only classical records, aside from "On
the Town" and "Carousel" show albums.
He goes for Prokofieff's "Alexander
Nevsky"
Cantata,
Tchaikowski's 6th
Screen land

Symphony, some Brahms. He has no
compulsion to be loudly hep; he treasures his old David Rose, Morton Gould,
Glenn Miller, and Jack Hilton disks.
His mother delighted him when she dug
up cases of 1918-vintage records she'd
once collected. "Get the 'Sugarfoot
Blues' of twenty-five years ago," he
exclaimed, whirling it on. He plays the
piano amusingly, after contending he
can't whip out a note. That's because
he's not outstanding at it. He underexaggerates. the three months it took to
He spent
prepare "The Red House" for the cameras partly in study. "Education still
got
to me.
so necessary
seems
of getting
ways You've
of the best
to be aware
the most from life. What you don't
hurt you, by limiting you."
know can
Having earned his own way in pictures,
doing extra, bit, and ultimately star
roles, you might think he'd skipped a
lot of schooling. He didn't. He pur-in
posely attended a private high school
Hollywood, Mar-Ken, which, specializes
in professional youngsters, understands
their absences for work, and gives no
drama coaching. He was never in school
plays, never took public speaking. He
had put himself through two years of
Chapman College (he picked a small
Christian Church college in Los Angeles,
believing he could get better > teaching
and better acquainted there) just prior
to the call to the Army.
"I wanted to go back to college now;
I think I'm missing something. But —
back.
just can't
some things
on
in thego theory
to takeyoucourses
I wanted
several artiof writing." (Having sold
cles, characteristically he wanted to go
study the way others said you do it.)
"I wanted to study poetry." (Which
illustrates his idealistic other half to
his shrewd, practical side.) He amplified,
"You know you don't necessarily learn
from doing: To improve you've got to
stop and think how you're doing things,
what you're doing, and why." _
t on his reconently,
Consequ
were the three hours a
vacation foremos
version
day he went to school, to himself. He
drove away up the beach, having packed

a lunch, his books, and his typewriter.
"I'll never give myself a diploma, but
I hope
I canto give
education."
He loves
read.myself
Avoidsan most
fiction,
calls serials a frustrated story-telling.
If you would share his favorite modern
books, read Walter Von Tilburg Clark's
'"The City of Trembling Leaves," or any
books by Aldous Huxley, Philip Wylie,
Joseph Conrad, Joseph Mitchell, H. G.
Wells, Richard Wright, or William Maxwell. Lon isn't awed by best-sellers. He
didn't finish "The Fountainhead," for
in spite of its acclaim it didn't ring true
to him.
He thought
"Forever Mildred
Amber"
tried
too hard.
He recommends
Cram's "Forever" as the idyllic love
story.
Never vague, given to underplaying
as his method of scene stealing when
before the cameras and to understatement in person, Lon said he has no
guilty feeling about preferring the company of one, or two or three good friends
to parties. He's always "found himself"
by going off alone, then enjoys sharing
with a few pals.
He's no apple-polisher. Thinks it unnecessary, regardless of the hooey ladled
out in Hollywood by many. His 'best
friend remains Ray Sperry; they began
their extra days together years ago, and
now Lon's just been able to get Ray
on. the payroll as his stand-in, a longcherished dream.
His favorite movie stars are Cary
Grant, Janet Gaynor and Irene Dunne.
He's never met any of them. His admiration for their screen personalities
and his loyalty contents him, reveals
much. He worked as an extra and bit
player in the pictures of dozens of
now-fellow stars — Joan Crawford, Gary
Cooper, George Raft, Ann Sothern,
George Sanders, Deanna Durbin, Judy
Garland, Mickey Rooney, Ann Sheridan,
John Garfield, Fredric March, Joel
McCrea, Barbara Stanwyck, etc., etc.
His last small role was in an Errol
Flynn epic. He became acquainted only
where an interest was mutual — with
Judy and Deanna, for instance. He defied Hollywood's
can never
become dictum
a star. that an extra
He is about to blandly by-pass another
rule, this time the one about prestige
once you're a star. When he played
liomeo to Katharine Cornell's Juliet in
his canteen picture, he'd never seen the
empress of the stage in a play. They
became
though
he's instilla
not had good
the friends,
chance to
see her
Broadway triumph. Having learned how
to hold his own in such fast-acting
company by actually doing it, he is now
about to study how-to-act. At 20th the
unknowns under stock contract put on
plays. Lon, entirely of his own volition,
is going to join the group. It's an
i nheard-of move. "I can't last on my
Irish profile, or my lack of height," he
said. "Why can't a star be a student?"
Lon likes after shave lotions, lady
barbers, making decisions, walking on
the beach in a storm, sailing both by
daylight and moonlight, Frank Sinatra
and his singing. Time is of little importance to him. Foreign dishes are his
food enthusiasms; he's no stolid, same
thing year-in, year-out eater. Nicest
thing about him as a dinner partner is

his dislike for butter — he passes it over.
He almost had a nightmare when the
Army took him to Alaska — his perfect
teeth, which never had to be straightened, threatened to turn green. The
threat collapsed, inexplicably, when he
got back to his beloved California sunshine. He hates cold weather, made
himself earmuffs which he adhesivetaned and wired on when in freezing
climate.
He sleeps in the nude, always with
one light on. He avoids arguments, encourages discussions, brands anger the
emotion that's useless. His1 calm was
purposely acquired as most advantageous. He can be teased, and likes to be.
He detests trains, no matter how modern, wangling plane trips when he travels. He wants to see China more than
any other foreign land. His chief characteristics are (1) determination, (2)
shrewdness, (3) his sense of humor, and
(4) his acceptance of responsibility.
His ambition to own a good sail-boat
is yet to be achieved. Once he was
stranded three whole days in the Pacific,
trying to get back from Catalina with
four buddies in an obstinate one-master;
he informed his puzzled school principal
it was an act of God. His most highly
valued material possession is Mac, his
dog. His chief splurge has been for a
honey of a wrist watch with a gold face.
He thinks "Barnaby" is the best comic
strip; intends to learn how to play a
guitar this Summer.
least
mechanical
about his He's
car, not
lazilytheletting
Ray, who is, fix it when it needs repairs.
He's sentimentally concerned over the

fates of his college fraternity brothers.
He has no trouble limiting his worrying, being definite and realizing there
are only a few things in life important
enough to worry about. He is strikingly
different from when he went into the
Army in that he no longer has to win
everyone's approval, a sign of maturity.
An only child, he credits dependence on
himself to the time in service. He prefers a shower to a tub, can cook a little,
moves
it's then,
time
to wakewithup.a zip
He except
needs when
a bugle
for he sleeps serenely until somebody
else is afraid he'll be late somewhere.
He has been learning to play cards, has
a trained, soothing singing voice which
he never employs except on his intimates. He scorns all elaborate ways,
but gets a secret wallop out of dramatizing his private affairs to himself. His
nickname, which he instigated when in
the seventh grade when he saw one was
inevitable, is Bud.
Lon's seriousness about self-equipment
answers much. He isn't counting on
acting forever; he thinks he'll probably
become a writer. When he marries he'll
provide amply; he'll wait until he can.
He wants no counterfeits, nothing second-rate, inthe meantime. Learning how
to live, to estimate properly, to select
the excellent is his primary duty.
"I hope all parents give their sons
time to readjust. It isn't easy," he said.
"Everything is the same now that I'm
back. The people, the places, the studios
— they're all the same. I expected they'd
change. They haven't, but I have. I've
come of age!"
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Continued from page 53
so, too," I said.
. "I hope of
said Keenanno
leaving future
intention
Hut I had
entirely too
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which
fate,
s to able.
meetingeli
.
unr

By discreetly questioning Keenan s
friends, I learned that the place where
he usually went for lunch or a bite after
the theater was Pat's Chop House on
47th Street in New York. A specialty of
the house Was spaghetti. It was a lucky
thing I like spaghetti, for I began to
haunt Pat's Chop House. Feeling the
way I did about Keenan, I would probably have ordered gobs of spaghetti even
if I hadn't liked it, just on the chance
of catchi
. ng glimpses of him at the restaurant
RADIO

GIRL

A rare, captivating
perfume that bespeaks
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fragrance is so completely
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About the third time that Keenan and
I "accidentally" met at Pat's Chop
House, he asked me if I would care to go
for a drive with him. Of course I jumped
at the chance. Then he took me out and
pointed to his car. I had thought he
would be driving a modest Ford. Instead he had a big long, maroon Mercedes with chromium pipes, which looked
about four blocks long to me. Taking
a deep breath I clambered in beside
Keenan, and we whizzed out to LongIsland, where we had sandwiches and
beer.
The Mercedes, had I but known it,
was another omen. It was a sign-post

fascinated
Keenan's
way tocars.
pointing intheforeign
interest
That fascination
with foreign cars has been the chief
bone of contention between us. But
more of that later.
From the day of that very first date
till we got married about two years later,
Keenan and I dated each other every
Glamourwith Eyes
night. I stopped going with other beaux;
he ceased going with other girls.
Keenan in those days was very conLash-Kote
fused about his abilities as an actor. All
his life he had lived in the shadow of a
For bewitching, sparkling
eyes... enhance their beauty
great star — his father. When he went
with Lash-Kote. Water-proof
to see producers to ask them for an
. . . tear-proof . . . smudgeproof . . . harmlessl
acting job, they would tell him how
wonderful his father was and is, and how
1 151 Seward Street
VOGUE PRODUCTS Hollywood 38, Calif.
he would never be able to live up to his
father's greatness.
In some ways Ed Wynn and Keenan
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Watching Keenan rehearse, Ed would
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wood'' sandwiches they serve there —
containing ham, chicken, cold slaw,
pickles and swiss cheese. Actually, we
each
proposed
Ed Wynnto at
the other!"
time was having marital difficulties with his second wife; and
Keenan suggested that perhaps it would
be best for us to get married secretly,
so that we wouldn't flaunt our happiness
in his father's face, just at a time when
his father was so unhappy. Then we
began to picture the reactions of different people we knew when they found
out, months later, that we had been
secretly married. Keenan went through
some of his priceless pantomime, showing
what their reactions would be. I began
to giggle.
About a day later, we eloped. We had
quite a difficult time finding a minister
who would marry us quickly enough, so
that I could return to work the next
night in the Broadway show in which I
had a part. We drove to Washington.
days'
three
that We
D.C., only
waiting
time to
waslearn
required.
drove
to
Elkton, Maryland; but there, too, several days' waiting time was needed. We
tried Alexandria, Virginia, too. Finally
about 3 a. m., having learned that no
waiting period was required in Warrenton, Virginia, we got married there,
after waking up the minister from a
sound sleep.
Because I had met Keenan when I
was wearing yellow, I wore yellow on
our wedding day. I had on a gray and
yellow tweed suit, a large yellow
brimmed hat and yellow suede shoes.
Keenan had bought me a corsage of
beautiful orchids flecked with yellow.
And my wedding ring was a big yellow
band.
When I returned to work, I was still
wearing that gold band. People in the
company asked me if I had gotten married, and I said I hadn't, that the ring
was one my mother had sent me which
she had asked me to wear. They seemed
to accept my explanation. I have never
taken off that gold band since it was
first put on my finger.
They say you never know a man
until you live with him. Perhaps so,
but Keenan and I found it very easy to

we'd
other,
lives to
adjust
wellforduring
other
eacheach
to know
gotten our
those two years of steady companionship. There were really just three bones
of contention between us: foreign cars,
Keenan's complete gullibility, and his
passion for motorcycling. Whenever
there was a new car to be bought,
Keenan insisted on- the foreign variety.
Again and again I held out for American
cars. But Keenan couldn't see it my
way. "American cars are so dull," he
would say. "You can't tinker with the
"Why spend money on a foreign car,
then spend more money getting it fixed
up?" I pleaded. "When you get all
through
motors." with them, they never run as
wellEach
as American
anyway."
time the cars
battle
of the foreign
cars came up, Keenan won. Recently.

however, I persuaded him to buy his
first American car.
A continual source of amazement to
me is Keenan's complete naivete about
money. He has no idea of the values of
things. Give him a hundred dollars a
day and it would slip through his fingers.
Give him ten dollars a day, and that
would slip through them, too. So I give
him just a dollar a day, and let him
borrow the rest. Then I pay back what
he borrows.
Because Keenan has played the part
of Private Midvehill so convincingly on,
the screen, people sometimes wonder if
he may not be a kind of Midvehill in
private life, too. The truth is he's exactly the opposite. In real life he's much
more like Corporal Hargrove, and is a
completely gullible man.
Take the incident of the ducks, for
instance. One day some man came to
MGM, selling small ducks. Several actors bought a duck a piece from him,
and so did Keenan. Later one of the
men said, "The ducks are really quite
a nice buy at forty cents a piece, aren't
they?" Keenan looked at him wide-eyed.
"Are you kidding?" he said. "You didn't
really get your duck for forty cents, did
you? I paid two dollars for mine."
Keenan was the only actor who'dhadpaid
so
that much. How the duck-seller
instantly spotted Keenan as a gullible
man, I'll never know.
Keenan likes to bring his car to people
he says are his friends for any repairs
he needs. Since they're his friends, he
says as a favor to him, they give him
special rates. Special rates is right.
Where any other repair man would
charge $250 to do a job, his friends
charge Keenan $2000 as a great favor.
I remember the time the steering wheel
of one of his cars shimmied whenever
the car reached a speed of 35. Keenan
decided that only his friends could fix
the car. For three weeks, the car was
laid up in their tiny repair shop. Keenan
didn't wait till the car was ready to pay
them. He sent them a check for $498
right after he left the car with them.
That was the price they said it would
cost to fix it. When he finally got the

car, they told him, "If you. have any
tires."
just change
trouble with
Keenan
droveit,away,
and thethemoment
the car hit 35, the wheel began to
shimmy just as it used to do. So Keenan
changed the tires. The wheel still shimmied.
I called up the repair men and told
them about it. They asked if Keenan
had shifted the tires, and I said he had.
Then they were stymied. But if Keenan
wanted to leave the car with them again,
they said they would fix it again. Visualizing another bill for $498 with nothing
accomplished, I decided we'd just have
to let the wheel go on shimmying or
find some other repair men.
Our quarrels about motorcycling ended
about the time Keenan had his serious
motorcycle accident. Up to that time
I'd been very unhappy every Sunday,
when Keenan would go motorcycling
with a group of friends and drive off
into the hills. In vain, I'd tried to argue
him out of his passion for motorcycles.
Ifriends
thoughtwant
they to
weregodangerous.
"If your
motorcycling,
let
them," I said. "If they're in an accident,
and their faces are disfigured, at least it
won't endanger their livelihood. But it's
different with you, Keenan."
Keenan has always loved risky sports,
and he couldn't believe that motorcycling was as risky as I thought it was.
He wanted to take Ned, our four-anda-half-year-old son, motorcycling with
him. Ned worships Keenan, and usually
will do anything he suggests. But this
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"I had my fun," he says, "and I'm not
sorry. Even being injured was a great
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experience and I learned a lot from it."
I think he's proud of the tiny scar on
his cheek which is the badge he wears
as the result of that experience.
He never regrets anything. Not even
his crackups in three different planes.
Not even the way his skin was injured
when he was in an airplane accident
at the age of 14. Nor the numerous
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Hoagy Carmichael tickles the ivories to the tune of his always popular "Stardust," which
he composed several years ago, while Dale Evans, Republic star, obliges with the lyrics.
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flops he had on the stage before he became a success. He feels that each experience contributes something.^
his father's marital trouBecause of
bles, he led a rather lonely life as a boy,
although his father tried to be. both
lather and mother to him. Remembering his own lonely childhood, he spends
as much time as he possibly can with
Ned and our baby, nine-months-old
Tracy. You should see Keenan and Ned
engaging in gymnastics together. Keenan
lies on his back holding Ned up in the
air by his feet. Ned has learned to balance
himself like a regular young acrobat.
Out in the yard, they play at barbells together. Keenan has a regular
barbell. Ned has a metal bar which
weighs 10 pounds. And though he himself weighs only forty-six pounds, he
triumphantly lifts the bar in his small
the mochubby hands and goes through g.
tions he sees his father performin
Young as Ned is, his father has trained
him to love good music. Ned can listen
fascinated for hours to such music as
"The Flight of the Bumblebee" and
"The Nutcracker Suite." Keenan adores
Debussy, Delius, Borodin, and Stravinsky. And Ned enjoys all those great
musicians, too. Ask Ned his favorite and
he will tell you, "I have no favorite.
They are all my favorites."
But the lighter side of Ned's life
isn't neglected either. Keenan reads
comic books to him and takes him to
see the adventures of Mickey Mouse and
of Bugs Bunny. So far, he has never
taken him to see any of his own pictures. He says he hasn't yet given any
performance that he considers good
enough to show to his son.
Personally, I think that the performances Keenan has already given foreshadow even greater performances he'll
give in the future. There are few comedians who can also play dramatic roles,
but Keenan can. He takes a keen interest in Shakespeare, and some day
I'm 'sure he will be a great Shakespearian actor.
He is, as you might suspect, a keen
observer of people. Keenan, however,
doesn't actually imitiate people. Rather
he absorbs the subtle things about them
that other people don't notice because
they're so obvious — and it's those subtle
things which he so unerringly depicts
on the screen. Often when he's playing
a screen character, he likes to suggest
little touches which will add to the characterization, and is very happy when
he has a director who will listen to
him. Remember when as Mulvehill he
drove around in a truck which was
camouflaged? Even the cigar he was
smoking was camouflaged — and that of
course was a Keenan Wynn touch. Nobody else would have thought of it.
He is an exceedingly easy person to
Jive with. I have never known him to
indulge in moods or temperament around
the house. But it is almost hopeless
to try to get him to go shopping with
me. It embarrasses hini terribly to be
seen in a woman's shop. Well, you know
how women are. Sometimes I feel that
it would be a great help to have him
with me; but it isn't worth the high
pressure campaign it would require. Of
course, I have a pretty good idea of
SCREENLAND

what he likes. I know that he likes me
in green and black, and that he likes
me to wear dungarees and plaid shirts
for informal wear. I also know that he
loathes me in white. He says I am too
sophisticated looking to wear white, and
he says it so emphatically that I have
given away every white dress I ever
had. There was one very smart white
dress which was a pet of mine. Keenan
made me send it to my sister. I hope
she likes it as much as I did!
Getting Keenan to go shopping for
food is just as difficult as getting him
to shop for clothes. Once in a while he
has gone to the market with a carefully
prepared list of what we need; but once
he gets into a super-market, he gets lost
there, and never returns with all the
items on the list. Those he brings back
are invariably other brands than the
ones I wanted, usually inferior and less
well-known brands. During the war,
when ration points as well as money
were needed for marketing, Keenan
would be in a complete daze if he tried
to market. He could never keep track
of either the money or the points needed.
He is an easy man to feed. I know
by heart the menu that will please him.
Bluepoint oysters or cherrystone clams,
turtle soup, filet mignon burned outside
and rare inside, asparagus with Hollandaise sauce and baba au rhum. He
likes baked potatoes but not mashed
potatoes. He won't eat turnips or egg
care much for cakes,
plant.he He
bread and tapioca pudding
likesdoesn't
but
and berry pies for dessert. There is just
one dish which he himself knows how
to make. It's delicious. To make it, he
beats up 12 eggs, fries about 12 slices
of bacon, chops up onions very fine, and
scrambles this mixture.
Although he is not neat or orderly,
immaculate about himhe is completely shaved
every day. He
self. He gets
won't shave himself because he claims
his skin is too sensitive for self-shaving.
Each day he makes a special trip to the
barber for his daily shave. He takes two
or three showers every day. He is very
extravagant in his use of toilet water,
dousing himself with bottles of pleasantly smelling toilet water after every
shower.
But he throws his clothes anywhere.
He never remembers to hang them up.
I've tried to reform him but without
any success. Finally, I decided that considering his other great talents and virtues, it was a small enough thing for
me to pick up after him.
It is hard to persuade him to go to
his tailor for fittings. He always forgets

reguAt about
to thetocleaner's.
thingsI have
to send
go poking
lar intervals
in his closet, trying to determine what
needs to be sent to the cleaner's.
Though he's absent-minded in some
respects, Keenan always remembers my
birthday and our anniversary. For our
first anniversary, he gave me a, gold
wrist watch with the inscription, "I love
Of all the
you from now until eternity." one
and a
gifts he has- given me, this
inscripsecret
a
with
bracelet
gold link
tion are my favorites.
He likes to read in bed: biographies,
all the books by famous war correspondents, Thayer's "The Greek," Sand-

burg's "The War Years," and Fowler's
Sweet Prince," which he
"Good Night,
has read and reread innumerable times.
He never grows tired of reading about
John Barrymore. He knew him personally and admired his acting tremendously. He has his speeches from "Hamlet" and "Richard III" on records and
will play them over and over again. He
also has a great admiration for Ralph
Richardson, the English actor, for Helen
Hayes, Judith Anderson and Ingrid
Bergman.
He admires his father's brand of comedy greatly. He thinks his father has one
really great talents of the theater,
the
of
and he would do anything in the world
for his father, just as his father would
for him. Once when Ed Wynn was the

star of a big revue, "Boys and Girls
Together," one of the actors in astheif cast
the
had a heart attack. It looked
show couldn't possibly go on that night.
But on three hours' notice, Keenan
played the part. I doubt if he would
have done it for anybody but his father,
because if he'd been poor in the role,
he would have been violently criticized.
Attempting a role with only three hours
to prepare was certainly taking a great
risk. Somehow Keenan came through
with a fine performance.
Keenan's idea of a really entertaining
evening takes one of two forms: a quiet
evening at home with close friends like
the Gary Coopers, Tyrone Power and
Annabella, Dickie Whorf, Hume Cronyn,
the Robert Nathans, the Gene Kellys or
Van Johnson — or a roustabout knockout evening watching a giddy floor show
like the one at Slapsy Maxie's. Keenan
himself is a wonderful dancer — he can
do a grand rhumba, a wonderful jitterbug, tap and ballet, too, but for some
reason he doesn't care to get up and
dance. Says night club floors are too
crowded. When we're visiting friends, I
sometimes persuade him to join in the
dancing.it. But he's never an eager beaver
about
When we entertain at home, we always play musical records and we sometimes show home movies. The home
movies show Ned from the time he was
three weeks old to the present time; we
also have movie film showing the baby,
Keenan, myself and various of our
This Man

friends. I'm the photographer in the
family, and take all the pictures.
Recently I returned to the screen in
a role in "Dark Corner." Some professional husbands may object to their
wives acting; not Keenan. I continued
my acting up until the time Ned was
scheduled to arrive. While the children
were small I temporarily gave up acting.
But Keenan urged me to go back to the
screen. He feels that if you have any
ability for acting, you want an opportunity to express it.
Keenan's great interests are tinkering
with motors and acting. Once, motors
came first with him. Now it's acting.
Since our marriage, he has become much
more interested in his career as an actor.
At one time he wasn't at all confident
about his screen career, and considered
giving it up. I'm sure movie fans are
glad he finally decided that perhaps he
did have something to give to the screen
after all.
Much has been said about the fact
that Keenan is the third Wynn to become famous as an actor. He is the
grandson of Frank Keenan, as well as
the son of Ed Wynn. I doubt, however,
if the Wynn tradition will end with
Keenan. Sometimes as I watch Ned imitating the way different people walk
and talk (he even does a good imitation
of the baby getting hysterical and excited) Ijust know that Ned is going to
be the fourth Wynn to make good on
the stage.
Worshipping Keenan, he tries to imitate him in various ways. Recently
Keenan had to grow mutton chops for
his role as Frank Morgan's father in
"But Not Goodbye." Ned was fascinated
by his father's 1870 period beard. One
day as Ned was brushing his teeth, he
examined his face in the bathroom mirror; then turning to his nurse, he touched

his smooth young skin and asked, "Don't
you see some fuzz here? Don't you see
a beard coming out like Daddy has?"
She had to admit she couldn't see it.
Again he touched the skin just above
his lip and asked, "Don't you see a
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I can see his father's imagination and his
father's love of acting sprouting in Ned.
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He's a curious puzzling character, this
man called Mason. On the set and off it,
too, he's exceedingly temperamental and
frankly admits it. He's restless and impatient, never satisfied with anything he
does but always consumed with the burning desire to do something still better.
He will refuse a part without the slightest hesitation if he doesn't like it— "I
can't do it justice, so why should I waste
my time?" he'll ask. He was offered more
money than he had ever got before to
play Lord Bruce Carlton in "Forever
Amber" but he ignored the finance and
simply read the script. Next morning
he mailed it back to America with a
short red-pencilled note: "I could never
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with Margaret Lockwood and Patricia
Roc, had the most fashionable West End
premiere since the war, with Queen Mary
and the Duke and Duchess of Devonshire heading the distinguished guests.
When James was told how warmly they
had applauded him, he answered segood."
I was
theyto did.
Then renely,he"Of course
decided
have
a change
and appear with Ann Todd in a modern
drama, "The Seventh Veil," a bitter
vivid role after his own heart. Yet even
when he is being so deadly cruel and
callous on the screen, his potent attraction comes through. "The Man You
Love to Hate," as the English girl fans
have long since christened him.
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Then he." turned down the biggest male
interested
role of the current British screen year,
picdu Maurier
of onDaphne
the hero
Irish'snovel,
her famous
ture based
"Hungry Hill." Instead he announced he
is going to direct and act in a film made
according to his own ideas, a psychologGlass."
d him
Upturne
"The
story called
ical been
by
for
y written
speciall
It has
an American, Captain John Monaghan
of the U. S. Army in Europe. They met
last fall when James and his wife were
entertaining the occupation forces in
Germany and are now the closest
friends. When James said he wanted to
act in a really grim thriller, John spent
his off-duty time concocting one. He has
taken his release from the Army in
London rather than come home to New
York for it, and now he is helping James
to make the picture. They work under
conditions of strictest secrecy, locking
the doors so regularly the studio carpen-'
ters named the set "Atom Bomb Corner."
It's been said too that now James has
at last a director with whom he can't
argue! Many a time in the past when he
hasn't considered the scene in progress
was being played to the best advantage,
he has stopped work and told the director
how it should be done. Sometimes he has
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got his way for he's keenly intelligent as
well as completely sincere, and he has
studied the technical sides of moviemaking intensively. And where period
production is concerned, he knows exactly what is correct, even to the details
of the food the noblemen ate or the kind
of slippers her ladyship must wear.
Some people call Mason a regular
throwback to the seventeenth century,
akin to its spirit in every way. Undoubtedly he would have been perfectly
in tempo had he been born in those ardent olden days, with his zest for full
and elegant living, his feeling for gallant
romance and his appreciation of culture.
He comes of a fine old English aristocratic family himself and is a graduate
of Marlborough College and Cambridge
University where he excelled in Latin,
Greek, and art.
He doesn't care for any outdoor sports
or games, and although he has had to
learn to ride and fence and swim for his
film work, he won't do either when the
cameras are not there. Reading and
drawing are his leisure hobbies and he is
deeply interested in architecture. Not the
least of the reasons that made him decide
to come to Hollywood in the Fall was
that he wants to study the Aztec influences in both old and modern buildings in the Southwest.
California attracts him because he
loves sunshine and warmth and bright
colors, both in dress and furnishings.
Elegant surroundings and gracious living
are essential to his mental health. Drabness and imposed monotony can quickly
make him actually sick, but he responds
to a suitable environment like a bird
opening its plumage to the sun. Don't
think he's a poseur, with an irritating
"must -have" ego. He's utterly honest and
without affection, so because he is sensitive to external influences, he acknowledges it openly.
His friends in England have always
SCREENLAND

been men and women of intellect, famous
writers, university professors, scientists
and painters among them, for his tastes
are infinitely wider than his own profession. He loves good conversation. His
idea of an enjoyable party is to entertain
in a spacious, handsomely furnished
room and after wine has been served, to
relax in deep easy chairs and just talk.
He talks outstandingly himself, with a
keen sense of wit and satire. The notions
he puts forward about literature and
politics and sociology are often arrestingly unconventional and daring, but he
commands the respect of his listeners.
His wife Pamela is a tall slender brunette, wide-eyed and silver-voiced, daughter of a British movie magnate, with a
wealthy cosmopolitan background. She
has written several books and scenarios
and produced a film in which all the
action took place out-of-doors. She recently acted with James in "They Were
Sisters," in which he gave a marvellous
characterization of a passionate selfcentered husband who drove his wife to
drink, drugs, and finally death.
In England the Masons live in the
wooded countryside near the Denham
Studios but not in the appropriate cottage type of architecture. They have a
white and green mansion showing strong
Italian influence, with arched gateways
and windows with painted shutters, and
terraced gardens with old statuary like a
villa at Capri. It looks very strange
under grey English skies but James dehim. clares it has the proper atmosphere for
He picked all the decorations and furnishings for it, just as skilfully as he
chooses gowns for his wife and draws
enchanting little hats which her milliner
copies. He usually designs his own costumes for period films, presenting the
art director with perfect colored sketches
authentic down to the smallest detail.
He once remarked
thathe ifwould
he wasn't
so
successful
as an actor,
happily
be either an architect or a dress designer,
dedicated to making only clothes that
were glowing, romantic, and completely
bewitching. He believes women should
always be lovely to look at — and loathes
to see them in pants! When he first
meets them, he glances at their hands to
read their true personality. He says, "A
woman's lips can lie and sometimes her
eyes may deceive, but her fingers are
unchangeably
He is alwaystruthful."
called by his full name.
The casual informal Jimmy would be
obviously unsuited to such a man. He
has never known poverty or struggle
during his thirty-six years and he has
never played a minor part on either stage
or screen. When he appeared in college
productions of Shakespeare and Sheridan
classics, he found acting so enthralling
he decided to make it his career. He
went on to the London theaters and was
presently invited to take a screen test.
That promptly proved his tremendous
flair for work before the cameras so he
played the tempestuous vindictive father
in the film version of A. J. Cronin's early
novel, "Hatters Castle." He has continued to be a star ever since, and after
eight years in the British studios he has
signed a Hollywood contract.
He accepts his success quite naturally,

A
revelling in these roles of strongly unpleasant yet oddly fascinating men because they offer greater opportunities
than mere straight characters. He seems
to get right under the skin of these types,
showing their redeeming good qualities
without underplaying their badness.
Somehow he makes them intensely human. You sigh at such hardness and
selfishness yet at the same time your
sympathy is won because Mason has
made you feel what poignant emotions
inspired the man. Few7 actors can carry
a love scene with more passionate sincerity, his warm voice throbbing, beseeching, caressing in turn like a fine
violin under a master's hand.
It is going to be interesting to see what

"But that is what I think so I had to
write it. How could I do anything else?"
It's difficult to argue with Mason anyway, because nothing will induce him to
alter these individual ideas he sincerely
considers are right for himself. And you're
handicapped from the start because
he is a connoisseur of words as well as of
food and wine and tobacco. In addition
to being polished and apt, his language
is frank and forceful. He will certainly
be a delight to the Hollywood reporters,
for asked his views he answers clearly
and decisively without caring two little
pins what anybody else may feel. It isn't
that he's publicity-conscious or seeking
those headlines he frequently achieves.
He just can't help being himself, and beNO
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James Mason, England's most exciting current film personality, poses with his actress
wife, Pamela Kellino, and one of their seven pet cats on the terrace of their home.
Hollywood thinks of James Mason — and
what he thinks of Hollywood. Whatever
he feels he will say outright in his own
picturesque and slightly cynical fashion,
always completely thruthful and candid.
If his remarks should happen to annoy
anybody, that will be regrettable but
inevitable, and James will merely shrug
his shoulders.
Last year he startled the movie executives ofLondon's Wardour Street by
publishing a magazine article, "What's
Wrong with British Films." He reported
that in his opinion most of them lacked
glamor and made some pungent comments about certain feminine stars and
their acting standards. When horrified
friends reproached him, he looked surprised and said simply and seriously,

ing James Mason so often happens to
be good copy.
Movie-goers in America will probably
have divided views about him as a man,
though there cannot possibly be any
doubt concerning the quality of his acting, especially in those historical parts
into which he fits so naturally. There
are no standards by which to measure
his rich personality for there is nobody
else in the least like him on the screen,
either in America or Britain.
Cultured and confident, fiery and provocative and ardent yet superbly controlled when needs be, this man called
Mason is a brilliant new star who now
appears on the American horizon.
Though just what Hollywood will soon
be calling him as yet remains to be seen!
SCREENLAND
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Happy on a Hilltop
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to think differently. Now I realize what
an incomplete life one leads as a single
person. Before, I used to get annoyed at
anything that interfered with duties at
the studio. Now, every time I have appointments Ibegrudge the time I am
away from home.
"Right after we were married, I did
seriously think of giving up acting. I
he wouldn't
but the
Roy, or
talked it over
influence
me with
one way
other. I
guess he knew it was a phase I was
going through, probably one I had to go
through. I know now I would never
have been happy. To give up would un-.
dermine my plan for our life together.
Roy has faith in me, and I, too, want to
attain some stature as an actress. For
example, I really dislike the glamor part
of it— looking in mirrors, getting all
dressed up for the proper occasions,
being recognized in public, continuously
living up to a certain ideal expected of
actors. But I'm willing to go through
with it in order to attain a certain goal.
When that time comes, I believe I'll be
ready to retire. Then, too, the studio
spent a lot of time and money launching
my career, including me in their future
plans. So it wouldn't be fair to let them
down. Right now, loving our home and
and the way we live, sharing so many
things that can only be shared if we can
be together — I have to constantly force
myself to divide my interests. I guess
maybe that's my little penalty for being
it luck, fate or what have you,
so Call
happy!"
right from the beginning not only were
Angela and Dick attracted to each other,
but they needed each other. Since his
memorable debut in "Tol'able David,"
Dick has given thirty-nine excellent performances inas many pictures. To date,

plenty of time to think. I still want to
make pictures. But I've never limited
my mind. I'm interested in writing,
painting,
Right
now I'm
part
owner
of sculping.
a profitable
ceramic
business.
I make all the original figures. If I can't
do pictures that I at least feel comfortable doing, then I'd rather not do them
at all. That's why I've turned down
several offers lately.
"On the other hand, I can fully appreciate Angela's career problems, having
faced them all myself. Unlike a husband
from some foreign walk of life, I can understand the demands of the studio, the
reason why she might be tired or irritable after a hard day on the set. If
Angela has to work nights, go on personal appearances, eat dinner with visitit all.andI'vea
done ingit.firemen,
AngelaI understand
has looks, talent,
mind to go with it. Through the medium
of pictures, she will know a freedom,
eventually, that she might never have
By living their individual lives together, Angela and Dick will never know
experienced."
the meaning of boredom. To the contrary, there are constant surprises, some
of them quite amusing. There was the
time the studio came to the house
to take some super-sexy poses of Angela
in her new role of Mrs. Cromwell. Good
trouper that she is, Angela put her
tongue in cheek, pasted on her MGM
eyelashes, and proceeded to dream it up.
Just as she was looking her most luscious, inmarched Ruby from the kitchen.
Completely unimpressed with Hollywood history in the making, Ruby (who
had a peach pie in the oven) shouted:
"Mis' Cromwell, there's a man at the
back door with a sack of steer manure.

Angela has been in five. He's been
through
it all;
she'swith
just the
beginning.
tasted the
bitter
sweet, He's
had
all the heartaches and happiness that
come with fame. For her initial appearance, in "Gaslight," Angela was nominated for an Academy Award. Since

Where yo' all want him to put it?"
That night Angela and Dick were
having dinner served on individual trays
in their upstairs sitting room. She told
him about the untimely arrival of the
fertilizer for his tulip beds. Of course,
Angela thought it was a sensational joke

then, she's had excellent roles ("The
Picture of Dorian Gray," "National Velvet," "The Harvey Girls," and "Hoodlum Saint") . So far, her illusions have
been spared. Combining their mutual interests makes for a set of values that
are pretty close to perfection.
"Our marriage is so ideal because we
supplement each other," says Dick.
"Each is accomplishing something on his
own, and this is the way it should be.
We will strive to remain individuals. I
have held out for what I believe, because
through experience I have learned what
constitutes my personal happiness. I
don't limit my life to ideal circumstances, because I can be perfectly
happy, within reason, to take what I
can get. I know this business well. I have
made lots of money in it, and it has
brought me a certain independence.
"I'm not kidding myself, I know I've
had
my day,it. but
I'min not
life around
I was
the making
service my
for

at her own expense. They couldn't stop
laughing. It's now Dick's favorite story
he loves to tell on Angela. She also has
her favorite she loves to tell on him.
Right after they were married, one
morning, while breakfasting in front of
the downstairs fireplace, Angela wistfully wished they could have a piano.
When she arrived home from the studio
that night, there was a shiny new baby
grand sitting in the music room.
"I rented it," was Dick's simple explanation tohis beaming bride.

three years. During that period, I had
SCREENLAND

Months went by. Finally it was Angela's birthday, and Dick decided to
give her a party. He invited Moyna and
Angela's young twin brothers, the
Zachary Scotts, the Scott McKays and
a group of friendly non-professionals.
The party started early because everyone was working. There they were, outside by the pool having cocktails. The
garden was riotous with color. Through
a loud speaker,
wired
out from
recording
machine,
Walter
HustonDick's
was
singing "The September Song."

They drank a toast to Angela. Next
she opened her presents. Then Dick explained he had called the music company and told them he was buying the
piano for her birthday. No sooner were
the wards spoken, when out marched
Ruby. "Mistuh Cromwell," she announced, "they's two gentlemen here to
piano!"
the
pick up
For a moment there was a stunned
silence. Then Angela got the giggles, and
everyone roared with laughter. Somehow Dick's instructions had been misinterpreted. Instead of sending him a
bill of sale for the piano, the music company ordered their delivery department
to call for it.
The food arrived. Then came the
birthday cake. While Angela was cutting
it, the twins disappeared out to their
car in the driveway. Back they came,
each carrying a violin. As a surprise for
their adored sister, they had learned
Birthday to You." As a shock
"Happy
to each other, and too late for remedy,
they discovered they had practiced it
in different keys. Angela insisted they go
right ahead and play it. It was a birthday party she will long remember.
On their serious evenings, and there
are many, Angela and Dick like to dine
early. They prefer the upstairs sitting
room instead of their dining room, because they can enjoy the view. Out
there below them glisten the lights of
Hollywood. High up on their hilltop, it
gives them a wonderful feeling of isolation and security. A favorite meal consists of roast lamb (next night lamb
curry) , green salad, a vegetable from
their own freezer, Chilean wine and
coffee.
They like to dine early so they can
have long evenings. Both love movies
in general and double features in particular. Ofttimes they are on their way
home to bed when most people are just
getting up from the table. They also
love to listen to the radio. It's impos-

sible to reach them via telephone during
their favorite "Suspense" program, or
"The Hermit's Cave." Even better than
most broadcasts are their own recordings, made on their own recording
machine.
Dick authors the material. This is one
time when actors have no arguments
over billing! Eventually they hope to do
a series of radio shows together. Some
enterprising sponsor might do well to
jump the gun and investigate the situation. In their spare time, Angela is posing for a portrait that Dick is painting.
He has already had two offers to exhibit it, but he is saving it for his own
one-man exhibition in the future.
Angela and Dick enjoy their personal
comfort. Around the house they wear
comfortable slacks and sports shirts.
More times than not, if you drop in on
them unexpectedly, you'll find them
barefooted. They dislike formality intensely, they subscribe to the theory of
live and let live. They aren't even faintly
interested in Hollywood gossip, keeping
up with the Mendls and the Maxwells,
or doing
for
them. all those things that are "good"
Of course, like every married couple,
there has to be at least one bone of contention. In the Cromwell household, it
really is a tempest in a steaming tea
pot. Being English, Angela loves to
drink tea. She loves to drink it morning,
noon and night, on the hour, between
the hours. All of which is just fine with
Dick. If she wanted to walk around with
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it was her right and privilege.
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But Angela doesn't like drinking tea
alone. And Dick doesn't like it! Period.
He's tried, to please her, of course. He
imagines in another twenty-five years
he might get used to the stuff. Tea for
two, or not — they're still two of the
nicest, happiest couples you'll find on
Here's hoping
hilltop.
Hollywood
any never
they
come down
to earth.
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Maxine Andrews' newly adopted baby, Aleta Ann (nicknamed "The Duchess"), with Patti,
right, and La Verne, left, makes the trio a quartet. Maxine is Mrs. Lou Levy in real life.
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Ray

Milland

Continued from page 29
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Winner!

toward an Academy Award eventually?"
Giving me one of his serious, penetrating looks, he said, "Subconsciously
picture."
every
I do in the lighter
side of his nature
Then
when I asked
me
at
g
bouncin
came
what decided him to take on this role.
He gave me a slight smile, raised his
right eyebrow and said, "The fact I'm
Underneath this facetious remark you
well paid."
easily see that Milland took this
could
part" — a term
was a a"fat
role because
actors
use to itdenote
role favorable all
the way to the performer. Yet there
aren't more than two or three actors in
Hollywood who could have taken on this
commission. Van Heflin is one; Fred
MacMurray is another. Can you think
of anyone else?
As a matter of fact, Milland says the
part was considered a "hot potato" by
most leading men. Four advised him
against taking the job.
Milland said he never worked so hard
in any picture. His mood during the
entire shooting was atrocious. The subject matter did not lend itself to a change
of pace. There was no comedy to offset
the drama. It was drama all the way.
He was constantly before the camera.
And there was the "prop" tea he had to
drink in each scene and the heavy beard
he had to grow and the dreadful itching
he had to contend with because he
couldn't shave. He said three months of
that almost drove him into a "lost
weekend." But he never once felt like
chucking up the assignment. These are
roles he likes and the heavier the better,
he said.
So after fifty pictures Milland finally
wears the mantle of "greatness"— for in
screenland no honor is greater than the
Academy Award. Some achieve "greatness" sooner, some later. Jennifer Jones
cracked the winner's circle virtually in
her first screen performance. (She had
several minor roles in Westerns before
"The Song of Bernadette.") Some, although capable actors, never get a chance
to hold a precious Oscar.
Winning an award is a 100-to-l chance.
There are many elements involved. Taking for granted the actor is seasoned and
able, the story, writing, directing and
photography all must blend perfectly.
This is all to the advantage of the artist.
No actor ever won the award without all
these elements combined to set up his
winning performance. But to merit such
a part an actor must put in many years
of hard work. Milland served his apprenticeship inthe school of hard knocks
and after fourteen years has found the
pot o' gold; heartbreaks, however, were
all along the way. Born in Neath, Wales,
on Jan. 3, 1908, the son of a steel-mill
supervisor, Ray — his real name is Jack
Millane — grew up on an uncle's horsebreeding farm. He worked a potato boat
that serviced the Channel Islands and
attended public schools. From there he
went to Kings College and later in the
British Household Cavalry, which is the
King's personal bodyguard.
SCRE EN L A N D

Ray gave all the signs in his salad
days of being a rugged individualist who
couldn't be regimented. While he liked
Army life with its shooting, fencing, boxing and
carefree
existence
he couldn't
submit
himself
to the
tight pants
with no
pockets or the rigid posture when he sat
on his horse for guard duty. Inheriting
$17,000 from an aunt, he gave up his
promising Army career and struck out
for a grand tour of Europe. One year
later he was in London with pockets in
his pants but only $50 in them.
Ray blew the fifty in one night on
Estelle Brody, the English film star, at a
dinner in Ciro's. But that dinner was
responsible for his entry into motion
pictures. Miss Brody introduced him to
a casting director and Ray played several
extra parts. Later he landed a role with
a provincial troupe in "The Woman

in

The road show folded and Ray returned to London. Then his marksmanRoomship 13."
came in handy. He got a part in a
Lya De Putti picture in which he was an
off-scene worker. He was to shoot a
small mirror out of Miss Putti's hand.
But lady luck was with him. Instead he
got the role opposite Miss De Putti when
Cyril McLaglen, Victor's brother, fell ill.
TheFollowing
picture was
"The picture
Flying part
Scotsman."
his short
he was
signed for a London stage revue and he
was tagged by an American film scout.
With the fanfare and rolling of drums
usually accorded a foreign star, Ray
sailed into Hollywood and appeared opposite Constance
Bennett
for Warner
Brothers.
But inthe"Bought"
picture
failed to click. Several minor roles after
that and Ray returned to London. In six
weeks he returned to the movie capital
and played in "Larceny Lane" and "The
Man Who Played God." Again he failed
to hit the jackpot and returned to England.started
Again the
drumbeaters
of 'Hollywood
a Milland
build-up
when
he returned for the third time to appear
in MGM's "Payment Deferred." But
Ray
click.orEither
he wasn't
readyjust
forcouldn't
Hollywood
vice versa.
So
again he shuttled back to London.
After making "Orders Are Orders" for
Gaumont and "This Is the Life," for
British Lion, Ray hit the Hollywood trail
again with the usual results and two
more trips followed and on the third he
was so financially low that he was living
in a furnished room and cadging meals
from a soda jerker at a corner drugstore.
And then out of the blue he was offered
a role in "Bolero," at Paramount. He
followed with another in "We're Not
Dressing," and then came a contract.
Ray heads
still didn't
the reviewers
or But
studio
into send
ecstasies
and his
career was more or less at a standstill.
On a loan-out to Columbia he co-starred
with Loretta Young in "The Doctor
Takes a Wife." Given free rein in that
vehicle his talent for comedy became
apparent and he won national recognition
from critics and fans and Ray found
himself
that and Hollywood had a
"find" onafter
its hands.

inimiiiinnwmi
Claudette Colbert insisted on having
Ray for her leading man in "Arise My
Love." She got him, and the picture was
a hit. "I Wanted Wings" followed and
Ray's studio mail started to take on the
proportions of an avalanche. Claudette
said she couldn't do "Skylark" without
Milland. She got him, and that picture
was even a bigger hit than "Arise My
Love."
While there were some Paramount
executives who didn't think Ray was
ready for bigger things, Y. Frank Freeman, studio vice-president, did and with
some persuasion Ray earned the lead
part in "Reap the Wild Wind." It was
his big chance and it was the jackpot for
him. The picture was a tremendous hit
and sent Ray's stock soaring. From
there on Ray had the track to himself
and he was definitely established as one
of Hollywood's big, box-office attractions
and heart-throbs.
Milland's marital existence has been
as turbulent as his screen career. Married
fifteen years ago to Malvina Muriel
Weber, his connubial life has run from
moments of ecstatic joy to the depths of
utter despair and unhappiness. Ray is
subject to temperamental fits. He runs
hot and cold. It's not a case of enlargement of the cranium due to success. He's
always been that way. Perhaps, if one
could probe deeply enough and get Ray
to admit it, he'll tell you that he's subheadaches and that's the
ject to migraine
underlying
reason for his temperamental
outbursts.
The Millands have separated three
times. Once they were divorced — that
was back in 19S1 when he flopped with
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MGM. They were remarried in '34 and
then parted for a week in '38. At another
time the separation lasted four months
and the flareup was nothing more than
overwork at the studio. It's never a
separation over waning love. The Millands are mad about each other — proving the old bromidic line about "true
love never runs smooth."
But Ray's temperament doesn't stop
at home. He's that way about people
and is very extreme about his tastes in
everything he does. He'll go overboard
about some person for the nonce and
then forget him when he begins to prove
boring. There is one thing, however, in
which his interest will never wane, and
that's his music album. He can sit for
an hour at a stretch listening to music
and he has a library of more than 2,000
records.
And then there is son Danny, four,
who never bores him. Since Danny came
into the picture Ray sticks to the old
fireside and makes his home his castle.
As a matter of fact, he has always
preferred home to night life. That was
due to his early fling in life when every
evening meant the rounds with his
cronies. Today he's bored with all that
stuffter and
prefers people,
be interesting,
or else.but they'd betAll dramatic actors at one time or
another, when interviewed, will admit
that they would like to play Hamlet.
Ray is different — or perhaps he was in
one of his droll moods. When I asked
him what sort of part he would like to
do next he said, " 'Death Takes a HoliThat's Ray Milland!
day.' "
Father

Continued from page 31
wondering about such things as whether
or not there would be another war. He
wondered, too, if he would worry about
a son at war, or if he would be able to
take it in his stride and just be proud.
He had a hunch that the pride would be
mixed with a tight feeling in his heart,
and that he'd need Mary's steadying
hand. In a matter of weeks, he jumped
ahead twenty years. Overnight, he was
older, more mature, and facing — angrily
—remember.
the stupidity of a world that couldn't
He felt more settled, too, and — long
before the baby was * born — he began
thinking of his family in terms of the
three of them. When he and Mary flew
to New York in Bob's plane, he said
of the event, "This is his first trip, and
he's getting a lot of flying: night flying
and instrument flying and day flying."
He also had seafood, Chinese food,
Italian and French food, because Bob
wanted him to develop cosmopolitan eating habits so that he would be at home
in every country of the world.
"In New Orleans," says Bob, "the
baby got a taste of Oysters Rockefeller
at Antoine's. That's a wonderful dish.
They take a pie tin and fill it with rock
salt. Then they push down half shells in
the salt just up to the rim of the shell.
This is put in an oven and set at some

fantastic French temperature. Then
oysters are popped into the shells and
covered with a sauce made of thyme, butter, absinthe, spinach, garlic. All this is
browned over the top. It's very special
and I wanted the baby to get a taste
There were, of course, the usual number of people who told Bob (who has
it."
of
been flying since he was 17) : "I suppose
you are going to stop flying now!" This
reminded Bob that people told his father, who loved to drive those "strange
new automobiles," "I suppose you are
going to stop driving that car now." Bob
says, "Here we have progressed to another generation and people are telling me
it wouldn't be fair to the child to continue flying. In the next generation,
people may be saying that it isn't fair
to
traipsing even
off toifMars.
You can't
stopgo progress,
you wanted
to.
And for our children's sakes, we
shouldn't want to."
Yes, like every young father, Bob felt
like a parent long before he actually
was. He also found that the newcomer
was to make drastic changes in his life.
In the first place, Bob has always loved
ranch life. Oh, perhaps with a playhouse
and a swimming pool, to say nothing of
a really lovely main house and four acres
of fruit trees, a caretaker's cottage, a
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usual ashouse for his mother, and the
sortment ofchickens, dogs, and animals,
ranching was a bit on the lush side; but
Bob loved it because he could relax
outside, get into dungarees and out into
the fields.
One night he arrived home from the
Wore Boots," and he
set of "The Bride
realized that it was dark and gloomy.
It was a full hour's drive from the
Paramount studio in Hollywood to his
home. It hit him with terrific impact:
if he had to get up at 5:30, and didn't
get home until after 7:00 at night, when
would he get a chance to see the^ baby?
"farm,
belovedseeme
lookit atnohislonger
Bob took
d "a
suddeanly
and
pretty wonderful place. It seemed like
a grim monster whose sole purpose in
life was to cheat him out of precious
hours with his son. He didn't blink an
eye; he picked up the phone, put the
place on the market, and sold the entire
establishment in less than a week.^
This haste, he later learned, just
wasn't quite bright. Because no place
in Beverly Hills could he find a house
or an apartment to rent. In the first
place, there just weren't any; and, in
the second place, there seemed to be
a law against children. Bob finally
bought an apartment house to get an
apartment.
Time was of the essence. Suddenly
there was much to do. The apartment
had to be completely redecorated. The
ranch furniture, which is lovely 18th
Century mingled with Victorian, had to
be moved into the new home. The
baby's room was, naturally, the best in
the house, with the most sunlight and
fresh air. It had to be painted a delipink to set off the pale blue furnicate Bob
ture
had made. One day Mary told
him it was about time to go shopping
for the layette. Although Bob was a
seasoned "father" by this time, he teased
Mary with this one: "Is a layette a place
He also discovered
baby?"
the the
to
thatlaywhile
stork had no dearth of
babies, there was a shortage of almost
'with them. Not
that went
ng necessar
everythi
y items
only
were
like bottles
due to ined,
and diapers very high-pric
flation, but they were as scarce as the
proverbial hen's teeth. Finally, by
thoroughly shopping the town, Bob
found seven bottles and 48 diapers.
There were weeks when Bob shopped
for a bathinette. He finally pulled a
trade deal: an autograph book for which
he secured stars' signatures for the
daughter of a man who had a bathinette for sale. Then he interviewed over
fifteen women for the job of the baby's
nurse. Finally, they found a jewel, Mrs.
Stine, who was the nurse for General
Harmon's daughter. Meanwhile, the picture schedule went relentlessly on. There
were the usual number of radio broadcasts, social affairs, premieres to attend
and people to entertain. Life was
jammed to the hilt with the simple business of living.
All at once, the day was upon them.
Although the doctor thought there were
about three weeks to go, one morning
Bob had a premonition that This Was
It. He was right. It was. There ensued
a hurried packing of Mary's things:
bedjacket, slippers, lipstick; a race to the
SCREENLAND

hospital, because Bob had never been
a father before and he didn't know how
long it took to have a baby; finally,
Mary's room.
He'd been up all night, so he went
down to the hospital commissary to get
something to eat to refresh him. He
didn't want to go out of the hospital
and much,
leave because
Mary. But
he didn't
get to
eat
the nurses
descended
on him like locusts, asking him to autograph everything from pillow cases to
bedpans. Finally, he went up to see
Mary and was promptly ushered out of
the room.
Most of the time he spent in the
fathers' waiting room near the delivery
room. His company was other expectant
fathers. Bob saw eighteen men jump
up, one by one, to be told, "Congratulations, it's a girl!" Or, "Congratulations, it's a boy!" The proud father
would
thenwould
say, whisk
"May him
I see
it?"to And
the nurse
away
the
mysterious inner sanctum. This went
on for hours. Bob was steeling himself
against jumping up every five minutes.
Because of this, one of those things happened that are terrifying and tragic at
the time but which later — fortunately —
you can look back on with a weak smile.
Dr. Krahulik had only seen Bob once.
Since he's not a man who irequents
pictures, he just wasn't familiar with
one Mr. Robert Cummings' profile. He
came to the door to inform Bob that
he was a father, but he didn't recognize
of calling, "Mr. CumBob, so —mings?"— instead
he went away again, thinking
Bob had gone out. So Bob waited and
waited, growing more apprehensive by
the hour. Finally, a man came to the
"Cummings?"
said,unwound
door
Bob and
slowly
himself and said,
"Yes?"
"You have a junior!"
Bob's brother, Oscar, ran to the phone
and started to call out to relay the good
news. The man in white said, "I
wouldn't make that call if I were you."
Oscar put the receiver back. The man
in white left; and all at once there was
a strange quiet in the room.
Every other father had been invited
to see his son. But with Bob, the Man
in White had simply disappeared down

the hall, with the strange warning, "I
make that call if I were you."
wouldn't
Oscar looked at Bob, who was white
as a sheet. "You might as well get
ready to take it," said Oscar slowly.
"Something has gone wrong."
For 45 minutes the two of them sat
in that little room and waited. Bob
kept going to the door of the hallway
which led to surgery. At the door he
would be stopped by a nurse, who would
wag her finger at him and say, "Fathers
He did this
are not allowed in here!" being
turned
about five times, each time
back by the nurse. Thoughts began
kaleidoscoping through his mind: Mary
had died .... the child was deformed
.... the child was dead .... the child
was blind .... Mary was dying. Trembling, he finally got to his feet. He
marched to the door. The nurse said
But
there!"
go in He
can't
again:was"You
Bob
beside
himself.
gave her
tinctly.
a look. "I'm going in!" he said dis-

He went on, past the mysterious
doors, into the strange-smelling, antiseptic atmosphere. The nurse came rushing
after him. "Who are you?" she said.
"I'm Cummings," said Bob. "What do
you want?" she asked. Bob kept walking. "I want to know right now how
my wife is, and I'm going to find out!"
The nurse put a hand on his arm.
"She's still on the table," she said. Bob
only quickened his step. Finally the
head delivery nurse came out and said,
"PT~
-dik will bo*

on the stage. Only this time it was
different.
"We never did find out who the man
was who said we couldn't make that
call," says Bob today. "It wasn't his
fault; he just said the wrong words at
the right time. We did find out that
the reason he said it was because the
phone was supposed to be for incoming
calls only; you weren't supposed to call
out.
was as
as 9:48,
that." and Bob
TheIt baby
wassimple
born at
''
M^vntil almost 11:15. He
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And at that moment, they brougm
the baby out, quite completely naked,
but possessed of the right number of
eyes and ears and feet and hands, a
perfect baby. A perfectly wonderful
baby! There was two inches of hair on
his little head, and he was white, not
all red and wrinkled as some babies
are. "My wife?" asked Bob. "She's
fine!" smiled the head delivery nurse.
All at once, Bob felt pretty sheepish.
"I'm sorry," he said. "I got a little
excited." He was embarrassed,
see, he had planned to take it too.
all inYou
his
stride, be almost nonchalant. He'd
played the scene before in pictures and

.
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life. He managed a weak smile. "Hello,"
he said. "Do you want any more
She was in bubbling spirits. "I want
ten!"
she laughed.
babies?"
Bob walked beside her, rather unsteadily. "How do you like that?" he
asked no one in particular. "She wants
ten! Personally, I don't think I can
stand it. Ten! Does she realize what
a father has to go through?"
Finally, he just 'asserted himself: "I'm
DARNED if I'm going to have another
baby!" he said emphatically.
Mary, like Mona Lisa, just smiled.
SCREENL
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like any wellBruce on the
that he is, caron and off the

was twenty. Now, only slightly older,
she is looking upon America with candid
eyes and wanting to be as much a part
of this country as she was a part of England during the most crucial years of the
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exciting time — when the ack-ack was going full blast and the sirens were wailing,
we'd stop the show and all go up on the
roof and watch our boys shoot down
Jerries. Then, when it was over, we'd
go back and pick up our show again
just
where
we'dattitude
left off."toward life and
This
casual
death is usually attributed to great experience or extreme youth; but Pat Kirkwood can be credited with both. She
went into the show business when she
was fourteen, made her first motion picture when she was sixteen, and won the
title of Britain's wartime star when she
ScREENLANT)

0-2

...ow
uiuugnt
her
to
the
staths'of
a
But what she wanted now was more star.
important. She wanted to come to America
and be a great actress under the aegis
of one of the more important studios in
Hollywood. She wanted to be one of
America's leading leading ladies. "One
thing about me," Pat says, "when I start
dreaming I just let go of everything and
dream. There's nothing niggardly about
the big piece of cake I can cut for myBut it's hard to keep dreaming with
buzz self
bombs
off in the next block
then." going
and sometimes
in the same block where
you roll out of bed weary-eyed from too
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Hi
Pat Kirkwood, Van Johnson's cinematic love interest in "No Leave, No Love," catches up
with books during a leisure hour at home. The MSM picture is her first American film.
long hours spent in fire fighting and
rescue work after the show closed. There
were times, she says, when America
seemed very far away and peace a condition which must have existed in some
previous life on another planet. Despite
the bombs and the weariness and the
sick, gone feeling at the pit of her stomach when she walked past a blown-tobits house and heard a child whimpering somewhere inside, she managed to
keep working at the job which was her
only excuse for existence — acting. When
the Germans were at their last frenetic
heights she made another picture, ironically titled "Flight From Folly," which
was produced at the Warner Brothers
London Studio. Three days after the
picture was completed the studio was
blown sky high. "After that," she says,
"I knew I was safe. And I kind of got
a feeling that maybe I had some work
ahead of me that might possibly be
important. I used to walk to the theater
and hear the sirens wailing and know
that nothing was going to happen to
me.
In July, 1944, Pat's lucky star took
another upward zoom. She signed a contract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer with
the promise that she would be brought
to America, which had become almost a
never-never land, on the first plane permitted to carry civilians. That set her
up considerably, so much so that she
went right out and starred in another
musical
comedy, "Goody Two Shoes," at
he Coliseum.
\

Meanwhile the war kept dragging on.
"I had a car and used to go out and
stand a long time just looking at it,"
Pat says. "And then came D-Day and
we knew it would soon be over. I
wangled a gallon of gas — you thought
I'd say petrol, didn't you? — and as I
backed the car out of the garage a whole
family of mice jumped out of it. I almost jumped, too, and just missed running into a brick wall."
With the arrival of V-E Day she was
told that passage had been booked for
her and her mother aboard a transatlantic clipper. On June 17, 1945, they
sailed into the Western sky and Pat
suffered her first disillusionment. Curiously enough she had conceived the idea
that anything "made in America" was
richly luxurious and opulent. The clipper
turned out to be an old, war-weary crate
and was pretty dirty and uncomfortable^
She and her mother were permitted only
fifty-six pounds of luggage each. "I had
read too many stories about the future
of the air age," she said, "and the clipper was a pretty rude awakening. It
was more like a flying box-car. I was too
dispirited even to look out of a porthole when some one called out 'Icebergs
America " — New York — was bestarboard.'
to But
yond her wildest expectations. The
tables groaned with vegetables, milk,
eggs and even meat on occasion. The
lights were a tapestry against the
stars and every neon sign was a promise
of a brilliant and happy future.
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Arrived in Hollywood she was given
al, "No Leave,
an assignment in a music
deNo Love," an epic which soMGM
arduously
clares will do her reputation,
earned in England, no harm at all. The
studio even waved its magic wand over
the housing impasse, and found a dwell-r
ing for Pat and her mother in Culve
City, within walking distance of her set.
The place is complete with fruit trees
tall obligingly heavily laden) , flowers, a
barbecue pit and, believe it or not, 1000
chickens. "I sit out in the sunshine,'
Pat says, "and stare at the hens and
they stare right back at me wondering
or I."
t egg,
the bigges
which
is looking
d they
Kirkwoo
nowlayMiss
Just will
into the future with a calm and comfident eye. Well, why not? After all,
she's young, she's beautiful, she can sing,
and she knows a good deal about acting. The world, particularly the part of
it that is America, will be very good to
her, I think. She wants to do all sorts
of things, musicals and good straight

"Well," she said thoughtfully, "it was
in pretty bad condition from standing
long. So I sold it to my boy
unused
jumped soout?"

You know, somehow I think Pat Kirkcountry.wood is going to do very well in this
friend."

Flight of a Pidgeon
Continued from page 55
After graduation from high school he
entered the University of New Brunswick
at Fredericton, and before you could say
"rehearse" he was in college dramatics
up to his neck. "It wasn't that I wanted
"I didn't seem to
says.
Pidgeon
act,"
to
have
much
to say
about it. They just
threw me in there and I gave them the
best I had." Of course the good fairy
who had taken over the contract of looking after the Pidgeon career was already
on the job, but Walter knew nothing
about it and cared a great deal less. He
was unimpressed by dramatics, and
people who wanted to act. He would
have much preferred to spend his time
dreaming about the traveling he was going to do after the tiresome business of
education was over or just playing soccer
or hockey.

And then, suddenly, the world and his
travel plans blew up in his face. Canada
and most of the rest of humanity was at
war, and young Walter tried to enlist.
Discovered just as he was about to sail
for overseas by his elder brother who was
SONGWRITERS Tttu $100
already in the Army, he was yanked out
$100 CASH AWARD EVERY MONTH for best song placed
because of his extreme youth. A year
with us. Hollywood composers write MELODY (without
later he tried again and this time made
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told himself. But again the destiny that
EXAMINATION. You may win $100. Write for details.
was saving him for the position of top
Cinema Song Co., Dept. D-13, Box fa70, Beverly Hills, CaL
"man on Hollywood's totem pole intervened and Walter was dumped into a
hospital as a result of a slight altercation with two colliding gun carriages.
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"All the time in the hospital I kept
school
education
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tive
textsl Rapid
Progress!
Write todaylow forcost.freeAuthoritabooklet.
telling myself that if I ever got out of
there I'd start traveling," Pidgeon says,
: INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS '• "and that's exactly what I did. I went
I
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drama— this last after she's thirty, however.
"Why
wait that long?" I asked.
"Afraid?"
Her eyes snapped. "Of course I'm not
afraid," she said tartly. "It's just that I
think few actresses are equipped by experience and training to do great dramatic parts until after they're thirty."
"What about Jennifer Jones?"
"Well, she's one of the very, very few.
There aren't many in the whole world
I am."
think girl,"
don't little
her. Certainly!
like
"Don't
be so modest,
:I
said. "You may turn out to be quite a
person. By the way, what did you d;
with your car — after you and the micfc
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But Walter chose it because, he says, he
thought there was lots of money in the
place and he needed money to start his
journeying. He sought a job in the
marts of trade; but the kindly spirit
governing his destiny had other plans.
No jobs were open. No jobs of any kind
were to be had. At this juncture the
youth suddenly remembered that he had
once acted while in college and hearing
that E. E. Clive, the English actor, was
in town and about to produce a show, he
to see him. "Can you act?" asked
went Clive.
Mr.
"Of course," said Walter.
The result was that he went oh in
"You Never Can Tell," followed by
"Pygmalion" and "Androcles and the
Lion." "Much as I hated it," Pidgeon
says, "I seemed to be successful. What
I really wanted, of course, was to travel
— and while this gave me a chance, in a
it wasn't
to see thetocountry,
limited way,
enough.
I wanted
see the mystic
see
I didn't
and on
the seven
isles ofchance
much
of it seas,
if I kept
being an
But rebel as he would his destiny was
sealed. Fred Astaire, hearing Walter
sing one night at a social gathering, told
him that he ought to be in musicals. The
actor."
result
was that Pidgeon hunted up Elsie
Janis who had onct' told him, back in
"Canada, to see her if he ever needed help.
Miss Janis made him her leading man
and took him to London with her in a
revue called "At Home." When they
returned to the United States with the
show, Broadway welcomed them enthusiastically. After a long run there they
took the show on the road, and America
began talking about the tall, handsome
young Canadian with the deeply resonant voice. By this time even Pidgeon
he'd
that
admit of
was about
have
to give ready
up all to
thoughts
being a
sea captain and content himself with
getting rich and famous in the show
business.

It was about this time that talking
pictures came in, and suddenly a Hollywood producer discovered that Pidgeon
had a voice. He brought the young man
to the film capital where for a year he
cooled his heels drawing his salary and
waiting for something to happen. He
couldn't understand this sort of nonsense and finally asked to be released
from his contract. He free-lanced for a
year and then returned to New York,
convinced that Hollywood was populated
entirely by people recently escaped from
the booby hatch.
In 1935 a couple of gents in California
decided that they'd better return to earth
from the stratosphere where they'd been
spending "talkie" money, and asked Pidgeon u> come back to Hollywood. This
time they gave him his fill of work. He
made pictures a mile-a-minute in studios
all over town and finally Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, being an astute outfit and
recognizing gold almost any place they
find it, signed him for a long-term contract. After that there was a spate of
pictures — "Man-Proof" with Myrna Loy,
Rosalind Russell and Franchot Tone,
"Girl of the Golden West," co-starring
Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy,
"The Shop- Worn Angel," with Margaret
Sullavan and James Stewart, and many,
many others. His latest and perhaps
most successful pictures have been "How
Green Was My Valley," "Mrs. Miniver,"
"Madam Curie," "Mrs. Parkington,"
"Weekend at the Waldorf," and "HoliMexico." to tell you which of his
Askday inPidgeon
pictures he likes best and he'd probably
say unhesitatingly "How Green Was My
Valley." Among modern books Llewel-

lyn's story had long been his favorite and
he had often thought that someday he
might be given the opportunity to appear
in its screen version. That chance came
about ininvited
a curious
"Darryl
Zanuck
me to manner.
have lunch
with
him one day," he said, "casually mentioning that John Ford would be present.
As we ate I happened to notice the book,
'How Green Was My Valley,' lying on
the table. I picked it up and mentioned
that if it was ever made I'd like to have
a chance at it."
Ford stared at me. "Who tipped you
off?" he demanded.
"I told him I didn't know what he was
talking about, and then he went on to
tell me that getting me to play the part
of the minister was the reason they had
asked me to lunch. I believe I shall alof that
role as my
Soonways think
after
the picture
was favorite."
finished
Pidgeon was introduced to Llewellyn by
transatlantic telephone. They talked of
the immense destruction in London due
to the German bombings and Pidgeon
expressed his grief that so many of the
lovely old landmarks and palatial dwellings were being demolished. "Yes,"
Llewellyn said, "it is tragic that so many
of
landmarks
butlittle
it's
sad our
howoldtender
are thehave
roofsgone,
of the
houses." The remark was so thoroughly
in tune with the writer's character that
Pidgeon says he will always remember it.
Today at 46, the owner of a noncancelable, puncture-proof contract with
no options which still has nine years to
of Hollywood's
is onecuriously,
Pidgeon and,
go, Walter
most
successful
most
contented men. "I know my limitations," he says, "and, unlike the moth,
I no longer desire the stars." He is physically more active than most youngsters
half his age, plays a smashing game of
tennis, eats big meals, smokes big cigars,
likes the society of business and professional men, and is still youthful enough
to get a tremendous wallop out of a sigh
from a languishing maiden.
With nine more years to go before his
contract is completed, Pidgeon is looking forward to the final culmination of
his youthful dream — travel. "I'm going
to buy a good sea-worthy craft," he says,
"and I'm going to stick her nose into
every out-of-the-way port in the world.
I'm going to eat native foods on tropical islands; I'm going to sit up all night
through a tribal dance; I'm going to
shoot tigers in India and the bull in
Madagascar. In fact, I'm going to do
every darned thing I've always wanted
to do. I shall probably be gone at least
years."
three
"What
about more pictures after you
get back?" I asked.
"Oh, I don't know. Maybe I'll have
had enough. I'll be fifty-five by that
time. Maybe a little directing. I think
I'd like that."
And so until his little stint of nine

Meet Monogram's "Joe Palooka, Champ"!
He's Joe Kirkwood, shown here with
Elyse Knox, his leading lady for the film
version of the popular
comic strip.

years at Metro is finished Walter Pidgeon is going to continue being the
same guy he is now, liking people, forgetting the names of his best friends, getting drunk on music, fasting for the
good of his soul one clay out of each
week, working hard, being simple and
kindly and the sort of person you'd like
to have for a neighbor — or a friend.
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Richard Conte, growing in popularity with the movie fans and next appearing in 20th
Century-Fox's "Somewhere in the Night," does a radio stint with Maggi McNeills.
The

Pros and

Cons

of Being a Movie

Star

Continued from page 37

in New York, Joan shed her mink, made
the gesture of rolling up the sleeves of
her sleekly tailored black and white
checked suit, made of her hands a very
effective pair of alabaster scales and
weighed for me, at my request, the pros
and cons, as she sees them, of movie
stardom.
"Most of it," she began, "is fun.
Great fun. Fabulous fun. Most of it is
excitement and enchantment and the
dreams-come-true you imagine it to be
when you never imagine it could be, for
you. But some of it," Joan said, with a
can have!"
"youunexpectedly,
crooked
slightly
And
paused.
Andsmile,
added,
"The loneliness. Which is something I
never experienced until I made pictures.
Until now.
"My friends," Joan explained, "my old
friends, the kids I went with in New
Jersey, where I and my sister Mary and
my sister Betty were born and grew up;
kids
my class
at at
Miss
Beard'sSchool,
School;
kids in
I knew,
later,
Lincoln
in
New York — they are not my friends any
more. Not really, that is. Not the way
they were. Something — a shadow, perhaps—has come between us.
"Like one of the girls will call and say,
just
'Let's
have lunch,'
beforelikeI always,
have time
to answer,
just and
like
always, 'Sure! Where?' her voice will
change and she'll say, sounding unnatural, apologetic, sort of, 'Oh, but
you're too busy, I'm sure!' They get a
feeling of inferiority," Joan said sorrowfully, "which is so ridiculous. But there
it is. So you lose some of them. You
lose your old friends.
"Your boy-friends, too. The boys I
used
to know,speak
they tocan't
it! When
headwaiters
you,take
I mean,
they
hate that. When fans ask for your autograph, they look at the ceiling or at the
tips of their shoes. They're embarrassed.
Boys don't want dates that embarrass
them.
"When I was working in 'Blue Skies,'
two awfully nice kids I knew, and have
known since I was knee-high, visited me
one day on the set. Just in from the
5
19
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since I'd
me looked
seen they
hadn't And
theymovies.
Pacific,
been
in the
at
me, not as a freak, exactly, but as if to
say, 'This isn't Joan!' Later, they asked
me to go dancing and before I had time
to say 'Swell! I'd love it!' they sort of
muttered in their beards about — 'No fun
for you, of course, to go dancing with us
after dancing with Fred Astaire!' And
when I tried to tell them that I'd danced
only one very little dance with Fred
Astaire and that the very thought of it
had paralyzed me and what had that to
do with it, anyway, they just sort of
hemmed and hawed and didn't know
what to do with their hands and feet
and were uneasy with me and, pretty
soon, went away. It just stops," Joan
said, regretfully, "the way it was before,
I mean.
"On the other hand, it's fun, it's fun,
in italics," Joan said, lightening, brightening, changing pace, "to have important
people planning things for you. Things
You can't
into a itstar.
that make
believe
how you
gilt-edged
makes you feel
to have important people discussing and
planning stories for you, a year ahead.
"It's fun to be recognized in public,
which I'm just beginning to be. Fun to
have the fans ask for your autograph.
I've heard and read that to many of the
stars, being recognized in public is a
cross to bear. Well, I can only say that,
so far, it doesn't upset me.
"It's fun having ypur own dressingroom. When I worked in 'Blue Skies,'
the studio gave me the dressing-room
Veronica Lake had used and let me redecorate it to suit myself. That was
really keen. I did the carpets, walls and
drapes in pale greens. I bought a pair
of little love-seats, curvey and cute, done
in chartreuse. I bought a lovely coffee
table, and a beautiful lamp with ivy
It isn't,
of its copper base.
growing
of
course,out
a dressing-room
suite, lavishly
luxurious like Betty Hutton's, or Dorothy
Lamour's, or Paulette Goddard's. But
it's cute and it's mine and I love it!
"The thoughtfulnesses — I love. I am
more touched than I can say by the

thoughtfulness the studio shows me. Like
when I was making 'Blue Skies' and, at
the same time, working in 'Monsieur
Beaucaire,' I often had to rush from the
set of one to the set of the other, changing costumes practically en route, and it
was pretty tiring, so when both pictures
were finished, the studio suggested I take
a week at Palm Springs, at their expense.
I didn't accept the offer, but that," Joan
said, "was beside the point — the offer
was made. Like this trip to New York
which was also made at the studio's
suggestion and expense. Like the theater
tickets the Eastern office of Paramount,
without my asking, get for me. Such
things happen to you, when you are in
pictures, all the time. Just mention some
thing you want — or don't mention it, just
think about it— and there it is, all done
up in cellophane and delivered to you.
It's an Aladdin's Lamp feeling.
"All kinds of little kindnesses and
courtesies, all along the assembly line —
the actors being so nice to me, the big
stars — Sonny and Bing and Fred Astaire
and Bob Hope — they couldn't have been
sweeter, making me feel, not a stranger,
not a greenhorn, but one of them. The
electricians and the prop-men and the
script girls and the hairdressers, taking
time to explain things to me, camera
angles, little tricks that help. The property men who get you a chair, a coke, a
glass of water, a coat to put over your
shoulders. The care they take of you.
The fabulous care — if they like you!
"But it is difficult," Joan said, reflectively, over her fourth glass of iced tea
and second plate of chocolate ice-cream,
"to balance the scales between what you
like and do not like about being an actress on the screen, evenly. Because things
from one side keep spilling over into the
other side. Like the generosity and consideration the studio shows its stars,
which is positively fairy godmother stuff
but, at the same time, can be rather
frightening. For there is a possessiveness about a studio, sort of like an outsized silver cord.
"From the time you walk in the studio
gates, in the morning, until you walk out
of them at night, you are," Joan exThe Sunny

plained, "studio property. The studio
plans your day. You talk, for the most
part, with the people the studio arranges
for you to talk with. Reporters, mostly.
Distinguished visitors. Interviewers.
You dress as the studio tells you to dress.
But that's okay, that's fair enough, the
clothes, the hair, the planned day and
all that. While you are in the studio,
you are a studio employee and like all
employees are, and should be, at your
employer's disposal.
"But even your personal life is pretty
much, actually, under studio auspices.
The business of having to live in a
moated mansion, with swimming pool
attached; of publicity departments
dreaming up 'publicity romances' for you
which, in order to augment your 'glamor'
you must pretend to take seriously — all
that sort of thing is, I have found,
definitely old hat. But the studio still
sets a standard for you and, whether in
Hollywood or in the Hesperides, you are
expected to conform to it. The studio,
I often think," Joan said, and laughed,
"is like a stern but madly indulgent father
who, having brought you up in the way
you should go and given you everything,
expects you to Make Him Proud of You,
or else. Not," Joan was at pains to explain, "that you don't want to. You
don't, I mean, want to kick up your
heels or do anything the least unladylike, the least embarrassing to, in my
case, Papa Paramount. But if you
should, being human, make ever so slight
a mistake, you feel, when you are in the
public eye, that you are injuring, not
only yourself, but studio property. In
other words, when you become a movie
star you give up, in my opinion, your self.
"On the credit side, heavily, heavily
on the credit side is the fact that, fan
that I am, to meet the movie stars, in
person, was just absolutely thrilling. The
first time I met them — quite a lot of
them, at one time, I mean — was on the
set of 'Duffy's Tavern,' in which I had
a small speaking spot. I met Bing that
day, Dorothy Lamour, and Betty Hutton, and Cass Daley and, of course, Ed
Gardner. That," Joan said, and sighed
pleasurably, "I liked!"

Side of Tufts

Continued from page 63
he argues. His utter disregard for danger warnings and storm signals has
earned him the nickname "Storm SigTufts" among the local life guards
and nal
fishermen.
In his spare time, when he is not
working in two pictures at once, posing
for stills, giving interviews or seeking
thrills at the bottom of the sea. Sonny
"takes it easy" by swinging an axe in
his recently acquired two-acre backyard.
"See all those tree trunks and the underbrush piled up there?" he points out
proudly. "Barbara and I chopped them
down. We had a lot of fun doing it and
saved about five hundred dollars in labor
costs, besides.
started. Went
morning until
could hardly

'Never forget the day we
at it like fury, from early
it was too dark to see. We
straighten up. Crawled

back to the house looking like a couple
of overworked field hands."
He chuckles at the memory of what
followed. "We had less than an hour in
which to change for the opera. It was
opening night and strictly formal. I
switched from dirty old slacks, a sweatshirt and huaraches to white tie and
tails. Real piece of magic was Barbara's
transformation. From faded jeans and
a lumberjack shirt into a gorgeous sequinned gown — her pigtails twisted into
a sleek knot at the back of her neck —
she was Cinderella and Fairy Godmother
all in one. Off we went in our sixcylinder pumpkin coach, field hands going to the ball! We thought it was
pretty
funny."
There's
a large level piece of ground
being cleared presently for a swimming
SCREENLAND
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Kills the (leas
QUICKLY!
Keeps
others off
for
days!
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test.qualities
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A Slimmer

Lovelier YOU

In lust 30 Days!

pool. "It's going to be deep and wide,
Sonny.
big enough for a real workout," explains
"You might mention your main reason
for wanting an oversized pool," Barbara
adds with a grin. "Because you want
to keep a baby seal in it, to swim and

ball with you."
play
Fortunately Barbara shares his enthusiasm for strange pets. "Sonny comes
y," she declares. "His father
it honestl
by
brought home a bear cub and
once
insisted on keeping it in the house.
When it grew big enough to knock down
members of the family, Mrs. Tufts made

it."
get rid of
himBarbara's
wedding present to Sonny
was a scarlet macaw named Waca, which
presented a problem when they lived
in hotels. Now, however, the bird lives
in grand style in a palm-thatched aviary
bedroom
the Tufts'
under
directly
by
dawn winthem each
awakens
dows and

8
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to

one

10
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month

No wards* — not « laxative
Just follow the simple scientific directions of
Dr. Phillips Reducing Plan I In just 30 days
look in the mirror and see the amazing
difference!
GIVEN WITH ORDERs
With your order you are given a 30 day
supply of KELPIDINE (fucus) for use as
part of your breakfast. There is medical
authority that KELPIDINE (fucus) has
been used as an anti-fat and as an aid to
reducing.
SATISFIED

USERS

SAY:

"I Mrs.
lost 15
lbs. Jacksonville,
in a few weeks!"
J. P.,
Florida.
"I Mrs.
lost 18H
feel young
K. Y.,lbs.,Bronx,
N. Y. and work better.**
"I Mrs.
went N.fromC, aPerth
size 20Amboy,
dress toN. a J.size 15.''

shrieking, "Hello, Barbara! Hello, Sonny!" When let out of his tropical hutch
on Sonny's head
generally
Wacaflies
with nerve-shattering
about roosts
or
abandon. Another bird, a small gray
cockateel, is kept in a glass cage in
the living room and is positively the
fightingest bunch of feathers for his size.
Coco, an apricot-and-silver French
poodle of distinguished pedigree, is frolicsome and friendly as a two-bit mongrel.
There are chickens and turkeys for ranch
atmosphere and the Tufts hope to add
a string of horses soon. "They'll look so
Sonny.
good grazing on the hills," comments

The Tufts call their home "Dream
Come True" and mean it literally. They
discovered the house accidentally, in
passing, long before it was for sale, and
promptly fell in love with it. Weekly
excursions to Hidden Valley followed,
so they could sit in their car and gaze
worshipfully at The House by the hour.
When they finally gathered courage to
ring the doorbell they found the owner
to be Billy Wilder, Paramount director.
The Tufts charm worked, as usual, and
they were invited inside for a cocktail.
Then dinner. Then coffee at midnight.
"We left at one in the morning, more

with The House than ever,"
in loveSonny.
recalls
Then several months later Barbara
had The Dream. "Let's hurry over to
The House. I just dreamed it was for
sale," she informed Sonny. She was
right! But her dream failed to disclose
how they could raise enough money
for even the down payment. In his
rush to get started in pictures Sonny
had signed with so many contact men
and agents he was retaining only a
fourth of his salary checks.
"If The House is sold now, we'll never
get
another chance at it," wailed
Barbara.
Even Annabelle, the colored maid,
prayed for a miracle.
Sonny refused to be depressed. "Don't
worry, Baba," he reassured his wife.
"Something will come through. SomeBelieve it does."
or not, it did. At the
thing always
psychological
moment
sented him with
a fat Paramount
bonus check prefor
an outstanding performance in "I Love
a Soldier" and Sonny raced to make
the down payment, nosing out another
buyer by minutes.
His optimism and good humor are
contagious and often of genuine help
to his co-workers. They tell about an
experience on the set of "The Virginian."
The company was on location at Newhall. Had been there for five weeks.
This was the last day and an important
scene atmosphere
was in progress,
The
was Sonny's
thick 'hanging.'
with the
strain of trying to finish on schedule.
It looked rather hopeless with planes
zooming overhead almost constantly, cutting down shooting time to minute-anda-half stretches, and the approaching
sunset turning the sun the brassy yellow
that is death on Technicolor. Only
Sonny remained unconcerned, although
it was his big scene in the picture. He
surveyed the gloomy faces about him,
grinned his lopsided grin and made the
remark that broke the tension completely.
"Wouldn't it be terrible," he said,
"if any of us took this business seri-
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duringEugene
a recent
appearance.
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is scheduled
to play
a movie,Barlow,
too.
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A shining cap of soft, natural-looking waves and curls . . . the hair of a truly
beautiful woman
Wave. The

. . . your own hair after a Nestle Opalescent Creme

skillful hands of your beautician and the gentle Opalescent lotion

work together to give you this excitingly lovely permanent.
Beauty-wise women

all over the country know

the longest-lasting, most

that Nestle Opalescent is

easy-to-care-for wave they've ever had!

OPALESCENT

CREME

WAVE

At Leading Beauty Salons • Also for UNDINE

Bachelors ... but not for long! Nothing like American women. No colors like Revlon "American originals" to idealize American beauty!

NAIL ENAMEL
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manage

t's shining bright! It's beautiful
behaved! It's Drene-lovely hair! Yes, y<j
bring out all the natural beauty of your haii
all its alluring highlights . . . when you m]
Drene with Hair Conditioning action. 1
"I always use Drene," says glamoro|
fashion model and Cover Girl Lisa Fonssj
grives, "because it reveals far more sheii
than
soap more
or soaplustre!
shampoo."
as 33 any
percent
Drene Asis mud
not)
soap shampoo. It never leaves any dullir
film on your hair as all soaps do. And tl1
very first time you use Drene, you coiJ
pletely remove unsightly dandruff.
Here you see Lisa at the shore with hi1
gleaming hair in a practical, fetching to
knot. Below she shows you another favori
hair-do you can try at home or ask yoi
beauty shop to do.
Your hair is far silkier, smoother ai
easier to manage when you use the wonde
ful improved Drene with Hair Conditionii
action. No other shampoo leaves your hair
lustrous, yet so easy to manage

WKBk

JL at the summer

playhouse

the evening's star with lovely, lustrous ha
"This dramatic hair-do is so easy to fix," Li
says, "right after shampooing with Drene w:
Hair Conditioning action." Just comb all h
back to point below crown, tie firmly and foi
three large buns. Don't forget the rosebud

Hair

Shampoo witi
Conditioning Hello

Your bath took care of the past—
but for future freshness,
make Mum

your next step

OUT OF YOUR TUB and into your
clothes— you're off to a fresh new
start. But wait! What are you doing to
give that bath-freshness a future?
Remember, after your bath washes away
past perspiration, you still need to. guard
against risk of underarm odor to come. A
risk many a smart girl avoids by topping
off each bath with Mum.

of snowy-white Mum— and you're safe for
the day or evening. No chance of underarm odor playing traitor to your charm.

Mum's the word for safe, sure, gentle
protection. Won't irritate your skin or injure fabrics. And creamy Mum won't dry
out in the jar or form irritating crystals.
Get a jar of Mum today.
•
•
•
For
Sanitary
Napkins
—
Mum
is gentle,
Half a minute for Mum. A fmgertipful
safe, dependable . . .ideal for this use, too.
MUM \>
M um

—
"takes "the odor oifcofhersbiralion
Product of Bristol-Myers
1
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The greatest
star of the
screen!

Green . Years"
"The picture
Last
motion
fulsaid
wonderwe
was amonth,
★
★
* *
such words as "magnificent"
We
aboutusedthe M-G-M picturization of
book.
A. J. Cronin's brilliant new
(Mr. Cronin, you will remember, , also
authored "TheCitadel" and "The Keys
of the Kingdom".)

We roared applause for Charles Coburn's fine characterization. We raved
about Tom Drake's winning performance. We glowed over lovely young
Beverly Tyler's beautifully acted role.
★ ★
★ ★
And, if we were the crowing kind, this
month we'd be saying: "Wetold you so!"
★ ★
★ ★
Because our claims have been confirmed
by the most show-wise audience you
could possibly get together.
★ ★
★ ★
Green . Years"
"The picture
Smith ulsaysmotion
Kate
Frank
a wonderf
is
Sinatra says so. Judy Garland says so.
Louella Parsons says so.
★ ★
★ ★
And Jack Benny says so. Jimmy Durante says so. Greer Garson says so.
Eddie Cantor says so. Hedda Hopper
says so. Ed Sullivan says so.
★ ★
★ ★
And June Ally son says so. Gregory Peck
says so. Rudy Vallee says so. Dinah
Shore says so. Louis Sobol says so. But
why go on? Everyone says so!
★ ★
★ ★
Our congratulations to Director Victor
Saville and Producer Leon Gordon. To a
perfect supporting cast: Hume Crony n,
Gladys Cooper, Dean Stockwell,
RichardHaydn, Selena Royle andjessica
Tandy. To those fine screenplay writers,
Robert Ardrey and Sonya Levien.
★ ★ ★
They all contributed so much toward
making "The Green Years" what it is:

7& ^ttn. tUOMsiis

Next month, we'll tell you all about
"Easy To Wed". If we may go into our
role of oracle again, it's great — and
we're telling you so. How could it miss
with Van Johnson (singing and dancing!), lovely Esther Williams, gorgeous
Lucille Ball, and uproarious —
Keenan
£ea
Wynn? Technicolor, too. Mmmmm!

Cover O'HAKA,
Portrait co-starring
of MACKEEN
with Dick Haymcs, Harry
James in 20th, CenturyFox's "Do You love Jle?"
Color photo hy Jack Albin

★ ★
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••
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dances and romances with
gorgeous Esther Williams
IN TECHNICOLOR

sings love songs... and SO
does Lucille Ball
IN TECHNICOLOR

■Br*

fights and frolics with
funny-man Keenan Wynn
IN TECHNICOLOR

M-G-M'S

VAN

whirlwind
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LUCILLE

CECIL

musical

romance
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TECHNICOLOR

WILLIAMS

• KEENAN

WYNN

Adapted by Dorothy Kingsley • From the Screenplay
"Libeled Lady" byDirected
Maurineby Waikins, Howard
Emmett Rogers and George
Oppenheimer

KELLAWAY

CARLOS RAMIREZ • BEN BLUE

ProducedBUZZELL
by
EDWARD.

ETHEL SMITH
AT THE ORGAN

JACK CUMMINGS
A METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER PICTURE
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MILLAND has never exactly.
RAYknocked
himself out to get publicity
he didn't
Oscarexcited
thatreally
(After
-have
to.)winning
But he was
when
his lovely wife, Mai, was selected on a
newspaper poll as the best-dressed
woman to come out of Hollywood. The
gave'
Ray
was photogr
Mai about
day tips
y paced
her
posing,aphed,
nervousl
back and forth chewing up cigarettes
while Mai calmly allowed herself to be
shot from all angles. The day the proofs
arrived, Ray was up at dawn watching
for the mailman.

The Dick Haymes, dining out, talk over
another movie career in the family. His
wife, using the name of Joanne Dru, will
play the title role in "Abie's Irish Rose."

SWIMMING..

WITH

TAMPAX

i

WHY envy others at that certain time
of the month? You can wear Tampax
in the water on sanitary-protection days
and no one will be the wiser! This
summer at any popular beach, you are
almost sure to find many women who go

recent
Then
ous.atio
serioper
but not
ful N'S
VAN
painNSO
was JOH
in," Vannickathe "wentIren
nighta befoyregive
.
e Selz
n by
tended part
While everyone sat around straight and
formal, Van kicked off his shoes, rolled
up his pants legs, stashed away a wad of
gum and threw himself down on the floor
et
in front of the radio. That's the secr
■■
of Van's social success — his naturaln■ ess.

w
1

in swimming on "those days"— wearing
Tampax without any hesitation whatever.'. .. There is nothing about Tampax
in the slightest degree embarrassing (or
offending) under bathing suits wet or dry.
worn internally, Tampax discards
belts, pins, outside pads— everything
that can possibly "show." Perfected by a
doctor,Tampax is made of highly absorbent cotton compressed in modern applicators for dainty insertion. The hands
need never touch the Tampax. No odor
forms. There is no chafing with Tampax.
Changing is quick and disposal easy.
COMES in 3 sizes (Regular, Super,
Junior). Sold at drug stores and notion
counters in every part of the country—
because millions of women are now using this newer type of monthly sanitary
protection. A whole month's supply will
go into your purse. The Economy Box
holds four months! supply (average).
Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.
( REGULAR

3 absorbencies

< super
I JUNIOR

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association
SCREENLAND

years to the day
EXAC
theTLY
Nazfs eight
invaded Vienna, Helmut
Dantine flew back (in exactly 24 hours
after he left New York!) to see his
parents. When he was told that civilian
travel was out of the question, Helmut
did some quick thinking. And some fast
working. He got himself a job as correspondent for a national publication.
They armed him with film and camera,
and
s uniform
ondent'
corresp
his to
him off
got was
te the
he
comple
assignment.
He took along hairnets, lipsticks, nylons
and innumerable packages of vegetable
seeds. He hopes to bring his mother back
for
a visit.
.

FROM THS SUCCESSFUL BROADWAY

PLAY BY LILLIAN HELLMAN

™»

ROBERT YOUNG • SYLYIA SIDNEY • ANN RICHARDS
With DUDLEY DICGES and Introducing, DOUGLAS PICK
Directed by WILLIAM DIETERLE • DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY— LEE GARMES, A S C.
Screenplay by LILLIAN HELLMAN ♦ A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
ScREENLAND

From the Producer of
"CASABLANCA"
"LOVE LETTERS" and
'SARATOGA TRUNK"

CREAM

You
and
hair,
rinse
Your

can have satin-smooth arms
legs — free from unsightly
with ZIP. Simply spread on,
off. Hair disappears instantly.
skin emerges petal-smooth.
3 Sizes -28c 55c $1.10
, ..

HAIR

REMOVING

No ugly tuts or scratches.
No stubble or shadow.
Keeps skin lovely longer.
QUICK!
EFFECTIVE!
At drug and cosmetic
counters everywhere.
Treatment or Free Demonstration at my Salon
Madame Berthe, Specialist, 608 Fifth Ave., N. Y.
SCREENLAND

SO GOES MY LOVE — Universal
Myrna Loy and Don Ameche form a delightful team in
this Skirball-Manning production based on the biography by Hiram Maxim about his father. Rather than
stressing the products of his inventive mind, the film
deals mainly with the amusing idiosyncracies of the
man himself, and the well-directed activities of his busy,
charming wife to help Brooklyn's Hall of Science honor
him — against his will — as one of the three greatest scientists of the 1870's. Bobby Driscoll,'as their offspring,
comes in for warm-hearted laughs over his bad-littlegood-boy pranks, and Rhys Williams scores in short role
of portrait painter particular in his choice of subjects.
MAKE MINE MUSIC — RKO-Disney
Wh^t a variety of tastes Disney pleases in his latest
full-length feature entertainment! Take your pick of
ten fascinating colorful skits : among them, a hillbilly
tune, comically animated with the King's Men singing ;
two jive sessions with Benny Goodman; ballet by Riabouchinska and Lichine to Dinah Shore's song ; ballad
by Andy Russell ; "Casey at the Bat," Jerry Colonna
reciting ; Prokofieff 's "Peter and the Wolf," Sterling
Holloway narrating ; "Johnny Fedora and Alice Bluebonnet," a tender love storv sung by Andrews Sisters ;
"The Whale Who Wanted to Sing at the Met" with
Nelson Eddy singing bass, baritone, tenor, and soprano.
SUSPENSE — Monogram
Belita, heretofore noted mainly for her talent on skates,
makes a substantial bid to place her name among the
new dramatic stars in this murder mystery film with
psychological overtones. For our money, the place is
hers. With Barry Sullivan and Albert Dekker playing
opposite her — one to gain her affections, the other to
keep them — the story builds to high-pitched suspense.
Up to the murder sequence and subsequent scenes when
the "corpse" returns, the picture holds interest, but
from then on there seem to be too many loose ends to
pick up. Bonita Granville is vigorous as a mystery moll,
while Eugene Pallette is easy-going as staunch friend.
CLUNY BROWN — 20th Century-Fox
The girl who saw the Vision at Lourdes has become
the girl with a penchant for plumbing. Yes, she's the
one and the same — Jennifer (Bemadette) Jones, perhaps not so saintly, but certainly as sincere as Margery
Sharpe's heroine. Where else could you find such delightful, uninhibited, gullible and naive people? There's
the
who's (Charles
desperate Boyer),
to find her
and plumber's
the Czechniece,
refugee
who"place,"
alone
seems to understand her philosophical dilemma, charming the sympathetic English bluebloods, especially Peter
Lawford. Richard Haydn represents a stuffy chemist.
It's a laugh even the English will enjoy on themselves.
THE DARK CORNER — 20th Century-Fox
Playing the central character along the same general
lines of Dick Powell's "Murder, My Sweet" and "Cornered," Mark Stevens should add a great deal of prestige to his name. With Lucille Ball, grand troupgr that
she is, aiding and abetting him in the solution of a particularly baffling mystery, and Clifton Webb, also expert, laying the obstacles in his path, the film offers
plenty of excitement, action, and suspense. The script,
however, goes a little overboard in withholding clues
and, as a result, amateur detectives may feel miffed.
Kurt Kreuger, as a handsome blackmailer, William
Bendix, an unprincipled "eye," add further interest.

'— "
with
PRODUCED BY
DIRECTED BY
Screen Play by Charles Hoffman & Catherine Turney* Additional Dialogue by JuliusJ.
PCPIMAI 1*1 PADHIMTD
lALOmrtLU UHl\UII\Li\ * and Philip G. Epstein • Based on the Play by Philip Barry -Music by Max Steiner * PETER GODFREY * BENJAMIN GLAZER
SCREENLAND

BEGINS
YOUR

m

BATH

Revei in this dancing, magic foam
as it caresses you softly, gently —
leaving your skin velvety smooth
and excitingly fragrant. Fatigue melts
away. You step forth fresh as a dewdrenched flower. Five floral scents
in evsry package to make
every bath a beauty rite,
and you a lovelier you I

A SCANDAL IN PARIS — Pressburger-U. A.
Here's a real treat ! In this deftly directed,
cleverly written comedy George Sanders has
the role of a lifetime, and how he plays it!
Never before has Sanders been able fully to
project that cynical charm of his, but here,
in a part apparently made to order, he turns
witty perin a highly polished, brilliantly the
best of
formance. Douglas Sirk, one of
the younger directors, has taken the tale of
Vidocq, smooth French crook who reforms
to become a great detective, and fashioned
from it a fast-moving, sophisticated period
piece with romantic overtones. Two lovelies change the course of his career — one, a
bold and dazzling blonde (Carole Landis) ;
the other, a demure young thing (Signe
Hasso), influences his life for the better.

HEARTBEAT— RKO
The role of a Cinderella pickpocket who
falls in love with the white hope of the diplomatic service in Paris is just the ticket for
Ginger Rogers, especially with handsome,
appealing Jean Pierre Aumont as romantic
bait. That's a nice set-up for a heartthrob,
but there's also her subtly satiric adventures
when she joins his rank of society expressly
to purloin a picture of a jealous man's wife
— a job at which she's expert, having been
taught by Basil Rathbone as a professor of
a pickpocket school. Adolphe Menjou as
jealous husband, Mona Maris, the misbehaving wife, and Melville Cooper, a penniless
hanger-on, turn in interesting performances.

formingWbdtk
On sale at all better toiletry
counters
acAet

ROBERT
10

H. CLARK COMPANY
Beverly Hills, California

TO EACH HIS OWN — Paramount
Reaching near perfection is Olivia DeHavilland's superb performance in this film slanted
especially
the femme
do the maleto ofinterest
the species
no harmworld.
to seeIt'll
it,
too. Outstanding in DeHavilland's portrayal
is her easy transition from a starry-eyed
girl helping her father run a smalltown
drugstore, a young matron denied the right
to her own baby, to the shrewd and successful business woman and finally the hardbitten spinster still striving to win her son's
love. John Lund, a personable newcomer
from Broadway, does an excellent job of
both her lover and son, while Roland Culver, Mary Anderson, Philip Terry and Bill
Goodwin in supporting roles help motivate
the poignant plot, directed by Mitchell Leisen.
SCREENLAND

BADMAN'S TERRITORY — RKO
A bargain in badmen is offered in this film
starring Randolph Scott, Ann Richards and
George "Gabby" Hayes. Their names are
real — the James Boys played by Lawrence
Tierney and Tom Tyler, the Daltons by
Steve Brodie, Phil Warren and William
Moss, the notorious Sam Bass by Nestor
Paiva Starr
and —Isabel
Jewell
as the adventures
gun-totin'
Belle
but their
nefarious
are purely imaginary. The scripters have
tossed them together in outlaw territory and
given them the reins to react as they will.
Randolph Scott is the admirable Texas
sheriff, who tracks them down, plays along
with them — much to the distress of the
righteous
the town's
—
until
he hasAnnthemRichards,
all coralled,
dead toeditor
rights.

A YANK IN LONDON-20th Century-Fox
In view of the number of English brides
landing on these shores in the past few
months, this film about the romance of an
Army sergeant (Dean Jagger) and British
noblewoman (Anna Neagle) serving as
chauffeur for RAF fliers, seems- to be a
pretty close cross-section of what our boys
experienced. Good will, tolerance and understanding of customs are stressed, but never
get in the way of a really appealing love
story, compellingly touched by the sacrifice
made by the English suitor (Rex Harrison,
excellent as a soldier-politician), and finally
a tragic war death. Robert Morley gives a
fine performance as the girl's grandfather.

THE WIFE OF MONTE CRISTO — PRC
If you're an Alexander Dumas fan, you'll
enjoy this latest celluloid edition further
dramatizing the Monte Cristo legend. Once
again you meet the fabulous Count, this time
as he returns to Paris after his long imprisonment inthe Chateau D'If. Aided by
his beautiful wife, he carries on a series of
Robin Hood raids on wicked profiteers who
are cheating
the poor.
of the excitement occurs when
the Most
fair Countess
takes
her husband's place as mysterious "Masked
Avenger" — a dashing figure she cuts ! It's a
surprise to find John Loder in a sinister role,
with Martin Kosleck and Lenore Aubert appearing more importantly as the Count and
Countess. This Aubert gal is indeed an eyeful.
(Please turn to page 23)
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It's he-man Wayne . . . coming to the rescue of captivating Claudefte . . . who
first forgets her reservations . . . then loses her reserve! (Brother, so will you!)

JESSE

CLAUDETTE

with DON

DeFORE

L.LASKY

and

WALTER

COLBERT

MacEWEN

3 JOHN

• ANIME TRIOLA and Miss LOUELLA

Produced by JESSE
L. LASKY
.Screen. P I a > by ANDREW SOLI

Scree xl and

WAYNE

PARSONS

O'BRIEN
MARGARET
JEANNE
CRAIN

Exclusively Yours

LOVELY
BONITA
GRANVILLE
Featured in Monogram's
"SUSPENSE," a King j
Brothers Production jf

Of course, Kay Daumit's sensational
new Lustre-Creme gives an amazing
shampoo — makes hair fastidiously
clean — rinses out so quietly. But . . .
this wonderful new product is more
than a shampoo — it's truly a "hair
cosmetic."
You see, Lustre-Creme contains
secret ingredients that bring out the
true hidden radiance of your hair —
that discipline your hair so it stays
well-groomed throughout a busy day
—or all evening long. Look charming,
feel charming — with a chic new hairdo that stays lovelier longer. Try this
different cosmetic — Kay Daumit's
Lustre-Creme; it's approved by Good
Housekeeping Institute.
The whole family prefers LustreCreme — once they try it. That's why
we're offering this sensational new
product in the big, economical, family-size one-pound jar at $3.50 — as
well as the regular 4-ounce size at
$1.00. Ask for Lustre-Creme at department store cosmetic counters and
at all good drug stores.
Here's proof! This coupon and 25c will
bring you a trial-size of Lustre-Creme.
Money back if it doesn't please you.
Name
Address
Post MAIL
Office
WITH 25e TO State
KAY DAUM1T

'.

SHAMPOO
Dept. HS-7, 540 No. Michigan Aye., Chicago (11)
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As a movie fan, it's your privilege —
yes, your pleasant duty — to let the stars
and producers know your opinions of
pictures and personalities. This is your
forum exclusively, in which you may
express the thoughts and inspirations
you had after last night's movie. Write
your letter today. Monthly awards for
the best letters published: $10.00,
$5.00, and five $1.00 prizes. Closing
date is the 25th of the month.
Please address Fans' Forum, Screenland, 37 West 57th St., New York 19,
N. y.
FIRST

PRIZE

WINNER

Like everyone $10.00
else who attends movies
regularly, I get a tremendous kick out of
expressing my opinions about various pictures. Maybe it's just that I'm exercising
that good old American custom of "grip;but somehow,
I believe there's more
to it ing"than
that.
I've come to the conclusion that the more
criticism a picture evokes, either good or
bad, the more reason for Hollywood to get
to the root of whatever it was that set this
picture apart from others ; the more reason
to find out if maybe that picture doesn't
contain the "spark," "nucleus," or whatever
you choose to call the essence of it, that
should serve in reproducing a similar spark
in the scenarios thereafter to be written and
produced for a public that is ever-changing,
ever-developing.
I think that any seriously inclined person
will admit that movies do set certain standards for our conduct, that they influence
our ideals, our romantic tastes, our sense
of right and wrong.; that many of the things
we do, the decisions we make in our everyday living, often go back to some picture
we've seen, some character we've unconsciously absorbed, some mannerism of a
favorite star. That's why I can't help but
wonder just what will happen both amongst
ScREENLAND

the public and also Hollywood, because of
"The Lost Weekend." I think everyone who
saw the picture will admit that it was cerfrom the usual
something "different"
run of tainly
first-class
pictures, to say the least.
It set a new style, a new formula, a new
type of story, problem, and presentation entirely. You couldn't begin to treat it as the
usual love story, mystery, or comedy — any
of the ordinary classifications.
pass this one off with
you couldn't
theNo,
assurance
that it was convincing, interesting, gripping — just pure entertainment.
"The Lost Weekend" was not entertain"take"
ment. It wasn't
or "leave
alone"- something
— whicheveryouyoucould
preferred.
If you are the sort of person who does any
thinking at all about what you see in the
flickers, you had to "take" it. It was life
stripped to the raw, slashed to the quick. It
was stark reality, and you had to say something about it.
I was rather surprised at the reactions of
my own friends to the picture ; even at my
own reactions. I haven't yet been able to
explain it, to figure it out. Every one of my
acquaintances who make no bones about
drinking, some of them imbibing rather
heavily, said in no uncertain terms that they
didn't care for this picture, that it disgusted
them, that the chief male lead was nothing
but an "old rummy" with whom they had no
sympathy. Others of my friends who never
touch liquor, and I am in this class too, said
they had only the deepest pity, the most
understanding sympathy for a man who got
no pleasure out of his drinking but who
seemed to suffer with a disease comparable
to any other serious illness.
I am wondering what the outcome of all
this controversy will be. Will Hollywood
take the cue and push a few more of these
realistic problem stories? Will they "give it
to ususual
straight,"
the works,"
the
coating "shoot
of glamor,
Stardust,without
and a
glossing over of the true facts of the case?
Iduring
hope the
so. After
what years,
we've the
beenfacing
through
past four
of
reality in foxholes, hospitals — well, the old
alibi of looking at our vices and tragedies
through rose-colored glasses just doesn't
work any (Please
more. Or
it? 16)
That's what
turn does
to page

Women

lose their heads . . . their hearts , . .

their treasures when master -thief, mastertempter Vidocq comes calling. What a
vandal! What a scandal!
Arnold Pressburger presents

GEORGE

SIGNE

SANDERS

HASSO

(MOLE
in

with

I

I

iw**"Marlowe
Alma Kruger-Alan Napier - Jo Ann
Vladimir Sokoloff • Directed byDOUGLAS SIRK
Screenplay by ELL/S ST. JOSEPH

Produced by ARNOLD PRESSBURGER

Oh, that sensational
Flame Dance! It's torrid!
Screen land
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Exclusive photos by Jack A/fain

LOAFING

The Army

was

never

• like this, Lon

McCa I lister discovers
L .
... ..."
- . ~~ —
as he settles
down

for keeps in his

Malibu

Beach

home
Now that he's back making movies again, Lon can enjoy iiving in his bachelor's quarters, a
bungalow facing the broad and blue Pacific. Here he shares the comforts of home with his dog,
Mack; plays ping pong with his pal, Ray Sperry; collects books and ship models in his spare time.
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SCREENLAND

WDP

Benny GOODMAN

and the Pied Pipers sending solid in "All the Cats Join In"!

Dinah SHORE enchanting in a sparkling Ballad Ballet, "Two Silhouettes"!
The ANDREWS
THRILL
TALENTS

to the
of

SISTERS singing the love story of "Johnny Fedora and Alice Blue Bonnet"!

Nelson EDDY singing all roles in the amazing "The Whale Who
Jerry COLONNA

Wanted to Sing at the Met"!

starting a mirthquake in the immortal "Casey at the Bat"!

Andy RUSSELL spellbinding in the lovely lyrics of "Without You"!
The KINGS MEN reviving the rip-roaring feud of "The Martins and the Coys"!
Sterling HOLLOWAY

telling the story of ProkofiefFs famous "Peter and the Wolf"!
Tania Riabouchinska and David Lichine in a
never to be forgotten Disney Ballet!
15

A COMEDY

MUSICAL

FEATURE

IN

TECHNICOLOR
SCREENLAND

RELEASED THROUGH

RKO RADIO PICTURES

Fans' Forum
Continued from page 12

I'm waiting to find out. And I know where
I'll get my answer— in the type of picture
we see from now on.
M. KATHLEEN HALEY, Millville, N. J.

SECOND

perspiration
Me

Made on a face cream base. Yodora is
actually southing to normal skins.
Entirely free from irritating salts. Can
be used right after under-arm shaving.
Its soft, cream consistency stays fha t way
indefinitely. Never gets stiff or grainy.
Contains no chemicals to spoil clothing.
Tubes or jars, 10tf, 304, 60<f .
Yes, Yodora is a gentle

PRIZE

WINNER

for the past several years, movieland has
been flooded with would-be famous stars,*
nioniKers designed to
all characterized by$5.00
'"Ihe
sensual instincts, viz., "The
appeal to the Look,"
"Oomph Girl,"
Body," '"ihe
etc.
Legs,"
if
s !I'm
moniker
sillyMan,"
these of
o.f allHunk
tired ful.
and "Beauti
sick
o
ballyho
such
act,
really
these stars could
would be tolerable, but it is especially noted
that they are riot among those who are
carrying off the Academy Awards.
anyone imagine an honest-to-goodnessCanactor like Spencer Tracy being cailed
Spencer "The Look" Tracy, or a ,person
like Bette Davis being heralded as Bette
"The Body" 'Davis? No! They would scorn
such exploitation. Their box-office appeal
stems solely from personal ability based on
past performances;
If an actor can't appeal through the
merits of his acting, why not, for the sake
of the public, let him fall by the way so
that a worthwhile star can replace him?
After all, movies are primarily for the entertainment ofus — the public. The finer the
acting, 'the more we enjoy and patrouize
them ; the more we patronize them, the bigger the box-office receipts ; the bigger the
box-office receipts, the higher the salaries
of producers and stars — and so on in a
vicious circle. But we want and demand
something in exchange for our hard-earned
cash. So,, in ,the future, please may we have
more Garsons, Tracys, Bergmans, Colberts
and Crosbys, and less bodies, looks and legs ?
GENEVIEVE C. HAMMETT,
Chevy Chase 15, D. C:
FIVE PRIZE

WINNERS

$1.00 Each
I have been an ardent Clark Gable fan for

McKesson & Robbins, Inc.. Bridgeport, Conn,

many years (especially since seeing "Cone
with the Wind '), so naturally I was eagerly
looking "forward to Clark's return to the
screen.a Well,
f have seen
"Adventure"
and
what
disappointment
! The
dialogue and
situations w-ere either hackneyed., or ridiculous, and the picture would have been ruined
had it not been for Clark's durable charm
and unbeatable personality.

'J hose very human moppets, "Butch"
Jenkins and Margaret O'Brien, were figures
out of my own- childhood. Like the horded
boy on a drowsy afternoon, 1 have wandered aimlessly about a deserted schoolyard.
Like the glowing child who met the circus
elephant, I have gone to see the big show
unload at the railroad yards in the small
hours of the morning.
Quiet moments at dusk when the family
sat on the front porch and watched the day
end, little spats about rolier skates or some
other plaything, the flurry on Christmas
morning — tiiose scenes were memorable because of their beauty and simplicity.
I note a slight tendency, however, rarely
presented on the screen; to avoid distorted
views of family life. The Jones and Hardy
families were never average American
households to me, although they have been
called that. The typical family is, I feel,
still something like the one in "Tender
Grapes." The father wasn't running for
judge orsocial
mayor,
andin the
wasn'tThea
leading
figure
the mother
community.
children were the children we were. Let the
screen discard the old fantastic portrayals
of family life, and let us again see ourselves
as we are.
JACK TRAVERS, St. Louis 7, Mo.
I haven't read many reviews of "Leave
Her to Heaven" but the few I've read were
very unfavorable. However, I enjoyed it
tremendously
due largely
to Gene
wonderful acting
as Ellen
andTierney's
Cornel
Wilde's as Richard. No one in the articles
I've read seems to think Gene's acting was
anything to rave about, hut I do. She was
perfectly at ease in her role and was convincing and consistent throughout her por■
trayal.
, flaw
However, to me
the definite
in the
picture was the characterization of Ruth
by Jeanne Grain. This charming but nonetheless immature actress hasn't had enough
acting experience to play a serious role opposite stars who showed much more depth
and realism in their acting than she did.
"Leave Her to" musicals like "State Fair,"
but for heaven's sake don't give her another
part like that until she's ready for it. This
suggestion is not meant to be destructive,
but constructive, because to everyone who
read the book, she was certainly not the
(Please turn to page 22)

With the possible exception of '"Boom
Town," Clark hasn't- had one really good
role' sjnee "Gone with the Wind." Clark
Gable has giveii many years of acting services, to the screen; his pictures have brought
in millions of dollars at the box office ; his
conduct and actions in private life have won
for him the respect and affection of millions
of movie fans which is reflected in the
popularity of his pictures. Is this how
Hollywood shows its appreciation? Why is
it other actors get great roles and Clark
gets the same thing time .and time again?
I think that I speak for all the Gable
fans when T say it's about time MGM took
the trouble to get some outstanding stories
for Clark Gable which, as one of the greatest screen personalities of all time/be justly
deserves.
MARIAN BARNHOLTZ, St. Louis 5, Mo.

PEERLESS
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The typical child star, crying one minute
and breaking into a song-and-dance a moment later, has long left me cold. I viewed
"Our -Vines Have Tender Grapes" firmly
convinced that a new kind of child had come
to the screen.
Scree

n lan d

Our cover girl, Maureen O'Hara. 20+h Cvntury-Fox star of "Do You Love Me?" poses
in a stunning
white
Lee Swimplay-SuiT.

They fake over
Princeton . . . lock,
stock and baritones!

o

The cast is bigger, the laughs
are longer and the love is funnier
with those heartbreaking

^flr

honeys

you enjoyed so much before!

Paramount

presents

UP
GROMA/G starring

James

Brown

° Bill Edwards

Produced by Daniel Dare • Directed by William D. Russell
Screen Play by Norman Panama and Melvin Frank
Based on a story by Frank Waldman
Scree

nlan n
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By Josephine

Felts

Hair that gleams— no matter
what color — is strictly beautiful ILizabeth Scott keeps hers
polished by daily brushing.

Save

you

obedient

exactly

otfriend, on
bestdepends
be a girl's
can enemy.
HER hair
It all
her sworn
how she treats it. The stars know the
allure of lovely locks and no matter how
casual they may seem about it (note Lizabeth Scott), they are careful to turn on
beautiful highlights at all times. Today's
open-crowned hats (don't you love them?)
IS

what

make shining hair more
important than ever.
What a new hair-do can
do both for your looks
and spirits! If you want
to go right home and
change your hair style
this minute you are pretty
much in luck. Because almost everything in hair
styles is fashionable today.
You may do it up or down,
wear it short or long,
sleek it back from your
forehead and brows, or
wear it in • curly locks
around your face. Almost
anything goes — provided
you
weren't
that way
before.wearing it
The really new look,
however, is shorter behind and curly-up-above
before. Shorter is a siily
word because perhaps
you've been wearing it
rather short anyway. But if you are one of
the thousands of pretty girls who have been
wearing their hair long and loose around
their shoulders, to look new you should have
it cut and curled up so that it clears your
shoulders by quite a lot. There is a great
deal of interest in front hair. Here cut is
important, too. If your upper front hair is
S C R E E N L A N T>

hair?

Does

you want

it do

it to — always?

short, four or five inches long, you may do
all sorts of things with it. You may wear it
in curly, fluffy bangs apart from your other
hair,
it back.set it in sculptured curls or just brush
That part of Hollywood which likes to
keep its hair long is bringing the long back
hair high up into all sorts of criss-crossings
and swirls. We've been advised by our
scouts, too (shhhh!), that extra hair pieces
are being worn for glamorous summer evenings. Great grandmama would be intrigued.
Maybe
of the there
trend ittoward
costume
movies. it's
At part
all events
is.
Be sure to pin a flower in your hair, wear
a ribbon, a perky bow, or almost anything
else you like as a hair ornament. Stars are
vying with one another to see who can use
the most original pieces. Clips and pins are
worn; jeweled combs are lovely.
Did somebody just say, "All right for the
jewelry, but how can I make my hair
shine?" There, that is a bright girl who
wants to have stars in her hair. Well, proper
shampooing and regular brushing is the answer. And don't say it can't be done until
you try. You are on to the trick of putting
warm oil on your hair and into your scalp
before Heat
you ashampoo
too oil
dryin hair,
aren't
you?
little olive
a saucepan
and work it into your hair thoroughly.
Wrap a towel around your head and let the •
oil soak in. Then shampoo with the lather
(Please turn to page 22)

CARL

ESMOND

LOUISE

RAYMOND

BEAVERS

Directed by WILLIAM

WALLACE

WALBURN
FORD

ELISABETH

FRANKLIN

RISDON

PANGBORN

Original Screenplay Written and Produced by Michael Fessier and Ernest Pagano
A UNIVERSAL
Executive Producer: HOWARD BENEDICT
A. SEITER
ScREENLAND
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for

Achievement

To snag for your very own the
nicest, strongest guy around!
It's smart head-work, too, when
you choose DeLong Bob Pins to
keep your page-boy or chignon
under control because they've got
the Stronger Grip that's called for
. . . They simply refuse to slip and
slide around in a weak-kneed
fashion, letting your carefully concocted hair-do down to there...
Clossups of Jennifer
Jones end Charles
Adam performB&Hnski,
Bayer,ance aswhose
Czech refugee and
"unwilling" money
borrower from English
aristocrats, tends genty satiric overtones.

SPRING -wQyV

Jennifer, at left, is in her
glory. As Cluny, she andistressswerscall
to fix
his sink
Gardiner's
Reginald
before his cocktail guests
arrive. Charles Boyer,

Once you use DeLong Bob Pins
youll wonder how you ever lived
and breathed without them. Their

calling on a former tenant, stays for the party
to catch up on sleep.

Stronger Grip solves your headwork problems now and forever
more. Remember . . .

Stronger

Grip

"Wont Slip Ou
t
Quality ^Manufacturers for Over 50 years
BOB PINS
HAIR PINS
SAFETY PINS
SNAP FASTENERS
STRAIGHT PINS
HOOKS & EYES
HOOK & EYE TAPES
SANITARY BELT 3
20

At right, host Reggie hovers solicitously to make
favorable impressions on
society's Peter Lawford,
Helen Walker and Michael Dyne — all of whom
are not averse to showing
their dignified boredom.

Screen

land

Cluny Brown

steps from the

Stops

pages of Margery Sharpe's
novel and becomes a vitally
alive personality through the
expert touch of Jennifer Jones.
Here she is with fellow
characters who

Troubles
perSpiration
/aster
THAN

YOU

SLIP

INTO

YOOR

SWIM

SOIT

help make

Ernst Lubitsch's production
sparkling film entertainment

I Love and romance? But yes, with Charles
: Boyer above, and with clever Richard Haydn,
; as a tradition-loving, stuffy chemist.

Get in the swim! Get next to this new
deodorant. Ask for new odorono
stops perspiration
your swim

And they lived happily ever after, below,
with success and fame hounding footsteps.

post-war, super-fast
Cream Deodorant . . .

faster than you slip into

suit. Because it contains science's most effective
perspiration stopper.

Works wonders when you work

or play hardest. Really protects

up to 3 days. Will not irritate your skin ... or harm
fine fabrics ... or turn gritty in the jar.
Change to new super-fast odorono Cream Deodorant—
super-modern, super-efficient, super-safe.

-DO
CREAM
DEODORANT—
ORO
OD
39* Also 59f* and I0*» Plus Federal Tax
ODORONO
SCREENLAND

ICE is back from the wars ...39*
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Fans' Forum
Continued from page 16

ise ands. mature Ruth created by Ben Ames
vi
William
MINNIE MORRIS HUCGINS, Raleigh, N.C.
Why is the generation ahead of me snooty
about niovfesf li 1 carry Shakespeare is toa
work with toe on the street ear, there
contented gleam in each eye that happens
to fall "ii the "beloved bard," but if I have
nes. under my arm, nothinga movie
hut
raisedmagazi
eyebrow
I adore Shakespeare, Shelley, Byron,
Keats, in fact, all poets, indiscriminately,
but f wouldn't be familiar with "Lines to an
Indian Air" if Van Johnson hadn't quoted
it in ''Thrill of a Romance." Nor with
"Jnvictus" if Robert Cummings hadn't recited itin "King's Row." Nor with Wordsworth's immortal tribute to "Lucy" if Joan
introduced me to it in "Sky's
hadn't
Leslie
Limit."
theEach
movie I see teaches me something
new, and I know if Shakespeare were alive
even more time at the movies
he'd spend
than
I do.
G. M. CASEY, Dedham, Mass.
Let's have more films on folklore ! Many
of us cut our teeth on its rhymes, riddles
read in the enand games. We learned to tales.
We grew
chanting pages of its fairy
up and married according to the ceremonial
customs it brought us from primeval times.
Today, there is a new need for it.
Scientific study has proven that folklore
throws a great deal of light on relationships between the races and on the cultural
development of human existence. The forces
of nature and all the elements which influ-

IRRESISTIBLE
and

METAL

enc i or lives are combined with its literary
edge and unusual powers
, deep
beauty
ation.knowl
explan
of
With world affairs woven together more
e, an education m
closely than ever befor
folklore would help knit a pattern of per:
seekin
petualg. understanding such as all of us are
LORETTO

STRADER, St. Petersburg, Fla.

HONORABLE MENTION
Why can't we have some changes made in
the Roy Rogers movies? Always his leading
lady is Dale Evans. My friends and 1 go
to very few of his movies because we practically know what it's about before we see
it. Dale Evans plays hard to get, Roy Rogers knocks a few crooks' around, and at
they're in love. So why can't we
the
haveendsome Roy Rogers pictures without
Smooth

I recently read in a movie column that
the book "The King's. General," would make
an ideal picture for Susan Peters. I want
to say that I heartily agree. As the heroine
of the hook is a cripple in a wheel chair,
this story would be a perfect return picture
for Miss Peters. The role is not ordinary.
It would require a great deal of fine acting
such as Miss Peters is capable of doing.
And just because the heroine is confined to
a wheel chair does not mean the story is
"slow-moving. It contains suspense, action,
love and all the other things that make an
A-l movie.
How about giving her this break soon?
MRS. O. ZIMMERMAN, Walden, N. Y.

and

Shining!

Continued from page 18

- you like best. This will help make your hair,
more manageable, too.
There' are some' wonderful new cream
shampoos on the market ; there are the regular soap shampoos ; and there are the soapless, foamy lathers teen-agers call their own.
A good permanent helps a lot in making
arrange, easy to handle
your hair quick to e.
as well as attractiv These days you can
Several
give yourself one right at home.
stars who went overseas to help entertain
the boys and who learned to do their own
hair from necessity then, discovered these
home permanents and have been giving,
themselves soft curls ever since. Wonderful
jobs they do, too.

KUJ.

SWIVEL

LIPSTICI
CASE

*Pre-War irresistible is back and
lovelier iips can be yours again today!
whip-text to be creamy soft, yet firm,
non-breaking, irresistible lipstick
is smoother, longer lasting, even more
wonderful than you remember it— thanks
to wartime research. And it comes
in a metal swivel case
that works.'

a clear, red red i '. . whip-text to be s-m-o-o-t-h-e-r . . .
22

Dale Evans, and some Dale Evans movies I
without Roy Rogers?
How about it?
DONNA WALLACE, Newport, Ore.

SCREENLAND

Just a word about problem hair. Almost
nobody has to have hair that is. a problem if
they will go aft.r a remedy seriously. Most
hasn't been atreated
hair thatshampooing,
problem
kindly ; hair
and isregular
little
homely scalp message with the tips of your
fingers, and the often-mentioned brusinig
will put things to rights. But if these measures shouldn't work there are available various corrective tonics, which have proven
useful on stars' dressing tables. You mu: tn t,
of course, use them once and expect eve ything to be just dandy. Correction of dry
hair or oily hair takes time. But you can see
progress in a short while and that encourages you.

Your

Guide

to Current

Films

THE STRANGE LOVE OF
MARTHA IVERS— Paramount
What happens when an intense young girl
in her early teens murders an austere aunt
whom she loathes in a fit of blind anger?
And what does that little girl grow up to
be? Barbara Stanwyck demonstrates graphically and dramatically the answer in this
Hal Wallis production. Surrounded by such
selfish, grasping characters as Martha's tutor-guardian (Roman Bohnen), her spineless, drunken husband (Kirk Douglas), you
can hardly expect to see paragons of the human race. Van Heflin and Lizabeth Scott
play the dynamic love interest, caught in
Martha's evil web. Their escape provides
high-tension adventure but not for children.

A
RENDEZVOUS 24— 20th Century-Fox
The atomic bomb and how it may be used in
the future is the basis of this action-packed
spy story. William Gargan and Pat O'Moore
as American and English agents pitting
their ingenuity and cleverness against a leftover group of Nazi scientists intent on complete destruction of whole cities, use all the
tricks in the book in ferreting out the offenders. Itall makes for good movie with
booby-trapped houses, radio intercepters,
cryptic clues which lead eventually to the
criminals' stronghold. Just in the nick of
time, needless to add. Maria Palmer, David
Leonard and Kurt Katch stand out prominently in the line-up of menacing roles.

summer
Of

For

of

comfort

every

wise

Requesting

freedom,
and

ease,

woman

"Meds,

please!'

Every day is a "free" day when you use Meds internal
protection! You're free from pads, belts and pins;
from odor and chafing; from embarrassing bulges and
wrinkles. Free, too, from nagging worry — for Meds'
"Safety-Well" gives you security plus!
• Meds have the famous "SAFETY-WELL" — designed for your extra protection.
• Meds are made of real COTTON — soft and super
absorbent for extra comfort.
• Meds expand quickly and adapt themselves easily
to individual needs.

A STOLEN LIFE — Warners
A double portion of Bette Davis in twin
sister rolesmission.isAlsoworth
price are
of her
adon theanyone's
credit side

FOR

expert performances as the honest, fairplaying Kate, and the slinky, sophisticated
Patricia who toys with the hearts of men.
The story is everything you could want,
with love and loyalty, fickleness and selfishness .effectively playing on your emotions.
Glenn Ford is tops, too, as the lighthouse
engineer who marries the wrong sister, and
Dane Clark steps in with a grand portrayal
of a Greenwich Village artist, complete with
bohemian ideas. Too many changes of setting and unnecessary action cloud the plot.
But don't get us wrong, you'll like it too.

10 IN APPLICATORS

Note special design of Meds applicators. Firm,
smooth, easy to use, completely disposable.
SCREENLAND
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GENUINE

DIAMOND

GUIDE
SWEETHEART

SETS

Guarantee-Bond with [very Porchasej
Now,
prices, you
fan BetinouuMnjM
GENUINK sat> I \remarkably
Mil v I is i low■:i"llliil'y
dcslBiicd
ol MK HOI, II) (SOU). Order now while bjiose Swei'lhoart sets nru available. A Guarantee-Bond with
every sale. rolurn
Wear them
your Set
or Kink' 10 refund,
days, iiliut,
not
dolichted,
for liuniediate
be sure to order today
I

TO

Are you cool and
beautiful? Even in
hot

Ring

weather?

course!

Take

tips from

0 Each
$18 00 for.5
Both Rings
A gorgreous
Set ofto "make
you
envy
friends.the Picture
on your
your
finger mond
the Engagement
Rose cut
Ring Diaset
with INE7 Chipsparkling
Diamonds GENUin a
breathtaking 14K SOLID
GOLD mounting. Everyone's eyesseewill
when they
your gleam
9-DiamoBeautifully
id Wedding boxed.
Ring. Don't
,
NOTE: We do not handle imitation or simulated
stones. All our Rings are set with GENUINE DIAMONDS only. WeWearship10 C.O.D*.
when ordering.
days on Include
trial. ring size
L'AMOUR JEWELRY CO.
545 Fifth Ave., Dept. G - 1 04, N. Y. 17
SEND
MO NEY!
L'AMOUR
JEWELRY
CO.,17,Dept.
G-104
SJ
515
Fifth Ave.,
New York
N Y.
Send the Rin^s checked helow. Will pay postman I
tax. After 10 days, ■
Iprice,
may plus
returnpostage
IUn^s and
for 20%
refundFed.
of money
Set No. 4
Set No. 16
Engagement^ WeddingQ Engagement^ V\ eddingQ •■
■
My ring size is
(or send paper strip to size) ■a
■
Name
■
■■
Address
■m
m
City
.'
Zone
State I

ecau^e
Sally was smart. She knew that Monthly
Blues, nerves, irritability just don't go over
with nervous
a man. tension,
"Be wise,"
says headache
Sally. "Don't
let
periodic
and
cramps play havoc with your romance! Instead— help relieve those symptoms with
these wonderfully effective Chi-Ches-Ters
Pills!" 5(KS or larger economy boxes at
your druggist. Get Chi-Ches-Ters Pills
today, and take only as directed.
The Improved CHI-CHES-TERS PSLLS
For relief from "periodic functional
distress"booklet of intimate
FREE — New illustrated
facts every woman should know. Mailed in
plain wrapper. Write today! Chichester
Chemical Company, Dept. J-7, Philadelphia
46, Pennsylvania.

Of
your

slip

the stars

"The Man

star
on
1 Love
of

rkling
Ambrosia Cologne 'S__a ^or summe

adrdidatiyson.
wardrobes
e
and
—
perfum
er — not only
To RL
smart
this sungl
summasses
wear
who do
S girls
GI
protect their eyes from glare and
from tracing more clearly (for next winter
and forever) those little squint lines that
can harden into wrinkles, but they also add
a bright fashion note to their summer costumes. Oculens is a good answer. These
fine sunglasses (testing, we are told, to Government standards and above) come in
frames of some twenty smart shades with
s
n's eren
such rmel
gay onname
Robidiff
Egg
Blue,
t frame
Wate
Pink;as in
s,
r.
shape too, to flatte
Have you tried Halo shampoo for your
hair? If you have you know how clean and
shining, with what pretty highlights, your
hair really can be. Halo is one of the soapless types which rinse away completely after
a good brisk lathering. It makes a home
shampoo fun instead of a chore. No vinegar
or lemon rinse to fuss with ; you see the
natural beauty of your own shining hair.
Halo carries away loose dandruff, is fragrant and lathers up even in hard water.
Screen land

,ou realW
You can give your hair a permanent now
l
naturaThe
^rtrue.
at
home,
it's
eWave
o Home
Us
Kurl
Cold
Kit takesCharmaway
.iYes,
?,£too.
TH
haver
much of the mystery that has been around
permantnts. Just put up your hair in the
curlers provided and the special wave solution called Kurlium does the job for 3-011,
and in only two or three hours. It is gentie
in its action and gives pretty resuhs even
with fine, soft hair. The curls are naturallooking and lustrous.
By the way, Quickies are back. This is
good news for all of us busy gals who like
split-second facial clean-ups during the clay
before putting on fresh makeup. These
dainty flannel circlets saturated with^ a
quick-acting, gently-scented cleansing lotion
whisk away dust and makeup.
Do

*RIGHT YOU ARE, AL. It's only good. common sense to use Listerine Antiseptic
before any date where you want to be' at your best. You may not know when you
may be troubled this way. And Listerine Antiseptic is such a wonderful precaution against halitosis of non-systemic origin. Lambert Pharmacal Co . , St. Louis, Mo.

"Suspense," skating
Star of Monogram's
marvel Belita has her
first dramatic role
opposite
BarryFamily
Sullivan, below.
family
album
shows
photo
Belifa's
her
withfrom
her mother,
Mrs. Jepson-Turner,
when Belita was tomboy pal of
her two
brothers,
in England.

I DIDN'T know quite what to call you.
"Miss Belita" sounds silly. "Miss JepsonTurner," your real name, is a mouthful,
you'll admit. So. I asked. "Just Belita," you
said with that disarming grin that I only
wish could somehow be captured by the
movie camera. I was never more surprised
when I met you. Admiring your skating
from way back — I saw you seven or so
years ago when, a lithe, slim blonde kid
from Britain, you captivated some of the
first skating-fan audiences over here — I
could never understand why your pictures
didn't convey some of that same excitement
that carried a live audience right along with
you. I understand it even less now. You're
vivid and you're vital, yet the camera so far
has caught only your rather cold, chiseled
beauty and, of course, your incomparable
grace on ice.
"I want to act," you said. Well, you're
acting in "Suspense" and you do a good

job, too. "Of course," you added, "it's Barry
Sullivan's picture, much more than it is
mine. You watch him — he's wonderful.
There's an actor." A nice modesty, and you
meant it. But with all due respect to Mr.
Sullivan's fine performance it's you we're
watching. There's a lot more to the Belita
personality than meets the camera eye.
There's charm and humor, there's a solid
background of British stamina, there's even,
so help me, a pixie quality which supplies
the spice of contrast to that rather haughty,
statuesque stuff. In time the camera may
catch it. Why doesn't Monogram dig up
"The Green Hat" and star you in it, with
modern trimmings? But meanwhile, Belita,
don't throw away those skates.

"ne mi$s?
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Introducing — Celeste
ongina
1

famous

* Annie of "Oklahoma!"
er first movie

interview,

with

sidelights
re%nt

Holm,

exclusive
on her

romantic

marriage

]

cI

5

HI

(t WAS

By

Elizabeth

1

B. Petersen

fkoio by
lit Assoc
-nttee

£ her movie «»

cocktail
Lillie's
at Beatric
BEGAN
IT party
in Paris
at thee Bitz
exactly
on
V-J Day (but no one was sure because the official announcement had not
been made) when everybody was celebrating because in just a matter of days
now, maybe only hours, the war would be
over for sure.
"That's Celeste Holm," someone said
with that special inflection which meant,
of course, everybody knows who she is.
Theon tall
man with
Captain's
bars
his dark
shoulders
took the
another
look
at the slender vivacious girl in the USO
uniform. He'd liked her the moment he
met her. He liked the way she looked,
her hair a dark honey blonde, her eyes,
the bluest eyes he'd ever seen, had a
curious naive, almost childlike quality.
He liked the way she talked which was
neither naive nor childlike at all. She
talked the way a writer writes, her words
making pictures which made everything
she said vivid and exciting.

"This is Celeste Holm," Bea Lillie had
said a half hour or so ago, and then too
there had been that implication that it
was unnecessary to explain her any further until she saw the name didn't mean
a thing to Captain Schuyler Dunning
of the A.A.F. "Haven't you heard of
Bloomer Girl' and 'Oklahoma!' "? she
asked.
Dunning had certainly heard of both of
them,
he
got especially
a chance "Oklahoma!"
at the record Whenever
player in
the Officer's Club that was the album he
usually picked. He liked Oh What a Beautiful Morning and the Surrey with the
Fringe on the Top but the one he liked
best of all he told them was / Can't Say
No, sung by the girl called Ado Annie.
He couldn't understand why they
laughed
so hard
that. Celeste
Because Holm
he didn't
realize even
thenat that
had 29
taken New York by storm when she had
created that role and that hers was the
(Please turn to page 74)

IRENE

DUNNE
in

ANNA

THE

OF

AND

KING

SIAM

One of the most coveted rdtes of
the year goes to this gracious lady,
one of the few Hollywood actresses who can wear modern or
period clothes with equal grace.

It's a costly and lavish production, this 20th CenturyFox picturization of the
best-selling book about the
adventures of a gentle New
England governess thrust
into the barbaric splendor
and intrigue of a Siamese
court. Irene Dunne, left, in
a scene with Richard Lyon
(son of silent screen stars
Ben Lyon and Bebe Daniels!.
Excfusive co/or phonos by Frank Povsolny and Stax Graves

IRENE DUNNE, held by many to be
Hollywood's First Lady — on the
screen and off — is noted for her devotion to her husband and to their
adopted daughter, Mary Frances; for her
interest in religion and charities — and for
being one of America's best-<dressed women. That latter facet, in so calm and
unshowy a person, might surprise. It
needn't! Miss Dunne is a convinced
dresser-upper because she believes that
at the five most important turning points
of her life, the "right" dress proved
decisive.
Scene 1. A gray-eyed nine-year-old,
sitting between her black-mustachioed
father and her blonde, serene mother in
Louisville, Kentucky, her home town,
'sees a Chatauqua lecturer smile and hears
him say, "Will you come up on the platform— you, the pretty little girl in the
polka dot dress." The next few minutes
blur with excitement and in after life she
will never know whether in this, her
{Please turn to page 71)

Can

a certain

your future?

dress

influence

Irene Dunne thinks

so, and tells about the "five
fateful dresses" in her life

LISTEN,

GIRLS!

Best- Dressed

Dunne
Describes

\

"The Stranger" is Loretta
Young'sshelatest
film,
in which
appears
with Edward G. Robinson andOrson Welles for
International Pictures.

THIS

IS

WHAT

I

BELIEVE

Paul

*%e*t*e6cC

"It is infinitely safer to
discuss the private life
of an actor or an octopus," says Henreid,
"but no intelligent person can help having
opinions on important
subjects." So— -here is
Henreid, complete
with his convictions

Above, Paul's wife, Lisl, visits "Of Human
Bondage" set and Edmund Gwenn approves. Top, with co-star Eleanor Parker.

given an
I haveso never
UGH with
ALTHO
interview
much political
and personal import, I have decided to comply with a request from the
editor of Screenland for my beliefs on
such subjects as life, war and peace, immortality and religion. Any important
subject these days must not be avoided.
It is infinitely safer to discuss the private
life of an actor or an octopus; but certainly at such a crucial moment in the
world's history no intelligent person can
help having opinions on the subjects
which affect all of us. A great many of
my interviews have been built around
such subjects as the technique of romance, how to win a woman, or are

women here to stay! It is rather revolutionary for an actor who has talked
mostly about much lighter subjects to
be launched on a discussion of such profound subjects, but they are things we
all think about, even when we don't talk
about them. I have always admired
people who spoke their minds with uncompromising honesty; I, too, shall try
to be as honest as possible.
•
Life. I believe that justice is dispensed
on earth, not necessarily by men, but by
a divine force. I believe that eventually
everyone gets his just deserts. I regard
life as a giant wheel, which revolves continuously. The people who are on top of
(Please turn to page 83)
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y-socks fallowings
Eernehobb
WHER
d Robert Young has
conc
edge on Erankie and Van.
while they may be displaced by a

are
the
For
new

s posi. Bob'
time
anyy-so
Hear
King tion of
eks
crowd will
re.tsHisat bobb
issecu
never desert him. He's their father.
"I've got a houseful of dames." says
Bob. and he's not fooling. He is the Lone
Male in a household of nine (count 'em)
\omenhis charming, red-haired wife

Betty, their four daughters, the family
nurse who has been with them for ten
years, a temporary nurse in charge of
the newest Youngster, a cook, and mamain-law who Helps out on the servants'
days off. "I haven't even a male dog or
eat on my side." sums up Bob in mock
misery. ''Being the head of an all-girl
enterprise certainly conditions a man.
though." he insists. "True. Betty and T
had honed for a large family. But we ex-

pected an assortment, not four of a kind!
visualized
for sons
For years
sions— of sports,
talks,ed discus
o-man1 plann
man-t
games, hobbies we could share. I wents
further. Remembering my own dream
when I was a kid, of living on a ranch,
with a horse to ride through wide open
spaces, I bought a five-acre place in the
with sadSan Fernando Valley, complete Then
I sat,
dle horses and trees to climb.
hack and waited for the boys to arrive."

—
of 'em
— alltosixposin
Youngs day
The happy
g for
ed a whole
devot
these
think
we
y,
us at home. Frankl
photos are the finest to come out
. of Hollywood in many a day. Thev
the harportray, as no wordserecould,
monious atmosph of this truly
American, deeply devoted household.

Who

wouldn't be. says Robert

wood's proudest
Young,ndHolly
and father, as he
husba
talks about his "five sweethearts" inthis exclusive interview with new home photos

By Hattie

Bilson

Bob sighs in wistful recollection. "And
what did we get? Girls, girls and more
girls! Instead of wide open spaces they
needed to be within reach of dancing
schools and music teachers! Instead of
man-to-man talks I found mvself all in-

volved with pinafores, ruffles and
ribbons! The ranch in the Valley
swapped for a conservative house
conservative street in Beverly Hills,

hair
was
on a
with

a back yard the size of a postage stamp!"
Actually he is crazy about his collection
of females. Surrounded by
four
daughters,
he's
reading
them whether
the Sunday
funnies or taking them for a
whirl on the Griffith Park
merry-go-round, he presents
a picture of family life more
appealing than any he has
played on the screen. The
girls resemble him closely,

from Carol Anne who is twelve, down to
two-months-old Kathleen Joy. All four
are distinguished by the same brown hair,
same chin, same wonderful friendly smile.
Bob's parental attitude is a joy to witness, acombination of chivalry and humor, courtliness and discipline that is
positively
endearing.
thrill the other
evening"Got
seeingmymygreatest
oldest
daughter
heroccasion
first formal,"
says night
Bob.
It was onin the
of a Friday
dance at Carol Anne's dancing school.
Boys had been invited from another
school. The girls were to wear long
dresses. Excitement ran high at the
{Please turn to page 98)
I
y v First camera
newestoldYoungster, Kathleenstudy
Joy, ofjustthetwoverymonths
when
this picture was taken. "True, Betty and I had
hoped for' a large family," grins Bob, "but we
expected an assortment, not four of a kind!"

Exclusive photos by
Rod Tolmie. RKO-Radio Pictures
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Doug,
been

Jr., has

always

News — since his kid

days he's copped the
headlines; in wartime he
was

hero

he's making

stuff.

movie

And

news

By Gladys

now

again

Hall

R
ES
DA
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S
K
N
FAIRBA
Jr., is, at long last, at
me! again. That's
hows
Ne
After five years in
the Navy, five years
that covered him, as
completely as a wall
is papered, with campaign ribbons (6 decorations and citations
"for gallantry and outstanding services" all
of them for combat;
none of them administrative) and 5 service
and campaign medals
with 6 "battle stars"—
Douglas is back in
Hollywood, making
motion pictures. Following his release to
inactive service, he is
playing the- starring
role in RKO-Radio's
Technicolor drama,
"Sinbad the Sailor."
That's News!
But Douglas has always been News.
News with which, however, you bobbysoxers may not be familiar since, having
enlisted almost a year before Pearl Harbor, Douglas has not made a picture for
more than five years ("Corsican Brothers," released in 1941, was his last) or
before you were aware of Van Johnson
and autograph albums, The Voice, let
alone of the other and less recent heroes
and heroines of the Hollywood scene.
As a youngster, Douglas was News
because he was the son of his famous
father, Douglas, Senior, who wrote mo(Please turn to page 08)
Doug, Jr., and wife Mary Lee at home, with
Doug, Sr.' j portrait hanging above the fireplace. Far right, Fairbanks confers with RKO
exec William Dozier on "Sinbad the Sailor."

It's no sun lamp that gives Van Johnson that robust and healthy look, but
the real unadulterated article. Whenever his studio bosses can spare him.
Van's off to soak up some sun until the next shooting schedule starts. Latest
with a
item for Johnson fans, "No Leave, No Love," presents the big boy Wynn.
new heroine, lovely Pat Kirkwood, and features funny fellow Keenan

Co/or photos by Clarence S. Bull, MGM
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Back
after

in Hollywood
six years,

David
warm

welcome,

echoed
him

in "The

Niven

sure to be

by fans when
Perfect

By Laird

finds a

they see

Marriage"

A. Wood

David Niven was five years
WHEN
old his father led a sacrificial
landing party of the Highland
antry— "The Ladies from Hell"
Light Inf
Sulva beach in the Dardanelles.
—up
The Turks had strung barbed wire even
under water, and the Highland Light's
bright tartans made shining targets.
That small boy, who would not see
his father again, grew up to be one of
the most colorful men of this century.
In Hollywood, where many have aped
and pretended, he is recognized as a
true gentleman adventurer. When he
returned, a lieutenant-colonel, to the

six years' acfilm capital, after nearly
tive service in World War II, his welcome was as warm as was the twoweeks' going-away party when he left for
war. Besides three British decorations,
the homecomer is one of twenty-five
members of the British armed services

*

*

*

*

★

*
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Around the "Perfect Marriage" set, the popular Niven
with Virginia Field, left, director and co-star Loretta Young, above, and comedienne Zasu Pitts, right.
— including Field Marshals Montgomery
and Alexander — to have the American
Legion of Merit. He also has gaiety,
a perpetual sense of humor, and love
of people. Everyone loves him. (He left
from "Raffles." re-begins in Hollywood
in the Hal Wallis production, "The Perfect Marriage.")
David, blue-eyed, brown-haired, was
born in Kirriemuir, Scotland, and soon
after his father's death began to annoy

briefly a succession
of schools, his "career" being marked by total lack of
mathematical knack and an avid penchant for pranks. As an example of the
latter, he invented the half-brick game.
"You wangle a seat near the window;
then you smuggle in two half bricks.
You sit with one in each hand under
the desk. Flip! You throw one brick

through the (closed) window and, at
the same time, roll the other along the
floor. While you do this you duck and
your eyes follow the floor-thumping
brick, registering horror. 'Someone's
heaved (Please
a brickturn
through
to pagethe79)window!"

About as much privacy as in a goldfishscene
bowl, this
marital
between
Niven and Loretta
Young,
director
LewisAllenas rehearses
them. Interesting
sidelight: nine years
ago, when Hollywood,
David first
visited
he was the house
guest of Loretta, her
sister, Sally Blane,
and their mother.
David, as a matter of
adviceasked
as toLoretta's
how to
fact,
get into the movies.

HOWARD
HUGHES DISCOVERED
JEAN HARLOW, PAUL MUNIjUl
GEORGE RAFT, AND PAT O'BRIEN. aV
NOW, IN THE OUTLAW,
HilJ
PRESENTS HIS SENSATIONAlif ,U
NEW

faff

"t*>°

JUNE, 1944-TH E OUTLAW WORLD
PREMIERE IS HELD AT SAN FRANCISCO. THE PICTURE BREAKS
EVERY EXISTING RECORD!!
HELD OVER FOR 8 WEEKS!
PLAYS TO MORE THAN
300,000

1944-HOWARD HUGHES, WORLD
FAMOUS FLYER AND MOTION
PICTURE PRODUCER, COMPLETES
HIS PICTURE THE OUTLAW.

STAR DISCOVERYJANE
RUSSELL

'mm

THEN... THE OUTLAW IS BANNEt
BY THE CENSORS! BUT RATHER!

SmSrm

THAN CUT A SINGLE SCENE FROM]
THE FILM, HOWARD
HUGHESJ
WITHDRAWS
IT FROM
THI
THEATRES
OF THE WORLDJ

PEOPLE!!

mm

is trjgge>
IHi QMfESW
FAST ACTION COMBINED WITH
DARING
SENSATION
TOO
STARTLING
TO DESCRIBE!

I'M GOING TO FIGHT THIS
BATTLE TO THE FINISH
AND
MAKE
SURE THAT
THE PUBLIC SEES MY
PICTURE EXACTLY AS I
MADE IT!

NOW, AT LAST, AFTER A TWO YEARS FIGHT WITH THE CENSORsJI
BRINGS YOU HIS DARING PRODUCTION, 1
HUGHES
HOWARD
THE OUTLAW.. . EXACTLY AS IT WAS FILMED... NOT A SCENE I
RUSSELL! ;|
STAR, JANE
A NEW
CUT. ..AND INTRODUCING

r

— That is, compared

to Virginia

Van Upp, gal producer
whose achievements have
earned

her the

label of Dainty Dynamite
in the Hollywood

By Alyce

T highly-touted character, Paul
THA
Bunyan, may have accomplished
legendary feats, if we go by what
the story books say, but a look at what
producer Virginia Van Upp has accomplished since the ripe old age of four
results in but one conclusion: Paul Bunyan was a sissy. Sure, single-handed he
did thisa and thata,- but he, like Superman, was purely a fictitious character.
Miss Van Upp, on the other hand, is real.
44

Dynamic, flame-haired, with a gay,
warm, laughter-brushed face, she's been
working like a Trojan since she was a
child actress of silent picture days. It's
no accident that today she's the distinguished producer of such box office hits
as "Together Again," "The Impatient
Years," "She Wouldn't Say Yes," and
"Gilda." As a child actress, she grew up
with the picture business and this has
given her a fabulous background. Her

studios

Canfield

mother is Helen Van Upp, a famous
scenario writer of silent picture days.
Mrs. Van Upp saw to it that only people
from whom Virginia could learn came to
their home. The result was that Virginia
grew up suiTounded by famous writers,
actors and actresses, painters, and musicians— people of unusual brilliance and
culture. She had no formal schooling,
but by the time she was ten, she had a
general knowledge comparable to a high

Virginia Van Upp, top producer at Columbia Studio, is one of the very few women to have achieved that position in the picture-making business. First a child star, Virginia became successively a reader, script girl, cutter,
scenarist, producer. Above, scenes from some of her outstanding screen success: Irene Dunne and Charles Boyer
in "Together Again," Lee Bowman and Jean Arthur in "The Impatient Years," Rosalind Russell and Lee Bowman
in "She Wouldn't Say Yes," Rita Hayworth and Glenn Ford in "Gilda" — with Rita in first dramatic role.
school graduate's. By the time she was
fourteen, she had "retired" from her acting career and had started working as
assistant casting director at Brunton,
which is now Paramount.
The key and tipoff to Virginia Van

seemed only natural to follow suit. Nor
did it seem unusual to Virginia to take
over the job of assistant casting director at Brunton when she was only fourteen. She was there two years, then
moved over to MGM in the same ca-

Upp's success is that she has been working all her life. Today, as Hollywood's
foremost woman producer, she is often
asked to speak to college students on
motion picture producing and writing
technique. "They always expect me to
present them with some magic formula

pacity. She was an actors' agent, a
reader, a script girl. And then she
married.
Of this marriage, which failed, Virginia has little to say. It was followed
by a divorce. By that time, Virginia
was the proud mother of a lovely
little girl. Right then, with a
daughter, a mother, a grandmother, and a St. Bernard to

for success," says Virginia. "I sometimes
feel they experience a letdown when I
tell them my only advice on getting to
the top is to work twice as hard as you
are paid to work." This has been Virginia's design for living ever since she
was a round-faced, delightful little imp
of child-actress days. To date, her
method has been notably successful.
Hard work is the answer. But that
doesn't mean that Virginia didn't have a
Plan. It was basically sound, applicable
to any type of business. You've heard
of it before: begin at the bottom
and work up. Only Virginia began
earlier than most. Her early experience before a camera was the beginning. Itmade her familiar with
the workaday world of movie making. Hollywood never awed her, even
as a child. Then, because her mother
was also in the picture business, it

could write. So I just went about it,
quite phlegmatic-ally. First, I held script
so I would get a feeling of camera, then
I was
a film
Young,
withcutter."
an expressive, vital, glowface, old age Virginia
and grayexcept
hair shouldn't
have inginfluenced
that hers
was a long range plan. ■ She was determined to avoid any career that would
fade with the years. Therefore, she went
about learning her profession with un(Please turn to page 91)

support. Virginia's plan began to
take shape. She decided to become awriter. "Maybe it sounds
smug," she explains today, "but
that's
I did.
aroundexactly
at thewhat
world
andI looked
asked
myself, 'What kind of a job can
a woman hold after she has gray
hair and is fat?' I decided she

Glenn Ford codiscu5ses e
"Gilda." Jh%ow "Gilda" w.th
new film ° \er partner at
W Nelson, "e[ r rfce's
n
Ralph
„
at home. ^ne
work as well a : > ^
NeUon.
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a born planner.
EDDIE BRACKEN'S yelp
at the docHis first outraged
er reartend
his
ck
on
brisk
sma
tor's
end was merely an expression of his initial
d he'd never
the
. He
plan
n. worl
etedwasby tell
lifeingagai
be buff
There's a lot of difference between a
planner. The dreamer's
dreamer and
rests aon a cloud and disappears
air-castle
with the first cold wind. The vision of the
planner's finished edifice is clear in his
mind as he sweats with pick and shovel
at the rock foundation.

All Eddie's plans work; they're laid out

n't they? But it's
so why should
that way, tells
quite seriously of his fivewhen he
having his children that
year splanfallabout
mouth
open and eyes pop.
"Oh, yes," he says— and he's not kidding, "Connie and I decided to have five
We've
thee, other.
righton after
, one
children
are
so there
schedul
so far
three
had
go. Simple
two to Judith
justThere's
name was
(her tic."
Ann arithme
picked out by Connie and Eddie even bethree-and
who'sJean,
married)
were came
fore they
a yearCaroline
Next
a-half.
and five weeks, and Michael Edward,

their first boy, born November 19, 1945.
The planned names for the next two,
still only thoughts for the future, are
Barbara Jean and David Vincent. And
Brackens
amazing
those
twinsa
out to be care
turned wouldn't
of these
bit if one
or there were an unplanned sixth arrival
after the quota was filled.
But, blithe and assured as all this seems
at first glance, tragedy almost wrecked it.
A pitifully short time after Eddie and
Connie were married, they were in an
automobile smash-up. Connie was so

badly hurt she wasn't expected to live.

Tii,
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BRACKEN'S

EDDIE

5-yem
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There's

a lot of difference between a

dreamer

and

a

planner. Here's
an example, by
Bracken,
planning
do
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for

of

what

dies' Men," seems to
Eddie, star of "Labe trying to boiio
tho title •» he.strug-

a life can
all of you

chest. DaIt's
y's mclutCas
fro
Slot tPar
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fun
clean set.
goo
jus
amo
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Irrepressible Eddie cuts up a few hot touches
with dancer Johnny Coy between scenes of
"Ladies' Man," in which they appear with Virginia Welles, Cass Daley, Spike Jones' band.
A shadow of his agony in those dark
hours crossed Eddie's face as he told me
about it. "When the doctor gave up hope,
he said for me to go in and tell her she
was going to die. But when I was there
beside her I couldn't do it. All that had
hap[>ened to me in the accident was a cut
on my ear— just a scratch — and she was
worrying about that!"
When Eddie failed in something so impossible for him to do, the superintendent
of the hospital tried to tell Connie how
had things were for her, but she didn't
even hear him. She simply wouldn't accept what he was trying to tell her. The
cut ontant Eddie's
ear wasforstill
than her chance
life.more impor"Then, like a miracle, in just a few
days she began to improve," Eddie went
on, a subtle movement of his hands showing more than words the hope he had felt
— and, quickly, another despair. "When
they
she the
wasn't
to die,
dared saw
break
newsgoing
to her
that they
she
might never walk again. She had a broken
pelvis and injuries to her back. But I
don't think Connie even heard that. All
she worried about was whether she'd ever
be able to have children."
The fulfillment of the beautiful, rosy
Five-Year Plan looked impossible — to
. everyone but Connie. She didn't even
notice the definite verdict that she might
. — and only by the most optimistic diagnosis— perhaps walk with the labored
steps of a cripple in two years.
Connie's magnificent spirit that had
denied the presence of Death at her very
side, took her hand and lead her away
from an almost certain Fate. She walked

in

three months
after the accident.
When Judith Ann announced her arrival after the usual interval, Connie
calmly mentioned to Eddie that this was
it. Eddie leaped to the door to bring the
car around — good Heavens, what if he
didn't get her to the hospital in time!
" 'No, no — -there's no hurry.' says Con(Plea.se turn to page 68}
Virginia Welles — doesn't she resemble Joan
Fontaine? — competes with studio makeup
man Don Donaldson trying to pretty up
Eddie. Below, melodious (?) moment as
Bracken joins Spike Jones and company.

You

know

her as a fine

dramatic
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a small boy
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Palmer
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it's
justa six,
a little
N someti
WHEhard
mesboy's
famous
to fit
mother into the pattern of other
mothers. Jody Adler's not the one,
though, to ask a lot , of silly questions.
Morning's he'd watch Sylvia Sidney leave
the house before seven. Nights he'd wait
to go to sleep until she came home long
after eight. She'd sit beside him and
listen as he told her the events of the

As a matter of fact, Jody
needn't
worry;
his work
mother's
fine
actress
whose
is thea
breath of life to her. If she

day. Then she'd hear his prayers and
kiss him goodnight.
She was sometimes very tired and Jody
thought about it a good deal. Finally
he decided to face the issue.
"Mother, where do you go so early in
the morning?"
"Why, 1 go to work!"
"What for?"
"For money, dear, so that you and
Birdie and Socrates and
T can have a
house to li ve in and clothes to wear and
something to eat."
Jody's mouth set firmly and he squared
his small shoulders. "/ shall go to work
for that money so you won't have to

At home with Jody, her six-year-old son, Sylvia
dismisses all thoughts of studio work, devotes
to the care of her son a musical prodigy,
way; he's been taking piano lessons for two
any more!" he declared firmly. Then his
face fell and he stared at his mother in
angry frustration. "But I'm not growing
icp fast enough!"

Sidney
herself
by the
years.

comes home tired at night, it's
a tiredness that's good, a tiredness that comes from a job Avell
done. And Jody is part of a
perfect pattern.
When
I mentioned having
heard she had a remarkable little boy. Miss Sidney looked at
me as if I were slightly balmy.

simply ordoesn't
her
Jody is She
precocious
cute orthink
unusual
or handsome.
She declares that what
with baby
teeth
dropped hither
(Please
turnbeing
to paye
49
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DUppv-love scene as above,

Exclusive photos by
Floyd J. Hopkins

'Just mad — mad —
Madison!"
mad about
That's
the cry
of the
hep-cats (and their
older sisters) who
keep writing in about
this big blond boy. So
here we're showing
you the latest on how
he looks, acts, at
home

and

at work

lr..

e of his beGuy still keeps som
longings in his Navy seabag.
Hasn't gone Hollywood— yet.

know that's bad for the finish boy? (But
Madison with , Jear ffi
ht,
Washing your car ,n the ^^^^^pwer^
an M Mad;$on CUSTOm, sugarbowl
*bo
makes for a good camera shot.) Let
film. Center
fellow jitterbug in h.s new

The Madison looks and
com pete for honors in "Till The End of T.me.
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Lloyd, left above, as he looked seven years ago; right,
as he looks today. Not so much changed, at that. Left,
in "The Sin of Harold Diddlebock," the Preston Sturges
comedy which Lloyd refuses to call his "comeback."

"I'm not retiring, and I'll never make

a comeback!"

says Lloyd, starring in his first picture in seven
years. "I may be doing my next one with a long beard

and creaky joints, but I'll wait until the j
right story shows

up, as I did this time."

Exclusive I

interview with the screen's perennial comedian

By Barry

Farrar

the
proba
HAROLD
theblyscreen
who Deveris left
only actorLLOY
without retiring and who will return without making a comeback!
It sounds
a bit complicated
but it's
actually
as simple
as the bespectacled
character the comedian created and
parleyed into a sizeable fortune in a
series of feature-length comedies. To do
a thing like that you've got to have
something, you'll admit, and during the
couple afternoons I spent with Harold
on the set of "The Sin of Harold Diddlebock," his first picture in seven years,
I made a stab at trying to find out what
that something is.
In one sense I discovered that Harold
is
he's
so the
deadperennial
serious comedian
about his because
work. And
then, on the other hand, I saw him as a
plain, honest-to-goodness human beingsay a business man, like the insurance
broker who lives across the street from
me or the merchant who owns the house

52
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next door. That money doesn't seem to
make too much difference to him — only
I'm sure it's nice to have.
My editor asked me to get the lowdown on Lloyd for the plain reason that
an entirely new generation doesn't know
him from Adam. Many of the old generation have also lost track of him, or
it has been so long since they have read
anything about him that he is only a
dim, comic memory of more pleasant
pre-war days. In short, this interview
was for the purpose of checking up on
the old and catching up with the new
Lloyd.
Harold straightened me out in a hurry
when I said something about his coming
out of retirement. And he was equally
as ready with an answer when I used
the word "comeback."
"You just wait and see," he said,
"there will be a lot of talk between
now and when 'Diddlebock' is released
about my coming out of retirement.
There will also be many references to
the
as users
my 'comeback'
film. will
In
both picture
cases the
of these terms
be wrong. I never retired from pictures
and I'm not making a comeback. I
merely waited seven years for the right
script to come along, and I think this
one is it."
I though about what the Governor of
North Carolina said to the Governor
of South Carolina — "It's a long time between drinks" — but then these two gents
didn't have Harold's bankroll and they
weren't in the picture business. That's
the advantage Lloyd had over a lot of
actors, governors, and everybody else. He

possessed enough do-re-mi to wait until
the right opportunity came along.
"The fact is," said Harold, "I'm even
doing this role by accident, as right as
I think it is for me. When Preston
Sturges and Howard Hughes formed
the California Pictures Corporation,
Preston got in touch with me with the
idea that I might direct one of the
comedy properties the company owned.
In our discussions I mentioned that I
had been looking for a picture for myself
for seven years. Preston outlined an idea
he had and the first thing I knew I was
out in front of the camera, making 'The
Sin of Harold Diddlebock,' instead of
back of one directing."
This picture is only Lloyd's sixteenth
feature-length film, but he is known
throughout the world for his one and
two-reel comedies made early in his career. That career was one that took him
(Please turn, to page 93)

Harold's corny comedy is evident in scenes
(top left and right) from new film. Top center, Iturbi visits set and charms the lion
(real) who works with Harold in picture.
Above, producer-director Sturges and star
Lloyd with new heroine, Frances Ramsden.

That's a kiss, hon!
Those two authorities on osculation,
John Hodiak and
Lucille Ball, give
demonstration in
MGM's forthcoming "Two Smart
People."
First, that
the
clutch — note
they
don't
bother
with the
traditional
pucker-up. Then
the clinch. Finally
— the mission accomplished, with
kissee Lucille still
reeling, kisser Hodiak smiling — can
it be complacently?

Van, the Man, has two luscious ladies angling for him
in "Easy to Wed," but though
he plays hard to get he really
hasn't a chance what with the
Flaming redhead Lucille Bail
and the form-divine Esther
VVilliams on his trail. To end
fhe suspense, Esther wins
Johnson, but not before a
series of hilarious scenes, including one with Van trying
out his voice — well, he calls
it singing, anyway. With him
in the scene at far left are
Miss Ball and Grant Mitchell.

1

Pucker-up! Unlike Lucille Ball and John Hodiak on preceding pages, Ella Raines and Rod Cameron prefer the time-honored e.yes-closed, lips-puc
technique in Universale "The Runaround." Our advance information doesn't say who gets the -unaround from whom, but five will get you ten it won't) be

t left above, that amiable British actor and gentleman, Rex Harrison, is now in Hollywood making movies; but before he left his native England, he
aw ade a picture called "Notorious Gentleman," with Jean Kent. At right above, Joan Davis with Mischa Auer and Jack Oakie in "Lulu Takes* a Holiday."

New Abbott-Costello comedy, "The Ghost Steps
Out," has pretty Marjorie
Reynolds as heroine (below). Right, Gonnie Moore
in the arms of Henry Daniels, Jr., for Republic's "In
Old Sacramento" feature.
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And

here's

her clothes!

a gal who

knows

Hand-picked

fashions from Alexis'
resort wardrobe

own

Clothes for fun in the sun should be
says Alexis. At left, she lives up to her
victions in this off-white print frock
bands of brilliant red edging the front
ing and skirt, which is slashed at either
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w husband,
A happy Joan Fontaine laughs at her brand-ne
William Dozier, studio executive, as he grimaces at cameramen
invading their tete-a-tete. They spent honeymoon in Mexico.

TIME marches on! The usually retiring
Bing Crosby came home one evening,
handed his wife a long list of carefully
selected names and asked her to invite
them all to a party. And quite a party it
was, with the oP groaner himself really
enjoying the house filled with laughter
and music. For such a 6tate occasion,
Bing even made a greater concession and
wore a necktie!

Cary Grant and his usual charming companion, Betty Hensel, artf
still being seen around town together— status still quo. Cary recentlw
made flying trip to England on business dear with Alexander Korda.

JOHNSON, beaming like a
VAN
schoolboy, wore a new dinner jacket
to a Hollywood party. Cary Grant winked
at Jimmy Stewart and Jimmy winked at
Cesar Romero. Then the boys went to
work on Van. "Don't you think that
double-breasted coat makes you look too
heavy?" inquired Cary. "Seems to me"
the shoulders are padded too much,"
observed Jimmy seriously. "I thought
short coats were out." was
Cesar's comment. Looking
a perfect picture of misery,
when last seen Van was in
front of a mirror in the little
boys'selfroom
ruefully—! surveying him-

t
e L.
pre
illsen
legal name,
her Luc
UN
ann,R Joan Crawford
rmDE
Ko
filed suit for divorce from
her third husband, Phillip
Terry. Their two adopted
children, Christina and
Phillip the third (now called
Christopher), will remain
with Joan. Contrary to
Hollywood gossip, like
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and
e (Joan's forFranchot Ton
mer husbands), Phillip remains her friend and admirer. It's an old Hollywood
tradition that many other
stars have followed.
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exactlyd ten
day for reporte
Y ,workin
EVER
to
Janeg Wyman
months
MGM for "The Yearling." Clarence
s that
Jane's
predict
directo
the of
Brown,
mances
in
perfor
the r,finest
will be one
years. In the meantime, a new and very
modified Jane Wyman is in our midst.
Gone are the blonde curls and the saucy
manners. Jane's more serious about life,
what with a son and daughter to raise, to
say nothing of a new dramatic career on
her pretty hands. From crying so much
g,"
in "The
so hard
and workin
ing Yearlin
a stomach
to develop
came gclose
Jane
ulcer. So now she eats especially prepared
foods and rests every lunch hour in her
dressing room.

Anne
day party
seed birth
THE
Hodiak was
for John
plann
Baxtersurpri
a surprise all right. But not for John! He
got back from location early and walked
in on Anne when she was just arranging
the placecards. Being a good guy, he
made a second entrance when the guests
arrived and gave an Academy Award per-

Ben Gage and Esther Williams, making it a foursome
with Cary Grant and Betty Hensel, indulge in husbandly and wifely scene at a popular nightspot.

Here's that very busy favorite, Greg Peck, and his wife. He's been spending
working hours in "Duel in the Sun," "The Yearling," "The Short and Happy
Life of Francis Mdcomber." Both are busy making plans for a little Peck.

Gossip

Weston

formance. Anne is now wearing his engagement ring— an intricate leaf pattern
that
matches
thein wedding
ring she's
scheduled to wear
June.
SIN and corruption has hit a new low
in Hollywood! We were on the set of
"The Razor's Edge" and just "happened"
to be standing next to the telephone where
Tyrone Power was talking. He was calling
Cesar Romero, the Henry Fondas, the
Zachary Scotts and the Fred MacMurrays.
With our own astonished ears we heard
Ty invite them to, of all things, a croquet
?arty! It's the newest rage in Hollywood,
'hey play it English style, with one goal
post in the center. Yes, Hollywood keeps
getting wilder and wilder!
THEM
what has, gets! And Sbnja
Henie is getting plenty for the rental
of her polar palace, where Columbia is
shooting a sequence for "Down to Earth"
with Rita Hay worth and Marc Plait. The
icy atmosphere is necessary in order to get

cloud effects, from dry ice and wind machines. There will also be some sensational
dance numbers in this picture. With Rita
as his lovely partner, Marc Piatt, brilliant
ballet dancer of "Oklahoma!" fame, really
outdoes himself. For the movies, he has
everything.

reHeniealterSonja Dall
of John
SPEAKING
minds us that
nates between dating her and Jane
Withers. Which, from where we're
sitting, is some alternating. John,
by the way, isn't too happy at
Warner Bros. They insisted he
leave the stage cast of "The Hasty
Heart," return immediately to
Hollywood, then offered him a
third lead and a colorless one.
This to follow the brilliant performance hegave playing opposite
Bette Davis in "The Corn is
Green." Too bad such talent
shouldn't be given careful and
worthwhile grooming.

by

East

Center of attraction wherever he goes is that Gable
Grin. Here's the man himself with Elizabeth Chisholm.

It looked like a romance, for a while, when Tony Martin
began to squire Ida Lopino on several important dates.

IRONICAL that the day Mrs. Tom Drake filed suit for
separate maintenance (she "asked for $1,650 a month
alimony), her ex-husband, Michael Ames, made the best
acting test of his career at Warner Bros. A contract, and a
lucrative one, is in the offing.

a Great
withdoing
t O'Brien
a efriend
WHEN
Dane-siz
dog presente
house, dhe Margare
was supposed
to be
her
it.
at
looks
Mom
a favor. But not the way little Maggie's
Her famous daughter insisted on sleeping there, along with
her two pet pups. Finally she agreed to compromise and wait
until the weather was warmer. Now Mrs. O'Brien is trying
to think up another excuse.
DETERMINED there shall be no spare time for self-pity,
Susan Peters and Richard Quine recently adopted a
ten-day-old son. Typical of the misfortune that has dogged
Susan's talented footsteps, just before the baby and his nurse
arrived from the east, the Quines were evicted from their
Malibu Beach home. Undaunted, Susan hung on the phone
until she located a small but attractive apartment in Beverly
they're jammed into
Hills. Until they can find a larger place,
two rooms. A happier little family we defy you to find!

Virginia Hunter, still his favorite girl, attends a premiere
in Hollywood with her favorite beau, Hurd Hatfield.

hostess?
w HAT would you do if you were a Hollywood
When the Jack Bennys gave a knockout dinner party,
all the cinema great turned out in best
bib and tucker. One of their guests was
a very rich and well-known independent producer. While everyone else
winea and dined and danced to the sixpiece orchestra, said producer calmly
sat by the telephone putting in calls
to New York. The Bennys knew about
nothing.
it. Being perfect hosts they said
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play sear
RKOactrthey
ess towere
OVER ingatfor an
Aherne's mother in "What Nancy

A meditatively smiling Lana Turner
dances with her onagain-off-again
ro"Pete" Jaeger,
mance, Charles
a radio executive.

Sonja Henie is certainly getting around these days.
Above, she dates John Dall; below, with Van Johnson.

Elizabeth Taylor tests the quality of beards during radio
rehearsals for the
Screen Gu.ld Theater's radio version of "Home in Indian
a," the 20th Centurv
Fox film. Both ton McCallister and Walter Brennan seem'to Tke compo
TsZ'.

Wanted." When the casting office suggested Lillian Fontaine,
who just happens to be Brian's ex-mother-in-law (she's Joan
and Olivia's mammy) everyone expected him to hit the
ceiling. Instead he welcomed the idea with enthusiasm. She
was right for the part. Besides, they had so much to talk
about between scenes! It could only happen in Hollywood.

Van is still the popular young man around town.
Here he's photographed with lovely Sonja Henie.

ALL THE success in the world will never make up for the
.. agony suffered by Mark Stevens during his recent spinal
operation. An old injury, the result of slipping on a diving
board when he was a kid, caused the damage. To add to his
misery (and expense), finding a place large enough for the
expected Stevens heir's nursery is completely out of the
question. So Mark himself is paying to have an extra room
and bath added on to his small rented apartment.
JOSEPH COTTEN is a gent what changes his mind. So
Franchot Tone stepped in and took over the role in
"Honeymoon in Mexico." The day we were on the set, all
our sympathy went out to Franchot, an excellent actor and
one who has put in many years getting his experience. Guy
Madison, not his fault because his part is much too big and
important for a newcomer, just couldn't give his lines the
proper meaning. Over and over they took the scene. Franchot
couldn't have been more patient and understanding.
THE DAY they finished shooting
"Humoresque," John Garfield celebrated the end of his seven years in
Hollywood, as well as the termination
of his original seven-year Warner Bros,
contract. From now on John will freelance, but he was still deeply touched
when he told everyone goodbye. Incidental y, inthis picture Joan Crawford
comes to a dramatic end. In a tightfitting beaded evening gown, she walks
out into the sea and drowns herself.
Watching them shoot it was really
dramatic!

—And here he is again— yes, again— with the ravishing Jacqueline Dalya wearing delightfulfrou-frou hat.

Gloria DeHaven,
one of the newest
glamothers of filmland, chats with
Diana Lynn and
Henry Wiilson, rumored engaged.
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The Hollywood
scene: at right, our
cameraman snaps
David Street and
Marguerite Chapman enjoying a date
at Ciro's; another
night, another date:
it's Greg Bautzer
who escorts the
pretty Columbia
star. Below, Jack
Carson's tie speaks
for itself — but too
loudly for Betty
Grable's lovely ears.

SO SURE was Hollywood that Joan Crawford would win the
Oscar, one of her friends made a bet of $5,000. When he
won he threw Joan a party with half the money, the other half
went to charity. Everyone turned out for it. Joan was so happy
that Dinah Shore's impromptu love songs really got her. Joanie
flew to the powder room to dry her eyes before the tears
splashed down on the lovely gown she had bought for the
occasion.
SEEMS to us that June Haver's awfully young and
in the picture business to have ulcers. But have 'em she
very tiny and not very serious. A week in the hospital with
proper treatment and she was all pretty and pert again.
Hutton and Farley Granger (recently discharged from
Navy) kept Junie's room bustin' out all over with buds.
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ONLY RED SKELTON would dream up this one. At the
while a battery
of y"Ziegfeld
premiere
Hollywoo
n dwere
of camerame
franticall
trying toFollies,"
photograph the galaxy
of stars, Red calmly took his own camera out of his pocket and
proceeded to shoot pictures of the thousands of fans who were
in the spectators' bleachers. They loved it!
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ATELEPHONE call from Virginia Bruce in Mexico (where
she almost made a picture) to Cesar Romero assured him
she had no intention of marrying the advertising executive who
doesn't
him.to She
She likes
to pop
there she
flew
sure
make
Cesar
enough. about
carequestion
does the
him. But
love down
that
feel
still
friends
Intimate
rstand.
misunde
didn't
that he
these two will eventually head for the altar.
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VISITING a friend in the hospital recently, imagine Weston
East's surprise to learn that Ingrid Bergman's little daughter, Pia, was right in the next room. Not a word had reached
the papers, due to the Bergman determination to keep her
private life private. While playing with some neighborhood
children, Pia twisted her neck. It was painful but not serious.

THERE'S one "Maisie" broadcast that will five in Ann
Sothern's memory forever. Just before she went on the air
she was called to the telephone. A servant at home informed
her that her quarrel with Robert Sterling had taken a serious
turn. He was packing his clothes and moving to a hotel. If ever
Ann gave an Academy Award performance, she did it that
night. What a trouper! A week later she and Bob kissed and
made up. Now, like all married couples who've had this same
, they're closer than ever. They celebrated with a
experience
second
honeymoon at Pebble Beach.

HEDY LAMARR'S recent robbery was a strange trick of
fate. Actually, Hedy never wears much jewelry. So instead
of insuring her precious possessions, she kept them in the vault.
The only reason they were removed was to use them in one
scene for "The Strange Woman." They were to be returned to
the vault the morning following the night her home was robbed.
All indications made it look like an inside job.

Gary Cooper has to
FOR his role in "Cloak and Dagger,"
wear a monocle — to say nothing of morning coat, wing collar
and striped pants. A special prop man stands guard and keeps
a beady eye on the inimitable Coop. He's forever misplacing
the monocle, which won't stay in anyway. The minute a scene
is over, off come his shoes and the wing collar. Gary tosses his
lean torso on a couch and smiles his contentment.
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becomes
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Sack
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Own
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great

in

role of a

cheated

mother.

It's a story with
a sob and chuckle

Romantically appealing in the
opening
sequences
withBroad?
John ,
Lund, recruited
from the
way stage; dramatically poignant in her young matron days;
the brittle brilliance that come
with business success; and the
cold austerity that rides her saddened spinsterhood
— all
Olivia DeHavilland
shows
in this
the
role of Miss Norris whose whole
life is turned from a normal path
by a chance trick of fate — with
a maximum of artistry and a minimum of help from the makeup
expert. Scenes at right show her
with John Lund, in dual role as
fiance and son; with Bill Goodwin, business partner and friond.
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Beauty

bring

Facials

quick

new

Loveliness

"

Lovely star of
METRO-GOS.DWYN-MAYER

PICTURES

Soon to be seen in R.K.O.'s
"What Nancy Wanted"

TRY the Lux Toilet Soap facials screen
stars recommend! Just smooth the
beautifying lather well into your skin,
as Laraine Day does. Rinse with warm
water, splash on cold. With a soft towel
pat to dry. Now skin is softer, smoother,
takes on fresh new loveliness.
Don't let neglect cheat you of Romance. Be lovelier — tonight!
In recent tests of Lux Toilet Soap facials
by skin specialists, actually 3 out of 4 complexions improved in a short time!

9
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of

10

Screen

FIGHT WASTE
Lux Toilet Soap uses vital
materials. Don't waste it!

CftflXs will find Active-lather facials give
fresh new beauty that wins Romance !
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Soap
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Eddie

Bracken's

5-Year

Plan

Continued -from page 47

nie." Eddie mopped his brow, remembering his panic. "So she wanders around
the house for more than an hour. She
packs one thing in her bag. then putters
around looking tor something else. She
takes a bath. She does her hair. She fixes
her face. I am going crazy!"
Finally they started, Eddie crowding
the speed limit and ready with his story
if the police should stop him. "Wait a
minute." His serene wife gestured toward
approaching. "Stop
a house they were
there. I want to see Ginny— something

I forgot."
"And then," groaned Eddie, "she sits
talking to Ginny for three hours. I am on
the edge of my chair. I am pacing the
floor. The perspiration is streaming down

Connie, whom absolutely nothing disturbs, runs her home with clock-like precision. "There's never any confusion,"
Eddie said proudly. "The children are
on strict schedule — there's a time to eat,
They'r
play.
to rs
a time
a time
allye
practic
— outdoo
strong
andsleep,
well to
all
all day— and Judith Ann has started to
ing
nursery school already. She's beginncareto watch my table manners pretty
Eddie is a believer in the modern proplans
make home,
he'll come
whilecows
and, the
gressive school
until
fully!"
himself
for
won't make any for his children. He'll
give them every assistance and advan-

I am nuts!"
face.
myBut
it seems Connie was right. They
got to the hospital in plenty of time.
Judith Ann took forty-eight hours to
arrive.
Caroline Jean came along on schedule
and is called Carol for short. Of course,
with Eddie an old, experienced father by
this time and Connie never upset by anything anyway, her arrival was simple and
uncomplicated.
"I thought I didn't care which the third
baby would be, boy or girl," Eddie said,
"and it wasn't until the nurse came out
of the delivery-room and said, 'It's a boy!'
that I realized how much I'd wanted a
son. That feeling that came over me —
that -pride — it just surged up! I can't describe it."
When the Five-Year Plan first began
to work out, Connie and Eddie bought an
old, roomy house on five and a half acres
of ground. Since then, they've been remodeling itto fit the children and in describing the original house Eddie termed
it "bachelor" Spanish, but I think he was
being atpolite.
justmeant
he
all. That's not really what
"The house is Colonial now," he explained. "We've taken off the old gingerextended it at the sides. There's
bread
and
a room for each of the children and a big
playroom over the garage for all of them.
We're still enlarging and rebuilding and
when we get through we'll have' about
fifteen rooms. The only thing is, we forgot the nurses and haven't any place to
put them. We're trying to figure that out,
because there's always one nurse all the
time, but right now there are two on account of the new baby."
The Bracken home — through planning
— has become one of the show-places of a
Los Angeles suburb. The high, old-fashioned hedge in front has been taken out
and people stop their cars to study the
lines of the house and the beauty of the
planting. Eddie and Connie have lately
spent $1,000 on the grounds, putting in a
new lawn, removing old bushes, laying
out a zig-zag split-rail fence with groups
of bright flowers in the zigs and zags.
The children have everything on that
five and a half acres — a pony, chickens,
ducks, horses, a cow. Back of the house
are vegetable gardens and orchards of
citrus trees, peaches, pears, limes.

The handsome man you see here in scenes
from "Her Kind of Man" with Dane Clark,
Zachary Scott and Janis Paige, playing an
Alan Laddish sort of role, lived all of his
life right under the noses of producersexcept for three years he spent in the
Army where his radio mechanic schooling
was interrupted by orders to play in the
Army's "Winged Victory." The producers
did give him bit parts but until now did
not see in him a shining movie career.

SCREENLAND

tage but — "Let them plan their own
lives," he says sensibly. "I don't believe
it's right for parents to point to a child
and say, 'You'll be a doctor or a pianist
and then try to
or a lawyer or a dancer'
force the child into a pattern he may not
like or be fitted for at all."
in Eddie's
rangwhere
phone nt
Just then
I was
at Paramou
-room the
dressing
talking with him. And who should it be
but Connie. And what did Connie want?
She wanted Eddie to go to the races at

Santa Anita that afternoon. That's right
— the mother of a five-week-old- baby had
everything at home so well organized that
she was off to the races!.
And of all the cute and mushy conversations your correspondent tried to overhear, this between a beau and his best
girl was the cutest. But, although I
couldn't hear it, I could see it; Eddie

loaned on his elbow and murmured! You'd
think he hadn't talked to the girl for a
Month.
He skidded across the table on
his stomach and giggled. He stood up
straight and stared at the ceiling in rapture. That Connie must have something!
Besides the Five- Year Plan about the
children that's working out so satisfactorily, Eddie has so many other plans
that they'd make your head swim. For
instance, his plan to become a producer
of his own pictures may very possibly
come true this year. After that, he wants
to become a director. He wants to establish abook publishing house on the Coast.
The field's wide open, as our astute friend
has found out, so why shouldn't it, too,
be a success? And, now that travel is unrestricted, hewants to finance a travel
agency, with profitable tie-ups with
hotels, railroads, air lines and bus companies and possibly the Chambers of
Commerce of other States.
Some years ago, when Eddie's stage
career began to solidify and when the picture offers began to come in, he said to
himself, "I'll spend just so many years on
the stage, just so many years as an actor
in pictures, and just so many years in
radio. No more. Then I'll be a producer.
After that I'll be a director." See?
Eddie's family never has known how
he happened to become an actor. His
father is a solid businessman, a salesman
of stove appliances, and one brother's a
lawyer and the other an accountant. Per-

LOVE

WENT

PACKING

Through . . . done for . . . all our
dreams and sharing, and our little
"love nest" of a home! . ., . Foolish
me— not to realize it was my fault
our happiness was spoiled. I thought
I understood about feminine hy-

giene. But it took my doctor to save
the day for us. He pointed out, oh
so emphatically: "Once-in-a-while
care just isn't enough". . . and told
me to use "Lysol" brand disinfectant for douching — always.

haps it's because he was born within easy
sight of Paramount's Eastern Studio in
Astoria, Long Island. Anyway, Eddie
won a Cute Baby contest.
Besides being. cute, he had a clear
soprano voice and sang mother songs on
the Knights of Columbus circuit at the
age of five. At nine he was so good he s;ot
a job with the American Sound Studios
in New York City as a Kiddie Trouper,
which was a sort of East Coast "Our
Gang" comedy group. When adolescence
caught up with him, he enrolled in the
Professional Children's School for Actors.
At thirteen, he got his first chance at
Broadwav as understudv to Junior Durkin in shows.
"The Lottery." Then came bits in
other
But Hollywood lured him so he took
off one fine day with $4.20 his mother had
given him to have his picture put in the
Astoria Daily. Star. The hitchhike across
the Continent was a bitter experience for
the sixWn-year-old boy and his first
night in Hollywood, broke, tired and hungry, was spent under a tree at the corner
of Hollywood Boulevard and Vermont
Avenue. The next day. though, he found
his pal of B'-oadway days. Junior Durkin, then making pictures in Hollvwood.
Junior and his sisters invited Eddie to
live with them while he looked for the
break that was surely his.
But there wasn't any break. He tried
for two and a half months without
one
glimmer of hope. He couldn't even get in
the front gate of Paramount, where he's
a star now. The bus fare his family wired
when they finally found him looked like
manna from Heaven to Eddie, so he took
it and most sensibly went home.
His luck changed, though, the day he
arrived in New York. He got a small
part in "The Lady Refuses" with the late

BUT

CAME
HOME
TO STAY
New lease on love at our house now
after the doctor said "Lysol" is a
... and a so happy Mr. and Mrs.! Of
proved germ-killer that cleanses
course I took the doctor's advice . . .
thoroughly, yet gently. So easy and
economical to use, too — there's no
always use dependable "Lysol" now,
reason to be careless . . . risk happifor douching. No more salt, soda or
ness .. . ever!
other homemade solutions for me,

Check these facts with your Doctor
Proper feminine hygiene
care is important to the
happiness and charm of
every woman. So, douche
thoroughly with correct
"Lysol" solution ... always! Powerful
"Lysol's"
great cleanser
spreading—
power means it reaches

deeply into folds and
crevices to search out
germ-killer
—germs.
uniformProved
strength,
made
under continued laboratory control ... far
more dependable than
homemade solutions.
Non-to o solution
sti c — "Lysol"
douching
is nonirritating, not harmful to
vaginal tissues. Follow

easy directions. Cleanly
odor — disappears after
use; deodorizes. More
women usehygiene
"Lysol"than
for
feminine
any other method. (For
FREE feminine hygiene
booklet, write
Lehn 6s Fink. 6S3
Fifth
iork 22,Ave.,
N. YNew
.)

Copyright, 1S46, by Lehn si Fink Products Corp.

For Feminine

Hygiene

use

always !
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"LYSOL" is the registered trade-mark of Lehn & Fink Products Corporation
and any use thereof
in connection with products not made
by it constitutes an infringement thereof.
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UNDIES

Carole Landis autographs a picture for one of her charming little fans, Agnes
Reilly, whose adoration of the "Scandal in Paris" star lights up her whole face.
contract with the sponsors, I emphasized
Lou Tellegen. After that came bits in
I wanted thirteen completed, scripts
that
Hail"
We
"Life's Too Short," "So Proudly
and "Iron Men." Producer George Abbefore the show even went on the air,"
Eddie explained. "The advertising agency
bott, who'd turned him down once on an
audition, now saw his value and Eddie
and
sure—'stalled
sure, they
yes—Then
said, 'Oh,
three.
me yes,
handed
became one of the mainstays of Abbott
around and finally hired a writer who
productions. He was called for the lead
took nine days to complete a script. With
in "What a Life," but a switch in casting
shows seven days apart you can figure
gave that role to Ezra Stone and a
ate
Eddie.
to
part
subordin
out that it's not goingto be very long
Smart new styles\ . .
It worked out all right, though, because
jam!" practically into
in ahimself
when Abbott sent out a road company,
worried
before
Eddieyou're
in these Mew Fahricsi
He was, of course,
it was Eddie who played the Stone part
collapse.
of
a state
all this while
and a certain young Miss Constance
pictures
own
his
in
starring
Nickerson who was cast as his leading
the midst of that responsibility,
in
and
LATON
fretted and fumed and battled to get his
lady. And that certain Miss Nickerson is
CELATONE
air show written and rehearsed on the
same Connie who's now Mrs. Eddie
the
Bracken.
SWANTONE
deadline. Preston Sturges, Eddie's brilOf the six movie offers that came to
DOUBLETON E
liant director and author of "Miracle of
best.
the
as
Paramount's
chose
Creek" and "Hail the ConEddie
him,
Morgan's
TRICOTONE
He brought his creation of Dizzy to the
Hero," helped. Bill Demarest,
quering
TWINKLETONE
his foil both in pictures and on the air,
screen as foil to Jackie Cooper's Henry
helped.
SUEDETONE
Aldrick. In the past two years he's had
But it was too much. Eddie took the
the amazing record of having starred
ALSO IN
only possible course: he simply cancelle
in nine pictures: "Happy-Go-Lucky,"
the show. He's had many other radio of
"Miracle of Morgan's Creek," "Rainbow
fers since, including two particularly goo
Island,"
"Hail
The
Conquering
Hero,"
f
•Reg. U.S. Pot. OB.
"Out of This World," "Bring on the
ones. But he has refused them becaus
Girls" and "Ladies' Man" — and the
At your favorite storel
there's not enough time to prepare -the
However, he tells me a show will go on i
all-star "Star-Spangled Rhythm" and
"Duffy's Tavern."
September, fully mapped out, with thi
However, the radio show that went
he ever se"
studio.
d scripts
MILLS
tingbefore
complete
along concurrently with the latter part of
teen
the broadcas
)n?OM
foot in
So there you see what planning a hf
these two years didn't work out as well
A DIVISION OF McKAY PRODUCTS CORPORATION
with Eddie's ideas of Perfect Planning.
can do. It's done pretty well for Eddi
But let him tell it:
Bracken, who spent his first night 1
EMPIRE STATE BUILDING • NEW YORK
"When I signed the usual thirteen-week
Hollywood under a tree.
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Listen, Girls! Best-dressed
Dunne

Describes
Are

"Fateful

Dresses"

you

?

□ A hot bath
□ A lukewarm bath
□ A cold shower

first appearance on any stage, she sang,
recited or merely stuttered. But this
gray-eyed child will always be able to
think and now on the way home she tells

When the mere goes berserk, dunk that sizzling
little carcass in a lukewarm bath. It leaves you
cooler than hot or cold ablutions. There's no
taboo on tubbing at "certain" times, either, when
bathing's not only beneficial but a must if you'd
be dainty. And did you know Kotex contains a
deodorant? Moreover, the deodorant is locked inside each napkin so it can't shake out. A new
Kotex charm-saver!

herself gravely: "I'm not really pretty.
It was that lovely dress Mother made
me."
Scene 2. A proud, seventeen-year-old
with a brand new certificate has answered
the ad of an East Chicago school for
someone to teach Music and Art. The
reply has come back, yes, "provided our
school board approves after meeting
you." Mother, warning her daughter,
"You look terribly young," has contrived,
for dignity, a prim white dress with blue
trim.

On impulse (there will always be getup-and-go in this quiet-seeming youngster) she has left her train — saying goodbye to the East Chicago school board
before she even meets them! — and has
changed to her new dress in a hotel
washroom
Presently Irene stands beside a piano,
in a crowded auditorium, singing "The
Swallow Song" ("But I couldn't have
swallowed!") . She keeps her eye on the
accompanist's encouraging smile and reminds herself, "He played for Melba. I'm
singing with a man who accompanied
Melba!" A top scholarship results and, having
inherited her mother's good taste, the
winner mentally notes: "Almost
contestant was badly over-dressed. every
That
school board' dress made a difference!"
Scene 3. Mother has greeted the news
of the quick switch from East Chicago
to the music scholarship with an unperturbed, "Very nice." To a later letter
announcing that Irene was going to New
York "to try for grand opera" she has
replied, "All right."
Opera executives must have been
summer-luxuriating at Newport. No one
left languishing in town has wanted to
listen to "another music school hopeful."
But one happening has cheered. Mrs.
Dunne has sent on from Louisville a
soft, delicate-looking gentian blue dress
and floppy hat — both homemade.
The out-fit cries to be worn somewhere
important! At that critical moment, a
friend suggests, "I see there's to be a
try-out for the roadshow lead of a musical— bearing the same name as you. Why
don't you go along?" Irene "goes along,"
rather doubtfully (after all, it's not
opera) and sardine-packs into an elevator with other applicants — plus one man.
The girls crowd out at the third floor,
the man rides up another. The third
floor receptionist, before Irene has had
time to seat herself, picks up the phone.
In a moment she beckons. "You're to
go on up," she instructs in a low tone.

know

Which leaves you cooler —

Continued from page 3 I

As the train paused in Chicago's main
station the candidate's eve has lighted on
a headline: TRY-OUT FOR SCHOLARSHIPS AT CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE.

in the

If your nails split, should you —
□ Smooth them with an emery board
□ Trim them with your teeth
O Wear artificial nails
No use sighing over split nails. To smooth them,
give your nails the business with an emery board,
daily. Since a gal can't hide her hands forever,
nail care spares you many uncomfortable moments.
And so, on "trying" days, does Kotex. In fact,
Kotex is The Word for comfort — because the softness of Kotex stays and stays. Yes, Kotex is
made to stay soft while wearing. That means curfew
for chafing!
\ M U U R C. E

What's
this
□
□
f~l

new on the beach
year?
The Life Guard
The Eloomer Girl
The hamburgers

If you want to wow the beach crowd, take your cue from
the Bloomer Girl (shown here). Her swim suit's news —
and a far cry from the bathing bloomers of granny's day!
Just as Kotex is far different from old-fashioned sanitary
napkins. Consider the blessing of Kotex' flat tapered ends:
pressed flat so they don't cause revealing outlines! And that
special Kotex safety center gives you plus protection.
A DEODORANT in every Kotex napkin at no extra cost

frfore
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/COTEX

*T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
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He said, 'Send up the girl in the blue
dress.

If your answer is
"NO", chances
are you knouii
about and use
Midol. If your
answer is "YES", *
and you haven't tried Midol, you
may be passing up comfort which
millions of women enjoy!
You see, Midol is offered specifically to relieve functional periodic
pain. It contains no opiates, yet acts
in three ways to bring relief: Eases
Cramps — Soothes Headache — Stimulates
"Blue".
when toyou're
mildly
Be sure
ask for Midol at any
drugstore. Enjoy needed comfort on
"those days".

MIDOL
PERSONAL SAMPLE— In plain envelope.
Write Dept.H-76, Room HI 8,
1,1 East 1,2nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

CRAMPS— HEADACHE— "BLUES"

That began Miss Dunne's professional
life, at $150.00 a week — roadshow leadname. comedy "Irene,"
that ingbore
lady inhertheownmusical
Scene 4. At an after-theater supper
party (there have been New York successes in "Clinging Vine" and "Sweetheart Time") Miss Dunne notes a fellow-guest observing her. About men, up
until this time she has maintained an
"I-don't-care" attitude, adopted because
of a high school experience. She had
watched girls flock around an attractive
boy from New York while she (no doubt
wearing one of Mother's Magic Dresses)
stood shyly to one side. The boy had
"No's,"
three
r
her out,herweathere
remainde
duringd the
soughtescorted
then
of his visit.
Tonight, in New York, the habitual
girl-in-blue feels especially poised. She
has blossomed out in a truly smart red
taffeta. The handsome, non-theatricallooking stranger secures an introduction,
asks for a dance. The eyes that smile
with the request are clear, honest, compelling. Miss Dunne is startled at the
enthusiasm in her own voice as she ansAfter
the dance, another eager rewers, "Yes."
quest: "Could I take you to dinner
sometime?"
Again a swift, enthusiastic "Yes."
(Miss Dunne will later recall, "My ears
turned as red, I am sure, as the taffeta.")
Shyness and conservatism suddenly
overwhelm her. She hurries to Mother,
in another part of the room, and pleads,
"Let's get out of here!"
Absolutely nothing happens for six
weeks. Not a ring on the telephone.
Irene feels humiliated. She is more than
ever convinced that standoffishness is a
girl's best weapon. In reality, Dr. Francis Griffin, "A bachelor who wanted to
stay one," was struggling with himself.

At last the phone rings. "Could you
Nowdinner
she will
have
withhandle
me?" him, return to her
old victorious policy. She opens her
mouth to say, "Certainly not!" Instead
Out of that grew a marriage that for
she says, "Yes!"
nineteen
years has been an admirable
model for Broadway, Hollywood, or any
other town. Miss Dunne believes Dr.
Griffin was attracted to her, and his
jogged, during those "awful"
memory
six
weeks — when the telephone didn't
ring — by the red taffeta dress.
Interlude. The marriage was postponed a month or so while Dr. Griffin
made it plain that he wanted Miss
Dunne to give up the stage. She agreed,
and the wedding was followed by an extended honeymoon whirl through Europe.
On the first day back in New York
the bride tripped in gaily to Dr. Griffin
and showed him a telegram: "Will you
drop in and talk with me? Florenz
"Look," said Mrs. Griffin. "I keep my
promises." She tore up the yellow slip
and
threw it in the waste-basket.
Ziegfeld."
Dr. Griffin regarded the shining face
before him, then the waste-basket, and
remarked mildly, "Why don't you go
and call on Mr. Ziegfeld? It's only
That magnanimity led to Miss Dunne's
courtesy."
scintillating
stardom in Jerome Kern's
immortal "Showboat."
Hollywood called, of course, and today Miss Dunne prefers not to mention
her
first movie, one of the world's worst
— "Leathernecking."
On the phone to New York, the lady
wept. "You wanted me to give all this
up, Frank. It's given me up. I'm coming
Dr. Griffin, wise and unselfish, answered: "I think you'd better whip the
situation first. Otherwise you'll nevei
home."
be happy."

c/fnne Baxteft
starring in "SMOKY," a 20th CenturyFox Production, says: "YOU'LL LOVE
YOUR CANARY AS I DO MINE . . .
HE'S SO PERKY AND FULL OF FUN 1"
Own a canary . . . the only
•pet that sings! So easy to
care for ... so cheerful ... a
perfect pet ! Feed your canary
the
— FRENCH'S
Bird finest
Seed and
Bird Biscuit.
LARGEST SELLING BIRD SEED IN THE U. S.
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"Life with Father" conference during luncheon in Warners' Green Room has star
Irene Dunne, co-authors Russel Crouse and Howard Lindsay (far right), Mrs. Clarence
Day, technical advisor, and Michael Curtiz, director, engrossed in discussions of scenes.
SCREENLAND

Scene 5. This is the day, the comeback clay, the day to shoot the moon.
Miss Dunne's agent has told her, "You'll
have to test as a young girl, a middleaged woman, and an old woman, and
you haven't got a chance. But what
have you got to lose?"
Irene has chosen a neutral dress — muslin, white with a tiny blue flower design
— but as she walks slowly across the
RKO lot, she is thinking deeply about
the old-woman portrayal. Something
white, bobbing in the sun, catches her
eye. An elderly woman, drably garbed,
is wearing on her head the strange, bobbing white object — what was known as
a "Queen Mary" hat.
Miss Dunne doesn't know it, but the
wearer is the studio wardrobe mistress
who, rebelling spiritually against all the
exaggerated clothes she has to pass out
to actresses, herself wears nothing but
the extremely old-fashioned!
Irene starts to run. The wardrobe
mistress, mounting a flight of stairs,
feels a tap on her shoulder, hears a
breathless voice: "Would you, dear,
lend me that hat?"
Irene proceeds to the test, is the first
one tested. Twenty-two other girls endure the same ordeal. The director,
looking painstakingly at all the bits of
film, says, "Get me the one with the
old-fashioned hat. She's convincing.
The picture is "Cimmaron," on anybody's list of the world's ten best, and
Irene Dunne becomes as famous on the
screen as "Showboat" had made her on
the stage.
After that, a long dazzling list of
successes right on down to her current
starring vehicle, "Anna and the King
of Siam."(And she didn't lose her husband, who
transferred his business interests to Hollywood.)
Gentle reader, are you suitably dressed
for what you want to do today?

Success! Not a matter of Luck . . . but a matter of Looks!
Of course, face powder is the beginning . . . smooth, silkysheer Evening in Paris face powder that touches the skin
with fresh, radiant young color. Add the soft glow of
Evening in Paris rouge . . . the bright flame of Evening
in Paris lipstick . . . and there's a Success formula . . . the
reason so many men say "if a lovely lady would be even
lovelier, her make-up should be Evening in Paris."

mm

And here is Father, himself, played by
William Powell in the film version, scaning script with co-star Irene Dunne.

BOURJOiS

N V— Distributor

Listen to Tony Martin-Saturdays, 7:30 P.M., E.D.S.T.; 8:45 P.M., P.S.T., Columbia Network
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t on lovely hair and linger there
S ligh
EYEwhen
it shines in all its natural beauty.
Your hair will be soft, sparkling, and lustrous
when you do it at home with new different
Wildroot Hair Set that
replaces old-fashioned
thick gummy wave sets.
Does all they do and
more! Light bodied, faster
ains procIt cont
drying.essed
LANOLIN, leaves
ral,
your hair soft, natu
and at its lovely best.
Style your own distinc-tive hair-do quickly, with
out fuss or disappointment! And watch those
admiring glances! Ask
for New Wildroot Hair
Set at your -toilet goods
counter today!
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SET

WANTED
SONG POEMS
TO BE SET TO MUSIC
Free Examination. Send Your Poems To
J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC
510-V So. Alexandria Los Angeles 5, Calif.
STAMMER?
Gaiis-s'
, ItsMethod
book, "Stammering:
new 128-pagedescribes
This
and Correction,"
the Bogue Unit
for scientific
correction
of
stammering
and
stuttering. Successful
45 years.
Benj. N. 4,Bogue,
Dept. 3280,
CircleforTower,
Indianapolis
Ind.
JACKASS
CIGARETTE
DISPENSER
Something New!
1000 LAUGHS
NOVELTY SENSATION
Lots Of fun for you and your friends. By pressing the
head downward the jackass will extend a cigarette for
your guests. Movable head and tail, design shows
Mexican wearing large hat and shawl sitting on the
jackass. Silk screen picture. Four flashy colors bring
out every detail: A swell gift for anyone. Order now.
Be the first to own one. Send cash or money order
when ordering; you save postage and C.O.D. fee. Sent
C.O.D. plus charge. PRICE $2.00.
SPECIAL OFFER TWO FOR $3.50
$16.80 a doz. Special price in larger quantities.
SPECIAL CIGARETTE LIGHTER, $1.00
Only One Sold With
Each "JACKASS CIGARETTE DISPENSER"
FARLEY SINEATH
Manufacturing Novelties
800 Eighth Avenue. Department D, New York 19, N. Y.
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bride over
Celeste Holm's husband observes the romantic tradition of carrying his
beginning.
us
auspicio
an
for
makes
which
of
all
y—
ceremon
the threshold after the
This Is the Way

It Was

Continued from page 29

name printed on the phonograph record.
Bea Lillie went on to her other guests
and he and the girl talked until so many
other people drifted over to her that soon
there was a khaki wall between them.
When he managed to get close to her
again, she was talking to Bea.
"I've simply got to go," she was saying.
"I'm meeting a man I really adore at six
o'clock.
. -5
"But, darling, you'll never make it,
Bea said, her laugh putting an end to
that bit of nonsense.
Celeste tried again 'but nobody paid
any attention to her insistance that she
had to go. Dunning didn't like that at all.
"Look,"
he said. "I'll take you."
And he did.
Celeste liked the efficient way he went
about it. He simply went over to a Colonel he knew and commandeered the keys
for his jeep. And though they had less
than five minutes to make St. Augustine's he got her there on the dot. Celeste
was a little breathless over that since it
gotten anywas the first time she'd ever
where on time in her life. As a matter of
fact as soon as the jeep was out of sight
she walked twice around the mess hall
just to keep her amateur standing.
She never thought she would see him
again but she did the very next morning
when her USO unit was flying to England.
For not only was it Captain Dunning
who had arranged their transportation,
but he was taking the same plane for
England on Air Transport business. And
when friends in Kent invited her for the
weekend, it just happened that he was
there too. Fate really was being a bit obvious in her matchmaking zeal.
SCREENLAND

But neither of them noticed it. Celeste
was still thinking about the officer in
Paris and Dunning, as his friends will
tell you, isn't a man who goes overboard
easily. It wasn't until the return plane
was zooming over Paris' that he began
negotiations for getting on a iirst name
basis.
"My name's Schuyler," he said. "But
Sky." She laughed. "The
andSky."
call me
"Celeste
people
twins."
whispered in her ear then.
Somebody
heavenly
It was Beatrice Lillie. "Don't lose track
nice."
"He's was
said.
giving herself
of Ahim,"
Celeste
later
week she
funny how
was
it
For
advice.
same
the
different the man she had been giving
all that thought to seemed when she saw
him again. Any magic that had been there
was gone completely. She found herself
looking
Sky. more and more to her
dates withforward

Everybody was going to nightclubs
now that the war was over but Celeste
didn't care for them.
"Everybody was being too grimly gay,
said.put"The
Eve," she had
like NewlikeYear's
up
all Europeans,
French,
so with so much during the war that
believe
peaceas came
when
going through
werecouldn't
if theythey
It was
it.
an absolute spiritual nervous breakdown.
How could they really enjoy themselves
after what they had been through and
how could the rest of us enjoy it remembering the apathy on the faces of people
looking at the rubble heaps everywhere

But there was one place she liked, the
Cafe Monsignor with its orchestra of
you went?"

seventeen violins. They went there often
and they went to the Luxembourg Gardens, too, and stood with the children
watching the marionette shows and they
browsed among the bookstalls along the
Seine and bought little bouquets from the
flowerwomen on the boulevards. Peace
was bringing them all back again and
somehow they were the things that made
peace seem real.
They hated to say goodbye when the
day came for Celeste's entertainment unit
to go on to Germany, but she hadn't been
in Frankfort a week when old lady Fate
got herself an ally, a powerful one too,
the American Army itself which transferred Sky not only to Germany but to
Frankfort.
They never knew when they said goodwhenwherever
they'd meet
again. Yet he'd
alwaysbye be
she was
within a week
and a half and all in the line of duty,
too. And now that the Army was taking
a hand it wasn't being any more subtle
about throwing them together than Fate
itself had been and no tourist agency
could have done a better job of synchronizing two separate itineraries. Only when
Celeste was given a compassionate leave
to visit her father's family in Norway
at the end of her three months' tour did
the Army transfer system fail them.
But when she returned to Paris the.
chain of coincidences began again and
kept right on going. Months later Celeste
had dinner with Sky, now a civilian, in
New York the evening before she was
leaving for Hollywood to begin one of
the starring roles in the 20th Century-Fox
musical "Three Little Girls in Blue."
Again they thought they were saying
goodbye for months at least, but in less
than two weeks Sky was made Hollywood representative for the American
Airlines and they simply couldn't ignore
all those propitious signs any longer.
So they were married a month or so
ago in the First Presbyterian Church in
New York City. Celeste wore a navy
blue suit with white accessories and she
earned a bouquet, a very small one of
white roses, daisies and baby's breath.
And she looked so darned happy she
really didn't have to keep repeating that
she was the luckiest girl in the world.
But then Celeste has alwavs been
lucky.
First of all she had luck in parents,
which any psychologist will tell you is the
luckiest break of. all.
Her father, Theodor Holm, who is the
head of Lloyds of London in the United
States, left Norway when he was still in
his teens simply to get away from the
advice of ten older brothers who felt they
should help the baby of the family map
out his future. Her mother is Jean Parke,
the painter, and both of them are gay!
charming people who. having achieved
considerable success of their own, had
no frustrations to inflict on their onlv
J
child.
Neither of them ever tried to influence
her beyond giving her the clarity to make
her own decisions. Both were sure their
daughter would have a career of some
sort as they felt matinees, parties, shopping and all the other things teen age
girls enjoy would never be enough to fill
her days.

"I was the busiest child that ever hap-
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comfort-in-a

ction?

When you discover the soft-as-a-eloud
comfort of Modess— you'll see why more
and more up-and -doing gals say, "There's
nothing like Modess for me!"
That special, gentle softness! That
real comfort-in-action! They're why
Modess makes sucb a world of difference!

Modess' famous safety features really
lull away your worries, too. That triple,
full-length safety shield is your safeguard
against accidents!
And so dainty! Modess has a fine
triple-proved deodorant— sealed in every
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downy- soft napkin. A grand new confidence aid that you'll welcome!
Costs no more! So, enjoy all the extras
that
make
Modess America's luxurious
sanitary
napkin.

I
says of herself. "When
pened," Celeste paper
dolls, I was cooking
wasn't making
I wasn't doing
stove; when
toy making
on myI was
spring wardrobes for
that,
my dolls or banging on the piano. Father
looked rather appalled one day when I
was racing around juggling at least three
different enthusiasms at the same time
with, as the saying goes, one hand tied be-
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"Where
hind me." on earth will those energies
to mother. "She can't
sighed
go?" hethem
all over a man and children.
spread
She'd smother them!"
"There were always a lot of fascinating people coming to our house, writers,
artists, musicians, scientists, and there
good shop talk. I was interwas always
ested in all of them but since I was old
enough to think at all I knew the theater
was what I wanted.
"The wonderful thing about it was
I could talk to both my parents about
it with neither one of them either trying
to discourage me or push me. But realizing how important a background was
went about giving me one in their
they
own casual way.
"So I studied the ballet when I was
three, then when I was sent to boarding
school in Paris five years later and began
studying languages I felt I wanted a more
mental, rather than a physical means of
expression so I decided that it was acting,
not dancing.
"Then when I was ten I spent a year
with my grandparents in New York, the
family was living in Chicago then, and
we saw every play on Broadway. Grandfather was a professor and a contradiction
to every cliche ever invented about his
profession. Neither absent-minded, too
booksy or serious, he was fun to be with
always. My grandmother had a love for
the theater as deep as my own and had
many friends in it. So often after a performance we'd visit backstage, which was
wonderful training too, making me realize
as it did that the people of the theater
aren't just glamorous ephemereal creatures but hard-working men and women.
"But even with all that, even with the
singing lessons and the training in dramatic school and summer stock that came
afterwards, it wasn't easy trying to break
that nebulous line separating the amateur
and
the professional.
at all
self-conscious
but I I'd
was never
then been
trying
to
get past the hard-boiled receptionists
guarding Broadway's biggies. That was
the closest I've ever come to getting an
inferiority complex.
"Mother saw to it that I didn't. She
has always been so understanding of
DON'T

young people who want to do things. She
loves people and people love her, all
except the phonies who never seem to be
able to digest her unaffected sincerity,
and though she had a horror of giving
advice, she'd' go out of her way to do
things • for people without them ever
sensing she was doing it. She was always
giving parties so no one realized what
she was doing when she has her own
generous axe to grind. The young singer
would meet the impresario, the writer
the agent, the would-be radio entertainer
the sponsor. With me it was different.
Trying to help me that way would be
like looking for favors for yourself and
she couldn't bring herself to do it. But
she helped me in even a better way.
" 'Celeste, never go in to ask someone
for anything,' she said to me once when
I was particularly discouraged. 'Go in to
"It was one of the rare times she ever
give something.'
advised
me or anyone else, but it helped
me so much that I'm passing it on to
any other girl or boy whose knees turn
to jelly when they're looking for a job.
"It was mother too who made me realize that knowing how to cook can
bring a girl more happiness than almost
any other talent. For to me the serving
food is one of the most imporof good
tant contributions a woman ean make to
her marriage.
"I've never left cooking to anyone
else, except when it has to be done, such
as when I'm late coming home from the
studio or on matinee days in the theater.
But even then I'll go down to the kitchen
to taste and maybe add a few last minute touches. And it's not only the fun
joy
it's the you
yourself, someone
it making
of of
you
that get
comesoutout
love comfortable.
"If anyone asked me what I thought
were the most important things in marriage I'd put 'cooking right at the top of
the list. For I feel when a man steps
into his own home it should smell warm
and appetizing and tantalizing. Good
food is stimulating. The only marriage
requirements I'd put above it is that
you have to love someone more than
you do yourself, and that you not only
have to be willing to make sacrifices
but they must come instinctively. For
to my way of thinking any girl who
doesn't care to sew a button on a man's
shirt or darn his socks doesn't love him
first place."
the conversation
him in the
marrybrought
enough
All of towhich
back right where it started, to Bea
Lillie's cocktail party in Paris and a certain young man named Sky.
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Sylvia Sidney's Besl Beau
Continued from page 49
and thither all over the house, he's anything but photogenic. It's not astonishing to her, she says, that he reads the
dictionary for amusement, turning the
pages with great seriousness and explaining to Socrates his own version of what
he can't read as he goes along.
To make everything perfectly clear,
Socrates is the son of Confucius who's
an English bulldog owned by Mike
Romanoff, Hollywood's urban and urbane restaurateur. Like his master,
Confucius is a philosopher and, like his
father, Socrates is a wise dog, too.
When Jody found a picture of Confucius in a magazine layout of Romanoff's restaurant, he wasn't a bit surprised. And. when, in a later issue, he
found a picture of his father, Luther
Adler, and in another, a full page color
portrait of his mother, he was quite convinced he belonged to a very famous
family indeed.

And he does. Jody's real name is
Jacob, after his grandfather, Jacob Adler, bright star of another day in the
Yiddish Theater. His mother was married for a short time to Bennett Cerf,
the publisher and author, but divorced
him to marry Luther Adler, whose name
is well-known to New York and London
theater-goers. They appeared together
in their own production of "Jane Eyre"
and each separately has earned particular fame.
Sylvia came back to Hollywood about
two years ago to play opposite James
Cagney in his production of "Blood on
the Sun." She's just been borrowed by
Hal Wallis from Cagney for Wallis' Paramount production of "The Searching
Wind" with Robert Young. She goes at
once into "Mr. Ace and the Queen" with
George Raft for United Artists release.
It's a new career and a new life for
Sylvia. She's divorcing Adler and has
established a home here for herself and
Jody. She's been in top spots in Hollywood a half-dozen times, starring for
Warner Brothers and Paramount, only
to go back again and again to the New
York stage. This time she says she's a
permanent resident; California's the place
to bring up Jody.
Sylvia treats her son in a completely
adult way. She is at once the loving
mother and the slightly amazed friend.
When they first moved into the house
where they live, Sylvia filled the big backyard with slides, swings, sandboxes and
toys so that Jody could be outdoors all
clay long. In New York he hadn't had
the pink cheeks that lots of fresh air
bring so Sylvia sat back to watch the
roses bloom. But her good intentions
didn't work out
away. Scouts were
sent out by theright
neighborhood
children
to look the new boy over. It was decided he'd have to prove himsel and
the next thing poor Jody knew f—
was a
violent shove that sent him spinning into
a sitting position in his own sand-pile.
The next move in the game was for Jody
to come up swinging, but he didn't know
about that.
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being made than ever before.
So keep asking for it!
One tissue stands far ahead of all other
brands in public preference . . . and that
one tissue is Kleenex!

only with Kleenex can you pull a tissue
use.
and have the next one pop up ready for

In a certified nation-wide poll of thousands of tissue users, 7 out of every 10
went on record to say: "Of all tissues, Hike

So keeptissue.
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for Kleenex
— America's
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and every
month
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10. Such overwhelming preferKleenex
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brands. A special process used only for
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cant be "just like Kleenex."
And only Kleenex of all tissues gives
you the handy Serv-a-Tissue Box. Yes,
*T.M. Reg. U.S.Pat. Off.
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There's no such word as "punishment"
"Jody didn't want to fight," his mother
in Jody's bright lexicon. "He's never done
anysaid indignantly. "He doesn't krrow
Sylvia
think
punished for!" in
t
anything to be express
thing about fighting. He doesn
exive hands
out her
threw
ng
shovi
d
starte
they
when
that way. So
movie,
a
to
been
never
"He's
planation.
d
wante
they
if
him around I told them
, so one time I told him I'd
for instance
to fight to stay away from Jodys , backtake him if he'd do a certain thing he
were
course
of
,
hings
yard. The playt
disliked particularly. He neglected to do
the main attraction and the children
it, so I said I wouldn't take him to the
were perfectly welcome to make use of
thempicture. 'Oh, that's all right, Mother,'
them as long as they behaved
selves. They behaved from that time on!
without a quiver. T've waited
he
long, so I can go on waiting some
thisagreed
what are you going to do
Now
'
more!'
In fact, Jody has what he terms a pernew
Ins
with
fectly "tremense" time
'punishing' a child like that?"
about
has a complete and
playmates. He also
He's told that if he'll lie quietly in his
"tremense" belief in Santa Claus. On
little bed at night and watch out the
Christmas Eve he takes elaborate prewindow, the Man in the Moon will come
cautions to see that there are no andand talk to him. Jody tops this
down
irons or other impendimenta left on the
the next morning by telling his mother
hearth for St. Nick to stumble over and
and Birdie that the Man in the Moon
he painstakingly sets out a plate of
did come down to talk to him. More
DULL
NO
good
cookies and a glass of milk for the
man's refreshment.
he had told him such "inthat,
than
HAIR
tr
sting"
things!
DRAB
"Just to tease him, I suggested we
When You Use This Amazing
He asked Sylvia a question the other
have an all-white tree last year. I exday that absolutely stumped her. It
plained that all-white trees were very
se
Rin
e
os
4 Purp
would anybody. "We were driving along
smart," Sylvia said. "But Jody was horLON
LOVA
ion,
operat
peacefully when Jody suddenly asked,
quick
,
in one, simple
rified. 'Oh, no, Mother— that's not real!
will do all of these 4 important things
anywith
pleased
be
wouldn't
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was undone and the pupils in 'learning
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nurse, shoo'd him off to bed. Everybody
to express their personalities' developed
was pretty worn-out by that time and,
into harum-scarum products that couldn't
what with laying out the presents and
lves to anything. In Jody's
adjust themse
school the children simply outdo themfilling Jody's stocking, they almost forselves to be polite and considerate of
got to take away the cookies and milk.
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each
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it where the cookie plate had been. From
Jody won't have to hurry his growing-up
to earn that money. Mother can earn
now on, I don't believe anything will
it herself for a long time yet.
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Deanna Durbin, photographed with husband Felix Jackson at the WaldorfAstoria, smiles prettily for the cameraman on her recent trip to New York.
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Continued from page 41
you cry. The smash of the glass backs
you up, and what you say is true, any-

TO ANOTHER

Vacation time this year brings more opportunities to travel.
If you happen to be near
Fremont, Mich., please stop in for a visit
and see how baby foods are made.

way."
One day the teacher, unknown to
David applied for a Bobby to guard
the premises against mysterious Vandalism. David's next brick (the "outer"
half, through the window) plunked the
policeman, dead center. ''Future games
were called on account of pain — mine,
not the Bobby's."
Vacations, in these early schoolboy
days, were at the Isle of Wight or elsewhere near the sea. Horses, dogs, and
blue water always make David's eyes
shine, and ten years after the summers
at the Isle of Wight he would represent
England, in the 8-meter sailing class,
for the famous Cumberland cup — and
trounce the French boat.
All very nice. But that mathematical
blank in David's mentality cost him
much. It kept him out of the Navy.
"You could never figure a gun elevation," they told him, "nor even read a
sextant." Eton, where he had been
registered before birth, didn't appreciate being second choice to the Navy,
and scratched his name. By boning
hard, he secured admission to a then
new, now famous, school — Stowe.
"We had discipline," David remembers. "I was hauled off the playing
field for swearing — ladies present. The
proctor caned me and told me to report
to the master in charge of my dorm.
He, not knowing I had already been
caned, gave me six more. I took them
grimly, saying nothing. This was an
outrage. I'd get someone in trouble over
this — two canings for one offense!
"I hurried, complaining, to the headmaster. 'Keep your swearing little
mouth shut,' he said, 'and don't play
lawyer.' He gave me six more."
The Science Master (Stinks, his
course was called) had a chestful of
medals from four years on the western
front, but rumor alleged that just once
this gentleman had run, and that machine-gun bullets had caught up with
him, vitally, from behind. Fourteen remained, rumor continued, unextracted.
David rigged an electro-magnet under
the teacher's chair, to see if he winced
when he sat down. Unfortunately the
Stinks Master stumbled over a wire on
the way to the platform, uncovering
the plant and voiding an experiment
worthy of Sir Isaac Newton!
Boning much harder than he had
boned for Stowe, David won entry to
Sandhurst, England's West Point. He
went in twenty numbers from the top
in a class of 200, and came out twenty
numbers from the bottom. "Below me,"
he says, "were eighteen Indians and
one Transjordanian." Mathematics had
thrown him again. Nevertheless his flair
for things military and capacity for
leadership (he won his blue for Rugby,
incidentally) raised him to under-officer,
highest rank in the Sandhurst student
body. It also earned him — graduating
at the incredible age of 19 — a second
lieutenancy in those "Ladies from Hell"
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among whom his father had gallantly
died. ("They're the ones," David says,
"who wear kills and spats at the same
lime Mostly, though, they wear trues,
which are long tartan trousers, narrowed
at the bottom. They wear spats with
those, too.")
During a long stint at picturesque
Malta, David became pals with one Mike
Trubeshaw, whose sense of humor and
prankishness had kept him a second
lieutenant thirteen years. Malta sun is
hot and the regulation steel helmets became torture. David and Mike had perfect papier-mache imitations made, wore
them, and grinned at perspiring and
mystified fellow officers. Then one day,
tropithe inevitablemelted
parade, came fake
during rainstor
helmets
m! The
cal
"That was the maddest the Colonel
says, "exever was with me," David
cept the time I attended a masquerade
ball dressed as a goat. He thought that
officer once said of David,
fellow fied."
wasA undigni
"There was something dashing, impetuous, something suited to the style of the
regiment, that endeared him no matter
what he did. He was actually one of the
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BALM

Colonel's favorites."
officers' trainSent home for advanced next
assigned
ing courses, David was
to Dover Castle, whence England keeps
watch on the vital Channel. He became
depressed by the number of officers he
knew who received no promotion in
peacetime — just vegetated— and by the
fact that every young officer piled up
debts, for fancy uniforms and doodads,
that would haunt him all his life. Talking one night in a London club with
Captain Philip Astley, then Madeleine
Carroll's husband, David said, "I want
discuss it with your Colonel"
get out."
to "Don't
Captain Astley advised. "If you do,
in the club the young lieutenant
There sunk."
you're
penned two documents. One was his
resignation from the Highland Light
Infantry; the other was an application
for two months' leave pending action on
the resignation. Without waiting for
reply, he sailed next morning for Canada.
Here are some of the things that
happened, that first American trip, to
the young man who had looked so natty
in kilts — or in tails and top-hat.
In Canada — tried his hand at commercial fishing, bridge-building, ditch-digging; -had his tonsils pulled by a veterinarian; result, blood-poisoning.
In New York — registered at the Waldorf, sneaked his laundry out to a
Chinese laundry man. Learning about
"no money, no shirtee," he borrowed
a limousine from one of the Vanderbilts and delivered laundry for Chung
Lee till the shirts were redeemed. Borrowed a string of ex-polo ponies and
promoted horse-raeing (one week) at
Atlantic City. As a champagne salesman, paid his Waldorf bill, but was
buncoed into delivering fifty cases on
the sidewalk before a well-known restaurant. The crook, who had posed as a
restaurant employee, had them switched
to another van; his check, was, of course,
worthless.
In Cuba — had some ideas about gunSCREENLAND

running,
learned all
the when
gang's resigning
secrets,
then
remembered
that,
from the Highland Light, he had signed
a paper promising "not to take part in
any military movement of a foreign
government
or consul
faction."gotTohimsave
his
life,
the British
aboard
the first outgoing freighter.
In Panama — asked himself: "If
peacetime Army offered no future, is it
any better to be an international
tramp?" Signed up as crew member of
the Nanking Maru, bound for Norway.
(It's easy to get from Norway to England.) Went out on party with U.S.
sailors who promised to put him aboard.
They did — aboard the Yatsu Maru,
bound for San Francisco. On that smelly
Japanese freighter — the wrong one — a
hairy red hand shook him awake and a
pure cockney voice ordered, "Up an'
There
abart, myte! Yer watch is next!"
was loud laughter when David innocently asked: "How long will it take
San toFrancisco
— ran into some old
Norway?"
to get
us In
English friends, then living in Santa
Barbara, who invited him to visit them.
In Santa Barbara — heard about Hollywood.

Much has been written about David's
second and spectacular entry into Hollywood, but nothing at all about his
drab and unsuccessful first. Not wanthosts'
out his
ing to wear
left
simply ity,
he hospital
work,
to secure
anxious
his friends' home, hitch-hiked south and
trudged the pavements from studio to
six weeks. It didn't occur to
studio
try to be an actor; he simply
him to for
wanted work — prop man, scene painter,
openings
g! "No
r, anythin
carpente
The Santa
Barbara
family,
not ."hearing from him, came down and hauled
him back. "Lord," he remembers, "I ,was
And here loomed new, really teeming
hospitality. Anchored off Santa Barbara,
part of a goodwill tour of the U.S.
ashungry!"
West Coast, rode H.M.S. Norfolk. She
had once patrolled the Malta area and
she overflowed with David's old pals.
They threw a party for him, such £
that, somehow, he failed to
gala party before
disembark
sailing time.
Next morning off San Pedro the
guest's reluctantly opening eyes viewed
through the porthole a craft so strange
and bizarre that David thought he was
"seeing things." The vision proved real.
Still in tuxedo, David was lowered by
rope to an antique deck milling with
press agents, correspondents and phoship, which the Norfolk had mettographers.
byThe chance, was a replica
of the old H.M.S. Bounty, on which Director Frank Lloyd was filming "Mutiny on
the newthe Bounty."' Lloyd offered
comer a bit assignment but the tomtom manner of his arrival, drawing
columns of space, drew also the attention of the U.S. Immigration authorities. They ruled, "Get out," and there
Mexico — "a tamale
weeks forin papers.
afollowed
day" — six
waiting
The Niven stubbornness had been
aroused and he returned, to pound pavements again; yet this trying time was
to bring him one of those experiences
that makes a man's heart glow with faith
in human nature the rest of his life.

In London David met a young American actress, Sally Blane. No one can
make a better bluff, during adversity,
at looking' chipper and prosperous, than
David; yet when Sally ran into him
outside a Hollywood studio gate he
couldn't, by that time, have looked too
prosperous. At once she invited, "Come
home with -me to dinner."
The remainder of the family consisted
of Sally's two sisters, Polly Ann and
Loretta Young, and their mother. Mrs.
Young, her eyes and instinct missing
nothing, ruled, that first evening,
"Young man, you come and live with
us, till y#ou get a job." (David says,
"I owe gratitude to hundreds of people,
in many countries, but to none so much
as to those four.")
Mrs. Young began a whirlwind campaign for her protege and after some
weeks landed him a dinner-table seat
next to Sam Goldwyn. Sam had once
noticed a young man standing outside
a theater and had tapped him on the
shoulder, smiled and asked: "Would you
like to work in pictures?" That was
Ronald Colman, and a similar prophetic
hunch had brought Gary Cooper to the
screen. It took virtually no time for the
Niven vivacity and charm to register
with such a picker, and three years,
under Goldwyn's contract, David worked
in twenty-three pictures, learning, improving, building up to such successes
as "Dawn Patrol," "Bachelor Mother,"
and "Wuthering Heights."
When war broke out, in 1939, David
was lounging in a bathing suit on
Catalina Island. Goldwyn, knowing his

Niven, had a special plane fetch him,
just as he was, within fifteen minutes,
and at the studio, bathing suit was
whisked off in exchange for tails and tophat. Was that "Raffles" shot fast!
Perhaps because of the abrupt way
in which David had departed from the
Highland Light Infantry, he wasn't on
the Army officers' reserve list. Goldwyn
told him firmly, "Washington informs
me that for the present England is
calling back from other countries only
reservists."
"Oh, I'm on reserve," David lied
cheerfully, and cabled his brother in
Scotland to cable him back— "REPORT
REGIMENTAL DEPOT IMMEDIATELY—ADJUTANT."
In England David applied for service
with the R.A.F. He failed in physical
tests for high-flying, promptly applied
for Army duty and was assigned" (HolFywood's first World War II recruit) to
the famous Rifle Brigade, in which he
served through the hell of Dunkirk. Volunteering for one of the first Commando
squads, and marked for the Normandy
landing, he was transferred to the
fabulous Phantom Reconnaisance Regiment, a super-secret, super-commando
outfit. After being, as Captain, second in
command oi Squadron B, he became,
as Major, first in command of Squadron
A, a perilous post he held three years,
doing advance scouting up the French
beaches and in Belgium, Holland and
Germany. As Colonel he served on
General Eisenhower's staff, and considers him "one of the great men of all
time." David's three British decorations

are the 1939 Star, the Normandy to
Germany Star and the Defense of Britain
Medal.
What was the most exciting thing
that happened during this astonishing
young man's six years of war? He wrote
it in a letter to a friend: "In 1940, on
August 5, the Luftwaffe were attacking
an aerodrome near Canterbury. I was
there and went quickly into a slit
trench. I fell on top of a beautiful
blonde WAAF and a white Pekinese.
The dog bit me in the bottom and the
WAAF married me ten days later."
Mrs. Niven's name was Primula Rollo,
as Scotch as David himself (he calls
her Primmy) and she and the two
Niven children have now joined David
in the United States.
You may be sure that Sam Goldwyn
put on his best think-cap concerning
David's "comeback" picture. Having
nothing in hand himself that he thought
suitable he looked all Hollywood overwere there offers! — and lent the Colonel
to brilliant Producer Hal Wallis for
"The Perfect Marriage." It's the story
of a couple who decide to spend their
tenth anniversary quietly at home, just
enjoying each other's company. Out of
nowhere, during the evening, flares one
of those sudden quarrels that married
folks know about. Soon an old boy
friend of the wife (Eddie Albert) and
a bold girl who wants the husband (Virginia Field) complicate the plot.
Besides the fact that "The Perfect
Marriage" is a bang-up comedy-drama,
two things about it particularly pleased
David. First, the picture's feminine star

AN ADVERTISEMENT OF PEPSI-COLA COMPANY

rWhy, Minnie Huckleberry! Hollyivood hasn't changed you a bit!"
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NEW

creamy, white
LOTION
Safely

REMOVES

HAIR
rrooth, skin
Leaves
alluring.

is lovely toretta Young, of that family
that so befriended David in days when
(It's certain that
he needed a boost.
Loretta never dreamed that she would
someday co-star with the rather hungrywhom her
looking young Englishman
mother invited to stay in the house
'till you get a job.")
A. second pleasing feature, and pleasing to Hal Wallis, too, was the nervous
rushes. Six years'
look at the first day's
war! Yet there he was — same mannerisms (natural), same smile, charm, and

town. '"She had never been near theatrical or movie people," he said, "and the
London film colony was a delightful surprise to her. She can hardly wait to see
Hollywood wonders and to meet people
who, I have assured her, are among the
most cordial and interesting in the
The two boys, David, Jr., and James,
ought to add considerably to Hollywood's very youngest set. David, now
three, had Vivien Leigh and Noel Coward for godparents. Coward gave him as
world."
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signal, Charles Boyer and Ingrid Bergman spend a pleasWhile
waiting reminiscing
for "on the air'
ant moment
their
first co-starring appearance in "Gaslight." They're
next scheduled to make Erich Remarque's 'Arch of Triumph" into dramatic film fare.
vivacity. What would it take to change
a "godfather" present a silver cocktail
that Niven personality!
shaker, bearing an inscription that beThe main excitement for David,
though, throughout the picture's shooting, was ' the imminent hope that his
family would be able to secure transatlantic passage and join him.
"I almost hesitate to talk about her,"
he said of his wife. "Recently, when I
chatted with a newspaperman about
her, I thought she was on the Queen
Elizabeth. Then I got a cable. She
wasn't! I don't want to jinx her."
However. David was anxious not oidy
to show "Primmy" off to Hollywood,
but to watch her enjoyment of the
SCREENLAND

"Because, my godson dear, I rather
Think you'll grow up like your

born last November, David
Of ganJames,
:
last saw him he was a
says, "When
father I..."
weeks."
of ten
man the
little,
wit breaks*
Niven
subject
any old
On red
er
interview
the
wife,"
your
through. "Is
fan?"
asked,
"She's"a amovie
terrific
movie fan!" David
"She once
answered enthusiastically.
went into a movie, saw me on the screen
and walked right out!"

This Is What

I Believe

Continued from page 33
the wheel today may find that when the
wheel turns they are on the bottom, and
vice versa. It is vital that those in important positions use their power properly, for if they are cruel and unfair, some
day when the wheel turns and they are
on the bottom and those whom they maltreated are on top, they will pay the penalty for their former acts of unkindness.
I believe there are punishments on
earth for those who deserve them. I remember a woman photographer in Vienna
who once asked me whether she could
take some photographs of me for the
showcase in front of her studio and for
display in front of theaters. I consented
on condition that she promise not to use
the photographs in any other way. She
agreed. Shortly afterwards, a newspaper
advertisement came out showing me wearing a suit made by the best tailor in
Vienna but claiming that the suit had
been made for me by a very inferior
tailor. I thought it was an outrage to
use my picture in this way to persuade
people to buy suits from a man whose
work couldn't possibly compare with that
of the tailor I patronized. I called up the
woman photographer and asked her if
she had given permission to the tailor to
use this picture, and she told me she
hadn't. "There is so much corruption,"
she half-sobbed. "Someone in my laboratory must have given it to him."
"Then I can go ahead and sue him?" I
asked. "That's right," she said. "He
hasn't a leg to stand on." I did sue him,
and he proved in court that this woman
photographer had given him the photograph for the express purpose of using it
as he did. I lost my suit and had to pay
all the expenses, because after doublecrossing me, she had lied to me.
Years later she came to America, desperate, arefugee, and begged me to help
her. She was in such great need that
there was no one else to whom she could
turn. I suppose I should have turned her
down when she asked me to come to her
studio to pose for her. But I felt that
God should judge her, not I. I also felt,
as I told her, that she had been punished
enough by being chased all over Europe.
Religion. I believe there is a Force
somewhere which created the universe.
The Origin of everything is God.
Church. I think that the church —
every church — has a wonderful mission
and has done a great deal of good. I myself was born and raised a Roman Catholic. Like every Catholic, I went to confession. believe
I
that confession is good
for the soul. In a way, it is similar to
what psychoanalysis accomplishes. Confession isa wonderful psychological treatment. Iremember the first time I confessed aboyish indiscretion to a priest. He
admitted that he himself had sinned as a
young man, and told me why what I did
was wrong, and what I must do in the
future.
In psychoanalysis, as in everything,
one must choose carefully. Mind you — I
am not condemning psychoanalysts. I
think that in this field there are some
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men; there are others who just
money and thrive upon your
I remember a very wonderful
I had with a very great psychoanalyst, the late Dr. Alfred Adler. At
the time I was attending thp equivalent
of high school here, and I was doing very
badly in my studies, so badly in fact that
I had to repeat an entire grade. My relatives, distressed at this, told my mother
that I would never amount to anything, that I didn't have brains enough
to make good at anything but a routine
job. They advised her to take me out of
school and apprentice me to a bootmaker
or a tailor.

wonderful
take your
suffering.
experience

My mother was distressed at this advice, and appealed to one of my uncles.
He thought I should see Dr. Adler, a
friend of his. So one afternoon Dr. Adler
talked to me for about an hour and a half.
What he said rid me of all my complexes
and laid the basis for my future.
Yet what he said was extraordinarily
simple. After talking to me, he said,
"Those idiots" (meaning my distant relatives) "think that you are dumb. Having
talked to you, I know that you are a very
intelligent boy — more intelligent than I
was at your age. Then I had the same
trouble. I couldn't master Latin, mathematics, and Greek either, till my father
sat down with me one day and said,
'Those studies are really fun. You are
not dumb, regardless of what your teachers say. These studies should be made to
live for you. Your teachers are the ones
who are dumb,, believing that a bright
boy can learn things taught in a dry
manner. They ought to point out to you
the parallels between the things that happened inCaesar's day and the things that
are happening today.' He opened my eyes
to how interesting the classics can be, and
from that time on, my school work improved sensationally."

What Dr. Adler's father had done for
him, my talk with Dr. Adler did for me.
From that day on, I was first in my class
in Latin, Greek, and mathematics. Dr.
Adler had aroused my interest in those
by pointing out the kind of parsubjects
allels between ancient and modern times
which his father pointed out to him, and
he had given me confidence in my ability
to learn difficult subjects.
Prayer. I believe in prayer. It offers
relief from sorrows, and it inspires concentration for doing right. By praying,
"God, please" help me to be good tomorrow," you are concentrating on the desire
to be good, which helps you to achieve it.
Immortality. I think that there is
something that survives after we die.
I don't know what it is. I am very much
out of my depth on this subject. There
is a man in Hollywood, a character actor
who appeared with me in "Spanish
Main," J. M. Kerrigan, who played Pillory, who has made a profound study of
the subject. Often, between scenes of
the picture, he would discuss some of the
things he has read about. He told me
that there are certain sects living in
Alaska, Newfoundland, and other remote
places who believe they have contact with
people who have died. These sects have
developed a different way of living, thinkus. , responding and seeing than most of
in

So far we don't know about immortality. We can only hope. Our whole way
of living is not the way we were perhaps
meant to live. We were apparently intended to be four-legged creatures, and
have had a difficult time adjusting our
balance, as' we go about on two legs. Perhaps the change in our position has
changed certain functions of our brains.
Under other circumstances, we might
possibly have some contact with those
who have gone on. The subject is beyond

SONGS PUBLISHED MONTHLY. ADVANCE ROYALTY. Send your
songs or poems today tor our exciting offer. FREE book on song
writing to subscribers. Don't miss this opportunity
HOLLYWOOD TUNESMITHS ^IZVcZi?.
Free

for
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If you suffer with those terrible attacks of Asthma when
it is hot and sultry; if heat, dust and general mugginess
make you wheeze and choke as if each gasp for breath was
the very last; if restful sleep is impossible because of the
struggle to breathe; if you feel the disease is slowly
wearing
life away,
fail totrial
sendofata once
to the
Frontier your
Asthma
Co. fordon'ta free
remarkable
method. No matter where you live or whether you have any
faith in any remedy under the Sun, send for this free
trial. If you have suffered for a lifetime and tried everything you could learn of without relief; even if you are
utterly discouraged, do not abandon hope but send today
for this free trial. It will cost you nothing. Address
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First English war bride to be signed by movies, Joyce Aldrich, shown studying script
here with her husband, Roy Schultz, who formerly served with the Army Air Corps.
SCREENLAND

even read
I haven't
my knowledg
about
it muche —— but
I believe that our
souls survive.
' Morals. On the subject of man-made
morals, I understand that Chaplin in his
new picture, "Bluebeard," gives a wonderful speech. He brings Bluebeard up to
date by showing his reaction when he
learns of the death of several hundred
thousand human beings through the
dropping of a couple of atom bombs.
Bluebeard laments the fact that he is
condemned just for killing seven or eight
wives, while the man with the bomber
and the atom bomb is glorified and
hailed as a hero.
War and Peace. I am against war.
What sane human being is for it? Murder is bad. One of the commandments
says, "Thou shalt not kill." War is multiplied crime; multiplied murder. Yet I am
afraid the conscientious objectors have
not found the solution. If an action such
as Lew Ayres' in refusing to kill in wartime could have changed the course of
the world, wouldn't it be wonderful? But
let's
it— no one man can change the
courseface
of events.
Wars cannot be ended when the forces
which create war are at work. A war
doesn't start when the first gun goes off.
If nobody made guns or armaments, there
would be no wars. If there were an order
put out universally that wars would be
fought only by men over 50, I don't
believe there would be wars. And I think
there should be an international council
of scientists to work on plans for making
atom power useful to human beings.
In the past, every invention has been
used to benefit a few people first instead
of the masses. Atom power could be
used to benefit all the people. If atom
power were harnessed to constructive
purposes, the masses would not have to
work 40 or 48 hours a week. We would
only need to work 10 hours a week perhaps, to achieve the same or better results. Thus we would all profit through
additional leisure and freedom to pursue
educational subjects.
The Post-war World. It can be very
wonderful, or very terrifying. Bernard
Shaw, in his brilliant book, "What's
What," contends that there is a revolution going on all over the world, which is
going to produce first Communism, and
then state-controlled capitalism. This is
Shaw's contention, not mine. I believe
that this country has always
been ahead
politically and jumped over periods, because ofits wealth and power, that other
nations have had to go through. I believe
that the American Constitution, a brilliant and magnificent document, can be
the foundation and the solution of every
problem of government, provided we
truly observe it. According to our Constitution, allmen are equal. Let us keep
them equal.
Work and Success. Success can be
founded on either sincerity or luck. The
Combination: of both is usually irresistible.
In the arts, you have to have some talent,
too, in addition.
Love and Marriage. I believe that
there is such a thing as love at first sight.
However, even if you do fall in love at
first sight, I don't believe in a hasty marriage. To achieve a happy marriage, you
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rash, impulright person. Don't be too
sive, and hasty in making this all-important decision. I knew my wife about a
wereformarried.
year
A before
second werule
achieving a happy
marriage is to be ready to adjust yourself
to the other person. Be interested in each
ol her and try to know each other.
Third, remember the sentimental occasions, but remember also that it is sometimes more important to prove to the
person you love that you were thinking
of him when there was no special occasion.
A wife may expect a gift on Christmas, or
her birthday, but why not remember her
also at other times? If you have to go
out of town on business, why not return
with a nice gift? The present itself should
. Don't pick up the phone and
be personal
order
a dozen roses — beautiful though
they are — but go to the flower shop and
make some personal arrangement, so that
the one you love will feel that some
thought and some interest went into the
Children. I do not believe in the old
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An attractive full Btist Line is a short cut to
glamour, poise and self -assurance. If your Bust
Line makes you self-conscious, try the new
(special up and out) Peach Cupbra. Use it for
a week. If you are not delighted, send everything back and your money will be refunded.
Write now. SEND NO MONEY. Send only
your name and address and size of your old
brassiere. (State whether small, medium or
heavy.) When you get your Peach Cupbra with
direction booklet, pay postman $1.98 (plus few
cents postage). (Plain wrapper.) If you wish
to save postage, send Two Dollars now and we
pay postage. Read your direction booklet and
wear your Peach Cupbra for a week. If you are
not absolutely delighted with your new lovelier
figure, send it back. It is positively guaranteed
to please you. Join the hundreds of women who
enjoy a lovelier figure with Peach Cupbra.
Please print name and address clearly.
Write today to Party Peach Co.. Dept. 72-G,
72 5th Ave., New York 11, N. Y.
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child."
spoil theMonica,
the rod
"Spare
idea,
gift. and
Lisl
I have
twoandchildren,
three years old, and Mimi, one. We have
never spanked either child. Instead we
talk to them. Mimi is too young to spank
and by the same token too young to get
into much mischief. As for Monica, just
a change in the tone of our voices is
sufficient.

be
people dcan't
Some
Happines
happy
unlesss.they
are surrounde
by ten
other people in a luxurious environment.
Others can be happy sitting alone on
hard concrete, reading a book. One man
can walk three blocks and be happy.
Another driving around in a luxurious,
specially-built Cadillac is unhappy.
Happiness has a great deal to do with
education, and the circumyour youth,
stances under which you grow up. If you
can arouse a child's interest in little
things and teach him to be happy about
small things, he will have the gift of
happiness when he grows up. In bringing
up a child, it makes little difference
whether you can only afford a ten cent
toy or can afford hundreds of expensive
toys. If you just buy a toy and hand it
to a child but don't show him how to
play with it, he may get no joy out of it
at all. But if you teach a child how to
play, he will get fun out of inexpensive
toys. Monica has a glass ball that cost
all of ten cents. She is fascinated by it,
because my wife and I have showed her
how to play with it and have tried to
arouse her imagination. Monica is really
the happiest child I know or can imagine.
One reason for that is that young as she
is, she has learned the great art of sharing.
The greatest happiness comes out of
sharing. A child should be taught that
giving, not receiving, is the great thing.
If I tell Monica that I am going to New
York and ask her what gifts I should
bring home, she says, "A little toy church
for Mimi and some chocolates for Lutzi"
(Lutzi's her nurse) .
Then I say to her, "And what about
you?" "Oh, bring something for me. too,"
she says, dismissing that as if it were
unimportant. Her first thought is for
the pleasure she can bring to others.
SCREENLAND

She and Rjbert, the two-year-old Fred
MacMurray boy, are wonderful friends.
Sh-h-h, scandal, I have seen him putting
his arms around Monica and kissing her.
Monica, for her part, always likes to
bring something- to Robert. She believes
in the joy of giving and she likes to comfort others. My wife, Lisl, is like that,
too. She would far rather give presents
than receive them. I think young people
should be taught this, before they reach
the age of adolescence.
Friendship. If you are of good spirits
and optimistic, you will probably make
more friends than if you are pessimistic
by nature and are usually depressed.
You never know who your real friends
are, until you are in trouble or face some
misfortune. Often, under such circumftances, the people you thought were your
friends, the ones you would have sworn
would stick by you, disappear very suddenly. Someone you never thought cared
an icta about you will battle for you and
do everything he possibly can to help you.
Some friendships are destined not to
last. There are people whose paths cross,
who have just so much to give to each
other, and whose paths naturally part
when they have nothing more to give.
You must not feel too badly when such
friendships end. Sometimes you still
would like to be the other person's friend,
but his interests no longer include you.
There are times when I have felt rebuffed when people who had been very
close to me and very kind to me have
stopped seeing me. Sometimes I have
asked, "What did I do to offend you?
Or did someone perhaps repeat some bit
of gossip that turned you against me?"
On asking such a question, I have sometimes been told that the other person still
liked me as much as ever, but had been
too busy to keep in touch with me. That
isn't very flattering, of course, but it is
true that one person sometimes loses
interest before the other does. When I
lose interest in someone who once interested me, I try to force myself to be
interested. Perhaps I'm wrong. Perhaps
one should drop contacts that no longer
stimulate one.
Making friends sometimes depends
upon your own attitude. I know a man
who was once a great actor in Vienna,
but who has not been so successful in
this country. In Vienna, because of the
glamor attached to his success, people
sought him out and fawned on him. Now,
not so successful, he is very self-conscious
because he believes himself to be a very
homely man. He is afraid that people
are repelled by his lack of looks. The
result is that he has drawn into his shell,
is very shy, and it takes weeks, perhaps
months to know him. He will not let the
world know him, and most people will
not work so hard to make a friend as they
must to make him their friend. Once
you know him, his friendship is well
worth having, but he makes a mistake, I
think, in being so shy and self-conscious.
If you think a great deal about other
people and worry not at all about yourself, you will usually be able to make
more friends.
Hollywood society differs, however,
from that of almost any other town. In
every ether city, you have the worshipped

and the worshippers. For every successful person, there are twenty-five worshippers. But in Hollywood actors mingle
almost exclusively with actors, and so
there are no worshippers. Very often the
actors themselves realize that going
around with the same clique all the time
has a deleterious effect on them and they
sigh, "We must get away from the same
faces all the time. We must get away from
Hollywood." But the very next party
finds them mingling with the very same
group, the same clique, the same faces.
And if an actor does start going with
someone from a different clique, he is apt
to be condemned by the members of his
own clique, who decide that he is no
longer their friend, .since he has been seen
with a member of a different clique. I do
not believe in this clique method of Hollywood. My wife and I mingle not so
much with movie actors, as with musicians, stage actors and writers.
The life of a movie actor is really
anything but glamorous. We wake up at
five or six when working on a picture, go
to the studio, are made up, play in a
certain number of scenes, go home and go
to bed early so that we- can rise early the
next morning. Often a movie actor might
just as well be living in a monastery.
When he is really working hard, he has
little time for reading or seeing people.
He has no opportunity to get new ideas.
If he mingles only with other movie
actors, they will have very few ideas to
exchange, because what is there for them
to talk about? What could two men in
different monasteries both conducted on
similar plans have to tell each other?
If such men mingled only with each other,
a new idea would rarely reach either of
them. It is this sort of society to which
movie actors who will talk only to other
movie actors confine themselves. Of
course, it is true that some movie actors
manage to keep well-informed, but they
are usually actors who are not bound by
the ridiculous idea that they must choose
all their friends from their own profession.
However, I believe that the choice as
to how one should live is up to the individual. He need not live just as everyone
else in a given environment does. I believe that every individual has a chance
to choose the kind of life he wants, to a
large extent. I am not a fatalist, as you
can see.
I believe that there is some form of
survival after death; but that God alone
is the judge of how we have lived and of
what should happen to us after death.
I do not believe that the Power beyond
all power will be governed by petty manmade ideas on morality.
I believe that happiness comes through
learning to share with others, and learning" to find joy in small things. Friendships, too, grow from our willingness to
share with others, to give as much or
more than we take.
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Hero

Continued from page 37

tion picture history on the canvases of
his lusty, school-of-d'Artagnan epicThief of Bagdad,"
films:
makingGauch
o." "The
"The
As a teen-ager, Douglas was News
when, his father having married Mary
Pickford, they became, Mary and the
senior Fairbanks, the Royal Family of
Hollywood and their home, Pickfair, the
Palace to which came, eagerly, the great
of the social, professional and artistic:
world — royalty, too — and in which
"Young Dcfug" as he. was everywhere
known was, of course, the "Crown
He was News when, at nineteen, he
Crawford. Front Page
married
Prince." Joan
of their youthNews, with every detail
ful romance and marriage emblazoned
and embellished in the press, and their

SONGWRITERS
PROTECT YOUR IDEAS !
HOLD ALL SONGS, POEMS !
Write for safe, correct procedure !
SONG SERVICE
333 W. 56th ST., NEW YORK 13, N. Y.

"goldless private than the
home life to
which the home life of the
fish bowl"
stars in Hollywood is, or was'then, commonly compared. He was News when,
some four years after his marriage to
Joan Crawford, they were divorced.
He was News wdien, some while later
in London, his engagement to stage star
Gertrude Lawrence, was rumored. News
again when the rumor died.
His life in London, his friendships
with Lord Louis Mountbatten, the
Dukes of. Windsor and Kent, Noel Coward, Bea.Lillie; his second marriage in
April of* 1939 to socialite Mary Lee
Epling Hartford; the birth of their first
daughter, Daphne, and, finally, his enlisting in the Navy long before America
was at war — all News. And most of the
"items," it must be admitted newsworthy.
Born in New York City, December 9,
thirty-six years ago, Douglas was not
brought up to be the heir to headlines;
is, indeed, allergic to them and intends
to see to it, he told me, that his home
life in Hollywood is, in future, "Unpublicized and," he added crisply, "private.
This can be accomplished because I will
lead," Fairbanks explained, "two different lives. One in the studio which, when
I leave the sound stage at 6 p.m.,
will not carry over, or begin again, until
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the next day." although the four FairFurthermore,
bankses — Douglas, Mrs. Douglas, and
their two small daughters, Daphne, six,
Victoria, three — will make their home,
when Douglas is working, in the house
in Pacific Palisades they bought some
years ago, it is their farm in Virginia to
which, between pictures, they will return, which will be "headquarters."
That Douglas was not, as a youngster,
brought up as heir apparent to headlines was due to the fact that, after his
parents were divorced, his time was
spent mostly with his mother, so that
except for playing ("For the heck of it")
an occasional extra part in his father's
early pictures, the rocketing, romantical
career of the elder Fairbanks had very
little direct influence on his only son.
Educated in New York City, Pasadena and Los
Angeles,
"Young and
Doug"in
also went
to school
in London
Screen

land

Paris where, seriously interested in the
arts, he studied painting, sculpture and
languages, haunted the Louvre and other
art galleries, read omnivorously and tried
his restive hand at writing poems, essays
and short stories, for publication.
A slender, sensitive youth, a curious
combination of dreamer of dreams and
doer of deeds, it was not until 1923
of the screen — a
that Douglas ofthought
combination
the art-form he loved,
the written word, the pictured deed — as
a career.
In Paris in 1923, the thirteen-yearold boy made contact, through a friend,
with the Paramount Studios, gave his
age as eighteen, was sent to Hollywood
and was launched, with the customary
Fairbanks fanfare, in his first picture,

Out."
"Stephen
When itSteps
became
manifestly impossible
— and it did — for the inexperienced
teen-ager to live up to the premature
ballyhoo, he was unceremoniously
dropped from the Paramount payroll
and went, at once, back to Paris — to
studies, to writing, to dreaming, to art.
But
Not he
for didn't
long. stay in Paris, that time.
In New York several months ago
Commander Fairbanks, in his first press
conference in five years, was asked
whether he was going back to pictures.
"Yes," he told reporters, "I suppose

"
asked,er"Why?
rereporters
Fairbanks
The which
Command
To
necesplied, rather startlingly, "From
"That answer," Douglas told me some
days after the press conference, "was a
feeble attempt at humor. I didn't mean
he grinned, "preThatI is,"
it, of course.
cisely. Actually
was out of practice,
talking to reporters. I had forgotten how
to sity."
be interviewed so, floundering, unable to think of a good answer fast
enough, I said the first silly thing that
came to my so."
tongue.
"What I meant, and should have said,
was, 'Well, boys, I am going back to the
screen because it has been my life for
25 years. Because it is a hell of a good
medium. Because, though an awful lot
of tripe is put out by Hollywood, it is
still a good medium. A great medium.
One of the greatest since Man first drew
a buffalo, with a piece of flint, on the
wall of a cave."those years ago, "Young
So, in Paris,
Doug" didn't stay for long; didn't, in
fact, stay for more than 8 months after
it became clear to him, then as now.
that pictures were what he cared about,
and wanted to do.
Beginning, on the second try, as a
beginner, Douglas managed to get a job
as a stock player. Then, progressing
slowly but, as he learned to handle with
dexterity the tools of his trade, more
and more solidly, he played roles of
ever-increasing importance until, in 1925.
he scored his first, and very fine success
in "Stella Dallas."
With the advent of talkies Douglas,
who had done quite a few plays in the

meantime, and whose speaking voice and
diction are, to understate it, a pleasure,
came into his own. Signing a long-term
contract with the First National- Warner Bros. Pictures, he began to play
leads in such hit productions as, at random, "The Careless Age," "Little Accident," "Dawn Patrol," "Outward
Bound," "Union Depot" and so on and
on, until to enumerate all his picture
credits would mean like calling by name
all the campaign ribbons, battle stars
and citations he wears on his coat —
settling down to write a trilogy.
But for you whose movie memories
begin less than five years ago, I will
mention, again at random, a few pictures in which I remember him best:
"Morning Glory," with Katharine Hepburn; "Having Wonderful Time," with
Ginger Rogers; "The Amateur Gentleman," "Prisoner of Zenda," "Young in
Heart," "Rulers of the Sea," in which
he played starring roles; "Joy of Living,"
in which he co-starred with Irene
Dunne; "Angels Over Broadway," which
he co-produced, wrote and directed with'
Ben Hecht, and in which he played the
starring role. "The Corsican Brothers"
was the last picture he made before,
early in Spring of 1941, he joined up
with the United States Naval Reserve,
was commissioned Lieutenant (j.g.)
from which he rose, as you know, to the
rank of full Commander.
As if that isn't News! As if every day
of every week of every month of his
five years in the Navy — serving on
destroyers, cruisers, battleships, subchasers, mine sweepers, raiding craft; in
Task Force Units, in Commando type
units (many of which he trained and
commanded) isn't News.
Familiar with a few of his citations
(The British Distinguished Service Cross
for "heroism in Italy," awarded by King
George VI; the Combat Legion of Merit,
awarded for "heroism and outstanding
services during the invasion of Southern
France"; the Silver Star for "outstanding and conspicuous gallantry during
Salerno landings"; the French Legion of
Honor and the Croix de Guerre, with
palm, awarded by General de Gaulle for
"complete disregard of danger under
extra hazardous conditions during the
assault of Elba") , it was a wonder, I

thought, and said, that he had come
through alive, let alone looking, as he
does, very fit and very fine and — and
to take liberties with a full Commander
— bobby-sox bait, if ever I saw it!
"Never wounded, thank God," Fairbanks said, soberly, in answer to my
spoken thought about the miracle of his
1 surviving. He added with a grin, "Always ducked too fast! Shrapnel came
down^-not a scratch! Dents in my tin
hat, none in my head! On convoy to
Russia, about two-thirds of the convoy
were sunk and mine, without a leak!"
With the stirring words, "complete
disregard for danger under hazardous
conditions" playing trumpets in my ears,
I said, "Doesn't home seem a little dull
to you, after — well, after Murmansk and
Greece and Italy and the English Channel? Won't making pictures seem — after
the American Theater and the European-African Mid Eastern Theater — a
little
tame?" shook his well-groomed
Fairbanks
head. "No," he said. "To both questions
■— no. At first, when I first got back,
that is, it was strange. Or it seemed
strange. Unreal. Rather like watching
a movie. Or a show put on by the USO.
The cars in the streets, you know. The
full menus. Light in the windows. Merchandise in the shop windows. Warm
rooms. Hot water that always worked.
People enjoying the luxury of being
rude to each other; of not caring,
particularly, about their fellow man.
Not an enviable luxury, that — a luxury,
just the same.- But now, with Mrs. Fairbanks and the children with me I, remembering, am merely "grateful that
they have warm rooms and clothes to
put on and sufficient food. No, home
doesn't seem dull to me, but something
to be grateful for. Gratitude," said the
man who contributed much to making
home something we can all be grateful
for, "is never a dull emotion. "As for pictures seeming tame — on
the contrary, I am looking forward to
making them again with a great sense
of excitement. It- will be sort of like
going, after so long, into something new.
A new venture. One I have never tried
before. As actual physical work making
pictures is, I think," Douglas said, and
laughed, "much harder work than the
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scared
get up ;it a certain time. You go to bed
at a certain time. You eat at a certain
time. You are just a cog in a machine
and there is a certain monotony but
also, a certain relaxation in being a cog.
In the movies, on the other hand, everyone is on his own and the devil take —
look sharp—
will take,
and hindmo
st! if you don't
the
"Besides, I have plans for forming
my own producing company. Still in the
formative stage, if and when the plans
develop, I will produce three pictures a

moment, "makes popular pictures, certainly; makes entertaining pictures,
which people pay their money to see,
and gladly. Many may say, that's good
enough. I say it isn't good enough. It
isn't good enough because it doesn't
earn enough respect for a medium which,
limitless as it is, is capable of earning,
and worthy of earning the universal respect accorded great literature, great
painting, great music.
"I believe that people want pictures to
be great. The men overseas, so starved
for anything that offered them escape,
that almost anything went, were still
able to differentiate between, so to

speak, sense and nonsense. 'My God,'
they would groan, 'what a stinker we
"play m
K
saw tonight!' — adding, 'but we even
like to look at stinkers — out here!' The
"One with me," Douglas said, two
without me.
point being that they knew a stinker
"I have several reasons," he went on,
there' —
they saw
and
you one,
gave even
them'outsomething
when when
being,"
One
produce.
to
"for wanting
good, how they could appreciate it!
not want to
he grinned, "that I do want
"One of the best examples of their
make
to
mistakes;
for
others
blame
good
taste and discrimination was when
my own. Another, and more serious • Katharine Cornell and Brian Aherne
intend
not
do
I
although
that
reason is
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Paul Bunyan

Was

a Sissy
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Continued from page 45
canny discernment. Every job she held
she regarded as a stepping stone. She
felt she was going to school and learning
every hour of the day. She didn't mind
working 20 hours a day for $30 a week,
because she felt she was being paid to
go to a highly specialized college.
To begin with, she decided that if she
were going to do script, she had to know
shorthand. This in itself might have
floored Paul Bunyan, since Virginia had
no time to go to a regular secretarial
school and no money to pay for such a
course. Besides, she had the baby to
take care of and couldn't just go off and
leave her every day. "So I bought myself a shorthand book," says Virginia
today, "and turned on the radio. When
I got my shorthand down pat, I went to
work as a secretary."
Here again, she didn't just go to work
as
anybody's
secretary.
Shewriter
shopped
around.
She heard
of a screen
who
was brilliant and sensitive but with a
reputation for being "difficult." She
asked for the job as his secretary. "I just
'out-difficulted' him," grins Virginia. "I
found he wasn't difficult, really. It was
just that he had a great brain and
thought quickly. He was impatient with
people whose minds didn't click as
his did."
The hours were long, the work hard,
but Virginia was learning. She worked
with him on "Paris Bound," "Holiday,"
and "Animal Kingdom." Nothing was
too much trouble for her to do, because
she wanted to learn; not just how a
writer wrote a picture, but how that writing was translated into film.
It was a strenuous course. It meant
working nights as well as days. It meant
very little home life. But after a year
and a half Virginia felt she had learned
enough to take the Big Step, and she
went to Paramount as a writer. She was
a top secretary now, and earning $150
a week. As a writer, her salary was $30
a week. She still had a mother, a grandmother, ababy and a St. Bernard to
support. "And a St. Bernard eats a
lot," remembers Virginia. But although
the salary cut was drastic, it wasn't a
step in the dark. "I knew I was ready,"
she says. "I had been offered this same
job the year before, but I hadn't taken
it then because I wasn't ready. This
time, it was different."
Virginia's first script, in collaboration
with another writer, was "Pursuit of
Happiness" with Francis Lederer and
Joan Bennett. This was in 1934, and the
picture was an instantaneous hit. Arthur
Hornblow, Jr., was so pleased with the
picture's success that he took a look at
Virginia and said: "Well! Look what we
have here!" And from then on, he gave
her writing assignments, without benefit
of collaborators.
Her first success was no fluke. It was
followed by "Swing High, Swing Low,"
one
Carole
Lombard's
and ofa box
office
hit. As abiggest
matter pictures,
of fact,
Virginia's nine years at Paramount were
regularly punctuated with hits. She wrote

what she refers to as the Madeleine Carroll cycle, one of which was Virginia's
first original screen play, "Cafe Society."
Another was "Virginia" in which was
cast an unknown boy, Stirling Hayden,
and overnight he was a sensation. But
of the pictures during her years at Paramount, "My American Wife" is etched
the most clearly on her memory. "I met
my husband, Ralph Nelson, on that picture. On location," she adds, grinning,
"so now we always go on location
together because we know what can
Then Virginia's life, full and bursting
athappen!"
the seams for years, really overflowed.
She was happy, successful, beloved. One
after another her pictures rang the bell
at the box office. And yet, deep inside,
something began to nag her subconscious. She would write a scene with
loving care but too often by the time
it got to the screen, it would not be as
she had visualized it. Between the writing and the finished product something
happened. Right about then, Virginia
began to think that if she produced pictures, as well as wrote them, the words
would be translated on the screen as she
had originally intended. Perhaps she
wasn't yet conscious of these thoughts,
but they were there.
Strangely, just about that time, Virginia began to be unhappy at Paramount. "I didn't like it there any more,"
she admits. "There had been a change
of regime, for one thing. For another,
I had been in one spot too long. An association like that is much closer and
more exhausting than a marriage. You
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get
you just
can't stand
it any It
longer.
So so
I left
Paramount
in 1942.
was
one of those mutual agreement things,
because, believe me, there is nothing
more useless than an unhappy writer. I
was still working fiendish hours. I was
deathly tired. It was about time for me
to have a nervous breakdown — so I did!"
Virginia was in the hospital for seven
weeks. Her doctor was very grave. "You'll
have to take a year off and rest," he told
her soberly. "You'd better plan your
activities accordingly." He said that
although her condition was nothing to
worry about if she followed his advice,
it could be if she didn't. Virginia, who
had been working all her life, was not
daunted by this grim news. To the contrary, she was looking forward to her
first vacation with real pleasure. She lay
in her hospital bed and heaved a wonderfucomfortable
l, •
sigh. Sure, she had
a large family to take care of, but the
burden was eased now. "I have a husband who can do it for me," she thought
happily.
"So I leaned back on my pillows,"
grins Virginia, "and planned my easy,
lazy year ahead. You know? Seashore,
cabin in the mountains, the works! I was
building wonderful castles and even furnishing them when my husband came in,
beaming like a Chessie cat. He said:
'Honey, they took me!' He meant the
• Army. Five days later I was working at
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Columbia. What else could I do? You
support my family in the mancouldn't
ner to which they are accustomed on a
soldier's
salary!"
The moral
here, of course, should be
that Virginia folded up like an accordion
and had to be carried out of Columbia
on a stretcher. Instead, she thrived. She
wrote "Cover Girl," which was such a
re-sounding success that Harry Cohn,
head of Columbia Pictures, upped her
to producer.
Virginia didn't ask for the new job.
It just came to her. As always, her habit
of doing more than she is paid to do
paid off. When she was secretary to that
first writer and he was ill or stymied,
she could see no reason for not pitching
in and writing — even if she was paid to
be just a secretary. Eight down the line,
this was true. She was script girl and
a cutter on her early pictures, a tough
20-hour-a-day job, but she was learning.
On "Cover Girl" she was also doing more
than she was hired to do. It gave Mr.
Harry Cohn the idea that perhaps she
could do a whole picture from start to
finish.
It was then that Virginia began to
experience real satisfaction. She saw her
imagination come to life on the screen,
and it was a thrilling thing. "My only
interest in producing is to have freedom
as a writer," she maintains. "If it is
bad, it is my own fault and my own
thing. If it is good, it is the same. The
only reason I take on the added work of
being a producer is because it allows me
to function fully."
"To function fully" means that even
today, when perhaps she should be resting on her laurels, she is still doing a
double job. For one thing, her pictures
are too close together to allow time to
write them in advance. Instead, she
stays on the set all day to see that each
scene is photographed as she intended
and then goes home and writes all night.
She writes the script as she goes along,
about five days in advance of the shooting schedule.
It's a great tribute to her that although
stars generally won't agree to do a picture until they have read the completed
script, Virginia has never had the slightest difficulty in getting top stars to work
for her. They seem to feel that if Virginia Van Upp is writing and producing
the picture, there's nothing for them to
worry about.

As a matter of fact, Virginia breaks
many traditions. She doesn't demand
peace
and quiet
whenbetter
she "creates,"
for
she actually
writes
in the midst
of confusion. "Isn't it funny?" she asks.
"I love noise, people talking, distraction.
When I get to a point where I can't
think any more, I say to someone, 'Let's
play bridge.' Then, when I'm dummy,
I write. By the time I'm through the
bridge game, the writing is finished too.
At Paramount, I had a radio on my
desk. I didn't hear it, but it made a
racket and I was happy."
Writing nights, producing days, it
would seem that Virginia would not have
much home life. But it is a richly rewarding thing that her whole family is
intensely interested in the picture business.
Her mother, says Virginia, has been
the
motivating force
of her life. warm,
"Mother's
understanding
is wonderful:
analytical, helpful." Virginia's husband is
now associated with her in the production of her pictures. In speaking of her
daughter Gay's beauty and talent, Virginia beams: "She is my best producAt home, there is not a technical
phrase which Virginia might use that is
not understood by her family. They are
all interested in the big business that is
Hollywood. They all have businesslike
little desks; all, that is, except Virginia,
the tion!"
writer. She doesn't have a desk or
a typewriter; she likes to write in bed
with a pencil. The St. Bernard is in dog
heaven now, along with two Great Danes
who followed him; but, despite this gap
in the circle, Virginia's family is still the
alpha and omega of her existence.
So much so that recently she was quite
deflated by the reaction of her two little
nieces to her success. Virginia had just
been promoted from producer to executive producer. This meant that in addition to being responsible for her own
pictures, she would also supervise all
production at Columbia. Her family was
discussing the promotion, with loving
Not so, her nieces. They looked her
over
carefully, weighing what they had
pride.
heard pro and con. Finally, they spoke,
disparagingly. "Yes, but you didn't write
'Going My Way?', did you?" they asked.
Whereupon they turned stolid little
backs on Virginia and marched accusingly out of the room.
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PORTRAITS
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STARS
Regular 8x10 studio portraits
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P. O. Box 1330
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Van Johnson squints while the makeup artist deftly removes that shine from his nose
just before the swimming pool scene with Esther Williams in "Easy to Wed."
SCREENLAND
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from the lowly extra ranks to the heights
of cinema fame.
He was born in a place called Burchard, Nebraska, the son of J. Darsie
and Elizabeth Lloyd. His father was a
salesman, his mother a leader in the
community, active in clubs and civic
affairs. Harold probably inherited some
of his mother's penchant for clubs, because he is active in a number of social
and business organizations. In fact, he is
a member of the Imperial Divan of the
Shriners .and in about four years will
automatically become the Imperial Potentate. While Harold was growing up
lie moved with his parents to other such
communities as Beatrice, Pawnee City
and Omaha, and it was in the latter city
that Lloyd's career began when he was
a little more than 12 years of age.
John Lane Connor was the leading
man with the Burwood Stock company,
and he solicited Harold for the role of
TAttle Abe in a dramatization of Thomas
Hardy's "Tess of D'Urbervilles," a
grim piece of business far removed from
the comedy vehicles that later were to
make him famous. But the upshot was
that young Harold did all right by himself as an embryo Hamlet and other
parts followed.
Harold not only impressed Connor,
his parents likewise felt he had a chance
in the theater. So in 1913, when the
elder Lloyd was awarded $2,000 in an
accident damage suit, Harold's parents
decided it would be a good investment
to back their young thespian hopeful
in an acting career. He was sent to the
Connors' dramatic school in San Diego,
Calif., instead of to New York to buck
the Great White Way.
In San Diego, Harold attended high
school, studied with and assisted Connor, and helped his father in the combination restaurant and billiard parlor
which provided the family with an income. He got his first film job as an
extra, playing an Indian, when the Edison company went to San Diego to film
location scenes in Balboa Park.
Later, when the going got tough in
Fan Diego after he had toured California
In stock, Harold decided to make a try
■it pictures. But he didn't find it easy
ledding. He couldn't even get by the
st udio gatemen for a long time. But one
day, as he was standing outside the old
niversal lot, he noticed that at noon' '.me the extras got by the portals with
no trouble at all because they were
rearing makeup. This gave him a brainstorm, because during his stock company
days he had become very proficient with
powder and grease paint. The next day
he arrived with a makeup kit, ducked
behind a sign-board and daubed himself
up properly, and after lunch ambled
inside. He was promptly accepted as an
extra, because the rules weren't as strict
in those days, and before long he was
working fairly regularly.
One day, on the set of "Samson and
Delilah," he met a young fellow by the
name of Hal Roach, who confided he
had ambitions to become a producer.

They became friends, and later when
Roach inherited several thousands of
dollars he signed Harold to do leads
and
tures. comedy roles for his two-reel pic-

Harold's first comedy character was
Willie Work, a nondescript fellow with
a cat-like mustache, baggy pants, broadshouldered coat and tiny hat. From that
he developed Lonesome Luke, who became such a hit that Roach and Harold
both were in the chips. Pathe asked for
all the pictures they could make. Harold
made a lot of Lukes during the next
few years, but he felt he was getting
into a rut by being so thoroughly typed.
He brooded about this until he hit on
the idea of just being himself with the
addition of a pair of horn-rimmed spectacles.
The horn-rimmed spectacles became
famous all over the world. So did Harold. He was soon starring in two-reel
comedies that were billed as costing all
of $125,000, which means they were
probably made for half that much according to Hollywood standards, then
and now. From then on his success was
measured by reels, as he was graduated
first to three, then to four, and then
finally to a full-length eight-reeler titled
"Grandma's Boy," which veteran Lloyd
fans will never forget. This successful
venture is still considered a milestone
in the motion picture industry. It proved
that comedy was not only here to stay,
even in eight reels, but that it was also
darn popular. The same veteran fans
who
"Grandma's
also remember
recall theLloyd's
succession
of hits Boy"
that
followed, such as "Safety Last," "The
Freshman," "Girl Shy" and others. They
also know that their favorite wasn't in
the least disconcerted when sound came
in and that he went on in a steady
climb to make "The Cat's Paw," "The
Milky
Way,"putandhim"Professor
which really
on top. Beware,"
"During these years," he told me,
"there wasn't too much variety in my
work. I did the same character over and
over, and this is probably the reason why
I started taking off more time from my
acting. In 1938 I felt I had reached the
end of my rope unless I at least found a
different type of story, but that yarn
just didn't show up. In 1941, though, I
did take a flier at producing a couple of
pictures for RKO, but I wasn't interested in working before the camera because there were no parts in them for
me.
That just about brings Harold up to
date, or at least up to "Diddlebock."
And on that subject he has plenty to say
that will be of interest to both the older
fans and the ones he will be picking up
among the younger generation. "I'm
doing the same old thing I always did,"
he told me, "the same old character, but
with finesse. The finesse, I might add,
comes largely through the Sturges dialogue, but the comedy I'm doing isn't
quite so broad as it used to be, and the
gags are more underplayed."
During a break in shooting he took
SCREENLAND
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me to a projection room to show me
public
thethe
and if of
what he
Lloyd
new doesn't
the antics
overmeant,
howl
I'll eat my Sunday fedora.
"Before," Harold pointed out, "the
characters I did never stopped long
enough to become disassociated from
the gag. We used to feel that each succeeding piece of business had to top
what went before, but in 'Diddlebock'
I'm playing a definite character on which
the story itself depends."
be a Lloyd picjust couldn't
There without
a tall building and a danger
ture

"Diddleb
andhasin risked
neck
his ock"
comedian
the course,
think of
Iscene,
more in the actual filming than ever
before. On the sound stage where we did
most of our interview there rose before
us the facade of a three-story building,
and I assure you I got more of a thrill
out of watching them film the scene on
the ledge of that building than I did
later when I saw the same scene in the
projection room.
Fans will get an added thrill, too, in
knowing that the comedian was really
three stories up when he chased the
lion, Jackie, around the top of the building. And when he hung from the chain
around Jackie's neck it looked to me as
though Harold was really earning his
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actor's wife, MilThejust
money dred,that
was on day.
the set
before the lion
shot but she didn't stick
was
scene
around to see them put on celluloid.

longHarold'sthought
I asked
Mrs. Lloyd
whatBrooks,
time friend,Roy
or said about her husband doing such
I suppose
"Oh.about
he replied,cal
gags and philosophi
by
them she's
become
now, but I do know she worries. She
never says anything to him, though, because she knows he knows what he
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wants and she doesn't interfere."
It struck me that this attitude on
the part of Mrs. Lloyd is doubtless one
of the main reasons why their marriage
has become one of classic contentment
in Hollywood, where so many marital
bonds snap for one reason or another.
Mrs.
Lloyd
also understands
Harold'sa
business
thoroughly
and is therefore
sympathetic mate. She was the former
Mildred Davis and she was his leadinglady for five years before she married

him back in 1923. That means they have
had 22 years of domestic happiness.
They have three children, Gloria, 19;
Peggy, 18, and Harold, Jr., 14, who feel
their parents come pretty close to being
ideal. "Some mothers and fathers in
show business try to keep their children from following in their footsteps,"
Harold told me, "but we are not going
to try to influence ours one way or
another. I believe in letting them go in
whatever direction their talents lead
them and Mildred agrees. Our daughter,
Gloria, for example, is already studying
to be an actress, and our 14-year-okl son
is determined to have an acting career.
I'm going to do everything I can to
help them both.
The Lloyds live on a 23-acre estate in
Benedict Canyon in the Beverly Hills
district and they are really a close-knit
family unit. The place includes a swimming pool, tennis and badminton courts,
extensive gardens and also a private golf
course. "We haven't been doing any golfing out there since before the war,"
Harold told me, "because we haven't
been able to get gardeners and as healthy
as I feel I wouldn't tackle a mowing job
like that, not even with an automatic
The actor wasn't trying to impress
me with his fine state of health. I
machine."
learned later from Brooks that Harold
is unusually vigorous for his age. "He
doesn't drink or smoke and until the
past year he never touched coffee.
Among his athletic feats is the practice
of swimming the length of his 80-foot
pool under water. Being such a frugal
person, he has often said that he could
live as well on a hundred dollars a
week as he does on his present income
from investments."
"One of my biggest problems will
show you how simple my life is," Haroldlemhad
previously
me. "The
is that
I havetold
a very
hard probtime
trying to find a cook who knows how
to prepare fried chicken, my favorite
dish. As soon as a new cook finds out
I like this delicacy she goes all out
trying to make it as fancy as possible.
None of them ever seems to learn that
I like it just plain. Why, we even had
one cook who fixed it with mustard in
the belief that she was going to enchant
Speaking of eating, meal-time at the
Lloyd home presents a very quaint picmy appetite."
ture. Every member of the Lloyd household, even to the housekeeper, Clementine, has a dog. Harold heads the list
with a great Dane, his wife has a
champagne-colored cocker, and Peggy
and Harold, Jr., both have black cockers.
Gloria brings up the rear in the immediate family with a Pekinese, and
Clementine, who has been with the
family for ten years and is allowed
unusual privileges, also has a black and
white cocker. Anyway, when the Lloyds
gather around the board their respective
pooches take places on the floor along
side their master or mistress, as the case
may be, and remain there, throughout
the meal. "We have an ironclad rule
that no one is to slip food to the dogs
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during meals," Harold laughed. "But
you know,
animals never it's
seema funny
to havething.
any The
appetite

NEW

Stopping at the Waldorf-Astoria, the Walter Pidgeons pose for the cameraman on
their recent trip to New York. They came prepared for rain — note umbrella in corner.
when they are served later outside."
Although each member of the family
claims ownership of an individual dog,
the canines apparently have sized up
the situation for themselves and have
decided that Harold is master of the
manse. It is a common sight to see Harold walking around the place with the
whole pack at his heels, frisking and
barking. And as soon as they hear anyone astir in the house in the morning
they demand entrance and make a mad
dash for his room. Whenever the master
has been out a little later than usual at
night he always leaves a note to Clementine not to let the dogs in until at
least 10 o'clock in the morning, because
he knows that as soon as they have been
admitted there will be no more sleep for
him.
During the several years Harold was
off the screen he was by no means an
idle man, and his time was not taken
up entirely by his hobbies, either.
Among other things he is President of
the Beverly Hills Chamber of Commerce, he is a very active music patron
and heads a committee that has been
working assiduously for some time to
establish a season in Beverly Hills for
the Los Angeles Philharmonic orchestra,
he is one of the chief leaders of the Sister Kenny Foundation in Southern California and he is constantly on the go
with his charitable work in connection
with the Shriners.
Whether his wife or children are in
the mood or not Harold himself sees
movies' at least twice a week, often
having films sent to the house to be
shown in the private projection room.
He is practically allergic to nightclubs
and he and his wife have never been
very active in the Hollywood social
swim. Neither do they entertain much
at home. Another "must" on his sched-

ule is a yearly visit to New York to see
the shows. Yes, you guessed it. Each
time he makes the trek eastward he has
the hope of finding an ideal screen property for himself.
Once Harold was literally a glutton
for sports, dividing his interests among
bowling, tennis, golf and swimming, occasionally staging a private golf tournament on his course after which he
delighted in handing out costly prizes.
But in recent years he has limited himself to bowling, which he clings to faithfully. To give you an idea of what an
enthusiastic kegler he is, he is even part
owner of a Santa Monica alley, where he
can often be found.
His hobbies include painting in oils,
collections of books on entomology,
archeology, painting, sculpture and orthnology; a huge collection of microscopes,
and a squadron of old automobiles, none
of which he ever trades in when he buys
a new car. His current most popular
vehicle is a pre-war station wagon of
low-cost make. He is also a well-known
amateur magician and as soon as he
completed "Diddlebock" he was off on
one of his tours to Army hospitals to entertain convalescing servicemen.
After he had listed all these activities to me I told him I could understand why he took so long between
pictures. "No, it's not that at all," he
said. "I would be just as happy if I
could make at least one good picture a
year. But even if 'Diddlebock' should be
an overwhelming hit at the box office I
won't make another picture until the
ideal script comes along. I may be doing
my next one with a long beard and
creaky joints, but I'll wait until the
right story shows up. And in the meantime I'd like to make this clear. I'm
not retiring, and I'll never make a comeS GREENLAND
back!"
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Gay as So lb;]i Amer
I
ica.
feci ,.for. .earBs Laund rj
suits, lin^ei
etc.
Closes through a plastic ring and slinks over
your shoulder to put
you miles ahead in
style.
Comes in blue, green,
rose, maize — with colorfulations.
leather
Cleans decoreasily
with soap and water.
$2.98 prepaid
Check or money-order
VIKINC ASSOCIATES, Dept. 10-A
637 Madison Avenue New York 22, N. T
ACTUAL PHOTOS
OF YOUR FAVORITE
WESTERN STARS
Hggigj Including Roy Rogers, Gene
m Autry, Tex Ritter, "Wild Bill"
Elliott, Bob Steele, Bill "Hopcr-long" Boyd, many WM
others.
Action
portraits,poses,
and ^ v^fc
on horseback. SsM

SUNSET CARSON

■ l\EE plete
list ofof the
pictures
comPppC Catalog
available
of Western Stars
with first order
STEWART-CROXTON
STUDIOS
1408 Westwood Blvd.
West Los Angeles 24, Calif.

SONGWRITERS
AT ONCE
POEMS WANTED
iSend Your Poems, Any Subjeot.for Immediate Examination and FREE BOOK:—
"YOUR FUTURE IN SONG WRITING,"
RADIO CITY MUSIC ACADEMY
1674 Broadway New York 19, N. Y.

BANISHED FOREVER
From Face, Arms, Legs, Body
Remove your unsightly hair from any part of your face,
arms, legs or body. You positively can now — safely, painor permanently.
Doctors
there is absolutely
nothing lesslylike
this anywhere.
They say
enthusiastically
endo.se
it — and praise it more highly than any hair remover on the
market.
Recommended by America's
Greatest Beauty Experts
The
world's
only
book author
on theillustrated
removal book.
of unsightly
hair
has
just
his great,
Every
methodrecommended
endorsedpublished
bybyphysicians,
approved isbyexplained
dermatologists
and
beauty
specialists
in it.
Simply follow these instructions on depilatories, abrasives,
creams, lotions, waxes, etc. Also permanent measures,
pain I ess preparations and safe home methods.
Our Offer — Send No Money
ONLY
Lovely,
radiant,
hair-free— helps
skin ongirlslips,win.chin,
arms,
is attractive
love legs,
and
men. etc.,
SUPERFLUOUS
HAIR AND
ITS REMOVAL
is only 98 cents.
Formerly Guaranteed
$2.00. Simple
direcLife-time results.
harmless.
98
SEND NOtions.MONEY.
Just mail coupon NOW.
Harvest
House, N.Dept.
H-212N. Y.
363
Broadway,
Y.
13,
Send SUPERFLUOUS HAIR AND ITS REMOVAL in
plain package. On delivery I will pay postman 98
cents plus
lew cents postage. If not satisfied I may
return
refunded.it within ten days and my 98 cents will be
Name
.
Address
□ Enclose
CHECK HERE
if
you
want
to
savewepostage.
$1.00 orders
with coupon
ship prepaid.
Canadian
$1 .35 and
in advance
96
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Johnny Mack Brown,
starringGentleman
in Monogram's
The
from

Texas"

Margaret O'Brien joins the horse opera brigade, co-starring with Wallace Beery in
MGM's "Bad Bascomb," the saga of a Western outlaw. Below, in song-fest with
Marjorie Main, as another hardy member of Utah-bound caravan of pioneer days.

RODEO
SHIRT
The trim lines of expert CI
tailoring make Mayfair's ■ W
Rodeo Shirt
for men
PLUS and
postage
women
a favorite
with orriders
fans
alike! Styled of finest wool and rayon,
with custom-like, form fit cut and contrasting braid piping. Combinations in
Brown, Tan, Blue, Green, Red, Yellow,
White, Black.
RANCH
ERETTE /*v
FOR WOMEN
r 1
★ Authentic

<yQ-

^

i ^1

fair's
styl- *
westernRancherette
Shirt
the
"^postage
May- it
ing forgives
drama of the western plains. Vibrant
color combinations of Gold,
Red, Blue,
Green, Lime.
Playing with their father, Andy Devine
in "Canyon Passage" are Dennie and Tad,
two fine boys following papa's footsteps

Write
for Free
Catalogue

ir ■

USE

new Western film would not
complete without a singing
cowboy dolled up in fancy clothes.
Above, Roy Rogers and George
"Gabby" Hayes in a scene from
Republic's "Song of Arizona."
SCREENLAND

THIS

COUPON

MAYFAIR RIDING & SPORTS SHOP h-7
Hollywood Blvd. at Wilcox, Hollywood 28, Calif.
Man items:
□
Please send (he following
Woman □
RODEO SHIRT
SIZE_
Plus Postage
COLORSlate 1st and 2nd Choice
RANCHERETTE SHIRT
SIZE.
$13.85
Plus Postage
COLOR
Slate 1st and 2nd Choice
Name
$7.85
Address_State.
City
97
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ing a moron. "But daddy," his daughter
see what's
replied soulfully, "don't you
happening? My house and family is get"Did
you
say
'no imagination'?" asked
ting
drownded."
Betty
Young
wickedly.
The fact that they haven't a son does
not mean Betty and Bob did not concentrate on the project. With the first-born,
there was no thought of preference. During the ensuing four years, however, they
thought of little else. Like any superstitious Irishman, Bob attempted to influence the fates by constantly referring to
When "Max"
his future
turned
outchild
to beas a"Max."
girl they hastily renamed her Barbara Queen. For the next
six years "Oscar" was the boy they talked
about, although mama thought he should
be named for his dad, Robert George, Jr.
Bob agreed, with the condition if the new
baby was another girl she be named Betty
Lou, Jr., after her ma. Betty Lou was
two years old before the fourth offspring
arrived. In the meantime Bob tried to
figure where he had slipped up. "I've got
it!" he declared finally. "This baby will
have the fanciest, most feminine preI can dream up. That'll
. bring anatal
boymonicker
for sure. What do you think

interesting doll collection,
shown here with the children's
The Young family group is up
a good bedtime story to put Youngsters to sleep.
while Papa Young makes
Girl Crazy
Continued from page 35

Youngs for weeks — consultations regarding choice— of materials, styles and accessories debates on whether her hair
should be pinned back behind her ears or
allowed to swing loose as usual — a crisis
when suitable slippers could not be found
in any of the local shops.
Came the big night and Bob plunked
himself down in a large wing chair facing
the stairway his daughter would descend.
"I could hardly believe my eyes. I never
saw anyone
beautiful,"
says
lly the
star
who has look
madeso love
cinematica
to

They share many jokes and secrets,
these two. "She calls me 'Transportation.' It's all in fun, of course." Maybe
so, but members of the cast of RKO's
"Lady Luck" thought otherwise. Bob's
daily errands were the subject of plenty
of ribbing on the set. There was a five
o'clock ritual when his co-workers would
surround him and chant: "We know —
you'd like to get through on time. Carol
Anne is at the piano teacher's. Barbara
is at a Brownies' meeting, and Betty Lou
is at nursery school. And they are all

some of the world's loveliest women.
"Like me, dad?" asked Carol Anne,
twirling to give him the full benefit of
wide, white net skirt, hooded satin cape
and borrowed slippers to match.
"Like you!" exclaimed Bob. "The rest
c;f the girls won't stand a chance. The
boys will be dazzled!"
He could scarcely wait for her to return from the dance, "How'd you do?"
he asked, almost before she could get
through the front door.
Carol Anne shook her head woefully.
"It was terrible. The bus that was bringing the boys broke down. There wasn't
anyone to dazzle."
"You mean all that glory was wasted?"
Starting a waltz on the victrola, he
bowed from the waist as decorously as
any prize dancing pupil, and off they
glided, circling the large living room — sixfoot papa and his five-foot daughter —
round and round they went, with Carol
Anne's head lifting, her cheeks a-bloom
with excitement. "Thanks, dad," she
whispered, sighing happily when it was
over. "T il never forget this evening — it
was perfect."

up."
picka them
to of
youlife
forthe
waiting
Oh, for
glamorous movie
star!
Bob takes his paternal responsibilities
seriously, particularly the education of
his children. "Sometimes I worry too
much, but Betty sets me straight." He
remembers Parents' Day at a progressive
school Barbara attended when she was
five. Betty and Bob lined up with the
rest of the mamas and papas while symphonic music was played for the children.
Afterward the moppets were asked to
paint pictures of whatever the music had
suggested to them. Results were crude,
but fanciful — castles, princesses and
dragons. Bob was delighted until he saw
what Barbara had produced, a commonplace house with a tree and people in
front of it.
"Hasn't much imagination, has she,"
he commented to his wife. Next moment
he was further horrified at the sight of
Barbara washing over the entire picture
with blue paint. "If you want to paint
another picture why don't you take a
fresh sheet of paper?" h» whispered desperately, wondering whether he was rais-
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Daphne
of "All
I canOphelia?"
say, if our fourth bab - 's a
torted
Betty
Young.
girl, we had better call it 'Quits,' " reEnjoying a feminine prerogative Kathleen Joy arrived two weeks late. Then
the ribs commenced. Eddie Cantor's
message was the shortest and cutest.
"Copy cat!" was all he wired. To which
Bob promptly replied, "One more girl and
I will have my own radio show, too."
Observes Bob, "The most wonderful
change has come over Hollywood in the
last ten years. When I first started in
pictures, 'way back in '32, an actor could
not marry without feeling he has jeopardized his career. Many studio contracts
contained 'no marriage' clauses to protect
the star's popularity. As for admitting
he had a family, that was considered
positively hazardous. Today the majority
of stars are mamas and papas who spend
their evenings at 'wild' Hollywood parties swapping snapshots and anecdotes
about their kiddies far into the night."
Bob surveys his brood with smug approval. "Aren't they cute?" he beams.
Even tiny Kathleen Joy is glamor-conscious, sporting a golden identification
bracelet, lace-trimmed panties and an
infinitesimal pink bow in her hair to
match her dainty sweater.
"I'm afraid Betty is right about calling it 'Quits,' " observes Bob. "There jiist
isn't room in the house* for another crib.
Anyway, I'm pretty tired of pacing those
expeccorridors.
hospital
long tant
father four
times isBeing
enoughan for
any
man. I'm entitled to a rest."
"I wouldn't count on it if I were you,"
retorts his wife. "With four daughters
you'll be pacing corridors every time they
have a baby. And if heredity means anyare likely to have four daughthey which
tersthingeach,
makes sixteen. And if
in turn
Bobhave
has daughters
had enough.
With— a" howl he
they
flees from the room and out of the house.
In his wake trails the sound of sweet
girlish laughter.
PRIW TCD IN THE U. S. A. BY THE C JNEO PRESS, INOt

2 to 3
Hours

COLD

WAVE

Yet Costs

PERMANENT

So Little

Universal Star now playing in
"Houseyourof favorite
Dracula,"
at
theatre.

Know the joy of natural looking curls and waves by tonight.
With the New Charm-Kurl Supreme Cold Wave kit it's done
in 2 to 3 hours at home. Contains the same ingredients used by
beauty salons giving Cold Waves costing up to $15.00 or more. A
famous beauty editor says: "Some of the loveliest Cold Wave
permanents are not done in beauty shops, because more and
more glamour-gifted girls are doing their own permanents
at home."

It's Easy as Combing Your Hair
• Perfect comfort — no machines, no heat
• "Takes" on fine or coarse hair
• Ideal, too, for children's hair
• Your COLD WAVE Permanent will
last months and months
• Satisfaction guaranteed or money
back

Each kit contains
everything needed to
give yourself
a gorgeous COLD WAVE.

SUPREME
Ideal for Children
Children's
soft, fine
hair
takes a marvelous
wave. Give your
daughter A SUPREME Cold Wave
—She'll be thrilledl

The new Charm Kurl SUPREME COLD WAVE Kit
is for sale at all Drug Stores,
Cosmetic Counters and Sc and
10c Stores.

PRICE IN CANADA $1.35 TAX INCLUDED AT DRUG, COSMETIC
VARIETY COUNTERS
CANADIAN ADDRESS: FRASER HAIR FASHIONS, 22 COLLEGE AND
STREET, TORONTO, ONt!

COLD

WAVE

NOW0W
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BERNARDO SANDAL DESIGNED FOR REVLON Br B. RUDOFSKY — SOLD AT NEIMAN-MARCUS — PHOTO BY PLUCER

v Lana
Turner

ON THE BRIDLE PATH, your hair gleams w
natural highlights. "I use Drene," says glamon
model Jackie Michel, "because it reveals as mi
as 33 percent more lustre than any soap or s<
shampoo." Drene is not a soap shampoo. It ne
leaves any drab film on hair as all soaps do
how Jackie holds her hair back with a wide bi

DANCING AT THE COUNTRY CLUB, you look
bewitching with this fringed bang and flowers in
your gleaming hair. "Drene with Hair Conditioning action leaves your hair so well behaved,"' says
famous Cover Girl Jackie Michel. Don't cut your
hair for bang. Comb front hair back to crown,
tuck in a comb and brush forward into pomp-bang.

I
o other

shampoo

so lustrous,

wet

so

leaves
easy

vour

ha

to manacj

Hair so clean, it's radiant! Hair so manageable,
it's miraculous! Hair so glamorous, it's well nigh irresistib
Yes, whatever its color, you reveal all the natural beauty of \
hair . . . when you use Drene with Hair Conditioning actiot
"The first thing that a man usually notices
about your looks," says Drene Girl Jackie Michel,
"is lovely, shining hair."
Jackie, top-flight fashion model and Magazine Cover Gir
shows you these Drene-lovely hair-dos
to go with your summer fun. Try them at home
or ask your beauty shop to do them.
Right after shampooing, your hair is far silkier,
smoother, and easier to fix when you use
today's improved Drene with Hair Conditioning action.
No other shampoo leaves your hair so lustrous,
yet so easy to manage.

LUCKY AT CARDS, but luckier in love ... if you do right by your
hair! Keep it radiantly clean, free from ugly dandruff. "The very first
time you use Drene," Jackie reveals, "you completely remove unsightly dandruff." For cool comfort on hot days, divide your upswept hair
into two sections. One braid starts just below the crown, the other
behind the ear. See how ends of both braids make plump shining curls.

<Ene
shampoo
with
hampoo
with
Hair Conditioning.
Action

GIRL: Hold it, eh? Listen, you
so-called Little God of Love, I made this statue
of you specially. Just so I could do this to it!
And this! And this!
CUPID: Wow!
GIRL: And why not? You never help plain girls,
CUPID : Help you? Lasiest thing in the world, my angry little

eclair. Sparkle. Smile at 'em!
GIRL: Smile? When all I see is a smile full of no gleam .
even after I brush my teeth?
CUPID: Ah . . . and a little "pink" on your tooth brush too?
GIRL: What's that got to do with anything?

I
\

CUPID: Nothing, Pigeon. It's only an important warning
to see your dentist right away! He may find

«p|NK

today's soft foods are robbing your gums of
exercise. And he may suggest "the helpful
stimulation of Ipana and massage."

TOOTH

$ ^

BRUSH"

GIRL: I might have known it! A tooth paste salesman!
CUPID: Sis, in my business, you sell anything that helps romance
-smiles, for instance. And Ipana sure helps smiles! Because
a sparkling smile depends largely on firm, healthy gums.
Ipana not only cleans teeth. It's specially designed, with massag
to help your gums. Massage a little extra Ipana on your gums
when you brush your teeth . . . and Sis, you'll be on your way
to a smile that'll have you knocking over men instead
of statues. Get started with Ipana today!
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favorite
We can dream, can't we? Our
daydream goes something like this . . .
★ ★ ★ *
love song and imWe sing a beautifulWilliams
rushes to
mediately Esther
our side. We leap lightly to the dance
floor and do a terrific rhumba with the
lovely star in our arms . . .
★ ★
★ ★
Well Van Johnson actually does all that
and more in M-G-M's great new Technicolor musical, "Easy to Wed"!

*
★
*

★
*
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
*
★
*
★
*
*
*
★
★
★
★
★
*
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★

Yes, Van sings, dances and romances
glamour-girls
Hollyw
twor ofWillia
with
and Lucille Ball.
msood's
—Esthe
★ ★
★ ★
And with Keenan Wynn to round out
an unbeatable foursome, "Easy to Wed"
the most light-hearted laughis
festeasily
to come rippling your way.
★ ★
★ ★
M-G-M has given it a grand supporting
cast including Cecil Kellaway, Carlos
Ramirez, Ben Blue— and Ethel Smith
at the organ for an extra treat.
★ ★
★ ★
"Easy to Wed" is easy to take. A lot of
credit goes to Director Edward Buzzell
and Producer Jack Cummings. And to
Dorothy Kingsley who adapted it from
by
"Libeled
the screenplay
Emmett
HowardLady"
Watkins,
Maurine
Rogers and George Oppenheimer.
★ ★
★ ★
It's not easy to top
such musicals as
"Anchors Aweigh" or ^Cr^
"The Harvey Girls "
★
★
★ ★
But "Easy" does it!
[lea

BARGAIN PORTRAIT! Paul Branmaghas doneof aLassie.
som, famous
color portrait
nificent new painter,
It was inspired by Lassie's new TechstarLassie."
film, "Courage
Morgan
Taylor, ofFrank
Elizabeth
ringnicolor
and'Tom Drake.

★

HUNTER,

Publisher

DELIGHT EVANS, Editor
IZ/VBETH WILSON
ANTHONY FERKARA
Art Director
Western Representative
HELEN FOSIIEI5
JACK ALBIN
Assistant Editor
Staff Phntograjtitet
Cover Portrait of I/AN >
TURNER, co-starriftg
with
MOM'sJohn
"TheGariicI;!
Po.stmani.i

* ★ ★

Always

Rings Twice."

Delight Evans
,
The Editor's
CelebrationPage
of 20th Anniversary of Sound in Motion Pictures
Tyrone Power
•
;
This Is What I Believe
Time in the service strengthens Ty's philosophies of life
.Alyce Canfield
Life Begins for Hedy Lamarr
Since she's bossing her new film, "The Strange Woman"
Elizabeth B. Petersen
Portrait of a Girl Growing TJp
person I want to be"
Peggy An- Garner describes "the
Gertrude Shanklin
What Women Want
Jean Pierre Aumont knows all the answers. Listen, gentlemen!
• • .Paul Marsh
Mr. Caesar Conquers Hollywood
Julius did it with armies — S,cf does it with fun-antics
Mean in My Life — Helmut Dantine to His Fans . Gladys Hall
What AYoudeclaration
of gratitude from an appreciative star
Lupton A. Wilkinson
Room Floor
Cutting
the
on
The Legs
newcomers' hearts
Jean Porter finally escapes the jinx that breaks
Dora Albert
Future Plans
Jeanne Cram's
_
A bride of six months tells her plans for home and career
Sheridan
Michael
ay
Girl from Broadw
Constance Bowling's embarrassing experience leads to filmland
Robbin Coons
ott!
Listen, Sc
Lizabeth pulls no punches when she talks to herself about herself
• -Ruth Tddesley
:
?
Who Kissed Them First
Their first romantic movie scenes reveal variety of emotions

PLUS:

£*#tfu£%%£

"
Tyrone Power, returning in "The Razor's Edge
•••••
Jennifer Jones in "Cluny Brown"
and next
Guy Madison, starring in "Till the End of■ •Time
••
.• •••
in "Suddenly It's Spring"
Beach Bait. Rita Hayworth, Jane Russell, June Haver, Jams Paige,
•
rlets
Greene and other sta
Angela Dan
e
tin
Helmut

21
29
3D

13
34
67

4U

*Z
44

46
48
50

28

32
38
36
41
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PLUS:
• • • . .,. . . . • • • • • • • • ; • • •
Hot from Hollywood
Selected by Delight Evans
Your Guide to Current Films
•
Fans' Forum
"A" for Achievement to "Anna and the King of Siam
On the Set with Ingrid Bergman.
••"
••••••••••
Photo Previews
Gossip by Weston East
Here's Hollywood
the JNignt ....
S GREENLAND Salutes Nancy Guild in "Somewhere in sto
n
Robert Pre
Big Game Hunters. Gregory Peck and
Meet the Mitchums. Bob Mitchum and Family
Bing Crosby in Rhumba Time with Olga San Juan
Welcome Back, Vivien Leigh and Laurence Oliver
•
During Business Hours with Gary Cooper

6
10
14
16
60
66
54
52
67
68
70
72
74

PLUS:

Josephine Felts 20
Soap and Water Baby. Elizabeth Taylor•
••••••■•••*
Guide to Glamor
Elegance Wardrobe
SjREENEAND Hollywood Fashions: Accent on
posed by Carole Landis

★
★
★
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THROUGHOUT
the

talk today

probably

win

is about
prizes

for its very sincere,
called

THREE

HOLLYWOOD
an

and

warm

WISE

M-G-M

trophies

and

FOOLS

human
and

little Irish- girl- with- a-brogue
Margaret

O'Brien)

hard-bitten
to come

who

bachelors.

picture
and

that

story. It's

it tells of a

(played

by

It is so rich with laughter
again

will

acclaim

brings a flood of sunshine

it will be enjoyed

Iff

and

again

into the lives of three

and

tears that for years

by millions

of Americans.

m-g-ni Presents"THREE WISE FOOLS'with Margaret O'BRIEN • Lionel BARRYMORE • Lewis STONE • Edward ARNOLD - Ray Collins
Jane Darwell -Charles Dingle • Cyd Charisse • Harry Davenport and Thomas MITCHELL- sereen Play by John McDermott and James o'hanlon . story by John McDermott
Based Upon the Play by Austin Strong. Staged by Winchell Smith • Presented by John Golden •Directed by Edward BuZZell • Produced by William H. Wright • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
Screen land

FILLS

URGENT
HIGHER

FOR

NEED

Hats are tres gay this season, and aren't we glad?
Joan Crawford, at left
with Vic Knight, wears a
dreamy
of feath-a
ers andcreation
roses; below,

TYPE

ripple brim laden with
posies which she dons for
date with Greg Bautzer.
Do we detect that serious
look?
Joanbutsays
remarry,
timeshewillwon't
tell

powerfully

effective

yet absolutely

harmless

So

SONAL to June Haver: We ran
PER
into Bob Hutton shopping in a
Beverly Hills jewelry store. He has the
on
a depos
put kiddi
even and
d out, ahe's
pickewants
ring He
esit and
home
it.
thinks you'd make an ideal missus. Because he happens to be one of our favorhoping you'll say "yes" wnen
here's
ites,
he pops the question. But? what about
those dates with Bob Stack
female wouldn't be happy
WHAT
with the present Louis B. Mayer
gave to Miss Liza Minnelli? It's a
for Judy Garland's new
standing
to have one portrait sitting
er order
daught
yearly. Liza's proud mother says there
will be no retouching her
positively
"wrinkles" !

Greaseless Suppository Gives
Continuous Medication for Hours
Easier — Daintier — More Convenient
For years there has been an urgent
need for a higher type of intimate
feminine cleanliness — easier, daintier,
more convenient — powerfully effective yet harmless with no tell-tale
odor. it!
Now thanks to Zonitors — you
have
Positively Non-Irritating; No Burns; No Smart
Zonitors are greaseless, stainless,
snow-white vaginal suppositories.
When inserted, they instantly begin
to release their powerful germicidal
properties and continue to do so for
hours. Yet they are safe to most
delicate tissues. Positively non-burning, non-irritating, non-poisonous.

RUMORS of parental objection were
tely dispelled when the Kencomple
neth Baxters announced the engagement
of their daughter Anne to John Hodiak.
Hollywood, knowing how much these
two love each other, couldn't be more

pleased. To surprise Anne on her birthday, John invited her parents to drive
down from Burlingame and be there
when he presented his bride-to-be with
her engagement ring. It's designed in
the shape of a flower, studded with
diamonds. On lovely Anne's third finger,
left hand, it's mighty becoming.

Chantecler,"
vatiosn in
T reser
FIRS
new"Therestaurant, was
Hayward'
Louis
made by his former wife, Ida Lupin i>
Ida also was one of the first persons
(Please turn to page 8)

HOT

From

ffo//i/wooc/

So Easy To Carry If Away From Home
Zonitors actually destroy offending
odor. Help guard against infection.
They kill every germ they touch. You
know tactit's
not germs
always inpossible
to conall the
the tract
but
you can be sure that Zonitors immediately kill every reachable germ and
keep them from multiplying. Buy
Zonitors at any drugstore.

free booklet sent in plain wrapper. Reveals frank intimate facts.
Zonitors,
Dept.
ton Avenue,
NewZS-86,
York 370
17, LexingN. Y.
Name
Address
City
6

State

Stack's8.
in Bob
is theat girl
At least,buthere
mind?
on his at
The
on page
photo
glimmers
your Haver
castJune
Mocambo,
dancing
arms,girl
SCREENLAND
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Fate drew them together
and only murder could
part them.

( Ur£t*(p£A-with«ER NAME )
KIRK

DOUGLAS
A brilliant new find

JUDITH

ANDERSON

Directed by LEWIS MILESTONE
Screenplay by ROBERT ROSSEN
A Paramount Picture

Hot

from

Hollywood

Continued from page 6

to offer her congratulations to Louis on
his marriage recently to Peggy Fields.
TT LOOKED like Fourth of July the
A way the sparks flew when Gene
Tierney gave out that statement that
her husband, Count Oleg Cassini, deserves all the credit for her being the
best-dressed girl in Hollywood. Phone

UNDIES

in on the set of "The Razor's
calls poured
from Hollywood designers who had
Edge"
classy chassis.
created things for Tierney's
Studio designers pouted and avoided
Gene like she had the smallpox. "That's
what you get," kidded Tyrone Power,
"for trying to boost your relatives!"
TN "Uncle Andy Hardy," Mickey
J- Rooney's first post-war movie, he
carries on a flirtation with glamazon
Dorothy Ford, who stands 6-feet-three
in her nylons. However, they date in a
swimming pool and Mickey, who is 15
inches shorter, doesn't find out until they
meet later. It's one of the funniest scenes
we've ever seen shot for a movie. "Seems
like real life to me," cracked Mickey.
we've heard everything! In
N OW
"Stallion Road" they had to clear

Here June Haver is both the girl in Bob Hutton's arms and the girl on his mind. Will we
hear the tinkle of wedding bells, soon, June?
the set because a horse being used in a
scene was self-conscious in front of
spectators ! When they tried to do closeups, the horse kept turning his back on
Scott. "Maybe he's getting
Zachary
even with you for what you did to
drily.
'Mildred Pierce'," said Ronald Reagan

Smart

new

styles . . .
V
1
in these Hew Fabrics!

Avis Caminez gives Esther Williams a
kiss,
salute to the
wearing,
while a husband
Ben hat
Gageshe's looks
on.

STIRLING HAYDEN'S back and
^ Paramount's got him. Now that he's
been divorced by Madeleine Carroll
(who was in Paris when the decree was
awarded), Stirling's bosses would like to
make sure he won't lose his heart again
and go wandering off in the general
If he'll sign that nodirection of Egypt.
marriage clause in his new contract, he
can have pretty much what he's always
wanted. Wanna bet he won't sign it?

LATON
C EL ATONE
SWANTONE
DOUBLETONE
TRICOTONE
TWINKLETONE
SUE DETONE
ALSO

IN
♦Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.
At your favorite storel
)&H2S6

MILLS

A DIVISION OF McKAY PRODUCTS CORPORATION
EMPIRE STATE BUILDING • NEW YORK
8

Olivia De Havilland is on hand to meet the "Constellation" at LaGuardia, when
her sister, Joan Fontaine, and her new husband, William Dozier, arrive tor visit.
SCREENLANP

SdtEENLAND
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NIGHT AND DAY — Warners
Movie audiences who elect to see this Techmcolor
a delicious feast of Cole Porter's
extravaganza will have
bongs, as well as a notable line-up of personalities:
Cary Grant, who portrays the musical genius; Alexis
Smith, as his wife; Monty Woolley, Ginny Simms,
as the proJane Wyman, Eve Arden, Mary Martin
fessionals who helped make his shows successful — and
this film fine entertainment. Based on the composer's
career, it's rich in incidents occurring in his exuberant
days at Yale, his first production interrupted by war,
the heartbreak of his broken marriage, his tragic accident and partial recovery, and finally his wife's return
SOMEWHERE IN THE NIGHT — 20th Century-Fox
Is he he, or is he not he? Even the best of mystery fans
melodrama concerning an amwill be baffled by this
nesia victim of the war who returns to civilian life to
trace his true identity — one which he fears is not entirely honorable. That's putting it simply, but the plot
is more intricate than you expect. Suspense is the keyword in performances of John Hodiak and Nancy Guild,
a new gal sure to rate highly, Lloyd Nolan as an easygoing cop possessing an innate knowledge of criminal
interest in the
psychology and Richard Conte, whose
case has a monetary ring under his often professed
friendship. Laurels to you, too, if you guess the answers!

YOUR

HEART'S
CONTENT

This may be news toyou — but
thanks to Tampax more women every summer go right into the water
any day they want to, including the
sanitary-protection days The Tampax
method is ideal for bathing because there
is no external pad. With Tampax you
can wear a snug swim suit and (wet or
dry) nobody is the wiser. So why should
you stay on the sidelines, lonely and
conspicuous?
Applying the principle of internal absorption tothis special monthly use by
women, a doctor de-

WITHOUT RESERVATIONS — RKO
will
If you don't see the humor of this situation you and
when you follow Claudette Colbert, John Wayne
reservations."
country
across for
Don a DeFore
Claudette playing the
fun with"without
perfect set-up
It's
author; Wayne and DeFore, Marine fliers who tell her
what's wrong with her fictional hero. The hilarity begins when she gives up her train reservations and tags
them just
along with the boys in order to learn from she
learns,
where her creative talent missed fire. That
and about love too. Cary Grant, Jack Benny Dolores
Moran, even Director Mervyn LeRoy put in brief appearances, just for novelty and your extra enjoyment.

signed Tampax without belts, pins or
external pads. Made
of pure surgical cotton compressed in
applicators, Tampax
is efficient and dainty. As it is worn internally, no odor forms and there is no chafing. Changing is quick and disposal easy.
Just consider the advantages of this
unbulky Tampax under summer shorts,
slacks and sheer dresses — then get a supply at drug store or notion counter.
Enough for a month will go into your
purse. Three absorbenries: Regular, Super,
Junior. Tampax Incorporated, Palmer,
Mass.

0. S. S. — Paramount
As an agent in the first film about the Office of Strategic
Services, Alan Ladd is provided with all the suspenseladen activity which combines so well with the cool
. There's a substantial y
deliberate courage he displays
romantic note, too, with stunning Geraldine Fitzgerald
playing opposite him as his cohort in their underground
operations in France before that memorable date in
plus some smart spyMay, 1945. These fine portrayals, part
S S., the
ing and sabotaging tricks on the xialsof byO. John
Hoyt
colorful characterizations of Nazi o
renewing
toward
way
long
a
go
a
and Harold Vermilye
audience interest in espionage— as the movies see it.

THE STRANGER — International-RKO
marks this film in which a dyedof horror
touchNazi,
A slightwool
posing as a respscted professor in a
in-thehederal
New England school, is tracked down byt, a breakin
g
detective. However, it's not always apparen
f»
one
the
as
scenes
such
in
only
surface
the
through
which the Nazi murders his countryman to avoid
detection and the final sequence, a horror to end all
horrors With Orson Welles directing as well as acting
as the guilty culprit, he is doubly responsible for the
Robinson's sleuthing
chills and thrills, but Edward G. as
the villain s lovely
and Loretta Young's high tension
wife add their share to suspense. (More reviews on page U)

Accepted for Advertising
by the journal of the American Medical Association
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Shimmering hair is beautiful hair.
It makes your eyes sparkle-your
whole complexion brighter . . *
radiating loveliness.

Look at your own hair! Nestle
Colorinse will add richer colordancing highlights— softer, silkier
sheen. Make it easier to manage.

Choose your own color from the
9 glamorous shades of Nestle
Colorinse. Try it after your next
shampoo. Then be ready for HIS
compliments when he sees how
much lovelier Colorinse has
made your hair.

COURAGE OF LASSIE — MGM
If so, here's your PicAre you a Lassie fan?With
the added attracture of the Month.
tion of Elizabeth Taylor, this latest film in
the Lassie series packs a wallop ands provokes a heart-throb, for it present the
war sufgreat canine performer as abydogtheof devotion
fering battle-shock, saved
of an adorable young girl. First of all,
though, is the enchanting opening sequence,
in pantomime, showing Lassie as a pup lost
in the Canadian wilds, growing up in the
company of fawns, bears, crows and other
wild creatures of the forest. Children will
ps will marvel at Lassie's
love this. Grown-u
performance, thrill at the war scenes, take
Elizabeth Taylor right to their hearts. Frank
Morgan, Tom Drake, Selena Royle in cast.

ANNA AND THE KING OF SIAM— 20th-Fox
A motion picture so fascinating in its fantastic setting, so significant in its scope, so
superb in its direction and performances
that it will surely rate high on the list of
"Bests of 1946." Here is cinema accomplishment of Academy Award calibre in
every department. Based on the biography
by Margaret Landon, this story of a true
woman pioneer, Anna Owens, (Irene Dunne)
who went to Siam to teach the sixty-three
children of the King, has enormous interest as
it traces the tempestuous encounters of the
high-spirited Anna with the strange, sardonic
King Mongkut, her courageous stand
against barbarism, and his gradual progress
to more enlightened thinking. Irene Dunne's
Anna fine; Rex Harrison's King — great!

DEAD OF NIGHT — Universal Release
How narrow is the margin between dreams
and reality, the natural and the supernatural, fact or fiction, is graphically,
dramatically shown in this Ealing Studios
production based on original stories by H.
G. Wells. It starts with a dream which
Mervyn Jones relates to tea guests, including Michael Redgrave and Roland
Culver among the unfamiliar English cast,
at Pilgrim's Farm — the same people he
has met before in his nightmarish dream.
In an attempt to reach a rational explanation, each person present tells of a strange
episode in his personal life. Give them all
careful analysis, and you have engrossing
film fare which really makes you think.

LADY LUCK — RKO
The fickle behavior of that phantom lady —
who so many gamblers believe smiles or
frowns especially for them — causes the
wheels to go round for the stars of this delightful treatise on the subject of how to
make an easy dollar. Robert Young, fortune's pet, does all right for himself and his
bankroll until he meets the beautiful Barbara Hale who is trying to rehabilitate her
(Frank Morgan) after his last
grandfather
financial downfall at the races. She cures
both of them of their gambling ways, but
finds, in the meantime, there is something
to be said on both sides. It's gay and frivolous with little attention given more serious,
sometimes disastrous, results of gambling.

THE SEARCHING WIND — Wallis-Paramount
For those who regrettably followed the appeasement policy, this film version of Lillian
Hellman's play will strike hard where they
feel it most — their consciences. You could
go a long way before you could find a better
picture in that respect, and in view of
superb performances by Robert Young, as
the undecided statesman, Ann Richards,
his wife, and Sylvia Sidney, the foreign correspondent who should have married him,
giving him the benefit of her keen foresight.
The film presents an interesting kaleidoscopic history from the beginning of Fascism
to the end of the last war, but an abundance
of dialogue tends to drag the action.
Whether you find it tedious or not, the
message it brings is well worth your time.
Watch for appealing new man, Douglas Dick.

DO YOU LOVE ME?-20t/i Century-Fox
A gay musical in Technicolor with the
talents of Harry James and Dick Haymes
prominently displayed and the charm of
Maureen O'Hara in the contrasting characterization ofa spinsterish dean of a sedate
college who turns on the glamor all add up
to good entertainment. The brainy beauty
is the pivot of a bang-up romance involving
Regithe Trumpet, the Crooner, as well asleader,
nald Gardiner, symphonic orchestra
Richard Gaines, business manager of the
school — all getting in each other's way and
causing plenty of intricate situations, neatly
unraveled in the final sequence. As for songs
hits, how about "I Didn't Mean a Word 1
Said," "As If I Didn't Have Enough on My
Mind," the title tune, "Do You Love Me?"
or "Moonlight Propaganda"? All are solid.

'%"*(V^V Ask y»ur feMvHclm far w OpalMciM Gram *«**
Y^,»-^ fey Nestle — «8|i«*t«» •( pcrmaacnt wetiif.
TUetic
COLORINSE
At beauty counter*
everywhere.

KEEP HAIR IN PLACE ALL DAY LONG
Delicately perfumed Nestle
Hairlac keeps all styles of
hairdos looking well-groomed
throughout the day. Also adds
sheen and lustre to your hair.
Vh oz. bottle 25$
TUatU
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HAIRLAC
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Because
rendezvous

like Annie

wouldn't
town

if you had a
did — you

want the whole

to know, either. But you

can't blame them for wanting
to know — because

it's

very, very funny !

sirC. AUBREY
RaymondWalburn

SMITH

-William Frawley

James Millican • Wallace Ford
Screenplay by Mary Loos and Richard Sale
Based on their magazine story
Associate Producer and Director ALLAN DWAN
Screen
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A
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Dermatologists say the shampoo a woman uses is vitally important to a healthy scalp and
beautiful, luxuriant hair. They
warn against harsh, cleansing
irritants that may dry the scalp
and cause hair to break off, making it look thin and shaggy.
A dependable name in shampoo
is PACKER'S! Year after year, it
stands ... a symbol of triedand-true purity, gentle, thorough
cleansing that leaves hair soft
and fresh, effectively cleansed
with safe medicated ingredients.
For PURITY, SAFETY and ECONOMY, use PACKER'S Pine Tar
Shampoo and Packer's Olive Oil
Shampoo. A symbol of finer hair
care for 75 years. On sale at all
drug, department and ten-cent
stores. Get a bottle today !

SECOND
Review Your Views
For the benefit of yourself, fellow fans,
movie-makers and whoever it may
concern, give substance to those ideas
which occurred to you on the spur of
moment
the
very
yournight's
down inlast
them seeing
Write after
movie.

own spontaneous style and send them
to Fans' Forum. Monthly awards for
the best letters published: $10.00,$5.00,
and five $1.00 prizes. Closing date is
the 25th of the month.

to Fans'
your 37letters
address nd,
PleaseScreenl.^
Forum,
West 57th€t.,
New York 19, N. Y.
FIRST

PRIZE

WINNER

$10.00
demoWith the
Wake up,
bilization ofHollywood
the armed ! forces,
there is a
newer and much more sincere audience
occupying the seats in the theaters throughout the nation. By our forced travels,
which we by no means regret, over the
world's seven seas we have learned what
hides behind the excessive paint and makeup of the so-called glamor girls. While at
sea we find our little leisure time is taken in
reading magazines, and naturally your
Screenland is included. It is quite appalling to notice the comparison between the
glamorouslaneous
movie
the miscelassortmentactress
of theandfemale
of the

species you encounter around the world.
Why can't we have more actresses of the
wholesome
and less
art? Smith
Let's type,
have
more of the type
Bergman
and leg
Alexis
and less of the too obvious type. Please
realize that this is the opinion of a large
body of your theater-going enthusiasts and
that moviedom may stand or fall by the
approval
or disapproval of the returned
citizen army.
CARL H. LARSON, RM3/c,
ROBERT S. BRITTAIN, SM2/c,
HARVEY SCHWARTZ, ETM2/c,
ROBERT H. MORAN, SM3/c,
Fleet Post Office, New York, N. Y.
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PRIZE

WINNER

"Leave us face it!" British films are by
far better entertainment than the average
American movie. $5.00
Now hold on before you
start jumping at me with murder in your
eye — I'm a loyal Yankee at heart, but even
I admit the English know how to make a
Sure,
good
film! I agree with Hollywood that
England is ten years behind them in the
technical "know-how" of movie-making,
but what does it matter if the finished product is superior? When you see a very
beautiful woman do you stop to think of
the technicalities of how she applied her
makeup and the method used to cut and
tailor her clothes? No! Your mind is too
occupied admiring and enjoying the finished general effect of a beautiful, smooth
and fascinating woman.
So it is with films. Who cares if the
sound track could be better, the sets more
lavish, and camera angles more perfect, as
long as you're given the pleasure of enjoylike "The Seventh
picture real
ing a wonderful
Veil"?
It emerged
entertainment
because of the superb job done by the
writers and actors, particularly James
Mason! Hollywood would benefit by giving less attention to the tecl nical end of
movies and more to the artistic side of producing entertainment, which is, after all,
the reason they're in business!
JUNE EDMISTON, Maywood, 111.
FIVE

PRIZE

WINNERS

$1.00 Each
"Glenn Ford— Bobby Soxers Choice for
1946!" That's the article that appeared in
our local newspaper a few days ago. After
seeing the movie, "Gilda," I can readily
. see why he's the "Manthatof ItheshedHour."
my bobby
. In spite of the fact
sox some few years ago, I give three cheers
to that bunch of youngsters. They showed
much intelligence when they picked a man
with so much charm and acting ability.
I was wearing those well-kno.vn sox
when I had my first impression of Mr. Ford

in that wonderful movie, "So Ends Our
Night." I'll admit, too, that I literally
swooned. I was surprised and quite disgusted that he wasn't given more roles. In
my "girlish" heart I knew the producers
were being unfair to this nice young man.
At last my faith has been restored! He
has made a wonderful comeback. "Gilda"
was a great picture with a great cast, but
mainly we had our eyes on Johnny Farrell,
so gloriously portrayed by Glenn Ford.
Now that he's back from the wars, here's
hoping that we see much more of him.
EDITH ESTES, Richmond, Va.
One, two, three! No, I can't even think
of three pictures in which a star wore
glasses. In the picture, "Junior Miss." a
girl wore glasses and they were very becoming. It's always the drippy boy friend
who wears them or the girl who, when she
takes them off, becomes beautiful.
Diana Lynn is an example of- someone
who is darling in them. Maybe all won't
agree with me, but I would like to see a
movie in which the star wears glasses.
PEGGIE CARNEY, Detroit, Mich.
This gripe isn't against pictures but
against the houses in which they show.
The present trend is to build theaters of
such gargantuan proportions that only half
the seats are at the right distance or angle
from the screen. The screens are far too
big for the front part of these large show
houses. Recently I sat twelve rows from
the screen, and John Wayne resembled a
great ogre more than a man. Again in a
very wide theater I viewed the show from
a front and extreme outside seat. Greer
Garson wasn't lovely this time, but looked
like an overly thin witch ten feet tall with
her delightful curves distorted into sexless
angles. In such a situation the customer
naturally feels cheated.
All this is not strictly Hollywood's business, but the big companies could encourage
smaller theaters. In the long run I believe
(Please turn to page 17)

You

chased

-that
behind
A trace of underarm odor can make
any man beat a hasty retreat
BAD ENOUGH to have him bury his head
in the newspaper. But it's even worse
when his silence says, "Keep your distance,
What a shame ever to let a fault like
darling!" odor come between a man and a
underarm
loving little wife.

him

paper,

Cookie

So easy, instead, to remember a bath washes
away past perspiration, but Mum protects
against risk of future underarm odor.
Mum smooths on in 30 seconds. Just
you're sweetsureevening.
a minute
half to
nice
be near toallmake
day or
Creamy, snow-white Mum is harmless
to skin and clothes. Won't dry out in the
jar or form irritating crystals. Mum is
quick, can be used after dressing. Ger
Mum today.
•
•
•
For Sanitary Napkins — Mum is gentle, Safe,
dependable . . . ideal for this use, too.

The lovely Hedy Lamarr plays a woman with
an unlovely temperament in the Hunt Stromberg production, "The Strange Woman." Here
she's seen in scene with co-star George Sanders.

Product of Bristol-Myers
SCREENLANT>

TAKES THE ODOR OUT
15 Or
PERSPIRATION
Mum

Kudos

to "Anna

and

the

King of Siam/' in which
Irene Dunne and Rex Harrison, backed by a fascinating story and sensitive direction/ give performances
of Academy Award calibre

"A"

for

Achievement—

Irene Dunne, as the English schoolteacher, meets one of the King's sixtythree.children whom she has come to Siam to teach. Through her gentle
influence and advanced thinking, she leads the King (Rex Harrison) from
barbarism to some measure of enlightenment. Women will applaud
her as one of the first feminists. Men will admire her womanly charm.
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Continued from page 15

ARE

YOU

JUST

A

promts would be as great, and movie fans
better satisfied.
JESS BLAIR, Big Spring, Tex.
Did you ever feel that you had something pressing against your chest? Well
I have, and I have to get it off.
I saw "The Spiral Staircase" and Dorothy
McGuire's performance was wonderful!
Her role of a mute was very impressive.
Also, the few lines that she did speak were
so emotional and human in their own way
that they made me feel as if I were right
in the room, instead of sitting in the middle
row of the local theater.
My opinion of Dorothy McGuire has increased considerably since this afternoon
and I wish to say that "The Spiral Staircase"' was one of the best pictures I have
ever seen.
DORIS A. NITTE, East Haven, Conn.
I have been reading for some time the
letters published in the Fans' Forum and
enjoy most all of them. This is a country
where you are able to express a definite
opinion about almost everything. To express one of my own personal opinions, I
think for pure enjoyment I have never
seen a picture I enjoyed more than "Junior
Iv.iss." I guess one reason I enjoyed it so
much inside
was Ithedidn't
expect
We
were
theaterreally
before
I knewto.what
was showing and I distinctly remember
how I groaned when I found out what was
on. But honestly, I laughed until I had
tears running down my face.
Those two little twirps in their first high
heels, and their identical Christmas presents, (I remember when I did the very
same thing), and their Boogie piano playing were good! How anyone could sit
through that and be bored, I simply can't
understand. And being a younger sister,
who shared a room, I really appreciated
seeing that situation taken care of.
I don't know the gross "take" on a picture of this type, but if it went over as big
with everyone else as it did with me, it
would pay to make a sequel. Whisper in
the higher-ups' ears to keep the "pleasingly
plump" little twirp in the next one. She
was
wonderful, and I didn't even know
her name.
MRS. HENRY WASHBURN,
Springfield, Mo.
Editor's Note: For your information
Barbara Whiting played the role of Fuffy.
HONORABLE

MENTION

Congratulations to Bette Davis on "A
Stolen Life." I was one of the first to see
it in New York State and found it extremely
interesting regardless of what the critics
said. True, parts of the picture were incredible but look at some of the ridiculous
pictures currently showing. Of course I
realize that the critics are profoundly
observant with Bette Davis because they
expect the best from her. Therefore their
opinions didn't hurt much, but nobody can
aeny Bette put some great acting into the
picture.
I never have a complaint about Bette,
anynvay, because I find no faults in her
acting. In the first place I have not (being
a fifteen-year-old boy) seen any pictures
which I understood prior to about 1941, so
naturally I cannot compare her acting now
with five years ago. As mentioned in this
column previously, those who find it within
their power to do so should release some
old Bette Davis pictures for the benefit of
so many people wishing to see them.

Nature may endow you with
breathtaking beauty, a lovely curvaceous figure. She may bestow
gifts on you that make you a brilliant actress, a leader in your class
at college, sought after at dances,
or a charming wife and mother.
Yes, Nature may do all this. But
even so — you may find your face
mockingly slapped if you suffer
these distressing symptoms which
so many unfortunate girls and
women do.
So if female functional monthly
disturbances are causing you to

Pinkham's Compound DOES
MORE than relieve such monthly
pain. This great medicine ALSO
relieves accompanying nervous
tension, irritability, those tired-out,
mean 'pick-on-everyone' feelings
— when due to this cause. Taken
regularly thruout the month —
Pinkham's Compound helps build
up resistance against such distress
— a thing any Sensible woman
should certainly want to do!
For over 70 years — Lydia
Pinkham's Compound has been
helping thousands upon thousands

suffer pa'in, nervous
distress and feel weak,
restless, so cranky and
irritable that you almost turn into a 'shedevil' — on such days
— this is something
you shouldn't joke about. Start
right away — try Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound to relieve
such symptoms. It's famous for
this purpose. And don't forget —
Screen land

Plilfl

of women in this way. Don't you
think
this proof enough of
its GREAT MERIT and CONTINUING success! Pinkham's Compound is certainly worth trying!
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NEW

FREEDOM!

NEW

COMFORT!

Jinx Falkenburg and her husband, Tex
MedS-SLENDER
(Internal "safety-well" protection)

McCrary, join the ranks of "Mr. and
Mrs." radio programs. You'll hear
fhem — if you get up in time — discussing sundry events of the day on NBC.

Davis fits perEverything about Bette
fectly in her career to make it more and
more interesting. Her dramatic work, expressive and emotional hands, and ever
comprehensibly clear voice attribute so
generously to help maintain her obvious
and lasting talent. I especially like the way
she defies others by acting exactly as she
pleases just for the benefit of the picture
alone. I have never met anyone who appreciates her talent as much as I do.
Undoubtedly there are many who do.
STANLEY HETTLER, Brooklyn, N. Y.

You who know the glorious freedom of
modern internal sanitary protection, will
welcome the new comfort and even greater
ease-of-use of Meds-Slender. You who long
to try new-fashioned monthly protection
will find the new, slimmer Meds-Slender
the perfect way to begin !
But— whether you choose the new MedsSlender with regular absorbency, or the
well-known Meds-De Luxe with super absorbency, you'll enjoy internal sanitary protection atits best! "Next time"— try Meds!
• "SAFETY-WELL" for extra protection
• COTTON for extra comfort
• APPLICATORS for daintiness

Meds

Even though I've never been West, it
seems to me that there must be more going
on than just bank and stage holdups. Then,
for goodness sake, why is it that every
Western movie is just a copy of the last
one? And another thing, since when was
there such a shortage of actresses that the
public is given the impression that since
Roy Rogers is always using the same horse,
he automatically has to be cast with the
time?are many young,
afterthere
timethat
girl,sure
same
I feel
attractive and talented girls who would be
tickled pink if they were given a chance to
the public how well they can ride a
show
horse or lasso a cowboy.
We all realize that Westerns, as a rule,
are made, more or less, for the younger set.
Yet you'll find just as many grown-ups
attending a Western movie.
Hollywood is noted for doing fantastic
things. Well, why not modernize the aWetry.t
a little? It certainly ought to be worth
Here's another point that just occurred
to me. Why does the so-called "bad man"
be
can't it are
fight over
alwaysa woman
Youngsters
often? Why
moremoney?
over
growing up fast in this phase of civilizaof "mush" in a Western
and a little
won't tion,hurt
any ofbitthem.
my own views,
entirely
Since these are
but I would
action,
expect
actually
I don't
like to know how Mr. and Mrs. Public
react to my ideas.
MRS. HARRY WILSON, Lawler, Iowa

Ui

25\
FOR 10 IN APPLICATORS

Meds -DE LUXE
Meds -SLENDER
with super absorbency
with regular absorbency

Acceptable for advertising in the Journal
of the American MedicaB Association
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Last night I saw the show, "Danger
Signal," with Zachary Scott. I liked it very
like the way he died.
much only I didn't
I would rather see him end with the girl
instead of falling off that cliff.
A couple of months ago I saw the show,
"The Southerner," with Zachary Scott and
Betty Field. I liked the way it ended. So

the next movie I see, I hope Zachary Scot'
doesn't
play aactor
murderer
or get
killed.movie
He'.1
a wonderful
and my
favorite
star.
MARDELLE LAPENE, Merrill, Wise.
Ever since the book. "Captain froir
Castile," came out I have heard that it was
going to be made into a picture. I hope i(
will be soon because it has so much action
and color which is so necessary for a good
picture.
But the question as to who is to star in
it is what concerns me the most. In one
magazine it announces that it will star
Tyrone Power, while in another magazine
it says Cornel Wilde will star. Personally,
I hope Cornel Wilde gets the part. I don't
think Tyrone Power is young enough for it.
In the book, Pedro de Vargas is a very
young, unsophisticated boy in the beginning
and then gradually he changes into a rather
worldly young man. Also I have heard a
number of comments and read many articles
expressing the idea that the stars who have
risen during wartime only got to the top
because Hollywood was so desperately in
need of actors. I don't think this is fair.
In Cornel Wilde's case there is no man in
Hollywood who could have portrayed
Frederic Chopin as he did. These stars who
are new to Hollywood worked hard for
everything they got and they deserve a
good deal of credit for their splendid jobs
of acting during the war.
But to get back to "Captain from
Castile," I couldn't see anyone in the lead
except Cornel Wilde and I'm sure many
people share this opinion.
Thank you for this chance to express my
opinion
JAY GROOM, Roseville, Calif.
I have just come from a motion picture
that has everything. "Dragonwyck" really
packs a wallop, and I mean it! In the first
place you've just got to hand it to 20th
Century-Fox. They have put out some of
the best pictures in recent months, using
"Leave Her to Heaven" as an example.
In the second place, the acting was something out of this world. Gene Tierney was
her beautiful, delightful self, and Walter
Huston was fine, but that Vincent Price — vou've got to go far to beat that boy! I
(Please turn to page 24)
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new
housekeepers
ick Mo®n
"Qu

oughtto

this

follow

hot

tip !"

Mother: A hot tip on housekeeping? I could use it ! All I know about housekeeping, I've learned just since Daddy got home from the Service !

Baby: A fine job, too! Well, here's the hot tip: Put "Lysol" brand
the! cleaning water, to kill germs . . . like "old hands"
disinfectant
housework in do
at
Mother: What! Is using "Lysol" customary in cleaning?
Baby: Sure! Almost two-thirds of all housekeepers use this real germkiller ... to help guard family health.
Mother: Then no more chances on germs, Toots. I'll keep our house
"Lysol"- clean — all the time!

Every single time you clean
. . . disinfect w/fh

Lou Costello's Patricia Anne, aged 9, and
Carole Lou, 7, celebrate Pop's 38th birthday with a surprise party on the set of
his and Abbott's Universal comedy,
"The Time of Their Lives." The cake has
four candles because the girl's remember
celebrating only four of his birthdays.

"Lysol" the floors: Just add
2lA tablespoons to each
gallon of cleaning water.
Won't harm floor finish.

"Lysol" tub, basin, toilet.
Kills germs, helps remove
stubborn stains. Disinfects.
Leaves a nice clean odor.

More women use "Lysol"
than any other household
disinfectant. Don't ever
risk being without it!

For FREE booklet on fighting disease germs, write Dept. G-46,
Lehn & Fink, 683 Fifth Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
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T spic-and-span, wjll-scrubbed
IT'STHA
look that gets them everytime! So say
important teen-agers on the screen. The
most glamorous stars know that the real
basis for beauty is a skin that's first and
always clean . . . clean . . . clean.
Teen-age starlets like lovely Elizabeth
Taylor accentuate their fresh, youthful
charm by faithful use of their favorite
toilet soap; for good looks, mind you; for
thorough and scientific skin care; as well
as for comfort and health.
I suppose the only way really to appreciate such a thing as a simple bar of soaptaken for granted in the best circles— is to

be without it for a while. Although tne onj
thing a good bar of soap does is to clean
and it has no other ability or aim in life,
cleanliness is so important to health as well
as to beauty, that soap takes its place far
up ahead of a lot of more high sounding
beauty aids. Soap rates!
Skins vary in their reaction to soap. Very
oily skins can be washed twice a day. A
normal skin produces more oil at once after
washing and should be washed once a day.
Even the very dry skin can be washed once
a day if you will use a good, bland, neutral
soap. If your skin is dry, you should follow
this cleansing of your complexion with a

rich, creamy lather, by a thorough rinsing
with warm water and at least fifteen minutes of good, rich cream.
It is no novelty that all of us need and
use a good toilet soap. But sometimes it is
not quite so obvious how important this
small white-green-pink-yellow (or what
color have you?) bar of cleanliness is to
scientific skin care.
The skin is at all times throwing off impurities. Itcontains in itself a special oil
to lubricate and soften the skin surface.
This under normal circumstances is constantly being supplied. Usually normal skin
oil is invisible but it catches impurities

"CourHere is darkly pretty Elizabeth Taylor whom you will be seeing soon in MGM's
age of Lassie." Below, after a day on the set and in classrooms, Elizabeth freshens up
— of course, well-groomed
with a good scrub. No smart girl ever forgets to brush her nails
nails are a most. As to ears — very, very important — never leave the job half done but
go after them as thoroughly as the young star demonstrates at right and center below.

SOAP

AND

WATER

BABY

Mild soap and fresh water
are just the thing for the
teen-agers
fresh, sparkling

By Josephine
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from the air. You can almost say the skin
is getting dirty from both sides at once,
outside and inside. And you cannot clean
it by using water alone. Instead skins
shed water.
Here is where good soap comes to the
rescue. One of the first things it does is to
break through the protective skin oil that
films the surface of the skin and carry the
rich cleansing lather right down into the
pores. When you rinse the lather away
after a good scrub it swishes grime and soil
off with it; quite impartial as to whether
the impurity came from outside or inside
you. And there you are with a fresh, clean,
oil-free skin. (Dry skins, don't forget the
good creaming afterward, and hand lotion
or cream is important to everybody no
matter how popular, unpopular or in
between they may be.) Special medicated
soaps have been found useful by doctors
(Please turn to page 23)
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The back of your neck is in the family, too!
Film of mild soap on a washcloth and — whish!

"
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Something new has happened to deodorants . . .
a super-fast cream deodorant that stops perspiration
faster than you can powder your nose.
Try new ODORONO

Cream

Deodorant

troubles

today — works better

because it contains science's most effective perspiration stopper.
Affords many other greatly needed blessings too — really
protects up to 3 days. Will not irritate your skin or
harm fine fabrics ... or turn gritty in the jar.
It's excitingly different. It's the wonderful, new super-fast
ODORONO Cream Deodorant.
NEW,

Supertast

-DO
O-RO
ODCREAM
DEODORANT'
39* Also 59? and 10? Plus Federal Tax
ODORONO

Clean shining hair is an ass«t to any girl.
Elizabeth arranges hers in becoming top curls.
Screen

la n d

ICE is back from the wars ...39<
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Give

in to
TO

Periodic

GUM

"
Pain !

Not you? Certainly not !
Because you,
modern miss,
know that
functional pain of menstruation is
quickly relieved by taking Midol!
Yes, these tiny white tablets are
offered specifically to relieve periodic
pain. Millions of girls and women
accept them because they have
learned that they help give complete
comfort in three ways: Ease Cramps
— Soothe Headache— Stimulate mildly
when you're "Blue".
So you see it's easy to be comfortable and carefree! And, it's easy to
have Midol handy, because drugstores everywhere carry it.

New
ways

beauty
for midsummer to make

you look and
feel lovable

Back again after the
war! Yardley's Old
English Lavender
—
pleasantly
cooling
and garden scented.

MIDOL
PERSONAL SAMPLE— In plain envelope.
Write Dept. H-88, Room HI 8,
il East iZnd St., New York 1 7, N. Y.

CRAMPS— HEADACHE-"BLUES"

To Ik Set to Musi.
SONG
POEMS
t
^Publishers
songs! Submit
one or more
of your
i-best poems need
for now
immediate
consideration.
Any subject.
"Send poem. PHONOGRAPH RECORDS MADE.
* FIVE STAR MUSIC MASTERS
605 Beacon Bldg., Boston B0 Mass.
YOU

CAN

HAVE

A LOVELY

YOUR FLAT
BUSTLINE INTO
A FULL AND
ALLURING SHAPE
Don't suffer barrassment
shame
emover a and
flat,bust!
undevelopewomen
d or sagging
Thousands
of
just
like
yourself have discovered this
safe,
easy and
positive
way
of
bringing
out their
loveliest
curves!
Guaranteed
harmless!
ENDORSED BY DOCTORS!
ah
to do ison follow
the you
easy have
directions
massage,
exercise,
brassieres,
diet,
etc.. given in this
great medical y-endorsed bo k, "THE GUIDE
TO BUST
GLAMOUR."
By adoptingvicethisat once,
simple
wonderful
adyourand bust
will
positively
look
well-rounded,
youthful
and
firm
.
.
.
making
you
more
attractive
desirableresults!
than everl
Amazing andlife-time
SEND NO MONEY!
Just mail coupon below.
GLAMOUR STUDIOS, Box 465-A, Baltimore 3 ,.
wrapper.
will payTO postman
JA™£e I,'GU'PE
BUST SI.
GLAMOUR"
in cents
plain
00 plus few
P,0Sw-?,V„0rLdel.ivery- Jf not satisfied I "is rS
^-°0 will be refunded
immediately. " days ^
Name.
Address
□ CHECK
H1SRE with
if youcoupon
want to save
postage.
Enclose
$1.00
pre!>aid. Canadian
orders SI.and
50 wein ship
advance.

ALL RIGHT. So it's hot and sticky and
/-X you feel anything but charming.
/ \ But wait a minute, you can look
cool and content in a jiffy. If not cool as
a breeze, then at least comfortable and
pleased with yourself and glamorous.
After a tepid morning bath, dust all over
with Pond's new Dreamflower Talcum or
Dusting Powder. These are brand new
products marking the hundredth anniversary of the Pond's Company. The fragrance
is light, sweet and very feminine; the package as you can see from the picture on the
page has a gaily-flowered design banded in
the familiar pale blue-green. It is a wise
girl who keeps one of these within reach
during the day to freshen up a bit.

Another warm weather charmer is
Yardley's Old English Lavender which, is
now, after absence during the war, back in
the stores. Try a rub down directly on your
skin after your bath with this fresh and
dainty toilet water. The warmth of the
body will intensify the scent and give it
even greater vivacity. As you know lavender
is a delicate fragrance, one you never tire of.
The man in your family may borrow your
bottle now and then, for fastidious men
enjoyed its unobtrusive freshhave always
ness. They like it both on themselves and
on you!
Tangee satin-finish lipsticks are back in
handsome new metal cases. No need to tell
you of the quality of Tangee in its stun ling

Tuffenail, first aid for brittle, chipping
nails, said to help make them stronger too.

Dreamflower Talcum and Dusting Powder by
Pond's, delightful new packages just for you.

SCREENLAND

shades of Gay Red, Red Red, Medium Red,
Theatrical Red and Natural. You'll be
delighted with their slim and elegant brass
rase etched in a lace-like design. You'll be
proud to take it from your handbag to use.
Pome of Hollywood's loveliest actresses
have affected a smart, all-over bronze look
with Tone's Bittersweet Complexion Tint,
Leg Tint and Body Tint, this summer.
These can be used separately or you can
give yourself an all-round devastating effect
from head to toe. Bittersweet Complexion
Tint brings a smart, sun-tanned look to
your face instantly. With this advantage,
that you can wash it off in a twinkling and
have at once your own rosy or fair complexion ifyou like. It is easy now to be
tanned during the day and fair for the
evening.
We've found a very efficient aid for
breaking, peeling nails. It is called Tuffenail and comes in a special applicator vial
that is quick and easy to use. No, it isn't
a sealer or a top coat. We're told it helps
promote nail growth and helps prevent
brittleness by stimulating the glands
which control the growth of the nails. It
helps make the nails stronger whether you
are wearing polish while you use it or not.
And here is a quick-fashioned trick:
sprinkle your freshly laundered cotton gloves
with debonair-scented "Nonchalant" sachet
powder before you slip them on. They're
delightful this way and go on easier, too.

Soap

and

Don't be content in removing only surface hair

1

V

i
iOvely femininity ... why mar it with
superfluous hair, so quickly and easily
removed with ZIP Epilator, IT'S OFF
because IT'S OUT. It actually eliminates
the entire hair . . . and the resvdts are far
more lasting . . . leaving your skin satin
smooth. ZIP Epilator is so bland, it can
be used on the face, as well as on the
arms, legs and body.
Sold at all good stores in two sizes.
Treatment or Free Demonstration at my Salon
Madame Berthe, Specialist
608 Fifth Avenue (49th St.) New York, N. Y.

Water — Baby

Continued from page 21
treating skin disturbances but these are in
a class by themselves.
Good toilet soap as you probably know
is made of fine oils or fats such as palm,
cocoanut, linseed or olive oil. Soap making
is a fine, skilled art. The skill comes in
knowing the proportions of oil and alkali
to combine to turn out a bland, neutral
product. Then when the soap solution is
ready it is run through a huge dryer to
remove much of the moisture. But here is
something you perhaps did not know. All
soap, even the ordinary laundry variety
you wouldn't dream of putting on your
precious complexion, contains perfume.
Large soap manufacturers employ dozens
of research men and chemists to develop
new facts about soap; improvements on
soap (if possible); new soap products.
Today they are working away like mad on
synthetic soap products. It is at a point
now where almost anything can happen.
We may have new ways of keeping our
complexions clean and beautiful almost
before we know it.
Something to have come in the past
from soap research is the well known and
popular bubble bath. Most of them give
you rich foamy lather for your tub and as
you know help get you all over good and
clean without a soapy ring in the tub.
(Junior, please copy.)
This brings me to a pet subject, baths.
Baths are wonderful things and useful not
oily to get clean. One of tny favorite
1. oily wood stars says that always since she
was a little girl whenever family disaster
loomed or when there was any crisis in
their lives, she and her sister raced for the
bath tub, each one trying to get there first.
"We can think in the bath tub better than
any place in the world!" she says.
Baths are of many kinds: cold wakeruppers; warm, after-work relaxers; hot
smoother-outers. And every one of them is
made more effective and enjoyable by that
oh so important, extra rich lathering,
creamy and comforting bar of you-knowwhat!

The generous size package sent postpaid on receipt of $1.35
PROMINENT
REVEALS

BEVERLY

TIME-TESTED

HILLS

PHYSICIAN

REDUCING

Reducing

PLAN!

Secrets

»f

HOLLYWOOD

MOVIE

^

ACTRESSES

The same successful plan that has cost Hollywood celebrities hundreds of dollars is now brought to you at low cost by their prominent Beverly Hills Physician.
IT IS EASY TO TAKE OFF THOSE EXTRA POUNDS. No harmful drugs or strict diet to leave you craving for food. No special
exercise — no steam baths or massage. Simply follow this remarkable Formula 17 plan while enjoying three satisfying meals a day
(with tempting desserts). Loss of excess weight should make you
feel better — LOOK better — have more personality and sparkle.
Noticeable results have been attained in a single week.
Be more Attractive
— Appealing!
FORM
ULA Order
17 $5.00
Thirty Days' Supply postpaid
(Not recommended for excess weight due to glandular conditions)
SEND NO MONEY! WE MAIL C.O.D.!
Or save C.O.D. Charges by enclosing check or money ordsr.
We pay postage)
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

LOSE
EXCESS
FAT
with
"FORMULA

17"

DON'T DELAY! MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!
BEVERLY HILLS MEDICAL LABORATORY, DEPT. H 13
105 No. San Vicente Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.
Please
my 30 I days'
supply that
of FORMULA
and complete
reducing
plan forsend
onlyme$5.00.
understand
if I am not 17,
completely
satisfied
after
Ito have
used
Formula
17
-for
one
week,
I
may
return
the
remaining
contents
you within ten days of receipt, and my money will be promptly refunded.
C.O.D.
ijj
Check or money order
Zona. enclosed f~j
Name
Address
City
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GIRLS!

quick

curls

?

read the story, and that casting was excellent work. I couldn't imagine a better
Nicholas Van Ryn. The performance he
gave is Academy Award material. But then,
every performance Vincent gives is of high
calibre. But what made me angry was
Walter Huston's name being in front of
Vincent's when it was definitely Price's
picture. As far as I can remember his
performance was a polished, unique characterization.
As I watched the picture, I began to
wonder if I would be wrong in thinking
that after this picture he would be put in
more and
bigger
It's up to
the
studio
to make
use roles.
of his artistry.
I hope
they will!
RUTH

hair and linger there
on lovely
1}_j YES
when light
it shines
in all its natural beauty.
Your hair will be soft, sparkling, and lustrous
when you do it at home with new different
Wildroot Hair Set that
replaces old-fashioned
thick gummy wave sets.
Does all they do and
more! Light bodied, faster
drying. It contains processed LANOLIN, leaves
your hair soft, natural,
and at its lovely best.
Style your own distinctive hair-do quickly, without fuss or disappointment! And watch those
admiring glances! Ask
for New Wildroot Hair
Set at your toilet goods
counter today!
NEW

WILDROOT

HAIR

ACKERMAN,

Syracuse, N. Y.

Before I begin I wish to warn you that
I'm no John Steinbeck when it comes to
taking pen in hand and expressing my
thoughts. However, the thoughts I wish
to boost are not my own, but those of
Margaret Walker, R. M. Delgrego, and
Frances L. Goddard. When I read their
letters in Screenland I was filled with
enthusiasm.
Margaret's idea of recording the voices
of the stars and selling them to the public
is nothing short of marvelous. I know I
would snatch up a record of any one of my
many favorites' voices. The studios who
have big stars under contract are missing
a bet if they don't take advantage of this
angle.
As for R. M. Delgrego's suggestion, stars

like Van Johnson and Sonja Henie, Betty
Hutton and Danny Kaye being teamed as
brothers and sisters is excellent in my
opinion. I'm very sure this would go over
bigLast
with but
the fans.
far from least is Frances L.
Goddard's idea of filming popular radio
shows such as Bob Hope's, Jack Benny's,
Frank Sinatra's and Danny Kaye's and
showing them in place of the sore spot on
the movie program — the added "attractions." As Frances pointed out, much too
much of the fun is missed by the radio
audience. This, is especially true of such
sho>vs as Danny Kaye's where much of the
entertainment consists of pantomime. I do
hope these excellent ideas are given a
chance.
MARY LOU THOMAS, San Jose, Calif.
Why can't exhibitors select short subjects
of quality to accompany the better films?
Nothing is more irritating than to be forced
to sit through an inane comedy in order to
see a chosen picture.
It is possible to fit the shorts to !he
tastes of those who come to s^e a particular
film. Why not combine such classical music
treats as "A Song to Remember" with a revival of the Ballet Russe shorts, "Gaite
Parisienne" or "Capriccio Espagnole"?
Why combine the showing of a really good
"March of Time" or "This Is America"
with a class B musical? Those who enjoy
a cheap musical would probably rather see
a slapstick comedy short anyway.
RAYMOND S. HILL, La Crosse, Wis.

SET

LEARN NURSING AT HOME
■ High school not necessary. No age limit.
I1 lesson
Send forpages.
FREE"NursingFacts"and
Earn while learning. Actsample
nowl
1 Pmt Graduate Hospital! School off Nursing
| Oopi.jO 127 Mi. Oetrtira St. Chief 2. Mais

REDUCE
Or

Money

Back

Thousands have taken off
pounds of ugly fat— safely,
easily, painlessly — following Dr. Parrish's Easy
Reducing Plan, Here It Is:
Instead of your regular
lunch, take 2 teaspoonfuls
of CAL-PAR In glass of
juice or any beverage.
Take nothing else except
a cup of coffee if desired.
For breakfast and dinner
eat sensibly and cut down
on fatty, starchy foods.
That's
all! No reducing
exercises;
no harmful
drugs; no strict diet
menus. The very first box
must
back. satisfy you or money
CAL-PAR
30-day $1.25
supply . *
ALL
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FREE BOOKLET:
Contains facts you
ought to know, including calory lists & weight
tables. For free copy
write Hood Products,
68 6 Broadway, N. Y.
12, N. T., Dept. 76-K
DRUG STORES

Reunion. Fourteen years ago Paul Muni and George Raft played together in "Scarface," one of the first gangster pictures. They meet again on the United Artists lot
where George is starring in "Mr. Ace," and Paul Muni is in "Angel on My Shoulder."
Screenland

Don't

Ignore

These

Symptoms!

HERE'S THE EASY, DELIGHTFUL TREATMENT
Women : Part hair, all over the scalp,
and apply Listerine Antiseptic with finger tips or cotton. Rub in well. Carefully
done, it can't hurt your wave. Men :
Douse full-strength Listerine on the
scalp. Follow with good, vigorous massage. Listerine Antiseptic is the same
antiseptic that has been famous in the
field of oral hygiene for over 60 years.
How

to help

safeguard

IT'S the simplest little precaution
imaginable— yet so effective !Every
time you wash your hair, just use
Listerine Antiseptic. Massage it well
in> on hair and scalp. That's all!
Thousands of fastidious women
use this pleasant little treatment as a
precaution against infectious dandruff, which bothers so many people.
Women know that flakes and scales
can ruin the smartest hair-do . . . utterly
destroy the charm of beautiful hair.
I
A causative agent of infectious
dandruff, according to many noted
dermatologists, is a stubborn germ
called the "bottle bacillus" (Pityrosporum ovale). Listerine Antiseptic
kills this germ by the million! And

the

beauty

of

does it in such a cool, refreshing way!
You'll find the treatment easy, quick
and wonderfully clean-feeling;
. If Infectious Dandruff Starts
If those telltale flakes and scales
persist ... if you're pestered by intolerable itching — it's no time to delay. These things may be symptoms of
infectious dandruff — a warning that
the infection is already at work. Don't
experiment with so-called "overnight" cures or greasy lotions. Don't
wait till shampoo-time. Get going —
at once — with Listerine Antiseptic —
two treatments a day and keep it up.
How wonderful to see flakes and
scales start to disappear! What a comScREENLAND

fort to alleviate that itching.
This twice-a-day Listerine Antiseptic treatment for hair and scalp
has been tested clinically. Tested for a
full month, it actually removed, or
markedly improved dandruff symptoms for 76% of the sufferers from
this embarrassing disease.
So help guard your lovely hair with
Listerine Antiseptic treatments with
every shampoo. Or, if infectious dandruff has gotten a start, give two
treatments a day for quick, comforting aid. Lambert Pharmacal Co.
For Infectious Dandruff
LISTERINE

ANTISEPTIC

and MASSAGE
25

JEROME

KERN'S

Screen Play by Michael Kanin • Based
Novel by Albert E. IdeM- Music
on
by the
Jerome Kern • Dances Staged by
Dorothy Fox
Produced

and Directed by

CENTURY- FOX
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A Tribute
(on

to the Hollywood

the

Sound

20th

Pioneers

Anniversary

in Motion

of

Pictures)

The late Sam Warner, right, whose vision foresaw the great future
of talking films. Below, Jack L, Harry M., and Major Albert Warner.

"Nighf
and
latest big
musical
movie,
Warner
Bros.'
Day," includes
Ginny Simms
and Cary Grant
tom
of page:
(below)
in Botallstar
cast.
steps
in the
sound parade

I'VE JUST come from a preview of
"Night and Day," Warner Bros.' newest and most lavish musical. I liked it,
and so will you — it's sumptuously produced, awash with stars, tinkling with those
wonderful Cole Porter tunes. I couldn't
help thinking what a very good way to
"celebrate" the 20th Anniversary of Sound
— yes, it's here. Whenever you watch and
listen to a good movie today, you might
give a passing thought to a day in April,
1925, when a man with imagination and
foresight saw a demonstration of sound
film. He was the late Sam Warner, of the
Warner Brothers famed in Hollywood
history today. He saw, back in 1925, the
infinite possibilities of talking movies; explored, with his brothers, this new world
of amusement magic; and eventually — in
1926, in a Broadway, N. Y., theater — an
amazing new movie program was unveiled.
It was John Barrymore in "Don Juan,"
with a Vitaphone (sound-on-disc) score,
and some short subjects which were 100%
all-talking. In October, 1927, "The Jazz
Singer," with Al Jolson, opened. In it occurred the immortal line of dialogue uttered by Al: "Come on, Ma, listen to this."

led b"Lights
y W a of
rners:

In 1928 came "Lights of New York," the
first 100% all-talking movie. That did it.
The motion picture industry was rocked to
its foundations. Sound was here to stay.
The Warner Brothers, more or less calmly,
went right on making all-talkies. They'd
been right.
still doing asallwell
right.
Some
of the They're
most worthwhile
as
entertaining pictures that have ever come
out of Hollywood come from their studios.
They're still pioneering. Maybe it's their
way of saying to us in the audience,
"Thanks for listening."

"Don Juan,"
and "The
Jan
New York,"
Singer" stills.
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private affair. Whenever an acto
tude toward politics or religion, he may alienate a
certain percentage of people who feel differently.
However, we are going through a great wave ot
political and religious unrest. The shooting war is
isn't. During my
over, but the war in men's, Ihearts
discovered that many
three years in the service
ecservicemen, given more time for introspwere
tion than they had ever had previously,
groping about for something in which they
could believe. One reason I was so anxious
to make "The Razor's Edge" immediately
was beupon my return from the inservice
Larry Darrell,
cause it seems to me that
whose faith in his old way of life was shaken
by the first World War, Somerset Maugham
created a character similar in his reactions
to hundreds of thousands of ex-servicemen
(Please turn to page 92)
today. They, too,
Ty says in our exclusive article, "I think that love
and marriage are here to stay, atomic bomb or not!"

Hedy Lamarr joined forces
WHEN
in a one-third partnership with
Jack Chertok and Hunt Stromberg and decided to produce her own
pictures, she was not just another movie
star who didn't know what to do with
her money. No, she was on the threshold

Life

begins

of tasting real freedom. She was entering
an era where she wouldn't have to walk
through her pictures like a beautiful
doll, just because bosses said she must.
ge Woman," Hedy
Beginning with "Stran
began to live, and today she is more
alive, more vibrant, more genuinely hap-

For

has ever been before in her
life. py than she
Hollywood broke Hedy's heart. She
was labeled "a stick." "a face," "a puppet." Her pictures, one after the other,
found her portraying female characters
completely out of tune with both the

Hollywood broke Hedy's heart — almost. She
was labeled "a stick," "a face," "a pretty puppet." But now, with a voice in the production
of her pictures, she starts living again. Right,
the camera lines up for a closeup of Hedy for
"The Strange Woman." In the mirror is reflected
Lucien Andriot, head cameraman on the new
Lamarr movie, for release by United Artists.

By Alyce

Canfield

Free at last! No longer just
a beautiful doll, Hollywood's
loveliest legendary lady steps
into a new career as co-producer
of her own pictures.
First. "The Strange. Woman"

real Hedy and the actress. Defenseless,
she would appear in films much beneath
her ability. Surely, no one who remembers the much-discussed "Ecstasy" can
doubt that her acting ability is something
Hollywood should have utilized. Hedy
never liked that picture, not only because
it was sensational but because it was
exploited in a cheap way. Nevertheless,
in "Ecstasy," she was a woman, an ena
No one can deny it.
chantres ,Lorelei.
Later, came "Algiers," and again Hedy
Lamarr — this time according to American
rather than European tastes — burned into
the consciousness of the movie-going public. She was intriguing, mysterious, feminine, desirable. She was not a paper
doll. Hedy knew, even then, the type of
roles she could play to the hilt. But she
never got a chance at them. While other
smouldering actresses had parts handpicked for them, while Ingrid Bergmans,
Jennifer Joneses and Vivien Leighs careened dizzily to the heights, Hedy's
career existed on the memory of a girl
who made the world believe in mad and
brilliant love: the girl who flamed on
the screen in "Ecstasy" and "Algiers."
One day, just before the close of her
previous studio contract, Hedy picked up
a can of kitchen cleanser. There on the
label she saw her picture and a replica
of the pin she wore on her dress. "So
many labels will bring you an identical

pin as this . . ." promised the message.
Something rose up in her heart, something angry and frustrated. Because "the
the pin worn
replica
in for
tradedLamarr"
be Hedy
g to by
was notof somethin
You
d.
concerne
was
she
as
far
so
labels
pictures
the
when
that
happened
so
it
see,
were taken of Hedy in costume, she had
worn a pin her mother had given her.
It was not only an antique; it was of
great sentimental value. Naturally, many
still shots had always been taken of Hedy.
There was no way for her to know that
any of these pictures were to be
exploited in such a manner. It
was a small thing, perhaps, the
making of that pin into hundreds
of thousands of replicas, but it
was the straw that broke the
camel's back. "Right there," says
"I decided to beHedy, comesteadily,
aproducer, so that I would
have a voice not only in script
and casting and what kind of a
picture I would appear in, but in
small things like whether or not
(Please turn to page 87)

A LOT of things can happen in a year.
Especially in Hollywood. Even
more especially if that year has
taken a girl out of the thirteen-year-old
group and plumped her right into the
fourteen-year-old bracket. For at fourteen a girl is getting along. She's practically grown up, and if you don't believe
it, just ask Peggy Ann Garner.
Just about a year ago Peggy Ann accomplished something very few actresses
ever do, when in portraying the heroine
of "A Tree Grows In Brooklyn," one of
the most fabulous best sellers ever written, she made the mental image not only
of everyone who had read the book but
of Betty Smith, the author herself, come
to life in her interpretation of Francie.
It was uncanny, people said. No one
could understand how a thirteen-yearold could have the sensitiveness and the
feeling required for such amazing characterization.
This amazing talent, coupled with
Peggy Ann's forlorn little face, her wistful mouth and thoughtful eyes conjured
up a picture of an introspective, booksy
little girl mature for beyond her years.
(Please turn to page 96)
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Juvenile award winner Peggy Ann, second from left, strolls the studio lot with
Loretta Luiz, Vivian Blaine, Shirley Doble,
and Susan Blanc hard. Latest Garner

to be at twenty"
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IT'S never been a secret that those
Frenchmen have a way with them
when it comes to romance, either on
screen or off. So when a Frenchman pays
tribute to the romantic qualities of American men, it gets into the 'man bites dog"
class of news, particularly when that
Frenchman happens to be Jean Pierre
Aumont. Not that complimenting Americans is anything unusual for Jean Pierre.
He is wholehearted in his admiration of
everything and everybody in America,
and the feeling is mutual. Ever since his
arrival in Hollywood six years ago, he's
been winning friends and influencing people on a wholesale scale.
His first picture since his return from
the war was "Heartbeat" with Ginger
Rogers. If the behavior of the feminine
contingent at the previews of this one
means anything (and it certainly must —
that's what they have previews for) ,
Frankie Boy and Van Johnson will have
to look to their swooners. At a Glendale
theater, Jean Pierre was set upon in the
lobby by a mob of admirers, and it took
a whole group of studio officials to extri-

you

Now that Aumont is back from the wars, Frankie Boy and Van the Man will
have to look to their swooners. Following "Heartbeat," opposite Ginger
Rogers, Jean Pierre co-stars with Yvonne De Carlo in "Shahrazad" for Universal
— see swoony stills at left above and on facing page. In private life he's the devoted husband of Maria Montei, above, and proud father ot Maria Christina.

cate him. When 'Heartbeat" was previewed in dignified Pasadena, three cops
had to pry him loose from the fans and
assist him to his car.
Now he has finished "Shahrazad," a
light romantic story based on an episode
in Rimsky-Korsakov's life, at the time
when he was serving as a cadet with the
Russian Navy. With music, color, comedy, and Jean Pierre making love to
Yvonne De Carlo, it sounds like just what
the doctor would order for post-war jitters. If the fans get half as much fun
out of seeing it as he did out of making
it, everything ought to be all right.
With all his joie de vivre, Jean Pierre
is also the soul of modesty. So when he
was requested to give out for Screenland
with his views on what that certain something is, so dear to the feminine heart,
which Frenchmen are supposed to have
and American men lack, his first reaction
was one of reluctance. Intelligent and
thoughtful in expressing his opinions, he
has a sense of humor that is always close

to the surface and frequently bubbles
over, to the constant delight of his listeners.
"I think it would be very conceited for
me to make comparisons," he demurred,
with a smile. "People would certainly
say, 'Who is this jerk who thinks he
knows all about love-making?' And besides, there is nothing wrong with Americans as lovers. They are very successful.
I have seen that here, and I could see
it in North Africa, and in Italy, and in
France. The Americans always had the
prettiest girls — and not only on account
of the chewing gum they gave them,
either.
"There is a big difference between the
approach of European and American men
toward
I don't
all that
is betterwomen.
than the
other.sayI at
think
thereoneis
no one approach that appeals to all women. Every woman has to be treated as
an individual, and though most women
are flattered by attention, I believe each
(Please turn to page 78)
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Meanwhile Guy Madison obligingly
poses for hundreds of publicity pictures; shows good-natured tolerance
of interviewers; conducts himself in
gentlemanly fashion outside studio
hours; and learns a lot from his costardom with Dorothy McGuire, right,
in "Till The End of Time," which RKO
Selznick's
releasing.
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Julius Caesar made headmigh
Rome when he came, saw,
lines inty
and conquered. History repeats itself because a present-day Caesar is doing
much the same thing in Hollywood.
This Caesar — called Sid — is the comedy discovery who was introduced to
motion picture audiences in "Tars and
Spars." Sid Caesar is still so new to
movie-goers that their curiosity about
him seems insatiable. Instead of merely
signing autographs when besieged by fans,
invariably he must also answer a barrage
of questions which are flung at him from
all sides. He is constantly amazed and
pleased at his reception into the motion
picture world.
Naturally the brand-new comic is happy that Hollywood is clamoring for his
and he adds, "It's wonderhumor,
of being
type ful
called Mr. Caesar instead of
Seaman Caesar. I'm keeping my fingers
crossed!"
Mr. Sidney Caesar is one of three
brothers who were born in Yonkers. New
(Please turn to page 82)
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Jane Harker, Joan Winfield, Suzi Crandall, Liza Holland and Angela Greene,
Warner starlets, above, cavort decorously for the photographer at nearby beach.

1

Jonis Paige, of "The Time, The Place, and the Girl," graces a suit
designed for real swimming. Veronica Lake, center, prefers a luxurious swimming pool to the beach any time. Angela Greene, far
right, surrounded by comfortable equipment for a seaside holiday.
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Stars don't appreciate what
you, the fans, do for them?
Read this frank declaration
of

gratitude

from

By Gladys

Helmut

Hall

I was "personally apnd Thepearing" atthe
time
some
YorkStra
ater in New
ago, Mr. Jack Warner, who is my
boss at the Warner Brothers Studios in Hollywood, telephoned
from there one night to speak to
me. Down in the street, you girls
y
and boys, you bobby-soxers, as
you are named (do you like that
name, I often wonder?) were calling me, too.
"'We want Dantine!" you were shouting, do you
remember? The noise you made, which was welcome and warm to my ears (I knew very well
that if you were not downstairs, / would not be
upstairs, in the Strand) was confusing to Mr.
Warner.
WHILE

40

"What is this," he asked across the 3000 miles,
"this roaring sound that interferes with our connection?" „
"Please," I said,
(Please turn to page 89)
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This was serious dialogue. Serious for Jean,
because she was testing for the second feminine
"It's A Wonlead in the Frank Capra picture,
derful Life." There was a titter, among the
audience, when they saw the sixteen-inch difference inheight. But the titters quieted. This
girl could act, the whispers ran. Capra said so,
too. The meaty role was that of a silly girl,
who is fifteen when the picture starts and dis integrates to a thoroughly no-good thirty-five.
Jean, who absorbs life with vitamin zest, was
in one of her most excited moods. To act with
Jimmy Stewart in his (Please turn to>pageffi )
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. . . brilliant, sun-sparkle color that glows in daylight— moonlight, too . . . spice for the
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full of sentiment. Remember, now Cutex contains a new wear-ingredient to make it the longest- wearing polish Cutex ever had!
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never been this happy before. Yet, except when I'm asked
how I feel, I'm barely conscious of
anything, I'm floating on such great big
clouds! My life now is completely different."
That's Jeanne Crain the bride speaking, six months after her marriage to
Paul Brinkman. And though you've
thought her beautiful before, she never
looked lovelier than when she made this
statement to me. For there was a new,
softer-than-ever look about her eyes. Her
whole face glowed with happiness.

Having just finished her picture, "Margie," a few days ago, she had come in

especially to the 20th Century-Fox commissary to have lunch with me and to
talk about her future plans. And Paul
Brinkman was with her, his dark eyes
resting lovingly on Jeanne's happy,
flushed face. "Paul always comes here,"
said Jeanne, "because I've told him what
wonderful lobster Newburg the cafe
serves. But whenever he comes, they're
not serving it. Then, the moment he
stays away, they serve that wonderful
lobster
I hadNewburg."
to chuckle to myself. Lobster
Newburg — what a transparent excuse for
Paul to have lunch with Jeanne. Obviously, the two of them want to be together every moment that it's
possible. And so lobster Newburg would serve as well as any
befor Paul's
other ingexplanation
there. Personally,
I was
happy that he had been able to
come, because Jeanne is naturwithout tall handand there
allysome
shy, Paul
to encourage
her, I'm sure the interview
wouldn't have gone off half so
well.
Lunching together, they made
a very handsome couple. Jeanne
was radiant in the light green
(Please turn to page 79)

Love-birds, left, Paul
and Jeanne Crain
Brinkman, in their
honeymoon nest, Paul
is now head of his
own radio company.
Jeanne is busy at
20th Century- Fox
Studios — just finished
"Margie," with
"Centennial Summer" (right, opposite Cornel Wilde)
coming up. Other
exclusive pix show
the star (from top
left) autographing
for fans, enjoying
musical evening,
learning to make
shargooding coffee,
scene with Bill
Eythe; in title role
of 20th's "Margie."
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Constance

Dowiing

ELY Constance Dowiing
10V
j has the most embarrassing
experience of her whole
life to thank for what looks
like a promising career in pictures. So sure was Constance
that the theater was for her
that, for one year, she lived a tremendous lie, and almost got away with it.
But one night the exciting masquerade
came to a sudden and. at the time, bitter end. If it hadn't, and Constance is
quick to admit it, she might be there
yet: in the chorus of a Broadway nightclub, and strictly with one eye to keeping in line, and the other open for any
talent scout that might happen along.
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Only instead of a talent scout dropping in and casting an experienced
glance along the line of girls to stop, of
course, on the slim young miss with the
honey-colored hair and deep brown eyes,
it was the horrified gaze of quite some
other people. Her parents!
"I was yanked bodily out of the line
and dragged off the floor in the middle
of a number and before a full house.

Never did a girl pray as hard as I did
then for the floor to open up and engulf me," says Constance. "But it didn't,
and I only hope I never make as undignified orturbulent an exit in the movies as I did on that dismal, end-of-theworld
night late
1939."
Of course
no in
such
thing is likely to
happen if
one
is
at
all
{Please turn to able
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By Robbin

Coons

has been in HollyBETHoneSCOTT
IIZA
.
months
sevenmade
and has
year she
j wood
two
time
Tn that
pictures, precariously kept a roof over
her pretty head despite the housing crisis,
and caused enough excitement among
fans to make any ordinary 23-year-old
think she's Sheba, Cleopatra and Helen
Hayes all wrapped up in one prize
e.
packag
But those fans needn't worry. Their
Lizabeth is still talking to herself, and
when Lizabeth talks to Scott she talks

USTEH,

SCOTT!

turkey, and no nonsense. It's the same
way when she talks about Lizabeth
Scott, too, as she did over a cup of coffee
the other day.
The girl with the tumbled tawny hair
squints her hazel eyes as if to scrutinize
more closely the parade of words passbefore her. . "Forcemental screen
ingful .on. a. obstinate
. . . audacious
. . perhaps a bit arrogant. . . ." She makes
quick gestures with her restless, expressivehands,
,
as if literally picking the
words out of the parade to lay them before you, each syllable wrapped in the
dark-gold velvet of her deep vibrant
voice. "I'm all those things," says this
intriguing combination of poise and
breathlessness. "'but every now and then
I haul myself up and I say, 'Listen,
What Lizabeth tells Scott on these

Exclusive home photos
by Floyd J. Hopkins

periodic uphaulings varies with the occasion. Suppose, for example, she were
tempted to get moody about her housing
difficulties
— which
of course
Her
discourse
on that
subjectsheis isn't.
gay:
"
"I've
lived in six different places," she
Scott!'
says, "all of them sub-let from people
who always came back. I've just moved
again, and you must come see my new
place when I get a chair or two. How
tall are you? Six feet? Hm-m-m. Well,
I think you can make it. The ceiling
slants, and
it's turn
hard tofor
a tall
(Please
page
94) man to
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beth lives in a two-room French Normandie
ished apartment in West Hollywood, after movfive times in one year. She took a two-year
» on the place pictured here, which consists of
mbination living-room and kitchen and a bedi with a quaint, comfortable bunk-like bed. Yeo,
ie stars do live like other people sometimes.
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June Haver confesses, "It was all a great
disappointment" — though no fault of Lon
McCallister,
above,
"Home
in Indiana."
Eleanor Parker,
upperinleft,
received
her first
movie kiss from Gig Young in "They Died
with Their Boot* On." Loretta Young, left,
was not yet fifteen when she was first kissed
for "Laugh, Clown, Laugh." Now, latest osculation by Orson Welles for "The Stranger."
yet fifteen when she received hers. The
picture, "Laugh, Clown, Laugh," had a
circus
Asther. background, and the man was Nils

10VE SCENES should ha^e a backj ground of soft music, silver moonlight and shadowy balconies. June
Haver, who has at times written her own
scripts, would add the scent of honeysuckle and the feel of satin under her
fingers.
That's
first
screen
kiss. how she dreamed of her
This is the way it was: The picture
was "Home in Indiana." The studio, for
reasons of its own, took the cast to Kentucky on location. Now Kentucky has its
romantic spots, but the site for June's
first kiss was, of all things, a stable —
a dirty, old, battered stable, smelling of
horse and harness oil! Instead of satin,
50

June wore a sports coat over a cotton
dress, the coat thrown over her shoulders.
Lon McCallister had to kiss her three
times, and she, supposedly madly in love
with him, had to respond with fervor.
Lon wasn't hard to kiss, but oh, that
coat! It would slip and slide at the critical moment, and the uncertainty of
catching it before it fell made her
dithery. Over and over they shot the
scene, June suffering tortures meanwhile,
her mind on the coat. "It was all a great
disappointment," confesses June.
"Yes, the first kiss is apt to be disappointing," agreed
ing back down
theLoretta
years. Young,
She was looknot

Loretta had seen many silent films and
read a lot about love; she had decided
that the proper way to show you are in
love was to heave and sigh. So she
heaved and she sighed, she sighed and
she heaved. After a time, Director Herbert Brenon came to her. "Look here,
Loretta," he explained, "all that heaving
isn't expressing an emotion. Stop it!"
"I stopped," Loretta remembered, smiling. "Nils was wonderful to me. He
showed me how to underplay, and I've
never forgotten his kindness."
"My first kiss was no disappointment,"
cried Joan Bennett. "I was kissed by
Ronald Colman! I was seventeen, and
he was the special heart-throb of girls
everywhere. I couldn't believe my luck
when I was cast opposite him in 'Bulldog
Drummond.' Everything was new to me,
and I might have been nervous, but Mr.
Colman was so suave, so much my ideal
actor, so good about showing me exactly

The first time Janis Paige, upper right, jaw
Dane Clark on the screen she got a terrific
crush on him. Imagine her excitement when
her first part in pictures was opposite that
same Dane Clark in "Hollywood Canteen."
He was the soldier going back to camp, she
was studio messenger who kissed him goodbye. Right: Jeanne Crain and Lon McCallister,
just good friends during "Home in Indiana."
what to do that our kisses came off very
well. In fact, our first love scene was
quite an occasion — no screen kiss has
ever seemed so romantic since!"
That's the way Dorothy Lamour had
dreamed things would be when she was
given the title role in "Jungle Princess"
and told that Ray Milland would
kiss her. "How utterly marvelous!" she
thought. "I hope all the girls I know will
see me!"
She wore a sarong for the first time;
it was winter and she caught cold. By
the time the love scenes were to be
shot, she was running a temperature. All
she could think of during the tender
screen moments was would she sneeze
in the middle of them, and would Ray
catch
her cold? She couldn't eniov it at
all.
Because Jeanne Crain and Lon McCallister had been dating each other for
some time before they played together in
"Home in Indiana," their first kiss was
exchanged when they knew each other
very well. "It seemed natural," laughed
Jeanne, now happily wed to Paul Brink-

man, "so natural that there were only
takes!"Granville was sixteen when
twoBonita
Bill Holden kissed her in "Those Were
the Days." She had thought a lot about
it beforehand, and listened carefully
while her director explained what he
wanted. Then she stepped into the scene.
The kiss came almost at once, and
Bonita tried hard not to look as flustered
as she was.
"This is only acting. I mustn't be embarrassed," she assured herself, as the
kiss went on and on and the director
failed to call "Cut!" But she blushed.
Then the kiss became much too much

and the actors broke away, whereupon the crew whistled and the director
nearly died laughing. Bonita blushed and
blushed, and the more she blushed the
louder the crew whistled.
Nice work if you can get it, thinks
Lizabeth Scott, who declares that no girl
was ever kissed under a greater handicap than she March
was in "You
Came outside
Along."a
It happened
3rd, 1945,
hotel room of Mission Inn, Riverside,
reproduced at the studio, when Robert
Cummings gave her ten or twelve ardent
kisses for long shots, angles and closeups
from 9 a.m. to noon. Then Bob took off
(Please turn to page 84)
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It isn't often we can give you informa
shots around the lot of a star as important
as Bergman. Reasons, too busy and absorb
in her work, too modest to be publicityconscious. But working again with favorite

director Hitchcock (remember "Spellbound
Bergman broke down, gave the camera boys
carte blanche to catch her as is

between

scenes of "Notorious"

Sorta cute, the way Ingrid cuddles up to genial veteran director Alfred Hitchcock, as they huddle with her co-star Cary Grant on location for "Notorious." Grant is arguing a point in the next scene's action, but doesn't look as if he is getting very far with "Hitch.
Photos by Gaston Longet, RKO-Rodio

'Let's play it this way," suggests Cary Grant over a cup of tea (he's British,
^'know) while Ingrid and dialogue director ponder the situation. In new
ilm Bergman wears modern glamor wardrobe for first time on the screen.
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"Hold still, please," says makeup man Layne Britton as he applies "p
spiration" to Ingrid's lovely lips for scene, while crack camera artistfl
TetzlafT looks on to see that the application is proper for camera purpps

*

*

Om,

tU

Set

WITH

1^^^^^^^^^^^
ernment agents, piayea "T

Bergman, all be-glamored, right. Like her this
way? We do. Above, the
price of glamor— constant
attention from hairdresser
Ruby Felker on the set.
Left, preparing for a
closeup shot, with Ingrid
relaxing in soft quilted
silk robe. Yes, it's a "new
Bergman" you will see.

xi
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li S Gov-

Tiny
has
a fat,Margaret
juicy role O'Brien
in her new
MGM opus, "Three Wise
Fools," directed by Eddie
Buzzell. At left, Maggie
with Thomas Mitchell, who
plays her elderly servant.
Above, with Lionel Barrymore, who plays one of
her three unwilling godfathers — others being Edward Arnold and Lewis
Stone, seen on facing page.
Samples
,a,

of the best celluloid

entertainment

soon

to come

\

It's a field day for film
actors in these offerings

It's always a banner season in screenland when Gary
Cooper makes a new picture. Here's "Coop," at right,
in "Cloak and Dagger," the first production of a new
company, United States Pictures. Above, Gary gets
fightin'
mad. who
Facing
page,Rexwith
his co-star,
Lilli Palmer,
is Mrs.
Harrison
in reallovely
life.

Photos
by PatBros.
Clark, *
Warner

Refuge from a rainstorm in a barn is the situation above from "But Not
Goodbye," with Keenan Wynn and Frank Morgan kibitzing as Richard
Quine (Susan Peters' husband) tries to dry Audrey Totter's damp tresses.

What the beach boys wore once upon
a time, as modeled by George Montgomery for "Three Little Girls in Blue."
Errol does a Humphrey Bogart, below, tor a gag in his latest film.
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How

Carole

Landis

of "A Scandal
achieves

that

in Paris

soignee

look

Simple navy blue
basic dress, decollete, with full skirt,
can be worn several
ways: here, at left,
with a capelet
trimmed with white
embroidery; far left,
across the page,
worn with a heavily
beaded apron,
topped with a large,
navy blue rough
high
straw hat with

Miss Landis' clean-cut blonde
beauty accommodates itself
to almost any shade or color.
She wears white, black, beige
equally well. Above, just one
reason Carole could be labeled "The Hat": lacy beige
straw with postillion crown,
trimmed with a large flamecolored bow, a knot of black
velvet and a filmy veil.

Two dramatic ensembles: above, yellow
satin draped pillbox, embroidered in gold
beads and sequins, trimmed with a black
feather fancy, worn with yellow satin
gloves. Below, sideswept dinner hat made
of layers of black net and trimmed with
fuschia birds. Long lace, and suede gloves,
beribboned, complete the "lady look."

Carole Landtjn&elieves hair-dos
should complement the hat. Accordingly, when wearing the beige
felt sailor pictured above, she
fluffs out her shining blonde tresses
in sharp contrast to the neat roll
she wears with the other bonnets.
This sailor is trimmed with red and
59
black feathers and fishnet veil.

MARRIED a year and cooing like turtle
doves, that's what goes with the
Humphrey (still on suspension) Bogarts.
They came in off their boat long enough
to celebrate by taking the Peter Lorres
out for dinner. Bogey gave his bride a
heart-shaped, garnet-studded gold locket.
Inside was a picture of you-know-who,

Gossip

by

which faced a snapshot of "Harvey," their
Boxer puppy. Mrs. B. gave him a gold
medallion, to hang with that gold toothfick and gold whistle on his watch chain,
nside the medallion was a magnifying

glass.
either. What for ? We wouldn't be knowing

Weston

East

IT coast,
HAPPENED
at a Gable
beach was
resortspending
up the
where Clark
his holiday. In the middle of the night he
heard a strange noise in his room. It
stopped, then grew even louder. Clark
finally called down to the desk and asked
them to send up the house detective. They
did. And what they found was a mouse
caught in a trap that had been hidden
under what-a-man Gable's bed!
HEN you see "Lady in the Lake,"
Montgomery's
effort,Bob
be sure
and watch first
for directorial
an actress
named Nina Ross. She'll be playing a
small part, so she may not make much of
an impression in her first movie. But her
makeup woman is one of the most celebrated inHollywood. (Local union, please
note.) Nina
actually
Greer Garson's
mother.
On theisfirst
day of shooting,
Greer,
Belita, at far left, and Joel McGuiness, now on
their honeymoon, come as Apaches — the French
not the Indian variety, natch ! Below, Greg Bautzer
and Marguerite Chapman dress as 1/7 Abner and
Daisy Mae; Esther Williams and husband Ben Gage
as senors from South of the Border admire Marilyn
Maxwell's prize for her most unusual costume.

who wasn't
was intothe
makeup
departm
ent working
at 6 a.m.thatSheday,
wanted
make
sure
they did right by her Ma and upheld the Ga
tradition.
WE

COULDN'T be sorrier and only hope
the Jack Carson separation is just a temporary one. For some time now we've heard complaints from Jack's co-workers. Thev feel his
success on the radio and screen has effected the
size of his hat. Whether this has any effect on
his domestic life, we wouldn't be knowing. He
couldn't find a sweeter girl than Kay St. Germain,
who was once the canary on his program. Recently
A yodel boy from the Tyrol is John Dall, who reenacts granny1', favorite tintype pose with Marilyn
Maxwell. Atwater Kent, the host, presents Marie
McDonald, below and at right, the prize for the most
beautiful costume, while Rudy Vailee acts as m,c.

/

The new Mrs. Louis Hayward, the former Peggy
Fields, above, givesher husband an adoring look.

the Carsons had their second child. It
wasn't so long ago that Jack was the "fat
boy" and the "'happy heel" in those unpretentious RKO pictures. We've always
thought he was a very grateful guy, certainly a most talented and hard-working
one. Here's hoping Jack Carson remembers alot of things before it is too late.
JOAN CRAWFORD, who never gives
big parties, really went the works on
a welcome to Hollywood for Viveca Lindfors, the new Swedish importation. There
was a dance floor, orchestra, bar and complete buffet service, all under a huge cello-

phane tent in Joan's yard. Every guest
showed up but Bette Davis and Clark
Gable. Believe it or not, Bette got smacked
in the head with a moving camera and
went to Laguna Beach to recuperate. Clark
didn't get back in time from a fishing trip.
Cutest couple present was Ann Blyth and
John
the "daughter"
and
in-law"Compton,
of 'Mildred
Pierce."
JOHN DALL has a wonderful new contract with David Selznick. But we're
wondering why everyone is being so secretive over the casting of John to play
sonLaurie in the remake of "Little Women."
He's all set and it's perfect casting for
Louisa M. Alcott's unforgettable novel.
Jennifer Jones and Shirley Temple are all
set for it too. The day he left for a New
York vacation, John had to decide which
of three studio offers was the most attractive. The ink was still wet on the
Selznick contract when John's plane took off.

L'NIe Miss Denii*

ACCORDING to Rita Hayworth's Co_rV. lumbia bosses, when Orson Welles
directs a picture on that lot, she hopes
they'll allow her to star in it. We hope
we'll be around to watch and it's our
guess that it will never happen.

LOVE the advertising slogan of
that new Hollywood health emporium. It's for women only and they modestly guarantee: "A Jane Russell in every
home. " Not a bad idea, or — we can
dream, can't we!

Anne Baxter is the happy Mrs. John Hodiak
now, and Hollywood is pleased about it, too.

public again. He hasn't worked in over a
year, simply because they had no parts
for him.

WE

TOO BAD Warner Bros, decided to
give Helmut Dantine his release, after
he had gone to Vienna to visit his family.
A few weeks previously the studio refused
to loan him to the celebrated Katharine
Cornell, who wanted Helmut to play opposite her in a New York stage production. Aside from being a great compliment
to Helmut, it would have been such a
wonderful opportunity for him to face his

CORNEL WILDE made "A
WHEN
Song to Remember," he had to memorize Chopin's music on the piano. The
same applied to Bob Alda in "'Rhapsody
in Blue*' and now it's Bette Davis who is
memorizing Beethoven and Ha^ydn for the
g scenes
ption.
playin
All
"'Dece
pianont" idea
brillia
someonein the
gave
which
of
of asking all three of these stars to give
a public recital. The proceeds would go
to charity. We'd certainly buy tickets,
wouldn't vou?

;,<» p»ter Lawford,
. t
That very popular bachelor and ^^Jh^tian, Above,

cener^

Columbia's star, Adele Jergens, next
to be seen in "Down to Earth," is escorted to premiere by Robert Scott.
Mr. Zanuckd isn't
E but
WE listHOP
ening,
we hear that
dn't
ne
er
mind bidwoul
Pow
Tyro
ding afond farewell to his present
contract at 20th. Not that he's unthat he isn't
It's
ey just
his name would
thethere.mon
making happy
draw on an independent percentage deal. Being only human like
the rest of us, Ty would naturally
like to cash in while the cashing 's good.

JOAN CRAWFORD and Greg Bautzer,
both of whom could write a book on
romance, are doing a bit of collaborating
themselves. It's not a strictly new friendship, however. Joan first met Greg when
Lana Turner brought him to her house
several years ago. He was the big moment
in ever-lovin Lana's life then. Joan and
Greg met again at a party recently. He
was celebrating his release from the armed
forces. She was celebrating because there
was a terrific new boy friend in her life,
a bronzed gentleman by the name of
" They've been seeing each other
"Oscar.
since.
ever
THE TRAGIC death of Mrs. David
Niven has all of Hollywood putting
special locks on doorways leading to the
cellar. It happened when a group
at Tyrrone Power's house were engaged in a game of "Sardine," the
Hollywood version of hide-and-goseek. David's lovely wife opened
the wrong door by mistake. It was
Cesar Romero who found her at
the bottom of the steps where she
had fallen. It's too ironical that the
Nivens should escape from those
years of London bombing, only
to meet such a fate in Hollywood.

ONE knew that Ronald
Colman was an artist (with
paint and brush, that is) until he
called on the Adolphe Menjou's.
Mrs. M. is a bit of a paint sfinger
herself. Recently she commissioned
Helen Conway to do one of her
super de luxe decorating jobs on
her new studio. When Ronnie saw
it he was so entranced he begged
to have one just like it. Verree
Menjou was flattered, Helen Conway got a wonderful new commission, and Colman was as happy
as a kid on the last day of school.
NO
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Olivia De Havilland, who made such a hit in "To Each His Own," and Gregory Peck, who has too
many film commitments to mention, autograph for fans during rehearsal of a recent radio broadcast.

RS, who, like Noel
GEd, SANDE
GEOR
Cowar
thinks women should be
treated like a gong and struck regularly
(anyway he pretends to think this way)
will" probably speak more carefully in the
future. On the "Scandal in Paris" set,
George received a letter from the President of the Associated Women's Clubs,
upbraiding him for his treatment and attitude toward women. It's just a big act
with George, one that Hollywood got wise
to a long time ago. But it certainly rated
him attention.
TYPICAL
Hedy Lamarr
generosity,
when sheof learned
one of 'sthe
burglars
was only 16, she begged the police to be
merciful. However, life for Hedy is ruined
as far as her isolated hilltop home is concerned. All her recovered furs are now in
storage. Her jewels are in the vault. She 6

put the house up for sale because, out of
sheer nervousness, she can't sleep. As soon
as she finishes shooting on "Dishonored
Lady," the doctor has ordered a complete
rest and change of scenery for the beautiful one.

se Prowith Enterpri
setup
IN HER newductions,
Ginger Rogers
to
is reported
receive a mere $175,000 per picture. And
wait — also 40% of the profits, and she
still has her picture-a-year deal with RKO.
Well, at least this ought to keep the poor
kid in lipsticks! Amusingly enough, just
about the time this news leaked out, a
Hollywood commentator on an air show
announced that Ginger Rogers was through!
We should be so through. Unquote.
The James Dunns, left, Veronica Lake and
husband Andre DeToth, right, are among
the interested spectators at ice show.

Barbara Stanwyck and Robert Taylor torn to adjoining table at
Ciro's to have a friendly chat with Humphrey Bogart. Below, Pat
O'Brien catches gagster Jack Oakie in act of enjoying a hot dog.

Ella Raines, said to be romantically interested in Rod
Cameron, lavishes a smile on Major Hastingsof Air Force,

Back on the Hollywood scene, Jackie Cooper takes his
wife to premiere with Reno Browne and Jimmy Taggart,

Above, Wild Bill Elliott with wife at a teaparty ! Below
Don Barry holds hands with girl-friend Helen Talbot

REENLA

J1aac\^

('pronounced

futile")

Loveliest newcomer,

now to be

seen in "Somewhere in the
combines the qualities
Lauren Bacall and Lizabeth
with overtones all her
T

Night,"
of
Scott,
own

Portrait by
Frank Pmvoln,

20th Century - Fox has
done it again! The producing company which
picked such stars as
Gene Tierney, Jeanne
Crain, and June Haver
now presents Nancy
Guild, a sweet yet sultry youngster
the
streamlined
-modelof type
who proves, in her first
picture
withthatJohn
diak
(left)
she Hohas
what it takes for stardom. That rare article,
a native daughter of
Hollywood, Nancy was
"discovered" by a picture magazine photograper while attending
the University of Arizona. Casting director
Rufus LeMaire saw the
resulting layout, signed
Nancy fifteen minutes
after, she entered his
office for an interview.

.,..„„ - .„ j;rnrtrtr „.j fir-a P--I, ;ron
Zo tan Korda, direct or, .and Greg Peck iron
put some technical difficulties. Greg s suit
is sample of well-dressed hunter's uniform.

co-stars
shows choosing
the big
Preparations
Reginald Denny and Gregory Peck have time
Bennett
Joanevent
Peckforand
Gregory
^ e9° *
_ f fh ,ion honl that is„ to discuss the day's news while cameras are
tfte.r weapons ror
being set up. Plenty of food for thought, son.

BIG

I

Happy
Macomber

°*e eo,|ab.n
are

bi-»on

n«uX
\ C,Ba9g°e
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SCREENLAND

That powerful hunk of man,
six-feet-one-inch, 180-pound
Robert Mitchum whom you first
acclaimed in "The Story of G
Joe," takes time out from his
RKO Studios chores to enjoy a
little private life with his pretty
wife, Dorothy, and his younger
son, Christopher. Jim, goingon-five, had to go to school.
Best anecdote about the
absent Jim:, when Bob took
him to Schwab's, the famous
drugstore in Hollywood, he
asked, "Could ! have a beer?"

Three

of 'em, that

is. Bob Mitchum's
older
boy, Jim
(called Josh)
couldn't stay
home from school
while

these pictures were taken,
much to his regret
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SCREENLAND

These pictures of Bob
are no publicity gag.
He's really an outdoors
guy. Likes to build brick
walls same as a certain
celebrated Englishman.
Handy with tools; repairs theones—
kids' kiddie
toys,
makes new
cars, boats, wagons.
"The man with the most
immoral face," as some
wag called him, is really
a sentimentalist who'd
rather play with his kids
than do iove scenes with
a movie starlet. He's the
real thing, Robert
Mitchum is. See him next
in "Till the End of Time."

Cxdusive photos byAltx Kshle, RKO
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Vivien

Leigh and

Larry

Olivier pay us a visit
after an absence of
six too long years

WELCOME
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Vivien and Larry, below, drink a toast to each other on American
shores. Their two magnificent movies — Vivien's "Caesar and Cleopatra," and Larry's "Henry V" for United Artists release — are the
toasts of the town. Above, Larry Olivier puts on horn-rimmed specs
to scan the air schedule which the steward is showing him and Vivien.

BACK

SCREENLAND

LAURENCE

AND

and Vivien's honor. On his right is Joyce
Above, Laurence Olivier with guests at party given in his which
recently appeared in New York; on
Redman, one of the leading ladies of Old Vic company
his left, Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney. Above, Gertrude Lawrence, famous actress, welcomes
the two guests of honor. Below, Vivien greets America from the window of the Constellation.

VIVIEN

OLIVIER

SCREENLAND

A science professor who lends his knowledge and skill to the O.S.S. (Office of Strategic Service) during the war is the role
Gary Cooper plays in "Cloak and Dagger," co-starring the lovely wife of Rex Harrison, Lilli Palmer, seen at right and
below with the star and Polly Craus, script girl and woman fencing champion. Above left, Humphrey Bogart visits Gary
and Fritz Lang, director, on the Warner Bros, set; and Marjorie Hoshell, featured in the film, bones up on her dialogue.
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says Mrs. Gary
"And
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Cooper,

that's

why

gay-red

is a

in Hollywood."

Wherever the elite of Hollywood gathers... you'll
see alluring Tangee lips capturing admiring
glances. Usually the cause of all the excitement is
the thrilling new hit-color —Tangee Gay-Red. So let

MRS. GARY COOPER beautiful wife of one of

your lips go gay with Gay-Red, the light-hearted,
carefree lipstick color that gives you a lift! And

Hollywood's most
distinguished
stars.

don't forget— Gay-Red comes in Tangee's exclusive
Satin-Finish— long-lasting and lovely-to-use.
Cake

Make-Up that
Thrives on Hot

Weather!

Look cool and inviting all summer long ... by using
the new Tangee Petal-Finish Cake Make-Up. This
Tangee triumph does not get "streaky" from
perspiration— lasts for extra hours no matter what
the weather man says.
Presented in six fascinating shades.

Use

and

see

CONSTANCE
LUFT HUHN,
Head of the House of Tangee
and creator of the world famous Tangee Gay-Red LipMake-Up.
stick and Petal-Finish Cake

f(2i/lti£&.

how

beautiful
Scree nland

you

.

.

can

be
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Girl from

Broadway

Continued from page 46

her movie efforts — in Samuel Goldwyn's
"Up in Arms," with Danny Kaye;
"Knickerbocker Holiday," with Nelson
Eddy; with Sonny Tufts and Ray Milland in "The Well-Groomed Bride," and
witli Dan Duryea in "The Black Angel."
It all began when she was sixteen. "I
had been studying dramatics at WadConstance,
School,"
Highthere
leigh
the
with "and
a student
was said
if ever
theater in her blood who made less
progress than Connie, I would like to
know her name. In those days I always
muffed my lines, put on my makeup
wrong, and even slipped on costumes
that were meant not only for other roles
but for other plays. My parts became
smaller and smaller, until I ended up
by merely walking on in 'Midsummer
Night's Dream.' No, I'm afraid I wasn't
an actress to be proud of as far as Wadleigh High was concerned."
Yet, all in all, the lessons were successful enough, along with her exquisite
figure and looks, to land her a spot in
the chorus on the first try-out. Only
she had to lie about her age, and then
there was the small matter of squaring
the whole thing with her parents. They,
and how well she knew it, would never
approve.
"So T built up an elaborate story
about working nights as a telephone
operator," went on Constance,, wryly.
"I made it so convincing that they
weren't at all suspicious. Still, for almost
a year, I was on pins and needles that
they might find out. But the hoax
seemed to work, and then, when I lost
a lot of my fears, the bottom fell out
of my world. One night a neighbor happened to look over the rim of his onionsoup plate and almost choked at what
he saw. Me! The rest you know; it was
only a matter of hours before my parents caught up with me."
It seemed, then, that the stage as a
career for Constance was all over and

"I thought that if I could get myself
a job as an usherette at the Belasco
Theater I might meet some actors, playwrights, managers," said Constance,
was quite some time belaughingly. "It
fore I did, though. In the meantime, I
was having a lot of fun and learning a
great deal. After the performances we
would repair to the rehearsal hall and
give imitations of the various members
of the cast. On those occasions we'd go
very Art Theater, very Stanislavsky-ish,
and as time went on our mimicry took
on a lampooning, grotesquely caricaturistic quality. It was while I was giving
out with a particularly violent rendition
that Harold Clurman, the director,
walked in and caught us at it. That, I
can tell you, didn't help my

future

job that combined a small walk-on part
and, what was far more important, understudy to Joan Tetzel. There wasn't
a night then that I didn't, like all aspiring and heartless young actresses, firmly
pray for something to happen to Joan.
Oh, nothing serious, a trivial old, perhaps, or a sprained ankle. On.y my
prayers remained unanswered. The play
ran for eight weeks, and in those eight
weeks the health of Miss Tetzel remained unimpaired and, in fact, flourished.
"Things began to look a little brighter
when one of the women in the cast decided to get married," continued Constance. "My prayers pleaded for a
honeymoon in the Rockies, or at least
a long weekend look at Niagara. But no.
New York, good enough for the nuptials,
received equal favor for the honeymoon.
I even wondered about her having a
baby — I was so anxious to go on. But
again no, it was not to be. As for Burgess Meredith and Ingrid Bergman it
would be wonderful to say how helpful
and kind and thoughtful they were; how
useful their pointers had become to a
budding young actress; how very much
out of their way they went to make
things easier for me. But, if the truth is

chances
any."
Nevertheless,
through the Art Theater, Constance Dowling did get an opportunity to meet people like Luther
Adler and John Garfield. But the real
chance to prove herself came only when
she met Irwin Shaw who, when he produced his own play, "Quiet City," gave
her a walk-on part. It was enough as
far as Constance was concerned. This
was the opportunity she had been waiting for. Only the rehearsals ran longer
than the play did, and after a couple of
weeks, ex-usherette Constance Dowling
was looking for another job. This time,
though, on the stage. No looking back
for her, now. She was an actress, fifteen

Jolson
musical,
"Hold toured
on to Your
Hats!"
in which
Constance
for several
months. The black-faced mammy singer
and comedian, well-known for the helping hand he has given many a future
star, was always considerate and understanding about the young and less experienced actors and actresses around him.

days old!
"For a long time nothing happened,"
revealed Constance. "But it is always
darkest before the Broadway dawn, and
my chance came along with the production of 'Liliom' at the 44th Street Theater, with Burgess Meredith and Ingrid
Bergman. On that occasion I landed a

Says Constance, "It was wonderful
working with him. I think I learnec
more in that show than in any other,
If you had any problems you always
felt that you could take them to Mr.
Jolson. I shall never forget the ni^ht I
went on, when, in the course of a vigorous dance routine, the strap of mv

to be told, neither knew that I existed!"
It was a different story with the Al

done with. But not quite. "For months
afterwards at the club the girls would
shake their heads sadly and say, 'Whatever became of Connie?' I could have
told them. But instead of running to
them for consolation I dried my tears,
kept my dreams to myself and waited
until an appropriate moment came along
to speak clearly and truthfully to my
parents."
That just such an auspicious occasion
soon occurred is evidenced by the fact
that the Dowlings, Russian on the father's side, and completely Irish on the
mother's side, relented and allowed
Constance to pursue her goal. Only, they
insisted, it had to be with a little less
effort than kicking up the dust on a
nightclub floor. So Constance set about
making the rounds of agents and producers. Not for long, though. She discovered that she was merely a drop in
the Broadway bucket of new blood,
talented and otherwise, but always beautiful, always eager, always personable.
Crowds sitting patiently in the anterooms day in and out, Constance realized,
were not for her. She had a better idea.
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Dan Duryea seems to have the upper hand — for the moment — in this tense scene in
Universale "The Black Angel," with the Girl from Broadway, Constance Dowling.
SC'REENLAND

bodice broke without my noticing it
and everything came apart. The audience must have felt that they had
Afterdropped in on a burlesque show.
wards Twas near to tears, but Al merely
smiled. Others would have kidded me
unmercifully, but he just let me know
that it was all part of the theater. That
the unexpected, even if it happen against
you, makes for the glamor and the glitter and the excitement that is the real
show world."
After that came a four-side part, with
billing, in the Philip Barry play, "Liberty Jones." Then, as Constance explains
it, the show played twelve performances
before the warehouse trucks arrived to
remove that part of the scenery the actors hadn't chewed to pieces.
Next came a bit in "Panama Hattie"
with Ethel Merman, and the chance to

part for a whole
Field's
play Virginia
came a play with a
After that
week.
short life and imperishable title, "The
My Lord, Are False." Despite
Strings,
the expert ministrations of both Ruth
Gordon and Walter Hampden this lasted
but two weeks.
For Constance, the turning point came
soon after that. Most of the New York
first-string critics caught her in "Only
the Heart," at the Provincetown Theater. They were unanimous in their
praise of her delineation of Jxilia, a girl
in the grandly emotional throes of rebellion against the tyranny of her
mother. Clutching the clippings of the
critics' honeyed words, her agent bestirred himself to arrange an audience
with Mr. Goldwyn.
With the producer testing her in New
York, and again in Hollywood, Constance's highly histrionic and very
convincing rendition of a scene from
"Golden Boy" decided everything.
"I shall never forget my first day before the cameras for 'Up in Arms,' " said
Constance, and shivered although the
day was far from cold. "I had never been
so scared in my life. It was thanks to
Danny Kaye that I was able to pull
myself out of it. They were ready for the
first take when Danny blew up in his
lines. He turned to me with a rueful
smile, 'You see, Connie, it can happen
to anyone.' It gave me just the courage
I needed. And it was many days before
I found out that Danny, knowing how
I felt, had purposely fluffed his lines to
help me along."
Originally Constance Dowling had intended to become a ballet dancer. She
had never been to the ballet, but some
paintings by Degas of backstage ballet
scenes had left a lasting impression on
her. She joined a school, and for many
months devoted all of her time to learning the rudiments of pirouettes, entrechats, and limb-breaking exercises. "It
wasn't long before the glamor of Degas
faded," revealed Constance. "The arduous routines, strict dieting and extraordinary discipline that all would-be ballerinas have to undergo was having a
disquieting effect on my ambitions. I
began to think that Degas was more inspired than inspiring and I soon gave it
You get a pretty fair idea of what
up."
Constance Dowling is like when you
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know that she can't stand creamed
foods, intoxicated individuals, plain
white toast, selfish, backbiting, gossipy
people, tepid tea, sour milk and warm
coca-cola, very modern classical music,
hats, ultra-feminine dresses, ostentatious
jewelry, cigarettes, dyed hair, radio commercials, towels marked His, Hers,
Theirs, small rooms and the Sunday
funny papers.
On the other hand she waxes enthusiastic at the mere thought of coq-auvin, intelligent and creative people, black
bread, duck mandarin, moderate temperatures, unusually handsome women,
pea pods and rye toast, evening gowns,
gin rummy, all Russian foods and walking in the rain.
Born in New York on July 24, Constance Dowling has honey-brown hair,
stands five feet five inches in the pumps
of her pre-movie days, weighs a constant. 110 pounds and has intense dark
brown eyes that, in moments of emotion,
turn to ebony black. She is in love with
New York, and has a deep respect for
Hollywood. She loves New York for the
vitality of the city, the friendliness of
its people, the pace and rhythm of the
life you live there. Her growing respect
for Hollywood comes of a sudden, firsthand and completely astonished knowlSCREENLAND

Makeg oceans
Leaves hair

edge that the making of movies is a
serious and complex and amazingly expensive business. And that the people
in it are as real as in any of the great
industrial towns of America.

Today in Hollywood Constance Dowling prefers to live in a simple, twobedroom modern apartment in Hollywood. She shares the apartment with her
Irish mother, Mrs. Mabel Dowling, who
does all the cooking, and her sister Doris,
"Lost Weekend" and "Blue Dahlia"
of
fame.
Army. She has two brothers, Richard, 13,
and Robert, her twin, who served in the
Constance looks to the future with
equanimity and a total and quite refreshing lack of false pride. Her ambition
is to be given a chance to play any and
every kind of part. Once she hoped to
do nothing but dramatic roles. Now she
realizes that there's a lot to be said
about comedy, too.
As for romance, Constance will have
you know that it plays no great part in
her life. "Frankly," confesses Constance,
with that slow, disarming smile of hers,
"I am first and last a career girl. I want
to work hard and make everyone glad,
including myself, that I was yanked so
unceremoniously out of the floor show
that night."
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awaybe"?
they said, 'What is all this about
"to
We don't care anything about
"to be." Just tell us how to say, "Hello,
Miss, let's have a kiss" — or "Let's take
a walk" ' — or even other things that I
can't repeat on account of, shall we say,
military secrecy. So you see, even when
they were going to invade a country, the
Americans were thinking of romance.
"I think the reputation Americans have
in Europe for being practical and matterof-fact grew up mostly because so many
Americans who went over there were business men, and being on business trips,
they were preoccupied and serious while
there. But I think it is a great mistake
that Americans have that reputation. I
think Americans are very idealistic. I
have noticed that since I first came here.
I have always seen many gestures of kindness and idealism. American people are
very generous, they are open-hearted, hospitable, friendly, warm. They have always made me feel wonderfully at home
since I first came here, and I have never
had the feeling of being a foreigner."
At lunch in the Universal Studio commissary, Jean Pierre was wearing a pale
blue sailor suit, with bright blue collar
and cuffs, for his role of young RimskyKosakov. "It will photograph white," he
explained, "but for Technicolor they don't
let you wear white because it makes you
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Continued from page 35
one has moods when she likes different
approaches.
"It seems to me that the difference between American and European men toward women arises mostly from the difference intheir education. In Europe, of
course, girls and boys are separated while
they are being educated. They are taught
in separate schools, so they are not thrown
together in classes nor at games and parties while they are growing up, as they
are in this country. So they are always
somewhat of a mystery to each other, and
this may account for the consideration
and deference with which the men treat
women. In Europe, a boy, during his
childhood and youth, hasn't seen so very
many women. And he has been taught by
the literature and art of many centuries
to sublimize women, and that influences
his manner toward them. In America,
boys and girls grow up in comradeship,
and they treat each other on an equal
basis. They are accustomed to each other.
Another thing, there are in this country
more women who work, and the fact that
a woman works leads perhaps to a less
chivalrous and more matter-of-fact relationship.

"But if I can judge from the number
of romances I saw between French girls
and American soldiers, the French girls
like the American approach very much.
It's possible that European women are
getting very tired of centuries of chivalry,
and of being idealized. At any rate,
78

there's plenty of evidence that they like
the friendly, informal comradeship with
which the American boys treat their girl
friends.
"If the situation were reversed and
French soldiers spent some time in this
country, I expect things would be very
much the same, and there would be a
great many romances. I was in New York
once when there were some French sailors
there, and the girls were very friendly
with them, and eager to get acquainted.
They liked the little red pom-poms the
French sailors wear on their round hats,
just as the French girls are crazy about
the black tie the American sailors wear.
"I think, too," continued Jean Pierre,
"the difficulty of speaking with each other
adds to the mystery, which is always a
help to romance. When you do not understand person's
a
language, you imagine
that the things he is saying are much
more poetic than they really are. That
is why, for an American audience, French
words often have more charm than English. Not knowing the meaning of the
words, they can read into them any
meaning that they want.
"When we were on the boat going to
the invasion of France, I was the only
Frenchman on the boat, with thousands
of G. I.'s. The officers asked me to give
the men some French lessons, so I started
out explaining to them about the verb
'to be' and all its different forms, because
that is how we always begin. But right.
SCREENLAND

look twice as big as' you really are."
His whole conversation reveals an enjoyment of everything — - work, home,
friends, family. Smiling and waving to
friends all over the dining room, he
chatted about the picture, about his beautiful wife, Maria Montez, and their new
daughter, Maria Christina.
"Last night was Maria's first really
festive night out since the baby came,"
he said. "We went to Charles Boyer's
for dinner, and we were out late. This
morning, I was up at seven and here at
the studio by eight — but they have not
used me all morning! It is all right — only
if I had known. I needn't have left home
so early this morning, and then I could
have seen my daughter before coming to
work.
"Do you know all the things I had to
learn to do in this picture?" he demanded,
his
blue toeyes
withthefun.
"I had
to learn
playdancing
the violin,
harmonica,
the piano. I also had to study dancing
and whip-cracking. All these things I
studied both before and during the picture. There is a scene in which I have
to
'The Flight
on play
the violin.
When of Ithe
wasBumble
doing Bee'
that
scene, our director, Mr. Walter Reisch,
said, ter!
'Smile!
I said,playing
'WalDid youLook
ever happy!'
see Heifetz
"The Flight of the Bumble Bee"? He
doesn't look happy when he's playing it.
If Heifetz cannot look happy, then how
can / look happy?'
Jean Pierre is extremely fond of music,
both classical and popular, but he doesn't
play any musical instrument now. He
studied piano as a boy, but like so many
other boys, gave it up as soon as he had
any choice about the matter, and has
regretted it ever since.
When asked about singing, he said,
"No, I do not sing now. I sang once in
a picture, a long time ago, and it was so
bad they had to dub my voice out and

put another one in. Another time, I was
in the play 'Romance' and I sang. You
know, that is the story of a clergyman
who was in love with a famous actress.
There was a scene in which I sat on a
settee and sang, and she was supposed
to stand behind me, deeply moved as she
listened, with tears in her eyes. And then
she had to say, 'It was so beautiful, so
beautiful!' Every time she said it was
beautiful, the audience roared, because of
course it was really dreadful! I would
know how to do it better now — I would
sing more softly, and then it wouldn't
sound so bad. But you know how it is
when you are very young — the harder I
you try, the louder you sing. It must
have been terrible."
Jean Pierre's next picture will be "The
Kissing
Bandit"
Metro
Mayer, to
whom at
he is
under- Goldwyn
contract, -
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though no starting date has been set. But
you can be sure that time never hangs
heavy on his hands between pictures. He
has recently finished writing a play called
"On the Balconies of Heaven" — which
title, he says, is a quotation from a
French poem.
"I think it is going to be produced in
Paris this fall," he said. "There is some
interest in it, and my agent expects to
place it before very long. No, I will not
be in it. There is no part in it for me.
It's the story of a family, covering the
last twenty years, all told by flashbacks.
The main part is for a woman like
Katharine Cornell, and the play will show
her at different periods of her life. Katharine Cornell was the first woman I
worked with in America, and I admire her
very greatly. I think she symbolizes the
American woman. She loves her work
and has a deep respect for it, and for
everybody else's work. She's a tremendously inspiring woman."
"With your fondness for music, why
don't you study some instrument seriously?"
"I would like very much to keep on
studying music if I had time," he replied. "But I have three more plays that
I want to write. Also I am taking lessons
in film cutting and camera technique at
the University of Southern California,
because I want to learn to direct and produce, so I must understand about those
things. I go to night classes, twice a
week. While working on this picture,
I have not been able to put in as much
time as I would like, but I will put in
seme extra time to make up what I've
missed, as soon as we finish shooting."
That directing-producing ambition of
Jean Pierre's sounds like bad news for
his fans, but he may have a hard time
finding a studio that will allow him to
hide his handsome self behind the camera
— we hope! There is no doubt that he
would be an excellent director or producer, for whatever he does, he does well.
But it seems only fair that for every
picture he makes from behind the camera,
he should be required to make another in
front of it.
Because with all loyalty to our own
countrymen, and with full appreciation of
Jean Pierre's compliments to Americans,
the fact still remains that those Frenchmen have a way — and none more winning than Jean Pierre Aumont.
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Continued from page 45
dress she wore, with its lace yoke, which
left the top of her shoulders bare, revealing a glimpse of beautifully white
shoulders. As for Paul — he has been
compared, you know, to Errol Flynn, but
he is about ten years younger. There is
none of the weary sophistication about
his face that sometimes greets you from
Errol's eyes. Those who have made the
comparison haven't really looked at Paul.
Jeanne, incidentally, thinks the entire
comparison is absurd. "Paul," she
breathed, "is much better-looking."
Perhaps you remember Paul vaguely.
He tried the movies for a while, found
that he wasn't happy as an actor. He is
an engineer by trade, and- was very successful when he turned to the manufacture of aluminum and later plastics during the war. Now he's head of his own
radio company. This calls for a knowledge of electronics, metallurgy, ard other
phases of radio manufacture. His first
wedding gift to Jeanne was a bleached
mahoganv radio, trimmed with pigskin
leather. The grill is a mirror with B sharp
notes sandblasted through it to permit
the sound to come out. This attractive
set, a combination of radio, phonograph
and recording machine, is better-looking
than anything now on the market, and
Jeanne looks forward happily to the day
when she'll be able to place it in their
home of the future. For the present
SCREENLAND

they're living in a small apartment at
Santa Monica, but they own several
acres in the Outpost up above Hollywood in the hills about 1100 feet above
sea level.
"Our home," Jeanne told me, "will be
Cape Cod style on the outside. The outside will be fieldstone or flagstone. The
inside will be very modern. Our architect,
Walter Wurdeman, is the same man who
constructed the model house at Wilshire
Boulevard and Highland Avenue, to show
what post-war homes are going to like.
Our home will be differently, individually constructed, but the insid- will
have all those breathless, wonderful conveniences now being exhibited in that
mrdel house. It will have the very latest
in electrical equipment.
"Walter Wurdeman has a wonderful
knack of combining modern piec?s with
antiques. I like that, since it means we
can have a modern dining room table,
sofas and chairs and still have a smrdl antique desk. The drawings for the house
are now being completed. Paul maJe the
scale drawings of our ideas, and Walter
Wurdeman is using these as a basis for
Paul explained, "Jeanne and I made
various
sketches for the house. I laid
the design."
out the grounds, planned the road which
is carved into the side of the mountain.
We hired a man on a bulldozer to do
7!)

the actual work." Along the 250 foot
road they plan to have many fruit trees,
some willow trees, and perhaps some
all the trees,"
pepper trees. "But nearly
Paul explained, "will be productive trees.
They may look beautiful blossoming, but
they'll also yield fruit."
Jeanne's eyes were glowing at the
thought of their home of the future.
"Will the house also have a nursery?" I
asked with pretended casualness. For I
couldn't help wondering if Jeanne would
follow the example of so many of the
20th Century-Fox stars and have
other
children.
"Oh, we're planning the house for the
years,"
way we'll need it in three or four will
be
she said, "but not all the rooms
part
built immediately. We'll have only
of the house constructed within the next
months."
fewI saw
I'd have to ask an even more
direct question. Jeanne is quiet, shy, a
little bit reticent. You have to ask her
direct questions to get direct answers.
Many interviewers have come to grief,
saying to Jeanne, "Just talk about suchand-such a subject, and I'll sit back and
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"What I mean," I interrelated, "is, do
family?" then said,
have a blushed,
listen."
plan toalmost
you
Jeanne
"Yes, we do. We want as many children
have more
I hope we'll
are given. and
as we than
that the first one
girls,
boys
will be a boy, who'll look exactlv like
Paid, with Paul's dark brown eyes."
"Never," laughed Paul. "I put my foot
down on that. He mustn't look like me.
He must look like you, Jeanne. Then
he'll have the most wonderful green
eyes.
When Jeanne has children, she hopes
to continue to make pictures, but not
as many as she's making now. Paul has
never su jested that she give up her
career. "It's wonderful for a woman to
have a hobby," he told me, "and that's
what acting is to Jeanne, a stimulatdoesn't
Believe me,butJeanne
act ing
forhobby.
a livelihood
because
she
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"Nothing," said Jeanne, "is more tediit."
enjoys
ous and humdrum than acting if you're
bored with it. If you don't really enjoy
it, it's too nerve-racking. Paul has never
asked me to give up acting, but he would
be justified in making such a request if
it were such an obsession with me that
it affected our home life. Only I don't
think I'd ever let such a thing happen.
If there were the slightest danger of it,
I'd quit pictures. Anyway, I don't intend
to go on playing interminably, up to the
time when I'd have to play character
roles. By that time, I hope to be leading
a much more settled kind of life."
In the meanwhile. Jeanne and Paul
look forward to leading anything but a
settled kind of life. Paul has always
been a great traveler, and Jeanne,
although she's had little opportunity to
travel, has always dreamed of traveling.
"The first trip we'd like to make," said
Jeanne, "is to Yellowstone and Glacier
Parks, then to Banff and Lake Louise in
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Canada. Eventually we'd like to go to
Europe, though not for two or three
years, since Europe is so desolated now.
Perhaps we'll make two or three trips to
Screen land

Europe, one to the northern countries,
and one a very sophisticated trip to the
big cities, Paris, London and Venice.
Some day we'd like to go to the Orient.
And we'd both very much like to make
a safari to Africa. Both of us have always
wanted to go to Africa. I t'link I've read
every
bookmeanwhile,
written on both
Africa."
In the
Jeanne and
Paul are going in for all kinds of sports,
"though I'm not as good as Paul at anything," Jeanne says.
Embarrassed by this one-sided build-up
by Jeanne, Paul demurs, "Jeanne rides
circles around me on horseback."
"No, I don't," Jeanne disagrees with
Paul nisfor
the Paul
first time.
"I'm taking
tenlessons.
is excellent
at tennis.
So far I've just batted balls around a
couple of times. I'm not a very good
swimmer, though I'm mad about water.
Paul is teaching me to swim better.
We'll have a swimming pool, too, on the
grounds of our new home. I like to
paint
and adraw,
to have
tea too,
houseandonwe're
the planning
grounds
where I can paint while Paul works on
board." love to dance, and
drafting
youngsters
hisBoth
like the rhumba particularly well. Again
Jeanne insists that she can't rhumba
nearly as well as Paul. But she must
you'll realas Charleston
dancing,
at her
good see
be pretty
ize when you
do the
in "Margie." Remember what a strenuous dance the Charleston was? "The
other girls in the picture," the unit man
on "Margie" told me, "took lessons two
hours a day for several weeks. Just when
Jeanne had the time to take lessons I'll
never know. I never saw her taking
them. I thought they were surely going
to fake the scene where she does the
Charleston. But when the time came, she
stepped into the dance, just as pretty
and assured as though she'd been doing
life."company went on location
all her the
it When
to Reno for "Margie," Jeanne and Paul
had been married only a few weeks. The
studio failed to take Cupid into consideration inmaking its plans. Jeanne was
asked to drive up with the other
members of the company in the studio
car. Usually very cooperative, Jeanne
rebelled at this. For she and Paul were
still practically on their honeymoon, and
Paul had his green convertible. Paul,
Jeanne said, would drive her to Reno,
and they'd be there in plenty of time.
You can't argue with people in love.
Although the studio naturally hires the
finest, safest drivers in the world, so far
as Jeanne is concerned, there's no better
driver than Paul. So they started out in
Paul's convertible.
When the rest of the company reached
Reno, they began to keep their eyes open
for Jeanne and Paul. But there was no
sign of them. After a few hours, frantic
studio officials began to phone every
town through which they might have
passed. But they could learn nrthing.
The only town which remembered the
two happy-go-lucky, starry-eyed young
people was Bishop, and they were no
longer there.
Six hours later Jeanne and Paul arrived. They were very much surprised
to find that the company had been wor-

vied about them. After all, the picture
wouldn't begin shooting until the next
day. so they had driven leisurely through
a different route than the studio convoy
had taken, to see all the beautiful snow
scenery and take some snapshots.
"But Paul was with us in Reno for
only a few days," Jeanne told me. "When
I was at work, he went skiing at a
nearby resort. Then he'd come back at
night, and we'd spend the evenings together. Igot two afternoons off, and
went skiing with Paul at Mount Rose."
Paul, however, had to leave for San
Francisco on business, so those precious
hours together came to a quick halt.
Brcause Paul has been in the movie
business himself, Jeanne says he understands all the problems and situations
that arise in the life of a movie player
much better than any outsider possibly
could. "But I wouldn't dream of offering
Jeanne advice on acting," Paul says, indignant atthe rumors which implied that
he had. "Jeanne knows far more about
acting than I ever could."
Two weeks after they were married,
practically every newspaper column in
Los Angeles carried an item to the effect
that Paul hung around Jeanne's set all
day, offering advice on acting.
"If there'd been the least bit of truth
in the items, we wouldn't have been so
badly hurt," Jeanne said. "But there
wasn't an iota of truth. The actual
truth was that I was just beginning to
learn how to drive then, so Paul drove
me to the studio each morning and called
for me on the way home, just as my
mother had done before I was married.
At the time, I had to have someone drive
me. Paul never remained on the sets —
he was much too busy, and he never
gave me any advice about acting, even
when I asked for it. Occasionally at
home, when I ask him for advice about

ter sport anyway," Paul said. "Then you
canBefore
match sheyour
against
the game."
was wits
married,
Jeanne
would

business matters, he'll give it to me. But
that's all."
Jeanne and Paul were so disturbed by
the items that they vowed that from

never admit to anyone that she had any
culinary abilities. But after her marriage, she said, "Of course I can cook.
After all, I was brought up like any other

then on, they wouldn't read any gossip
columns, and they haven't. "We no
longer know," laughed Jeanne, "who is
going with whom, who is getting married to whom, or which of our friends
are having divorces or babies. Sometimes I'm afraid we miss getting presents
for people we know who are getting married or having babies, but unless we hear
about it in some other way, we never
know what's happening to them. No more
gossip columns for us!"
"Don't you ever quarrel about anything?" Iasked.
"Well," laughed Jeanne, "being very
spirited people, we sometimes have differences of opinion, but never a real

girlBoth
to help
at home."
Jeanne
and Paul like to cook
simple dishes — chops, steaks, liver and
bacon, rarebits and such. According to
Jeanne, Paul makes wonderful salads and
is expert at broiling. Jeanne takes care
of anything else on the menu.
Jeanne does her own shopping, and
Paul generally likes what she buys. He
adores her in black evening clothes and
in pastels. Once she bougbt a gray suit
with a tricky gathered skirt, which he
didn't like. He thought it made her look
plump. So to please him, Jeanne had the
skirt altered.
Jeanne has learned to drive and now

quarrel."
One difference of opinion occurred on
the subject of hunting. Paul is a very
fine sportsman, and has gone on many
successful hunting trips. Jeanne is excellent at target shooting, but trembles at
the thought of killing an animal. Gradually she reconciled herself to the thought
that Paul might go hunting for wild
game or shoot at birds, but she couldn't
understand how he could bear to kill an
antelope or a deer. Moved by her arguments, Paul has promised that he'll never
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go deer-hunting. "Shooting grizzly bear,
mountain lions and caribou is much bet-

has a '46 sedan. They've also ordered a
station wagon. After all, when you're
planning to travel around the country as
Jeanne and Paul do, it's wonderful to
have your transportation ready and
waiting.
Of all the gifts Paul has given her,
Jeanne is most sentimental about her
wedding and engagement ring. Paul
looked everywhere till he found a wedding ring that looked different from anything he'd seen elsewhere. It's a beautiful ring, with tiny diamonds and rubies.
As you might expect, Jeanne has so far
ScREENLAND

never taken it off. When

she had to

play "Margie," the studio asked her to
remove the ring temporarily, as Margie
was a small town fifteen-year-old girl
who definitely was not married. Just being asked to take the ring off gave
Jeanne the willies. For several nights,
when she fell asleep, she dreamed she
had taken the ring off, and all sorts of
dreadful things had happened.
"I'm not superstitious about anything
else, and I don't want to be superstitious
about my wedding ring," Jeanne said,
"but I just couldn't bear to remove it.
The makeup man had to cover it with
artificial skin painted over with makeup.
Of course, if there were ever any drastic
reason for removing the ring — if, for instance, my finger became swollen and I
had to take it off — I wouldn't want to
have such a deep feeling about the ring
itself that I'd imagine that taking it off
would really lead to tragedy. After all,
it's our marriage itself that's important
— the ring is just a symbol."
Shortly afterwards Jeanne and Paul
walked out of the commissary. I remained to chat a few moments with onrof the girls in the publicity department.
As we, too, walked out, we caught a
glimpse of Jeanne and Paul about half
a block down. Utterly unself-conscious,
Paul was walking with his arm around
Jeanne's waist. Her slim arm was around
his waist, too. I thought as I looked at
them walking down the street that they
were the two most-in-love people I had
seen since my husband and I said our
own "I do's" seven years ago.
R1

Mr. Caesar

Conquers

Hollywood

Continued from page 37

York. His father owns a restaurant there,
and Sid is a graduate of the local high
school. With his diploma safely tucked
away when his schooling was over, Sid
Field's
job with
for aa place
auditioned
saxophone
in theShep
band and won
Here lies the paradox in Sid's life.
section.
Constantly encouraged by his parents,
Sid was determined to become a top rate
musician and justify the faith his mother
and father placed in him. He had no
idea of ever becoming a comedian. At
the age of 9 he began to take saxophone
lessons, and one incident which happened
to him seemed to point out that a musical career was destined for him. Strangely
enough, a saxophone saved his life!*
En route for a lesson one day, he
started to cross a busy street in Tuckahoe,
UJ^Su fly
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New York, to reach his teacher's studio.
He was carrying his musical instrument
in its bulky case and because it was
heavy, he shifted it from his right to his
left hand. Suddenly a car appeared
around the corner and raced down upon
him. He felt an impact and then was
thrown clear of the speeding vehicle.
The car's bumper had struck the saxophone case, which served as a buffer to
push him out of danger's path. "I guess
I'm one of the few people who can say
his life was saved by a sax," grinned Sid.
"Usually a sax gives people trouble with
their
neighbors."
While
a high school lad in Yonkers,
Sid and some of his schoolmates formed
a small jazz band which, as Sid recalls,
wasn't bad. The boys spent their summers playing at various nearby Catskill
Mountain summer resort hotels. Among
Easterners these hotels are known as the
borscht circuit, which might best be described as a sort of lowbrow arrangement
in comparison to the more elegant, expensive mountain hotels. Most of the patrons
were New York City workers who spent
their vacations at these cheaper inns.
It was on this borscht circuit that Sid
first mastered the technique of the comedy routines that eventually were to make
him famous. When he was not occupied
with tooting a sax, he tried out his patter
on the audiences and they loved it. The
inspiration for his best routine came one
day after the
he saw
the film
Pilot.",
Imitating
zooming
of the"Test
planes,
the
staccato bursts of machine gun bullets,
and depicting the thoughts of both participants in an aerial dog-fight, Sid
brought down the house. They screamed
for more and gradually Caesar built up
a repertory of individual comic characterizations on current events and famous
people. Naturally his saxophone playing
was relegated to a position of secondary
importance.
After several seasons with Shep Field,
the nation was plunged into war and Sid
answered the call of his country. Since
his older brother had already enlisted in
the Coast Guard, Sid followed him into
that service and was assigned to duty at
the Manhattan Beach Receiving Ship.
The good Fates of music seemed to have
followed Sid into uniform because in a
SCREENLAND

short time he was given a place in the
official naval band. Here he met the
famed composer Vernon Duke, author of
such top-drawer tunes as "April in Paris"
and "I Can't Get Started with You."
Between watches as a harbor patrol
guard, Sid wrote a musical revue entitled
"Six On, Twelve Off" in which he appeared as the star performer. He was
not unlike the kid in the back lot who
owned the football and therefore was the
captain of the team.
Vernon Duke liked Sid's type of comedy and decided that a bigger and better
revue should be written to show off the
talents of the tar from Yonkers. So with
his collaborator, Howard Dietz, he went
into a creative session and the stage version of "Tars and Spars" was born. After
the show opened in Palm Beach, Florida,
it toured practically every major city in
the United States and played to packed
houses. One jaunt even took the troupe
to Vancouver, British Columbia.
Hollywood, which is charmed by anything which is ear and eye-catching, soon
put in bids for the motion picture production ofthe revue and Columbia Studio
was the winner. After the first test,
Caesar was signed to the leading comedy
role.
Sid Caesar's acting technique is compared to the zany antics of Danny Kaye
but Sid says, "I can't understand why
people compare us because I feel we have
a different approach. I'm very flattered,
though, that I'm put in the same bracket
with Kaye because I think he's the top
comediancludes in
business
today," he conwith the
sincere
modesty.
Sid is elated about his progress in
Hollywood and he feels that he has had
more than his share of luck and breaks
He made "Tars and Spars" while still
in Uncle Sam's Navy blue and emerged
a civilian as a famed Hollywood player.
The war, instead of interrupting his career, boosted him on the road to fame.
Caesar prepares his routines with an
eye to detail because he believes that
a successful final picture is the result of
carefully selected incidents or characteristics which must be magnified to humorous proportions. "There's something
funny in almost every person or situation," he observes. "When I set out to do
a satire, I try to catch little mannerisms,
habits, and phrases which are repeated
over and over. It's important not to
mimic the subject you are presenting,
but rather to exaggerate the qualities
which are natural to the person or event
you are trying to do. In other words,
I think of my work as a kind of verbal
caricature. You know how a cartoonist
will play up certain features for a picture
so that you recognize immediately the
person he has caricaturized? I try to do
the same thing in my way."
Caesar's delivery has the rapidity of
machine gun bullets and he fires his words
so rapidly that at times it seems as though
he is talking in another language. However, it's easy to understand everything
he is doing. He uses his expressive face

to punctuate the meaning of some of the
apparently meaningless words he utters,
and he is at his best when he goes into
one of his tragic-eomic routines. He has
actually been known to cause audiences
acute discomfort because he doesn't give
them a chance to rest between laughs.
Sid remembers one audience which
threw Him instead of his putting them
into a whirl of laughter. It was on the
occasion of his first screen test during the
preliminary session of the filming of "Tars
and Spars." "I felt like a perfect dope,"
said Sid. "I tried to be funny and no
one laughed. I worked like mad on my
best routine but nothing happened. I never felt so unnecessary and self-conscious in
my life. I was instructed to watch everything Idid because I was told that the
camera magnifies every action of the
actor. I tried to cut down on my performance and when I still got no response,
I figured J was really hamming the job.
Competition would be stiff in Hollywood,
I knew, but I had hoped that what I
had to offer would go. Stage audiences
liked it, but when I finished with the
test scene, I was sure I was a flop."
While Sid was feeling that he had
failed dismally, the director came up to
him and said, "That was swell, Sid. We're
giving you the comedy lead."
Sid had simply forgotten that the
hardest audience in the world to please
consists of the studio crew working on
the picture. Once you get them away
from the set and into a movie theater,
it's a different matter.
On the personal side, Sid has done well
by his 23 years. A wartime romance resulted in marriage in July, 1943, and he
feels that this is the most exciting thing
that has happened to him. Receiving his
discharge from the service runs a close
second, he admits with a grin.
Like so many young couples, the
Caesars are having a desperate time trying to find a home of their own and for
the moment they are living with friends
in Beverly Hills.
"We've been married almost three
years and we've never had a home of
our own," said Sid sadly. "When we do
get a place, we're going to have a housewarming that's out of this world!"
This statement sounds as though Sid
Caesar is as wild and screwy in his private
life as he is on the screen. Actually, the
reverse is true. He is no exception from
most screen comedians who are quiet and
reserved when they are not before the
camera.
Sid analyzes his own acting from an
unusual slant. "I look at myself as another person and study all the things
that need correcting. It's strange, but almost everything you do looks so different
on the screen from the way you expect
it to look."
He has no particular love for night
clubs and his idea of a good time is a
home party with all the people he likes.
There he tries out his new routines on
his friends and they serve as his best and
severest critics. People who are artificial
and occasions which are stilted and stuffy
bore him no end, and he confesses that
often he has an almost uncontrollable
desire to let out with a mad whoop when
he is trapped into a dull affair.

His most embarrassing moment

took

place in Hollywood recently. "My 1929
Ford stalled right smack on the corner
of Hollywood and Vine and I held up
traffic while I got out and pushed. Have
you ever noticed how everyone important
seems to show up when something like
this happens? I think every man and
woman I knew in Hollywood went by
when
I was pushing
and perspiring!"
Although
he admires
Danny Kaye,
Caesar thinks Charlie Chaplin is the
greatest comedian of them all. He is fond
of Barry Fitzgerald and his favorite actress isIngrid Bergman because, he says,
"She's the most womanly woman on the
As a transplanted New Yorker, he has
ascreen."
great admiration for both Gertrude
Lawrence and Luther Adler, and he loves
to reminisce about the pre-war clays when
lobster and steak could be obtained at
reasonable prices in little restaurants
which have now graduated into more expensive establishments.
Sid has not lost his ability as a musician and aside from his hope that he does
well in pictures, he has an ambition to
write the musical score for a picture in
which he appears. He has already composed anumber of tunes which he plans
to use for this purpose.
"I talk about myself as though I don't
have a fault in the world," he said, suddenly interrupting himself. "First of all,
I'm over-friendly with people and I'm
always spond.
surprised
when that
they some
don'tfolks
reIfail to realize
are naturally shy and reserved, or aren't
interested in the things that interest and
amuse me.
"The clothes I wear are a little on the
loud side, I'll agree, but I think I'd be
unhappy if I couldn't wear checked
sport coats or yellow socks. I think
they fit my personality, but you should
hear what my wife has to say about them.
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"My wife is always complaining about
the pipe I smoke and she accuses me of
using the worst kind of tobacco just to
stink up the place! I don't smoke much
but itI seems
that she's always around
when
do.
"Another of my faults is the fact that
I worry myself about little things too
often. I fret about them so much I get
confused and then forget what I'm supposed to do. Oddly enough, big things
don't bother me."
Sid is the typical husband when it
comes to a shopping expedition with his
pretty wife. He dislikes accompanying
her because he says she never seems to
be able to make up her mind about a
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purchase. "I'd rather take a beating"
is the way he excuses himself from these
trips.
"Hollywood has taught me patience,"
said Caesar. "For awhile I had the exserviceman's jitters but friends have
calmed me down. My best friend here
is Milton Bren, the producer of 'Tars
and Spars,' and he has really been swell
Sid Caesar, in return, has played square
with
Hollywood and although he is a
to me."
comparative newcomer, he has already
made legions of friends. He meets them
more than half-way, which is rare in the
cinema land of tinsel and. glamor.
SCREENLAND
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creamy, white

REMOVES

Kissed

for the real Riverside and the famous
Mission Inn, where he got MARRIED!
When Joan Leslie was a little girl in
picvaudeville, she used to see feature
tures between shows. If Gary Cooper,
her favorite actor, was in it. she saw a,
picture three times. Being cast as Gary's
t York"
mountain sweetheart inbut"Sergean
as their love
was a major thrill,
scenes drew near, Joan suffered agonies
of shyness. Gary was just plain bashful.
The first kiss was to be a long shot.
Gary- was plowing a field and Joan
had to run barefoot across the plowed
out Gary for being unground, bawl demonstrative
and end her little speech
about his neck,
arms
her
by throwing
kissing him rapidly and running away.
"No kisses in rehearsal," Gary advised
Joan, but Director Howard Hawkes said
he couldn't tell how the scene would look
unless they did. There they were, so far
from the cameras they felt rea'lv alone.
Joan's lips scarcely brushed Gary's.
"This is picture!" came the command.
They threw themselves into the scene.
This time Gary, who is four heads taller
than Joan, wouldn't stoop over to her.
In order to reach him, she had to dash
into the scene and leap up at him, much
as a puppy jumps up to catch a ball.
The director was delighted, but Joan
says it wasn't romantic; she felt just
like a leaping tuna!
"It sounds like a gag," confided Janis
Paige, "but it's the truth. When I lived
in Tacoma, Washington, my one relaxation from studying for grand opera was
to go to movies. The first time I saw
Dane Clark in 'Action in the North
Atlantic' I got the most terrible crush
on him. I never missed a film if he was
in it— some of them I saw three times.
When at last I got to Hollywood and
was 'discovered' singing at the Hollywood Canteen, I was signed to a contract and was given a part — sneaking of
coincidences — in the picture 'Hollywood
Canteen,' opposite Dane Clark. I was so
excited I could hardly bear it. The first
day of shooting was the last scene in
the picture; you know Hollywood! I was
at the railroad station telling Dane
goodbye, he was a soldier going back to
camp and I was the studio messenger
in pigtails who kissed him goodbye.
Funny thing — " she laughed a little —
"the director wanted a kiss that sounded
well. Every time they'd take it, the
engineer would turn on the steam too
soon as the train pulled out, and the
hissing would drown out the sound of
our kiss. The director was screaming
and tearing his hair, the assistants were
going crazy, but me, I was enjoying
every minute. In pictures, and with
Dane Clark, I thought, movies are a
wonderful business!"
When Diana Lynn played with Eddie
Bracken
of Morgan's
Creek,"
she was in
the"Miracle
little sister
and Eddie
was
very nice to her. She had also done a
kid sister in "The Major and the Minor," and the studio persisted in looking
on her as a child. She was nearing seventeen and felt grown-up. "Oh, Eddie,
what '11 I do?" she besought him.
SCREENLAND

Eddie consoled her, told her tatter
times were coming, and presently wangled her the love interest in "Out of this
World." She was very grateful. "He was
the man I kissed in the picture," she
recalled, "but by that time he had given
me so much advice that I looked on
him as my big brother, and where's the
thrill
in kissing
brother?"
When
Betty your
Hutton
kissed Eddie
Bracken in "The Fleet's In," she was a
wild creature and he was a poor little
flustered sailor. "He acted flustered
just as he was supposed to do," commented Betty, "but I always hoped he
was really flustered — I thought I was a
It was
dreadfully hot the day Deanna
wow
at kissing!"
Durbin received her first screen kiss
from Robert Stack in "First Love." Bob
was in a tuxedo and Deanna in an evening gown, but the crew wore shirtsleeves and fanned themselves. Nervousness made the two youngsters hotter and
Director Henry Koster tried to p'it them
at ease by careful rehearsing. The kiss,
called.
of course, was left out till "Picture!" was
Bob suddenly got stage fright and
stalled until the frantic Deanna whispered: "Hurry up, kiss me! Kiss me.
for"Hold
goodness
it!" sake!"
cried the sound recorder.
"I could hear Deanna whisper."
Myrna Loy was an old hand at screen
roles when she had her . first kiss from
Baxter in "Renegades." She'd
Warner played
always
vamp roles, where she
either pushed the gentlemen to one side
or sat and glared at the heroine being
kissed, so she was quite nervous as her
love scene approached. She thought she
wouldn't be believable as a moonlightand-roses ,girl. The first take she missed
Warner's mouth. He laughed and so
did everyone on the set, which made
Myrna determine to do it right if it
killed her. She did it, on the fourth take.
Richard Dix was the man who discovered Jeanette MacDonald when she
was singing on the stage. He begged his
studio to sign her as his leading lady,
but instead she was cast opposite Maurice Chevalier in "Love Parade." Richard was the Glamor Boy of the screen
at the time, and Jeanette was disappointed at not working with him.
"I wore something very frilly in my
first
love decorative,
scene," shetheremembered,
"theI
set was
music lovely;
sang, then Maurice sang, then we kissed,
and finally we sang together. I was new
to pictures and so was Maurice. The
whole thing became a matter of correct
timing, getting the exact word to each
gesture, making the kiss come out right
and last just long enough for us to strike
our notes for our duet. All I could
think of later was how different it would
have been if I could have played my
first love scene with Richard!"
The first kiss is quite an item in a
man's life, too. Take Bill Wilyoung liams.
When Bill and Laraine Day rehearsed her kiss in "Those Endearing
Young Charms," she just passed his

cheek. At the actual take, she kissed
him full on the mouth, so ardently that
he was shocked and surprised — he forgot
his lines and they had to shoot it again.
When Bill kissed Laraine in the same
picture, it was a mere peck.
Assigned to kiss Susan Hayward in
"Deadline at Dawn," Bill had to do it
many times because the director wasn't
sure whether to have him give her a
shy, boyish kiss or a real sailor's buss.
Finally the sailor was decided on and
Bill did his best. When it was over,
Susan looked at him and said: "You
don't do a thing to me, Bill!" and Bill,
deflated, replied: "Aw, it's only playactiri', what do you expect?"
In "Holiday
Mexico,"have
Roddy
Dowall
and Janein Powell
their Macfirst
tender interludes. During the making of
the film, the kids have been dating,
carefully chaperoned, so each went into
the proposal scene in a businesslike
manner. The parents were looking on.
The director wasn't satisfied. "What's
that shadow on Roddy's face?" he asked.
"Change your lights." The shadow persisted. Eventually it was discovered to
be the beginning of a beard, and Roddy
had to have his initial shave in order to
play the scene. Then Jane got her kiss,
the cameraman got his shot, and Roddy
got a gold razor, gift of the company.
Gig Young bestowed her first kiss on
Eleanor Parker. Two kids from Pasadena Playhouse, they were both freshmen on the screen when cast in "They
Died with Their Boots On." Neither
knew that in rehearsal nobody kisses,
so when they rehearsed their love scene,
they gave it everything. The director
didn't enlighten them until after the
The

take, but cast and crew kidded them for
months.

Force,"
making
wasstand
Gig to
with
a test
in for"Air
was asked
he When
Alexis Smith, doing her first screen love
scene. For his picture. Gig had raised a
small mustache; by mistake the assistant
director had told him to shave it off,
only to find that the director would need
him again, plus hair on the lip. Perc
Westmore was called in to build a false
mustache, which was all right until the
hair began to grow, when the false affair
popped off at intervals. This was the
state of things when Gig was called for
the test.
The kissing sequence was a long and
passionate one. Before it was over, the
false mustache popped, and when they
parted half of it was adhering to Alexis'
lip and half to Gig's. Their hysteria
was such that the scene couldn't be
completed correctly till afternoon.
"Um-um-um!" gloats Allan Jones. "I
kissed Irene Dunne in 'Show Boat.' The
scene was on the show boat, in moonlight, with magnolias blooming; we wore
old-fashioned costumes, and the music
was wonderful. I couldn't have asked for
a better introduction to pictures. We
did the scene several times, and right
after lunch repeated it. I had discovered
that for love scenes stars use indelible
lipstick of that kind, but that noon
Irene may have had an interview, for
she covered this with a brighter color
and forgot it. We kissed, then sang,
cheek to cheek. Her lipstick came off on
my lips, and before it was noticed we
had done our little scene. I still have it
in my home-movie of cutting-room-floor
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in "What Next, Corporal Hargrove?".
Another was second lead in the Guy
Madison-Dorothy McGuire super-duper,
"Till the End of Time." Hadn't she, in
that story, held Guy Madison's love
through most of the McGuire film? Of
course, Dorothy McGuire won him for
the final clinch, but that's because scriptwriters, naturally, toss the hero to the
feminine lead.
Moreover, before going out on loan
from MGM, her home lot, Jean had received the biggest break, in the lively
young woman's opinion, of her entire
blossoming career. It was a long, higlipoint-of-picture song and dance sequence
in "Easy to Wed" — with Van Johnson!
The two had prepared for it, rehearsed it,
all day, and every day, for two weeks.
Even
simmered
out. Jean's
When pepper-pot
time came energy
for the
actual
shooting, she felt washed out. (Flu
lurked just around the corner, but she
didn't know that.)
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After three attempts at takes, Jean
dragging each time, Van, worried because
he knew how much store the fetching
half-pint set by this opportunity, obeyed
a sudden hunch and slapped her — hard.
Automatically, without thinking (just
the Texas in her bouncing like an extraspringy tennis ball) Jean slapped him
back. She stared at him a startled moment, a tinge of horror darkening her
nearly black eyes — then both performers
laughed. Van had waked her up, no fear!
They ran through that lengthy, complicated sequence with a dazzling quota
of what Corporal Hargrove's petite
French girl would have called verve. The
MGM lot resounded with praise.
Today, though, Jean brought herself,
at the end of her fateful walk-and-talk
test with Jimmy Stewart, back to the
present, on the RKO sound-stage. The
onlookers' titters, now silenced by her
good work, had meant nothing. Capra
was still giving her a chance. She heard
him order briskly: "Make her up for the
thirty-five-year-old phase."
The people on the set waited. They
waited. They waited. One hour, two,
nearly three. Then came the report back.
RKO's makeup department, than which
there is none more skilful in Hollywood,
couldn't transform this incurably youthSCREENLAND
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items."
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first post-war picture! To have Capra,
who never misses, for a director! Maybe
her strange series of bumps was over.
After six years, during four of which she
had merely tried, with red-headed determination, toland a job, she'd been getting the breaks. One was a lead, the
little French girl opposite Bob Walker
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ful, round-faced redhead into a convincing thirty-five-year-old!
Time was when, over such a major disappointment, Jean would have fled home
and cried her eyes out. But by now she
had learned to keep cheerful — or else.
Twenty-two years old, her appearance
labeled her between fourteen and sixteen
— and she had watched more than a
dozen fine roles go a-glimmering because
of a "too young-looking" verdict. "I
have had to learn to accept such decisions calmly," she explains her problem,
"or risk losing my mind." So, instead
of hurrying home to weep, she sashayed
debonairly
(all "philosophized"
inside)
over
to her home
lot, MGM.
There Fate waited for her like a burglar with a sand-bag. Because the footage was so long, and its interpolation
stopped the story flow, the powers-thatbe had completely cut out the highly
praised Johnson-Porter song-and-dance
sequence.
That sockdologer brought flashingly to
view the Texan in Jean. She didn't
whine. She is said by her adherents to
have the most beautiful — er, limbs in
Hollywood. Jean endured (all smiles)
much kidding as "The Legs on the Cutting-room Floor." And, believe your
commentator, two such blows on the
chin as the "Easy to Wed" cut-out and
the futile Jimmy Stewart test, all in one
day,
have are
twotough
chins.on an actress who doesn't
The Dolly Who Can't Grow Up
blinked at her first daylight in Cisco,
Texas (home of the famous Cisco Kid)
and calls Big Springs, Texas (nothing
much big about it but the springs!) her
home town. At three, Jean, visiting
Dallas, affected her No. 1 stage appearance, singing My Daddy Was A Minstrel
Man, which was literally true. Henry
Porter gave up charcoal makeup, darky
songs and "Mr. Bones" jokes, just after
Miss Bounce was born, so he could spend
more time with the wonderful new member of the family. Taking a stay-athome railroad job, he taught the little
pepper-pot, almost from her cradle days,
the stage-and-audience lore in which
many years had instructed him.
Jean enlivened the stage during a substantial part of each year from age three
on. She trouped all of every summer,
and sometimes, as in the case of Chicago
musical shows, acted throughout the
school year, with a private tutor teaching
her the three R's. Her mother accompanied the quarter-pint on annual swings
around the Robb and Robb vaudeville
circuit of those days — Texas, Arkansas,
Kansas, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Kentucky, Missouri, Ohio, Indiana and
Illinois. None of this light-fast-and-flyaway stuff spelled drudgery to Jean, to
whom memory of her nomad child life
brings extra eye-sparkle.
But she encountered troubles, even
then! One of her early numbers was an
upside-down dance. Six cowboys held a
board at the right height and Jeanie,
walking on her hands, tapped fancy
steps, back and forth, the length of the
board. On one occasion, opening in a
new theater, she found that someone had
misplaced or simply thrown out the
board. That meant patching together
SCREEN L A NO

quickly a new routine. "And I never
knew," she adds, "what to do with those
At age six, Jeanie, a natural mimic,
became fascinated by the comedy of the
s!" Penner. She bought a duck,
cowboy
late
Joe
trained it and, leading it by a string,
imitated the famous Penner routine.
"The duck was wonderful at first," she
recalls. "He followed me willingly,
crooked his head knowingly at my foolishness. He looked both wise and ridiculous. So— I took off the string. The
very first performance after that he
strolled to the footlights, quacked loudly
at the audience (they couldn't even hear
me) and jumped down, still quacking,
on
head."
Back
on athetrumpet
string, player's
he kept bald
up the
quacking
habit, and after two trying weeks, Jean
gave the duck the sack. "Despite his
early promise," she sighs, "he really did
not have theater in his soul."
A constant
trouble
Jean's on-tour
career
was that
most inworkers
in and
around vaudeville seemed to think child
actors a form of bubonic plague. "They
weren't mean or rough," she says, "but
they just ignored me, pushed me absentmindedly to one side, wouldn't listen to
my needs or troubles and proceeded to
'important' matters. Audiences reacted
enthusiastically to child actors, but
vaudeville people, from stagehands to
stars, regarded kids like myself as 'little
Troubles bounced off this redhead, and
by age ten she had replaced the illfated Penner routine with impersonations
(clippings and other testimony say they
were good) of Greta Garbo, Betty Boop,
Popeye the Sailor, W. C. Fields, Zasu
Pitts, Mae " West and a host of other
punks.' She could also do every type
"notables."
of stage dancing, including ballet, and
had worked out a gingery repertoire of
songs and monologues.
Fifteen years old, and looking a scant
eleven, Jean brought her twelve years'
experience, confidently, to Hollywood.
She saw the inside of few gates — seldom.
When
she has
did been
get inside
— well,
nobody's
shoulder
patted
as much
as
Jean's, and with each pat went benign
advice: "Come back in three or four
we'll see."spunk, industry and
years,
This and
pepper-pot's
determination
are a lesson in how to get
what one wants in life. During four
years of steady turndowns, Jean was as
active as a jumping bean. She sought,
and landed, radio bit parts, and appeared
in many "little theaters" (playing child
roles) in the Hollywood area. Having,
under her mother's good advice, saved
money, she was able to enroll in Lawler's Professional School, where her classmates included already successful young
movie actors, such as Mickey Rooney,
Judy Garland, Anne Shirley and Virginia Weidler. In the fourth lean year
Virginia told her the studio was seeking
a girl to play her younger sister in "The
Jean, then
nineteen, put her pride of
Profession."
Youngest
age in the pockets of an effective sweater,
donned bobby socks and got in to see
Director Eddie Buzzell. He demurred,
"I wanted more of a 'character' type,"
but her enthusiasm and self-confidence

(apparent) caused him to agree, "Well,
I'll let you test for it." Someone, who
must not have been thinking very hard,
handed her six pages of dialogue, which
she had one hour to learn. She won the
test over five aspirants and, before "The
Youngest Profession" was completed,
MGM signed the try-try-try girl to a
seven-year contract.
Were her troubles over? During the
four year quest for a movie job, continuous turndowns had affected — inevitably —
her morale, but she kept her discouraged
moments strictly private. It was during
those forty-eight months that she would
slip quietly home and have thorough
good cries. Now, with a job, things
(common to most young actresses' early
movie work) began to happen that
would lead her to banish the luxury of
tears. After she played what she considered arole helpful to her career, in
"Bathing Beauty," and then saw that
most of it (the picture, as shot, ran too
long) had been snipped out, she' told
herself: "I'm short. I look ridiculously
young. Things like this will happen to
me. I'll never cry, over my work, again.
I'll try for, and do, so many things that
some will have to come out right. I'll
play cheerfully any role offered me. In
the final film or out! And, not once in
the rest of my career, will I ever let
trouble trouble me."
The resolution came in handy that day
of the "Easy to Wed" cut and the fiasco
with Jimmy Stewart!
Meanwhile, like most young performers with serious ambitions (Jean yearns
some day to play the lead in "Seventh
Heaven") this one lives a simple life.
She and her mother share a small Beverly Hills apartment, and a good many
evenings are occupied listening to Jean's
true grand passion — jive and jazz records. She is the only actress known who,
asked about music, doesn't look soulful
and, breathing deep, try to sound familiar with Beethoven and Tschaikowski.
Jean's

favorite

recordings

(she likes

scores of them) include versions of
Snowfall, Little Jazz and Cement Mixer.
Louis Armstrong and Billie Holliday are
her favorite trumpet player and vocalist, and she owns to particular fondness
for the Rhythm Boys.
Jean's taste in food — strictly Texas —
features fried chicken, steaks, and homemade ice cream. She's a good cook and
personally turns out a batch of ice cream
at least twice a week. You would think
after that food choice that her reading
would run to westerns, but instead she's
one of Hollywood's most avid detective
story fans.
By contrast, two close friends of Jean's,
"Bunny" Green and Helen O'Hara, each
stand 6 feet or better. When the three
go peppily down the street, Jean, in the
middle, looks, to use her own words,
"like a fugitive from a midget show."
Looking young doesn't hurt a girl in
the date department. Jean, at this writing, definitely hadn't settled on one man.
But, to the accompaniment of some
gnashing of other feminine teeth, she
seems to attract the pick of the field.
For example, she ice-skates with Guy
Madison and rides horseback with
Johnny Sands and Lon McCallister.
That's nothing to cry about.
And she proves her sensibleness not to
shed tears over her career. Her buoyancy, total absence of whining when the
breaks go against her, and her general
sunny nature and contagious love of life
make her exceedingly popular at the
studio. And executives know that she
came to them consciously prepared to
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life explaining earnestly, "I'm lots older
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Life Begins for Hedy

3

Lamarr

mother's pin was being exploited and
given away- — which made Hedy blow her
top.

It's a healthy thing to blow your top
once in awhile. Hedy has indulged in
it too little. Many was the night when
she cried bitterly from sheer frustration.
Many was the time she went to a movie,
saw other actresses giving Academy
Award performances, and wondered
bleakly, "Why do I never see a script like
that?" Today, that is all behind her.
"Hollywood broke my heart," she admits
soberly. "I had to develop a protective
shell around me, so people could not see
I was hurt. Today, that's all gone, fin-
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Continued from page 31
my picture and my possessions would
appear on the kitchen sinks of the land."
To those wise in the ways of Hollywood, there was nothing particularly
unusual about the cleanser deal. It was,
in studio parlance, a tie-up. Hedy's face
had graced other advertisements. It was
that little extra touch — the fact that her

A

ished. I'm happier than I have ever been
in my life because for once I'm in a
picture I know will give me an opportunity to act. The girl in 'The Strange
Woman' is a sadist, tempting and feminine, but cruel. It's a part you can get
your teeth into. People will either like
or dislike me intensely, but at least they
will be aware of me. It's a part any
actress would love, touching many emotions and delving into strange situations.
It's dramatic and forceful. And do you
know what? It's the easiest role I have
ever had! Because, for an actress, it's
easier to 'act' than to walk through a
picture trying to make something out
of Hedy,
nothing."
stretched out on the floor in her
elaborate dressing room, was a pixie.
There is only one Hedy Lamarr, and she
defies imitation. She is the least glamorous of all the glamor girls. She lounges
on the floor, kicks her feet in the air,
welcomes you in a bulky and unbecoming
ScREENLAIf
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robe. Fortunately, there's nothing she
can do to botch up her face! It's warm
and lovely: from her green, black-lashed
eyes, to her uptilted nose, to her full, expressive lips. All this transcends the
dishabille. She's beautiful but she
doesn't take it seriously. Her sense of
humor is quick and spontaneous. People,
words, cliches, phrases, situations, amuse
her. Yet ' she can be authoritative and
serious, too.
Her dressing room is like an elaborate
New York apartment. There is a 14x22
foot living room, a dining room, kitchen,
bath. She uses the bedroom as an immense and luxurious dressing room. The
main rooms are carpeted from wall to
wall in soft green. The furniture is upholstered in deep rose. Some coverings
are solid color; others are striped: rose
and white. The full drapes are in rose
and white stripes. The whole effect is
dramatic because eighteenth century is
skillfully blended with modern. Somehow,
this extravagant dressing room with its
many brilliant and bold colors, its contrast of the old with the new, is like
Hedy, herself.
Lying on the floor, tummy downward,
she talks on the telephone, gives interviews, decides on fabrics for her costumes, poses for pictures, greets friends
and gives orders. Her dressing room is
the frame for Hedy Lamarr, the actress,
and Hedy, the producer.
For now a myriad of details rest upon
her shoulders. Not that Hunt Stromberg, executive producer, and Jack Chertok, producer, do not carry the bulk of
production. But for the first time, Hedy
— who is a brilliant woman and no scatterbrain — has a say in what is going to
happen to a picture in which she is being starred. She calls on the telephone to
ask to see sketches that have been made
for the title of the picture. "The right art
on the titles means a lot," she explains
seriously. "They let the audience know
before the picture begins that care and
thought have gone into the production."
The designer comes with a soft yellow
woolen from which to make one of fledy's
suits for her next picture, "Dishonored
Lady." Hedy crumples the material experimentally into a little ball. "That is
going to wrinkle," she says. "Make two
skirts so that one will always be pressed."
She doesn't like the color and asks for
dye samples. "It has to photograph dark,"
she remarks, "so let's dye the fabric
emerald
I'd enjoy
that."
Someone green.
calls from
the setwearing
to announce
the scene is set up for re-takes. Hedy
talks to one person in French, another in
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German. She hangs up the phone and
continues her interview in English.
A script is shown her. "A certain scene
is confusing me," admits Jack Chertok.
Hedy, who is practical and analytical,
spots the "bug." "Take the middle sequence out," she advises. Later rushes
prove she is right. The scene has become
smooth and logical. Again the director
asks, "How would you do such-and-such
if so-and-so happened to you?" Hedy
thinks it over and then tells him. "Okay,
let's shoot it that way," he orders. Again
and again she is joyously conscious of the
fact that in this as well as all future
pictures her opinions carry weight. They
are listened to and her advice acted
Since Hedy has always liked creative
upon.
work and has a complicated, rather than
an easy-to-define personality, she has
needed a greater outlet than she has been
given formerly. There is nothing more
frustrating than to use only part of your
mind or part of your ability. Hedy repeats again: "I don't know how to explain this new sense of freedom I have.
I'm working harder than ever before, but
it's easier, somehow. It's incredibly difficult to play a negative part and make it
positive. And that's what I've been doing
for seven years. To play a living, speaking, feeling person who does things is
so much easier. To play someone who
just stands around is hard."
Hedy's job as a producer isn't the same
as, for instance, Joan Harrison's or Virginia Van TJpp's. Hedy cannot write
scripts,, although she is very clever about
story construction, is aware that every
picture must have a beginning, a middle,
and an end. She isn't being facetious
when she speaks of this. Too many pictures jump right into the middle without enough introduction. Others let the
endings drag out interminably. Hedy has
seen mistakes in other pictures, and it is
from these mistakes she is learning. In
all future pictures, Hedy is going to try
for perfection. She wants her films to be
right from every point of view. That's a
tall order, and Hedy doesn't expect to
achieve it. But she does intend to try
to achieve it, which is more than a lot of
producers can say. She believes, with
Somerset Maugham, that if you want
nothing but the very best, you'll get it.
Hedy, for all her practical business
sense, is still feminine enough to be superstitious. The company is named Mars,
both for the planet and the last part of
her name. She'll also admit this: "I know
things will go right for me from now on.
After all, the worst is behind me. Nothing more that is bad can happen to me —
it's happened already. From now on, it
has to be easier. Besides, every fortune
teller — not just one, but every one — has
told me this year would be my most sucYes, Hedy, as a woman producer, is
cessful one."
definitely feminine. When "The Strange
Woman" was being cast, she wanted certain people for certain roles. She didn't
list their qualifications or past performances, she just said: "I have to have
them, period." So she got them.
Also, despite her years of picture making, she has been learning much more
than ever before now that she has become

a producer. "You can't have certain
stages or space for certain times. Other
days you can't shoot exteriors — even the
outdoors is budgeted. Sometimes this is
because an actor will be under contract
just for the length of the picture. That
means you have to shoot every scene in
which that actor appears, regardless of
sequence. Otherwise, you'd be paying
him just for sitting around."
Hedy has learned some of the headaches of production, too. The waste of
money has always appalled her. Now it's
her money— at least some of it— and every gigantic or small thing that holds up
production hits her right in the pocketbook. "The Strange Woman" had no
more hard luck than most big productions, but this time Hedy has been more
keenly conscious of the hard luck. First
there was the flu. Almost everyone had
to stay home a few days with it. Then
there was the strike. The picture is now
finished, but some additional scenes are
vitally needed, and Louis Hay ward, who
figures in some of them, is in London.
Things like that. All these details Hedy
now partly shoulders. Even so, she finds
being a producer very satisfying.
You'll see a new Hedy Lamarr when
"The Strange Woman" comes to town.
You'll like her, despite the fact that the
role is unsympathetic and similar to
Gene Tierney's in "Leave Her to
Heaven." Around Hollywood, 'old-timers
are seeing" a new Hedy Lamarr, too. She
learned long ago not to let tears show,
but today she realizes she has really
licked heartbreak. "Awful things that are
said about me," she confesses today, "just
roll right off of me. Before, I couldn't
What

You

explain I didn't have a chance to do
better work. Today, I know if I don't
do a good job, I'll have no one to blame
but myself. So I intend to do a good
job. That's a satisfying feeling: Again, I
have always felt pictures should have a
message, whether good or bad. This picture is based on the thought that evil
destroys itself. I like that. I believe pictures should be thought about, too, not
just slapped together. And I think people should learn by the mistakes of themselves and others. It's a criminal fact
that too often pictures repeat the same
errors over and over again. You have
to make mistakes — how else can you
learn? But you haven't learned if you
don't correct errors when you know about
One of Hedy's peculiar charms is her
honest and direct way of expressing herthem."
self. Her thoughts don't follow conventional patterns. Of a drab fabric she'll
say: "It's like old age — indefinite." Of
Hollywood,
she'll little
remark:
"It's
small
town where
flames
of like
gossipa
become giant conflagrations." And of the
possibility that her children might want
picture careers, she says determinedly,
"Never will I allow it! If they want to
have technical careers in the motion picture industry, yes. But to be an actor or
an actress, no. I might have cried and
had my heart broken. I might have had
to learn that here it is dog eat dog, but
— no."exciting, disturbing,
children
is a new,
my this
forYes,
determined Hedy Lamarr. You'll see in
"The Strange Woman" a Hedy who is a
fine actress. The old Hedy is dead. And
the new Hedy has just begun to live.
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Continued from page 40
"listen!" Mr. Warner listened. And heard.
And understood. I, too, understood — that
your voices were more important in
my career, because more impressive to
Mr. Warner, than even laudatory letters from managers and exhibitors, or
rave reviews by the critics or sales
talks by agents could be.
For you are the Voice of the motion
picture industry. The Referee. The Ultima Thule. You, not Mr. Zanuck or
Mr. Goldwyn or Mr. Warner or Mr.
Mayer make stars or break stars. The
producers introduce us to you, that is
true, give us our opportunity. But not
until they hear your Voice (which, since
the adult is silent in approval or in disapproval whereas youth makes its Voice
heard, is the only- Voice signifying that
you are for us, or against us) do they
build us to stardom or permit our options to lapse. You, the fans, are the
starmakers!
That personal appearance of mine at
the Strand was my first meeting, face
to face, with the American public, with
you — and what you have meant in my
life, in my career, I must now try my
best to tell you that you may fully
realize what you have done for me and
how it is, in my heart, appreciated.
To begin with the beginning, which
is where my thanks to you begins when

first I came, a stranger from Vienna,
to Hollywood, I played — in "Mrs. Miniver," "Northern Pursuit," "Hotel Berlin," "Edge of Darkness" — four Nazis
in a row! In "Mrs. Miniver" I, as the
wounded Nazi flyer, had not only an
ugly role but a comparatively small one.
Mind you, it was a stunning part. With
everyone in the cast so noble, so good,
a dastard like the Nazi flyer stood out
like a very throbbing sore thumb. Still,
he was not an endearing fellow, that
one. Moreover, the picture starred Greer
Garson and Walter Pidgeon, in whose
lustre a newcomer might well have been
overlooked to the point of invisibility.
You did not overlook!
In "Northern Pursuit," as an escaping Nazi officer; in "Edge of Darkness"
as the Nazi commandant; in "Hotel
Berlin," again a Nazi, more insidious
because more ingratiating and, later, in
"Escape in the Desert" in which I, a
sadist, twisted the heroine's arm and
kicked poor Mr. Samuel Hinds in the
ribs, I continued my naztiness.
Feeling, as I did, that the job of
interpreting the enemy to America was a
job to be done, my job (I knew the
enemy) and glad I was capable of doing it I did not, at the same time, have
hopes that I would soon, if ever, be
accepted in romantic roles. But although
SCREENLAND
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I tried to cheer myself with the thought
that the more people dislike me on the
screen, the more I could feel I was doing a good job, I was happy when you
did not seem to dislike me off the screen;
when you seemed to understand that the
man and the role were not one.

Berlin,"
"Hotelinstead
when,
arilyafter
in Very
which,happy
moment
a man
of
a monster, I kissed the girl once, on
the cheek, you saw in that kiss something that made you write me many
letters saying you wanted me to play
romantic roles, to "get the girl." So
that, in "Casablanca," "Mission to Moscow," "Passage to Marseilles," "Hollywood Canteen" and one or two others
I was given, thanks to you, roles of sympathy.
When I first came to this country, I
was very sad. Hitler had just invaded
my country. War was imminent. Seeing
the (blood) writing on the wall, I said
goodbye to my parents, to my brother,
to my career in the diplomatic service,
for which I had been trained. So I
came to America in sadness, lifted by the
hope that I might find a way to interpret to America the evils and the evildoers that were poisoning my country.
Perhaps, too, a way to interpret what
America was doing, thinking, and feeling to my people.
Figuring the best way for me, a
stranger, to know the American people
was to go to an American university, I
came directly to California and enrolled
at the University of California at Los
Angeles. To pay my way, I gave lessons in French and fencing. After a college year, I went into the business office
of an uncle in Los Angeles, but I did not
like it in business. Casting in my mind
for the best way to achieve the purpose
with which I had come, I thought of
the motion pictures. The job of an actor
is, in the long run, interpretation. If I,
as an actor, can interpret Europe to
America and America to Europe it will
be, I thought, a gratifying, a satisfying
thing to do.
As soon, then, as I was able, I won
for myself a place with the Pasadena
Community Players, from which so
many have come to the screen. To help
defray my expenses while I was learning
to be an actor, I opened two gas -filling
stations. Scouts from the Warner
Brothers saw me there — at the Playhouse, not in the filling stations! — and
soon I was signed to a contract with
Warners. That was the first milestone.
The second was when, as the wounded
German flyer crawling out of Mrs.
Miniver's garden I crawled, also, thanks
to you, out of obscurity.
But not, quite so quickly, out of the
confusion of the many adjustments I,
born and brought up in Vienna, had to
make here — including the simplest like
getting adjusted to green celery and
artichokes and pie with cheese, which
we do not have in my country. Pie with
cheese was once, by the way, a scare
to me. With $2.00 in my pocket (over
and above my railroad fare) when I
stepped off the ship in New York, I
had to watch with both my eyes the
few nickels that made up that meagre
capital. So when, one day, I ordered
apple pie in a cafe and it was served to
SCREENLAND
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me with cheese on the side. 1 said
"Please, take away the cheese. I did not
order it and I do not wish to pay the
extra." The waitress, poor girl, was put
to pains explaining to me the minor
miracle of how, here, the pie and the
cheese were as one.
Like the sequences in a "Silly Symphony," adjustments like this occurred
every day during my first month in
Hollywood. They make funny reading.
They did not make so funny reality.
But how I made the adjustments was
thanks, mostly, to the letters you wrote
me which gradually, a word here, a
phrase
put me
You there,
were also,
and "hep."
are still, a real
and constructive influence in my work,
so that I do not regard your letters as
"fan" letters, but as letters from friends
and guides in my development. It ranges,
the advice you give me, from things like
combing my hair differently to suggesting to me parts you would like me to
play and leading ladies you would like
to see me play them with.
It is not, alas, always possible to follow your suggestions. When, for instance,
you write, "Dear Mr. Dantine: You and
Ingrid Bergman would make a good
couple." I would be enchanted to work
with Miss Bergman, but that is not in
my province to decide. Again, when it
was printed that I am trying to lose a
little of my Viennese accent, you sent me
an avalanche of letters. "Don't lose it!"
you wrote, almost unanimously. "Don't
for heaven's sake, lose it!"— and took
the pains to explain why you advised
me so. "This is a business of being
'different,' " you wrote. "This is a business of personalities. Lose your accent
and you will lose some of this difference,
this
In personality."
addition to the letters you write
me, there are so many of the big little
things you do for me, that are of the
heart: as when, not long ago, a little
colored girl brought me the pipe that
had belonged to her father, killed in
action somewhere in France. "I wanted
you to have it," she said. And the lad
who
sent from
me a overseas,
piece of his
Hitler's
flag
(which,
fighting
brother had sent him) because, he wrote,
he thought it would give me, soiled and
tattered as it was, some satisfaction.
I answer, conscientiously, every letter you write me, whether you tell me
of a toothache you are having, or of a
brother home from the service, or a new
romance you are dreaming — and always
with the hope that I may be, in some
measure, as understanding of you as you
have been, in all things, of me.
Of my mistakes, for instance. For I
have made mistakes, oh yes! of course
I have. Big and little mistakes. Necessary mistakes. Stupid and unnecessary
mistakes — comforting myself, completely
fatalistic as I am, with the belief that
one cannot escape one's destiny but
that life forgives you if you do not make
the same mistakes twice.
When, soon after I left the Pasadena
Playhouse, I married Gwen Anderson,
who had also been working there (Gwen
later made her big hit in New York in
the stage play, "Janie") you were happy
for us. You had, at first, reason to be

happy for us who were, at first, so
happy. But when we were not happy
any longer and, a year after Gwennie
went to New York for "Janie," our marriage broke up, you seemed to sense the
unhappiness of two people who had not
wanted failure.
The fault was mine. I was not ready
for marriage. Perhaps we were both,
quite apart from volition, at fault. For
we were too different. Gwen, a midWestern girl, wholesome and adorable,
and I, a European (seldom so wholesome as an American) and not at all
adorable, had too many adjustments to
make. And were not able to make them.
And believed, both of us, that there is
no point in muddling along; that if decisions have to be reached, they should
be clean-cutting and quick. And made
our decision. This is not an excuse for
failure, but an explanation.
Later, when Ida Lupino and I were
much together, were in love, you were
again interested. It was, many of you
wrote, exciting. So it was. Now a closed
chapter, so it was. Ida and I, too, were
different. Too different. So generous in
her work, in herself, with her friends,
Ida, who has made so many more pictures than I, is so brilliant a star, is
basically, a little, how do you say it here,
tired of it all? Ida, I think, wants to
settle down, but so settle down. Whereas, for me, the career is still accomplishing; life is still adventure; still things to
be done. Many things. Such as that I
would like to live in New York part of
the time; want to have outside interests
so that I may see over the wall of my
profession.
Our way of life, Ida's and mine, the
very walls and roof and furnishings of
our lives, are different. Ida lives in a
beautiful house, in Beverly Hills. I still
live in my little one-room bachelor
apartment at $45.00 a month. When it is
advised that I pay for a place $150.00,
$200.00, $350.00, I say to hell with it!
I know too well the fast-turning table
this business is; know too well the hasbeens. I want to save my money. So
again, unless you like, deeply like, the
same things, you are too different to like
each other. For people who do not like
each other to love each other, spells
failure.
I would like to marry. You cannot
grow old with press-books or warm your
heart at a clipping bureau. Nor do I
care about being famous or wealthy
unless I am also being happy. I want to
marry because I feel that marriage is
the ultimate happiness, but because the
next time must be, not a chapter, but
the whole book, must be for keeps, I do
not intend to marry again in the profession. It is too difficult to know when
the actress becomes the woman and the
woman, the actress; when the name in
lights begins, and when the lights go off.
It seems to me not possible for a
woman to have a career and a home and
husband, too. Since, in my opinion, a
woman is created in such a way that
she can give, completely, in only one
direction, in a. profession as hard-hitting,
as basically selfish as that of acting she
can certainly give of herself, only there.
I am, besides, too jealous, too possessive to share the woman I love very

much with one hundred and fifty million
others. Too possessive to be able to
watch her, on stage or screen, and think
that the same smile she has now, / get
— the same embrace she gives now, so
realistically, / have been given — that
sudden tenderness in her voice, 1 have
heard — no, no, I do not want a wife to
share with one hundred and fifty millions!
Now that I am, I am every _ day
thanking my God, an American citizen
— an American in my home, in my heart,
in my plans, I would want to marry an
American girl. None other. Even if I
were not an American citizen v I would
want to marry an American girl, for they
are marvelous. Not the "mink coats" so
much as the girls who work, with their
hair long and well-brushed, their eyes
clear, skin fine, who out of nothing,
make something.
In Europe, you must be going with
three or four girls. One you take dancing;
another is a wonderful conversationalist;
one you take to the concert. But the
American girl, you take her to the concert, to play golf; you talk with her and
dine with her and dance with her; you,
take her to the movies— she is all things
in one, and terribly attractive, at that.
So now I come to the most and best
thing I have to thank you, my friends,
for making possible. For five years, I
had not heard from my parents. Not
since Pearl Harbor had I heard from
them, or of them. And had, with pain,
resigned myself. Then, in May, over a
year ago, the OWI asked me to make an
America Calling talk on the radio, speaking in. French, in Italian and, for Austria,
in German. Before I spoke, the announcer gave an introduction of me
telling who this man is, what he has
done, that he should be speaking on the
air. Three months later, the .OWI man
called
me in from
Los Angeles
"We
have heard
our manto insay:
Vienna.
listenedthein."joy and happi
Your
You parents
may imagine
ness it was for me to know by this, for
the first time in five years, that my
parents were living. Later, I learned
that my father had lived six months in
a coal cellar but was now in what is
called "Protective Custody" and rein
stated in his office as Under-secretary of
State, for Traffic; that my brother, also
surviving, had got from the Austrian
Government the Medal for Valor. Now
in New York, as I write, I am here ar
ranging for my passport in order that I
may go, as soon as my next picture is
completed, to Vienna, to see how it is
with my parents and to bring them back
with me.
For this, I say, I have also you to
thank since without you, the announcer
on the OWI would not have been able to
man"
"this
say
and what
who heheis,did
and say
whatabout
he has
done.
Some day I hope to write and direct —
but always with motion pictures, which
have the great power to interpret the
people of the world to each other. More
than ever do I wish to stay with the
pictures, for in this shrinking world of
ours, with the atom bomb hanging over
us, the only way to have peace is to
know each other. To work for this is
what, with your continued help, I hope
to do.
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are for the most part not content to go
back to their old jobs in drug stores or
banks or selling bonds. They are restless
and confused. They don't know exactly
what it is they are searching for.
The last thing in the world that I want
is to influence anyone's religious or political viewpoint. Just as W. Somerset
Maugham said he had never begun a
novel with more misgiving than when he
began "The Razor's Edge," so I have
never begun an article with more misgiving than this one. Nevertheless, discussing these things frankly may help to
clear the air.
One of the reasons why we got into
World War II is that for a long time
Americans didn't care what was happening in Europe and elsewhere. We shut
ourselves tight behind our delightful delusion that what happened in Europe
was no concern of ours. Sometimes we
didn't even care very much what happened in America. Many of us often neglected to vote. We paid very little attention to the forces of religious and racial
intolerance which were springing up in
various parts of the country.
Today there is a tremendous job that
can be done with young people in the
high schools and junior colleges. I know
that's true, because about a year and a
half ago, when I was sent on a speaking
tour through such schools to appeal to
these young people to buy bonds, I found
their response amazing. Here were some
of the much-maligned bobby-sockers. I
discovered that they were on the whole
very intelligent and responsive. They
wrere glad that the nation had at last
discovered them and was appealing to
them. The moment they were asked to
be a part of an important movement,
they grew in stature. I believe they listened to me not because I was a movie
actor but because I was a Marine lieutenant who had something to say to
them. These youngsters are in a listening
mood. I think that those who are concerned with the future of our country
should go out and speak to them on such
problems as racial and religious tolerance
and on the job they themselves will have
to perform when they become voters. I
know that Frank Sinatra has done excellent work in this field.
If more Sinatras and others like him
had gone about talking straight-from-theshoulder to the people of my generation
when we were in school, perhaps the
whole bloody mess of World War II
might have been avoided. Anyway, here
for what they are worth are my views
on the subjects Screenland has asked
me to discuss.
Life. I don't believe that I personally
have reached a definite philosophy of
life. I think one's philosophy changes as
one's desires, position, and ambitions
change. There isn't any age where one
stops growing mentally, and so there isn't
any age where one reaches a final
philosophy.
During the past three years I have
changed tremendously, and my ideas on
living have changed with me. Before the
Screenland

war I used to be interested in a lot of
trivialities. Like so many people, I was
content to live in the fringe around
life. I wasted a great deal of time worrying about incidentals instead of getting
to the core of things.
Another way in which I've changed is
that I no longer believe in putting things
off. There was a time when I used to protinate agreat things
deal. Now
I've discovered that crasdoing
as promptly
as
possible simplifies life.
I've always been fortunate in one respect,known
and that
changed.
always
thathasn't
I wanted
to act. I've
Today
I feel sorry for many people who don't
know what they want. Those, like myself, who know what they want can devote their energies to getting it, while
those who don't know waste a lot of time
and energy deciding.
Death. Life is trouble enough without
worrying
about about.
something
you don't
know
anything
Naturally,
the
thought of death must be somewhere in
our subconscious minds. We know it's
bound to happen some day, but we accept it, just as we accept the furniture
in our rooms without giving the separate pieces a great deal of conscious
thought. Why worry about death? We
know it's going to get dark tonight but
we don't worry about it.
Immortality. I believe in one kind of
immortality. People live in the people
they leave behind. There are probably
people who have passed away who have
influenced you. So long as that influence
remains, they are alive in you. Just because we happen "to shuffle off this mortal coil" and leave some worm food behind, we are not dead, so long as someone on earth remains on whose life we
have left some mark.
Religion. In "The Razor's Edge"
Larry's quest for something on which to
hang his life and thus find peace went
through three phases. He started off
with mental reactions, studied music,
art and books, and came to the realization that what he was looking for
couldn't be found wholly in books. Then
he tried the physical path to peace and
worked in coal mines, hoping that he
would find peace in work and sweat.
Finally, he decided to try to find what
he was looking for in India, through
religious and spiritual paths.
He discovered one thing, which is the
basic underlying principle on which all
religions are built. All the things you
look for in life exist within yourself. I
agree with Larry and with W. Somerset
Maugham on that. I believe that the
peace we all seek can only come through
a combination of all three paths Larry
took: mental, physical and spiritual.
I know that there is a motivating,
creative force of the universe — the Christians call him God— the Mohammedans
call him Allah — the Hindus call him
Brahma the Creator.
Faith. Screenland has asked me in
what things I have faith. The question
nonplusses me. I'm not sure what faith

is. If by it is meant a blind acceptance
of "things not seen," then I think that
perhaps I am a man without faith. On
the other hand, there was a poet who
sa id:
'There lives more faith in honest doubt,
believe me
Than in half the creeds."
By that definition I am a man of great
faith, for I have many honest doubts.
I believe in prayer, because I think it
does the person who prays some good
within himself if he has faith.
I believe that all good and all eyil
exist in all peopje, and that the degree
to which the good or evil is developed
depends upon the degree of. intelligence
and upon environment and heredity.
Many people the world calls evil have
great good in them. Tor instance, some
of the biggest, kindest hearts are in social
outcasts. By the same token, some people who are accepted as great ladies and
gentlemen" are full of all kinds of mischief
and chicanery.
Morals. I believe that you should do
anything you think right as long as you
don't hurt any other person. Shakespeare
certainly had something when he said,
"There is nothing either good or bad,
it so."accomplish a
makesThey
thinking
butThe
Churches.
great deal of good. I believe that one of
the greatest motivating factors in life
is loneliness. In the church and in religion people have someone to turn to.
I go to. church, not so much at the
prescribed times, as at odd moments
empty and alone, so it isn't
when it is loneliness
essentially
that brings me to
church, nor is it a prescribed creed. Perhaps it's strange that a man like myself,
who professes to be a man of little faith,
should find a church so well worth going
•to. I think that going to church, particularly inthose quiet hours, gives you
a certain feeling of peace. Many times,
you find that peace through meditation
and being alone. Sometimes the atmosphere of the church helps you to work
out your problems, or you are able to
confide in a person or in a force which
some men call God the problems you
couldn't discuss with anyone else. Confiding your problems thus gives you a
great sense of release.
War and Peace. I have been asked
whether I believe that World War II
is the last war. Let me answer by a question: Do you think human beings are
any better today than they have been?
In each generation, people thought
that the discovery of new and more horrible means of waging warfare would
wake mankind up and lead to the end
of all wars. I have no doubt that when
the bow and arrow was first discovered,
some people said, "Now that fighting has
become so dangerous and destructive,
wars will end." And when guns were
discovered, surely they said the same
thing. The invention of gunpowder
brought up the same old argument. So
did the invention of airplanes and submarines. There were people who said,
after each of these inventions, that their
discovery would abolish warfare forever.
But if I remember my history correctly,
none of them did.
Now there are people who argue that
the atomic bomb will have that effect.

How I wish they were right! But I am
afraid that you can invent all manner
of new weapons, but war itself will
never be abolished till someone invents
a better human being.
The actual firing of rifles, guns and
the use of other weapons is only one
manifestation of war, just as saying "I
love you" is only one manifestation of
love. There are all kinds of other social
and economic manifestations. Though
the shooting war is supposedly over, who
can truthfully argue that the world is
at peace today?
Education. I believe that all young
people should be educated in religious
and racial tolerance, and that all of
them should learn something about how
our government works, so that they
won't think it's all administered by some
vague organization in Washington, D. C,
which has nothing to do with them.
I don't know much about progressive
schools, but it seems to me that their
sort of training ought to start after
R's
learned I the
ynung
and
not people
before. have
Personally,
mustthree
confess
that I got very little out of the oldfashioned type of school I attended. I
can't remember a single date; I haven't
the faintest idea how to square a circle.
Maybe I got things out of school that I
don't realize I learned. But I am more
conscious of the things I didn't learn.
If I had a son, the type of education
I would choose for him would depend on
what he wanted to do. If he wanted to
be an actor, I would make him go out
and act on a stage as soon as possible.
You can read all the books on theory
(hat were ever published — and though
they're
good, you can't act till you really
act.
On the other hand, if my imaginary
son wanted to be an engineer or a lawyer
or a doctor, I'd want him to go to
college. In either event, I think boys of
six should be thoroughly grounded in
fundamentals before progressive methods
are tried on them. I know when I was
a boy I wanted to be an engineer, but
thank
heavens,Pacific
they ordidn't
put meFe. onI
the Southern
the Santa
don't believe boys who haven't learned
how to read or write yet are quite ready
to run a school newspaper, and I feel
sorry for the son of an acquaintance of
mine who suddenly had to learn Spanish
grammar, although he'd never learned
anything about the grammar behind his
own language in the progressive school
he attended. Progressive schools would
be fine. I think, for boys of high school
or college age whose future occupations
don't require a more conventional type
of academic education.
The Post-war World. I'll be very much
interested in seeing it, if it comes in my
lifetime. Right now we're living in a
post-shooting war America, which is
rather pleasant. However, with all the
unrest, turmoil and revolution, who can
truthfully call this a post-war world?
I don't know when that happy day will
come.
Work and, Success. I think that people
who give advice to others should be
see myself
I just can'tpassing
quietly
sitting disposed
down andof. earnestly
out
bowls of advice. I don't believe that
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there is any set formula for success. The
closest you can come to it is to say that
it's 90 per cent perspiration and 10 per
cent inspiration. That's an old truism,
of course, and like many old truisms,
it's true. I think that success, particularly in this business of acting, is a combination offortunate circumstances and
work.
Believe it or not, it is much harder
work being a so-called success than making yourself a success. This is exemplified
every day by people who shoot up there
like comets, but can't stay up for any
length of time. One reason it is so much
harder to remain a success than to become one is that after you have attained
some measure of success, you have so
much more to lose and you hate to take
so many chances. When you have nothing to lose and everything to gain, a
gamble on some untried venture is easier.
Love about
and marriage,
Marriage. IWhenever
I'm
asked
always think
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of Samuel Johnson's witty remark, "A
second marriage is the triumph of hope
over experience." The more you think of
it, the wittier it seems.
The same principle that applies to success applies to a happy marriage. You
have to work harder to keep it happy
than you did during courtship days.
You have to be as considerate and
thoughtful as during those days. Just as
your
work you
in your
chosen
field can't
stop when
become
a success,
so
working at marriage can't stop when
riage.
you think you've achieved a happy marI think that love and marriage are
here to stay, atomic bomb or not.
I don't believe in love at first sight —
and don't expect me to define love, I'm
not sticking my neck out on that! It
■seems to me I've stuck it out enough.
Anyway, love as we accept it can't really
come till you have a deep understanding
of the person for whom you feel a violent
emotion.
Happiness. I don't know whether
peace comes out of happiness or hapout of first,
peace.
like asking:
Which piness
came
theIt's
chicken
or the
egg? I don't believe that you can achieve
happiness through conscious seeking for
it. When you do achieve it, it will come
out of your subconscious mind.
I am inclined to agree with the psychiatrist in "The Seventh Veil" that
there are seven veils to the mind, veils
of shyness and reserve and fear, which
we drop only after we know people well.

Again quoting this psychiatrist, as we
know people longer, we may drop more
veils. A woman may drop the fifth or
sixth veil with the man she loves best.
But each person usually keeps the
seventh veil — deep in the subconscious
mind — to himself. And it is in this part
of the mind — below the seventh veil —
that the deepest roots of happiness and
unhappiness lie.
Friendshi-p. I believe that we are born
alone, live alone and die alone. There is
always the seventh veil covering each
person's mind. Loneliness is one of the
great motivating forces. You can be
lonely in a crowd. Many servicemen
knew deep loneliness, though they were
surrounded by legions of men.
To lighten up this loneliness there are
friends and there is love. Most of us
have many acquaintances and very few
real friends. I have two real friends, in
the deepest sense of the word, and consider myself a very lucky person. But
that kind of friendship is based on an
understanding between two people. No
conscious effort is necessary. The friendship exists even if you don't see the
people concerned for two weeks or two
years. It's nothing you really work on.
It just is.
To sum up my beliefs, I believe that
one of the great motivating forces is
loneliness. I believe that all good and
all evil exist in different proportions in
all men and women; that good exists in
those we call evil, and evil in those we
call good. Sometimes the good may be
so deeply buried, and the evil so triumphant that we cannot see the good
any longer, though there are feeble
remnants of it still left.
I believe that there is a great force
behind the universe. I believe that the
only immortality we will ever know will
come through our effect on the people
we will leave behind. I believe death
is no more to be feared than the coming
of night.
I believe that while we live we should
do whatever we think is right, so long as
we harm no one else, and that each of
us should seek peace, happiness and God
in his own way, and never deny to anyone else life, liberty or the pursuit of
happiness, regardless of the color of the
other man's skin or the kind of religious
opinions he holds. If we condemn other
men because of their race or religion,
then all the doctrines we fought against
on foreign soil will be fighting against us
on American soil.

Listen, Scott!
Continued from page 48
stand up straight. It's my six-feet-four
gentlemen who'll have trouble. I shall
have to get me shorter beaux!
"The place is tiny, but I'm an adaptable gal. It's home and I love it. Besides, Ican always say, 'Listen, Scott,
you remember that broom closet you
called home in New York, when you
were modeling for photographers and
breaking your silly head trying to make
a dent on the Broadway stage?' "
Screen land

Beaux, long ones and short, would naturally not be lacking in the life of a
pretty girl like Lizabeth. But she's the
despair of the publicity department because she avoids night clubs as many of
us avoid the dentist's chair. She has visited the Mocambo twice, and neither
time was it her idea. She likes to dance,
but she'd rather roll back the rug at
home — if she had a rug. And how, the
publicists implore, can they get a girl's

name in the gossip columns if she won't
be seen at the night spots?
Lizabeth takes a dim view of that argument. She has talked to herself about
romance and marriage, and she has her
own views: "I'm an intense person," she
says earnestly. '*I have a terrific fervor
for self-development and self-improvement, as an actress and as a person. I
believe it's every woman's duty as a
human being, whether she's actress,
schoolgirl or housewife, to develop herself to her finest capabilities. When I
meet the man I can love intensely and
who loves me the same way, I'm going
to marry him, settle down, and have
three children. I won't be sacrificing anything, even if I quit pictures for that
man, because a good marriage is the
most ennobling career a woman can
have."
Lizabeth is as serious and profound
about that, with eye-squinting and gestures, as she is gay about relating other
consequences of her periodic self-examinations.
She has not yet met Deanna Durbin,
but she'll confess it was Deanna who
first impelled Lizabeth to "haul herself
up" and ask herself where she was going.
Lizabeth was all of thirteen at the time,
and there was Deanna, approximately
the same age, a singing screen star.
"What abeth
arethen. you doing, Scott?" asked LizThat was when her dramatic urge was
born, back home in Scranton, Pa. — the
driving urge that made her insist on
dramatic school instead of college, the
urge that sustained her as hopeful understudy to Tallulah Bankhead in "The
Skin of Our Teeth" on Broadway when
the star -obstinately refused to be either
ailing or late for a performance.
After seven months of Tallulah's unobligingly good health and the equally
rugged promptness of her successor
Miriam Hopkins, Lizabeth quit her
steady job to go out on her own. She
was called back to play the role for one
wonderful but not immediately rewarding night, and she rejected Producer Hal
Wallis's offer of a screen test in favor of
two glorious weeks in the Bankhead part
in Boston. Finally, reluctant and skeptical, she came to Hollywood because an
agent saw her pictures in a fashion magazine—at atime when her beloved stage
was being especially unreceptive to her
pleas.
Lizabeth is an intelligent, straightforward young person, and her free, throaty
laughter is directed Scottwards more
often than otherwise. When Lizabeth
laughs, you think of sunny open fields,
shaded brooks, and pleasant warm
breezes running playful fingers through
a forest's hair. This may be because, for
all they may try to tame her with the
old glamor treatment, she remains a
tanned and tousled, windblown youngster, strictly nature's own. The absurd
hair-dos, plucked eyebrows, and "Joan
Crawford mouths" they inflicted on her
for early screen tests, before Hal Wallis
signed up the real and natural Lizabeth,
are as thoroughly forgotten as they deserve to be.
Lizabeth has long since given herself
the Scott laugh treatment over her early

scorn for pictures. She was unhappy in
Hollywood, and eager to take a stage
offer that had finally arrived, when Waliis
cast her
"You her
Camemovie
Along,"
the This
picture thatinmade
name.
ill-timed casting, as it seemed to her,
miffed her considerably.
"I went into the picture still wanting
the stage which was my Art, my Life,
my All," she says with mock-dramatic
gestures, capitalizing the words with
heroic sighs. "But I had visited some
sound stages, watching Jennifer Jones
and Joan Fontaine at work, and I'd
already begun to suspect that pictureacting might be real acting after all.
After I'd tried it myself, I had to admit
that pictures not only required acting
but had a fascinating technique I had
to learn — and I found myself loving it."
It was about this time that her old
loyalty to the stage challenged her new
views on Hollywood. "I said to myself,
'Listen! You're forever demanding integrity in people and things and ideas.
Where is your integrity? What are you
doing here if you think the stage is better? Why aren't you back in New York
making the rounds, hearing the producers say no, no, no?' Well, I found a
good practical answer for that one. Out
here I was working hard, and learning
many things about acting, and besides —
'Be yourself, Scott,' I said. 'You're
She s serious about her devotion to the
screen, and she now believes pictures are
eating!' "to the stage. The camera, she
superior
points out, won't stand for the exaggeration so necessary before the footlights
where actors must project themselves to
the top row balcony as well as to front
row center. The camera, too, lets the
actor concentrate on the mood of a
scene, makes him act as if he were not
acting at all, but living.
"Oh, I'm not running down the theater, please believe me," she adds hastily.
"I think it's grand, and it must be preserved with all its rich traditions, and
it's still one of my ambitions to do a
Broadway play."
Run down the theater? Not this girl
whose fervor for it once almost drove her
friends to distraction, during what she
calls her "head tone period." One of her
dramatic teachers insisted that Lizabeth's low, throaty voice would never do
for the stage. She must use "head tones"
and nothing else. So, while her fellow
students found convenient excuses to skip
that teacher's classes, Lizabeth adopted a
stantly.asthmatic voice' and used it conhigh,

"My best friends wouldn't tell me," she
recalls gaily, "but I finally came down to
earth. I'm very lucky in the ability to
get back on balance. I may lose it temporarily— in speech or in a love affair —
but I always regain my equilibrium."
The Scott life is very much in balance
now, although it's crowded with all the
whirl and flutter that surround a rising
new star. Personal appearance tours, portrait sittings, interviews, wardrobe fittings, and of course the making of her
second film, "The Strange Love of Martha Ivers,"
her undertaken
time-filling
chores.
All ofhave
them been
she has
with lusty vitality.
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This enjoyment of living is one of
Lizabeth's most attractive traits. Her
choice of a hobby typifies her consuming enthusiasm.
"I didn't have a hobby — I was just
interested in everything," she explains.
"But so many people asked me what my
hobby was that I began to feel abnormal
self-defense. It's a
one— in
and picked
glass
menagerie
and now it interests ,
For the rest, that part of her life which
too!"star can call her own is as simple
amerising
as her pleasures. It is uncluttered, for
instance, by any pressing sense of duty
to housekeeping. She has a colored maid.
Sally, who cleans and launders for her.
"I do empty ashtrays, perhaps too
persistently," says Lizabeth. "I can broil
a steak, fry an egg, and make very good
coffee. But I may be on the way to real
culinary
artistry
because
well, I've
learned to
knit, and
one— thing
leadsjust
to
If she becomes a kitchen artist, she'll
another."
probably
specialize in spaghetti and .
French pastry. "I don't drink," she explains, "so when I want to celebrate I
go on a spaghetti and pastry binge.. I
love dough — baking and banking varieties. And just plain bread without but-

ter." She dislikes milk but is a coffee
fiend— 14 to 15 cups a day, with cream
but no sugar. She thinks, with delightful
reasoning, that all this coffee-cream must
surely supply her milk requirements.
She is still somewhat embarrassed when
fans recognize her, and sometimes in her
embarrassment she denies that she .is
Lizabeth Scott. She was amused when
she overheard a restaurant hostess whisper of her: "I'm sure I've seen that voice
Her best friend is a charming southern
girl who works as an accountant, outside
the picture business. Together they go to
before!"
movies, take long drives, explore the "little Mexico" of 01 vera street, or occasionally take steam baths, an unorthodox
but relaxing way to spend an evening
Lizabeth's next picture is "Desert
Town." It will be in Technicolor, and the
Scott fans will doubtless rave in delight
when they see her in full glory of tawnygold hair, hazel eyes, and sun-tan complexion. When they do, they can be sure
that Lizabeth will be saying: "This is
all
very well.
to be liked.
It's
wonderful
to- It's
havenice
producers
actually
want to borrow you. But listen. Scott!
You've a long way to go and things to
learn. Get going!"

Portrait of a Girl Growing

Up

Continued from page 33
All of which goes to show that Peggy
Ann instinctively knows the first requirement for any actress, that of completely
submerging her own personality in the
Free Booklet, Marvel Co., 90 East St., New Haven, Conn.
part she is playing.
She really should have been picketed
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unfair to tender-hearted audiences.
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Lon McCallister was the one whose
picture propped up on the mantelpiece
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Christmas Cards! Take easy, big profit
clearly her treasure beyond treasures.
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schoolchum's big brothers as she looked
money selling beautiful assortments of
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"Of course he's much too old to really
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today for FREE Personal samples.
notice me now," she said. "He likes older
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girls like Jeanne Crain."
McCall Bldg., Dept.G-29 Memphis 3,Tenn'
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year ago, remember?) "But," she went
on, and you could see she'd really given
thought to the matter, "when I'm twenty-one he'll only be twenty-eight or twenty-nine and we'll be practically the same
generation.
After all.years
Gloria
husband is fourteen
olderDeHaven's
than she
Dick Haymes came second in her affections, and that's one wav Peggy hasn't
changed in the year before I saw her
again, for Lon and Dick are still two of
her favorite people. And she still thinks
that to have matchbooks with her own
name printed on them would be wonderful, but after a year's campaign she
hasn't managed to snag any yet, nor has
she been able to wangle the perfume and
fitted handbags and costume jewelry she
adores. But to make up for those frustrations she can indulge in popsicles and
records, all kinds, jive, popular, and even
is." to the full extent of the
sentimental ones
dollar and a half a week which happens
to be her allowance.
"I'm usually 'way behind on my favorites," she explained a little ruefully.
"For I wrant every Dick Haymes, Sinatra
and Perry Como record that comes out.
Sometimes Dick gives me some and that
certainly helps, because it's hard to
stretch $1.50 very far."
She hasn't changed in certain other
ways, either. She still loves skating and
reading detective stories, the ones written
for teen agers, and though one of her biggest thrills is the fact that her next picture is "Home, Sweet Homicide," she is
rapidly changing her literary allegiance
to novels, especially the romantic swashShe wait
is reading
Rose" nowbuckling
andtype.can't
to finish"Black
it so
she can start on "Captain from Castille."

But she definitely hasn't changed in other
loyalties. Her best friend is still Myrna
Bower, and the other friends she had before she went into pictures. And though
none of them are professionals, the fact
that she's a celebrity doesn't cut any ice
at all in their common friendship, nor
does it give her any priorities over the
others.
"Maybe two of them like me because
I'm in pictures," she said after a moment
of thought. "But I'm not sure. Myrna
certainly doesn't, that's one of the reasons Ilike her."
A year ago she didn't have any hankering at all to be sophisticated, but now
she thinks that if you could be sophisticated the way Joan Fontaine is it would
be pretty wonderful. And one of the
grown-up things she likes is bubble baths,
another enthusiasm she shares with
Myrna.
*
She also feels that growing up is definitely more fun than she thought it
would be and that a few years ago she
never dreamed so many wonderful things
could happen.
"Each age is so new and exciting," she
said. "And though everything is so super
right now, I am looking forward to being
sixteen in a way because that's when I
can start dating without a chaperone.
Right now I don't date regularly and I
never go out alone with a boy. At our
parties we don't separate into couples,
just have good times all together without
any boy or girl being especially interested in each other. We are all just about
the same age, and though I think older
men are interesting and all that I'd
rather go to the movies with a boy of my
own age to see older ones like Bill Eythe,
Peter Lawford or Tom Drake. We all
have a lot of fun, I guess maybe because
we never get a chance to be bored because of too man}' parties and things like
that. I never go out when I'm working
and ten thirty is the latest I'm allowed
to stay out, ever, and that's only for
something very, very special."
The first very, very special occasion
was her first formal. That came just
after she'd finished making "Junior Miss,"
a picture which certainly influenced her
own life. For it wasn't only that she had
a chance to look not only pretty, but
really glamorous in that picture; it was,
to quote Peggy Ann, "a wonderful way
to get to know all about growing up."
"Up to then," she elaborated, "I'd only
played children that were definitely children, ifyou know what I mean. But in
'Junior Miss' I was almost adult, and it
made things different all around."
It gave Peggy Ann ideas even when
the picture was being made, about formals, for instance, and high heels. For
when she was wobbling around in the
high heel sequence of that picture she
realized that wearing grown-up shoes certainly did do funny things to a girl's
equilibrium and thought it might be a
very good idea to get a pair, just to practice on against the time she'd be ready
to wear them, and getting a formal
seemed even more practical.

"Just in case," as Peggy explained it,
"a boy asked me out somewhere, for I
wouldn't ask a boy, ever."
But those ideas went the way the ones

about monogrammed matchboxes and
costume jewelry had gone, and not until
she was fifteen was the verdict.
And then just after "Junior Miss" was
released, a boy did ask her out, and no
girl could have asked for a more exciting
first date than that one to the sophomore
dance at Harvard Military Academy.
She was vacationing in Palm Springs and
Darrylin Zanuck, the young daughter of
Twentieth Century's boss, introduced
them, so any element of coincidence in
what afterwards happened is automatically ruled out. For before Peggy Ann
could even start a new campaign to snag
a formal of her very own, 20th CenturyFox presented her with the one she had
worn in the picture. And Peggy loved it
more than she possibly could have any
bought especially for her because of its
associations.
It was her favorite dress up to the
time she got another formal, this time for
an even more important event, the
presentation of the Academy Awards.
And after that, and the excitement of
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With New Home Shampoo
Made Especially for Blondes
This special shampoo helps keep light hair
from darkening— brightens faded blonde hair.
Called BLONDEX, it quickly makes a rich
cleansing lather. Instantly removes the dingy,
dust-laden film that makes hair dark, old-looking. Takes only 11 minures at home. Gives
hair attractive luster and highlights. Safe for
children's hair. Get BLONDEX at 10c, drug
and department stores.
-

getting
tell
for the an
life Oscar,
of her Peggy
which Ann
dress can't
she now
prefers.
"Of course," she says, "everyone is
partial in a way to their first formal, but
still the other brought me luck, so I just
can't decide."
Getting the all-important Oscar was
another milestone in Peggy Ann's growing-up process. It quickened it, just as
playing a subdeb matured her in other
ways. Only the Academy Award changed
her in a subtler way, a more thoughtful
way. For it must have given Peggy Ann
that all-important feeling of security in
her own talents which is so important to
anyone's development. It made her humble, too, as success will do to nice people,
made her more than ever determined to
show that she is grateful for all the wonderful things that have happened to her.
Another happening impressed her almost as deeply as receiving the Academy
Award, "the most thrilling thing that has
ever
happened
was Frank
when
she went
with to
herme."
crowdThat
to see
Sinatra's short feature, "The House I
LiveallIn."
It was a moving experience
for
of them.
"It conveyed such a strong message,"
Peggy Ann said. "Particularly because of
Mr. Sinatra's own sincerity. I admire
him so much, all my crowd does, for his
ideas on the subject and all he's doing
about it. And I know that his fans will
listen to his message too, for I think boys
and girls are becoming more and more
tolerant of religious and racial differences.
"I'm interested in people of all kinds.
That's why I want to travel when I get
old, say when I'm twenty, so that I can
meet and know people of other countries.
Of course I'll still want to be an actress,
not only in the movies, but on the stage,
too. I guess I'll always want to be an
actress, but I don't want to get so caught
up in my own career that I can't appreciate other things, too."
She made her sound very nice, that
person Peggy Ann wants to be at twenty.
But how could she be anything else, that
mature Peggy Ann Garner, with the child
who is even now creating her, the altogether grand little trouper that she is?
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THE STRANGE
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by Ben Ames Williams
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husbands, her sons, her
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dramaticterror
careerinoftheJenny
Hager —man anwho amazing
turned wothe
face of a saint to the
world, but combined
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and fascination of Scarlett
O'Hara and Lucrezia
Borgia in her ruthless
destruction of the men
wholy 700loved
her. pages.
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THE FOXES
OF HARROW
by Frank Yerby
From the gutter
Stephen Fox rose to
conquer the "wicked—
world"Orcity in the New
the estbawdy
leans of 1825. He loved danger and intrigue, and women loved him. There was
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— soon to be
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GOESHoward
He knew— yet
the hid
wholea burning
town's
secrets
secret of his own ! Doctor
Dan Field knew everything that went on in Willowspring . . . but no one knew that in
Dan's lonely house ... in the bedroom
where no woman had ever slept ... he
kept
bride's
for thea huge,
wife ofwhite
another
man!bed,Thisreserved
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prize-winning novel of the" year — winner
of
the publisher's
$20,000
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by M.G.M.
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the
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the story
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O^HE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB is the
■*■ only book club that brings you newly
printed, current books by outstanding authors for only $1.00 each This represents
a saving to you of 50 to 75 per cent from
the established retail prices. Every Dollar
Book Club selection is a handsome, fullsized library edition, well-printed and
bound in a format exclusively for members.
You are privileged to purchase as many
Club books as you wish at the special price
of $1.00 each.
Although one outstanding book is chosen
each month for exclusive distribution to members at $1.00 each, you do not have to accept
a book every month; only the purchase of six
a year is necessary. In fact for convenience,
most members prefer to have shipped and pay
for books every other month.
The Economical, Systematic Way to
Build a Library of Good Books
Dollar Book Club selections are from the best
modern books by famous authors — selected from
important new titles submitted by leading publishers. Such outstanding best sellers as Lusty
Wind for Carolina, The River Road, Dragonwyck and Leave Her to Heaven were received
by members at $1.00 each, while the public was
paying from $2.50 to $3.00 for the publisher's
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edition, at retail. A membership of more than
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you may purchase any of the other titles offered
for $1.00 each. There are no dues or fees.
Send No Money — Just Mail Coupon
When you see your FREE book and your first
selection for $1.00 and consider that these are
typical of the values you receive for only $1.00,
you will realize the great advantages of memberin thisMail
popular
Club. Don't
fulshipoffer.
the coupon
nowl miss this wonderDOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB
GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK.
PRINTED IN THE U. S. A. BY THE CUNEO PRESS, INC
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Dashing diplomat Walter
Pidgeon makes love to
sultry Ilona Massey. . .
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Jane Powell (overnight
star sensation) charms
Roddy McDowall . . .

Amid Technir-olor spectacle, with all the excitement of a Mexican fiesta!
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The greatest
star of the
screen !

We're in a definite holiday mood today
— a dreamy feeling with a touch of
travel-fever. Palm trees and flowerfilled lagoons float before our eyes. Our
pulse has a rhumba beat.

That's
because we've
justofseen
M-G-M's
Technicolorful
carnival
romance
and
rhythm,
in Mexico", and
we're still "Holiday
under its spell.
★
★
★ ★

"Holia lot of M-G-M's
We expected
directorall, the
day in Mexico".
and
Sidney
George
team ofAfter
producer
Joe Pasternak is responsible for it, just
as it was for "Anchors Aweigh".
But, high as our expectations were,
"Holiday in Mexico" went rocketing
past all previous hits of this hit-making
team. It burst upon the screen with
more dash and dazzlement than even
we believed possible.

If you color
thinkentertainment,
you've seen
Techniwaitlovely
till you
see
what happens when the camera swings
south of the Rio Grande.
In the exciting atmosphere of that gay,
romantic land, suave and handsome
Walter Pidgeon has a tropical love
affair with beautiful Ilona Massey.
★
★
★ ★
Provocative music ripples from the
keyboard of Jose Iturbi.

Intoxicating Latin rhythms flow from
Xavier Cugat and his orchestra.
Song breaks from the lips of Jane
Powell, that new and scintillating star
whose voice is like a vocal rainbow, and
the throbbingly throaty singing of
Ilona Massey is thrilling to the ear. (On
the lighter side, there's that young
Casanova, Roddy McDowall, whose
"pash" on Jane Powell is a howl.)
The answer to
everyone's holiday
problem: All aboard
for a happy "Holiday in Mexico "with
your good neighbor

Honeymooning between shows can be
blissfully happy, as Joe McGinnis discovers when he rushes to embrace his iovely
bride, Belita, still in costume on the ice,
at left, but when she has to watch the
time, below, parting is such sweet sorrow.
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Younger
— soys Edith McCormick
At 31, Mrs. Edith McCormick of Johnston
City, Illinois, weighed 150, wore a size 20, was
getting a "middle-aged spread." Her skin was
dry, her hair hard to manage; she was tired all
the time. Wisely she enrolled for the DuBarry
Home Success Course. What happened seemed
like magic. In 8 weeks, she lost 34 pounds, reduced her waist 4% inches, her abdomen 9
inches, her hips 7% inches. She now wears
size 11 dresses. Her skin is soft and smooth,
her hair lovely. Skillful make-up gives her
natural good looks a girlish glamour.
"The DuBarry Success Course has helped me
in so many ways," says Edith McCormick. "I
feel as though I had started life over. Now I
have more vitality than 10 years ago."
Make Yourself Over— at Home

VI/ HILE Jimmy Stewart made love to
' ' Donna Reed (for a scene in "It's a
Wonderful Life," of course) a telephone
receiver dangled off the hook unnoticed.
The scene lasted about twenty minutes.
"Oh, Mr. Stewart," called out the assistant director, "Miss Hayworth has been
waiting on the phone. She's anxious to
talk to you." When Jimmy answered,
Rita was still waiting. Mad? Not at all.
It gave her a good chance to find out
how Jimmy does it!
VITHEN she was thrown from a donkey
" in a scene for "Carnival in Costa
Rica," Celeste Holm (Mrs. Schuyler Dunning) decided it was high time to let her
bosses know she was expecting the stork
in December! From then on poor Celeste

Wouldn't you like to be slender again, hear
the compliments of friends, look and feel like
a new person? The DuBarry Success Course
can help you. It shows you how to achieve your
ideal weight, remodel your figure, care for
your skin, style your hair becomingly, use
make-up for glamour. You follow, at home, the
methods taught by Ann Delafield at the famous
Richard Hudnut Salon, New York.
Why not use the coupon to find out
what this famous Course can do for you?
DuBarry Beauty Chest
Included !
With your Course you
receive this Chest containing agenerous supply of DuBarry Beauty
and Make-up Preparations for your type.

Ann Delafield, Directing
Richard Hudnut Salon
Guaranteed by
Good Housekeeping j
Dept. SJ-66, 693 Fifth Ave.,
New York 22. N. Y.
• tror irD£ftcri«OR
Please send the booklet telling all
about the DuBarry Home Success Course.
Miss
Mrs:
Street-Zone
-StateCity__
Accepted for advertising In publications of the American Medical Association
6
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was lucky when they didn't hire a double
to do her breathing. This will be a second child for the lovely comedienne of
"Oklahoma" and "Bloomer Girl" fame.
■Her son by a former marriage is living in
the East with Celeste's mother.
YTy E LUNCHED at 20th and there was
' ' Bob Hutton enjoying the food and
June Haver. That evening at the preview of "Janie Gets Married," in walked
Bob with Lana Turner. And still later
on there was Bob at Mocambo, dancing
cheek to cheek with lovely newcomer
Susan Douglas. "I guess I'm just neurotic," Bob kidded. "I like women!"

Screen Play by Charlei Hoffman, lea Townund, William »awer»

SCREENLAND
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Centennial summer— 20th Century-Fox
With Jerome Kern's music, this gloriously Technicolored film based on Albert I dell's popular novel about
Philadelphia's centennial is everything you expect —
but it doesn't quite touch the lilting qualities of "State
Fair." The pace is leisurely, as well it might be with
the cast dressed in the fol-de-rols and furbelows of 1876
costumes. There's time for enchanting romance
between Jeanne Crain, lovelier than ever, and Cornel
Wilde, as a very dashing Frenchman, with complications by Linda Darnell and William Eythe. Dorothy
Gish and Walter Brennan are fine as the girls' parents,
Constance Bennett adds gaiety as continental aunt.

Smart

new

inihese

TILL THE END OF TIME— R/CO
Whether this film will help your boy to settle down to
civilian life again is a moot question. But after all,
everyone is an individual, isn't he? So here we have
three ex-Marines — Guy Madison, who does remarkably
well as the former school boy, whose parents' affection
shows too much; Robert Mitchum, Texan cowhand,
Bill Williams, an ex-boxer who finds his way back painfully on man-made legs. Camaraderie is theirs alone,
excluding all civilians except Dorothy McGuire,
as the war widow — until the fadeout when all but
Jean Porter, the jitterbug, see the light. She can't dig
anyone liking title tune, based on Chopin's "Polonaise."
SMOKY — 20th Century-Fox
Across the panoramic beauty of Utah's scenic glory
races a black beauty by the name of Smoky, and when
that happens you'll settle back ready and willing to
witness the finest film yet produced in which a wild
animal plays the central character. Based on Will
James' classic story, it also provides some excellent
roles for Fred MacMurray, as the horse's trainer and
best friend; Anne Baxter, the pretty ranch owner; and
Burl Ives, a newcomer to films but certainly not to
concert and record listeners, as a singing blacksmith —
definitely
a treat.
But it's
Smoky and
who'll
win applause
for his almost
human
reaction
animal
wisdom.

^fyles
New

f abrics

LATON

i

OF HUMAN BONDAGE — Warners
Mildred has done it again. Back in 1934 she took Bette
Davis from insignificant roles and started her on the
road to stardom. Now she is doing the same thing for
Eleanor Parker in this version of Somerset Maugham's
widely known book, with Paul Henreid as the clubfooted, frustrated artist whose unwanted attraction to
the mean and tawdry Mildred, tea-room waitress, wreaks
havoc in his life. Except for brittle flashes of Mildred's
tempestuous, brutal personality, the picture lacks dramatic punch, wallowing tediously in the slumps. Only
other bright spots are the scenes with the Anthelnys, arrestingly played by Edmund Gwenn and Janet Paige.
CANYON
PASSAGE — Universal
Rugged pioneering in 1856 Oregon gives this Technicolor film plenty of that kind of plot material Western
fans are demanding these days. The cast, too, leaves
nothing to be desired, headed by stars Dana Andrews,
as a stout-hearted business man, proprietor of the
general store and operator of his own freight line; Susan
Hayward and Patricia Roc, the women in his life; and
Brian Donlevy, local banker with a fatal weakness for
gambling. Cabin-raising scenes, Indian warfare, sadly
missing from modern horse operas, and a murder trial
at kangaroo court, are interesting highlights. Never
a dull moment.
(More Reviews on page 10)
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On every count testst show new, super-fast
Odorono Cream Deodorant meets highest
standards in entire deodorant field.
Works better every way for it contains"
science's most effective perspiration stopper.
Instantly, safely and completely stops
all perspiration troubles. One application
gives lasting protection up to 3 days.
Guaranteed longer lasting*— non-gritty
to bottom of jar. Always gentle and soothing
to your skin, does not harm fine fabrics.
No other cream deodorant offers so much
to women who know that their present
deodorant is getting less and less effective.
See how much faster Odorono Cream
Deodorant works, how much longer it protects.

THREE WISE FOOLS — MGM
A little child shall lead them ! And Margaret
O'Brien certainly does in this opus about
an orphan from Ireland and the three wise
fools, played by Lionel Barrymore, Lewis
Stone and Edward Arnold — a doctor, a
judge and a banker, respectively. Respected and successful, they are, but not
happy. So that's where little Maggie comes
in, tugging unmercifully on their (and
your!) heartstrings until they see the error
of their ways. But she couldn't have done
all this if it had not been for the leprechauns
that lived in an oak tree, a century old.
They're cute little fellows, and if you are
as superstitious as Maggie in this film, you
will live a charmed life after seeing them.

SHE WROTE THE BOOK — Universal
Joan Davis, posing as the authoress of a
sexsational best selling novel, in this fast
and funny film farce puts the accent strictly
on humor rather than the rowdiness she
generally displays. The effect is just as
hilarious and will doubtless satisfy old customers and gain new audiences. Her
characterization as the low-voiced, quiet,
calculus professor forms a striking contrast
to the personality she assumes when she
becomes a victim of amnesia. Co-starring
with her is Jack Oakie, as funny as ever as
the publisher's fast-talking advertising manager who helps her regain her memory so
that she can write another best seller.
Mischa Auer cavorts gaily as Russian count.

TWO GUYS FROM MILWAUKEE — Warners
How visiting royalty learns a thing or two
from the American common man is the
over- worked theme for this film. Stars
Dennis Morgan and Jack Carson do their
best with dialogue and situations you and
I know altogether too well. Dennis is the
Prince of a Balkan country, tired beyond
endurance of accepting gold keys to cities
and attending political banquets. Jack
plays the Brooklyn cabbie who shows him
what the American people are really like.
Joan Leslie as a manicurist confuses both
of them when they insist on her making up
her mind which to marry. Even though
she keeps them guessing until the final
scene, their love, strangely enough, remains
true, but something happens to the audience's interest long before that point.

LOVER COME BACK — Universal
How many times have you heard, "With
men it's different"? Enough, no doubt, to
be interested in this fast sophisticated farce
in which the saying is thoroughly and entertainingly disproved, with George Brent as
the leading contender on one side, and
Lucille Ball, who plays his wife, a very
efficient and clever dress designer, his
worthy opponent who makes him concede
his point. But not before a lot of hilarious

THE RUN AROUND — Universal
The lid's off on travel restrictions — in the
movies, at least. Rod Cameron and Broderick Crawford, playing two smart dicks,
brainy and brawny, respectively, run a
highly competitive race across country by
everything from plane to broken-down
jaloppy to retrieve the lovely Ella Raines,
playing the wilful daughter of a millionaire,
before she marries a sailor. The old formula?
Perhaps, but some new tricks of the trade
have been introduced with outstanding success, and the situations are surprising,
unique, and humorous, directed by Charles
Lamont with the accent on fun. So go see
it and have yourself an exciting trip to
California and back — with gay stopovers!
SCREENLAND

THE BRIDE WORE BOOTS — Paramount
So the husband's interest is Civil War history, complicated by a pretty southern belle,
and the wife's interest is horses, complicated
by a man who- knows a snaffle when he sees
one, and never the twain shall meet? It
does in this film starring Barbara Stanwyck
and Robert Cummings and featuring Diana
Lynn and Patric Knowles as complications,
but in the process it leads you through a
maze of familiar situations topped usually
by the wife finding her husband in the designing woman's arms. Natalie Wood and
Gregory Muradian have a noisy time as
their hardy offspring, Peggy Wood makes a
lovely sophisticated grandma, and the late
Robert Benchley contributes real humor.

situationsstance,inadvantageously
occur
'— far and
inthe love message he
records
sends to his wife, which turns up in wholesale lots. Vera Zorina, in a strictly dramatic
role, plays with compelling sincerity the
nice companion and photographer who accompanies the husband on story assignments, adding logic to their illogical spats.
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Stronger

Grip

Put Your Private Ideas
into Practice!
Of course you have idle ideas about
making movies more to your own liking
whicji you generally express to your
companions. Yes, we've heard you
say, while leaving the theater, that you
like this and you dislike that — other
particular things about the players or
the picture. Why not write down these
ideas and send them to Fans' Forum?
Other fans, perhaps, as well as moviemakers will be interested in reading
them. Monthly awards for the best
letters published: $510.00, $5.00 and
five $1.00 prizes. Closing date is the
25th of the month.
Please Screenland,
address your 37letters
Forum,
West to
57thFans'
St.,
New York 19, N. Y.
Won't

Slip

Out

FIRST

3

Try again next time if your store
is out of DeCong Bob Pins today.
We're making more now, but still
not enough to meet the demand.
14

PRIZE

WINNER

$10.00
We have recently finished a drastic global
war and the world is still in a state of confusion and turmoil. Many homes are minus
loved ones, children fatherless, hospitals
crowded with disabled veterans. These
veterans are our responsibility and rightly
so, since they fought to keep us free and to
make the world a better place in which
to live.
Movies are such wonderful entertainment for these boys but these same movies
must of necessity be carefree and gay with
no deep drawn-out plot that is twisted and
tangled so that even a master mind has
difficulty in understanding them. Have not
our boys seen enough pain and sadness;
have they not been through enough torture
without having to see it before them at
every turn on the screen? They need
laughter to replace their tears, joy to
counteract their sorrows.
It seems that once Hollywood gets an
idea for a movie, it dwells on that one particular plot for ages, such as all these pictures about psycho-neurosis and psychoSCREENL

AN D

analysis. "Lady in the Dark," "Love
Letters," and "Spellbound" all were heralded as masterpieces, but I know of many
minds they left depressed and of many
hearts they left saddened.
Let us have more comedies, more laughter
and clean fun in this war-weary world and
you'll find that there will be less suicides,
murders, and broken hearts. Let the movies
be more on the human side and more trueto-life and our boys will take up their lives
where
they dropped them so hurriedly so
long ago.
NORMA

MAGRUDER,

SECOND

PRIZE

McAlester, Okla.
WINNER

I have heard many people say how historical pictures are too romantic, too over$5.00
played, toopeople
unreal ever
to life.
I don't agree!
Have those
read encyclopedias?
They're dull, brother, very dull! But add
a little of that Hollywood zing, and even
the biographies of Edison and Hiram Maxim
can
And I'll
adults
wouldbe ainteresting.
whole lot rather
see bet
the the
romantic
life of Edison than every invention he ever
put
doesn't
hurtguythelike
kids
to
know together.
he was justIt an
ordinary
their
dad or school teacher, either. And the little
pranks, the love story, the human interest
all go to make a good picture, and the kids
aren't apt to forget that personality as
quickly as they will from just reading about
him or her in a dull school text book. I'm
all for the historial pictures. Give us more
of those and less of the so-called musical
pictures.

SALLIE BRISTOW,

FIVE

PRIZE

Sullivan, 111.

WINNERS

$1.00 Each
I was much interested in Mrs. A. F.
Worrall's letter about things children
should and shouldn't see at a movie. Must
be they show things in Brooklyn that aren't
"suitable," the same as they do here. I
know that sounds prudish but it's been on
my mind for months and I have been
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shocked to find out how little most p irents
care what their children see on the screen
or how it affects them. My children are
grown up now, but I still like to watch other
children at the show, especially on Saturday
half the town's juvenile populawhen
p. m.tion
attends. The funny part is the children
themselves act totally indifferent to shooting, seventeen different kinds of murder,
card-playing (and for money in tough joints,
I mean). They just seem to take it as part
of their daily diet and don't look nervous
or harmed in any way (at least at the
moment). But it seems to me that sooner
or later it will show up as one of the main
of juvenile delinquency and crime —
causes
if it hasn't' already. I have to admit I saw
millions of Indians and pioneers in mock
battle when I was a kid and I've never
cerscalped anybody yet, but something is to
a
tainly bringing up our teen-age crimes
terrifying total and this subject can sure
a lot of investigation— and I don't
stand perhaps.
mean

Vitally important to a healthyscalp and beautiful luxuriant hair
is the shampoo you use. Dermatologists warn that harsh, cleansing irritants in shampoos may dry
the scalp or affect the roots of the
hair.
From the standpoint of safety
and thorough, gentle cleansing,
make your shampoo packer's.
For over 75 years Packer's has
stood for quality, purity and
integrity.
Try Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo
or Packer's Olive Oil Shampoo.
They contain only the finest— the
purest— most gentle cleansing ingredients.
For PURITY, SAFETY, and ECON-

I'd
forum
a fans'
column
thinkandabout
readers
what isother
to hear
likeYour
it— (not ad nauseum, but if I'm shying at
a mare's nest I'd be glad to lay down my
arms and say "I'm licked"). The difficulty
is to do anything about it even if we decide
the pictures are really dangerous. Most
small towns couldn't support a real children's theater even if we desired it, but
seems as though the assembly rooms could
be used in school buildings for the thrilling
pictures that could be made and shown for
children. Or a certain time of day in the
week set aside as a "children's show" —
ds" for
Bumstea
likeas"The
with pictures
. Parents
kids get a big
well as
example
kick out of them. I saw Penny Singleton
in a Blondie and Dagwood picture the other
night and the happy faces around me did
Kidsl aren't
of good1.
a lothave
my heartThey
of
sense so
a wonderfu
dumb.
humor and are naturally, pleased with anything that gives them a laugh.
If you've got any ideas on what to do
about this, speak out. My idea would be
to get the Parent- Teacher's associations to
work on this and the women's clubs — let
them do something for the good of their
country instead of just eating lunch and
increasing their waistlines.
EVALYN STEVENS, Salem, Ohio

In your partment"Guide
Current
Films"
deinthe Juneto issue,
Delight
Evans,
you give us a true resume of that currently
popular feature, "The Postman Always
Rings Twice" and then add the comment,
"Please exclude the children." How true,
how very, very true, this injunction. And
how I wish that the management of the
local theater at which I have just seen this
fine, adult picture had obeyed it! Not for
the reason you obviously meant. I am
about convinced that the modern, precocious offspring can take anything — even a
"Lost Weekend" — in his or her sophisticated stride.
it isn't
that beI fear
moralsof
or No,
morale
would
hurttheby kiddies'
seeing any
these current, lusty, adult performances,
such as those fine, factual portrayals by
John
Garfield
Lana gripe
Turner
"The
Postman."
I'veand
another
aboutin letting
the youngsters in to these dramatic features, and that is the pesty annoyances
they make of themselves. Here in Phoenix,
to cite one horrible example, boxes of hot
buttered popcorn are sold in every theater
lobby; these junior Frankensteins arm
themselves with this popcorn, chew on it
(with high-volumed sound effects) throughout the most poignant passages of the feature, stash the near-emptied boxes on the
floor or forward pass 'em to a chum ten
rows
away;seems
they like,
"have barging
to go" every
few
minutes,
heedlessly
down an entire row of long-suffering adults;
the male of the species nonchalantly wrap
their legs about the neck of the unfortunate
grownup in the seat ahead — and otherwise
comport themselves like so many beasts.
Would that someone would launch a campaign to keep them in their place — the
children's section — and bar 'em from all
movie houses during the evening hours!
M/SGT. HERBERT E. SMITH,
Phoenix, Ariz.
Why does Hollywood persist in building
up to so many let-downs? So much time,
money, and talent is wasted by this screwball procedure ! To say nothing of the many
hearts it breaks.
For example, take Philip Dorn (and what
girl wouldn't!). A few seasons ago he was
being praised sky high — and rightly so, too.
He was splendid in "Escape," "Under-

OMY use packer's . . . shampoo
that's safe. On sale at all drug, department and ten-cent stores.
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A Judy Garland in miniature is little Liza Minelli, one-month old, named for her
mother's favorite song. Judy co-stars next with Gene Kelly in MGM's "The Pirate.
Screen land

There's an aura of romance in the air wherever Sonja Henie goes with Stuart
Barthelmess. Yes, he's the son of former silent motion picture star, Richard Barthelmess — and didn't he inherit a goodly portion of papa's good looks? We ask you.

wait for other women to tell
WHY
you? Discover Tampax for yourself
and then pass on to your friends and
acquaintances the good news about this
internally-worn sanitary protection for
monthly use . . . Good news that belts
and pins are unnecessary! Good news
that Tampax causes no wrinkles, bulges
or ridges to break up the smooth lines
of a sheer evening dress.
Invented by a doctor, Tampax is made
of pure surgical cotton compressed in
one-time-use applicators for quick and
dainty insertion. It's quick to change and
easily disposable. When in place the user
does not even feel it . . . And believe it
or not, there's no need to remove the Tampax during tub or shower bath — nor while
swimming. No chafing, no odor— no
sanitary deodorant needed.
Buy Tampax at drug stores, notion
counters. Three absorbency sizes: Regular, Super, Junior. Month's average
supply slips into your purse. Economy
box contains 4 times the quantity. Keep
an "advance supply" ready in desk or
bureau drawer. Tampax Incorporated,
Palmer, Mass.

by the Journal of the American Medical Association
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ground," "Reunion in Paris," and everything else in which he appeared. He was
described as "having everything it takes"
and great things were predicted for him.
Then — crash! Down he fell into some
villain's role, in one of the "Tarzan" pictures. After that he disappeared! Why?
He has a strong, likable personality, is very
good-looking, young enough to "send" the
bobby-soxers, matured enough to give the
older gals butterflies, and he has enough of
an accent to put the proverbial "soul" into
our language. What more does Hollywood
want?
Ralph Bellamy was treated that way,
too, but he refused to retreat into oblivion.
He invaded New York, captured success,
and is now in a position to dictate terms to
Hollywood. Perhaps Philip Dorn, and
others who are let down for no good reason
at all, had better follow his wise example.
RUTH KING, Cranford, N. J.
Our nation is blessed with abundance.
This blessing includes talent. In practically every field we can claim leadership.
We must make the same claim in the motion
picture industry.
We cannot do this if we continue to go
abroad for talent. We bow to nations overseas when we seek a female lead in "Gone
with the Wind" and "Forever Amber" to
name two outstanding examples. We have
thousands of dramatic students leaving
schools, colleges and universities each year.
They have beauty, charm, talent, compared
to any, anywhere else in the world.
Another point, if I am permitted: Our
talent deserves opportunity on stage, screen
and radio. Motion picture stars monopolize
radios and stages to a great extent. They
are seen on the stage and screen and then
heard on the radio and phonographs. How
can the vast extent of our nation's acting
talent be known when it is not given ample
opportunity?
If screen stars were not permitted to -perform on the stage or radio, it would provide
a chance for others, now unknown. The
same applies for radio and stage stars. When
Screenland

given a chance in another field, they should
relinquish the one they are now in and give
others an opportunity to come out of
obscurity.
Besides, it extends employment over a
broader area, widens our artistic value and
demonstrates real Americanism.
TOM BARRETT, Shenandoah, Pa.
This is a much belated letter of thanks to
Screenland for doing something quite wonderful for me over three years ago. Back in
1943, I was indeed in a sad predicament for
a teen-aged movie fan. I was, in fact, lacking a favorite screen hero. I didn't swoon
over such stereotypes as "Mr. Frailly Slender" or "Mr. Always Larcenous" or "Mr.
Very antJuvenile."
I knew
they were but
all pleasand interesting
personalities,
none
of them appealed to my slightly jaded film
palate. Just when I had felt bored with all
Hollywood heroes, something happened
which made me the most ardent of fans.
While absorbing my monthly issue of
Screenland, I noticed a most arresting
"new face." The shining blond hair, the
slightly arched eyebrows, the firm mouth
with its upward quirk of boyish mirth, and
the finely chiseled features all fascinated me. •
But more than handsome, this face possessed
a strength and vivacity that was unusual in
the traditionally mask-like faces of matinee
idols. The actor was a young Frenchman,
who was soon to rejoin the forces of Free
France. His name was Jean Pierre Aumont
—talent
wordsto which
me. spelled charm, romance and
I've just seen him in "Heartbeat," one of
the most delicious bits of screen gaiety ever
filmed. Jean Pierre as a diplomat certainly
makes diplomacy an attractive profession!
It may not be diplomacyas the UNO knows
it, but it is definitely the sort which will
win feminine hearts for Pierre.
reasons,that
I'm photo
saying of"merci"
to For
you allforthese
publishing
Pierre
and giving me the brightest star I've ever
seen in the cinema skies. And to Pierre — a
heartfelt welcome back to the American
screen from an admiring fan.
KAY McGOWAN, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Joan Davis, gay*
ular star of screen
radio, takj|s hand
seriously fSbr the

popand.,
care
sake

of glarto
want
Universal's hilarious
screenplay called
"She Wrote the Book."

Appealing
able

hands

fingers turn

beau-catchers
By
HE

with
out

every

Josephine

lav-

to be
time

Felts

ADMIRES your hands and
thinks them the prettiest in the
whole world. You want to keep
him feeling that way about them and this
is not hard to do if you know some of the
tricks of hand care on which the stars
rely. Hollywood is perhaps more hand
conscious than other cities. An actress
thinks and portrays emotion with her
whole body. Her hands are so vital to her
acting that she takes every opportunity
to keep them lovable and appealing.
Hands are quite as expressive as faces
—some experts consider them more so.
One dramatic star once told me that if
20

you watch a woman's hands while she is
talking you can tell whether or not she
means what she says. Your own hands
have a great psychological value to you
for they are right there in front of you
all the time. If they are well groomed,
smooth, carefully manicured, they give
you that feeling of pride and confidence
that is so important to every girl whether
she acts on her own private stage for her
own special leading man or is on the
screen for millions to see. If you do not
keep your hands attractive, if you let
your nails be ragged and uncared for they
have a bad effect not only on other people
but on yourself. And you cannot go
through life with your hands tucked out
of sight.
Joan Davis is one of the many screen
and radio stars who cares for her own
hands— beautifully. Joan says, "I think
your hands are the measure of your own
good grooming." Certainly well-groomed
hands
ness. point the way to personal loveliSCREENLAND

as few strokes as
possible. This gives a
smoother surface
and makes polish
last longer. Put on
polish with let
firm,it even
strokes,
dry
and there you ore

A daily Be-Kind-To-Your-Own-Hands
campaign will pay you rich beauty rewards. First, their texture. Are they soft
and smooth as you would like? Most of us
are using our hands more than we did
some time ago. We have to do more
things for ourselves. Perhaps this means
that your hands are in and out of water
more than they used to be. Don't let
them get rough and coarsened because of
this. Hand lotion or hand cream will help
prevent roughness, redness and will
smooth as well as soften the skin. A great
part of the battle, I think, is to have this
lotion or cream of your choice right where
you will see it, in bathroom and kitchen,
where you can form the habit of using it
almost without thinking. But don't neglect your hands and then expect to soak

the
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—girl of the streets who set her scarlet cap of curls for
the bluest blood in England — and got what she wanted!
THERE NEVER WAS ANOTHER LIKE KITTY
with her satin skin and melting mouth. Kitty with
the lithe body of a wildcat . . . the tongue of a
teamster . . . the greed of a girl of the streets.
Kitty — the saucy strumpet of Half-Moon
Alley who became the Duchess all England
talked about.
Accept this sensational best-seller FREE
to introduce you to The Fiction Book
Club. Discover why Hollywood selected "KITTY" as the book of the
What a Story! What a Woman!
year — for one of its most lavish
No wonder the'Chicago Sun"
movies starring Paulette Goddard
says: "Every so often another
and Ray Milland.
portrait is added to that fictional gallery of minxes which
Mail coupon now — and then folincludes Carmen, Becky Sharpe
Kitty's amazing
adventures
as shelow moves
from slumtown
to
and
Scarlettcomer
O'Hara.
'Kitty'
the latest
to this
wan-is
the
silks
of
high
society.
Be with
ton company and she bids fair
to hold her own with the
Kitty as she poses for Gainsborough and first fell in love with
glamorous lot of them."
his famous portrait "The Blue
Boy" — It was the most bewitch
ing face Kitty had ever seen and she was to find no peace until
she met and won the heart of the grown-up "Blue Boy" in person!
What

were

ACCEPT NOW— this frank, intimate
romantic novel — so outstanding
Hollywood spent $2,000,000 to
make it one of its greatest
all-star smash hits!
Mail coupon now for
FREE copy of "KITTY"!

the secret scandals that kept Kitty

from marrying

the "Blue Boy" of her dreams?
. . . Scandals that began when dashing Sir
Hugh Marcy brought home a rough-and
ragged Kitty — taught her to dress, to
speak, to act like a lady, and launched a
career that was to be the talk of England.
"A girl like you could get anything she
wanted,"mured. Anddevil-may-care
Hugh With
murKitty took his advice.
his help, Kitty married wealthy
Jonathan Buttall, who never made a
purchase without exacting every
penny's
. . .tobutcollect
who didn't
live longworth
enough
from
These two men ruled her life. .
Kitty.
After
Jonathan's
violent
First there was her rakish
end, Kitty kept right on climb
lover. Sir Hugh Marcy, who
ing . . . became the wife of a
taught her there was nothing
doting old Duke . . . who gave
but a few yards of silk and a
Kitty his fortune . . . but his
most cherished dream, the
man's
will
between
a
great
lady and a street urchin. Then
birth of an heir, wastoomuch II
there was Brett Harwood,
for his old heart. His sud- M
who taught her there was a
den passing left her free for |f
greater happiness — the true
Brett — the "Blue Boy" of 11
love only sacrifice could buy!
her dreams
who'd haunted
her
every adventure.
But
when Brett, Lord of Montford, finally offered her his hand
in marriage, could Kitty accept ? She had riches . . . she
had power . . . but could she pay the price that had to be paid
for the only man she ever loved?
You'llapplaud
thrill toherthecourageous
way Kittydecision
comes toas grip3
with destiny
and
this stirring
novel
swells to its glorious romantic conclusion. You've never read
a book like "KITTY". . . and "KITTY" is yours FREE when
you join The Fiction Book Club. But hurry ! Mail coupon now I
Membership

is FREE

in The

FICTION

Thrill to love scenes
you'll never forget!
Even the reviewers fell in love with
"KITTY" . . . "KITTY is a' peppery
/ tale of romance and intrigue . . . spicy
- "There
and adult
... robust..."
N. Y.bespeaks
Times
is erudition
here —that
apie...
great there
knowledge
of the times and
and peois sophistication
lack
of prudery."
— Chicago
Tribune.
"KITTY'S
frank story
of her rise
to fame will
please those who enjoy sheer romance delicately
uninhibited." — Washington Times Herald.
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cuticle with the orange stick. If you will
make this a habit you will find it easier
to keep the shape of your nails the
charming oval you, and he, too, like so
much. Brittle nails which break easily
should have regular applications of one of
the good new preparations made to help
overcome this tendency.
The shape of your nails depends a great
deal on the shape of your fingers. Wear
the nail a little longer to accentuate the
length and slenderness of your hands, but
not too long. Thin, claw-like nails are as

Auburn-haired, blue-eyed Warner Brothers' importation, Viveca Linfors, famed on Swedish
studio.
stage and screen, meets Gary Cooper and Perc Westmore on first day at
them in some magic lotion and have them
do their own and take pride in this personal skill. Most of them, however, give
evelovely on the spot before some gala
their own hands daily care supplemented
ning. Regular care is the trick.
to
s
moment
Every few days take a few
regularly with expert hand grooming.
advise
s
Expert
hands.
your
In doing your own fingers one of the
massage
first musts is to have all your hand
you not to stop at the wrist but to
forearm to stimwork right on up your is
grooming essentials together in a conthe way Joan
ulate circulation. Here
venient place. You'll want file, emery
board, nail scissors, orange stick, where
does it. She puts her elbow on the table
and works over her hands as if drawing
stantly.
you can lay your hands on them inon a new pair of gloves. This can be done
with or without cream or lotion, of course,
It is a good idea to have an extra
but is more effective with it.
orange stick and a nail brush by the bath
tub. Then while you are bathing you can
On manicure, Hollywood is divided.
alhands,
own
their
do
Some stars never
give your fingers a brisk work out with
the nail brush and gently press back the
ways rely on a manicurist. Others like to

IRRESISTIBLE
and

METAL

Today's favorite
ugly asis garish
shape
a gentlymakeup.
rounded oval.
When you put on your nail polish, your
nail will have the appearance of greater
length if you will cover the half moon
with polish and bring the enamel out to
the end of the nail, leaving only a hair
line free at the tip of the finger. Apply a
base coat first to have your polish stay
on longer and always remember two coats
are better than one!
The matter of shade is a personal one.
Ravishing new colors appear so fast you
can wear a different one every day if you
like. A wise girl selects several that she
likes and that go with her wardrobe, then
clings to them for a season.
The new glittering enamels have added
still more variety to the hand fashion
wear them in the daySomeas girls
picture.
time as well
for beautiful evenings, but
I think they look more appropriate at
night. They give sparkle and brilliance to
your fingertips and you can put regular
polish over them easily next morning.
Your hands are going to tell on you! Be
sure that they tell pleasant things.
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That inviting, exciting, lustrous look that
men find irresistible, can bo yours again
now that Pre-War irresistible is back!

in

Smoother, longer-lasting than ever,
creamy soft as you love it, yet firm,

handsome

non-breaking ... thanks to wartime research
and our secret whip-text process!
Buy it today in a smart new metal
swivel case that worts!

metal
swivel
case

FUCHSFA

PLUM

a luscious rich plum tone . . .whip-text to be s-m-o-o-t-h-e-r .
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Social Hygiene
Know
What Every Girl Should
Physiology
Sex ofLifeLife
Manhood: ofFacts
How to Low. Wood
Evolution Of Sex. Wood
Eugenics
Madeof Women
Plain
Love Rights
Rejuvenation
— Fountain of
Youth. Fielding
How to Psycho-Analyze
WhatYourself
Boys Should Know
What
Know Young Men Should
What
Young Women
Know
Should Know
What Married Men Should
What Married Women
Should Know
Women's
SexualLifeLife
Man's Sexual
The
Child's
Sexual
Life
Modern
Sexual
Morality
Simple
FactsDiseases
About
Venereal
Mind and Bodyand the
Psycho-Analysis
Tests
Used in PsychoAnalysis
Sex
in
Psycho-Analysis
Confidential
Husbands Chats With

Philosophy

plained
HALDEM

of 5* Each

Price

Kansas,

CO.
U. S. A.

Miscellaneous
986
987
988
1003
1009
1018
1023
1040
1043
1069
1070
1078
1093
1097
1109
1170
1176
1207
1221
1292
1320
1340
1341
1342
1354
1413
1418
1419
1430
1434
1436
1476
1508
1524
1548
1562
1633
1677
1710
1712
1714
1715
1717
1719

How
to Talk
and Debate
The Art
of Kissing
The Art of Courtship
How to Think Logically
Typewriting Self Taught
Humorous Limericks
Popular Recitations
Bedtime Stories
Study of Woman. Balzac
Conquest
of Fear
How
to Fight
Nervous , 9
Troubles
Morals in Greece and Rome
Amusing Puns
Memory ; How to Develop
Spanish Self Taught
Funny
A Mad Ghost
Love Stories
French Self Taught
Facts About Will Power
Best Short Stories
How
Husband
How to
to Get
Get aa Job
Unusual Menus
Typical
Book of Love-Problems
Striking Similes
My Prison Days
Broadway Gangsters and
Their Rackets
Curious Deaths
Shorthand Self Taught
How to Think Clearly
Strange Marriage Customs
What
to Know About Your
Sensations
Facts About Poisons
Famous Eccentric AmeriChinese
Cook Long
Book
How to Live
Exploits
of
a
Fiddler
How Army and Navy Fight
Venereal Diseases
TheTheology
Magic
Great
Dates ofinNumbers
History
Determination
vs. Free Will
cansFuneral Services Without
Religion and Progress
Inge's
Apology for
Christianity

1721
1727
1738
1739
1740
1746
1753
1756
1761
1826

Gambler's
LuckSauces
Fifty
Howsonality
toFamous
Win Prize
Contests
Hints on Developing PerTrue Prison Escapes
Mediums'
Rackets Tricks
Exposedand
WhyUnattractive
Many Women Are
Simplified Little
Cook-Book
America's
How to Cash InHitlers
On Your
Veteran's Benefits. The
G. Jt. Bill of Rights

GUIDE

perspiration
Me

TO

Why

not be loveSier

with

beauty

GLAMOR
this September

of your

own

choosing?

odor

way

' Made on a face cream base. Yodora is
actually soothing to normal skins..
• Entirely free from irritating salts. Can
be used right after under-arm shaving.
• Its soft, cream consistency stays that way
indefinitely. Never gets stiff or grainy.
' Contains no chemicals to spoil clothing.
■ Tubes or jars, lOtf, 30<f , 60tf .
1 Yes, Yodora is a gentle °V^"*<^
deodorant. Try it->e^«
the wonderful difference! N^^"""™"^^/
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This young beauty adds to the charm of her bright blonde hair by
doing her curls with Wildroot's new Hair Set; a quick, easy way.
I HERE is a new beauty product in the
Wildroot family called Wildroot Hair
1 Set that is going to make life easier for
lots of us. Its secret is that it contains
processed lanolin which makes it grand to
use for a hurry-up, last-minute hair grooming. All textures of hair respond nicely to
it and you are going to find that it helps set
your hair after a shampoo quickly and
pleasantly. Every girl who knows the advantage of shining hair that stays in place
will want to use this fine new beauty aid.

deodora,

Put twinkling magic on your finger tips
with Revlon's new Frosted Nail Enamels.
From South America has come Tuya a
wonderful new perfume made from that
glamorous and exotic flower, the Venezuelan
white orchid. Here is a different fragrance
he'll love to have you wear and one you
yourself will find a great delight. You can
ensemble it too, for not only is there the
perfume in its charming flacon but Tuya
toilet water and face powder to match.

McKesson & Robbins, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.
GIV0

PEERLESS
Tuya, the daring and provocative new Soulh
American scent in perfume, powder, coloqne.
GUARANTIED
m ALWAYS!
Your choice of
BATTLESHIP GRAY
BURGUNDY, NAVY
EBONY BLACK

PEERLESS

New York 11, N.Y.- Dept.R

One of the secrets of soft hands is the
careful and regular use of a hand cream
such as Pacquins. Thousands of women have
found that Pacquins solves their hand care
problems, because it is so easy to use. Just
a dab on your fingers, massaged well into
your skin and your hands feel smoother at
once. This is the kind of hand cream, we've
discovered, that goes on without feeling
sticky or greasy from the first moment; and
if you use it after your hands have been in
water it helps prevent them becoming rough
or red. Pacquins is in fact one of the best
kinds of beauty insurance we know.
SCREENLAND

Here is Sass-shay, the new solid sachet ovals,
five long-lasting and delightful fragrances.

So ended another vacation romance! She had been
simply crazy about him — and he about her — when
first they met. Then his interest turned to indifference.
You couldn't blame him; with so many other attractive girls around, why should he put up with that*?
How foolish for a girl ... for anybody ... to
risk offending when Listerine Antiseptic provides such an easy, wholly delightful precaution against halitosis (unpleasant breath)* ?

Merely rinse the mouth with Listerine Antiseptic before any date on which you wish to be
at your best. Better still, use it systematically
morning and night. How wonderfully it freshens .. . what a nice sense of assurance it gives
you! Almost immediately your breach is fresher,
sweeter, less likely to offend.
While some cases of halitosis are of systemic
origin, most cases, say a number of authorities,
are due to the bacterial fermentation of tiny
food particles clinging to mouth surfaces. Listerine Antiseptic halts such fermentation, then
overcomes the odors fermentation causes.
Lambert Pharmacal

BE AT YOUR

BEST

ON

YOUR

VACATION...

LISTERINE

Company, St. Louis, Mo.

ANTISEPTIC

FOR

ORAL

SCREENLAND

HYGIENE
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For

Claudia

Life's so full of perpetual
emotion when these wonderful
lovers are more wonderfully
in love than ever before!

Directed by
MARY ASTOR • JOHN SUTTON
Produced by
GAIL PATRICK - ROSE HOBART
LLiAM PERLBERG

HARRY DAVENPORT

• FLORENCE

2a

IE
Screen Play by ROSE FRAN KEN and WILLIAM BROWN MELON EY

CENTURY- FOX

Adaptation by Vera Caspory • From the Redbook Magazine Stories by Rose Franken
I
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Dear Troubadour:
Let's face the facts. When your mellow
voice is first heard from the screen singing
"On Top of Old Smoky," audiences sit up
and take an interest. A bobby-socker near me
began
"Oooh
He's a
mellow squealing,
man. Bet he
looks that
like avoice!
combination
of Perry Como and — oh — Bing, maybe, with

flash of Dick Haymes thrown in."
definitethen
a And
you appear — genial, pleasingly
a wonderful repertoire of Amerplump,ican with
ballads, singing some of the same songs
that have enthralled such connoisseurs as Carl
Sandburg, have held spellbound crowded concert audiences in New York. I won't say you
exactly waddled into pictures, but the bobbysocker took one look and did NOT swoon.
As the picture "Smoky" progressed, though,
and your nice casual personality emerged,
and that mellow voice went right on singing,

R

LETTER

L

TO

IVES

she sat up straighter and even sighed a little.
You won her over, and lots more like her. I
don't say you'll ever be the bobby-sockers'
delight, Mr. Ives, (and I've an idea that won't
much) but you'll do all right. Just
keep
worry onyousinging.
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n Ford that I
WHEN tedI told Glen
to write an article on
wan
"How Are the Fords Doing?" he
said, "But, Dora, you can answer that
in one word — fine." So I explained that
Glenn's picto seethan
go more
whoknow
the peop
want to
just that
tures le

now that he's back making movies.
"I'm not the right person to talk to
Glenn said, alabout things like that," hot
vichyssoise.
most choking on his
We were having lunch together at Glenn
the corner from
just around
Billingsley's,Pictures,
Columbia
where Glenn is hard

—that we're all interested in Ellie (Eleanor Powell) and the baby and how Glenn
is adjusting himself to life as a civilian,

at work making "Gallant Journey." "Although." said Glenn, "I was in the photographic service of the Fleet Marine

I wasn't
many months.
a great
Force
who
The fellows
of danger.
thick
the for
in
could really tell you about the difficulties
of adjusting to civilian life are the ones
who fought at spots like Okinawa and
who barely came through with their
skins. For the rest of us, getting back to
civilian life isn't anything very difficult.
It's the thing we've hoped and prayed
the
were away.
for all the time werealizati
on of It's
dreams
and the fulfillment of
He remembers very
vividly
(Please the
turn exact
to p. mo70)

- MOT

One
look at these pichopes."
tures, at left and below,
and the swered.question
anThe Glenn is
Fords,
including
Newton Ford,little
arePeter
definitely
doing all right these days.

THE

G?

DOIN

In this exclusive-to-us
interview

Glenn

answers

Ford

the above

frankly

and

question,

honestly,

for the first time

By

Dora

Albert

Like any other
has
them

out

by

teen-age

her

bride, Shirley

problems,

knowing
happiness

that
must

too — and

works

lasting
always

be earned

the day after that y eighteenth
is ay,
This
birthd
but for Shirle (used-tobe) Temple it might as well be any
day during the fast and pleasant shooting of the very top comedy-romance,
"Honeymoon" — that's a movie, folks!
Only one thing's different from any
other day. Yesterday Shirley was hostess
to 150 friends and pressmen at an on-set
young star is a nonparty.
birthday (it
drinker
was The
a soda pop and hot dog
party, anyway) and has no hangover;
her only indulgence was to taste the fake
cake that a jesting studio press department wished on her. Plaster and sand!
Perhaps the best way to sample this
day of Shirley's is to I-spy on what's in
her mind. There's the public interest
Photo by Ernest Bachrach, RKO

Author Lopton Wilkinson
goes over his interview with
Shirley, ot RKO Studio.

,"
ymoon
film yis by"Hone
newcomed
y's ic
Shirle
Baum.
Vicki
a romant
Above, in a scene with Franchot Tone.

(she knows she'll be asked questions)
about her husband, handsome John
Agar, who signed a movie contract with
her boss.. David O. Selznick. And, under
simcomposed look. Shirley's way.
her lovely,little,
in her unworriable
mering a
because sports pages have charged that
she objects to her brother George becoming aprofessional wrestler and using
his own name.
Someone phones in that a Command
Performance has been moved up to
seven o'clock tonight. It will run for an
hour; Shirley will be Mistress of Ceremonies. Transcriptions will be made (the

general public doesn't hear this program)
for re-broadcast by 400 special-wavelength radio stations serving troops
abroad and here-at-home hospitals for
wounded veterans. This type of free
work, which is merely routine to Shirley
(and which she won't thank your t re-if
porter for mentioning) is importan

Time
out William
on the Keighley.
"Honeymoon"
with
Director
Below, set
dreamy
scene with Shirley and feuy Madison.

you wouiu understand this day on the
set. For, as we talk, tonight's fat-looking
seen, is
hasn'tofbefore
she raise
script, which
the eyebrows,
delivered.
A faint
as Shirley lays the script with seeming
casualness on her dressing-room table,
is the only clue to the fact that she must
be wondering when her visitor will get
out (fine chance!) and let her prepare
for that extra work toward which her
blue, dressing-ta
but does ble
tick—
move.clock, electric, doesn't
Then there's the im-minor matter of
performing, at her best, in today's shootThroughout our
on "Honeymoon."
Willam Keighley sends for
talk, ingDirector
Shirley at intervals, and she steps briskly
out to do scenes which she memorized
last night. Twinkling, blue-eyed Keighley, who has never directed Hazel-eyes
the whole
mood — so's
happy Keighley,
is ina a scene
before,
pleased and
After
set.
wondering, (Please turn to page 82)
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old saying among GI's
e's an
Therwhich
predicts that your bellowing, overbearing Army sergeant invariably winds up working for you as
a meek and chastened character who's
a far cry from the dominating bully he
once was.
It's not so with ex-sergeant Burt Lancaster! Instead of eating the humble pie
of just retribution, when he was discharged from the Army he went right
on being a three-striper — civilian variety.
He was cast as a sergeant in a Broadway play aptly titled "A Sound of Hunting" and he yelled his lines so forcefully
that he made both the cast and the
audience as completely miserable as he

Introducing
dynamic
Burt

new

did the unfortunate rookies who were
once under his command.
Lancaster was determined to succeed
in his first civilian job and although
he exaggerated his irritating effect upon
the onlookers, he was such a solid hit
that Producer Hal Wallis began negotiations for a motion picture contract between the acts of the play. It was the
"Sarge's" busy day. The moment he
appeared on the stage, he had stamped
out his career for the future. Then of
course he (Please turn to page 76)

a
man,

Lancaster

a*.

By

Paul

Marsh
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What is there about this willowy
blonde that makes the biggest,
the most important people invariably extend the helping hand?
It's a combination of qualities,
but chiefly it's due to the fact
that she's such a darned nice girl

radio's darling,
Maxwell,
N men
MARIisLY
have helped. Sinatra
a girl
demanded her — against names bigger then on his first Hollywood broadcast. She was Bing Crosby's guest-star
for forty weeks — longer than any other
— on his radio program and he asked for
her as his leading woman in a Paramount
picture. Ted Weems financed her dramatic training because he knew she had
talent; Johnny Johnston and Perry Como
made song-arrangements for her and
taught her all they knew of phrasing
and diction. She's Red Skelton's leading
woman at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in "The
Show-Off" and he won't talk of anyone
else.
And why is this? What is there about
this tall, slender, blonde girl with the
friendly eyes and flashing smile that
makes the biggest, the most important
invariably extend the helping hand? They
could so easily give her the brush-off, you
know. Perhaps it's because she tries so
hard. Perhaps it's because she's so in
earnest, loves her work so much, is so
eager to listen to the ones who know
more than she. Perhaps it's because she's
so beautiful. Perhaps it's a combination
of all these — and that she's such a darn
nice girl, too.
Away back in the past of seven years
ago, Mary Pickford discovered her singing with Amos Ostet's band and wanted
to groom her then and there for stardom
in pictures. But Marilyn refused, with
thanks. She was sure she didn't
graceful
have any dramatic talent and was afraid
the plan would end in a waste of Miss
Pickford's money and her own time.
"I was just a kid then," she said, "and
I loved singing with the band. It was so
much fun! But Miss Pickford told Buddy
Rogers, her husband, about me and pretty
soon I was with his band. Those were
the days when bands were coming into
their full strength. Everybody knew

all helped
Crosby, Sinatra, Buddy Rogers — they've Mary
PickMarilyn Maxwell. Buddy, above, at
ford's suggestion, took an interest in furthering her
singing career. Her biggest booster was orchestra
leader Ted Weems, upper right. Bing guest-starred
her in radio. Now Marilyn is co-starring with Red
Off."
in MGM's
below, with
Skelton,
Skelton"TheandShowFrankie.
of page,
Bottom right

everybody else. Sinatra 'd been with Harry
James and then had gone with Tommy
Dorsey. Ted Weems, Buddy and a lot
of us thought he ought to be out on his
own. We lectured him about it, but he
didn't think he had what it took! Can
a littlethat?"
later, Sinatra did decide
youButimagine
alone.andRemembering
go init him
to
faith
believing in Marilyn's
her own
great talent, he told his managers he
wanted her to sing with him on his first
Hollywood broadcast for Lux. "Get a
bigger name," he was advised. "Nope —
staunchly.
Marilyn or nobody," he countered

"And I was afraid to appear with him!"
simply terrified
"I wasturn
laughed.{Please
Marilyn
to page 93)
that all those

lipf

You can't suppress the
high spirits and sense of
humor of the Lawford
lad, and
By

who

wants

to?

S. R. Mook

AS THE years come and go, and stars
rise and fall, this business of inng becomes, at times, a
L terviewius.
little monotono
Once in a blue moon
you run across a new personality with
the potency of, say thirty thousand
watts of electricity— one who startles
you out of your complacency like a
bucket of cold water dashed in your

Pete meets Pot. Young Lawford clowns with pretty Pot
Kirkwood on the set of "No Leave, No Love," Pat's first
Hollywood picture in which she appears opposite Van.

face. That is, you do — if you're lucky.
Meet Peter Lawford, if you haven't
already. Not since Frank Albertson and
Phillips Holmes, two of the greatest
potential stars in the business but who,
unfortunately, never came to fruition —
has there been anything in Hollywood
like Peter. His biography has been written and re-written
until Hollywood

writers and the public at large can probably tell it as well or better than he.
But what he is actually like can be put
down in cold print about as easily as
you could describe a saucer full of
mercury. His ebullience is constant and
unchanging. I have never seen him that
bubbling
he
a quip.over — never seen him
a loss for
at wasn't

I happened to have luncheon with him
on last April Fool's and he was having
a field day. {Please turn to page 88)
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Triumphant screen return of the unforgettable Scarlett O'Hara of "Gone with the Wind fame
of Bernard Shaw's "Caesar and Cleopatra.
occurs in the magnificent Gabriel Pascal production
Made in England, the lavishly staged picture is superb satire, with Vivien Leigh giving a glowing
performance as the siren of the Nile and Claude Rains matching her in artistry as the great
Caesar. Stewart Granger, a "find" for femme fans, portrays Apo/fodorus (right, above).

/

While

his wife

Vivien

is winning

new

Cleopatra,

Laurence

triumphs
and

as

producer

Shakespearean

laurels

star,
of

Leigh
as

Olivier

director
a

great

spectacle
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Here sfie* is again, that lovable, utterly enchanting
if slightl/ scatterbrained
young American matron.
"Claudia and David" is the
long-awaited sequel, with
Dorothy McGuire and Robert
Young again co-starring.
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By

Gladys

Hall

E tMaisie and 1 don't love her.
II LOV
am grateful to Iter and resentful
of her. She gives with one hand and
takes away with the other. If she gives
more than she takes, well, that's Maisie
for you!" So said Miss Ann Sothern of
her rAlter Ego,' Miss Maisie Ravier. And
went on to say: "I walk down any street
in any town and they say. 'There goes
Maisie!' 'Hiya. Maisie!' During a recent
trip to New York my husband and I
went one night to the fights in Madison
Square Garden. From the top of the
Garden, where you wouldn't suppose the
human eye could spot a dinosaur, came
cries and catcalls of. 'Yoo, hop. Maisie!'
I was flum'Hi, there. Maisie!'d Now. they
could see
moxed and flattere that
d
it in my
foun
d
have
so far. but I coul
heart to wish that a few of them had
seen Ann Sothern! She was sitting there,
too. Or was she? I sometimes wonder.
And would like, now and again, I must
admit, to leave Maisie under wraps^ I
honestly don't know what I feel for that
ably,
.
girl,
both. love or love's opposite Or, prob

"But before I get all wound up analyzing the relationship between Maisie and
me. there is a dramatic behind-the-scenes
story, which I have never told before,
of how-come Maisie and I met and
merged in the first place. You may remember, Gladys, how along around 1937
and '38 I stayed off the screen for almost
a year because I was sick and tired of
all' those silly ingenue things I was doing
— 'The Party's Over,' 'Melody in Spring,'
'Blonde Date' — and more of the same.
Lethal, that's what they were. Also sick
of being drowned for four years in all
those sea pictures. So I retired and
retired until I did 'Trade Winds."
stayed
in which I played a drunk, and very glad
I was to do it, too, and then the late
J. Walter Rubin (Jack, to all his friends) ,
who was producing at MGM, asked me
to do this part. Maisie.
"Not until after little Maisie had been
previewed and even Leo. the Lion, lay
down and made with bleats like a lamb,
did Jack tell me by what a hairline
margin Maisie and I had missed getting
together. 'If you had ever known,' he
said, 'what I had to do to get you for
the part! They,' (meaning the front
office) 'wanted to use one of their contract players for Maisie; did not want an
outsider to do it. I fought tooth and nail
to get you; fought tooth and nail not to
have anyone but you do it. Finally, in
desperation they let you have it. But my
neck,' Jack said with a reflex shudder,
'was out to there.'
"When I asked Jack what had made
him think I could do comedy after all
the prissy Missys and maudlin mermaids
I had been playing, he said that he had
was
seen me in 'Folies Bergere,' which
made in 1935, starred Maurice Chevalier
and in which I played a little French
tart. 'Anyone who can play farce,' Jack
said, 'can play comedy.'
"Green as I was in show-business,
then, it was news to me." Annie said
laughing, "that I had played farce. I

didn't even know what farce
was. But if what I had done in
Folieslieve Bergere'
bein me then made
I hadJack
played
farce and let no one tell me
different !
"Then
little Maisie made
her bow. And made history.
And shall I say, seven Maisies
later, that I have been blessed,
or cursed, by Maisie? Well, a
little of both — but let's count
the blessings first, they matter
more: The first thing Maisie
"A spot of tea?" sugg ests
isitsA
did for me or, rather, gave me
Ann Sothern, as Maisie
was my contract with MetroGoldwyn-Mayer where, in addition to an annual Maisie. I
have also played some different-fromMaisie roles. And not to seem ungrateful
the more different-fromto my girl-friend,
Maisie roles I have, the happier I am.
Maisie is fun. but I want to do other
things, too. Musicals? Yes, if I can get a
story. I like to sing. Dramatic parts?
Definitely. Other-than-Maisie character
parts, too. I like character parts and
don't, care whether I play a hag or a
houri, so long as I break type. I fight for
said
are different," I Annie
parts thatrather
must say,
comically,
making,
with a fierce but uncommon soft and
shapely little fist, "completely different.
I'll fight to the finish to protect Ann
Sothern from being forever lost in Maisie.
I'd fight to the finish for Maisie, too."
Ann added loyally, "if I thought I was
going to lose her. But I don't want to
she explained soberly, "just Maisie."
be."
And fair enough, I thought, for the
quiet voice and gentle manner and chic
and gold-and-white beauty and diverse
talents that is Ann Sothern should not be
lost too often to the somewhat less quiet
Miss Maisie„
we say,.
vi
shall er
Ra
and gentle,

"The next thing Maisie did for me.
"was conAnnie was continuing aimiably,
vince people that I could do character
things. Before Maisie, I'd had a certain
amount of recognition, but more or less
as a publicity actress, a prop, a foil— one
of those that greet the visiting firemen,
do cheesecake and, in pictures, play the
icing on the (Continued on page 86)

The beautiful blonde
who admits, in this exclusive interview, that
sometimes her characterization ofMaisie Ravier cramps her style,
is one of the most popular girls at MGM. Above,
she chats with Peter Lawford; left,
her husband, with
Robert Sterling,
who has signed a new
contract at the same
studio. His next picture
is "The Secret Heart."
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Englishman
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MAKES
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S man
THIprovin
g theJames
ioncertain
of the
sensatis
screenMason
year. Challenging the critics by the
force of his dramatic powers and enchanting his feminine audiences with his
rich virile personality, he goes from success to success with amazing speed.
He has just won the gold cup presented
to the best actor of the season by a British movie magazine and when the London
"Daily Mail" held a nation-wide popu-

larity poll, he topped the list by a huge
majority. His fan mail increases steadily
every day, swollen by hundreds of letters from America now that his films
are being shown over here. Women in
Canada and Australia and South Africa
send him gifts and plead for photographs
and whenever he leaves his home, he
finds his admirers waiting at the gate to
see him in the flesh and get his autograph.
Even his earlier films- are being reissued in response to the demand for
still more of this irresistible man. He is
once again turning his dark passionate
eyes towards Carla Lehmann in "Candlelight in Algeria," the spy melodrama inClark's landing
Mark not
General
spired byand
in Africa
certainly
the best of
all the Mason epics. But what does a
four-year-old story matter if you can
watch this imperious fascinating individual, so utterly ruthless yet so heartstirring as his bold face suddenly softens
to inexpressible gentleness and his voice
begins to speak in that tone no woman
can withstand?
Two of the British pictures James
made in 1945 are lined up too, a period
story, ' The Wicked Lady," in which he
plays the highwayman lover of Margaret
Lockwood, and a modern drama, "They
Were Sisters," which gives him a magnificent part as a lustful hard-drinking

*

Ever since movie audiences met him in "The Seventh Veil" with Ann Todd (left
above) Mason has been in demand. At right above, in his forthcoming film.

husband along with Phyllis Calvert and
Dulcie Gray. Then there will soon be
the film he has just completed in London,
now called "Odd Man Out." Here he is
teamed again with beautiful blonde Ann
Todd of "The Seventh Veil," the man
who escapes from jail a few hours before
he is due to be executed and begins a
vengeful quest through the sordid East
End slums and the fashionable nighthaunts of May fair.
The scenes of the jail escape were
made on the authentic spot, under the
grim walls of old Pentonville Prison
where British criminals lie before they
are hung. They were shot at midnight,
an hour when the director fondly imagined the streets would be deserted and
silent since the fuel shortage now causes
London to turn out the lamps at eleven.

But when the film crew arrived they
found hundreds of teen-agers and scores
of older women too lining the sidewalks
and jostling with the policemen trying
to keep them in order. They had waited
there for hours to catch a glimpse of the
star and didn't seem disappointed when
he appeared in his dusty mud-stained
escape clothes, his black hair mussed
and his handsome face smothered in dirt.
Then one observant woman shrieked,
"Oh, look! He's hurt!" and there was
nearly a riot. Hastily the makeup man
had to demonstrate that the blood which

tricklereddown
had begun
just
he hadcheek
paintJames's
only theto thick
was
put on. And by the time that James had
satisfactorily accomplished his escape
before the cameras, he had to start to
escape all over (Please turn to page 74)
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It's o true story, and

a sweet

story,

and it couldn't have happened to
a nicer girl than
Vivian
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and her huse k,
Blain
Vivia
WHEN
attended
Fran
band,nManny
an important premiere the other
night at the Carthay Circle Theater,
fans yelled from the bleachers, "Hi,
Vivian!", photographers snapped her
from every angle all the way down the
red-carpeted foyer, the m.c. called her
to the microphone to address the air
s great greeted her
wood'e,
audience, Hollyaderi
and heads turned
with fond camar

Blaine

as she passed by. Just before she entered
the lobby, a battery of news syndicate
photographers asked Vivian and Manny
to pose together.
us a big Manny
smile!"
stock-phrased
the "Give
photographers.
and Vivian didn't have to be coaxed:
they gave, their grins ecstatic.
This was the frosting on the cake —
this warm acceptance— and it made up
for a lot of things: early snubs and
brush-offs, a life (Please turn to page 95)

you this.
CHILDREN could have told
Children, for example, from the
poorer section of Dublin, Ireland.
They jammed the street, one morning,
outside a downtown theater, wanting
merely a glimpse of the man whom Dublin papers had headlined, "THE GREAT
SCHNOZZOLA." Wise eyes — understanding eyes — took in their patchwork
e-made hair-cuts, and faces
hom
hes,
clot
Mother had been too busy to wash.
A voice, much softer than the raucous
one you hear from screen and radio, addressed the theater manager. "These kids
look like they got no dough. We'll have
s for em."
some matinee
to give manager
explained about expense
The
— lights, ushers, heat.
"Two extra matinees each week," ruled
Jimmy Durante. "Kids only. Jam in all
the fire departmental let you. I'll pay full
for the mob."
admissions
Other children could tell you. Those,

for instance, whose bicycles stopped traf-

Saga

of The Great

Jimmy

Durante,

bigger

than

Schnozzola,

whose

his beezer

heart

is

fic outside a huge London theater the
morning "Schnozzola" arrived for first
rehearsal. Again a manager apologized —
this time for the children. "A great inconvenience, Mr. Durante. Sorry your
cab couldn't get to the door."
"What's the matter? Ain't children
The manager's smile deprecated. "Well,
sir. children of this class couldn't be expected tobecome — er, paying customers."
people?"

Again the voice that can yell "Umbriago!" so loudly grew soft. (A little
frost, though, in the blue eyes, for that
manager.) "While I play London," said
Jimmy, "reserve four hundred seats for
each matinee. For kids, who ain't got
the dough. I'll buy the tickets."
Jimmy wasn't primarily donating money, though such widely gracious decisions
cost him a fortune each year. He was
spreading laughter and happiness. His

special brand of sunshine is as valuable
to Hollywood • children (whose financial
problems are looked after by courtapproved contracts and by guardians
or parents) as it proved to the small
Dubliners and Londoners whom his
money put on plush seats, for the first
time in their lives, to enjoy a show.
Money indeed! When Jimmy plays
ball with "Butch" Jenkins — "Just lettin' him teach me the curves," explains
Jimmy, "just lettin' him teach me the
curves" — Butch doesn't see before him
the MGM master comedian who has recently turned down $100,000 apiece for
two "outside" pictures, and $85,000 for
a mere six weeks' work; whose unique
(?) the cover of the world's
mug adorned
most
famous news magazine; who is con— he'll probably
sidering (embarrassedly
turn it down)
$150,000 for the right to
film his hard-way, soft-hearted life. Butch
just sees — pitching and catching, batting
— "Pop."
chatting
andFurther
in the same vein, when Jimmy
and Margaret O'Brien, both gesticulating
like puppets on a lively string, stand long
minutes in a studio street, what do those
zanies talk about? It must be something
simple and deep or something foolishly
gay — certainly something kindred to
hearts and minds that life can't spoil.
For when Miss O'Brien made Jimmy a
present of a key chain her wisdom (did

you ever see such perceptive eyes?) and
affection caused her to have engraved on
the nameplate, "From Daughter Margaret." And young people a notch older,
like June Allyson and Kathryn Grayson, who co-gleam with "Father" Durante in "Two Sisters from Boston," are
as devoted as the moppeteers. Not only
because Jimmy throws scenes to young
players as shamelessly as some actors
steal scenes. Nor because he teaches them
acting "finish" that would require years
to learn by trial and error. Nor because
once in a great while he sets them right
(but firmly) on attitudes toward their
work and life. Deeper than all those
forms of help lies The Schnozzle's chief
The beloved Jimmy takes a tour
of the MGM lot, cheers up Margaret O'Brien, below, Audrey Totter, right; and, top of page, such
stars as the Wilde twins, Lassie,
chorus girls, Pat Kirkwood, Buster
Keaton. Bottom of facing page,
Durante in "Two Sisters from
Boston," with Kathryn Grayson.

appeal to the young. June Allyson puts
it: "Jimmy is like a traveling sun-lamp.
Just to be around him makes you feel
good all day." One is moved at once to
ask: "How did this unique person acquire the sunshine he dispenses? How
does he keep his unending supply?"
Jimmy's father and mother, immiYork's
New sacrifice
turmoil
in thehave
East Side,
would
madeof any
grants living
school
through
further
to send their boy
than truant officers prodded him. But he
was restless; rhythm tugged inside him.
At seventeen, skinny and under-sized, he
played the piano, through long night
Island beer-hall-reshours, intaurantalittleConey
better than a dive (Eddie
Cantor, who (Please turn to page 91)
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Wild
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wooly!
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tootin' location
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rootin1,

trip with

Through

Hell-Dorado

the King of the
Cowboys

Republic Pictures' float in the Helldorado
parade at Lai Vegas. Nevada, below,
shows Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, George
"Gabby" Hayes and the Sons of the Pioneers. Other exclusive pictures show the
big doin's when Roy and company went
on location for new film, "Helldorado."

years
a, was
, gay,
LVE
greatVegas
the Las
notago
Nevad
TWE
sprawling resort city of guest
ranches, gambling palaces, wedding chapels and divorce courts which it is today.
But the townspeople and ranchers were
as fun-conscious as the tourists who now
swarm there the year round to spend all
night playing and all day recovering.
In a desire to preserve the flavor of
the old West and keep frontier atmosphere alive, the Las Vegas Elks .Club
dreamed up an annual frontier days
celebration. It is staged between May
23 and 26 and coincides with the date
Las Vegas was founded. This Mardi Gras
of the West was called Helldorado, in
commemoration of the richest gold strike
in Nevada history, discovered in nearby
El Dorado Canyon, and in anticipation
of the kind of time they hoped everyone
would have. The celebration, with its
Old Timers' Parade, rodeos, pageants,

beauty contests, kids' parades, treasure
hunts, and general hell-raising has grown
into a colossally successful event, attracting thousands of people from all
over the country.
In 1945 Hollywood inevitably became
a permanent part of the goings-on when
Roy Rogers, King of the Cowboys, and
Dale Evans, his leading lady in countless
Westerns, were invited to be King and
Queen of Helldorado. During the fourday celebration somebody got the idea of
making a Rogers picture around this
colorful Western event and using the
name "Helldorado" for the title of the
picture. It sounded like a natural, so
Republic got busy whipping up a story,
incorporating all the high points of the
celebration and even inventing some new
stunts which the program committee
joyfully added to the already crowded
schedule of events for 1946.
From May of (Please turn to page 79)

They re trying to get Lon McCallister back on the farm over at United Artists where he's co-starring with Edward G. Robinson
in No Trespassing," adapted from the novel, "The Red House." Seen with the stars at left below is Allene Roberts. At right
below, Rory Calhoun and Julie London, malting their film bows, collaborate as clandestine lovers for the Sol Lesser production.

Above, Linda Darnell and Victor Mature play romantic scene for "My Darling Clementine." At left below, Dan Duryea romancing {at lastl) with June Vincent in Universal'* "The Black Angel." Eugene List, the pianist at Potsdam, makes his film
debut in "The Bachelor's Daughters," with Gail Russell, Ann Dvorak. Jane Wyatt, Claire Trevor, Billie Burke. Adolphe Men|OU.
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A new man to watch is Ricardo Montalban,
talented Mexican star making his American
debut in MGM's "Fiesta" with Esther Williams.
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junior debs
news!

Jane

junior fashions

by the famous

for Jane's

Powell

new

'Holiday

Irene

role in

in Mexico'

Just for Jane, but Inspiring to
all teen-agers in this party
dress of crisp organdie. Panniers are created with deep
hemstitching and partial applique of embroidered leaves
that outline the panels. Leaves
are used around the neck and
cap sleeves in the same sweet
manner. You'll see Jane wearing this
in MGM's
"Holiday indress
Mexico,"
appearing
as Walter Pidgeon's daughter.

Lovely as Jane's own
lilting voice which
the raises in song in
"Holiday
in Mexico"
is this luscious
short
evening dress with
tunic type waist and
a bustle bow held in
place with flowers.
The mid-calf skirt
length is about three
inches longer in back.
Far right, glamor
dress of salmon pink
organdie with bands
of matching sequins.

Ho-hum, back to
school I But it's really
going to be fun, when
you can count on
wearing clothes like
these. Irene, celebrated executive designer of MGM Studios, considers the
costume at right
ideal for teen-agers.
Gored skirt of tiny
black and white
checks topped by a
short-sleeved white
blouse, emerald wool
vest, with black Eton
tie and box jacket.

Whisper it, but
clothes-sense is just
as important as booklearning in the junior
deb's bright lexicon.
And why not? With
this wool crepe dress
trimmed with diagonal embroidered
bands and bow knots
on the waist, softly
feminine with its bolero jacket lapels embroidered ithe
n same
fashion. Walter Pidgeon can be proud
of his (movie) child.
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Here's graceful Vera Ralston in a final fashion salute to the fading season
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Hollywood photographers invite their cinematic subjects to first annual ball.
Joe Ruttenberg with star of his picture, Greer Garson, and Richard Ney.

Joan Crawford announced
WHEN
she d like to have five children, little
did she know that it might come true.
Joan has two of her own. Until David
Niven recovers from the shock of his
wife's fatal fall, Joan has taken his two
children into her home. All of which makes
for a pretty full house but Joan doesn't
seem to mind it. When she isn't in front
of the camera doing scenes for ''The
Secret,'" she's on the phone discussing
menus with her cook, formulas with her
nurse and groceries with her grocer. David,
though inconsolable, couldn't be more
appreciative.
HUMPHREY BOGART may be all
the world to his baby, (Bacall, that
is) but the cinema ladies-in-waiting at
Columbia are doing no swooning on his
doorstep. When he started shooting on
"Dead Reckoning.*' his loanout deal (following six months' suspension at Warner
Bros.) Bogey wanted his missus for his
leading lady. Even for what-a-man Bogart
this couldn't be arranged. Columbia instead suggested Marguerite Chapman,
Evelyn Keyes and Nina Foch. All capable
and available. Bogey couldn't see 'em in
the part. So they borrowed Lizabeth Scott,
which is fine as long as they get their scenes
in a reasonable amount of "takes." Bogey

\

incente Mi I
r
Judy Garland was there, too, with her director-husband. Vines
led the be I
nelli, adding to the sparkle of Hollywood greats who attended

is a one-take man himself and doesn't believe inexhausting himself for the camera.
Lizabeth still has to learn to be as casual
and. at the same time, effective. She
couldn't learu from a better teacher.
INGRID

BERGMAN hasn't had a moment's peace since they announced she
would wear a bathing suit in "Arch of
Triumph." Every manufacturer in existence (well, nearly every one) wants to
design a model especially for the sensational Swede. All they ask in return is a
picture of her wearing it — so they can
sell a few million on the side! Bergman,
smart gal that she is, will only wear the
bathing suit on the screen, where there is
a reason for wearing it. Cheesecake, she
says, is out.
IN HIS time, Ray Milland has played
every part on the screen. At least, that's
what he thought until he got the script for
"Gold Earrings." In this one, not onlydoes he play a gypsy who wears gold earhe plays a gypsy who doesn't wear
many rings,
clothes. Fortunately for Ray, he
spent his three months vacation on his
new boat. He's the color of mahogany
and never looked better. Marlene Dietrich
returns to Hollywood and the movies in
this one.

WALTER

PLUNKETT, famous costume designer (he did "Gone with
the Wind") is now in charge of all period
clothes for the MGM stars. Recently
Walter did a job on Katharine Hepburn's
wardrobe for "Sea of Grass." (Spencer
Tracy's in it, too.) Katie was so thrilled
with
the way Walter
made her look, she's
commissioned
artist Paul
Clemens to do
her portrait in her favorite "Grass" costume. Walter will get it for a present —
though
it here. he doesn't know it unless he reads
DIANA LYNN certainly made an excellent career woman's choice, when
she fell in love and decided to marry

he Dick Haymes (she's Joanne Dru of "Abie's Irish Rose"), with Maureen
>'Hara and Will Price. For side view of Maureen's coiffure see next page.

junior executive Henry Willson. Before
he joined up with the Selznick Studio, the
groom-to-be '"sold" actors for a Hollywood agency. Prior to that he conducted a
gossip column on the younger set for a
fan magazine. All of which will help to
guide the lovely Diana along her starlit
way. They'll be married right after she finishes her loan-out.role in "Little Women."
By strange coincidence, the picture is
being made by Selznick !
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Shirley Temple, wearing a sophisticated, slinky beaded creation to th<
black-tie function, with James Stewart during the*course of the gala evening

DIDNT see it natch!) but when
we visited Pegg> Cummins on the
e Apley " (yes, she's
set of "The Late Georg
really in this one) her wardrobe woman
confessed that Peggy wears a four-leaf
clover and a rabbit's foot attached to her
what happened to her "Forgarter.everAfter
Amber" fate, can't say as we blame
her.
WE

AT A Hollywood party recently, Alexis
J\ Smith liked a suit worn by Mrs.
Mark Stevens. Finally she got up courage
and asked her where she bought it. 'Tit's a
maternity outfit," answered Mrs. S. "It

shop."
on the
the Anticipati
from Alexis
came that
pay
stork,If you
is stalking
hear
no attention. She bought the suit because
she happened to like the lines. Also, it
would come in handy if and when!

DENNIS O'KEEFE thinks Hedy LaHe'd
lady.
charm
a very
marrto is
ing
insist
le ing
her for
y strang
gentl
also like
bis
e
for
blond
hed
bleac
e
a
becom
he
that
ite her in "Dishonored Lady."
role oppos
Hedy thought the contrast in types would
be intriguing to the camera. And so it is.
In the meantime poor Dennis is really
taking a ribbing from his pals, who now
refer to him as "Blondy."

of
boxesday,
POWE
ed LL'S
three birth
n ANO
FordR order
ELE
FORGlen
roses. In the first he wrote on the card,
"I." In the second the card said, "Love."
In the third, "You." The boxes were
marked one, two, and three. In her excite-

Dolores Moron and Benedict Bogeaus find dancing
a pleasure. Gossips say marriage is on their minds.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Maureen O'Hara, with sleek, voguish hair-do, indulge in table
talk at photogs' ball. They're co-slarring in RKO's Technicolor "Sinbad the Sailor."
inent Eleanor failed to notice. As a result
the
cards threw
read, ''You
love I."
Convulsed,
Eleanor
her arras
around
Glenn
and exclaimed, "You certainly hate yourself, don't you, dear?"'
CLAUDETTE COLBERT drove up in
front of "The Secret Heart" set, just
as Van Johnson happened to he passing
by. As she alighted. Van, who stopped to
say hello, noted that she was wearing
bobby sox. Claudette caught the expression on his face and burst out laughing.

They shall have gaiety wherever they go. Errol Flynn and
his wife, Nora, effervescing at Hollywood's Trocadero.

I'm one gal who wore 'em while you were
still
a glint
in Hollywood's
eye,'* she
kidded.
Van blushed
a pretty pink.

NO

ONE but Barbara Stanwyck could
get away with the kidding she gives
Errol ingFlynn
on thehe"Cry
W olf
Knowhow much
loves
his" set.
boat,
the
"Zaca," Barbara refers to Errol as, "The
wolf in ship's clothing!"
was supposed
play
INTeresa
"The Wright
Best Years
of Our to
Lives,"
the 20-year-old daughter of Myrna Loy.
The first time they met, Teresa took one
look at the lovely Loy and said, "I wish
I could make myself up as a ten-year-old,
then it would be more believable. "As it was,
they've compromised and made her 18.
Fredric March plays Teresa's daddy.

Mickey "Uncle Andy Hardy"
Rooney points out points of interest to his wife, Betty Jane.

r Diana la ;Mocambo for
Nightclub treat: Walter Wanger and Joan Bennett take daughte
y looks like her mother.
a glimpse of filmland's frivolities. Diana's a big girl now and certainl

IF YOU want to make a hit with Nancy
Guild, don't pronounce her last name
incorrectly. The new charmer, who makes
the
an impressive debut in ' Somewherees inwith
Night," pronounces it so it rhym
Cornel Wilde's last name. There the resemblance stops !
five unMARTHA VICKERS, star of Bros.,
released pictures at Warner
is really in a spot. Her fan club insists that
Johnson. She can't
she start dating upVan
and ask if she can take
exactly call him
him dancing! So what is a poor gal to do?
Personal to Van: We've paved the way,
how's about it?

TTH a luncheon and fanfare becomw
ing her position, featured plaver
Anne Jeffreys became an RKO star. She
along with Pat O'Brien in
topff"billing
gets
and thereby hangs a tale. The
"Riffra
first bit she ever played was in a picture
that starred Mrs. O'Brien's son. Now she's
sharing honors with him. Pat sent her
roses at the luncheon. Anne the sentimentalist sprinkled them with tears.

COLUMBIA is frantically searching for
a tootsie with taps. Ann Miller, who
married Reese Milner the early part of
this year, is expecting the stork. The
studio can't sue a girl for that, so they've
got to replace her in their musicals. Girl
or boy, Linda Darnell is already scheduled
to play the role of godmother. •

next year, "Mourning
SOMETIME
Becomes Electra" will reach the
screen. The deal is so close to being signed,
sealed and delivered to RKO, we can just
l be seeing Kathise inthat
promCornell
about arine
first movie. Heaven
heryou'l
only knows how long she's been flirting
she couldn't
the
with
d. Up 'till now
uadeidea.
be pers
"QEMEMBER
thatwas
handsome,
rugged
by
blackmailed
JLV individual who
"Mildred Pierce's" daughter in you know
what picture? His name is John Compton.
He's a Tennessee farm boy whose manly
charms have caught their fancy out Republic Studios way. John is being launched
as a young western star. He was practically born in a saddle. He used to trap
mink for a living before he came to Hollywood. So far he isn't working on any gal's
fur coat. Heart-whole and fancy-free,

Bert Friedlob and wife, Eleanor Parker, whose portrayal of
Mildred in "Of Human Bondage" you'll be talking about.

er
"My " Sist
ES le ofAni
JON"Ma
GORD
mal fame
en" and
EileON
a,
Indi
returned from a four-year stretch in
than
el.
time
less
olon
In
nt-C
tena
as a Lieu
it takes to tell he was cast to play opposite
Ann Rutherford in Danny Kaye's "The
Secret Life of Walter Mitty ." The first
day of shooting Ann confided that her
nurse had quit, she had au important date
and no one to sit with the baby. Gordon
volunteered for the job and what's more,
he showed up. "If only my boys could see
me now," he grinned, as he whipped up a
formula.
one
RED SKELTON insists that the
and only person to star in "Y<5ung
Man with a Horn" is Jimmy Durante. He
asked us to say it. With apologies to Cass
Daley, we said it and we're gla-ad!
less publicity than almost any
WITH
star we know, the gal who really
makes with the dates is one Evelyn Keyes.
She really is popular with the most eligible
d. Right now it's
Hollywoo
bachelorsk, inrece
ntly out of the service and
Bob Stac
even handsomer than before, if such a
thing is possible. Both blondes, both

Romance? David Rose and June Haver. Below, Jack Carson, recently separated from his wife, with Janet Paige.
bronzed by the sun, both dancing cheek
to cheek at Mocambo, what a sight for
sightseers' eyes! Everyone just stopped
and stared.

SS agent who printed the
E ofPRE
THloss
Greer Garson's Siamese cat did
her no favor. The MGM mail room had
to call on the humane society to pick up
the various kinds and colors of kitties the
Garson fans sent to their favorite star.
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Dorothy McGoire
plays his guiding light
in the scene above and
talks the ex-Marine
into giving his first
civilian job another
try — and therein lies
the thesis of RKO's
film. At right. Guy,
trying on one of his
old suits in the homecoming sequence,
sees the humorous aspect of the situation
— *ven as you and I.

At left, Guy lends
helping hand to
buddy who
silver platedwearhes
not meant for
batting around
gets from illeg ve
erans' social alclui
desi
to n.
defrRo
ex-sgned
a
erviceme
ert Mitchum stands
out in his fine delineation of this easygoing Texan whose
gamb
his
fife'sling
dreamdispe
oflsbuying a cattle ranch.

... her engagement to Lt. (j.g.) Lucian
her
Earl Baldwin II, son of Connecticut's Governor, has been announced by
Connectiparents, Mr! and Mrs. Leonard Keith Morse of Trumbull, one of
ed
heart-shap
a
has
she
cut's delightful old towns. Another Pond's bride-to-be,
petal.
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a brilliant
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diamond and
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The New~Blush-Cieansmg" "Sandy" Morse uses
for her complexion will give your skin, too
an instant sweet-clean look
an instant softer, smoother feel
and bring up a rose-blush of color

THIS IS HOW TO "BLUSH-CLEANSE" your face the
same way "Sandy" does:
You rouse your skin by pressing a face cloth
drenched in warm water against your face.
You "cream-cleanse'''' while your skin is receptively moist and warm. Spin your fingers full of
snowy Pond's Cold Cream upward in circles, as if
drawing engagement rings over your face and
throat. Pond's demulcent action gently loosens
dirt and make-up as your fingers swirl. Tissue off.

:"v„.

You "cream-rinse''' with a second thick Pond's
creaming. Spin 25 little Pond's Cold Cream engagement rings up over your face. Tissue off.
You tingle your clean, clean face with a good
splash of cold water. Blot dry.
THAT'S ALL! "It's so extra nice" "Sandy" says, "and
makes my face feel glowy clean and ever so soft."
Every night — give your face the complete, "Pond's
Blush-Cleansing." Every morning — give it a once-over
"Blush-Cleansing": a warm splash, quick rings with
Pond's Cold Cream, tissue off, then a cold splash.
Dip your fingers deep into a big jar of Pond's night
and morning — every day. Ask for a lovely 6-oz. size!

Among the Beautiful Women

of Society

Who Use Pond's
THE DUCHESS OF WESTMINSTER
MISS EDITH KINGDON GOULD
MRS. VICTOR DU PONT, HI
THE LADY STANLEY OF ALDERLEY MRS. JOHN J. ASTOR
MRS. ANTHONY DREXEL DUKE
MISS ANNE MORGAN

VISCOUNTESS MOUNTBATTEN

Diamonds and Pond's! Destined for some of America's loveliest
engaged girls — these 9 diamonds are valued at $20,000.
SCREENLAND
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re Robert Toyfor, Barbara Stanwyck, and Robert
rty given in honor of Jeanetfe's last evening in

Hollywood executive Helen Ferguson, former
wsnerte's chum, tosses splendiferous shindf
greet* Louis B. Mayer, Lorena Danker, Mary Brian,

For loyal MacDonald
fans: your favorite
singing star is
given bon voyage
party on eve of
departure for
concert tour

Gene Raymond will be
busy making movie
comeback after war
service while Mrs. R. is
off on her singing tour
of England, Scotland,
Ireland and Wales.

of England
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MRS. RANDOLPH SCOTTdelightful wife of the dashing
screen star!
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TANGEEdo
RED-RED
gets
in Hollywood!"

'top billing9 here

In fabulous Hollywood— where beauty is a fine art—
Tangee Red-Red made innumerable conquests. After
that, the rest of the world was easy. Today, Tangee
Red-Red ranks as the most popular lipstick shade on
earth . . . the richest, rarest red of them all !

CAKE

VP

MAKE-

CAN

BE

PERFECT!

We know cake make-up can be perfect— because
we've made one that's one hundred percent right!
NOW!

Metal

Cases

Tangee lipsticks with exclusive Satin-Finish now
available in gleaming,
delicately etched metal
cases. They're lovely!

CONSTANCE LXJFT ,HUHN,
Head of the House of Tangee
and creator of the world famous
Tangee Red-Red Lipstick and
Petal-Finish Cake Make-Up.

Use

and

see

Its name is Tangee Petal-Finish Cake Make-Up, and
it's ideal in every way. It's easy to apply— makes a
perfect powder base— stays on for extra hours— is
designed to protect your skin — and does not make
you look as if you were wearing a mask.
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Continued from page 29
NEW

Glenn, who hadn't
his return.
merit
seen of
Eleanor
for six months, went
straight like a homing pigeon to the
house where Eleanor was living with
her folks. On his finger he was wearing
the ring on which was engraved the
word "Mizpah" referring to the Biblical
lines
in Genesis:
"Mispah,meforand
he thee,
said
The Lord
watch between
when we are absent one from another."
And the Lord had watched. He had kept
Eleanor safe, kept her love naming high;
he had watched over young Glenn too.
Still in uniform, he embraced his
beautiful young wife. It had been six
months since his last furlough. And
MAKE
THIS
EASY
7-DAY
TEST

though he'd had her letters and read
them over and over again to himself, he
was hungry for the sight of her, the
sound of her voice, the tinkle of her
laughter. But when I asked him what

DO
YOU
WANT

ONCER

hair?

Then just try this SYSTEM on your
hair for 7 days and see for yourself if
you are really enjoying the pleasure
of attractive hair that can so often
Capture love and romance for you.
Dry, brittle, breaking off
HAIR MAY
GET LONGER
when otherwise the SCALP and
HAIR is normal, by retarding the
breaking off. The hair then has a
chance to get longer and much
more beautiful. JUST TRY the
JUELENE SYSTEM 7 days and let
your mirror prove the results. See
if it does not bring untold happiness in greatest abundance for you.
Send $ 1 .(If C.O.D.- Postage & Tax
extra.) Fully guaranteed. Money
back if you are not delighted.
MAIL THIS INTRO
SPECIAL COUPON

DUG TORY
TODAY ! !

JUEL COMPANY, Dept. N-692
4727 North Damen, Chicago 25, III.
I will try the JUELENE SYSTEM for
7 days. IIf will
my mirror
show back.
fine
results,
ask for doesn't
my money
□ I ENCLOSE $1
□ I WILL PAY POSTMAN
JUELENE comes in 2 forms:
□ POMADE/
□ LIQUID
Name.
Address.
City. ... . .
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State.

Ellie was wearing that day, he said, "I
don't know. The way I felt, she could
have had on an old gimnysack, and she
would have looked wonderful."
I had to laugh at that. In some ways
men- are so much alike. So many women
have spent hours primping for the return of their servicemen — they have
gone out and bought the most luscious
looking dresses, but do the men we
love ever notice them? "Eleanor probably spent hours primp'ng for you, and
you didn't notice a thing," I said reproachfully.
"She doesn't have to primp for even
a minute. She's so beautiful." It was
Glenn's turn to sound reproachful.
But the happiness of that ecstatic reunion was shattered by the fact that for
four long months Eleanor and Glenn
couldn't find an apartment. She lived
with her folks; Glenn stayed with his
family. Fortunately, Glenn's folks did
a lot of traveling (maybe on purpose,
knowing how much Glenn and Eleanor
would like being together) and so the
housing shortage didn't keep them completely apart from one another during
those trying months. Actually, there
wasn't room for an additional person
with either of the in-laws, but when
Glenn's folks traveled, their home was
his, to do as he pleased.
The trying four months finally came
to an end when Eleanor discovered ari
apartment. And then things began to
happen fast for both of them. Glenn
got one of the choicest roles of the year
opposite Bette Davis in "A Stolen
Life." And in February 1945 came the
happiest moment
of Glenn's life. He
*
became a father.! They named the boy
Peter Newton Ford.
•1
Reverend Ray Moore, who married
Glenn and Eleanor, christened the baby
at the Little Chapel of the First Methodist Church in Santa Monica. Be ' ore
the ceremony, Glenn painstakingly took
charge of another very important ceremony— pinning up his pin-up boy for
the occasion.
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Since then Glenn has made "Gilda,"
in which he startled moviegoers with
•Ji
his unique interpretation of a love-hate
relationship with Rita Hayworth, and
SCREENLAND

he is now playing the lead in "Gallant
Journey." He's also bought a house,
the one selected by Eleanor after a long
search. And Peter has grown into a comparatively big boy for his tender years.
He's one year and three months old as
this isturewritten.
If it would
weren'thave
for his
piccareer, Glenn
a hard
time tearing himself away from Eleanor
and the baby. As it is, he spends all day
Sunday and between pictures with
Eleanor and Peter. When he's with them,
that special shining light comes into his
eyes, as though candles had been lit
behind them. Peter exclaims with glee
day.
when he catches sight of "dada." He
knows he's going to have special fun that
Out of his crib Glenn lifts Peter, then
holding him gently by one hand, he
tries to teach him to walk. Peter has
reached the age where half the time
he wants to walk, and the other half he
must crawl happily around on hands and
knees,
it'sworld.
the fastest
mode ofconvinced
locomotion that
in the
While
Glenn and Eleanor are getting ready for
their Sunday outing with Peter, he
crawls happily around the house, picking
up everything he sees and bringing it
to Glenn, as if each begrimed object
were the gift of the Magi.
"No," says Glenn, shaking his head,
as he rejects the latest proffered object.
"No, don't bring anything to daddy."
Peter looks a little puzzled at this
lack of appreciation, and waddles off
again, to return with some new object,
which should be resting on a kitchen
shelf but which he thinks might amuse
Glenn as much as it does himself. Peter,
Eleanor and Glenn are bound for the
Columbia ranch, where there are little
ponies on which Peter is learning to
ride. Some Sundays they go instead to
the amusement park in Beverly Hills,where Peter, responding to the music of
the merry-go-round, is learning how to.
ride a different kind of pony.
You may have read rumors saying
that Eleanor is going back to pictures or
planning a trip to South America, to
dance at the Copacabana. She's had
plenty of offers.
"Hardly a week passes without a new
offer for Eleanor," Glenn told me proudly. "The Copacabana in Rio offered her
a fabulous amount to dance there."
(Writer's note: $10,000 a week, the
grapevine
"For the
a while
Eleanor
seriously reports.)
considered
offer.
We
planned to go to Rio together. But
Eleinor didn't want to leave Peter in
Hollywood, even if we could get the
finest kind of nurse, while we traipsed
off to South America. On the other hand,
she didn't feel that it was fair to Peter
to take him on such a strenuous trip.
Perhaps when Peter is older, we'll go
together on a trip to South America, but
Eleanor won't consider it right now, feeling as she does that Peter needs her
constant attention.
"Actually, Eleanor had a nurse for
Peter for only twelve weeks. Then she
decided she wanted to take care of the

herself, and ever since then she's
baby
been devoting her time completely to
being a wife and mother. She works
from early in the morning to late at
has worked alnight. I feel that Elliewant
her to have
most too hard, and I
Perhaps
Peter.
with
her
help
to
a nurse
I can talk her into hiring a nurse again,
and maybe we'll be lucky enough to find
just the right woman for the job."
tried to influHowever, Glenn hasn't
ence Eleanor either way on the question
her career. "I want her to
of resuming
do whatever she wants to do. If I were
to advise her to go back to her career,
do it, thinking that's what I
she might
want, and it might not be what she
wants. On the other hand, if I advised
her not to resume her career, I might
be advising her against doing what she
really wants to do. So I'm going to
let Eleanor make the decision. I think
she misses her career, but she never
says so."
■ Actually Eleanor's life is so full that
even if she feels an occasional pang
about her career, most of the time she
is so busy running her household and
taking care of Peter that all other
thoughts must be brushed aside. To help
in running their home, the Fords have
a laundress and Agnes, a Scotch cook
whose concoctions are out of this world.
She knows that Glenn has a weakness
for clam chowder, vegetables, roast beef
and lemon chiffon pie — and she does a
wonderful job preparing these dishes.
"I'm always proud to have people to
dinner," Glenn "says, obviously meaning
it. "Why, even Harry Cohn ate at my
house one evening, and never stopped
raving about Agnes' Swedish meat balls
and cheese blintzes."
On Thursdays and Sundays, Eleanor
turns cook. Her specialties are Boston
baked beans, steaks, French fried potatoes and fried onions, salads, and delicious cakes. "Occasionally," laughs
Glenn, "I try to get into the kitchen,
but I'm generally shoved out. I like to
imagine that I'm a pretty good cook, but
are so super, I don't
and Agnes
Eleanor
think I really
impress them when I try
to cook. But Eleanor is very tolerant
of my attempts. She is tolerant of all
kinds of things. When I'm late for dinner, she's tolerant about that. And when
I lay my pipes all around the house and
they smell up the place, she smiles and
bears it. In the evenings, she puts them
all on the front porch, so I know where
to find them the next morning.
"Eleanor is the soul of neatness herself. Although I'm fastidious about my
person and my clothes, I never remember
to hang things up. Eleanor is always
picking up after me."
of this tolerance on Eleanor's
In spite
part,
Glenn and Eleanor, being human,
do have minor quarrels. Actually in spite
of some tastes in common, they are two
completely different types of people,
drawn together by the alchemy of love.
Eleanor makes friends very easily. Glenn
to but doesn't. He has a cerwould tainlike
shell of reserve about him, and is
a little cautious about picking friends.
You get the feeling that perhaps at some
time in his life someone whom he trusted betrayed that trust, and left him on
his guard forever afterwards. Eleanor
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you

in the

When you don't know the routine, would you —
□ Try if anyway
reef hurt
Say your
□□ 'Fess
up frankly

Why lumber through a rumba — or spoil a
jitt-bug's "shine?" If you aren't hep to
the step, say so. 'Fess up frankly. Droons

know
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rush in where smoothies fear to tread.
But at "certain" times, there's one fear a
smooth girl can forget (with Kotex): the
fear of telltale outlines. That's because
Kotex has fiat tapered ends that prevent
revealing outlines. And you can dance the
hours away in comfort, for Kotex is made
to stay soft while wearing.

For camouflaging freckles, do you —
□ Take the cake
□ Apply lemon juice
□ Wear a doffed veil

How would you give your order?

Freckle-heckled? To camouflage the summer's sun spots — take the cake (makeup,
that is) and apply with wet sponge. Blot
surplus with a Kleenex tissue; blend well
with fingertips while damp. Then let dry
— and you've got 'em covered! It's easy,
when you know how. Like keeping dainty
on problem days. You'll know how to stay
dainty, charming, when you let Kotex help.
Each Kotex napkin contains a deodorant —
locked inside so it can't shake out! .

If you're a menu mumbler — speak up, sis!
Choose what appeals to you (without blitzing his allowance), then tell it to your
escort; he'll pass it on to the waiter. Be
sure of how to order and be safe from
embarrassment. That's one for your memory book. It's something to remember, too,
when choosing sanitary protection. Choose
Kotex, because Kotex has an exclusive
safety center that gives you plus protection,
keeps you extra safe — and confident!

□ To the waiter
□ To your escort
□ Let your date choose your dinner

ivo/net? c/?oose SCOTEX*
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is peppy, gay and vivacious. Glenn is a
lot quieter.
In some respects, Glenn is rather selfconscious. He's miserably self-conscious
about his dancing, for instance. "I'm not
such a hot dancer," he says. "I just
stumble around." So when he and Eleanor go out sometimes, and Eleanor looks
as if she'd like to get up and dance,
Glenn just sits down and stubbornly
sits it out. "If I get up to dance," he
explains, "people think we're going to
put on an exhibition. They have an idea
that
being dancer.
Eleanor'sInstead
husband,
I must
a terrific
I look
like bea
young Abe Lincoln type, stumbling awkaround." a bit different when he
Thingswardlywere
was in uniform. Then when he was on
furlough, he could get up to dance with
Eleanor, blissfully conscious of the fact
that his uniform made him look like
any other Marine, so that no one would

EYES light on lovely hair and linger there
when it shines in all its natural beauty.
Your hair will be soft, sparkling, and lustrous
when you do it at home with new different
Wildroot Hair Set that
replaces old-fashioned
thick gummy wave sets.
Does all they do and
more! Light bodied, faster
drying. It contains processed LANOLIN, leaves
your hair soft, natural,
and at its lovely best.
Style your own distinctive hair-do quickly, without fuss or disappointment! And watch those
admiring glances! Ask
for New Wildroot Hair
Set at your toilet goods
counter today!
NEW

WILDROOT

SHOES

A LIEN'S

HAIR

SET

PINCH?
Ease 'em Up With
Allen's Foot-Ease
Sprinkle this newly-improved foot-powder on feet
— in shoes, and step out
with new pep. 250-350500. At all druggists or
send for FREE sample.
Write
Allen's
Foot-Ease.
Suite
Buffalo,159,
N. Y.P. O. Box 156,

whisper, "Gosh, that's Eleanor's husband. Isn't he a terrible dancer?"
But now that he's out of the anonymity of his Marine uniform, he rarely
dares to dance with Eleanor. He does
like to watch people jitterbug. Sometimes he and Eleanor go to the Palladium together, and watch the gay young
"alligators" cutting the rugs. He listens
fascinated to their swing talk.
"You're my upbeat, Alice."
"You're mine, too. I'm glad you're no
square. You certainly can groove it,
And then when the lights turn blue
and low and he's sure that no one can
spot Ellie and him, Glenn opens his
arms to her, and in the anonymous darkness of the Palladium at those moments
whengate."
the lights are low, they glide away
to the music. And forgotten for the moment are all the misery and self-consciousness ofworrying about silly things
like whether the gates will think he's a
fit dancing partner for the one and only
Eleanor Powell.
Their worst quarrels come when Glenn

and Eleanor each try to persuade the
other to rest. "You're working too
hard," Glenn insists grimly. "You've
just got to get a nurse and take it easy,

"Oh, sure, I'm working too hard. And
what about you? Look at the way you've
been wearing yourself out working six
days a week, and studying your lines
every spare moment you get. Glenn,
Ellie."
you've
just
got strong
to rest."and healthy and
"Eleanor
, I'm
can takeYou
it. ought
For pete's
woman.
to savesake,
your you're
energy.a

Why
don'tgetyou
Things
intorest?"
a hubbub then, and
stay that way for quite a while. For
neither Eleanor nor Glenn really knows
the meaning of the word -"rest." All her
life, till she got married, Eleanor worked
like a Trojan, perfecting her dancing
steps. During her early days as a trouper,
she never learned to play. Then she
was
tied down tobyPeter.
her work. Now it's by
her devotion
Glenn and Eleanor spend most of their
evenings at home. For diversion, they
have an enormous collection of records —
thousands of them. Glenn has a specially
designed phonograph combination with
several speakers, each one controlling a
different tone. Thus the music wafted
through the room is perfectly conveyed,
by the speaker which controls it.
Glenn and Eleanor also like to read.
Glenn's favorite book is Tolstoy's "War
and Peace." Both of them have read
and liked such books as "Earth and High
Heaven" and "Arch of Triumph." On
the whole Glenn prefers non-fiction,
however; Eleanor prefers fiction.
Besides reading and music, pipes are
another hobby of Glenn's. He not only
likes to smoke them; he also collects
rare and unusual pipes.
Glenn believes that marriage has
changed him a lot — for the better, he
hopes. "I was a spoiled youngster who
never considered anyone but myself. I
had no brothers or sisters. When I

FOOT-EASE

STAMMER?
This new 128-pagre book, ** Stammering:, Its Cause
and
Correction,"correction
describesof thestammering:
Bognae UnitandMethod
for scientific
stuttering:. Successful for 45 years. Benj. N. Bogue
Dept. 3282, Circle Tower, Indianapolis 4, Ond.
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Edgar Bergen, NBC star, poses for a family portrait with Charlie (of course!),
baby Candice, and his lovely wife, the former Frances Westerman. Wondernewif
Charlie will have to share that weakly allowance he's always complaining about!
Screens and

to
ere, I didn't have
to go anywhconsid
wantedt anyon
er anything but
e or
consul
my own preferences. Marriage teaches
you tolerance and understanding. It's
like this coin." Glenn dug a fifty cent
piece out of his pocket. He held the com
in his right hand, one side turned toward
toward me. "Just as
himself, the other
this coin has two sides, so has every
question. You see heads; I see tails. Each
of us sees just one side. But the two
sides are there all the time. Trying to
see the side of the coin which is farthest
away from you— well, that, I figure, is
marriage."
It's typical of Glenn that the roles he
likes best are not the spectacular ones
like the role in ' Gilda." Instead he prefers the kind of simple everyday, human
fellows he has played in pictures like
"A Stolen Life," "So Ends Our Night"
and "Gallant Journey."
In one of his favorite pictures, "So
Ends Our Night," which Glenn made
several years ago, the theme song is a
German folksong meaning, "I have a
comrade." That theme song is also the
theme song of his personal life. Eleanor
Us his personal comrade and friend, as
well as his beloved. But Glenn is no
person to wear his heart on his sleeve.
Writers who've gone to see Glenn in
the hope of getting a sentimental story
from him about Eleanor and himself
have gone away discouraged. Not that
. he isn't sentimental about Eleanor. No
two people could be more sentimental
than these two, each wearing a ring with
peothe inscription, "Mizpah." No two these
ple could be more sentimental than
two, who selected Dr. Ray Moore to
marry them because they didn't want
to be married by a stranger; and who
honeymooned in San Francisco because
Ellie had stayed at the St. Francis when
she was making personal appearances
there, had grown to know and love the
senpeople there. Who could be -more
timental than these two, who after several years of marriage, call each other
"sweetheart"? But their sentimentality
their private
is not for the world. It's forhillto
p, where
hours in a home on a
Peter is trying to walk his first steps,and "mama" and "dada" are helping
him.
The music that sings itself through
Glenn Ford's heart and life is like the
music in that old picture he liked so well,
the music that means, "I have a comrade." They will be tender, loving comrades, like Darby and Joan, when their
hair is gray and Peter is grown up. And
time they'll still be
probably at that
arguing about the importance of resting.
"Eleanor," Glenn will say to his
think that
eighty-year-old wife, "I don't today.
You
you ought to do any dancing
spry
as
not
ought to remember that we're
as we used to be."
"But I want to show our granddaughter the way we did jitterbug stuff back
in 1946. Remember, Glenn?"
"Uh, huh, I remember," he'll say,
was I lousy!
moaning a little. "Boy,
Ellie, what a sap I was to sit th je
dances out just because people would
think I didn't dance well enough. Sure,
I was no great shakes as a dancer. But
• whenever you're in my arms, Ellie, now
or then, it's always like heaven."
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Don't let improperly cleaned
skin maryour beauty ! Cleanse
with Ambrosia — the liquid
facial cleanser that removes
stale make-up, dust and
grime . . . gives your skin a
fresh-as-a-daisy feeling! Try
Ambrosia today.

Roistering radio rehearsal: A showman wherever he goes, Jimmy Durante gives his all to
his appreciative (?!) audience, Margaret O'Brien, Frances Gifford, and Jose Iturbi.
Mason
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again in real earnest, fleeing from the
excited crowd that stormed his car and
nearly overturned it.
This made the newspaper headlines in
London next morning, for the sedate
British women don't usually behave like
that. Leading psychologists promptly
evolved a theory about it. They decided
that James Mason typifies exactly the
male ideal which women consider desirable these post-war days. They explained reaction had now set in after
all the starkness of international struggle,
that women now felt the need for tenderness and sympathy along with masculine
confidence and determination. Instead of
being wooed hastily and almost brutally,
they wanted elegance and courtesy and
a measure of consideration. Mason suggests all this and so he appeals overwhelmingly.
Maybe they're right, though James has
a good many admirers of his own sex
too, for there's no denying the polish of
his acting and the brilliant way he Uses
every little gesture and all the varied
inflections of his vibrant voice.
No good asking the star himself what
he thinks of the idea. He would certainly
shrug his shoulders in that characteristic manner and answer calmly, "Why
bother to analyze it? I'm good so they
like me. Naturally." Just as when somebody recently enquired if he enjoyed
going
the movies, he told them, "I'm
rather tointerested
to see myself and study
the audience's reaction but the rest of
the picture always bores me completely."
That's probably why James will never
attend his own premieres, preferring to
relax at home on these glamorous social
occasions and just walk into the theater
some other morning when the desire to
study the effects of his own work suddenly moves him to action.
SCREENLAND

At the moment he is preparing to make
his debut in Hollywood and receiving
imploring letters from his British feminine fans who don't want him to put so
many thousand miles between them. He
has sold his big green and white Italianstyle mansion near the Denham Studios,
with its white fur rugs and its antique
gilt furniture that would even have made
them blink in California. He plans to
design and build himself an American
home according to his own ideas. It will
undoubtedly be a spacious and sensationally "different" house, with one room
devoted to the eight pedigree cats without whom James flatly refused to consider crossing the ocean.
He likes to lean back in a deep chair
with his fingers caressing the soft fur
of one of his pets as he talks. Lady
White, a snowy long-haired Persian is
his favorite but he has two clever Siamese as well and a gray alley cat whom
he found on the studio lot and adopted
because he decided it had an arresting
individuality. Pamela Mason, who has
just finished writing another controversial novel, accepted it as serenely as she
takes everything about this amazing
husband of hers. Tall, slim, cultured and
cosmopolitan, she's the perfect complement to his dynamic temperament and
James both adores and appreciates her.
He designs all her hats and most of
her clothes, making clever li tie sketches
she can take along to be copied. He loves
to draw wickedly satirical caricatures of
the people he knows too, especially if
their opinions have openly clashed with
his, for it must be confessed that James's
frank outspoken personality makes him
enemies as well as friends, though the
people who do really know him are always his warmest admirers.
At the request of a famous West End

chess shop, James recently did a special
series of drawings of the British screen
stars and these were printed in color
Scarf." Of course
in a gay "James Mason them
by the thouthe fans have bought
sands and they are being exported all
over the world as fast as the factory
can turn them out.
There is a set in the Mason baggage,
for Pamela wears one regularly for sports
because she knows James likes her to.
To please him she has given up her own
promising screen career and concentrates
on writing instead. Whatever he does
seems to be completely perfect in her
the blmdly
eyes, though she's by no means of
her own.
doting wife without a thought
Pamela can talk well on half a dozen
subjects, a clever intelligent woman who
is still utterly in love.
There isn't a single doubt m his mind
as he sets out to travel west. He isn't
worrying in the least what Hollywood
will think of him. He is only concerned
with what he is likely to think of Hollywood and judging by his keen enthusiasm for the American way of life and
his many friendships with Americans
serving in the ETO, he will probably
decide to stay and settle down.
Not that it's going to be a placid
changeover. Nothing James does works
out simply and peacefully and ordinarily.
It's as though his own strong individuality automatically attracts the dramatic
in everything else. He'll certainly speak
out in Hollywood if he thinks the ocbe percasion needs it and he won't ever
suaded to do something or go somewhere

LITTLE

LULU

Gets

An

Earful

his
make and
He'll circle
should.
becauseandhe his
just
own social
own choice
he'll praise or criticise or frankly blame
without a second thought.
He'll say what he wants to do on the
screen — he always does. "Surely Iformust
me
be the best judge of what is good
and what I can do," he answers, and he
won't brook any argument. Nothing will
doesn't
induce him to attempt a role n,thatexecutiv
e
appeal. When Joe Seidelma
chief of Universal, went to see Mason in
London he took along some of the best
current screen stories and merely talked
ng
parts to James without ever mentioniand
finances or contract terms. A wise
understanding man who should be successful in the handling of this most unusual star.

They're whispering that James especially wants to do "The Foxes of Harrow,"
a story of the States' Civil War that's
great success in novel form. He'll
had
insist on approving the finished scenario
he'll want to meet the
first, though, and
director and see whether he finds him
congenial before they begin. But whatever he does, it's safe to say it will be an
outstanding performance in the grand
Mason manner, the colorful technique of
the man and the high Californian craftsmanship combining to make another exciting picture for all his admiring fans.
Editor's Note: As we go to press James
Mason has personally told interviewer
Hettie Grimstead that his Hollywood
trip will be in the late fall when he has
finished "Odd Man Out" and "The Upturned Glass." Mr. Mason further says
he will do one picture in America only to
see if he likes Hollywood before deciding future plans.
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He's

a Killer!

Continued from page 33
couldn't have known that within a year
he was destined to become one of the
brightest new stars over a planet-glittered Hollywood. It was in the cards,
but they were just being shuffled at that
In accepted Hollywood fashion agents
point.
from seven other major studios bustled
but'
with impressive
backstage Wallis
Producer
had jumpedoffers,
the gun
and Lancaster was signed to ride in his
chariot to fame. For the ex-sergeant the
sound of hunting was blending into
the first strains of the song of success.
Now he is completing his first picture
assignment in a role which is considered
one of the year's acting plums. He's in
Ernest Hemingway's "The Killers" with
Ava Gardner, and the film is being produced by famed writer-craftsman Mark
Hellinger. It is creating no little stir in
movieland.
Built like a boxer with shoulders and
waist that are a tailor's delight, Lancaster carries his 185 pounds on a well
proportioned 6'2" frame. He is a closecut blond with blue eyes and ample
fighter's hands. When his thirty-third
birthday comes up on the second day
of November, he will be firmly established as a star in Hollywood. He is
handsome in a rugged Viking way. Even
though he gives the impression of brute
force, he is shy at first meeting, warming up only after he has become better
acquainted with the people and with
the situation in which he finds himself.

A well-known composer will
write the music for your words
on a professional basis. His
songs have sold millions of
copies. Send for free booklet.
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After sertsthat
itself. the "regular joe" in him asHis acting is characterized with a
tense sincerity, much like a smouldering
bomb which might explode at any moment. When you see him, you know
he's not the sort of chap who can be
pushed around. You know too that he
can raise a lot of fuss at the drop of
a hat, and yet that you can trust him.
Samples of his love-making in test
scenes had hardened women reporters
screaming for more. He builds slowly,
from a low simmer to an awesome boiling point, and there's no
He'll be a favorite of
twenty, and wagers have
soxers too will go for
romancing.

stopping him.
any girl over
it that bobbyhis brand of

He's a cinch to ring the bell at his
first try for recognition on the silver
screen. Warm comments and continuous
praises from those in the know on the
set of "The Killers" indicate that keeneyed Hal Wallis has scored again. "Put
your money on Lancaster," say the wise
ones. "He's a winner."
This rise to stardom in one picture
is* no surprise to Lancaster, who has seen
plenty of ups and downs in his brief
years. In the interim between his early
youth and his arrival in Hollywood, he
has been a circus player, WPA actor,
vaudevillian, singing waiter, salesman,
fireman, laborer, and promotion man.
Born in New York City, he attended
public schools and entered New York
University at the age of 16. Two years
later he was tired of the academic rouSc REENL AND

tine and ran off to join a circus at pay
which barely kept him in cigarette
money. He stuck with life under the big
top for five years, and then tried the
WPA Theater Project. When the WPA
Theater folded, he moved over into
vaudeville which he caught in its last
dying gasps. Between vaudeville dates,
he made stopovers at fairs, carnivals,
night clubs and hotels, with even a stint
or two as a master of ceremonies. This
last venture, however, he dropped at
mutual consent. For a time he solved
his eating problem by taking on a stretch
as a singing waiter in a tavern, but soon
the jingle of coins took him back to
the circus where he taxed his manly
muscles daily in a series of spine-cracking acrobatic performances.
As 1940 rolled around, Lancaster came
to the conclusion that footlights and
greasepaint were slim on the final payoff, so he gave up his dream of theatrical
fame for a job as a salesman with
Marshall Field's department store in
Chicago. In three weeks he began to
set records as a super-salesman.
Life as a salesman is preferable to
many another existence, but to Lancaster
it was too confining. In rapid succession he became a fireman, then a temperature control man in a Chicago meat
packing plant, and finally wound up on
the Illinois Department of Highways as
a day laborer. He bade farewell to
Illinois when he received a call for a
job in the promotion department of the
Columbia Community Concerts back in
his native city of New York. He barely
had time to become accustomed to his
white-collar status when, in August of
1942, he donned the khaki of the Army.
Army classification experts pegged the
erstwhile promotion man for the Special
Service division because of his varied
experiences in show business. Lancaster
served as director and actor for soldier
shows with the Fifth Army in Italy, and
in
he spent 26 months overseas in
thisallactivity.
"We made our own portable stages
and ransacked Italian opera houses for
props and scenery," he recalled. "Our
3-act
musical 'Stars
Gripes'Clark
received
commendations
from and
Generals
and
Truscott as the finest morale-builder in
anyIntheater
of the ETO."
September,
1945, Lancaster was
demobilized and while he was on his
45-day furlough before discharge, he
took an elevator ride which was to set
the pattern for things to come for him.
He went to visit a friend at the Hotel
Royalton in New York, and in the
elevator he noticed that he was being
closely scrutinized by a stranger. Hardly
had Lancaster greeted his friend when
the telephone rang and the friend answered. After a short exchange of words,
the friend said to Lancaster, "Would
you like to read for a part in a BroadStill in uniform, Lancaster thought
the whole thing was a gag, but when
he learned
way play?" that the stranger in the
elevator was a Broadway producer who

wanted him for the lead in Harry
Brown's "A Sound of Hunting," ituptook
his
him about two minutes to make
mind. He read for the part, won the
role, and not long thereafter made his
first Broadway appearance. Coincidentally he was discharged from the Army.
Every so often he had to pinch himself to be sure he wasn't in a dream.
After the close of the play he came
to Hollywood, was tested and signed
for Hal Wal"Desert
to play
had
Mark Hellinger
then Town"
even
but 'in
lis,
pront
independe
his
for.
mind
him in
duction of Hemingway's "The Killers."
Hellinger wanted a specific type for
the part of Swede, the key role in the
be satisfied until
he wouldn't
story,
he
hadand
found
the exact guy. That guy
was Lancaster, who won the part in
competition to scores of established
Hollywood actors in a very tricky scene
which called for the very best in acting.
Lancaster'.s
at enthusiasm
look in
Hellinger
exploded
and one
test scene took
' He's terrific!" Hellinger said. "He's the
looking for." In short
Sxoede I've been
order he had the unknown signed to a
deal.
To know Burt Lancaster personally
is simply to sit and listen after you
have started him on some select item
of conversation. When the ball starts
rolling, you sit back and enjoy his
observations on everything from his
childhood in New York to the future
of this post-war world as he sees it.
He's reliable if he believes in the
thing he is doing, but he admits that
his sense of values changes from day
to day. He hasn't been in Hollywood
long enough to let it sway his opinions
and he is constantly impressed at the
vast amount of preliminaries and details
that are required for topnotch picturemaking.
He confesses to a bad temper which
he thinks he picked up in the numerous
neighborhood "kid" battles in which he
participated. He lost his belligerent
nature when he became a basketball
star at NYU, and there he developed
a sense of social-mindedness which today makes him a champion of underdogs
. and doomed causes.
"I got into plenty of trouble in the
Army because of this attitude," he said.
"I was always sticking up for the little
fellows, and fighting their battles for
them."
He is a member of the American
Veterans' Committee, an organization
which is noted for its progressiveness
and its ability to serve the cause of
returned servicemen. On his same chapter
roll are such names as Burgess Meredith,
Doug Fairbanks, Jr., Will Rogers, Jr.,
and Gene Markey.
He is stubborn to an extreme when
angered, yet a few moments later he
takes himself contritely to a corner and
gives himself a good mental talking-to.
At times he is absent-minded to a point
where he is considered rude, but he is
sensitive to such shortcomings both in
himself and in others.
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"No"— claim medical authorities, who
ought to know! Nature has a way of
womankind —
playing
moston beautiful and
thetricks
evencruel
on
talented women.
And Nature has so constructed and
physically endowed woman that in
many cases she's apt to suffer certain
distressing symptoms during her life.
For instance, when she enters womanhood — or during the menopause,
when fertility ebbs away.
period
the
Now if on 'certain days' of the
month— female functional monthly
disturbances are causing you to suffer
pain, nervous distress and feel so
tired, cranky, you pick on your
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CompoundE. to relieve such
symptoms. It's famous for this purpose!
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such monthly pain.
relieve and
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should want to do!
Lydia Pinkham's Compound is also
very effective to relieve hot flashes
and those funny, embarrassing nervous
feelings during the years 38 to 52 —
when due to the functional 'middleage' period peculiar to women.

"I'm strong-willed when I should be
lenient and weak-willed when I should
be strong," he observed. "But then
you'll have to agree that I have plenty
of company in this particular fault."
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able benefits
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Still single, Lancaster hopes to get
married as soon as it seems that he's
permanently settled in his career. "You
can say that I'm not hunting, but that
I'm willing," he chuckled.
His current heart interest wavers
He
's lovelies.
Hollywood
amongto three
or Yvonne
Scott
take ofLizabeth
likes
DeCarlo dancing, and his favorite picnic
or swimming partner is Ella Raines. He
enjoys evenings at the Mocambo or
Biilingsley's but when he's really hungry,
he prowls through side streets to find
little hidden-away Italian restaurants.
On the screen Bugs Bunny intrigues
him, and on the distaff side he doffs
his hat to Ethel Barrymore. On the
stage he prefers Helen Hayes and Sam
Levene. Of Levene he says, "I think he's
one of the greatest comedians acting toHis clothes are conservative and well
cut and he is not one to dote on endless
selections. If it weren't for studio
opinion,
day." he'd just as soon run around
in a pair of slacks and a tired sweatshirt.
As a result of all the physical exertion that was required of him as an
acrobat and later on in the Army, now
he does everything in his power to avoid
exercise of any kind. Said he, "I'm not
lazy, but I don't see the point anymore!"
When he 'first saw himself on the
screen, his comment ran, "I didn't recognize my voice, and my hair looked like
a bird's nest going all over the place.
My hair's short and wiry, and won't
stay in place. I remember that as a
youngster I always had trouble with
it. I was in a play at a settlement house
in our neighborhood, and the director
said that my hair stood up so that I always looked as though I had suddenly
been frightened."

/v Guaranteed by
I Good Housekeeping
si*« - t r*l£i'

Incidentally the name of the play was
"Three Pills in a Bottle" and Nazimova
and Richard Boleslavsky saw it. "They
encouraged me to stay in acting but I
ran out of the theater because I was
afraid the kids in our block would call
The ideal of his youth was his older
me a sissy."
brother
whobasketball
was captain
of NYU's
famed 1934
team which
won
the national championship by defeating
Notre Dame. Inspired by such heroic
athetic prowess, Lancaster himself eventually followed in his brother's footsteps.
Not too fond of smoky nightclubs,
he limits his social activities of this
nature to weekends. He is an eager
phonograph record collector, and he goes
about his hobby in a serious manner,
hunting for recordings of the same tunes
by different singers and orchestras.
Sinatra and the King Cole Trio are two
of his top choices, and he admits that
he has been known to listen to Mozart.
He hasn't much time for either social
activity or lengthy record sessions because when he isn't emoting before the
cameras, he's being photographed, interviewed, and doing radio shots. He
is going up the swift and sure way,
under the guidance of capable hands.
Recently he was met by a group of
Army buddies who were touring the
studios, and a gabfest of shop talk followed. One topic led to another until
finally Lancaster's career came up for
discussion.
"Howasked.
are you doin', Burt?" one of
them
"Say, Ava Gardner's really terrific!"
Lancaster enthused. "Wait until you
We agree. And we add, "So is that
Lancaster
chap. Once you see him, you'll
see her!"
beg for more!"
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How to hang a picture: Cornel Wilde says
it should be higher. His wife says lower.
Scree nland

But there always comes, perhaps minutes,
perhaps hours later, that meeting of minds.

Through
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Hell-Dorado

Roy

Rogers

Haven't

you
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for

Continued from page 50

last vear to May, 1946, the Las Vegas
Chamber of Commerce and Republic
Studios made with the arrangements to
film the fracas. The townspeople, always
at fever pitch over the yearly affair,
reached a climactic state of excitement
ed they'd be a part of
when they learn
a Roy Rogers picture.
The Rogers unit was in the midst of
Western, "Home m
making another by
strange coincidence
Oklahoma," which
was being shot in— Oklahoma, when
Helldorado time rolled around. They left
Oklahoma flat and pushed westward for
what turned out to be one of the most
hectic locations in the history of the
hectic motion picture industry.
Came the first big day, Thursday,
which had been prefaced Wednesday
ue
night by an elegantly exclusive barbecBy
at the swanky Last Frontier Hotel.
ily a
eight a.m. Thursday, when ordinar
cannon could be shot down Fremont
Street without hitting a soul, the main
part of town was jammed. Bewiskered
local gents, who grow sideburns and
beards for Helldorado, mingled with
women and children, all dressed in colorfully embroidered frontier clothes of
all shapes and sizes. Tourists mingled
with the natives to watch camera crews
set up overhead platforms to film the
long shots of the parade. They stared
curiously at microphone booms, reflectors, and all the cumbersome equipment
needed to film a motion picture. The
universal question was "When will we
?"
see Rov and Trigger
At that moment Roy and Dale Evans
were in a room at the Last Frontier
rehearsing the picture's theme song, "The
Helldorado," to a playback record, blithely disregarding the fact that on almost
every door along the corridor there were
"do not disturb" signs to remind any
early birds that last night had been a
big one and the occupants had heads in
proportion. But this was no time to
humor the customers. Roy and Dale were
up before anybody else had gone to bed,
getting into makeup and costume, getting their lines and songs letter-perfect.
there weren't going to be any retakes
, on this picture. When the parade started
everything was supposed to be perfect —
dialogue, songs, action. A two-mile long
for
parade can't stop and back up even
a motion picture. As a matter of fact,
considerable rearranging had to be done
for the convenience of the picture. Until
this year the historic parade always
started at six o'clock in the evening from
the Union Pacific Railway station and
ended at Helldorado Village, a permanent structure designed like an early
, where Las Vegas does its
stockade
day
Helldorado-raising at night. This year,
because of lighting, the parade was shoved
o'clock and the line of march
up to three
.
reversed
The anxious crowds were more or less
patient and orderly while they waited
for the excitement to commence. They
had a long wait. If they had known that
before the parade stuff could be shot
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Roy, of
Dale,
Sons
the "Gabby"
Pioneers Hayes,
were outandat the
El
Rancho Vegas shooting another scene,
they wouldn't have been so patient.
Luckily, not many people got wise and
the company made their shots at El
Rancho
in comparatively quiet confusion.
The onlookers were rewarded at eleven

it/

o'clock when the company moved to Second and Fremont Streets for some preliminary shots of Roy and Dale on
horseback, Gabby in a horse-drawn carriage, and the Sons of the Pioneers playing and singing on a large float while
concealed cameras in a covered wagon
filmed the action.

scene to be shot was filmed back of the
dam where there's nothing but rocks,
dust, and heat. The cameras and crews
were hauled up on either side of the
road by ropes and the men perched
there precariously all morning, dodging
rocks rolling down from above. They
waited for the sun to come out. And
waited. And waited. Meanwhile there
was the heat and no way to get out of
it. There was no room for a tent or
shelter of any kind.
★
*
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At two-thirty loudspeakers began explaining tothe crowds that a picture was
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being shot, as if they didn't know, and
warning them not to run out in the street
or make any noise when the movie company approached. Producer Eddie White,
director Frank McDonald, and the crew
waited with their jitters showing and
hoped for the impossible — a perfect take.
They didn't get it.
The parade started, with Trigger doing
his smartest dancing, stepping, and bowing. The sun, which had been playing
hide and seek all day, coyly slid behind
a cloud — and stayed until the parade
was over. The crew almost wept but went
right on shooting in flat light. They had
to. Then came the spot where the parade
halted for dialogue between Roy, Dale,
and Gabby. Everything was fine until a
camera motor failed. By one chance in
a million there was another camera motor
in the truck, left there by mistake. The
sweatin crew changed motors and tragedy was averted.
was book
resumed
a little
boy""
ranAsout,shooting
autograph
extended,
tugged
at Roy's boot and in a piping voice yelled,
"Kin I have yer autograph, Roy, huh?"
A quick-thinking policeman grabbed him
by the seat of his pants and yanked him
out of camera range. To end on a happy
note, the cameras ran out of film and
they didn't get the end of the parade.
After the nightmare was over, Roy
and Dale were rushed to El Cortez Hotel
for a persona] appearance, rushed back
to the Last Frontier to change clothes,
and rushed to a large dinner party there.
When real night life was beginning, they
were rushed to their rooms to rush
through a little sleep before the next
day's five o'clock call.
On Friday the Treasure Hunt, starting
at El Rancho Vegas, was filmed until
noon — in a bad dust storm, with two
hundred local mounted riders who were
extras in the picture, kicking up a little
dust themselves. At noon Dale left by
chartered plane for the Jimmy Durante
broadcast in Hollywood. Roy worked
until four o'clock, tore madly into
town for the Duffy's Tavern broadcast
which Ed Gardner was doing specially
in Las Vegas. Then Roy made a personal
appearance after the Children's Parade,
did a repeat of the Duffy's show, appeared at a Western Airlines party,
finally had dinner, and fell into bed.
Dale flew back that night in time to fall
morning.
into
bed for her five o'clock call the next

The location Saturday was at Boulder
Dam, which sounds like fun. But the
SCREENLAND
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Dale was trying to get some rest in the
back seat of a car when the brakes gave
way and she started rolling toward the
brink of the canyon. A member of the
crew grabbed the brake just in time to
save the heroine. It was Western stuff at
its most realistic.
It reminded Dale of last year when as
Queen of Helldorado she was standing
under a balcony at Helldorado Village
which collapsed from the weight of the
people on it. She and the crowd were
saved by a bank of slot machines under
the balcony which broke the fall. It's
the only time in history when the slot
machines really paid off. The same day
Dale was riding in a serpentine parade
at the rodeo grounds when a wild mustang broke out of the pens and headed
right for her. Dale managed to turn her
horse out of the line just as the mustang
galloped through the gap.
The one time the cast and crew were
able to relax was Saturday night at
Roy's ranch. Roy has just bought 600
acres outside Las Vegas which he intends
to turn into a dude ranch. At present
it has three small houses, an artesian
well which pumps a million gallons of
water every day, and a huge swimming
pool which is fed by a warm mineral
spring.
The place is Roy's pride and joy. The
former owners, who have stayed on to
manage the ranch, whipped up an outdoor barbecue of chicken, spare ribs,
ham,
prime
the fixin's.
and the
Sonsribsof and
the all
Pioneers
gave Roy
out
with some impromptu entertainment.
The combination of the good food, the
balmy night, and a swim in the pool
made up for all the hard work and
heartbreaks of the three days' shooting.
Roy, an excellent swimmer and diver,
who looks as good in swimming trunks

as in cowboy regalia, found it tough
going 'even when he was having fun.
Lined up on the diving board with the
Pioneers for a gag still shot showing
them pushing him in the pool, he took
a bad spill, skinned his forehead and
wrenched both shoulders. Oh, for the
easy life of a movie cowboy!
The next morning, Sunday, when most
folks kinda figure to take it easy, Roy
and Dak were up with the chickens
again. This time it was to shoot the
rodeo sequences and perform in the rodeo.
To add to Roy's discomfort from the
diving fiasco he stepped in a hole when
dismounting from Trigger and turned his
ankle, which promptly puffed up like an
But there wasn't time to
angry adder.
pamper it.
The Bathing Beauty Parade started
immediately after the rodeo and the entire Rogers company were again on
parade. Then they had to pick up the
end of the Old Timers' Parade which
run out of
ed becaus
was
ay. e they'd
film re-stag
on Thursd
The weather remained consistent
throughout the entire four days — all bad.
It was the only part of the picture that
showed any temperament. The entire
cast and crew have dispositions of angels and nerves of iron. They have to,
to go through an ordeal like this without
having the tizzies and the vapors.
Technically Roy and Dale were through
working when the last scene of the picture was shot Sunday evening around
five. But there was still light enough
to take them and Trigger out to Roy's
ranch for more stills, with wardrobe
changes.
Roy has fifty cowboy outfits, many
of which are duplicated several times
because of wear and tear. He has some
thirty pairs of boots in different color
combinations, all with the Thunderbird
design. Each cowboy suit costs between
$150 and $250. Stetsons are his biggest
problem. The life of these hats is short
, and very few are being made now.
Dale designs all her own costumes.
Even her evening dresses have a cowgirl motif — a sequin cowboy scarf on
the shoulder of a black dress, a black
satin formal gown slit from hem to knee
and trimmed with a jewelled belt and
holster.
They both change costume with jetpropelled speed and since theynormally
work an abnormal average of fourteen
to sixteen hours per day they have
learned to be unfailingly patient and
good-humored, sandwiching fun with
work.
Two very tired characters came back
to the Last Frontier from Roy's ranch
that Sunday night. The hotel was festive,
many of the guests were dressed in costumes of the Gay Nineties for a big
limped by, looking wistfully
Roy
party.
at the gay crowd, on his way to bed.
Dale, not limping but equally wistful,
hauled her tired self up the stairs to her
room.
Helldorado is over for another year.
All's fairly quiet on the Western frontier.
The boys have shaved their whiskers.
Everyone has put away his best and most
heavily embroidered frontier outfits.
Yep, Roy and Dale shore have been
through Hell-dorado.
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Young

Marrieds!

Listen

to Shirley

Temple

Agar

Talking

Continued from' page 31

softly: "One-take Temple."
murmurs
"Agar," corrects Shirley, smiling. She
is Mrs. Agar, all day, every day, and
today an Agar problem is particularly on
her mind. Last night she and John agreed
excitedly on the decorations for the "converted" house into which they will soon
move. With no priorities available for
building or re-building, decoration becomes doubly important! I'm all set to
ask details about that, when Shirley's
door. It's
the announces,
seek who
questioning,
eyes,assistant
the
director,
NO

"Location tomorrow — Lucky Baldwin
ranch." That's fifty miles from home
and means Shirley will rise at 4:30 instead of the usual 6:00.
A worried-looking publicity man has
also come to the door. Overhearing the
assistant director, he looks worried-er.
"Much dialogue tomorrow?" asks the
P. M.
"Pages of it," responds the A. D.
The publicity man inquires of Shirley,
who will have to memorize that dialogue
tonight (after the Command Performance) besides
,
facing early rising and a
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day of outdoor shooting: "What do you
think about that interview we'd set for
tomorrow? Maybe I'd better postpone
"Well," says Shirley, with that cheerful Temple — Agar! — upbeat in her voice,
"if the man wants to bother to come way
outThe
there,
bring him
along."who has had
Assistant
Director,
one ear turned outward from the door,
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cuts in: "Bill wants you." (Bill is Director
Keighley, it."
of whom no one seems greatly
in
awe
—
it's
truly a "happy" shooting
company.)
Shirley, leaving one of those ineffable
smiles hanging in the dressing-room air,
steps out, almost directly onto the vast,
shining, ivory-tinted Mexican-hotel-lobby set. After one low-toned instruction
from Keighley, she crosses into camerarange. The girl in the movie here, registers puzzlement, thinks hard — has
problems. Watching Shirley, you know
that, miraculously, from the moment she
crosses that line, the only problems ocheroine! cupying
. her are those of "Honeymoon's"
Shirley comes back (this girl sits down,
gets up, walks, with more grace than
anyone
yourbeing
reporter's
ever seen) , and
relaxes into
Mrs. Agar.
"All the world wants to know," I inquire, "just how
in
the movies.
Whatcomedo your
you husband's
think of it?
And he? What considerations did you
two talk about, when you mulled the
idea
through?"
"You
mean," laughed Shirley, "how
come? The thing we talked most about,"
she went on, "was that having an option
contract — a try-out — and being 'in the
movies' are two quite different things.
Jack knows he has to work hard, learn
fromto scratch.
He knows
gamble
as
how much
talent it's
he still
has a for
this
particular line of work. The only thing
I could have worried about would have
been how much it would worry him if
the final answer should be, 'This isn't
Sf^EENLAND

the right spot.' What might it do to
him?" And Shirley's heart had quickly
answered that one. "He has too much
character," she put it proudly, "for any
disappointment, if one should come, ever
to make him discouraged."
"How badly did you want Jack to be
in the movies," I asked, "and why did
he decide he wanted it?"
Shirley said, "One answer covers all
that. Our courtship, and the early part
of our married life, were long distance,
because Jack was in the Army. Now we're
both going to be at work. If we work for
the same employer — part of the time, we
hope,
at theforsame
studio — we'll
more chance
companionship.
At have
least
we'll
closer simple,
together!"the way Shirley
It be
sounds
states it. Actually, like most planned
courses in life, the scheme will develop
complications. For example, Shirley and
Jack had hoped he could accompany
her when the "Honeymoon" company
went, for several weeks location work, to
Mexico City. At the time this article
was written, that might or might not
work out — depending on how intensively
and fast the Selznick people chose to
train Jack.
Concerning that situation, Shirley observed, "Well, he'd have gone to work
at some other job that seemed to offer
a future and as soon as the employer
wanted him." (Jack considered seriously
an offer in the mechanical end of television. He applied at several studios — he
has a flare for writing — for work in
publicity or advertising. There he ran
into a situation that any ex-serviceman
will understand. The studios had so many
former employes, in those lines, coming
back
the moment,
services, that
theynew.)
weren't
taking,from
at the
anyone
Months ago Henry Willson, a general
executive for Selznick, had suggested a
screen test. Willson repeated the offer.
Shirley and Jack talked it all through,
in the light of the general job situation,
and of their personal lives, then went
ahead.
"Tell me, Shirley," the writer asked,
with no particular expression, "did you
think Jack's test was good?"
Print can't convey the glow on
Shirley's face or the tone of her, "Yes!"
So, readers, you can do your own
guessing on how this brave venture will
turn out. Jack is entering, with all to
learn, a profession where his wife is
already experienced and a high-lighted
success. Their mutual assets include
youth, confidence, affection. Your reporter's guess is, maybe they'll put to
trouble"
use "career
who often
couples
shame
as
an alibi
where
basic selfishness
is at fault. Here's Shirley's opinion, as
the so-likable pair take this important
step: "It seems to me two people can
enjoy a happier marriage if they have
common, everyday interests to discuss
together." Jack says, "I'm not even an
actor yetthat
— I'mhe not
talking,"
but it's
obvious
shares
wholeheartedly
Shirley's desire for a life in every possible
way mutual.

bred the articles saying Shirley, as a
Meanwhile Director Keighley insisted
"great star," was looking down her nose
on borrowing Shirley again (silly, wasn't
at her brother's wrestling career. Actuit, with RKO only putting $1,000,000 or
are deally— ali ^hree Temple childrenhave
so into "Honeymoon"?) , and when she rebeen
Agar
Jack
and
voted—Shirley
papers
the
this
s
"What'
turned Iasked:
e
attitud
your
about
have been saying
among the "fans" several times when
George (on tour as this was written)
toward George taking up wrestling and
wrestled in Los Angeles.
using the family name?"
The thought of Shirley developing a
Mrs. Agar's eyes seemed to say,
to all
"You've known me since I was seven
"great star" complex is a laugh herself
who know her. It was Shirley
and then ask that?", but she answered
every
who, at 11, made the decision to leave
with her usual directness: "Almostservices
the screen and learn what everyday
armed
the
man coming out of
to
school life was like. She then placed
one,
—
work
about
has two problems
a
"forming friendships my own age, that
get something at which he. can make
will last" above a stardom of world rank.
lucky,
very
he's
if
other,
living and' the
She, too, later decided to come back to
something he likes. In each case it's his
the screen. Her great trait as a child
else's."
somebody pointe
, , not
problem
that
out
d
a natural gift for thinking right,
was
talked,
we
as
Shirley
George has a wife to support and that
putting the first things first— and she
her other brother, Jack, who has a, still has it. Husband, brothers, mother,
father, friends— these are the first conyoung son, had "scratched around,
way.
when he got out of the service, before
siderations with Shirley; they'll stay that
she
,"
George
"And
job.
good
a
he found
Millions of affectionate friends of this
added, "had always enjoyed what he
stuff.' He
105 pounds of choice American femiand I call 'the strong-arm the
Pacific.
ninity may be wondering just how great
learned judo and wrestling in
a star Shirley may prove to be, in her
He was lucky to learn something that
at her then,
would get him a quick job — and he . new career-phase. Look
through the eyes of William Keighley,
knows he'll have to learn more to make
the "Honeymoon" director, who never
ing." She gave
good at professional wrestl
judome
ng
teachi
"He's
e:
chuckl
worked with the "old" Shirley, only with
a low
it's swell!"
know much of this tall, brainy,
"new."
theYou
"What about using the family name?"
Shirley's answer was firm, and inpictures he's diblue-eyed man through "The
Man Who
stant: "It belongs to George as much
rected: "Robin Hood,"
Came
Bride
"The
Dinner,"
us."
to
of
Came
rest
the
of
any
to
as
The publicity stunt of building up an
C. O. D.," "The Fighting 69th," "The
air of "conflict"— a custom particularly
the Pauper"— and inmany
Prince and volunteer
the
ed quickly
others. He
in sports promotion — had
overplayed

recent war, though well above service
age, and became head of the Army .Air
Force's marvelous
photographic arm.
One device credited in large part to him
picture film
was a . briefing motion
from
starting
before
pilots,
whereby
Saipan, could see a radar map of every
bit of land and water they'd cross, in
Japan, and then "see" it all again, by
radar, as they flew above it, checking
their exact location at every moment,
though 20,000 feet up in pitch-black
midnight. That saved many an American
pilot's life and brought to Japan's major
military production areas a war-shortenex("Bill"
on. and
destructi
ing, accurate
directed
Germany
perienced fire over
or edited some of the finest training and
Merit.) films, including "Target for Tomorale
night." He holds the coveted Order of
"When

the war was over," Keighley

I'd
for awhile
"I wondered
says, direct
slump was
mental whether
again. My
ever
terrific. I would read a script, a good
one, in the whodunit field, and ask myself, 'What's the punch in chasing one

Day and night problems of real life
and death had given the famous director
species of "shell-shock against ordinary
a murderer?'
"plots." After reading nearly one hundred screen stories offered him (every
important studio wanted him back in
harness) he was handed the light, smart
** Vicki Baum original which has become
"Honeymoon." Suddenly he felt that the
world now needed laughter and romance
as importantly as the United Nations
had needed victory. In his mind's eye
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(he'd been reading about her grown-up
charm) he saw the Shirley whose childhood pictures — yes, he's a fan — he had
enjoyed.
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I KISS YOUR HAND,
MADAME, YOUR DAINTY

Most movie people believe, with the
same intensity that stage people hold
certain superstitions, that the first scene
on the first day of any filming is
"jinxed"; it's bound to go wrong again
and again, and have to be shot over and
over.
An acute production-stage shortage in
Hollywood caused Keighley to use certain set-space when he could get it,
which was at the beginning. The scene
was complicated, involving the four
principals: Shirley, Guy Madison, Franchot Tone', Lina Romay. Seventeen
pages of dialogue . . . shades of meaning
. . . lots of moving about.
Just before starting to shoot, Keighley apologized for beginning with such
an intricate, key sequence.
"It is a difficult scene," one of the
cast said, nervously.
"Is it?" smiled the seemingly relaxed
Shirley.
On a sudden hunch (Shirley had the
entering lines) Keighley called, without
further instructions, "Camera!" Shirley
moved in, speaking; others, altering the
startled looks on their faces, followed
suit. At, the end of the long sequence
(such scenes often require a dozen or
more "takes") Keighley said, unbelievingly: "Okay by me." He shot a look at
the sound engineer. Broad grin. "Okay."
beamed. "Print it!"
Keighley
Shirley, receiving general congratulations on her aplomb, said with that
twinkle in her eye which never means
flippancy (more as if she were making
fun of herself) : "Oh, when you're all old
veterans like me, you'll know a first day
on a picture is just a first day on a
When your reporter visited the set,
"Honeymoon" was still proceeding in
picture!"
that
pleasant mood. ("Sure it's a happy
set," Bill Keighley agreed. "Why not?
What's the use of going at your work
as if it were some form of torture? I've
never believed in that.")
Keighley
forherShirley's
work
and 's
his enthusiasm
confidence in
future

..
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"Honey
the rpicture
Whethe
, moon."
is the
and ,romance
its rlaughte
with
"medicine" the world needs, its audiences will decide, but one thing's sure:
great medicine for warhas
it
Keighley.
returned been

came out without prompting. "She has."
he said, "the most valuable and rarest
quality a motion picture actress needs,
It's what brought her instant fame as
a child. She still has it, the mysterious
essence that seems to glow at you from
the screen — personality . Nobody but the
Lord can give it to you. And she has
the most valuable technical aid to 'getting across' a scene. It's another mysterious quality, or- ability. A flare for
it can be born. Experience, where the
knack exists, sharpens it. That's timmg."
Keighley paused, then concluded: "Think
of having that young woman's experience-earned equipment, natural charm
and good sense about life — and being
It eighteen!"
was nice to think of, and, as I rejust
flected on how surely Keighley 's judg(
0
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ment augured a long, bright star-future
for Shirley, the subject herself passed
by without so much as cocking an ear in
our direction. It seemed I saw a slight
frown, and a moment later, I was asking: "Did I see you worrying?"
"Oh, not worrying," said Shirley
cheerfully — "just thinking."
"Yes?" queried I, wondering what el-e
she had on her mind, besides what I'd
already found out about.
"Well," answered Shirley, "I was figuring what kind of dress I wanted to wear
to Mary Lou's wedding." (Blonde Mary
Lou Isleib has been Shirley's stand-in
for nine years, ever since the time they
used to play tomboy games, on "no
wood backyard.)
shooting"
days, in the Temples' Brent"You'll be matron of honor?"
"Oh no. Her sister-in-law will be that.
I'llThat
be a last
bridesmaid."
word seemed a trifle odd to
me, but I stumbled on: "Maid

of

Shirley
patiently,
don't
need aexplained
matron of honor
and a "Yon
maid
of honor both. I'll be a bridesmaid."
"Hey!" exclaimed I, suddenly waking
honor?"
up, or thinking I had. "Can a married
woman be a bridesmaid?"
"Certainly." Shirley sounded particularly sweet, asweek.
if it were be-kind-todumb-animals
Crushed by my own ignorance — how
can men know so little?— I stumbled on
to another subject, promptly running
into more self-confusion. "What kind of
furniture and decoration," I asked, "will
youHere's
have the
in the
score,newas house?"
mangled by a mere
man.
The
house
isn't
John and Shirley couldnew;
get, it's
by what
luck,
on a lot next to the Temples' home.
There's one big room. Structurally it'll
stay like it is— try and find a carpenter!
— and will serve as living-room, library,
music room and dining-room. Its walls
will be pale aqua (how'm I doin'?) ; the
furniture will be French provincial, featuring especially a sofa that will be battleship gray, with roses, with bright red
blossoms, with green leaves — plus white
bamboo shoots! The wall in the main
bed-room will be pale yellow; that in
the guest-room "gay colors." The powder
room — whoa, boy!— will be pink, with
applique flowers. An ice-box came with
the house and Shirley has bought (what
young couple hasn't?) a second-hand
says is "swell." perstove, which
gasShirley,
always she
a companionable
son who loves to have friends near,
added, "We're going to fix that guest
room as attractively as possible. Then —
I'm already promoting a campaign to
have all my girl friends get married, so
they can come in turn and visit us."
Shirley and John are discovering few
topics on which they differ, many on
which they share opinion or tastes. Their
preferences in food are wide. John likes
duck or "something else gamey" when
he feels like a special meal. "But mostly," Shirley says, "he's a meat-andpotato man." Shirley runs the feminine
food gamut, with a fondness for salads
and ices (she's never had to diet) and
"pretty nearly everything in the world —
One mutual taste that, brought them
but duck."

together was love of music. Shirley and
John both like the good American modern composers, Ferde Grofe's "Grand
Canyon Suite" being one of their favorites and "almost anything by Aaron
Copland." Among popular ballad singers
they like Dick Haymes, Bing Crosby,
Frank Sinatra, Perry Como and "'several
more." Of the lady balladeers it's Jo
Stafford, Dinah Shore, Ginny Simms.
Frances Langford and "all the other good
ones." Dancing together seems pretty
much the pair's idea of heaven on earth
Just as we were going more into likes
(dislikes were negligible) , someone from
the costume department came in, bearing
costume. Your reporter went out, and
wasn't aware that the dressing-room
door had re-opened until Shirley's voice
chirruped innocently: "Would you like
to be an actor?"
The things a man will say "Yes" to!
"I have to go over this radio script
for tonight," explained Shirley, "to get
used to my cues. You play Peter LawHume Cronyn and Keenan Wynn."
ford,
With that triple duty to perform the
nature of the script became, and remains, a matter of confusion. It seems
that three G. I.'s met a WAC, or a Red
Cross Girl, or an Information Desk
Lovely at a USO canteen, and tried
to bewilder her with brash sweet talk
She finally bewildered them back, and.
as far as memory serves, they all went
off together to some jollification.
Do you wonder I'm confused? Here
are some of the lines: (Your correspondent is playing Peter Lawford) :
"Hello Sister, Dollbaby, Honeychile."

Shirley. to
"I worry
—serious
incompetent
advise because
girls myI'mownso
who write for advice."
and younger
age"What
do they most ask, Shirley?"
"Oh. about marrying young, and about
all sorts of problems they faoe."_
"Why do you think you're incompetent to help?"
"Well,"
said Shirley, "John and I sometimes think we have a lot to figure out,
but we know that other couples, and
boys and girls thinking of marrying, have
plenty of problems — different, maybe,
but plenty— and then have a pressing
I know we're
moneyandproblem
lucky'
I'd feel —besides.
presumptuous, to try

Swoonderful siren, Lisette Verea, in the
Marx Brothers' "A Night in Casablanca,"
wears a stunning polka dot scarf and hat.
Later in the script (I'm now reading
Hume Cronyn 's part) , Shirley says:
"That's telling 'em, Honeylamb, Honeychile, Honeybunch, Darlin'!" Mr. Hume"Come, Sugar-pie, let's go!"
Wilkinson:
"That's
all," said Shirley (not in the
Mr. Lawford-Hume-Wynnandconsidered
script)
Wilkinson
that was a good
exit line — for him.
However, standing in the door, I
thought of the multiplicity of this
eighteen-year-old's day today, and all
her days, and turned to ask a question:
"Shirley, doesn't anything ever worry
"Yes," she answered, and the twinkling mischief sparked by the sugary
your
script-lines
vanished, leaving a wholly
ADVERTISEMENT OF PEPSI-COLA COMPANY

to advise other girls."
"They don't feel that way," I pointed
out, "or they wouldn't ask your opinion.
Suppose you did feel you could advise,
what would you say?"
Shirley spoke slowly: "Well, I believe
that, no matter what the difficulties
might have been in front of us, feeling
like I did, I'd have married John. I
debelieve, too, that whatever a girl she
cides about romance and marriage,
should talk over in full confidence with

her family. It doesn't seem to me lucky
or wise to start anything so important
without every effort toward a family
thinking together. I've been lucky there,
t00 — my family has been so understand- I
ing. Maybe, from some of the letters
read, I'd rather advise families than girls.
I'd say, 'Be understanding with your
That thought I pass along from a
young wife " whose wish is that every
heart
be .'
as happy as hers.
daughters

"You find the Pepsi crowd everywhere!''''
S GREENLAND
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"I Love/Hate

Maisie,"

Says

Ann

Sothern

Continued from page 43
cake, the lace on the valentine. Now
people think of me as an actress, I
hope. If they do, I have Maisie to
thank. Certainly, undeniably, Maisie
brought me fame and fortune, which I
might, but also might not have had
without her. She introduced me to an
awful lot of people I might never have
known, or heard from, if they had not
been interested in the Maisie character.
In addition, a very big sum in addition,
she introduced me to a new-to-me field
of entertaining — radio. With one Maisie
a year on the screen and one Maisie a
week on the air — well, the combination
of radio and pictures is certainly the
ultimate of what you can expect from a
career.
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"Maisie," Annie said, casting her eyes
(gray
as moonstones,
eyes)
about
the flower-filled
suite Ann's
of the
WaldorfTowers, where we were lunching, "may
even be said to have brought me to New
York, this trip, my first trip East, by
the way, in nearly six years. And what
a whirl she has given me! For we are
here, Maisie and I, to confer with our
sponsors and to meet the radio press,
which I had never met before. Maisie,
by the way, also stands me in good
stead, now and again, in somewhat," Ann
laughed, "more private concerns. As, for
instance, on hospital tours, or in crowds,
anywhere, for that matter, there is always one freshie. Well, all I have to do
when I meet up with one of the species
is look like Maisie, or make a gesture like
one of Maisie's, or say something Maisie
would say — the cracks she makes to guys
really slay 'em, you know — and, brother,
they are lambs! They never open their
kiss — I mean, their mouths, again!
"What I don't like about Maisie, but
can't blame her for: It is a great and
grave danger for an actress to be known
as only one character. It is too easy, too
fatally easy to be typed; too difficult
and sometimes impossible to break type.
Like the late Alice Brady, who was a
great actress with a great range, but got
typed as one of those sort of talky females, couldn't get away from the woman
and suffered a kind of professional atrophy as a result.
"Even with change of situation, atmosphere, locale; whether Maisie is in the
Klondike or the Congo or in Reno,
whether she is being a 'lady' or 'getting
her man,' wherever or whatever, you dare
not vary her too much because audiences, knowing her, expect certain mannerisms and reactions, a certain way of
walking and talking, and would be disap ointed ifshe changed so much as her
way of dressing. The result is that your
own personality becomes submerged and
you are threatened with the loss of your
own identity, as I feel mine is threatened
when people hail me as Maisie and probably think of me as Maisie and so expect me to talk as Maisie talks, dress as
Maisie dresses, behave as Maisie behaves.

"I know they do," Ann added, "because, when I did hospital tours, the boys
would be surprised, at first, at the way
ScREENLAND

I talked and dressed. 'You don't sound
much like Maisie,' they'd say doubtfully,
'and that suit and hat, I— I can't quite
see Maisie in 'em!' Later, they broke
down," Ann said, "and seemed to forgive me for NOT being Maisie and we
got"Maisi
alonge,"fine.
Annie added, "is gussied up
all the time. It's her idea of how to
dress — the wrong kind of hat, the wrong
kind of shoes, too many ruffles, too many
beads and bangles, that's Maisie!
"When MGM's star-dressmaker, Irene,
and I create the Maisie costumes, we
have so much fun, we laugh so hard, we
get hysterical, simply hysterical. Irene
does the designs, of course, submits them
to me and once the wardrobe is under
way, we fit it— then stand back and say
of a dress or a coat that, in spite of her,
has Irene's too-perfectly right line, 'Now,
what
cane's
we clothes
do to make this wrong?'
"Maisi
must have, too, a
certain pertness, a sexiness about them,
which we do with low-cut blouses, a tight
waist — Maisie," Ann said affectionately,
"wears everything too tight — a little
bustle, the ruffles, of course, too much
jewelry, just gussied. Whereas I have a
tendency to underdress, if anything. Like
simple clothes, tailored. Hate ruffles.
Wear not more than one piece of jewelry,
in addition to my wedding and engagement rings, at a time." (This time, the
one additional piece was a gold disc
bracelet.) "Don't like anything conspicuous and if I did like it, Bob wouldn't let
me wear it— and never wear my hair in
bangs. Although I might," Ann added
musingly, "if Maisie didn't.
"Not that I feel superior to Maisie,"
Ann made haste to explain, "because —
although I am in almost every way the
exact antithesis of everything Maisie is
on the screen," (except that Ann, like
Maisie, has a pert face, a kind of babyface, and is honey-blonde) " — I don't.
For if you get the basis of Maisie's character right, you not only laugh at her
and love her, you also," Annie said
soberly, "respect her.
"To think of Maisie as a tarty character which, because of the way she

Van a fan? Kate Smith autographs her
Columbia record for movie fans' Van.

dresses and the cracks she makes to the
'guys' I am afraid some people do, is
.
all wrong. Maisie doesn't use bad words
Maisie never takes a drink, if she can
e
help it. 'Papa drank.' That's why Maisiot
use
'Beca
.
drink
a
take
doesn't like to
what happened to poor papa! Maisie s
reactions are not those of a cheap girl.
Never.
'•Maisie is just a little girl, born in
Brooklvn, and christened Mary Anastasia O'Connor (Ravier is her stage name) ,
pa'after mama's favorite sister.' Her
rents were poor so that she is, as she says
of herself, 'Not dumb, just uneducated.
"The basis of the Maisie character
is that she is a gal with a heart of gold.
Always out of a job. Guys always on the
make for her. Very earthy character, with
a very poignant quality, she is the kind
of girl anyone tells a sad story, or she
feels sorry for someone and she gets right
in the middle and takes over, and usually
that's the story— and that's where I
come in a little bit, for I, too,' Annie
said with a oomic shrug, "am overly symer for a sad look. I m
a
pathetic, pushov
by my nearest and
Edith'
'Nurse
called
dearest, because I have a remedy for
everything from a scratch to major surgery. Afrustrated doctor or nurse, I am.
Must be. So that part of me, the pushAnn laughed, "an identifiover part is,"
cation with Maisie that makes that
phase of her character understandable to
me.
"Maybe there is identification between
Maisie and me in," Annie said rather
Like
wide-eyed, "more ways than one.
Maisie is a very gregarious and friendly
person. And I am, too. I like people, hke
to be with people. Not in a crowd. But
with my family, with my friends. Like to
watch people. Like to sit in a car, sometimes, parked on a busy intersection and
just watch people. LOVE people.
"Friendly, too. Hate to be _ alone
That's why it's so wonderful having my
ly. "That's
baby." Annie said contented
why — just one reason why — when out
Patricia ('Tish,' we call her) is around
too, I want to have another. Papa wants
a boy n°xt time. But I want another
girl and have already named her Deborah!
"And sentimental, too, even as Maisie
— the kind of person that holds on to
things and people, loving them more the
longer I have them, or know them. Marie,
mv personal maid, for instance, has been
years and I couldn't live
with me eleven
without her. I just love her. Hate to give
up things, too — clothes I have had for
years and been happy or unhappy in,
books I have read from childhood, souvenirs ofparties and places I don't want
— either
to forget. Just don't like change
in the people around me, or in pets, or
in furniture, or garden flowers, or anything at all, either animate or inanimate.
"But in spite of the fact that we really
get along right smart, when you come
to think of it, Maisie and I, and I love
her," Annie smiled her curly smile, "more
than I don't love her, and have more to
thank her for than to spank her for —
and although this identification of me
with Maisie is, I realize, a distinct compliment to me, I still flatter myself that
Maisie is a characterization. She is not —
remember me? — Ann Sothern."
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The director of Keenan Wynn's last picture happened into the MGM commissary. Keenan was supposed to start retakes the next day. Peter sprang at
him with the intent eagerness of a bloodhound that has suddenly sighted its
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Rich-looking
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quarry.
"Too bad about Keenan," he said
sympathetically.
"What about him?
demanded the
director.
"He fractured his arm," Peter moaned
elaborately.

All fine furs! All styles! All sizes!
AT PRICES YOU'LLTHRILL TO!
Today, write for FREE,
Illustrated 1946-47
Catalog and Price List.

"Wh-what????" roared the director, "I
haven't heard anything of it."
"
d g this
only happene
"It mourned,
table as
to themorning.
returnin
Peter
the director listlessly pushed on to his
own seat. A moment later he glanced toward the hapless victim of his prank.
"Look at him," Peter exulted. "He's

I N ^^^^

SMARTEST FUR FASHIONS
AT A GREAT SAVING TO YOU

The young lady from the publicity
bleeding!"
department who arranges interviews between stars and writers approached the
table. Peter bent his shoulder to the
wheel once more. He had an interview
set for that night with a writer from one
of the "slicks." "Dottie," he said mournfully, "I'm afraid I won't be able to keep
that interview tonight." The girl's hair
rose. "Can't keep it!" she gasped. "Why
the man is coming all the way in from
Pasadena." "I know," Peter agreed in
crestfallen tones, "but I just got word
some friends of the family are arriving
at 7:00 o'clock and I have to be at the
station to meet them. You know what
trains are these days. It might be nine
or ten until they arrive. The worst of it
is, I can't make it any other night this
week,
"Buteither."
you'll lose the interview," she
wailed.
"I don't mind so much for myself,"
Peter assured her nobly, "I'm just afraid
it might put you in a bad light with the
front office. But I'll tell them it was my
fault," he assured her magnanimously.
The waitress approached the girl. "I
don't think I care for any lunch," said
Dottie, her voice trembling, as she pushed
back her chair and rose. Peter must have
felt a twinge of conscience for he got a
fatuous expression on his face as he babbled "April Fool!" "You!" shrieked the
He has one of the most even dispositions Ihave ever come across. Even
when
girl. he does blow up, it takes a long
time for him to get really sore. And he
can take a needling as well as dish it out.
I decided to give him a dose of his own
medicine and have a little sport with
him. About an hour after lunch I made
my way back to his set, my face looking
(I hoped) like a thundercloud. "You back
again?" he inquired amiably.
"What kind of run-around are you trying to give me?" I barked.
Peter's face took on an expression of
concern.
tered"What
nervously. do you mean?" he coun"You know what I mean," I growled.
"Pretending to be so friendly when I'm
here, and then, the minute my back's
ScREENLANB
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turned, phoning the front office to ke.fp
me off your set— saying that I 'upset
on— " he began and then his face broke
"I
," he aninto that grin of his. a"Mook
nounced, "you may he good writer but
you're a rotten actor!"
His appetite is prodigious. For lunch
he started out with a bowl of green pea
soup that would have sufficed even me
hungry," he
for two meals. "Gosh, I'm off.
The waitannounced as he finished it
ress, who adores him, hovered over him.
He pointed to the menu: "Broiled lamb
(2) ." • ' I'll have an order of those,
chops
lie
st cited

T
he fit is magic... the feel is magic...
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of magic that's
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"Why don't you throw the kitchen into a state of confusion and order three?"
I suggested.
. . t - , .^
Peter made an "O" with his thumb
and finger, indicating a perfect suggestion. "Call me up every day just before I go to lunch, will you?" he asked,
and turned to the waitress. "A a double
chocorder of hash-brown potatoes,
olate malted milk, and a mixed green

salad."
"Do you always eat this much.-' 1
gasped.
"More at dinner," he nodded briefly.
When this food had disappeared, he
sailed into a huge slice of devil's food
cake with chocolate fudge icing. When it
was three fourths demolished he spied
the waitress taking an order of lemon
meringue pie to another table. "Virginia,'
he asked plaintively, "do you suppose
you could dig up another slab of that
?"
for meabout
pie"How
another malted milk, too,
to wash it down?" she suggested helpfully.

Peter eyed her severely. "Do you
want me to get fat?" he demanded.
Speaking of fat, reminds me of another
occasion. I was visiting on his set when
the matter of weight came up. "How
much do you weigh?" I inquired.
"Hundred and sixty," he replied. "Bob
Walker has a fit every time he looks at
me. We're the same height and he only
weighs a hundred and fifty. My weights
all in my legs," he went on. "I haven't
any — er — derriere ."
I left on a six months' trip. When I
returned Peter had put on some weight.
weigh?" I won"Now
dered. how much do you
"Hundred and seventy," he vouchsafed triumphantly. "Walker's bleeding.
He's down to a hundred and forty
pounds!"
Peter is innately a gentleman. Once he
went with his parents to a preview of his
first (so far as he was concerned personally) important picture. He was going
ds. Just
over to Keenan Wynn's afterwar
before the picture ended a cordon of
police approached him in the theater.
"we'll
"Cm on, Pete," whispered one,
get you out to your car before the crowd
" He
the theater.
gets out
first
the away
but got
all right
theater
the of
from

to Wynn's
got his
he sure
whenmake
did and
thingto he
parents
phone
was
got home safely.
In the lives of most boys approaching
their majority there are moments of disgruntlement and dissatisfaction at home.
Times when they feel they're misunderstood and unappreciated. In Peter's
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c.isc things came to a climax when lie
was 20. He was still being told what time
to be home at night (an old English
custom) whereas American boys his age
slaved out as late as they pleased. But
before things reached a showdown he left
(in June) on a trip to Alaska. When he
returned in September he had passed his
21st birthday and was solemnly presented with a latchkey. He wore short
pantslishuntil
custom) he. was 16 (also an old EngHe was 17 when he had his first date.
"It would have been ridiculous for a
chap my size to have a date in short
pants," he explained.
''Were you in love?" I asked curiously.
"Oh, sure," he replied carelessly. "I
was making a big thing of it. It was in
Palm Beach, Florida. The girl was from
Detroit and her family had a winter
home there. We still write each other
He reads anything and everything he
occasionally."
can lay hands on. If someone whose
opinion he values raves over a book, no
matter how old it is,. Peter digs it out
and reads it. For instance, he has just
finished "Finley Wren"--a novel that
must have appeared eight or ten years
ago.At the moment he is deep in Oscar
Levant's "A Smattering of Ignorance."
Once when Levant and his friend, George
Gershwin, were sharing a compartment
from Hollywood to New York, Gershwin
threw a dig into Oscar. It rankled. Oscar,
biding his time, encountered Gershwin at
a party one night just after the opening
of a new (and very successful) play of
his. After listening to Gershwin's ravings
for a while, Oscar broke in. "Tell me,
George," he implored, "if you had it to
do again, would you fall in love with
over?"
yourself
"I can'tall wait
to pull that on Wvm."
Peter chortled, then his face clouded.
"But the time and place have to he
exactly right," he worried. "You can't
waste a crack like that just to be smartI asked how, with all the running
around
ing off."he does, he finds any time to
read. "I really don't do much nightclubbing," he answered. "It runs in fits
and starts. I may go out socially four or
five times in a week but then I probably
won't go again for a couple of months."
His part in "Two Sisters from Boston"
was his first big part since he was a
child star in England. Asked if it didn't
seem strange to know he had finally
"arrived," he answered, "No," and virtually quoted something the immortal
Carole Lombard once told me. "Acting
is just like any other business. You enter
it expecting to serve an apprenticeship
while you learn the fundamentals. After
you've learned them you expect to progress or you would never have chosen
Asked
if he was excited over this lead,
that
profession."
he again said, "No. Once you get a part
and study your head off trying to figure
out a characterization, you worry more
about
your next this
part."worry was spared
Fortunately,
Peter. Before he finished "Sisters" 20th
Century-Fox made a deal to borrow him
for a lead in "Cluny Brown." Before
that was finished MGM told him his
SCREENLAND

next was to a comedy called "My
Brother Jenkins,
Who Talked
to Tyler,
Horses,"Spring
with
Butch
Beverly
Bying.on and Charles Ruggles.
It was while he was working on "Sisters" Idropped into his dressing room
one afternoon. A new magazine had just
hit the stands with his first interview
and Peter was wildly excited. Keenan
Wynn was also there.
"Which magazine is that?" I asked.
"I'd like to read an interview that can
engross anyone so completely."
"Will you?" he exclaimed in simulated
eagerness and a display of naivete. "It's
"I wish I could bust into one of those
envy.
magazines,"
on page 23."Keenan commented in mock
"Never mind, chum," Peter consoled
him,
"I'll
And he
has.mention you in all of mine."
Keenan is never very far from his
thoughts. He cannot carry on a conversation of any length without mentioning
him half dozen times. When I mentioned once that I had never seen Keenan
on the screen he regarded me in shocked
surprise. "You've sure done yourself out
of some enjoyable theater," he said in
a strained voice. "He's one of the very
greatest actors on the screen. His work
in 'The Clock' should have got him an
Knowing award."
I am from the South, Peter
Academy
once tried to tell me a story about a
colored couple. His Southern dialect is
about on a par with my acting. But,
anyhow, when he came to the point he
forgot it. He threw up his hands in
despair. "That's what always happens
when I try to tell a story," he wailed.
His favorite sports are tennis, horseback riding, volley ball and swimming.
For the latter two he goes to a public
beach, the volley ball being played with
a bunch of boys from U.C.L.A. he met
down there. He goes to the beach almost
every day he has off, winter or summer.
He modestlv admits that tennis is one
of the fpw things he does well.
If a<-ked his outstanding characteristic
I should say his grin. He has the most
infectious grin I have ever seen but
he
doesn't it.
wear it thin. When he grins
he means
His most outstanding trait is his
loyalty. There are few people anywhere
who go around touting their friends as
Peter does.
From the foregoing you may have
gathered I have a vast admiration for
Mr. Lawford. I have, indeed. When he
is working, the other stars on the lot get
short shift from me. I can't tear myself
away from his set. When Peter is going
good there are a dozen laughs a minute.
And his intellect is as keen as his wit.
I mentioned the fact that he is innately agentleman. An evidence of this
is his persistence in addressing anyone
On
as "sir."
himself
older ofthan
a year
the
occasion
our first
meeting
(I think
he was seventeen or eighteen at the time)
that "sir" business began to get under my
skin. "Confound it!" I yapped in preIt's
me 'sir.'being
"stop calling
tended rage, getting
bad enough
old without
treated with respect on top of it."
meekly.
Peter jumped. "Yes, sir," he agreed

Father
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Continued from page 49
Years

Younger

cut back to 1911. Jimmy, at eighteen, still
Tony's. A girl — call
Diamond
adorned
Millie—
her
came to work there, and the
skinny kid — though the hot summer
nights would have wilted most people —
felt spring in his heart. Toward the end
of that summer season, Millie asked
Jimmy to let her wear his sole asset,
diabought out of saved tips — a small ed,
mond ring. He was compliment
thrilled. The season ended; an almost
jobless winter brought an acquaintance
with New York's snow that Jimmy
wouldn't forget. He was miserable —
Millie, couldn't
locatea blonde
couldn't
financed
have
date if he had.
When summer rolled around, Millie

If your hands show premature
was a singing waiter there, says, "He had
")
with'm!
still
it's
signs of aging— brown spots, mudright—
all
,
the rhythm
dy faded-out tan, freckles, cracks,
too, must have had from the first
Jimmy,
the "sun-lamp" quality June Allyson
roughness or other surface blemishes outwardly caused — then you'll
described, or it wouldn't have survived
welcome this easy new way to love.
Tony's.
nd
Diamo
of
the smoky murk
lier, more youthful-looking hands.
And the habit of helping people, withTry Golden Peacock Bleach Creme
out needing to think twice, has to be
now. A few treatments, day or
part of a person's practice in life, to last.
give such thrilling renight, sultscan
Cut now — for a clue — to a ten-below
in whiter, clearer, smoother
hands.
night in one of New York's coldest winSPECIAL OFFER— Mail a post
ters of the middle '20's. Jimmy's up out
card now to Golden Peacock Co.,
of the murk now, in the chips, as sparksongplug of the smashingly successful
Inc., Dept. S-l, Paris, Tenn., for
dance-comedy team, Clayton, Jackson
free "Get-acquainted" Coupon
your
mementitling you to a special 50c cash
and Durante. J,ou Clayton, seniorlets
the
act,
ber of the toast-of-the-town
discount on the large $1.00 size
very
walks,
he
as
along
Golden Peacock Bleach Creme
him
wind scud
showed up at Tony's — minus the ring.
presented at your favorite
when
apfigure
but
mention
didn't
subdued,
late, up Broadway. One sole
Jimmy,
it toit,him,
handed
later she
two weeks
shoulwind,
the
into
proaches, careening
p drug-toiletry counter.
ders hunched to meet it, hat pulled
confessing, "I was broke — I had to pawn
it." Jimmy tried to persuade her to keep
down for a face-shield. "Either a bum,"
am
I
as
fool
a
big
as
"or
,
Clayton
the stone, but she wouldn't. It was a
thinks
happy summer, though. Millie gave him
SONGWRITERS!
— to be out this night!"
three dates, which he of course asked
In 1946 Clayton still shivers as he
limited amount of songs wanted
A
for on pay-days only.
for radio distribution.
recalls the two realizations that hit him
The third summer, Millie, now a
at one time: the man was Jimmy, and
TIN PAN ALLEY, Inc., Dept. 20
ran
ed,
frighten
Lou,
shoes.
no
he wore
dressed-up girl with big diamonds, told
1650 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
go out with you
can't
"I
admirer:
her
"Jimmy,
arm.
friend's
his
shook
forward,
any more, Jimmy. I've got a steady
GO
MUST
you crazy! Where are your shoes?"
are
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feller." That floored Jimmy, whose own
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Amazingly
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follow
to
MONEY
him
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nature would have
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be free
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have give
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CO.
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of
out
plaudits. One night as he came
could he buy shoes this time of night?"
New York theater where the famous
hotel. The tall
It wasn't far to Jimmy'sdunked
his feet
man hustled him there,
team was starred, an almost hag-faced
NEVH?iT
RADIO!
Slips
or purse
slight
his
over
woman confronted him. Drab hair was
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ozs.! Complete
READY
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soiledphone black
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enjoyment.
NOW for real
from giving away everything — but I sure
CO., Dept.
ELECTRIC
PA-KETTE
was glad to get that bird away from
dazed, "will they cost?"
snowy winters!"
With Jimmy the reaction is always simple: somebody needs something — he has
it. Exchange takes place! Proof that
those kind impulses also last is exampled
. by a letter — illiterate writing on cheap
s
arrivedl at
ly (severa
that recent
paper
in the
liveJimmy'
e pals
home. — Durant
house) had seen that scrawl before.
chorused: "What's she want now?"
They
Whip up the rich cleansing FOAMY medication of V—
The letter, bearing the return address
Palmer's SKIN SUCCES Soap with wash cloth or
of an institution politely called a hospibrush and allow to remain on three minutes.Wonderful results come to many skins afflicted with
tal, but to which a great city's courts
commit the "patients," read: "They let
ecblackheads, whiteheads,
itching of pimples,externally
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caused, that need
zema and rashes
days here. Send me a good-looking bag,
such scientific hygienic action. Remember,
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I'd
la.
umbrel
an
and
,
will you, Jimmya little dog. And rememlike to put on
medicated Soap containing the same costber— I love color!"
Palmer's
proved ar,
year youth-cle
106 your
soft
Jimmy's friends hooted when he told
Ointment. asFor
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3 minute foamy medication treatment. At
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To grasp the beginning of that drama,
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"Forty dollars." Jimmy's hand went
automatically to his pocket. For twentytwo years since — personally when in New
York, by mail when away — he has kept
up a weekly allowance to the lorn shadow
of the woman who once was his young
man's dream of romance. More than once
an associate has argued, regarding Millie's twenty-two year pension: "You owe
this woman nothing, Jimmy. And you
know she's no good — she deserves nothing." Jimmy's answer comes back always
the same: "When you need help, you
need it just as much whether you deserve itor such
whether
you don't." (there are
Behind
a philosophy
twenty-five or thirty pensioners, at least,
on Jimmy's "pay-roll") it's natural to
find a religious nature. Lou Clayton,
not given to solemn words, says, "Jimmy
has a profound belief in the Almighty.
But none of his kindness is because he
feels he ought to do it. That's his way
There's new beauty in BIAS-CUP*
. . . the bra whose patented
construction "locks" your breasts
gently but firmly in their proper
place. Individualized cup
depths for every figure type.
Write for NEW Beauty Hint Booklet
Made by | MOML
Dept. 2H- 358 Fifth Ave., New York I

* Shape- retaining features perfected by U. S. Pal. No. 2267595

pleasure."
of There's
another girl story, different as
day and night from unhappy Millie's,
that dates back to Jimmy's youth. The
self-taught pianist had moved from Coney
Island to The Alamo, at Harlem's edge.
Down the street gleamed a larger, more
glittering beer-hall-restaurant — The Alhambra. Jeanne Olson, a brown-haired,
vivaciously pretty girl from Toledo, rode
bewilderedly in a taxi through the strange
streets of New York. She bore a letter
from an agent to The Alhambra's manager. Her confusion became a choked
kind of fright as the taxi-meter threatened to reduce her capital to zero, and

when she saw a large sign, "THE ALAMO," she mistakenly told the cabman,
"This is it."
Most people would call that error an
nstmos Cords
New Designs— New Ideas— New Big Values accident of Fate. Jimmy believes it was
Get EASY CASH with amazingly fast sellers. a kindness to him from God. By then
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mance with this version: "I used to play
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Chicago 23, Illinois the horses a little, and I kept the Racing Form on the piano, where I should
have kept sheet music. What's a few
skipped notes? One night, after I had
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tried to figure the seventh race for next
finished soog will be recorded and lead sheets or manuday at Jamaica, she turned on me:
script?
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professional
presentation
to
song
publishers. Send your song poems today for free exam"You're the worst piano player I ever
ination and full details of how you may win $100.
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heard!" I married her out of revenge.
DEPT. S
Hollywood 28, Calif.
That sweet revenge inaugurated twenty
years of married life that show business
considers an all-time high-scorer for mutual devotion. Everything that Jeanne
5^
wanted, Jimmy wanted, too: the house
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bright
birds she loved; the spaniel that
wrapper.]> tells you how the fap mous Kathryn Murray 5slept
at
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,
never strong, grew progressively Jeanne
Suite 959, 8 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 3
ill— for
the last three years of her life very ill
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indeed. During those last three years
(Mrs. Durante died in February, 1942)
Jimmy worked only when Clayton convinced him a pay-check was imperative.
If having accepted an eight weeks' engagement he received a "downbeat" letter from Jeanne, he'd ask release after
two weeks. Those brief engagements led
to column wise-cracks — "Durante said to
be slipping — Durante rumored through"
— but Jimmy paid no more attention to
those bad guesses than he did to the
big-money offers that Lou Clayton continually laid before him. This man's
greatest
life. always to know what's
importantgiftinseems
Jimmy's faith in God gives him firm
conviction that he and his wife will be
rejoined. Indeed, she is ever with him
now. Some friend, telling a joke, will suddenly realize that Jimmy is not listening.
His eye will have fallen on "a picture, or
on Muggins, the spaniel who rarely left
her mistress a moment during her last
years. He will be living, without a trace
of dramatics, in a Presence. Friends have
persuaded Jimmy to move from his memory-filled home, but it is not in him to
forget. After more than four years, his
every-Sunday custom remains invariable:
first, attendance at church; then a visit,
with flowers, to Mrs. Durante's grave.
People who know the comedian well —
observing his delightful relations with
young people — wonder whether he may
not see,Brieninand Butch
youngsters
like Margaret
O'Jenkins,
embodiments
of the children he and his wife would so
have loved; whether he doesn't reglimpse, in eager young players like June
Allyson and the Wilde twins, that brownhaired girl who came to The Alamo
by fortunate mistake. Her career he
promptly, and happily, cut short. Theirs
he aids, with a showman's wisdom, a
freshness of viewpoint and a conviction
of life's goodness that endear him to the
young.
As this article is written, Jimmy is
coaching Audrey Totter for "The Lady
in the Lake," and chortling, "If you
listen to me, dear, you'll be 'The Lady
Allyson
says, "I've
inthe Soup'!"
in June
creasingly toappreciate
Jimmy,grown
through
working with him in 'Two Girls and a
Sailor,' 'Music for Millions' and 'Two
Sisters from Boston.' Back in 'Two
Girls' he helped me decisively, yet so
smoothly I scarcely realized how much
he was holding me up. The second day
on the set Jimmy said: 'You're nervous.
You're all in knots. I want you to come
to my dressing-room, fifteen minutes before each shot, and talk with me.' Though
I'd had Broadway experience, I was suffering fright, just as some people cave
in when they first attempt radio work.
Jimmy would talk with me, in those
precious quarter hours, about everything
— except the scene that was coming up.
Horse races, food shortages, song-plugging, anecdotes, funny lies we'd heard
(with gestures from Jimmy) — everyThen, June says, she would go before
the camera "with the knots all out and
the
work seeming like fun. But," she
thing!"
adds, "I'd notice that Jimmy never once
took his eye off me while I was on-set.
That didn't make me nervous at all.

Vivacious June grows thoroughly serious, talking about Schnozzle: "In that
same picture he gave me a piece of advice I'll never forget. 'You'll stay around
awhile,' he'd encourage me. 'Remember
always how eager you are, right now, to
hard for
make good. How nothing's too
you. How you cooperate. No matter how
much good luck comes to you, think and
act, in every role you play, as if it were
. Then you'll stay
your very first picture
" (Good adaround a thousand years!'
vice for any professional!)
Kathryn Grayson told the writer: "Is
definitely didn't want the 'Two Sister
from Boston' role. Maybe I was a little
afraid. It seemed easier to fill roles where
I stood around and sang — I knew a
trifle more about that than about acting!
But Jimmy discarded that smile of his
and lectured me. He said, 'You need
loosening up. You can't just stand around
and warble. Somebody'll be telling you
to hire a hall. Movies have to move.' He
made me feel I had to do the role— and
make good."
had to did
more than that. Jimmy so
He
threw scenes to June and
ssly
shamele
Kathryn that Director Henry Koster finally intervened: "Stop ducking to let
those girls mug over your shoulder. We re
tired of photographing the back of your
neck. Turn around, Jimmy. Poke that
schnozzle into this picture!"
It remained for Miss O'Brien.as usual,
icing on the cake. "Jimmy,
to put the
she said, in a tone that gave honor to the
like
t, "is
subjec
(155-pound
ty father
studio.
at the
to me )here
second
aweigh
That didn't seem to her strong enough.
She let loose. "I guess Jimmy, in our
pictures together"— her brows knit— is
kinda like a guardian angel." Now Durante's an angel! Heaven nose!
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Men in Marilyn's Life
Continued from page 35

little girls, his admirers, would hate me
when they saw me standing there beside
their idol!"
But they didn't hate her. "They were
they didn't
very nice about it— perhaps
even notice me!" And even before Sinatra
raced on to the astounding career he has
had since, he discussed with Marilyn the
idea of racial tolerance that he was to
put into the picture called "The House
I Live In" three and a half years later.
By this time Marilyn was singing with
Ted Weems' orchestra and in Weems she
met one of her greatest helpers. In spite
of her heated protests, he insisted that
she had great dramatic talent. He insisted, indeed, so vehemently that, after
two and a half years with him, she gave
up band-work temporarily and enrolled
in the Pasadena Community Playhouse
to learn how to act.
"Ted Weems paid for my tuition and
gave me a small salary so Mother and
she told me. "I wanted
I could get along," of
contract with him,
to sign some sort
with an arrangement so that he would
get a percentage of my earnings for the
rest of my professional life. But he
wouldn't hear of such a thing. He
wouldn't even agree to a small percentage
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<y fii"re slim."

on the money he was advancing me. Can
you imagine such kindness? All he would
what he'd
could pay back able
say w as that I anytime
to and
I was
actually spent
if I wasn't ever able to do it, not to worry
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Let it
it."be said here that Marilyn did
about
pay back the money in full. When war
came, Weems went into the service and
his band was scattered, but when he
came back to civilian life, he organized a
new group and asked Marilyn to sing at
the band's opening in New Orleans.
Through arrangement with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, who let her go down there
for a week, a large chunk of the money
he's advanced her was returned in the
salary she didn't take. The rest was
cleared
tract-pay.in installments from her conBut to return — when Marilyn went
into training at the Community Playhouse, she ran the gamut of parts. She
did everything, — Shakespeare, Ibsen, ancient Greek and modern American and
English drama. She even played an old,
old woman once and was cast as a man
another time!
Meanwhile, Perry Como, who'd been
with Weems for six years then, was teaching Marilyn, who'd never had a formal
music-lesson in her life, phrasing, diction and every trick on how to put over
amet
number.
Johnny
whom inshe'd
in 1941,
took Johnston,
active interest
her
bringing-up. He came to the house and
played chess with her Uncle Tom. He,
too, drilled her in diction, phrasing, toneplacement. He made her Capitol recording arrangements for her and found music
for her to sing. They even made a "soundie" together, singing the immortal
"Good-bye, Mama, I'm Off to YokoMarilyn was in Cleveland on a bondselling tour when Metro approached her
hama!"
for
the second time with the offer of a
contract. Though she'd refused the first
on the old plea that she had no talent,
she signed this one and came to Hollywood to appear with Robert Taylor in
"Stand By for Action." After that she
went into "Presenting Lily Mars" with
Judy Garland and "Salute to the Marines" with Wallace Beery. And even
though she still felt she wasn't too sure
whether she had dramatic talent, she was
well launched on a screen career.
It was the following year that she met
Bing Crosby, who was another powerful
helper. Bing, Bob Hope and other bigmovie names were putting on one of their
golf games to sell war bonds.
"The studio sent out some of their contract girls to be caddies for the players,"
Marilyn said, "and I was assigned to Mr.
Crosby. I was so excited — I'd never met
him and I hadn't any idea what to say!
The best way to begin seemed to be to
introduce myself — so I did. He looked
at me — you know the way he does — and
said, 'Oh— you're La Max! I've heard
about you.' (And, incidentally, I always
was La Max to him from then on.) After
that he said, 'Why aren't you on my radio program?' Well, I almost sank
through, the ground with joy — and I
could only stutter, 'Oh, Mr. Crosby! I—
I'd love, to!"
This was on a Saturday afternoon, and
all that evening and the next day Mari-

lyn floated on clouds. But by Monday,
she began to come down to earth. "Oh,
he just said that to be nice," she muttered to herself. "It doesn't mean a
thing." On Thursday she listened to the
Crosby program as usual — and heard
him announce in his characteristic offhand manner, "Our guest-star next week
will be Miss Marilyn Maxwell."
"I was on his program for forty weeks,"
Marilyn said in awed gratitude. "I remember Iopened singing 'Tess's Torch
Song.' Bing was always kindness itself.
He did everything he could think of to
give me versatility. For instance, one
week I'd play a Southern girl, another
a tough telephone operator, another
time I'd have a Brooklyn accent. Later
they tine
worked
out I the
'Dearwent
Diary'
and when
finally
off routhe
show, Bing had his writer, Caroll Caroll,
develop a new show that was to be my
own. It was called 'Marilyn Maxwell's
Diary' and used the same idea of a difcast. ferent little adventure each week's broadHowever, though the show was recorded and taken by a sponsor, MetroGoldwyn-Mayer put its large, collective
and leonine paw down on the whole plan.
Somehow or other, they couldn't see their
dainty, fragile, lovely, blonde Marilyn
selling cigars to all and sundry.
This was the period when everyone
was designated by a descriptive name.
Bing, of course, was The Groaner; Marie
MacDonald, The Body; Hedy LaMarr.
The Face; Frank Sinatra, The Voice.
Marilyn Maxwell was; of all things, The
Grin. However, when The Groaner went
up to Paramount's
office
and the
demanded Marilyn for front
his next
picture,
deal didn't work out because The Lion
wouldn't let her go. The request, however, didn't do The Grin a bit of harm.
Even when Marilyn went to New York
to play infound
Eddiehelp
Cantor's
"Nellie Bly,"
Marilyn
and encouragement
from its two veteran stars, Victor Moore
and William Gaxton. Though she withdrew from the show on Metro-GoldwynMayer's advice, she feels she was the
gainer in the experience she had playing
the Boston and Philadelphia runs. Poor
"Nellie Bly" was doomed almost from
the start, but Marilyn learned and expanded even in the midst of the confusion of re-writing lines and business,
changing choreographers three times and
— worst of all — having no director for
the piece.
"I'm not sorry about one bit of it,"
she said sincerely. "I feel much surer of
myself than I did before I went East.
Then, for instance, I was scared about
working with big Broadway names like
Moore and Gaxton. I was afraid particularly of Mr. Gaxton — so the first thing
I said to him was, 'Look — I've heard
you're tough to work with and I'm
frightened!' I guess that broke the ice,
because nobody could have been nicer
than he. He did everything, simply everything to help me — showed me stagetricks, how to get the most out of lines,
helped me with my diction. And best of
all, he taught me to project my voice.
You see, I'm a microphone singer and
was very afraid my tones wouldn't get
When Marilyn put in her notice and
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across."

left the show, dear Victor Moore came
to her with fatherly advice and comfort.
"Don't let this discourage you, my dear,"
he said. "I want you to promise me,
promise me faithfully you'll come back.
Because I predict that someday you'll
be one of the biggest stars on Broadway!
And there are people around a Washington Boulevard address in Culver City,
California, who prophesy that on a very
near someday Marilyn Maxwell will be
one of the biggest stars on the MetroGold wyn-Mayer lot. Red Skelton, to be
specific, is sure of it. He's absolutely certain that her part opposite him in "The
Show-Off" is the turning-point of her
career.
"But of all the people who've helped
me," Marilyn said emphatically, wagging
her finger at me, "I want you to put my
mother at the very top. Without her I
wouldn't have been anything!"
Anne Maxwell was born with a great
talent that her English family would
never permit her to develop. According
Love

is strictly
to their creed a woman's place
in the home. So when her baby came she
named her 'Marvel Marilyn' and poured
into her bringing-up all the yearning for
a career that had been thwarted in her
own girlhood.
"Although the name Marvel has been
continued, "the fact
Marilyn
dropped,"
it to me showed what she
she gave
that
thought. She watched for signs of talent
in me from babyhood. When I danced
around the house — as children will — she
thought that's what I was to be. So she
enrolled me in the Denishawn School of
the Dance and played the piano for the
pupils in exchange for my lessons. She
made all my little costumes by hand for
recitals and public performances. She
made my gowns later when I went with
the first band. She glories in every sucIt's good to talk to someone who is
nearing its crest. It's
riding tothetalkwave
to Marilyn, vital, sincere
good
cess."
and intelligent. It's good to meet the
next big star of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Story
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jammed with hard work, self-doubt,
heartache. The road up had been tough,
but Vivian was over the hill now, looking
backward on yesterday. Before her, the
view from the summit unfolded: exciting,
unlimited, full of promise. Best of all
was the fact that she wasn't alone on
that Hollywood hilltop. Manny was right
there beside her.
That's where he has been since almost
the first moment they met. He was the
one who pep-talked her into believing
she had top-caliber talent; he was the one
who visited with Mrs. -Blaine night after
dreams for Vivian's
to her
night, listening
future;
he was the
one who stood by when
Viv went through the heartbreak of
losing her mother. When Zanuck pronounced Vivian too fat to play svelte
heroines, Manny was the one who found
the doctor who reduced her. She was
working for peanuts? He stepped in and
fixed that, too. Nothing fazed Manny —
neither snubs, nor bad breaks, nor bad
pictures. He went into the offices of the
biggest executives, fighting, arguing, demanding, pounding, always selling Vivian Blaine, believing in her talent so
thoroughly that he forced others, almost
through sheer force of his will, to recognize it,too. If Vivian was climbing the
ladder, he was holding it. And, today,
no one realizes that fact more keenly
than Vivian Blaine, herself.
It's funny how for such a long time,
really, they both thought they were
just good friends. When they met, there
was no terrific impact, no sudden warning that This Was It. Manny used to
visit Vivian's mother when Vivian was
out on dates. While he was there, he'd
ask Mrs. Blaine's advice on his current
romances. Yet from the instant he heard
Vivian sing, Manny realized he had
stumbled on a star. She wasn't a "name."
Straight from the band stands of New
York, she was a too-plump, 19-year-old
kid with a $100 a week contract at 20th

Century-Fox. She had been in nothing
except B-minus pictures. Nevertheless,
as Manny followed her from camp broadcast to camp broadcast, listened to her
on Command Performances, he saw that
when she began to sing, there ensued
a hush. Women stopped talking, and men
got dreams in their eyes.
Fate is a trickster who sets the stage
well, for nothing could have been more
casual than Vivian's first meeting with
Manny. She was doing a camp show that
night, and although the troupe met at the
NBC parking lot in Hollywood before
heading for the camp in different cars,
and everyone was introduced to everyone else, Vivian doesn't remember meeting Manny.
They all rode down to San Pedro, did
their stuff on the stage, while Manny
— who was visiting a friend of his who
was producing the show — observed from
the sidelines. Vivian held the audience
in the palm of her hand that night. "The
mike was just right, the accompaniment
beautiful," she explains. What she doesn't
go on to say is that she was called back
for seven encores. The camp went wild;
the boys wouldn't let her go.
Afterwards, the gang went over to
the mess hall to eat. After that, they
all went on to the Officers' Club. Two
song writers who were also members of
the show sat down and began to play
some of their tunes and some of the old
standards. It was casual, informal, and
Vivian just began to sing. ,
Immediately, as before, there was that
hush. When she had finished, Manny
Frank got up and walked over to her.
"I met you before we all drove out here.
On the parking lot," he added, as Vivian
gave him *hat what's-this-a-wolf? stare.
"I think you have a lot of talent. I'd
like to be your agent/1 There was none
of that "beautiful baby" routine.
Vivian very primly told him that she
couldn't sign with anyone unless her
SCREENLAND
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tle-girl memories. How can a man help
mother approved. Manny asked for her
during a time like that? Manny called
phone number so he could call Vivian,
every day, but he rarely came over,
meet her mother, and talk business.
most
a
in
ted
knowing Vivian didn't feel like seeing
With these details comple
anyone or going any place. Friday nights,
goodtheir
said
dignified manner, they
he'd come over for dinner, which Vivian
byes, to return in separate ears to Hollywould cook. They were both very broke.
wood. After everyone got back to town,
Vivian's small salary had barely been
however, the gang decided to drop in
able to cover the staggering doctor bills,
on Margaret Whiting, who generally
the funeral expenses, the rent. Manny
has her house jumping with jive every
had expanded his office at a most unweekend night. Vivian sang for the
fortunate time; the result was a terrific
crowd, and who should turn up at the
overhead and all his clients in the servsing
her
heard
He
party but Manny.
ice. So they pooled their money for the
again, and if he needed further convincit.
did
ing, that third time really
dinner groceries. It wasn't at all like a
date.
The next day he called on Vivian and
Four months passed. Vivian started
her mother, and that's when things began
going out again. She was seen at the
to happen. "Within a week," says Vivian,
Mocambo, La Rue's, the Players, all
"I knew he was exactly what I needed.
the tricky night spots. Then, quite sudFor one thing, he went to a rival studio,
denly, she stopped dating altogether. She
saw one of the biggest producers there ,
discovered, what other glamor girls had
and arranged that I would have a job to
go to and another contract if I got my
discovered before her, that it's better
company to read a book than to fight off
release from Fox. The next day, he took
wolves who don't want to say goodnight.
me to. still another top studio. A big
Meanwhile, Manny began to drop in
musical producer there wanted to sign
about
every other night. They found they
me that very day. Finding I was under
had
much
in common; they liked to do
contract, this producer called my studio
the same things. They loved picture
didn't
get my
couldthose
shows and spent half their time going to
if he but
to see Fox,
leave
callsrelease.
to my I bosses
the theater and the other half analyzing
This
lot."
home
my
on
up
people
woke
the performances. Neither liked parties
reaction was immeasurably reassuring to
much and neither liked men or girls on
a starlet who hadn't worked in a picture,
the make. They liked the same type of
and then for a two-day period only, in
eight months.
clothes and the same kind of food. "We
Manny also began to go along with
just seemed to hit it off all the time,"
Vivian when she played the camp shows.
says Vivian today, "and, of course, we
He watched her carefully, for although
were both working for my success."
One night they were both looking at
he was completely sold, he was also a
a movie, and there in the darkness of
perfectionist. He told her about things
the theater Vivian decided. Womanlike
she did that were right as well as things
she did that were wrong. He gave her
and contrarily, she didn't tell him until
tips on stage presence. He had managed
later, but that's when she decided.
lots of actors and actresses, including
Not that Manny hadn't been leading
Maria Gambarelli, and he passed on to
up to it for a long time. Vivian was
good for him. She had almost a mania
Vivian helpful bits of advice, details he
had learned over a period of years. She
about paying bills on time; Manny had
a man's carelessness about such things.
began to realize that she always felt more
relaxed and at ease when he was in the
Also, he'd lost faith in women, believing
them all to be out for what they could
audience. There was the time she got
get. Vivian was honorable and fine, and
"butterflies in her stomach," and he
winked at her. There was the night she
she thought a gold digger was a desert
stopped the show cold, on the same
prospector. Manny was irresponsible;
Vivian was steady. Yes, he knew she was
competitive program with both Betty
Hutton and Frank Sinatra. There were
right for him. He'd say, "How come you
the dark days when she knew nothing
don't go out with other fellows?" She
could save her mother.
would answer: "I don't know. I haven't
found anyone I particularly care about,
How do two people give birth to memories? "By living things through, I guess,"
says Vivian, remembering. Somewhere,
from deep inside her, Vivian had to find
courage and understanding. For it did
seem unjust that her lovely, 36-year-old
mother should have a fatal disease. Never
well, she had had to give up her beauty
salon when Vivian was fourteen. Vivian's
voice was a blessing, for it was up to her
to support them both from that time
on. Because Mrs. Blainfe was an invalid,
she was forced to look ahead. As a teenager, Vivian wasn't ambitious. It was
her mother who looked to the future,
hoping that Vivian could be established
before she would be left alone. It was
Mrs. Blaine who made the plans, and
Vivian who carried them out. They were
very close.
There came the day. Manny was calling
every hour. Finally, it happened. He
went over at once. Vivian's eyes were
bright and dry, looking inward upon litScreen
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Vivian Blaine spares a dance for Dick
Haymes at a recent Hollywood party.
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I guess." Then Manny would remark.
''We get along and have so much in comEXCESS
FAT
mon, why don't we go steady?" "I'll let
you know when I'm ready," said Vivian.
That night, holding hands in the
REDUCE
theater, she knew. The next day, she told
him. "Manny's reaction was all a girl
could expect," grins Viv. "and more!
Vita-Slym
by the Plan
or
Still he said: 'Are you sure?' "
Vivian couldn't think of anything to
MONEY
BACK!
say but, "Yes, I am." It was very quick
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and
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To the world, she was a charming, charitable woman
. . . But to 8 men — her father, husbands, sons, lovers
and passionate she-devil!
a shameless
was
— she

HEDY LAMARR
Strange
plays tiThe
tie roleinmovie
Woman,
pro-,
duced
by Hunt
Stromberg.
(Photo:
Artists, United
Inc.)

THESE

BOOKS

BEN AMES WILLIAMS' Sensational 700-Page Best-Seller— And
Million-Dollar Hunt Strom berg-United Artists Production,
Starring the Lovely, Exotic HEDY LAMARR
Ephraim, who once boasted to his
JENNY HAGER was so fascinating to
friend John Evered that he saw a
all men that when she was only four
wanton in every pretty woman he met
years old she caused dashing, gayand usually found it, too! Eph tried to
Lothario Lt. Carruthers to elope with
tell John the truth about Jenny. But
her mother! She drove her father, Big
Tim Hager, to drown himself in rum,
John, too, fell under her witch-like
in fear of his own unholy desire for her!
spell. Who wouldn't — after he had
But as a child-like bride, she brought
saved her from a shipwreck — and then
banker Isaiah Poster a new zest for
spent a winter's night under a Cape
Cod haystack with her?
living — for all his seventy years! To
Ephraim Poster, Isaiah's son, she
In The Strange Woman you'll meet
showed her true nature, shameless and
an utterly amazing human character at
merciless! For why would she taunt
the heart of a rich, gaudy, full-bodied
Eph to kill his father — then jeer at him
novel — a character you'll long rememfor a coward when he accidentally
ber, now being immortalized by HEDY
LAMARR!
caused the old man's death?
"Every Woman Is a Wanton?"
Yes, she was more than a match for
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GIRL: Okay, Cupid. What could the
pumpkin teach me? How to be a pie."
CUPID: How to be a Mantrap, my dateless
darling. To smile. Don't you know what
even the plainest girl can do if she's got a sparkling smile?

to me,
GIRL: Sure. If she's got a sparkling smile. But what happens
when I brush my teeth, is a smile full of no smile.
CUPID: And "pink" on your tooth brush, perhaps?
GIRL: So?

CUPID: Listen, my airy friend, that "pink" happens to be an
r
urgent warning to see your dentist! Let him decide whethe
it's serious or whether it's simply a case where today's
soft foods have been robbing your gums of exercise.
If so, he may very well recommend "the
helpful stimulation of Ipana and massage."

t. So what's
e. Dentis
GIRL: theIpana.
talking about? ,
you were
smile Massag
about
CUPID: Precisely why I am here. Sparkling
smiles call for sound teeth. And sound teeth for
healthy gums. And Ipana's designed not only to clean, .
teeth, but, with massage, to help gums. Let your dentist decide
with '
whether you need this,famous dental routine- gentle massage
and
..:
Cinderella
it,
on
Check
teeth.
your
Ipana after you brush
start on a smile that'll have you "man-haunting" come Hallowe'en!
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ROBERT
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MITCHUM

UNDERCURRENT

Screenplay by EDWARD CHODOROV • Based on a story by THELMA
STRABEL
Produced by PANDRO S. BERMAN • Directed by VINCE
NTE MINNELLI
A METRO- GOLD WYN - MAYER PICTURE
S 'CR E E KLiUD
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JACK ALBLN
Staff Phofographei
Cover Portrait of <iENE
TIERNEY, co-starring
with Tyrone Power in
"The Razor's EciS''" f<>r
Kotla20 th Century-Fox.
chrome by F. Pnwolny.

Delight Evans

We're overflowing with excitement
about "Undercurrent". It's several days
since we previewed it — and we still
haven't shaken off the spell of this
amazing new M-G-M romance.
* ★ ★ ★
And it baffles us to find words that convey to you the moods, the lights and
shadows, the unusualness that make
"Undercurrent" such a rare and exciting motion ★picture.
★ ★ ,★

★
27

. Alyce Canfield

Fredda Dudley

30
33

*
★

But let's try. We'll begin with Kathainnorine Hepburn. She plays a girl ofacting
cent and haunting beauty— her
is dramatic quicksilver; one moment
completely gay, the next serene in her
terror at the unlove, then filled with
known threat that hovers over her life.

★
★

34
40
37
42

★
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★
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★
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Robert Taylor
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Taylor's tenets are yours for the readng
Hattie Bilson
of Barbara
in the Heart
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.
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Versatile star who can't be typed
Gladys Hall
able
Exp
They Are
for George Sidney and Lillian Burns
big jobsend
are always
There Not
Hettie Grimstead
gie"
Her "Mag
Calls Margaret
Everyone
England's
Lockwood comes to Hollywood soon
Gertrude Shanklin
It's No Life for a Sissy
Persistency is Ella Raines' recipe tor success
Virginia Sullivan Tomlinson
There's
Where There's
Tom Laughter
Drake
Harriet Drake
Start for Marjorie Reynolds
Fresh Opportunity
knocks more than once
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★
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PLUS:
next in "Homestretch"
Summer;"
l
"Centennia
in
Cornel Wilde, now
-.
"It's A Wonderful Life," James Stewart's new film
Mrs. Carrolls"
starring in "The Two Wyman
Barbara Stanwyck,
. . . ..
Mr. and Mrs.: Ronald Reagan and Jane
on
Johns
Van
with
June Allyson, in "High Barbaree"
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PLUS:
Hot from Hollywood
.Selected by Delight Evans
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return to
vehicle
in
possible
also the picture
but itforis Taylor's
screen,
the
of
one
us—
believe
which he creates—
male roles in
sensational
most
the
film history.
★ ★
★ *
We won't tell you exactly why we
think so— it would spoil the suspense of

*
★

PLUS:
How to Be As Glamorous As A Star.
Josephine Felts 20
Bonita Granville
24
- ■/".
Guide to Glamor
Suketsnland Hollywood Fashions: Forward-Looking Fashions
■/ 54
posed by Eleanor Parker.
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you'll agree
the picture— but weseeknow
Bob as the brilwith us when you
liant young tycoon whose life is haunted
by a strange★ and★ disturbin
★ ★g dread.
Robert Mitchum and all the cast have
been chosen with rare dramatic judgto give "Undercurrent" its startlingmentquality.
★ ★
★ ★
A special commendation goes to
Edward Chodorov for his powerful and
imaginative script, based on a story
Strabel.
by Thelma ★
★
★ ★

And to Pandro S. Berman who produced it, and Vincente Minnelh who
directed it, go our thanks for a truly
daring and memorable film.
Yes, we were swept
*
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And forgive this irrelevancy— she wears
such attractive clothes with such wonderful grace that we predict untold
millions of envious sighs.
★ ★
★ ★
of course, there's handsome
Then,
Robert Taylor and anything we could
in "Underhiswouldperformance
say about current"
be an understatement.
★ ★ ★ ★
"Undercurrent" is not only the best

★
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HPHE front office wasn't exactly pleased
*- at Bette Davis' two-tlay absence,
when Tibbie, Iter 14-year-old pet Scotty,
was killed. Pleased or not, Bette was so
UNDIES

brokenand
up worshipping
she couldn't eyes
work. witnessed
Tibbie's
wise
many a Bette
change felt
in she
the Davis
scheme
'of
things.
had lost
a good
friend. The remains were shipped back
to New Hampshire and buried at Bette's
beloved "Butternut."
ICK POWELL wouldn't let us read
the personal message sent to him by
wifey June Allyson the day he started
shooting on "Johnny O'Clock." However,
he did show us the signature. It was
signed. "Junie O'Clock."
V\ HEN Loretta Young gave a sur' ' prise birthday party for hubby Tom
Lewis, she didn't count on those new
happy-birthday-to-you lyrics, as sung by
Bob Hope, Gary Cooper and a few of the
other guests. Take our word for it—
they were awfully funny but we predict
they'll never become popular. Tom's
charming out-of-town relatives were there

4fot

Two happy people take a stroll
in the garden of
Anne in
Baxter'^
home
Beverly
Hills. Mrs.
They'reJohn
Mr.
and
Hodiak now, facing their future
with bright,
gleaming smiles.

Pretty . . . pretty . . . Blue Swan
Undies ... in flattering cuff /hand and
Hollywood brief styles . ... in a
variety of rinsable rayons . . : so

smartly tailored ... so delightfully
comfortable.'
Be sure to look for the famous
Elue Swan label . . . fashion-wise
women

always do.
J

BLUE SWAN MILLS, Empire Slate Bldg., New York
A Division of the McKay Products Corporation
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Lana Turner dimples beneath a variation
of the popular long bob. Like it, girls?
for the occasion. What a thrill they got
rubbing elbows with Irene Dunne and
Claudette Colbert.
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ADD
COLOR

CAESAR AND CLEOPATRA — United Artists release
Gabriel Pascal out-DeMilles maestro Cecil B. with
this Technicolor film version of George Bernard Shaw's
play. Yes, there's even a bathtub scene. Vivien Leigh's
childlike
Cleopatra
not be allto that
imagined
that famous,
siren may
of history
be, you've
but she
leaves
nothing to be desired in the art of turning men's heads.
Claude Rains, as Caesar, does a superb job of motivating the plot, irking, chiding and wheedling her into a
semblance of good behavior. Stewart Grainger is built
for the role of the athletic artist, and. Flora Robson is
fine as the nurse who does the Queen's slaying. Mr.
Shaw's dialogue, needless to say, is wonderfully witty.
MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE — Paramount
Booth Tarkington's story about the blundering barber
in Louis XV's reign masquerading as the nobleman who
marries the Spanish princess to avert war, gives Bob
Hope a wealth of material to mold into hilarious gags.
Let it be said in their favor that the surrounding cast —
Joan Caulfield as Mimi, his loved one, scullery maid in
Louis' household; Marjorie Reynolds, Princess Maria,
and her fiance, Patric Knowles ; Reginald Owen and
Constance Collier, the French King and Queen ; Joseph
Schildkraut, the dastardly general who would usurp
the Spanish • throne — all maintain a . serious mien.
That, in the face of Bob's antics, is no mean feat.
HOLIDAY IN MEXICO — MGM
For achieving eye-appealing effects in Technicolor and
enchanting musical interludes, from classical to boogiewoogie, contributed by Jane Powell, Jose Iturbi, Ilona
Massey and Xavier Cugat, producer Joe Pasternak
deserves an A-plus. It's a grand story, too, with Walter
Pidgeon, bassador
as toMexico.
romatic as
Jane'sof father,
amJaneever
doesas some
her bestan work
to date with a role which calls for resentment and disillusionment when her father falls in love with foreign
chanteuse Ilona Massey. You're in for another pleasant
surprise when Roddy McDowall gets in his stride as
Jane's lovelorn sweetheart, with neatly timed comedy.
CLAUDIA AND DAVID — 20th Century-Fox
The further adventures of these charming characters
from Rose Franken's stories take Dorothy McGuire and
Robert Young through a myriad of pitfalls which might
befall any young couple. Here we have Claudia as a
mother, over-zealous in her maternal instincts when
Bobby
gets the measles,
David's
wife, learning
about jealousy
through and
the asvery
attractive
widow,

GLAMOROUS
and

TO YOUR

SHEEN
HAIR

BLONDES — you'll say
"goodbye" to that dull
mousy look as Nestle
Colorinse adds richer
Hf color and lustrous sheen
to your hair.
BRUNETTES— dork hair
can be drab hair unless it sparkles with
dancing highlights.
Nestle Colorinse
gives your hair these
lovely highlights —
make it softer and
silkier, too.
REDHEADS — enhance
the natural beauty of
your hair. Nestle Colorinse brings out all
its hidden highlights
and sheen. Makes it
easier to comb —
easier to manage.
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COLORINSE

(Alary Astor) and the tragedy-ridden Dexters, (John
Sutton and Rose Hobart) ; and "making friends with
pain," when death threatens her husband. Yes, Claudia
is
growing whimsical
up, but fundamentally
she's back
still the
sincerely
person we met
in same
1943.
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THE BIG SLEEP — Warners
As
complicated
a mystery
as times
you'll distinctly,
ever see isuntangled.
herewith
deftly,
but perhaps
not at all

<EEP HAIR IN PUCE ALL DAY LONG
Delicately perfumed Nestle
Hairlac keeps all styles of
hairdos looking welt-groomed
throughout the day. Also adds
sheen and lustre to your hair.
2 Vi oz. bottle 250.
HAIR
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Lauren "The Look" Bacall looks and Humphrey "Cool
Customer" Bogart succumbs, which doesn't help his
investigation any too much. His first job is to find
a missing friend of her father, but that is quicklychanged when her wayward sister (Martha Vickers) is
found on the scene of a murder, a drunken witness to
the crime. Blackmailers and gangsters galore, headed
by John Ridgely, Louis Jean Heydt, Elisha Cook, Jr.,
and Sonia Darrin, try their hands at .messing up the
mystery, but Bogart winds up with the right answers.
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Produced and Directed by DUDLEY NICHOLS • Screenplay by Dudley Nichols. Alexander Knox anl
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HENRY V—Two Cities Film-UA

BLUE SKIES — Paramount

Laurence Olivier's magnificent presentation of William Shakespeare's play,
first acted in 1599, is an auspicious opening for a general meeting of minds between the dyed-in-the-wool theater-goer
and the avid cinema fan. In costumes
and set designs showing a striking new
artistry: in dialogue and in performances it meets the approval of the former, and piques the latter's interest in
the great bard's plays. Prologue to the
breathtaking pageantry of the Battle of
Agincourt provides buffoonery and hilarious comedy in scenes reviewing Henry's justice in making war on the quaking
French King Charles VI, and the foppish Dauphin. But first, last, and always
it's Laurence Olivier's splendid performance which forms the nucleus of interest, with the possible exception of
Renee Asherson's Princess Katherihe.
Her English lesson scenes are tops in whimsy, her love scenes with Henry V, enchanting.

Romantic
of the 1920's forms
the
theme triangle
of this nostalgic Technicolor
musical featuring a medley of Irving
Berlin's favorite songs, with Fred Astaire, as a dancing
star; Bing Crosby,
. as a singing nightclub owner, and Joan
Caulfield making it a charming duet with
first one and then the other. The story
is plotted according to that old, wellknown formula usually used in back-,
stage -dramas— a clash of temperaments
and love flies out the window, only to return
in the fadeout, engineered by the faithful,
well-wishing friend. But who cares about
that with Bing, Fred and Joan to watch and
listen to' in some super-duper numbers?
Olga San Juan, a Latin from Flatbush.
N. Y., teams with Bing in an especially
colorful and rhythmic "Cuba" number, and
shows a nice acting talent, too, in one of
those Miss Fixit roles. Billy DeWolfe's
comedy helps immeasurably to make it
good entertainment. Tops for Crosby fans.

Going out to a party is often an ordeal
when it comes on one of the "wrong
days" of the month. A sheer evening
dress cannot be expected to hang gracefully over the bulges and
NO BELTS ridges that so often result
S from a harness of belts, pins
S and external sanitary pads . . .
R Why not change to Tampax
(worn internally) and avoid
such strains and annoyances?
The Tampax method of sanitary protection does wonders for your peace of
mind. College students, secretaries,
housewives and salesgirls have discovered itsmany good features, (l) No
sanitary deodorant needed. (2) No
chafing: (3) Quick changing. (4) Easy
disposal. (5) Pure absorbent cotton
throughout. (6) When in place, user
does not even feel its presence. (7) Patented applicator makes insertion quick
and easy. (8) No need to remove the
Tampax during tub or shower bath.
(9) Invented by a physician.
Buy Tampax at drug stores or notion
counters. Three different absorbencysizes. A month's average supply will slip
into your purse. Economy box contains
4 times this quantity. Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association
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THE COCKEYED MIRACLE — MGM
Chuckles in this tactfully handled comedy are built around a fantastic situation
involving two ghosts, Keenan Wynn
playing the 36-year-old father of his 63year-old son, Frank Morgan. It seems
that Frank, an invalided ship-builder
with a penchant for precarious investments, dies on the eve of several important events — a business deal is about to
pay off; the engagement of his daughter
(Audrey Totter), to their star boarder
(Richard
ghosts' management
of these Quine).
messed The
up matters, mainly by
means of Keenan's storm-making powers,
provides plenty of amusing incidents.

MR. ACE— United Artists Release
Behind the scenes with opposing political factions is the basis for this drama,
produced by Benedict Bogeaus, with
Sylvia Sidney as congresswoman running for- governor of her state, and
George Raft, the power behind the state
politicians, who doesn't approve of
women
pulling the strings. So it's a battle from
the very beginning, with
Sylvia double-dealing to split his organization and win the nomination, and
George Raft doing likewise by collaborating with her husband in his divorce
action in the midst of her campaign. Bui
right prevails, each recognizing their faults.

DOWN MISSOURI WAY— PRC
Mules and movie stars who are stubborn as mules furnish enough conflict in
this film to hold your attention. The
location troubles which a film company
encounters in the mule country will be
interesting to many fans who've never
watched movies made. For the homespun music lovers, Martha O'Driscoll
smgstwo tunes. William Wright plays a romantic movie producer, while Renee Godfrey
plays the jealous star. John Carradine, Eddie
Dean, and Mable Todd lend able support.
SCREENLAXD

NIGHT TRAIN TO MEMPHIS— Republic
All's fair in this war between a railroad
owner and the farmers of a small, hillbilly town on the way to Memphis. First,'
Allan Lane falls in love with the tycoon's daughter, Adele Mara; then he
falls out with his family because his
brother, Roy Acuff, is working for the railroad company which he believes framed him
for a payroll robbery. Therefore, underhanded tricks are in order on both sides,
ending up with a free-for-all battle —
until the hero backtracks to win the girl.

Taking

on

chances

your

ha

According to dermatologists,
your shampoo is very important.
It should be pure and gentle, containing no harsh cleansing ingredients that may attack the hair
follicles and later cause you scalp
trouble.
Choose the shampoo that's safe
— packer's pine tar shampoo
or packer's olive oil shampoo.
Year after year, packer's has
stood as a dependable name in
shampoos, the symbol of triedand-true purity, gentle, thorough
cleansing that leaves hair soft and
fresh, effectively cleansed with safe
ingredients.
Make your next shampoo a
packer's shampoo... for purity,
safety and economy... over 75
years a favorite. On sale at all
drug, department and ten-cent
stores.
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Use Your Influence
It is a known fact that the opinions
of movie-goers form a valuable
handbook in the making of your
number one entertainment. Producers, as well as writers, directors,
and stars, are eager to lend an ear
to what you have to say, in order
to gauge the trend of the times.
Write your letter to Fans' Forum
now. Monthly awards for the best
letters published: $10.00, $5.00 and
five $1.00 prizes. Closing date is the
25th of the month.
Please address Fans' Forum,
S Greenland,
37 West 57th Street,
New York 19, N. Y.
FIRST

PRIZE

LETTER

$10.00
There are some people who would
have movie producers make only sweet,
wholesome pictures and cut out making
gangster and sexy productions. I think
this would be a very big mistake. You
might as well cut out sensational books,
do away with night clubs, close racetracks and board up all the lovers' lanes.
that a picture like "Dillinger"
say
To
causes juvenile
delinquency is like saying racetracks will create gamblers. Personal y, saw
I
hundreds of gangster pictures from grammar school days on. I'm
I saw these pictures because they're
glad
the finest
teacher a boy can have. Why?
Who the heck wants to be a gangster
and have a short life? The gangsters
all die young in pictures and in real life.
If they don't, they rot in jail. If a boy
can't see the percentage in being a good
citizen, well, don't blame the movies. If
he wants to be bad, he'll be bad because it's in his blood. Not because the
movies glamoriz
e gangsters, because
they don't. The movies show what rats
gangsters are. They die in the gutter or
in the electric chair.
The Westerns are in a sense gangster
pictures but nobody seems to say they
SCREENLAND

cause juvenile delinquency. Yet these
pictures have more gun-play, drinking
and killing in them than many gangster
pictures.
Society pictures bore me and millions
more. Put that gangster on the spot.
He's got it comin'!
LOUIS JOSEPHSON, Bridgeport, Conn.
SECOND

PRIZE

WINNER

What are they doing to Betty Grable?
That's a pretty $5.00
large subject in my
opinion! I've been an ardent Grable fan
for many years now and I feel it my
duty to try to rescue her from those
powdered wig and hooped skirt roles.
All her pictures run the same way. Let's
think back for a minute. ■ She usually
starts out a Miss Nobody in show business, lands a job in a night club, meets
a fellow, falls hard for him (while they
have her playing hard to get and slinging vases). Soon "they" become Mr. and
Mrs., -while meanwhile she becomes an
overnight success as a singing and dancing star! I thought "Pin-Up Girl" was
going to break the monotony of the
thing. It did come pretty close to it, too !
I really think Betty Grable has dramatic ability that her studio hasn't let
her public discover. Does anyone remember "I Wake Up Screaming," back
in 1942? And do you remember the
blonde that got Victor Mature? Yes,
Betty Grable. She packed some fine acting into that murder mystery. She could
do it again if she had the chance at some
serious roles for a change.
I realize just one little fan can't
change Betty Grable's career, but I'd
like to keep trying. Who's with me?
JOAN FAYE VIA, Roanoke, Va.
FIVE

PRIZE

WINNERS

$1.00 EACH
Why can't some of the movie producers take a tip from the Bing CrosbyBob Hope pictures and do justice to the
(Please turn to page 16)

It's a benefit/ of
course, and Hollyrally

wood's golfing stars
around to

swell charity's coffers
Frank Borzage's
second
annual turns
Invitotional
Motion
Picture Golf
Tournament
out to
be another gala affair watched by 5,000
spectators. Below, Marguerite Chapman
watches unofficial ph
juggleKenny
a camera.
cloc Rooney
e- contest-at
ants
MurrayReadiandig Mickey
the tenth hole; Grant Withers, Wayne Morris,
John Carroll and Robert Sterling; Jacqueline
White keeps score for Jock Carson, Don
Ameche and Forrest Tucker; Frank Barzage,
the host, and Bob Hope, who preiented the
trophy, confer; Dick Gibson and B!ng Crosby,
first to tee off. Proceeds go to AWVS.
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Pictures, Inc. presents

PRC

Nancy

shame...
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could
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m
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Lindsay

Bressart

with

Regis Toomey • Henry Stephenson • Fritz Feld • George Meeker
and Winston Severn • Helerie Reigh • Frances Will.ams . Rudolph Anders
by Gina KaUS
A Henry Brash Production Based on the Novel. "Dark Angel,"Raoul
Pagel
. Associate Producer
Screenplay by Ann Green
Directed by Edgar G. Ulmer
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RIAL

HAPPINESS

NOW

that I've discovered
THIS

HIGHER

TYPE

rcme

Easier — Daintier — More Convenient

Greaseless Suppository Gives
Continuous Medication For Hours
Easy To Carry If Away From Home!
Many a happy marriage has been
wrecked
a woman's
ignorance,
laziness orbyneglect
of intimate
feminine cleanliness. And here's why
Zonitors are so enthusiastically
hailed among highly intelligent and
exacting women in this country.
Zonitors are so much easier, daintier
and more convenient — so powerful
yet absolutely safe to the most delicate tissues.
Non-Irritating— Non-Smarting
Zonitors are greaseless, stainless,
snow-white vaginal suppositories.
When inserted, they instantly begin
to release their powerful germicidal
properties and continue to do so for
hours — assuring you hours of continuous medication. Yet they are safe
to most delicate tissues. Positively
non-burning, non-irritating, nonpoisonous.
Leave No Tell-TaJe Odor
Zonitors actually destroy offending
odor. Help guard against infection.
They kill every germ they touch. You
know it's not always possible to contact all the germs in the tract, but
you can be sure Zonitors immediately
kill every reachable germ and keep
them from multiplying. Buy at any
drugstore.

(Each sealed in
separate glass vialfj

FREE. Mail this coupon today for
free booklet sent in plain wrapper. Reveals frank intimate facts
Zonitors, Dept. ZS-106, 370 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N Y
Name
Address
. 5fs«e_
City
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Two in a chair! Not since "Now, Voyager" have Bette Davis and Paul Henreid teamed
their talents. This is the first exclusive still from "Deception," Warner Brothers'
dramatic story about a concert pianist and cellist who become involved in murder.
Fans" Forum

Continued from page 12
grand song numbers that are written for
their productions?
Crosby and Hope, to me, put over
their songs as they do their comedy—
with a minimum of effort and no overworking. Their "Good-Time Charlie"
and "Put It There, Pal" numbers in
"The Road to Utopia" were the height
of interest and
good showmanship. One
verse, a couple of choruses, and leave
them begging for more!
In contrast, take the songs in "The
Harvey Girls." A beautiful number like
'The Atchison, Topeka
Santa Fe"
was ruined because it was and
over-arranged
and produced in extravaganza style. The
Dolly Sisters" was hampered because
of the way the song numbers were produced. The "Darktown Strutter's
number was butchered, and even Ball"
producer George Jessel should have known
SCREENLAND

it should
have been sung straight. He's
been
in show
know better. business long enough to
Crosby and Hope make every song
sound like potential Hit Parade material.
Oh, for the days when the fans will become discriminating in their screen fare
again!
HENRY A. MORRIS, Brooklyn, N. Y.

At the moment everyone, young and
old alike, is facing the problems of reconversion, the possible depression, and
all the hustle and bustle brought on by
the securing of peace.
Most peoples' ardent wish is — I quote
—"I can hardly wait until everything is
just like it was before the war" unquote.
I agree with this multitude of wishers in
some respects but I definitely do not
agree with the Springfield, Ohio, con-

tributor who, it seems, wants the upand-coming stars of the war years literally kicked out so that the old stars
can again reign over their respective
studios.
This would be a horrible thing to
do: it would wreck most of the newcomers both financially and emotionally.
I am anxious to see some of my old
on the screen again, but I'm
favorites
there is need for both old and new
sure
suggestion
actors. If there isn't, here's a ahead
on his
to some young man with
shoulders. Establish a company of your
I'm
new stars.
onlyyouthewould
own, inemploying
sure
a few years
become a
raving success. Hollywood is really a
field for competition, you know.
Remember, Hollywood, that we, the
movie-goers of America, are looking forward to seeing pictures with both the
old standbys and the newcomers, so
please don't shatter our respect for your
tolerance by kicking out either bunch.
NINA FORKER, Terry, Mont.

Gable, Johnson, and Sinatra — all
package. That's
onel. big
rolled into
Roddy
McDowal
He can act, has a
winning smile, and the boy can even
sing! Roddy is almost eighteen now but
he still plays the part of a ten-year-old
with a horse or a dog for a leading lady.
How about giving him a chance to prove
his versatility, Hollywood? Let him
show you what he can do and star him
in a romantic comedy with someone like

Some

can't

things

mask,

CUTE COSTUME, slave girl. And you go
so well inside it.
But what good is your masquerade if underarm odor gives you away? Don't ever
take chances with your charm. Put your
trust in Mum.
Tonight's bath was fine ... for washing

you

just

Ffyeon

j

away past perspiration. But to stay sweet
and nice to be near ... to guard against
the risk of future underarm odor . . . play
safe— use Mum!

► better because its Safe
1. Safe for skin. No irritating crystals.
Snow-white Mum is gentle, harmless to
skin.
2. Safe for clothes. No harsh ingredients
in Mum to rot or discolor fine fabrics.
3. Safe for charm. Mum gives sure proevening. tection against underarm odor all day or

G. I.s in Oberursat, Germany, put out the
welcome mat for Paulette Goddard, when
she combined a business trip to London,
a shopping trip to Paris, and an entertainment tour of European theater — at
her own expense and for the boys' pleasure.

Mum is economical, too. Doesn't dry out
in the jar — stays smooth and creamy.

Product of Bristol-Myers
Screen land

Quick,
to usetoday!
— even after you're
dressed. easy
Get Mum
•
•
•
For Sanitary Napkins— Mum is gentle, safe,
dependable . . . ideal for this use, too.
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Diana Lynn and yours truly will be one
happy little girl.
BARBARA SPINELLI, Montcla.r, N. J.
GIRLS!

quick

Want

?

curls

EYES light on lovely hair and linger there
when it shines in all its natural beauty.
Your hair will be soft, sparkling, and lustrous
when you do it at home with new different
Wildroot Hair Set that
replaces old-fashioned
thick gummy wave sets.
Does all they do and
more! Light bodied, faster
drying. It contains processea i_AiNUJUHN, leaves tf
your hair soft, natural, |
and at its lovely best. 1
Style your own distinc- pf
tive hair-do quickly, with- ft
out fuss or disappoint- 1
mem! And watch those 1
admiring glances! Ask |
for New Wildroot Hair |
Set at your toilet goods |
counter today!
1

NEW

WILDROOT

Almost
Relief

HAIR

Editor's note: Hollywood has already
answered part of your plea — Roddy has
several love scenes with Jane Powell in
"Holiday in Mexico." So don't miss it!
I have just seen the much-raved-about
production of "The Outlaw" and I agree
that it is the most surprising picture of
the year. However, I disagree with the
publicity of the film altogether. In every
theater where the film was shown and
in every advertisement Jane Russell was
given star billing. Now Miss Russell
probably has a fine acting quality, but
she was given no opportunity to display
it in the picture. It is true that she was
introduced on the screen in this production, but what about Jack Beutel? He
also made his first screen appearance
and certainly gave a wonderful performance, to say nothing of the great performance handed out by Walter Huston.
Because the film was closed by the
censors when it first opened in San
Francisco a few years ago, and because
it has been shown in only a few cities in
the country, many people have not yet
seen Jack Beutel on the screen, nor
have they witnessed his fine acting
ability. Since Alan' Ladd tried out for
the role of Billy the Kid and lost to Jack,
he must be good!
During the years that have passed
since the
"The Outlaw," Jack
served
in filming
the U. of
S. Navy. Now that he
is back in Hollywood he seems forgotten. Is that fair? It has been said that
he
not "click with the public," but
how didcould
he when his film has been
shown in only a few cities? In every

place where it was shown he made a
tremendous success!
to producers
to "wake
up"
andI appeal
notice the
talent of this
handsome
new star. And here's hoping we see him
m many new pictures in the future!
SHIRLEY TIMLIN, New Orleans, La.

They say that Hollywood is always
looking for new talent. Well, why don't
they put
good use the talent that's
right
underto their
noses? I am referring
in particular to Richard Conte.
Where can they hope to find anyone

acting
personal
good
with more
ability
ity" and
thanlooks,
Richard
Conte?
Yet
he is constantly being cast in insignificant roles in pictures.
His only chance at a really good part
was the half-comic, half-dramatic Rivera
in "A Walk in the Sun."
I should think Hollywood would jump
at the chance to cast this really fine
actor in a picture worthy of his ability.
This is also true of George Tyne and
John Ireland who had perfect parts in
the same picture, also major roles. Why
haven't they been cast in other good
pictures
?
I'm sure
there are many others that
echo my sentiment.
JANE GOLDINER, Brooklyn, N. Y,
HONORABLE

MENTION

As the popularity of the screen and
radio mystery play increases, so do the
critical faculties of its fans become
sharper edged. Flimsy suspense and illogical plots can no longer get by if the
demand for this type of story is to continue. Yet how few, even among the socalled "best," are free of inexcusable

SET

Magical

For

Aching,

Hot, Tired
Feet
Don't
drag
along,
sufferin
g
the
torment of sore,
aching, tired , fiery, sweaty feet,
due to exertion. Rub your feet
withsoothing
Dr. Scholl's
Balm.
Its
effect Foot
will amaze
you. Your feet will feel so refreshed, rested and gladdened,
you'll marvel at its immediate
effect. Start using Dr. Scholl's
1'oot Balm today. Costs but a
1 At all Drug, Shoe, Dept. 4S//.
htores and Toiletry Counters " ■->
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Sale Storm's young son, Phillip Bonnell, finds his new baby
brother most interesting.
Papa Lee Bonnell looks on approvingly.
Spreenland

flaws. For example, "The Spiral Staircase." Excellent acting, but, to me, disappointing on three counts.
of the killer's eyes
closeup
be recognized as George
readily
too The
canOne:
Brent's. No other eye in the cast is so
round and full. Omit the closeup and
his villainy could have been a secret
until the end.
Two: Repeatedly, we see Ethel Barrymore in her nightie, a bed-ridden invalid.
Since it is possible, under great stress,
for helpless invalids to draw upon reserve energy and perform seeming miracles, it is no tax on credulity that she
reaches the stairway to shoot Brent. But
that she should have first squeezed into
a tight-sleeved house-coat when the loss
of a split second might mean death for
Dorothy McGuire, seems a bit ludicrous.
Three: The whole plot revolves
around Brent's homicidal obsession:
"There is no room in the world for imperfection." Why then does he permit
his step-mother to live? Surely her
chronic illness is a more pronounced deviation from "perfection" than Dorothy's temporary loss of voice. Yet over

Wring

a mop

and

still have

white hands? Yes, it's possible!
Of course, housework is hard on your hands . . . but
that's no reason for having unattractive red hands!
Try Pacquins . . . this fluffy-light fragrant cream brings
a look of fresh beauty to rough hands. They'll seem
whiter, softer, smoother... Mm-mm — so sweet to hold!
Deanna Durbin dresses her wide-eyed little
daughter, Jessica Louise Jackson, in her
best bib and tucker for her first picture.

Doctors

Nurses

this extra-rich

a period of years he takes care of her,
apparently without the slightest urge to
do away with her.
Let us have more and better mysteries, free of such glaring inconsistencies as these.
HELEN MACK, San Francisco, Cal.
I was reading an article on visual
education through movies that some of
our children in large city schools have
an opportunity of seeing. What a pleasant way to learn history, geography, etc.
It occurred to me what a wonderful
thing it would be if all our school-age
children had the same opportunity.
How about a central agency which
would release educational films to the
small theaters whose schools aren't
equipped to do this work? After all,
'more of us live in small towns than in
large cities.
• Movies "just for children" would certainly be appreciated by parents. Our
offspring would be getting part of their
education painlessly while being entertained.
HELEN R. HORNE, Haddon Heights, N. J.
{Please turn to page 22)

and

use

cream!

Pacquins was originally formulated for Doctors and
Nurses. They have to scrub their hands 30 to 40 times
a day. To keep hands soft and smooth . . . they need a
cream that's super-rich in skin-softening ingredients.
And that's just what Pacquins is! Use Pacquins yourself. . . See if your hands don't look soft and lovely!
W

™ Hand |cre*m
HAND

IpocciJiris

CREAM

Creamy -smooth . . . not sticky, nor
greasy. More hands use Pacquins than
any other hand cream in the world.

AT

ANY

DRUG.
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Foundation comes first. Spread favorite
makeup base all over face and throat.

HOW

TO

Dust powder on generously. After this, brush
away any excess you see; with much care.

A lip brush is the best way to apply lipstick.
This makes your "lips" last rr)uch longer.

BE

Now mascara. Brush up with a not-too-wet
brush. Add extra touch to outer corner lashes.

New

makeup
new

for a gay

season

gives you

just the right sparkle

Bonny and lovely as her name, here is Bonita Granville, who is now
appearing m Tom Breneman's "Breakfast in Hollywood" for United Artists.
new and gay and dashMAKEUP,
ing, is the magic that gives an
extra little brightness to your
lips, your cheeks and eyes; that gives
you glamor. "And," says Bonita Granville, "if you have makeup know-how
youit. needn't spend a long time each dav
at
"Of course,"
goes on,
n
makeup is anothershe
matter. A much"scree
more
expert matter. It involves the camera's
searching eye. But, just among us girls,
and don't tell the boys how we do it'
the makeup that gives you fresh, clear
loveliness, is basically a pretty simple
matter."
•. 20

We asked her to explain and here in
substance is what she told us. Bonita
never powders directly onto her skin
and advises you not to, no matter
whether you have a dry or an oily complexion. Instead, use either one of the
popular cake makeups which gives your
skin that quick velvety texture, draws
attention away from any tiny lines or
blemishes; or else spread a light foundathroat.tion cream evenly all over face and

• Over your foundation blend your
rouge with care. Never use very much,
just enough to accent your natural color.
If you want your face to look shorter
SCREENLAND

apply the rouge in a horizontal fashion
across the cheeks. If you want to
lengthen a too-broad face, dot and blend
the rouge in a more vertical fashion up
the cheeks.
Now you are ready to dust on powder.
Be generous here. Pat on a plentiful
amount and brush away any excess with
a soft tissue, or a facial brush. Be sure
to match the shade of your face powder
with the changing color of your skin.
If you were tan this summer,' the
chances are your skin is now fading
rapidly back to its natural pink or .pale
tone. A powder you have used this sum-,
mer would make your skin look- splotchy,
for it is darker than you need. So find
that lighter
is yours.
Don'tis
waste
powder.shade
Thesethatdays
any waste
wicked; so put the dark powder box
away to be used again next summer.

Before you apply your lipstick, biend
a little of the foundation cream around
your mouth. Smooth it in particularly
well if there are any little lines, for it
will help make these invisible. Now on
perfectly dry lips outline the shape of
vour mouth. Fill it in with a lip brush
"and allow the color to set for eyes,
a few
or
minutes while you make up your
brush your hair.
Bonita tells us that she finds her hpstick will stay on longer if, after the
, color has set a little, she dusts just the
slightest suspicion of powder over her
lips, and then blots them with tissue.
A second application of color with the
lip brush, after having done this, keeps
color smooth and even for hours.
for daytime she is conIn eye makeup
servative. She feels that anything that
is at all harsh about the eyes is most
unlovely. But she brushes on mascara
and cleverly you'd never know
so lightly
she used any at all. And she has a trick
for it that is well worth knowing: after
applying her mascara in the usual way
brushing gently up and out, she allows it
almost to dry, then brushes with a dry
brush to separate the lashes. Then comes
the clever little trick. She applies a
second coat of mascara to the lashes at
the outer corners of her eyes. This is
one of the secrets of that intriguing
"big-eyed look."
Her brows are natural and just the
right color for her skin, so she very
properly leaves them alone. But if yours
need darkening she suggests you use an
eyebrow pencil in light feather strokes
to the hair of the brows. She says it is
important to go over your brows with
one of your finger tips to smooth and
blend the pencil perfectly. Never apply
pencil directly to your skin unless your
brows are extremely sparse and have
blank* spaces.
"If you follow the rules and do all
"there is no
this carefully," says Bonita,
reason why the glamor that is associated
so often with the stars, may not be
yours.
"It doesn't end with facial makeup
however," she adds. "Your hair must
be brushed and shining, becomingly arranged; and you should have smooth,
colorful finger tips matched to your lipstick. Then, there you are with glamor!"
All good, sound beauty advice, we
thought, and. hasten to pass it on to you.

I /
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Keepsake

j&

CyA/te.....

Your Keepsake ... the gift of love
that is precious, personal, and everlasting. Only
one diamond in hundreds has the beauty
of color, cutting and brilliance
which has distinguished every genuine registered
Keepsake Diamond Ring through six decades.
Better jewelers are Keepsake Jewelers
. . . prices to $3500

A. ROSEMARY Set 237.50
Engagement Ring 175.00
B. HEATHER Set 362.50
Engagement Ring 350.00
Also $100 to 2475
C. BETHEL Set 775.00
Engagement
Also $300Ring 675.00

and
Beauty and "The Beard": Mary inMartin
festivities
Monty Woolley participate
at The Yale Club where Warners' "Night
and Day" was previewed for Yale alumni.

AM rings illustrated availobte in
white as well as natural gold
Rings enlarged to show details
Prices include Federal tax

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, A H. Pond Co., Inc.
120 E. Washington, Syracuse 2. New York
"The Etiquette ot the Engagement
useful 20-page book.
Please send the ...
a complete guide to social correctness in planningof
and Wedding"
the betrothal and wedding events . . . with illustrations and prices
the name of the nearest Keepsake Jeweler.
and mailing.
Keepsake
I enclose 10cRings
to cover

Street and NoCity .
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Fans' Forum
Continued from page 19
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Hubba! Hubba! Do you know who
that's for? That's for Billy Conn. How
about putting him in the movies? You
made stars of Van Johnson, Guy Madison, Peter Lawford, and Bob Walker, so
why not Billy? He's a big, smiling Irishman a lot of teen-agers like. Billy certainly has a better build than a lot of
Hollywood stars. Is it just because he's
a fighter, Hollywood doesn't give him a
contract? Think it over, movie producers!
JEANNE THOMAN, South Bend, Ind.
I've just come from Bette Davis' latest picture "A Stolen Life," which is, as
usual, a vehicle proving her great acting
ability. But why was it necessary to
clutter up the picture with innumerable
scenes of a taxi pulling up to her various
residences?
It seems that all this taxi-stopping
and depositing of La Davis at her doorstep was quite unnecessary to an other-

real life and resorts to the well-known
story-book effect. Would an alcoholic
such as the one portrayed by Ray Milland actually quit drinking and reform
just through the influence of a loved
one? Hardly. We know that these desperate men are not cured that way.
The original novel had a much different ending. A tragic one. But Hollywood
would not have had to adapt this either.
In my opinion, the producers should
have used a final act that helped solve
the problem and yet remained plausible
— a climax in keeping with the genuineness of the rest of this classic motion
CHARLES
picture.

RIDPATH, Philadelphia, Pa.

I've been an ardent movie fan for almost
all
seventeen
years.were
I couldn't
say
whatof Imywould
do if there
no movies.
I have ambitions and dreams of seeing
my favorites together in one film! But one
is at MGM, and the other is at 20th Cen-

Made on a face cream base. Yodora is |
actually soothing to normal skins.
Entirely free from irritating salts. Can
be used right after under-arm shaving.
1 Its soft, cream consistency stays that way
indefinitely. Never gets stiff or grainy.
Contains no chemicals to spoil clothing.
Tubes or jars, lOtf, 30^, 60<£.
Yes, Yodora is a gentle x>5s5,°y*5fe.
jeel, Good*YZmXt£hj\
deodorant. Try it—
\l-jcelA
Housekeeping .
the wonderful difference

McKesson & Robbins, Inc.. Bridgeport, Conn.

RELEASE OF
THE MONTH

Tea for two — with variations: Kathryn Grayson and Johnnie Johnson, in Swiss costumes
for Alpine number in "Till the Clouds Roll By," enjoy a "pick-me-up" between scenes.
wise stimulating picture. It would be
interesting to know just how much
money could have been saved by deletstory.ing such superfluous details from the
This is not the first picture, however,
which has suffered from the taxi business. Why doesn't some intelligent
screen writer dream up a new angle for
"getting it across" to the fans -that the
star has arrived at his or her screen
destination.
LT. JAMES T. BEDSOLE, JR., Dallas, Tex.

asa« w. wco tint, tos amgsus w. cauf. Jf
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Although I agree that "The Lost
Weekend" is sensational, I think one
thing has been overlooked in the unending discussion of this picture. The vivid
phrases which are used to describe it—
daring, raw, tragically realistic — are accurate up to a point, but to me there still
remains a factor that doesn't ring true.
I am speaking of the climax. It is
here that the picture turns away from
SCREENLAND

tury-Fox. I'm speaking of a movie with
Lana Turner and Cornel Wilde appearing
together. In my opinion, it would be the
greatest picture of all time, with Lana being
so beautiful, and Cornel so handsome. I
can't help feeling it would be a success. And
if it were in color — wow ! Lana is blonde and
feminine and Cornel is dark and masculine.
What a pair! Yes — 1Lana Turner and Cornel Wilde would be the perfect movie couple !
WILLIAM PAQUETTE, Duluth, Minn.
A few
days agoLittle
I saw
movie that
"Theit
Dark
Corner."
did the
I know
would give me someone new to sigh over.
Yes, 1 really think that Mark Stevens will
be a second Van Johnson and will be as
popular with the bobby-soxers. Here is a
dew sensation and I am making a solemn
oath to see all his pictures.
ANITA H. MELTZER, Bronx, N. Y.
"A young Garbo, yet more three-dimensional and real than Garbo ever was," I
said to myself as I left my local movie house.

The marquee read, "The Seventh Veil.
Although an English actress, and therelore a different and slightly foreign (to us)
interpretation of a sensitive hurt mind, fine
acting again proves its universal appeal.
English
chool"
No rigid,
and
drama,
human
truly"old-s
but able,
this,inflexi
movie,
Ann Todd is the spark that keeps the flame
glowing throughout an absorbing psychologicaf drama with a unique twist.
Her naturalness in portraying a strictlyreared child, with the undaunted irrepressible braverv of youth, who develops into
a tense, unhappy, bewildered young woman
whose sole refuge is in music, is magnificent.
Her performance, beginning with the appealing adolescent to the anguished woman
from whose shocked brain the cobwebs are
finally swept away is so veracious that one
forgets he is seeing flat shadows moving on
a screen, and instead visualizes flesh and
blood.
To me, that is the test of a genuine actress
and of a faithful performance.
ROSE LEION, Miami, Fla.

WHAT

SUFFERINO

HAVE

IN

DO

A

COMMON?

Hey! What happened? Remember the
"Roughly Speaking" with Rosalind
picture
Russell and Jack Carson? I thought they
were sure to co-star in another picture soon.
I think they're swell together and hope to
see more of them, although I haven't read
or heard anything about a new picture.
hoping there will be one soon. How
Here's it?
about
JEAN HILL, Triadelphia, W. Va.
Franklv, I am still a bit dazed over havaftering seen "The Spiral Staircase" this ngling
noon. It wasn't just the spine-ti
suspense of the whole picture, but it was the
simple and gentle understanding brought
out in the role of Dr. Parry, which shone
through the tense atmosphere of the story.
1 have followed Kent Smith's progress off
and on, and have always been pleased with
his parts. However, 1 believe his Dr.
stone to the great suca stepping
Parrycess heisdeserves
.
He symbolizes the wise, easy-going gen-in
tleman every girl appreciates down deep
her heart. At least, we should have one
movie hero to typify such a tactful, but
appealing male. I think that we should
have more really warm, American movies
people and "whole families."
about simple
epics also deepen our appreciation
American
for our own standards.
And as a salute to fine achievement, I
say hats off and best of luck to our friend,
Kent Smith!
MARIE BOYDSTON, Little Rock, Ark.

A daughter of the rich— reared in
the lap of luxury— a product of the
best finishing schools or colleges.
Who would think this lovely
creature had a care in the world!
A little slavey— just a drudge
from childhood— an object of
pity to the passerby.
Yet there is a common ground
of suffering where these two types
of women often meet. Because
many girls— whether rich or poor
by their very physical nature are
apt to suffer distressing symptoms
on 'certain days' of the month.
This is something yon _

Start right away— try Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
to relieve such symptoms.
Pinkham's Compound DOES MORE
than just relieve such monthly
pain. It also relieves accompanying nervous, restless, highstrung
feelings— when due to this cause.
Taken regularly— this great medicine helps build up resistance
against such distress — something
any sensible woman should certainly want to do!

Pinkham's
years
over has70 been
Foround
helping thouComp

shouldn't joke about

Here she is again, with Tony Martin pouring a cup of refreshment after "Show Boat"
number in MGM's Technicolor musical.

In case female functional monthly disturbances cause you —
at such times— to suffer from cramps, headache, backache, nervous distress, and weak,
tired out, restless feelings— so
cranky no one wants to be near you
— this is nothing to joke about!
Screen land

VECETABLE COMPOUND

sands upon thousands of girls and
women in this way. Time has proved
it one of the most effective medicines for this purpose. Just see if
you, too, don't remarkably benefit!

GUIDE
October
so take

"Sensible girl,"*^
you say? "AndK
practi
too,"
cal, For
we
add!
here^
is another woman who has discovered that Midol sees her through
the menstrual period physically
and mentally carefree.
Midol tablets are offered especially torelieve functional periodic
pain. They contain no opiates, yet
act quickly in three ways:
Ease Cramps— Soothe Headache —
Stimulate mildly when you're "Blue."
Get Midol. Take it the first sign
of "regular" pain. See how comfortably you go through those
trying days. Ask for Midol at
your drugstore.

TO

beauty

GLAMOR

is bright and

the glamor

colorful,

tips of the season

We nominate for fame Constance Bennett's
Beauty Bar Compact!
A smart, smooth job.

MIDOL
PERSONAL SAMPLE— In plain envelope.
Write Dept. H-106, Room 11,18,
1,1 East 1,2nd St., New York 1 7, N. Y.
CRAM PS — HEADACHE —"BLUES"

Glamour- Eyes
LfiSH-KoT£
For bewitching, sparkling
eyes. ..enhance their beauty
with Lash-Kote. Water-proof
. . . tear-proof . . . smudgeproof . . . harmlessl
VOGUE

PRODUCTS

SMARTEST

FUR FASHIONS
AT A GREAT SAVING TO YOU
Direct from Manufacturer
FURS
Luxurious • Soft • Lovely
Very Latest 1946-47 Styles
Rich-looking COATS
Peri, Smart JACKETS
All fine furs! All styles! All sizes
AT PRICES YOU'LLTHRILL TO!
Today, write for FREE,
Illustrated 1946-47
Catalog and Price List
KENT
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FUR

CO

350 SEVENTH AVE.
NEW YORK 1, N. Y.

Barbara Gould presents Indian Penny, her
wonderful American makeup shade for fall.

Pond's Malce-up Pat gives great value in a
velvety smooth foundation. In six shades.

EVEN
in bright
October;
sometimes
your mood
turns weather
indigo.
This is the time to bring out your
gayest dress, your perkiest hat and to
wear your smart, up-to-the-minute cosnietics. Right now the cosmetic market
is bursting with good things to help you
look your most beautiful, cheerful self.
For instance, there is the Constance
Bennett Beauty Bar compact — a lift to
any girl's spirits. This featherweight,
palm-fitting plastic case with
mirror in
the lid contains matched cosmetics including aspecial lipstick you can work
with one hand. Connie calls it her "flipstick" and it really is a pet. Besides this
there is foundatio
n cream, powder, eye
shadow and rouge. There are several
colors from which to choose in the case,
even several color combinations.
Right in the tradition of American
beauty we find Barbara Gould's Indian
Penny, a gorgeous new color makeup
harmony. You may have face powder,
lipstick, eream rouge (or dry) and nail
pohsh, individually in the new color. But
m a shining copper kit, powder, lipstick
Screen land

and rouge come all together, called the
Penny Packet. The Indian Penny itself
has almost disappeared from circulaticn
but we predict a fashion future for its
namesake.
The Junior Miss of every family has her
own cosmetic problems. One of them is
pleasantly met by a Powder Base and Complexion Beautifier made especially for her
and called by the businesslike name of
Formula 301. This preparation both helps
protect the skin and makes less apparent
any small blemishes a young complexion
may have. It holds powder cleverly without
any of that madeup look that is unattractive at any age. Young girls like Formula
301. They like using it at night, too, to help
beautify their complexions while they sleep.
There is, too, a fabulous new nail
protector called appropriately, BeautyTips. They are little shields which prevent broken or split nails, absorb knocks
and bruises and stop unsightly chipping
or peeling of polish. They look natural
enough on your fingertips to confuse
your most severe critic and, we are told,
last indefinitely.

((

MAYBE a blonde can get away with
while . . . but a ''
a little
te—fornever!
brunetit
Those telltale flakes
and scales show up all too plainly and
people begin whispering "infectious
dandruff" and draw away.
Look Out, Lady!
If you have the slightest evidence of
infectious dandruff — flakes, scales, or
itching— better start at once with the
delightful treatment that has helped so
many . . . Listerine Antiseptic and massage. Make it a part of your regular
hair washing routine.
Remember, infectious dandruff is
nothing to fool with . . . and women as
well as men can contract it.
Kills "Bottle Bacillus"
Early and regular Listerine Antiseptic
treatment may often head off the infec-

why:

Pityrosporum ovale,
the strange - "bottle
.bacillus"
by '
ities
aregarded
causative
many asleading
author-,
dandruff.
agent of infectious

tion or relieve its severity. Here's

Listerine Antiseptic gives the
scalp and hair an antiseptic bath.
Right away it kills millions of
"bottle bacillus" (Pityrosporum
ovale), the ugly little germ that
many a noted dermatologist looks
a causative agent of inupon as fectious
dandruff.

The TREATMENT
Women : Part hair, all over the scalp,

It's Easy. . . It's Delightful
There's no mess, no bother,
no smell, no grease about the
Listerine Antiseptic treatment. It' s
easy . . .it's delightful . . . and
have noidea how fresh,
you simply
clean
and exhilarated it makes
your scalp feel. You will be delighted
also, to see how quickly embarrassing
flakes and scales begin to disappear.
Get in the habit of using Listerine

and apply Listerine Antiseptic with
finger tips or cotton. Rub in well.
CarefullyMen:
done,Douse
it can't
your
wave.
full-hurt
strength
Listerine Antiseptic on the scalp
morning and night. Follow with
good, vigorous massage. Listerine
Antiseptic is the same antiseptic
that has been famous in the field of
oral hygiene for over 60 years.

Antiseptic as a part of your regula
'.
shampoo. It pays.
Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo
/

At the first sign of Infectious Dandruff . . . LISTERINE
SCREENLAND

ANTISEPTIC
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THEY'RE

SHAPING

They're all set to love
and it's all set to music!
The glorious story of three
Cinderellas who find
their fellas in romantic,
enchantic Atlantic City!

THEIR

OWN

DESTINIES!

AN

OPEN
TO
DE

LETTER

YVONNE
CARLO

you explained. Rusty turned out to be an
elderly cab-horse. "I want a mint julep
for dessert," you said calmly, and had it.
Then you told me about Kickapoo, your
own horse, and how you'd ridden in
rodeos — no soft job, that — and worked in
night clubs. Worked is what I mean.
You're one of the few 61m lovelies who
seems to know what the word means. For
two nights before doing a difficult dance
for "Shahrazad" you couldn't sleep for
worrying that the heavy headdress you
had to wear would fall off. You're a
conscientious kid, for all of your sultry
good looks. I like the way you can't quite
!
NE
ON
a litde-girl giggle just when you're
conquer
YV
R
E
V
FORE s,
looking and acting most sophisticated. I
that's what I mean. I think don't
Ye
you're a great actress and
you'd be a natural to play Amber. It neither think
because your big dream
you,
do
a
re
nd
,
Da
ar
us
Li
I he
k won't happen beca
n
ee
tw
;
us,
t
le
be
e
bu
r
ro
t
nell is se fo th
right now is to go to England and "learn
act," you said, and study Shakespeare.
aying variations on to
^.think you've been itpl
It may happen. I think a good many
the Amber personal y in your^past pic- interesting things are going to happen to
tures and will keep right on doing so in Yvonne De Carlo. Life will be an exotic
future films. You have true temperament.
menu — with a mint julep for dessert.
You're a rather strange and unpredictable
on
:
he
ce
in
at lunc
little person. For instan
a swank Manhattan hotel overlooking Central Park, you ignored the curious and
admiring stares of assorted gentlemen and
kept looking out the window "for Rusty,"

The sultry star of Universal's Technicolor
a Spanish
musical, "Skohroiod," ploys
dancer in love with the Russian composer, Rimsky-Korsokov. Upper right,
Yvonne De Cork with Rex Ravelle,
who plays Sultan in her new picture.
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^that's just what he is —
sincerelyquality
yours.coming
It's that
sincere
at
you from the screen that
distinguishes Cornel Wilde
from other actors. When
you see him in "Centenniallike
Summer"
be
looking
this he'll
closeup
at left. Visit him at home
with his beautiful wife,
Patricia
you'll
find him Knight,
fit andandrelaxed,
as in the exclusive color
photos by Jack Albin.

THINGS

DON'T

YOU

KNOW

ABOUT

WILDE

ORIMEL

Yes. he's been the subject of many interviews, but you'll find, when you read this
brand new, exclusive story by star reporter Canfield. that there are surprising things still to report about the man

By Alyce

Canfield

has been written about Cornel Wilde of late
ing new can be written. "Vet.
if anyth
r ess
that eyou
life stories that have appeared on
countl
the wonde
despit
Cornel, despite the many facets of his personality that have
been analysed and discussed, there are a multitude of little
things that have not been brought into focus. Put together
than the conventhey tell more about the real Cornel Wildecareer.
tional, more publicized, highlights of his
For instance, it's true that Cornel Wilde has a temper.
You've read about this. But what you may not know is that
although he's usually easy-going, there comes the time when
burns
and But
aroused,
be may
his temper,
you know
do everything
be news.
not sears
This, to"too,
him. slow
around
when anywhat causes him to really blow his top? It'sonenotgoes
around
one is stepping on him, for these days no
doing that. But Cornel simply cannot stand to see the underdog pushed around. He dislikes people who use their
authority to make the little fellow squirm. He has entered
into more fights on this one point than any other single
1—
cause you can name.
1
of being a
To him, one of the most gratifying results
No. 1 star and hot at the box office is the fact that because
of his caliber as a star, he. himself, is now a person with
{Please turn to 'page 91)
SO

MUCH

I

N.

Happy at home! New screen career for Patricia Knight Wilde
hasn't spoiled their perfect companionship. Cornel is more
ambitious for Pat's movie success than she is herself.

By

Fredda

Dudley

THIS is a story of triumphant living.
's conwoman
of one
It is thevictionstory
that NOW
is the
future; this
instant which we hold in our hands plays
a dual role: it is all we have of life, but
it is also the raw material from which
can be built the NOW that is to come.
At this moment, Joan Crawford is
happier than she has ever been in her
life. She has , reached that rewarding
point of having worked out a philosophy
for herself, and having proved that the
philosophy is valid.
Very few people realize fully how
beaten Joan was after a two-year absence from the screen. Her self-confidence had been utterly destroyed. She
had to force herself to accept invitations;
her inclination was to hibernate within
the protecting walls of her home. The
thought of facing a camera brought on
a state very near an emotional upheaval.
But, during this travail, she had a viewpoint, and she was determined to test
that belief to the utmost. She was not
going to make a picture until she felt
that the script had power, power enough
to engage fully the talents of Joan Crawford, dramatic actress, in place of utilizing that natural subject, Joan Crawford,
the beautiful clothes-horse.
Out of her conviction and her two
years of battle, Joan has brought — not

Oscar — but a
only the Academy toAward
teach her children.
result-tried faith
Christina and Christopher will be taught
that, when one is convinced that he is
right in pursuing a certain course — after
having checked that course with those
friends in whose intelligence and integrity one has confidence — one must stick
to his decision in the face of all hazards,
obstacles and apparent defeats. Joan will
teach her son and daughter that one can
wring victory out of discouragement and
despair, if one will only stick to one's
faithful to one's vision.
course, remaining
The waiting years before the highroad
of success was open to Joan again were
far from easy: not only did she sometimes doubt her professional worth, but
some of the friends on whom she had
greatly relied were perennially busy when
Joan could have used a few moments of
encouragement. In some cases, a discovery of that nature has embittered
actors. Not Joan. She regards industry
politics with an understanding, if regretful, eye.
One fruit of the Award that touched
letter of congratulaJoan deeply was afrom
a young friend.
tion she received
He said that he had enjoyed her performance in"Mildred Pierce" very much,
and that he felt she had earned her
Oscar. He added that, in addition to
regarding Joan- as one of his favorite
actresses, he admired her as a person.
The letter was signed, "Tony Stanwyck."

Our scene now shifts to the StanwyckTaylor home. Tony is an avid reader;
Barbara swears that Tony's nose is always imprinted with some letter of the
alphabet, because said nose is always
stuck in a book. He has charge account
privileges (established by his mother)
most compreat one of Beverly Hills'
hensive book shops. Barbara came home
one night to find Tony sitting on the
floor, unpacking a case of books. His
on was beatific, a circumstance
expressi
failed to deter Barbara from saying
that
with an exasperated sigh, "Tony, this
house is simply filled with books that
you haven't yet read. I should think
you'd consider that before buying another boatload." "I didn't buy these,"
quoth Tony. "They were sent to me by
Miss Crawford." "A little more explanation, please," said his mother. So Tony
explained that the books were a "thanknote.
you" gesture for a "congratulate-you"
One of Joan's most impressive attributes is her ability to accomplish a
heroic amount of work. At the studio
one day, Joan was being fitted for a
in "Humoresque,"
will anwear
gown
and she was
interview,
giving
she wasshe
— simultaking a series of telephone callsBernhart,
taneously. Director Curtis
marveling at this set of tricks, said in
admiration. "I've never seen a woman
who could accomplish as much as you
do, Joan. You (Please turn to page 67)
New Crawford picture for Warner
Bros, is "Humoresque," with John
Garfield co-starring, below. In it
Joan plays a strong dramatic role
-to follow up her hit in "Mildred
Pierce," Next picture for Warners
will be "Possessed." Now that she's
beautiful
just a can
no longer
horse
Crawford
afford clothesto go
glamorous as in stunning portrait
opposite by Eugene Robert Richee.
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LIGHTNING

STRIKES

Here's
playing

opposite
what

most

important
of many

the girl who

is

Stewart

in

Jimmy

may

A

prove

to be the

Hollywood

picture

years — Donna

Reed

lightning strikes Donna Reed, it
WHEN
takes its own good time. Then it not only
hits twice, it blazes like the sky was on fire!
A lightning-bolt of casting first illuminated,
full star value. Famous Dilast year, Donna's
rector John Ford, on leave from the Navy, tested
her for nine silent days — no lines to speak. Then
he chose her as the heroine of "They Were Expendable." Ablind man could have sensed the
slim Iowan's I'm-a-real-American-girl quality, as
Ford brought it out on the screen. Her lov ability
was there.
Producer-Director
(Please turn to page 73)
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Back home in Hollywood

takes

time

out

and happy. Bob

between

scenes

of
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'Undercurrent," his first postwar picture
in which

Hepburn,

he co-stars

with

Katharine

to tell his fans his new view-
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xlusive home pho,$ by Jock Albin
ow Barbara on one
• her rare days off
-she's made four
ictures in a row —
utting her house in
rder. Her private
fe as Mrs. Robert
oylor is entirely
part from her prosssion as Hollyood's hardest- hit dramatic acing ross.
Note nickname,
Missy," on sweater;
thers are Stany
nd "The Queen."
E'S a saying in Hollywood
THER
among those who earn their living
by the ink of their typewriters, "A
Stanwyck story is a solid gold story."
But they stop right there. They don't
go on to explain how you manage to see
Barbara Stanwyck. It isn't likely that
you'll bump into her at a fashion show,
or a preview, or a night club, or any of
the other spots which are happy hunting
grounds for writers on the trail of stories.
For Miss S. is either beating her beautiful brains out working on a picture, or
she's at home with her pump-shod feet
ee table. I
propped up on a mile-wide coffrvie
w over
had called Barbara for an inte
to be
h
time
s,
eac
a period of week

stopped cold by a polite young lady who
informed me that Miss Stanwyck was
busy. Heaven knows she was with that
string of four pictures in a row* which
she's just finished, one snugly overlapping the other. Just when I had made
interStanwyck
that my with
up my viewmind
my golden
would coincide
anniversary as a WTiter, Stany called and
asked me to dinner. But she made a
stipulation.
"Look, please come to dinner. But
don't come" with that little black book
full of questions. If you want to know
what I think about Mexican art, or the
care and feeding of hybrid hydrangeas,
I'm not your (Please turn to page 93)

flecwfcoff'

By Hattie

Bilson

"If you want to know
what I think about
Mexican art. or the
care of hybrid hydrangeas," said Stany to
not
girl. But"I'm
_ if
interviewer,
our your
you can come to dinswell." Rener, ifd
sult: be
the best Stanwyck story in years 37

Abstor
Here's Ronnie, Ronald Reagan, whose
next picture will
be "Stallion Road."
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Russian
his
" ownactor
with grows
Chekhov
own veiov and his wife live in a simple, six-room farmhouse on an acre of land in San Fernando Valley, where the great Russi
egetables
milks his own goats. He says their home is really run. by their four wire-haired terriers, including Garbo. sh
below
. Latest characteruotion is in Abie s Irish Rose." with Joanne Dm, Richard Norris, left and center above Right in "Sp«
Spectre of the Rose."

Meet

Michael

Chekhov,

char-

acter actor extraordinary
By
MORE

Barry

Farrar

than one distinguished character actor, by the grace of expert
publicity, has become known as
'"The man of a thousand faces." But
Michael Chekhov, Russia's gift to Hollywood, has achieved this moniker on
his own. In truth, Chekhov can go his
illustrious predecessors in Hollywood one
better. He may be described more accurately as the man with a thousand
personalities. When this slight, professorial-looking man steps into the guise of
a new character he undergoes a complete
metamorphosis. He becomes the living,
breathing reality of the being called for
in the script, and then some. The "then
so-rof" >s. that added fUlip supplied by
Chekhov's creative genius.
As an example of the man's consummate skill you have only
to recall his work as the
psychiatrist in "Spellbound." That pictur
was loaded with goode
performers, not the least
being Ingrid Bergman
and Gregory Peck; but
when critics left the
theater after the Holly40

wood premiere of "Spellbound" the only
thing they could talk about was the
performance of that then little-known
actor Michael Chekhov. Nor have they
ceased to talk. The characters he creates stay with you. They are alive.
Producers were as impressed as the
critics. Figuratively they have been beating a path to his door ever since. But
Chekhov is not amenable to doing just
a "part." Any role he essays must be
one of sufficient import
ance and value
to call forth the best in him. Only in this

way does he feel that a maximum of results can be achieved. This is the main
reason he will not accept a long-term
contract which would require him to take
whatever the producers might ask him to
do. Ben Hecht, who signed him for
"Spectre of the Rose" at Republic,
example, was so {Please turn to page for
95)

Just

Who

Is

Geraldine?

Pixie or prima

donna?

This unpredictable
gerald gal, far from
ing "the type,"

Fitzbe-

is com-

bination of all types

By

Lynn

Bowers

ONCE in a long while someone conies
along like Geraldine Fitzgerald
who is different, hard to classify,
someone who seems to represent all
women. Every producer, director,- and
casting director who selects her for a
part sees her as a distinct individual. Yet
none of these men actually knows her
as a i>erson or as an actress. If she were
to insist, for instance, that her forte is
comedy they would give a loud laugh
and say "You're kidding, of course." Ask
anyone in Hollywood what Geraldine
Fitzgerald is like and the answer would
be "Well, I don't know her personally,
but — " and they'd give you their impression, probably based on her most recent
role.
She knows fewer Hollywood people
socially than any other actress of her
standing. Now, cultivating producers
socially with an eye out for possible picture plums is standard procedure with
actresses, but in Geraldine 's case
in the face of convention hasn't flying
hurt
and probably has helped her career.
She began earning steady pay checks
on the Irish stage as a light comedienne.
She had every intention of staying on
the gay and frothy side, enjoving her
work and loving the sound of laughter
from customers of Dublin's Gate Theater. Then it happened that a stiff westerly breeze, blowing from Dublin to
42

Fitzgerald dislikes formal attire,
prefers comfort of shorts and blouse
as she studies her script in the patio.

New York, brought news that a pretty
young Irish actress had theater-goers
there standing and rolling in the aisles.
Orson Welles, of the Mercury Theater
Welleses. couldn't
to sign her
Geraldine wonderedwait
if Mr. Welles up.
intended departing from his usual heavy
brand of drama when she signed with
him, but somehow she didn't get around

She
morewhen
like her
olderlooks
sister
she son
lollsMichael's
on the
beach outside her informal home.

I
to asking. And before she could say
Erin go bragh, she was acting all over the
place without a single laugh-getting line.
By the time she hit Hollywood there
was a regular legend built up about the
Fitzgerald gal. "They'^ said she was a
great dramatic bet. Hollywood viewed
her guardedly. Nobody lx>thered to bone
up on what
{Please turn to page 83)
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-Mayer's famed draGoldwyn
matic coach, Lillian Burns, and the
same studio's "white-haired boy" director, George ("Anchors Aweigh")
Sidney, and you get the impression that MGM, and its stars, are
proud of and have a great affection for Miss Burns and Mr. Sidney, who are Mr. and Mrs. in
life.
private
Like locusts
swarming, the stars
came — some in person, Van Johnson, Peter Lawford, Keenan Wynn;
others by telephone, Margaret
O'Brien, Frank Sinatra — until the
suite at the Waldorf Towers in
New York where, on brief vacation from Hollywood, the Sidneys
were staying resembled, visually
and with sound effects, a producer's
dream of an all-star cast. Peter
Lawford was the first to appear.
"I just dropped in," Peter, with his
nice shyness, explained
.
"Van Johnson," Miss Burns told
me when, later, I commented on
that young man's utter lack of
exhibitionism, "is just a big, openGenial George Sidney and his clever
wife, Lillian Burns, left, stroll out their
front door on their way to daily movie
chores at MGM. Below, *at lunch in
the studio commissary^ Sidney illustrates
on^ the camera
back of a menu an idea for a
unique
shot he intends to use.

ui

The director in action. No detail is too unimportant for Sidney.
Here, he discusses the art of handling a cigarette lighter with
Walter Pidgeon and Jane Powell in "Holiday in Mexico."

faced kid. He's awfully sweet, awfully
sane and sound and awfully misunderstood, inthat no one really believes he is
as shy as he is. As earnest and hardworking and sincere an individual as I have
ever known, Van treats his fans as if
they are doing him a favor. Which, believe me, he believes they are. He can't
thing,' as he rebelieve this 'Cinderella
fers to this enormous popularity, has
happened to him: thinks it is the most
wonderful, extraordinary thing that ever
happened to anyone. I can't tell you how
many times he has said to me, 'Can it be
this wonderful thing?'—
Lillian
true,when
he, gets those boxes of candy
and
and chewing gum the kids send him,
and their letters, he is so genuinely
thrilled, it is— well, actually, it is funny.
Shortly after Van, Keenan Wynn (who
is NOT shy, oh, my!) and Mrs. Wynn
Margaret O'Brien, Gene
came along.
Kellv and one or two others, whose
names I did not get, eavesdrop as I
would, and did, telephoned. Margaret, I
learned, had called to thank Miss Burns
for having taken her, that morning, to
10th Avenue, ("Margaret is to make a
picture called 'Tenth Avenue Angel,
Miss Burns explained, "and I wanted
)
the street"
of ride
herefirst
atmosp
the ride,
her
on the
her
and toforgether
"El." Margaret had also suggested to
Miss Burns that they "Go back to 10th

The Sidneys are so movie-minded that even on their rare days off they read a few
scripts at home. Lillian, famed dramatic coach, has contributed much to the careers
of Lana Turner, June Allyson, Van Johnson, and Esther Williams, among others.
,}
eras; to Sydney Guilaroff, who outdoes
Avenue, tomorrow" and pick up a couple
Nature when he does their hair.
and
six"
or
five
of children — "or maybe
As attractive, by the way, as the girls
take them to lunch, "somewhere fancy."
"And that," said Miss Burns, "is Marshe helped "bring up" to be stars, Lillian
Burns is definitely petite, with short-cut
brown hair, knowing brown eyes, a figure
There
you!" in addition, long distance
garet forwere,
(Please turn to page 88)
calls from the Coast: Jose Iturbi, who
called from California to say
hello, and Frank Sinatra, who
had something he wanted to
ask Mr. Sidney.
Now, there are a number of
people on the MGM lot, in
Hollywood, to whom stars, and
stars-in-the-making, can turn
for advice and help: to Irene,
for instance, who dresses the
"girls" from character actress
Marjorie Main to glamor actress Lana Turner to entryin-all classes actress, Margaret
O'Brien, for pictures; to Jack
Dawn and his assistants, who
make them up for the cam-

Apples for the teacher, left, from Roddy McDowell and Jane Powel
Above, Lillian Burns goes over the day's shooting script with Janie. Right
above, Gene Kelly, Sidney's star in "Anchors Aweigh," with boss-director.
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MAGGIE

That's the kind of
girl lovely Margaret
Lockwood is! She'll be
leaving England for
Hollywood

soon, so

here's your chance
to read all about
her— first

R
+he call of ii* Hl">ter? H» /
*ar* wHhu" Bo«v. EnQ,„L •
EVERYBODY calls her "Maggie,"
for that's the kind of girl she is.
She's just as charming to the old
studio gatekeeper as to the Big Executive and she chooses their Christmas
gifts equally carefully. She's cheerful
and sunny-tempered and almost always
smiling, completely devoid of temperament or affectation. She's intelligent,
and essentially modest, still wearingtoo,a
slight air of surprise at finding herself
a famous screen star.

For
46

that's

what

black-haired little

Margaret Lockwood has become now.
Following three successful films in a
row— "Madonna of the Seven Moons,"
"Love Story" and "The Wicked Lady."

.
H°»ywood ♦

all the yearning actresses in London, he
personally chose her to play the coveted

S, i • Z^L^™
name Part in "Be" ™le of Fanny Rosa in the film version
Uelia.
bne did the
so well
as the wayward of Daphne
du Maurier's best-selling
Heroine of Vera Caspary's psychological novel, "Hungrv Hill "
thriller that J Arthur Rank has re- In this powerful story of old-time
warned her with the biggest acting plum Ireland. Margaret has to run the
whole
of tiie whole British screen year. Out of gamut
of
(Phase turn to page 85)
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It isn't that
it isn't that

she's

It's just that Ella Raines,
and why.

temperamental.
who

sticks to her guns
By

Gertrude

knows

she's
Oh.

what

difficult;
no!

she wants

until she gets her way
Shdnklin

THEY'V
experience,
Universal
twice E
way.theto second
beforelearned
think
crossingfrom
swords
with Ellaover
Raines.
And after
thought, they generally decide to do things Ella's way and skip the
crossing of swords, which never seems to alter things anywav. It's not
that Ella's a prima donna in the usual sense. That would be easy. Handling prima donnas is an old story and duck soup for studio personnel.
No. if there's any gnashing of teeth and tearing of hair at conferences
involving Ella, you can bet your last buck it isn't done by Ella. It's
simply that Ella, who knows what she wants and why, just sweetly but
firmly and interminably sticks to her guns until she gets her way.
When asked how she had earned her "super dreadnought" reputation,
she asked innocently. "Oh, have I that reputation?" And then into those
intriguing green 'cat's eyes" came a wicked twinkle which was a dead
give-away, and Ella burst out laughing.
"Well, of course, I do love an argument," she admitted, "and I hate
people who won't give in. But the only time I'll fight is when I'm interested in something. If I don't fight, it's because I'm not interested." If
you try to square that statement with local rumors, the only answer seems
to l)e that Ella is intensely interested most of the time.
In the living room of her home, high on a Beverly Hill, Ella curled
up on a davenport and proceeded to explain her attitude, which has
been so variously interpreted — and misinterpreted. She speaks in that
frank, deliberate manner that distinguishes her on the screen, but without the slightly wistful flavor that so many of her roles have called for.
There's nothing wistful about the off-screen
(Please turn to page 70)
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The gM who gets her own way loves fun, requestedof
a role in which she could laugh, as a change
pace after "Phantom Lady," "The Suspect," and
Run"Uncle Harry." She got her wish in "The suitor
around." in which Rod Cameron, her steady
(see him pictured twice with Ella in panel above),
gladly played opposite her. That pleasant-faced
lady aiding and abetting the screen star in robbing the Raines orange grove is Ella's mother.
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The boy who chose to laugh
instead of being sorry for
himself; who set his course
toward the goal he sought
and got there, after ten
patient years: Tom

Drake

By Virginia Sullivan Tomlinson

'
Lai/^nte/
/s
/ne/'e
"That was after I'd gotten over an amIT IS his voice you are conscious of
at first. He comes into a room and
bition to be a motorcycle cop," he says.
"The arguments we had over that idea
you look up, and say to yourself,
resulted in an emotional problem. I
"There's a nice boy!" His smile is never
never argued; but I was going to be a
us
the
of
nscio
smile
the bland, sweetly-co
doctor. You know what Mencken says:
y
dream
a
e
is
.
Ther
al
actor
ssion
profe
'When the other fellow is set in his way,
gaiety to it; there is laughter in the
crinkling brown eyes, a look of fluid
he's obstinate; when you are, it's just
nrmness.
strength about his six feet of blond masThat question settled itself, however
culinity. There is even a little-boy-lost
— in the first tragedy of his young life.
quality in the way he greets you.
His father died when he was barely thirAnd then he speaks. In that curiously
teen. He attended public school in New
resonant voice that has such surprising
Rochelle,
then went to Mercersburg
and
moonlight
of
voice
that
overtones;
Academy in Pennsylvania — a prep school
honey — huskily vibrant, with a quality
for Princeton. And he was still deterof magnetism that throbs like a living
his
to
answer
the
know
you
flame. And
mined to be a doctor. "But the trouble
sudden success.
was," he says ruefully, "I never studied.
His name is Tom Drake. At least,
I've got a photographic mind — you know,
an ability to read a page and sort of
that's what the Hollywood studios have
it. So I got high marks. I never
know
AlderAlfred
really
is
It
named him.
opened a book until just before the
dyce; and, back in New Rochelle where
exams; then Mother would get me a
he grew up and went to school, the persuasive magic of that voice began at a
tutor, and I'd pass. It was in my third
year at Mercersburg, however, that this
very early age to upset a great many
happy habit caught up with me. I
things. In particular, it upset the very
conservative, orderly plans his father
couldn't bluff any more. And since I
had for the future of his only son.
didn't have the habit of study, I was
lost! And I sure was scared. To make
"Dad wanted me to be an architect,"
studying attractive to myself, I rememold
Tom tells you. "We lived in a big
house in New Rochelle; Dad was a linen
ber I'd go out into the dinette, armed
with five or six brand new pencils, an
merchant — all his friends and my
eraser, also new, and a new pad of notemother's friends were conventional, solid
citizens; the sort who automatically place
books. I'd write my name carefully in all
acting in the same category as tattooing.
the note-books
all the
I'd say to
{Please— turn
to props!
page 87)
done1"
isn't
It just
Top, Tom and Donna Reed, his co-star in new
up
When he was twelve he'dbe made
MGM film, "Faithful in My Fashion," clown on
a doctor.
his mind that he wanted to
the set with famed character comedian Edward
Everett Horton. Above, rehearsing with director.

Young man going places fast: Tom Drake, after
his hit in "The Green Years," studies script for
left;
in My Fashion,"
next picture,
scene, above.
recently enacted
in on a "Faithful
tunes

i

No longer a blonde, Marjorie
Reynolds has changed her
personality along with her
hair. A daring hat or gown,
a new coiffure may make
a new woman of you, too!
"TT'S STRANGE," says Marjorie
I Reynolds, "how you can go along
for years, vaguely dissatisfied with
the course of your life, searching
for a solution. Then when you least exunimporpect it, some small seemingly headed
in
tant circumstance gets you
right direction and you're off to a
the
fresh start. Believe it or not, a tall black
did the trick for me," she adds with
awiggrin.

for

The wig was an eighteenth century
affair, a complicated stack of dark curls
and pompadours they tried to pin on
Marjorie for her role opposite Bob Hope
in "Monsieur Beaucaire." Makeup men
bustled about, carefully tucking every
strand of her light hair under the period
piece. A wistful little man, clutching a
glistening hair ornament, hovered nearby
awaiting the signal to add the crowning
touch to the elegant coiffure.
"Take it off," said Marjorie suddenly,
getting out from under. "I won't wear
There was a chorus of horrified protest. "But you must. You're a blonde and
a wig."
for a brunette!"
the script definitely calls
"That's just it. For years I've wanted
to change my hair back to its natural
color. Now's the time to do it."
Chaos in the makeup department. Experts argued fiercely among themselves.
The wistful little man dropped the ^hair
ornament in his agitation. "No wig!" repeated Marjorie stubbornly. "My own
elaborate appointments of
dyedtheblack!"
With
hair,
the studio makeup department at hand
she was transformed within the hour.
Marjorie hailed her triple image in the
dressing-table mirrors with delighted surprise. "Hello, there. Haven't seen you in
years!" Then, remembering the makeup
men, she explained with some embarrassment, "It's been so long since I was a
brunette I'd forgotten what I was really
She has been reminded in many ways
since, for the change goes deeper than
her darkened hair. Every facet of her
like!"
personality sparkles with a fresh bright
luster. Feeling completely natural for the
first time in years, Marjorie is gaining
confidence in herself. Her manner of
speech is brisker. Friends and neighbors,
accustomed to seeing her in pastel sweaters and skirts, are bug-eyed at the spectacle of an exotic Marjorie flaunting
large hooped earrings and gay Mexican
peasant dirndls. Even her cooking (never
perfect) has taken on added zest,, featuring highly flavored dishes of uncertain
origin. Her husband, attractive Jack
armythemajor's
out of anwith
fresh
Reynolds,
New
enchanted
uniform, is
Woman in his life.
First post-blonde step toward a careerchange was in the direction of the office
of Paramount's Boss Man, Y. Frank
Freeman. "I've got a terrific idea," she
burst in on him without warning. "I

Exclusive home photos by
Malcolm Bulloch, Paramount

want to make a flock of screen tests!"
Executive eyebrows shot up. "Screen
tests! They're for beginners, not for seaReynolds."
Misspondered
like you,She
soned actressesH-m-ra."
"Seasoned.
the
w.ord. "I'd rather be considered spicy for
a change." Marjorie moved closer to the
massive walnut desk. "Let me choose my
own scripts, supervise the mak'ng of
(Please turn to page 97)

The new, brunette Marjorie visits Director George
Marshall's set and listens in at the mike boom, above.

l
She has a new house, too. a Williamsburg Colonia
of stucco, frame, and brick, in San Fernando Valley.

r
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fashion
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future
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exclusively
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in "Never
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clothes,
designed
Say

for Eleanor

Goodbye

Bronze and gold metal cloth form* this offshoulder formal, with rounded hipline achieved
with an extremely full petticoat. This and
other costumes designed by Leah Rhodes.

tar
witK be. rt^tia cot
r«s*^
band
Smart black crepe A
■4j
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Striped wool jeney
sleeves enhance fhi*
two-piece dark brown
wool
Set
at thedress
belt at
andleft.
upper
left hip are a pair of
clips fashioned in the
shape
of musical
notes. Far
left,
beautifully designed
formal gown of white
jersey accented
with
tasselled
upholstery
fringe in self shade.

Left, Laraine Day is one of the three stars in
"What Nancy Wanted," RKOs drama of a
lovely kleptomaniac. Robert Mitchum, left,
and Brian Aherne share honors with Laraine
in this psychological thriller. Below, two scenes
from "Desirable Woman," in which Joan Bennett plays the wife of a blind painter, and
Robert Ryan a susceptible Coast Guardsman.

Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., in "Sinbad the
Sailor," meets Maureen O'Hara in her
forbidden quarters in
the emir's palace. Far
left, Anthony Quinn,
prominent in the cast,
with star Fairbanks.

Despite Dorn's influence, Catherine McLeod
and Bill Carter achieve a serenely happy
married life which endures through the years.

"I've Always Loved
You" is the romantic
drama of a brilliant
woman pianist torn
between her emotions for two men —
one, a temperamental musician, the
other her loyal and
understanding husband who stands by

Frank Borzage's new production is in Technicolor, the
most ambitious effort ever
turned out by Republic Pictures. Philip Dorn fans will
find their favorite actor in
the most impressive role of
his career, that of a famous
pianist and conductor whose
Svengo/f-like influence over
a beautiful and gifted girl
leads to tense drama. Newcomers Catherine McLeod
and William Carter, right,
have their big chance as the
girl pianist and the kind and
devoted man she marries.

As the daughter of the household, new discovery Vanessa Brown Is introduced to movie
audiences in the new Frank Borzage film.

NO, THE Bogarts aren't superstitious.
They
bought
Lamarr's
isolated
hilltop
home.
This Hedy
is the one
Gene Markey
occupied when he was married to Hedy.
She was living there when she broke up
with George Montgomery. Also when she
and John Loder had ^temporary «epara«^
tion. Recently the place was robbed. And
now" that the Loders have ordered a baby
brother for little Derrise, Hedy just doesnV
want any part of the house at all. Bogey
and "Baby" are going to re-do the house
in early American. If you've got an old
cobbler's bench stashed away in your attic
here's
yourMrs.
chance
Mr. and
B. to make a big hit with

Romance ? Joan Crawford and Clark Gable, friends and co-stars of long ago, find each
62 other again. Top of page, Van Johnson tries his lung power, of which it takes plenty,
on bagpipes— with the laughing aid of Peter Lawford, Mr. and Mrs. Keenon Wynr=.

IINDA DARNELL insists her divorce
J from cameraman Pev Marley Mill be
friendly. Linda really was criticised when
she called at the hospital where Howard
Hughes was fighting for his life. Her being
photographed while waiting in the lobby
didn't set so well with Hughes' henchmen.
They felt there were others who were
closer to the famous flyer, who got no
such publicity. In all fairness to the lovely
Linda, she may not have known a news

I

Gossip

by Weston

photographer was going to creep out of
the woodwork. And now — it's definitely
announced that Darnell will get the title
role in "Forever Amber," with Cornel
Wilde back in the cast.

THE final okay on the actor to portray
the late Franklin D. Roosevelt in
MGM's "The Beginning or the End" was
up to Eleanor Roosevelt. She turned
thumbs down on Lionel Barrymore, who
campaigned for the opposition during the
la6t presidential election. Godfrey Tearle,
New York-born English actor, was the
choice. Despite Tearle's uncanny
final
likeness to her beloved husband, Mrs.
Roosevelt would only allow the character
to be photographed from a three-quarter
angle — never a front-on, full-face view.
The studio naturally respected her wishes.

SHIRLEY TEMPLE and
WHEN
Jane Withers were rival kiddie stars
on the old Fox lot, Mrs. Temple never
allowed the girls to have publicity pictures
together. Shirley is now grown up and
married. Jane is in her twenties. Surely
there can be no competition. At a Holly-

East
wood party recently, Shirley
tactfully managed to avoid
when a camposing with
eraman askedJane
her. At this stage
of the game — why? The girls
are obviously friendly.
ATTENTION, you bobbyJ\_ soxers at Laguna Beach.
When Keenan Wynn agreed to
in "Twentieth Century"
appear
at your playhouse, the first
ticket sold went to his old pal,
Van Johnson. Tired after the
fifty-mile drive, Van decided
to spend the night in your
town. There wasn't a spare
Fans give Van glad hand at premiere — and does he love it! Top,
room in the hotel. Van finally
Beau-tie Sinatra, with Nancy, sweeps swoonderful glance f onward.
tried to rent a room for the
night in a private home. No
one would take him in! At midnight, tired and discouraged,
he had to head back for Hollywood again,
fan letters a month. Though she's been
Dry those tears, sister, it's too late now ! under contract at 20th Century -Fox for
over a year, Pat still hasn't appeared on
63
to a famous
d
marrie
she's
USE
BECA
the screen. The role she tested for in "I
husband, Pat Knight (Mrs. Cornel
went
Her Now"
Kissing
Wonder
to
is trying
The studio
Wilde to you) receives several hundred
Aubert.
to LeonoreWho's

"The Razor's Edge" hero, Tyrone Power, with his
big boss, Dorryl Zonuck and wife, above. Below,
the Doug Fairbanks, Jr., in step at the Mocambo.

find just the right part for Pat, who haft a
special brand of beauty all her own.

on. isHer
mother
with
all over
out
bustin'
family
'S ambiti
HAVER
JUNE
not only has turned agent, but she's opening acharm school. June's two sisters will
be assistants. If they dig up anothfi
charmer of June's capabilities, they wor.'t
have anything to worry about.
Peter
said
s, when
William
Esther ,"
to TIONS
Lawford
ATULA
CONGR
the news broke. "I hear you're expecting
a little mermaid I"

doc*00*

**V»Ve '

Renewing acquaintance — or romance? Center,
June Haver borrows Dave Rose's arm for the
evening. Attar-wise gossips say wedding
bells will tinkle for Laraine Aden and Xavier
Cugat, above — as they already have for
Evelyn Keyes and writer John Huston, at right.

WHAT a wave of memories when Joan
Crawford swept into the Santa Monica Beach Club on Clark Cable's arm!
They looked as handsome together and
incidentally as happy, as when they made
their unforgettable "Possessed," nearly 14
years ago. While this was their first public
appearance, they say Clark has been a
steady caller while the gossip columns
were giving all the credit to Greg Bautzer,
Tony Martin, Vic Hunter and a few others.

THE HOUSE that held so many tender
memories for Virginia Bruce has been
sold. Deanna Durbin is the new owner
and the purchase price, they say, was
something. Virginia held on to the house
that meant so much to her late husband,
Jack Rubin. Trying to keep servants and
find caretakers for the magnificent grounds
t
newes
said ,herwho
'Tis Latin
down. ome
finall
was
a hands
romanycegotisher
ce that picture she didn't
produo.
to Mexic
going in
make
TTTHEN MICKEY ROONEY got a
W load of his dad, Joe Yule, in his role
of Jiggs, in the movie version of the
Father,"'
famous comic strip, "Bringing Uplike
a wild
Mickey whooped and hollered
look
didn't
wig
"bald-headed"
A
Indian.
down
head
Yule's
shaved
they
So
natural.
to the skull. "Just wait until I tell Jack
Benny and Edgar Bergen !" ribbed Mickey.
CHESTER MORRIS was doing his
magic act for a charity benefit. A fat,
fussy lady in the front row talked all
through the performance. "My dear lady,"
er in a kindly manner, "I'll
«aid
to make one of us disappear. Which
have Chest

Add

shall it be?" From then on he was allowed
To perform undisturbed.

Choose a necklace of Deltah simulated pearls, so like precious

'TriHIS can't last," sighed John Lund
J. when he read the rave notices that
came in after the sneak preview of "To
Each His Own," opposite Olivia De Havilland. John was so right. "You have a face
like a floor mop," wrote one fan. He also
has the humor to tell the story on himself.

THE hottest day of the year,
Dorothy Lamour started shooting on
"My Favorite Brunette," with Bob Hope.
She was nervous, too, despite her ten-year
record on the Paramount lot. But she had
been away two years having a baby and
getting acquainted with her new in-laws
in the«ast. Typical of Hollywood, Dotty
had to wear a mink coat all day. And — it
will bea sarong in December, wait and see !

glamour

classic

black

frock!

Orientals in lustre and multi-colored iridescence . . . see how
they bring a touch of luxury to your costume, emphasize the allure
of your neckline. Earrings to match, beautify your ears, perk up
your hair-do!

ON

WITH the stork well on his way, Mark
Stevens has a room filled with baby
presents from admiring fans. Probably
the one that thrills him most is a miniature identification bracelet that'scngraved
"Question Mark." And speaking of Mister
Stevens, when "Anna and the King of
ered at Grauman's
Siam"e was premi
Chines Theater, the hysterical fans (waiting in the hot sun since noon) gave him a
greeting second only to Irene Dunne's.

to your

L. HELLER AND SON, INC.
FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

RE

Cole

EN

LAND

Porter's marvelous

music, Cary Grant's
charm,
MontyanWoolley's
humor and
all-star
cast make this Warner
Bros, motion picture
sure-fire entertainment
Monte Woolley as the mastermind guiding the career of a
young composer to fame and
fortune gives his best screen
performance. Woit until you
hear him rendering Cole Porter's famous hit, "Miss Otis Regrets." Cary Grant, as Cole
Porter, is colorful, convincin

wr

HP

Highlights from the big Warner show: left, Mory
Martin singing her memorable "My Heart Belongs
to Daddy," the song-ihat made her famous^ Ginny
Simms, below, really comes into her own in torchy
numbers; Alexis Smith, with Cary Grant at right
below, shines in tender role of the composer's wife.
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Joan

Crawford

Looks

to the

Future

Continued from page 31

remind me of Napoleon." "Heaven forbid," answered Joan.
In addition to the self-evident differences between the dynamic American
actress and the volatile French general,
there is one highly important variant:
Napoleon's activity was almost entirely
destructive. Joan's preoccupation is frequently with the well-being of others.
Joan's
circle aof note
the receive
of to
Any member
of
is certain
friends
Joan,
congratulation (hand-written by
not her secretary) upon a triumph, and
a letter of sympathy or condolence in
case of minor trouble. If the trouble
should be major, Joan's would bece the
of
first telephone call offering assistan
every practical sort.
One of her undertakings that requires
many hours of time is her dedication to
answering the hundreds of letters she
receives each week from ex-G.I.s. Durwere staing the war years, these men world
and
tioned in every part of the
souher
wrote to Joan regularly, sending
venirs that she cherishes. Now that these
men are out of uniform, many of them
have continued their correspondence with
Joan. Some letters (enough to indicate
a trend) complain bitterly about the apparent forgetfulness of civilians. One
chap wrote, "The thing that most of us
can't get over is the fact that as soon
as war was done, the average citizen forgot about it as promptly as possible and
went about his business as if nothing had
ever happened. To those of us who lost
four years out of our lives, such an attiungrateful."
and letters,
seems cruel
To tude
writers
of such
Joan sends
an answer in keeping with her feeling
about the future. She says that no one
has forgotten the war, really, and that
no one who lived through it will ever
forget. She stresses the gratitude of all
civilians to men who still wear uniform
or to those whose contribution is now
marked by a gold discharge button or
a white cross in a foreign land. But, she
adds, life goes on. It must go on. The
past sinks into our national and our per-

sonal liberty, and we profit — God willing— from that experience. Sometimes
war, inasmuch as it brings forth a new
set of values and sets up a new ideal of
conduct, is very much like childbirth.
But a woman or a world determined to
remember only the agony of such an
ordeal would have betrayed the child
of the future.
Joan's children are, of course, vital
elements of her present and of her concept of the future. Christina and Christopher are enchanting children, deeply
loved and carefully disciplined. Both are
blue-eyed and blonde; Christina has been
a thoughtful, quiet child until recently,
but her association with Christopher —
who is a curly-headed, dimpled extrovert
— and careful handling by Joan have
combined to encourage her sense of
humor and her confidence in life. To
Joan's delight, Christina showed an early
interest in and aptitude for the piano.
She began taking lessons when she was
four and there was never any question
of ordering or cajoling her to the piano.
Actually, she had to be dragged away
from the keyboard occasionally, or she
would have practiced most of each day.
One evening recently, when Joan was
having a bedtime chat with her daughter, Christina said with the enormous
seriousness of the sincere small girl, "I
think I've decided something, Mother

Joan accepted this statement with
dearest."
to tell me about
gravity.
asked. you like
she "Would
it?"
"I've been thinking that, if I may,
I'd like to learn to play the harp." Joan
took this seriously and is making arrangements for Christina to begin study
of the instrument of her choice.
Don't gather the impression, from this
anecdote, that Christina is a solemn
youngster with prodigious inclinations.
She is a normal little girl, possibly with
a musical gift. When she is away from
the piano, her favorite occupation is
mother's
pairof oftheher
in a one
up plus
dressing
magnificent
size 4 shoes,

"The Strange Woman"? Yes, indeed, when she
can be as girlishly piquant as a nosegay of
left, and as exotically mysspring flowers
terious as the atblack lace she wears, right.
Hedy Lamarr plays each role to perfection.
S GREENLAND

Crawford hats, and strutting around
"playing lady."
Christopher regards these antics with
the indulgent amusement of the male.
His most ardent interests at present are
transportational. Whenever he hears a
rumble of any kind, he investigates —
through the apertures in a stout fence —
the activity on the highway. Then he
says with satisfaction, "There goes my
dumptruck." Or "There goes my bulldozer." Or "There goes my firetruck."
An ordinary passenger vehicle is of no
interest unless its size is impressive.
While he and Christina were spending
the afternoon in the patio recently,

Christopher ordered, "Take off that big
hat and look at my B-29 going by."
Like any devoted parent, Joan is atof the carconcept They
tempting toinstill
dinal virtues
in her achildren.
know

that, if they have made a mistake, a
complete honesty about that mistake
may avert punishment, but that a lie will
bring discipline both for the mistake and
for the untruth. They know that they
are to assume responsibility for their
misdeeds, and not try to lay the blame^
on someone else, or to alibi.
One morning Joan was awakened
around five o'clock by a series of crashes.
She was just deciding that the sound
was actual and not part of a bad dream,

when Christina burst into her mother's
bedroom, saying breathlessly: "It's all
my fault. I don't want you to blame
Christopher. I want to take the responsibility." Conquering a normal impulse
to send her daughter away until some
more comfortable hour, Joan sat up and
said, "Come over here and tell me all
that Christina had awakened
it, darling."
It seems
about
just as dawn was glimmering in her room,
and couldn't go back to sleep. It occurred to her, despite a positive rule
until the nurse
against getting out of bed
announced that the proper time had
come, that it would be fun to sneak
into Christopher's room to awaken him.
In order to open the Venetian blinds
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so that she and Christopher could entice
enough daylight into the room to play
games, Christina had placed a small
( hair on top of a play table, had climbed
Up and manipulated the blinds. Then
she lost her balance, jumped nimbly
down without hurting herself, but had
tipped the chair against a lamp. The
lamp (with a Staffordshire base) bad
fallen against an antique vase, and before china and other fragile items had
stopped breaking, a good deal of irreparable damage had been done.
"It's a dreadful mess, Mother dearest," Christina said valiantly, "and I'm
awfully sorry."
Joan went at the problem without
rancor.
"What was your first mistake?"
she
asked.
Christina knew that answer. "Getting
out of bed before I was supposed to."
"You see, it's the first mistake that
caused all the rest," Joan reasoned. "If
you had remained in bed, you wouldn't
have disturbed your brother and you
wouldn't have broken anything. So you
must be punished for breaking a rule."
The punishment in this case consisted
of two brisk spanks in a spot where no
damage would br> done, and orders to
return to bed and to remain there until
called. The discipline is sometimes more
stringent; for major infraction of rules,
the children have been denied permission to have a party, or to attend one
to which they had been invited. But be-

fore any penalty is inflicted, Joan always
makes certain that the youngsters know
why they are being punished
precisely
how to avoid a similar mistake in
and
the future.
When Joan was tucking Christina in,
the evening after the destructive occasion already described, Christina suddenly flung her arms around Joan's neck
and buried her face in Joan's thick hair.
In a muffled voice she said, "You love
us, don't you. Mother dearest!"
Joan's arms closed around the slight
body and she said with tenderness, "I
love you with all my heart."
"I know it," Christina added, "because
you want us to be good children. Nobody cares about bad children. And you
only punish us so we will be the kind
of children you love." It was a rich and
rewarding moment for Joan.
She is steadfast in her desire to adopt
two or four more children. The speed
with which they may come into her
home depends entirely on the speed with
which the adoptive agency is able to
acquire them. All of which brings up an
amusing Crawford household incident.
Joan is an avid reader of the comics.
Sometimes weeks go by during which
she gets her newrs from the radio, and
simply accumulates the daily papers until she can hop into bed early some evening and catch up on the further adventures of Dick Tracy, Li'l Abner, Brenda
Starr, and Terry Lee. One evening she

extracted half an hour from her busy
day, and — with an anticipatory smile —
sorted a stack of papers in date order.
One paper was missing. Joan hastened
to her secretary, Miss Larson, and asked
what had become of the dropped link.
Miss Larson sighed sheepishly, and produced the paper from the depths of her
desk. "I must confess that I hid it," she
said. "And I had a good reason. In this
issue there is a pathetic news story about
triplets whose parents felt they couldn't
give them proper care, so offered the
three youngsters for adoption. There is
a picture above the story, and those
children are simply adorable. I knew
that you'd insist on taking those babies
if
the story,
and of
I just
see you
hpw saw
we could
take care
them didn't
until
we get additional help around the house.
So I hid the paper. It's all right for
you to know about it now, because the
children are going to remain with their
parents, and financial assistance is going
to Of
be course
providedJoan
for the
read family."
the story. She
agreed with Miss Larson: whether accommodations were perfect or not, she
would have taken those children had
they still been available.
Not ordinarily given to positive statements because she is well aware of the
flexibility of fate, Joan recently said with
finality that her plans for the future do
not include marriage. Her reasons are
many, but one cardinal motive is supplied by the belief that there are few
men in the world who could share with
Joan her enthusiasm for a ready-made
family. The children are so important
to her, they take up so much of her time
and energy when she is away from the
studio,
thatintegrate
she can't
imagine
a man
who
could
himself
happily
into
the household. Joan's friends refuse to
accept this ultimatum. As a matter of
fact, one of Joan's confidants has bet
her a hundred dollars that she will be
married before May 1, 1948.
Those of you who are psychic might
gaze into the veiled future and make a
few side bets. Joan is having a wonderful
time meanwhile, dancing with several of^
Hollywood's eligible bachelors.
Whatever the future holds for Joan
romantically may be in doubt; but its
professional cornucopia is bulging. The
Brothers Warner believe that Joan will
again be nominated for the Academy
Award, because of her work in "Humoresque," opposite John Garfield. This picture is heavy drama and makes enormous demand upon Joan's histrionic
gifts. The story of a girl who has too
much time on her hands, who has been
hopelessly spoiled, who has never been
thwarted in her life, its plot involves
her with a stubborn violinist. Their love
is as violent an element as lightning,
and as vivid, despite the attempt of eac^
to subdue the other. What happens when
the character played by Joan decides
that her battle is to be lost brings the
film to a crashing close.
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Keenan Wynn takes leave of "No Leave, No
Love" to visit Judy Gcrland on the set of
MGM's musical, "Till the Clouds Roll By."
SCREENLANB

Her next picture is already in production: "Possessed." Raymond Massey
and Van Heflin play the male leads.
It is evident that NOW is a rewarding
time for Joan, personally, emotionally,
and professionally. And she is facing the
NOW that is to be, with enthusiasm.

She has luscious honey-gold blondeness,
charming Pond's bride-to-be,
a bewitching soft-smooth complexion. Another
Dr. and Mrs. George A
known
wellMiss Coleman is the daughter of the
suburb Wynnewood, and
Coleman, of Philadelphia's fashionable "main-line"
Wayne, Pennsylvama.
is to be married to II. Stephen Casey, Jr., of nearby
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Ponds

ThbNew'Blcsh-Cleansing" Peggy Coleman uses
for her complexion will give your skin, too,
an instant fresh-bright look
an instant soft-as-rain feel
and bring up a sweet blush of color
HOW TO "BLUSH-CLEANSE" your face as Peggy does:
You rouse your skin by pressing a face cloth
drenched in warm water against your face and
throat.
You "cream-cleanse" while your skin is receptively moist and warm. Spin your fingers full of
in circles, as' if
snowy Pond's Cold Cream upward
face.
drawing engagement rings all over your
Pond's demulcent action gently loosens dirt and
make-up as your fingers swirl. Tissue off.

You "cream-rinse" with a second thick Pond's
creaming. Spin 25 little Pond's Cold Cream engagement rings up over your face. Tissue off.
your clean, clean face with a good
tingle
You
splash of cold water. Blot dry.

THAT'S ALL! "My face feels- beautifully soft," Peggy says.
Pond's
complet
the give
face g—
your mornin
give Every
night—ng."
Every Cleansi
it a e,once-over
"Blush"Blush-Cleansing," a warm splash, quick rings with
Pond's Cold Cream. Tissue off, then a cold splash.
Niglit and morning— every day— dip your fingers deep
into a big jar of Pond's. A 6 ounce jar is perfect to use.

the new Pond's Blush
MARGARET COLEMAN says: "I've been using
snow-maiden quality.
a
has
skin
site
exqui
Her
Cleansing and love it."

Among

the Beautiful Women

a limpid, shining
HER RING—
diamond, richly held
in a gold setting.

of Society

Who Use Pond's
MRS. GEORGE WHITNEY, JR.
MRS. FRANKLIN P. ROOSEVELT, JR.
MRS. PIERPONT MORGAN HAMILTON
LADY CHARLES CAVENDISH
MRS. ANTHONY J. DREXEL Hi
THE MARCHIONESS OF MILFORD HAVEN

MRS. NICHOLAS RIDGELY DU PONT
MRS. GEORGE JAY GOULD, JR.
MRS. ALEXANDER WILLIAMS BIDDLE
MISS CAMILLA MORGAN
THE PRINCESS GUY DE POLIGNAC ■
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Engagement diamonds for some of America's loveliest girls!
SCREENLAND

It's No

Life for a Sissy

Continued from page 48

Lovely
TANIS CHANDLER
featured in Monogram's
"SHADOWS OVER CHINATOWN"
You'll have beauty right down to your
fingertips when you wear one of the lustrous, exciting new shades of Dr. Ellis' Nail
Polish. So smooth-flowing, so long-wearing
...and so inexpensive you can afford a complete fingertip-wardrobe of colors!

SONGWRITERS
PROTECT YOUR IDEAS !
HOLD ALL SONGS, POEMS !
Write for safe, correct procedure !
SONG SERVICE
333 W. 56th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

PLAST1-C010R
BOOKS
of course! Just the thing for the kids for Xmas. They can
recolor the pictures in these books over and over again. And
each book is brightly colored and packaged in a transparent
plastic box. The books sell in sets of five for $10.00 per set
or one book for $2.00.
THE SET
No. 1 ANIMALS
No. 2 AIRPLANES
No. 3 CIRCUS
No. 4 TRUCKS
No. 5 FOR LITTLE LADIES
At Yoor Toy Dealers or

AAF Publications
6015 West 3rd St. • Hollywood 36
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Ella Raims. not by a long shot. You
couldn't find a more direct and forthright girl, nor a more likable one.
"You don't get anywhere in this business," she said, "unless you know what
you want and stand up for what you
think is right. I don't mean you have
to fight, fight, fight all the time, and you
can't go around with a chip on your
shoulder. But I think you have to have
spirit, and let people know that you
have spirit. I've always been a fighter,"
she confessed amiably. "I think I get it
from my Paw, who's a fighting Irish
child, I had inwas a broken
I hairbrushes
logger. When
numerable
over me,
but my mother says it seemed to do no
good. That fighting spirit has got me
into a lot of trouble — and out of it again,
too.
"But I don't have tantrums any more
— and for only one reason: because I
found that made me feel worse than the
person I was fighting with. If I get into
a real temper, I am tired and upset for
two
or three
so I've
learned
not todays
do afterwards,
that. If something
makes me angry, I try to work it off
some other way. One day I got mad at
Scotty (her secretary) about something
silly she had said to somebody else. I
knew if I started talking about it right
then, I'd lose control. So I went upstairs
and cleaned up my room. I turned everything inside out and upside down, and
then straightened things out again. Just
about the time I finished, Scotty came
upstairs and asked what on earth I was
doing. By that time I was too tired to
get into a temper, so I talked the matter
over with her quietly, and it worked
out all right.
"I'm really happy-go-lucky by nature,
and I don't carry a gripe or grudge more
than two minutes. But I think the reason Ihave the reputation of getting mad
easily may be that people think I'm
mad sometimes when I'm really not —
I'm just excited. I'm liable to shout,
'Why, I cant do that by three o'clock,
that's impossible!' or something like
that, when people want me to do something. Iprobably sound mad, but I'm
really not. It's just the way I talk when
I get excited.
"I think it's always good to be diplomatic in business conferences, and I
certainly don't believe in making scenes.
When you lose your temper, you're always at a disadvantage. I try to get
them to see things my way by just explaining my reasons. Of course, sometimes they think I'm stubborn, and if
they get mad and start yelling at me,
I just sit there and laugh at them. Actually, itdoes amuse me to see grown-up
men pacing the floor and screaming at
young girls. But the thing is never to
iet yourself out completely. Then they're
never quite sure just how far you could
go. They've never been sure just how far
I could go. But you've always got to
let them feel that assertion, drive, determination within you."
Even in a casual meeting, you sense,
back of that slow-burning charm, a treSdiEENLAND

mendous strength of will. It's not so
much an aggressive quality as it is an
inner fortification against outward pressure. According to all indications and
reports, Ella has herself sized up pretty
accurately. She doesn't go out of her
way to look for trouble. But if trouble
gets in her path and tries to block it.
trouble will have to take what it gets —
and that's plenty.
When asked about the one-woman sitdown strike she was reported to have
staged to get the kind of roles she
wanted, her first reply was, "I've never
once
on tosuspension,"
leaned been
forward
knock wood and
on she
the
coffee table. But there was that impish
gleam in her eyes again.
"But you have refused roles?"
"That I have," she admitted, with a
laugh that suggested this was the understatement of the year. Then she went
on: "What I wanted was to do something closer to my own personality. I
had done several roles in succession that
were of similar emotional tone, all rather
serious, like 'Phantom Lady,' 'The Suspect,' 'Uncle Harry.' I got tired of this.
I don't know whether I'm a comedienne
or not, but I love to have fun and laugh,
and I wanted a role that would allow
me to participate in the fun. The picture I've just finished, 'The Runaround.'
represents just about everything I'd
wanted. I've never had so much fun at
work. It's a grand story, the people in
it were wonderful to work with, and we
had such a good time on the set that I
could hardly wait to get there each
morning. I don't get a swanky wardrobe
in this one — in fact, my wardrobe for
the whole picture consists of two suits
and a bath towel! Of course," she added,
with that honesty that won't allow her
to spare the horses, nor Ella, "I put up
a little fight about this story, too. When
they first gave me the script to read last
January, I thought it was a good story,
but there were a lot of things about it
that I wasn't exactly satisfied with. I
took it to my agent and talked to him
about it, and he agreed with me. He
called the studio and told them what I
wanted changed. I guess the studio hit
the ceiling, but they did it.
"They had Sam Hellman rewrite the
story, and when it was finished, I liked
it much better, all except the ending.
So nice
I saidif we
to the
'Wouldn'tjustit
be
couldproducer,
have something
a little different from the usual clinch
and fadeout for the ending — something
sort of cute and unusual?' 'Well,' he
screamed. 'Look!' he said. 'What more
do you want for a finish than a kiss?
We've had one of our best writers do
this script. And now you say you don't
like the finish. If you don't like the
finish, write one yourself!' So I did, and
they used it. Instead of just a clinch,
you see Rod Cameron and me, standing
on the edge of the swimming pool, and
as we go into the final clinch, we lean
slowly toward the pool and fall in, withbreaking
up the
A out
little
matter
likeclinch."
dashing off a new

finish for a script would be no problem
to Ella, who has almost as many talents
as she has ideas. Her current hobby is
painting — pictures, not furniture. She has
never taken any lessons, but discovered
about two years ago what a lot of fun
it is to dabble in colors, so has been
devoting her spare time to it ever since,
with very interesting results. Her pictures are characterized by unusual
shades of color, with pinks and greens
predominating, and by that same impish
sense of humor that is so close to the
surface in her conversation. One of her
favorites is a circus scene which hangs
beside the fireplace in her living room.
In the background, done in convincing
detail, are the usual tents and wagons
(on one of which is a sign reading: 'Ella
Fatima Raines') , and the foreground
features the amazingly similar derrieres
of a huge pink elephant and an oversized red-headed clown. Ella doesn't take
her painting very seriously, but she has
a lot of fun doing it.
"One of my greatest faults," she says,
"is that I don't do anything well, but I
can always get by. I studied piano for
eight years, and I don't keep it up. I
only play by spells. Of course, if I go
somewhere and hear somebody play exceptionally well, then I get all inspired,
and start practicing like mad for a
while. But I don't follow through — that's
always told me. It's
parents
my for
whateasy
too
me just to pick up enough

"A

Us . . .
Between
about feminine hygiene but risking
How terribly heartsick I was— reachhaphazard care. My doctor set me
ing out in vain toward my husband
across an ever widening distance!
right. He said feminine hygiene is
Puzzled, too, at its cause. But I
important to a happy marriage . . .
should have realized that 1 had
"Lysol" brand disinrecommended
fectant for douching— always.
spoiled our happiness . . . knowing
Growing

Gap

to get by, which is very bad. I remember
one time when I was in New York, I was
walking in Central Park with a man
whom I admired very much. A woman
came riding through the park on horseback, and he watched her and said a lot
of complimentary things about the way
she rode. I had ridden horses all my life,
but I had no form. So-o-o, immediately
after that, I started taking lessons."
"Doesn't this versatility make it difficult to stick to acting sometimes?" she
was asked.
"No," said Ella, "acting is different.
That's my business. All these other
things are just sidelines. But there's one
wonderful for
that's
aboutYouacting
as
as inconsistent
can be
woman.
athing
no
because
actress,
an
anything, being
two roles are alike. In fact, no two days
are alike. That's what I love about it."
With just time to catch her breath
after making "The Runaround," Ella
went back to work in "White Tie and
Tails" — a Fessier and Pagano comedy
which gives her a wholesale order of fun
to participate in, an out-of-this-world
wardrobe designed by Yvonne Wood,
and a completely reformed Dan Duryea
as the romantic lead. This all adds up to
just what the little gal wanted, and once
again, Ella's whistling while she works.
Since her divorce from Major Kenneth Trout, Ella has dated many of

her most
Hollywood's eligible males, but
constant companion these days is Rod
Cameron, who plays opposite her in
"The Runaround." If they're engaged,
they're not admitting it, but Hollywood
considers them but definitely "an item."
Another of Ella's close pals is a blond
Cocker spaniel named Bunny, who,
though cordial to everybody, is never
sideit. for more than a
away from
minute
if he Ella's
can help

But ... Oh, Joy! I've Bridged It!
the doctor said. Far more so than
We're closer than ever, now! And
salt, soda or other homemade soluhappier than ever, now I'm living
up
to
my
doctor's
advice
and
being
"Lysol" is a true
tions. You
careful about feminine hygiene. I
r—see,
germ-kille
cleansing thoroughly,
always use "Lysol" for douching,
and find it every bit as effective as

nomical to use
. andeasy
it works!
and ecotoo.. .It's
yet gently

Many Doctors Recommend "LYSOL" for Feminine Hygiene ... for 6 Reasons

Reason No. I: POWERFUL, PROVED GERM-KILLER . . ."Lysol" is a
true germicide of great germ-killing power. This power is not
reduced by age or exposure to air.
Note: Douche thoroughly with correct "Lysol" solution . . . always!
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salute?"
want to
you Then
up
"Do Ella.
a cracker
heldBunny
she see
asked
in front of him, and Bunny promptly
sat up on his hind feet, reaching one
front paw high up in the air in a snappy
salute. "You ought to see Bunny when
sits
we're at dinner," she added. "Hemeal.
there and salutes all through the
we finish, he's all worn out!"
By the time
Ell i. as you know, was born and
raised in Snoqualmie Falls, Washington,
where her father was an engineer for a
northwest warehousing company. She
graduated from the University of Washington, majoring in dramatics and psychology. "But that doesn't mean I'm
Ella. "I just bareany brainstorm," says the
main thing I
ly got through, and
way.
learned was how to have fun the easiest
Her father has now retired, and he
and her mother are living in Hollywood,
though not with Ella. "My parents have
been so much help to me," she says, "in
just leaving me alone. They have never
tried to advise or make decisions for me.
If I went crying to them about anything,
they would just say, 'Well, I suppose
that's the price of youth. You'll just
have to straighten yourself out and make
"
your
"Doownyoudecision.'
think a small town background is a help or hindrance to an
actress?" she was asked.
"Actually, I don't believe the kind of
place you. come from has a thing to do
with how you get on in this business,"
replied Ella. "I do think life in small
towns is more basic, but I may be partial because I came from one. I think
people in cities are more frank, and you
don't find the gossip here that you do in
small towns. People in cities are too busy
for gossip. I think it's very hard for
young people to keep their balance sometimes when they first get into this business. They get caught up in an exciting
world — people going to the races, swanky
nightclubs, premieres and things like
that. Sometimes they forget that the
wonderful things in life aren't represented by race tracks and mink coats.
All those things are fun and exciting. I
love them, too, once in a while. But I
think silly things like beach parties are
more fun. Foolish things amuse me much
more than chi-chi.
"Of course, when I go to New York,
I'm the biggest tourist in town. I take
my very best clothes and try to be a
glamor girl. I go to nightclubs and plays.
And when I have an interview, I wear
my best looking negligee. I get it all out
of my system while I'm there, and when
I leave. I'm so tired of it I never want
to see the place again — until next time.
"If I were to give any advice to young
girls getting started on a movie career,
it would be this: Get some education —
and keep your face clean. By education,
I mean good general education — the kind
anybody can get by studying everything
you have time for, by reading, and by
observation. And by keeping your face
clean, I mean just that. Some of these
young girls go around with makeup an
inch thick on their faces. They seem to
think that by wearing a lot of makeup
and black dresses they can give the impression that they are very sophisticated.
If they could only be natural, just be
SCREENLAND

themselves! There's nothing so attractive
as a clean face, clear lipstick, and well
brushed, well groomed hair. And they
should always try to be simply dressed,
nicely dressed. The days of ultra^ sophistication are gone, I believe. The smartest
women in America today are getting
away from it. The trend, in both appearance and manner, is toward simplicity
and naturalness. I don't believe it helps
a girl's career in this business the least
bit to have temperamental spells and be
difficult. But I do think you have to
have drive and assertion to get along."
"Do you think people in this business
are quick to take advantage of anyasked.one who lacks that assertion?" she was
"Yes, they are," she drawled, with a
quizzical
"You
it! Butthan
that's
no more smile.
true in
this said
business
in
any other business involving a lot of
money. You see, there are always certain
people whose aim in life is money. 1
don't care if they're that way, it doesn't
bother me. But you have to know that
there are people like that and know how
to deal with them. Those are the people
that are always trying to maneuver you
into decisions that favor them. I don't
mean that you have to be suspicious of
everybody. It isn't so much a matter of
being on guard all the time as it is of
being alert, alert to both opportunities
and disadvantages.
"I think really the toughest thing
about this business is making your own
decisions, and that you have to do. Lots
of people will advise you, or try to, and
you'll hear so many different opinions
that you finally realize nobody can advise you — that you have to learn to
make your own decisions, and learn fast.
That's awfully hard for youngsters
who've never had to decide things for
themselves before. But I don't mean, by
all this, that I have any complaints. I've
been very well treated at Universal, and
I'm very grateful. They've given me the
best of everything — good stories and
directors, wardrobe, makeup, photography, and everything. I've had wonderful
breaks, and I know it. I haven't a thing
to Which
complainought
about."
to be welcome, if surprising news to those who have come off
second best from a difference of opinion
with the little (but oh, my!) Raines girl.

Catherine McLeod, Frank Borzage's new
discovery who'll star in, "I've Always
Loved You," learns Arthur Rubinstein's
piano technique. In one easy lesson?

Lightning

Strikes

a Star

Continued from page 33

Frank Capra, one of Hollywood's niost
tm-blind men, saw "Expendable." He
omitted any kind of test and negotiated
six weeks with MGM to borrow Donna
ning Bolt No. 2— and
t wasto Light
'(thang!)
co-star with Jimmy Stewart
shini
in "It's A Wonderful Life."
That may be the most important Hollywood picture of many years! Do those
seem tall words? Consider the birth and
nature of "It's A Wonderful Life." True,
as you'd expect of a Capra picture, it
features laughter, heart-pull, high imaginative quality. But it makes history,
too. It's the first film to be delivered
linder a shoot-the-works venture by three
giants— Capra, William
movie-making
Wyler and George Stevens. They're trying to strip forever the "Factory-Made"
tag from Hollywood movies. Each man
— will pro—they've formed a company es
in three
duce and direct three pictur
his own
ly
entire
be
will
man
pears. Each
~ doss — on story, casting, shooting- time.
Capra all movie-goers know from such
aictures as "It Happened One Night,"
'Lost Horizon," "Mr. Deeds Goes to
Town," "Mr. Deeds Goes to Washington" and "You Can't Take It With
You." Five of William Wyler's biggies
are "Mrs. Miniver," " Wuthering Heights,"
'Dead End," "Jezebel" and "The Little
George Stevens' hits include
Foxes."
(breaking a long jinx
"Alice Adams"
rn) , "Penny SereHepbu
rine
for Katha
nade," "Gunga Din," "The More^The
Merrier" and "Woman of the Year."
Now these three topflighters_ are risking three years out of their lives, plus
their reputations, plus their saved-up
capital, to prove that each can "pass a
movie miracle," if people will let 'em
alone. Do you get that matter of importance? "It's A Wonderful Life" is the
first picture of this let's-make-originalfirst
Capra's_
movies
Jimmy
service,
waralso
brilliantIt's
since hiscrusade.
Stewart's first since his.
So we come back to our heroine, excow-milking, vegetable-canning, bedmaking, butter-churning Donna. No
wonder this delectable bit of feminine
Americana — one Farmer's Daughter who
never needed to meet a Traveling Salesman— walks these days in a happy
trance. Donna's noted for not being vain,
yet she must recall how Capra once
lightning-sparked, in a history-making
comedy, an earlier young lady's electrical career. Picture, "It Happened One
Night;" lady, Claudette Colbert!
Donna's a girl who found herself in
the movies mostly by chance and almost
against her will. Being in, she was off to
a shining start, making it seem strange
when luck, for a little while later, seemed
to darken her skies. Her first bright
break was when Metro, having given
her careful pre-camera training, cast her
as a droopy drip (whom Mickey Rooney
as Andy brightened up, and how) in
-' "Courtship of Andy Hardy." One usuallya
hard boiled New York critic expressed
hunch — which Mickey in his screen characterization and personality and Metro
SCREENLAND
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June Preisser, -featured in Monogram's teen-age series, finds life can be beautiful — but
busy — with her hubby, radio announcer Dick Terry, and two-year-old Richard Terry III.
"in conference'' warmly shared — that
enacting
girl'sthrew
destined
fate. Thea drip
New wasn't
York this
critic
his
hat, and practically his typewriter, in the
air: "Look out for this Donna Reed.
You'll see her soon playing Joan of Arc
or Juliet!" Paeans like that caused a
Hollywood trade-paper editor to chuckle
in type: "The principal romance in the
picture seems to have been between the
critics and Donna." And the manager
of the world-famous Grauman's Chinese
Theater, on Hollywood Boulevard, broke
a record, startling the town. On the
great electric sign beside the theater's
entrance, he put "Courtship's" two ranking names in puny lights, like this:
M Rooney
L Stone
And under them, in light-letters four
feet high:
DONNA REED
That remains the world's most remarkable third billing!
Donna -was then actively discussed for
the principal supporting role in "Random
Harvest." Your reporter wrote at that
time, "If Miss Reed gets it she will have
to lure Ronald Colman right up to the
altar — though Greer Garson wants him.
That will require not only beauty but
convincing quality — and Miss Reed has
The role went to another young actress
(remember that moving scene of renunthem." ciation in the church?) possessed of
every qualification — lovely Susan Peters.
Because, like everyone else who knows
Susan, Donna loves her, and because
there isn't an ounce of sulk in the Iowa
Eyeful, anyway, our heroine forgot the
SCREENLAXD

flown-away part and tucked in to continue studying: speech, posture, dancing
and French. (She still does, but how on
earth can she expect to use that French
on the screen, being as American as she
is?) Donna, during the three years that
followed, just kept right on being her nice
self. No
is due there — the girl
can't
help credit
it!
Patience was often needed. Some of
Donna's casting luck would have discouraged the average star aspirant. For
example, she would draw the lead in a
medium-budget picture. But meanwhile
the Front Office would be setting her up
for a valuable role in a triple-A production. Unavoidable shooting delays, unforeseeable byanyone, would slow the
medium-budget picture. Could the triple-A picture be held up to wait for her
free date? Be reasonable!
Some of Donna's leads would be in
pictures where the nature of the story
required that the hero be more importantly highlighted (as in the delightful
"See Here, Private Hargrove") ; other
times she'd have a fine role, but it
wouldn't run all the way through. An
instance of the latter type was the film.
"The Picture of Dorian Gray," in which
she had a "fat" part but only in the
last reels. The character was introduced,
really, so the audience could grit its
teeth and mutter: "I can't stand it if
that rat" — Hurd Hatfield as Dorian —
"gets that nice girl!"
"Dorian" exceeded its shooting schedule just long enough to prevent Donna
from reporting in time for another
whopping big role. But then Metro gave

her the wonderful break on the home
lot, of the role in "They Were Expendable" under John Ford's direction.
That was Lightning Bolt No. 1. Now,
the Capra lead — Bolt No. 2. No wonder
Donna is trance-walking these days!
Once more, for her, "It's A Wonderful
Life," for Fate has always caused her,
in every endeavor, to seem to miss and
then to come shiningly through.
That farm background is no press
agent's dream. Donna cooked, dishwashed, ironed, churned, canned and
preserved. From Age Eleven to Age Fifteen she milked, each morning and evening, three cows. Oldest of four children,
she found herself, when she adopted a
baby girl this summer, still a skillful
hand with a diaper. And, if you want
some Denison, Iowa, lowdown our star,
as a child, was a Fatty and a Towhead.
Maybe you love those single-minded
girls who keep their eye on nothing but
career. Skip Donna! Her first seem-tomiss-and-then-hit episode concerned itself, true enough, with acting. But her
motivation wasn't single-minded. The
best-looking boy at Denison High appeared acinch, her junior year, to play
the lead in the annual school play. Donna wanting to date him as only a towheaded Fatty could yearn, figured only
one chance to attract his attention. She
tried for the role opposite him; a slim
redhead won it— and dates.
Next year, her senior, Donna (1)
slimmed;
(2) saved her pickle-and-pin
money and engaged the only local dramatic coach: (3) became Mr. Handsome's leading lady; (4) dated the gent

— steady, (and she looks so quiet,. too!)
Besides bitionthose
Donna's
amwas to dates,
train for
some main
profession

MGM) invited her for interviews "and
possible tests." Donna replied "No,
thanks!" and meant it. She added: "I
know— a 'long-term' contract, with an
option at the end of six months, and by
then the studio's probably forgotten
you." Later she' countered, to a persistent agent: "You pay for two months'
intensive training by Hollywood's best
dramatic coach — then I'll take a test ."
Word of this unprecedented commonsense flew around and four studios, when

where she wouldn't have to get up at
5:80 or 6:00 in the morning. (That
seems a laugh now, as any movie
star can tell you!) She chose business
administration, and an aunt in Los Angeles wrote: "Why don't you come out
and stay with me, going to college here
a couple of years? Then you can return
to Iowa and finish at the University."
Donna accepted, enrolling at the College
of the City of Los Angeles.
Now — observe again how lightning
misses her, then hits. Carey Wilson,
steerer-in-chief of the famous Andy
Hardy pictures at MGM, had long followed the practice, before each script
was written, of inviting several students
from Los Angeles high schools and colleges to spend a day on the lot. MGMers listened for hints of new customs,
preferences and language-quirks among
next "Andy"
that the Donna,
the teen-agers,
film
would be so
up-to-date.
back
in 1940, was chosen by City College to
accept one of these invitations, spent a
quietly observant day on the lot — and
scarcely opened her mouth! None of the
studio's talent experts accorded her a
second glance. Mickey Rooney, at lunch
that day, concentrated a thoughtful, or
maybe hungry, eye on the several plates
of beans he consumed!
But — when Donna, at the beginning

the training "polish" had been laid on,
proved eager to test. But not MGM!
Donna — aren't women wonderful? — told
her agent: "I'd rather test at
"Why?"
"I want to see if Mickey Rooney is
as sour-puss and pepless as he was the
day I had lunch at the table with him."
MGM's test, carefully done by all
MGM."
concerned
discovered Donna, and Donna
discovered that Mickey must indeed have
been having an off day that other time.
Today she recalls with gratitude the already established star's kindness and
good-natured raillery. Plus his genuine,
patient help in getting her through the
"Courtship" role that blazoned her name
in four-foot light-letters outside Grauman's Chinese Theater. ("Isn't the world
odd?" Donna recalls. "I never saw
Mickey, even once again, after that first
day, in any mood except zip, eager
kindliness and fun!") ;
Donna's seem -t o - miss - and - then - hit
habit accompanies her, apparently, in
every phase of life. Her first marriage,
to William Tuttle, MGM makeup man.

of her senior year, was elected "Queen
of the Campus," and a Hollywood paper
front-paged her photograph, two agents
phoned
and three studios
(but not
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in January, 1943, proved brief. Mention
of her second, in July, 1945, to Anthony
Owen, formerly with the agency that
handles Donna's career (he's left that
job to launch out as an independent
producer) brings lights into the exmilkm aid's eyes that make them match
her golden-brown hair. The Owens dwell
in a sort of patched-over house (starting
with what one could get, in war days)
on Santa Monica beach, and the "patching over" made of it a home into which
you walk and say to yourself, "I'd like
to live here." Dark green walls, chintzbordered windows pouring in light and
sea-view, bright red rugs, brass-work,
chintz flowering again on chairs, and
affectionately chosen early American
pieces combine to induce a verdict: "This
is For
rightTony,
for Donna."
too. The obviously happy

couple represent two widely different
phases of American development and
life: Donna, the Iowa pioneering; battling against weather, kinship to the
tranquil earth, serenity drawn from
wide skies; Tony, the colorful, imported
civilization (pioneering, too) of his native New Orleans, with a temperament
that matches his brunette good looks, his
quick movements, quick thought. If
"like and unlike" make for married happiness, the future of these two glows
rosily. Take temperament. "I'm one of
these people," says Donna, "who has to
analyze, ponder, change my mind, maybe, a few times, before reaching a decision. Tony's choices in life spring like
you'd lit a rocket-flare."
Talking with more animation than
Copyright 1946, The International Silver Co., Holmes & Edwards Division, seems usual with her on any subject
Meriden, Conn. Sold in Canada by: The T. Eaton Co. . Ltd. ,°Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

but Tony, she went on: "I'll give you
an example. A friend of mine, who had
worked all the way through on the
atomic bomb project, wrote me asking
if I didn't think the American people
ought to know more about the making,
and power, of the bomb. And didn't I
think it was a grand subject for a movie?
I mulled the idea over for a few hours,
feeling more and more confused and
weighted down. So many considerations
were involved! Tony came home. I
showed him the letter. 'Let's get this
man on the telephone, right away!' 'But
Tony,' I protested, 'you don't know what
kind of story could be done — whether
Washington would okay a fictional
treatment — whether any company wants
to make such a picture.' Tony repeated,
'Get your friend on long distance.' They
talked. A few hours later Tony had interested Metro. A few hours after that,
he and Sam Marx, a famous producer
and fine person, were on a plane, bound
for Oak Ridge, Tennessee, where atomic
energy
was husband's
first freed."flare for immediate
Donna's
action led to the birth of "The Beginning or the End," which MGM considers one of that studio's most important
projects in many years. Had the flight
to Oak Ridge been delayed forty-eight
hours, another producer would have had
the idea and the necessary authorization sewed up! Donna now regards with
proper respect what she used to think
was "just Tony's impulsiveness." "I
guess," she grins, "if the suggestions had
waited on me for action, the world would
have moved on to jet-propelled raindrops, or something else equally new and
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William Eythe, in London to make "Meet Me at Dawn," meets his next leading
lady, Hazel Court, at the press reception given in his honor at the Dorchester Hotel.
SCREENLAND

ensational before I finally got up atomic
steam!"
Talking with Donna, as your reporter did, after a four-year gap, it's interesting to note how unaffectedly she remains the Iowa girl who's had luck —
w hen you add it all up — and who's willing to work to keep on having it. Her
tastes are delightfully unsophisticated.
In music she likes classical and popular,
but her classical side doesn't yearn for
Beethoven and Tschaikovsky. Her favorites are Paganini's Violin Concerto,
Rachmaninoff's Concerto No. 2, for
piano, and Rachmaninoff's "Variations
On A Theme From Paganini." Consistent, isn't she! But she's also an addict
of Burl Ives, famous singer of folk
songs.
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Donna's not a type who analyzes herself, no matter how much she may analyze problems. Questions about her own
likes or characteristics always evoke an
answer accompanied by a surprised look,
as if she were discovering something
about herself she hadn't noticed. Asked
what she likes to eat, she said, somewhat startled: "Why, I never think
much about it. I don't even remember
what I have eaten."
"Maybe," it was suggested, "helping
around the kitchen when you were a
youngster, makes food symbolize work
to you rather than pleasure."
' For heaven's sake!" agreed Donna,
after a creased frown of thought. "I
guess that's right."
"How about Tony and food?"
"Oh, he loves it. All kinds. He loves
life. Don't forget, he's from New Orleans!"
Donna's biggest social thrill to date
was a dinner in Washington, D. C,
where she went to attend the world
premiere of "They Were Expendable." At
Commander Ford's table sat Major General Groves, head of the atomic project;
Admiral Nimitz, who, with General MacArthur, accepted the surrender of the
Japanese, and Justice Douglas, of the
U. S. Supreme Court. Admiral Nimitz
fluttered Donna considerably by autographing aphoto of the famous scene
on the Battleship Missouri, drawing a
line from the margin to his world-known
face and adding, "This is me." Then he
practically passed the guest of honor out
by telling her the pen he was using was
the one with which he signed the acceptance of the historic surrender!
Those were big doings for our Donna.
Yet, when your reporter asked what is
her greatest secret wish, she answered
promptly, "To meet Bing Crosby. He's
my dream man." Then after she had
paid due compliments to several famous
actresses, we asked, "Which one do you
most like to read about?" 'Oh," she
answered, without hesitation, "Shirley
Temple. I read every word I see written
about her. She's always been a love of
mine."
Her favorite recreation? "Dancing. I
never knew what dancing really was,
though, till I danced with Tony!"
Of course, the biggest thrill of all, in
the Owens' recent history, has been the
adoption of the baby daughter. Capra,
just as this article was going to print,
gave Donna leave to fly to Chicago and
come home with a bundle that will truly
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change life for the eager foster parents.
It's difficult for Donna to realize just
how
star when
she is,
now. which
She didn't
realizebigit aeven
MGM,
was
planning a role for her as important
as the one in "They Were Expendable,"
told her concerning the proposed Capra
deal. "Go — and good luck to you. We'll
roll out the red carpet when you come
back." Donna merely thought the Metro
executives were being "sweet."
This truly un-selfconscious girl (maybe if you don't root for yourself all the
time, other people will root for you)
didn't even ask, when her name came up,
to see the script, of the mysterious "It's
A Wonderful Life." (The story idea is,
by the
way,a unique
— as leaflet
is Capra's
lifting it from
Christmas
sent him
by a friend. That leaflet was titled simply "A Christmas Gift," and Capra's
story develops its markedly original
theme. A discouraged young father is
moved by his troubles to wish aloud
that he had never been born. He gets
his wish but the spirit that would have
been he is allowed to return and observe
what has happened to the people who
would have filled his life. Who married
the wife that would have been his? What
children are there, instead of his, and
what is their fate? Apply this kind of

breath-taking speculation to your own
life and
you love!
That's
what
we the
meantpeople
by saying
the picture
will be compounded of laughter, heartpull and high imaginative qualify.)
Yes, every actress of any importance,
except Donna, would have asked, early,
to see that script. Donna didn't; she
was too busy, during those six weeks
while negotiations went on, holding her
breath. She only wanted to know one
thing about the script, anyway — other
than that, the name Capra was enough.
Eventually Capra invited her to come
over and see the script. Donna knew
this must mean that the contract deal
was virtually concluded. When the noted
director handed her the blue-bound
pages, she kept saying to herself, "My
hands mustn't tremble." Quickly she
looked at the first page, turned feverishly to the last.
"May I inquire," asked the amused
Capra, "what you are doing?"
"Oh, Mr. Capra!" she said. "I had
to look! I'm in the beginning and the
That's our Donna's test for a script.
Now, if someone will just get her an introduction toBing Crosby — !
A darn nice girl, and partly because
she'll never know she's famous.
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Is What

I Believe

Continued from page 35
I conceive Abou's to have been than it
would to limit my quest for spiritual
experience to merely a perfect attendance-record at church. There are some
rabidly regular church-goers who are
plenty guilty of disregarding what they
heard on Sunday in the week day contacts of their personal and business lives.
My views are as patently unorthodox
as
are sincere. But I give them with
no they
apology.
Life: If there were a motto I used
as a sort of behavior guide I suspect it
would be "Good will is the product of
many acts and can be lost by one." I
don't know who authored it. I guess I
place a fairly extravagant emphasis on
the importance of good will. I do know
I value it more highly than most folks.
But it is really important to me to feel
that I have deserved the liking of my
friends, associates, co-workers, my bosses
and those who see my pictures.
Because I sincerely try to avoid saying or doing things that might hurt
people or make them dislike me personally Iam accused of leaning over backwards in my efforts to please people.
Maybe I do. But I'm pleasing myself,
too. It pleases me to be liked. Like any
guy, I have had plenty of opportunity
to get into violent disagreements. Every
time I have taken advantage of that
kind of an opportunity, I have felt lousy
for a couple of weeks afterward.! haven't
the talent of speaking with an unvarnished disregard of the other fellow's
viewpoint and avoiding his resentment
at the same time.
Now take Katharine Hepburn, for instance. My co-star in "Undercurrent"has that talent to an impressive degree.
Katie manages to speak her very agile
mind without inhibitions . and without
offense. Instead of disliking Miss H for
being "blunt." people love her for her
directness. If she doesn't like certain
lines, she doesn't Dale-Carnegie-up the
joint with "Don't you think that perhaps these lines could be improved?"
She says. "They stink!" No one minds.
They expect that kind of frankness from
Katharine Hepburn. Let Taylor try the
same thing and what do you have?
"What the hell are you grousing about!"
And a dirty look, chances are, to boot.
My Miss Stanwyck has the frankness
talent beyond anyone I know. I've heard
Barbara speak her mind with a sizzling
clarity upon more than one occasion.
I've thought, "That is, for sure, the end
of a beautiful friendship." It never has
been yet. I can admire that talent for
unadulterated outspokenness. I can wish
I had it. But I'll be damned if I can
practice myself into a reasonable facsimile of it.

I decided I'd train myself along those
lines while I was in the Navy. I practiced squawking over everything I didn't
like. Nobody got sore. As a matter of
fact, nobody seemed to notice. I thought
I'd achieved my goal and was returning
to Hollywood
a changed man. But I
haven't squawked since I got back. I've
been tempted, but not a squawk have I
SCREENLAND

registered. I remind myself that I'm no
longer in the Navy and now a squawk
might spawn an argument. And I loathe
arguments — except on two subjects, as
I said before.
Does that make me a defeatist? I'm not
sure it does. After all, in my estimation
there are two ways to get what you want.
Fighting everybody to get it— or making
people like you enough to give it to you.
I like people enough to have a complete
preference for the second path. I don't
go for some of the parts I've played at
all. I'm sick to the teeth of being
young man. I want a good guttya quiet
part
for a change. I have no conviction that
I could battle my way into getting such
a role. If I have to, I will. But I sure
as hell hope the studio will wake up and
give me one without any such violent
measures on my part. It would be a
happy day, that it would!
Death: I believe we go this way but
once. That our full record is completed
in this one life span. So I have no casual
attitude toward death. I do not want to
die young. I do not want to waste one
day of the time I am to have here.
Undoubtedly, my feeling that harmony
is so important and at least a part of
the high value I place on being well
regarded by people stem from my confidence that this lifetime is my only
chance for happiness and accomplishment. Certainly this belief is responsible
for my conviction that my life should
be lived according to the best standards
I know, because I believe we are punished right here and now, and not in
some vague hereafter for the wrong we
do here.
I admit a deep bewilderment when
utterly fine people — and we all know
numberless such — are victims of suffering. The idea that suffering is in punishment for wrongdoing won't hold up.
To me there is no explanation which can
make me understand some of the dire
things which happen to those who have
lived deeply righteous and unselfish lives.
Speculation about it, wonder about it
accounts for some of my arguments
about religion. There must be an answer.
It must be an answer of spiritual proportions. hope
I
I'll find it.
My parents were very young when
they married. They were very much in
love and their love was the beautiful
devoted kind of caring which endured
through the years. As a result I grew
up in a home which was rich in harmony.
I got the full benefit of all the best my
parents knew. Mother and Dad would
have been good even if they'd never gone
near a church. But they did go to church
every Sunday and I went to Sunday
School as a boy. I learned a code of
conduct from my parents, first. It was
confirmed in what I learned at Sunday
School. I believe children should go to
regular Sunday services. Too often, I'm
afraid, only in Sunday School will some
youngsters get any spiritual guidance at
all. Where parents don't supply the
proper training the churches can and do
and must make up the deficiency. Vari-

ous youth organizations throughout the
country are the kids' own answer to the
criticism of their "wildness." And it's a
.pretty reassuring type of answer.
When I argue religion I am not quarreling with the other fellow's concept. I
think I've made that clear. Each of us is
entitled to whatever religious concept
gives the deepest satisfaction. Although
my own church attendance is haphazard,
I believe that churches are the great
force for good. I contribute to them regularly for that reason. I applaud the stand
being taken by organized religion against
Communism. I don't give a damn what
form of government the Russians pick
for themselves, but I have no tolerance
for Russia's expansionist program for
its political views. Nor any tolerance for
the American who fails to resent them
as a possibility for the United States.
I'm all for arranging transportation to
Russia for all those who wish to live
under its ideology.
Politics is the second subject on which
I argue. Where arguments about Communism are concerned, I am not indulging my eagerness to learn. Any guy who
argues with me because of my antiCommunistic convictions knows nothing
I want to learn. Our constitution has
given us the greatest possible plan for
"life, love and the pursuit of happiness."
It more than deserves practice in our
daily lives. We should pursue its practice with energy and diligence.
I am sufficiently rabid and vocal
where my feeling on this subject is concerned to be mighty pleased when any. one yells a derisive "corny" at me. I
even find myself incapable of any selfconsciousness if some one accuses me of
being a flag-waver.
I won'tterm.
bow Idown
in
embarrassment
for either
believe
in what our flag stands for with everything I've got and I'd be a helluva jerk
to take offense, because someone whose
inclinations I don't respect challenges
my sincerity. No, brother, on that score
I'll let the chips fall where they may.
Deeply as I feel about it, however, I
don't expect to change the guy who
doesn't agree with me. I just wish he'd
go to — Russia!
Eliminating the foreign ideology element I actually like to argue politics.
It's good old American custom and one
I think is healthy. If you're going to
argue
politics, on
you've
got to keep
well informed
the subject.
But pretty
to get
back to those things for which I confess
an intolerance. Take the groups who
consider it "fashionable" to prate a lot
of half-baked political nonsense. The
parlor pinks who set themselves up as
champions of labor, and to prove their
championing, drive around in beat-up
cars and dress like bums despite their
sizeable earnings. I believe in unions.
I'm a union man myself. I don't believe
in dressing like a hobo to prove I'm on
the working man's side.
I do not believe in vivisection. It is
intolerable to think of animals being
used in such a way. I love animals and
consider vivisection at the top of man's
inhumane practices. Sure, there's a
purely emotional element in this intolerance. Idon't deny it. I also am quite
capable of realizing the sincerity of the
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rationalization which is offered by the
vivisectionist in support of his stand.
But even with the appreciation of his
angle I am stubborn in my conviction
that vivisection is a practice which
should be banned.
I don't believe in fortune tellers, soothsayers, palmists, astrplogers. Actually, I
think people go to such because, in the
rush and bustle of today's streamlined
living, none of us spends much time concentrating our attention on the other
fellow and his interest or problem. The
prognosticator does just that for the
space of time he or she gazes into a
crystal ball or riffles some cards or ponders the inexplicable design created by
a couple of tired tea-leaves. I think the
person who hangs out a shingle as a
"listener" at so much per hour is honestly serving the purpose which the prognosticator has served in disguise. As far
as I know, there has been nothing discovered to prove anything but the law
of coincidence in any similarity between
ality.
a prognostication and an eventual reI do not believe in gambling. It is, for
me, a ridiculous, inexcusable waste of
both time and money. And I don't see
how a guy can be honest and pay his
taxes and keep up with the cost of living,
and have money to burn left over. If a
guy is smart enough to have some
money left over that he can afford to
lose, I think he can find a thousand
good uses for it. There are almost that
many deserving charities alone for the
dollar that a person doesn't need. Of
course the gambler's instinct is completely lacking in me so it is easy for
me to be intolerant of the attraction
that taking a chance holds for others. I
don't expect anyone to subscribe to my
feeling about it, but it's sure one of the
things I believe.
Education. I am all for the good oldfashioned type of education. Barbara
and I had a little experience with this
new fangled progressive education with
her boy, Tony. We suddenly realized
with considerable and justifiable concern that his progressive education was

.leither fostering his progress nor improving his education. He read no books,
he was interested only in the most luridly exciting radio programs and the
funny papers. Barbara got a tutor for
him as soon as we realized that he was
a perfect example of progressive education. The tutor was old-fashioned —
thank the Lord! — and Tony is coming
along like the intelligent kid he really is.
War and Peace: I believe that, potentially, we're just as close to another war
today as we were in 1939. Somehow our
existing peace seems like an armistice
only. We have the atomic bomb to thank
for this respite, if that's all it turns out
to be, and I believe our possession and
use of the bomb saved hundreds of thousands of American lives for I don't believe Japan would have yielded when it
did if we had not used the bomb. I'm
afraid the use of atomic bombs can't be
outlawed. How can a great aggressive
weapon be outlawed unless aggressiveness itself has been outlawed? From
where I sit, it looks as though it would
be as futile to try to outlaw the atomic
bomb as it would have been to outlaw
the invention of the automobile by saying "Let's toss it out, to protect the
horse." War has to be outlawed, not just
the weapons of it.
They say the new atomic bombs are
thousands of times as effective as the
ones we dropped. Even though war has
been made so horrible, even though
future wars promise unimaginable sufferings, there will probably be other
wars. Straight-thinking people don't
start wars. But how can you eliminate
all the crack-pot thinkers? Unfortunately, the Hitler type of crack-pot cannot be insured against and, in some deplorable fashion, the crack-pot oratory
hypnotizes listeners and converts them
into followers. It's incredible to me
that Germany backed Hitler as long as
it did. I honestly didn't think it would.
But a war is easier to start than end —
an obvious observation, but one too
tragically true.
If it were made a constant reminder
to every individual in every country
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Betty McDonald, authoress of the book everyone's tallcing about, "The Egg and I," is feted at
party. Here she is with Joan B3nnett and C'audette Colbert, the star who'll play "I"!
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every day of his life, perhaps a basicwar preventive might develop in the
inner consciousness of man himself. A
hundred years of recognizing, with realistic comprehension, the ambitions bet creation of wars, might outlaw
hindlie
them completely. It's not an impossibility. I'd like to hang around long enough
to sec whether I'm just being wistfully
hopeful or whether I'm actually expressing a justifiable confidence in the sanity
of human beings.
In our time, the UNO is the best possible potential. But unless it acquires the
force in practice that it promised in its
conception, I believe that it will grow
frail. Understanding of the principles on
which it was founded and the behavior
obligations resting on each member nation seems lacking when a country
thumbs its nose at the organization, as
the organization's diswas donecussion ofduring
a subject a certain nation did
not like. It seems to me that such behavior ispetulant and an affront to the
dignity and design of a magnificently
intentioned organization. If such affronts
cannot be outlawed, how can we depend
upon the efficacy of the UNO in its
larger assignment?
The Postwar World: I have a sort of
watchful-waiting attitude toward our
postwar world. The reconversion period
is only a rough, raw pattern, not an authentic blue-print, so it's too early to be
I've a tremenjudgingdous tomorrow's
concern for theworld.
kids of today who
have problems we did not have in our
teens. Naturally, I have the average
man's appalled reaction to the degree
of juvenile delinquency which exists.
Maybe this makes me an old fogey at
34! As I'm not a parent myself, my
opinion is probably just another instance
of my sticking my neck out, but it's out
article, that I can't
so far already in thishere
goes. I believe
get timid now. So
that the results of complacency and igT
norance or indifference on the part of
parents are responsible for the greatest
percentage of today's youth problems.
And you can't discount the let-down
accompanying the inevitable disillusionmerits of the peace.
The youngsters of today remind me of
an experience I had as a kid. I used to
sit on a high stool beside my father, who,
at the time, was working on the dissection of cadavers, as a part of his medical
course. As he dissected, he would recite
the anatomical descriptions from his
textbook. I didn't, understand the big
words I heard, but I began to repeat
them. Trying to pronounce the words
which were way over my head, I got
confused and began to stutter. Finally
I couldn't speak at all without stuttering. And I was nervous as a bat. I was
sent to the country for a couple of
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months and got over my temporary "affliction."
"Rx — back to the farm" would be a
great prescription for the kids of today.
They're so darned smart without being
smart at all. They know everything—
and nothing. They grapple with problems and ideas far beyond their knowledge and experience. This is a trying
period for them and for us "old folks "
I can't
the kids, though.
I've got faith in that
they will level off
help believing
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and square away and there's reason to
hope we'll have a better world in which
to live. Dismal prophets to the contrary,
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this hope is really more than a hope. It's
my conviction and I think, as I'm an
average
it's a conviction I share
with the man,
majority.
Work and Success: I think I'm a lucky
guy. If I hadn't come to California when
I did and if I hadn't been seen by a talent scout when I was, I doubt if I'd ever
have become an actor at all. And it's
because of the motion picture business
that I've any material success. I doubt
if I'd have found any other business
in which I'd have rung up more than
just
an average
success.
So I'm
grateful
to the
breaks that
have
opened
the
widest horizons for me and given me all
I have today. It's inconceivable that I'd
ever have met Barbara Stanwyck in
Beatrice, Nebraska!
Because I appreciate my luck, I've
tried to deserve it. Once you get a lucky
start, only a dope would take a nice
little rest on such easy-come laurels.
The picture business isn't all beer and
skittles, believe me, but in heaven's
name don't construe that into a gripe,
brother. It ain't. I have worked hard to
improve my work. Harder than if I had
taken my luck for granted.
Love and Marriage: I believe that
Barbara and I have attained success in
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marriage. I'm not superstitious, but just
out of respect for those who are, and as
a salute to the little luck gods, I knock
on wood when I make the above statement. "The Queen" has taught me the
wisdom of not taking things for granted
and one thing I certainly don't take for
granted is my wife and our marriage.
We've come a long way in our partnership these past seven years and while
it isn't surprising to either of us, since
we are the kind of "permanent" people
we are, I guess we're a mite out of the
ordinary in this modern, casually married sort of world. I've been kidded for
never having removed my wedding ring.
Hell, I like wearing it! None of those
who have kidded me had much sentiment about anything anyway, so they
couldn't
get under
load of bright
quips,my skin with a car-

I can't give with a happy marriage
prescription for other couples. You see,
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ask her opinion about some facet of a
scene I have to play. Her understanding
is infallible. And when she wants to talk
too.
about
her day on the set, I'm all ears,
Happiness: I believe that happy
people are busy people.' Not having
enough to do is an understandable explanation of unhappiness, to me. Certainly I'm happiest, aside from the time
I spend with Barbara, when I'm working.
And because I have a variety of interests I'm pretty busy when I'm not actually working. I fly, ride, play tennis,
golf, ride my motorcycle, go to ball
games, go on hunting trips. Yep, I'm
always interested in what I'm doing and
aalways
busy, doing
happy what
guy. interests me — so I'm
Friendship: I believe it takes time to
develop friendships and most of us are
too pre-occupied with work and busy
schedules to pursue the cultivation of
friends as was done in the days when
leisure was part and parcel of living.
Barbara and I have a very few close
friends, though our circle of more-thanpleasant-acquaintances is very wide. I
don't dislike anyone — I just like some
more than others and a few I like very
much indeed. I don't expect to have
friends I haven't earned. The word
means a great deal more to me than a
noun to be applied to every pleasant
person you meet upon more than one
occasion. So I don't use it carelessly.
When I hear some one moaning "I have
no friends" it saddens me because the
statement is an indictment of the person
making it. A person without friends is a
person proved incapable of being a
friend. Friendship is not just something
one attracts with no contribution towards its existence. You have to give
before you get — in friendship.
Summary: I don't believe in hurting
anyone by word or deed and I am personally upset if I feel that I am disliked by anyone. And I'll take any possible steps to win them away from that
dislike. I believe in God and in prayer.
I believe that we reap our reward or are
meted our punishment on earth. I do
not believe that anyone ever "gets
away with" anything. I believe that a
man's conscience, if nothing else, takes
care of that. No one can escape his conscience even if he fools most of the
people most of the time. I believe that
God judges us not by what we preach
but by what we do. I believe in the
"old-fashioned" code of ethics and morals. I believe in the American way of
life and the exclusion from our country
of any foreign ideologies. I believe in
hard work to deserve good luck and I
believe in the partnership of marriage.
I believe I am most fortunate because I
am an average American man with much
more than average good fortune in my
marriage, my work and my health. And
I'm unashamedly grateful for my luck.
I have, in this article, tackled some
subjects which are over my head. But
let's face it— I'm a simple, unanalytical
guy who is only too well aware of the
fact that he's got a helluva lot to learn.
And eager to do it. Until that learning
is achieved I shall believe as I have reported honestly here.

Just Who

Is Geraldine?
Hair

Continued from page 42
she*d done in the pre-Welles period. Nobody eared. She was drama with capital
letters, someone to watch out for. And
that was that.
Geraldine admits she unintentionally
used
helped the legend along. "I wasn't
to the friendly informality of Hollywood." she explained. "I thought all
studio people must be very old friends
because I never heard any one use a last
name. In Ireland and England we seldom
called anyone by first names outside
family and close friends. If a man said
'Hi, Cupcake' to a girl on short acquaintance hemight as well have pinched
her you know where. A girl who would
say Hello, Mac' was asking the man
'What are you doing tonight, toots.' I
don't say European etiquette is better
than American but I do say it's different
and that I didn't understand.
"So. being new around here and frightened of my impressive buildup I didn't
get acquainted very quickly and was
I suppose you'd
stand-offish.
considered
call
it Irish
moodiness, but I simply
can't be cheerful and hearty in the morning. I hole up in my dressing room as
quiet as a leprechaun until time to go
on the set. That's how I acquired the
unflattering title 'Lady' Fitzgerald. I
haven't
it yet,
either," Geraldine
said with lost
a rueful
smile.
"I've often wondered how long I'd
have lasted on the screen if someone
had taken charge of me and groomed me
as a special, stylized kind of actress
such as a sophisticated woman, a glamor
or a witch. I've been everything from
girl,
sweet to sinister. At Warners I started
as the sympathetic friend of Bette Davis
in 'Dark Victory.' Next I was the subdued, melancholy wife of the gloomy
Then
'Wuthering Heights.'
Heathclife in the
idea that I could be a
Warners got
menace and a monster. I know one thing
— I can never be any more monstrous
than I am in 'Three Strangers.' Now,
for a change of pace and to confuse
things further, I'm a rich, sexy, and lonesome widow in 'Nobody Lives Forever.'
"Again, we have Fitzgerald the selfless,
•ladylike second wife of the Twentieth
Universal
Century-Fox picture 'Wilson.'
prefers me as the sly, scheming sister
of 'Uncle Harry' — a beastly woman, intent upon ruining as many lives as possible in the ninety minute course of the
picture.
"At Paramount," Geraldine continued, relentlessly cataloguing herself, "I'm
quite probably known as a slop. During
wardrobe tests for 'O.S.S.' we tried all
sorts of French peasant girl costumes,
most of them in the Charmaine tradition with the dainty cotton blouse falling
gracefully off one shoulder. What we finally decided upon was realistic rather than
a man's cardigan which
pictorial. I worea heavy
dark woolen skirt
was too large,
cotton stockblack
of unbecoming length,
was dishair
My
shoes.
ings, and heavy
arranged and my face dirty. When I went
to lunch in costume I'd see people on
the lot looking at me askance, seeming

to wonder where that fugitive from the
ashcan came from." A look of quiet
amusement lighted her face.
Added to the impressive display of her
versatile talent is still another type Geraldine will create soon on the New York
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Set visitors quite often naively remark
to actors "that they must be exactly like
person."
characters they portray; otherwise
the
how would they know what those people
think, how they feel and act? This happens to Geraldine time after time, and
although it's a dubious compliment when
she's being a particularly awful character, she doesn't get her Irish up. It's a
great satisfaction to be able to convince
so many different people that she's so
many different people. The instinct for
humor which started her on this checkered career has survived although the
reputation for comedy hasn't.
To the few people who do know Geraldine personally, she's a bird of still
another feather. There's a pleasant, quiet
charm about her that instantly brings up
the question of how she could possibly
be those villainous women on the screen
she's so totally unlike them. She's
when
a small-boned, delicate-looking gal. Her
auburn hair is somewhat darker than it
appears on the screen. Dressed in a gray
flannel skirt, red and white checked gingham blouse, flat-heeled shoes, with two
small velvet bows in her hair, she looks
like her son Michael's older sister.
Michael is six and wears size nine
clothes, a well-poised youngster who
looks very much the man until he smiles
and reveals two grown-up second teeth
that have parted a neat row of smaller
seribaby teeth right in the middle. His
ous brown eyes are enormous and his
and dark brown. There's
hair is straight
a generous ration of freckles on his
tanned, cute little face. Sometimes this
clothes-conscious young man has trouble
with his tie and the short end comes out
on top, but he's independent and insists
on dressing himself.
Freckles, his half-and-half DalmatianFox Terrier, is quite well disciplined and
can even perform a few tricks which the
young master has taught him. Freckles
Screen land
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stage. That of, in her words, "a rather
doesn't
nice, slightly glamorous girl who s."
throw one fit and has no complexe
Some day, some producer is going to
pull a fast one and ask Geraldine to do
a comedy part and will she be surprised!
whatng.she'll
fascinat
Thecalled
By
intrigui
next is of
to doprospect
on ing
be
"close to the chest" and mainplaying it
taining an open-minded attitude about
the parts offered her, she has developed
few "type" aca facile quality whichgirl
with the longtresses possess and the
est name on the screen will undoubtedly
continue to enjoy a long and diversified
career.
"I think there's only one other actress
whose career is similar to mine, although
she's done a much better job of it than
I," said Geraldine with unaffected modesty. "That's Margaret Sullavan. Put
her in any part and she becomes that
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Arleen Whelan, resuming her movie career after three years on Broadway, reads to
pet Skye terrier, "Orchy," who finds it a good time for a snooze. You'll see her in
Paramount's "Suddenly It's Spring," co-starring Paulette Goddard and Fred MacMurray.
and Michael spend much of their time
on the sun-drenched picket-fenced private beach in front of their small, cozy
Santa Monica home. Living at the beach
is a must for Geraldine. It's as close to
the climate of Ireland as she can find in
Hollywood, particularly when the fog
rolls in and the sea is rough and gray.
Maybe it's just coincidence that the
walls of her living room are emerald
green, furnishing a lively background
for a number of her own paintings, which
are really quite good despite the fact
that Geraldine tosses painting off as a
hobby with a wave of a tapering and expressive hand. There was a time when
she dreamed of a brilliant career as an
artist until the head of the Dublin Art
School told her to forget her dreams.
She plays the piano well, has a sentimental attachment for folk songs,
adores the comic strip "Snuffy Smith" for
its picturesque hillbilly lingo and hates
Venetian blinds because nobody else
will dust them and she has to do it herself. When she redecorates her house,
out come the blinds and that's for sure.
During the war, Geraldine had to stifle
her homesickness for Ireland. Last fall
she obtained permission to visit her
homeland and her recently divorced husband, Edward Lindsay-Hogg, who raises
and trains race horses.
Having had opportunities to observe
both horses and actors at close range,
Geraldine says, "You know, we're very
much like race horses. We're arranged
in rows of identical dressing rooms like
horses in their loose boxes. Everyone expects us to be temperamental, hard to
handle. They approach us cautiously
through our handlers, not knowing
whether we'll accept
lump
of sugar or kick outthetheproffered
sides of our
stalls, rear, bolt, or bite. When we work,
we're groomed and polished within an
inch of our lives. Our owners hope we'll
perform as we've been trained to and not
stop in the middle of the race to graze.
If we do our jobs well we're made to feel
the way I'm sure a horse does when, after
winning a race, he's applauded and bedecked with flowers." As an afterthought
she said. "Perhaps I shouldn't say that
SCREENLAND

about actors. They might resent being
compared to horses, but as long as I've
included
it may
right."acShe hasmyself
illusions
about beherall fellow
tors. "One reason I know so few Hollywood stars is that I regard them as
very glamorous people. When I get to
know them they talk about all the ordinary problems of living and they cease
being the glittering personalities I want
them to be in my mind and become just
everyday people like myself. I want to
keep
my illusions!"
Having
played opposite a bobby-sox
idol foraldinethe
"O.S.S.,"
Gerhas a first
very time
high inopinion
of Alan
Ladd. "His teen-age fans won't have
him exclusively for long. They'll be
sharing him with all movie fans for I
believe he'll be a really great actor
when he's given the chance to do something besides tough guy parts. He's so unspoiled and unassuming — I'm really quite
a fan
of
his myself."
Watching
Geraldine sitting before an
open fire, pouring tea which she makes
in the true English tradition of taking
the pot to the kettle, it's difficult to
realize that this girl with the quiet
charm, the ready wit, the quick smile
has been so many types. It's hard to
realize that so much talent can be contained in such a small person. Far from
being a "type," however, she's all types.
Her life on the screen has been a complete reverse of the tiresome remark,
"You're not the type," which tries the
souls of so many actors. Rather, she's
heard "You are the type" so often that
even she can't tell you who she is. And
don't ask her why she seems to be all
women. She has no more idea than anyone else. Neither has she any inkling
why the only time she hasn't been the
type is when she's pitched for a good
fat comedy role.
But don't be surprised, if the next
time you see a condensed spelling of Geraldine Fitzgerald on a theater marquee,
to find when you go inside that she's
doing a strip-tease, a be-bop number,
or a ninety-year-old Mongolian. If a producer tells her she's the type, she automatically proves he's right.

Everyone Calls Her "Maggie "
Continued from page 46
dramatic emotions, from the tender romance of the shy young girl to the avid
selfishness of the masterful old woman
determined to rule until she dies. She's
being supported by some real Irish folk
from the famous Abbey Theater in Dublin. Among them are S. J. MacCormack,
who will be Old Tim, the Brodericks'
family butler, and his actress wife Eileen
Crewe, and clever brunette Siobhan McKenna in the important part of Kate
Donovan. These three character players
were all offered Hollywood contracts
when they toured America with the
Abbey Theater Company some time ago
but this is the first time they have ever
appeared before a film camera. And it's
characteristic of Maggie's natural friendliness that before they had been on the
lot a single day, they were teaching her
to speak Gaelic ready for when the outfit
goes on location in Eire proper.
The girl is enormously thrilled and
pleased with her current role, and the
nicest possible tribute to her personality
is that everybody else in the studio is
equally delighted about it. As soon as
the news arrived, they all got together
and gave her a congratulations party.
It's quite an effort to hold a regular
party in Britain these days because it
means everybody has to contribute
something from their own rations, but
the guests willingly gave up precious
sugar and dried fruit to make the iced
cake with Margaret's initials on the top.
They bought candy with their sweet
coupons and got spring flowers from
their own gardens and sang a little song
of welcome as Margaret came in. She
was wearing one of the plain light blue
shirtwaist dresses she favors and her
dark eyes were wide with surprise that
swiftly turned to joy, mingled with a
happy tear or two, as the folks all
crowded round to clasp her hand and
kiss her.

When it was over, Margaret carried
off some tulips and a wedge of cake for
her family, with whom she shares everything as a matter of course. Margaret
has been married eight years now, to a
tall fair-haired Englishman named Rupert Leon, a bond-broker whom she
first met in America when she was making pictures in Hollywood. She was only
a pretty and promising young feature
player then but Paramount thought so
highly of her work that they made her
an attractive long-term offer to stay.
But Margaret turned it down to come
home to London and marry her Rupert
and they've been together ever since,
joined just about four years ago by their
baby daughter Margaret Julia.

In town they live in a pleasant little
apartment overlooking the River Thames,
with cream-painted walls and light wood
furniture and cheerful red and green
printed drapes and covers. Maggie has
a peach-pink room for herself and on
her dressing-stand are just a hairbrush
perand comb, a powder-bowl, a small
fume bottle and three jars of cosmetics.
For she's one of those rare and fortunate

women who's naturally blessed with an
exquisitely fine and clear complexion
and she hardly 'needs any makeup to
accentuate her beauty. Even her hazelflecked brown eyes have long silky lashes
and all her women friends loudly envy
her hair which curls without help and
falls becomingly into any style that
Maggie wants to try.
But when she isn't working in the
studio and when Rupert can take a vacation from his city office, they like to
drive down to Cornwall and their old
greystone cottage near the sea, appropriately enough very close to that part
of the coast where Daphne du Maurier
herself lives in an ancient mansion and
which inspired her to write her story
"Frenchman's Creek." Then Maggie puts
on flannel slacks and one of the sweaters
her mother knits for her and becomes _ a
happy housewife. There are only oillamps in the cottage and she has to do
her cooking on an extremely temperamental stove, and instead of an ice-box
she uses the cold slate slabs in what was
formerly the well in the garden. But she
likes every minute of it because she believes in a simple, well-balanced life,
with love and her career each taking
moniously.
their proper places and blending harWhen I visited Maggie not so long
ago, I found her sitting among the roses
and the sweet-smelling herbs with curlyhaired Margaret Julia on her knee, listening intently while her mother read
aloud her favorite tale about Daniel in
the lion's den from a book of Bible
stories. And when that was finished,
Maggie carried out a tray of tea for us,
with a plate of raisin scones she had
baked that morning and some of her
raspberry jam which she had put up in
the spring. Three dogs, a playful kitten
and Margaret Julia's pet rabbit ran
for Maggie couldn't
garden,
around the
without some four-footed
home
consider
friends. She became so fond of the smoky
Siamese cat called Sheba which appeared with her in "Bedelia" that she
too, and now it lives in Lonadopted
don withither.

Talking to Maggie is just like chatting
with somebody you've known all your
life, a cheerful easy business in which
you can exchange jokes and cookery receipts, compare your frocks and hats,
discuss the books you've read and the
movies you've seen and generally take
your hair down. You would almost forget she's a star until she suddenly
laughs and tells you something she plainly thinks extremely funny — a publisher
wants her to write her autobiography.
"As if there was anything interesting
or exotic about me! I just work and I
look after my home and I have my family and my friends. How on earth could
you make a book out of isthat?"
persuaded to
Well, if ever Maggie
between
recorded
history
life
have her
covers, it will undoubtedly be revealed
that the chief secret of her success is
plain and unremitting hard work. Born
SCBEENLAND
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in a modest home in a South London
suburb, educated at the local high school
and a West End dramatic college, Maggie played lots of tiny parts on the stage
before a movie talent scout saw her and
gave her a chance in equally small roles
on the screen. She got her real training
and grooming in Hollywood and since
she came back, she's just progressed
steadily but slowly until now she stands
right on the peak.
All the time she's been studying and
learning, perfecting her art and never
disdaining criticisms or suggestions. Because she looks upon acting as a serious
job of work, she has tried many different
kinds of parts and so there is no such
thing as a typical Margaret Lockwood
role. She gets completely into the skin
of her screen characters, until she can
convey a personality utterly foreign to
her own warm sincere self if need be.
Most men who have directed her vote
her their favorite actress, because she's
invariably patient and pliable and always completely concerned with giving
the scene what it needs. She's never been
known to quarrel with another player
in the whole of her career. More than
one actor declares he is at his best when
Maggie appears with him, because her
sensitive considerate performance automatically brings out his finest playing
in sympathetic response.
"The Man in Grey" is her own favorite picture to date, for she adores colorful costume roles and the graceful clothes
they call for her to wear. In "Hungry
Hill" she will have twenty-eight -specially
designed period outfits, from the ivory
satin and Limerick lace ball-gown with
the crinoline skirt she wears at seventeen to the subdued purple velvet in
which she is seen as a white-haired
grandmother. And there are three delightful flounced dresses for Margaret
Julia also, since she is going to play

the studio wardrobe in which to appear
because her own utility outfits would
never give the boys in uniform any
kicks.
When the British Services newspapers
sent out a cry for British pin-up girls, a
number of screen actresses were approached and invited to pose. Most of
them promptly refused, on the grounds
that such publicity was not suitably
dignified for them, but Margaret immediately agreed. "Of course, if the boys
want it," she said, and laughed at the
wiseheads
it wasn't
wise
for a who
seriouscomplained
dramatic actress
to
display her torso on a wall. She stepped
into the snappiest swim-suits and the
most provocative swirls of chiffon the
Army photographer could find and was
soon running neck-to-neck with Betty
Grable in the British pin-up popularity
polls. Characteristically it amused her
very much. "I suppose I ought to go into
a musical now," she chuckled. "What a
HerI can't
fan mail
that instead of
pity
sing showed
or dance!"
losing admiration, she had gained a
whole lot more through her action. She
reads every letter she gets exceedingly
carefully,
and if isthere's
one suggestion,
containing
what she thinks
a helpful
she takes it right along to her producer.
She'll never be too proud or too confidently successful to learn, not even if
she becomes as famous and personally
beloved in America as she now is in
Britain. That's the kind of girl that
Margaret Lockwood is and nothing will
alter her.

Fanny Rosa's small daughter in the film.
Margaret Julia takes her screen debut
seriously, too. "Perhaps I'll be as good
fully.
as Margaret O'Brien," she remarks hopeMargaret Julia has cherished an ambition to meet little Margaret O'Brien ever
since she was taken to see "Our Vines
Have Tender Grapes" as a birthday
treat. Maybe she'll achieve it soon, for
Maggie is shortly to make a picture in
Hollywood under the new exchange
scheme for American and British stars
which shrewd Mr. Rank has negotiated.
The
main
reason before
Maggie
hasn't
been
back to
California
is that
it would
have meant separation from her husband
and her child. Now the war is over, Rupert can visit Wall Street again and
there's shipping space for. little girls to
accompany their mothers across the Atlantic. So soon the Leon family will be
on their way.

French Shops, Dept. 13, New Brunswick, N.J.
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Maggie could have travelled in wartime but then she felt, her duty was here
in her own country first. So while Rupert
served as an officer in the British Army
in Africa and Europe, she went on making films in London, right through the
blitz and the flying bombs and the
rockets and everything else. She spent
several evenings every week entertaining
at the Stage Door Canteen and similar
clubs, borrowing glamorous gowns from
ScREENLAND

"Maggie" Lockwood guides her four-year-old
daughter, Julia, through her first screen
appearance in "Hungry Hill." They make a
lovely picture, posing for the still cameraman
on the set, worthy subjects for an old master.

Where

There

s Laughter

Continued from page 51
myself: 'Tonight I'm realty going to
study! I'll stay up until one or two
o'clock." Then I'd decide that if I were
going to do that I should really have a
few cokes. So I'd get out the car and go
downtown for the cokes. By the time
I was seventeen even my mother had accustomed herself to the idea that I
would never go to college!"
They had given up the big home by
then, and had moved to an apartment.
Downstairs, in the next apartment, lived
a family with two daughters. The elder
daughter was engaged to be married,
but she had decided she would work a
year first; so she went to New York and
Murray's
got a job dancing at Arthur
Academy. This, young Tom told himself, was glamor!
"It was because of the girl downstairs
that I first thought of being an actor,"
he tells you. "She used to talk to me—
she sold me on the idea — and finally she
sent me to a dramatic teacher she had
met. I went for an audition^ I remember— " the vibrant voice deepened—'!
remember I gave an imitation of John
Barrymore. The dramatic teacher said
I was wonderful; then, with a few deft,
if shameless questions, elicited the fact
that I had some money. I paid him $250
— in advance; and was enrolled for two
night classes a week. I was delighted—
but young as I was, I told myself it was
a great racket, and promised myself
that if I failed as an actor I'd open a
dramatic school instead!"
When summer came — and the lure of
playing in summer stock — Tom persuaded his mother to let him go to
Poughkeepsie. "She thought I was
crazy." he says, "but she let me go." He
months. "You had to be
stayed ofthere
made
beef two
-iron-and- wine to stand the
life." he reflected. "But it was fun."
They lived in a farmhouse three miles
from the theater; paid for their own
rooms and tuition, and went back and
forth on a bus. The dramatic teacher,
once a successful star, poured on the
emotional stimulus in the grand manner. There were amateurs in the cast,
and a few professionals. The amateurs
just sat around and listened; they never
got a chance to act. There was the boy
who painted the scenery, did the electrical work, worked the props — all for
nothing but love of being near the
theater.

was an amateur," Tom says, '"but
for"Isome reason the director let me go
on. He had a system. He could take
people with no acting ability whatever
and make them talk jast — talk almost in
a scream — the idea being to give the
audience no time to think. 'Keep the
tempo fast,' he'd say. 'Keep 'em laughing!' New actors, always self-conscious,
fOuftd this a great help in breaking down
their inhibitions."
At the end of that summer Tom's
mother died. He had to go home; the
bottom had dropped out of his world!
Tom and his sister Claire missed their
mother whom they both loved so much.

very lost, indeed. There wasThey
a smallwere
trust fund and a guardian to administer it. Tom succeeded in persuading him that the $5000 set aside for college might better be spent in dramatic
lessons, so far as education went. "Claire
wasn't able to persuade him at all," Tom
says. "She had already finished school.
So I went on to New York alone."
In New York he studied with a drama
coach named Alice B. Young, who
promptly rectified everything the man
at Poughkeepsie had told him was
right. "She taught me to think out a
character," he says. "Taught me what
to look for in a part. 'Before you speak
a line — think first!' was her battle-cry.
I learned to analyze the emotion back
of a line. It's hard to explain; except to
say that for the first time I knew what
they said 'Words
meant when
the
are poets
a painted
screen between two
"Claire and I had taken one huge room
on Riverside Drive," he went on, "and
moved into
it all the furniture that
"
people!'
would fit — the lovely old furniture from
Mother's home in New Rochelle. Then
we got busy and painted the walls of
the place white — with the help of all the
kids we knew in the theater. None of us
had any money, so three times a week
they came to dinner, chipping in to buy
steaks and potatoes and pie, and we
had a feast. Claire would get out all the
old family silver; and while she cooked,
we changed the furniture around trying
to make it fit. We kept worrying and
wondering why those Persian rugs and
lovely old antiques looked so odd in that
room. It never once occurred to any of
us that it was because we had painted
the woodwork a very bright blue!"
Most of the time they ate dinner in
depressing little spots like the "Greasy
Spoon"; on gala nights they dined at
Child's. "This was really a step up," he
grinned.
"Like old
going
to of
the complacent,
21 Club —
back in that
world
indifferent wealth and well-being. When
we got our quarterly check from the
guardian," he continued, "we first bought
necessary clothing; then invited a young
married couple, who had been our best
friends in New Rochelle, to come to dinner at the apartment with us. We
knocked ourselves out over those dinners; flowers, stuffed olives — all the best
silver — the works! We didn't realize it
then, but it was really our last stand;
a final turning back to the old way of
life, the memories of which were still
poignant and unforgettable. But it was
no good. It was like trying to re-kindle
happiness with a wet match. One night
Claire and I had a nice sensible chat, and
faced the truth. After that, nothing was
ever quite so bad again!"
That part of their lives was over,
they told themselves sensibly. They sold
the silver; sold the lovely old furniture
that was too massive for a small room —
and almost at once life began anew. Tom
gained for himself the juvenile lead in
"Janie" in New York and played in that
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stage hit for six months. A talent scout
from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios
offered him a test.
"It was pretty gruesome," he tells
you. "I had to do an imaginary telephone conversation — but it seems I used
my eyes too much as I talked. I threw
them up and around (shades of the old
dramatic coach!) and it distracted the
audience from the script. But they let
me do it over, and I was signed to a
Hollywood contract — and here I am."
Oddly enough he was given roles in
two different Hollywood pictures at
once: a leading role in "Two Girls and A
Sailor," and the part of the American
soldier in "White Cliffs of Dover";
a feat which kept him shuttling back
and forth between two stages over a
period of many weeks. "Meet Me in
St. Louis," "Mrs. Parkington"— both of
these hits offered roles that he performed
with skill; and now, in "The Green
Years," he has really hit his stride.
"It was the toughest role we could
have given him," a Metro-GoldwynMayer executive said. "The role of a
young boy — whose immature emotions
had to be portrayed by adult acting.
When Drake cries in that one scene, he
really cries — and that's difficult for a
man to do without seeming foolish or
without over-playing the part."
"I didn't really try to cry," Tom explains. "When you're lucky in acting
is when you get a dramatic scene that
portrays an emotional situation — and
can play the scene absolutely dry-eyed
by injecting a feeling of tears into the
role. Usually, when you try to cry you
become 'hammy' — often ridiculous. In
this one scene in 'The Green Years' it
was a shock to me when I cried; and I
know it was a shock to the director and
to the crew. It's the scene where the boy
is upstairs in his home praying; his
mother is dying — and he's beginning to
lose faith in God. He rushes from the
house, and meets the priest. It is the
words of that priest that make the scene
memorable and unforgettable. The funny
part of it is," he added, "I, personally,
never have cried in my life whenever
anything happened to me!"
They

Are

Not

He has laughed, instead — at the "slings
and arrows of adversity" — and set that
hard young jaw and faced life down.
"I gambled on acting," he tells you. "I
felt I had to make a comeback on my
own. It took ten years; there are a lot
of days in ten years, and I had my bad
moments. But most of it was cause for
laughter — because we made it so."
Now he has a new ambition, and carefully thought out reason back of that,
too. An ambition to hit his stride as an
actor for perhaps another fifteen years,
then to be a director himself. "I have no
business
head," hebutlaughs.
add
or subtract;
I think"I I still
havecan't
the
artistic and emotional temperament to
make a good director when the time
The depressing thing about acting.
Tom tells you, is that it's so personal a
thing. Everything revolves around the
comes."
role screen.
you play,
even when
you're
on
the
Business
men get
some not
relief
from their work when they go home at
night — but to quote a famous columnist: "Acting is the only business where
the merchandise leaves the store over"An actor," says Tom Drake, "has a
great responsibility. If he's not on the set
on time, he holds up production. All the
departments in the studio rotate around
his job; if someone ahead of him in the
night." department is late, he is late —
makeup
and the assistant director is in a spot.
That in turn upsets at least two other
people.around
As forme myself
miserable
those
are notI'm
happy;
camera-if
men, lighting crew, everyone! On the
other hand, if the director is sick for a
day, production is not crossed up; the
show goes on. A director has the same
prestige as the actor and gets as big a
kick out of his job of dealing in emotions
— but if he is ill, he can have the assistant director take over. But most important of all, the director, unlike the actor,
never has to worry about being too old

It will be many a long day before
to play his role!"
young Tom Drake is too old. And in the
meantime, living in his pleasant Hollywood house, he is content.

Expendable

Continued from page 45

it is an understatement to call "chic,"
clothes by the smartest designers, and
such a warm and friendly manner that
you are "best" friends with her as the
first "hello" is said. Vital, too, with an
electric _ going-my-way quality, which
makes it easy to understand how she
HOLLY-HOMES STUDIO ffiSS;
has contributed to the careers of Lana
Turner, June Allyson, Van Johnson,
ENLARGEMENT
Esther Williams — and goodness knows
how many others.
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tude.

variably, with deep and genuine grati-

In the days before her hair fell over
one eye and she became a star of Paramount Pictures, Veronica Lake was, for
a time, with MGM and worked — and
"worked," Veronica said, "is the word" —
with Miss Burns. "Before Lillian took
me over," Veronica, in reminiscent
mood, recalled, "I couldn't act for peanuts. Self-conscious as a grade school
child speaking a piece in the school auditorium, looked
I
as if I had a ramrod for
a spine, sticks for arms and legs, glass
marbles for 'eyes. For five solid months,
by the (daily) trial and error method.
Miss Burns helped me to develop an
ability to speak lines naturally, to register emotions effectively, to handle my
body as if it was my body and not a

time-bomb, and to use my voice. During
the course of that five months, I acted
out every script in the MGM files. I
went over a scene, over it and over it,
until I was ready to drop from exhaustion. And sometimes did. Then went over
again."
it The
majority of stars on, and some
off, the MGM lot have similar tales to
tell — all with the "she-made-me-what-Iam-today" refrain. Miss Burns, by the
way, dislikes the word, "coach" — says it
is, when applied to her, a misnomer. Explaining this seemingly anachronistic
statement, she said: "The way I work
with people is, I imagine, a rather strange
way. For instance, I long ago came to
the conclusion that by the time an actor
comes to a studio, it is too late to have
a 'school.' Since I do not believe you can
take people in the heady throes of signing their first contracts and treat them
as students, I make it very clear to them
that I am NOT giving them 'dramatic
lessons,' that they are NOT pupils but,
however young and inexperienced, are
professionals working toward a development of personality and acting ability.
"As an example of the usual procedure,
when Van Johnson first started with me,
we would take a script and, scene by
scene, break it down, discuss it, analyze
it, familiarize ourselves with every locality in the story, with the very rooms of
the house in which the scenes were to be
played. Then, beginning with a discussion of the character Van was to play,
we went on to discuss his relationship
to the other characters, and their relationship tohim and what you might expect his, and their reactions to be, in
such and such situations and circumstances— until Van knew the chap he
was to portray as well as he knew himself and would not feel and, therefore,
would not appear to be 'acting.'
"As with Van, each and every girl
and boy who comes to me is worked with
individually. The only lime two or more
work together is for a test. One of the
benefits an actor derives from working
alone, rather than in a class, is that he
does not run the risk of acquiring stock
mannerisms, gestures, speech effects, a
shared bag of tricks. We do not, in other
words, want six Lana Turners and six
Van Johnsons but only one, one highly
developed one, of each."
Since development of personality is
not a static thing but can and should go
on through all of life, the players, long
after they are stars, salted and seasoned,
return again and again, with script after
script, to Miss Burns.
As for Mr. Sidney: When you consider
that, at the age of 29, this young man
numbers "As Thousands Cheer," "Bathing Beauty," "Ziegfeld Follies," "Anchors
Aweigh," "Harvey Girls," "Holiday in
Mexico" among his directorial triumphs,
you know very well why he is the gleam
in an actor's eye. Quite a gleam he is,
too, for there's six feet, 210 pounds of
Mr. Sidney. Dark and handsome, with
an extremely amiable face, a rich and
ready laugh, a relaxed manner, you
sense in him at once, however, the competence, the what-it-takes touch that gave
you that on-the-beam, every foot of it, tops
in entertainment, "Anchors Aweigh."
"George," Walter Pidgeon remarked

of him recently, "is closer to John Ford
than any director I have ever met."
Since actors, from extras to — well, to
Mr. Pidgeon — all but genuflect when
they
John Ford,
Sidney's
place speak
in the ofHollywood
sun Mr.
is, you
may

RITA
DAIGLE
WALTER
THORNTON
Pin-Up Girl,

safely assume, both large and luminous.
Lillian went to dramatic schools in
New York and Paris; worked for a short
time in stock: was once "sent for" by
the late great David Belasco but finally,
after a long illness brought on, he believes, by her sense of frustration, found
compensation, and found it richly, in
helping others become what she had
hop^d to be.
Mr. Sidney, one of the third generation in a theatrical family, is purely a
product of show business. His grandfathers, on both sides, were producers.
His mother was one of musical comedy's
famed Mooney sisters. His father. Louis
K. Sidney, produced pictures at MGM
and stage shows at the Capitol Theater
in New York. George Sidney was an
uncle. Carried on the stage as a tenmonths-old infant, Mr. Sidney says he
has not been far from the theater in the
29 intervening years. At the age of
seven, he made his screen debut with the
late Tom Mix. Three years later, he appeared in a stage revue, doing an impersonation ofGeorge Washington in the
classic crossing-the-Delaware pose. On
this occasion, affected by the applause
of the audience, George fell from the
boat into the papier-mache waves. The
applause redoubled.
Claiming that he "practically never
went to school after the third grade"
but sat "all day, and every clay, in a
theater," the facts are that George never
graduated from high school; then, sidestepping the family plans for college, got
himself a "wonderful job and flat feet"
as a messenger boy at MGM. Thereafter,
George worked, successively, step-up by
step-up — (would-be directors, please
note) — as an office boy; a secretary in
the production department; in the cutting room; in the sound department; became a test director, a director of second
units and finally, after working for almost 15 years at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
became — well, became a gleam in an
actor's rector
eye;and of
a fine
and full-fledged
sufficient
stature to dibe
compared, and at his age, to the epic
Ford.
If ever there was a "marriage of true
minds" with the plus of mutual tastes
and interests, it is the marriage of Lillian and George Sidney. Not only are
they in love, and very obviously in love,
with each other but they are in love,
mutually in love, with the theater. With,
especially, motion pictures. With their
jobs in motion pictures. It is, in addition,
"greatest
they tell
that
theyyouarehappily,
in the thesame
studio luck"
and
work together, on many occasions, hand
in glove. The job they did, for instance,
on Esther Williams: When Esther was
first sent to Miss Burns she had little
confidence in herself, having been told,
at two or three other studios, that she
didn't have "personality," didn't have
this, that, the other. But — functioning as
something between, presumably, a psychiatrist and a hypodermic needle—Miss
Burns went to work on, and with, Esther.
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At ftie end of approximately three
months, Miss Burns turned Esther over
to Mr. Sidney for a photographic test.
"I used a lot of tricks in that test,"
Mr. Sidney recollected with amusement.
"Esther's clothes kept changing, popping
off and on; a dress dissolved into a bathing suit, a bathing suit into a negligee,
that sort of thing." The test showed,
Director Sidney added, modestly "a
It must have. A few months later,
brightness."
Esther — still working, of course, with
Miss Burns — played the "other girl" in
"Andy Hardy's Double Life;" later did
a scene in "A Guy Named Joe," 1hen
went into "Bathing Beauty," the picture
that, directed by Mr. Sidney, was an
important step on her road to stardom.
Since pictures are, to Lillian and
George, the "most wonderful and exciting things in the world," shop-talk is
their favorite indoor sport. "I shall never
forget," Lillian said, "when they first sent
me Lana Turner. Those were the days
when they thought I was too young to
be trusted with the 'first fruits.' Just
turned sixteen at the time, there was
never anyone like Lana for sheer, breathtaking, incomparable beauty, for all the

"Reminds me of the first day on the
potentialities."
set of 'Pilot No. 5,' a little picture I was
making," George said, "and in the crowd,
I saw this one kisser and said, T want

that one!' Remember, Lillian, how I
came home that night and said, T saw a
boy today that's going to go somewhere?'
Well," George chuckled, "he's certainly
'going
' Peter Lawford is."
"Andsomewhere,
Van's first
test," Lillian said,
"remember that? Donna made it with
him, Donna Reed — and how uncertain
he was of himself, and of the outcome — "
"Remember," George said, "the first
test we made of Kathryn Grayson, how
we took three scripts, Deanna Durbin
scripts, and rewrote them to get one

"With the possible exception of
George Bernard Shaw," Lillian laughed,
"we would rewrite anyone, from Chau"
cer to Louella
"We
certainlyParsons
kicked— hell
out of Noel
scene — "
Coward," George said, with a relishing
air, "when we rewrote the lyrics of his
'Bittersweet' for Katy's test." (The test,
by the way, that caused a sensation, and
gave the enchanting Grayson her first
part, in her first picture, which, since
the Hardy pictures served as coming-out
parties for MGM's screen debs, was
"Andy Hardy's Private Secretary.")
Listening to the Sidneys, you know
how they love motion pictures, and the
people in them. And you know that this
genuine love of motion pictures, and the
people in them is, in addition to the gifts
they bring their jobs, why they are not,
are definitely not, expendable^
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Lillian Burns shows Beverly Tyler how to use her acting talent to best advantage.
Beverly next plays opposite Peter Lawford in "My Brother Who Talked to Horses. "
SCREENLANE
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Wilde

Continued from page 29

authority. People listen to him when he
stands up for someone who is being
pushed around. He can use his weight
to stop injustice. It's satisfying, perhaps,
to know he won't get fired if he sticks
behalf,
his neck out on someone else's
but something else you may not know is
that he was sticking his neck out even
when it might have cost him his job.
His wife, Patricia, tells this one on
him. Years ago, when they were both
starving young actors, they were working in a stock company. Cornel had just
a small part, and the star of the show
was a well-known, but temperamental
actress. There was a kid in the show
in pic(who is now in Hollywood and
tures) who was really green and scared
stiff. It was his first play, and he missed
an entrance. The actress was in a white
with a vengerage. She lit into thatd, kid
his anger rising
ance. Cornel watche
steadily. Finally, as she climaxed her
blistering denunciation of the newcomer,
Cornel got mad himself. He forgot it
had been a long dry spell between plays.
He forgot he needed money like he
needed air. His face white with fury,
he started to talk to the star. He bawled
He, 'way down on
the devil out of her. out
the star!
the cast list, bawled
She was so surprised, she stopped yelling at the new kid and started staring
at Cornel. She was completely taken
aback. The next thing Cornel knew, she
had gone over to the youngster, put her
arms around him, and they were friends
from then on. But she never spoke to
Cornel again. That didn't matter to
Cornel, although it must have been difficult working with someone as important
as the star of the show who from then
on out never recognized his existence.
The important thing to Cornel was that
the young kid got a break.
Today, he still gets into fights on this
same score. One thing sure to arouse his
anger is when anyone steps on the little

agent, which she did. And, by the oddest
coincidence, after the interview, Cornel
took Pat out to dinner. Then he took
her dancing. He kept up his campaign
for ten months, and at the end of that
time, they were married.
What you may not know about all
this, however, is that even today Cornel
loves to see Pat in a black velvet suit.
You see, he's sentimental. He likes to
relive things like that: Pat in a black
suit coming toward him out of nowhere.
He remembers many things about that
first year he knew Pat; he likes remembering them. He particularly enjoys reliving them. For instance, they used to
go to the Lobster Restaurant on FortyFifth Street for a lobster dinner. Recently, when they went back to New
York, they raced for that same little
restaurant.
Yes, he's a sentimentalist. He remembers 'birthdays and Valentine's days,
Easters. Pat loves candy, so he always
gives her candy on Easter. If she adored
stuffed, furry bunnies, he'd see to it she
received stuffed, furry bunnies. They
both wear matching wedding bands.
Often, unconsciously, Cornel twists his

ones. He's
people of filmdom, or the green
only
. As he says, "It'sthings
taken a lot himself
been in the last two years that
have brightened up for me. Before that,
I was in there for years trying to get a
foothold." Yes, he took snubs and sarcasm, and held his tongue. But he can't
hold his tongue when he sees someone
else taking such things. He has to be
their defender.
Everyone knows the story of how he
saw his wife for the first time on a busy
New York street. She was wearing a
black velvet suit; she looked beautiful,
and Cornel did everything he could to
get acquainted. He even thought up the
new and original approach, "I'm sure I
" "I'm
have met you somewhere before.
Pat, marching
sure you haven't," said life.
New York
on and right out of his
overtime
works
Fate
but
place,
is a big
there just like any place else. Cornel ran
into Pat three times in five days. In
desperation, feeling she must be an actress, he tried that real oldie: "You ought
third time he ran
to be in pictures," the for
her to meet his
into her. He arranged

Perhaps he's rememhis finger. dime
around bering
store ring Pat
the little
wore for so many years, until they could
afford the rings they wear today. They
like to feel they are married.
He would even like their careers to
be linked. One of his most cherished
dreams is for them to do a play together
again. Pat is a very fine actress. She
and Cornel did several plays together
back in the old days in New York. Yet
everyone who knows them realizes she
wanted Cornel to get started in his movie
career before she got started in hers.
them. Just beFate played along with Hollywo
od, Pat
fore they came out to
was very ill. When they arrived, she
couldn't have accepted a contract even
if she had wanted to, although many
were offered to her. Then they had
Wendy, who needed her rnommie with
her while she was so young. Wendy is
three now and has an excellent governess, sothat's why Pat is taking up her
career again.
But does Cornel have the usual Hollywood-husband objections to Pat's career?
ely does not. He's prouder
definit
most
He
and that's
of her than 20th Century-Fox,
being proud in the grand manner. He will
tell you that her test, the goodbye scene
from "You Came Along," was one of the
finest tests ever to be made in Hollywood. He will tell you that people are
always comparing her to the late Jeanne
Eagels. He will tell you she is beautiful.
He's terrifically proud of her all the time,
no matter how she's dressed or where
they are. It gives him great joy to know
she can dress exquisitely now. When they
go into a restaurant together and all
eyes focus on her, he gets a feeling in his
chest, so proud and so happy, that he
feels like he's going to explode.
They have everything ironed out about
the why's and wherefore's of two careers
Screens
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There is Punch, the French poodle, devoted to the Wildes. Punch has lovely,
soft brown eyes, and he has the run of
the house. Cornel doesn't believe in
"keeping
a dog
his place
the kennel."
Cornel also
hasin five
cats, — which
he inherited with the property. The cats are
more or less wild and take care of the
gopher problem. Robert Turney upped
the score to seven when he moved into
the bath house and brought along his
two beautiful Siamese cats, knowing they
would be welcome. There is also an old
'possum who wanders over the property.
Deer come boldly down the mountain
side to a salt lick which the Wildes
have supplied. Even falcons live in the
tops of the big trees. They seem to know
about Cornel and Pat, seem to feel
kindness in the air.
For, although Cornel is as he-man as
they come, he doesn't like to kill. He
doesn't go hunting for the simple reason
that he loves all animals. This is a final
tip-off to Cornel's really sensitive temperament. He thinks of animals as individuals who have feelings, are jealous,

The place the Cornel Wildes call home is this charming vine-covered house in Benedict Canyon. The front room faces a mountain covered with wild flowers and scrub
oak. At right, Cornel and Pat discuss furniture for the sun room, still in planning stage.
in one family. Their house is run like
clockwork by a wonderful couple. They
trust little Wendy's governess implicitly.
Although Cornel loves to work outside
in the gardens, chop down trees, make
clearings in the thick canyon brush, it is
not a must. There is a very competent
man on the place, who keeps everything
shipshape. Pat and Cornel adpre their
new house, its quaint English style, its
heavy shake roofs, its spacious enclosed
sun terrace, and yet the house doesn't
run them. They live in it to enjoy it.
The last thing in the world Cornel would
want for Pat would be to forsake her
talent in lieu of a dishpan. That's not
the usual Hollywood husband's reaction, as any number of crack-ups show.
Or do you remember the story of "A
Star Is Born"?
Yes, the little things about Cornel reveal him more clearly than the big ones.
Take the matter of his secret ambition,
although there's nothing so very secret
about it any more. However,
many vears
was
Cornel
name
the
before
ago
on the marquees of the land, Wilde"
the name
of Cornel Wilde was making the rounds
of the publishers. He was a desperate,
young writer peddling his plays. He
haunted literary agencies, slaved and rewrote his material. He wanted to be a
writer.
What you may not realize is that he
still wants to be a writer; not vaguely,
not dreamily, not like one of those
men who languidly say they'd like to
write, some day. No, Cornel actively
wants to write, and he is writing. He
works at it, almost harder than he does
at his acting career. When he isn't on a
picture, he's good for eight hours a day
at his typewrit
er. In collaboration with
Robert Turney, he has just finished a
92

screenplay on the life of Byron. He's
been working on the idea for years,
thinking about it and reading books and
doing research. He's been doing the actual writing with Turney for the past
three months. The screen treatment is
230 pages. As any writer knows, that
represents a backbreaking amount of
hard work. Cornel has been doing it on
the side— between pictures, after pictures, as it were. When you get up at
six, work until six, learn lines at night,
give interviews on your lunch hour, pose
for gallery sittings, it's a tough grind.
When you keep right on working at
something else in spite of this, you have
to want it desperately. What you may not
know about Cornel Wilde is that no
matter what heights he may achieve as
an actor, he will never be happy deep
down inside until he has become a recognized writer.
You might think that with his name
the writing road would be easier. The
trouble is that there is a prejudice
against actor-writers in this country. In
the old days, actors wrote plays for the
very good reason that who knows better
than an actor what he wants to say?
Even Shakespeare was an actor. Still,
because of the prejudice that exists
against actor-writers here, Cornel generally submits his work under another
name. Being famous doesn't do him any
good where his writing is concerned.
u Bight ^ now he has high hopes for
"Byron." If he sells the screenplay to a
studio, it will mean more to him than
just getting another check. It will mean
that a dream he has had for years has
at long last come true. It will be a red
letter day.
Numerous stories have been told about
the many pets on the Cornel Wilde place.
SriJEKNLAIfD

who perhaps can be hurt just by the tone
of your voice. He realizes they are timid,
need morale-boosting, need to find humans they can trust. Cornel may not
remember that the Bible says, "Be kind
to your beast," but he practices it. His
"do unto others" creed extends to every
living thing. If Cornel weren't this type
of person; if he were crass and unfeeling,
he wouldn't be able to give such memorable sensitive performances as he has in
"A Song to Remember" and, more recently, "Centennial Summer."
So, although Cornel's sense of humor
is wild and unpredictable, although he
loves to joke in dialect, and has often
fooled even Pat with his jargon over the
phone, this spontaneous good humor and
love of life is tempered by a more serious side. He's masculine, virile, handsome, magnetic. He's also sensitive, tender, understanding, sentimental, a fighter
for the little people.
Therefore, when people speak of Cornel Wilde's stature in Hollywood,
isn't
his height, nor even his prestigeit as
a
movie star to which they refer. No, they
are speaking about these other things —
the things you may not know about
Cornel Wilde.

Deep

in the

Heart

of Barbara

Continued from page 37

girl. But " if you can come to dinner, it'd
be swell.
Well, I reflected, here's one of life's
little blows. Here's my interview but
with one little snag. No questions. Oh
well, an evening with Stany was so
much velvet anyway. She's a magnificent
conversationalist. She has a knife-sharp
analytical sense— a knack of slicing away
extraneous matter and getting at the
living heart of things. She's an easy
talker and that most wonderful of all
things, a stimulating one. The aliveness
of her mind sends a charge through
yours and you find yourself saying things
that are better than your mental equipment should normally allow. Know what
? Like an athlete playing over
mean
I
his head. Stany can send you away feeling as though you weren't a Phi Beta
Jerk at all, but rather a well-informed
gal with sound ideas and a spicing of wit.
But when you analyze the conversation,
you find that you've talked about everything but the inner workings of Barbara Stanwyck. Stany has a reserve
about the matters which are close to her
heart. It's almost a little tough-boy
quality, this shying away from talk of
emotion. She's not the gal to spread her
troubles on the table in front of you,
like pretty shiny beads to be trickled
through the .fingers, admired, and carefully replaced
We were sitting in the living room
after dinner, talking girl talk, when
Stany admired an antique brooch I was
wearing. She said, "I've picked up a
a cameo.
couple of things like that— one's
Come on upstairs— I'll haul them out.
We went up to Stany's bedroom and
in her dressingshe opened a drawerdrawe
r came open
table. Another small
rtment,
compa
ry
jewel
along with the
pleated
dionaccor
an
fell
it
of
out
and
those
of
strip of cardboard, like one
reer
summ
at
buy
scenic folders you
ed to pick it up and noticed
I
sorts. stoop
a snapshot of Bob Taylor pasted to the
front flap. I looked at Barbara, refraining from asking a question like the lady
I am, but a lady can employ a questioning glance, can't she? Barbara chuckled
as she took the folder from me and said.
"Those absolute fools! That's a thing
Bob whipped up one Thanksgiving when
he was stationed at Dallas. He knew I
was alone and crying into my cranberry
sauce, so he sent a photographic record
dinner."
of his Thanksgiving ded
the thing and
Then she unfol
showed it to me. Seems Bob had had
Thanksgiving dinner with friend.- oi
Barbara's and his when lie was stationed
at Dallas. They'd taken pictures of each
step of preparing and eating the turkey,
and the last picture was a snap of Bob
and his host and hostess sitting crosslegged on the floor, with a big picture
of Barbara in the middle, and drinking
a Thanksgiving toast to Barbara with
jack o' lantern grins.
Barbara said, "Golly, I hate holidays
alone! Come Thanksgiving andmyChrist
Irish
mas and I revert right back to
ancestors. I want every member of my

in the parand if the pig's with
family there, him
a big
there, too,
lor, I want
neck."
red bow tied around his
This from Stany, the self-sufficient,
the girl who never talked about her
heart. I'll never know why— I guess it
was that mellow-making holiday talk.
Anyway. Barbara dumped the contents
of "that little drawer out onto theofbed
it.
and we sat down on either side
a
not
^
is
I was bowled over. Stany
memoribilia saver. Her house isn't cluttered with bronze replicas of Tony's first
shoes and such sentimental trappings.
But in that small cedar drawer was the
heart of Barbara Stanwyck. No impressive gold-sealed scrolls. No certificates
of honor stating the wonders of Barbara
she cherStanwyck. Just some nthings
ished, and the collectio portraited this
self-contained girl as the great person
she is.

There was a letter from Barbara's
son, Tony, dated 1942. Three sheets of
thumb-smudged paper in a thumbsmudged envelope, with the words in
rough eight-year-old script on careful
pencil lines.
Mommy: I made a resolution that
I was going to tell the truth and was
not going to argue with Miss Nelson
(his teacher) any mo-re, (the word
division at the end of a line is
Tony's own) and for keeps and you
said "I did not love you any more."Well I do with all my love. Gentle
man Bob and Pinky talked with
me. That's what made up my mind
for me. I know that you think this
will be for just a week but it will
be always. I am not just saying this
for me to be home. I am saying this
for you to be happy and I know it
is for my own good. If I do I know
you will be proud of me. I know you
will because you said, "If you do
what you're supposed to do, you
in life."
rest
willI get
it for the
do better
going ato lot
am along
So
will
that
and
die
I
until
life
my
of
be a long time. On the next page
are four resolutions that I made
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Broadway meets Hollywood: Larry Paries
winds up the title role in Columbia's
"The Jolson Story," and flies immediately
to New York where his charming wife,
Betty Garrett, is rolling them in the aisles
in "Call Me Mister." They last saw each
other on a joint vacation seven months
ago. Betty's new MGM movie contract
will talce her to Hollywood — and Larry.

1. 1 was going to tell the truth.
2. I was not going to argue with
Miss Nelson.
.'5. I would not eat a lot of snatch
food.
4. I was going to work and earn
money.
Your loving son, Tony.
That document is a testimonial to
Stany's wisdom and love as a mother.
Tony, in his little boy language, paid
her the greatest tribute. Only a gal of
Stany's caliber could inspire a letter like
that from the stubby pencil of a little
boy.
Next was a typewritten letter on the
letterhead of an old coin company.
"They sent me a coin on approval," said
Barbara. "It was
thing
high
relief. I kept it for aa lovely
week, wrestledin with,
temptation, and decided I couldn't indulge myself. I wanted it terribly, but
the darned thing was just too expensive,
so I sent
back. I'm afraid I yapped a
little aboutit it.
I know I talked about it
on the set a couple of times — about how
lovely it was and how much I'd wanted
it. Two weeks later, I received this let-

Stany handed it to me and I read:
ter."
Dear Madam: »
Enclosed please find the 20 dollar
coin, 1907, in high relief by St.
Gaudens, which you had on approval ashort time ago and which
you returned. It belongs to you.
A gentleman from Hollywood
thought that you may like it, paid
for it and gave me the order to send
you the coin. I am not entitled to
reveal his identity, but his letter to
me was so nice and respectful, that
I hope
I am, you will accept his gift.

Respectfully yours,

rior officer, and the girl showed Bob and
Barbara the letter. Barbara had it
copied. Said Stany, "It was a masterpiece of understated emotion. It was so
obviously such a terribly tough job to
do. But instead of side-stepping it with
an elaborate funeral spray, he wrote the
letter that needed writing and said the
things that needed saying. That letter
is a tribute to the man who died and to
the man who wrote it." Stany,
never side-stepped a tough job in who
her
life,
letter.had a kinship with the writer of the

"I've never found out
it to
me. I suspected Bob, butwhohe sent
denies it
and I believe him. I love it. I saved the
letter to remind myself how full the
Then came a letter from Barbara's
world is of swell people."
Next was a typed description of Barmaid, addressed simply to "Missy." They
say no man is a hero to his valet — but
bara's
paintin of Duse, the
patroness ofbeloved
Barbara is certainly "The Queen" to her
actresses. gBarbara
adores
maid. Sentences stick in my mind.
the picture and she has carefully saved
"Please believe me when I say I work
the highly technical account of the magfor you because of YOU. I like and apnificent oil, and the portraitist who
painted it.
preciate good
a
job. I enjoy being treated
like a human being and fellow worker.
In a special envelope was a sheaf of
Please don't feel that the love and
notes and cards from Bob. They were
friendship I offer you must make you
as direct, as honestly loving, as is the
responsible for my well-being. Anything
Taylor-Stanwyck marriage. No nights of
beribboned fancy. Such words as, "I love
I feel toward you, you've earned just
by being 'My Missy.' Love, Harriet."
you — Bob."
Barbara
Stanwyck is tall indeed in statThen came a letter from the headure to inspire a spontaneous letter like
that.
master ofTony's school, telling Barbara
that they were happy to accept
for
In an official-looking envelope was a
schooling a boy of Tony's caliber. Another vote of confidence for Barbara's
letter from "Vogue" magazine, outlining
the reception and festivities they planned
job of son-raising.
when Barbara came to New York. When
Heavy gray stationery carried the next
two letters. They were from Irene Castle
she was Ruby Stevens, pattern salesgirl
from Brooklyn in the employ of Vogue
—the first asking for a picture of Barbara for her son— and the second thankpatterns, she never dreamed she'd ever
get such a letter as this — promising red
ing Barbara for the photograph which
she subsequently sent.
carpets and silver trumpets. That's probOn a sheet of onionskin was a copy of
ably why it's
that drawer
. included in the treasure of
a letter which the head of an aircraft
firm had sent to the widow of a test
Last, Barbara handed me a sheet of
pilot who had been killed in the line of
linen stationery, saying, "This I really
duty. The flyer had been Bob's supeprize. It's in his own handwriting."
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In hasty block printing in pencil, I
read:
"Barbara"
A Quick Impression on a Rainy
Christmas Night
D.O.S.
That's David O.bySelznick,
I thought, and
I read on:
Without guile. . . .
O. Henry style. ...
Evening prayers at home. . . .
Corned beef and cabbage at the court
of Rome. . . .
Minsky learns emotion. . . .
Devotion. . . .
Grant Wood on forty-eighth street....
Salome's
Guff Vine street beat. . . .

Helen Hayes gets tough. . . .
Situation found. . . .
Talent on a merry-go-round. . . .
Rhapsody in blue. . . .
Spangles for Sun Bonnet Sue. . . .
The Manhattan nation. . . .
Appreciation. . . .
Selznick had reached into his rich mind
and come up with a bunch of the most
Stanwyckesque similies ever coined, and
Barbara had stuffed it into her evening
bag and brought it home to add to her
treasures in the little cedar drawer.
Full of admiration for this woman, I
gathered up my coat and started down
the stairs.

"I'm sorry I didn't have a story for
you, but honest, I'm so sick of talking
about nothing," said Stany.
No story, said the lady! I had my
story. The only trouble was a sense of
craven inadequacy at putting it on
paper. That's why the story is told as it
is. Just the invento
ry of a small cedar
drawer in a dressing-table. It should be
labelled, "The Heart of Barbara Stanwyck—Table ofContents."
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impressed by his work that he wanted to
contract him to make at least one picture a year under the Hecht banner. But
Chekhov has an antipathy towards tying himself up with future commitments.
He wants to take life in stride and will
work on only a role-to-role basis.
On another recent assignment, "Cross
My Heart," at Paramount, Chekhov
walked into a situation just opposite to
the one he had experienced with Hecht.
While Hecht had known him only by
reputation, John Berry, the director on
"Cross My Heart," had long s+ood in
awe of the Chekhov talent from a matter of personal knowledge. While Chekhov was conducting a season of his own
personal theater in New York in 1942,
Berry had come to him and obtained
permission to attend his lectures. The director was a bit disconcerted, to say the
least, when he was confronted by the
master on a Hollywood sound stage and
in the position of having to tell him
what to do before a camera. In this
film, incidentally, the pendulum swings
to the opposite extreme from the role
Chekhov did in "Spellbound." In
"Cross My Heart" he portrays an insane
man who always wants to play "Hamlet," while in "Spellbound" it was his
chore to treat mental derangements.
The Chekhov talent, although it is
unquestionably natural to the man, was
by no means developed over-night. In
other words, it's a long story; but as
stories about vital human beings go, not
without plenty of interesting highlights.
Michael Chekhov was born in St. Petersburg, Russia, in 1891, the son of
Alexander Chekhov, who by profession
was a newspaperman and writer of historical novels. And although the world
recognizes the actor's most famous kinsman as his uncle, Anton Chekhov, the
actor was more impressed with his father.
"My father could do anything and
do it well," he told me. "He had the
most magnetic personality I've ever
known. Actually he was hypnotic. He
could look at another person and make
him fall asleep. Besides his newspaper
work and his writing he was also a great
linguist and philosopher. And he was always augmenting his knowledge with
some new interest. He was a prodigious
reader in philosophy, but was equally
as keen about science. He started teaching me these two branches of learning
when I was a very small boy, and as a
result I selected the one I liked best
and decided I wanted to be a doctor.
To this day, in fact, I still want to be
a doctor, but I would prefer to become
a chiropractor. If I ever get enough leisure time I'm going to enroll in a chiropractic college and get a degree."
But the boy, Michael, also gave evidence at a very early age of possessing a
natural bent for acting. His gift for
mimicing his father's friends so impressed
the elder Chekhov and his wife that they
decided his future was in the theater.
"Fortunately or unfortunately," sighed
the actor, "I prospered in my early acting career and so you see me today."

Callouses

At seventeen Michael was already familiar with the boards. He ran the
gamut of roles in the state subsidized
theater in St. Petersburg — now Leningrad— until he was twenty-one, and then
his parents and teachers decided he
would be ready for bigger things after he
had served his required three years of
military training. It was for the latter
that he went to Moscow when he reached
his majority; but luckily for the theater
the young man was rejected for being
underweight.
"Shortly before I was to leave Moscow," he told me, "I met my actress
aunt, Olga-Knipper, wife of my uncle
Anton, the playwright. She was a famous actress at the Moscow Art Theater,
and in view of my previous acting experience she invited me to join the group.
Naturally I did this, and I remained in
Moscow until 1928. My aunt, by the
way, is still one of the finest actresses
in Russia although she is now 80. People
still rave about her spirit and charm.
To me she was a great friend as well
as a great actress, and together we appeared in most of her husband's plays."
Michael remained in the Moscow Art
Theater studying under NemirovichDanchenko and Stanislavsky until 1923,
when he became the director of the
Second Moscow Art Theater. Developing and exploring his individual approach
to the problems of the theater, he trained
and directed his new company to his own
methods. Simultaneously he continued
his career as an actor both in the Moscow Art Theater — where he played
among other roles Khlestakov in "The
Inspector General" — and in the Second
Moscow Art Theater where he portrayed
the roles of "Hamlet," "Eric the XIV,"
Malvolio in "Twelfth Night," and Caleb
in "The Cricket on the Hearth." During
this period he also lectured and taught
at workers' clubs.
Of all the roles he created in Russia
the one of Hamlet was the most important to him personally, because it
brought love into Michael's young life
in the form of Xenia Julia Siller, daughter of a prominent Moscow industrialist.
Years later — they have been married
since 1919 — Mrs. Chekhov confessed
that after she saw Michael's Hamlet
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she was so overcome that she left the
party of friends she had brought to the
theater and rushed out into the street,
running for blocks before she knew what
she had done.
Judging from this we may assume that
Michael was quite the matinee idol, but
he modestly passed on to another subject when I tried to enlarge this thought.
But as for his wife, he is tireless in proclaiming her virtues. Miss Betty Raskin, who has come to know her very
well since she started handling the actor's career, has nicknamed her Juliette.
She says that only Shakespeare's famous lovers could have been closer than
her client and his wife.

"There was one amusing thing about
our courtship that might give your readers a laugh," Chekhov told me. "Her
family felt that an actor was a little beneath Julia on the social scale and tried
to discourage her from seeing me. Everything else failing, they bought her a
beautiful Spitz dog to distract her attention from me, but I overcame that competition and was finally received into
the family. From then on I have been on
the friendliest possible terms with my inlaws." The happiness of his marriage has
been a great help to the actor's career
by his own admission, and without his
wife he doubtless would be a lonely man.
Today
he doesn't
blood relative
left. have a single living
Taking a wife was not the only single
important event during his lifetime in
Russia, however, for during his early
years his country underwent two great
social revolutions in 1905 and 1917.

Never inclined toward politics, though,
Chekhov was almost entirely oblivious
to these events because of his absorption in the theater. The theater in Russia has always been subsidized by the
state and a changing regime didn't make
much difference in the quality of work.
By 1928 Chekhov decided he had gone
as far as he could in his native land, and
he decided to fulfill an old desire to go
to other countries and study their theaters and acting methods. His first stops
were Berlin and Vienna, where he acted
in Max Reinhardt's productions, and
then he went on to Paris, Prague,
Kaunas and Riga, where he arranged a
school for the Latvian Actors' Union.
An American tour in 193.5 brought
high praise from the critics, who acclaimed him as a brilliant and highly
gifted actor. This tour resulted in an invitation toestablish the Chekhov Theater Studio at Dartington Hall, England.
In 1939 the theater moved to Ridgefield,
Conn., where a series of productions were
prepared for a road tour in 1940. Among
some of the plays that were done in the
Chekhov Theater were "King Lear" and
"Twelfth Night." Mr. Chekhov not only
directed these plays but designed the
sets and costumes. This tour, from Maine
to Texas, evoked warm, critical praise
resulting in a Broadway engagement in
December, 1941.
Chekhov's introduction to Hollywood
came when Gregory Ratoff, at the suggestion ofSergei Rachmaninoff, persuaded him to come to MGM studios to play
the role of Susan Peter's father in "Song
of Russia."

As far as the actor and his wife are
concerned they have found the place
where they want to live from now on.
Chekhov
no as
reason
whyact hein can't
direct and sees
lecture
well as
Hollywood, and, in fact, there already have
been invitations for him to establish a
school in the film colony. He is now
directing a play for the Actors' Laboratory, one of the most important theater
groups in Hollywood. He piloted one of
his old favorites for them — Gogol's "Inspector General," in which he himself
has enacted Khlestakov dozens of times.
Seeing the Chekhovs at home it is understandable why they are content with
their present lot. They live in a simple,
six-room farmhouse on an acre of land
in the San Fernando Valley. They have
a large garden where they grow thenown vegetables and enough room for
the actor to cultivate roses. "You might
say," laughed Chekhov, "that our home
is practically run by our four wire-haired
Chekhov is a firm believer in the simple life and is a very religious man. He
terriers."
has
been a member of an Anthroposophical Society since 1922, by which his spiritual beliefs are guided. To give you an
idea, of his friendliness, when he did
"Spellbound" on the air with Ingrid
Bergman last year, he showed up at the
studio with a gift surprise for her — a
basket of grapes he and his wife had
picked from their own arbor.
The Chekhov table is always graced
by simple fare, including vegetables from
their garden, and always an abundant

supply of goat's milk. They have one
goat and Mrs. Chekhov does the milking.
The actor and his wife entertain very
little in their small circle of friends, and
Hollywood
night lifehimself
just doesn't
for
them. Chekhov
has one exist
absorbing hobby outside of his various
interests in the theater, namely chess.
He invites all experts, and master players around Hollywood have a healthy
respect for his skill. He also paints, and
before he does a role he sketches the
character he is going to portray from
every angle so that he may view it objectively. This is part of the thoroughness of his early training in Russia. In
this connection, it is fascinating to watch
him direct. He has an exact concept of
how every role should be played and
acts out each character from bits to the
lead to show the cast how he feels it
should be done. He is a master of everything tragedy.
from the broadest comedy to the
bleakest
In all his long fidelity to art Chekhov
lias taken on a minimum of the eccentricities that usually mark a fellow of
his acknowledged ability. He has, in fact,
just one pronounced phobia. He detests
parking an automobile and would as soon
not start out on a trip in his car unless
he knows there will be ample room to
park the machine when he reaches his
destination.
Miss Raskin always knows what she
will hear when she calls to tell him he
has been set for a role at one of the
studios. As she begins to enlighten him
as to the major details of the deal he

Lucille Bremer and Van Johnson, featured in the "I Won't Dance" number of MGM's
"Till the Clouds Roll By," bring out the coffee pot for that between -scenes lag.
SCREENLAND

invariably stops her. "Before we go into
that," he will say, "tell me— how are the
parking arrangements at that lot?"
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these tests and I'll show you a Marjorie
really surprise you!"
who willproposition
Reynolds
was the startling
which the
new Reynolds of the brunette tresses
suggested.
Mr. Freeman considered himself sufficiently surprised already. This darkhaired dynamo was hardly recognizable as
the docile little blonde for years rated

derneath the gay banter developed a
deeper understanding than Marjorie and
Jack had yet known. Where formerly
she had echoed his views and blindly
abided by his decisions, they now operate on a give-and-take basis, discussing
their careers with equal respect. She is
as helpful to him in his work as a movie
director as he has always been to her.

"the most co-operative star on the lot."
Being a chivalrous Southern gentleman,
however, Mr. Freeman merely observed
that to allow her to supervise her own
tests would set a precedent that might
sweep the industry, creating Hollywoodwide havoc.
As though her point had been gained,
continued undaunted. "I'd also
Marjorie
like
permission to make pictures at other
studios when good roles are offered."
The new Reynolds personality must
be plenty "solid" for Marjorie is not only
making and supervising the much-discussed tests, she is also on loan-out to
Universal, where she supplies the brunette glamor in an Abbott and Costello
opus.
Most important of all, her marriage is
off to a delightfully fresh start. Barely
eighteen when she married, Marjorie was
a Claudia-gn\, happily guided by her man
David. Jack practically had to bring her
up, according to Marjorie, passing judgment on her hair, makeup and clothes;
making all important decisions for her.
Worst squabbles were over hats. She
never could find one sensible enough to
please him.
"I wanted to look my best for Jack
when he was discharged after three years
with the Signal Corps," she relates with
impish grin. "Started out with the
an
best intentions, to buy the neat, simple
sort of clothes he preferred for me." At
the milliner's, however, she fell for the
maddest, most expensive hat in the shop
— a sheer black brimmed affair drooling
with matching feathers and red roses.

Only subject that tops "picture talk" is
that of raising a family. "Jack and I
have always vyanted children. Now for
the first time we feel fully capable of

"I look positively wicked!" she gasped,
trying it on. The ghost of her old timid
self cautioned, "Jack is not going to like
this!" but the New Woman snapped
back, "It's just what I need for my
morale!" and bade the salesgirl wrap
it up.
There was nothing in her blonde wardrobe that was suitable with the devastating lid. Another shopping spree yielded
a slinky green satin gown. While she was
being fitted Marjorie prayed for the
courage to hold fast to her bold new
convictions.
On Jack's first evening at home she
arrayed herself in the daring finery and
waited for the storm to break. Instead
she got a low unhusbandly whistle. "TheI
face is familiar," he leered. "Didn't
know you once, when you were just a
girl?"
little
"Uh-huh," beamed Marjorie, playing
to him. "Like it?"
up "Love
it."
"Even the hat?"
"Especially the hat."
It was a soul-satisfying reunion. Un-

shouldering the responsibilities. We're
for three."
hoping
Actually there isn't room for an extra
kitten just now in their new two-story
house in Sherman Oaks out San Fernando way. The housing shortage what
it is, the handsome gray and white Colonial manse bulges with guests. When
Marjorie moved in with her dad, Dr.
Harry Goodspeed, she looked about her
and cried, "We can't have all these
rooms going to waste when people are
her
So son
places toandlive!"
so desperate
friend
Donna for
Anderson
infant
were installed in one of the spare bedrooms. When Donna's husband, Stan
Anderson, was released from the Navy
Marjorie insisted he join his wife and
child "until they found a decent house."
Next came Howard Magwood, Donna's
brother and Jack's buddy in the Signal
Corps. When Jack came home there was
a good deal of shifting about to accommodate him. With no room left for servants every member of the household,
including the men, has chores to do.
Even Fritzi, the miniature black Schnauzer, is trained to bring in the morning

So many young people under one roof
paper.
make for gaiety. "At five o'clock we drop
whatever we're doing to assemble in the
den for the cocktail hour. That's the high
often ex'hour'
day and
no
spot oftendsthe
. With
evening
the the
late into
servants to consider we put off dinner
as late as we choose," says Marjorie
happily. "Friends drop in for a short
drink and long talks. We tear into everything— books, art, plays, music, whatever
we happen to pounce on.
Her own reversion to type was discussed with brutal frankness at one of
these sessions. "I tried to make my
friends understand that it's not that I
believe the color of your hair is important— that brunettes are more vital than
blondes. The main point is the ability to
recognize your true self and let nothing
or nobody change you. More important
is making the most of the real you.
Even movie stars grow complacent, neglect the small spark that may be kindled
into inspiration. The spark may be
fanned by a slight move in an untried
direction. A daring hat or gown might
do it for you, or learning to play a
musical instrument. Making a new
friend, or rediscovering an old one. These
things are just a start, but everyone
should get a fresh start once in a while,"
says Marjorie finally. "It's wonderful!"
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AMALIE was aHus
nobody, the daughterban
of a drunken tenant
farmer. Alfred was
.rich, respectable. But he loved this ravishing, fascinating, red-mouthed woman,
and married her despite his bitter knowledge that she did not, and probably never
would, love him — that sooner or later she would tire of him.
His half-brother Jerome, the devil-may-care wastrel, the man no woman had
ever yet resisted, tried vainly to prevent the wedding. Jerome and Amalie hated
each other on sight. He threatened her, tried to compromise her, tried to buy her
off— and she laughed at him. Then, suddenly, caught in a passion as ruthless as
themselves, they found they were deeply, recklessly in love. Did Amalie choose her
loveless marriage— and security, or a lawless love— and disgrace?
"This Side of Innocence," by Taylor Caldwell, is a brilliant, swiftly-moving, and
intensely alive story that will stand with the great dramatic novels of the decade.
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